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See also Alphabetical Index, page 1. •

LIST OF SESSIONAL PAPERS
Arranged in Numerical Order, with their titles at fidl length ; the Dates ivhen Ordered

and ivhen presented to the Houses of Parliament ; the Name of the Senator or

Member iclio moved for each Sessional Pajjer, and tvhether it is ordered to be

Printed or Not Printed.

Volume II. Fourth Census of Canada, 1901. Natural Products. Presfiited Kith January, 1905, by Hon.

S.A.Fisher Sn Vol. B., Sessional Papers of 1904.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 1.

(This volume is hound in two parts.)

1. Rejwrt of the Auditor General, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1904. Partial report ]ire.sented

23rd January and 30th January, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier ; also on 20th Februarj', by Hon. S.

A. Fisher Printed /or both distrihution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 2.

2. Public Accounts of Canada, for the fiscal year ended 30th June. 1904. Presented 16th January, 1905,

by Hon. W. Paterson Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

3. Estimates of the sums required for the services of Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1906. Pre-

sented 18th January 1905, by Sir Wilfrid 'Lsiwrmw. Printed for both distribution and sessional jxipcrs.

4. Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1905. Presented 17th May, 1905, by Hon.

W. S. Fielding Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

4a. Further Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1905. Presented 4th July, 1905, by

Hon. W. S. Fielding Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

5. Supplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1906. Presented 4th July, 1905, by Hon. W.
S. Fielding Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

oa. Further Sujiplementary Estimates for the year ending 30th June, 1906. Presented 12th July, 1905,

by Hon. W. S. Fielding Printed for both distribution and sessional jjapers.

6. List of Shareholders in the Chartered Banks of Canada, as on 31st December, 1904. Presented 12th

April, 1905, by Hon. W. S. Fielding Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 3.

7. Kei>ort of dividends remaining un])aid, unclaimed balances and unpaid drafts and bills of exchange in

Chartered Banks of Canada, for five years and upwards, prior to iJecember 31, 1904. Presented 9th

June, 1905, by Hon. W. S. Fielding Printed for both distribution and sessional jjajjcrs.

8. Report of the Superintendent of Insurance, for the j'ear ended 31st December, 1904.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

9. Abstract of Statements of Insurance Companies in Canada, for the year ended 31st December, 1904.

Piesentel 17th April, 1905, by Hen. W. S. Fielding.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

5
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 4.

10. Report of the Department of Trade and Commerce, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1904. Pre-

sented 31st January, 1905, by Hon. W. Patersot:. .Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 5.

1 1. Tables of the Trade and Navigation of Canada, for the fiscal yaar ended 30th .June, 1904. Presented

IGth .January, 1905, by Hon. W. Paterson Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME G.

12. Inland Revenues of Canada. Excise, etc., for the fiscal year ended .30th .June, 1904. Presented 16th

January, 1905, by Hon. L. P. Brodeur Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

13. Inspection of Weights, Measures, Gas and Electric Light, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1904.

,

Presented 10th .January, 1905, by Hon. L. P. Brodeur.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

14. Report on Adulteration of Food, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1904. Presented 7th April, 1905,

by Hon. L. P. Brodeur Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

15. Report of the Minister of Agriculture, for the year ended 31st October, 1904. Presented 31st January,

1905, by Hon. S. A. Fisher Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

16. Report of the Director and Oflficers of the Experimental Farms, for the year 1904. Presented 11th

May, 1905, by Hon. S. .\. Fisher Printed for both distribution aiul sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 7.

17. Criminal Statistics for the year ended 30th September, 1904.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

18. Report on Canadian Archives, 1904. Presented 31st May, 1905, by Hon. S. A. Fisher.

Printed for both distribution arid sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 8.

19. Report of the Minister of Public Works, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1904. Presented 9th

February, 1905, by Hon. C. S. Hyman Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

20. Annual Report of the Department of Railways and Canals, for the fiscal year ended 30th June, 1904.

Presented 13th February, 1905, by Hon. H. R. Emmerson.
Printed for both distrihution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 9.

21. Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries (Marine), for the fiscal year ended .30th June,

1904. Presented 23rd January, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

21a. Fifth Annual Report of the Geographic Board of Canada, containing all decisions to .30th .June, 1904,

Presented 7th February, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

216. List of Shipping issued by the Department of Marine and Fisheries, being a list of vessels on the

registry books of Canada, on the 31st December, 1904. Presented 5th June, 1905, by Hon. J. R. F.

Prefontaine Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

22. Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries (Fisheries), for the fiscal year ended 30th .June,

1904. Presented 16th March, 1905, by Hon. J. R. F. Prefontaine.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 10.

23. Reiwrt of the Harbour Commissioners, etc., 1904. . .Printed for both distrihution and scs.nonal papers.

24. Report of the Postmaster General, for the year ended 30th .June, 1904. Presented 17th .January, 1905,

by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Printed for both distribution aiul sessional papers.

25. Annual Report of the Department of the Interior, for the fiscal year ended .30th .June, 1904. Presen-

ted •2nd February, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier . ,

.

. Printed for both distribution and sessional p'jpers.

6
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME 11.

25'i. Report of the Surveyor General of^DominionJLands tor.the year ending 30th June 1904.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

26. Summary Repurt of the Geological Survey Department for the calendar year 1904.

Printed for both distribution and segsiowxl papers.

27. Annual Report of the Department of Indian Affairs, for the fiscal year ended 30th June 1904. Pre-

sented 23rd January, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid]Laurier . . Printed forJboth distribution and sessional pa vers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 12.

28. Report of the Royal North-We.st Mounted Police, 1904. Presented 21st;March, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid

Laurier Printed for{both distribution and sessional papers.

29. Report of the Secretary of State of Canada, for the year ended 31st December, 1904. Presented 4th

May, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Printed for\both\distribution and sessional papers.

30. Civil Service List of Canada, 1904. Presented 16th January, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

31. Report of the Boai-d of Civil Service Examiners, for the year ended 31st December, 1904. Presented

4th May, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Printed for both\dislribution and sessional papers.

32. Annual Report of the Depirtment of PublicjPrintingjmd Stationery, for the year ended 30th June,

1904. Presented 19th April, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

33. Reix)rt of the Joint Librarians of Parliament for the yearJ1904. Presented 12th January, 1905, by

the Hon. The Speaker Printed for sessional papers.

34. Report of the Minister of Justice as to Penitentiaries of^Canada, for the year ended 30th June, 1904.

Presented 30th January, 1905, by Hon. C. Fitzpatrick.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 13.

35. Report of the Department of ^lilitia and Defence of Canada, for the year ended 31st December,

1904. Presented 14th April, 1905, by Sir Frederick Borden.

Printed for both distribution anel sessional papers.

36. Report of the Department of Labour, for the year ended 30th June, 1904 Presented 17th January,

1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

36a. Report of the commissioner and other documents, m the matter of the royal commission to inquire

into the alleged employment of aliens in connection with the surveys of the proposed Grand Trunk

Pacific Railway. Presented 1st March, 1905, by Sir William Mulock.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

3Sb. The royal commission appointed to inquire into the immigration of Italian labourers to Mont real,

and the alleged fraudulent practices of employment agencies.—Report of the commissioner and

evidence. Presented 19th May, 1905, by Sir William Mulock.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

36c. Report of the commissioner on the investigation into the alleged employment of aliens by the Pere

Marquette Railroad Company. Presented 19th May, 1905, by Sir William Mulock.

Printeel for both distribution and sessiotial papers.

36(?. Minute.'- of Evidence, Perc Marquette Railroad Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

CONTENTS OF VOLUME 14.

37. Return of the Tenth (General Election for the House of Commons of Canada, held on the 27th day

of October, 1904, and tlie 3rd day of November, 1904, followed by a Return of the By elections held

during the Ninth Parliament. Presented 23rd June, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

3 8. Return of over-rulings by the Treasury Board of the Auditor General's decisions between the sessions

of 1904 and 1905. Presented 16th January, 1905, by Hon. W. Paterson iVo< printed.

7
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME U—Continued.

39. Staiement of superannuations and retiring allowances in the civil service during the year ended 31st

December, 1904, showing name, rank, salary, service, allowance and cause of retirement of each

person superannuated or retired, and also whether vacancy filled by promotion or by new apponit-

ment, and salary of any new appointee. Presented 16th January, 1905, bj- Hon. W. Paterson.

Not printed.

40. Return showing the expenditure on account of unforeseen expenses from the 1st July, 1904, to the 11th

•January, 1905, in accordance with the Appropriation Act of 1904. Presented Ifith January, 1905,

by Hon. W. Paterson Not printed.

41. Ordinances of the Yukon Territory for the j'ear 1904. Presented 17th January, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid

Laurier Not printed.

42. Statement in pursuance of section 17 of the Civil Service Insurance Act, for the year ending 30th

June, 1904. Presented 17th January, 1905, by Hon. W. Paterson Not printed.

43. The King's Regulations aud Orders for the Militia of the Dominion of Canada. Presented 17th Jan-

uary, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

44. Report of the Commissioner, Dominion Police Force, for the year 1904. Pre.sented 17th Januar\',

1905, by Hon. C. Fitzpatrick Not printed.

45. Detailed statement of all bonds and securities registered in the Department of the Secretary of State

of Canada, since last Return, 23rd March, 1904, submitted to the Parliament of Canada under sec-

tion 23, chapter 19 of the Revised Statutes of Canada. Presented 24th January, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid

Laurier , Not printed.

46. Statement of fishing bounty expenditure for the year 1903-04. Presented 24th January, 1905,, bj- Sir

Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

47. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 9th May, 1904, showing all papers, letters,

petitions and resolutions in reference to payments of claims for losses arising out of the rebellion of

188-5, in the Xorth-west Territories. Presented 25th January, 1905.

—

Mr. Davis Not printed.

48. R,eturn of orders in council which have been published in the Canada Gazette and in the British

Columbia Gazette, between 1st January and 31st December, 1904, in accordance with the provisions

of subsection (el) of section 38 of the regulations for the survey, administration, disposal and manage-

ment of Dominion lands within the 40-mile railway belt in the province of British Columbia. Pre-

sented 27th January, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

49. Return of orders in council which have been published in the Canada Gazette between 1st January
and 17th December, 1904, in accordance with the provisions of clause 91 of the Dominion Lands
Act, chapter 54 of the Revised Statutes of Canada, and its amendments. Presented 27th January,

1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

50. Papers in relation to the Arbitration: Intercolonial Railway vs. (irand Trunk Railway Company.
Presented 31st January, 1905, by Hon. C. Fitzpatrick Not printed

.

51. Return (in so far as the Department of the Interior is concerned) of copies of all ordrs in council,

plans, papers and correspondence which are required to be presented to the House of Commons,
under a resolution passed on 20th February, 1882, since the date of the last return under such resolu-

tion. Presented 31st January, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

52. Return of all lands sold by the Canadian Pacific Railwaj^ Company, from the 1st Octobei-, 1903, to

the 1st October, 1904. Presented 1st February, 1905, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not pjrinled.

53. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1905, for copies of all corres-

ixjndence between the goverment of Canada, or any member thereof, and the government of the

Xorth-west Territories, or any of its members, in reference to the granting of provincial autonomy
to the said territories, since the date of the last prorogation of parliament. Presented 8th February,

1905.—Mr. Mfjnk Printed for sessional papers

.

54. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1905, for a copy of the letter of

resignation of the Honourable A. G. Blair, as Chairman of the Board of Railway Commissioners,

and of all correspondence in reference to the said resignation. Presented 9th February, 1905.

- Mr. Monk Not printed.
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME li—Lvnlwuei/.

55. Return to an ordfi- of tlie House of Coninions, dated 30th January, 1905, showing the value of vi-fje-

tables imported from the United States, and entered at the ports of Montreal and Toronto, during

the fiscal year ending the 30th of June, 1904 ;
giving sejjarately the values for the first and the

last six months of said year. Also a statement showing the value of canned, preserved or dried

vegetables entered at said ix)rts for said fiscal year ; and the amounts of duties collected at both

ports in the above cases. Presented 9th FeVjruary, 1905. --ilfr. Monk Not printed.

56. Report of the Committee of the Honourable Privy Council of the 18th January, 1905, relative to the

embargo on Canadian cattle. Presented 10th Februarj-, 1905, l)y Hon. S. A. Fi.sher.

Printed for sessional jntpcrs.

57. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 1st February, 1905, giving the names of all

officials, clerks and employees on the pay-roll of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada,

on tlie fii St of January, 190.5, with the amount of salarj- in each case. Presented 13th February,

1905. —Mr. Perley Printed for sessional papers.

57u. Report of the Board of Railway Commissioners for Canada: Part I. Report of proceedings of

Board, February 1st to -Tune 30th, 1905. Part II. Report of proceedings of Board, July 1st to

December 31.st, 1904. Presented 22nd May, 1905, by Hon. H. R. Emmerson Aot printed.

58. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th January, 1905, for copies of the letters of

Mr. Tififen, general traffic manager, and J. E. Price, general superintendent, of the Intercolonial

Railway, reporting Odbur White, station agent at Frederiction, N.B., as not qualified for his po-

sition ; and of all other correspondence in the possession of the (xovernment or the department of

railways and canals, relating to the dismissal of said Odbur White. Presented 13th February,

1905.

—

Mr. Crocket Not printed.

58a. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence, between the government or any minister, and anj- party or parties, concerning the dismissal

of the postmaster at Shelburne, Ontario, on or about the 7tii of March, 1903. Presented 2Sth Feb-

ruary, 1905.

—

Mr. Barr Not printed

.

oSb. Return to aii order of the House of Commons, dated 20th March, 1905, for copies of all corresjwn-

dence had with the minister of railways and canals, or any officer in his department, in reference to

the dismissal of James Ritchie, inspector of masonry on the Trent Valley Canal, Gamebridge. and

the appointment of his successor. Presented 5th April, 1905.

—

Mr. Foster Not printed.

58f . Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence, papers, letters, recommendations, reports petitions, &c., in possession of the government or

any member or official thereof, relating to the dismissal of Henry Curtis Lawson, as postmaster at

Stanhope, Prince Edward Island, and the appointment of his successor. Presented 1st May, 1905.

Mr. Martin (Queen's) Not printed.

oSd. Return to an order of the House of Commons dated 20th February, 1905, for copies ot corresi3<jn-

dence between the government, or any minister, .and any party or parties, concerning the dismissal

of the postmaster at St. Claude, Manitoba, Mr. J. P. Benrier, on or about the 1st day of November,

1904. Presented 28th June, 1905. —-3/r. Staples Not printed.

59. Return to an order of the House of Commons d-ted 8th February, 1905, for copies of all forms and in-

structions issued to the returning officers in the several provinces and territories for use in the recent

general election for the house of commons. Presented 15th February, 1905.

—

Mr. Barker.
Not printed.

60. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated Oth February, 1905, showing the amount of

revenue collected, (1) by the department of inland revenue
; (2) by the department of customs, during

each of the past ten years ; and also in the aggregate during the same period, at the following points

in the North-west Territories, VIZ. : Edmonton, Strathcona, Red Deer, Calgary, Medicine Hat,

Maple Creek, Lethbridge, Coutts, Cardston and Macleod Presented 15th February, 1905.

—

Mr. Rorlie (Marquette

)

Not printed.

61. Oop5' of the rules made by the supreuie court of judicature of the province of Prince Edward Island,

pursuant to section 533 of the Criminal Code, 1892. Presented IGth February, 190.5, by the Hon.

The Speaker Not printed.

62. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1905, showing the respective

dates of appointments of the commissioners and working staflf of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway

Commission ; and the total amount e.xpended thereon to December 31, 1904, under the heads, [a)

salaries of commissioners
; [h] salaries of staff

; (c) expenses ;
(d) rental of quarters. Presented 17th

Ff-bruary, ViOft.^Mr. Foster Printed for sessional papers.

9
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CONTENTS OF VOLUME U—Continued.

62a
.
Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 27th February, 1905, showing the total num-
ber of officers, civil engineers and other employees now engaged in the surveys of the Transconti-
nental Railway, and works connected therewith, under the Transcontinental Railway Gonstruction
Commission

; the name and place of residence of each of the above persons at the time of his ap-
pointment ; and the functions and salaries of each of the above. Presented 9th March, 1905.—
J/r. GervaiH Printed for sessional papers.

626. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 6th March, 1905. for a statement showing : 1. The
names of the civil engineers and others, who were employed by the railway connnission to make a
survey for a line of railway in the county of Joliette in Quebec province, during the months of Octo-
ber and November, 1904. 2. The salary paid to each of said engineers and assistants for the work
already performed in the said county of Joliette. 3. The number of days during which each of said

engineers and assistants was employed. 4. A copy of instructions given to said engineers ; also a
copy of report with plan or other detailed information which said engineers have made. 5. A state-

ment showing the expenses (other than salary or salaries) entailed for the completion of said work
and survey thus made in the said county of Joliette. Presented 23rd March, 1905.—Jfr. Monk.

Not printed.

62c. Interim report of tlie Commissioners of the Transcontinental Railway. Presented 22nd May, 1905, by
Hon. H. R. Emmerson Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

63. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 23rd January, 1905, for a statem.;nt showing the
amount of money spent by the government, or any department thereof, in the parish of Chateau-
Richer, county of Montmorency, for building wharfs, piers, docks, breakwaters, etc., or for remov-
mg boulders or rocks from the beach in front of said parish, or for any other public works, from the
1st of September, 1904, to the 15th of November of the same year. Presented 17th February, 1905.

—

Mr. Morin
, Not printed.

64. Copies of telegrams in connection with the late election in the Yukon Territory. Presented 17th
February, 190.5, by Sir Wilfrid Laurier Not printed.

65. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 1st February, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence, telegrams, etc., which passed between the minister of marine and fisheries, or the deputy
minister of marine and fisheries, or any other official of the said department, and Captain R. Sal-

mon, former wreck commissioner, in the matter of the Canada-Cape Breton investigation and the
resignation of Captain Salmon from his position as wreck commissioner. Presented 20th February,
1905.—Mr. Ames Not printed.

65«. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated Gth March, 190.5, of the "statement of the case"

m the Canada-Cape Breton accident, as served by Captain Reid, of Montreal, upon witnesses whose
certificates or license was liable to be dealt with in connection with investigation regarding said

casualty. Presented 4th April, 1905.—il/r. Ames Not printed.

66. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1905, showing the total number of

acres of public lands undisposed of in the several and respective provisional districts of the North-
west Territories of Canada. Presented 22nd February, 1905.—Mr. McCarthy [CaUjary).

Printed for sessional papers.

66a. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 25th January, 1905, for copies of all orders in

council, reports of the minister, recommending and authorizing the sale of Government lands in the

North-west Territories during the years 1903 and 1901. Also a return of the lands sold, if any ; the

rates and terms at which they were sold, and the persons to whom they were sold. Presented 9th

March, 1905. —ilfr. Foster Not printed.

67. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 8th February, 1905, for copies of all circulars

or instructions, regulations and rulings made by the customs department together with any orders in

council, relating to section 19 and subsections thereto of the Act to amend the Customs Tariff, 1897,

assented to August 10th, 1904, commonly known as the "dumping clauses." Presented 23rd Feb-

ruary, 1905.

—

Mr. Kemp Not printed.

68. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence had with the government or any member thereof, or any official under the government, relative

to the api>ointment of returning officers for the county of Dorchester, Quebec, for the general elec-

tion of 1904, and relative to the ie.signation of any one so appointed. Presented 23rd February,

1905. —Mr. Morin

,

Not printed.

10
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69. Return of the names and salaries of all persons appointed to or promoted in the several departments

of the civil service, during the calendar 3'ear 1904, Presented 23rd February, 1005, bj- Sir Wilfrid

Laurier Not printed.

70. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February 1905, showing the total amount

expended in wages to men employed at the Sorel shipyard, from the 30th June, 1904, to the 1st

February, 1905 ; indicating separately the amount so expended for each month. Also the total

amount expended in purchases for the same shipyard during the same period. Presented 27th Feb-

ruary, 1905.—Mr. Monk Not printed.

71. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1905, showing the names of all

{persons added to the pay-roll of the meteorological service, permanently or temporarily, since June

30, 1904, and the amount received by each to date. Presented 27th February, 1905.—i»/r. Monk.

Not printed.

72. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence between the minister of marine and fisheries and the Submarine Signal Company, of Boston,

U.S.A , including all contracts or agreements which may have been entered into between the afore

said parties. Presented 27th February, 1905. —Mr. Monk Not printed

.

73. Retiu-n to an order of the House of Commons, dated Gth February, 1905, showing a statement of the

business done during each of the past ten years, and also in the aggregate during the same period,

in connection with the transmission of mail matter ; and with the issue and payment of money

orders and postal notes at each post office in the provisional district of Alberta. Presented 28th Feb-

ruary, 1905.

—

Mr. Roche (Marquette) Not printed.

74. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1905, showing the number of box

and flat cars added to the equipment of the Intercolonial Railway for each year from 1900 to 1904,

inclusive ; the total number on January 1, 1900, and on January 1, 1904, respectively ; and the num-

ber in use on roads off the Intercolonial Railway on .January 1, 1900 and 1904 respectively. Pre-

sented 1st March, 1905.

—

Mr. Foster Not printed.

75. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, showing the number of

railway and steamboat disasters in Canada in 1904. The number in which investigation for cause

was made, such cause, and the cause given. The means, if any, employed by the proper authorities

to prevent the recurrence of such accidents, wherever due to anj' preventable cause. The methods

adopted in England where railway accidents are so rare, and any other information which may lead

to the safeguarding of the lives and property of Canadians obliged to make use of these public

facilities. Presented 1st March, 1905.

—

Mr. Martin ( Queen''s) Not printed.

76. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 30th January, 1905, for copies of all circulars or

advices issued by the Intercolonial Railway governing the transport of hay, under the free transport

order in council of 1904, and of all certificates signed by municipalities or individuals to whom hay

was delivered thereunder. Presented 1st March, 1905.

—

Mr. Foster Not printed.

76a. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 25th January, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence had with the government or any member thereof, or with any official of the Intercolonial

Railway, in reference to the transport of hay during ttie year 1904, from points in Ontario and

Quebec to points along the Intercolonial Railway, including the railway in Prince Edward Island,

Also the report of the minister to council and the order in council, if any was passed, reconmiending

or authorizing a rebate or reduction in the rates for carrying the same. And the names of the par-

ties to whom rebates or reductions in the rate of freight upon hay were made, and the quantities

shipped to each. Presented 31st March, 1905.

—

Mr. Foster Printed for distribution.

77. Partial return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 1st February, 190.5, showing the names of

all the commercial agents of Canada ; where located ; previous location, occupation and qualifica-

tions ; amount of salary of each ; other expenses connected with their positions ; class of product

they are chiefly interested in placing on the market
; procedure in the different locations ; results,

specific and general. Presented 1st March, 1905.—J/c Martin fQueen sj.

Printed for sessional papers.

77a. Supplementary return to No. 77. Presented 28th April, 1905 Printed for sessional papers.

78. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, for a copy of all corres-

pondence relating to the order in council of 25Ch August, 1904, providing for the preparation of

voters' lists in the unorganized territories of Ontario, together with a copy of such order in council, and
11
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all correspondence relating to the voters' lists prepared under or pursuant to such order in v,(juncil

;

and especially all correspondence between any of the ministers or their deputies or officers in any of

the departments, and the following persons, namely : His Honour Edward O'Connor, Junior Judge
of Algoma, W. A. Quibell, Police Magistrate, Sault Ste. Marie, W. H. Carney, Sheriff of Algoma,
J. J. Kehoe, Clerk of the Peace of Algoma, -lacob Stevenson, Sault Ste. Marie, and all other per-

sons, relating to the preparation or revision of such voters' lists. Also for copies of all instructions

sent, issued or delivered to any of the said persons, or to any other persons, relative to the prepara-
tion or revision of such voters' lists, or any of them. Presented 1st March, VMo.-3Ir. Boyce

Not printed.

79. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 1st February, 1005, showing : 1. The amount of

money paid by the Intercolonial and Prince Edward Island Railways, between June 30th, 1904, and
January 1st, 1905, arising out of claims for damages and refunds of all kinds ; also compensations
for injuries. 2. The nature and amount in each case. 3. The name of the person or persons, firm

or corfjoration to whom the same was paid. 4. The dates in each case on which the claims tor dam-
ages, refunds or compensations for injuries were filed. 5. The dates of payment of each. Presented
3rd March, 1905.—Mr. Kemp Not printed.

80. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1905, showing the acreage in each
township in the provisional district of Alberta, and in those parts of the provisional districts of Sas-

katchewan and Assiniboia lying west of range 13, west of the third meridian ia die Dominion lands

system of survey, that has been disposed of in each of the following ways : (a) acreage patented,

either as homesteads or on sales
;
(h) acreage not patented, but held under homestead entry or by

purchase ; and (e) acreage patented or reserved for railway land grants. Also the number of home-
stead entries made to date in the following land agencies : Edmonton, Red Deer, Calgary, Leth-
bridge, and so much of Battleford and Regina as lies west of range 13, west of the third meridian.

Presented 3rd March, 1905.—J/r. Roche (Marquette) Not printed.

81. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 2nd February, 1905, for copies of correspondence
exchanged between parties in the town of Verdun, county of Jacques Cartier, and the Montreal
Harbour Board, or the department of marine and fisheries, respecting protection against floods at

Verdun, along the shore of the St. Lawrence River. Presented 3rd March, 1905.—^/r. Monk.

Not printed.

8i. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1905, showing all contracts which
have since July 1st, 1903, been made or renewed by the department of marine and fisheries, with

any person or company, lor the placing, maintenance or care of harbour buoys
;
giving in each case

the name of the approved contractor, the annual amount of his contract, and time of its expiry ; and
further indicating in what instances public tenders were not called for, and in what instances the

lowest tenders were not accepted. Presented 3rd March, 1905.—Mr. Ames Not printed.

83. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 8th February, 1905, for copies of all corres])on-

dence exchanged since the 1st of October last between (aj P. W. St. George, Government Superin-

tendent Engineer, Montreal Harbour sheds, r.nd the Honourable Minister of Marine and Fisheries,

and between (bj the Honourable Minister or the Deputy Minister of Marine and Fisheries and the

Harbour Commissioners of Montreal, regarding the plans, specifications or contracts for the new
sheds in the port of Montreal. Presented 3rd March, 190.5. —il/r. ^ //ifs Not printed.

8S«. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 25th January, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence between the Board of Montreal Harbour Commissioners and the Department of Marine and
Fisheries in regard to the erection of permanent sheds upon the wharfs in the harbour of Montreal
and of the correspondence had between the Government and the Federation of Shippers ; and en-

gineers' reports in the possession of tne government upoi the same subject ; also copies of corres-

pondence between the Department of Marine and Fisheries and F. D. Monk, M.P., upon the

same subject. Presented 7th March, 1905.—Mr. Monk .Not printed.

84. Statement of the affairs of the British Canadian Loan and Investment Company, for the year ended
31 St December, 1904. Presented (Senate) 14th February, 1905, by the Hon. The iipeaker. Not printed.

85. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 5th August, 1904, sliowing the names of all liquid mixtures

known as patent or )>roj)rietary medicines purporting to remove the most varied forms of disease

occurring in the human body, and when weakened by such disease or by any indulgence, habit or ac-

cident, to restore it to its former strength and* vigour. Showing also the amount of money, if any,

12
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paid b}- importer, maker, mixer ov vendor, to the government as special tax or license, and to whom
paid. Showing likewise if the government has any knowledge of the ingredients which are em-

l)loyed to make the.^e compounds : 1. Has such knowledge been acquired from the statements of the

parties who have the formula? 2. Has it been acquired by (pialitative and quantitative analysis of

the Dominion analyst, or by any other practical chemist, if so, what quantities are contained in a

determinate, say, one fluid ounce, of the following named ingredients : 1. Water, quantity in a deter-

minate measuie, say, one fluid ounce, of the preparations examined. 2. Alcohol in any form other

than absolute ; methylated or proof spirit or any other form ; essences, ethers or any other solvent

;

colouring or flavouring substances, and, lastly, the solid ingredients in said preparations, the

quantity and names of each. Presented 2Sth February, 1!)0.5.

—

Hon. Mr. Sullivan.

Printed for sessional papen.

86. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 14th February, 1905, showing : Imports of aluminum in

pigs or ingots into Canada. Imports of aluminum into wire, .sheets or any other form. Im|>orts of

oxide of aluminum. Imports of alumina, t^uantities bj' weight- values. Countries im[X)rted from,

and ports of entry in Canada, and what countries the production of. Exixjrts of aluminum in pigs

or ingots. Exix)rts of aluminum in any form, manufactured. What countries exported to, and
ports of shipment in Canada. Quantities by weight-values. For the year 1904. Pre.sented 28th

February, 1905.— Hon. Mr. Dornville Not printed.

87. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, 1905, .showing the number of

inspectors or other persons employed to attend to the enforcement of the I^'ruit Marks Act of 1901.

The names of the said inspectors or other persons, and the salaries paid to each, respectively. The
total amount paid to said persons on account cf salai'ies up to the 1st of January, 1905. Also the

amount paid to said persons for travelling and other expenses up to 1st January, 1905. Presented

9th March, 1905.—Afr. Taylor Not printed

.

88. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, for copies of all corres-

pondence addressed to the government, or any minister, in reference to the cables of the Empire.
Presented 9th March, 1905.

—

Mr. Lo<ian Not printed.

89. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 18th February, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence in reference to the building of a new boat to be employed to maintain winter communication
between Prince Edward Island and the mainland of Canada. The engineer's and inspector's re]xitt

of the present condition of the ss. Stanley now on that route ; the repairs made ; the damage
sustained by contact with heavy ice ; and any other information in regard to her age, clas.s, etc. in

any of the government departments. Presented 10th !March, 1905.

—

Mr. Martin (Queen's).

Not printed

.

90. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 2()th February, 1905, for a statement showing the

amount and nature of each and every claim that has been made by the firm of P. Lyall & Sons for

extras in connection with their contract for the erection of steel sheds in the port of Montreal ; and
further indicating in each instance whether the claim has been admitted and approved by the

Harbour Commissioners or their chief engineer ; whether it has been recommended for payment by
the government superintending engineer ; and in case of dispute between the engineers, what
decision the minister of marine and fisheries has given in each case ; and the amount paid or agreed

to be paid to the contractor in connection with each claim. Presented 10th March, 1905.

—

Mr. Amis.

Not printed,

90a. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 27th March, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence between the Minister of Marine and Fisheries, or any officer of his department, and Mr. George
S. Greene, junior, of New York, regarding the steel freight sheds of the harbour of Montreal ;

together with the report of the said George S. Greene, junior, upon the plans submitted to him for

an opinion. Presented 12th April, 1905.

—

Mr. Atne.f Not printed.

91. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 1st February, 190.5, showing : 1. The present

indebtedness to the Dominion Government of the Montreal Turnpike Trust, {a) on capital account

(li) for arrears of interest. 2. The amounts collected at each toll gate belonging to the said turnpike

trust during the year ending 31st December, 1904. 3. The names of all parties who have connnuted

their *olls, and the - nount of commutation paid in each case. 4. The amounts expended on each

section or road divi»> m under th*; control of said trust, during the said year ending 31st December,

1904 ; and the contracts given out during the year, with the name of the contractor and the date
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and amount involved in each case. 5. The amounts paid out dui-ing the said j'ear at each toll gate

for salaries of day and night keepers, and other expenditui'e at each of the toll gates maintained.

6. The names of all parties holding passes for free use of the roads under the control of said trust

during the said year. 7. The e.Kpenses of the said trust during the said year, for rent, salaries of

the office, giving name and remuneration of each official. 8. The actual indebtedness in detail of

the said trust outside of its bonds due to the government of Canada. 9. The amounts collected

year bj' year since 1896 from municipalities under special agreements made as their share pro rata

of the bonded indebtedness of the turnpike trust. Presented 15th March, 1905.

—

Mr. Monk.

Not printed.

92. Return to an c)rder of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1905, for a statement showing the

amounts expended from the 30th of June, 1902, vp to the 1st of February, 1905, upon the two

wharves and approaches at Ste. Genevieve and Isle Bizard, in the county of Jacques Cartier ; also

letters addressed to the minister of public works during the year 1904 in refertr-nce to the said

expenditure, with estimates and statements connected therewith. Presented 16th March, 1905.

—

Mr. Monk Not printed.

93. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 27th February, 1905. for copies of all thermo-

graph records of temperatures taken on board Atlantic steamships during the calendar year 1903,

stating : (1) name of steamship ; (2) date when thermograph was put in chamber ; (3) date when
the steamer left the port ; (4) whether chamber was («) cold storage ; (6) cool air ; (c) mechanically

ventilated : (d) ordinary, or whether the record was taken on deck or other place where the natural

temperature of the air would be registered, unexposed to the sun's rays ; (5) where practicable, in

what part of the chamber the thermograph was placed. Presented 17th March, 1905.

—

Mr. Hender-

son Not printed

.

93t(. Return to an ordei' of the House of Commons, dated 20th March, 1905, of all tiie thermograph

records used in the transportation of perishable products from Canada, in cold storage or ventilated

storage, or cool air comjjartments. Also a copj' of all contiacts entered into between the govern-

ment and any steamship company whereby the company receives a subsidy for installing cold

storage or cool air ventilation or ventilated storage. Presented 17th May, 1905.

—

Mr. Armstromj.

Not printed.

936. Supplementary return to 93a. Presented Gth June, 1905 Not printed.

94. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 6th Marjh, 1905, showing all leases of water

power granted on the Welland Canal, not included in the return made to an order of the house

dated 3rd Aj^ril, 1901 ; the names of the lessees ; the quantity of power granted in each lease ; the

consideration named in each lease, together with the length of the term granted, and the amount

of rental reserved in such leases unpaid, if any. Presented 17th March, 1905.

—

Mr. German.

Printed jor sessional papers.

95. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1905, showing what contracts

for public works, or for supplies, have been awarded since Jul}' 1st, 1903, to other than the lowest

tenderer, in the department of marine and fisheries, by the authority of the governor in council, in

the manner set forth in clause 6 of the Act 55-50 Victoria, chapter 17. Also for the names and

offers of all unsuccessful tenderers in every such case, and for the reasons why any such lowest

tenderer was passed over. Presented 17th Maioh, 1905. — i>/i-. Lewis Not printed.

96. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 1st March, 1905, for a copy of all correspondence between

the government and the Ottawa corporation, relative to the formation of a federal district. Pre-

sented 17th March, 1905.

—

Hon. Mr. Bernier Not printed

.

97. Statement showing areas of the provisional districts of the North-west Territories. Presented 20th

March, 1905, by Hon. W. S. Fielding Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

98. School ordinance, North-west Territories, being chapters 29, 30 and 31, passed 1901. Presented

20th March, 1905, by Hon. W. S. Fielding Not printed.

99. Summary of legislation relating to subsidies to provinces. Presented 20th March, 190.5, by Hon. ^V.

S. Fielding Not jjrinttd

.
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100. Keturn to an order of the House of Conimoiis, dated 20th February, liK)."), showing the number of

witnesses who appeared before tlie agriculture committee, whose expenses were paid by the govern-

ment, for each year from 1800 to 1904 inclusive ; the amount jiaid to each such witness ; the name of

each ; where each came from when their attendance was required ; and at whose instance each such

witness was brought. Presented 22nd March, 1905.

—

Mr. Wilxon (Lennox and Addington).

Not printed.

101. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 9th February, IOk.'j, for copies of all cori-esixin-

dence had between the government, or any department or member thereof, and the Alexander (iibson

Railway and Manufacturing Company, or any other corporation or corporations, or person or

persons, not included in the return brought down on tlie twenty-ninth day of July, 1904, in refer-

ence to the purchase and taking over by the government of the Canada Eastern Railway ; and of

all other papers in the possession of the government, or any department thereof, not included in the

.said return of Julj', 1904, in reference to the purchase and taking over of the said railway, and the

cost thereof. And also showing (1) the number of officials and employees in the service of the said

railway at the time of its transfer to the government, with their names and their resj)ective salaries

or wages
; (2) the number of officials and employees now in the service of the said railwaj-, with their

names and their respective salaries or wages ; (3) the cost of the operation of the said railway from

the date of its transfer to the government until the first day of Februarj', 1905, and the gross earn-

ings of the said railway during the same period. Presented 23rd March. 1905.

—

Mr. Crocket.

Not printed.

102. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated (jth March, 1905, for ccjpies of all petitions,

memorials, and resolutions from the legislative assembly of Manitoba, the executive of that province,

and any correspondence relative to the extension of the boundaries of Manitoba to the west or north.

Presented 3rd April, 1905.— 3/r. Roche (MarquetteJ.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

102'(. Supplementary return to No. 102. Presented 5th April, 1905.

Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

103. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th January, 1905, of copies of all corresiK»n-

dence had with the goverinnent or any member or official thereof, in reference to the building and
location of a railway statioa in Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island ; also report or reports or

memorandum of any minister or official of the government, with reference to delegations from the

province of Prince Edward Island, asking for the construction of such work. Presented 22nd May,
1905

—

Mr. Martin (Queen's) Not printed.

10-4. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 190.5, for copies of all corres-

pondence and documents i-elating to an application to the Board of Railway Commissioners, and
relating to an application lately before the said board, by the towns of Port Arthur and Fort
William, to obtain access for their municipal telephone system into the offices of the stations of the

Canadian Pacific Railway in the two towns. And for copies of all correspondence between the said

towns of Port Arthur and Fort William, and the officers thereof, with the government, with refer-

ence to such application, or prior or subsequent thereto. Also copies of any report or recommenda-
tion, decision or order made by the railway commissioners with reference to such application or

applications, or incident thereto. Presented 5th April. 1905.~il'/r. Bovce Not printed.

105. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 27th February, 1905, for a copy of the report of

Mr. Matheson relating to the alleged fraud inpayment of fishing bounties. Presented 5th April,

1905—J»/r. Oanonrj jVo^ printed.

106. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 27th February, 1905, showing the business done
in the exchequer court of Canada, under its admiralty jurisdiction, since the Admiralty Act of 1891

came into force
;
giving by districts, (1) the number of actions instituted ; {2-a) the number of inter-

locutory applications, and (6) trials
; (3) the amount involved. Presented 6th April, 1905.—ifr.

Clarke (Essex) Printed for sessional papers.

107. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th March, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence between the Department of Interior and Robert Buchanan, Peter Veregin, Simeon Rieben, and
the Dominion Lands Office at Yorkton, or others, relative to the claim of Ivan Shukin to the patent
for the northwest quarter section 23, to\vnship 31, R. 6, to 2ud M.; and to any cancellation proceed-
ings in connection with the said land. Presented 7th April, 19*)o.—Mr. Lake Not printed.
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108. Return to an order of the House of Common«, dated Kth March, 1905, showing the number and loca-

tion, cost and earnings, of the cold storage establishments called " Bait Freezers,"' of Maritime

Canada ; together with the returns, duly certified, of all such institutions, since IflOO ; the names and

the salaries of all superintendents, offic'"is and keepers of same ; and the amounts in pounds of the

different kinds of fish therein stored ; the amount of bait from them used by bona fide fishermen, and

the names of the same ; together with all such information as may permit of the thorough examin-

ation of the question of government assisted refrigerators. Presented 11th April, 1905.

—

3Ir. Martin

(Queens) Not 'printed.

109. Return to an address of the Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, for copies of all correspondence,

telegi-ams, reports, writings, documents, memorials, oi'ders in council, memoranda, or written or

printed information of any kind not already dow;
,
which passed between the government of Canada,

or of any minister or official thereof, and the government of Prince Edward Island, or of anj' member

or official thereof, in any wise relating to the claim of the province of Prince Edward Island to a

share of the Halifax fishery award. Presented 12th April, 1905.

—

Mr. McLean (Queens).

Not printed.

109". Supplementary return to No. 109. Presented 10th May, 1905 Not printed.

110. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence between the Department of Marine and Fisheries and Mr. A. E. Dyment, M.P. ; and also

between the Department of Marine and Fisheries and the late Commissioner of Fisheries for Ontario,

the Honourable Mr. Latchford, during the past four years', regarding the grantiiig of pound net

licenses east of Little Current, Manitoulin Island, to Mr. T. H. Jackraan, of Killarney, Ontario.

Presented 12th April, 1905.—Mr. Crocket Not printed.

111. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th Februarj', 1905, for a statement showing

the amount of money expended by the Dominion government since the first day of Julj', 1873, for

constructing, equipping, and subsidizing railways and canals, separately', in Canada : adding thereto

the value of land given as subsidies, on the basis of one dollar value per acre ; and adding further

thereto the total estimated liability incurred by Canada on account of the building of the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway. Also a statement showing separately the part of such expenditure made or

to be made as above, on railways and canals separately in each province of Canada, and the North-

west Territories, deducting any sums that may have been charged any of the provinces or the North-

west Territories in their debt account with the Dominion of Canada. Presented 12th April, 1905.

—

Mr. Martin (Queen's) Printed for sessional papers.

112. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 6th February, 1905, for a return of all lists of

voters, as prepared by the enumerators, for the several polling subdivisions of the respective electoral

districts in the North-west Territories, and used in the recent general election for Ihe house of

commons. Presented 17th April, 1905.—Mr. McCarthy (Calyary) Not printed.

112o. Return to an order of the House of C 'mmons, dated 8th February, 1905, for a copy of the voters'

lists for fhe constituency of Macdonald, Manitoba, supplied to the clerk of the crown in chancery

prior tt e general elections of 1904. Also for copies of the voters" lists supplied by the clerk of the

crown in c.ancerj- to the returning officer for Macdonald constituency for the same elections. And
for copies of voters' lists supplied to the various deputy returning officers by the returning officer in

the constituency of Macdonald. Presented 27th April, 1905.

—

Mr. Staples Not printed.

1 126» Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 19th January, 1905, for a copy of the original

list of the electors of Marquette supplied the clerk of the crown in chancery ; also a copy of the list

as sent to the returning officer ; and for copies of the lists supplied by the returning officer to the

various deputy returning officers. Presented 27th April, 1905 — Mr. Roche (Marquette).

Not printed

113. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905. showing the quantities of

anthracite coal used in the several departments of the government of Canada, in the province of

Quebec, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia and Prince Edward Island, in the years 1900, 1901, 1902.

1903 and 1904. Also of the total expenditure per year for said coal for each of the said provinces

during said years ; and separately, the names of the parties to whom paid, and the price per ton

paid to each. Presented 17th April, 1905.

—

Mr. McLean (Queen's) Not printed.
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11-4. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 27th Marcli, 1905, showinpr the imports by

provinces into Canada for home consumption from the United States ; and the eximrls of the same

from Canada to the United States ; and the duty on the same, giving Canadian duty and the

United States duty, for the years 1903 and 1904, on the following articles : jwrk, all kinds ; apples,

corn, beans—raw, canned and otherwise ; tobacco, raw leaf ; cattle, horses,Cwool, hides, sugar beets,

hay, eggs, butter, fowls. Presented 25th April, 1905.— iVr. Clements Not printed.

115. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 6th March, 1905, showing in detail the various

amounts expended during the past two years upon ihe wharf and abutments situated at Isle Bizard,

in Jacques Cartier county, Quebec. Presented ?7th April, VJ05.—Mr. Monk Not printed.

116. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th March, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence, telegrams, reports, estimates, and all other documents or information which passed between

any minister or official of the government and engineers or others, with reference to the investigating

or taking of soundings, or any other work for the purjwse of ascertaining the best i)lan and place for

the building of a i)ier or breakwater, in the vicinity of Carleton Point, or Cape Traverse, P.E.I., to

establish and facilitate communication between Prince Edward Island and the mainland, winter

and summer. Presented 27th April, 1905.—ilfr. Lefurgey Not printed.

117. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, for copies of all reports

made by Mr. Burley, or any other officer, in regard to reservations of water rights for stock pur-

poses in the North-west Territories during the last five years. Presented 27th April, 1905.

—

Mr.

Roche {Marquette) Not printed.

118. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated, 27th February, 1905, for copies of aU corres-

pondence, letters, reports, petitions, memoranda, in possession of the government, or any member

or official thereof, relating to the location and erection of a railway station at Grand View, on the

Murray Harbour branch of the Prince Edward Island Railway. Presented 28th April, 1905.—Ifr.

Martin (Queen's) Not printed.

119. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, showing the sums of money

spent by the Dominion government since 1896 upon each of the following: {a) Port Arthur harbour

;

[h) Fort William harbour ; (c) Kaministiquia river ; classified into (1) dredging ; (2) breakwaters
;

(3) other purposes. The quantities of each of the following to be excavated during 1905-6 in each of

the three locations above named : mud and sand, clay, hardpan, rock. The dates and terms of the

contracts entered into with those engaged in dredging at the aforesaid points in 1903-04 and 1904-05.

The said contracts. The horse-power, tonnage and dimensions of each of the dredges engaged in

said work. The cost of dredges newly built, similar to those engaged at the above three points.

Presented 28th April, 1905.— J/r. Hughes (Victoria) Not printed.

120. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th ]\Iarch, 1905, for each of the fiscal years

from 1st July, 1897, to 30th June, 1904, of the expenditure on capital account upon the Drummond
Counties Railway, and of the descriptions of work and materials for which such expenditure was

made. Presented 9th May, 1905.—Jifr. Foster Not printed.

121. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 20th February, 1905, showing in tabular form

the amounts first voted for public buildings in towns in Canada of not more than 5,000 inhabitants ;

the year in which the first amount was in each case voted ; the total amount exiuended to complete

each building; the year in which it was completed ; the revenue derived fromi ost office, customs

and inland revenue, separately, for the year in which the first vote was taken/ land the rentals paid

for the buildings in use for the above services during the same year, and the population of each town

for that year ; said return to cover the period from January, 1888, to February, 1905, inclusive.

Presented 19th May, 1905.—3/r. Foster Not printed.

122. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 26th May, 1905, of copies of correspondence,

etc., in relation to the Thessalon post office. Presented 26th IMay, 1905.

—

Sir Willicm Mulock.

Not printed.

123. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 27th February, 1905, for copies of all peti-

tions and correspondence between the boards of trade of Toronto and Montreal respectively, and

the governor in council, in reference to the appointment of grain survey boards, under the autho-

rity of the Grain Inspection Act, at Toronto and at Montreal; and for copies of the orders in coun-

cil whereby the aforesaid appointments were made. Presented 6th June, 1905.

—

\fr. Ames.

Not printed
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124. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 27th March, 1905, of the following docu-

ments in respect of payments made on account of the subsidy voted in 1901 for a line of railway

between Caplin and Paspebiac : 1. Copy of authority to act, together with full instructions issued

to Commissioner Mothersill. 2. Report and findings of Commissioner Mothersill. 3. Sworn evi-

dence of claimants who appeared before Commissioner Mothersill, as taken down by Stenographer Roy.
4. Copy of authority to act, and full instructions to Commissioner Langelier. 5. Report and find-

ings of Commissioner Langelier. 6. Sworn evidence, if any, ot claimants appearing before Com-
missioner Langelier. 7. Affidavits presented to Commissioner Langelier and subsequently. 8. Copy
of resolution or order in council adopting report of Commissioner Langelier. 9. A statement giving

each of the several payments made by the government since July 1st, 1901, on account of the sub-

sidy voted in 1901 for a line of railway between Caplin and Paspebiac ; showing in respect of every

su3h payment to whom, by whom, on what date, in connection with part of the road, the date of

original filing of claim, and on whose recommendation each payment was made. 10. All corres-

pondence which may have passed between the Department of Railways and Canals, or any
person connected therewith, and Commissioner Langelier, in respect of the investigation and pay-

men*-, of said claims. Also all correspondence between the member for the county of Bonaventure
and the department, and between said member and Commissioner Langelier on this subject, as well

as by the trustees of the Atlantic and Lake Superior Railway, C. N. Armstrong, T. C. Casgrain,

H. C. J. Gilendez or any other person on their behalf and the department. Presented 15th June,

1905.

—

Mr. Ames Not printed.

125. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th March, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence, letters, petitions, etc., in possession of the government, or any member or official thereof,

relating to land damages claimed by Thomas Curley, Charles Mitchell and others, of Village

Green, Prince Edward Island, for lands expropriated for the Murray Harbour branch of the Prince

Edward Island Railway. Presented 30th June, 1905.

—

Mr. McLean (Queen's) Not printed.

126. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1905, for copies of all corres-

pondence and despatches between the government of Canada and the Imperial government, in

regard to the establishment of a branch of the Royal Mint in Canada. Presented 4th July, 1905.

—

Mr. Monk Not printed.

127. Copy of the account of the counsel and theexpert witness as certified to by the chairman of the select

special committee appointed last session to investigate the position of the Mutual Reserve Fund Life

Association of New York in Canada. Presented (Senate) 28th June, 1905, by Hon. R. W. Scott.

Not printed.

127a. Letter from C. J. Coster to the Clerk of the Senate, acknowledging a receipt of a cheque for $500

on account of counsel fees in connection with the special committee on the Mutual Reserve Fund
Life Association of New York, and also a letter from A. Power, acting Deputy Minister of Justice,

referring to a number of accounts submitted to the Department of Justice for taxation in connec-

tion with the investigation of the said committee. Presented (Senate) 29th June, 1905, by Hon. R.
W. Soott Not printed.

128. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 13th March, 1905, for copies of all corres-

pondence, orders in council, agreements, reports, etc., in connection with the taking over by the

Dominion government of the Halifax and Esquimalt defences. Presented 7th July, 1905.

—

Mr.
Foster Printed for both distribution and sessional papers.

129. Return to an order of the House of Commons, date<? 27th March, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence, telegrams, papers, memoranda,- etc., between the government and members of the Canadian

militia, in regard to the granting of the King's South African medal to Canadians doing 18 months'

South African war service Presented 10th July, 1905.

—

Mr. Worthington Not printed.

130. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 10th July, 1905, for a copy of the memorandum
from the members of the Militia Council to the Minister of Militia and Defence ; and also a copy

of the memorandum of the Minister of Militia and Defence relating to the militia estimates.

Presented 10th July, 1905.

—

Sir Frederick Borden. . Printed for both distribution and sessional paper.i.

131. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 6th March, 1905, showing the names of resi-

dents in the North-west Territories, not entitled to a second homestead, for whom the sanction of

the department has been given, allowing them to purchase additional quarter sections, subject lo

ordinary cultivation conditions; the dates upon which such sanctions were given; the lands which
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have been purcliased by such settlers in consequence of this authority, with the price agreed uix)n,

and the sum paid down; also the form in which the authority to make the sale was made known to

the local agents of Dominion lands. Presented 10th July, 1905.

—

Mr. Lake Not printed.

132. Partial return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th March, 1905, showing: (1) the

numbei of permanent appointments, male and female, respectivelj', made to the civil service (inside

division) in Ottawa, since July let, 1896
; (2) the present strength of the civil service in Ottawa

(inside division) permanent staff, specifying whether male or female ; (3) the number of temporary

employees, male or female, on the pay-list for the inside divisien of the civil service at Ottawa for

January, 1905 ; (4) the number of temjxtrary employees, male and female, appointed since July 1st,

1896 ; (5) in addition to the jjermantnt and temporary clerks at present employed in the public ser-

vice in Ottawa, the number. of artisans, labourers, or other workmen employed at Ottawa during the

month of January, and showing to which department these men are attached. Presented 10th July,

1905.—Mr. Sprorde Not printed.

133. Rules of the Supreme Court of Prince Edward Island in criminal cases Presented (Senate) 10th

July, 1905, by The Speaker Not printed.

134. Return to an address of the House of Commons, dated 27th March, 1905, for copies of all correspon-

dence, telegrams, letters, memoranda, orders in council, reports, etc., in possession of the govern-

ment, or any member or official thereof, in connection with the granting of an additional subsidy to

the province of Prince Edward Island, in 1901, of 830,000 a year, and the basis on which the said

subsidy was agreed to be paid to the province. Presented 11th July, 1905.

—

Mr. Martin. .Not printed.

135. Return to an addre.ss of the Senate, dated 6th Julj', 1905, showing : 1. The amount (acreage) of school

lands sold in the North-west Territories since the union. 2. The amount of principal (if any), and

also the amount of interest paid over to the Territorial government. 3. The amount (acreage) of

lands sold, and the average price per acre in each j'ear for which such lands were sold. 4. The
amount at present standing to the credit of the school fund. 5. The amount owing on sales to be

carried to the credit of said fund. Presented 12th July, 1905.

—

Hon. Mr. Lougheed Not printed.

136. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 13th February, 1905, for copies of all cor-

respondence, petitions, resolutions, reports, memoranda, in possession of the government, or any
member thereof, relating to the survey and construction of branch railway lines in the province of

Prince Edward Island. Also the number of surveys made in the provincie since 1900, the routes

surveyed, and the cost of each. Presented 14th July, 1905.

—

Mr. Martin (Queen's) Not printed.

13T. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 14th July, 1905, for a copy of the details of the

third item of Resolution 107 of the Supplementary Estimates, 1905-6 : Construction of lighthouses

and aids to navigation, including apparatus, §675,000. Department of Marine and Fisheries. Pre-

sented 14th July, 1905.

—

Hon. J. R. F. Prefontaine Not printed.

138. Return to an order of the House of Commons, dated 14th July, 1905, for a copy of the report of

Superintendent J. D. Moodie, on service in Hudson Bay, per ss. Neptune, 1903-4. Presented 14th

July, 1905.

—

Hon. J. R. F. Prefontaine Printed in Sessional Paper No. 28.

139. Extracts of reports of committees of the honourable the privy council, approved by his excellency on

the 31st May, 1902, and 20th September, 1904, respectively, relative to the carrying oiit of a certain

propaganda in certain European countries to promote emigration to Canada by the North Atlantic

Trading Company of Amsterdam, Holland. Presented 19th July, 1905, by Hon. F. Oliver.

Not printed.

140. Report of W. M. Graham, inspector of Indian agencies in the Assiniboine agency, and also in the

Moose ^Mountain agency. Presented 19th 3\Ay, 1905, by Hon. F. Oliver Not printed.

141. Correspondence respecting the sale of certain disputed islands in the Georgian Bay, south of Moose
Deer Point. Presented 19th July, 1905, by Hon. F. Oliver Not printed.

142. Copy of an indenture between His Majesty King Edward the Seventh and the Dominion Coal

Company, Limited. Presented 19th July, 1905, by Hon. F. Oliver Not printed.

143. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 7th July, 1905, for a return of the number of closed graz-

ing leases granted since 1897 by the government of the North-west Territories, together with the

following information relating thereto : The number of acres in each lease, the date when, and time

for which granted ; the parties to whom granted, and by whom at present held ; the rental per acre,

and the township and range in which situate. Presented 14th July, 1905.—fl^ori. Sir Mackenzie

Bowcll Not printed.
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144. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 6th April, 1905, for copies of all despatches, letters, tele-

grams and other correspondence and communications received by the department of puljlic works,

or any ofificer thereof, or by any department of the government, or by any officer thereof, from the

Honourable Senator Philippe Auguste Choquette in any way relating to lot 4438-A of the official

plan and book of reference of Montcalm Ward, of the city of Quebec, antl to the purchase thereof by

His ]\Iajesty King Edward VII, and of all despatches, letters, telegrams and other correspondence

and communications sent by any and all such departments and officers to the Honourable Senator

Choquette relating thereto ; also copies of all plans, if any, filed for the purpose of expropriating

said lot in the registration division wherein said lot is situate, and copies of any oth^r expropriation

proceedings authorized or required by law to be followed in connection with the expropriation of

lands for public purposes and which in any way relate to the lot aforesaid ; copies of all appoint-

ments of valuators regarding said lot ; copies of all applications for the appointment of such

valuators, and of all correspondence, letters and telegrams relating to such appointments ; and copies

of any valuations of said lot made by any valuators ; copies of all orders in council relating to ^aid

transactions and to the purchase of said property ; copies of all deeds, powers of attorney

and orders in council executed, made or passed relating to the purchase or acquisition of saia

His Majesty King Edward VII. Presented 18th July, 1905.

—

Ifon. Mr. Landry Not printed.

145. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 16th May, 1905, for copies of all correspondence between

Henry F. Coombs, of St. John, N.B., and the department-of agriculture of Canada, or any officer

thereof, relating to articles forwarded by the said Henry F. Coombs to the Paris exhibition, in 1900,

and hid claim for expenses in connection therewith and for payment to him for articles damaged or

not retvimed. Presented 19th July, 1905.

—

Hon. Mr. Landry Not printed.

146. Return to an address of the Senate, dated 14th June, 1904, for: 1. A statement shovnn ;

man J' distinct columns, the names and surnames, the age, rank, the domicile, the ori^^n '

officers, sub-officers and men of the crew of the ship sent in 1903 to explore Hudson's Bay .

name of the ship chartered for this expedition, its tonnage, the name of its owner, the pric

for its service, the duration of this service. 3. The term of service of each of the men (officers, suo

ofiScers, sailors, etc.) who composed the crew of this vessel. 4. All the correspondence relating to

this expedition, including therein the instructions given. 5. A copy of each report made by the

authorities on board from the commencement of this expedition. Presented 18th July, 1905.

—

Hon.

Mr. Landry Not printed.

147. Orders in council passed since last session, submitted for the approval of parliameni < accordance

with provisions of section 5 of chapter .34, of the Statutes of Canada, 1902. Presen - > - i

1905, by Hon. F. Oliver
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KEPOET OF THE SUEVEYOR GENEEAL.

dep.\rtmeis't of the interior^

Topographical Surveys Branch^
Ottawa, October 31, 1904.

James A. Smart, Esq.,

Deputy Minister of the Interior,

Ottawa,

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report upon the operations of the

Topographical Surveys Branch for the twelve months ending June 30, 190-1.

DESCRIPTION OF THE WORK.

The survey of townships for settlement constitutes the most important part of the
work of the Topographical Surveys Branch. Two classes of survey parties are em-
ployed. In one class the surveyor and his men are paid by the day; in the other class,

the surveyor contracts to make the survey at certain rates per mile of line surveyed,

such rates being proportional to the difficulties of the survey. Before a township is

subdivided, its boundaries or exterior outlines are marked on the ground ; then the sub-
divider, usually a contractor, establishes the boundaries of the sections or section lines.

The next step is to survey the lakes or rivers in the township for ascertaining the area

of the fractional quarter-sections fronting on such lakes or rivers. This kind of sur-

vey is called a ' traverse.' The same designation is applied to the survey of roads, set-

tlers' improvements, &c. "Work in townships includes also the restoration of obliterated

lines, or lines which have nearly, although not entirely, disappeared, the resurvey of

lost lines, or lines which have entirely disappeared, and the retracement of erroneous

lines made for the purpose of plotting correct plans of these lines. The three kinds

of surveys are grouped together in this report under the general designation of ' resur-

SURVEYS OF 1903.

Five hundred and thirty-five whole townships and eighteen fractional townships
were completely subdivided during the calendar year 1903, while sixty-six townships
were partially subdivided. There were also sixty-one townships completely resurveyed
and twenty-eight partially resurveyed during the same time. Sixty-nine survey par-

ties were employed, sixty-six being engaged on township surveys and three on other

surveys. Of the parties employed, sixteen were paid by the day and fifty-three were
working under contract. Two of the parties under daily pay were located in Manitoba,
eleven in the ISTorth-west Territories and three in British Columbia. The fifty-three

contractors were all engaged in the Xorth-west Territories on township stibdivision

surveys. The sixteen parties imder daily pay were distributed as follows :

—

1. W. A. Ducker.—Outlines in southeastern Manitoba.
2. C. F. Aylsworth.—Subdivision and other surveys in western Manitoba.
3. P. E. A. Belanger.—Eesurveys north of Qu'Appelle, Assiniboia. '
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4. A. Saint Cyr.—Outlines north of Battleford, Saskatchewan.
5. J. J. Dalton.—Outlines and other surveys near Fort Pitt, Saskatchewan.
6. J. K. McLean.—Outlines north of Edmonton, Alberta.

7. G. J. Lonergan.—Kesurveys near Edmonton, Alberta.

8. E. W. Hubbell.—Kesurveys south of Edmonton, Alberta.

9. J. N. Wallace.—Outlines west of fifth meridian. Alberta.

10. L. E. Fontaine.—Subdivision in southern Alberta.

11. J. E. Ross.—Subdivision eastern British Columbia.

12. J. A. Kirk.—Subdivision near Eevelstoke.

13. A. W. Johnson.—Subdivision in western British Columbia.

14. A. S. Weeks.—Assistant Inspector of Surveys.

15. C. E. Bourgault.—Assistant Inspector of Surveys.

16. A. 0. Wheeler.—Topographical Survey in the Eocky Mountains.

The contract surveys were executed under the direction of Messrs. William Pearce^

Chief Inspector of Surveys, and Thomas Turnbull, Inspector of Surveys. Each had £i

surveyor and a party to assist in inspecting the surveys.

The work of the parties engaged on township surveys in 1903 is given below ; for

the purpose of comparison, the figures for 1902 have been added. The latter differ

slightly from those published in the report for 1902, the present figures including all

the parties employed on township surveys :

—

1903 1902

Numher of parties 65 37

Township outlines Miles 833 1,919

Section lines " 25,982 5,867

Traverse. .....'. " 4,050 1,282

Resurvey " 5,390 3,269

Total for the season. . " 36,255 12,337

Average per survey party " 558 333

The increase in the average work per survey party from 333 miles in 1902 to 558
miles in 1903 is accounted for by the nature of the country surveyed; it was more or
less wooded in 1902, while in 1903 a considerable portion was bare prairie. The rains,-

floods and high water of 1902 also interfered with the progress of the operations.

The work of the surveyors und^r daily pay and of the contractors compares as-

follows :—

Worh of P. R. A. Belanger (paid hy the day).

1903. 1902.

Kesurveys Miles 3,100 2,878

Section lines " 28

Traverse " 6

WorTc of parties under daily pay.

i^umber of parties

Township outlines Miles

Section lines "

Traverse "

Kesui*vey "

Total for the season "

Average per survey party "

1903.
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Work of parties under contract.

1903. 1902.

jSTumber of parties 52 19

Township outlines ^liles 201 705

Section lines " 25,476 4,679

Traverse
•'

3,808 793

Eesurvey " 1,793 IT

Total for the season '' 31,278 6,194

Average per survey party " 601 326

Particulars of the work of .every surveyor are given in schedule form in Appendil

1^0. 3 to this report. Leaving out Mr. P. K. A. Belanger, whose work consisted almost

Gutirely of resurveys, the most striking feature of the schedule is the large diflfer/ence

in cost between day and contract work. This difference is furth.er illustrated by tha

figures given above for the output of survey parties, an average of 192 and 154 miles

for a party under daily pay against 326 and 601 miles for a contractor. It must, how-

ever, be born,e in mind that the surveys executed are not of the same character. The
surveyor under daily pay establishes the bases or governing lines of the Dominion
lands system, which require to be located with more care and accuracy than can be

expected from a contractor. He sub-divides the lands in the mountains, and, generally,

makes all surveys which, owing to peculiar difficulties, cannot be given out under con-

tract at fixed rates. Such surveys are naturally expensive : even if it were possible

to have them .executed under contract, the cost would be higher than the figures found
ir. the schedule for contract work. However, it is plain that the contract system is

the most economical, and as a general rule, every survey is given out under contract

unless special reasons exist for having it executed otherwise.

The topographer of the department, Mr. A. O. Wheeler, has completed the survay

of the Selkirk Range. His report is in course of publication, and his map is being

engraved. He is now doing the same work in the Rocky Mountains and Toho park3

as in the Selkirk Range.

SURVEYS OF 1904.

A remarkable change is apparent in the perfection and accuracy of the surveys :

it is mainly due to the improved methods prescribed for the guidance of surveyors in

the revised edition of the Manual of Survey issued last year. It is to be noted that

the amelioration has taken place notwithstanding the enormous amount of work accom-

plished and the difficulty of exercising an efficient control over operations of such

mj-gnitude.

The weather has generally been favourable for surveying, although some delay was

caused in the spring by the floods in the Saskatchewan and Qu'Appelle rivers, and the

interruption of the service on the Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way.

The surveyors were under the direct management and control of this office. An
efficient system if inspection of the survey contracts was organized, four inspectors,

each with a small party, being employed for that purpose. The inspectors have to see

that the lines are established correctly and the survey monunic-uis properly built: they

also collect sufficient information for controlling the accuracy of the contractors' field

notes and for checking their accounts. The importance of this check, with rates vary-

ing '^rom $6 to $38 per mile, cannot be overestimated.

Prior to July 1. 1904, seventy-five survey parties were at work, seventy being

engaged on township surveys and five on other surveys. Of the parties employed,

tv/enty-one w.ere paid by the day and fifty-four were working under contract. Porty-

-eight of the contracts were for the sub-division of townships in the Northwest Terri-
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tories,, the remaining six being in the Province of Manitoba. Tlie twenty parties under
daily pay w,ere distributed as follows:

—

1. W. A. Ducker.—Survey of township outlines in southeastern Manitoba.

2. C. F. Aylsworth.—Subdivision and miscellaneous surveys in central Manitoba.

3. L. T. Bray.-—Eesurveys in southern Manitoba.

4. P. R. A. Belanger.—Restoration surveys in Assiniboin, northeast of Qu'Appelle.

5. J, J. Dalton.—Miscellaneous subdivision surveys in southern Alberta.

6. G. J. Lonergan.—Renewal surveys in Edmonton district.

7. E. W. Hubbell.—Renewal surveys southwest of Edmonton.
8. J. K. McLean.—Outlines north of Edmonton.
9. L. E. Fontaine.—Outlines in northern Alberta.

10. Edgar Bray.—Outlines northwest of Edmonton. .

11. A. Saint Cyr.—Outlines in Peace River district.

12. J. N. Wallace.—Outlines in Peace River district.

13. H. W. Selby.—Outlines in Peace River district.

14. J. E. Ross.—Subdivision near Kamloops, British Columbia.

15. A. W. Johnson—Subdivision near Harrison Lake, British Columbia.

16. J. A. Kirk.—Subdivision near Revelstoke.

lY. J. D. Craig.—Inspector of Surveys, eastern section.

18. E. H. Phillips.—Inspector of Surveys, south of Battleford.

19. T, S. Nash.—Inspector of Surveys, eastern Alberta and Onion Lake district.

20. G. H. Watt.—Inspector of Surveys, Edmonton and Calgary district.

21. A. 0. Wheeler.—Topographical survey in the Rocky Mountains.

Besides the parties enumerated above, a few surveyors are on the local staff of the

Yukon Territory; they receive their instructions from the commissioner of the terri-

tory, but are paid out of the appropriation for Dominion land surveys. The same
remark applies to the surveyors employed on irrigation surveys under the direction o£

the Deputy Commissioner of Public Works of the Northwest Territories.

DESCRIPTION OF TOWNSHIPS.

Descriptions of townships in which surveys have been made during the year 1903

have been compiled from the surveyor's reports, 'and are given as Appendix No. 11.

For convenience of reference the descriptions have been arranged by townships and
ranges.

RATE FOR SUBDIVISION SURVEYS.

When explaining in last year's report that a new schedule of rates for the payment
of surveys executed under contract had been adopted, it wasi pointed out that the classi-

fication being entirely new and somewhat complicated, it might be expected that

experience would show the necessity of amendments. The changes were actually less

than anticipated, and the principle of the new classification has proved to be correct.

After one year's trial, every contractor was requested to express his opinion, to

state his objections and to suggest amendments. A perusal of their replies shows that

apart from the deficiencies inherent to the system of contract surveys, and for which
it is impossible to provide, the new classification is as nearly perfect as it is possible

to make it, and that most of the surveyors are well satisfied with it. Of course, some
surveyor will always be found who through bad management or incompetence will fail

where others are realizing large profits ; no system of rates that can be adopted will

provide against such contingencies.

MANUAL OF SURVEY.

The fii'st manual of instructions for the guidance of Dominion land surveyors was
published in 1871 by Col. J. S. Dennis, then Surveyor General. The two following
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editions in 1881 and 1883 were compiled by the undersigned. The next edition, issued

in 1892, was a revision prepared under instructions of the deputy minister by the

chief astronomer, Mr. W. F. King, and the Chief Inspector of Surveys, Mr. J. S,

Dennis. The last edition, prepared by the undersigned, was issued in 1903, and is fully

referred to in last year's report. Many important changes having been made in the

methods hitherto in use, it was found after one year's experience that a few details

had been overlooked, and that the manual might be further improved by some slight

amendments. These amendments were issued at the beginning of 1904.

Convenient astronomical tables have been printed in this office for the use of sur-

vej'ors in the field. They are on a single sheet of strong paper, 15 x 6 inches, folding

to 3 X 6 inches for the pocket, and contain all the data necessary in subdividing town-

(ships. Through the use of these tables in connection with the new pattern of transit

tJieodolite supplied by this office, the astronomical work of the surveyors has become

exceedingly simple, and they can afford to observe frequently without interfering with

the progress of the survey. The folder contains a table for finding the pole star and

the astronomical meridian, a list of time stars, a table of the sun's apparent right ascen-

sion at Greenwich apparent noon, a small map showing magnetic bearings of astrono-

mical north in western Canada, and diagrams showing at a glance the latitude, longi-

tude and convergence of meridians for any township or range.

OFFICE WORK.

A number of changes have taken place in the staff of the branch. In the Metcalfe

street office Miss J. W. Barrie, stenographer and typewriter, has resigned, and Miss G.

B. Campbell has been appointed in her place. F. T. Ellis has been appointed as mes-

senger. Messrs. J. D. Craig, D.L.S., G. H. Watt, D.L.S., E. H. Phillips, D.L.S., and

T. S. Nash, D.L.S., are in charge of parties in the field, inspecting surveys made under

contract. Mr. P. W. Currie, D.L.S., has been transferred to the survey records office,

Mr. N. B. Sheppard to the patents branch, and Mr. John Macara to the office of the

chief astronomer. Messrs. M. L. Gordon, D.L.S., G. A. Grover, D.L.S., and K. H.

Kniglit, D.L.S., have resigned to take survey contracts. The following are acting

temporarily as assistants to surveyors : J. C. Baker, E. L. Burgess, T. H. G. Clunn,

F. G. D. Durnford, John Empey, C. C. Smith, A. G. Stacey and J. E. Umbach.

Messrs. E. B. Bolger, F. J. Hethrington, F. H. MacLaren, A. L. MacNaughton, K. H.

Montgomery and N. J. Ogilvie have left the office. . The additions to the staff during

the year are : E. M. Dennis, B. Sc, J. V. Dillabough, Grad. School of Mining, Kings-

ton ; G. B. Dodge, late of the Admiralty survey of Newfoundland ; A. J. Elder, H. Fitz-

simons, M. L. Gordon, Grad. of Eoyal Military College ; S. N. Hill, B. T. Horsey, H. G.

Jackson, B. Sc, R. H. Knight, B. A. Sc, F. H. Mackie, B. Sc, F. A. Moore, Grad.

School of Practical Science ; J. P. McCormick, S. S. McDiarmid, B. Sc, G. G. McNab,
M.A., D. H. Philp, Grad. School of Practical Science ; D. F. Eobertson, Alec. Roger,

G. S. Roxburgh, I. J. Steele, Grad. School of Practical Science, and E. E. D. Wilson.

Jas. Bennie, R. J. Craig, Robt. Eraser, S. J. Gagnon, J. P. McElligott and Chas. J.

Wood have been added to the staff of the geographer. G. Beeson, J. D. Blais and G.

J. H. Lemaitre have resigned from the lithographic office ; A. Kilmartin and R. Moore

have been transferred to the photographic office, and A. Groulx to the office of the chief

draiightsman. Besides the two employees transferred from the lithographic office, A.

L. Devlin has been appointed to the photographic office. Mr. F. Clayton, formerly

clerk in charge of the survey records office, died in 1903, and Mr. C. J. Steers has taken

his place. Mr. P. W. Currie, D.L.S., was appointed as his assistant, and Mr. E. J.

Bolger has been added to his staff.

Mr. Clayton had b.-^n in the service since 1872, for several years as clerk in eharge

of the general work of the draughting office, including the examination of surveyors'

returns, &c, and afterwards as keeper of survey records, although a large amount of
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miscellaneous work was also placed under his direction. In view of his intimate know-
ledge of the surveys from almost their inception, retained by an unusually accurate

memory, of his good business habits and sound judgment, his death is a serious loss to

the staff of the department.

CORRESPONDENCE AND ACCOUNTS.

The correspondence consisted of:

—

Letters received 10,645

Letters sent 11,312

The accountant's records show :

—

ISTumber of accounts dealt with 776

Amount $705,202.66

/
'. Cheques forwarded 2,383

The staff consists of one correspondence cl.erk, one accountant, two stenographers

and typewriters and two messengers.

OFFICE OF THE CHIEF DRAUGHTSMAN.

A schedule of the work of the chief draughtsman's office is given as Appendix No.

7. He reports as follows :

—

The work done during the year is considerably in excess of that of last year. The
increase of field work means a corresponding increase in the office work. For instance,

the number of township subdivision surveys examined during the past twelve months
-is four times the number given in last year's report. The number of township plans

•completed for printing is over twice as great as last year, which increase also appears

in the number of proofs of township plans examined. The outline sketches prepared

for the information of the surveyors in the field are over 300 in excess of those pre-

pared last season. Almost twice as many progress sketches were received from the

surveyors, and the same increase has taken place in the number of statutory declara-

tions of settlers sent in by surveyors. The number of field books and plans received

from the record office and used in connection with office work is also greatly in excess

of last year, having almost reached the two thousand mark.
About 950 requests for information were received and dealt with. They referred

to a great variety of subjects, such as application for surveys, r.esurveys or restoration

of obliterated lines, for areas and descriptions of parcels of land, questions as to bound-
aries and the monuments thereon, &c., &c.

The returns of survey of 55 lots in the Yukon Territory were received and con-

firmed. There were also received 26 plans representing surveys of public roads and of

base lines, connecting together different groups of lots in the Yukon Territory. Lists

of these surveys are given in App.endices 5 and 6.

The sectional maps on a scale of two miles to an inch have been kept up-to-date as

new surveys were completed. These maps now cover almost the whole of the country
where surveys have been made and where settlement is taking place. New additions

of these maps on a scale of three miles to an inch have been issued after surveys in

tiic districts were completed, or when the previous editions were exhausted. The sheets

issued were: Wood Mountain, Tramping lake, Sullivan lake, Sicamous, Regina, Win-
nipeg, Calgary, Edmonton, Peace hills, Spillmacheen, Lytton, Cypress, Turtle moun-
tain, Bad hills, Sounding creek. Swift Current, Shell river. Portage la Prairie, Bran-
don, Moose mountain, Eosebud, Manitoba House, Morley, Fairford, Riding mountain,
Fort Alexander, Swan river, Saddle lake and St. Ann. Total number, 29.

The staff of the office at the end of June consisted of the chief draughtsman and
iifty draughtsmen. The staff is still divided, part of it being in Orme's block on Sparks
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street and the remainder in the building at the corner of Metcalfe and Slater streets.

Besides the staff mentioned, twelve of our men are in the field, four acting as inspectors

•of surveys and eight as assistants to outline surveyors. Most of these men are expected

lo come back on the office staff when the season's operations in the field are over.

The system of examining returns of survey and of plotting the plans, which is now
in use is a departure from the method used prior to 1903. Until that time the surveyor

was required to send in field notes and corresponding plans. These were examined
and r.eturned to the surveyor for correction or for additional information. After being

returned by him to this office they were re-examined, and if found satisfactory they

were sent back to him to be sworn to. This procedure in most cases was the cause of

much delay in the approval and confirmation of the survey. The present practice in

dealing with subdivision surveys is briefly as follows : Surveyors are required to send

in at least once a month a report of their work, accompanied by sketches of every town-

ship surveyed. The progress sketch of a township now shows the lines surveyed, with

their chainage and bearings, and the lakes which have been traversed. It indicates

also the quarter sections which do not contain the full area of 160 acres. This sketch

is sent in as soon as the work is completed. After its receipt here, advances on account

of the survey up to 75 per cent of the total amount .earned are made if the sketch

supplies the requisite information and shows no mistakes in the survey. If the sketch

is not satisfactory it is sent back to the surveyor, with a request for corrections or

additional information. From these sketches the preliminary plans are made, one copy

of which goes to the Patents branch of the department and one copy to the Dominion
lands agent of the district in which the township lies. The land in the township, with

the exception of the quarter sections broken by lakes or traversed rivers, is then avail-

able for homestead entry. The surveyor sends in a copy of his field notes of a town-

ship as soon as convenient, making affidavit to their correctness. Th,e field book after

being entered in the register is given a cursory examination in order to determine

whether and glaring errors or omissions have been made, and if anything very

wrong is found the field book is at once returned to the surveyor for correction. The
astronomical observations for the determination of the bearings of surveyed lines in

a township ar,e given in the field book of the township. These are carefully checked

during the cursory examination to see that the bearings given in the notes agree with

the result of the observations. After the cursory examination, the account given in

the field book is examined; if found correct a further advance on account of the cost

of the survey is authorized. An exhaustive examination of the field notes is next made,
a rough plan of the township on a scale of 30 chains to an inch being plotted at the

same time. A memorandum of the errors, omissions or discrepancies found is now
sent to the surveyor, with a request for further information. On receipt of his reply,

the corrections which he indicates are made in his field book. Then from the rough

plan a copy on the same scale is carefully drawn for photozincography. It is reduced

by photography to a scale of 40 chains to an inch, and transferred directly to the zinc

plate, from which the plan is printed.

Township plans give the areas of whole quarter-sections to the nearest acre. The
areas of quarter-sections broken by lakes or large rivers are given in legal subdivisions

to the nearest tenth of an acre. The plans show the lengths and bearings of all section

lines and the nature of the monuments placed at the corners.

These changes in the office practice have had many very desirable results. The
lands surveyed are made at once available for settlement. Greater accuracy is secured

in plotting the surveys and calculating the areas. The plans are uniform; they con-

tain all the information necessary for defining exactly the limits of each portion of

land and the manner in which they are marked on the ground.

PHOTOGRAPHIC OFFICE.

A statement of the work executed is given as Appendix No. 9 to this report; it

shows a total of 5,356 prints and negatives against 3,608 last year. Photography is
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now used for reducing to the scale of the township plans the suiweys of lakes and rivers

furnished by the surveyors with their field notes; the redvictions are employed for plot-

ting the township plans. Formerly these surveys were reduced by means of the pan-

tograph; the employment of photography has resulted in a great saving of time and
^labouir.

The staff consists of one photographer in charge, one photo-lithographer and
photo-engraver, two photographers and three assistants.

LITHOGEAPHIC OFFICE.

The substitution of photo-zincography for photo-lithography, mentioned in last

year's report, has been completed. Township plans were formerly printed in four, five

and six colours; to print the 490 plajis issued during the year would therefore have

involved the preparation of 2,500 stones. This was more than the office could under-

take, and would have required a very large establishment. With photo-zincography

the 490 plans were printed without difficulty; several times that number could have
been printed without overtaxing the office. The process consists in sensitizing a thin

sheet of zinc and exposing it under a negative. After development, it is rolled with

printing ink, stretched on an iron frame and placed in the press. It is printed from
like a lithographic stone. The method has proved extremely convenient here ; the

resvilts are not quite perfect, but they will improve when we become better acquainted

with the details of the process.

A statement of the work executed is given as Appendix No. 10 to this report ; it

shows 81 maps printed, against 74 last year and 490 township plans against 219 last

year.

The staff consists of one foreman, one transferrer, one power pi'ess printer, one
stone polisher and two autographers.

BOARD OF EXAMINERS FOR DOMINION LAND SURVEYORS.

The number of candidates for examination, both for the preliminary examination
previous to being articled as pupil ^and for the final examination, shows a considerable
increase. The large amount of survey work carried on during the last two seasons is

attracting young men into the profession. Thirty-seven passed the preliminary and
fourteen the final examination.

The regular meeting of the board was held as directed by clause 101 of the
Dominion Lands Act on the second Monday in February, 1904, and following days,
and special meetings were held from the 4th to the 10th May, on the 9th June, and
from the 16th to the 21st June.

The regular examinations were held at the time of the meeting in February.
Special examinations were also held as follows : From February 9 to 16, at Vancouver,
by E. B. Hermon ; April 23 to 27, at Ottawa, by the Surveyor General ; April 25 to May
3, at Winnipeg, by Mr. J. L. Doupe, and on May 2, at Toronto, by Prof. L. B. Stewart.

The following candidates successfully passed examinations before the board

Preliminary Examination for Admission as Articled Pupil.

H. G. Barber, Ottawa, Ont.

J. E. Merrier, Ottawa, Ont.

D. H. Nelles, Ottawa, Ont.

G. McMillan. Ottawa, Ont.

J. Waldron. Pine Grove, Ont.

F. H. Mackie, Welland, Ont.

S. X. Graham, Kingston, Ont.

P. Gillespie, Toronto, Ont.

W. M. Edwards, Iroquois, Ont.
J. Parke, Oil City, Ont.

F. B. Eeid, Bowmanville. Ont.

H. L. Chilver, Walk-rville, Ont.
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J. L. R. Parsons, Toronto, Ont.

J. E. Umbach, Ottawa, Ont.

A. Prevost, Ottawa, Ont.

S. Farley, Totreauville, Que.

R. D. Wilson, Winnipeg, Man.
A. Pindlay, Winnipeg, Man.
F. R. Smith, IngersoU, Ont.

A. Thomson, Bendall, Ont.

C. L. Coulson, Welland, Ont.

D. H. Philp, Ottawa, Ont.

P. C. Coates. Victoria. B.C.

E. Wade, Welland, Ont.

D. A. Smith, Claude, Ont.

A. J. Campbell, Collingwood. Ont.

U. W. Christie, Chesley, Ont.

J. D. Shepley, Leamington, Ont.

J. V. Dillabough, North Williamsburg,
Ont.

J. G. McMillan, Toronto, Ont.

J. C. Gardner, Niagara Palls, Ont.

W. N. Moorhouse, Toronto, Ont.

F. A. Moore, Toronto. Ont.

T. H. Plunkett, Meaford, Ont.

G. G. McNab, Kingston, Ont.

A. C. Garner, South Qu'Appelle, Assa.

M. Kimpe, Regina, Assa.

Final Examination for Commission as Dominion Land Surveyor.

H. Bigger, O.L.S., Ottawa, Ont.

W. B. Anderson, O.L.S., Ottawa, Ont.

D. D. James, O.L.S., Toronto, Ont.

M. L. Gordon, Ottawa, Ont.

R. Knight, Ottawa, Ont.

T. S. Nash, Ottawa, Ont.

G. A. Grover, Ottawa, Ont.

H. H. Moore, Toronto, Ont.

J. G. Cummings, P.L.S., Kingston, Oi

C. Harvey, Toronto, Ont.

F. C. Swannell, P.L.S., Victoria, B.C.

A. Taylor, P.L.S., Winnipeg, Man.
J. E. Beatty, Sarnia, Ont.

J. D. McLennan, Ottawa, Ont.

Bonds for the sum of one thousand dollars each, as required by clause 115 of the

Dominion Lands Act, were received from ten candidates who had passed the necessary

examination for commissions as Dominion land surveyors; eleven commissions were

issued. Every Dominion land surveyor is required by clause 125 of the Dominion
Lands Act to be in possession of a subsidiary standard of length furnished by the

secretary of the board of examiners. Fifteen such standards were issued to surveyors

during the year. Twelve standards were also supplied to the British Columbia govern-

ment for issue to provincial surveyors. A list of surveyors who have been furnished

with standard measures to June 30, 1904, will be found in App.endix No. 4.

In order to provide for the examination of candidates at Vancouver, B.C., Mr.
E. B. Hermon, Dominion land surveyor, was appointed by Order in Council of January

21, 1904, a special examiner under sub-clause 5 of clause 101 of the Dominion Lands
Act. Mr. J. L. Doupe, Dominion land surveyor, of Winnipeg, Man., was also appointed

a special examiner by Order in Council dated March 30, 1904,

Examination papers are submitted as Appendix No. 21.

The correspondence of the board amounted to :

—

Letters received 557

Letters sent 543

APPENDICES.

The following documents are appended:

—

No. 1.—Schedule of Dominion land surveyors employed, and work executed by
them, from July 1, 1903, to December 31, 1903.

No. 2.—Schedule of Dominion land surveyors employed, and work executed by
them, from January 1, 1904, to June 30, 1904.

No. 3.—Schedule showing for each surveyor employed during 1903, the number
of miles surveyed of township subdivision lines, township outlines, traverses of lakes

and rivers and resurvey, also cost of the same.
No. 4.—List of Dominion land surveyors who have been supplied with standard

measures.
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Xo. 5.—List of lots in the Yukon Territory of which surveys have been confirmed

•during the year .ending June 30, 1904.

No. 6.—List of miscellaneous surveys in the Yukon Territory of which returns

have been received during the year ending Jime 30, 1904.

No. 7.—Statement of work executed in the office of the chief draughtsman.

No. 8.—Statement of work performed in the survey records office for the twelve

XQonths ending June 30, 1904.

No. 9.—Statement of work executed in the photographic office during the twelve

months ending June 30, 1904.

No. 10.—Statement of work executed in the lithographic office for the twelve

months ending June 30, 1904.

No. 11.—Descriptions of townships in which surveys were made during the year

1903.

No, 12.—Report of P. R. A. Belanger, D.L.S.

No. 13.—Report of J. J. Dalton, D.T.S.

No. 14.—Report of L. E. Fontaine, D.L.S.

No. 15.—Report of E. W. Hubbell, D.L.S.

No. 16.—Report of A. W. Johnson, D.L.S.

No. 17.—Report of G. J. Lonergan, D.L.S.

No. 18.—Report of J. E. Ross, D.L.S.

No. 19.—Report of Arthur Saint Cyr, D.L.S.

No. 20.—Report of J. N. Wallace, D.L.S.

No. 21.—Examination papers of the board of examiners for Dominion Land Sur-

veyors.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

E. DEVILLE,
Surveyor General.
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APPENDIX No. 1 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR-(iENERAL.

Schedule of Dominion Land Surveyors employed, and work executed by them, from
July 1, to December 31, 1903.

Survevor.

Abrey, (i. B. . .

.

Aylsworth, C. F

Beatty, David .

.

Beatty, Walter. .

Description of Work.

Toronto, Jet., Ontario.

Madoc, Ont.

; Parry Sonnd, Ont,,

Delta, Ont

Belanger, P. R. A Ottawa, On.

Bolton, Lewis.

.

Bourgeault, A.

Listowel, Ont

iSt. Jean Port Joli, Que.

Bourgault, C. E St. Jean Port Joli, Que.

Bowman, H. J Berlin, Ont

Bray, Edgar Oakville, Ont

Bray, L. T Amherstburg, Ont,

Carbert, J. A.

Cdte, J. A . .

.

CAte, .T. L....

Dalton, J. J..

Lacombe, Alta.. .

.

Quebec, Que

Pakan, .\lta

Milton West, Ont.

Contract No. 4 of 1903. The subdivision of townshii>s 37 and
'.iS, ranjj'e 24 ; townships 41 and 42, ranges 18, VJ and 20

;

township 43, ranges 21 and 22 and townships 43 and 44,'

range 23, all west of the second meridian..
Subdivision of townships 27 and 28, range 29A. Part sub-

divison and survey of north outline of township 26, range
26. Remarking corners in parts of township 27 in ranges
29 and 30. Survey of the north outline of township 26,
range 25, all west of the principal meridian, also resurvey
of parts north and east outlines of township 10, range 11,
east principal meridian.

Contract No. 11 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 41, 42, 43
and 44, ranges 10 and 11 and township 45, in ranges 9
and 10, all west of the third meridian.

Contract No. 10 of 1903. Subdivision of town.ships 46
47, range 6, township 47, range 7, townships 41, 42, 43,
44 and 45, range 8 and townships 41, 42, 43 and 44, range
9, all west of the third meridian.

Renewal of corner marks during 1903 in township 26, ranee
30, west of the principal meridian and in township 24 Tn
range 1, 12, 13, 14 and 15 ; township 25 in ranges !, 2 12,
13, 14, 15 and 16 ; township 26 in ranges 12, 13, 14, 15
and 16 ; township 27, ranges 7 and 15 ; township 28,
ranges 2, 3, 6, 13, 14 and 15 ; township 29, ranges 13, 14,
15 and 16 ; township 30 ranges 13 and 14 : township 31,
ranges 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 and township 32 in ranges
9, 10 and 11; all west of the second meridian. Traverse
of Qu'Appelle river through township 19A, range 11
and part subdivision of township 26 in jranges 15 and 16,
west of the second meridian.

Contract No. 43 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 43, 45,
46, 47 and 48, ranges 1 and 2, west of the fourth meridian'.

Contract No. 19 of 1903. Subdivision of towships 35 and .36.

range 9 and township 35, range 10, all west of the second
meridian. Resurvey of the north outline of township 23.
range 9. Correction survey of township 24, ranges 8 and
9 and township 35, range 10, all west of the second
meridian.

Assistant to Wm. Pearce, Chief Inspector of Surveys durinsr
1903.

J- s

Contract No. .50 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 40, 41 and
42, in ranges 24, 25 and 26, west of the third meridian.

Contract No. 1 of 190.3. Subdivision of townshijis .34 and
35, ranges 1 and 2 ; survey of the east outline of town-
ship 36, range 2, all west of tlie second meridian.

Contract No. 33 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 39, 40,
42, 43 and 44, range 23 ; townshii)s 43, 44 and 4.5, ranges
24 and 25 and townships 44 and 45, range 26, all west of
the third meridian.

Contract No. 37 of 1903. Subdivision of tow^nships 37, ranges
8, 9, 10, 13, 14. 15, 16 and 17, and of townships 38, ranges
11, 12, 15 and 16, all west of the fourth meridian.

Contract No. 46 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 34, 35
and 36, ranges 21, 22 and 23, all west of the second meri-
dian.

Contract No. 52 of 1903. Subdivision of township 59, range
16, west of the fourth meridian.

Subdivision of part of township 52, range 15, west of the
third meridian. Correction survey of part of the sub-
division of township .50, range 28, west of the third meri-
dian and of townships 49 and 50, range 1, west fourt h
meridian. Survey of the townsite of Llovdminster. in
sec. 2. township 50, range 28, west of third meridian.
Survey of the east outline of township .50. range 18, of
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APPENDIX No. 1 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.
Schedule of Dominion Land Surveyors employed, and work executed by them, from

July 1 to December .31, 1903.— Contiiitied.

Survevnr.

Deans. W. .1 Brandon, Man.

Dickson. Jas. Fenelon Falls, Ont

,

Description of Work.

Driscoll, A Edmonton, Alta

Drummond, Thos. ..Montreal, Que..

Ducker, W. A Winniiieg, Man.

Dumais. P. T. C. . . .Hull. Que

Edwards, (ieo Ottawa, Ont.

Fairchild, C. C Brantford, Ont
I

Fawcett, Thos Niagara Falls. Ont.

Fontaine, L. E Levis, Que

I

Francis. J Poplar Point, Man

.

I

Gordon, R.J Stirling, Alta

(4ore, T. S Victoria, B.C

Hopkins, >[. \V. . . .Hamilton, (hit

Hubbell. E. W Ottawa, Ont.

James, .S Toronti), Ont. .

townships 51 and 52, ranges 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21, of
townshij) 53, range 24, and of township .54. ranges 24 and
25 ; also the north outline of township 51, range 17, all

west of the third meridian. Survey of east outlines of
township 56, ranges 5. 6, 7 and 8, and of the 15th base
line across ranges 5, 6, 7 and 8, all west of the fourth
meridian.

Contract No. 16 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 45 and
46, ranges 11 and 12, west of the third meridian and
town.ship 46, range 15, west of second meridian. Survey
of east boundary of townships 47 and 48, range 12, west
third meridian.

Contract No. 3 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 30, 31 and
32, range 2 and townships 31 and 32, range 1, all west of
third meridian and townships 37 and 38, range 23 and
township 37, range 22, west second meridian.

Contract No. 36 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 46, 47
and 48, ranges 3 and 4, west fourth meridian.

Contract No. 23 of 1!>03. .Subdivision of township 40, ranges
8, 9, 11. 12, 13, 14 and 15, and township 41, ranges 8, 9
and 10, all west fourth meridian.

Survey of township outlines in eastern Manitoba. No
returns.

Contract No. 2 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 33, 34 and
35, ranges 6 and 7, and township 36, range 6, west second
meridian.

Survey of lots near Field, in Rocky Mountains Park of

Canada. Subdivision of townships 38 and 39, ranges 7
and 8, west fourth meridian. Contract No. 60 of 1903,

northwest of Red Deer. No returns.

Contract No. 29 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 49 and
50, range 9, townsip 50, range 10 and townships 42 and
43, ranges 5, 6 and 7, all west of the fourth meridian.

Contract No. 5 of 1903. Subdivision of townshijis 35 and 36,

ranges 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29, to^vnships 37 and 38,

ranges 13 and 14, the east outline of townships 39 and 40,

range 15, all west of the second meridian.
Part of subdivision of townships 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15 and 16,

range 1, and township 16, range 2, all west of the fifth

meridian and of township 11, ranges 29 and 30, west of

the fourth meridian.
Contract No. 18 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 34, 35

and 36, range 3, township 36, range 4, west second
meridian.

Contract No. 39 of 1903. Subdivision of township 46, ranges
7, S. 9, 10, 11 and 12, and township 48, range 5, all west
of the fourth meridian.

Contract No. 35 of 1903. Subdivision of township 50, ranges
16 and 17 ; townships:49 and 50, range 18 ; townships 48,

49, 50 and 51, range 19 ; townships 49, .50 and 51, range
20 ; townships 49 and 51. range 21, and townships 50 and
51, range 22. Survey of parts of north and east outlines

of township 49, range 22, and of east outlines of town-
ship 50, ranges 19 and 20, and of towship 52, range 22,

all being west of the third meridian.
Contract No. 31 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 49, 50

and .51, ranges 3 and 4, township 51, range 5, and town-
ships 49 and 50, range 6, all west of the fourth meridian.

The renewal of corners in townshii) 45, ranges 16, 17, 18, 20
and 21 and township 46, ranges 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 21,

all west of the fourth meridian.
Contract No. 34 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 39, 40 and

41, ranges 18 and 19. township 38, ranges 18 and 21,

township 41, range 17, township 35. range 21, township
42, range 19, and townships 36 and 37, range 21, all west
of the third meridian.
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ScHEDULK of Dominion Land Surveyors employed, and work executed by them, from
July 1 to December 31, 1903.

—

Continued.

Surveyor. Addr Description of Work.

John.«on, A.. ^^'

Kirk. J. A
Lemoiiie. C. E

Xew W'estminsterjB-C.

Revelstoke, B.C
Beaulien. <^iie. .

.

Leudruin, K. N\'

Li mergan, (t. .T .

Lucas, 8. B . . .

.

-Mailhiot. J. E. .

Martin. A. F. .

.

^lichaucl. A. . .

.

Strathcona, Alta.

Buckinghant, Que.

'.Ponoka. Alta
,

I

Three Rivers, Que.

Winnijieg, Man. .

.

Edmonton, Alta

Miles. C. F [Toronto, ( )ut

.

Moberly, H. K.
Mollov, .Jotiu . .

McAree. .John .

McFee, A

McCirandle, H .

McKeniia. J. .T

.

Innisfail, Alta .

.

Winnipeg, ^Nlan.

Toronto, Ont. .

.

Innisfail, Alta .

Huntsville, Ont.

Dublin, Ont

McLatchie, John. Xel.-^on. B.C...

Part subdivision of townships 5 and (!, range 1, west of the
seventh meridian and of townships 16 and 17, range 21,
townshins 14 and l."j, range 22, townshii)s 4, 5, 6 and 7,

ranges 28 and 29 and townships 4 and 6, range 30, west of
the sixth meridian.

Miscellaneous surveys in British Columbia. No returns.
Contract No. 20 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 21), 30, 31,

32 and 3.S, ranges 20 and 21, township 39, range 17 and
part subdiv ision of township 38, range 17, all west of the
second meridian. Survey of townstiip outlines east of
townships 29 and 40. range 18 ; townships 32 and 33,
range 20. townships 29, 30. 31, 32 and 33, range 21, and
of townships 30, 32 and 33, range 23 ; also north outlines
of townships 28 and 32, ranges 20 and 21, all being west
of the second meridian.

Contract No. 28 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 51 and '>2,

ranges 9 and 10, west of the fourth meridian.
Renewal of corners in townships .^4, 55, 56 and .57. range 20,

townships 56 and 57, range 21, township 57, ranges 18,
19 and 22 and townshii) 56, range 19, all west of the
fourth meridian. Traverse of Bert lake in township 57,
range 23, west of the fourth meridian.

Contract No. 24 of 1903. Subdivision of township 43, ranges
11, 12, 13 and 14. township 42, ranges 11 and 12, west of
the fourth meridian and township 46, range 2, west of the
fifth meridian.

Contract No. 42 of 1903. No returns. (Mr. Mailhiot died
while in the field and before doing any work.)

Contract No. 8 of 1903. Part subdivision of townships 29 and
30, range 29, subdivision of townships 29 and 30, ranges
28, 27, 26 and 24, township 30, range 25, townships 35
and 36, range 20, township 35, range 19, townshiji .S7,

ranges 12, 16 and 17 and township 3S, range 12, all west
of the second meridian and towships 27 and 28. range 1,

west of the third meridian.
Contract No. 27 of 19<33. .Subdivision of townships 51, 52, .53

and 54, range 11 and townships 53 and 54, range 12, all

west of the fourth meridian. Resurvey of the east
boundary of township 51, range 12, west of the fourth
meridian.

Contract No. 38 of 1903. .Subdivision of township 41, ranges
11, 12, 13 and 15, and tow-nshij) 42, ranges 13, 14 and 15,
all west of the fourth meridian.

Assistant to A. Dri.scoll, during 1903.

Contract No. 12 of 1903. Subdivision of township 44, ranges
12, 13 and 14 : township 43, ranges 12, 13 and 14 ; town-
ship 42, range 12 ; township 47, range 10 and township
48, ranges 11 and 12, all west of the third meridian.

Contract No. 47 of 1903. Sul (division of townships 29, 30,
31, 32 and 33, range 22 and townships. 29, 30, 31, 32,
range 23, all west of the second meridian.

Contract No. 21 of 1903. .Subdivision of tow'nship 36, ranges
15, 16, 17 and 18, and of township 35, ranges 17 and 18,
west of the fourth meridian.

Contract No. 25 of 1903. Subdivision of tov\-nship 45, ranges
6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. and 13 and township 46, ranges 13
and 14, all west of the fourth meridian.

Contract No. 15 of 1903. Sulidivision of townships 45 and 46,

ranges 13 and 14, and of township 47, range 12. .Survey
of the north outline of township 44, ranges 13 and 14 and
the east outline of townships 45 and 46, range 15, all being
west of the third meridian.

Part subdivision of t iwnship 10 in ranges 2 and 3 west of the
fifth meridian.
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Schedule of Dominion Land Surveyors employed, and work executed by them, from
July 1 to December 31, 190-3

—

Continued.

Surveyor. Address. Descrijjtion of Work.

McLean, .T. K Elora. Ont

Pearce, Wm ...
Proudfoot, H. B.

Calvary, Alta.
Toronto, Ont.

.

Rainboth, E. .J.

Rainboth, (4. C.

Reilly, W. R. .

.

Richard, .T. F..

Roterts, S. A.

Ross, Geo

Ross, J. E ....

Ottawa, Ont.

Aylmer, Que.

London, Ont.

8te. Anne de la Poca-
tiere, ^Iwii.

Victoria, B. C

jWelland, Ont

New Westminster, B.C

Roy, G. P

Saint Cyr, A.

.

Saint Cyr, .F. B.

Selby, H. W. . .

.

Quebec, Que.

Ottawa, Ont.

Ste. Anne de la Perade,
Que.

Toronto, Ont.

Sewell, H. deQ.

Turnbull, Thos.

Toronto, Ont. .

.

Winnipeg, Man.

Survey of township outlines north of township 48, range 5,,

north of townshiij 52, ranges 6 and 7, the east outlines of
towship 58, range 3, townships 46, 47, 48, 57 and 58,
range 4, township 51, range 5 and of townships 51 and
52, ranges 6 and 7, all west of the fifth meridian Tra-
\'erse of lakes in township 52, range 2, west of the'fifth

meridian.
Chief Inspector of Surveys during 1903.

Contract No. 35 of 1903. Subdivision of township 38, ranges
12, 13, 14, 20, 23 and 24 ; township 39, range 14 ; town-
ship 37, ranges 12, 20, 23 and 24 ; township 36, ranges 14,

20 and 23 and townshii) 35, ranges 13, 14, 20, 23 and 24,

all west of the third meridian. Renewal of corners in
township 39, range 14, west of the third meridian.

Contract No. 7 of 1903. .Subdivision of townships 31 and 32,

ranges 24, 25, 26, 27, 28 and 29, all west of the second
meridian.

Contract No. 45 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 37, 40, 41,

and 42, range 1, and townships 37, 40, 41 and 42, range 2,

west of the fourth meridian, and townships 35, 36, 37, 38,

40, 41 and 42, range 28, west of the third meridian.
Contract No. 13 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 47 and 48

I'anges 13 and 14, and townships 52 and 53, ranges 23 and
24, all west of the third meridian.

Contract No. 49 of 1903. Survey of north, south and east

outlines of township 33, range 8, west of the second meri-
dian. Subdivision of townships 34, 35 a»d 36, range 8,

west of the second meridian.
Contract No. 14 of 1903. Subdivision of township 49, ranges

16 and 17, west of the third meridian.
Contract No. 51 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 41 and

42, ranges 21, 22 and 23. west of the second meridian.
Part subdivision of township 17, range 14, township 19 range

23 and township 18, range 25. Survey of lots 472, 518 and
520 and part subdivision in township 17, range 12. Sur-
vey of lot 518 in township 18, range 12. Survey of lots

472, 458, 460, 461 and 471 in township 17, range 13. Part
subdivision and survey of trail in township 18, range 23.

Part subdivision and survey of trail in township 18,

range 24. Traverse of west bank of Thompson river

through townships 19 and 20, range 24. Part subdivision

and survey of lot 19 in township 19, range 2.5, part sub-

division and survey of lots 14 and 376 in township 20,

range 25, all this work being west of the 6th meridian.
Contract No. 22 of 1903. Subdivision of township 39, ranges

13, 14, 15, 16 and 17, township 38, ranges 9, 10, 13, 14
and 17, and part subdi vision of township 39, range 9, all

west of the fourth meridian.
Survey of the fourteenth base line across ranges 5 to 21 in-

clusive. Survey of meridian outlines east of ranges 9

and 13, through townships 49, 50, 51 and 52, west of

the third meridian.
Contract No. 26 of 1903. Subdivision of township 47, ranges

6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 and township 48, ranges 6, 8,

11 and 14, all west of the fourth meridian.
Contract No. 44 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 34, 35, 36,

37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42 and 43, range 3, townships 35, 36, 37,

38, 39, 42, and 43, range 4, and survey of the north out-

line of township 34, range 4, all west of the fourth merid-
ian.

Contract No. 32 of 1J>03. Subdivision of township 44, ranges

1,2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, and township 45, ranges 3 and 4, west
of the fourth meridian, and township 44, ranges 27 and
28, west of the third meridian.

Inspector of Surveys during 1903.
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Schedule of Dominion Land Surveyors employed, and work executed by them, from
July 1 to December 31, 1903.

—

Concluded.

Surveyor.

Tyrrell,.!. W...

Wallace, .T. X

Warren, .Tames

Weeks, A. S...

Weeks, M. B..

Wheeler, A. O.

Wilkins, F. W.

Woods, .I.E..

.

Description (if Work.

Hamilton, Ont Contract Xo. 41 of 19o3. Subdivision of townships 3.5 and ;36,

ranpes 17. 1)^, 19 and L'2, township 37, ranges 15, 16, 17,
IS, 19 and 22, township 38, ranges 15, 16, 19 and 22, and
townships 39 and 40, ranges 15 and 16, all wes, of the
third meridian.

Hamilton, Ont Survey of east outlines of townships 35, 36, 41 and 42 in range
6, townships 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 34, 35, 41, 42, 43 and 44,
in range 7 and townshi ps 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34, range
8, the nortli outline of township 44, range 6 and of tijwn-
ship 32, range 7, all Vieing west of the fifth meridian.

Walkerton, Ont Contract No. 9, of 1903. Subdivision of townships 29 and 30,
ranges 6 and 7, west of the third meridian, townshii) 34,
ranges IS, 19 and 20, and townships 25 and 26, ranges 21
and 22, west of the second meridian.

Whitemouth, Man .... Assistant to Thos. Turnbull, Inspector of Surveys during
1903.

^

Brantford, Ont Contract No. 30 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 48, 49 and
50, range 7, townships 44, 49 and 50, range 8, and town-
ship 44, range 9, west of the fourth meridian.

Calgary, Alta Topographer of the Department of the Interior. Survey of
the Rockj' Mountains near the Canadian Pacific Rail-
way.

Norwood, Ont Contract No. 40 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 39, 40, 41,

42, 43 and 44, ranges 20, 21 and 22, west of the third
meridian.

Frank, Alta jContract No. 6 of 1903. Subdivision of townships 33 and 34,
•

I

range 24, and towrlshi^j 33, range 25, west of the second
meridian, also townships 27 and 28, ranges 19 and 20,

west of the 4th meridian.

25a—
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Schedule of Dominion Land Surveyors employed, and work executed by them, from
January 1, 1904, to June 30, 1904.

Surveyor.

Abrey, G. B
Aylen, John
Aylsworth, C. F

.

Beattv, David.

Beatty, Walter.

Belanger, P. R. A.

Bolton, Lewi.s

Bourgault, C. E. .

Bourgeault, A . . .

.

Bowman, H. .J ...

Bray, Edgar

Bray, L. T

Carbert, J. A

Cantley, R. W....

Cavana, A. (i. . .

Cote, J. A

Cote, J. L

Craig, J. D
Dalton, J. J

Dickson, Jas
Drummond, Thcs.

Ducker, W. A ...

Dumais, P. T. C...
Edwards, Geo

Address.

Toronto Jet., Ont.
Aylmer, Que
Madoc, Ont

Pariy Sound, Ont.

Delta, Ont

Ottawa, Ont .

.

Listowel, Ont

St. Jean Port Joli, Q.

Berlin, Ont

OakviUe, Ont

Amherstburg, Ont . .

,

Lacomlae. .\lta .....

Piikan, .\lta

Orillia, Ont. .

Quebec, Que.

Pakan, Alta.

Fairchild, C. C. .

Farncomb, A. E.

Fawcett, Adam.
Fawcett, Tho.s.

.

Ottawa, Ont
Milton We.st, Ont.

.

Fenelon Falls Ont

.

Montreal, Que

Description of Work.

Winnipeg, Man.

Hull, Que
Ottawa, Ont

Brantford, Ont ....

Red Deer, Alta. .

Dawson, Y. T
Niagara Falls, Ont

Contract No. 10 of 1904. East of Prince Albert. No returns.
Contract No. 52 of 1904. Northwest of Calgary. No returns.
Survey of Riverton townsite in township 23, range 4, east of

the principal meridian and subdivision of township 21,

range 7, west of the i^rincipal meridian.
Contract No. 15 of 1904. Subdivision of townships 49 and

50, range 1 and survey of east outline of townships 51
and 52, range 2, west of third meridian. Contract No.
23 of 1904. Southwest of Battleford. No returns.

Contract No. 14 of 1904. Subdivision of township 50, ranges
26, 27 and 28, and township 51, range 27, west of third
meridian. Contract No. 24 of 1904. Southwest of Battle-
ford. No returns.

Renewal of corners in townships 24 and 25, range 10, town-
ships 23, 24, 25 and 26, range 11 and township 23, ranges
12, 13, 14 and 15, all west of the second meridian.

Contract No. 29 of 1904. Northwest of Battleford. No
returns.

Contract No. 43 of 1904. Subdivision of townships 51 and
52, range 4, and part subdi\'ision of township 52, range 5,

all west of the fifth meridian.
Contract No. 7 of 1904. North of Yorkton. No returns.

Contract No. 20 of 1904. Subdivision of township 30, range
18, west third mei-idian.

Survey of township outlines northwest of Edmonton. No
returns.

Retracing old subdivision surveys in Southern Manitoba. No
returns.

Contract No. 39 of 1904. Subdivision of townshii) 32, range
22, west fourth meridian.

Contract No. 34 of 1904. Subdivision of township, 58, ranges
13, 14, 15, 16 and 18, and township 57, range 13, and part
subdivision of township 59, range 17, all west of the
fourth meridian.

Contract No. 8 of 1904. Southeast of Prince Albert. No
retiu'ns.

Contract No 18 of 1904. In the Bear Hills. South of Battle-
ford. No returns.

Contract No. 35 of 1904. Subdivision of township 58, ranges
19 and 20 and township 59, ranges 18 and 19, west of

fourth meridian.
Inspector of Surveys. Eastern section.

Miscellaneous .subdivision surveys in Southern Alberta. Part
subdiv-ision of township 22, range 9, west fourth meridian.

Contract No. 64 of 1904. Lake Dauphin district. No returns.

Contract No. 40 of 1904. Subdivision of township 57, range
3, and township 58, ranges 2 and 3, west fifth meridian.

Suivey of outlines east of townships 7 and 8, ranges 9 and 10 ;

parts of outlines east of townships 7 and 8, range 8 and
north of township 8, range 10 ; survey of correction line

south of township 7, ranges 8, 9 and 10 and north of

to^Tiship 6, ranges 9 and 10, all east of the principal
meridian.

Contract No. 4 of 1904. Lake Dauphin district. No returns.

Contract No 46 of 1904. (An extension of contract No. 60
of 1903.) Subdivision of town.ship 41, range 5, west of

fifth meridian.
Contract No. 37 of 1904. Subdivision of township 44, ranges

11, 12, 13 and 14, west fourth meridian.
Contract No. 48 of 1904. Subdivision (jf townships 36, 37

and 3S, range 5, and township 35, range 4, west fifth

meridian.
Contract No. 28 of 1904. Near Onion Lake. No returns.

Contract No. 36 of 1904. North of Medicine Hat. No returns.
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Schedule of Dominion Land Surveyors employed, and work executed by them from
January 1, 1904, to June 30, 1904.

—

Continued.

Surveyor.

Fontaine, L. E.

Francis, J

Gordon, M. L.

Gordon, R. J .

,

Gore, T. S

Address. Description of work.

Grover, G. A.
Harvey, Chas.

Holcroft, H. S..

Hopkins, M. W.
Hubbell, E. W..

Levis, Que. .

Poplar Point, Man.

Ottawa, Ont.

.

Stirling, Alta
Victoria, B.C.

Ottawa, Ont.
Toronto, Ont.

Toronto, Ont

Johnson, A. W.
Kirk, J. A
Knight, R. H..

Lemoine, C. E. .

.

Lendrum, R. W.
Lonergan, G. J. .

Martin, A. F.
Michaud, A .

.

Miles, C. F.
Molloy, J .

.

McLean, J. K. .

.

Nash, T. S
O'Hara, W. F . .

.

Phillips, E. H .

.

Ponton, A. W...
Proudfoot. H. B.

Hamilton, Ont

.

Ottawa, Ont . .

.

New Westminster, B.C,
Revelstoke, B.C
Bruce Mines, Ont

Beaulieu, Que
Strathcona, Alta .

.

Buckingham, Que.

Winnipeg, Man.

.

Edmonton, Alta.

Toronto, Ont . .

.

Winnipeg, Man.

Elora, Ont. . .

.

Ottawa, Ont.

.

Ottawa, Ont .

.

Ottawa, Ont .

.

Macleod, Alta
Toronto, Ont .

.

Rainboth, G. C Aj-lmer, Que
Reilly, W. R London, Ont
Richard, J. F Saint Anne de la Poca-

tiere. Que.
Rinfret, Raoul Edmonton, Alta

Ross, Geo

.

Ross, J. E.

Roy, G. P

Saint Cyr, A..

.

25a—2i

Welland, Ont
New Westminster, B.C.

Quebec, Que.

Ottawa, Ont.

Survey of township outlines in Northern Alberta. West of
fifth meridian. No returns.

Contract No. .58 of 1904. West of Riding Mountain. Timber
reserve. No returns.

Contract No. 16 of 1904. Southwest of Saskatoon. No returns.
Contract No. 62 of 1904. Southeast of Leth bridge. No returns.
ContraptNNo. 27 of 1904. Sulxlivision of township 52, ranges

21'and 22, west third meridian.
Contract No. 17 of 1904. Southwest of Saskatoon. No returns.
Contract No. 5 of 1904. Part subdivision of township 34,

range 27, township 33, range 28, townshii) 32, range 29,

and township 31, range 30, all west of the principal me-
ridian.

Contract No. 11 of 1904. Subdivision of township 46, range 14,

west second meridian.
Contract No. 56 of 1904. East of Edmonton. No returns.
Renewal of corners in township 50, ranges 27 and 28, west

fourth meridian and in township 50, range 1, west fifth

meridian.
Surveys near Harrison Lake in British Columbia. No returns.
Miscellaneous surveys in British Columbia. No returns.
Contract No. 54 of 1904. Subdivison of townships 31 and 32,

range 28, west of principal meridian.
Contract No 9 of 1904. East of Saskatoon. No returns.
Contract No. 31 of 1904. East of Edmonton. No returns.
Work in Edmonton district. Renewal of cornei-s in township

48, ranges 24 and 25, west fourth meridian.
Contract No. dS of 1904. South of Moose Jaw. No returns.
Contract No. 33 of 1904. Subdivision of township 53, range

10, west fourth meridian.
Contract No. 51 of 1904. Northwest of Calgary. No returns.
Contract No. 3 of 1904. Subdivision of township 1, range 14,

east of principal meridian.
Survey of township outlines north of Edmonton. No returns.
InsiJector of Survej's, 1904. Western central section.

Contract No. 45 of 1904. Southwest of Edmonton. No returns.
Insi>ector of Surveys, 1904. Eastern central section.

Contract No. 50 of 1904. Northwest of Calgary. No returns.
Contract No. 53 of 1904. Subdivision of tow'ships 32, 33, 34

and 35, range 5 ; tro\\Tiship 34, range 4 and township 32,
range 6, all west of the fifth meridian.

Contract No. 25 of 1904. West of Saskatoon. No returns.
Contract No. 13 of 1904. Northeast of Saskatoon. No returns.
Contract No. 6 of 1904. North of Fort Pelly. No returns.

Contract No. 41 of 1904. Subdivision of township 56, ranges
1, 2 and 3, and survey of north outline of township 55,

range 3, all west of fifth meridian.
Contract No. 22 of 1904. West of Saskatoon. No returns.
Part subdivision of township 19, range 15, township 21, range

17, township 13, range 23, and traverse of part of Shus-
wap lake and part subdivision of township 21, range 8,

traverse of part of Thompson river in trownship 20, range
17, survey of limit of Railway Belt, through township 14,

range 22, part subdivision and traver.se along Nicola river
in townships 14 and 15, range 23 and traverse along Nicola
river through townships 15, 16 and 17, range 24, and
township 17, range 25, all west of si.xth meridian..

Contract No. 42 of 1904. Subdivision of townships 51 and 53,
rnnge 5 and part subdivision of township 51, range 6,

west fifth meridian.
•Survey of township outlines in Peace river district. No

returns.
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APPENDIX No. 2 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

Schedule of Dominion Land Surveyors employed and work executed by them, from
January 1, 1904, to June 30, 1904

—

Conclude./.

Surveyor.

Saint Cyr, J. B..

Saunders, B. J . .

,

Selby, H. W.

Thompson, W. T..

Tyrrell, J. W .

.

Wallace, J. N .

.

Warren, James.
Watt, B. H
Weeke.s, A. S . .

.

Address. Description of Work.

Ste. Anne de la Pe-
rade, Que ...

Regina, Assa

Toronto, Ont.

South Qu'Appelle,Assa

Hamilton, Ont.

.

Hamilton, Ont .

I

jWalkerton, Ont
Ottawa, Ont. . . .

,

Glencoe, Ont. .

.

Weekes, M. B

.

Wheeler, A. O.

Wilkins, F. W.

Brantford, Ont.

Calgary, Alta .

Norwood, Ont.

Contract N'o. 32 of 1904. East of Edmonton. No returns.
Contract Xo. 2 of 11104. Subdivision of townships 45 and 46,

I'auge .3, and part subdivision of township 47, range 3,

west fifth meridian.
Contract No. 49 of 1904. Subdivision of township 35, ranges

6 and 7, and part subdivi.sion of township 36, range 7,

west fifth meridian. Survey of township outlines in the
Peace river district. No returns.

Contract No. 55 of 1904. Part subdivision of townships 26
and 28, range 16, subdivision of towaiship 27, and 27A,
range 16 and township 27, I'ange 15, survey of south and
west outlines of township 27A, range 15, west of .second
meridian.

Contract No. 26 of 1904. West of Saskatoon. No returns.
Survey of township outlines in the Peace river district. No

returns.
Contract No. 19 of 1904. South of Battleford. No returns.

Inspector of Surveys, 1904. Western section.

Contract No. 1 of 1904. Subdivision of township 10, range
11, east principal meridian. Contract No. 21 of 1904.

South of Battleford. No returns.

Contract No. 30 of 1904. Subdivision of township 56, range
5, west fourth meridian.

Topographer of the Department of the Interior. Survey of

Rocky Mountains near the Canadian Pacific Railway.
Contract No. 38 of 1904. Southeast of Edmonton. No re-

turns.
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APPENDIX No. 4 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

List of Dominion Land Surveyors who have been supplied with Standard Measures.

Nanif.

Abrev, G. B
Austin, G. F
Aylen, J
Aylsworth, C. F .

.

Barvvell, C. S. W .

Bayne, (i. A
Beatty, D
Beatty, W
Belanger, P. R. A.
Belleau, J. A
Bigger, C. .A

Bolton, L.
Bcswell, E. .T

Bourgeault, A
Bourgault, C. E. . .

.

Bourget, C. ,A
Bourne, R
Bowman, H. J .

.

Brabazon, A. J . . .

.

Bray, S
Bray, E
Bray, L. T
Brodie, S
Browiilee, .J. H . . .

.

Burke, W
Burnet, H
Burwell, H. M
Carbert, .T. A
Carroll, C
Cautley, R. W
Cavana, A. G
Charlesworth, L. C.
Cleveland, E. A .

.

C6te, J. A
C6te, J. L
Cotton, A. F
Craig, .J. D
Dalton, .J. .T

Deans, W. J
Dennis, .1 . S

Address.

Toronto .Jet., Ont . . . .

.

Dewdney, Alta ...

Aylmer, (^ue

Madoc, Ont
Dawson, Yukon Territory.
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Parry Sound, Ont
Delta, Ont
Ottawa, Ont

Date of

Appointment.
Remarks.

Listowel, Ont
Winnipeg, Man
St. Jean Port Joli, Que.

Ste. Adelaide de Pabos, Que.
Fort Rouge, Winnipeg, Man.
Berlin, Ont
Medicine Hat, Assa
Ottawa, Ont
Oakville, Ont
Amherstburg, Ont
Fort Qu'A])pelle, Assa . .

.

V' ictoria, B. C
Minnedosa, Man
Victoria, B.C
Vancouver, B.C
Sault Ste. Marie, Ont
Prince Albert, Sask
Dawson, Yukon Territory.

.

Orillia, Ont
Regina, A.ssa

Vancouver, B.C
Quebec, Que
Dawson, Yukon Territory .

.

New Westminster, B.C
Ottawa, Ont
Milton, Ont
Brandon, Man
Calgary, Alta

April 14,

„ 14,

May 29,

M 17,
Aug. 21,

April 14,
.. 14,

., 14,

May 17,
.. 15,

Mar. 30,

April 14,

Feb. 18,

Mar. 29,

Feb. 21,

May 14,

June 17,

Feb. 16,

May 12,

Nov. 14,

April 14,

Feb. 18,

April 14,

M 15,

H 14,

June 22,

Feb. 17,

May 12,

April 14,

Sept. 2,

Nov. 16,

Feb. 27,

June 27,

May 14,

Mar. 21,

May 11,

Feb. 24,

April 17,

May 13,

Nov. lit,

'85.

"86.

"94.

"72.

"72.

"72.

"80.

'83.

'82.

'72.

'03.

'83.

'88.

'84.

'75

'8«.

'82.

'83.

'72.

"03.

'72.

"87.

'72.

'85.

'87.

'80.

'72.

'96.

'76.

'03.

'99.

'84.

'90.

'80.

'02.

'79.

'86.

Surveys Staff Dept. of the Interior.

Astronomer m <•

District Engineer, N.W.T.
Department of Indian Affairs.

Murray Bay, (}ue
Whitehorse, Yukon Territ'y.

Fenelon Falls, Ont
Winniijeg, Man

Denny, H. C . . .

.

Desmeules, .J. C.

.

Dick.son, H. G...
Dickson, J
Doupe, J .

.

Douije, .J. L
Drewry, W. S . . .

Driscoll, A
Drumniond, T . .

.

DuBerger, C. C.
Ducker, W. A . .

.

Dumais, P. T. C
Edwards, G
Ellacott, C. H , .

.

Fairchild. C. C. .

.

Farnconib, A. E
j Regina, Assa. _

Fawcett, T Niagara Falls, Ont
Fawcett, A Dawson, Yukon Territory.
Fitzpatrick, J. D. A . . Kildare, Que
Fontaine, L. E. . |Levis, Que
Foster, F. L iToronto, Ont
Francis, J ... Poplar Point, Man
Garden, J. F Vancouver, B.C
Garden, G. H Lethbridge, Alta

Victoria, B.C...
Edmonton, Alta
Montreal, Que .

.

Waterloo, Que .

.

Winnipeg, Man

.

Hull, Que
Thurso, Que ....

Regina, Assa
. ,Simcoe, Ont

April 1,

M 14,

Mar. 19,

April 14,

.. 14,

Oct. 6,

Nov. 14,

Feb. 23,

June 24,

Nov. 17,

Mar. 30,

M 29,

April 14,

Feb. 22,

„ 20,

Mar. 12,

Nov. 18,

Feb. 22,

„ 23,

Aug. 13,

M 14,

.Tune 17,

May 13,

April 14,

'82.

'72.

'89.

'72.

'72.

'88.

'83.

'87.

'78.

'81.

'83.

'82

'72.

'99.

'01.

'02.

'76.

'93.

'87.

'92.

'72.

'75.

80.
'72.

District Engineer, N.W'.T.

In.spector of .Survej^s Dept. Interior.

Dominion Topographical Survej'or.

Dominion Topographical Surveyor,
Inspector of Irrigation and British

Columbia Land Commissioner, C.

P. R.

Asst. Land Connnissioner, C. P. Ry.

District Engineer, N.W.T.
Dominion Topographical Surveyor

Swamp Lands Commissioner.

Dominion Topographical Surveyor.
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APPENDIX No. 4 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL-CW.

List of Dominion Land Surveyors who have been supplied with Standard
Measures— Continued.

Nani'

Garden, C . . .
. .

.

Gauvreau, L. P.

.

Gibbon, J
Gordon, M. L . .

.

Gordon. R. J. .

Gore, t. S . . .

Green, T. D . .

.

Gruver, G. A. . .

.

Han'is, J. W . . .

.

Harvey, C . .

.

Henderson, W. .

.

Holcroft, H. S...
Hopkins, M. W.

.

Hubbell,_E. W.

.

James, S
Jephson, R. J . .

.

Johnson, A. W.
Kirk, J. A
Klotz, O. J

Knight, R
Latimer, F. H
Laurie, R. C
Lawe, H
Lemoine, C. E
Lendrum, R. W . . .

.

Lonergan, G. J
Lucas, S. B.
Lumsden, H. D. . . .

MaePherson, C. W . .

.

Magrath. C. A

llalcolni, L
Martin, A. F . .

.

Michaud, A
Miles, C. F. ..

Moberly, H. K.
Molloy, J
Moore, H. H. .

McArthur, J. J.

McFadden, M .

.

McFee, A
McGrandle, H..
McKenna, J. J.

McKenzie, J. . .

.

Address.
Date of

Appointment.

McLatchie, J. . .

McLean, J. K
McPherson, A. J.
McPhillips, G.. .

McA^ittie, A. W .

.

Nash, T. S
Ogilvie, W Ottawa, Ont

April

Feb.

Mar.

Winnipeg, Man
Quebec, Que
Dawson, Yukon Territory
Toronto, Ont
Stirling, Alta
Victoria, B.C

|

April
Dawson, Yukon Territory . . May
Kingston, Ont Feb.
Winnipeg, Man April
Indian Head, Assa Feb.
Chilliwack, B.C |Nov.
Toronto, Ont JFeb.

Hamilton, Ont
|

m

Ottawa, Ont jMay
Toronto, Ont [April

Dawson, Yukon Territory. . iMay
Kamloops, B.C |Mar.
Revelstoke, B.C. . [May
Ottawa, Ont jNov.

14, 72.
14, 72.
12, '91.

18, '04.

12, '02.

19, '79.

19, '84.

18, '04.

14, '72.

17, "04.

17, '83.

18, '03.

20, '01.

19, '84.

14. '72.

12, '80.

12, '02.

11, '80.

19, 77.

Bruce Mines, Ont "Feb. 18,

Detroit, Mich.
Battleford, Sask...
Winnipeg, Man . .

.

Quebec, Que
Edmonton, Alta. .

Buckingham, Que
Ponoka, Alta . . .

.

Dawson, Yukon Territoi-y

Lethbridge, Alta

Blenheim, Ont
Winnipeg, Man
Montreal, Que
Rat Portage, Ont .......

Innisfail, Alta
Rosser, Man
Tp. York, Ont
Ottawa, Ont . . ,

Neepawa, Man
Innisfail, Alta
Huntsville, Ont
Dublin, Ont
New Westminster, B.C. .

.

Nelson, B.C
Flora, Ont
Dawson, Yukon Territory .

.

Windsor, Ont
Blairmore, Alta
Morrisburgh, Ont

O'Hara, W. F..
Patrick, A. P....
Pearce, W
Phillips, E. H...
Proudfoot, H. B
Rainboth, E. J. .

Rainboth, (t. C.
Ralph, Wm
Reid, J. L
Reillv, W. R...
Richard, J. F. . .

.

Rinfret, R

Chatham, Ont.
Calgary, Alta .

.

Calgarj^, Alta .

.

Minden, Ont .

.

Toronto, Ont .

.

Aylmer, Que. .

.

Aylmer, Que. .

13,

April 27,

„ 14,

Mar. 31,

May l.^j,

Feb. 28,

April 14,

„ 14,

Mar. 7,

Nov. 16,

April 14
M 14

Feb. 18,

April 14,

Feb. 27
April 14.

Feb. 17.

„ 17
„ 14
. 19

May 30;

April 14
Nov. 18

Prince Albert, Sask .

.

London, Ont
Ste. Anne de la Pocatiere, Q.
Dawson, Y. T,

April

Feb.
June
Mch.
Feb.
April
Feb.
Nov.
May
Feb.
Mch.
May
April

Nov.
May
Feb.

'04.

'85.

'83.

'72.

'82.

'80.

'01.

'72.

'72.

'00.

'81.

'72.

72.
'03.

'72.

'03.

'72.

'04

'79.

'72.

'79.

'83.

'72.

'72.

'82.

'01.

'7=3.

"02.

'04.

'72.

'95.

'77.

'80.

'02.

'82.

'81.

72.
'72.

'72.

'81.

'82.

-H30.

Remarks.

City Surveyor, Winniiieg.

Surveys Staff, Dept. of the Interior.

Dom. Topograph. Surveyor, Astrono-
mer, Department of the Interior.

District Engineer, N.W.T.

Dominion Topograpliical Surveyor,
Land Commissioner, Alberta Rail-

way and Coal Co.

Dominion Lands Agent, New West-
minster.

Inspector of Surveys, Dept. of Interior.

Dominion Topograi)hical Surveyor.

Inspector of Surveys, Dept of Interior
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APPENDIX No. 4 TO THS REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL— C'oji.

List of Dominion Land Surveyors who have been supplied with Standard
M easu res— Concluded.

Nai

Ritchie, J. F. ..

Robertson, H. H-.

Roberts, S A . . .

.

Roberts, V. M . .

Robinson, F. J.

.

Ronibough, M. B
Rorkt', L. V ....

Ross, G
Ross, J. E
Rov, G. P
Saint-Cyr, J. B.
Saint-Cyr, A
Saunders, B. J .

.

Seager, E
Selby, H. W ....

Sewell. H. de Q.
Shaw.C. A. E...
Speight. Thos. . .

.

Starkey, S. M. .

.

Stewart. G. A . .

.

Stewart. L. B

Stewart, P]

Talbot, A. C
Thompson, W. T

Treuiblav, A. J . . .

.

Towle, C. E
Turnbull. T
Tyrrell, .J. W
Vauglian, J. W
Vicars. J
Wallace, J. X
Warren. J
Watt, G. H
Weekes, A. S
Weekes. M. B
Wheeler, A. O
White-Eraser, G.W.R.
Wiggins, T. H
Wilkins, F. "SV

Wilkinson, W. D
Woods, J. E

Addiess.

Nelson, B.C
Montinagny, Que
Victoria, B. C
Sturgeon Falls, Ont
Macleod, Alta
Morden, Man
Sudbury, Ont .

Welland. Ont
New Westminster, B.C. . .

.

< ^>ucbec, 'due
Ste-Anne de la Perade, Que.
Ottawa, Ont
Regina, Assa
Rat Portage, Ont ........
\Vabigoon, Ont
Toronto. Ont .

.

Victoria, B.C
Toronto, Ont
Starkey 's P.O., N.S
Calgary, Alta ; . . .

Toronto, Ont

Ottawa, Ont
Calgary, Alta
Fort Qu'Appelle, Assa.

Les Eboulements, Que
Waterloo, ( ^ue
Winnipeg, Man
Hamilton, Ont
Vancouver, B.C
New Westminster, B.C
Hamilton, Ont
Walkerton, Ont
Ottawa, Ont
Clinton, Ont
Brantford, Ont
Calgary, Alta
Dawson, Yukon Territory.
Regina, Assa
Norwood, Ont
Toronto, Ont
Frank, Alta

Date of

Apixjintment.

•Jan.

April
May

Feb.
April
Aug.
Nov.
Feb.
Nov.
Feb.

Nov.
April
Nov.
May

Nov.
April

Nov.

7, '89

14, 72
16, '85

17, '8fi

20, '00

14, '72

13, '91

21, '82

12, '91

17, '81

17, '81

17, '87

1(3, '84

14, '72

15, '82

16, '85

10, '80

l(), '8:f

14, '72

14, '72

22, '82

April 14, '72

May 13, '80

Nov. 19, '77

Feb.
April
Mch.
Feb.
June
May
Feb.
April
Feb.
Feb.

Nov.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Nov.

Remarks.

District Engineer, N.W.T.

Dominion Toiiographical Survej'or;
Professor, School of Practical
Science, Toronto.

Chief Inspector of Timber & Forestry.
District Engineer, N.W.T.
Dominion Tojjographical Sur\cyor
and District Engineer, N.W.T.

Insi>ector of Surveys, Dept. Interior.

Topographer of the Dei>t. Interior.

Dominion Topographical Surveyor.

Dominion Topograi)hical Surve,yor.
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APPENDIX No. 5 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

List of lots in the Yukon Territory of which Surveys have been confirmed during

the year ending June 30, 1904.

GROUP No. 1.

o
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APPENDIX. No. 5 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

List of lots in the Yukon Territory of which Surveys have been confirmed during

the year ending June 30, 1094.

—

Conclvded.

GROUP No. 5.
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APPENDIX No. 6 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

List of miscellaneous surveys in the Yukon Territory of which returns have been
received during the year ending J une 3U, 1 904.

Description of Survey. Survevor.

Jas. Gibbon . .

.

C. W. MacPherson

Base lines on Little Skookum &c. tributaries of Bonanza creek. . |C. W. MacPherson
Allgold creek .-Tas. Gibbon
Bear creek I _ '•

Duncan creek, &c jA. J. McPherson
Raoul Rinfret

part of Hunker creek, &c
Gold Run creek, &c
]\Iontana creek, &c
Keystone creek, &c '

iA. J. McPherson
Christal creek m

Survey of Last Chance road iJas. Gibbon
public road to Copper King mineral claim [H. G. Dickson . .

.

traverse at Whitehorse
public rjad to Grafter mineral claim
on Haggart and Dublin creeks

II part of Bonanza creek
Survey of part of Bonanza road

II Hunker road
II Goldbottom road
II road from Summit of Hunker to Dominion creek, &c

Base lines on Thistle creek, &c
M on part of Bonanza creek
II Livmgstone, Summit lake, &c

Reference
Survey of

Base lines A. J. McPherson .

C. W. MacPherson

Jas. Gibbon

A. J. McPherson

C. W. MacPherson

1901
1902
1902
1903
1902-03
1901-02
1901-02
1902
1903
1903
1902
1903
1903
1903
1903
1901
1902
1902*
1902
1902
1902
1901
1902

In four sections.
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APPENDIX No. 7 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

Statement of work executed in the office of the chief draughtsman.

Returns of surveys examined

—

Township subdivision 640

Township outlines 149

Mineral claims 14

Correction and other miscellaneous surveys 97

Township plans completed for printing 490

Preliminary township plans prepared 140

Preliminary township plans received from inspectors 450

Proofs of plans examined 569

Outline sketches prepared 1,799

Plans of Yukon lots received 55

Plans of miscellaneous Yukon surveys received 26

Tracings of Yukon survey plans made 95

New plans of groups of Yukon lots compiled 4
Sectional maps revised and reprinted 29

Declarations of settlers received 336

Progress sketches received and iilcd 952

Miscellaneous plans and tracings made 328

Applications for various information dealt with, about. . . . 1,180

Field books received from record office and used in connection

with office work 1,555

Plans received from record office and used in connection with

office work 437

P. B. SYMES,
Chief Draughtsman.

APPENDIX No. 8 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

StatejMENt of work performed in the Survey Records Office for the twelve months
ending June 30, 1904.

Files received and dealt with 1,749

Letters drafted 2,112

Reports, drafts, memos, to Council 23

Plans, tracings, &c., copied or compiled 419

Statiitory declarations copied and mailed 428

Plans sent to agents, registrars, &c 18,204

Pages of field notes copied 1,320

Prints of plans received and stored 51,441

Original plans received and recorded 644

Original field books received and recorded 327

Letters written to agents, registrars, &c 798

Registered parcels mailed 939

«

.

C. J. STEERS,
In charge of Survey Records.
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APPENDIX No. 10 TO THE REPORT OP THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

Statement of Work executed in the Lithographic Office for the twelve months endin^
June 30, 1904.

"

Month.

1903.

July
August
September ..

October
November
December

I«t04.

January
February
March
April
May
June

Totals

Maps.

No. Copies.

81

Township Plans.

9
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APPENDIX No. 11 TO THE REPORT OE THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

Descriptions of townships in which surveys were made of which reports were

received during the year ending June 30, 1904.

TOWNSHIPS EAST OP THE PBINOIPAL MERIDIAN.

Range 8.

Township 2.—The whole of the soil in this township is third class. The south-

west corner is principally muskeg, tamarack and poplar bluffs. The southeast corner

is muskeg, poplar and spruce bluffs and the north half is about the same. The centre

is somewhat rolling. There are not any settlers. There are no streams of water in

the township.—C. F. Aylsworth, D.L.8., 1902.

Township 3.—The easterly two-thirds of this township north of Rat river is tama-

rack, spruce, jackpine, poplar, birch, cedar bluffs and muskegs. These different timbers

are given as near as possible in order of abundance. The westerly one-third north cf

Rat river is willow flats, with tamarack, spruce, jackpine, poplar, &c. That portion of

the township south of Rat river is hay meadow, muskeg, poplar, tamarack, jackpine, &c.

Some of these hay meadows are the finest I ever saw in the west. The water in Rat
river is clear and pure, but it is possible that the banks may overflow in the spring and

flood large areas, especially on the south side of the river. There are no settlers in the

township as yet.—C F. Aylswortli, D.L.S., 1902.

Range 9.

Township 3.—IMost of the northwest quarter of this township consists of rolling

sand ridges, partially timbered with jackpine, the greater part of which has been fire-

kilied. There is a belt of swamp from a quarter to a mile in width extending southerly

through the eastern portion. A man named Walton has a shanty and stable of logs on

the southeast corner of section 21. Most of the northeast quarter is spruce and tamarack

swamp, with some good clear cedar along the easterly boundary, and some rolling sand

hills partially timbered with jackpine in the southwest comer. Sand river, a branch

of the Rat river flows southerly through it. (Southeast quarter.)—Rat river crosses

the east boundary of this quarter about half a mile north of the southeast corner, and

flows through it in a westerly and northwesterly direction. Sand river flows south,

crossing the north boundary of section 14 close to the northeast comer, and flows in

a southerly direction into Rat river. Nearly all that portion south of the Rat is

sandy land, timbered with green jackpine and poplar. There is considerable swamp
east of Sand riv.er and north of the Rat. The balance of the quarter consists largely

of sand ridges, timbered with dead jackpine, with irregular narrow strips of swamp
between them. (Southwest quarter.)—Rat river crosses this quarter of the township

in a westerly direction, flowing out at the northwest quarter of section 7. All that por-

tion south of the river is willow or tamarac swamp; the portion north of the river is

of a mixed character, consisting of low sand ridges interspersed with swampy land,

particularly along the river. There is about a mile in width of spruce and tamarack

swamp north of tlie river along the westerly boiyidary.

—

W. A. DucTcer, D.L.8., 1902.

Township 5.—The surface of section 4 is undulating to hilly with some spruce

and tamarack swamp along its western boundary, but the greater portion is rolling

sand hills sparsely timbered with small jackpine. The Canadian Northern Railway

crosses the west half from north to south. The surface of section 5 is very level, most
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of it being tamarack and spruce swamp with some small cedar in places. Nearly all

the tamarack is under 12 inches in diameter, but much of it is very dense and would
furnish a large quantity of excellent fuel. Most of the west half of section 6 is

swampy and partially coTered with small dead tamarack. Nearly all the balance of the

section is well timbered with tamarack up to 12 inches in diameter, also a considerable

quantity of spruce and some cedar. Near all the west half of section 7 is marsh inter-

spersed with small dead tamarack, the balance is thickly timbered with tamarack,

spruce and cedar, although very few trees are 12 inches through. Nearly all the west

half of section 9 is spruce and tamarack swamp with a dense growth of timber under

12 inches in diameter. The east half is chiefly rolling sand hills, sparsely timbered

with stunted jackpine. The Canadian Northern Railway crosses this section from
north to south and Bedford station is located on the southwest quarter. Section 16 is

nearly all spruce, tamarack and cedar swamp and a considerable portion of the timber

has been cut into cordwood. The Canadian Northern Railway runs through it in a

southeasterly direction. Sections 17 and 18 are very wet spruce and tamarack swamp
intermixed with some cedar. The timber is small but much of it suitable for fences.

Sections 19, 20, 21, 27, 28, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34 are low and swampy, although there

are some narrow ridges timbered with poplar and jaclq)ine in the northwesterly part of

the township. A considerable portion of the timber in tb.e northwest quarter of the

township has been fire-killed, and consists of small spruce and tamarack. The balance

of the timber on this portion is spruce, tamarack and cedar, suitable for fuel, building

logs and fence posts, most of the largest having been culled for lumber or ties. Sec-

tions 1, 2, 3, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 25, 35 and 33 are located on the westerly slope

of the Cypress mountains and consist chiefly of rolling sand hills, sparsely timbered

with stunted jackpine, with some spruce and tamarack of fair size in the hollows.

—

W. A. Ducher, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 6 (south and east outlines).—Most of section 1 and parts of sections 2

and 12 are situated on the westerly slope of the Cypress mountains, and consist of roll-

ing sand hills with a few scattered jackpine. The balance of the township is very level

and swampy, the east half being timbered with small belts and islands of small tama-

rack and some spruce with open marshes intervening. Nearly all the timber on the

west half of the township is fire-killed, corsiderable of it is fit for fuel, but the next

fire that passes through that portion of the township will destroy all the wood. The

surface generally throughout the township is a thick growth of moss overlying wet

peaty mould, except on a few low ridges which are very stony.—W. A. DucTcer, D.L.S.,

1902.

(North outline)—^The easiest way to reach this township is from Marchand sta-

tion on the Canadian Northern Railway, but a considerable portion of it would be

inaccessible in summer owing to its marshy character. About one-third of the town-

ship consists of muskeg and most of the balance is swampy and on the few ridges that

are dry, the soil is shallow and stony. The surface is very level and swampy and most

of the timber suitable for fuel or other purpose has been removed as the township has

been under timber lease for a number of years. Most of what remains is small and

fire-killed. There is very little hay to be found in the township as nearly all the open

ground is muskeg. There are no streams of consequence in the township but water is

abundant and of good quality in winter. There is still a considerable quantity of dead

timber suitable for fuel if used before it rots. No minerals were found. This town-

ship is close to the railway but there are still moose and other deer with prairie

chickens, partridges, rabbits and some lynx. The township is of very little value for

any purpose unless it produces a new growth of timber.—TF. A. Ducker, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 7.—(South and west outlines.)—This township would be difiicult to

reach in summer, the best way probably being from the Dawson road to St. Anne.

With the exception of a strip of sandy poor soil along the northern limit, nearly all

25a—
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the township is very swampy, and ther.e is a g'ood deal of muskeg in it. With the

exception of the muskegs, most cf the surface is timbered with jackpine on the ridges

and spruce and tamarack on the lower portions. All the larger timber has been removed,

and the greater portion of the balance is fire-killed, but the tamarack is still sound.

Tliere is very little, if any, hay in the township. Brokenhead river, a small stream

about 20 links wide, rises in a shallow lake about 60 acres in area in the southeast por-

tion of the township. It has one small branch, but water is abundant and of good

quality. There is no water-power. Xo minerals were noticed, and no rock in place.

Moose and other deer, with prairie chickens, partridges, rabbits and lynx are found.

The township is of very little value for settlement.

—

W. A. Ducher, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 8.—Th,e Dawson road makes this township easily accessible from St.

Anne. Most of the noi'th half and the southwest quarter is low and swampy, with

sandy ridges, some of which are of considerable area in the southwest quarter. Most
of the southeast quarter is high rolling sandy land and all the higher portions are very

stony, many of the granite boulders being of enormous size. With the exception of

the southeast quarter, which is rolling, most of the surface is level and swampy, and

covered with spruce and tamarack on the lower ground and jackpine and poplar on the

rolling portions. There are some ridges in the north half timbered with good poplar

6 to 8 inches in diameter, but the greater part of the timber in this half is , spruce,

tamarack and cedar, under 10 inches in diameter. Most of the southeast quarter is

jackpine under 8 inches, and the greater part of the timber on the southwest quarter

has been fire-killed and the best of it removed. A small quantity of hay can be cut

near the Dawson road in the westerly portion of the township. Brokenhead river (with

some small branches) flows through the township. It is about 20 feet wide where it

crosses the north boundary and probably about 2 feet deep. Water seems abundant.

and of good quality. There are no water-powers. For fuel there is a large amount of good

tamarack in the northern half and jackpine in the southeastern quarter, and several

hundred cords were cut during the past winter, but it is too far from a railway to b,e

of much value for commercial purposes. No minerals were noticed, and no rock in

place. Most of the dry land is too light and stony to be of much value for agricultural

purposes.—W. A. Ducher, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 10.

Township 3.—(Northwest quarter.)—There is a strip of swamp about half a mile

in width along the westerly boundary of this quarter; the balance is mostly rolling

sand hills interspersed with small swamps. The timber is chiefly small jackpine and

poplar, except in the swampy portions, above mentioned, where there is some spruce,

tamarack and cedar of fair siz.e. Over half the timber on this quarter of the township

ha3 been fire-killed.

(Northeast quarter.)—This quarter is of a very broken character, consisting of

low sand hills and ridges interspersed with irregular areas of swamp and muskeg.

There is some green jackpine and poplar on the ridges, but most of the timber has been

fire-killed, and the tamarack in the swamp is very small and scattered.

(Southeast quarter.)—Rat river flows southwesterly through this quarter. There

is a narrow strip of swampy land along the river and some swamp north of it,

although the greater portion of the quarter consists of light sandy ridges timbered

with small poplar and jackpine, nearly all of which has been fire-killed.

(Southwest quarter.)—Rat river flows westerly throughout this quarter, and has

banks from 20 to 30 feet high in places. There is a high sandy ridge running southerly

through the quarter. West of this ridge and along the westerly limit north of Rat
river there is a strip of spruce and tamarack swamp, in which nearly all the timber

is fire-killed. Most of the balance is rolling sandy land, sparsely timbered with scrubby
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jackpine and some poplar, a considerable portion of which is fire-kilLed.

—

W. A. Diicker,

D.L.S., 1902.

Township 5.—The greater part of this township is situated on the Cypress moun-
tains and has a rolling surface with a few deep ravines. Sections 25, 35 and 36 are

nearly all spruce and tamarack swamp with a considerable quantity of cedar suitable

for fence posts and paving blocks. The swamp has a thick covering of moss overlying

a deposit of very wet peaty loam. The soil of the balance of the township is almost

pure sand on a subsoil of sand and gravel in places. The southeast corner has numer-
ous Fmall open marshes fringed with spruce and tamarack, the sandy ridges being

densely wooded with jackpine 6 to 8 inches in diameter, interspersed with large poplar.

The balance of the township is sparsely timbered with stunted jackpine, with small

spruce and tamarack in the ravines. A large quantity of railway ties have been taken
out along the east boundary of the township. There is still considerable tamarack
suitable for ties in the swampy portions. With the exception of the cedar the balance

of the timber is only fit for fuel.

—

W. A. Duclcer, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 6.—The Cypress mountains extend northeasterly through the central

portion of the township. There is a narrow belt of spruce and tamarack swamp along
the central line of the township from east to west. With this exception, this portion

of the township is rolling sand hills with a scattered growth of stunted jackpine of

little or no value. Sections 18, 19, 30, 31 and 32 on the west side and sections 1, 2, 12,

13 and 24 on the east side of the hills consist almost entirely of spruce and tamarack
swamp. There is some good cedar on sections 1 and 2 suitable for posts and paving
blocks. Nearly all the remaining timber is small and suitable for fuel only.

—

^Y. A.
DucTcer, D.L.S., 1902.

(North outline.)—The most convenient way to reach this township is from Bed-
ford station on the Canadian Northern Kailway along the old Mennonite trail on
which travelling will be good any time during the summer season. A large portion of

this township is high rolling and the soil is of very poor quality, being light and sandy
except in the swamps, which are too wet for cultivation till drained. The greater

portion of the surface is sparsely timbered with jackpine and scrub, but the swamps
are timbered with»spruce and tamarack. Nearly all the large timber of any value has
been removed, but there is an abundant supply of timber under 10 inches diameter for

fuel, fencing and small building logs. There are a few small hay meadows scattered

over the township. There are no permanent streams but the water on the low lands
is generally of good quality. There are no water powers. There is an abundant supply
of fuel scattered over the township. There are no indications of stone quarries or

minerals. Moose, caribou and jumping deer are found in the township, also prairie

chickens, partridges, rabbits and lynx. The township is of very little value except as

a fuel reserve.— IF. A. Ducker, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 7.—(North, south and east outlines.)—This township is most conven-
iently reached by the Dawson road from St. Anne, the road being very good. About
two-thirds of the surface is v,ery light, sandy and stony, many of the granite boulders
being very large. The balance is generally swampy, and useless for cultivation until
drained. The upland portion is rolling and generally timbered with jackpine, and the
swamps, where not muskeg, are timbered with spruce and tamarack. Nearly all the
timber left in the township is under 10 inches diameter, and only suitable for fuel,
fencing and building logs. No hay was seen in this township. Good water seems close
to surface throughout the township. Fuel is abundant throughout the township. No
stone quarries were seen, nor minerals. The township is of very little value except as
a timber or fuel reserve.

—

W. A. Hucker, D.L.S., 1903.
Township 8.—This township can be most readily reached by the Dawson road from

St. Anne, on which travelling is good. About two-thirds of the surface is spruce and
tamarack swamp, too wet for cultivation till drained. The balance consists of sandy

25a—3J
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ridges, the soil being very light and stony. The low lands are timbered with spruce

and tamarack, and most of the ridges with jackpine, though there are a few open areas.

Most of the timber is under 10 inches diameter, but there is a large amount of good

tamarack for fuel. About 20 tons of hay could be cut annually, mostly on sections

1?/ and 13r There are some small creeks in the northwest part of the township, and

good water can be obtained near the surface in almost all parts of the township. No
water-powers were seen. Fuel is abundant in all parts of the township, and there is

a large amount of good tamarack, principally in the north half. No stone quarries

were seen nor minerals. This township is of little value except for fuel supply, and

19 at pres,ent too far from a railway to pay for hauling.

—

^Y. A. DucTcer, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 11.

Township 3.—(Northwest quarter.)—There is some swamp and small dead tamarack

along the westerly boundary of this quarter, although the greater portion of it is undu-

lating to rolling, and partially timbered with small jackpine and poplar, fully three-

fourths of which is fire-killed.

(Northeast quarter.)—This quarter is undulating to rolling. There is a little

spruce and tamarack swamp in the northeast comer, the balance being sparsely tim-

bered with dead jackpine and some poplar. Soil is almost pure sand.

(Southeast quarter.)—This quarter is undulating to rolling, and sparsely tim-

bered with dead jackpine and poplar. There is still a little green jackpine on the south-

east corner. The soil is very light and sandy.

(Southwest quarter.)—This quarter is undulating to slightly rolling, with small

areas of low land, partially covered with red willow. Timber consists of small jack-

pine and poplar, almost all of which has been fire-killed. The Southeastern railway

crosses the township in a southeasterly direction from the west boundary of section

31 to the east boundary of section 12.

—

W. A. DucJcer, D.L.8., 1902.

Range 12.

Township 3.—The surface of this township is undulating to hilly. There is very

little timber on the west haK. The east half is partially timbered with jackpine, poplar

and a considerable area of spruce and tamarack swamp on the east side. Except in

tiiis swamp, the soil is very light and sandy. The timber in the swamp is mostly cf

small size, suitable for fuel. A small branch of Whitemouth river flows northerly

through the northeast quarter. Summit siding is situated between sections 6 and 7,

and a trail from this siding runs northeasterly to Whitemouth lake.

—

W. A. Ducher,

D.L.S., 1902.

Township 4.—A well defined sandy ridge crosses this township from section 13

in a westerly direction, on which the trail from Whitemouth lake to Woodridge is

located. JNorth of the ridge is chiefly very wet spruce and tamarack swamp, of no use

fo: settlement. South of this ridge the land is more undulating, and timbered with

poplar, jackpine, spruce and tamarack on the lower land, though there is a good deal

of brule, especially in the southwest portion. The soil of this portion varies from

sand to sandy loam on subsoils of sand and sandy clay, and portions will be found fairly

suited for cultivation. There is an abundance of timber suited for building logs, fuel

and fencing.—W. A. Ducher, D.L.8., 1902.

Range 13.

Township 2.—The westerly portion of this township is undulating to rolling and

is largely brufle. Mud creek runs southerly through the central portion and most of
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the land along its banks is low and swampy. A large portion of the east half of the

township is spruce and tamarack swamp in which the timber is very small. Most of

the rolling land is sandy and of very poor quality. The Canadian Northern Railway

crosses the southwest corner of the township; Vassar station is situated in it. There

is some fairly good land in the northern portion and near Vassar station, but only a

small portion of the township is suitable for settlement.

—

W. A. Ducker, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 8.—Whitemouth lake occupies several sections in the eastern part of the

township. The quality of water in the lake is fairly good, and the depth reaches a maxi-

mum of about 14 feet, though the greater portion is under 4 feet. The bottom is

generally muddy and very soft. The lake is fairly supplied with pike or jackfish,

pickerel and suckers. Nearly all the south half consists of spruce and tamarack swamp

and is of no value for agricultural purposes. The north half is more undulating and

timbered with poplar, spruce and jackpine, with tamarack in the hollows. The soil

of this portion varies from sandy to sandy loam and portions of it have a clay subsoil.

A small settlement might be made in this portion, though it is somewhat diflBcult of

access in summer.

—

W. A. Ducker, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 4.—The southeast corner of this township is broken by Whitemouth

lake which in this part is very shallow and muddy, with marshy shores. A well-

defined sandy ridge crosses the township from section 12 to section 18, on which is a

fairly good trail from the lake to Woodridge, though the road is rather circuitous.

Nearly all that portion of the township north of this ridge is spruce and tamarack

swamp or muskeg and is of no value for settlement. The soil along the ridge is very

light and sandy but south of it is of somewhat better quality and might be cultivated

succesfully.—#. A. Ducker, D.L.S., 190e.

Range I4.

Township 1.—Mud creek flows southerly through this township and has been used

in the southern part for driving logs for several years past. The Canadian Northern

Railway crosses the central portion of the township from east to west and Sprague

station is located on section 15. Portions of the west half are undulating and partially

timbered with poplar, birch, &c., and a number of quarter-sections in this portion will

probably be found fit for settlement, but the township generally is flat and swampy

with large muskegs and very wet spruce and tamarack swamps. The timber has been

extensively culled for lumber and fuel purposes.

—

W. A. Ducker, D.L.8., 1902.

Township 2.—Nearly all of this township is spruce and tamarack swamps in which

most of the timber is very small and scattered. The township is too wet to be of any

use for agricultural purposes.

—

W. A. Ducker, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 3.—The northwest portion of this township is very much broken by

Whitemouth lake. The water in the lake is of fair quality, but most of it is very

shallow with a soft, muddy bottom. The lake is fairly well supplied with pike or jack-

fish, pickerel and suckers. The land on the island on sections 31, 32 and 33 is fairly

dry and well wooded with poplar, birch, jackpine, spruce and some tamarack. The

balance of the township is low and swampy, and timbered with small spruce and

tamarack, most of which is too small to be of any value even for fuel.

—

W. A. Ducker,

D.L.S., 1902.

Township 4.—The southwest corner of this township is broken by Whitemouth

lake, which is mostly shallow, with a \'ery muddy bottom in this portion. Whitemouth

river takes its rise in the lake, and flows northerly throug'h the township. There is a

little dry land near the north shore of the lake and a little along the banks of the river,

but most of the township is low spruce and tamarack swamps, on which the timber is

very small, and a large proportion of it has been fire-killed. The township is not suited

for settlement.— "R^. A. Ducker, D.L.S., 1902.
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Township 22.—The Fisher river and Icelandic river road, a branch of the Great

Northern highway running north from Teulon pass.es through the southerly and east-

erly parts of this township. Soil is a black and clay loam with a clay subsoil suitable

for all agricultural purposes. With the exception of the extensive muskegs, the sur-

face is well timbered with poplar, balm of gilead, spruce and tamarack occurring in

about the order named, and evenly distributed. Good swamp grass can be cut around
most of the sloughs, but the surface of the large muskegs is mostly thick moss, and as

they are very soft will not be of much use for hay until drained. A considerable creek,

the outlet of Oak Island lake, passes through the westerly part of the township, flow-

ing in a northeasterly direction, and loses itself in the large muskeg on the north

boundary. Another creek flows westerly from the large swamp on the east boundary,

and it is also lost in the same muskeg. The water is all fresh, and good. On account

of the level nature of the surface, no water power could be developed. Climate is good,

with no summer frosts. There is an abundance of wood for fuel as mentioned above,

but no stone quarries or minerals. Partridge, prairie chicken, moose and elk are very

numerous, with a few caribou.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.8., 1902.

Range 3.

Township 23.—The colonization road running from Teulon to Fisher river, laid

cut under the supervision of the Swamp Lands commissioners, passes through section

3(5 of this township, and affords the only means of reaching it from the railroad. The
soil is clay, with an alluvial deposit of from 6 to 10 inches of either black or clay loam,

-and will when cleared and drained make excellent farming land. The surface is undu-
lating, and covered with a growth of poplar, balm of gilead and spruce, some of large

size. A large part of the township is occupied by two large sloughs or lakes, which are

impassable in summer. The poplar and spruce on most of the land would be suitable

for building and lumber, but for the latter purpose should be res,erved for settlers, as

timber is scarce as a rule in tnis district. Large quantities of hay can be cut in and
around all the sloughs and ponds. It is the ordinary swamp hay. On the high lands

where there is any open country the grass is short. Water in summer is only too plen-

tiful, the sloughs being all fresh ; but in winter wells are the only way to be sure of a

supply, the creeks and ponds generally freezing solid. The land is too flat to afford a

head for water-power. The climate is the usual, but no frosts were observed the pre-

ceding summer. Ther.e is any quantity of wood for fuel, but no coal. Limestone in

place was observed on sections 12 and 14. No minerals were discovered. Moose and
caribou are abundant, and also small game, such as chickens, partridge and rabbits.

—

E. B. Proudfoot, D.L.8., 1902.

Range 9.

Township 19.—This township lies on the west shore of Lake Manitoba, and has a

good slope to the lake, though much of it is very wet from the flow of water coming
from the west. Most of the township is timbered with small poplar and willow, though
friere is some poplar 8 to 10 inches in diameter on s,ections 4 and 5, and some scattered

poplar and a few spruce in the northern portion. The soil is generally a black loam
6 to 8 inches in depth on clay subsoil. An old cart trail to Manitoba House runs near

the shore of the lake, but most of it was under water all summer owing to the higli

water in the lake, and from the same cause most of the settlers along the shore have

been compelled to abandon their homes. There are some good hay meadows scattered
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through the township, but no hay could be cut near the lake shore this year owing to

high water.— ir. A. Ducker, D.L.8., 1902.

Range 10.

Township 18.—The surface of this township is very much broken by marshes and
shallow lakes. A well-defined gravel ridge 6 to 8 feet in height runs northerly through

the eastern portion of the township and the trail to Kinosota is located on this ridge,

making an excellent natural road-way. The soil is generally a good black loam 6 to 8

inches deep on clay subsoil, but owing to the lakes and marsheSj the township (with

the exception of that portion along the Kinosota trail) is almost inaccessible during the

summer season. The timber is nearly all small poplar under 4 inches in diameter and
mixed with willows. There are a few poplars 12 inches in diameter and under along

the ridge and also some stunted oak 8 to 10 inches in diameter. Very little of the

township is fit for settlement till the marshes are drained.—W. A. Ducker, D.L.S.,

1902.

Township 19.—The Kinosota trail is located on a gravelly ridge 6 to 10 feet in

height running northei'ly through the east half of this township. An' almost continu-

ous muskeg, averaging about 20 chains in width extends along the west sida of this

ridge, rendering the western portion of the township almost inaccessible in summer.
There is a heavj- slope from the ridge easterly, but the large volume of water which
comes through by a couple of creeks and soakage spreads over it and keeps it in a wet
condition most of the summer. The soil is generally a black loam 6 to 8 inches deep

on a clay subsoil and is of good quality. The timber is mostly small poplar (mixed

with willow) and fit only for fuel and fencing. There is some scattered spruce on the

north half but not enough to be of any commercial value. This township would not

be difficult to drain, when it would be well suited for cultivation.—W. A. Ducher,

D.L.S., 1902.

Range 11.

Township 18.—The southeast quarter of this township is almost entirely covered

by the Big Grass marsh and low hay lands adjoining the same. Almost all of the

northeast quarter of the township is low land, partially timbered with willows and
some small poplar on the low ridges. This quarter is much broken by marshes and
shallow lakes. The west half of the township is level to gently undulating and gener-

ally timbered with small poplar interspersed with willow and scrub. A very small pro-

portion of the poplar is over 4 inches in diameter. Grassy river flows southeasterly

through section 6 and there are a number of shallow lakes with good water in this half

of the township. Except in the marshes and low lands, the soil is generally a good

black loam, 6 to 10 inches deep on clay subsoil. Some of the low ridges are somewhat
stony. The west half of the township would be well suited for cultivation if Grassy

river were improved so as to prevent its overflow. There is an immense quantity of

hay on the east half and on sections 4, 9, 16 and 21, but almost the whole of this area

was under water during the whole of last June, and unless Big Grass marsh is drained,

settlers could not reside on it, though large quantities of hay can be cut every year.

Sections 6 and 18 are occupied by settlers who have good improvements and consider-

able areas under cultivation.

—

W. A. Dueller^ D.L.S., 1902.

Range 22.

Township 32.—Part of the township consists of sloughs, muskegs and flat land

covered with a dense growth of willows. The muskegs are timbered with stunted
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tamarack fit only for firewood and feiice posts. The soil is a black muck with a sub-

soil of sand. There is a strip of good land about 40 chains in width along the rail-

way and along the south boundary of the township. There is also a strip of dry land

timbered with small spruce, jackpine, tamarack, and poplar and balm of Gilead.

—

John

McAree, D.T.8., 1903.

Range 2U-

Township 24.—Sections 31, 32, 29, 30, 19, 20, 17 and 18, and the north halves of

sections 7 and 8, ar.e level, with tracts of poplar bush; trees up to 12 inches, mostly

ticattering ; other tracts of small young poplar scrub and willow, with long grass in wet

places. There are some open tracts with scrub patches, but very little open prairie;

still there is a good deal of land that can be cheaply cLeared, in fact most of it can.

The sloughs met with with one exception were dry. There is sufficient wood for fuel

and building on these sections to meet the want of the settlers for a good while to come.

Section 5 and 6 and the south halves of 7 and 8 have had a good deal of timber, includ-

ing spruce, but the fire has swept most of it some years ago. A thrifty growth of young

poplar is coming up, and there is not much open country. In some places there is some

limestone gravel in the soil, which is a strong clay loam. The cattle have a fine range

through the bush, as grass is abundant. Good water is found by digging about 20 feet.

The crops are good this year, although the backward spring put back harvesting time

somewhat. This settlement is greatly favoured in being so near th.e railway. Grand
View being only about eight miles by the section line from the northwest corner of the

township.—Jo/m McAree, D.T.S., 1902.

Township 26.—The sections surveyed have a little timber on them, also small pop-

lar and scrub, with prairie and hay sloughs. A spring rising on southeast quarter of

section 6 flows eastward on to section 5, and furnishes an abundant supply of good
water. This spring deposits a little bog iron ore. Grand View being only 10 miles dis-

tant, the settlers of this neighbourhood have no freight question, especially as the

Canadian Northern railway will have a siding on the southeast quarter of section 1

in township 26, range 25, west of the principal meridian.

—

John McAree, D.T.S., 1902.

Range 25.

Township 26.—I surveyed sections 1, 2, 11, 12, 13 and 14 in this township. Sec-

tion 2 and the south 'half of section 12 is taken up. The land is level, with numerous
hay marshes. A gen.eral description would be level land, black clay soil in some places,

and black sandy loam, in some others, clumps of poplar up to 14 inches, with young
poplar and willow scrub, with prairie openings, hay sloughs, and with heavy grass

among the scrub and willow, with somewhat extensive areas of bush on sections 13

and 14 and the northwest quarter of 12. The south halves of sections 1 and 2 were

covered by a heavy poplar bush, which, with the exception of scattered trees, has been

removed by bush fires. S,ettlers who secured land in this locality have been fortunate,

since the Canadian Northern railway runs through sections 1, 2, &c., of this township.

The land is fit for mixed farming or for ranching. Water can be had by digging about
20 feet.—Jo/iJi McAree, D.T.S., 1902.

Range 30.

Township 29.—Sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19 and 20 were surveyed.

The remainder of the township is not so attractive for settlement, being covered with
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brule and windfall and having a second growth of young poplar and spruce coming up.

It is for the most part good land, I believe, but has, of course, to be cleared before a

crop can be grown. Sections 17, 18, 19 and 20 are partly rough and broken by the

ravine of Little Boggy creek, but it was thought desirable to survey them on account

of their ranching possibilities, being traversed as they are by the stream mentioned.

The sections laid out are composed of prairie and bush, the later being almost exclu-

sively poplar varying in size from mere scrub to trees of 12 inch diametjer. AJong
Boggy creek there has been a growth of large spruce, poplar, tamarack, &c., but the

valuable spruce has been taken by the lumberman and fire has killed the most of what
was left. Along the valley of Little Boggy creek chiefly on the south side there are

scattered small clumps or single trees of spruce and poplar which would furnish fire-

wood or building timber, but altogether on the sections surveyed the amount of timber

is comparatively small. Boggy creek rises in this township in a lake on sections 15

and 16 and expands into another lake which must be 150 feet below the prairie to the

south. North of the lake the country is covered with brule and rises still higher. The
valley of the Little Boggy is about 200 feet below the surrounding country, and owing

to the presence of water and hay meadows should have strong attractions for intending

ranchers. The Little Boggy is & fine stream from 25 to 50 links wide with sweet

water. In spring the volume of water is sujfficient for driving saw-logs. There is a

narrow belt of timber along it, spruce, tamarack, poplar, &c., most of which has been

removed or killed by fire. There is an area of timber on sections 4 and 5 mostly pop-

lar, with trees up to 10 and 12 inches in diameter. Exclusive of the Boggy creek and

Little Boggy creek ravines, the part of the township sxirveyed is gently rolling with a

soil of brown or black clay loam with a clay subsoil. It should yield excellent crops. In

some parts there are a few scattered boulders, but this drawback is not serious, except

perhaps over a few small areas. There are some hay sloughs with long grass in most

of the poplar bluffs. Traversing the westerly portions of sections 6, 7 and 18 is an

escarpment which is the easterly slope of a tributary to the Little Boggy creek from

the south which crosses sections 6 and waters the valley through which the Canadian

Northern Railway will pass. There are hay sloughs or meadows along the flats and

the slopes themselves are not steep. The general aspect of the land is scrubby and

bushy and might at first sight be unattractive to agriculturalists who have been used

only to the open prairie. But the drawback arising from the increased cost of pre-

paring the land for crop is, in the estimation of the majority of people, more than

offset by the advantages which the presence of living trees and bushes insures. It is

obvious that these lands being so near the line of railway must be rapidly taken up by

settlers.—Jo/in McAree, D.T.S., 1902.

Range S2.

Township 30.—A notable feature in the topography of this township is Whitesand

river, crossing it from southeast to northeast and dividing it agriculturally as well as

topographically into three areas, viz. : the valley of the river itself, the important area

on the west of this and the tract of high land in the northeast quarter of the township.

The westerly tract comprises sections 5, 6, 7, 8, 18 and 19 and constitutes a sort of flat

ri>lge along the west side of Whitesand valley, at an elevation of about 75 feet above

the same. The surface is gently rolling and is composed of prairie and tracts covered

more oi less with poplar ?nd willow scrub. The greatest development of prairie is in

th-> soi.ilherly part, where are also the large hay .^loughs. The poplar SQrub areas are in

reality iiacts of brule frcni .vliich the timiier was burned some years ago. The whole

of this part of the township would appear to have been wooded to some extent for

scattered dead poplar trees can be seen all over. There are a few sloughs, most of
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them producing- hay. The soil is a dark loam with a clay subsoil and is generally of

excellent quality. The advent of the railway makes these lands very desirable. The
land betAVi^en Whitesand and Assiniboine rivers is level prairie with much scrub, Avil-

low, &c., and some areas of young poplar up to 3 inches in diameter. There are only

a fe-" scatturtd bluffs with trees large enough for firewood. The soil is the same clay

loam but not uniformly as deep as on the ridge west of the Whitesand. There are a

few b< ulders in iipotr- along the old Pelly trail. There is fine land in parts of sections

29, o( , 31 and 32. There are a few hay sloughs, especially along the Assiniboine where
the land is valuable chiefly on this aooount and for grazing. A flat stony tract extends

betAN'een the WJiilesand and the western ridge above described from the south boun-

dary as far north as the point where the old Pelly trail crosses the river. The soil is

rather damp and it is the poorest piece in the township, being open prairie.

'Jhe Assiniboine flows in its usual tortuous course across the township with banks

from 6 to 12 feet high, with a narrow fringe of very tall and thick willows, including

the grey willow species, which grows down to the water's edge. The current at low

water appears to be feeble and we noted two rapids where trails cross. As already

iiuted the extensive hay sloi ghs along the river afford g od opportunities for ranch-

ing. There are a few western maple trees at points along the stream. The Whitesand

is from 50 to 100 links in width with banks from 8 to 12 feet high and an easy current

over a clay bed. At the shallow places boulders occur. The fringe of willows is light

and in places altogether absent. The banks at the old Pelly trail crossing are pretty

steep for a loaded vehicle. Altogether this township, or at least a part of it, is a valu-

able one for settlement, having the excellent farming area west of Whitesand river

and the farming and hay lands of the other portions, the whole being well watered by

the two large streams. An obvious drawback is the absence of timber. This would

have to come from the Duck mountains to the east. There has evidently been at one

time a poplar forest on the high land west of the Whitesand, but all that is left is a

few scattered dry trees which are at the present time being removed to the Doukhobor
village for fuel.—Jo/m McAree, D.T.S., 1902.

Range 88.

Township 30.—^^This is a fractional township adjoining the second meridian, being

composed of a single tier of broken quarter sections. The east boundary was run

parallel to the second meridian. The surface is high, open prairie with some scrub

and a few hay sloughs. The soil is a fine clay loam and is all, or nearly all first class.

The only timber is a very few scattered dry poplar. The whole township is good farm-

ing land.—Jo/m McAree, D.T.S., 1902.

TOWNSHIPS WEST OF THE SECOND MERIDIAN.

Range' 1.

Township 34.—A rather rough trail crossing sections 36 and 35, known as the

Swan river trail from Port Pelly, is the best route for reaching this township. The
soil is a rich clay loam of good depth, and remarkably free from gravel or sand, and

will be well adapted for any kind of farmings Swan river flows through section 36,

and as the valley of that river is from 250 to 270 feet deep, that and the adjoining sec-
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tions are very rough. The remainder of the township is slightly rolling, and is mostly

covered with scrub (which has mostly been killed by fire), with an occasional bluflE of

poplar or spruce. Scattered bluffs of spruce and poplar of small size were seen, but

these would only supply the first wants of settlers. Marshes, which in a drier season

might produce a large quantity of good hay, are found in many places within the towri-

ship. The water in Swan river and in Spruce creek, a stream flowing through the

southerly sections of this township, is very good, and will afford a permanent supply.

The other smaller streams have a marshy taste, and cannot be relied on in a dry season,

though some lakes do not probably become dry at any time. There are no streams of

sufficient importance to give water-power of any value. The climate was good, except

perhaps for the rather too abundant rainfall. The first frost was on August 26, but no

harm seemed to be done by it. A limited quantity of wood can be found within the

township, but for any permanent supply the settlers would have to bring it from the

west. There is no exposure of rock and therefore no stone quarries. No minerals of

any economic value were noticed. Signs of moose and deer were seen, but this kind of

game is becoming scarce in this vicinity. On the other hand, ducks, chickens and

partridge were very abundant in their season. An extensive fire swept over this coun-

try last spring, killing most of the scrub, consuming all dead brush and fallen trees,

and thus leaving the ground clear of anything except dead scrub. No new growth

afterwards started, and therefore a great part of this township is changing to prairie;

and this change would be effectually accomplished by another fire. Even without

another fire there would not be any great difficulty in clearing tracts on most of the

sections. For this reason this township seems to offer such inducements that its early

settlement is certain.

—

Edgar Bray, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.—A wagon trail from Fort Pelly enters this township in section 2,

and passing through the township leaves again in section 31. This trail is rough or

"hilly in places, but it is easily passable with moderate loads. The soil is a deep clay

loam of excellent quality, and is suitable for any kind of farming or stock raising, the

former more particularly on the high lands and the latter in the valley of Swan river.

Swan river enters this township near the corner of sections 31 and 32, and flowing

Southeasterly leaves again between sections 1 and 2. For about one mile on each side

of this river the land is rough, and rises to an elevation of from 250 to 2Y0 feet, and

in this valley we found woods of small poplar with openings more or less scrubby, and

occasional hay marshes. The land west of this valley is mostly slightly rolling, and

covered by dead scrub. East of the valley the land is also slightly rolling, and covered

with green scrub, with scattered bluffs of poplar. Poplar and spruce of fair quality

are found in part of sections 31, 30 and part of 19. Poplar, also, is plentiful along and

near Swan river, but it is too small to be of much value. No other timber of any

iniportance was seen. Hay marsh.es can be found in almost any section. This year

these were real marshes, but in a dry season the supply of hay should be sufficient for

all purposes. The water in Swan river is fresh and very good, and may be r.elied upon

as being permanent. Water from other sources has a marshy taste, and will probably

disappear altogether in a dry season. The river has a current too slow to b.e of any

practicable use as a water-power, and besides the volume of water is not sufficient in

winter or in dry seasons for any such purpose. The climate does not appear to differ

materially from that of the cultivated lands to the south except, perhaps, in the amount
of rainfall, of which there was an abundance. A plentiful supply of fuel for present

purposes can be got almost anywhere in the valley of Swan river, and it may also be

procured in many places on the high lands. There are no exposures of rock, and con-

sequently nothing in the nature of quarries. No minerals of any value were noticed.

Tjaces of moose and deer were often seen, and ducks, chickens and partridges were

abundant in their season. The valley of Swan river is, in many places, too rough for

cultivation, though it will all be valuable for grazing purposes when it is cleared of
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scrub and brush. "Even in its present condition a large number of cattle could find

excellent pasturage along this river. On the other hand, the high land both east and
west of this valley will attract settlers of the farming class, as it is mostly covered

with scrub, which, generally, can be cleared off in less time and without the expense
connected with the clearing of timbered lands.

—

Edgar Bray, D.L.S., 1903.

f.
Range 2.

Township 34.—This township can be reached from Fort Pelly, by a trail which
enters the township in section 2, or by crossing range 7 from the Swan river trail.

The former is swampy but is the preferable route in dry weather, being shorter than
the route via Swan river. The surface is generally slightly rolling and often broken by
swamps, especially in the northwesterly sections. The easterly half of the township is

covered with scrub with poplar or spruce bluffs, this scrub and many of the bluffs having
been killed by fires. The westerly half is poplar woods alternating with scrub, with an
occasional bunch or belt of spruce partly killed by fire. The timber lies chiefly in the
western half of the township and is mostly poplar of small size, though small tracts of

spruce of fair size, but partly dead, were seen in sections 32, 33, 3-i, 21, 22, 17 and 8.

This timber will be of considerable value to settlers, both for building purposes and
fuel. Marshes which will furnish excellent hay can be found in any section of the
township, but they are generally of small size. A number of lakes and ponds in this

township insure a permanent supply of good fresh water. There are no water powers.
The climate does not seem to differ in any material respect from that of the country
farther south, now successfully cultivated. The only available fuel is wood, of which
there is a fair supply within the township. There are no stone quarries. iSTo indica-

tidns of any minerals of value were noticed. There are a few moose tnd deer in this

locality, but large game generally is becoming scarce. Ducks, chickens and partridges

were very plentiful and rabbits were numerous. The soil is suitable for any kind of

farming, being a rich clay loam of good depth and generally free from stones and
gravel. As more tan half of this township is covered with dead scrub, no great expense
would be incurred in clearing and preparing considerable tracts for cultivation, and for

this reason this land is mostly well adapted for early settlement.

—

Edgar Bray;<

D.L.8., 1903.

Township 35.—The Swan river trail from Fort Pelly can be used for reaching
this township. It is in some places rather rough and runs through the adjoining town-
ship to the east. The soil is a rich clay loam of good depth and is suitable for any
kind of farming. The easterly part of this township, containing about one-third of
the total area, is covered with scrub with scattered bluffs of poplar and some spruce,

while the westerly two-thirds is a mixture of woods of poplar and scrub with some
spruce bluffs. The surface is mostly gently rolling and swamps are often found. A
limited quantity of fair spruce and poplar was found in sections 36 and 33, and agiin

in sections 4 and 5. Elsewhere the timber is poplar with occasional spruce, of gener-

ally small size and of no particular value, except to settlers. Marshes were found in

almost every section and, in a normal season, most of these could supply large quan-
tities of hay of very good quality. The water may, generally, be called fresh but it has
a marshy taste and cannot be relied on as being permanent. There are no water
powers of any kind. An extra heavy rainfall seems to be a feature of this locality,

but in other respects the climate does not appear different from that in the cultivated

districts in other sections of the territories. Wood is the only fuel available and is

found in considerable quantities almost everywhere. There is no stone suitable for
quarries. No minerals of any value were found. A few deer, moose and bears may
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be found here but these animals are now scarce. However, ducks and partridge are

very plentiful. The easterly part of this township is mostly covered with dead scrub

and considerable tracts can be cleared without much expense. On the other hand, the

westerly sections, containing about two-thirds of the township, being mostly timbered,

is not so easy of access, but the value of the wood may be an inducement to settlers

and others. However, excepting the marshes, the whole township is excellent land and

singularly free from stones or gravel. Frost was first noticed on August 26th and fre-

quently thereafter.

—

Edgar Bray, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 36.—(East outline.)—This section is reached by a rough but passable

trail from Fort Felly known as the Swan river trail. The soil is a good clay loam,

suitable on the high lands for grain growing or mixed farming, though the valley of

Swan river is too rough for cultivation, but might be used for stock raising. The

whole line runs through either scrub or woods of small poplar, with occasional

bluffs of larger trees. The timber is of little commercial value, but it will be an ad-

vantage to settlers. Hay swamps are not plentiful, though where found the grass is

generally of good quality. Swan river and a tributary stream flowing through section

6 will give a permanent supply of good fresh water. Swan river does not produce any

v/ater-power. The climate is about the same as is found in the cultivated districts

farther south. The only available fael is wood, which is easily found in quantities

sufficient for the present use of settlers. No fixed rock, and nothing suitable for quar-

ries was seen. I found no mineral of any value. Moose, deer and bears were noticed,

but large game is scarce, while ducks, chickens and partridges are plentiful in their

senson.—Edgar Bray, D.L.8., 1903.

Range 3.

Township 34.—This township is an excellent one for farming and stock raising.

Numerous sloughs and hay marshes supply large quantities of hay for feed, while the

dry land, although covered with scrub, will be easily cleared, and will make first-class

agricultural land. A trail coming into the township near the centre of the south bound-

ary from the Yorkton and Felly trails leads up through and ends near the centre of

the township on the north boundary. The soil is a black vegetable loam resting on a

clay subsoil, and is well adapted for grain growing. The surface is gently rolling, and

scrubby on the east half and the northwest comer. Some patches of prairie inter-

spersed with scrub exist in the centre of the township and the southwest quarter. Some
spruce timber suitable for building logs occurs along the edges of the sloughs, but not

in large quantities, and considerable of it, fire-killed, may be found on several sections.

but mostly on sections 12 and 1 and in the east half of 2. Considerable quantities of

hay are found on every section in the numerous sloughs, but principally on sections 9

and 16. These hay sloughs are this season, at this date (July), too wet to cut.

Water is all fresh and good. There are several small creeks, the main stream being

the west branch of Stony creek. The creeks and sloughs, in most cases, are lik-^ly to

dry up in a dry season, judging from the fact that the sloughs have old grass or dead

grass roots in the bottoms. The shores of the cre,°ks are liable to flooding, but this in

the proper season gives a large growth of hay. The supply of water is not continuous

enough to furnish any water-power. The climate has so far been similar to that of

Manitoba, but was very rainy through July. Fuel exists on nearly every section, con-

sisting of fire-killed poplar poles and green growing scrub. No stone quarries were

seen, but boulders may be got in the beds of the creeks. No minerals of any kind were

observed. Not much game except a few ducks were seen. Plenty of raspberries and

gooseberries are foimd, and some black-currants. The low places in this township

could be drained.

—

John Francis, D.L.S., 1903.
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Township 35.—This township can be reached from the south by following the east

bank of the w,est branch of Stony crsek to the north boundary. Its condition in wet

weather is not good. The soil is mostly a black vegetable loam, 6 to 12 inches in depth

;

subsoil gravelly clay. The surface is gently rolling and very scrubby, with numerous
flats and sloughs. There is not much timber and any large poplar that ther,e is is

rotten at its heart. In ordinary dry seasons the sloughs will furnish abundance of

hay, but they are all too wet to cut at present. All water is fresh, and is in liberal

quantities this summer. The west branch of Stony creek enters the township on sec-

tion 34, and flows south and southwesterly, leaving it on section 4. Its shore in places

is subject to flooding, but to no great extent. There is no water-power. Summer cli-

mate for this year has been very rainy ; light frost August 22 and 26 and September 4.

There is an abundance of poplar
;
poles and willows for fuel may be procured on every

quarter section. No stone quarries were found, but there are some few boulders,

mostly limestone. No minerals were observed. Very little game was seen, but .evi-

dences of deer and bear were plentiful. Fruit, raspb.erries and cranberries are found
in considerable quantities in places.

—

Joh7i Francis, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 36.—This township is scrubby, with numerous sloughs and low places.

The soil is clay, with a covering of light vegetable mould 2 to 3 inches in depth. The
surface is gently rolling, and some boulders are found. There is no regular trail to

reach this township, but one may be made from the south along the centre meridian.

The svxrface is gently rolling and scrubby, the eastern row of sections containing some
poplar fit for cordwood, but no timber of any value except for fuel. Numerous sloughs

arc found all over the township, but all too wet to cut this season. Water all good and
plentiful, but no water-power exists. Climate.—Light frost on August 22, but gener-

ally similar to northern Manitoba. Fuel.—Small poplar, both green and dry, may be

had on every section. No stone quarries were found ; a few large boulders, mostly lime-

stone were seen. No minerals of any kind were met with. A few ducks, many part-

ridges and rabbits were the principal game seen,

—

John Francis, D.L.S., 190S.

Range J^.

Township 35.—^The best way to reach this township is by trail up the north and
west banks of Assiniboine and Etoimami rivers to Wright's ranch on sections 24, 35

and 5; thence easterly on pack trail to Kop creek; along the west side of this creek

the country is more or less open and a team can be driven either north or south. Soil

is a clay loam 2 to 15 inches deep on a gravelly clay subsoil and is well adapted for

mixed farming. Surface is gently rolling and is more or less scrubby. There is very

little timber left, a few building logs may be obtained in different places on the two

eastern tiers of sections. There are many small hay marshes, hardly a quarter section

without one or more. All water is fresh and good. Kop creek flowing southerly

through the township is a fine stream having an average width of 12 feet, with 12

inches of water and current 2^ miles per hour. Very little land along this stream is

subject to flooding. At the present time the supply of water is continuous. A water

power could be obtained on section 4, as the valley narrows on this section. Climate is

similar to Manitoba. May and June were dry, but there was plenty of rain during the

rest of the summer. There is an abundance of fuel, both dry and green poplar, plenty

may be found on every section. No minerals or coal were observed. No stone quarries

were seen, but there are plenty of boulders, both limestone and granite, along the bank
and bed of Kop creek. Prairie chicken and rabbits are plentiful. A few ducks, tracks

of moose and jumping deer were seen.

—

John Francis, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—To reach this township a trail can be made easily along the west

bank of Kop creek from the south to the north boundary of the township. This can
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be driven over at present in dry weather. The soil is mostly a clay loam, covered with
a vegetable loam of 3 to 12 inches and is suitable for mixed farming. The surface is

gently rolling and is very scrubby over all the township. There is plenty of small

poplar fit for fuel and it can be found on every section. There are numerous hay
marshes, some on evelry quarter section, but wet at this time of the year (June 10).

Water is all fresh and in abundance, but no water power. Light frost June 10 and 13,

but climate is similar to that of Manitoba. No coal was seen or other minerals. No
stone quarries but boulders may be got along bed and bank of Kop creek. Prairie

chicken and some duck and traces of moose and jumping deer were seen.

—

John
Francis, D.L.S., 190S.

Range 6.

Township 33.—A fairly good trail from Good Spirit lake which passed on sections

2, 3, 10 is the best way to reach the township. The soil is clay with from 5 to 10

inches of black loam very suitable for farming. The township has a gently rolling

surface with patches of prairie and scrub, being a little more broken in the northeast

part. There are some scattered bluffs of good poplar fit for building oi* almost every

section. Hay of good quality is found in abundance in the numerous sloughs and

along the creeks. Crooked Hills creek in the northeast and Spirit creek in the south-

west give an abundant supply of water. The climate is the same as northern Mani-

toba. There is no water-power, no coal, no stone quarries and no minerals in the town-

ship. Poplar for fuel is not yet scarce in any part of this township. Prairie chicken,

grouse and rabbits compose the game. Mr. Richard Mitchell squatted on section 15

five years ago; he has a house and stables. He owns 5 horses and 75 head of cattle.

He has lately opened a general store and made application for a post office. Almost

every homestead in this township was taken up by Galicians last summer.

—

P. T. C.

Dumais, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 34.—A fairly good trail from Yorkton passes on sections 1, 12, 13, 24,

25 and 36. It is the easiest way to reach this township. The surface is gently rolling,

being more broken along Conjuring creek, where patches of prairie are found, especially

in the eastern part. There is some good poplar fit for building on almost every section,

and some 200 or 250 spruce averaging from 8 to 20 inches in diameter scattered on the

northwest part. Second growth poplar, willows and scrub cover the whole township.

Good hay is found in quantity in the numerous sloughs throughout the township. A
good and permanent supply of water is found in Conjuring creek and Horse creek in

the north half of the township. 'The climate is the same as that of northern Manitoba.

There is no water-power, no stone quarry, no coal and no economic minerals in tliis

township. Dry poplar spruce and tamarack are found 'on almost every section, for

fuel. Game is represented by partridge, prairie chicken, rabbits, mink, muskrat,

&c.—Paul T. C. Dumais, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.—A wagon trail from Yorkton, which is fairly good, is the easiest

way to reach this township. The soil is clay, with a few inches of black loam, and

in many places gravel is found. The surface is gently rolling, being somewhat broken

along tlie Assiniboine river and the lakes along it. It consists of patches of prairie on

both sides of the river, and small timber and scrub in the northeast and southwest

corners. Poplar from 6 to 15 inches in diameter is found on sections 1, 3, 4, 9, 10, 15,

16, 17, 20, 21, 29, 22, 28, 33, 32 and 31. Some spruce are scattered along the river.

Hay in ample quantity and of good quality is found in the numerous sloughs through-

out the township and along Robinson creek. Water is fresh and permanent. The

Assiniboine enters this township on the northeast quarter of section 33 and flows

through it in a southeast direction to tlie southeast quarter of section 12, where it

crosses the east boundary of the township. It again curves in for a few chains on
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section 1. Water in Lake Lomond is very high this year on sections 10, 11, 12, 1 and

2. The squatters were not able to make any hay in the bay at the northwest end,

which in dry years is a hay meadow. The outlet is at the southeast end on section

I. Eobinson creek enters the township on section 31 and empties in Lake Lomond

on section 10. Its average width is 15 feet and depth 4 feet. Of Lake No. 4 on

sections 28 and 21, not much can be said, except that it was covered with gulls while I

surveyed it. It has an inlet and outlet which flows into Eobinson creek. Lake No. 3

on section 14 has no inlet nor outlet, but it is supposed to connect with the Assini-

hoine by an underground passage, as it keeps the same level as the river. It is 58J feet

deep at about the centre. The river and these three lakes are full of fish, consisting

of pike, pickerel, carp or gudgeon. The Assiniboine is from 40 to 100 feet wide all

through this township, and on sections 27 and 22, it widens into two lakes, which I

numbered 1 and 2. There is one small rapid on section 23, but is of no consequence.

The climate is the same as that of Manitoba. There was frost last summer, but the

same thing happened throughout the west. Fuel consisting of dry spruce and tamarack,

poplar and cotton wood is found almost everywhere. There is no coal, no stone

quarries and no minerals in this township. Game is represented by ducks and grouse,

but prairie chickens and rabbits are also plentiful. Eobinson Bros, squatted on section

II, seven years ago ; they own some 300 cattle and 20 horses. They have broken some

land on section 14, which gave them a fair crop this year.

—

Paul T. C. Dumais, D.L.8.,

1903.

Township 36.—A fairly good trail from Yorkton passes on sections 24 and 23,

township 35, range 6, from where it is easy to reach the southern sections of this

townsliip. The soil is clay, covered with 3 to 6 inches of black loam. I found gravel

in many places. The southeast part is more suitable' for farming. The township has

a gently rolling surface, more broken near the Assiniboine. A small mountain on

section 20, some 300 feet high, is called ' the Mound.' The township is covered with

thick poplar bush in the northern and western parts. The southeastern part is covered

with small poplar and willow scrub. There is prairie on sections 4, 9, 17 and 8.

Poplar 8 inches in diameter covers the north half of the township, and sections 6, 7,

18 and 15 and parts of sections 5, 8 and 16 are also covered with poplar, some of which

is good for building. Hay of good quality is found in the numerous sloughs through-

out the township. Assiniboine river enters the township on southwest corner of

section 30 and flows through it in a southeasterly direction. It leaves the township

on southeast quarter of 4. It contains a few small rapids of no importance. Its depth

varies from 3 to 15 feet; its width from 40 to 100 feet; current 1 to 5 miles per hour.

There is no water-power and no land subject to flooding. The climate of northern

Manitoba prevails here. Poplar for fuel can be found in abundance. There is no
coal, stone quarries or minerals in the township. Prairie chicken, grouse and rabbits

constitvite the game.

—

P. T. G. Dumais, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 7.

Township 33.—A fairly good trail from Yorkton passes on sections 2, 3, 10, 15,

&c., of township 33, range 6, from where it is easy enough to reach this township. The
surface, which is gently rolling, is covered with a dense second growth of poplar and
willows. Numerous bush fires have destroyed the big timber that was there some years

ago. The climate is the same as northern Manitoba. There is no coal, no stone quar-

ries, no water-power and no minerals in this township. The soil is black loam averag-

ing from 4 to 10 inches, with clay subsoil and is suitable for farming. Eed deer and
elk were seen while I was surveying this township. Good fresh water is found in

sufficient quantity and is permanent in the numerous sloughs and small creeks.

—

Paul
T. C. Dumais, D.L.8., 1903.
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Township 34.—A trail which is fairly good from Yorkton passes on sections 1, 12

and 11, township 35, range 6. From section 11 a hay trail leads to section 5 and 6 from

where the northeastern part of township 34, range 7, is of easy access. The surface is

gently rolling, being more broken along Conjuring creek and chiefly covered with a

thick growth of young poplar and willows, with scattered spruce averaging from 6 to

18 inches. The soil is clay, covered with from 2 to 8 inches of black loam and in some

places gravel is found. I do not think this township suitable for farming. Hay in

small quantity is found along Conjuring creek and its branches. A good permanent

supply of water is furnished by this creek, which is from 20 to 25 feet wide and 2 to 6

feet deep. The climate is the same as in northern Manitoba. There is no water-power,

no stone quarries, no coal and no minerals in this township. Dry poplar and spruce.

for fuel are found on every section. Game is represented by red deer, antelope (jump-

ing deer) and elk. Traces of bears were also seen.

—

P. T. C. Dumais, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.—A fairly good trail leads from Yorkton to section 11, township 35,

range 6, and from there a hay trail to section 5 and 6, township 35, range 6, from where

range 7 is comparatively easy of access. The soil is yellow clay with 2 or 3 inches of

black loam, which, I 'think, is suitable for farming. The surface is gently rolling and

scrubby in the southern half, while the northern half is covered with a thick bush of

poplar averaging from 4 to 18 inches in diameter. Hay is found only in the south-

eastern part and not in great quantity. Water supply is sufficient and pennanent.

The climate is the same as northern Manitoba. There is no water-power, no coal, no

stone quarries and no minerals in this township. There were some bears in the north

of the township and tracks of elk, foxes, mink, &c., were also seen.

—

Paul T. C. Dumais,
D.L.S., 1903.

Range 8.

Township 24.—The most part of this township is settled by Galicians and a few
English-speaking people. These last settled there a good many years ago, and raised

cattle, but now all are engaged in farming. Timber for building is found only in

sections 31, 32, 28 and 29, but any amount of willow used for fencing has been cut

and lots more of the same is available. The soil is first-class, and good for all agri-

cultural purposes, and is peculiarly suited to the Galicians, as it is rolling, and the

soil alternates from sandy to sandy loam, allowing them to raise any kind of vegetable.

The soil, however, is first-class. The most part of this township might be very dry in

a dry year. All the Galicians seem to be prosperous, and pleased with their farms and
new surroundings.

—

A Bourgeault, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 33.—The east and north outlines are entirely covered with poplar from
2 to 4 inches in diameter, with willow and poplar brush. The soil is black loam, with
sandy clay subsoil. Hay can be found in nearly every marsh, but only of a medium
quality. Ducks, partridges and prairie chickens are in good number.—J. F. Richard,
D.L.S., 1903.

Township 34.—This township varies from nearly level to gently undulating, and
is entirely covered with a young growth of poplar of 2 to 4 inches, with very strong
willows and poplar brush. In the western half a heavier growth with larger poplar is

found. The soil is mostly black loam of from 2 to 4 inches depth, with a good sandy
clay subsoil, and is very well adapted for general farm purposes. Hay can be had in

nearly every slough and marsh, but of medium quality. Several small creeks run
through the township in an easterly or southeasterly direction. The water is good.
No water power, no minerals of any kind or stone quarries were found. Wild ducks,
partridge atid prairie chickens are in good numbers. Thp last frost was on June 8

and the first on September 8. Winter set in about the middle of November.—./. F,
Richard. D.L.S.. 1903.

25a—
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Township 35.—The township is accessible by the trail from Sheho, Assa., to Stone-

wall lake, going as far as Mr. Walter Tullock's by following the south shore of the lake,

then in an easterly direction to township 33, range 8, and then due north to township

35. The trail is fairly good up to Mr. Tullock's, but beyond is very rough, having been

opened by myself. This township, is generally slightly undulating, and the soil is a

good sandy clay. Sloughs with good water are very numerous. It is well wooded, with

a thick second growth of poplar from 1 to 6 inches in diameter, and poplar and willow

brush, with a few bluffs of spruce. Hay is found in nearly every slough, but of only

medium quality. Two oi' three creeks with good water flow through the township in

an easterly and south-easterly direction. There is no water-power, no minerals of any
description and no stone quarries. The summer was very wet. The last frost was on
June 7 and the first on September 8. Wild duck, partridge and prairie chickens are

in good numbers, and indications of moose and bears were seen. This township is well

adapted for general farming purposes.—/. F. Richard, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 36.—The route to follow to reach this township was described in town-

ship 35, range 8. The soil is of a good quality, being sandy clay and most suitable

for general farming or raising cattle. Sloughs, marshes and willow swamps, with

fresh water, are very numerous. This township is gently undulating and mostly

covered with poplar from two to four inches and poplar and willow brush. On section

36 and part of section 25 the poplar is large, some up to 18 and 24 inches. In sections

6, 1, 18, 19 and lY patches of prairie were met, and 18 and 19 are mostly prairie. In

the northwestern part of this township numerous spruce swamps exist with clumps of

spruce 8 to 12 inches in diameter. Hay is found in hay marshes or sloughs, but not

in great quantity or of a very good quality. The creeks running through this town-

ship have fairly good water and are permanent, their average width is 6 to 10 feet

with a depth of 18 inches and current one and a half miles per hour. The summer
was very wet and warm, especially during July and August. The last frost was on

June 8, and the first at the beginning of September. The fall was very fine, and the

first snow came about the middle of November. For fuel wood is plentiful through

the whole township. ISTo minerals of any kind were seen and no stone quarries. Wild

duck, prairie chickens and partridge are plentiful; also traces of moose and bears were

seen.-^7. F. Bichard, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 9.

Township 24.—The most part of this township is settled by Galicians, there being

few English-speaking people. All are engaged in mixed farming. There is no timber

worth mentioning, the only poplar valuable for building being in small scattered bluffs.

Generally speaking, the country is rolling and covered with scrub. The soil is rated

first-class, and is good for all agricultural purposes, particularly for the requirements

of the Galicians, as it alternates from a sandy soil to a sandy loam suitable for raising

all kinds of vegetables, which constitute their principal food. I believe that these peo-

ple will become good farmers.

—

A. Bourgeault, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.—This town.^hip is rolling country, more or less bushy and scrubby,

in some places overgrown with poplar brush averaging from three to four inches in

diameter ; however, there are some poplar bluffs good for building, especially on sections

2 6 7 and 18, the remainder of little use except for rails. There are also a few scat-

tered dry spruce, some of them windfall. As to the soil, it ranks first-class, but taken

altogether it is not very well adapted for farming purposes owing to the numerous

slouglis and swamps which, however, are good for either hay or pasture. Sections 30,

31 and 32 are pretty well adapted for farming land. The water either in sloughs or

lakes is splendid. If this township were completely burned over the land would become

valuable for farming purposes.—A. BourgeauU, D.L.8., 1903.
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Township 36.—This township is more or less bushy, the timber for building is

very limited, but large quantities of fence rails can be cut. The surface is rolling,

with a slope towards the north boundary. There are some very fine spots of prairie.

Owing to the extra quality of the soil 'n this township, a fire to clean off the growth of

scrub is very desirable. I saw last fall after the survey an example of the way in which

this can be done by fire. There are some creeks verging northwest which with a little

work will largely h^lp the drainage of the south part of the township. The water either

in creeks or sloughs is good ; I did not notice the slightest taste of alkali. According

to my experience, it is a particularly good township for mixed farming, as large quan-

tities of hay can be secured in the numerous sloughs and hay marshes and also from

hay Una.—A. BourgeauU, D.L.8., 190S.

Range 10.

Township 35.—This township is all bush or brush. The sections 17, 18, 19, 20,

21 and west half of 16, might be kept as a timber reserve, the poplar being good an i

averaging from 10 to 15 inches in diameter. The advantage of keeping these sections

a?, a timber reserve is that they are nearly surrounded by lakes, marshes and swamps,
which would be a good protection from fire. The soil is rated fir^t class, being black

loam alluvial soil and clay loam subsoil. Firewood and building timber are easily

procurable. The water everywhere in this township is very good.

—

A. Bourgeault,

D.L.S., 190S.

Township 36.—This township is pretty bushy; large quantities of rails and some
timber fit for building can be secured especially on the west part. There are two or

three bluffs of spruce good for lumber in sections 1? and 20. The soil ranks first-

c.'ass, being a good black loapa of a satisfactory depth and clay loam subsoil; there

are no stones whatever. At the time of the survey it was very wet and all the sloughs

were filled, and the low land was submerged. The north half of this township, up to

half a mile from the base, slopes towards the north ; this will be in the future a great

help for drainage. The enormous work done a good many years ago by the beavers

has had the effect of storing the water and keeping a good portion of the south half

under water, but to-day with comparatively little work the greater part can be drained.

In a short time, I presume, the fire will sweep up all the wood that remains and will

leave a cleared open prairie. The water is very good either in the sloughs or creeks,

and a plentiful supply of hay can be secured. Taken as a whole, this township in a

short time will be a fair one for agricultural purposes. I met some people during the

survey looking up farming land.

—

A. BourgeauU, D.L.S., 190S.

Range 11.

Township 27.—It is easy to reach this township by a trail running no'-theast from
Qu'Appelle or by a trail running south from Foam Lake post office; both are fre-

quented and in good condition when the season is not too wet. The soil is generally

black loam to a depth varying from 3 to 12 inches with clay subsoil in the west halt
of the township. The east half is more sandy and gravelly. A rancher squatted on
section 17 six years ago. He owns some sixty horses and two hundred and fifty cattle.

He told me that he never had any success in farming. If this is true, it would prove
that this township is better adapted for ranching than for cultivation. The surface
is rolling and in the south part is more broken by small knolls and ranges of hills.

There are some patches of prairie in the southwest part. The north is more timbered
and covered with scrub of small poplar and willows. There are many bluffs of good

25a-^*
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building poplar, scattered throughout this township, especially on sections 30 ani

31, where trees of 12 and 15 laches have been cut. Any quantity of fuel can be .found

en almost every section. Hay is plentiful on every section on account of the numer-

ous sloughs that are met with all over the township. Water is fresh and good every-

where except in Horse lake, where it is alkaline. The supply seems permanent.

However, it is said that some seven or eight years ago, cattle could be watered in

Horse lake only. There is no stream or creek of any consequence only a watercourse

running southeast into Veilleux lake, '(named after the man who first saw it), whic^J

i3 crossed by the north boundary of section 25. Wet seasons make the country soft,

but it is too high to be flooded. As to climate, summer frosts are frequent and are

the drawbacks for the culture of cereals. There was still frost in the ground, eight

inches from the surface, on the 10th of May. There is no water power. The only

kinds of wood for fuel are poplar and cottonwood; much of it is lying on the ground
where the fire passed. No mine or quarry exists in this township. Game is plentiful;

duck, prairie chicken, grouse, crane, geese and wild! turkey abound, especially in the

i'pM.—Paul T. C. Dumais, D.L.S., 190S.

Range 12.

TovTnship 37.—The soil throughout consists of a rich black loam with a subsoil of

clay. The land, however, at the time of the survey was covered with large sloughs of

deep water. A small creek coming from the southeast into section 3 overflowed its

banks and"in consequence all the low lands were flooded. Old settlers assert that some
seven years ago there was not a drop of water where to-day a large and deep lake cov-

ers part of sections 32 and 29. This lake'has been surveyed but the large sloughs were
not traversed. There is a considerable quantity of poplar bush, but nothing of great

value. The timber consists entirely of poplar of an average of 4 inches in diameter.

The country is covered with thick brush and willows. There is no mineral of any

kind. I may state that in my opinion, if the creek above mentioned were enlarged and
deepened, a great portion of the numerous sloughs could be drained and a very large

quantity of hay would then be available.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 38.—The land rises like an amphitheatre from the centre eastward and
westward. Pipe creek comes in this township in section 3 and empties into Nut lake

in section 32. The water in this creek is good. At the time of the survey, water ran

over the bank of the creek and flooded the adjoining lands. There is a good fall to

Nut lake and it is believed that all the wet land can be drained, thus providing a large

area of first class hay lands now inaccessible on account of the overflow from Pipe

creek. The soil consists throughout of a rich black loam with a subsoil of clay and
would rate first class but for the numerous stones covering the lands. There is no

timber of any great value for commercial purposes, but there is a good quantity of

timber very useful to settlers both for building and fencing purposes. The two east-

ern tiers of sections are well wooded with poplar varying in size from 3 inches to 6

inches in diameter. The land throughout is very scrubby. The northern part of the

tovniship or at least the greatest part thereof, is reserved for the Indians. This re-

serve is bounded on the south by a straight line across part of sections 26 and 29 and

across sections 27 and 28 ; to the northeast by Prairie Butte creek running to the cor-

rection line through sections 34 and 35 and to the northwest by Pipe creek and Nut
lake. There is no sign of any minerals.—vl. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—This township is difficult to get into by trail. I succeeded by fol-

lowing up the trail from Fishing lake running north by Nut lake to Barrier river

crossing then to Crooked plains, thence along the ea'3terly boundary of the range.

This can be accomplished only in the dry part of the season. The Canadian Northern

Railway will probably be completed this year through the centre of the township and
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this will afford a better means of access. The soil is generally shallow leaf mould. It

it not at present adapted for any agricultural industry. The surface is generally level

but rolling gently in places. It is more rolling on the southwest quarter of the town-

ship. There is no prairie, for the township is timbered all over with, much
broken poplar, with dense willows, hazel and othr scrub. There is much spruce scat-

tered throughout varying from 4 to 30 inches in diameter and a great deal of muskeg,
especially in the northeast quarter, covered with several feet of moss and below this ice

all the year round. The only good hay is to be found on the boundary of sections 5

and 6, where there are about 15 acres. The water is good, the streams generally

running northerly. Crooked creek, the largest being seven feet wide and two feet

dieep with sluggish current, flows through sections 5 and 6; it overflows its banks
and perhaps 30 or 40', acres of these sections. The indications are that the winter com-
mences here several days earlier than it does 100" miles further south. I saw no
marked indications of summer frosts. The fuel is the timber before mentioned, there

being -no indications of coal or lignite. There are no stone quarries or minerals. Par-
tridges, marten and mink are numerous ; a few moose 'and bears are found. Prairie

chickens are seen very rarely.

—

Jolin J. Dalton, D.T.S., 1902.

Range 13.

Township 37.—Access to this township is via Sheho, the present tt*minus -of the

Manitoba and Northwestern branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The road is

fairly good except in wet seasons like the past year. The soil is a rich black loam
underlaid with clay and is very fertile. The surface is gently undulating, very much
broken by ponds, sloughs and marshes. The latter in moderately dry seasons would
produce hay of good quality in large quantities. Surface water is everywhere present

with some drainage coulees but no streams of any size. Grains mature in adjoining

townships and the locality does not appear to be subject to summer frosts. Dry poplar

suitable for fuel abounds in all parts of the township and green poplar suitable for

building logs may be obtained in the bluffs. The larger part of the surface is covered

with scrub poplar and willow second growth. No minerals nor outcrops of rock were
seen. Ducks, prairie chickens and partridges are plentiful, while the ponds and
marshes seem literally alive with muskrats.

—

Thos. Fawcett, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 38.—Access to this township at present is via the Manitoba and North-
western branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway to Sheho, thence by wagon road to

Nut lake and an old Indian trail which runs westerly through the township to Ponass
lake. The soil is a black loam, underlaid with a clay subsoil. In quality the soil is

very productive. Where not covered with water the greater portion of the surface is

covered with scrubby timber of poplar and willow. Some bluffs contain trees large

enough for building and fencing purposes, while there is a good deal of poplar (fire-

kiiled) suitable for fuel. Many of the ponds which last season were filled with water
in ordinary seasons would supply hay enough for all purposes of local ranching. In
wet reasons hay lands would be 'scarce. Fresh water is abundant in sloughs and ponds,

but there are no running streams in the township. Climatic conditions seem favour-

able for the maturing of both vegetables and cereals. There are no indications of coal

nor of minerals of any description, but fuel will be plentiful in the shape of dry poplar

for many years to come. Owing to the n,earness of Nut lake Indian reserve, large game
is pretty well hunted out, but ducks, partridges and prairie chickens are plentiful.

Muskrats, sable, foxes and mink are the fur-bearing animals.

—

Thos. Fawcett, D.T.8.,

1903.

Range lU-

Township 31.—This township may be reached by the trail from Fishing Lake post

office to Touchwood hills, which passes through the southeast corner of the township.
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I believe there is now a new trail from Foam Lake post office which is rather shorter

for parties going in from all points ,east. The soil is generally light, black and loamy,

averaging 10 or 12 inches in depth, with a subsoil varying from light sand to heavy
clay, suitable for mixed farming. The surface is gently rolling prairie, with numerous
small sloughs generally with a great deal of poplar and other scrub scattered in patches

throughout the township. On section 19 there is about 10 acres of poplar timber aver-

aging 10 or 12 inches in diameter; besides this there are only a few trees scattered over

the country. Hay is well distributed generally, but is not found in large ar.eas. The
quality is good. The water is good and fresh, but greatly in excess at the time of sur-

vey and streams were overflowing their banks. Th,e main streams were about 5 feet

deep, whereas in their normal conditions they would average about 25 links wide and
12 inches deep. I do not think the lands are liable to be flooded beyond what the field

notes show. There are no water-powers or mill sites. There is nothing remarkable
in the climate, and no summer frosts were observed during my stay in the vicinity.

The only fuel procurable is the poplar in this and the adjoining townships, which is

plentiful though small. There is neither coal nor lignite, and no stone quarries or

minerals. Small game such as prairie chickens and ducks is plentiful. Small deer

and foxes were seen. There is no sign of fish in the streams, which is said to be a

peculiar fact with regard to all streams running into the Quill lakes.

—

John J. Dalton,

D.T.8., 1902.

Towship 34.—This township is open prairie, with the .exception of patches of wil-

low and a few scattered bluffs of dry poplar hardly worth mentioning. The soil is for

the- most part black loam and clay subsoil, good for any purposes of farming, though
in the north tier of sections the soil is a heavy clay. It is well watered by creeks and
marshes of good water. The Little Quill lake in the southwest corner occupies about
ten sections. Along the margin of the lake qviantities of hay can be secured. The
banks of the lake are composed of boulders and gravel.

—

A. Bourgeaidt, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 37.—Access to this township is via the Manitoba and Northwestern
branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway to Sheho, thence via Nut Lake trail to a

point within 7 miles of the township. The Canadian Northern Railway is within 12

miles of the northwest corner. The soil throughout is a rich black loam, with clay

subsoil. The surface is generally level, with few undulations. During the past season

a considerable percentage of the flat ground was covered with water. The entire area

not under water, with the exception of a few spots, is covered with scrub timber, most
of it second growth; the larger timber having been killed with fire some years ago.

There are some clumps of poplar reaching 12 inches in diameter, while the second

growth seldom exceeds 6 inches in diameter. In ordinary dry seasons a large quantity

of hay would be procurable along the margin of Ponass lake and the adjoining sloughs.

Fresh water is abundant in lakes and ponds; there are no streams of any considerable

size, but there are drainage coulees tovrards the south. Vegetable growth is luxuriant,

with no indications of injury from summer frosts. Dry poplar for fuel is plentiful

in all parts. No outcrops of rock nor of any minerals of economic value were seen.

The lakea and ponds were alive with ducks and other water-fowl, while prairie chickens

and partridges are plentiful in the woods and brule portions of the township. Ponass
lalce seems to be the home of the muskrat; their houses may be counted by thousands
in the shallow places.

—

Thos. Fawceit, D.T.8., 190S.

Township 38.—This township is reached from Nut lake by an old trail which rims
from there to the Quill plains, in dry seasons by crossing a narrow point of Ponass
lake. The road is good enough in ordinary seasons. The soil is a rick black loam,

with clay subsoil suitable for growing anything requiring a very rich soil. The sur-

face, where not covered with water, is nearly all timbered with poplar and willow, the

former running up from saplings to a diameter of 10 or 12 inches. There are some
patches of fire-killed timber, in which only the small trees are green. When not wet.
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an abundant supply of hay would be obtainable along Ponass lake. During the past

two or three years the lake has overflowed its usual limits. All the water in lakes

and ponds is fresh in wet seasons, but in dry seasons it is more or less alkaline. There

are no streams or waterfalls in the township, but the water seems to flow out of

Ponass lake both northeast and southeast, so that it forms a sort of watershed. The
lake, which extends the full length of this township and nearly 4 miles down into the

township to the south, covers more than one-third of the entire area. The olimatic

conditions seem all right for ripening vegetables and grains. Dry wood suitable for

fuel is pretty general. No indications of coal, outcrop of stone nor indications of

minerals of economic value were observed. What is now Ponass lake would be very-

valuable meadow land if drained, and might be considered riearly as valuable as the

higher portion of the townsihip, as the cost of draining woivl'i not be such a large item,

considering the large area which could be reclaimed. Thf> ;9onds and lal^es during open
water are covered with ducks and thp woods wel] stnekpj with grouse, while the whole

place seems literally alive with muskrats, skunk, mink and foxes.

—

Thos. Faivcett,

D.T.S., 190S.

Range 15.

Township 34.—The only portions of land good for any farming purposes in this

fractional township are sections 36 and 35 ; the north half of section 34 ranks 1st class

as hay land. The balance is alkaline. The shores of Little Quill lake are generally

gravelly, and at some places big boulders of reddish colour are piled up.

—

A. Bour-

geauli, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 16.

Township 26.—The two southern rows of sectio^is in this township have been

greatly opened by fire, and they are now mostly ready for settlement. The soil is fair,

except in the vicinity of the Indian reserve, where the land becomes hilly and much
broken by sloughs and partly covered with a second growth of poplar and willows. As

to the centre row of sections comprising sections 13, 14, 15, 22, 23 and 24, they are still

covered with dry poplar mixed with a tliick second growth of young poplar and willow.

The land becomes very hilly near the reserve and is all through much broken by lakes

and sloughs. The soil also decreases in quality. The timber found in this township

is mostly all dry and good only for firewood and some building purposes.

—

P. R. A.

Belanger, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 37.—The 60uthern two miles of the township is covered mostly with a

thick growth of willows and scrub, and the northern four miles is thickly wooded with

a second growth of poplar. Here and there a bluff of poplar trees four and five inches

diameter is found. The timber would) be of great beaefit to initaadiing settlers for

building, fencing and fuel purposes. The soil consists of a rich black loam with a sub-

soil of clay. There are numerous potholes, sloughs, and also large sloughs. Good
water is very hard to get. Hay can be found in small quantities in and about the

sloughs. There is no sign of any minerals.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 17.

Township 34.—The only portion in this township fit for any agricultural purposes,

is the north half of section 36. As to the remainder of this fractional township, the

soil is alkaline and swampy. Big Quill Lake is a pretty body of water; the margin

of it is generally gravelly and stony.

—

A. Bourgeault, D.L.8., 1903.
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Township 37.—Frequent fires have destroyed most of the large timber. At places,

fallen timber is piled up to a height of from six to fifteen feet. A thick growth of

second growth poplar has taken the place of the former large timber. There is still

a large quantity of poplar from four to six inches in diameter to be found. This timber
is without any commercial value, but will be useful for intending settlers, both for

building and fuel. The land is '^overed with a dense growth of willows. The soil

consists of a rich black loam with a subsoil of clay, and the land would rate first-class

if it were not for the numerous pothole sloughs which are scattered throughout the

township. There is no sign of minerals. Excellent water may be found on digging

anywhere. Hay is very scarce.

—

A. F. Martin^ D.L.8., 190S.

Township 38.—This township is situated about 125 miles from Duck Lake station

on the Canadian Pacific Railway, and about 12 miles from the new railroad now being
constructed; the trail by which it was reached is a very good one. The soil is black

loam from six to eighteen inches deep, with gray clay as subsoil; the ground is level

and entirely covered with timber or high thick willows ; about half of the township is

covered by large marshes. The timber is from three to seven inches in diameter; there

is a great quantity of dry and good timber; half of it is from eight to fifteen inches

in diameter. There are no hay marshes. There is no stone nor sign of minerals.

There is no water power. Climate is good ; no summer frost is noted. Game is plenti-

ful—deer, antelope, fox, wolf, muskrats, badgers and snipe of all kinds.

—

C. E. Lemoine,
D.L.S., 1903.

Range IS.

Township 34.—The western and northwestern parts of this township contain good
fair land that would be adapted for cultivation. The eastern part adjoining Big Quill

lake is very flat and low and is largely impregnated with alkali, which renders this

part unsuitable for cultivation.* The water in the lake is also quite alkaline. The
lake is very shallow for a good distance from the shore. The township is largely

prairie, except the northwesterly part, which has a few small bluffs of poplar, but i£

is not of sufficient size to be of any value. There are no hay marshes in any part
of the township though there is fair grass in the western and northwestern portions.

There are not many ponds in this township and> the few there are are chiefly alkaline

as is also the lake. There are no streams in any part nor water power. Fuel is very
scarce, only in the few small poplar bluffs. There is no appearance of coal or lignite

anywhere. No stone or minerals of any kind were to be seen. Game is scarce, only
a few ducks on the lake and no deer or' antelope were observed.

—

James Warren, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 39.—This township is situated about 100 miles from Duck lake

station. The best way to reach it is by the road from Duck lake passing through
Batoehe and '.One Arrow ' Indian reserve, then by the Prince Albert and Troy road

as far as section 5, township 39, I'ange 24, where I opened a good trail through town-
ships 37, 38, 39, ranges 20, 19 and 18. The soil is black loam from 10 to 18 inches in

depth with yellow clay as subsoil and is first class for farming. '^- It is almost all rolling

prairie with a few small ridges in the northeast part of it. About half of it is coverel

by small bluffs of poplar and willows, more especially on the east part of it, the rest

is open prairie. The poplar is from 3 to 5 inches in diameter, and is situated on the

eastern part of the township. There is but one hay marsh and it is 6 miles long an.l

from 20 chains to a mile wide, running north and south and it contains al5out 10 or

15 thousand tons of good hay. It is situated in sections 4, 5, 8, 9, 16, 17, 20, 21, 28,

29, 32 and 33. The water is plentiful, good and permanent. There is no water power.

The climate is good with no summer frosts. Fuel is plentiful and can be had from all

the townships adjoining. There are no stone quarries and no sign of minerals. Game
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is plentiful; deer, antelope, fox, wolf, badgers, cranes and snipe of all kinds being

found.—C. E. Lemoine, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 40.—This township is situated about 100 miles from Duck lake, Cana-

dian Pacific Kailway station. The best road to reach it is the road from Duck lake

passing through Batoche to the Indian reserve ' One Arrow,' and then by the Prince

Albert and Troy road as far as section 5, township 39, range 24, where I opened a goo 1

trail through townships 37, 38 and 39, ranges 20, 19 and 18. The alluvial soil is from

6 to IS inches of black loam, but unfit for farming, as it is all covered by windfalls

and high willows, except sections 3, 2 and 1. The west part is rolling, the centre con-

tains a large lake, marshes and muskegs; the timber is dry except a few small bluffs

of poplar, which are surrounded by marshes and which the fire could not reach. The

timber is poplar and a few cottonwood, from 5 to 8 inches in diameter situated on

section 31, the rest of the timber is small poplar from 2 to 3 inches in diameter. There

are no hay meadows. The water is plentiful, good and permanent. There is no water

power. The climate is good and no summer frost was noted. Fviel is plentiful and

can be had from all the surrounding townships. There are no stone quarries or min-

erals. Game is plentiful; deer, antelope, fox, wolf, duck, crane and snipe of all kinds

are comj»?on.

—

C. E. Lemoine, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 41.—I went to this township by the Canadian Pacific Eailway to Sas-

katoon on the Prince Albert branch. I completed my outfit at the latter place and

went easterly across the Saskatchewan and along a trail meeting the third meridian

a I the boundary between townships 37 and 38. From this point I continued easterly,

more or less along the same trail, making surveys as I proceeded, to township 38 in

range 24, at Mount Carmel. From Mount Carmel we continued easterly along a well

used trail to a point northerly from Deadmoose lake. We then left the main trail and

went northeasterly to the southern end of Lake Lenore and continued around the east-

ern side of that lake to the south boundary of township 41, in range 20. We com-

menced surveys again at the latter township. We passed vip through the centre of

range 20 across township 20, and then easterly across range 19 and part of IS to th-

middle of the herein described township. The route was bad and much labour had to

be expended to malce a 'possible road. A better route into this section of country is

to be found from the north (Flett's Springs or Melfort). The soil is black loam' with

a subsoil of clay. Some of the township might be used for farming, other parts for

rtiuching. Some portions of it are prairie in patches, generally it is covered with

scrub and poplar timber. The scrubby parts cover the greater area. The timber Js

composed of poplar and balm of Gilead. Some of this is of good size up to 15 inches

in diameter, and l<? in patches all over the toAvnship. There is not sufficient to reserve

for lumbering purposes. The marshes and flatter parts yield grass which can be made
into hay. Pea vine are seen amongst the scrub generally where not too wet. The
water is suitable for general use. A considerable area is covered with lakes; I suppose

these to be permanent. There are no streams to note. In wet seasons the lower and
flatter lands would be covered with water. Flooding would not occur except from ex-

cessive precipitation. There are no water-powers. I saw no special indications of

summer frosts. Poplar \vood for fuel can be had everywhei'e. No coal orjignite was
found. No stone quarries exist. No economic minerals were seen. Ducks are numer-
ous. Bears are common. The township is probably the best for settlement of any •"

have surveyed up to date this season.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 42.—I reached this township by way of Saskatoon on the Prince Albert

branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, where I procured horses and wagons, and
after crossing the Saskatchewan went easterly along a trail to the third meridian in-

tersecting it at the boundary between townships 37 and 38. I continued easterly off

and on the trail subdividing townships as I 'went, having my last camp at Mount
Carmel in range 24. From Mount Carmel I went easterly again along the same trail
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to a point north of Deadnioose lake; I then left the main trail and went to the south-

ern end of Lake Lenore, meeting a trail again. I followed this last trail to the south

boundary of township 41, range 20. I commenced subdividing again here, and cleared,

brushed, and bridged roads into this township. This making of passable roads over

which to move our outfit required much labour and for a very indifferent road. A
much better way to get into this section of country is from the north, say from Flett's

Springs or Melfort. The township is generally flat and wet; some ridges are found in

the northern portion. The southern portion is very wet and marshy. The surface

soil is black loam of good depth with clay stfbsoil, and the country is better suited for

ranching than farming. The northern portion has prairie patches here and there with

scrub windfall and larger timber. The southern part is generally covered with willow

scrub and other small growths. No very large timber is found, only poplar, balm of

Gilead and scrub are found. In dry seasons probably large quantities of hay might be

made in the southern parts. Plenty of good water was found during the survey and
probably it is permanent. Barrier river crosses the township. It is fordable, having

a stony bottom in places. At other places it is marshy and difficult to cross. The stream
at one fordable place may be about 20 feet wide and 1 foot deep with a good current.

The township (the flatter portions) would flood with wet seasons and heavy rains.

Streams are not sufficient for water-powers. The climate has no 'features to note ; we
observed no indications regarding summer frosts. Poplar for fuel may be obtained

easily. No coal or lignite was seen. There are no stone quarries and no economic

minerals were seen. Ducks in some of the wet places Avere seen, with prairie chickens

in the drier parts. Three lakes were traversed.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 19.

Township 34.—This township taken as a whole may be reckoned a first class

township, though in the northern part there are a good many ponds or sloughs. A
part of the marsh at the northeast end of Jansen lake extends into this township in

which there are some hay lands. The greater part of the soil is clay loam and would
be suitable for grain and for roots of all kinds. There are a great many bluffs of

small poplar, none of which is of any commercial value, only fit for small buildings.

There are a few h^iy marshes in the north and northwestern parts of the township.

There are a great many ponds of water, all of which we found to be good and fresh

with no alkali. There are many of these would give a permanent supply. There

are no streams of any kind and conseqviently no water-power. The climate is fairly

good and not more liable to summer frosts than the surrounding country. The oiily

fuel to be obtained is in the small bluffs of poplar in the north, but the supply is

limited. There are no indications of coal or lignite. There are no stone quarries nor

are there any indications of minerals of any kind. Game is scarce ; only a few ducks

on the ponds. No deer or antelope to be seen. There are parts of this township

would be well adapted to grazing, as there is fairly good pasturage in parts. Taken as

a whole, if well cultivated would make a good township for settling on.

—

James
Warren, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 35.—The soil throughout consists of a rich black loam, with a subsoil

generally clay. The land is covered with bluffs of second-growth poplar, willow and
scrub, intersected with small openings. A creek, carrying very good water runs on

the line between sections 26 and 27 and southeasterly through section 12. The two
western tiers of sections are rather broken and bushy, but the land rates as first-class.

Some building logs are found on sections 30 and 31, but the rest of the timber is orJy

fit for fuel and fencing. On the whole this township is reckoned as one of the most
advantageous for settlers. It is well adapted for farming or ranching. A great

quantity of the very finest quality of hay can be gathered. Water in the wells and in
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the sloughs is good. Part of sections 2 and 3 is covered with a large slough. There is

no timber of any kind.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—This township is situated about 100 miles from Duck lake Can-
adian Pacific Railway station. The best road to reach it is the road from Duck lake

passing through Batoche to the Indian reserve ' One Arrow,' and then by the Prince

Albert and Troy road as far as section 5, township 39, range 24, where I opened a good

trail through townships 37, 38 and 39, i-^nges 20, 19 and 18. The alluvial soil is 6 to

15 inches of black loam, it is all covered by windfalls and green poplar. The timber

is poplar from 3 to 7 inches in diameter. There are no hay marshes. Water is plenti-

ful, good and permanent. There is no water-power. Climate is good, no summer frost

was noted. There was no sign of minerals or rock in place. Game is plentiful; deer,

antelope, fox, wolf, duck, crane and snipe of all kinds are found.

—

C. E. Lemoine,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—We reached this township by Canadian Pacific Railway through

Winnipeg and Regina to Saskatoon. We then left the railway and proceeded by horses

and wagons across the Saskatchewan eastei-ly to the third meridian over a road well

defined and in fair condition. This road intersected the third meridian at the boundarj'

between townships 37 and 38. I continued along this road easterly subdividing town-

ships as I went, making my last camp at Mount Carmel. Prom there I continued

easterly passing a short distance north of Deadmoose lake. Near this point I left the

main road and went northeasterly, passing the southern end of Lake Lenore, and con-

tinued around the eastern side of the lake to the south boundary of township 41, in

range 20. I commenced subdivision again here and had to make roads to move sup-

plies over by clearing the way, brushing and bridging the wet places and so on. The
country is difficult to get through. This section is more easily reached from Flett's

Springs or Melfort. The soil is black loam of good depth generally underlaid by clay.

The ridges and hills are stony and gravelly in places, on account of its being so

broken by sloughs and wet places it is suitable in dry s-easons for ranching purposes.

Very little prairie is found, though a few open spaces were passed through. Much
scrub has grown up and a good deal of timber of fair size is scattered over the whole
township in patches. The timber is poplar and balm of Gilead, large enough for

buildings, but not of svifficient size for lumbering. The scrub is composed of willow

poplar and balm of Gilead. Hay could be cut in all of the marshes in dry seasons,

but the country is too wet this season to obtain much hay from them. The grasses in

the wet places are the usual marsh varieties. On groimd a little higher and amongst
the scrub pea vines often occur. The water generally may be used for domestic pur-
poses. Except during very dry seasons I would expect it to be permanent in the lakes

and larger sloughs. There are no streams of importance; the land is only liable to be

flooded from excessive rainfall. There are no water powers to be developed. The
climate is similar to that of other portions in this latitude and locality. I noticed no
indications of prevalence of summer frosts. Poplar wood for fuel may be obtained

everywhere. No coal or lignite was seen. No stone quarries or economic minerals

were discovered. Ducks abound in the lakes and marshes, and bears are plentiful.

—

G. B. Abrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—I went to this township by way of the Canadian Pacific Railway
to Saskatoon on the Prince Albert branch of that railway, where I procured horses

and wagons. I crossed easterly over the south branch of the Saskatchewan and took
an eastward trail to the third meridian, intersecting it at th.e boimdary between town-
ships 37 and 38. I made surveys of townships for some 30 miles from this meridian
easterly, following closely along the trail, with my last camp at Mount Carmel in

range 24. From this camp I continued easterly along the trail to north of D.-^admoose

lake, where I left the main trail and went northeasterly to the southern end of Lake
Lenore to another trail. I followed this trail northeasterly around the lake to the
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south boundary of township 41 in range 20, where I commenced subdividing again.

In moving my outfit further I had to make roads almost continuously by clear-

ing the way, bridging and brushing the creeks and marshes at much expenditure of

time. I passed northerly through township 41, easterly across range 18, and into near

the centre of this township. A much better way into these townships is from the north,

from Flett's Springs or Melfort, on the line of the Canadian Northern Railway. This
township is rough, and broken by many lakes and marshes, with some stony hills and
jridges. In the lower and flatter parts there is a good depth of soil, but at present it

is not adapted for general farming. It might in places be used for ranching. There

is no prairie. Some large poplar and balm of Gilead have been cut and removed from
the northwestern part to be sawn into lumber. There is a large amount of large tim-

ber of the same sorts remaining scattered over the township, but not of sufficient

importance to reserve for timber; windfall is general, and scrub always covering the

surface. I do not believe that much hay could be made. Water is abundant and
permanent, and not alkaline. Many lakes are found, with a good many small creeks

running through muskegs and lakes. There are no water-powers. The climate has no
special features to note. Poplar fu.el may be obtained everywhere. There are no stone

quarries, and no economic minerals were seen. Xo coal or lignite was found. Ducks
abound in the lakes, while bears are 'numerous, and were troublesome and annoying
during the survey.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.8., 1903.

Range 20.

Township 29.—This township is situated 54 miles north of Craven, Canadian
Pacific Railway station. The best way to reach it is by the Troy and Prince Albert

road, which is a very good one as far as the ' Poor Man ' Indian reserve. From there

a very good tr^il passes through this township. The soil is black loam from 5 to 14

inches, with gray clay for subsoil. The first two tiers of sections from 1 to 12 are

broken by two large ravines from 30 to 50 feet deep, in the bottom of which runs a

small stream of soft water, which I believe to be permanent. The rest of the township

is bare prairie with no timber. There is but one hay marsh, which is on sections 20,

29 and 32. It contains about 1,000 tons of good hay. There is no water-power. The
climate is good; no summer frosts were noted. The only fuel obtainable is in the

Touchwood hills. There is no sign of coal or lignite, no stone and no sign of minerals.

Game is plentiful; deer, antelope, fox, wolf, badgers, geese, ducks, cranes and snipe of

all kinds are found.—C E. Lemoine, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 30.—This township is situated 60 miles north of Craven junction. The
best road to reach it is the Qu'Appelle and Prince Albert road, which is a very good
one as far as the ' Poor Man ' Indian reserve ; from there a very good trail passes

through township/ 29, range 30. The soil is black loam from 3 to 10 inches deep and
gray, yellow and white clay subsoils. The township is a bare prairie. There is no tim-

ber whatever. It is well supplied with water, which though not very good is fit to drink.

There is a large lake about 15 miles in circumference and a few small coulees. There
are four large hay marshes situated as follows: Section 34, 200 tons; sections 36 and
25, 500 tons; sections 15, 16, 21 and 22, 800 tons; sections 20 and 17, 100 tons, all of

good quality. There is no water-power in the township. The climate is good ; no sum-
mer frosts were experienced. The only fuel obtainable is in the Touchwood hills.

There is no sign of coal or lignite, and no stone or sign of minerals. Game is plenti-

ful; deer, foxes, wolf, badgers, antelope, geese, duck, cranes and snipe of all kinds are

common.

—

C. E. Lemoine, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 31.—This township is situated about 90 miles from Qu'Appelle station

by way of the Qu'Appelle and Prince Albert road, which is the shortest and best way
to reach it. The soil is black loam from 6 to 12 inches deep, and gray clay as subsoil.
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The township is bare prairie, and there is no timber whatever. The greater part of
tlie township is hay land and too w.et for farming. Fresh water is plentiful, and found
on every section in the deep hay marshes. There is no water-power. The climate is

good, no summer frosts being noted. The only fuel to be had is from Touchwood hills.

There is no sign of coal or lignite, and no stone or sign of minerals. Game is plenti-
ful; deer, antelope, foxes, wolves, badgers, geese, ducks, cranes and snipe of all kinds
are fovmd.

—

C. E. Lemoine, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 32.—This township is situated about half way between the town of
Prince Albert and Qu'Appelle station, Canadian Pacific Kailway. The best road to
reach it is the Qu'Appello and Prince Albert trail, which is very good in this dry sea-
son, but would not be so good in a wet season. This township is about half good land
and half bad. The north part is very good for farming, but the south part is situated
in the salt prairie, and is only good for stock raising. The soil is four to ten inches
of black loam, with white clay for subsoil. There are some bluflfs of willows in the
northwest corner of sections 30, 31, 32 and 29, but nothing fit for fuel. The only good
water to be found is in the few small marshes and in the large sloughs in the centre,

but in dry weather this water would only be good for cattle. There is no water power.
The climate is good; no summer frost was experienced. There is no sign of coal or
lignite and no stone. The game is plentiful; deer, antelope, badgers, ducks, cranes,

snipe of all kinds and geese are common.

—

C. E. Lemoine, D.L.S., 190S.
' Township 33.—The soil is black loam four to ten inches deep, with subsoil of white
clay. It is good for farming. It is about half prairie with willows and a few bluffs

of poplar. It is very well supplied with fresh water in the large willow marshes, and
the lake on section 31 and 32. There is no water-power in the township. The climate

is good, no summer frost was noted. The only fuel available is willows and poplar.

There is no stone of minerals of any kind. The game is plentiful ; deer, anteloj)ei,

badgers, ducks, cranes, snipe of all kinds and geese are common.

—

C. E. Lemoine,
D.L.S., 1903.

Township 34.—The northwesterly and southeastern portions of this township are

covered with small poplar bluffs, with numerous small ponds. There is a good deal of

gras9 and pasturage in these portions of the township would make good igrazing for

cattle, as shelter is abundant. The soil is first-class, though covered with bluffs in

many places, and if cultivated would be well adapted for grain-growing. The bluffs

in the township are of small timber, none being of any size and only fit for small build-

ings. There are no hay marshes in the township, only at the northeast of Jansen Lake,

which is chiefly a large marsh covered with hay, which can be cut when the water is

low in the lake. There is a long, narrow lake in the township, lying in a northeasterly

direction, and from a quarter to half a mile wide. The water is quite alkaline and not

fit for use for domestic purposes. There are no streams or creeks of any kind, as the

township is quite flat. The only fuel is in the small bluffs on the township. No coal

or lignite was seen nor any signs of them. No minerals of any kind. There is no
game, only a few prairie chickens and ducks on the lake. We saw one or two deer,

but they do not appear to be numerous. Taking this township as a whole it would be

termed first-class, and well adapted for grazing.

—

James Warren, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 35.—The soil throughout consists of a rich black loam with a subsoil of

clay. The surface, however, is so much broken by high ridges that the land can only

rate as second-class. Between the ridges the land is covered with a dense growth of

scrub and willows. There are numerous bluffs of second growth poplar, especially in

the eastern half of the township. This poplar can be used for fuel or for fence rails.

There is no big timber. A good quantity of hay can be got, but the land will have to

be cleared of scrub and willows before it could be gathered. Water throughout is very

alkaline, and particularly so in the wells. In the surface sloughs, however, the water

is sweet. It is to be questioned if any water could be foitnd in these sloughs in a dry
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season. There is no mineral of any kind. A running creek, which I take to be a

branch of Wolverine creek, runs nearly south through sections 31, 30, 19, 18, 7 and 6

;

it carries very alkaline water. —A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—The soil consists of a rich black loam with a subsoil of clay. Owing,

however, to the coiTutry being broken by ridges and numerous pocket sloughs, the land

only rates as second-class. A good deal of hay is found about the sloughs. Timber
consists of poplar, mostly saplings in bluffs. Between the ridges the land is covered

with a thick growth of willows and scrub. A creek running almost south from section

33, across the township carries about two feet of water, but the water is very alkaline.

Water is sweet in all the pocket sloughs but good water is hard to get by digging.

Thero is no mineral of any kind. The creek above mentioned is thought to be a branch

of Wolverine creek.—4. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—I went to this survey from Toronto, via North Bay by the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway to Saskatoon on the Prince Albert branch of that railway. At
Saskatoon I crossed the Saskatchewan and travelled easterly along a trail in-

tersecting the second meridian near the boundary line between townships 37

and 38, from thence I continued easterly along the said trail subdividing

several prairie townships as I proceeded, finishing these surveys from a camp an Mount
Carmel in township 38, range 24 ; the same trail passes near Mount Carmel continuing

easterly along a trail passing north of and not far from Deadmoose lake. Prom here

we left the main trail and went northeasterly, passing the south end of Lake Lcnore

and continued in the same direction to the southerly boundary of the herein described

township. Most of the way from Saskatoon was over a fairly good road. From the

southerly boundary of this township, roads had to be made by clearing, brushing the

muskegs and marshes and bridging the streams. The township is wet, largely muskeg
and marsh and only suitable for ranching in dry seasons. The surface is covered with

poplar and willow scrub, and in the drier portions poplar timber large enough for fire-

wood and the walls of log shanties is found. These places are distributed all over

where ground is dry enough. Hay marshes are abundant. The water is generally fresh

and suitable for domestic use and would be found everywhere unless in very dry sea-

sons. The streams are not large nor flowing swiftly and are not likely to flood the

land to any great extent; the land is flooded chiefly because of its flatness. Water-

powers do not exist. The climate is similar to other parts of the country in the same
latitude. Fuel of poplar is plentiful everywhere. No coal or lignite was seen and no

stone quarries; no economic minerals were found. Bears and ducks are plentiful.

—

G. B. Ahrey,, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 42.—We reached this district by the Canadian Pacific Railway to R^ina
and by the Prince Albert branch of that railway to Saskatoon. From the latter place

I took wagons, crossed the Saskatchewan and proceeded easterly along a trail inter-

secting the second meridian at the boundary between townships 37 and 38. I -con-

tinued thence along a trail easterly, subdividing townships as° I went, completing the

survey of prairie townships at a camp on Mount Carmel in township 38, range 24.

From Mount Carmel I took a trail passing near the camp and continued more or less

easterly, passing north of and near Deadmoose lake. I then left the main trail and

went northeasterly passing near the southern end of Lake Lenore. Continuing around

the eastern side I reached the southern boimdary of township 41, range 20. Over

most of this distance the roads were fairly good. Through township 41. range 20 roads

had to be constructed by clearing the way, bridging the creeks and brushing the

marshes and muskegs. Near the south of this township the land became drier, and an

old trail was found running northerly through the centre of the township. A better

way to get to this section is from the north from Flett's Springs. The si;rface soil is

black loam of good depth, with generally a clay subsoil. There is a very large pro-

portion of muskeg of no use, under existing conditions of climate. Stony ridges in-
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terrene between, the muskegs. Ranching might be carried on, though the muskegs

yield no grass and are impassable. Except on the muskegs the whole township is

covered with timber and scrub. The timber and scrub is general, patches of each

occurring, but little large timber was found. The timber is composed of poplar and
balm of Gilead. The scrub is of the same kinds, and willows. These latter cover also

the more solid portions of muskegs. K^ot many hay marshes were found. Water is

found in the muskegs, lakes and marshes and would be permanent in the lakes and
muskegs. It is suitable for domestic uses. There are no streams and the land is not

liable to more flooding than we found. There are no water-powers. The climate is

as usual in this country- and latitude. I saw no special indications of summer frosts.

Fuel is poplar and is plentiful everywhere. Coal or lignite was not seen. No stone

quarries or minerals of economic value were seen. Bears are numerous. Ducks are

found on the waters.— (?. B. Alrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—I made this survey with others lying southerly of it and proceeded

to the ground from Toronto by way of Saskatoon by railway, and thence by trail

across the country. Very few would probably come by that route. An easy way to get

in is by trail from Flett's Springs, on the jMelfort and Prince Albert trail. The part

of the township adjoining and other townships to the north being already settled, and
roads made, gives access from that direction. Some portions of this township will

make desirable farming lands. The whole is suitable for ranching. The surface is

rolling and surface soil is black loam of good depth underlaid by clay. There is some
prairie land, some with good sized timber growing, and more covered with scrub. The
prairie is in small patches on the higher ground in the southeastern part; the timber

and scrub are generally distributed. Some of the poplar is large enough for settlers'

log houses. All timber is eitlier poplar or balm of Gilead. The marsh lands occur all

over and yield grasses from which hay can be made, but little i)ea vine was seen.

Water is all fresh ; a small creek crosses the to'miship. Two lakes were surveyed. The
creek and lakes would appear to be i^ermanent. The other wet places might dry up in

dry seasons. I would not expect much flooding except from excessive precipitation.

There are no water-powers nor indications of summer frosts. Poplar wood for fuel

occurs all over, but no coal or lignite was seen. There are no stone quarries nor were
any economic minerals found. Bears are common and ducks are numerous. A few
chickens were seen on the prairie ridges, but the country is too low and flat for game
requiring high ground.

—

G. B. Alrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 21.

Township 25.—This township is very hilly and uneven ; some of the hills are very

high, and covered with small bluffs of poplar of small size, there seldom being a tree

6 inches in diameter. There is no timber of any commercial value. Some might be

used for small buildings. The soil is very hard and is unfit for agricultural purposes,

except in very few cases. Last mountain is chiefly included in this township—only a

small part in township 24—and scarcely any in township 26 to the north. There are

no hay marshes or meadows, but among the bluffs fair pasturage could be got, and
could be used to good advantage for ranching purposes, as good shelter can be got in

most cases. There are a great many ponds, which are generally deep, and the water is

good and comparatively free from alkali. None of the land would at any time be liable

t(.' flooding. There are no streams nor water-power on any part of the township. The
climate would be comparatively free from frosts as it is so dry. There are no stone

quarries, but in places there are a great many loose stones that could be used for build-

ing purposes. No minerals were seen. Fviel can be had without much trouble, as

there is a great deal of fallen timber in places. Game is scarce; we did not see any
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deer, only a few chickens, but there were a great many ducks on the lakes and ponds.

This township could be used to good advantage as a large ranch, as there is fair pastur-

age and good water ; the trouble would be in there not being any hay. The cattle would
have to be wintered elsewhere. There is a good settlement on township 24, where the

settlers are generally prosperous. They are chiefly Grermans, who came out direct from
Europe, and are very thrifty and industrious. The crops this year are very good, and

a good sample of grain. There is a post office, * Strassburg,' in township 24, range 21,

about section 29, which is a ,?reat convenience for the settlers.

—

James Warren, D.L.S.,

190S.

Township 26.—The soil in this township is of a very fair quality, the greater part

of which would b.e suitable for growing grain and roots. The surface is open and
generally level prairie. Last mountain just touches the southerly part of the town-

ship, and not the northern part as shown on the published maps. There is no timber

of any kind in the township. There are a few very small hay marshes; not enough to

be of much value. There are a few ponds of good fresh water, some of which are deep,

and would hold water all season. On sections 1 and 12 there is a long narrow slougli

or pond which is deep and will always have water in it. There are no streams running

in the township and no water-power. The climatic indications are good, and! there

would not be summer frosts. There is no fuel on the township, but a fair supply can

be got on township 25, where there is a limited supply. There are no stones on any

part of the township. Game is scarce, there being only a few ducks on the ponds or

marshes. The township as a whole may be rated as a first-class one, good for settle-

ment. There is a survey line for a railway on township 27, just to the north, which

if built would be a good outlet.

—

James Warren, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 29.—This township is situated about 90 miles from Qu'Appelle station

on the Canadian Pacific Railway. The road from the station to Prince Albert is the

best route to reach it, as it is only 8 miles west of this road, which is a very good one,

except where it goes through the salt plains for a distance of about 7 miles. This part

can b,e avoided by following from the ' Poor Man ' reserve an old cart trail that goes

straight west, and which is very good. The soil is good for farming, being from 5 to

12 inches of black loam with gray clay as subsoil. It is gently rolling, with a few hills.

There is no good hay land, and no good water except the rainfall which gathered in about

a dozen small marshes. In a dry season there would be no good water. There is no water

power. The climate is good; no summer frosts. There is no timber whatever, and the

nearest place where fuel can be had is at Touchwood. We saw no sign of coal or lig-

nite, no stone and no minerals. Game is plentiful ; deer, antelope, badgers, fox, wolf,

duck, prairie chicken and snipe of all kinds are common.

—

C. E. Lemoine, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 30.—This township is situated about 90 miles from Qu'Appelle station,

Canadian Pacific Railway, by the Prince Albert and Qu'Appelle road, which is the

best route to reach it. It is only 3 miles west of this road, which is a very good one,

except where it goes through the salt plains for a distance of about 7 miles. The soil

is good, being composed of black loam from 5 to 12 inches deep, with yellow clay as

subsoil; in a very few places the subsoil is sand and gravel. It is a broken country,

but there are a few level sections in the centre. Sections 1, 2, 11, 12 and the south

half of 14 and 13 are useless, being low swampy land with a few sandy and rocky hills.

A saline creek passes through this portion. The rest of the township though broken is

good for general farming and stock-raising. It is open prairie, with no large marshes.

There is no good water, except the rain water which gathers in about a dozen small

marshes. In a dry season there would be no good water. Climate is good ; no summer
frosts were noted. There is no timber whatever, and the nearest place where fuel can

be had is at Touchwood. There is no sign of coal, lignite, stone or minerals. Game is

plentiful ; deer, antelope, badgers, fox, wolf, duck, prairie chicken and snipe of all kinds

are common.

—

C. E. Lemoine, D.L.8., 190S.
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Township 31.—This township is situated about 90 miles from Qu'Appelle station

by the Prince Albert and Qu'Appelle road, which is the best route to reach it. It is

only three miles west of this road, which is a very good one, except where it goes

through the salt plains for a distance of about seven miles. The soil is poor, more
especially in the centre where there are some large mai'shes and saline ponds. The
only sections good for farming are the following: 31, 32, 33, 19, 30, 29, 3, 2, 1, 10, llr

12, 13, 14, the rest ux&y be used for stock-raising. The township is a bare prairie with

abovit two square miles of good hay land. There is no good w'ater except the rain water

which gathers in about a dozen small marshes. In dry seasons there would be no good
water at all. Climate is good wnth no summer frosts. There is no timber whatever,

and the nearest place where fuel can be obtained is Touchwood. There is no sign of

coal or lignite and no stone or minerals. Game is plentiful; deer, antelope, badgers,

foxes, wolves, ducks, prairie chicken and snipe of all kinds are found.

—

C. E. Lemoine,

D.L.S., 190S.

Township 32.—This township is situated about half way between the town of

Prince Albert and Qu'Appelle station on the Canadian Pacific Railway. The best way
to reach it is by the road to Prince Albert which is very good in this dry season, but

not so good in a wet season. The soil is 5 to 8 inches of black loam with white clay as

subsoil ; but in some places the subsoil is sand and gravel. It is good for farming and

stock-raising. The greater part of it is prairie with some bluffs of poplar from 2 to 5

inches in diameter and some willows are found in the centre. The belt covered by this

wood is about two miles wide running from east to west. Water is very scarce. There

are no large marshes, but a few small ponds formed by the rain water. There are two
large swamps but the water in them is alkaline. The climate is good, no summer frost

being noted. The only fuel is the poplar and willows which grow in the centre of the

township. There is no stone nor minerals. The game is plentiful; deer^ antelope,

badgers, ducks, cranes, snipe of all kinds and geese are found.

—

C. E. Lemoine, D.L.8.,

1903.

Township 33.—This township is situated about half way between the town of

Prince Albert and Qu'Appelle station on the Canadian Pacific Railwaj'. The best road

to reach it is the Qu'Appelle and Prince Albert trail, which is very good in this dry

season, but not so good in a wet season. The alluvial soil is 7 to 12 inches of black

loam with w-hite clay as subsoil. The most part is prairie with small bluffs of young
poplar and willows. The strip of ground covered by these bluffs is about two miles wdde

and runs at an angle of 45 degrees from the southwest to the northeast comer ; there are

also a few bluffs of poplar, willows and shrubs on the north part of sections 31, 32, 33,

34 and 35. This township is well supplied with soft water by a large coulee that passes

through the centre, and some large hay marshes 2 to 3 feet deep, where the water is

always cool and fresh. In the south part there are also four or five ponds fjom 4 to 5J
feet deep with good water. There is no water-power. The climate is good, no summer
frosts were observed. The only fuel is the small poplar and willows. There is no sign

of coal or lignite, no stone and no indication of minerals. The game is plentiful and
consists of deer, antelope, badgers, diacks, cranes, snipe of all kinds and geese.

—

C. E.

Lemoine, D.L.S., 190S.

Toiynship 34.—This township can be reached by the Prince Albert trail following

the telegraph line. The soil is black loam with sandy clay and clay subsoil, suitable

for mixed farming and grazing. The surface is covered with a thick growth of poplar

and willows with prairie spots and is rolling. The only timber consists of poplar from
2 to 6 inches in diameter and willows occurring in bluffs. There are a great number
of small sloughs where hay could be cut in a dry season. There is no permanent sup-

ply of good water; the numerous small ponds and lakes are strongly alkaline. There

is plenty of fresh water in the sloughs but in a dry season there would be none. There

are no water-powers. Last summer was cold and wet, but there were no summer frosts.
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The only fuel is poplar and willows. No coal nor lignite, stone quarries or minerals

were found. Prairie chickens, ducks and rabbits are common.

—

J. A. Cote, D.L.S.,

1908.

Township 35.—This township can be reached by the Prince Albert trail, following

the telegraph line. The soil is black loam, with sandy and clay subsoil, suitable for

mixed farming. The south half is good for farming and the north half for grazing.

I'he surface is covered with a thick growth of poplar and willows, with prairie spots,

and is rolling. The only timber consists of poplar 2 to 6 inches in diameter and

willows occurring in blufl's. There are a great number of sloughs where hay could be

cut in dry seasons. There is no permanent supply of good water in the township. The
numerous small ponds are alkaline. There is plenty of fresh water in the sloughs,

but in a dry season there would be n« fresh water. There are no streams in this town-

ship and no water-power. The season was cold and wet, but there were no summer
frosts. The only fuel is poplar and willow. No coal nor lignite, stone quarries or

minerals were discovered. Prairie chickens, ducks and rabbits are found.

—

J. A. Cote,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—This township can be reached by the Prince Albert trail, following

the telegraph line. The soil is black loam, with sandy and clay subsoil, suitable for

mixed farming and grazing. The surface is covered with a thick growth of poplar

and willows, with prairie spots, and is rolling. The only timber consists of poplar 2 to

8 inches in diameter, and willows occvirring in bluffs. There are a great number of

sloughs where hay could be cut in dry seasons. There is no permanent supply of good

water in the township; the numerous small ponds are alkaline. There is plenty of

fresh water in the sloughs, but in dry seasons there would be no fresh water. There

are no streams in this township and no water-powers. Last summer was cold and wet,

but no summer frosts were experienced. The only fuel is poplar and willow. No coal

or lignite, stone quarries or minerals were observed. Prairie chickens, ducks, and

rabbits are common.

—

J. A. Cote, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—The means of getting into this township is by rail from Flett's

Springs. It is in good condition and is used by settlers in townships to the north

and to the south. The soil is black loam from 2 to 18 inches in depth, with a clay

loam or other loam subsoil. In different parts the clay comes to the surface. The
soil is very well fitted for agriculture, the most of it being first or second-class. How-
ever, much of the land is low and in the rainy seasons becomes wet, and not being

much above the level of Lake Lenore, considerable portions would be useless for farm-

ing. The surface is mostly timbered and scrubby. In sections 29, 30 and 28, there are

a few small tracts of prairie land, the extent being abotit 200 acres. Along the east

shore of Lake Lenore there is considerable prairie land. This occurs in sections 2,

11, 23, 34 and 35. The timber (which is poplar) and brush exist in the proportion of

about 2 to 1. The timber ib scattered although there are some compact areas in tlie

northwestern part. The brush consists principally of heavy willows, hazel, cherry and

poplar. Fallen timber is found throughout more or less. Hay marshes and meadows
extend at intervals all along Lake Lenore. In sections 22, 23 and 14 there is a tract

of marsh on which there is a luxuriant growth of hay. On this marsh several stacks

of hay were found which settlers from townships in the vicinity had put up. The extent

of this marsh is about 350 acres. Hay of good quality is also found along the lake

on sections 2, 11, 27, 34, 35, 26, 33, 28, 29 and 30. The sections bordering on Lake
Lenore have the best water supply. The water in this lake is fresh and suitable for all

uses. The water in the remaining lakes and ponds is fresh, but some of the sections

have very little. A creek of from 4 to 10 feet in width and 2h feet deep flows tlirough

sections 31 and 30, emptying into Lake Lenore. The current is about 2 miles per

hour, and the water is clear and cool the year round. This stream affords some of

the best water in the district. Another creek somewhat smaller, apparently flows out
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of the south end of Lake INorona, in section 25, through sections 26 and 36, and emptiea
into Lake Lenore. When survey was made this creek was frozen to the bottom. Much
of the water will dry up in a dry season. Much of the land in the vicinity of Lake
Lenore, both on the east and west sides, is liable to flood in the wet seasons. There is

no available water-power. Fuel exists all through in the form of poplar and dry
windfall. There are no stone quarries nor minerals of economic value, l^o large game
was seen in this township, but jumping and black-tailed deer and an occasional black
bear are known to exist. Of the other fur-bearing animals, the red fox, muskrat and
rabbits are common, also the coyote. Mink, weasel, lynx and badger are not so common,
but a few are found. Wild duclcs qf inanj- varieties and ruffed grouse are found in
large numbers. Fish abound in Lake Lenore. For description of climate see that
given for township 43, range 21, west of the second meridian.

—

George Boss, D.L.S-,
1906. f

Township 42.—The means of getting into the township is by a trail in the eastern
part, leading from Flett's Springs. The trail is in good condition and is in use the
year round. At present it is the only means of entering the township. The
soil is mixed throughout. Black loam and black sand two to eighteen inches
deep with a subsoil of clay or some loam form the soil in many parts. In some sec-

tions, clay or light loam forms the soil. The soil is very well adapted for general
farming, in most parts being rated as first or second class. The surface is timbered
and scrubby with the exception of a stretch of prairie in sections 25, 26, 35 and 36.

Some of this land is overgrown with low scrub which could be easily removed in one
season. Through these above mentioned sections, there is about six hundred acres of
prairie land, the greater part being in the west halves of sections 25 and 36. In sec-

tions 2 and 3 along Lake Lenore there is a small area of prairie between the marsh
and the brush. The remainder of the township setting aside lakes, ponds and marshes,
is timbered and scrubby in about equal proportions. The brush and scrub occur
chiefly through the central part of the township and consist of cherry, willow, hazel
and young poplar. Much fallen timber is scattered throughout. The timber consists

of aspen, and balsam poplar. It averages from three to ten inches in diameter. In
the west parr of the township, it grows quite thickly, but in the eastern part is mori
scattered. There are many hay marshes and marsh ponds through the western half.

All, or nearly all are deep and in a wet season cannot be utilized. However, in e

dry season, when the water would be low, much hay could be taken out. Marshes
occur in the western halves of sections 4, 6, 8, 9, 16, IT, IS, 20, 21, 22,

29, 30, 31, 32 and 33. The quality of the hay is good and that which could be
used in a dry season would cover from two to fifteen acres on an average in each marsh.
In the eastern part of the township at the north of Lake Lenore, there is a hay marsh
in parts of sections 23.. 24, 25 and 26. As in the other marshes, the most of this hay
could only bo gotten out in a dry season. In the south part of the eastern half, along
Lake Lenore, more hay grows. In sections 2 and 3 a strip of hay marsh is found on
either side of the lake. The area of these two strips is about one hundred acres. Thd
vrater supply exists -in the form of ponds, lakes and creeks. The water throughout is

fresh and of very good quality. There are several small creeks, averaging from two
to ten feet in width. These flow through sections 30, 19, 32, 34, 35, 26, 27, 22, 15, 10,

11 and 6. The depth averages a foot, and the current about a mile and a half per
hour. The volume of water is not great. The water supply in a dry season would be
limited to the large lakes. There are no available water powers in the township. Thd
climate is similar to that in the surrounding prairie townships in this district, where
a large amount of grain, such as wheat and oats is grown; and vegetables such as

potatoes, bean? and onions are cultivated with great success. Last summer there wer^:

some summer frosts, but no resulting injury to vegetation was noticed and tender veg-

etables such as beans, gro-oai in the neighbouring townships suffered no hurt. LasJ

25a—5*
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summer the rainfall was excessive; consequently there was more surface moisture than

usual, so whftii the land is cleared up and drained, no injury need oe feared from sum-
mer frosts. Ice formed on the smaller ponds on November 8, and remained during the

winter. By Xovember 15 the ice on the ponds and lakes was quite solid. There are

no stone quarries nor minerals of economic value in the township. Fuel exists in largi

quantities throughout, in the form of poplar wood and dry poplar windfall. The
larger game is scarce, there being a few jumping and black tail deer and an occasional

black bear. Foxes, muskrats, skunks and rabbits exist in considerable numbers. Mink,

weasel, badger and coyote are found but are scarce. The feathered tribe consists of

many varieties of wild duck. These birds inhabit the district in large numbers. Ruffed

grouse are numerous. Fish are found in the lakes and must exist in large numbers
for the creeks were all full of minnows.

—

George Ross, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—This township was surveyed after completing that of others far-

ther south The route for reaching this is from Flett's Springs from the Prince Albert

and Melfort trail. Trails are made up through the settlements close to the northern

boundary of this township. The township can accommodate a few farmers, and more

by clearing the land. There are some high hills. It would make ranching land, and

is suited for mixed farming. The surface soil is black loam over a clay subsoil. Soma
of the ridges are stony and the soil thinner and lighter. There is very little prairie,

most of the surface is covered with timber and. scrub. Some windfall occurs. The
tim.ber is mixed generally with the scrub, and is composed of poplar and balm cf

Gilead. Sufficient of suitable size may be had for settlers' log houses. Marshes and

muskegs are frequent, though not so numerous as found in townships to the southwest.

The low lands yield grasses that may be made into hay. The hay marshes are not of

great extent. Numerous small creeks ar.3 met with. One lake was surveyed. All

water is fresh. The water I would expect to be permanent. There are no water-powers.

The land is not liable to be much flooded except from precipitation locally. There are

no special indications of summer frosts. Poplar wood for fuel may be had everywhere.

No coal or lignite was found. There are no stone quarries, nor were economic minerals

seen. Bears ai'c common. Ducks are found in the wet places; some partridges are

found in the woods.—G. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 22.

Township 25.—The soil in this township is of good quality for the greater part,

?nd is well adapted for grain growing, also for roots. The surface is all open prairie,

and part of the northeast is gently rolling; the remaind-Br is generally level. There

is no timber of any kind in the township, it being all open prairie. The east boundary

is hilly. In the northeast corner of the township there is a large lev.el marsh. or pond,

which from the surrotmding banks appear/^ to have been a large lake at one time, but

now has only about 6 inches of water, and is covered with reeds and grass. There are

no hay meadows on the township ; only a few ponds have long grass. There is no water

in the township, only a few ponds which are fresh. There are no streams of any kind,

nor any water-power. The climate appears to be good, and judging from the surround-

ings would not be liable to summer frosts. There is no fuel in the township, but a

I'air supply can be had on townsliip 25, range 21, adjoining. There is no appearance

of coal or lignite in any part of the township. There are no minerals to be seen in

the township. Game is scarce. We saw only ducks on the marsh in the northeast part

of section 36. This township is fairly well adapted for settling, as the soil is generally

of good quality, and is favourably situated to som'^ of the surrounding settlements.

—

James Wryrren, D.L.S. . 1903.

Towixship 26.—This township is of fair quality; the greater part would be suitable

for grain-srrowing or for roots, as the soil is generally good. In section 1 there is a
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large marsh or what was formerly the bed of a large lake, but now has only about <>

iEch.es of water and is covered with grass and weeds. The old shores are well defined

by a steep bank about 6 feet high. The surface is generally level; part of the north

is somewhut rollinii. but could not be called hilly. There is no timber of any kind on

the township. Hay marshes are scarce and only small. There are a few ponds of

v.ater, which are generally fresh and free from alkali. The supply of water is generally

limited. There are no streams, and consequently no water-powor of any kind. The
climatic indications are jiood, and it would be cotuparatively free from summer frosts.

There is no fuel, but it could be got from township 25, range 21, on which there is a

fair supply. Ther.e is no stone or minerals of any kind in the township, nor is there

any appearance of coal. Game is scarce; only a few ducks were seen on the ponds or

marshes. Taking the township as a whole, the land is of a fair quality, and would be

available for settlement.

—

James Warren, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 29.—This township is all prairie; there is no wood at all, except small

clumps of willow and a very few scattered clumps of fire-killed poplar toward the north.

The surface in the southerly two-thirds of tU'^ township is flat or gently rolling, with

flat ridges and extensive flats. There are a few sloughs, without hay. The two tiers

of sections at the north end have a gently rolling surface, and the land is generally

dry and most of it first class. The south two-thirds on the other hand is only third-

class. It has extensive flats of soft clay (alkaline). It is seldom of any use for farm-

ing purposes. There are a few small scattered boulders in places. The township as a

whole must be described as a poor one. The soil varies from a heavy clay on the flats

to loam or sandy loam on the higher places. Access to this township is at present from

Davidson on the Kegina and Prince Albert Railway, by a trail which passes around

the north end of Last ^fountain lake, and continues eastward to the Touchwood Hills

country. There are no settlers of any kind in the township. Colt lake is a sheet cf

water on section 19, the water being somewhat brackish. It has mostly high, banks.

—

John McAre^, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 30.—This township is all prairie; except for three or four small and

unimportant bluffs of willow and p9plar, and in the northerly part there is no timber

at all. The surface is gently rolling or else level and the soil clay and clay loam

To sandy lopm. A good deal of the land is first class. There are a few small sloughs

but no hay sloughs of any importance. The water in this is generally fairly good and

free from alkali. There are a few small boulders scattered through the northern part

of the township, which has also a few small hills and knolls. There are no settlers or

other inhf.bitants. The route from the township is westward to the southerly part of

township 30, range 22, and thence southwesterly to the trail going to Davidson on the

Regina and Prince Albert Railway. We saw a few prairie chicken and antelope and

in the larger sloughs great numbers of ducks, jack-rabbits, sandhill cranes, wild geese,

pelican, woodcock, snipe, plover, meadow larks, &c. The grass on the uplands is short

and crisp.—/o/(7i McAree, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 31.—This township is entirely prairie; there is no timber except two or

three small clumps of young poplar and willow about the centre of the township. The

surface is level or else very gently rolling. Sloughs occur here and there; some of

them on the west side of the township may be called hay sloughs. Besides the sloughs

there are other flat places on nearly every section which in very wet years might come

under the term sloughs, but which in years of ordinary rainfall would be good arable

land. The soil is mostly clay loam, loam and sandy loam around the bluffs; at the

centre of the township is a .^andy tract. The soil is geiu-rally of good depth—8 to IS

inches—with clay, clay and gravel or sandy subsoil. Small boulders occur throughout

the township, but very thinly scattered as a rule. A tract about 20 chains in width

running southwesterly from section 34 across the township, contains a series of stony,

gravelly hills, up to about 30 feet in height. The ridges are not continuous, but are
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interrupted and the tops of them are mostly stony and gravelly. There is no running

stream in the township; Grassy creek passes outside the southeast corner, but in the

sloughs the water is all fairly good. No doubt good water could be found by digging

a few feet.—John McAree, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 32.—The northwest corner of the township consisting of sections 5, 6y

7, 8, 18 is clay loam. The eastern part of the township consisting of the east tier of

sections and sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 14, 15, 23, 26 is clay loam with a few stones. The
remainder of the township is mostly black sandy loam. The surface is mostly gently

rolling prairie. The north third of the township is flat. Small clumps of willow

occur along the line of the east boundary of sections 20, 29, 32, also in sev^tions 34 and
35. The flat land produces hay. The northern part of the township appears to be wet

judging from a recent storm. A few boulders occur scattered through the soil in sec-

tions 1, 3, 5 and 9.—John McAree, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 33.—This township is open prairie excepting along the northerly two

tiers of sections crossing the range where there are numerous bluffs of poplar and

willo^^•. This poplar will be useful as fuel, but scarcely any is of sufficient size for

building purposes. Across the middle of the to^vnship a belt of rather low-lying lani

occurs, wliich would be well adapted for hay; there are a number of these hay areas.

The southerly part of the township is inclined lo be sandy in places; as a whole thi

soil may be described as sandy to sandy loam. Some of the knolls are gravelly. Wol-

verine creek crosses the township and there are some sloughs and hay sloughs in iU

vicinity. There is some fine hay land along the north shore of Owl lake. The water

ill the sloughs is fairly good. At the time of our survey Wolverine creek could b^

crossed almost anywhere by a team. There is some fine land along the east side of the

township. Some of the sections among the poplar bluffs would be good sites for small

ranches, hay and fuel being fairly plentiful and the soil suitable. As a whole, th-i

township would be suitable for mixed farming.

—

John McAree, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 34.—This township can be reached by the trail from Prince Albert,

which crosses it from north to southeast. The soil is black loam with sandy clay, clay,

sand and gravel subsoil, suitable for mixed farming and grazing. The surface of- tha

east half is covered with a thick growth of poplar and willows, with prairie spots; thi^-

west half is rolling prairie. The only timber consists of poplar 2 to 6 inches in dia-

meter. Tliei'C are a great number of sloughs where hay could be cut in dry seasons.

There is no permanent supply of good water, the numerous small ponds are alkaline;

there is plenty of fresh water in the sloughs, but in a dry season there would be none.

There is no water-power. The season was cold and wet, but there were no summer
froets. The only fuel is poplar and willow. No coal nor lignite, stone quarries or

minerals were observed. Parire chickens, ducks and rabbits are found.

—

J. A. Cote,

D.L.S., 1903.

Towiiship 35.—This township can be reached by the trail from Prince Albert,

which crosses the township from north to southeast. The soil is black loam with

sand and gravel, snndy olay and ciay subsoil, suitable for mixed farming and grazing.

The surface is covered with a thick growth of poplar and willows with prairie spots,

and except in the northwest is rolling. The only timber consists of poplar 2 to 6 inches

in diameter. There are a great number of sloughs where hay could be cut in dry sea-

sons. There is no permanent supply of good water in the township; the numerous
small ponds are alkaline. There is plenty of fresh water in the sloughs but in dry

seasonos there would be none. There are no streams in the township and no water-

power. The season was cold and wet, but no summer frosts occurred. The 'only fuel

is poplar and willow. No coal nor lignite, stone quarries or minerals were found.

Prairie chickens, ducks and rabbits are common.

—

J. A. Cote, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 36.—This township can be reached by the Prince Albert trail, which
crosses the southwest corner. The soil is black loam, with clay, sand and gravel sub-
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soil, suitable for mixed farming and grazing. The surface is covered with a thick

growth of poplar and willows with prairie spots and is rolling. The only timber coi\-

sists of poplar 2 inches to 5 inches in diameter and willow occurring in bluffs. There

are a great number of sloughs where hay could be cut in dry seasons. There is a per-

manent supply of good water in sections 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34. There is plenty of

fresh water in sloughs, but in dry seasons there would be none. There are no streams

in this township and no water-power. The season was cold and wet, but no summer
frosts occurred. The only fuel is poplar and willow. No coal or lignite, stone quarries

or minerals were discovered in the township. Prairie chickens, ducks and rabbits are

found.—/. A. Cote, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—This is a first-class township. When I made the survey in Sep-

tember last there were some 30 settlers. All of these were Germans from the United

States, with the exception of one family who were Poles. These settlers had arrived

during last summer and were all well supplied with stock and farm implements. All

those who had arrived sufficiently early in the season had some crop, also potatoes,

barley, oats and flax. I neved looked upon a finer field of oats than I did there, in the

third week of September. It was almost ripe and had been sown on May 21. The
other crops were equally good. The land is practically level, with some small sloughs.

There is sufficient wood in scattered bluffs to furnish firewood for many years to come,

provided they are preserved from forest fires. It is all small poplar and willow. The
soil is a rich clay. There is one stream of good water emptying into Humboldt lake.

This is a fine large sheet of water, but it is very bitter. It is a great resort for ducks

and geese. The larger part of the lake is in township 36, range 22. All the men had a

considerable amount of breaking done ready for crop the coming season. Nearly all

the sloughs contained good water, and the settlers all had excellent wells of moderate

depth. The flourishing condition of the crops bore ample testimony to the favourable

climate. The people were most enthusiastic over the country. Their nearest station

is Rosthern, to which there is a good wagon trail: The Canadian Northern Railway

is surveyed across the township, lying for the most part in the second tier of sections

from the'south boundary, but as the survey may not be permanent, I took no note of it.

Prairie chickens, ducks, muskrats and badgers constitute the only game. There are

no quarries nor minerals.

—

James Dickson, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—The best route for reaching this township is as follows :—Start

from Duck lake and go easterly to Batoche, thence along the Batoche branch of the

Qu'Appelle and Prince Albert trail to the main trail from Qu'Appelle to Prince Albert,

thence northeasterly and south of Wakaw lake by an unsurveyed trail to the point in

township 43, range 25, where this trail meets an old trail from Prince Albert to Basin

lake, thence southeasterly passing south of Shannon lake, south of Basin lake and

along the west side of Middle lake, entering the township in section 6. This route is

in good condition at present. The soil is chiefly black loam from 2 inches to IS inches

in depth, with either a sandy loam, loam or clay subsoil. Much of it in the south

part of the township is first-class and would make good farming land when cleared of

brush and timber. In some places clay and different loams form the surface soil. The
surface is mostly timbered and scrubby. In the south part are small tracts of prairie

land from 2 to 15 acres in area. These tracts occiir in sections 5, 6, 7 and 8. In sec-

tions 32 and 33 there are also small tracts of prairie. In section 25 (the eastern half)

there is a tract of prairie with an area of about 100 acres. There is also a strip of

prairie land along the north shore of Lake Lenore in sections 26 and 27. The remain-

ing part of the township where not broken by ponds or hay marsh is covered with brush

and timber. About 20 per cent of the township is covered with poplar timber from 2

to 18 inches in diameter. Timber is found on sections 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15,

16, 17, 21, 22, 23, 25, 26, 33, 34, 35, 36 and on IS on Gooseberry island. There is much
fallen timber all through which is partly burned. Hay of very good quality may be
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had in this township. In the south part in sections 5 and .6 there are about 500 acres

of hay land. lu the summer and fall this land is fairly dry and the hay may be easily

gotten at. Another large tract of hay and grass marsh and meadow extends from the

western extension of Lake Lenore, through sections 28, 29, 20 and 19, running into

Middle Lake in section 18. The extent of this tract is about equal to one section.

This marsh is dry enough in the summer for hay to be cut. Hay of an inferior quality

may be had along the east shore of Middle lake and along the north and south shores

of Lake Lenore. The water supply is abundant, there being many large ponds through

the township. The water in ]\fiddle lake is bitter and unfit for household use. That

in Lake Lenore is fresh and well fit for use. In the south there are two

creeks flowing into ]\[iddle lake. One flowing through section 6, is abouc

3 feet wide and 1 foot deep, the current being about 1 mile per hour. Another

creek from 3 to 5 feet wide and averaging 1^ feet in depth flows through sections 5,

6 and 7 into Middle lake. These two creeks contain good water. The other creeks in

the township are described in the field notes. All of the creeks will be dry dviring a

dry season. The land is not liable to floods. There are no available water-powers.

There are no stone quarries nor minerals of economic value. "Wood is the only avail-

able fuel and may be had all through in the form of live and dry poplar. The larger

game consists of jumping and black-tailed deer. The smaller game is numerous, con-

sisting of duck, grouse, partridge, rabbits, hare and cotton-tails. Muskrats abound in

the ponds. Other fur-bearing animals, fox, mink, weasel and coyotes are found in

small numbers. Fish are found in Middle and Lenore lakes. For description of

climate see that given for township 42, range 21, west of the second meridian.

—

George Ross, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—There is at present no regular trail leading into this township,

although an old trail partly obliterated enters the township in the north part in sec-

tion 31. Where this trail crossed the boundary line could not be ascertained. It leads

from Flett's Springs or Kinistino. The soil is mostly clay, clay loaom or stony light

loams, and much is unfitted for farming. A great drawback to this township for farm-

ing is that it is broken and hilly, and some parts are low and swampy. However, there

in some first-class land, as shown by the field notes. The surface of the township is

mostly scrubby. About eight per cent is covered with poplar timber of both the aspen

and balsam vari.eties. Poplar timber grows on sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 15,

10, 17, 24, 25, 33, 34 and 36 in greater or less quantities. The timber, which is rather

scattered, averages six inches in diameter. The township was burnt over some years

ago and has since become overgrown with much young poplar from one to three inches

in diameter. Poplar, willow, cherry and hazel brush, with much fallen timber, cover

the entire surface. There is very little hay land. Small marshes occur in sections 22,

2S, 31, 52 and 36. The hay in these can only be gotten out in a dry season. Along a

creek flowing out of Little Moose lake through sections 8, 7 and 6 there is a strip of

laud covered with hay and short grass. The strip is from two to twenty chains in

width. In the southeast quarter of section 5 there is a large grass marsh containing

gra?« of very fair quality. There is much water throughout in the form of ponds ov

lakes. All of it is fresh. The creeks, which are small, contain good water. Their

width varies from three to five feet, and the depth averages about a foot. One creek

in the north has its source in a shallow marshy lake in sections 29 and 32. It flows

through parts of sections 29, 30 and 19. After crossing the west boundary of s,ection

19 it evidently flows into Basin lake. A creek having its source in Little Moose lake

in section 8 flows through sections 8, 7, 5 and 6 and crosses the south bovmdary. This

creek widens out into ponds in many places. The current is about two miles per hour,

and the volume of water is quite large in rainy seasons. Two other small creeks flow-

ing into Little Moose lake flow through sections 15 and 16, and enter the lake in the

northeast quarter of section 9. There wouM be little or no water in these creeks in a
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dry season. Fuel in the form of poplar wood and dry poplar windfall exists in large

quantities. The windfall extends more or less all through. There are no minerals of

economic value, nor are there any stone quarries. The large game, which is not very

plentiful, consists of jumping and black-tailed deer. The small game consists of rab-

Ints, hare, duck, partridge, a few mink, muskrats, fox and coyotes. An occasional

lynx is found. We did not discover any fish in the lakes, although some may exist. For

dt^scription of climat,'^, see that given for township 42, range 21, west of the second

meridian.

—

George Ross. D.L.S.. 1903.

Township 43.—After completing certain other surveys, I proceeded to this town-

ship by way of Flett's Springs, a settlement on the Prince Albert and Melfort road. A
trail branch.es from the main road, going southerly, passing through the centre of the

township, and is reasonably well cut out and in fair condition. This township has a

fair depth of black loam surface soil, except where broken by hills, on the slopes of

whicli the soil has been carried away by natural causes. A deep wide ravine f?xtends

through the township from north to south, in which a small creek flows. The ravine

i=; about a mile in width and 250 feet in depth as measured with a barometer. Por-

tions of the slopes of the banks of the main ravine are very rugged and broken by inter-

secting ravines. The bottom of the ravin.e is rough and broken by hills and muskegs.

On the west side of the ravine extending to the western boundary the township is wet

ar.d broken by marshes and muskegs. Soriie portions might b.e ntilized in dry seasons

for ranching, and of course it might all be drained into the valleys and become farm-

ing land. No prairie is seen. Scrub and timber with windfalls coA-or the whole dry

portion'. The timber is poplar and balm of Gibad. Hay may be made in the marshes

V'hen not too wet ; the quantity would not be great. Water is plentiuil in the streams

and marshes. It would be permanent in the creeks; it is not alkaline. The stT<?ams

are all small, and not sufficient for water-power. The land would not be flooded to any

great extent. Ther.e were no gpecial indications of summer frosts. Poplar wood for

fuel can be had all over the township. Xo coal or lignite was seen. There are no stone

quarries showing, and no economic minerals were s.'^en. Bears are common. A few

ducks were seen; some partridges were found on the,banks of the ravine.

—

G. B. Ahrei/,

D.L.8., 1903.

Range 23.

Township 29.—This township is entirely prairie, excepting a couple of small

bluffs of willow and small poplar and an occasional willow bush. The township is

quite destitute of timber. The surface in general is a flat prairie with a soft and dark

clay soil. Towards the northwest and northeast quarters of the township the land is

gently rolling. At the northwest corner the soil is sandy. On the ridges or more ele-

vated tracts, the soil is clay to clay loam, whilst on the flat, it is clay and sometimes

a soft pasty clay or what is called alkali. Most of the land would therefore be rated

as third-class, and the rest second-class. Wolverine creek crosses the township and is

joined hj Saline creek from the northeast. There are no hay sloughs worth mention-

ing. From an agricultural point of view the township is a very good one. x^ccess to

the township at present is by a trail from Davidson on the Regina and Prince Albert

Eailway. This trail goes around the northwest of Last Mountain lake, and passes

near the southwest corner of the township and then leads away to the Sandwood hill

country. There are no settlers in the township.

—

John McAree, D.T.S., 1903.

Township .30.—This township is level or only very gently rolling throughout; it

is all open prairie and quite destitute of timber of any kind, except an occasional wil-

1...W grassy creek. A stream 10 links wide, 2 feet deep, with a current of one mile an

hour winds through the southeast quarter of the township. Boulder lake, a fine sheet

of arood water comes in on the west side. There is also a long marshy lake in section
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20, &c. Wolverine creek drains Boulder lake and is a fine stream. In section 31 and
for a mile east from the lake along the north boundary, the boulders are very numer-
ous. The soil on the higher parts varies from black loam to black sandy loam, or even
to a more sandy soil, but on the flatter places it is loam or clay loam. There are very
few hay sloughs but there are a few sloughs where the grass grows to be about 9 inches
high, but it is seen to consist almost wholly of leaves. On the dry land the grass is

quite short. The water in all this region is fairly good. This township would be good
for summer ranching on account of the abundant water, and a large percentage of the
area will be found to be suitable for general crops. There are no settlers in the town-
ship. Access to the township at present is by way of trail to Davidson on Eegina and
Prince Albert Eailway.

—

John McAree, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 31.—This is a prairie township, there being no timber at all except a

few small clumps of young poplar. The surface is level or gently rolling with flat

places. These flats are not so wet as to be called sloughs, yet the grass growing in

them is different from that on the higher ground and usually of a yellow tint. These
flats would probably be too wet for general crop in a wet season. There are a few
small sloughs but very few hay sloughs—a serious drawback to ranching in this town-
ship. Some of the sloughs appear to be virtually springs. The soil is mostly a black
clay loam containing a considerable percentage of sand forming a light soil. On the

higher ground this soil prevails but on the lower lands the soil contains more clay.

The soil in the southwest quarter of the township is a dark or black clay, a clay loam,
but in this quarter the boulders lie thickly on the ground. This stony tract takes in

sections 6, 7 and 18 and the west halves of 5, 18 and 17. The remainder of the to^^•n-

ship is comparatively free from stones except on a few knolls in the southeast part.

Wolverine creek crossing the westerly part of the township is a fine stream about 20 to

30 inches deep and 10 feet wide. There are some sloughs along its course. The town-
ship would be suitable for mixed farming rather than for wheat growing or ranching.

Until another railway is built it will be tributary to Davisdon on the Canadian Pacific

Railway. There are no settlers in the township.

—

John McAree, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 32.—^This township is all open gently rolling or level prairie. There is

a bluff of a few acres of small poplar, willow, &c., at the southwest corner, otherwise

the township is destitute of timber. There are a few ridges with gravel and some
stones, but outside these the land is nearly all first class. The soil is sandy loam, loam
and clay loam, with clay subsoil. There are some good hay sloughs, also on the up-
lands. The township is well watered by the Wolverine creek which runs diagonally

across the township. There is some good hay land along this stream. Altogether the
township is a desirable one for ranching or for growing grain.

—

John McAree, D.T.S.,

1903.

Township 33.—This township is open prairie, with the exception of a tract on the

four sections around the northeast corner of section 11, where there are a few poplar

bluffs with trees up to 6 inches ; there are also a few small bluffs around the northeast

corner of section 10. There are clumps of willow scrub scattered over the eastern and
the southern portions of the township. The land is level or gently rolling, and there

are very few sloughs. The soil is generally free from boulders, but on some of the low
narrow short ridges there are beds of fine gravel, sometimes in the subsoil and some-
times at the surface. The soil is generally sandy and sandy loam, with a little clay

loam. In the area of poplar and willow bluffs in the southeast quarter of the township
the soil is decidedly sandy. This to\\Tiship will be adapted to mixed farming, except
a few sandy areas which will probably remain unoccupied for some time after the more
valuable sections have been taken up. The scarcity of hay land will forbid ranching
to any great extent.

—

John McAree, D.T.S., 1908.

Township 34.—^This township can be reached by the trail from Prince Albert,

following the telegraph line. The soil is black loam, with sandy clay, clay, sand and
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gravel subsoil, suitable for mixed farming and grazing. The surface of the south half

is rolling prairie and the north half low level prairie. There is no timber. There are

a great number of sloughs where hay could be cut in dry seasons. "There is a per-

manent supply of good water in the creek running southwest, crossing sections 5, 6,

8, 16, 17, 21, 28, 33 and 34. There is plenty of fresh water in the sloughs, but in a dry
season there would be none there. There is no water-power in the township. The past
summer was cold and wet, but no summer frosts occurred. No wood for fuel, coal nor
lignite, stone quarries or minerals were found. Prairie chickens and duck were seen.

—J. A. Cote, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.—This township can be reached by the Prince Albert trail, following
the telegraph line. The soil is black loam, with clay, sand and gravel subsoil, suitable

for mixed farming and grazing. The surface in the northwest half is covered with
heavy poplar and willows, with prairie spots; the southeastern part is rolling to level

prairie. The only timber consists of poplar, 2 to 6 inches in diameter. There are a
great number of sloughs in which hay could be cut in dry seasons. There is no per-

manent supply of good water ; the numerous small ponds being alkaline. There
is plenty of fresh water in the sloughs, but in dry seasons there would be none. There
are no streams and no water-power. We had a cold and wet season, but no sunmaer
frosts. The only fuel is poplar and willows. No coal nor lignite, stone quarries or
minerals were found. Prairie chickens and ducks are numerous.—•/. A. Cote, D.L.S..

1903.

Township 36.—This township can be reache^l by the Prince Albert trail, which
crosses the northwest corner. The soil is black loam, with clay, sand and gravel subsoil,

suitable for mixed farming and grazing. The surface is covered with a thick growth
of poplar and willows, and prairie spots, and is rolling to level. The only timber con-
sists of poplar 2 to 6 inches in diameter. There are a great nimiber of sloughs where
hay can be cut iru dry seasons. There is no permanent supply of good water; the
numerous small ponds and lakes are alkaline. There is plenty of fresh water in the
sloughs, but in dry seasons there would be none. There are no streams in the township
and no water-power. The summer was cold and wet, but there were no summer frosts.

The only fuel is poplar and willows. No coal nor lig-nite, stone quarries or minerals
were observed. Prairie chickens, duck and rabbits are found.—/. A. Cote, D.L.S.,
1903.

Township 37.—This may be styled a first-class township. There are very few quarter
sections which will not make good farms. The soil is either black clay or clay loam.
There is sufficient timber to last the settlers for fuel for a number of years to come.
The timb.er is poplar and willow, of which I found none exceeding 8 inches in diameter,
the largest mostly dead. It is all in scattered bluffs, mostly south of the north chord.
The balance of the land is all open prairie, nearly level. There are a number of small
sloughs and two small lakes, sufficiently large to require to be traversed. I found no
hay meadows, but large qiiantities of hay may be cut on the high dry land. There are
a number of settlers in the northern part, from all of whom I took declarations. The
Touchwood Hills and the Prince Albert cart trail enter the township on section 3, and
leave it on section 30. There is a telegraph line a short distance west of and practically

parallel to the cart trail. I found also the survey of the Canadian Northern Railway
across it, but as I was not certain if this would be the permanent location I made no
note of it. There is no running water, but the settlers had all a sufficient supply of

good water, at a depth of from 10 to 12 feet. The nearest railway stations are Saska-
toon and Rosthern, there being a good trail to each. Only one settler had been there
early enough last spring to put in any crop. He had an excellent crop of potatoes
grown on the newly turned sod. The climate is good, there being no indications of
summer frosts. There were no stone quarries nor minerals. The only game I saw was
prairie chickens and muskrats. Both are to be had in abundance.

—

James Dickson,
D.L.i?., 190S.
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Township 38.—The land in this township is ahiiost entirely first-class. There is

a large and very wet alkaline slough east, and another drier and smaller one west of

Gertrude lake. The land is knolly and rough along a large part of the west boundary.

With these exceptions, it is mainly first-class land, a fine clay loam almost level. There

is no timber south of the south chord. North of that, and also around the eastern

side of Gertrude lake, there are blufl's of small poplar and balm of Gilead sufficient to

aiiord a supply of wood for years. D.eadmoose and Gertrude lakes are beautiful sheets

of water, clear as crystal, but bitter and utterly unfit for use IlTeither of them has

any outlet. A fine creek of good water enters Deadmoose lake in section 34. Another
small one enters from the east on section 36. I found twenty-four settlers in the town-

ship. I took declarations from twenty of them. The remaining four said they did

not intend settling permanently. All came from the United States last summer. They
arc- Germans and Austrians, and seem to be a very desirable class of people. They are

well supplied with stock and implements, and are enthusiastic abovit the country. Those
who had arrived sufficiently early had put in a small crop, which turned out first-class.

There are no hay meadows, but any quantity of good hay is being cut on the high lands.

The water in the sloughs is good, and a number of the settlers have good wells at a

moderate depth. The nearest railway station is Rosthern, from which there is a good
wagon trail. The climate is good; to this the ci'ops bore ample testimony. Ducks,
geese, prairie chickens, muskrats and badgers are plentiful. There ar,e no stone quar-

ries nor minerals.

—

James Dickson, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—The best route for reaching this township is as follows:—Stare

from Duck lake and go easterly to Batoehe, thence along the Batoche branch of tlie

Qu"Appelle and Prince Albert trail to the main trail from Qu'Appelle to Prince Albert,

thence northeasterly and south of Wakaw lake by an unsurveyed trail to the point iu

township 43, range 25 where this trail meets an old trail from Prince Albert to Basin
lake, thence southeasterly passing south of Shannon lake and SoUth of Basin lake.

The trail enters the township at the south of Basin lake in section 30. At present thi.i

route is in good condition. Black loam from 2 to IS inches in depth forms the soil

in nearly every part. The subsoil is usually a light loam or clay in some cases sandy
and sometimes stony. The soil is very suitable for grain raising and farming in

general. The surface is mostly covered with brush and timber there being very littl .:

open prairie. There are about 600 acres of open prairie through the township, situated

in. part of northwest quarter of section 34, parts of sections 33, 32, 31, 30 and 29, the

west parts of sections 18 and 19, also in parts of sections 10, 11, 12, 1 and 5. The
timber is poplar with some scattered birch in the south and is found mostly in clumps
and scattered 'through the central and southern portions. The average diameter is

about 6 inches. Timber is found on sections 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 21, 26, 27,

34, and on Pelican island. There are scattered clumps and trees through other sec-

tions. All told there are about 2,200 acres of compact and scattered timber. The re-

maining part of the township where not broken by marshes, lakes or iDonds is covereti

with poplar, willow, hazel or cherry brush and other scrub; and in section 36, there

is fallen timber. There is not very much hay through the township, it being generally

found in small marshes or along the edges of the lakes and ponds. However, there is

a large hay marsh in section 1, the area of which is about 200 acres. Along ^Middk
lake in sections 12, 13, 14 and 22 there is a strip of hay marsh varying from 2 to 20

chains in width. The area of this strip is about 300 acres. The remaining part oi

the hay is found in small marshes from 2 to 30 acres in area. These small marshes

are found in sections 5, 6, 7, 8, in section 4, north of Lake Number 1, in sections 0,

10, 15, 16. 21, and 28 and along Middle hike in sections 27, 34 and 35. The quality

ii medittm and the hay does not grow very high. In those sections where there are

tracts of open prairie the grass is of very good quality for feeding purposes. Thera
i-5 an abinidaut supply of fresh water in the township in the many ponds and creeks.
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The water in Middle and Basin lakes is unlit for domestic use oAving to its bitter taste.

This is evidently caused by the dead poplar in the watei*. The creeks are small and
ocoa.sionally dry up. Two empty into Ba?^in lake, one flowing- through the northwest

quarter of section 31. The width of this creek is about 2 feet and the depth about 1

foot. The curi'ent is slow. Another creek having its source in section 30, flow.i

through sections 30, 31 and 32 close to the fifth meridional section line and empties

into Basin lake. This stream averages 2 feet in width, is 2 feet deep and flows at th,*

rate of about 2 miles per hour. The course is partly underground. The remainder of

the streams run only in wet seasons, and average from 1 to 3 feet in width and are

from () inches to 2 feet deep. The land is not liable to floods. For fuel, poplar timber

is the most available. There are no coal nor lignite veins in the township. There are

no stone quarries nor minerals of economic value. There is much small game through-

out the township consisting of many varieties of wild duck, partridge, ruifed grouse.,

prairie chicken, rabbits, hare and eottpn-tails. Although no large game was seen,

jumping and black-tailed deer inhabit the district. Of fur-bearing animals the mink,
fox and muskrats are found, the latter being very numerotos. There are also a few
coyotes, weasels and skunks. Basin lake contains some fish, there being large numbers
of black suckers. It was learned from settlers in the vicinity that Middle lake also con-

tains fish. For description of climate see that given for township 42, range 21, west

of the second meridian.

—

George Ross. D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—This township can be reached most conveniently by a trail leading

from Kinistino or Flett's Springs. This trail passes through township 43, range 22,

entering the township in the eastern part. Just where this trail crosses the boundary
line and its stibsequent course, could not be ascertained on account of its not being

much used and having thus become partly obliterated. With very little trouble a trail

could be cut through. On account of the soixthern part of the township being broken

by lakes, hills and marshes an entrance could not be easily made from the south.

There are a few tracts of prairie land in the northwestern part, bordering on Basin
lake. These tracts are from five to twenty-five acres in area. In all, the area is not

more than one hundred aei-es. The remainder of the township not under water is cov-

ered with poplar timber or brush and windfall, in the proportion of about five to one.

Considerable areas of timber are found on all sections north of Basin lake and on

those to the east except 1, 2, 3, 10 and 11 where there is very little. The brush and

scrub consist of willows, young poplar, hazel and cherry. The only hay of any value

is that in the marsh bordering the north shore of Middle lake in sections 2 and 3.

Fifty acres is approximately the area of the hay land. The soil in this township is

genrally first or second class, consisting of a surface layer of black sand, sandy loam
or black loam ranging in depth from- two inches to two feet. Subsoil is usually clay

or a clay loam. In the hilly portions clay and sand come through to the surface in

many places and are generally mixed with stone. In the northern part there is much
good land. The southern portion although the soil is fair is much broken and hiUy

and only small scattered parts are fitted for agriculture. The water in all but Basin

and Elkona lakes is fresh and of good quality. In the north there are two small lakes,

one in sections 33 and 34 and the other in section 32. From the south end of each

a small creek flows into Basin lake. Another small creek flows into Basin lake through

section 31 from a muskeg on the north boundary. The streams average two feet in

width and about a foot in depth. The current would probably average about two miles

per hour. The water in Elkona and Basin lakes is bitter. This is evidently due to the

large quantities of dead poplar timber in them. Good fuel may be had throughout in

the form of dry windfall and live poplar. There are no stone quarries nor minerals

of economic value. The game consists of wild duck, partridge and ruffed grouse ; rab-

bits, hare, cotton-tails atid some jumping and black-tailed deer. There are many fur-

bearing animals. Muskrats are found in large numbers. Mink, red fox, badger, lynx.
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weasel and skunk are scarcer. There are fisli in Basin lake. Black suckers are per-

haps the most numerous. For description of climate, see that given for township 42,

range 21, west of the second meridian.

—

Geo. Ross, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—After completing other surveys I proceeded to the survey of this

township from Flett's Springs on the Prince Albert and Melfort road ; I went by trails

amongst the settlers, keeping to the east and south of Waterhen lake and found a very

fair road to about the centre of range 22, township 44. From this point a road had to

be cut and cleared through heavy continuous poplar woods. The surface soil is a black

loam of fair depth with a clay subsoil generally. The country if cleared of timber

would be suitable for general farming, and until it is cleared it is not adapted for any-

thing. The township is mostly covered with timber. It consists of poplar, balm of

Gilead and birch with scrub. It is not large enough for lumbering purposes, but is

very suitable for cordwood. Very little hay land exists. The water is all good. A few

creeks of small size cross the township. A marshy lake occupies portions of sections

33 and 34; another lake covers parts of sections 24 and 25 and two beautiful narrow

lakes v>-ith high banks extend into the township from the township south of it. This

township would not be subject to floods. There are no water-powers. I saw no indi'

cations of summer frosts. Poplar wood for fuel is found aU over the township. No lig-

nite was discovered and no stone quarries are known to exist. No minerals of econo-

mic value were seen. Bears as usual are very common; from the tracks and trails,

deer of several kinds must be numerous at some seasons of the year. Partridges were;

seen.—G. B. Ahrey, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 44.—After completing the survey of other townships lying east of this

one, I went to the survey of this by way of Flett's Springs on the Prince Albert and

Melfort road, going in on the east and south sides of Waterhen lake. Much of the

land already surveyed up to and adjoining this township being occupied by settlers

who have made trails or roads to their places, gave easy access towards this township.

From about the centre of range 22, I had to cut out and clear a road through con-

tinuous timber in making the survey. There are two portions of the township covered

by prairie, one at the northwestern corner in the vicinity of Carrot river and the other

at the southeastern side, being an expansion of a strip of prairie from range 22. This

prairie is of very small extent. The rest of the township is continuous woods; if the

timber was cleared off the township would be suitable for general farming. It is not

adapted for any purpose with the timber standing. The soil is a black loam of fair

depth, with a clay subsoil. The timber is composed of poplar and balm of Gilead,

with some birch. Frequently the trees run up to 12 inches in diameter. The timber

is not large enough for board logs, but makes excellent cordwood. 'This description is

general for the township. Very little hay land is found. All water is good. No
alkaline water was found. The water is probably permanent. Excepting the few lakes

and streams not much water was found. Carrot river crosses the northwest corner of

the township. A few other small streams are met with ; two lakes were surveyed. The
land is not liable to be flooded. There are no water-powers unless it might be by
damming Carrot river. There is a strong current in this river, and at times the volume
is considerable. The river flows between high banks. I saw no indications of summer
frosts. Poplar wood for fuel is abundant everywhere. No lignite was seen and no
stone quarries are known to exist. No economic minerals were found. Bears are

numerous. From the many trails and tracks of deer seen, deer must be plentiful at

certain seasons of the year.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 2Jt.

Township 29.—The east half of the township is covered with several large alkaline

sloughs. In the west half the soil is of good quality, and this part of the town,ship is
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well adapted for farming, although the soil requires a good deal of moisture. Hay is

very scarce. All the sloughs and ponds scattered throughout the township contain

good water. Good water can also be got by digging a few feet from the surface.

There is no timber nor any mineral of any kind.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 30.—A large alkaline slough covers the greatest part o± the east half

of section 29 and also of the northwest quarter of section 22. The land is rolling and

the soil consists of a very good clay loam. Section 36 is very stony. Grood water is

scarce and can only be found in the few sloughs scattered through the township.

There are many hay sloughs which, however, were under water at the time of the

survey. There is no timber nor any minerals of any kind. A large lake covere tlie

greatest part of sections 36 and 25.—A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 31.—^I travelled from Dundurn station on the Canadian Pacific Eailway

(Prince Albert branch) over a rolling prairie country, without any trail, to this town-

ship, distance about sixty miles. The soil is a sandy loam, with clay and gravel subsoil,

rated second and thivd-class, suitable for grazing or cultivation. The surface is a

gently rolling prairie, and good fresh water is found in sloughs, around which hay may
generally be found. No fuel, stone quarries, minerals or water-power. A lake about

two miles long and from ten to fifteen chains wide is situated on sections 28, 29 and 32,

lying in a northwesterly direction. Wild duck are plentiful, and antelope are occa-

sionally seen.

—

E. J. Rainboth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 32.—This township was reached from Dundurn station on the Canadian

Pacific Railway (Prince Albert branch) over a rolling prairie country without any

trail, distance about 60 miles. The soil is a sandy loam with clay subsoil, and is rated

first and second-class, suitable for grazing or cultivation. The surface is a level or

gently rolling prairie, with numerous sloughs containing good fresh water, around

which is generally found a good growth of long grass or hay. No fuel, stone quarries,

minerals or water-power. Wild duck are plentiful, and some few antelope.

—

E. J.

Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 33.—The township is situated about sixty miles across prairie from Dun-
durn station. The soil is principally clay loam with a clay subsoil. There are several

gravelly and stony ridges, unfit for farming, but growing a fine quality of grass, which

renders the land ire for ranching. The surface is high rolling prairie, with a few level

pieces of ground. There are no hay meadows of any extent. The water in the perma-

ment lakes is all strongly alkaline. As all the small ponds of fresh water dry up in

summer, water would have to be obtained by sinking w.ells. The country is high, and
probably subject to summer frosts. There is no fuel, no coal, no quarries, no minerals

and no game.—J. E. Woods, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 34,—The township is situated about 60 miles east of Dundurn station,

across the prairie. The soil is principally clay with large ridges of stony and gravelly

ground, which would be more suited to ranching than to farming. The surface is

mostly a high rolling prairie, with an occasional flat piece of ground. There are a

few bunches of willows on sections 20, 21, 28 and 29. There are no hay meadows of any
account. The water in all the permanent lakes is alkaline, and it is a question whether

good water could be obtained from wells. The country is high, and probably subject

to summer frosts. There is no fuel, no coal, no quarries, no minerals and no game.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.—The surface of this township is undulating and hilly, abound-

ing with fresh water ponds and hay marshes. !Many of the hills are thickly strewn

with boulders. The sections in the northeast portion of the township contain some
poplar timber of small size, with willow and poplar brushwood. The surface soil is a

dark sandy or clay loam from 6 to 10 inches in depth, while tlie subsoil is a heavy clay

sometimes mixed with gravel. Some sections are adapted for cultivation, and
the whole is suitable for pasture land. As to quality, tlie land might be classed
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as second grade. An old unused trail crosses the township in a northwesterly

direction, going to Batoche, but there are no trails in use at present. There is no diffi-

culty in travelling in any direction across the prairie, the country westward to Saska-

toon being comparatively level, and the Prince Albert and Qu"Appelle ti'ail passes with-

in seven miles of the northeast corner of the township. There are no running streams

nor permanent lakes, and no indications of economic minerals, but there are both

limestone and granite boulders suitable for building. Elk and antelope v/ere seen ;

ducks and prairie fowl wer.e plentiful and foxes and muskrats very numerous. Vegeta-

tion was not affected by summer frosts after the fine weather began towards the end of

May. The opening up of real spring weather was later than usual this year, although

snow disappeared early in April. The hay supply would probably meet the demand of

the country if applied to mixed farming. Building timber might have to be hauled

20 miles or upwards from the northeast, and wood for fuel would be brought from the

same quarter, the timber in the township not being sufficient to supply the demand.

—

Thos. Fawcett, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 36.—In the westerly portion of this township the surface is very hilly

and undulating, the crests rising on an average some 50 feet above the lower places..

The easterly half is more or less level land. Some sections joining the east boundary
contain a quantity of small poplar timber, the trees not exceeding 10 inches in dia-

meter. There is also considerable willow and poplar brush. The soil is a black sand>

or clayey loam about 8 inches deep with a clay subsoil. The vegetation indicates great

fertility. There is some excellent hay in the marshes, and abundance of fresh water

in the ponds and sloughs. While parts of the township would be. suitable for cultiva-

tion it is more especially adapted for stock or for mixed farming. There is a small

percentage of stony land on the hilly portions. The land throughout would average t

good second-class. An unused trail traverses the township going to Batoche. There are

no trails in use at present, but the township is accessible from all directions. The?-

timber above mentioned would partially supply the demand, a full supply could be

obtained by going some 20 miles northeast. There are no living streams of water nor

permanent lakes. No indications of minerals of economic value are seen, and no out-

crop of rock for building stone, but boulders which would answer the purpose are found
on some sections. Game consisting of elk, antelope, red deer, foxes and wolves, also

ducks and prairie chickens were seen in the township.

—

Thos. Fawcett, D.T.S., 1908.

Township 37.—I proceeded to the survey from Toronto by way of the Canadian
Pacific Railway to Saskatoon. At Saskatoon, I procured horses and wagons and
crossed Saskatchewan river and went easterly along a trail to the third meridian, in

tersecting the same near the northern boundary of township 37. I commenced the?

season's surveys at this point and in continuing the surveys followed along or near the

trail to the camp from which the township was subdivided. The trail followed is

quite sufficient for the requirements of early settlers, The surface soil of black loam
averages about four inches in depth, covering a sandy subsoil. The tops of the hills

are generally stony and strewn with boulders, with a gravelly subsoil and with ci

thinner depth of loam. But for the broken nature of the country, much of it might
bo classed as number one. It is too broken and rough for general farming, but i*

suitable for ranching cattle and horses. The township may be said to be all prairie

for there is no timber and very little scrub. The margins of the many sloughs and
marshes yield grass that may be made into haj-. There are no running streams and
the water, thoiigh abundant, is all in the hollows. We found it generally free from
injurious alkali and used it generally. There are no water-powers to develop. We did

not find that summer frosts were prevalent^ Poplar wood for fuel may be obtained in

some of the adjoining townships. No coal or lignite was seen. Limestones and other

bouldei-s are scattered over the hills and may be used for lime and buildings; no other

economic minerals were seen and no fixed rock shows at the surface. Manv ducks ani
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prairie chickens maj' be liad ; antelope and other deer were seen, while foxes and
Ijadgerf. are very numerous.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—I proceeded to the survey from Toronto by the way of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway to Saskatoon, thence crossed Saskatchewan river, and went east-

erly along a road or trail to the third meridian, intersecting it near the southern boun-
dary of township 38, still continuing easterly off and on along the trail subdividing
the intervening ranges to range 24 where we camped on Mount Carmel and from it the
subdivision was made. This trail was easily followed, was in fair condition and good
enough for the requirements of early settlers. The soil is a black loam and similar to

that generally found in this locality averaging about four inches in depth, below which
the subsoil is sandy. There are many gravelly and stony hills and ridges. The coun-
try may be described as all hills and hollows and it is better adapted for ranching than
for agriculture. About one-fourth of the surface is covered with poplar timber and
scrub, the balance being prairie. Much of the poplar is suitable for building log

houses and cattle sheds such as are common in the country. Fire wood is abundant
for local uses. Ponds and small hay marshes are found everywhere between the hills.

The water is all contained in the ponds and marshes and is generally good for drink-
ing and domestic use. The ponds are usually deep with steep shores and would not
fluctuate in area greatly by changes of the seasons. There are no streams in this

township. No frosts occurred during the period of survey. Iso coal or lignite shows
on the surface. Limestone boulders are scattered over the surface and may be used
for burning into lime and with other boulders might be formed into buildings. No
fixed rock was seen. Many ducks and prairie chickens are found. Antelope and other
kinds of deer are seen and foxes and badgers are numerous.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 190S.

Range 25.

Township 29.—The whole township is open prairie with a few small scattered

ponds throughout. The soil consists of clay loam with subsoil of clay on the level

prairie, and with subsoil of sand on the ridges. Hay is scarce. There is no timber of

any kind. Water is good in all the ponds. There was no mineral noticed. This town-
ship is well adapted to farming, but the soil requires a good deal of moisture.

—

A. F.
Martin, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 30.—The soil consists of clay loam with subsoil of clay in the low lands
and with subsoil of sand on the ridges. The country throughout is rolling open
prairie. Hay is very scarce. Good water is to be found in all the numerous small
ponds scattered through the township. There is no timber to be seen. There are no
minerals of any kind. This country is generally dry and is well adapted to farming,
but the land requires a good deal of moisture.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 31.—This township was reached across country without any trail over
a rolling prairie from Dundurn station on the Canadian Pacific Railway (Prince
Albert branch), distance about 55 miles. The soil is a sandy loam with clay subsoil,

rated second and third-class, suitable for grazing or cultivation. The surface is a
gently rolling prairie, with scattered clumps of small poplar and willows, fit for fuel
or fencing. Good fr^h water is found in small ponds or sloughs, around which a small
quantity of hay may be found. No stone quarries, minerals or water-power. Wild
duck, prairie chicken and deer plentiful.

—

E. .J. Rainboth . D.L.S., 1903.

Township 32.—This township was reached by travelling across country without
any trail over a rolling prairie from Dundurn station on the Canadian Pacific Railway
(Prince Albert branch), distance about 55 miles. The soil is a sandy loam with cLiy
loam subsoil and patches of boulders. It is rated second and third-class, and is suit-
able for grazing or cultivation. The surface is a rolling prairie, with scattered clumps
of small poplar and willows fit for fuer or fencing. Fresh water is found in small

25a—
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pond- or slonghs, where also may be found a fringe of hay in small quantities^. Xo
stone quarries, minerals or wat'^r-power were found. Little Manito lake, whose water

is alkaline, extends across the southern part of the township. Ducks, prairie chicken

^.nd deer were plentiful.—^. /. Rainloih, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 33.—This township, situated 50 miles from Dundurn, is reached hy

trav.-^lling' across prairie. The soil, which is. principally clay with some patches of

gravel, is well adapted to cultivation. With the exception of the southeast quarter of

the township, the surface is all rolling prairie. The southeast quarter is mostly covered

with willow and poplar scrub; some of it fit for fuel. There are only a few small hay

meadows and of no consequence. There are no permanent bodies of water. The growth

seemed backwards, but I have no information as to summer frosts. Ther,-^ is no coal,

<iuarries, minerals or game.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.S.. 1903.

Township 34.—This township is situated about 50 miles across prairie from Dun-
durn. The soil is principally clay, with occasional patches of gravel, containing a large

quantity of clay. It is well adapted to cultivation. The surface is rolling prairi.e,

without any timber or scrub. There are numerous small hay meadows scattered over

the township, principally in the northern part. There are no permanent bodies of

water. The spring was cold and backward, but I have no information as to summer
frosts. There is no fuel, no quarries, no minerals and no game.

—

J. E. Woods. D.L.S..

190S.

Township 35.—The surface of this township is undulating and hilly in the vicinity

of both th,'^ north and south boundaries, while near the centre some of the sections are

coiuparatively flat. Surface water is abundant in sloughs and ponds during the earlier

summer months. A considerable portion of the land is strewn or imbedded with erratic

boulders averaging from 6 to 8 inches in diameter. Ther.e is no timber of any descrip-

ti( n, nor are there any running streams in the township. The country is well adapted

for a summer range for pasture land or for mixed farming. As to its classification for

iigricultural purposes the land would rank from second to third-class. Minerals of eco-

nomic value were not seen, nor were there any indications. The nearest timber supply

would be some 12 miles to the north. The township is .easily reached from Saskatoon,

but there are no travelled roads through it. Jumping deer and antelope seem plentiful

in the locality, also foxes, muskrats, ducks, grouse and plover.

—

Thos. Fawcett, D.T.S.,

1003.

Township 36.—There are no travelled roads passing through the township, but it

in easy access from all directions. Saskatoon is the nearest base of supplies at

present. The surfaci<^ soil is a black and sandy loam from 6 to 12 inches deep with a

clay subsoil. Some of the hills are strewn with boulders, both granite and limestone,

wliicli will furnish material for foundations for buildings. The township is adapted

for mixed farming. The surface is undulating and considerably broken by sloughs and
lakes. There is no timber of any description; the nearest supply will be about 12 miles

northwest. There are marshes and fiats in most sections which would furnish a limited

supply of hay. During the earlier months of spring and summer there is an abundant
3iii)ply of fresh water in the ponds and marshes. The permanent lakes are genei'ally

idkaline. There are no running streams, nor did we observe any springs of water. Tiic

A'egetation in June was thrifty, and showed no indications of summ,er frosts. There-

iire no indications of coal, nor of any economic minerals. Wood will be the cheapest

fuel supply for some time to come. Red deer, antelope, .elk, foxes, muskrat, polecat

snd wolves are seen on the prairie. Ducks, grouse and plover are plentiful in season.—
Thos. Fawcett, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 37.—I proceeded to the survey of this township from Toronto by the

way of the Canadian Pacific Railway to Saskatoon, from there I crossed the Sas-

katchewan river with my outfit and went eastward over a road or trail to the third

meridian, intersecting the northern limit of township 37, near the said meridian. I
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then subdivided the several intervening townships following along near the trail and

camped near it for the survey of this township. This trail is easily followed and is

good enough for the uses of the early settlers. The surface soil is black loam averag-

ing about 4 inches in depth over a sandy subsoil. There are many gravelly hills and

ridges with less surface soil and usually the hills are covered with stones and boulders.

Several settlers came to the neighbourhood while the survey was in jjrogress, but had

not located land. The township is generally too broken by hills and hollows and ponds

for farming and is more adapted for cattle and horse ranching. This township is all

prairie with no timber or scrub growing. Fire wood for fuel niay be had in the ad-

joining township to the cast and in other directions. Small ponds and hay marshes

are very numerous in the hollows between the ridges and hills. The- water is gener-

ally suitable for domestic use and my party did not find any alkaline effects from its

general use. There are no running streams. As the shores of the ponds are often

steep changes of wet or dry seasons would not cause much fluctuation in the areas of

the waters. I would not anticipate much damage to crops of the usual kinds inmi

summer frosts. Xo coal or lignite veins were seen nor any minerals of value. Lime-
stone and other boulders strew the' surface and might be used for lime and building-

purposes; no tixed rock was seen. Many ducks and prairie chickens are to be ob-

tained. Antelopes and other deer were seen while ioxdi and badgar-i are very com-
mon.—G. B. Ahrett. D.L.S.; 1903.

Township 38.—I proceeded to the survey from Turuntu by the way of the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway to Saskatoon, where I completed my outfit. I then crossed the

Saskatchewan river and went eastward over a trail to the third meridian reaching it

near the line dividing townships 37 and 38. I commenced surveys here following

along or near the said trail easterly to the camp from which this township was subdi-

vided. The trail is easily followed and would serve the requirements of early settlers.

The top soil of black loam averages in depth about 4 inches and is similar in all res-

pects to that occurring generally throughout this part of the country. The subsoil is

sandy ; the higher parts are often gravelly with a thinner covering of surface soil and
generally the tops of the hills are strewn with stones. The country is mvicli broken

with hills and hollows and the surface very uneven. It is too rough and broken to be

desirable for farming, and is better adapted for cattle and horse ranching. Most of

the township is prairie but some poplar timber and scrub is found. Hay may be ob-

tained along the shores of many ponds and marshes. There are no streams as all

of the water is confined in the ponds, sloughs and mai'shes. It is abundant and gen-

erally suited for domestic purposes as there is not 'enough alkali to be injurious.

There are no water-powers. Svimmer frosts did not seem to be prevalent. Fuel of

poplar wood may be had in sufiicient quantities for local use. No coal or lignite was
seen. Limestone and other boulders can be picked up for lime and building, but no

economic minerals were seen and no fixed rock shows at the surface. Some settlers

cujmmeneed to make improvements while the survey was in progress. Many ducks and
prairie chickens may be had. Antelopes and other deer were seen. Foxes' and badgers'

liDJes and burrows honey-comb all dry places.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.8., 1903.

Range 26.

Township 29.—A deep ravine enters this township in section 34 und runr* in a

southeasterly direction through sections 35, 26, 23. 14, 13, 12 and 1. The bottom |0f

the ravine is covered either by lakes or muskeg containing very alkaline water. That
jiart of the township situated on the west side of the ravine is very rough an I hilly,

and contains many sloughs and ponds, in all of which good water is found. The
country on the east side of the ravine vindergoes a sudden transformation. It becomes
more level and the land becomes of a much better quality. The high knolls stop at

25a—6i
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the 'ravine. There is quite a growth of poplar from 3 to 6 inches in diameter along

the west bank of the ravine in sections 34, 27 and part of 22. A good quantity of hay

is to be found about the sloughs. There are no minerals of any kind. The country

on the east side of the ravine rates as third-class and second-class on the west. All

the sloughs and ponds contain good fresh water.

—

A. F. Martin^ D.L.S., 1903.

Township 30.—A deep ravine runs from section 33 inclusively, southward

through sections 28, 21 and 16, and then southeasterly through sections 9 and 3. A
large lake covers part of sections 28 and 29 and extends north and south following the

ravine. The water in this lake is quite reddish and is very salty. Large flocks of wild

geese and ducks swarm in this lake. The country on the west side of the ravine is very

broken and hilly, but it becomes more level on the east side. A large quantity of good

hay can be gathered about the numerous sloughs to be found therein. A good sized

bluff of second-growth poplar is to be found on the slope of the banks of the ravine

on the east boundary of sections 4 and 9. There are no minerals of any kind. Water
is very good in all the sloughs and ponds. The soil on the west side of the ravine is

composed of a thin coat of sandy loam, with a subsoil of sand. In sections 29 and 33

and in the vicinity of the lake referred to, the land is literally covered with stones, on

the ridg^ the soil is gravelly and stony.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 31.—This township was reached by travelling about 50 miles, without

any trail, over a rolling prairie from Dundurn station on the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way (Prince Albert branch). The soil is a sandy loam, with clay loam subsoil and

some scattered boulders, and is rated second and third class, suitable for grazing or

cultivation. The surface is a rolling prairie. Fresh water is found in a number of

ponds or sloughs surrounded by a fringe of hay, and a small lake was located on sec-

tion 9. No stone quarries, fuel, minerals or water-power. Ducks and chickens were

plentiful.—^. J. Rainloth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 32.—This township was reached by travelling about 50 miles across

country, without any trail, over a rolling prairie from Dundum station on the Can-

adian Pacific Eailway (Priiice Albert branch). The soil is a sandy loam and gravelly

subsoil rated second, third and fourth class, with some patches of boulders. It is suited

for grazing or cultivation. The surface is a rolling prairie, and fresh water is found in

a number of small ponds or sloughs around which may also be found a small quantity

of hay. No stone quarries, fuel, minerals or water-powers were found. Little Manito

lake extends east and west across the middle of the township. Its water is alkaline.

Ducks and prairie chicken were plentiful.

—

E. J. Rainboili, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 33.—This township is situated about 40 miles due east across prairie

from Dundurn. The soil is principally clay somewhat stony on the ridges, and is well

adapted to fanning. The surface is high rolling prairie, with numerous small ponds

in the early spring. There is no timber, no hay meadows of any extent, no pennanent

bodies of water, no fuel, no coal, no stone quarries, no minerals. A few antelope were

the only game seen.—J. E. Woods, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 34.—I reached this township by travelling across the prairie from Dun-
durn; the prairie was hard, and travelling very good. The soil is principally clay,

with a few gravelly and stony ridges, suitable for wheat growing. The surface is all

a rolling prairie, devoid of timber or scrub. There is not much hay land; what there

is of it is in small patches. The water is all allcaline, with the exception of a few small

ponds that dry up in summer. I did not see any summer frost in this district. The

indications are that the climate is dry and cold in winter. I hav.e not seen any supply

of fuel to be had excepting coal to be hauled from the railway. There are no quarries,

lu. minerals and no game.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 35.—This towiiahip is easily reached from Saskatoon, som.o 40 miles

west, which is at present the nearest town with railroad facilities. There are no

travelled roads through the township, but it is easy of access from any direction. The
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soil throughout is a dark sandy or clay loam on a clay subsoil. The surface is rolling,

and broken by lakes and ponds. The township is adapted for mixed farming. There

is no timber; the nearest supply would be about 15 miles distant in a northwesterly

direction. Hay marshes, which are pretty generally scattered over the township, would

produce enough hay for local consumption. Fresh water is plentiful in the smaller

ponds and marshes. The larger lakes are very much impregnated with alkaline sub-

stances. There arc no streams of running water, nor did we observe any springs. The
luxurious growth of grass, &e., would indicate favourable climatic conditions. No
indications of coal or other minerals of economic value were seen. Stone for founda-

tions and other building purposes, both granite and limestone, is present in the shape

of boulders. Red deer, antelope, foxes, wolves and muskrats seem plentiful, while the

lakes and marshes are well stocked with ducks, plover and occasionally geese. There

are also prairie chickens, but these are more plentiful where the country is settled.

—

Thos. Fawceit, D.T.S., 190S.

Township 36.—The entire township is open rolling prairie, partly broken with

sloughs and ponds of water, which provide a supply during the earlier summer months
and some years permanently. The soil is a dark clay or sandy loam overlying a clay

subsoil. Many of the hills and some portions of the flat surface are covered with round
well-worn boulders. Vegetation appears thrifty, apd indicates a strong fertile soil.

The country is well adapted for pasturage, and some of the sloughs would afford a fair

supply of hay ; but there is no reason why a good percentage of the land should not be

adapted to agricultural purposes. The land would rank generally as second-class. There

are no travelled roads passing through the township, but it is easily accessible from
any direction. There is no timber in the township, but considerable within a day's

(return) journey to the west. iSTo minerals of .economic value were seen, but stone

frr building and lime will be found in abundance in the shape of boulders and erratic

block masses. As to game, one may expect to find elk, red deer, antelope, ducks, prairie

chickens, foxes, wolves and muskrats. There are no living streams flowing through

the township, but good water could usually be obtained by digging.

—

Thos. Faiocett,

D.T.S., 190S.

Township 37.—I proceeded to this survey from Toronto by way of the Canadian
Pacific Railway to Saskatoon. I crossed the Saskatchewan river there and travelled

easterly with my outfit along a trail or road to the third meridian, reaching it near the

northern boundary of township 37. From here I made subdivisions of townships, con-

tinuing east and along the route of the trail to the camp, a short distance south of the

road, from where tlie subdivision of this township was made. This road was easily

followed, and is sufficient for The requirements of early settlers. The soil of this town-

ship is similar to others in the locality, and averages about 4 inches in depth of black

loam over a subsoil of a sandy nature. The hills are often gravelly, and nearly always

scattered over with stones and boulders. Because of the broken natur.e of the surface

tilt township is not arlapted for general farming, but is betti^r adapted for cattle or

hoise ranching. Nearly the whole township is prairie; some poplar timber and scrub

appiear here and there only. Small ponds and marshes are everywhere among the hills,

and water is abundant. Hay marshes are not large, but grass grows on the margins of

most w,?t places, and hay may be obtained. There are no running streams, and all

of the water is in the ponds and marshes ; it is usually suitable for drinking or domestic

use. The water areas would not fluctuate to so great an extent from changes of sea-

sens as would be the case in a flatter country. I obs,erved no evidence that summer
frosts would interfere with the raising of crops suitable to the country. No coal or

lignite was seen. Limestone boulders may be picked up and burned into lime, and
they with other boulders may be used for building. No fixed rock was seen, and no
economic minerals were found. Many ducks and prairie chickens are to be had, Ante-

lope and other deer were seen, and foxes and badgers were numerous.

—

G. B. Abrey,

D.L.S., 190S.
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Township 38.—I proceeded to the survey from Toronto by way of the Canadian
Pacific Railway to Saskatoon ; I then crossed the Saskatchewan river and went easterly

along a trail or road to the third meridian, reaching it near the southern boundary
of township 38. From here I commenced the subdivision of townships and continued

eastward along the route of the trail to the camp a short distance north of it, from
which the survey of this township was made. This trail was easily followed, was in

fair condition and sufficient for the requirements of early settlers. The soil averages

about 4 inches of black loam with a sandy subsoil; like the rest of this hilly part of

the countrj^ the hills are often of gravel and covered with boulders. From its broken

nature it is not suited for general farming and would be better adapted for ranches.

The country is generally prairie, but a considerable portion of it is covered with poplar

and willow scrub; the poplar is of sutHcient size to be used for the buildings of thj

settlers. Small ponds and marshe.s are numerous, interspersed among the hills, and
water is abundant. Around the marshes hay may be cut. The water is all in these

ponds and marshes, l^o running water exists. The water covered areas would fluc-

tuate to a less extent than would be the case in a flat country. Wat«er is generally

suitable for domestic use and but little of it is alkaline. I saw no evidence that sum-
mer frosts would interfere with the raising of crops. jSTo coal or lignite was seen.

Limestone boulders may be used for burning into lime and they with other boulders

could be used for buildings. No' fi^ed rock was seen and no economic minerals exists

Many ducks and prairie chickens are found. Antelopes and other kinds of deer ar.i

seen. Foxes and badgers are very common.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 27.

Township 29.—This township is covered by a continual succession of po}ids,

sloughs, and knolls, varying in height from twenty to seventy-five feet. A fair quan-

tity of hay could be gathered from and about the sloughs. There is no timber nor

minerals of any kind. The whole township is covered with a luxurious growth of

bunch grass. The soil is composed generally of sand on toj) of the hills while clay

loam is found between the hills. The soil rates third-class throughout. Good fresh

water is found in all the ponds and sloughs. There is no timber nor minerals of any
kind.—il. F. Martin^ D.L.8., 1903.

Township 30.—This township is rougli and hilly with numerous ponds and
sloughs and knolls varying in height from twenty to seventy feet. These knolls, some
with high peaks, others in the shape of a ridge and a few in the form of beaver dams,
lesemble the Rocky mountains in minature. At a distance, the country looks like a

huge choppy sea. Water is good in all the sloughs and ponds. Good hay grows

aroinid the sloughs and a good supply of it can be obtained. In the northeast corner

of the township, the hills are less steep and the country seems to assume a more level

form, although it still keeps a high level. There is no timber nor minerals of any
kind. Antelope seem to make their home among the hills. The soil is very light

throughout. This country is only fit for ranching.—A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 31.—This township was reached by travelling about 45 miles from Dun-
durn station on the Canadian Pacific Railway (Prince Albert branch) over a rolling

prairie. The soil varies from sandy loam to clay loam rated mostly second-class, suit-

able for cultivation or grazing. The surface is an open rolling prairie and fresh water

is found in scattered ponds and mashes, the latter generally having a good growth of

hay. No quarries, fuel, minerals or water-power were found. Ducfe were plentiful

and nn occasional antelope.

—

E. J . Bainhotli, D.L.S., 1908.

• Township 32.—This township was reached by travelling about 45 mile*, over rolling

prairie from Dundurn station on the Canadian Pacific Railway (Prince Albert

branch). The soil is a sandy loam and clay loam, with boulders, rated second, third
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and fourth class, suitable on tho whole for stock raising, rather than for cultivation.

The surface is a rolling prairie. Fresh water is found in abundance in numerous
ponds and hay marshes and a small lake is situated on sections 26, 27 and 34. No
quarries, fuel, minerals or water-powers were found. Ducks were nvimerous and an
occasional antelope.

—

E. J. Rainhoth . D.L.S., 1903. '

,

Township 33.—Dundurn is the nearest railway station, about 45 miles across

prairie. The soil is principally hard clay, very dry, which would no doubt become
friable with cultivation, and would make good wheat land. There are several alkaline

Hats which indicate that land must be carefully selected, as there is alkali in the ground
even where it does not show at the surface. The svirface is all rolling prairie, with a

few stony ridges. There are good hay meadows on sections 31, 32, 20 and 29. There
is no timber, no fuel, no stone quarries, no coal, no minerals, no streams, no permanent
Iiodies of fresh water; the permanent lakes being all strongly alkaline. 'The early

-iiring was cold and frostj^ and no game was seen.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 34.—-I reached this towmship by travelling across prairie from Dundurn
a distance of about 40 miles. The soil is good clay, rather hard, but would improve

witli cultivation, and is suitable for wheat growing. The surface is all prairie, some
of it rolling, with gently undulating stretches between the ridges. There is no timber,

no hay land and no jjermanent bodies of water. There was some frost about the middle
of May, but none after that date. There is no fuel, no coal, no quarries, no minerals.

A few antelope were seen in the distance.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.8., 1903.

'Township 35.—The surface of this township is hilly and th© majority of the

hilltops are stony. The land is scarcely adapted for cultivation, but is excellent grazing

land. Each section would probably afford enough land for cultivation to satisfy the

requirements of home consumption, were mixed farming carried on. Fresh water

ponds and sloughs are numerous, while some marshes would produce a good supply of
hay. The soil in general is a clay loam, with subsoil of heavy clay. There are a few
clumps of heavy poplar and willow scrub bu,t no timber of vitility. The nearest supply
suitable for building would be about 12 miles north. No minerals of any description

were seen nor any rock outcrop. The township is easily accessible from any direction,

but no regularly travelled trails pass through it. Antelope and red deer were seen;

the ponds were well stocked with ducks and plover. Foxes and muskrats are very
numerous. There are some prairie wolves and badgers.

—

Thos. Fawcett, D.T.S.. 190S.

Township 36.—This township is open, undulating prairie, considerably broken by
alkaline lakes and sloughs, more especially in the southeast quarter. In other ])ortions

there are several hay marshes and ponds, generally containing fresh water. The
country is better adapted for mixed farming than for any particular branch of agri-

culture. There is no timber of ajiy description; the nearest supply will be about six

miles from the north boundary. There are no running streams nor springs, but a suffi-

cient supply of fresh water in the ponds and sloughs to suffice for ordinary seasons.

There was little growth this season until after May 24, after which date it became very

rapid, unimpeded by frosts or cold weather. Wood will be the cheapest fuel supjdy
for some time to come. There are no indications of coal nor of any minerals of econo-

mic value. The game found is elk, red deer, antelope, coyotes, muskrat, badgers, &c-

The fowl are ducks, grouse, plover and geese during some part of the year. There are

no travelled roads passing through the township, but it is easy of access from any direc-

tion. The nearest point from which supplies can be obtained is Saskatoon, about 40

miles distant.—T/i OS. Fawcett, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 37.—I went to this township by way of the Canadian Pacific Railway
from Toronto to Saskatoon, thence crossed the River Saskatchewan and travelled along
easterly over a fairly well defined trail or road to the third meridian, intersecting it near
the northern boundary of township No. 37, and continued east along this trail to the

camp, from which the township was subdivided. This road from Saskatoon was in
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good condition and quite sufficient for the requirements of the early settlers. The soil

averages about four inches in depth of black loam, with subsoil generally of a sandy
nature ; the hills and ridges are covered with a shallower depth of loam, and are usually

stony with a gravelly subsoil. There is sufficient depth of loam, but on account of the

surface being broken by hills and ponds the country is not well adapted for ploughing

or farming, and is better suited for ranching. The surface generally is prairie, but in

places is covered with scrub and timber; probably 10 per cent of the area is scrubby or

wooded. The timber is poplar and willow. Some of the poplar is large enough for

building purposes. The northern portions of the township contain most of the timber.

Small hay marshes abound generally. The water is all in the marshes, ponds and small

lakes, and my party used it generally for drinking and did not experience any ill effects

from alkali. Some of the ponds are quite deep, but^would fluctuate with dry or wet

seasons. There are no streams or running water. There is no water power. We did

not have injurious frosts in the summer of 1903 during our survey. Poplar wood for

fuel may be obtained in the northern parts of the township. No coal or lignite was

seen. Limestone boulders are scattered over the surface and may be utilized for burn-

ing into lime. No fixed rock was seen or economic minerals. Many ducks, prairie

chicken, antelope and some other kinds of deer are to be found.

—

G. B. Ahtey, D.L.S.,

190S.

Township 38.—I went to this township by way of the Canadian Pacific Railway
from Toronto to Saskatoon, thence crossed the River Saskatchewan and travelled east-

erly along a road or trail, fairly well defined, to the thii'd meridian, intersecting it near

the southern boundary of township No. 38, and continued easterly along this trail until

near the camp, from which the township was subdivided. This road from Saskatoon

was in good condition and quite sufficient for the requirements of early settlers. The
soil averages in depth about four inches of black loam; the subsoil is usually sandy.

The tops of hills are generally covered with stones, and there are many gravelly ridges,

and where these occur the loamy soil is shallow. There is a sufficient depth of soil to

grow crops, but on account of the broken nature of the country the steep and high hills

with ponds between, the township is not well adapted for farming and wovxld be better

suited for ranching purposes. The surface is generally prairie, but has timber and
scrub growing in places ; about a sixth of the whole may be wooded or scrubby. The
timber is poplar and willow, and much of the poplar would be suitable for building

settlers' houses. The- timber is pretty well distributed in clumps over the township.

Sm.nll hay marshes are everywhere, covering more of the shallow marshes and the mar-

gins of the deeper ones. The water is all contained in the marshes, ponds and small

lakes. My party used it generally for drinking, and did not find any ill effects from
alkali. Some of the ponds are quite deep, but would fluctuate with wet and dry sea-

sons. There are no running streams or creeks. There are no water-powers to develop.

We did not have any injurious summer frosts during the season of the survey. Poplar

wood for fuel may be had pretty generally over the township. No coal or lignite was

seen. Limestone boulders are scattered over the surface and could be used for burning

into lime. No fixed rock was seen or any economic mineral. Many duclcs, prairie

chicken, antelope and some other kinds of deer are to be found.

—

O. B. Ahrey, D.L.8.,

190S.

Range 28.

Township 29.—This township is literally covered with kuolls varying in height

from twenty to eighty feet and with numerous sloughs and ponds. At the foot of

almost every knoll lies a pond or a slough, all of which contain good water. A valley

about 140 feet deep enters the township in section 32 and ruas southeasterly across

the township through sections 29, 30, 19, 20, 17, 16, 15, 9, 10, 4 and 5. Arm river, a
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small stream with a very slow current runs in the centre of this valley. The water in

this stream is very alkaline. This township is entirely devoid o.f timber of any kind.

A fair supply of good hay can be gathered about the sloughs. There is no mineral of

any kind. 'Antelope and ducks are very numerous. The soil is generally composed of

a light coat of clay loam, with a siibsoil of sand. It is rated third-class throughout.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 30.—This Township is a complete network of knolls, sloughs and
ponds to be met alternately at about every five chains in every direction. The knolls

vary in height from twenty to seventy-five feet and assume all sorts of shapes and
forms. Arm river takes its source from a large slough lying in a deep valley or ravine

in section five and runs southeastward. This ravine branches out westward and north-

eastward at a short distance north of section 5. Water is good and fresh in all the

sloughs and ponds but it is bitterly alkaline in Ana river. The soil throughout is

sandy and is rated third class. Antelope and ducks are very numerous. An abundant
and luxurious crop of bunch grass covers the whole township. Hay can be got in fair

quantity about the sloughs. There is no timber nor minerals of any kind.

—

A. F. Mar-
tin, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 31.—This township was reached from Dundurn station on the Prince

Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Kailway, from which it is separated by abovit

40 miles of rolling open prairie. The surface is hilly and rolling open prairie vith

numerous hay marshes, containing good fresh water, No wood, minerals or warer-

power. Soil is sandy loam and clay loam with patches of boulders on top of knidls

and is rated second and third class. Fit for cultivation but more suitable for grazing.

A small lake which was surveyed is situated on section 28.

—

E. J. Rainhoth, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 32.—This township is an open rolling prairie with a good growth of

grass and numerous fresh water marshes and sloughs. No wood. The soil is second

class, being a clay loam. A small alkaline lake about 400 acres in extent, is situated

in the northeast part of the township. The towns'hip is fit for cultivation or grazing.

E. J. Balaloth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 33.—This township is accessible by travelling across prairie from Dun-
durn. The soil is principally clay, with a few gravelly ridges suitable for wheat-grow-

ing. The surface is all rolling prairie devoid of timber and scrub. The hay land is all

in small patches. The water is all alkaline, with the exception of a few small ponds
that dry up in summer. I have seen no summer frosts; the indications are that the

climate is dry in summer and little snow in winter. Fuel will have to be drawi^ from
the railway. There are no quarries, no minerals and no gam,e.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.S..

190S.

Township 34.—This district is accessible across prairie from Dundurn over a hard
undulating prairie. The soil is principally clay, with stony patches, suitable for

wheat-growing. The surface is undulating prairie, devoid of timber or scrub. Th,'?

hay land is in small patches. The permanent bodies of water are all alkaline. I saw
no indications of summer frosts. The climate appears to be exceedingly dry, and
probably very cold in winter. Fuel will have to be hauled from the railway. There
are no quarries and no minerals. There w.ere quite a number of ducks on the lakes.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 35.—The surface throughout is undulating and hilly prairie, there being
no timber with the exception of a few clumps of scrub poplar and willow in the north-
east quarter of the township, but timber can be obtained about 10 miles north of the
township. The soil is either a clay or sandy loam to a depth of from 6 to 12 inches,

underlaid with clay subsoil. Some portions of the township are quite stony, especially
on hills, where there are num,erous small boulders seldom exceeding 12 inches in dia-
meter. During the earlier summer months there is a plentiful supply of fresh water
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in the numerous sloughs and ponds with which the surface is broken. There are three

or four permanent lakes of small size which are alkaline. There are no travelled roads

or trails through the township, nor any streams of running water. The land as to

(luality would be class'^d as second and third class. Hay marshes occur in nearly every

section of the township. There are no indications of minerals of economic value.

Antelope and red deer were seen; also ducks, gees°, plover, grouse, foxes, muskrats and
volves.—Thos. Fawcett. D.T.8., 190S.

Township 36.—The surface of this township in general is rolling to hilly prairie,

with many ponds of fresh water -and some hay marshes. Many of the hills contain

deposits of gravel and of imbedded boulders, which vmfit these portions for anything

except pasture land. The surface soil varies from a black sandy to a clay loam usually

about 8 inches deep, with a clay subsoil. The hills are more in evidence across the

north end and on the east sdde of the township than in the other portions. The more
level sections would be suitable for cultivation, while the hilly ground would afford

excellent grazing. There are no running streams in the locality, and no wood of any
description in the township. The nearest supply of wood is located about 6 mib^s

north. There are no indications of minerals of economic value. There are no travelled

roads through the township, but it is easily reached from Saskatoon or from any
direction. Antelope, jumping deer, foxes, wolves and muskrats were seen; also ducks
and prairie chickens.

—

Thos. Fawcett, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 37.—I went to this work from Toronto to Saskatoon by way of the Can-
adian Pacific Railway, crossed OA'er the river Saskatchewan and thence easterly along

a road or trail to the third meridian, intersecting it near the northern boundary of

the township, and thence to camp, from which the subdivision was made. This road
' was in fair condition and well enough defined to answer the requirements of early

settlers. The soil is black loam about 4 inches in depth, with a sandy subsoil (on the

ridges there is often considerable gravel) and the hills are covered with stones and
boulders. There is sufficient soil for farming, but as the -counti-y is so broken with
hills, hollows and marshes, it is better adapted for ranching purposes than for agri-

culture. The township is prairie, with no scrub. There is no timber whatever. Small
marshes and ponds abound, the margins of which produce grasses for hay. The water
is all contained in the small lakes, ponds and marshes. Xo alkaline effects were ex-

perienced by my party from drinking the water. Many of the ponds are quite deep
with steep sloping shores ; they would probably fluctuate in area and depth with seasons

wet or drj^ There axe no streams or running waters. Frosts occurred during the

season of survey in May. Poplar for fuel may be obtained from the northeast at a

reasonable distance. No coal or lignite was observed. No economic minerals were
seen. The limestone might be burned into lime. No fixed rock was observed. Many
ducks and prairie chickens were seen. Antelopes and other kinds of deer roam over

the country; foxes, badgers and other burrowing animals are common.

—

G. B. Ahrey,

D.L.8., 1903.

Township 38.—I proceeded to this work from Toronto to Saskatoon by way of the

Canadian Pacific Railway thence crossed Saskatchewan river, and went easterly along
it road or trail fairly well defined to the third meridian, intersecting it near the southern
l:oundary of the said township and thence to camp from which the township was sub-

divided. This trail is sufficiently good for the needs of explorers and pioneer settlers.

The soil is a black loam averaging about 5 inches in depth, with a sandy subsoil, with
liravel on the ridges and loose ston&s and boald3rs ou the hilb. There is sufficient

depth of the surface soil for farming, but because of the broken nature of the conntry.

the hills and hollows with ponds, it is better suited for ranching than for wheat or

general farming. The township is prairie, with scarcely any timber. Small hay
marshes occur generally. The water is all contained in ponds and small lakes and no
ill effects were experienced in drinking it by my party. Some of the ponds are quite
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ka\(;k 28.

deep and riteep ou their shores; they would pr(tl)ably tluetiiate in area and depth be-

tween diy and wet seasons. There are no streams or running- waters. Frosts occurred

in ^lay while the survey was being- made. Fuel of poplar wood may be had liy going

to the northward or eastward a short distance. No coal or lignite was seen. Limestone

bouldere are scattered over the surface on the hills and could be used for burning into

lime. No economic minerals were obserA'ed. No fixed rock was visible. Many ducks,

prairie chickens, antelope and other deer were seen.— Tr. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 29.

Township 29.—This township can be better d«scribed as a rough hilly country,

broken by numerous i>on<ls and sloughs and knolls, varsnng in height from 25 to To feet,

and lying very close to one another. These knolls look as if they had been planted

indiscriminately and let to grow in all sorts of fantastic forms. They represent the

Rocky mountains in miniature. There is good fresh water in all the ponds and sloughs.

!^ome of the ponds in the form of an artificial fountain, measuring about 50 links in

diameter, and containing good, pure and fresh water, are to be found on the very top

of high knolls. At a height of 100 feet, the coiintry looks like a choppy sea. A
luxurious crop of sweet bunch grass grows all over the. country. Bet\veen the hills the

soil is of a fair quality, l)ut the countrj' is more adapted to ranching. Grood hay is to

be found in good supply around the numerous sloughs lying between the hills. There
is no timber (not even wood for fuel) to be fou,nd in this township. There is no mineral
of any kind nor any quarry. This country seems to be the home of the antelope, which
we seen frequently in large numbers.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 30.—This fractional township is composed of high knolls of all kinds of

-shapes and forms, and varying in height from 25 to 75 feet. The northwest corner of
this to'miship especially is but a network of knolls and sloughs. These knolls lie so

close to one another that it is impossible at some places to obtain a proper base for tri-

angulation. Numerous sloughs are encountered between the hills and ponds are to be

found in some places at the very summit of a high knoll. The country is very rough
a!id broken. The water is generally good in all ponds and sloughs. Two lakes of con-

siderable size lie on sections 12, 13 and 14. They come within fifty links of one
another. Water in the two lakes is very alkaline. On the south shore of lake No. 2

and at the southeast corner of said lake a small quantity of soft maple and poplar can
be found. This is the only timber that can be found within the township, and it can

only be used for fuel. There are no minerals. Hay can be got in small quantity only
about the sloughs. 1'here is good pasturage throughout. The tovvnship is only adapted
for ranching.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 31.—The surface is rolling and hilly, all open prairie with an excellent

growth of grass. Fresh water is abundant in the numerous sloughs. The soil is gene-
rally a clay loam, but very stony, rated second and third class, and is suitable only for

grazing. No wood.—.^. J. Roinhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Townshij) 32.—The surface is rolling, open prairie, with good grass and hay
around the numerous fresh water sloug'hs or marshes. Xo wood, minerals or watei*-

power. Soil is sandy loam and clay loam, rated mostly second class. The township
is fit for cultivation and grazing. It is easily reached from Dundurn station on the

C^madian Pacific Railway (Prince Albert branch), distance about 35 miles across roll-

ing country, without any trail.

—

E. J. Rainhoth , D.L.S.. 1903.

Township 33.—This township is situated about 30 miles across prairie from Dun-
durn. The soil is clay and well adapted to farming. The surface is high rolling

prairie. There are no hay meadows of any extent. No timber, no permanent bodies
of water, no fuel, no coal, no minerals, no stone quarries and no game.

—

J. E. Woods,
D.L.S., 1903.
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Township 37.—The township was reached by a trail running easterly from Saska-

toon on the Canadian Pacific Railway. This trail intersects near the line between

townships 37 and 38 and in ordinary seasons would be a fairly passable road. The
soil is black loam of fair depth with sandy subsoil, gravelly and stony on the hills.

The country is much broken with hills, sloughs and marshes and would be better

suited for ranching than for wheat growing or general farming. The country is

])rairie with no timber. Some scrub is found on edges of sloughs and hill slopes. Hay
may be cut in the marshes and most kinds of grasses usual to the country are to be

found. My party did not suffer from using the water found everywhere. No running

water or streams were seen and during dry seasons a good deal of the water might

evaporate, but there was much wetJand and many sloughs while the survey was being

made. Frosts occurred at night during May. Poplar wood for fuel can be obtained

from the north at no great distance. No coal or lignite was seen. No fixed rode wa3

observed, but stones for lime or building purposes may be picked up from the surface.

No minerals of economic valuq,. were seen. Ducks, prairie chicken, antelope and som.e

deer are to be found.—G. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—The township was reached by a trail running easterly from Saska-

toon on the Canadian Pacific Railway. This trail intersects near the southwest corner

of the township and would in ordinary seasons be a fairly good road. The soil is black

loam of a few inches in depth with a sandy subsoil with gravel and stones on the ridges.

The country is much broken with hills, sloughs and marshes and is better suited for

ranching than for general farming. The surface is prairie with no timber. Some
scrub shows on the edges of sloughs and hill slopes occasionally. Hay may be made
in the marshes and most kinds of grasses usual to prairies grow here. None of my
party suffered from using the water found everywhere. No running streams exist, and
during dry seasons probably much of the water would dry up. During the time of the

survey much of the country was wet and covered by water. Frosts were general dur-

ing May. Poplar for fuel may be had a short distance northerly. No coal or lignite

was seen. I saw no fixed rock, biit stones suitable for lime or buildings may be picked

up on the surface. No minerals of economic value were seen. Ducks, prairie

chicken, antelopes and some other deer were seen.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.8., 1903.

TOWNSHIPS WEST OF THE THIRD MERIDIAN.

Range 1.

Township 27.—The soil consists of a light black loam with a subsoil of sand.

Water can be got by digging, but good water is scarce. A small quantity of hay can
be gathered in and about the sloughs. There is no timber nor wood of any kind. There
is no sign of any minerals. The Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way crosses this township in a northwesterly direction from section 1. The land
throughout this township requires a great deal of moisture.—/I. F. Martin, D.L.8.,

1903.

Township 28.—The soil consists of a light coat of sandy loam with a subsoil of

sand. The northeast ccnier of the township is rather broken with knolls, being the

beginning of the ranges of knolls to the north. Good water is scarce, the surface water
even is alkaline. There is no timber of any kind and hay is also scarce. There is

no indication of minerals of any kind. Weather at the time of the survey was rathei'

stormy and cloudy.

—

A. F. Martin, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 29.—The soil in this township where it is not stony or gravelly, is clay

loam, with occasional stretches of sand. The land is all open prairie with occasional

isolated clumps of alder and willow. It is almost all knolly but could scarcely be
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termed hilly. Small sloughs are numerous but no large ones. There are no hay mea-

dows but a small strip of hay is to be found around nearly all the sloughs. They are

all full of grass but it is of a coarse variety and cannot be cut owing to the depth

of the water. The land is too rough, knolly and stony to be suitable for farming but

would make a good summer ranch. A moderate herd of cattle might also be main-

tained during the winter, if the available hay could be supplemented by roots. The

most direct route to the township is from Bonnington station on the Regina and

Prince Albert Railway. There is no timber, consequently fuel will have to be im-

ported. There are no streams but good water can be had at a moderate depth by dig-

ging wells. I experienced no summer frosts but the weather was 'cold, 'there being

some very' high winds and cold rains. I am of the opinion that the season was an ex-

ceptionally cold one. Antelope were numerous, also muskrats, foxes and ducks. There

are no minerals nor stone quarries.

—

James Dickson, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 30.—The eastern part of this township may be described as knolly,

although none of the knolls are high. The soil, where it is not stony, is chiefly clay

loam. Marshes are very numerous but small. Good hay is scarce and is confined to

the margins of the marshes and ponds. A few quarter sections in the western part of

the township consist of fairly good land. Some farms might be located here and the

remainder of the township used for ranching purposes, as the pasture is good. The
water is also good and abundant. The township may be reached from Bonnington

station, on the Regina and Prince Albert Railway. From this point a good wagon
trail into the township may be found without difficulty. There is no timber, only

isolated alder or willow bushes, consequently fuel will require to be imported. There

are no streams but the water in the ponds and sloughs is all good. There was no I'rost

during my season's work but high cold wind almost continuously. The rains also were

all cold. Antelope, muskrats, skunks, foxes, badgers and ducks were numerous. There

are no stone quarries nor minerals.

—

James Dickson, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 31.—^^This is a poor township, but a strip of fairly good land, embrac-

ing the two centre ranges of sections extends all across it. The land is knolly, but

the soil is a good clay loam. The other parts are hilly, rough and largely stony.

Marshes are numeroi;s. In the report of the outlines, there are said to be ' numerous
lakes, some of which are not less than one-half mile square.' This is certainly errone-

ous. I took particular j^ains to ascertain the sizes. The largest lake is on the east

meridian, at the intersection of the southeast corner of section 23, and the northeast

corner of section 14, and it has not an area of more than 12 or 15 acres. Almost all

the others are simply sloughs, the water in most cases being completely covered by

long coarse grass. Numerous small lakes are shown along the west boundary. Not
one of these is other than a trifling little slough of very coarse hay. That on section

19 is a small, nearly dry slough about six acres in area, lying ten chairus south of the

chord. At that point, the line' is completely dry hard soil. There are no hay meadows.
The land is all open prairie without timber. The climate is good and I experienced

no summer frosts. There are no streams, but the water in the sloughs is nearly all

good. The township is easily accessible from Hanley station on the Regina and Prince

Albert Railway. Antelope and muskrats are numerous. There are no stone quarries

nor minerals.

—

James Dickson, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 32.—The southern part of this township is rough and knolly, with

numerous small marshes. The soil is stony and gravelly, adapted for the most part

only for pasture lands. The two northern tiers of sections slope gently to the north,

and the soil is a rich clay loam well adapted for farming. The land is all op.en prairie.

There are no hay meadows nor any timber. No running streams are to be found, but

the water in the sloughs is good. I think, also, that water may be found in abundance
at a moderate depth in almost any part of the township. It is readily accessible from
Dundurn station on the Regina and Prince Albert Railway, no road making being
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necessary. Antelope, muskrats and small game are abundant. There are no stone

quarries nor minerals.

—

James Dichson, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—This township was r/^ached by a trail running easterly from Saska-

toon on the Canadian Pacific Railway, and intersects near the southeasterly corner

thereof. This road would be a fairly good one in dry seasons. The surface soil is

black loam of a few inches in depth. Below is sandy and on the ridg,es it is gravelly

and stony. The country is much broken with hills and marshes, and is not well adapted

to general farming, but is available for ranching. The country is prairie, with no tim-

bei growing. Some scrub grows around some of the marshes and hill slop.es. Hay may
be made in the marshes and most kinds of gi*asses usual to prairies are found here.

The water found everywhere did not cause inconvenience to my party in any way.

There are no running streams, and in dry seasons probably much of the water would
dry up. There are no water-powers. Frosts were g.eneral during the season of survey

(jNIay 11 to 13). Poplar wood for fuel may be obtained a short distance to the north.

jSTo coal or lignite was found. ISTo fixed rock was found, but stones and boulders suit-

able for lime or buildings can be picked up. 'Ko minerals of economic value were seen.

Ducks, prairie chicken, deer and antelope are to be seen.

—

G. B. Ahrey, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 2.

Township 29.—The Regina and Prince Albert Railway passes through the south-

west corner of the township, entering it at the southeast corner of section 4 and leav-

ing it in the southwest quarter of section 30. The wagon trail leading from Regina
to Saskatoon also runs parallel to the railway at a few chains distance on the east side.

Bonnington station is in the northwest quarter of section 19. The soil is mostly clay

loam, but in some parts is gravelly and stony. Th.e sections traversed by the railroad,

also those lying west of it. are good farming land, but the remainder is rough, broken

and knolly, suitable only for pasturage. There are a considerable mnnber of sloughs,

but none of them large, and although they are all surrounded by naiTow margins of

grass, there is nothing which could be called a hay meadow. There is no timber of any
descriptdon, with the exception of an occasional clump of alder or willow, nor is there

any running water excepting two small streams, one of which crosses the west boundary
en section 7, the other on section 19. Each stream is absorbed in a small slough. There
was no frost worth speaking of during my s.'^ason's work. The weather was cold and
the winds were very high. I do not think it was a fair specimen of the average sea-

so}i. The water in all the sloughs which I tried was good, and can be had anywhere in

abundance by digging to a moderate depth. Antelope were plentiful; also muskrats

and ducks, and a few foxes, skunks and badgers. Prairie chicken were scarce. Fire-

wood will have to be imported. I had to rely exclusively upon old railroad ties for fuel

in the whole eight townships I surveyed there. There are no minerals nor stone quar-

ries.

—

James Dichson. D.L.S., 1903.

Township 30.—The township is hilly in the west, also in the east, although none

of the elevations are high. In these parts the land is stony and gravelly, not adapted

for agriculture. The land is all open prairie, there being no timber whatever, only

sufficient alder and willow bushes to serve as landmarks. The marshes are small and

numerous, but there are no hay meadows. The soil is for the most part clay loam,

slightly alkaline in sections 33 and 34. There is some good farming land in the interior

of the township. Cygnet lake, on the northern boundary of sections 33 and 34, is

alkaline. With that exception and a very few others, the water is good, but there are

no running streams. Fviel will require to be imported. A good road may be found

from Bonnington station without any outlay. Antelope, muskrats, foxes, skunks,

badirers and ducks are numerous. There are no_minerals nor stone quarries.

—

James
Dichson. D.L.S.. 1903.
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'rovvnship ol.—^Both the eastemi ;ind western portions of this township are knoUy,

:iii(l in inanj- parts stony; where that is not the case the soil is clay or loam. Though
little of it is adaptable for agriculture, it would make an excellent rau'che. The nuirslies

an," numerous, but there are no hay meadows. There are several small ponds, and
almost all the water is g"ood, excepting Cygnet lake and the small lake on sections 4 and
5. The water in both these lakes is bad. There are no streams. The land is all open

prairie, and as there is no timber, fuel will require to be imported. I experienced no
sunnner frost, and should consider the climate healthful, although the season was
exceptionally cold and wiitly. The same varieties of game as in the adjacent town-

ships are found here in abundance. There are no stone quarries nor minerals. The
most convenient route into the township is from Hanley station on the Regina Rail-

wav. Xo labour at all will be necessary to make a good wagon road.

—

James Dichson,

D.L.S.. 190S.
' Township -"5:^.— .V large percentage of this township consists of good land, well

adapted for farming. The sections north of the north chord slope gently towards the

north. South of that line it is knolly, but the soil is almost all good, consisting largely

of clay loam. Small marshes and sloughs are numerous, around nearly all of which a

considerable quantity of hay may be cut, but nowhere is there what might be termed

a hay meadow. I found two or three di'y water courses in which a flow of water can
only be possible during a brief pei'iod in the spring, as their beds are all filled up with

grass. Abundance of good water may be procured by digging. The most direct route

into the to^vnship is from Dundurn station on the Regina and Prince Albert Railway,

from which point there is a good wagon trail. The land is all open prairie, with no

timber and no firewood. The climate, I should say, is good. I saw no indications of

summer frost. In the s\irveyor's report of the outlines, sections 32 and 33 are reported

as being broki^n l)y large ponds. This is erroneous, there being none there now. Ante-

lope and other snjall game are numerous. There are no stone quarries nor minerals.

—

Jrttmes Dicl-son, D.L.S.. 190S.

Rrnir/c {,.

Township 2><.
—

'This township is easy of access, being about 10 miles southwesterly

from Bennington, a station on the Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way. There is a fair trail for the greater part of the way, and as the prairie was dry,

we had no difficulty in getting there. The soil is good, being chiefly clay loam, and is

well adapted for wheat-growing and also other kinds of grain and roots. There is not

a whole section in the township but could be cultivated to good advantage. The sur-

face is gently undulating and is open prairie, none of which is flat or wet. No timber

of any kind is to be found on any part of the to%vnship. There are no hay marshes or

meadows. The only water to be found is in a few ponds that are not deep or large ;

the water in them is quit^fresh and good. No alkali to be seen or found. The supply
of water is not large, and in a dry season would be scarce. There are no streams or

springs in any part of the township, and there is no water power. The climate seems
to })e favourable, and there does not seem to be any danger of summer frosts any more
than in the surrounding country. The grain would ripen early on account of the dry

nature of the soil. No fuel of any kind can be obtained in any part of the township,

there being no timber nor are there any surface indications of coal or lignite. Mine-
rals of any kind are entirely wanting; none to be seen anywhere. The only game is

an occasional prairie chicken and an antelope. There are no ducks as there are no
large ponds for them to go to. Taking the tow^lship as a whole, it may be rated a^s

first class, and is well adapted for settlement, and it is reasonably convenient to railway

and market. I have no doubt but in the near future this township will be all taken
up and settled on.

—

James Warren. D.L.S. , 1903.
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Township 28.—This township is easy of access from Bonuington station, on ta-i

Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, it being about 20 miles south

westerly from that station. This is an open prairie tov^oiship, gently undulating, except

in the northwest part where it is more hilly. The soil is chiefly clay loam and is woll

adapted for growing wheat and other grains, also roots. There is no timber or scrub

on any pari; of the township, the surface being all open prairie. There are no hay

meadows, the grass being chiefly short and not suitable for hay. Water is only

obtained in ponds or sloughs of which there are a few. The water is good, no alkali

being found. No streams occur and of course no water power of any kind. The

climate would be favourable for the growing of grain and. not much likelihood of

summer frosts as the soil is dry. Fviel is scarce, none of any kind to be found on the

township, nor are there any traces of coal or lignite. Stone is scarce, there being only

a few scattered ones over the prairie and no fixed rocks or quarries. No minerals wero

found in any part of the township. Game of all kinds is scarce, only a few antelope

and prairie chickens were seen. This may be rated as a first class township, as most of

the soil is very good, except in the northwest part where it is harder and gravelly.

This township is quite available for settlement.

—

James Warren. D.L.S., 190S.

Township 52 (north outline).—To the north of the base line in this range lies

a narrow lake, several miles long, called Stump lake, so named because of the many
stumps found on its shores. The shores had been flooded which killed nearly all the

spruce with which the land had been timbered. The western extremity of this lake

lies in section 35 and in part of section 36. The north boundary of section 31 inter-

sects the northern extremity of a lake one mile long and about a quarter of a mile

wide. Near the northeast corner of section 32 there is another but smaller lake, and

the western boundary of a timber limit, which includes the whole of sections 33, 34,

35 and 36 in this range. The coiintry is rolling with many lakes and large marshes,

surrounding forests where spruce of large diameter can still be found, though a largi

part of it has been fire killed. The soil is sandy and black loam with gravelly subsoil.

—A. Saint Cyr, D.L.8., 1908.

Range 6.

Township 28.—This township is rather hilly and somewhat broken and the general

quality of the soil is not very good, as it is in many places hard clay or gravelly and

not well adapted for cultivation. The surface is open prairie with no timber of any

kind growing on it. This will make fuel very scarce, there being no wood growing.

There is no trace of coal or lignite to be seen. So fuel for use would have to be got

from a distance, as there is no wood growing near the township. The valley of the

Saskatchewan is about 6 miles to the west, where some wood could perhaps be obtained-

There are no hay marshes or meadows in the township which would make feed some-

what scarce. There are a good many stones in some parts of the township, but no

fixed rock is to be seen. Nor is there any trace of minerals. The township being dry

there are no streams or springs anywhere on it and consequently no water-power or

falls, the present supply being in the ponds or sloughs. From the appearance of the

surface, water could be had by digging. The climate would be favourable to cultiva-

tion when the soil would admit of it and would also be comparatively free from sum-

mer frosts. Game of all kinds is scarce, there being only a few antelope and praire

chicken to be seen. This township is situated about 20 miles from the Prince Albert

branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway and from Hanley station, where a market can

bo had for produce.

—

James Warren, D.L.8., 190S.
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Township 29.—This township though it has some inferior land may be rated as

first class, as the soil is generally good and well adapted for the growing of wheat,

other grains and roots. It is favourably situated, being about 20 miles from a thriv-

ing little village and railway station, Hauley, which would be an easy market for the

settlers, when the grain would be ready for marketing. The surface is undulating and
is all open prairie, there being no timber of any kind growing on the township. There

are no hay marshes of any extent, so that feed would be rather scarce for wintering

stock. There is not much water, being only in small ponds or sloughs, but in a dry

season water would be somewhat, scarce. I think that by digging water can be had at

reasonable depth. There are no streams and consequently no water-powers or

falls are to be found. Judging from the surrounding country the climate

is good and would not be subject to summer frosts. The grain would ripen

early as the soil is dry. Fuel is entirely wanting in the township, as there is no
timber and no appearance of coal or lignite in any part of the township. There is no
fixed rock of any kind; the only stone being a few scattered stones over the prairie

which could be used for building purposes. Neither are there any traces of minerals

of any kind. Game is scarce, the only animals we saw were a few antelope and a few

prairie chickens. There are no ducks or wild geese, as there are no ponds or lakes.

Taking the township as a whole it is one that is well adapted to settlement.

—

James
Warren, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 30.—This township is situated about 15 miles southwesterly from Han-
ley station on the Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, to which

there is a good trail. The general surface is gently undulating, being all open

prairie. The soil is well adapted for wheat growing, also oats and other grains

and roots as the soil is chiefly clay loam. There is no timber of any kind grow-

ing on the township nor any scrub or willow. There is a small hay marsh or meadow
on sections 7, 18 and 19 on which some hay has been cut by ranchers for feeding their

cattle. This is the only hay meadow on the township. The water generally is good,

but there is none but what is found in ponds or the sloughs, there being no running

stream of any kind. The climate judging from the surroundings is good and would be

comparatively free from summer frosts as the soil is generally dry. Owing to the

absence of timber there is no fuel on any part of the township and there are no indi-

cations of coal or lignite. There is no fixed rock and only a few stones on the prairie

;

neither is there any trace of minerals of any kind. Game is very scarce, an occasional

antelope or a few prairie chicken being the only game to be seen. Taking this town-

ship as a whole, except the southeasterly part, it is well adapted for settlement and

would be rated as a first class township and easy of access.

—

James Warren, D.L.S.,

190S.

Township 46.—This township can be reached by a good trail from Duck lake to

Aldina P. O. The soil is first class, mostly level prairie, in places undulating or

slightly rolling. There are some good hay marshes in the northern par; .md scattered

bluffs of poplar. Much of the land is taken up and some small improvements made.

—

Walter Beatty, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 47.—This township is reached by trails from the Indian -reserves, is

fairly good land with many bluffs of poplar and some spruce of fair quality.

—

Walter

Beatty, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 62.—(North outline).—In this range are found many lakes and large

marshes separated by low land covered with a light growth of poplar, and scrub grow-

ing over bad windfalls. Nearly two-thirds of section 35 lies within the boundaries of

a large lake. A belt of spruce covers section 36 and extends southward for a distance

of two miles. The soil is a black and sandy loam from seven inches to twelve inches

in depth with a clay subsoil.

—

A. Saint Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

25a—
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Township 29.—This is a fairly good township, though some of the soil is somewhat
hard, yet in a fairly moist season could be cultivated to advantage. It is fairly well

situated for railway and market, as the station Hanley, on the Prince Albert branch,

is only about 25 miles away, and there is a good trail for a great part of the way. The
surface is gently undulating and is all open prairie, none of it being scrubby or bushy.

There is no timber of any kind on the township; all being open prairie. There are no

hay marshes anywhere in the township. Water is scarce, the only supply at present

being a few ponds in which there is some water, but it is good, there being no trace of

alkali. I think that there would not be any trouble in getting a good supply of water

by digging. There are no streams on any part of the township, and consequently no

water-power. The general indications are that the climate is good, and not more liable

to summer frosts than the general surrounding country. The soil being dry would
enable the grain crops to ripen .early. There is no fuel in the township, as there is no

timber, and there are no indications of any coal or lignite to be seen. The supply of

fuel would have to come from a great distance. There is no stone, only a few loose

stones on the prairie that could be used for building purposes, and there are no indica-

tions of minerals of any kind. Game is scarce, as we only saw an occasional antelope

and a few prairie chickens. No ducks or wild geese were to be seen, as there are no
large ponds or lakes for them to go to. Taking this township as a whole, it is one that

is available for settlement. The Saskatchewan is only about 3 or 4 miles from the

western boundary of the township, and may yet be used as an outlet for the settlers,

and as there are quite a number of fish in the river settlers could take advantage of

them.

—

James Warren, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 30.—This township as a whole is a very good one, there not being much
second class land it. The soil is clay or sandy loam of good depth and quality,

except in the northern part where it is somewhat light or sandy. The surface is gently

undulating, and is all open prairie, there being no timber or scrub on any part of it.

There is a good hay meadow or marsh in parts of sections 12, 13 and 24, on which a

good quantity of hay has been cut by the ranchers wintering cattle and horses nearby.

Water is not abundant, but what is to be found is good, there being no alkali in it. I

think that water can be easily obtained by digging a few feet. There are no streams
on any part of this township, and consequently ther.e are no water-powers or falls. The
climate, judging from the surroundings, is good, and would not be any more subject

to summer frosts than the country around. There is no fuel of any kind on the town-
ship, as it is entirely prairie, nor are there any traces of coal or lignite. Fuel would
have to be got outside of the township. There may be some in the valley of the Saskat-

chewan, which is only a short distance to the west. There are no stone quarries nor
fixed rock of any kind, nor are there any minerals. Game is scarce, there only
being an occasional prairie chicken or an antelope to be seen. This township
is only about 20 miles fi-om Hanley station on the Prince Albert branch of

the Canadian Pacific Railway, which is a lively and growing village, and will no
doubt be the market for this and other townships. Taking the township as a whole,

it may be rated as a very good one, that is quite available for settling on. The sur-

'roundings are favourable in every respect, both for soil and climate.

—

James \Yarren,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 52.—(North outline.)—East of Big river the country presents quite a

different appearance from that on the west. Through section 31 the ground rises by

gentle undulations to a plateau extending eastward across the entire range. Most of

tht timber, which is poplar, has been recently killed by fires, but is still standing. The
eastern part of section 33 and a narrow strip of section 34 are covered by Lizard lake,

which extends north of the lin.e for many miles. It is a country of marshes and bogs,
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where an unlimited supply of hay can be had. Where the land is high it is covered

with bad windfalls. The soil is a black and sandy loam with a clay subsoil.

—

A. Saint

Cyr, D.L.8., 190S.

Range 8.

Township 41.—This township is easily reached by a trail from Rosthern to th»

ferry ov.er the Saskatchewan about twenty-five miles west of that village, thence by

trail passing through the southeast part of the township, and going on to the ferry at

the elbow or big bend of the river, also to Battleford. . The soil is, in most places, a

brown loam with sandy subsoil. The township is fairly well adapted for agricultural

Iju'rposes, excepting a small portion in the southeast part, which is too stony. The

surface is fairly level, but in some places slightly rolling. There are a few small lakes

in the township, the water of which is slightly alkaline. There are small patches of

poplar and willow brush, but very little poplar timber suitable for fuel or fence poles.

There are a few small areas of hay land.

—

Walter Beatty, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 42.—This township can be reached from Carlton by the Battleford-

Carlton trail, which passes about six and one-half miles east of the southeast corner

of the above township. There are no trails within the township and no other way of

reaching this township except by making your own trail from the above mentioned

well travelled trail. The surface is rolling prairie covered by numerous patches of

brush, poplar brush and willows, broken by numerous sloughs, willow sloughs

and small lakes. There are two large lakes called Eabbit lake and

Kedberry lake, the first covering parts of sections 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 15 ; the

second covering the greatest part of the northwest quarter of the township. There is

no timber of a size large enough to be used for building purposes, it is mostly all brusli

and willows. There are no hay marshes and the water in the large lakes is alkaline

and slightly alkaline in smaller lakes and sloughs. The climate is good with no in-

dications of summer frost. The soil is mostly second class except in the southeast

part of the township where it is first class. The wood being brush and poplar, is not

of much value for fuel. There is no water-power, no stone quarries and no minerals

within this township. There was no game at time of survey. This township may bo

described as fairly good for agricultural purposes.

—

Walter Beatty, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 43.—This township can be reached by crossing the Saskatchewan at

Carlton, then following the Carlton and Fort Pitt trail, which passes at a distance

of a quarter of a mile to a mile and a half from the north boundary. This trail is in

good condition. The soil is mostly second class and sandy, well suited for grazing pur-

poses, but some good agricultural land is also found, especially in the southeast

portion of this township. The surface is broken by numerous sloughs, ponds and

small lakes. Redberry lake covers the greatest part of the southwest portion of the

township. The timber is in great part poplar, of small size and willow brush, mora

suitable for fuel than for building. There are no hay marshes and no water-powers.

The water in Redberry lake is good, but in sloughs and ponds is slightly alkaline. Th3
climate is good and early summer frost is unknown in this region. There are no 3ton3

quarries and no minerals. The timber could be used for fuel and for fencing, but in

a very limited way. This township, which is partly covered by a large lake, could

accommodate a limited number of settlers and the rest could be used for grazing pur-

poses.—WaZfer Beatty, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 44.—This township can be reached by crossing the Saskatchewan a<

Carlton and then following the Carlton and Fort Pitt trail which crosses the south

portion of the township from east to west. The soil is rated first and second class

and consists in the main of a brown loam well suited for agricultural purposes. Some
stone and gravel soil is also met in the northwest part of the township which part ij

25a—7i
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also very hilly. This township is occupied by Doiikhobors, and large tracts are culti-

vated. There is a Doukhobor village in sections 35 and 26, and a small mill for crush-

ing grain run by water power on section 27. There are some good hay meadows,
especially in sections 24 and 25. There is a large lake called Blaine lake covering

parts of sections 11, 12, 13, 14 and 24. The water in this lake is alkaline and of the

same qualitj'' in the other small lakes and numerous ponds and sloughs. The surface

of this township is covered with a great many clumps of poplar and willow brush, but

no timber of a size suitable for building purposes is found. There are no stone quar-

ries, no minerals and no game excepting birds. In conclusion I may say that thii

township is suitable for settlement, except in the northwest portion, which is rather

stony and sandy.

—

Walter Beatty, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—This township can be reached by crossing the Saskatchewan' at

Carlton and then following the north trail from Carlton to Fort Pitt which crosses the

south boundary of this township in several places. The soil in this township is a brown
sandy loam, but the soil in the western part is very stony and sandy, suitable only for

grazing purposes. The surface is rolling except in the southeast and northwest 'por-

tions where it becomes very hilly and broken. The surface is covered with a thick

growth of poplar and willow brush, but no large timber was met except some which is

burnt and fallen. The surface is broken by numerous lakes, ponds and sloughs.; the

water is slightly alkaline in the smaller ones. The water found in creeks in sections

14 and 23 is good and fresh. There is no water-power, no stone quarries, no minerals,

and only small game in this township. The climate is good.

—

Walter Beatty, D.L.S.,

190S.

Township 52.—(North outline).—Through nearly all of this range the line lies

within Indian reserve No. 118. From the northeast corner of township 52, range 9,

the country rises gently towards the east for a distance of half a mile, when it again

becomes hilly and stony, and is covered with willow scrub and bluffs of small poplar.

Part of section 35 and the western half of section 36 are covered by a large bog ex-

tending along the western bank of Big river which here flows through a wide valley of

hay marshes. Big river crosses the base line at a point five chains west of the quarter

section on north of section 36. The eastern boundary of the Indian reserve intersects

the line at a point eleven and seventy-six hundredths chains east of the quarter sec-

tion on the north of section 36. A short distance east of this boundary is a road lead-

ing to Stony lake, a district also included in the reservation. From the many large

hay marshes in the vicinity of Big river the Indians procure the necessary fodder for

their horses during the winter season. At a point ten chains west of the quarter sec-

tion post on the north boundary of section 33, the wagon road from Carlton to Green

lake crosses the line while three-quartera of a mile farther east a branch road, better

travelled than the main trail, crosses the north boundary of section 34. The soil is a

sandy or black loam with a subsoil of clay and stones or gravel.

—

A. Saint Cyr, D.L.8.,

1903.

Range 9.

Township 41.—This township can be reached by a good trail from Saskatoon to

the ferry over the Saskatchewan at the big bend, thence by a good trail made by set-

tlers and land hunters into the township. The soil is good and well adapted to agri-

cultural purposes. The water in ponds and sloughs is slightly alkaline. There are no
large hay meadows but many of small area. There are no streams or water-powers in

the township. The surface is slightly rolling with small patches of poplar and willow

brush, the greater part of the township being open prairie. There is no building tim-

ber and very little poplar suitable for fencing. There are no stone quarries or min-

erals in the township).—Walter Beatty, D.L.8., 190$.
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Township '42.—This township can be reached from Carlton by the Battleford and
Carlton trail which passes about twelve and one-half miles from the southeast corner
of the township or by crossing the Saslcatchewan at Carlton and following the Fort
Pitt and Carlton trail which passes on the north side of Kedberry lake in township 43,

range 9, and thence across country to township 42. This last trail is about six miles
from the north boundary of township 42. The soil is for the greater part second
class except in section 4, where it it first class ; it is fairly good agricultural
land. The surface is covered with numerous patches of poplar, willows, poplar brush,

broken by sloughs, ponds and small lakes. Some large poplar 10 inches in diameter
was crossed in section 32, and in a gully in section 29 some fairly large poplar was
also crossed. The northeast portion of this township is fairly well covered with small
poplar suitable for fuel and fencing. There are no hay marshes, the water in Ked-
berry lake .is alkaline but in the large creek flowing into the southwest part of the lake

the water is fairly good. A good water-power could be developed from this creek, if

properly dammed. The climate is good with no indication of summer frost. There
are no stone quarries and no minerals in this township. Only small game was seen at

time of suTvej.—Walter Beatty, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—This township can be reached by crossing the Saskatchewan at

Carlton, then following the Carlton and Fort Pitt trail, which enters the township in

the north boundary of section 36 and crosses the northwest part of the township. The
soil is sandy and in places stony. The surface is rolling, and broken by numerous
lakes, ponds and sloughs ; the land is covered by numerous patches of

poplar and willow bruSh, with a few clumps of heavy timber suitable for

building purposes. There are also a few small patches of hay. The water in Redberry
lake is good and fresh, but in the smaller lakes and sloughs is slightly alkaline. There
is no water-power nor stone quarries nor minerals, and only small game was seen at

the time of survey. This township is well suited for grazing purposes, but it is too

sandy for agriculturail purposes.— Walter Beatty, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 44.—This township can be reached from Carlton by the Carlton and
Tort Pitt trail after crossing the Saskatchewan at Carlton. This trail crosses the town-
ship near the southeast corner. The soil is very sandy and stony in places of second
and third class. The surface is rolling, broken by numerous ponds, sloughs and lakes.

The country is covered with numerous clumps of poplar brush and dead poplar. Tlie

timber in all cases is of small size and would be useful only for fuel and fencing pur-

poses. The water in the larger lakes is good and fresh, but in the sloughs and small
lakes and ponds it is slightly alkaline. There are no water-powers, no stone quarries

and no minerals. Only small game was seen at time of survey. This township is well

suited for grazing, but too sandy for agricultural purposes. The climate is good.

—

Walter- Be<iity, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 45.—This township can be reached by a good trail from Duck lake,

which passes across the township, entering on the east side in section 1, bearing north-
west and crossing section 18 on the west side of the township. The soil is generally
light, and in many parts stony and not suitable for agricultural purposes. There are
several lakes in the township, the waters of which are slightly alkaline, but the water
in a stream 20 Jinks wide which passes through the township on the eastern side from
north to south is fresh. The greater part of the township is covered with poplar bush
and brush. The surface is rolling throughout, with several high hills. There are no
water-powers or minerals in the township, and I saw no game excepting birds.

—

David
Beatty, D.L.8., 190S.

Townsnip 52.—(North outline.)—Across most of this range the country is vei-y

hilly and stony, and is broken by numerous lakes, large tamarack swamps and bogs.
Nearly all of section 32 is covered by a lake, which is surrounded by extensive bogs.
West of Bog river, which crosses the base line at a point 35 chains east of the north-
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east corner of section 35, the country is hilly. The river here has a width of about one

chain, and on October 3 had an average depth of about 8 feet. The current is swift,

and is often impeded by boulders. The hills on the western side rise to a height of 125

feet, often with a steep ascent from the water's edge. On the east of the river the

country is level prairie. The western boundary of the Indian reserve No. 118 intersects

the base line at a point eleven and twenty-one hundredths chains east of the northeast

corner of section 36. The timber is tamarack, 10 inches in diameter, with poplar and
scrub. The soil is a black or sandy loam to a depth of four to six inches, with a sub-

soil of clay and stones.—4. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Bange 10.

Township 35.—From Saskatoon this township is reached by a trail running due
west from that place for 14 miles, thence southwesterly to the line between townships

35 and 36, which it follows to the line between ranges 9 and 10. The soil is chiefly a

sandy loam or sandy clay overlying sand and at a considerable depth, clay making it

eminently adapted for the growing of all kinds of heavy cereals. The whole surface is

open prairie, rolling or undulating, excepting where cut by Eaglehills creek. Scrub is

met with in the valley of that creek, but of timber there is none of any size. A few
small stunted ash and poplar are found near the water, but they are not fit either for

building or fuel. From the appearance of the old grass on the prairie, I do not think

that it is suitable for hay, and as the township is very dry, there are no hay marshes.
The water in the sloughs is as a rule fresh and sweet. In Eaglehills creek it is slightly

alkaline, which can also be said of the creek in the northwest corner of the township,

and I am informed that in dry seasons both are liable to be dry. At present writing
(May) Eaglehills creek is falling at the rate of two inches per day. This creek has a

deep cut bed and is not liable to overflow, nor is the creek to the northwest liable to

flood any land in this township. There are no water-powers, and I do not think any
could be obtained by building dams without overflowing large areas, in the month of
May during the time of the survey we had ice on pails, &c., at night, and 80 degrees
in the shade in day-time. It is too early in the season to reckon on summer frosts.

There is no timber for fuel, and I have not heard of coal or 'lignite in this locality.

No stone quarries nor minerals were noticed. Antelope, ducks, geese and prairie

chickens were seen, the latter very numerous. Some pike are found in Eaglehills creek.

At the present time the township is overrun with Ihomestead seekers and land specula-
tors. One of the former is building on section 2, but was not at home at the time of
the survey.—B". B. Pwudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—From Saskatoon this township is reached by a trail running due
west for 14 miles, thence southeasterly to the line between townships 35 and 36, which
it follows to the line between ranges 9 and 10. The soil is chiefly sandy loam or sandy
clay, overlying sand, and at a considerable depth clay, which makes it eminently
adpated for the growing of all kinds of hardy cereals. The whole surface is rolling

prairie, excepting where cut by Eaglehills creek. Scrub willow, &c., and in some
places ash, are met with in the valley of the creek, but there is no timber of any size.

In the northwest quarter of the township a few bluffs of small poplar occur, but the
timber seems to die before reaching any size. From the appearance of the old grass

on the prairie, it is altogether too short and too thin for hay, and as the township is

very dry, there are very few sloughs where hay might be cut. The water in the sloughs
ic-, as a rule, fresh, but in Eaglehills creek it is slightly alkaline, which can also be
said of the creek flowing into Eaglehills creek in the southwest corner of the town-

ship, and I am informed that in dry seasons both creeks are inclined to be dry. At
present writing Eaglehills creek is falling at the rate of two inches per day. This
creek has a deep-cut bed, and it is not liable to overflow, nor is the creek in the south-
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•west liable to flood any land in this township. By the construction of large dams in the

lower reaches of Eaglehills creek in township 36, range 10, water-power might be

obtained, but a more complete record of the flow of water in all seasons would be neces-

sary to obtain reliable information. In May, during the time of survey, we had ice

on pails of water at night and 80° in the shade in the day-time, but it is too early in

the season to reckon on summer frosts. There is very little timber for fuel, and I have

not heard of coal or lignite in this locality. No stone quarries were noticed and no

minerals. Game consists of antelope, duck, geese, prairie chickens, the latter very

numerous, and some pike are found in Eaglehills creek. At the present time the

township is overrun with homestead seekers and land speculators, although no perman-

ent improvements have been made. I have noticed some scratching done with ploughs

at various places.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—This township can be reached conveniently from Saskatoon by

following a good trail westward about 26 miles to the ferry across the Saskatchewan at

the big bend, thence by a good trail northerly and westerly, made by settlers and land-

hunters into and across the township. The soil is generally a sandy loam, and in

places a rich black loam with sand and clay subsoil, suited for agricultural purposes.

The surface is generally rolling, but without any hills, and is prairie with numerous
patches of poplar and willow brush scattered throughout. The largest timber is not

more than eight inches in diameter, and is in small scattered clumps, but is suitable

only for fencing and fuel. There are numerous small areas of hay land. The water

in the ponds and sloughs is slightly alkaline. There is only one good-sized lake in the

township occupying parts of sections 5 and 6, but the greater part of this lake is in the

township adjoining to the south. Its water is slightly alkaline. There are no creeks,

no water-powers, no minerals or stone quarries, and only small game. There were no

summer frosts. There are several settlers in the township.

—

David Beatty, D.L.8.,

1903.

Township 42.—This township can be reached by crossing Saskatchewan river at

Carlton, and thence following the Carlton and Fort Pitt trail which passes about one

mile from the northwest corner of the township. The soil is mostly third class and a

small quantity of second class, but very sandy. The surface is rolling prairie, sand

hills, and some patches of open prairie, with numerous clumps of small poplar brush,

stunted poplar and willows, and is broken by numerous sloughs, ponds and small lakes.

There is a large creek of fresh water, with banks thirty feet high, flowing into Red-

berry lake, situated in the northwestern portion of this township. The poplar in this

township is too small to be of any use for building purposes, but would be useful for

fencing and fuel. There is no water-power, stone quarries or minerals. Only small

game was seen during time of syrvey. The climate is good. In conclusion, this town-

ship can be described as more suitable for grazing purposes than for farming.

—

David

Beatty, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—This township can easily be reached from Rosthern by a good trail

through a well settled country almost due west about 25 milts to a ferry across the

Saskatchewan river, thence by a good trail northerly about 13 miles to the intersection

of the Carlton and Battleford trail, thence westerly along said last mentioned trail

which passes through township 42, range 10, about three miles south of this township.

The soil in the western part or half of the township is fairly good, the greater part

being a brown loam with clay subsoil, but in some places light and sandy. It is fairly

well suited for agricultural purposes. The eastern half of the township is a lighter

soil and in many places gravelly and is not good farming land. The surface is rolling

with considerable brush and patches of small poplar suitable for fuel but very little

large enough for building purposes. There are no extensive hay,meadows but quite a

few small areas scattered throughout. The water is fairly good but in places alkaline.
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We Bad no summer frosts. There are no stone quarries, no minerals and no water-

powers. We saw no game except ducks and chickens, which were numerous.

—

David
Beatty, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 44.—This township can be reached by crossing the Saskatchewan at

Carlton and thence following the trail from Carlton. to Fort Pitt, which passes about

2i miles south of the southeast comer of the township. The soil is first and second
class with some parts lather stony, but the greatest part well suited for agricultural

purposes. The surface is rolling, covered with numerous patches of brush, willows and
poplar brush, quite thick in some places. The surface is broken by numerous sloughs,

ponds and small lakes. Section 1 contains a portion of Meadow lake which contains

water of good quality. The water in sloughs and small lakes is slightly alkaline.

There is a small quantity of fallen timber which may be useful for fuel. There is no

hay, no water-power, no stone quarries and no minerals in this township. Small
game only was seen during time of survey.

—

David Beatty, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 45.—This township can be reached by crossing Saskatchewan river at

Carlton and then following the north trail from Carlton to Fort Pitt, which crosses

this township in the north part from east to west. The soil is a brown and sandy loam,

rather stony in places but on the whole fairly good for agricultural or grazing pur-

poses. The surface is generally rolling or undulating prairie except the eastern part

which is more or less broken and hilly. The surface is covered by numerous patches

of poplar and willow brush broken by sloughs, ponds, good, hay marshes and grassy

slopes. The timber is suitable for fuel only. There is a large hay marsh in section

30. Gordon lake covering parts of sections 22, 23, 14 and 15 contains good freSh

water; the other small lakes and ponds being slightly alkaline. There is no water-

power, no stone quarries, no minerals and only small game in the township. The
climate is good.

—

David Beatty, D.LJi., 190S.

Townskip 47.—The soil in this township is all first class, being for the most part

a black loam with sandy loam or clay subsoil; it would be a good grain-growing

township, but the greater part of it is covered with bush. The southern part of it,

however, has very little bush, being mostly covered with a growth of thick willow

scrub, but as it has been killed with fires the last few years, it will soon die out. The
timber in this township is in the four northern roWs of sections; it is principally pop-

lar and an average diameter of about 7 inches. There are also quite a number of

spruce. There is no hay of any account in this township, but it is plentiful a ^ew
miles to the south. There are two or three creeks running in a southeasterly direction

in the south part of the township, and all the water found in the sloughs and creeks

is of a first class quality. There is a good supply of wood all over the township^
There are no stones to be found, except a few surface stones in the southwestern cor-

ner. There are no minerals of any kind. Prairie chicken and jumping-deer are the

only kind of game. There is a good trail knovni as the Jackfish trail, about six miles

to the south, a branch of which runs through the southwestern corner.

—

John MoUoy,
D.L.8., 1903.

Township 52.—(North outline.)—This range intersects the Thickwood hills, which
in places are heavily timbered with thick bluffs of poplar, four inches in diameter. The
surface of the country is very stony, and broken by a great many lakes, ponds, hay
marshes and tamarack bogs, these being caused by beaver dams, which are found m
every direction, and without which we would have experienced great difficulty in pro-

ceeding with the survey. All the streams flow northward. No trails were noticed. In
sections 31, 32 and 35 the soil is a sandy loam from five to eight inches in depth, with

a subsoil of sand and clay. In sections 33, 34 and 36 the soil is a black loam, varying

in depth from four to six inches, with a clay subsoil. Thick windfalls cover the ground.

—A. Saint-Cyr, D.L.8., 1903.
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Range 11.

Township 35.—The route to this township is by the ordinary trails from Saska-

toon. The country is a rolling prairie, with a surface soil of sandy loam and a subsoil

of clay. There is no timber of any kind to be found. Small quantities of hay may be

cut around every slough, but there are no big marshes. The water in all the sloughs

13 fresh. The creek or brook on the east side of the township runs dry early in the

year. No water-power exists in the township. We had one frost in May. There is

no fael whatever. Iso minerals or rock exposures were noticed. Ducks and prairie

chickens are found.—il. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S... 1903.

Township 36.—This township is reached from Saskatoon by the trail running due
west about 14 miles therefrom, and thence northwest to the north boundary of town-

ship 36 and along that line to the southeast corner of this township. The soil is prin-

cipally black or sandy loam from 6 to 18 inches in depth, with a clay and sand subsoil,

and always clay at considerable depth, making a good grain-raising district. The sur-

face is all open-rolling prairie; no timber or scrub was met with. A few small poplar

occur in bunches on the edge of the lake. No hay swamps were seen. Water in the

small sloughs is fresh and sweet, but alkaline in the large lake and the creek. The
creek is not of sufficient volume to afford water-power. There is no fuel of any kind.

No stone quarries or minerals were discovered. Antelope, geese, ducks and prairie

chickens were seen.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—This township is easily reached by a good trail from Saskatoon to

the ferry at the big bend on the Saskatchewan. From said ferry there is a very good
trail made recently by the land hunters and settlers going into this and adjoining

townships. There are a few settlers in the southern part of the township. The greater

part of this township is good farming land, with patches of poplar and willow brush
scattered throughout. There is considerable poplar timber suitable for fencing and
fuel in the notheast part. Nearly every section has small areas of hay land. There
are a few small lakes in the township. The water is fairly good, but slightly alkaline.

—David Beatty, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—This township can be reached from Carlton, crossing the Saskat-

chewan at that point, and following the Carlton and Fort Pitt trail, which passes close

to the northwest comer of the township. The soil is first and second class, with some
third, and is well adapted for agricultural purposes. The surface is in great part roll-

ing prairie, with small portions of level open prairie covered with patches of poplar
and willow brush, broken, by a few marshes, sloughs and ponds or small lakes. The
water is a little allvaline in the ploughs, but generally good and fresh in lakes and
ponds, and is found in sufficient quantity all through this township for the wants of

settlers. There is no water-pow.er, no stone quarries, no minerals, and only small game
in this township. Poplar large enough for fencing purposes can be found in a gully
50 feet deep in the western part of section 22, but the best of the timber would only be
suitable for fuel. A small quantity of hay could be taken from the marshes. In con-
clusion, I may say that this township is well adapted for settlement.

—

David Beattv,
D.L.8., 1903.

Township 43.—This township can be reached from Carlton by crossing the Sas-
katchewan at that point and then following the trail from Carlton to Fort Pitt, wnich
crosses the south part of the township. The soil is first class, brown loam with clay
subsoil. The surface is rolling and undulating prairie with some level portions. There
are some scattered clumps of poplar and willow brush, but no heavy timber.

There is a fairly good supply of water from the few ponds and sloughs, in the latter

the water is slightly alkaline. There is a little hay, no water powers, no minerals
and a very limited quantity of wood for fuel. There were a few antelope seen. This
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township is well suited for agricultural purposes. The climate is good.

—

David Beaity,
D.L.8., 1903.

Township 44.—This township can be reached by crossing Saskatchewan river at

Carlton, and then following the Carlton and Fort Pitt trail, which passes about t

miles south of the south boundary of the township. The soil is a good black and brown
loam of first quality, suitable for agricultural purposes. The surface is rolling and
seme parts level prairie covered with numerous patches of poplar and willow brush,

broken by two small lakes in sections 23 and 24 and a few small sloughs and ponds.

There is no hay, no w^ter-power and very little timber suitable even for fuel. There
are no stone quarries, no minerals and only small game. The climate is good. Thj
township is well suited for agricultural purposes.

—

David Beatty, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 45.—This township is rolling prairie with bluffs of small poplar and
willow. There are quite a number of fresh water lakes and sloughs. The soil is a

black loam averaging about 8 inches in depth ; the subsoil is red clay. There is con-

siderable stone on the ridges throughout the township, but the stones are all on the-

surface. There is sufficient wood in the bluffs for fuel and fencing. Suitable timber
for building purposes is scarce. There is any amount of hay in the meadows. This
part appears to be free from summer frosts. There is a good trail running through
the northern tier of sections to Duck Lake, a station on the Prince Albert branch of

the Canadian Pacific Railway. There are no streams or water powers in this town-
ship. Small game such as ducks, geese and prairie chicken are plentiful. I did not
see any large game. There are no minerals or stone quarries in this township.

—

W. .J.

Deans, D.L.S., 1903.

ToAvnship 46.—This township is rolling prairie with considerable willow and
poplar scrub. There are a number of hay meadows in the southerly part and numerous
ponds and lakes of fresh water in the northerly part.- The soil generally is black loam
averaging 8 inches in depth. The subsoil is clay. This township is well adapted for

mixed farming. ^There is sufficient wood in this township for fuel and fencing, but
none for building purposes. There is only one small stream about 6 links wide which
runs into Island lake. There are no water powers or minerals of any kind. Small
game such as prairie chicken and diick are plentiful. This part of the country appear^

to be very dry and is free from summer frosts. There is a good trail from Duck lake

station to the southerly part of the to^vnship. There are no settlers in the township

at present.—W. J. Deans, D.L.S., 1903.

Tpwnship 52.—(North outline.)—The surface continues level across this range,

but with the exception of section 31, which is marshy, the country is drier and better

suited for agricultural purposes, being drained by a river one chain wide and six feet

deep, with a stony bottom, which flows out of a large lake and crosses the base line at

a point 55 chains east of the northeast comer of section 32. The surface is covered

with a light growth of poplar, and a few scattered clumps of spruce and scrub willow.

West of the river the country is level, and poplar and spruce 10 inches in diameter
occur in bluffs or in narrow belts. Section 36 is stony and the surface rolling and
much broken by deep ravines. An old cart trail coming from the south intersects the

base line near the northeast corner of section 32 and joins the Carlton and Green lake

trail a few miles farther north. The soil is a black loam from 6 to 14 inches deep on
a subsoil of clay or clay and stones.

—

A. Saint Cyr, D.L.8., 1903.

Range 12.

Township 35.—The method of reaching this township is either by the trail running
west from Saskatoon or by trail from the elbow of the Saskatchewan, which crosses

the 9th correction line about 1 mile east of the southeast corner of the township. The
soil in the southeastern part is principally clay loam on a clay subsoil and is excellent
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farming land where not spoiled by alkali. In the northwesterly part of the township

the soil is more of a sandy nature and stony on the hills. The surface of the country

is all open prairie. The north and part of the east boundaries are in the Eaglehills,

but the rest is undulating or rolling prairie with no timber of any kind. There are

some large alkaline sloughs and numerous small fresh wat^r ponds, but no rivers or

brooks. The first week of June, 1903, had hot days and cool nights, with high winds,

but no frosts during that time. There is no fuel available in the township. No stone

quarries or minerals were noticed. The game consists of antelope, ducks and prairie

chickens.—S". B. Proudfoot, D.L.8., 1908.

Township 36.—A good trail from Telegraph coulee runs across this township, and
I think is the best way of reaching it. The soil is generally black or sandy loam, with

sometimes sand, but mostly clay subsoil. The township is better adapted, on account

of the roughness of the surface, for grazing than grain growing, good grass being

found in the valleys of the Eaglehills. The surface is all open prairie and being in

the Eaglehills is very rough and hilly, the tops of the ridges and knolls are very stony,

but few stones are met with in the valley. Considerable quantities of hay may be cut

along the creek and around some of the lakes, but no large hay meadows wei-e found.

Three lakes of considerable size occur "n the township, mostly alkalifie, but no water-

power is available in the creek joining them, on account of the small flow and no fall.

No area of any extent would be affected by high water. In the last week of ^lay, 1903,

we had hot days and cold nights, with high winds but no frosts. There is no fuel,

stone quarries or minerals in the township. Antelope, duck, geese and prairie chicken

are plentiful.-^. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S.. 1903.

Township 37.—A trail running westerly from Saskatoon passes through township

36, range 12 about 2 miles south of this township, affording the easiest way of reach-

ing it. East of the Eaglehills the soil is a black loam or clay loam, with a clay sub-

soil, a good grain district. In the Eaglehills the soil is light, and on the tops of the

ridges stony; but as there is excellent grass in the valleys it will prove a good grazing

country. The surface is all open prairie, no timber being met with except a few small

bunches of poplar around lakes 1 and 3. Hay can be cut around the sloughs, but no
large marshes were seen. There is very little running water. The water in the small

sloughs was fresh, but in lake No. 3 very alkaline. No water-power is available. In

July it was very hot in dajiiime, with cool nights; no frosts were recorded. There is

no fuel in any quantity nearer than township 38, range 13. There are no minerals or

exposed rock. Antelope, ducks, chickens and partridge were fairly numerous.

—

H. B.

Proudfoot, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 38.—An old trail, a branch of the Saskatoon and Battleford trail, passo"!

through this township, being rather old, but in fairly good condition. The soil Is

black and clay loam, with clay subsoil, rather sandy towards the westerly boundary,
but suitable for grain-growing. There are a few alkaline flats which are good for

nothing. The surface is rolling prairie. There is no timber. Good hay can be found around
most of the sloughs and lakes, but the prairie grass is short and thin, "Water in the

large lakes is very alkaline, but good in the small ones and in sloughs. A creek of

email size crosses the township, but there is not enough wa£er or fall to afford power.
The climate is good; no frosts were recorded during the time of survey (July).

Plenty of wood can be got for fuel in township 38, range 13, but there is none in this

township. There are no stone quarries or minerals. Ducks and chicken were noticed..

~H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—This township is well suited for farming, although the soil is not
quite as heavy as is desirable for wheat-raising, being of a light sandy nature, with
mostly a clay subsoil. The greater part of the township is mostly level or undulating
prairie, partly covered with thick willow fecrub, which is evenly distributed over the

township. There is no timber of any account. There are very few hay meadows in
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the township, although it is well covered with a good growth of grass, which makes ex-

cellent pasture. There are no streams of any kind in this township, but there are quite

a number of sloughs which supply water during the summer season, although not of

a first class quality for domestic purposes. Good water can be had by digging from
twenty to thirty feet. There is no timber that would do for fuel, but poplar can be

had about twelve miles south, and spruce, tamarack and poplar about thirty miles

north. There is enough surface stone in this township to supply settlers for building

purposes, but which will in no way interfere with the cultivation of the land. There
arc no minerals in this township. The only kind of game found is prairie chicken,

wild ducks, and a few jumping deer. The climate of this district is rather mild,

resembling the climate of Manitoba, except that there are not the severe blizzards

which are so common in Manitoba. There are no summer frosts. The township is

easy of access. There is a good trail from Saskatoon, which enters it in section 6 and
traverses it in a northwesterly direction, leaving the township in section 32. The Fort

Pitt and Carlton trail also runs along the north boundary of the township.

—

John
Molloy, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 43.—This township is very well situated for farming, although the

northern part of *it is somewhat hilly. The soil is mostly a black loam with a clay sub-

soil, but in some places it is a sandy loam. It produces excellent grass for pasture, but

on account of the scarcity of hay meadows it will not be very suitable for ranching, there

being only two or three hay meadows in the whole township ; they are situated in the

southern part. The greater part of this township is heavy, rolling or hilly prairie, with

no timber and very little scrub, except on the edges of the sloughs. There are one or

two small creeks in this township having excellent water. There is a lake in part of

the north boundaries of sections 32 and 33. The water is of a very good quality. There
is another large body of water in the southwest corner of the township, but as it is not

permanent, it could not be termed a lake; the watei- is unfit for use, being alkaline.

In dry seasons this marsh would produce an immense amount of hay. There are no

stones of any account in this township, and no minerals of any kind. The only kind
of game found is the prairie chicken and wild ducks. The climate is moderate, resem-

bling that of Manitoba, with the exception that blizzards are less frequent and less

severe and less strong winds in summer. There are no summer frosts. The Fort Pitt

and Carlton trail crosses this township in the northern half. It is an excellent trail,

as it has been well travelled the past few seasons.

—

John MoUoy, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 44.—This township is very suitable for either farming or ranching,

particularly farming, as the soil is mostly a deep black loam with a good clay subsoil,

but in the northwest corner and part of the southern portion it is inclined to be hilly.

In these portions the soil is a sandy loam with clay subsoil. All the remainder of the

township is gently rolling, with an occasional hill. There is scarcely any timber, but

there is considerable willow and poplar scrub, especially around the sloughs, of which

there are quite a number. There are, however, a few poplar bluffs in the noiihwestefn

part of the townsh^ ; there is not enough for fuel, but this can be obtained in large

quantities about -SO miles to the north. There is very little hay of any account in this

township, hut in dry seasons it can be obtained in the sloughs where there is water a,t

present. The water supply in this township is fairly good, there being quite a number
of fresh water sloughs scattered throughout and quite a large lake in the southwestern

portion. There are also two or three small creeks, but they only contain water for a

part of the season. Enough stones for building purposes can be obtained in the hilly

portions of the township for a few years. There are no minerals of any kind to be

found. The only kind of game is the prairie chicken and wild ducks. The Jackfish

and Carlton trail, which is an excellent one, passes about six miles to the north and

the Fort Pitt and Carlton trail passes about six miles to the south.

—

John MoUoy,

D.L.S., 190S.
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Townsliip 45.—This townstip is mostly level prairie. In the northerly part there

are a few bluifs of small poplar suitable for fencing and fuel. I did not see any tim-

ber suitable for building purposes. The soil is a black loam averaging 6 inches in

depth ; the subsoil is clay. There is a small stream from 15 to 30 links in width run-

ning westerly through the northerly part of this township. There are numerous fresh

water lakes and ponds in the western part of the township, but there do not appear to

be many hay meadows. The township is bounded on the west by a range of hills from
80 to 125 feet in height. The township is well adapted for farming purposes; grain of

all the usual kinds does well. There are no summer frosts in this part. There are no
water-powers nor minerals of any kind in the township. Prairie chickens and ducks

are plentiful. A trail from Duck Lake station runs through the township. There

was one settler in this township when I was subdividing; he was engaged in raising

cattle and had a few acres in wheat which looked well.

—

W. J. Deans, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 46.—This township is mostly level prairie except the northeasterly part

which is rolling. The surface in places is covered with small poplar and willows, but

the township generally is open prairie. There are a few hay meadows scattered

throughout the township which yield a large amount of hay. The soil generally is a

black loam from 2 to 12 inches deep, the subsoil is clay. The land in spots is stony

but not enough to prevent cultivation and the production of good grain crops. There

are a few small streams throughout the township which dry up in the summer. There

is not enough timber for fuel or fencing in this township and none large enough for

building purposes. There are no water-powers nor minerals of any kind in the town-

ship. Small game is plentiful, also small fruit. There are a number of lakes and
ponds, generally small, scattered throughout the northerly part of the township. The
land throughout the township, generally speaking, is good and well adapted for farm-

ing purposes. This part of the country appears to be free from summer frosts. There

is a good trail from Duck Lake station to this township.—W. J. Deans, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 47.—(East outline.)—Section 36 contains quite a large lake; the east

boundary passes through a spruce bluff, the trees average 8 inches in diameter. Sec-

tions 25, 24, 13, 12 and 1 are covered with a thick growth of willows and small poplar.

There are numerous small ponds and sloughs all along the east boundary of this town-

ship. The soil is first and second classs.— TF. J. Deans, D.L.8., 1903.

(Subdivision.)—The route followed to this township was from Rosthern, on the

Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, westerly crossing the Saskat-

chewan river at the Doukhobor ferry, then northwesterly to the southeast corner of

township 45, range 13, west of the third meridian and northerly through towmships 45

and 46. The soil in the township is a clay loam about six inches deep, with clay sub-

soil, and is suitable for grain growing or ranching. The surface is rolling prairie

alternating with clumps of poplar timber and poplar and willow brush in nearly equal

proportions. The timber is 'poplar, and is from two to eight inches in diameter, and

is scattered more or less over nearly the whole of the township. There are very few

hay meadows, but good long grass grows everywhere in the township. The water in

the creeks, of which there are several, is fresh. The water in the lakes and ponds is

alkaline. The creeks are small, only 10 or 15 links wide and about three feet deep. I

think the water in them is permanent. The land is not liable to be flooded. There is

no water-power. The climate is mild in summer. The first frost occurred the night

of September 1. There is sufficient poplar timber for fuel nearly everywhere in the

township. There are no coal or lignite veins in the township and no stone quarries

or minerals of economic value. The only game I saw was ducks, geese and prairie

chickens. There are no settlers in the township.

—

J. J. McKenna, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 48.—(East outline.)—The east boundary of section 36 for 64 chains runs

through thick poplar averaging six inches in diameter. At 64 chains the north shore

of Meeting lake intersects the line. This lake is some three miles long and from one
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to two in width. The water is fresh and abounds with jackfish and pickerel. The
shore of the lake is generally stony and a few feet higher than the water. The line

south of Meeting lake runs through a country covered with a thick growth of willows,

and in section 24 poplar about six inches in diameter. There is some spruce in section

25 near the lake shore, but it is small. Sections 13, 12 and 1 are covered with a thick

growth of willows and small poplar. The soil is first and second class.

—

W. J. Deans,

D.L.S., 1903.

(Subdivision.)—This is a first class farming or ranching township. The soil is

a deep black loam with a clay subsoil, the surface being undulating or gently rolling,

covered mostly with willow scrub (the greater part of which has been killed by recent

fires), and a good number of poplar bluffs. There is also a good supply of spruce

toward the northern part of the township, especially in sections 30, 31 and 32. There

is no hay to be found in the township, but there is considerable a few miles to the south.

AH the water in the creeks and Meeting lake is of a first 'class quality. There is a

good supply of wood to be found all over the township, and all the country to the north

.

appears to be heavily timbered with spruce and poplar. There are no stones or mine-

rals of any kind to be found. The prairie chicken and jumping deer are the only kind

of game to be found. A few fish can be found in Meeting lake, which covers the

greater part of sections 25, 26, 34, 35 and 36. A branch of the Jackfish trail, which

runs to Carlton and Duck lake, passes through the southern part of the township.

—

John Molhy, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 52.—(North outline.)—Across this range the country is level, much of

it being hay land or covered with thick willow. Where the nature of the land permits,

or where slight elevations occur, it is timbered with poplar, eight inches in diameter,

birch and large alder. The country is dotted with small ponds and tamarack swamps.

The eastern half of section 31 and nearly all of section 32 lie in a marsh one-half a

mile wide and extendii% southward nearly three miles. Another large marsh cover-i

the western half of section 35. In sections 31, 32, 33 and 34, the soil on the high

If.nd is black loam, six inches to fourteen inches in depth, with a clay subsoil. In

sections 35 and 36 is found a black mould and sandy soil to a depth of six inches with

a subsoil of clay and sand.

—

A. Saint Gyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 13.

Township 35.—A trail from Telegraph coulee which connects with the Battleford-

Saskatoon trail, crosses the northeast corner of the township, making a convenient

way for reaching it. The soil is a black or clay loam on a subsoil of clay or sand, and

where not too hilly it is a good grain raising locality. A spur of the Eaglehills crosses

the northwestern portion and breaks the surface considerably with high stony ridges.

The remainder of the township is high rolling prairie. No timber of any kind was

found. Hay is very scarce and the grass thin and weak. A saline lake of considerable

size lies in sections 19, 20, 29 and 30 with springs around the shores, but otherwise

water is very scarce; none running and vei'y few sloughs. Last week in July, 1903,

was very wet, rain every day and cold, but no frosts. There is no fuel whatever. No
stone quarries or minerals were noticed. A few antelope, ducks, geese and prairie

chickens were seen.

—

H. B. Proiidfooi, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—The trail from Telegraph coulee on the Saskatchewan passes

through this township and is the easiest way of reaching this part of the country.

The soil is generally light and very stony. A spur of the Eaglehills passes through

the westerly part of the township rendering the surface very rough and broken and

unfitting it for grain raising, but as excellent grass and water occur in the differen!

valleys, stock raising could be followed advantageously. The surface is all open

prairie, a few small scattered bluffs of small poplar and willow being all the timber
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met with and that is not suitable for either fencing or fuel. No hay marshes were

found. One lake, very salty, but of considerable size, was surveyed, while the whole

township is dotted with small fresh water ponds and sloughs. No running water was

encountered. There was good warm weather, but cold nights in the beginning of

June. There is no fuel available. "No stone quarries or minerals were noticed. An-

telope, ducks, chickens and a few geese are to be found.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S.,

J90S.

Township 37.—A trail from Saskatoon to Battleford passes through township 38,

range 13, about 2 miles north of the northeast angle of this township. With the excep-

tion of a short season when the water is high in Eaglehills creek in the spring, this

trail is in very good condition and affords the most convenient route for reaching this

township. The soil is a black or sand loam alluvial deposit, overlying a clay subsoil.

On account of the nature of the surface—high rolling prairie, with numerous small

sloughs and ponds—this township is more adapted for grazing than grain growing.

The surface is open prairie, with a few bluffs of small poplar, &c., near the southeast

corner. Hay can be cut around all the sloughs and ponds. In a good many locations

prairie wool can be harvested, which makes excellent winter feed for horses. No large

liay marshes were seen. The water in the sloughs and ponds is fresh; only one small

brook of running water was met with. The climate in June was warm and fine, with

cool nights but no frosts. Good wood for fuel can be obtained in the northern part of

township 38, range 13, but there is no quantity of it in township 37, range 13. There

are no stone quarries or minerals. Numerous ducks and prairie chickens were seen.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 38.—The south trail from Saskatoon to Battleford crosses this township

diagonally, and although not much used it is in good condition and affords a con-

venient way of entering this township. The soil is black and sandy loam, with as a

rule, a clay subsoil. The surface is very much broken, with small steep hills inter-

spersed with numerous ponds and sloughs. The southwesterly half of the township is

prairie, ponds and sloughs having willow margins. The northeasterly part is mostly

covered with bluffs of poplar and willow, with solid bush in some places in the north-

easterly four sections. Most of the bush, however, has beeen burned, and very little

timber suitable for building is now green. Plenty of fencing timber is to be had; the

large timber is all poplar. Hay has been cut in large quantities in years gone by, as

evidenced by the old hay fences and fire breaks, but the height of the water in the

sloughs and fiats has drowned all the best hay land. All the water tested in the lakes

and sloughs is fresh; ponds are numerous and some large lakes were surveyed. A
creek about 15 links in width flows easterly out of the large lake in the northerly part

of the township, but where noticed does not afford water or facilities for power. At
the beginning of July rain fell at times every day, with mostly thunderstorms, no
frosts were observed, but weather was cool. Plenty of dry and green poplar is found
in the northeasteVly part of the township, but no coal. There are no minerals or stone

quarries. A few antelope were seen. Ducks are numerous, also prairie chickens.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 43.—This township is first class for farming. The soil is mostly a black
loam with a sandy loam or clay subsoil. The northern half of sections 34, 35 and 36
is somewhat hilly and there is a large marsh in the southwestern corner; with these
exceptions, the remainder of the township is all first class for grain growing purposes.
With the exception of some poplar growing along the shores of a lake, which is situated
in parts of sections 17, 18, 19 and 20, there is no timber of any account. There are
a few scattered willows growing around the sloughs. There is little or no hay in this

township, unless in very dry seasons ; when the marsh in the southeastern portion of
the township becomes dry it will produce immense quantities of hay. There are no
creeks in this township, but there are quite a number of sloughs. The water is not
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very good, but it can be used for domestic purposes. Excellent water can be had by

digging about 30 feet. There is very little fuel to be found, but it can be had within

about 35 or 40 miles. Enough surface stones can be had for building purposes for the

early settlers. There are no minerals of any kind. The only game to be found is

prairie chicken and wild ducks. The climate is moderate; this part of the country

is not subject to the high winds in summer and blizzards in winter that are so common

and severe in Manitoba. The Eort Pitt and Carlton trail passes through the centre

of this township. It is a first class trail and in good condition on account of so much

traffic passing over it the first two or three years.

—

John Molloy, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 44.—This township is a very inferior one, being very hilly, and is en-

tirely unfit for agriculture on this account. It produces first class grass for grazing

purposes, but on account of the scarcity of hay meadows could hardly be called a good

ranching township. The hills are from 50 to 200 feet high, being very steep and

mostly covered with a thick growth of poplar on the northern slopes, a considerable

amount of willows are also found growing mostly around sloughs. The greater part

of the township is prairie. There is no timber large enough for building purposes and

scarcely any for fuel. There are quite a number of large sloughs in the valleys between

the hills, also a large lake in the northwestern part of the township, with good water.

No creeks were seen. Stones are found in good quantity, enough for building purposes,

at least for the early settlers, for a few years, but not enough to interfere with cultiva-

tion of the soil. No minerals of any kind were found. The only game seen was

prairie chicken and wild ducks. The Fort Pitt and Carlton trail passes a few miles

to the south of this township, and the Jackfish and Carlton trail about 12 miles to

the north.—John Molloy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—I left Eosthern on the Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific

Kailway on Thursday, May 21, 1903, and travelled westerly, crossing the Saskatchewan

at the Doukhobor ferry on section 30, township 42, range 6, west of the third meri-

dian, thence northwesterly to th.e southeast corner of township 45, range 13, west of

the third meridian, where I commenced work. The trail was muddy and heavy owing

to recent rains. The soil in this township is generally clay loam with a clay subsoil,

and is well adapted for grain growing or ranching. The surface is rolling prairie,

except in the northern part, where there are some hills. There are a few bluffs of pop-

la: timber and patches of poplar and willow brush, scattered through the township.

There is not sufficient fuel for settlers in the township, and not many hay marshes,

but good grass grows everywhere. The water is good, except in a few lakes and ponds,

v/here it is alkaline. There is no running water except a creek which crosses the north-

west corner of the township. There are no water-powers. The climate in summer is

mild. The first frost occurred on the night of September 1. There is a large quantity

of poplar timber growing in township 45, range 14, west of the third meridian, which

is the nearest available fuel. There are no coal seams in the township, and no stone

quarries, only surface stones on the hilltop. There are no minerals of .economic value,

i'and the game that I saw was ducks, prairie chicken and wild geese. There are n©
settlers in this township.

—

J. J. McKenna, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 46.—The route followed to this township was from Rosthern, on the

Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, westerly, crossing the Saskat-

chewan fit the Doukhobor ferry, thence northwesterly to the southeast corner of town-

ship 45, range 13, and northwesterly through said township. The soil in this township

is a clay loam with a clay subsoil, and is suitable for grain growing or ranching,

especially ranching, as there is an abundance of good water and grass. The surface is

prairie, and is hilly in the north and south and nearly level in the centre. There are

a few blufi's of poplar timber and patches of poplar and willow brush in the southern

lialf of the township. The timber in the bluffs is from 2 to 8 inches in diameter. The
grass in this township is not as good as in township 45, range 13, and is not good fcr
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hay as the grass does not grow liigh. The water in the creeks is fresh, and is, I think,

permanent. The width of the oreeks is about 40 links, with a depth of 3 feet and slow

current. The land is not liable to be flooded. There are a nunib.er of small lakes or

ponds, in which the water is mostly alkaline. There are no water-powers. The climate

is mild in summer, with no summer frosts. The first frost occurred on the night of

September 1. The nearest available fuel is in township 45, range 14. There are no

<coal or lignite veins in the township, and no stone quarries, only loose stones on the

hills. There are no minerals of economic value in the township. The only game I saw

was ducks, prairie chicken and geese. The trail from Carlton to Jackfish lake crosses

this townshiip. There are no settlers in this township.—/. /. McKenna, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 47.—The sections on the north and west sides of this township are roll-

ing ; the remainder of the township generally rough, broken, hilly and stony, the

centre and southeast quarter of the tow-nship being very rough and broken by small

creeks and deep ravines. Scattering clumps of brush are found in the south part of

the township. As you go north poplar bluffs and heavy brush appear, until about 50

per cent of the north part of the township is covered with bluff and scrub. Field stones

gradually disappear as you go north, the sections on the north side o± the township

being comparatively free from stones. The soil is mostly a rich sandy loam, from
4 to 6 inches in depth, wdth a sandy or clay subsoil, classed 3 and 4 on account of

stones nnd broken surface, good for grazing purposes hut generally not fit for cultiva-

tion. Not many sloughs and very little hay in this township. Water is fres!i and
plentiful in the cr.eeks and sloughs, but in dry seasons might be scarce. There is no
timber for lumbering purposes, and no stone quarries or minerals were seen in the

township. The climate is good; frequent showers, bright days, cool nights and no
frost. Ducks and prairie chickens ar.e scarce. An odd jumping deer was seen. An old

t'ort triiil runs diagonally through the township from section 4 to section 34.

—

Wm. B.
Beilly, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.—This township differs very much from the townships to the west

and south of it. The surface is rolling. The north part of it is nearly covered with

brush and poplar bluffs from three to eight inches in diameter. The bluffs will fur-

nish abundance of fuel, fencing and rough timber for log buildings. In the south

part are bluffs of poplar, willow and poplar scrub with openings of prairie. Willow is

more plentiful than the poplar in the southeast quarter of the township. An old cart

trail runs through the southeast quarter of the township. The soil generally is a rich

loam from four to six inches in depth, mostly clay subsoil, comparatively free from
stones and classes two and three. The township will be siiitable for farming purposes.

There is a large lake in the north half of section 33 with hay marsh on the east and
south sides of it. There are very few sloughs. A small creek runs westward out bf

the township in section Y. Water is fresh in all, but there is not much in the town-
ship. Hay is limited. In dry seasons a quantity could be cut around the lake in sec-

tion 33. The climate is good, frequent showers, bright days and no frost. There is

no timber for lumbering purposes, no stone quarries or minerals in the township.

Game is scarce, badgers, prairie chickens, coyotes and one bear were seen in the north

part of the township. This township has been a favourite burying ground for the

Indians, as a great number of graves are scattered all over the township.—-IF. R.
Eeilly, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 52.—(North outline.)—The western half of this range is level country

and in sections 31 and 32, thickly covered with a forest of poplar, six inches in dia-

meter and balm of Gilead. Near the low, swampy parts are belts of spruce averaging
ten inches in diameter. North of section 33 most of the timber is fire-killed, though
south of the line the forest of poplar, balm of Gilead and spruce continues. The west-

ern half of section 34 is wet and boggy. In sections 35 and 36 are numerous smaJl

ponds and marshes, surrounded by bluffs of poplar and clumps of spruce. There are

250^—8
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also large hay marshes except in section -53, where the soil is light. A good trail from

Battleford and Jacktish and Birch lakes to the big bend of the Carlton and Green lake

trail crosses the base line at a point ten chains east of the quarter section on the

north boundary of section 32. The soil is a sandy loam four inches to ten inches in

depth with a subsoil jji clay and stones.

—

A Saint Ci/r, D.L.S., 1903.

Range IJf.

Township 35.—A trail running westerly from Saskatoon passes through this town-

ship, affording an easy means of reaching it. The soil is generally a clay loam with a

clay subsoil, but in the southwesterly part of the township it is nearly pure sand ; but

the Avhole township can be classed as a good wheat raising district. In the northeast-

erly portion a few hills—the most southerly end of the Eaglehills—are met with.

There is also one high hill in the centre of the township which is not touched by any

of the lines. The whole township is open prairie. No timber, scrub, or even willows

Avere encountered. Good hay can be cut around all the sloughs and lakes, but there

are no hay marshes of any extent. In the slovighs the water was fresh but in the open

lakes very alkaline. iSTo running water was met with. In the beginning of August

we had several severe frosts at night but the days were bright and warm. No fuel

available nearer than towaiship 36, range 12. There is some green poplar in the south-

westerly corner of the township, but it is not large enough for either fuel or fencing.

There are no minerals. A few ducks, prairie chickens and antelope were noticed.

—

H. B. Pruadfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—A trail from Saskatoon to Tramping lake passes about one mile

south of the southerly boundary of this township. With the exception of a few sec-

tions in the southeasterly corner of the township (which are in the Eaglehills where

the soil is very light), the remainder of the townshii) is eminently adapted for agri-

cultural purposes, either grain raising or grazing. With the exception above noted

the surface is all rolling ijrairie, no timber of any kind being met with. Good swamp
hay can be cut around most of the sloughs, but there are no extensive hay marshes.

No running water was found ; the water in the sloughs was generally fresh. We had

one frost in the beginning of August, but I do not consider that it was severe enougti

to do harm. The days were warm. The nearest fuel available is in township 38, range

13—poplar, balm of Gilead, &c. There are no stone quarries or minerals. Antelope,

prairie chickens and partridge are numerous.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—A trail running westerly from Saskatoon passes through township

35, range 14, affording the most convenient route for reaching this township. In a wet

season, however, this trail is liable to be very soft in i^assing through range 13. The
soil is a black or sandy loam alluvial deposit, with a clay subsoil—a good grain country.

The surface is all open prairie—no bush of any kind. Hay can be cut around all the

sloughs, and there are hay marshes of some extent in sections 36, 35 and 26. The water

in all the sloughs and ponds is fresh. No running water was met with. There is no

water power. In the middle of June we had very warm days, but cool nights and no

frosts. There is no fuel nearer than township 38 in range 13, where there is con-

siderable poplar, suitable for building, fencing and fuel. There are no stone quarries

or minerals. Antelope, ducks and prairie chickens are numerous.

—

H. B. Proudfoot,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—The Saskatoon and Battleford trail passes through the northeast-

erly section of this township, affording an easy means of reaching it. The soil is

generally a black or clay loam with a clay subsoil, gravelly in places, but generally

good farming land suitable for grain raising. The grass is short on the top of the

undulations, but strong and rich in the valleys. With the exception of section 36, the

surface is rolling prairie, along the east and west boundaries hilly. On sections 25
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and 30, thick small poplar is fouudj but of no large area in this township. Hay
marshes of some size that have been cut for years are found in sections 1 and 2. Good
hay can also be cut around all the numerous sloughs and ponds. Xo running water

was noted. Fresh water sloughs and ponds are very numerous, anc a large lake, which

also contains fresh water, occurs partly in section 36. This lake has been surveyed.

In June, 19U3, there were hot days and cool nights; no frosts were registered. With
the exception of the poplar, kc, on sections 36 and 25, no timber of any kind occurs

in the township. Xo coal was found, nor stone quarries, nor minerals. Antelope and
tiucks were seen. Prairie chickens, although plentiful on the Eaglehills and east-

ward, are very scarce here.

—

H. B. Proiidfootj D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—The south trail from Saskatoon to Battleford passes through this

township diagonally from southeast to northwest. The soil is a black and claj- loam,

with a clay subsoil and well adapted for gTaiu raising. About one-half (the north-

easterly part) of the township is partly timbered with second gro\\i;h poplar and
willow, the sui'face being rolling to hilly with a deep ravine on sections 25, 26 and 27,

in which excellent spring water is found. The southwestern portion is open, hilly and
rolling prairie. Some of the old timber (poplar up to 10 inches in diameter and a

few birch) is still standing green, but the greater part of the timber is second growth
poplar and willow. In years past large quantities of hay have been cut, but at present

the height of the water in the sloughs and marshes has drowned the hay flats. Xo
alkaline water is met with, the slouglis and ponds are all fresh and, as stated above,

springs are found in the big ravine in sections 25, 26 and 27. A few lakes of some size

have been traversed. Xo running water except extremely small streams are seen. Xo
frost in last June, bvit very w-et weather. There is plenty of poplar for fuel, but not

sufficient for reservation. There were no stone quarries or minerals. Antelope,

ducks and chickens were seen.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 43.—This township is first class for either farming or ranching purjioses.

The soil is principally a deep black loam with a clay subsoil, gently rolling or undu-
lating. A good growth of grass and very few sloughs, although there are enough to

supply water for stock. Good water can be had by digging about 25 to 30 feet. A
considerable portion of the township is covered with scrub and heavy second growth
poplar. There is a little poplar timber in the northwest corner that would be suitable

for building purposes for early settlers. Apart from this, there is scarcely any timber

that would do for either fuel or building. It can be had, however, about 35 miles to

the north. Althovigh there is a good g-iY)wth of grass for grazing purposes, there is very

little which can be utilized for hay. There are no creeks of any kind in this township,

but the sloughs all contain good water. There are a few surface stones to be found,

which would answer for building purposes. There are no minerals of any kind. The
only kind of game to be found is prairie chicken, wild ducks and a few jumping deer.

The Fort Pitt and Carlton trail, which goes also to Battleford and Saskatchewan,
passes through tht^ centre of the township from east to west.

—

John MoUoy, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 4-1:.—This township is first class for either ranching or farming,
althoug-h the northern two miles of it is somewhat inclined to bediilly. The remainder
i-. gently rolling or undulating, and the greater part of it is prairie, but there is a
considerable portion of it covered with small poplar bluffs and thick willows, particu-
larly along the western and northern rows of sections. The soil is chiefly a black loam
with sandy loam or clay subsoil. The timber is scarcely large enough or in suflicienfc

quantities to supply the early settlers with either fuel or building material. Therj
is scarcely any hay to be found, although all the grass is of first class quality for
grazing p\irposes. There is quite a number of sloughs and a large lake along the
north boundary which supply sufficient water for stock. Good water can be obtained
by digging 20 or 30 feet. There are no creeks of any kind to be found. There are

25a—8J
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sufficient surface stones to be of use to early settlers for building purposes for a fe^r

years, but there are no mineral of any kind. The only game to be found is prairid

chicken, wild ducks and a few jumping deer. The Fort Pitt and Carlton trail passes

a few miles to the south and one branch of it passes through the township entering

it on section 2 and running in a northwesterly direction. The Jaekfish and Carltos

trail is about 12 miles to the north.

—

John Molloy, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 45.—The route followed to this township was from Rosthern on the

Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway westerly crossing the Saskat-

chewan river at the Doukhobor ferry, thence northwesterly to the southeast comer of

township 45, range 13, thence westerly through the same township. The soil is mostly

clay with clay mixed with stones on the hills, with clay subsoil and is not well suited

for agriculture. The surface is broken by two large lakes in the south half of the

township. These lakes are surrounded by poplar timber. The remainder of the town-

ship is nearly all hilly prairie with bluffs of poplar timber and poplar scattered

through it. The timber is poplar from 2 to 12 inches in diameter and surrounds the

lakes in the soiith half, also bluffs of poplar and poplar w-ith wdllow brush alternate

with the prairie in the rest of the township. There is one hay meadow about 50 acre?

ir. extent in the southeast corner but very poor short grass grows in the rest of the

towni?hip. There is one creek about 30 links wide and 3 feet deep which crosses a

small portion of the northeast corner of this township; the water is fresh. The water

in the lakes is alkaline. I thirds the water will be permanent. The land is not liable

to be flooded, and no water powers exist. The weather in summer is mild; the first

frost occurred on the night of September 1. There is sufficient poplar timber in ths

township for its supply and for adjacent townships also. No coal or lignite veins were
seen, no stone quarries and no minerals of economic value. The only game I found
was ducks, geese and prairie chickens. There are no settlers in the township. I think

owing to the surface of the township being much broken with hills and lakes and tho

occurrence of much timber, that it would be advisable to hold it as a timber reserve

for fuel for adjacent townshipc.—•/. J. McKenna, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 46.—The soil in this townshij is generally clay loam and clay subsoil

and is suitable for grain growing or ranching, as there is an abundance of fresh water
and gras«. The surface is rolling prairie with hills in the north and south portions

of the township. There are many poplar bluffs and patches in the southern half of tho

township. The poplar on the bluffs is from 2 to 8 inches in diameter, but is not

sufficient for fuel for the southern half of the township, where it is located. Good
hay grows nearly everywhere, but more especially in the northwest corner

of the township where there is a large hay marsh. There are three creeks

crossing this township, also several small lakes and ponds. The water in the

creeks is fresh, but in most of the lakes and ponds it is alkaline. The streams

are small, about 30 or 40 links wide, and three feet deep with a slow current. The
lands adjacent are not liable to be flooded. There are no water powers in this town-
ship. The climate in summer is mild with no summer frosts. The first frost occurred

during night of September 1. The nearest available timber is in township 45, rango

14, west of the third meridian, where considerable is growdng. There are no stone

quari'ies, only loose stones on the hills. There are no minerals of economic value in

the towmship. Wild geese, ducks and prairie chicken are all the game seen. The old

trail from Carlton to .Jaekfish lake crosses the township. There are no settlers in thr

township.—J. J. McKenna, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 47.—This township is very similar to the townships north and west of

it. The surface of the tiers of sections on the east and west side of the township is

rolling and stony; the rest of the township is rough, broken, hilly and stony. Clumps
of willow, poplar and alder brush and bluffs of poplar from 2 to F inches in diameter

are scattered all over the township. The poplar bluffs will furnish good fuel and
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timber for fencing purposes and rough log buildings. The heaviest bluffs are in the

northwest quarter of the township. A large creek from the north enters the township

in the northeast quarter of section 3-3, flows southerly through the centre of the town-

ship in a deep valley in the north part of the township gradually widening out to a

Eat in the south part of the township. This valley is fonned by a succession of hills

and has not a well defined outline. The stream in the north of the township is from 6

to 8 feet wide, 1 foot to li deep and a strong current. It gradually deepens, widens

and becomes very sluggish where it leaves the township in the southeast quarter of

section 5. A water-power could be developed in the north part of the township, but I

do not think the stream is permanent. Lav^^e lakes with marshy shores are found in

sections 30 and 31. They did not appear to be permanent, hence were not traversed.

Water is fresh in the creeks and small sloughs found in nearly every section in the

town^iip. The soil is a go«d loam on clay and sand subsoil. It is very stony and

is mostly classed as being unfit for cultivation, but well suited for grazing purposes.

A great quantity of hay is found along the creek and around the sloughs, but on

account of the stones would be hard to cut. No stone quarries, minerals or timber for

lumbering purposes occur in the township. The climate is good, with svifficient rain

and lots of sunshine, with cool nights but no frost. Game is scarce, some ducks,

prairie chickens and an odd jumping deer were seen.

—

Wm. R. Reilly, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.—The two tiers of sections on the west side of the township are

rolling and not quite so stony as the rest of the township. The east half is rough,

broken, hilly and stony. A large creek from S to 10 feet wide and from 1 to 1§ feet

dieep and with a strong current enters the township, with low banks in the northeast

quarter of section 34, and flows southward in a well defined, narrow valley through

sections 34, 35, 27, 22, 15, 10 and 3, being joined in sections 22 and 23 by small creeks

from the east and leaves the township in the southeast quarter of section 4. The
valley gradually deepens from 20 feet in the north to 150 feet in the south. The creek

has the appearance of one that would dry up in dry seasons as brush in many places

is growing across the entire bed. If this were a permanent stream it would be valu-

able as a water power. At time of survey from 50 to 150 horse-power could be

developed with a head from 10 to 30 feet. The soil throughout the whole township

is a rich black loam from 4 to 10 inches in depth, with a sand or clay subsoil, but on

account of stones is generally classed as being quite unfit for cultivation. It supports

an excellent growth of grass, and is good grazing ground. Very few ponds or sloughs

are found in the township, and only a very limited quantity of hay. Thick clumps of

brush and poplar bluffs from 4 to 6 inches in diameter are dotted all over the township.

The bluffs will furnish good firewood and timber for rough log buildings, the heaviest

bluffs being found in the northeast quarter of the township. Xo minerals or stone

quarries were found in the township. There is no tinil>er for lumbering purposes.

The water in all the sloughs and creeks was fresh and good. There are many ducks

and prairie chickens in the township. A few badgers and an odd jumping deer were

seen. The climate is good, abundance of rain, much sunshine, cool nights and no

frosts.—Wm. R. Reilhh D.L.S., 1903.

Township 52.—(Xorth ovitline).—The western edge of the Thickwood hills is

crossed in this range, the height of land occurring in sections 31 and 32. The western

half of section 31 is hilly. The eastern half is rolling, broken by numerous large bogs,

extending through to sections 32 and 33, where the height of land between the Sas-

katchewan basin and the waters to the north lies. The surface of these sections is

very stony and is covered with a dense forest of pine, 10 inches in diameter, birch 8

inches in diameter, poplar 6 inches in diameter, spruce and balm of Gilead. extending
southward a distance of 3 or 4 miles. The eastern edge of this forest follows in general

a southeasterly direction from Birch lake. Sections 34, 35 and 36 are covered by pine

ridges separated by tamarack bogs. The land is very stony and is covered by thick un-
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derbrush. South of the base line in section 35 is a range of hills, running in a south-

westerly direction, forming the continuation of the height of land crossed in section

33. Xorth of the base line and about 2 miles distant appears a deep depression oc-

cupied by a lake, 3 or 4 miles in length. 'Ihis lake which appears to extend eastward

across the boundary of range 14, is fed by a stream crossing the base line a quarter of a

mile west of the northeast corner of section 34. An Indian pack trail leading to this

lake crosses the line from the south a quarter of a mile west of the northeast corner

of section 34. Section 36 is broken by high hills. The soil is a sandy loam, 6 inche.s

to 10 inches in depth, with a subsoil of clay and stones.

—

A. Saint Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Bange lo.

Township 35.—This township is situated about 60 miles west of Saskatoon, and
50 south of Battleford, and may be reached by good wagon trails from either jdace.

From Saskatoon, which is much the better supply station, the route of approach is by
way of what is known as the old Edmonton trail, as far as Eaglehills creek crossing

where, though there is no bridge, the stream can be forded in safety at all but ex-

tremely high stages of water. About two miles west of the crossing the old Lizard lake

and Edmonton trail is met with, striking southwesterly. This is followed through the

Bear hills passing northwest of Lizard lake. These hills are well named as they pre-

sent a very barren appearance, affording the traveller no fuel of any kind and very

little water. Upon approaching the boundary of township 35, range 15, some small

patches of poplar and willow scrub are met with and the country presents a more pro-

ductive appearance. The trail enters the township on section 13 by way of a narrow

neck of land between two alkaline lakes, and thence it continues on a westerly covirse

across the township about two miles north of the south boundary, skirting the north-

erly edge of what is known as ' tbe 6(l-mile bush,' the easterly end of which commences
on section 2 from which it extends westerly, covering portions of sections 3, 4, 5, 7,

8, 9 and 10. The soil is chiefly light sandy loam with clay subsoil, and may be termed

second-class in most places. Portions of sections 2, 11, 10, 9, 8, 7, 16, 21 and 29 may
be termed first-class and should be well suited for general farming purposes. Xorth of

the old Edmonton trail the surface of the township is that of an open rolling prairie,

whilst sonth of the trail the portions above mentioned are covered with poplar bush.

The greater portion of what is locally known as ' the 60-mile bush ' occurs in the

southwesterly part of the township, covering portions of sections 3 to 10 inclusive.

This wooded area is chiefly covered with small poplar trees of from 2 to 6 inches in

diameter, a few being as large as 8 inches. Few, if any, trees were observed of suffi-

cient size or otherwise suitable for being rianufactured into lumber. Althoxigh this

bush is of little value as a timber supply, it is of great local value as fuel supply for

the di.strict. No wild hay marsnes of any extent were observed, though the prairie

grass is good and a})nndant everywhere for grazing purposes. There is one large lake

of alkaline water on this township, covering the greater parts of sections 13 and 23,

as well as portions of sections 12. 14, 24. -l^'y, 22 and 27. The water of this lake

though clear in appearance is unfit for drinking purposes, being very strongly alka-

line. A portion of another large saline lake extends to sections 1 and 12, whilst at the

southwest of the township there is a small fresh water lake covering portions of sec-

tions 5 and 6. Small fresh vx-ater sloughs were, however, quite numerous everywhere

during the month of May. Nothing in the shape of water-power exists on this town-

ship. The local supply of fuel for the township is ' the 60-mile bush,' which is very

convenient and sufficient for some years to come. It is composed chiefly of poplar

trees of small size but when dry, these form an excellent fuel. Limeisftoae in place

occurs upon south boundary of section 3. Prairie chicken are quite plentiful about

the edges of the woods, and ducks in great variety are found upon all the lakes and
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sloiii:lis in tho towushii). Small white geese or wavies were seen in great niinibprs

about the shores of the alkaline lakes during the month of May. Two swans were also

observed at the same time and place. A few large brant geese were also observefl

later in the season. Curlews and many varieties of the plover family are very com-

mon through the district. A few antelope were seen about ' the 60-mile bush,' and
though no deer were observed, several antlers were found indicating their recent exis-

tence there. Other smaller animals, such as badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and

goi)hers are quhe numerous. For description of climate, see that given for township

35, range IC wc-^t of the third meridian.^/. W. TijrvfJl, D.L.S., lOOS.

Township 30.—This township is situated about 60 miles west of Saskatoon and

45 miles south of Battleford, and is accessible from both places by means of fairly good

wagon trails, Saskatoon being the nearest railway town, but Battleford being the near-

est post office and telegraph station. The trail from Battleford to Swift Current passes

along the westerly boundary of the township and affords a most convenient route. The
soil is chiefly a sandy loam with clay subsoil, and in many places, particularly on the

hill tops and summits of ridges it contains many boiilder.s. 1 he better sections of the

township are suited for general farming purposes, whilst the rougher sections are more

suited for stock-raising. The surface is open, rolling prairie, becoming hilly in .some

localities, particularly about the shore and towards the southeasterly end of a large

salty lake occupying a central position in the township, as well as upon the shores of

a smaller fresh water lake on sections 11 and 12. There is a small quantit.v of poplar

and willow scrub, but not sufficient to be of any economic value. These are the only

trees of any description in the township, and are of a very small and scrubby character,

too small to be used as firewood. The township contains very few hay meadows or

.marshes of any size, although a good growth of prairie grass is everj-where to be found.

By far the largest body of water is that of a salty lake covering portions of sections 9,

10, 15, 16, 17, 20 and 21. Another smaller lake of extremely bad alkaline water lies on

the westerly side of section 30. and extends into range 16. but in the southeasterly

portion of the township, on sections 11 and 12, there is a fresh water lake of about a

mile and a quarter in length and a quarter of a mile in width; also another small one

covering part of sections 1 and 12. Besides these lakes, numerous small fresh water

sloughs are found in various parts of the town.ship, those noted being on sections 4, 7,

19, 20, 23, 28, 30, 34 and 35. The water in most of these sloughs I judged to be per-

manent. Xo water power can be developed in the township. Xo fuel is found upon

this township, but a convenient supply of wood is found in the township immediately

to the south of it. Xo coal or lignite veins are known to exist in this locality and no

stone quarries, or minerals of economic value. Prairie chickens are comparatively

numerous, while ducks of great variety are found upon all the lakes and sloughs in

the township. Small white geese or wavies may be seen in great numbers during the

spring and autimm seasons, whilst the large brant geese also visit the loealitj- in lesser

numbers during the same seasons. Curlews and many varieties of the plover family

are quite numerous throughout the district. Antelope are occasionally seen, although

these are more numerous towards the wooded sections of the country, whilst other smaller

animals, badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. For

description of climate see that given for township 35, range 16. west third meridian.

—

J..W.\ Ti/rreU, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—This township, which is situated about 60 miles west of the town

of Saskatoon and 40 miles south of Battleford, is accessible from either of these places

by good wagon trails. It is the more easily accessibk' from Battleford, as the dii^tance

from that place is not only less than that from Saskatoon, but the trail is more direct,

and is in better condition for heavy traffic. The soi] is chiefly clay and clay loam,

which in many places, particularly on the top^ of hills and ridge-, contains many
boulders. Some sections of the township are fairly well suited for general farming
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purposes^ whilst others are more suitable for grazing lands. The surface is entirely

open and varies from that of an undulating surface to what might be termed decidedly-

hilly. Xo timber of any description is found upon this township. No hay marshes
were observed in the township, but the prairie grass was fairly good on most of the sec-

tions. As is the case on the majority of the townships in this section of the country,

the larger bodies of water are alkaline or salty. The largest lake in the township is

situated in sections 22 and 23, and covers about 200 acres. This lake is strongly

alkaline. A smaller one, also alkaline, covers portions of sections 23 and 24. A long

narrow lake with saline water is found upon sections 28, 29, 32 and 33, whilst another

of much smaller dimensions occurs at the corners of sections 29, 30, 31 and 32. Besides

these bad water lakes, several fresh water slouglis or ponds were met with. One of

these was crossed by the line between sections 9 and 16; another by the line dividing

sections 19 and 20 and another, was found on the northwesterly portions of section 24.

No water power exists in the township. No fuel of any description is found upon this

township, but a sufficient supply for immediate use is found in ' the 60-mile bush,' only

a short distance to the south. No coal is known to exist in this neighbourhood. No
stone quarries were noticed in the township nor any minerals. Prairie chickens were

comparatively numerous and ducks of great variety are found upon all the lakes and

sloughs in the township. Small white geese or wavies may be seen in great numbers

during the spring and autumn seasons, whilst the large brant geese also visit the

locality in lesser numbers during the same seasons. Curlews and many varieties of

the plover family are quite numerous throughout the district. Antelope are occasion-

ally seen, although these are more numerous towards the wooded sections of the coun-

try, whilst other smaller animals such as badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and

gophers are quite numerous. For description of climate see that given for township

35, range 16, west of the third meridian.—J. W. Tyrrell D.L.S., 190S.

Township 38.—This township is situated about 60 miles northwest of the town of

Saskatoon, and 30 miles south of Battleford, from which latter place it is easily acces-

sible by means of the old wagon trail leading from Battleford to Swift Current. Saska-

toon is the nearest railway depot, but Battleford is the most convenient post office and

telegraph station. The soil is chiefly clay loam or heavy clay for the most part con-

taining many boulders. The better sections of the township might be used for agri-

cultural purposes, but most of the s.ections are so stony and hilly that they are more
suited for grazing lands. The surface of the township is open, hilly prairie, many
hills ranging from 50 to 100 feet above the low lands. No timber of any description

is found upon this township. Several rather extensive hay marshes occur in sections

2, 3, 10, 11, 8, 17, 15, 22, 23, 35 and 36. The water is as a rule fresh, the largest body
being situated upon sections 2, 3, 10 and 11. This lake is quite shallow, and of a grassy

character, but affords a permanent supply of water. Another marshy lake of similar

character lies on sections 8 and 17, whilst other small ponds and sloughs are found
upon sections 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 22, 23, 26, 27, 32, 33, 35 and 36. Besides the above, a

small stream known as Crane creek flows through a well defined deep valley vipon sec-

tions 31 and 32, and contains a good supply of fresh water during the greater part of

the year, although during extremely dry weather it almost entirely disappears. No
water-power exists in the township. No timber or other fuel supply is found
upon this township, and the most convenient source is township 40, range 15, immedi-
'alely to the north. No stone quarries or minerals of economic value are known to exist

in the township. Ducks of great variety are found upon all the lakes and sloughs in

the township. Small white geese or wavies may be seen in great numbers during the

spring and autumn seasons, whilst the large brant geese also visit the locality in les-

fi'.T numbers during the ^ame seasons. Curlews and many varieties of the plover

family are quite numerous throughout the district. Antelope are occasionally seen,

although these are more ntimerous towards the wooded sections of the country, whilst
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Other smaller animals such as badg/?rs, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and gophera are

very numerous. For description of climate, see that given for township 35, range 10,

\v.^st of the third meridian.—.7. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 39.—This township is about 70 miles northwest of the town of Saska-

toon, the nearest railway depot, and about 30 miles southeast of Battleford, the near-

est post office and supply station. It may be conveniently reached from either of these

places, as a good wagon trail leading from Saskatoon to Battleford passes close to the

Bortixeast angle of the township. The Battleford and Swift Current trail is also quite

convenient, passing only about 4: miles westward. The trails leading to Battleford

are somewhat hilly, but otherwise in very good condition during the greater part of

the yeor for the passage of any ordinary loads. A large proportion of the soil may be

termed first-class, whilst other sections may be considered as second or third-class. The

soil is chiefly a day loam with clay subsoil. Black sandy loam with good subsoil is

found in some localities, particularly along the valley of what has been named Crane

creek, which flows in a winding course through the township. The soil of this town-

ship, liks that immediately to the north, is particularly well adapted for general farm-

ing purposes, and being convenient to the town of Battleford is, in my opinion, a

first-class locality for homesteading. It might be mentioned here that a preliminary

railway location line is staked out through sections 13, 14, 22, 23, 27, 28, 32 and 33 of

this to^\nship. The surface of the township is almost entirely open prairie, no timber

jl-eing found upon it, and the only scrub being a few small patches in the valley of

Crane creek. The greater part of the township is quite level, but it is cut through by

the valley of Crane creek, which in the southern part of the township is very deep.

Tanging from 50 to 100 feet. The sections which are broken by the valley of this creek

Avo chiefly 35, 26, 25, 24, 14, 15, 16, 9, 4 and 5. Several large hay marshes lie within

the township, one covering the northeastern part of section 36: another, portions of

sections S and 17; another is on the line between sections 33 and 34, and another of

about 150 acres in extent on sections 10 and 3. Besides these, much of the valley (.-f

Crane creek contains a large quantity of good hay, and the whole township supports

a good strong growth of prairie grass. This township is well supplied with fresh water.

Crane creek passing from the northeastern part of the township to the southwestern.

Besides this creek, fresh water is found in the hay marshes on sections 3 and 10, and

S and 17, and num,erous other small ponds along the north boundary of the township.

Tlie southeastern and the northwestern sections are comparatively dry. The general

indications are that the climate of this locality is not unsuited for the growing of

general farm produce. Xo summer frosts were observed during the time tnat we were

engaged in subdividing the township, but on or about elune 9 when we were engaged in

surveying 18 or 20 miles farther to the south a heavy summer frost was experienced,

which cut down many of the wild flowers, and particularly the wild pea vines. Although

tin fuel was found in the township, plenty of good dry wood is readily available from

the township immediately to the north of it. No coal or lignite veins are known to

exist in this locality. Ko stone quarries or minerals of value are known to lie in this

township. Antelopes are occasionally met with, and badgers, foxes and prairie wolves

are quite numerous. Ducks of many varieties are very abundant.—•/. W. Tyrrell,

B.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—This township is situated about 70 miles northwest of the town

or Saskatoon, which is the nearest railway depot, but only about 25 miles southeast of

Battleford,- the nearest post office and supply station and immediately adjoins on the

south and east the Red Pheasant Indian reserve. It is within 6 or 8 miles of the

northern branch of Saskatchewan river and the northerly portion of the township lies

within the timber belt of that river valley. There are good wagon trails passing

diagonally through the township from northwest to southeast, leading both to Battle-

ford on the one side and Sa-katoon on the other. The new government trail from
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Saskatoon to Battleford passe.s only 8 or 4 miles to the north of the township and on

the westerly side abont -IJ miles distant, the old Battleford and Swift Current trail

passes; so that the township is easilj- approached by several trails leading either from
Battleford or Saskatoon. The trails from Battleford to the township are somewhat

hilly but otherwise are very good during the drier .seasons of the year. The soil is

chiefly first-class, consisting largely of black loam or sandy loam with clay subsoil,

and in some localities, clay soil containing a few boulders. The township I consider

particularly well suited for general farming purpo.ses, as everywhere upon it the natural

giowth of grass and other vegetation is very luxuriant. On section 11 a small patch of

land comprising about 3 acres is already under cultivation and looked exceedingly

well. Xo settler was, however, found upon the township. The southern portion con

sists of open prairie land .somewhat broken and rolling though not very hilly. A con-

siderable amount of scrub and willows is found on sections 13, 14 and 23, but sectioiLS

24, 25, 26, 35 and 36 are almost entirely covered with solid bush which is composed

chiefly of poplar with a ^mall proportion of birch. Forest fires, not many years ago,

destroyed most of the large timber, the remains of which are still everywhere to b^

seen. Many old birch stumps and dead trees were observed of from 12 to 15 inches in

diameter. I should judge that about one quarter of this township is coveerd with

woods, the remaining three-quarters being either open prairie or prairie containiner

some willows and scrub. As already mentioned, .sections 24, 25, 26. 35 and 36 arc-

covered with bush, but a very small proportion of this bush is of such size or char

acter as to be suited for the manufactui'e of timber, nearly all the large trees having
been destroyed some years ago by forest fires, a few, Iiowever, still remain and consist

chieily of thi} asi^cn poplar. The average size of the trees in this wooded section is

probably 3 inches, certainly not more than 4 inches. Fine hay marshes or meadows .arc

found everywhere over the prairie sections of the township. A large quantity of th<3

fine hay was observed on sections 13, 14 and 23. some of which was being cut an-l

saved for winter use either by Indians from the adjoining reserve or settlers from soms-

neighbouring locality. The quality of the hay so cut and dried appeared to be very
good and seemed to be very much appreciated by my horses when we were passing
through the township. The township is particularly well .supplied with fresh water
as: all seasons of the year. Grassy sloughs containing fresh water were met upon most
every section and several small brooks take their rise in the northern si^ctions, one
apparently having its source from the ])onds in sections 23 and 36, nins in a southerly
direction through .sections 14, 11 and 2, passing into section .35 of town.ship 39. This
brook is the same as has been called ' Crane creek ' in the more southerly toAvnship
through which it passes. Two or three other small fresh water streams have theiv

source in the northern sections of the township and run in a northeastern direction
emptying into the Saskatchewan. While the volume of all these streams is quite small
their flow appears to be constant and thus there is a permanent and continuous supply
of good water for the ranchers or future settlers. Judging from the excellent supply
of fresh water afforded by this township as well as the good quality of the soil, I con-
sider it one of the best locations in the district for farm settlements. The etreamte
of this township are all too small and insignificant to afford any eonsideratle water-
power. The general indications are that the climate of this locality is well suited
for farming and grazing purposes. It is considerably sheltered from the north by
the belt of timber bordering on the Saskatchewan, which large river of itself probably
has a moderating influence on the climate. Xo summer frosts were experienced by us
whilst euiiaged in the survey of this township. It possesses in it.=;elf an abundant
supply of good dry wood as well as a growing forest. The five northern sections of
the township as well as those of the adjoining townships to the north and east are
well covered with both green and dry wood. Xo stone quarries of any description
or minprals of value were found upon the township. As is usually the case, through-
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out the Northwest Territories, game is more plentiful in wooded or scrubby districts

than upon the more open prairie country. Ducks of many varieties were very nu-
mer<ju& and prairie chicken were also found upon the scrubby sections. Antelopa
are eccpsionally found in the locality, whilst in the woods in the northern part of this

township the tracks of a black bear were observed by some members of my party. liab-

bits arc very nmncrous in tlie woods.

—

J. IV. Tyndt, D.L.S., 1003.

Township 47.—We started by trail for Carlton, Tuesday. April 2>^. but arriving

at the crfjssing. found the river full of ice, and were thus unable to cross till Friday,

May 1. The trail was very soft in places, and the streams swollen, making travel on
the road very slow. The township is rough, broken, hilly and stony prairie, thickly

covered with clumps of willow and alder brush and scattered bluffs of poplar. Xumer-
ous fresh water sloughs are to be found in evei-j' section of the township. Lost-horse

creek enters the township in the northwest quarter of section 33, and traverses the two
westerly tiers of sections, leaving the township in the southwest quarter of section 6.

The creek flows in a valley from a quarter to a third of a mile wide, with well defined

banks from 100 to 1.50 feet high. Tlie stream is rapid, varying from S to 20 feet

wide and is from 1 to 2 feet deep, according to rate of current. Shoukl the stream be
permanent it would be a valuable water-pawer capable on account of the great fall of

the creek in the township, of being utilized again and again by the building of dams,
and would develop from 75 to 250 horse-power, with a head from 10 to 30 feet, but
this being a very wet season the creek may be swollen beyond its usual size, and in

dry seasons might be a very small stream. The poplar timber in the bluffs varies in

size from mere saplings to 10 inches in diameter, and would furnish sufticient timber
to supply the needs of the settler for fuel and rough log buildings. The heaviest

bluffs are found in the northeast quarter of the township. The soil is a gooil black

loam, mostly clay subsoil, but the presence of a great quantity of stones renders it

unfit for cultivation. It supports a good growth of grass, and is well adapted for
grazing purposes. A large hay slough is found in the east half of section 36 ; a rough
log building being located on the same, showing that the rancher had some day made
use of the hay. Outside of this hay slough very little hay is found in the township.
Xo minerals or stone (puirries are to be found in the township, but the field stone is

valuable for building i)nn)()ses. The only game is ducks, prairie chicken and an odd
jumping deer. The climate has been very variable, numerous rain and snow storms
in May. freciuent showei-s in June and al)undauce of rain in July, but no summer
frosts.— irm. B. ReiJli/. B.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.
—

^"The township is vei-y similar to township 47, range 15. The surface
is rough, broken, hilly and stony prairie covered with clumps of willow brush and
bluffs of poplar. The sloughs are not nearly so numerous as in township 47, range 15,

but three large lakes were met with and ti*aversed. One of these lakes is an expansion
of Lost-horse creek, and is situated principally in the southwest quarter of section 17.

This is a flue fresh water lake, containing abundance of jackfish. Lost-horse ci'eek

enters the township in the west half of section 33 and leaves the township in the west
half of section 4. traversing the second and third tiers of sections from the west
boundary in its course southward. The valley of the creek is not so well defined as
in township 47. range 15. the outline of the valley being rather a succession of hills

rsniging from .50 to 100 feet than that of a continuous bank. The volume of the
stream is very similar to that of township 47, range 15, but the stream itself is rather
sluggish, flowing through marshy flats, and excepting in section 4 it would not be
available with ordinary expense as a water-power, and then it would rate similar to
that of township 47, range 15. The soil is a good loam, mostly clay subsoil and sup-
ports a good growth of grass, but it is too stony to be used for cultivation purposes
and consequently only fit for stock raising. A very limited quantity of hay is to be
found in the township. The water in all the sloughs and creeks is fresh. Xo minerals
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or stone quarries were found, but the field stone is readily available for building pur-

poses. Duck, prairie chicken, badger and a few jumping deer are the only game to be

found.—Wm. R. Reilly, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 52.—(North outline).—The whole of seection 31 lies in the lake, the

eastern shore of which intersects the base line at a point 18 chains east of the north-

east corner of section 31. Section 32 is swampy and stony, covereed in places with

small spruce, some scrub, willows and a few poplar. Section 33 is very stony and

undulating, with a general slope towards the east. A forest of poplar, 8 inches in

diameter, spinice 10 inches in diameter, birch 8 inches in diameter and jackpine 12

inches in diameter growing straight to a length of 40 feet, covers the eastern half

of this section and the whole of sections 34. 35 and 36. Here the country becomes more

"hilly, and in places boggy. The underbrush in this forest is very heavy, consisting of

large alders and thick willow. The wagon roads in this heavily timbered country, with

the exception of the one cut by ourselves, have not been extended to any distance be-

yond the shanties. One Indian pack trail crosses the line about 10 chains west of

the quarter section post on the north boundary of section 36. The soil is a black and

sandy loam varying from 4 to 10 inches in depth, with a subsoil of clay and stones.

—

A. Saint Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 16.

Township 35.—^This township is situated about 65 miles west of Saskatoon ana
50 miles south of Battleford, and may be reached by good wagon trails from either

place. From Saskatoon, which is much the better supply station, the route of ap-

proach is by way of what is known as the old Battleford trail as far as Eaglehills creek

crossing where, though there is no bridge, the stream can be safely forded at all but

extremely high stages of water. About two miles west of the crossing the old Lizard

lake and Edmonton trail is met with, striking southwesterly. This is followed through
the Bear hills passing northwest of Lizard lake. These hills present a very barren

appearance, affording the traveller no fuel and very little water. The old Edmonton
trail enters the township on section 13 and thence it continues on a westerly course

across the township about two miles north of the south boundary. The soil is sandy
and clay loam generally, having a clay subsoil, and may be said to range from first to

third-class; as farming land it should be well suited for the production of all our
common cereals and root crops. The surface of this township is open rolling prairie,

although sections 11, 12, 13 and 14 are chiefly covered with poplar woods. The only

timber supply found in this locality is that of * the 60-mile bush ' covering sections

11, 12, 13 and 14, as well as extending into range 15. The timber found in this bush
is however, very small, ranging from 2 to 6 inches in diameter, and is therefore of

little value as a supply of timber or lumber. Although good grass was observed to be

everywhere and plentiful, no extensive hay lands or marshes were observed in the

township. The water supply of this township is chiefly fresh and is quite plentiful in

the numerous small ponds and sloughs found upon almost every section. Nothing in

the shape of a water-power exists upon the township. No stone quarries exist upon
the township nor were any minerals found. With regard to the occurrence of game in

this locality it may be mentioned that prairie chicken are quite plentiful about the

edges of the woods. Ducks in great variety are found upon all the lakes and sloughs

in the township. Small white geese or wavies were seen in great numbers about the

shores of the alkali lakes during the month of May, and two swans were also ob-

served at the same time and place. A few large brant geese were observed later in the

season. Curlews and many varieties of the plover family are very common throughout

the district. In regard to animals, a few antelope were seen about ' the 60-mile bush

'

and though no deer were observed, several antlers were found indicating their recent
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existence there. Other smaller animals, such as badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks
and gophers are quite numerous. With regard to climate, the year 1903, has been a

very exceptional one, and as late as May 22 a fall of six inches of snow was experi-

enced. The spring was very late and cold, so that it was towards the end of May
before there was any grass, for our horses. June was a fine dry summer ononth, but
during July, rain was very abundant, making a fine growth of grass everywhere.

Upon the 10th and 26th of July hail storms were experienced, and about June 9 a
severe summer frost occurred which blighted the wild pea vines and some other

flowery plants. Notwithstanding this, however, in the immediate vicinity only a few
miles to the north, excellent crops of wheat and oats were harvested in the autumn,
proving that such frosts as did occur were not sufficient to do serious damage. This
township is exceptionally well situated in regard to its fuel supply, as abundance of

wood may be obtained for immediate use from ' the 60-mile bush ' already referred to.

No coal beds are known to exist in this township.

—

J. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—This township is situated about 65 miles west of Saskatoon, and
45 miles south of Battleford, and may be reached from either place by fairly good
wagon trails. Saskatoon is the nearest railway station, and consequently is perhaps
the b.est supply station for the locality, but Battleford being considerably nearer is the
more convenient post office and telegraph station, and from this place it is mosu
easily reached iby the old Battleford and Swift Current trail, which passes throuirh

the easterly tier of sections iri the township. The soil is sandy clay and light sandy
loam, with clay subsoil, and contains many boulders in most parts. It is probably
suited for general farming purposes, but the existence of a large strongly alkaline lake,

with exceedingly bad and offensive water, makes the township a very undesirable one
for settlement, and on account of the presence of this bad water lake, it is more suited

for grazing lands, for there is as a rule a good strong growth of grass right up to the

muddy flats of the lake. The surface is open rolling prairie, broken only by the depres-

'sion in which Whiteshore lake lies, the banks of this lake being from 50 to 100 feet in

^leight. No timber of any description is found upon the township. No natural 'nay

Ir.i.cadows or marshes were observed, although there is a good growth of prairie gras=.

As above mentioned, the large body of water which has been named Whiteshore lake

Jies in the northerly part of this 'township, covering portions of sections 19, 20, 21, 22,

23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 34, and it contains exceedingly offensive water
which, with a favourable wind, can 'be scented at a distance of two or three miles. The
chemical contents of this water are chiefly hydrous sulphate of sodium, but it contains
traces of magnesium sulphate and sodium chloride, and apparently the combination
is not a happy one. Upon section 11 there is also a small saline lake, and upon section

25 there is another lake, covering perhaps 200 acres, of extremely salty water. The
bottom of this lake is covered with a white highly crystalline salt deposit. At the

junction of sections 28, 29, 32 and 33 there is another small lake, or perhaps mors
probably a slough, of v.ery foul alkaline water. On the line between sections 2 and 3

two other small alkaline lakes were found. Besides the above mentioned, a few small

fresh water ponds are found, one on section 15, another on section 16, and others on
sections 35 and 36. There is no water-power in ^^ae township. No fuel of any descrip-

tion is found in the township, the nearest available supply being in ' the 60-mile bush

'

in the township immediately to the south. No stone quarries or minerals of economic
value were found. Prairie chicken are comparatively numerous. Ducks of great

variety are found upon all the lakes and sloughs. Small white geese or wavies may be
sf-en in great numbers during the spring and autumn seasons, and the large brant
geese also visit the locality in lesser numbers during fae same seasons. Curlews and
many varieties of the plover family are quite numerous throughout th.e district. Ante-
lopes are occasionally seen, although these are more numerous towards the wooded
sections of the country, but other small animals, such as badgers, prairie wolves, foxe=,
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ekunks and gophers are very innnerous. For description of climate, see that given for

township 35, range 16, west of the third meridian.—/. IV. Tyrrell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—This township, which is situated 65 miles west of Saskatoon and

40 miles south of Battleford, is accessible% fairly good wagon trails from either place.

Saskatoon is much the preferable supply station of the two, being situated upon the

Prince Albert branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, although the township) is more

easily accessible from Battleford, as the trp.il leading from that plac.f^ is a very good

•one, and the distance considerably shorter. The old main trail from Battleford to

;Swift Current passes directly through the township from north to south. The soil

varies from light sandy loam to heavy boulder clay, with clay subsoil, and being excep-

tionally well watered is very suitable for grazing purposes, although many sections of

the township are also well suited for general farming purposes. The surface is open

jgently rolling prairie, although somewhat hilly in some sections. Xo timber of any

description is found upon this township, but it possesses some exceedingly good hay

l?nd, especially along the valley of a small stream which has been named Crane creek,

which travers.es the township from the noi-theasterly part in a winding course through

most of the central sections. Grassy sloughs or hay marshes were also found upon

sections 10, 11, 20, 28 and 29. The largest body of water lies in section 35, and is

slightly alkaline, although much less so.than most other so-called alkaline lakes. Upon
sections 2 and 3 a long narrow lake of salty water was found, but in addition to these

there are numerous gmall fresh water sloughs or ponds well distributed over the town-

ship. The water of Crane creek is also sufficiently fresh for drinking purjioses. although

its volume is quite small, and during the driest seasons of the year it disappears

entirely. Xo water-power of any importance can be develojied in this township. Xo
fuel supply is found in the township, Ibut a convenient source exists in ' the 60-mile

bush ' a short distance to the south. Coal, stone quarries or minerals are not known
to exist upon the township. Ducks of great variety are found upon all the lakes and
feloughs in the township, while prairie chickens are also comparatively numerous. Small

white geese may be seen in great numbers during the spring and avTtumn season*,

whilst the large geese also visit the locality in lesser numbers during the same season.

Curlews and many varieties of plover are quite numerous throughout the district.

Antelopes are occasionally seen, although these are more nwrnerous towards the wooded
sections of the country, whilst other smaller animals, such as badgers, prairie wolves,

foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. For description of climate, see that

given for township 35, range 16, west of the third meridian.—/. IF. Tyrrell, D.L.S.,

1903.

lownship 38.—This township is about 65 miles northwest of the town of Sas-

katoon find 30 miles south of Battleford, from which latter place it is easily accessible

by the old wagon road leading from Battleford to Swift Current; this road passing

directly through the township from north to south. Battleford is the nearest post office

and telegraph station, but Saskatoon is the nearest railway depot. The soil varies

from that of sandy loam to heavy clay, but everywhere it contains many boulders. The
better sections ofTlie township are suited for farming purposes, btit the greater part

being rough and stony is more suited for ranching land. The surface is open rolling

prairie, being slightly hilly toward the northwest. It contains no timber or scrub of

any description. The township contains some good hay lands, one particularly large

marsh about 200 acres in extent upon sections 12, 13 and 14, adjoining a large lake.

Another hay marsh of perhaps 150 or 200 acres in extent lies upon sections 27 and 28,

while other smaller meadows were foimd upon sections 29, 30, 31, 32, 33 and 34. The
valley of Crane creek, which passes through sections 14, 23, 26, 25 and 36, also produces

a considerable quantity of marsh hay. The township is exceptionally well supplied

with water, some of which, however, is strongly alkaline and unfit for domestic use.

The largesc lake in the township is, however, sufficiently fresh for drinking purposes.
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iiltlioiigh Slightly saline. It lies upon sections 2, 10, 11, 14 and 15, and is both fed and
drained by the stream known as Crane creek. The next lake in order of size lies in

sections 30 and 31, but is strongly alkaline. There is another small alkaline lake at

the junction of sections 20, 30, 31, 32, and another at the coruei-s of sections

14, 15, 22 and 23. Besides these, a small lake of salty water lies on the line

between sections 3 anvl 4. Fresh water ponds or slouglis are fairly well dis-

tribut>ed over the surface of the township, being found uix>n sections 1, 2, 8, 9,

10, 14, 15, 17, 21, 22, 23, 29, 32, 33 and 34. Crane creek flows in a southerly direction

tlirough sections 36, 25, 26, 23 and 14. Xo water-power of any consequence exists in

this township. Xo fuel is found upon this township, the most convenient supply
being upon township 35, range 15. Coal is not known to exist in the locality, nor were
minerals of value or any stone quarries observed during the survey. Prairie chickens
are comparatively numerous, and ducks of great variety are found upon all tlie lakes

and sloughs in the township. Small white geese may be seen in great numbers during
ihe spring and autumn seasons, whilst the large brant geese visit the locality in lesser

numbers during the same seasons. Curlews and many varieties of plover are numerous
throughout the district. Antelope are occasionally seen, but are more numerous
towards the wooded sections of the country, whilst other small animals such as badgers,

prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. For description of

climate see that given for township 35, range 16, west of the third meridian.

—

J. W.
Tyrrell D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—This township is situated about 25 miles due south of Battleford,

which is the nearest post office and supply station and about 75 miles northwest of

Saskatoon, the nearest railway town. The old Battleford and Swift Current wagon
trail passes through the westerly part of the township and affords ready access from
The town of Battleford. The soil is clay and clay loam, and in places is very stony, and
may be rated as second, third and foi;rth-class. It is, I consider, quite suited for the

raising of general farm produce or for grazing land. The surface is chiefly open roll-

ing prairie with no timber of any description, and very little scrub about the shores

of some of the ponds or sloughs. Hay marshes are rather scarce, but over the whole
surface a good growth of prairie grass was found. Both fresh and alkaline water are

found upon this township in several small lakes and ponds, but neither is in very large

quantities. The largest body of water is an alkaline lake of considerable area located

at llie southwest corner on section 6, but most of it is in the adjoining townships. An-
other much smaller alkaline lake lies on sections 18, 19 and 20, and small fresh water
ponds are found on sections 4, 5, 9, 16, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 36. On section 36 is a fresh

\\<iter lake extending into township 40, the second largest body of water in the town
ship. The supply in the above mentioned lakes and ponds, altliough limited, appears
t") be permanent. Xo streams were found in the township, and I judge that very
little if any, land in the township is liable to be flooded. The general indications are

that the climate of this township is the same as those immediately adjoining it, that
i:^,, suited to admit of the raising of general farm produce or for ranching purposes.
Sunmier frosts were not experienced during our survey of the towaiship, but about
the 9th of June, a few miles to the south of it, two svunmer frosts were experienced,
whic-h cut down many of the wild flowers and particularly the wild pea vines. It

was said, however, by the old settlers of the district, that the season was a most ex-

ceptionally cold one. Xo fuel of any description is found in this township, the nearest
available supjily being on township 40, range 15, or the Eed Pheasant Indian reserve.

Xo coal or lignite veins are known to be in this locality. Xo stone quarries or min-
erals of value are known, to exist in the township. The only large game is the ante-
lope, although smaller animals such as badgers, foxes and wolverines are quite numer-
ous. Ducks of many varieties are found upon all the ponds and lakes during their

^easons of migration; geese are quite plentiful. Prairie chickens are scarce, there
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being not sufficient scrub and willows to afford them food and shelter.

—

J. W. Tyrrell,

D.L.S.. 1903.

Township 40.—This township, which is only a fractional one, being cut into on

the north side by both the Eed Pheasant and Mosquito Indian reserves, is situated

about 20 miles due south of Battleford, the nearest post office and supply station. It

lies about 75 miles northwest of Saskatoon which is the nearest railway town. The
Battleford and Swift Current trail passes through the westerly part of the township

and affords easy access from Battleford. The soil is chiefly heavy clay, containing

many boulders, though in some places, sandy loam is met with. For the most part the

soil of this township might be termed third and fourth class. It is probably more
suitable for ranching purposes than for general farming, as the soil is very heavy and

stony and rather too much broken for pui'poses of cultivation, excepting perhaps, on

the southerly sections which are more level than the rest of the township. The surfacs

is very rough and hilly, particularly in the northern parts. It consists entirely of

open prairie lands with very little scrub and no timber, excepting here and there a few

very small poplar or willows surrounding some of the sloughs. Several of these

slouglis surrounded by willows and small poplar were found on sections 17 and 20...

adjoining the ti*ail. Another surrounded by a fringe of willows was found upon
section 12, the north boundary of the section crossing the same. A good many small

haj' marshes lie in this to-\vnship, in the valleys between the many hills, but they are

mostly of small area. Several are quite close to the Battleford trail on sections IT

and 20, others were observed upon sections 12, 22, 27 and 28. Numerous small fresh

water sloughs are found throughout the hilly sections. The largest body of water is

situated at the southwest angle of the township and consists of a small fresh water

lake covering in all, less than a quarter section. This lake is quite deep and affords

a permanent supply of water, as also do many of the sloughs in the other parts of the

township. Xo streams were found and very little if any, of the land of this township'

is liable to be flooded at any season of the year. No alkaline water was met with in

the township. The general indications are that the climate in this locality is not

linsuited to the production of most farm crops commonly grown in the Saskatchewan

district. Tavo summer frosts were experienced about the 9th of June, but it is generally

admitted by everyone in that part of the country that the summer was an exception-

ally cold one. No fuel supply exists in this township but plenty of dry wood can bo

readily obtained either from the Eed Pheasant Indian reserve or the northern part of

township 40, range 15. No coal or lignite veins were noticed in this locality. No
stone quarries or minerals of economic value are known to exist in this township.

Antelope are occasionally found while badgers, foxes and prairie wolves are quit^

ntTmerous. Ducks of many varieties are very numerous upon all the ponds and during
their seasons of migration geese may be seen in great numbers. A few prairie chicken
were met with, but these birds are much more abundant a few mile farther north
towards the edge of the woods.—J. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 49.—From Battleford, Saskatchewan, we reached the township by going

by ferry across Saskatchewan river, thence northwesterly by Onion lake trail for

some 15 miles, thence branch to northward by Jackfish trail, skirting the east side of

Jackfish lake for another 15 miles, thence branch to northeastward by Birch lake

trail, which, about half way across township 48, range 16, crosses swampy land and is

difficult to follow, then after a sharp ascent of 300 feet to the top of a plateaii the

trail becomes better and leads into section 4, thence northeasterly across this town-
ship. The trail is said to continue on to Birch lake some 15 miles to the northeast-

ward. In the northern sections the soil is sandy, gravelly clay. In the central and
southern sections, loam and rich clay. It appears most suitable for stock-raising, but
if cleared and drained it would probably yield good cereal crops in the southern por-

tion. The township is very undulating with many marshes and many deep ravines,
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is nearly covered with small poplar and a dense growth of underbrush and scrub. Pro-

bably 80 per cent of this township is so covered. There is no commerciai timber ta

speak of, a few poplar and Cottonwood trees in the northern part would occasionally

measure 12 inches in diameter. As a rule the large poplar would average (from 5 to

7 inches in diameter. Hay grows freely in the numerous marshes and also shows well

on the open sides of the ravines, but it is generally of a coarse nature. Water is plen-

tiful, fresh and fairly good, chiefly found in ponds and small lakes. The only creek

that appears likely to flow during the summer months is the one in sections 7, 17, and
IS The land is not likely to be flooded. There are no falls or rapids, nor is there vol-

ijme enough in any stream from which power could be obtained. From the 15th to

the 30th of May it was very windy—chiefly from the north, northeast and northwest

—

warm days alternated with blizzards of snow and cold raw weather. June was dry,

cloudy and moderately warm and there were frequent summer frosts during the night.

Poplar is the only wood available for fuel. This is also apparently obtained in quanti-

ties from townships further north—near Birch lake. There are no indications of coal

and no stone quarries or minerals. Game—duck, prairie fowl and plover. No deer

were seen.

—

Sydney A. Roberts, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 50.—The Birch lake trail runs through the eastern part of the town-
snip. It is a poor trail and but little travelled. The soil is generally a rich dark loam
rather stony and is suitable for grain and vegetables. The surface is slightly undu-
lating with large flats of marshy land inclined to be muskeg. It is almost entirely

covered with brush and scrub, with scrubby poplar up to 18 inches in diameter scat-

tered about; also a quantity of fallen timber, killed by forest fires in former years.

The only timber is poplar and a little spruce, varying in size up to 18 inches in dia-

meter. It is distributed in clumps over the township. Quite a quantity of good hay
•iOvXdi be got in dry seasons in the marshes that are this year under water. The water
is fresh and apparently permanent in the small ponds and sloughs throughout the

township. Jackfish creek runs along near the north boundary of the township. This
year it is a rapid stream about 25 links wide and a foot deep. A good deal of the low
land adjoining sloughs is flooded this year with a foot or two of water through the

surrounding brus^i There are no water-powers in the township. No signs of summer
frosts were observed. The fijst ice appeared on September 4. Heavy rains fell all

summer. Poplar is the only fuel; it is scattered all over the township. There are no
stone quarries and no minerals. The game consists of a few deer and ducks.

—

T. S.

Gore, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 51.—(East and west outlines.)—On the northeast corner Birch lake!

occupies about 700 acres, and is the only large body of water touching this township.
Birch lake extends far to the northeast into range 15 and covers probably 15,000 acres.

Along the eastern boundary the land is rolling, with numerous ponds and sloughs.

There is much good arable land and many large patches of scrub and small poplar, not
much building timber, but plenty of fuel for a long time to come. The northern part
of the township is flat and broken with marsh and sloughs. To the southwest are
beautiful prairie slopes, with a few clumps of poplar and some patches of light scrub.

Jackfish creek drains the southern side of this township, which may be considered to
be about second class for agricultural purposes.

—

J. J. Dalton, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 52.—(East outline.)—The northeast corner is covered by a lake which
extends several miles further to the north. On the southeast several sections are
broken by Birch lake and a deep marsh from it ; then Midnight lake covers several sec-

tions in the southwest quarter. The first two lakes have good streams running from
them into Midnight lake, and are about 50 links wide and two feet deep. The land is

generally covered with scrub, much of which is very dense. Hay and grass are inferior
and not abundant. The timber from Midnight lake supplies largely the settlers at
Jackfish for building, the spruce being large and abundant but not sufficiently so for

25a—
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timber limits. There is nothing in this township to make it desirable for any special

purpose.—.7. J. Dalton, D.T.S., 1903.

(iSTorth outline.)—Across this range the ground is higher, and groves of pine 12

inches in diameter are frequently seen on the ridges. Section 31 is stony and covered
with scrub poplar. In section 32 much of the timber, spruce and poplar is fire-killed.

Some narrow belts of pine and spruce 10 inches in diameter and poplar eight inches in

diameter still remain. Section 33 is heavily timbered with spruce and pine 10 inches

in diameter. Section 34 and the western half of section 3.5 are covered with scrub

and scattered poplar. Many boulders are also found on this section. The eastern

half of section 35 and part of section 36 are covered with a large muskeg, three miles

wide. This is followed by a belt of scrub poplar and bad windfalls one-half mile wide,

reaching to the shore of Birch lake. The township corner falls within this lake. Two
trails cross the base line in this range. The first one comes from a lake to the south

and crosses fifteen chains east of the northeast corner of township 52, range 17, after

which it possibly connects with the other, a well travelled trail which follows the

soiithern shore of Birch lake, then taking a westerly direction crosses the base line 12

chains east of the corner of section 34, and appears to lead to the north end of Turtle

lake. There is also a pack trail along the marshy western shore of Birch lake. The
soil is a sandy loam with a subsoil of coarse sand, saturated with water.

—

A. Saint Cyr,

D.L.S., 1903.

~ ' Range 17.

Township 35.—This township is situated about 70 miles west of Saskatoon and

50 miles south of Battleford, and is accessible from either place by fairly good wagon

trails. The old Edmonton trail passes through the southern part of the township and

the Battleford and Swift Current trail passes 5 or 6 miles to the east of it. Saskatoon

is the nearest railway depot and Battleford the nearest post office and telegraph station.

The soil varies considerably, ranging from sandy loam to clay loam and heavy clay,

with clay subsoil, and seems well adapted for general farming purposes. The township

is open, gently rolling prairie, which, however, is cut through in a northwesterly and

southeasterly direction by two narrow valleys of from 75 to 100 feet in depth, which

contain long, narrow, deep lakes of highly saline water. These lakes are rather remark-

able in character, as they are not surrounded by broken or hilly country, but rather

have the api)earance of great, deep canals cut through the comparatively level prairie

country, and being so narrow that they may be in many places approached to within

a few yards before one is aware of their presence. Upon the southerly banks of these

long, narrow lakes above described, there is a narrow fringe of small poplar trees,

from 2 to 3 inches in diameter and from them a very limited amount of wood may be

obtained suitable for fuel only. Eew small natural hay marshes exist in this township,

and none of any large extent, those noted being upon sections 8, 9, 16 and 32. The
water in the two long, narrow lakes is very highly saline and unfit for drinking pur-

poses. A third smaller lake of similar water lies in sections 10 and 11, and these three

represent the only large bodies of water upon the township. Small fresh water sloughs,

however, were found on sections 4, 5, 8, 9, 12, 16, 17, 24, 25, 29 and 32, and these

though small appear to be of a permanent character, No water-power exists in the
township. A very limited amount of fuel is found upon the steep southern banks of
the lakes, where a fringe of young poplar is growing. Rather a remarkable feature

in connection with the occurrence of these poplar is that they are all found upon the

south banks of the lakes, not a tree upon the north banks, where upon the warmer,
more sunny slope they might be expected to grow. In addition to the very limited
amount of fuel found upon the shores of the lakes in this township the next most
convenient supply exists in ' the 60-mile bush,' in township 36, range 16. No minerals
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of economic value or stone quarries are known to exist upon the township. Prairie

chickens are comparatively numerous. Ducks of great variety are found upon all the

lakes and sloughs in the township, while white geese may be seen in great numbers
during the spring and autumn seasons, whilst the larger geese also visit the locality

during the same seasons, but in lesser numbers. Curlews and many varieties of plover

are numerous throughout the district. Antelope are occasionally seen, although these

are more numerous towards the wooded sections. Other smaller animals such as

badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. For descrip-

tion of climate see that given for township 35, range 16.

—

J. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—This township is situated about TO miks due west of Saskatoon
«nd 45 miles south of Battleford, and may be reached from either place by fairly good
^wagon trails. Saskatoon is the nearest railway station, but Battleford is the most con-
.venient post office and telegraph station. The old Battleford and Swift Current trail

passes through the township immediately to the east, and is only 4 or 5 miles distant.

The soil consists chiefly of clay, which in many places, especially towards the north, is

highly alkaline. The proximity of the township to the foul-s?nelling waters of Wliite-

shore lake renders it undesirable for general farm settlement, but it is not un'suited

for grazing purposes. The surface is open gently rolling prairie, much broken towards
fne north by the irregular shore line of Whiteshore lake. No timber or scrub of any
description is found. The township contains fe'w natural hay meadows of any extent.
The whole surface is, however, cov.ered by a fairly good growth of prairie grass. This
township, like townsnip 36, range 16, is well supplied with bad water, sections 24,

25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34, 35 and 36 being wholly or partially covered by the foul-

smelling waters of Whiteshore lake. The water of this lake is highly impregnated
by hydrous sulphate of sodium and small percentages of magnesium sulphate and
sodium chloride, and so strong is the odour that arises from this lake that with a
favourable wind it may be scented for a distance of two or three miles. Besides this

large lake, other smaller ones lie upon sections 2T and 28, and a few small fresh water
floughs are also found on sections 8, 9, 16, IT, 20, 21 and 26. These latter, as well as
the large^r lakes, are all of a permanent character. No water-power exists in the town-
chip. No fuel of any description is found u,pon this township, the nearest available
eupply being in ' the 60-mile bush ' upon township 36, range 16. No minerals of econo-
mic value or stone quarries occur in this township. Prairie chickens are complara-
tively numerous, and ducks of great variety are found upon all the lakes and sloughs
in the townVhip. Small white geese may be seen in great numbers during the spring
and autumn seasons, mnd the large brant geeae also visit the locality in lesser numbers,
•during the same seasons. Curlews and many varietie's of plover are quite numerous."
Antelope are occasionally seen, but they are more numerous towards the wooded sec-
tions of the country. Other smaller animfds, such as badgers, prairie wolves, foxes,
•skunks and gophers are very numerous.—eA W. Tyrrell, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 3T.—This township, wliieh is situated about TO miles west of Saska-
ttoon and 40 miles south of Battleford, may be reached by fairly good wagon trails from
•either place; but the distance from Battleford being much less than that from Saska-
toon, and the trail tbeing more direct and in better condition, it is by far the more
•convenient supply station. The old main trail from Battleford to Swift Current passes
•about 4 miles to the east of the township, and a branch from this old trail passes dia-
gonally across the northwesterly part of the township. The soil is light, being
•composed chiefly of sand and sandy clay with clay subsoil, and should be well suited
for general farming purposes, and especially for the raising of root crops. The sur-
face is open gently rolling prairie, nearly level in some localities, with no timber or
scrub of any description upon it. There are several small hay marshes in various parts
of the township. One was observed on section 2, another on section 16, one upon sec-
tion 17 and another on sections 19 and 30. The quantity of hay in these marshes is not

35a—9i
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very great, and the quality is the same as that commonly found in all the hay marshes

of the district. The only large body of water in tKe township is found upon sections

4 and 5. It is a portion of a long lake of exceedingly foul water. There are a num-
ber of small fresh water sloughs on sections 2, 4, 5, 8, 9, 16, lY, 19, 30, 31 and 32. No
water-power exists in the township. No fuel can be obtained in the township, but a

convenient supply is available in ' the 60-mile bush ' in township 35, ranges 15 and 16.

No stone quarries or minerals are known to exist in this township. Fr!airie chickens

ai6 comparatively numerous, while ducks of great variety are found upon all the lakes

and sloughs. Small white geese or wavies may be seen in great numbers during the

spring and (autumn seasons, whilst the large brant geese also visit th.e locality in lesser

numbers during the same seasons. Curlews and many varieties of the plover family

are quite numerous throughout the district. Antelope are occasionally seen, although

these are more numerous towards the wooded sections of the country, while other

smaller animals such as badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers are very

numerous. For description of climate, see that given for township 35, range 16, w.est

of the third meridian.—/. TT' . Tyrrell, D.L.S., 1903.

To\vuship 38.—From Battleford, at the beginning of May, I came out by the

government road to the village of the Stony Indians. It was very wet in places but

we had no difficulty in pulling through. From the village we took across north of

Stench lake, but a much simpler route would be to keep along the government road

farther south and cut across west, striking below Goose lake. The cut thus taken

should be comparatively level. Soil is inclined to be sandy and stony, but if picked

would be found suited for farming. Surface is all open undulating prairie. There
is no timber nor hay in quantity. Water in smaller bodies is fresh and abundant.

Goose lake is alkaline. The water supply is sufficient and permanent. On the west-

erly shores of Goose lake there is a fresh cold spring. There are no streams nor land

liable to flood and no water-powers. Frost came about the 2nd of September. There
were late snows in May and a rather damp season of drizzling rain. The nearest

fuel is wood obtained from the neighbouring Indian reserves. No stone quarries or

minerals were noticed. Geese, duck^ and foxes were the game mostly seen.

—

S. James,
D.L.S., 190S.

Township 39.—From Battleford I used the government road to the village of the

Stony Indians. It was very wet in places, but we had no great difficulty in pulling

through. From the village we took across north of Stench lake to township 40,

range 17, but a much smipler route would be to follow the government road farther

south and cut across west striking the more level part of township 39. The northerly

and westerly portions of the township are very stony and hilly. But the hills have
larger slopes than in township 40. Sections 1 to 14 are comparatively level and not so

stony. These sections would make farms but the rest of the township is so hilly and
stony that ranching would be the only suitable use for it. Here the many sloughs grow
grass that comes in during the dry season when the gi*ass on the hills is all dried up.

There is absolutely no timber or scrub. There is no hay. Stench and Goose lakes

are alkaline. The other bodies are fresh or nearly so. The supply is sufficient and per-

manent and there are also a large number of temporary sloughs. No land is liable

to flood and there is no water-power. We had a late windy spring and frosts in first

part of September, a season of drizzling rain. There is no fuel on the township;

nearest wood is on the Indian reserve. No stone quarries nor minerals were seen.

Duck and a few geese were noticed.

—

S. James, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—From Battleford I used the government road to the village of the

Stony Indians. It was very wet in places, but we had no great difficulty in pulling

through in some shape. From the village we took across country to Stench lake and

in the latter part of the journey found any possible route to be very crooked and hilly,

both on account of the abrupt hills and the number of sloughs. The soil is rathe?
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sandy and covered with stones and unsuited for cultivation. Surface very hilly, giv-

ing thf appearance of a choppy sea. There are a few flat stretches to the north and
west of Stench lake and to the north of Horse lake. There is no timber nor scrub

and no hay. Stench lake is strongly alkaline. The other waters are fresh and there

are several large permanent bodies and very numerous temporary ones. There are

no streams nor land liable to flood. Snow fell for two or three days late in May and to

a considerable depth (6 inches) but was soon melted in the sun. No fuel, stone quar-

ries or minerals exist. Fox, coyotes and ducks were seen. Stock roam over the coun-

try and are able to get good grass where the many inequalities of the ground have

held water in the spring, otherwise the grass is very poor.—^S*. Jcumes, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 41.—From Battleford the nearest route is by the government road or

trail, which passes the Indian reserves and village of the Stonies to the east of the

township. The road is in bad condition in wet weather and has some very bad wet
spots, which, however, can be avoided. The soil is well adapted for farming purposes,

but the land is broken by many sloughs, especially in spring. No scrub bush. No
timber. No large hay flats. The water of the sloughs is fresh, and many bodies are

permanent, as the five sections surveyed are lower than the surrounding country and
the western ones may, therefore, be liable to flood. No water-power is available in the

township. A heavy snowfall at the end of May was supposed to be a most unusual
thing. The first frost came about 2nd September and was heavy. It was altosrether rather

a wet drizzling season, too cold for many mosquitos and quite windy. The fall .was

early, but no severe weather developed until after survey operations had been com-
pleted in October. Nearest fuel was obtained from Mosquito Indian reserve, but was
of poor quality. No»stone quarries, no minerals. Turkeys and ducks were seen.

—

S.

James, D.L.S7, 1902.

Township 49.—From Battleford, Saskatchewan, we went by ferry across the Sas-

katchewan river, thence by Onion lake trail for some 15 miles, thence branch to north-

eastward to Jackfish, thence by trail leading round east side of Jackfish lake, thence

either northeasterly for three or four miles to the eastern side of this township by a

trail leading to Birch lake or else from Jackfish northeasterly and northerly for about

four miles to the western side of this township by the trail leading to Midnight lake.

The bridge across Jackfish creek is unsafe for loaded wagons. The soil is chiefly a

light gravelly sandy clay. In the southwest corner there is swampy low-lying land

with black sandy loam. The township is apparently suitable for stock-raising, being

very undulating, much broken by hills and ravines and about 70 per cent covered with

scrub and young poplar, excepting in the southwest corner where the low-lying land is

chiefly open grass and flat. There is no commercial timber to speak of. There are a few

spruce up to 15 inches in diameter, a few poplar and cottonwood up to 10 inches in

diameter in one of the ravines, otherwise the trees are all small poplar averaging from
two to four and five inches. Wild hay grows freely in the swamps, but the general

average is of a coarse nature. Water is plentiful, fresh and good, excepting in the

southwest corner where a few ponds are impregnated with alkali. The larger swamps
had ponds of good water in them. Jackfish creek, one chain in width, about six feet in

depth, carries a good volume of sweet water and flows throughut the year, but the

stream is sluggish and the land in its vicinity is liable to be flooded. There is so little

fall in this creek (the only one of any size) that I should judge it would be difficult to

obtain any power from it. The weather was very dry in June, but numerous heavy

hail and thunderstorms came in July, with copious rain. There were several summer
frosts in July. There is no coal ; only small poplar and cottonwood ; fuel of somewhat
larger poplar is obtained from townships further north. No stone quarries or minerals

were observed. One small band of red deer, probably wapiti, were seen in July. There

were plenty of duck, plover and a few prairie fowl. From information it would appear

that moose are occasionally shot by the Indians, also rabbits are snared. Remarkably
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good vegetables were found growing in Louis Bourrit's garden in section 8, and he

apparently had no difficulty in growing oats and roots in the bottom lands aear his

house.—Sydney A. Rolerts, D.L.8-., 1903.

Township 50.—The trail from Jackfish settlement to 3Iidnight lake runs through

this township from south to north. It is a good road except in wet seasons, when it

crosses a~ good many boggy places. The soil is generally a good clay loam and is suit-

able for any ordinary products of the country. It is rather stony, liowever. The sur-

face is all covered with poplar and willow scrub, and in many" places poplar up to 10

inches in diameter. It is high and rather flat land, very soft and wet on the surface,

broken on the west side of the township by ravines running into Jackfish creek.

There is a large amount of fallen timber caused by fires. The only timber, except a

little 'spruce in some of the ravines, is small poplar which is scattered all over the

township. There is no hay land, though the grass is long and thick; it is interspersed

with clumps of willow. The water in the sloughs and ponds is fresh but in dry sea-

sons there would be very little. Jackfish creek runs through the northern and west-

ern parts of the township. This year it is about 25 links wide and from 2 to 3 feet

deep and runs three or four miles per hour. There is said to be very little water in

it after a few dry seasons. It contains good fresh water. There are no water-powers

in the township. The climate is variable, very wet this year and cool, but no indica-

tions of summer frosts. The 'only fuel is poplar, scattered about the township. There

are no stone quarries and no minerals. There was very little game seen, but there are

a few deer.—T. S. Gore, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 51.— (jSToith, east and west outliaes.)—This township is altogether dif-

ferent in its nature from the one to the north. It is generally rolling prairie with

numerous bluffs of poplar and patches of scrub and is suitable for general farming.

Poplar is abundant for fuel and building timber and can be found conveniently.

Maiden lake is the only body of water of any extent and occupies about 1,400 acres of

sections 33, 34, 27 and 28. The northern part is broken largely with sloughs, but the

south 'and southeastern parts are especially inviting for a person of agricultural tastes,

with its beautiful slopes, occasional small ravines, excellent black loamy soil and its

varied subsoil. This is altogether an agricultural township. Hay may be secured

along the sloughs in the 'northern part of the township.

—

J. J. Dalton, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 52.—(East, west and south outlines.)'—This township is cut on the

west boundary by a lake which covers part of sections 12, 13, 18 and 19, destroying

greatly the western halves of these sections. On the southeast we have what is known
as Midnight lake, and in fact with the lake and marsh about five miles of the eastern

boundary is taken up. This lake extends nearly to the western boundary but is finally

drained by the southern branch of the Turtle lake river. Maiden lake cuts into the sotith

boundary of this township for about one and three-quarter miles. The northern part

of the township is largely ridges and muskegs with a few ponds and sloughs. A great

area is covered with dense thickets of small poplar. There are several spruce bluffs

and a few jackpine in the northeastern corner of the township. Hay may be secured

in the vicinity of the lakes but nowhere else in quantity.—•/. •/. Dalton, D.T.S., 1903.

(North outline.)—Across this range lies a country of marshes and tamarack
swamps, separated by hills of no great elevation but covered with bad windfalls. The
only timber is small poplar and balm of Gilead on the high ground, while tamarack
and a few spruce are scattered at intervals through the low lands of sections 31, 32,

33 and 34. At thirty chains east of the northeast corner of section 34 begins a belt

one-half mile wide of spruce ten inches in diameter, intermixed with poplar eight

inches in diameter. Here the windfalls are again met with and continue through sec-

tion 36 to the northeast corner of the township. There is no trail crossing this bad
tract of country. The ground slopes towards the marshes into which flow many small

streams. Only a few unimportant streams flowing between marshes were crossed by
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the base line. South of the line the country is open and stepes towards a deep depres-

sion in which are large bodies of- water, running parallel to the base line. The soil

is a black sandy loam, from four to ten inches deep, with a subsoil of clay or clay and

stones. The hills are stony and gravelly.

—

A. Saint C'yi\ D.L.8., 1903.

Range 18.

Township 35.—This township is situated about 80 miles west of Saskatoon, and
about 60 miles south of Battleford, and may be reached from either of these places

by fairly good wagon trails on what is known as the old Edmonton trail from Saska-

toon, passing close to the southerly bound'ary of the township. Saskatoon is the nearest

railway depot and Battleford the nearest post office and telegraph station. The soil

is sandy clay with clay subsoil, but along the north boundary it is of a heavier char-

kcter, and consists of heavy clay which might be suited either for farming or grazing

purposes. The surface is open rolling prairie, which, how.ever, is cut through by a

number of parallel ravines, from 50 to 100 feet in width, which contain long narrow
lakes of extremely saline water. These valleys have a northw.'^sterly and southeasterly

trend, and !are of a remarkable character, having somewhat the appearance of great

canals cut through th.e level prairie country. There is on the south banks of some of

tiese salty lakes a very limited quantity of small poplar timber, not sufficient for build-

ing purposes, but of a size and quantity useful as fuel. ' The 60-mile bush,' in town-
ship 35, range 16, will provide a more extensive supply. Ko riatural hay marshes
worth mentioning were found upon the township, but the whole surface supports a

fairly good growth of grass. All of the ten lakes which lie in this township contain

extremely bitter saline water, quite unfit for drinking purposes. These were found in

sections 2, 3, 10, 16, 17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 25, 26, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34 and 35. Besides these

lakes, however, a few small fresh water sloughs were found, these being upon sections

1, 4, 5, 6, 10 and 13. Xo minerals of economic value or stone quarries are known in the

township. Prairie chickens are comparatively numerous, and ducks of great variety

are found upon all the lakes and sloughs. Small white geese may be seen in great

numbers during the spring and ;autumn seasons, whilst the large geese also visit the

locality in lesser numV.ers. Curlews and many varieties of the plover family are quite

numerous. Anteloije are occasionally seen, but they are more numerous towards the

wooded sections of the country, whilst other smaller animals such as badgers, pi'airie

wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. For description of climate, see

that given for township 35, range 16, west of the third meridian.

—

J. W. Tyrrell,

D.L.S.y 1908.

Township 36.—This township is situated about 80 miles due west of Saskatoon,

and 45 miles south of Battleford, and may be reached by wagon trail from either of

those places. The old main trail from Saskatoon to Swift Current passes about 10

miles to the east of the township, but a branch passes diagonally across the north-

westerly part of the township, and therefore affords the most convenient access to and

from Battleford, which is the nearest post office and telegraph station. Saskatoon being

the nearest railway depot. The soil is chiefly clay loam or heavy clay, although on

some of the central sections of the township a lighter sandy loam is found. The town-

ship is chiefly suited for farming purposes, more especially the raising of grain crops,

such as wheat or oatS. The surface is open g.'^ntly rolling prairie, although on several

sections hills of from 50 to 100 feet occur. It is very little broken by lakes or ravines.

The largest bodies of water lie on sections 5 and 6 and upon 25 and 26. There is no
timber of any description. There ife a considerable quantity of marsh hay, the largest

meadow being upon sections 26 and 27, which covers about 150 acres. Other smaller

hay marshes are on sections 5, 15, 16, 21, 25, 27, 28, 33, 34, 35 and 36. Unfortunately,

as on most of the other townships in this locality, the largest bodies of water are unfit
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for domestic use. The lake occupying a sout'nwesterly position in the township, and
covering portions of sections 5 and 6, is composed of extremely bitter saline water,

and the only other lakes of any size occurring upon sections 25 and 26 are also very

alkaline in character. Numerous fresh water sloughs, however, exist in various parts

of the township, although many of them become dry duriug the dry seasons of the

year. During the month of August, when our survey d^ the township was made, fresh

water was found in sloughs upon the following sections: 5, 15, 16, 21, 25, 26, 27, 33,

34, 35 and 36. No water-pow.er exists in the township. No fuel of any description is

found upon the township, the nearest available supply being in 'the 60-mile bush,'

upon township 35, range 16. No coal, lignite veins or stone quarries are known to

exist in this locality, nor any minerals of economic value. Prairie chickenis are com-
paratively numerous, and ducks of great variety are found upon all the lakes and
slcughs. Small white geese may be seen in great numbers during the spring and
autumn seasons, whilst the larger geese also visit the locality in lesser numbers during

the same seasons. Curlews and many varieties of plover are quite numerous through-
out the district. Antelope are sometimes seen, but are more numerous towards the

wooded sections of the country, whilst other smaller animals such as badgers, prairie

wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. For description of climate, see

that given for township 35, range 16, west of third meridian.

—

J. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 37.—This township which is situated about 80 miles west of Saskatoon
and 40 miles south of Battleford, may be reached from either of these places by fairly

good wagon trails. Although Saskatoon, being on the line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, is the more advantageous supply station, Battleford being very much nearer

is much the more convenient market town, and is also accessible by a better trail,

namely, that leading from Battleford to Swift Current. The soil is clay and clay

loam, and should, I judge, be suited for general farming purposes. The surface is

open rolling prairie, with a few hills surrounding the large lakes within the township.
The larger of these lakes lies within sections 16, 21, 22, 27 and 28, and the other xipon

sections 23, 10 and 11. In this latter lake there is a very conspicuous island covered
with a dense growth of poplar which, however, because of its position in the lake, and
the soft muddy character of the lake shore and bottom, it is almost impossible to reach.

The isolated condition of the island no doubt accounts for the existence of the growing
timber upon it, and would seem to indicate that similar forests might grow extensively

throughout the country, were it not for the frequent visitations of prairie fires. This
was the only timber found on the township, and is of little importance and not easily

reached. The tovpnship is particularly favoured with natural hay meadows or marshes.

A very large one lies upon sections 24 and 25, whilst others were found on sections

8, 9, 22, 23 and 27. Unfortunately the two fine large lakes within this township contain

exceedingly bad water, the larger one occupying a central position in the township
being exceedingly saline and bitter. The water of the smaller lake is strongly alkaline

and unfit for drinking purposes. The only fresh water which we were able to find was
in the grassy sloughs or hay marshes; however, by digging wells in these sloughs we
were able to obtain a sufficient supply of good, fresh water. No water-power exists

upon the township. The only fuel supply is that upon the island above referred to.

A more convenient source is ' the 60-mile bush,' upon township 35, ranges 15 and 16.

No coal is knovpn to exist in the locality. No stone quarries or minerals of economic
value are known to exist in this township. Prairie chickens are comparatively numer-
ous, and ducks of great variety are found upon all the lakes and sloughs. Some white

geese (wavies) may be seen in great numbers during the spring and autumn seasons,

whilst the large geese also visit the locality in lesser numbers. Curlews and many
varieties of plover are quite numerous throughout the district. Antelope are occasion-

ally seen although these are more numerous towards tihe wooded sections of the country,
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whils: other smaller animals such as badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers

are very numerous. For description of climate see that given for township 35, range

16, west of the third meridian.—J. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—From Battleford either the government road or the trail to Tramp-
ing lake could be taken. One is about the same as the other. In spring there might

be difficulties by either route in the wet places, and in both there is a steep ascent to be

made. The government road would probably be shorter, but to a stranger the other

would be better because of two sets of pits, one directly in the trail, the other im-

me^iiately to the right. 'The latter is a township corner, the northeast comer township

40. range 19, The soil is suitable for cultivation wherever the nature of the subsoil

and the classing indicates the better qualities. The surface is prairie, with no scrub,

only sufficient shrubs to make pickets, and no timber whatever. No hay in quantity is

found. Aroma lake is alkaline. Horse-hoof lake is nearly fresh. The supply of water

is fairly sufficient and permanent. There are springs in the ravines along the east

shore of Aroma lake. There are no streams or land liable to flood and no water-power.

A heavy snowfall came at the end of May, but was not a usual thing. First frost was
about September 2, and was a heavj- one, Eather a wet drizzling season, too cold for

many mosquitoes. Tiie nearest fuel obtainable was from the Stony Indian reserve.

No stone quarries nor minerals were found. Ducks are found and some turkeys.

Antelope frequent the ravines cutting into Aroma lake.

—

S. James, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 39.—From Battleford the trail to Tramping lake was found convenient.

There is a steep ascent a little out of Battleford and in wet weather the trail becomes
difficult, but otherwise it is satisfactory as an unimproved trail could be. There are

two sets of pits directly on this trail, the latter set being at the northwest corner

township 40, range IS. These form a useful guide to a stranger. The soil of thid

township is not everywhere suitable for farming, but could be used then for ranching.

The surface is all prairie and only enough scrub for survey pickets. There is no tim-

ber and no hay in quantity. The water is both fresh and alkaline. The supply of

fresh water is sufficient and permanent. There are no streams nor land liable to flood

and no water-powers. There was a heavy snowfall at the end of 3Iay, but not supposed
to be a usual thing. The first frost came about September 2, and was heavy. It was
altogether a wet drizzling season, too cold for many mosquitoes and quite windy. The
fall wa.s earlj' but no cold weather developed until after our work was finished. Nearesi

fuel obtainable was from Mosquito Indian reserve. The wood there is not any
too good either. No stone quarries or minerals were seen. Ducks, turkey and antelope

were all seen. The antelope frequent Aroma lake. To the east of Aroma lake is ac

least one spring not far from the shore and about one half mile up in the township.

There is an ideal spring of ice cold water on the shore of Coldspring lake on section

13 of township 39, range 19, but it is very near the boundary and accessible from
section 18 of this township. The spring is practically unlimited in its flow and wells

up in several places, forming quite a marsh at the edge of the lake.

—

S. James, D.L.S ,

1903.

Township 40.—From Battleford the trail to Tramping lake touches the northwesc

angle of this township. There is a steep ascent a little out of Battleford and in wet
weather the travel becomes difficult, but otherwise it is as satisfactory as an unim-
proved trail could be. The set of pits for the northwest corner of this township lie

as nearly on the trail as could be without actually occupying it and cannot but be

observed by anyone using the trail. The soil is not very suitable for farming, not

being of the requisite depth of loam while the surface is rather too hilly, though open.

As a t-^wnship it averages between a very hilly one like township 40, range 17 and s

fairly level plain. The v/esterly half including the prominence knovim as ' Spy hill

'

is the rougher half. The easterly half has some hills, but each hill is isolated and
surrounded by level ground. Only enough scrub for survey pickets. No timber. No
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large hay flats. On section 35 are a large number of irregular areas or sloughs pro-

ducing good grass and hay. The water of the sloughs is fresh and largely permanent
although there are also some large sloughs, surrounded by small willows, that dry up.
A good spring was found on section 3. Sections 34 and 35 may be liable to flood.

No water-power. A heavy snowfall at the end of May was not supposed to be a usual
thing. The first frost came about the 2nd of September and was heavy. It was alto-

gether rather a wet drizzling season, too cold for many mosquitoes on the prairie and
quite windy. The fall was early, but no severe weather developed \intil after the
survey operations had been completed in October. Nearest fuel was obtained from
Mosquito Indian reserve, but was of poor quality. No stone quarries. No minerals.

Turkeys a]id duck were seen.—*S^. James, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—From Battleford the trail to Tramping lake affords ready access

to this township. The township is easily picked up from the trail, there being several

sets of pits near the trail, and so prominent as to not escape observation by a person pass-

ing along the trail. The soil is suited for farming and the surface is not too hilly and is

open. The scrub is only of requisite thickness for survey pickets. No timber. No
large hay flats. There exists a large slough, said to have grown hay, on sections 14
and 23. The water in the sloughs is fresh and largely permanent. Sections 14 and 23
may be liable to further flooding if the slough encroaches still further on the dry area,

but it seems rather that in dry seasons the slough might disappear. No water-powers.

A heavy snowfall at the end of May was experienced, but it was not supposed to be a

usual thing. The first frost came about September 2 and was severe. The season

altogether was rather damp, and with the winds made it rather unpleasant. The fall

was early, but got no headway until after our survey operations had been completed.

The nearest fuel was obtained from the Mosquito Indian reserve to the east about ten

miles. It was of poor quality. No stone quarries. No minerals. The game con-

sisted of turkeys, duck, partridge and prairie chicken.

—

S. James, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 49.—Turtle lake trail crosses the southwestern part of the township and
is a fairly good road, though but little travelled. It branches out from the Onion lake

trail at the southwest end of Jackfish lake. The eastern part of the township is inclined

to be sandy, but the western part is generally a good, dark sandy loam, suitable for

grain and vegetables. The surface is very broken and hilly, all except a few sections

in the southwest corner, and that part is much cut up with sloughs and ponds. The
hills on the west side of Jackfish creek are cut by numerous steep ravines, sometimes
nearly 200 feet deep, from many of which flow small spring creeks. About one-fourth'

of the land is covered with small poplar and poplar and willow scrub, the eastern half

having the most open prairie. The timber consists of small poplar from two to eight

inches in diameter, scattered throughout the township. The water is generally pretty
fresh, though there is a little alkali in some of the ponds. Jackfish creek runs through
the eastei'iy part of the township. It is about 35 links wide and from one to six feet

deep, with a current from two to six miles per hour. No flooding is liable to occur
except of adjacent hay meadows. There are no water powers in the township. It has
been very wet this summer, but there have been no frosts. The only fuel is small
poplar timber scattered about. There are no stone quarries and no minerals. The
game consists of ducks, prairie chickens and a few deer. The grass is plentiful and
there is plenty of hay of good quality scattered throughout the township.

—

T. S. Gore,
D.L.8., 1903.

Township 50.—This township is reached by the trail which runs north from Jack-
fish through the middle of the township. The soil is good clay and sandy loam, but is

stony and only suitable for growing vegetables and grain in a small way. The sur-

face is rolling and generally covered with willow and poplar scrub, brush and small
poplar trees, with some stretches of open prairie. It is considerably broken with deep
ravines. The timber is poplar, from 2 inches to 10 inches in diameter, scattered all
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about, but thicker on the east half of the township. There is not a great quantity of

hay, but there is a little scattered about in small patches. There is a thick growth of

shorter grass with vetches everywhere. There is very little water in this township,

and in a dry season I fancy there would be none except in Jackfish creek, which runs

through the southeast part of the township. This creek is about 25 links wide, 13

inches deep, and runs about five miles an hour. It has good fresh water. There is

none of the township liable to be flooded. There are no water-powers. The rainfall

is abundant and no indications of summer frost have been observed. The only fuel

is small poplar scattered about the township. There are no stone quarries and no
minerals. No game seen, but there are said to be a few deer. This township is best

suited for summer grazing.

—

T. S. Gore, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 51.—(East and west outlines.)—This township is a good farming coun-

try with good rolling surface and plenty of firewood, a good deal of building timber

and good water, a fair depth of black loam soil and much prairie. Hay is plentiful on

the southwesterly quarter of this township. Through the country described above

there is no akaline water, stone quarries, coal, lignite nor petroleum. Water-powers

might be available on either branch of Turtle lake river as these streams are very rapid

in places. A few deer, one bear and a small number of game birds were all the game
seen. The south branch of Turtle lake river may be forded on the bounday of

range 19 and also about one-half mile east of the large lake in township 52, but is

scarcely fordable at any other point.

—

J. J. Dalton, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 52.—(East and west outlines.)—The northern part is as rough and un-

inviting as that of township 52, range 19. The south branch of Turtle lake river in

this township expands into a lake about three miles long by two and one-half wide,

extending east of the line into range 17 about 50 chains, then spreading west over sec-

tions 24, 13, 12 and others. South of the lake there is good hay and grass land, deep

loamy soil and rolling prairie with clumps of poplar and patches of scrub. Timber is

abundant; on the north shore of the lake it is especially so.—•/. J. Dalton, D.T.S.,

1903.

(North outline.)—Turtle lake covers about one-third of section 31. On the east-

ern side of this lake the country is stony and much more open. It rises gradually from

the lake shore and is covered at intervals with scrub which extends through sections

32, 33 and most of 34, where the country becomes marshy and poplar bush appears.

In many places north of the line and not more than a quarter of a mile distant are

belts of spruce, none of which, however, is over twelve inches in diameter. Sections

35 and 36 are mostly timbered with poplar and small clumps of spruce with heavy un-

derbrush. Here the country becomes very wet. The soil, which is generally stony, is

a sandy loam six inches deep with a subsoil of clay and stones. An old cart trail fol-

lowing close to the lake shore crosses the base line ten chains west of the quarter sec-

tion post on the north bovindary of section 31; while two very old trails leading pro-

bably directly across country to the vipper end of the lake, cross within ten chains of

the northeast corner of section 33 and on either side of it.

—

A. Saint Cyr, D.L.S.,

1903.

Range 19.

Township 35.—This township is situated about So miles west of Saskatoon and 50

miles soiith of Battleford, and may be reached from either place by fairly good wagon
trails, the old Edmonton trail from Saskatoon passing in an easterly and westerly

direction across the southern part of the township. Battleford is, however, the more
convenient post office and telegraph station, being considerably nearer than Saskatoon.

The northerly sections of this township are chiefly composed of stony clay soil, but

the remainder of the township is of a lighter character, consisting of sandj* soil ?>nd
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sandy loam which is probably equally well suited for farming and grazing purposes.

The surface of the township like others immediately to the east of it is open rolling

prairie, cut by several narrow parallel ravines 50 to 100 feet in depth. These ravines

contain long narrow lakes of very bitter saline water quite unfit for domestic use.

Upon the banks of some of these lakes a small quantity of poplar bush and willow

scrub is found, but so insignificant in size and quantity as to be of little value. Noth-
ing worthy of the name of timber is found upon the township. No hay marshes of any
consequence are found. Seven lakes of considerable extent were found, all of them
containing very bitter saline water, quite unfit for domestic use; however, a few small

fresh water ponds exist, these being upon sections 1, 2, 15, 24, 25, 26 and 30, and all

of them are of a permanent character. No water power exists in the township. A very

limited quantity of firewood might be obtained from the banks of some of the salty lakes,

but for any more extensive supply the nearest available is that in the ' 60-mile busn

on township 35, range 16. No rock in place or mineral of economic vaiue was seen

upon the township. Prairie chickens are quite numerous. Ducks of great variety are

found upon all the lakes and sloughs. Small white geese (wavies) may be seen in great

numbers during the spring and autumn seasons, whilst the large geese (brant) also

visit the locality in lesser numbers. Curleys and many varieties of plover are quit-e

numerous throughout the district. Antelope are occasionally seen but are more num-
erous towards the wooded sections of the country, whilst other smaller animals, such as

badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. For description

of climate, see that given for township 35, range 16, west of the third meridian.

—

J. W.
Tyrrell D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—This township is situated 85 miles due west of Saskatoon, and 45

miles southeast of Battleford, and is not difficult of access from either place, as fairly

good wagon trails from both of the above mentioned towns pass within a short distance

of the township. Battleford being much the nearer town is the most convenient post

office and telegraph station. The soil is chiefly a heavy clay although in a few places

a lighter sandy clay is found. The township is, I judge, best suited for general farm-

ing purposes. The surface is chiefly open rolling prairie, although several of the more
central sections are decidedly hilly, the most hilly sections being numbers 11, 14, 15,

16, 17, 28 and 29. No timber or scrub of any description is found upon the township.

A few small scattered hay marshes are found, but none of any large extent. A good
growth of prairie grass, however, occurs all over the township. The township is well

supplied with both fresh and alkali water as it contains a number of small lakes fairly

well distributed over its surface. The largest of these lakes contains bad water and
occupies portions of sections 28, 29 and 33, covering in all probably 200 acres. Other
small alkali lakes occur upon sections 4, 5, 15, 16, 17 and 21, but several fresh water

lakes also occur in the following localities: sections 4, 5, 9, 11, 12, 14, 16, 21, 23, 24

and 32. These lakes are all of a permanent character. No water-power occurs. No
fuel of any description is found, the nearest available supply being in 'the 60-mile

bush,' upon township 35, range 16. No coal or lignite beds are known to occur in this

locality. No stone quarries occur, and.no minerals of economic value are known of

here. With regard to the occurrence of game in this locality it may be mentioned that

prairie chickens are comparatively numerous. Ducks of great variety are found tipon

all the lakes and sloughs. Small white geese or wavies may be seen in great numbers
during the spring and autumn seasons, whilst the large brant geese also visit the
locality in lesser numbers during the same seasons. Curlews and many varieties of

the plover family are quite numerous throughout the district. Antelope are occasion-

ally seen although these are more numerous towards the wooded sections of the country,
whilst other smaller animals such as badgers, prairie wolves, foxes, skunks and gophers
are very numerous. For description of climate see that given for township 35. range
16, west of the'third meridian.—J. W. Tyrrell. D.L.S., 1903.
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Township 37.
—

'This township is situated about S5 miles west of the town of Sas-

katoon and about 40 miles southwest of the town of Battleford and may be reached

from either of these places by wagon trails ; althong-h Battleford being much the nearer

of the two is the preferable market town and much the more convenient post office and
supply station. The soil is chiefly a sandy clay and clay loam, and is, I judge, suited

for general farming purposes. The surface is open, gently rolling prairie, with no
trees or shrubs of any description. No timber of any description is found. Few hay
marshes of any note were found, although the whole township is well covered w-ith a

good growth of prairie grass. One small hay marsh was found on section 2. The
largest lake foiind upon the township lies in sections 5 and 8, and is in the form of a

long, narrow slough, containing strongly alkali water. Situated precisely in the centre

of the township upon sections 15, 21 and 22, there is, however, another long narrow
lake containing exceedingly good water, and this forms the chief fresh water supply.

Several other fresh water sloughs are found in sections 1, 2, 23, 24, 25, 27, 28, 31, 32
and 33. These all appear to furnish permanent water supply. There is no water-

power in the township. No fuel of any description is found, the nearest available

supply being in ' the 60-mile bush,' on township 35, ranges 15 and 16, or upon township
40, range 15, adjoining the Red Pheasant Indian reserve. No coal is known to exist

in this locality. No stone quarries are found upon the township, nor any minerals of
economic value. Prairie chickens are comparatively numerous and ducks of great
variety are found upon all the lakes and sloughs. Small white geese or wavies may be
seen in great numbers during the spring and autumn seasons, whilst the large brant
geese also visit the locality in lesser numbers during the same seasons. Curlews and
many varieties of the plover family are quite numerous throughout the district.

Antelope are occasionally seen although these are more numerous towards the wooded
sections of the country, whilst other smaller animals such as badgers, prairie wolves,
foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. Por description of climate see that
given for township 35, range 16, west of the third meridian.—/. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S.,
190S.

Township 38.—This township is situated about 90 miles westerly ir^m Sask'atoon,
and about 35 miles southwest from Battleford, and is most readily accessible from
the latter place, which is the nearest post office and telegraph station. Saskatoon being
the re:arest railway depot. The soil of the central and southerly part of this township
is chiefly heavy clay, with clay loam in some places, but the northerly sections of the
township are of a very sandy and gravelly nature, and of little value either for farm-
ing or for pasturage. The surface is gently rolling prairie, very level in places. A
deep ravine of from 75 to 100 feet cuts across sections 3, 4, 9 and 8, and another small
ravine cuts throught the northerly tier of sections. No timber of any descrip-
tion is found upon the township. A considerable quantity of hay is found
in the central and more southerly sections, but the northern part is very bar-
ren, the soil being composed of sand and gravel. No large bodies of water are
found, but a small fresh water stream flows through the ravine above mentioned upon
sections 8, 9, 4 and 3, whilst other small fresh water ponds were found upon sections

5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 22, 23, 24, 27 and 32. As these ponds were observed by me
during the driest season of the year, it is reasonable to assume that they form perma-
nent water supplies, although none of them are in themselves of any great volume.
No water-power exists in this township. No fuel of any description is found upon
tht township, the nearest available supply being upon township 40, range 15, or in
' the 60 mile ibush ' on township 15, ranges 16 and 16. There are no stone quarries or
miuerals of economic value. Prairie chicken are comparatively numerous, and ducks
in great variety are found upon all the lakes and sloughs. Small white geese or wavies
may be seen in great numbers during the spring and autumn seasons, whilst the large
brant geese also visit the locality in lesser numbers during the same seasons. Curlews
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and many varieties of the plover family are quite numerous throughout the district.

ADtelope*^are occasionally seen, although these are more numerous towards the wooded

sections of the country, whilst other smaller animals such as badgers, prairie wolves,

foxes, skunks and gophers are very numerous. For description of climate, see that

given for township 35, range 16, west of the third meridian.

—

J. W. Tyrrell, D.L.8.,

1003.

Township 39.—The trail from Battleford to Tramping lake passes through this

township. There is a steep ascent a little out of Battleford, and in wet weather travel

becomes difficult, but otherwise it is as satisfactory as an unimproved trail could be.

There are two sets of pits directly on this trail. The second set noticed coming from

Battleford is the northwest corner of township 40, range 18. These pits form 'a useful

guide to the stranger. The soil of this township is better than usual, and its quality

w-as evidenced by an abundant crop of mushrooms in certain places, presirmably where

the buffaloes frequented. The soil would be suited for farming. The surface is all

open prairie, nearly level. There was only enough scrub of the siz,e to use for survey

pickets, and there was no timber. There is a large hay meadow on section 6 extending

as far as the eye could reach from the line. There is both fresh and Alkaline water.

The supply of fresh water is both plentiful and permanent. There is an ideal spring

of ice cold water on the shores of Coldspring lake on section 13. The water wells up

in several places, and forms quite a little slough, separate from the lake. No streams.

Section 6 is largely lialble to flood. At the time of the survey the water in the slough

reached to a man's waist. No water-powers. (Flat lake reputed to have been dry long

ago.) A heavy snowfall at the end of May was not supposed to be a usual thing. The
first frost came about September 2, and was heavy. It was altogether rather a wet,

drizzling season, too cold for mosquitoes and quite windy. The fall was early, but no

severe cold weather developed until after our work was finished. Nearest fuel obtain-

able was from Mosqtiito Indian reserve. The wood there is rapidly rotting away. No
stone quarries. No minerals. Duck, turkeys and antelope were all seen.

—

S. James,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—The trail from Battleford to Tramping lake passes through this

township, passing so close to the northeast angle of the same as to prevent anyone

missing the pits. There is a steep ascent a little out of Battleford and in wet weather

the trail becomes heavy, but otherwise it is as good as an improved trail could be. The
soil is suitable for farming. Surface is open prairie nearly level. There is no scrub,

simply a few bushes affording survey pickets, and no timber. A hay or grass marsh
extends across the northerly part of section 11 and there is an expanse of about 80

acres in the southeast quarter of section 16. Water is all fresh or nearly so (High-

bank lake water was used for making tea). Fresh water supply is sufficient and per-

manent. No water-power. The heavy snowfall at the end of May was supposed to

be an unusual thing. The first frost came about the 2nd of September, and was heavy.

It was altogether a rather wet, drizzling season, too cold for many mosquitoes, and
quite windy. The fall was early, but no severe weather developed until after our work
was completed. Nearest fuel obtainable was from Mosquito Indian reserve. The wood
there is rapidly rotting away. No stone quarries. No minerals. Duck and prairie

chicken were plentiful.—^S*. James, D.L.S., 1903.

Towniship 41.—The trail from Battleford to Tramping lake passes through the

southeast corner of this township where the pits are immediately alongside the trail.

There is a steep a.scent a little out of Battleford and in wet weather the trail becomes

difficult in some places, but otherwise it is satisfactory. Soil is suitable for farming.

The surface is all open prairie nearly level. There is no scrub but a few suffi-

cient to supply survey pickets. No timber or wood, no hay mar.shes. The water of

Narrow lake is somewhat alkaline, but other bodies are fresh. The supply of fresh

water i? sufficient and permanent. No water-power. There was a heavy snowfall at
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the end of ^lay, but it was not supposed to be a usual thing. The first frost and a

heavy one came about the 2nd of September. Rather a wet drizzling season was ex-

perienced but the fall was fine and not very cold. Nearest fuel was not of the best

and was obtained from the Mosquito Indian reserve. No stone quarries. No minerals

Duck and prairie chicken were common.

—

S. JameSj D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—From Battleford a trail passes through the northwesterly part of

this township and afl:"ords convenient access to it. This trail is in as good condition

as could be expected, and presented no difficulties at this time of year. The soil anl
grass of tlie township were better than usual and the township is good for farming.

The surface is all open prairie and not quite level. No scrub of any size, just a few

clumps of bushes were seen and no timber. On sections 2, 10 and 11, and extending"

into 34, a large shallow slough producing hay was not considered to require traversing

Water is fresh and abundant. Probably springs could be found on the draw that

seoni.s to be a creek in wet seasons. The supply of water is fresh and permanent. No
special areas seemed liable to flood. No water-power. Heavy snowfall at the end of

3tay, but not supposed to be a usual thing. First frost came about September 2, and
was heavy. It was a wet drizzling season and windy. The fall was not severely cold.

The fuel used (supposed to be nearest) was from the Mosquito reserve. The wood
there, however, is rapidly rotting and was somewhat punky. No stone quarries. No
minerals. Prairie chicken, partridge and duck were the game usually seen.

—

S. James,
D.L.S., 190S.

'J'ownship 48.—The trail from Battleford to Onion lake runs through this town-
ship. It is a good road. The soil varies from sand to dark sandy loam, and is suit-

rble for general farming and dairying. The eastern third of the township is rolling

sandy land, but the rest of it is fairly level. It is prairie with scattered clumps of

brush and small poplar. The only timber is small poplar from two to eight inches in

diameter scattered about, but principally on the east and southwest portions of the
township. There is good hay scattered all over the township on the low ground adjoin-
ing the sloughs. The water is generally fresh and apparently permanent in most of
the small lakes and sloughs. Turtle river touches the west boundary, and this year is

five or six feet deep and about one chain wide, running about four miles an hour. The
water in it is good. The land is not liable to be flooded. There are no water-powers.
Jt has been a cool, wet summer this year. There are no indications of summer frosts.

The only fuel is small poplar from the bluffs scattered about. There are no stone
'\uarues and no minerals. Ducks and prairie chickens were the only game seen—
T. S. Gore, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 49.—The Battleford and Onion lake trail touches the southwest corner
of this township and the Turtle lake trail, which branches off from the Onion lake
trail at the southwest end of Jackfish lake, enters this township on section 13 and goes
out on section 35. They are both fairly good roads. The soil in the eastern haK of
the township is light and sandy, in the western half it is fairly good, but is much broken
by sloughs and soft boggy marshes. It is suitable for grazing and hay. The township
is about one-third brush and small poplar and willows. The surface is genereally roll-

inii. The timber is scrubby poplar from two to eight inches in diameter, and is scat-
tred in clumps throughout the township. There is plenty of good hay on nearly every
section. There is a small stream of good water about 15 links wide, running
south through the westerly tier of sections from section 31 to section 18, and"
also a stream about the same size, running south through the easterly tier of
sections, and a nice fresh water lake on sections 23 and 24, with sandy shore and bottom.
There are small ponas scattered all over the township generally with fairly good water.
There are some alkaline ponds and sloughs. There are no water-powers. The weathei'
this summer has been very cool, with a good deal of rain. No indications of summer
frosts were noticed. The only fuel is small poplar scattered through the township.
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There are no stone quarries and no minerals. There are plenty of ducks, Drairie

chicken and deer.—T. S. Gote, B.L.S., 1903.

Township 50.—Turtle lake trail runs north through this township from section 2

to section 35. It is a fairly good road, though but little travelled. It leaves the

Battleford and Onion lake trail at the southwest end of Jackflsh lake. The soil is

generally a rich clay loam, inclined to be stony where the land is rolling. It is suit-

able for mixed farming. The surface is rolling on the south and west parts of the

township and very broken and rough near the creek which flows south between the two

most westerly tiers of sections, and in the e.istern and northern parts of the township

flat and marshy. It is about one-third covered with small poplar and willows and brush,

most of it being on the west half of the township. The timber is scrubby poplar from

two to eight inches, mostly on the west half of the township. There is a quantity of

good hay, nearly half the area of the two easterly tiers of sections being hay land ; there

is also a good deal scattered about the rest of the township. There are numerous small

ponds of fresh water scattered throughout the township, and a stream of good water

about 15 links wide runs south along the line between '<he two westerly tiers of sectiiins

and a small stream which does not run all summer, flows south between the two east-

erly tiers of sections. There are no water-powers. It has been a cool wet summer this

year. There are no indications of summer frost. The only fuel is small poplar scat-

tered about the township. There are no stone quarries, and no minerals were dis-

covered. There are plenty of prairie chickens and ducks and a few deer. The town-

ship is better suited for stock-raising and dairying than for grain-growing.

—

T. S.

Gore, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 51.—(East and west outlines.)—There is much prairie along the east-

ern boundary and the whole township is more open than the one to the north. It is

also better adapted for either agriculture or cattle ranging. There is a good supply of

hay and plenty of firewood but very little building timber, though on section 19, east

of said boundary, there is a nice spruce bluff. The land is rolling with a good average

black loam soil and light subsoil.—/. J. Dalton, D.T.S., 1903.

(Subdivision.)—Turtle lake trail runs through the eastern tier of sections in this

township. It is a fairly good road. The soil is variable, inclined to be gravelly in the

higher land and heavy loam and clay in the flats. It is suitable for vegetables in

places. The southeastern third of the township is nearly all marsh and hay land, with

a few clumps of willow and poplar brush scattered through it; and the portion lying

north and west from a line from section 36 to section 5 is undulating and covered

more or less with willow and poplar brush, and in some places poplar and scattered

spruce up to 14 inches in diameter. The timber is scrubby poplar and a little spruce

up to 14 inches in diameter scattered through the northwestern half of the township.

There is a quantity of hay all through the southeastern portion but of rather poor

quality. The water is in shallow ponds and marshes and is not very good; it probably

contains a little alkali and is very hard. Nearly all the southeastern portion des-

cribed as marshy is liable in wet seasons to be covered with a foot or two of water.

There are no water-powers. The climate is variable, not very liable to summer frosts.

The only fuel is poplar from bluffs in the northwestern two-thirds of township and from
adjoining townships. There are no stone quarries and no minerals. The only game
is ducks and snipe. This township is only suitable for dairy farming, or cattle ranch-

ing on a small scale.—jT. S. Gore, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 52.—(East and west outlines.)—Turtle lake cuts deeply into the north-

east corner of this township destroying several sections. The lake is beautiful, ex-

tending for miles to the northeast. Some say that it is 25 miles long. It abounds in

fish, has beautiful bluffs of spruce around its shores and is generally a very interest-

ing sheet of water. The land is very inferior along the eastern boundary and north of

the south branch of Turtle lake river, where the soil is shallow and the country
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scrubby. South of the river there are 200 or 300 acres of good prairie with deep black

loam and light clay subsoil. This township has plenty of poplar for fuel and some
spruce for building timber. Hay is not abundant.—/. J. Dalton, D.T.S., 1903.

(Xorth outline.)—Turtle lake lies in the northeast corner of this township. Sec-

tion 31 is broken by hills. Through sections 32 and 33 the land is tolerably level,

though stony in places; it is covered with bluffs of poplar and balm of Gilead sur-

rounded by thick windfalls. Section 34 is rolling and from its northeast corner ta

the western shore of Turtle lake,, the soil supports a forest of poplar 6 to 8 inches in;

diameter. Section 36 and a narrow strip of section 35 lie in Turtle lake, which ex-

tends 6 miles north of the line, with a deep bay to the northeast, and about 2h miles

south of it, where its outlet. Turtle river, begins. The shores of this lake, like those of

many other large ones of this district, appear to be formed by a jetty of boulders

which have been shoved and piled 5 or 6 feet high by ice pressure, and have become
cemented together, forming now a kind of natural high road between the lake proper

and marshes adjoining it. This jetty, from 5 to 10 feet wide, is always timbered with

birch, poplar and cottonwood. No timber of commercial value was seen near the lake

in the vicinity of the line, but quantities of large sized logs (spruce, poplar and pine)

are afloat near its shore. These would indicate that there must be near its northern

extremity some fine timber, but for some reason these logs were not taken out, though
Turtle river would seem to be a good stream for that purpose. The soil in this town-

ship is a sandy loam, 6 to 9 inches in depth, overlying a clay or clay and sand subsoil.

—

A. Saint Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 20.

Township 35.—At present this township is most easily reached by travelling

west elong the old trail near the 9th correction line from the military trail between

Battleford and Swift Current. Tramping lake intersects this township in a valley from
100 to 200 feet deep, with that exception, the surface of the country is rolling prairie.

The soil is first and second class, and is eminently adapted for wheat-raising. On the

sides of the hills around Tramping lake some timber (mostly poplar and maple) is

met with, but not in sufficient quantity and size to afford building material. There
are no large hay meadows in this township. Besides Tramping lake another small

lake has been surveyed on section 24. There is no running water sufficient to furnish

power m the township. Excepting the small amount of timber around Tramping
lake, there is no fuel in the township. There are no stone quarries in the township.

Mines and minerals there are none. There are ducks and chicken and a few antelope

in the township.—i7. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 36.—This township is most easily reached by the trail from Saskatoon,

which passes about 6 miles south of the southerly boundary. The soil is all clay loam,

with an alluvial deposit of black loam. With the exception of a few bluffs of poplar

and maple on the east bank of Tramping lake, there is no timber in the township.

There is no running water; the water in the sloughs is fresh, but in Tramping lake

very alkaline. The climate is good, a few frosts during survey, but nothing that would
hurt grain. The only fuel obtainable is the dead maple and poplar on the east bank
of Tramping lake. There are no stone quarries or minerals. Geese, ducks and prairie

chicken are the game to be found.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—A trail from Battleford passes through the northwest corner of

township 38, range 20, which affords the easiest way of reaching this township. The
soil is all clay loam or black lo'am, a first-class wheat country. With the exception

of the east shore of Tramping lake, there is no timber whatever in the township. This

timber at Tramping lake is mostly fire-killed. Hay can be cut around the few sloughs.

The water in the small lakes and sloughs is fresh, but in Tramping lake is very alka-

25a—10
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"liue. There is no water-power. Some frosts were noted during the survey (August),

but I do not think the country is liable to summer frosts. With the exception of the

timber above noted at Tramping lake, no fuel is available. There are no stone quarries

or minerals. Antelope, duck, geese and prairie chickens 'are seen.

—

H. B. Proudfoot,

D.L.S., 1903. 1 I

Township 38.—A trail from Battleford in very good condition passes through the

northwest corner of this township, affording the most convenient route for reaching it.

The soil is generally clay, with an alluvial deposit of hlack or clay loam, an excellent

wheat country. With the exception of the valley of Tramping lake, the surface is all

piairie, rolling, undulating or level. There is a small quantity of timber, mostly dead,

along the east side of Tramping lake, and in some of the ravines on the west side.

Hardly any of it is suitable for building purposes. Hay can be cut around most of

the sloughs. There are no hay marshes of any extent, and the prairie grass is both

short and thin. The water in the small sloughs is mostly fresh, but in the lakes is

very alkaline; no running water was met with. In the beginning of September the

nights began to turn frosty, but the days were fine. The only fuel available is the

limited supply of timber around Tramping lake. No stone quarries or minerals were

found. Game,—antelopes, ducks and geese.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—This township lies to the southwest by south of Battleford, and is

crossed by the Cypress trail from sections 24 to 4, and as this trail is a very good one,

this is the best way to it, the distance from Battleford being albout 32 miles. The soil

in this township is principally a strong clay loam, of most excellent quality, suited

admirably for the production of all ordinary farm crops raised in Canada. The town-

ship is entirely in prairie country, there being no wooded growth anywhere in it. The
surface is generally of a gently rolling or undulating character. There are no exten-

sive meadows, but I fancy from appearances (I was there rather too early to judge

well) that a good deal of hay largely of upland grass might be cut bordering the

marshes found in the township, of which there ar.e quite a number, though none of

them are very large. Water was quite plentiful when I was there in early June, and

1 fancy quite a good deal of it permanent, and good and sw.eet, except that found in

Crooked valley, a wide deep ravine, alon^ which flow the headwaters of Eagle creek.

The water in this stream and that in the marshes and brooks connected with this val-

ley are saline and disagreeable, though it would be all right for watering stock. As
to water-powers, the only possibility of such a thing would be by a barrage or dam
across Crooked valley just mentioned. This valley is about 6 miles in length in the

township, and would average nearly half a mile in width, with a depth at the west

below prairie level of say 60 feet, and 90 feet where it leaves the township. A dam to

hold this trough full of water would be a very expensive affair by reason of the earthy

banks, the cost being much too great to make it a practical scheme, beside which my
opinion is that it would take the rainfall of at least two years to fill it up. If a struc-

ture of this kind were contemplated the proper place at which to put in the retaining

structure in this valley would not be in this township, but at a point about 20 miles

to the south, where the level of the country descends from the third to the second

prairie steppe. This would create a lake of about 15 square miles and with a depth of

not less than 60 feet if full advantage of the situation were taken. By reason of the

light rainfall in this district one-third only of the volume of water thus held in would

probably be the yearly supply. The general indications as to climate are that humidity

is short and frostiness somewhat long. I do not consider the district good for grain,

but as a summer range for stock it could not be surpassed; the pasture is exceptionally

good. There is no fuel in the township that I know of, nor any nearby, nor any ex-

posures of coal or lignite. No rock exposures were seen, so that in all probability no

quarries could be developed. Great numbers of large stones ('boulders) lie all along

the sides of Crooked valley, from which large quantities of building stones could be
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manufactured. A considerable proportion of these stones are of limestone and marble,

and if fuel could be gotten splendid lime could be made from them. No valuable min-

erals were seen. Antelope were quite numerous, and immense numbers of ducks, geese,

swans, &c., congregate in the lakes and marshes in Crooked valley. The only stream

in the township, named Eagle creek, is here very small, and would b,e represented by

a flow of water 3 feet wide, 10 inches deep and one-half mile per hour on June 1, and

probably nothing at all on September l.—Fred. W. Wilkins, D.T.S., 190S.

Township 40.—This -township is reached most easily from Battleford by the

Cypress or Ked Deer Forks trail which passes close to its southeast corner. The dis-

tance from Battleford is about 30 miles, and the trail is good. The soil throughout the

township is good, being largely clay loam of splendid quality and eminently fitted for

the growth of all usual farm crops grown in Canada. The surface is prairie, mostly

of a gently rolling character, with some ridgy country. Some stony ground was seen

and generally stones can be seen almost anywhere in the township. This, however, ii

no detriment, but the reverse, as in the erection of all kinds of buildings these stones

would prove of great value in a district so bare of timber as this is, beside which even

when plenty of timber and lumber is to be had, the foundations of buildings must be

built on something more durable, and here is where the stones mentioned would come
in. There is no timbered growth in this township whatever. Considerable hay ground

exists on sections 35 and 20 along lakes Nos. 1 and 3. I could not judge very well

an to quantity that might probably be gotten here, as it was too early in the season

when I was there, but there v.ould be some hundreds of tons, no doubt. Water, of

which the supply seems ample, is fairly well distributed and apparently permanent

find the quality is good except in lake No. 2, sections 34 and 35, which is extremely

saline and disagreeable. There are no streams, and of course no water-powers. The
general climatic indications are dryness and frostiness. No fuel is readily to be had

of any kind. No veins or seams of coal or lignite were seen. No exposures of rock

exist in the township and thus no likely places for quarries could be pointed out. No
minerals of any economic value were found. A few antelope were seen and immense
numbers of ducks, plover and other water fowl swarmed in the several lakes found in

the township.—Free/. W. Wilkins, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 41.—This township is most easily reached by way of the Sounding lake

trail from Battleford, takin/j this trail out for about 20 miles, where a more southerly

trail forks off passing across the northwest part of the township; the distance to the

central point of tlie township from Battleford is about 28 miles. The soil in the town-

ship is very varied in character, there being some excellent clay loam and sand loam,

and considerable saline land, with poor soil. As a whole the township is much better

suited for grazing than for grain growing. The surface is entirely prairie with no

wooded growth whatever. There are no large hay meadows, but scattered over th^

township are small ones from which considerable hay may be cut. Water is fairly

well distributed, that in the central part of the township from north to south being

saline, the water elsewhere is very good and fresh. There are no permanent streams

and no water-powers. I believe that frosts occur in summer in this locality. The
climate from such evidence as can be seen is very dry, the elevation of this part of

the country being the cause no doubt. No fuel of any kind is available in the town-

ship, and T did not learn that any considerable quantity was to be had anywhere near

by. Neither coal nor lignite was seen, nor were any indications of them discovered.

No beds of rock were seen nor exposures of anything of a rocky nature noticed. It

is not probable that quarries of stone exist in the township. No minerals of an

economic nature were seen. Vast numbers of ducks in the salty marshes in the central

part of the township were the only thing of the game kind seen.

—

Fred. W. Wilkins,

D.T.S., 1903.

25a^l0i '
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Township 42.—As the Sounding lake trail from Battleford passes centrally from
east to west tlirough this township, this is the best way to get to it. The distance from
Battleford is about 20 miles and the trail is good. The soil throughout, with the excep-
tion of a little saline land on sections 4, 32 and 33, is good, being clay and sand loam
of splendid quality, suitable for the growth of any crop grown in Canada. The sur-
face is entirely prairie, there being no wooded growth whatever. There are no exten-
sive hay meadows, but quite a bit of hay, both of the kind called slough hay and upland
hay can be obtained here and there scattered over the township. There is one small
stream (not running at the time of survey in August) in the township passing from
south to north near the east side. The water in this (in pools) is not good, though it

would be wholesome enough for stock, but the rest of the water met with is fresh and
good. The supply is fair and apparently permanent and fairly well distributed, so that

without doubt a good summer range for cattle, &c., could be had here. There are no
water-po^vers in the towmship, nor any prospects that they could be developed by the

building of dams. From appearances I would expect the summer in. this locality to

be generally very dry, and frosts, I fancy, would not be unknown, as the elevation is

considerable. There is no fuel of any kind in the township, nor any readily to be
obtained that I know anything of. No seams of coal or lignite were seen. !^o

exposures of rock were noticed, nor any places where quarries might be opened. No
economic minerals of any kind were^seen. A few ducks comprised all the game met'

with—Fred. W. WilUns, D.T.8., WOST
Township 43.—This township can be most easily reached by the Sounding lake

trail from Battleford. The trail is followed for about 14 miles when it is left on the

left hand and a due west course is taken over smooth prairie for about six miles when
the township is reached near its southeast corner. The travel is good all the way.

The soil is about equally divided between clay and sand loam, with some saline land,

and in general is good and suitable for any crops ordinarily grown on farms in Canada.

The surface of the township is practically all prairie of an undulating or gently roll-

ing character in general, the exceptions to this being the valley or ravine of Cutknife

creek, and a range of hills in the central part known as the Sliding hills. There is

no wooded growth in the township, except some patches of thick brush and willows

along Cutknife creek, on the northeastern part of the township, and the area covered

by this is confined to a few acres. There are no large hay meadows, but quite a bit

of hay could be got at some small ones, which are found here and there all over the

township. Water both fresh and brackish is found all over the township in fairly

good suppply, and is permanent. 'Cutknife creek ceases to flow in the latter part of

the summer, but abundance of water, a little brackish in flavour, is found in pools all

along. This stream is the only real stream in the township, and passes across it in the
central part from west to east, turning northerly. No useful water-power could be

made in the township, the supply of water being too precarious. On account of the

elevation (third prairie steppe), my opinion is that frosts occur too frequently during
the summer for successful grain-raising. A limited quantity of wood (poplar) exists

in the township (44) to the north of this one, but is not readily gotten at by reason
of the valley or ravine of Cutknife creek, which is very difficult to cross. As it is, this

•tfood will not be long available, as it is practically all dead and dry, and mostly lying
down. The next prairie fire will probably sweep it all away. There are no coal seams
or lignite seams exposed in the township. No rock of any kind in beds was observed,
and therefore it is not probable that stone quarries could be opened up. Surface stones
were plentiful in some places and generally quite a few are seen everywhere. These
could be ^utilized for masonry work by splitting them. No useful minerals were
observed, and it is not likely that any exist in the township. Ducks of several different

kinds and prairie chickens (pin-tailed grouse) were plentiful. This township is an
excellent one for grazing, and would make a good summer range for cattle or horses.
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as it is generally far enough away from the bush to be free of black flies, which are a

dreadful pest in the more wooded parts of the country. Mosquitoes are very plentiful

though.—Fref/. W. Wilkins, D.T.S., 190.J.

Township 44.—This township lies a little to the north of west from the town of

Battleford, the central point for the district in which it lies and its nearest point is dis-

tant from that place about 20 miles. To reach it I would prefer to go out southwest-

erly from Battleford as a starting point by the Sounding lake trail, following the same
about 15 miles, then turning off to the right travel in a due northwest course about
nine miles over the prairie when the locality of the southeast angle of the township

will be reached just to the east of the elbow of Cutknife creek. From here all the

northern part of the township (north of sections 1 and 6) can be reached more or less

readily, that is the part north of the creek. To reach the southerly tier of sections is

another matter; for the ravine of Cutknife creek lies between aad it is not easy to

cross it with a prairie outfit. I fancy a way could be found just at the elbow, to get

down into the bottom and out of it up a slope on section 2, a little bit west of the quar-

ter section pits on the east side of this section. Otherwise I do not know of any place

in a township where a crossing can be effected. Failing this the only alternative is

"to turn to the southwest from the elbow and travel abovit G miles passing over the

northern end of the Sliding hills in township 43 in this same range. Here a crossing

can be made of this same Cutknife ci'eek, which has bent around in its upper part up
this way also, and then travelling due north about 4 miles, sections 4 and 5 of the

township under discussion will be reached. It will be seen by this that this township

is exceedingly divided into two parts (the southerly tier of sections from the rest) oy
the ravine or valley of the creek first mentioned. The stream is small but during the

course of ages has evidently worn out of this high country an awful ditch to drain

through. It empties into Battle river about 15 miles northwest of the point I have

called the ' elbow,' and for about 15 miles of its course flows through what might al-

most be called a canyon until it issues from the third prairie plateau (Eaglehill) in

stction 22, township 44. range 21. In the southern two-thirds of this township the soil

is splendid (a clay loam) and there is not any better lying oat of doors. The north

third at the foot of the escarpment of the third prairie steppe is simply a sand bed

thrown up by the wind, into more or less high knolls, ridges, or banks, and the soil

here is practically useless. In the first mentioned part of the township the soil is

most suitable for any agricultural purpose. The southern tier of sections (2 to 6) ex-

cept section 1 which lies mostly in the canyon of Cutknife creek and is mostly gently

undulating prairie and the southern part of sections 26 to 30 is also a prairie tract,

the balance of the township is in what would be called park country, about one-sixth

of the surface being taken up with patches or islands composed largely of willow

bushes intermixed with small poplars, the growth being apparently about eight years

old. A good deal of dry wood mostly lying down is found in some of these patches,

and judging from this and the fact that there is also a thick mat of old dry grass of

several years ))r()ducti<)n. beside the living grass growing up through it, I would sup-

pose that seven or eight years ago a prairie fire had been over this spot and had killed

the wooded growth (the dry trees were in size up to about 9 inches diameter) then ex-

isting, and the present growth had sprung up since. None of the new growth is as

vet of a useful size and the chances now are that it never will be. The coming in of

land hunters and others before unknown, will surely be the cause of fire again shortly,

and then, as there is so much that is dry to burn, everything in the way of wooded
growth will be swept away. This foregoing applies particularly to the middle part of

the township where the soil is good. In the northern part where the soil is so light

and sandy the wooded growth is more open and the groves of poplar found larger (up
to 8 inches in diameter), but scrubby in growth. As these patches of bush in these

parts are mostly isolated by open sand beds with no growth of grass, fire is not liable
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to damage the little wood there is here. Also in the eanj'on of Cutknife creek are a

good many patches of brush (willows and small poplar) with a few small groves of

larger stuff, say up to 8 or 9 inches in diameter, but the quantity is small. There is

nothing in the township in the way of timber that would be worth while to reserve for

any purpose, firewood (limited in quantity) is all there is with a few fence rails and a

few building logs, and these latter all but inaccessible in the gorge of the creek men-
tioned. There is no hay land in the township—I mean by this, natural hay mea-
dows. There is an abundance of water in the township and practically it is all good
and fresh. Along the north boundary of the township are several good sized lakes,

having in them the very best and clearest water I have ever encountered in the North-

west Territories. I believe these lakes have fish in them for I picked up a minnow on

the shore of one of them, but of what kinds I can say nothing. They are lovely sheets

of water with long stretches of lovely sand beach. There are no natural places for

power on the one stream (Cutknife creek) in the township, but the canyon through

which it flows could be dammed say near the west boundary of the township and a pond
made of perhaps 15 miles in length (running back into township 43, range 20) on an
average of 30 chains wide, with a depth ranging from a few inches at the upper end
to from 80 to 100' feet at the dam. The supply of water would be, say three times the

lowest stage, which this year was a stream 3 feet wide, 6 inches deep, 1 mile per hour.

However, the better use to which this stream could be put I fancy would be to furnish

v?-ater for irrigation along the valley of Battle river, where there is without doubt land

that can be reached by this stream. The general indications as to climate are great

dryness and a liability by reason of elevation (third prairie plateau) of summer frosts.

Sufficient fuel in the way of poplar wood exists practically everywhere in the town-

ship for immediate settlement, but as to the whereabouts of a permanent supply I can-

not speak. No veins or seams of coal or lignite were discovered. No minerals of any
economic value were seen and no places where quarries of stone could be opened up.

As to game a few jumping deer were seen in the canyon of Cutknife creek and plenty

of ducks in all ponds and lakes, with some black geese and some swans. Very few
prairie fowl were seen.

—

Fred. W. Wilkins, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 49.—This township is reached by the Onion lake trail from Battleford,

which runs throug'h it from section 13 to section 31, and is a good road. In the south-

ern part of the township the soil is light and sandy, but the north and easterly parts

are better. It is suitable for pasture, and in places for general farming. The surface

is generally rolling, with some large flats and sloughs. It is about one-third, or a little

more, covered with bluffs of small poplar and willows scattered throughout, and the

balance is prairie and little ponds and sloughs. The timber is small poplar, seldom
exceeding 6 or 7 inches in diameter, and is scrubby. It is scattered about through the

township, the greater part of it being in sections 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20. 29 and 30. There
is plenty of good hay to be obtained nearly all over the township, particularly on sec-

tion 24. Water is fresh, very little alkali. Turtle river winds through the township
from the northwest corner to the southeast. It is about a chain wide, and from 3 to

6 feet deep and runs about 2i miles per hour. I see no danger of flooding from it.

There are no water-powers. Climate is good; I have seen no indication of summer
frosts. The only fuel is poplar, obtained from bluffs scattered throughout the township.
There are no stone quarries and no minerals. There is one rancher located in the
township on section 32, who has been there about eight years. He bought out a former
occupant. He raises quite a number of horses and cattle and says he has some 40
acres under cultivation.

—

T. 8. Gore, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 50.—This township lies about 4 miles north of the Battleford and Onion
lake trail, and is easily approached from it. The trail is in fair condition. The soil

is generally a clay loam, though sandy in some places near Turtle river. It is suitable
for general farming. The surface is rolling and about one-fourth covered with scrub
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and small poplar, most of the scrub being on the north and east parts of the township.
The only timber is poplar up to 6 inches in diameter, scattered about principally near
the northeast part of the township. There is very little hay; a small quantity could
be obtained aroiind sloughs throughout the township. The watei- in ponds is fresh.

Turtle river flows down the west side of the township, and this year is about 1 chain
wide and 4 feet deep. The water is goo<3. It flows about 2i miles per hour. The land
is not liable to be flooded. There are no water-powers. The climate this summer
has been very cool and wet. There are no indications of summer frosts. Small poplar
is the only fuel. It is scattered about the township, but is more plentiful in the north-
east part. There are no stone quarries and no minerals. Ducks and prairie chickens
were the only game seen.

—

T. S. Gore, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 51.— (East and west outlines.)—This township is much better than the
one to the north. Along the eastern boundary it i^ scrubby, with a good deal of poplar
scattered on both sides of the east boundarj\ To tlie east the country appears more
open, with better prospects for agriculture. This township appears to be generally
hiUy, with many sloughs. There is no hay. Turtle lake river crosses the northeast
corner of this township; it is rapid and not fordable for horses.—/. J. Dalton, D.T.S.,
1908.

(Subdivision.)—The trail to Emmaville post office passes through the southwest
corner of this township, and is a fairly good road. The soil is a rich black loam, and
is suitable for general farming. The surface is rolling, and a great deal of it covered

with poplar and willow scrub and small poplar timber scattered throughout, but thicker

cu the eastern half of the township. The timber is scrubby poplar up to 10 inches in

diameter, scattered all over the township, but thicker on the east half. There is not

v.ory much hay, but what there is is good, and is scattered about mostly in the southern
part. The grazing is very good. The water in sloughs and ponds is fresh and good,

and there is plenty of it. Turtle river flows through the northern part of the town-
ship. It is about a chain wide, and from 3 to 5 feet deep, running about 3i miles per

hour; water good, but hard. It is not liable to cause floods on the adjacent land.

There are no water-powers. The climate is variable; there are no indications of sum-
mer frosts. The only fuel is small poplar scattered about the township. There are

no stone quarries and no minerals. Prairie chickens and ducks were the only game
seen. There is a good growth of upland grass and vetches throughout this township,

and being so well sheltered with thick brush and small timber, it would afford splendid

winter pasture for horses.

—

T. S. Gore, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 52.— (East and west outlines.)—This township is rolling, scrubby and
hilly, with clumps of small poplar, poplar thickets, nvimerous deep ponds and sloughs.

The soil is very shallow everywhere along its eastern boundary, and is not well adapted
for either farming or grazing. Fuel is plentiful, and building timber can be found in

small quantities only. Hay is scarce.

—

J. J. Dalton, D.T.8., 1903.

(North outline.)—Through part of this range the country continues rolling. It

becomes quite hilly in the eastern half, and is generally covered with patches of young
poplar and willow scrub, among which there are many small prairie openings. Half
a mile to the north of the line lies Kound Sandy lake, reported to be 4 miles in diame-
ter. Near its southern extremity, in section 3, township 53, are a few shacks inhabited

during certain seasons of the year by Indians in quest of fish, with which this lake,

like so many others in this district, abounds. Three roads coming from the south
intersect the north boundary of this township. The central one intersects the line

near the middle of section 34, and leads through open country to those shanties. The
eastern wagon road winds amongst the hills near the northeast corner of the township,
whilst the third one is a new trail crossing the line close to the northeast corner of
township 52, range 21. No streams of any account were intersected by this line. The
soil in sections 31 and 32 is a sandy loam, eleven inches deep, overlying a subsoil of
clay.—^. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.
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Towmship 5.—The township is high, dry, rolling, bare prairie land. A few small
sloughs are found.

—

G. J. Lonergan, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 6.—The township is traversed by Frenchman river. On the bank of th.e

river in the northwest part of the township is situated the East End post office.

Ranchers have availed tiiemselves of the best locations along the bank of the river.

No timber is to be found in any part of the township.—G. /. Lon&rgan, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 7.—The township is high rolling prairie. It is well watered by Swift

-

current river, which flows through the northeastern part, and by numerous springs and
creeks that are found in the western half of the township. Good timber for building
purposes is available in the deep ravines of the northern part of the township. Three
settlers were found and appeared to be in a prosperous condition.

—

G. J. Lonergan,
D.L.8., 1902.

Township S.—This township is bare, high, rolling prairie. Swiftcurrent river has

its source in section 10 and then flows south, thus leaving very few places available for

rraiching. The balance of the township could not be recommended for ranching, ai

there is no water.

—

G. J. Lonergan, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 35.—A trail from Battleford passes to a junction with the Saskatoon
trail, which passes through the township. The t^vo trails join to the northwest of this

township. The trail to Saskatoon was used by other contractors. The trail to Battle

ford is unimproved, but well located and mostly passable. The soil is suitable for

farming. The township is all open prairie, but cut up Ijadly, as the topography shows,

hy a series of ravines or coulees. Shrub growth barely sufficient for a supply of

pickets of poor quality, and no timber. Any hay of value would be on section 9 on an
ave-A of probably twenty to forty acres. The sloughs are pretty nearly all dried up,

however, there are two good lakes to afford permanent water, also a slough on section

22 and on section 11. The water may not be permanent in dry seasons. No areas

liable to flood. No water-power. There was a heavy snowfall at end of May, but
probably not u=u.il. Eirst frost was about September 2, but no serious snowfalls

during the open autumn. A wet drizzly season was passed. Fuel was obtained on tho

nearest shores of Tramping lake, but it was not very good. No stone quarries. Sodium
sulphate (or salt cake) was found crystallized out on the stones of shore of Sodiurn

Sulphate lake. No game was seen.

—

S. James, D.L.S., 190-3.

Township .3(5.—A trail from Battleford passes through the township. It is an
nniinproved trail, but beyond being wet and difficult at times its position could no-'

well be improved. It passes farther south to a junction with a trail leading to Saska-
toon. The soil of this township is suitable for farming. It is all open prairie (except

the two Ear hills) with not enough shrub growth to make survey sights. No timber.

No hay in quantity. Sloughs are now pretty dry, but there is good water in slough on
section 17, where the party camped, also on section 31. This water, though, may noL
be permanent in drier seasons. No likely flood areas and no water-power. There was
heavy snowfall at end of May, but it was probably not usual. First frost about Sep-

tember 2, but no serious snowfalls during an open autumn. A wet drizzling season was
passed. Fuel was obtained of excellent quality on the east side of Tramping lake. No
stone quarries. No minerals. Game not seen.

—

S. James, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—From Battleford, a trail passes through the township. It is an
unimproved trail, but beyond being wet and difficult at times, it cannot be much im-
proved or shortened. It passes on to a junction with a trail to Saskatoon, which trail

was used by other contractors, but not by our party. Soil is suitable for farming, but
there are some stones in places. It is all prairie, with not enough shrub growth to

make pickets for survey purposes and no timber. There is a hay marsh or slough on
sections 10 and 15, and also on sections 22 and 23. The former about 100 acres, the
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latter perhaps 50. There is good water in both these sloughs, also in sloughs on north

I'Oundary of section 8 and on sections 9 and 15. Otherwise water was hard to find.

On section 15 the greater part of the sovith half of the section is liable to flood. No
V ater-power. The heavy snowfall at the end of May was probably not usual. First

frost was about September 2, and it was heavy. We had a wet drizzling season and
windy. Fall extended to pretty late and was not too severe. Fuel was obtained from
across Tramping lake, and was fine, dry poplar of 5 to 7 inches in diameter. No stone

quarries and no minerals. Game was not seen.

—

S. James, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 38.—From Battleford a trail passes through the township. It is an

unimproved one. but beyond being wet and heavy at times, it cannot be much improved

upon or changed. It passes to a junction with a trail to Saskatoon, which trail was

used by other contractors, but not by the writer. The soil is suitable for farming, but

is somewhat stony in places. It is all prairie, with not enough growth to make pickets

for survey use, and there is no timber. There is a hay marsh or slough of about 20

acres on section 1, but not of an encouraging character. "Water, where at all obtain-

able, was fresh, but it had to be oarried in cans for tea for lunch. On sections 1 and
•j2 (latter being camping place), fresh water could be obtained. No land liable to

ilood and no water-power. Heavy snow fell at end of May, but this is not a usual

thing. First frost came about September 2, and was heavy. It was a wet, drizzling

season and windy. Fall was not severely cold and extended quite late. Fuel was
obtained from the easterly side of Tramping lake and floated across by means of a

boat lent by Mr. Proudfoot. It was very fine burning wood. No stone quarries. No
minerals. Prairie chicken, partridge, duck and wild turkey were not so much seen as

usual.—^S. James, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—To reach this township most readily one should go out southwest-

erly from Battleford by the Cypress or Red Deer Forks trail, following this trail for

aljovit 30 miles, then strike oflf due west over the prairie a distance of about 7 miles,

when the northeast corner of the township will be reached. The soil is practically all

a strong clay loam of splendid quality in every way suited for agricultural purposes,

and the growth of all ordinary farm crops, produced in Canada. The surface is open

prairie over the entire township, there being no wooded growtli of any kind. There
are no extensive hay meadows, but quite a lot of hay may be had around some of the

small marshes in the interior of the township, notably at the meeting of sections 23,

24, 25 and 26. There was a very good supply of water everywhere in the township

at the time I was there, and I fancy, that the marshes, &c., in which it is found do

.ot all dry completely up. The stream (Eagle creek) which is found in Crooked
valley is saline, as well as the lakes and marshes therein, but the water would not be

luiwholesome for stock. This valley or ravine runs right across the township from
east to west or rather to the northwest from the next township to the east, and has

a depth below prairie level of from 15 to 20 feet at the west to about 65 feet in the

east, the sides of which are steep and covered with stones all the way along. The
stream (Eagle creek) spoken of in it has little or no current, and I fancy, does not
really run except for a short time when the snow is going in the spring. There are

no natural water-powers in the township, but possibly one might be created by damm-
ing Crooked valley and thus a pond or lake be formed of considerable size, which
might be used for producing power. This would be an expensive work, and of its real

value as a power little or no idea could be formed without knowing about the rainfall

of this district, which would appear to he very light. Appearances would seem to

indicate that great dryness of climate is the rule, with also a great liability to summer
frosts. No fuel of any kind is found in the township, and no veins or beds of coal or

lignite were noticed. No fixed rock was seen and thus no places for quarries could be

indicated. No useful mineral? were foiuad. Antelope are fairly numerous and at all
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lakes and marshes ^xent numbers of ducks were seen.

—

Fred. IF. ^yiR•ins, D.T.S.,

1903.

Township 40.—There are two ways by which this township may be quite readily

reached. First, by the| Sounding lake trail for about 27 miles out from Battleford,

thence due south about six miles. The other way by the Cypress trail or trail to Eed
Deer forks the same distance out from Battleford as the other, then due west seven or

eight miles. Both of the trails mentioned are good, but after leaving the trails the

prairie is rough and the travel hard. The soil over the greater part of the township

is a good clay loam, suitable for the raising of any ordinary farm crop. In the south-

western part, however, there exists quite a tract of very bad land, saline and boggy.

Sections 5, 7, 8, 17 and 18 are almost wholly of this nature, and parts of 4, 6, 9 and 19

are also included in it. The surface of this township is entirely open prairie, without
any wooded growth whatever. There are no large hay meadows, and no great amount
of hay could be got in this locality. There was an abundance of water at the time of

survey (June), but I fancy it would get pretty scarce towards the end of the summer.
Where found in the better part of the township, the water is good in quality, but in

the saline portion mentioned it is bad. There are no streams and no water-power in

the township. Apparently this is a dry section of country, and in my opinion it is

subject to summer frosts also. No fuel of any kind is readily available that- I know
of. No seams of coal or lignite were seen. No rock exposures were observed, nor any
places where quarries of stone could be opened up. Minerals—none. A few antelope

were seen, but other game was not much in evidence. Good bricks could be made of

the clay soil, which is all but universal. In the saline area spoken of are large areas

underlaid with a very plastic clay of a yellow colour, which may prove of some value

for pottery or cement making.

—

Fred. W. Wilhins, D.T.S., 1908.

Township 41.—This township is entirely an open prairie, with in general a gently

undulating surface.' Two low gravelly ridges are found in the township, one in the

northeast and the other in the southwesterly part of the same. In a good many places

stones are quite plentiful, and more or less of them are seen everywhere in the town-
ship. Water is not plentiful, though what there is of it is good in quality. There are

no hay meadows in the township. The soil, a good clay loam in general, is excellent

in character, and if climatic conditions are favourable, could not be excelled for all

ordinary farm crops. I am inclined to think that frosts occur too often for successful

grain growing. No water-powers exist in the township nor fuel of any kind. No use-

ful minerals were seen, nor any stone quarries or beds of rock of any kind. There is

no wooded growth of any kind in the township, and no kind of fuel is readily available

anywhere that I learned of. A few antelope were seen near the south side of the town-

ship. Mosquitoes are found in good supply and most interesting in their attentions.

Sounding lake trail, passing through the northerly part, is a very good trail, and the

distance from Battleford is about 30 miles.—i^reJ. W. WilMns, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 42.—The Sounding lake trail passes across the southeast part of this

township. This trail is a very good one, and the distance by it to Battleford is about
28 miles. The soil is in general an excellent clay loam, though in the northern part

some patches of saline land are met with. If climate is suitable the land in this town-
ship can scarcely be "Surpassed for any ordinary farm crop. The surface of the town-

ship is entirely open prairie with no wooded growth of any kind. There are no hay
meadows. Water is not plentiful, but with the exception of that found in the saline

land spoken of is very good in quality, and is fairly well distributed. There are no
permanent streams and no water-powers in the township. I would judge 'the climate

to be frosty in summer, as the elevation (third pi'airie steppe), is considerable. No
fuel of any kind was seen in the township nor any coal seams observed. Fuel is not

readily available, that I learned of, anywhere near-by. No stone quarries or beds of

stone or rock exist in the township, though scattered about generally surface stones
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are found that could be split and used to build walls with. These stones are mostly

composed of granitic or gneissoid rock, a very few among them being of limestone of

a saccharoidal variety. No minerals of a useful kind were seen. Little or no gam#
was met with. As a general thing, high land hay can be had in limited quantity all

over the township.—Fre^. W. Wilkins, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 43.—This township is not on any direct line of travel, no regular trail

passing through it, but it may be reached by the Sounding lake trail from Battleford.

Perhaps the most convenient way to adopt would be to go out from Battleford by the

trail mentioned for about 14 or 15 miles, then turning off the trail, travel due west^

where very shortly the Sliding hills will come into view in township 43, range 20,' pass-

ing these on the south, a couple of miles beyond the township is entered in its southerly

part. The total distance from Battleford being about 27 miles, the trail portion is

good and the other not very bad. The soil in this township is generally exceptionally

good, being for the most part clay and sand loam of great depth ; some saline ground,^

poor and stony is found along the southern boundary in sections 3, 4 and 5 principally.

As a rule the soil is all one could desire as land for agricultural purposes, suitable for

any ordinary farm crop grown in Canada. The township is entirely in prairie coun-

try, with the exception of a few small willow bushes on the southern part, no

wooded growth exists within its borders. On sections 23 and 26 there is one very good

hay marsh which would furnish perhaps 25 acres of ground to cut over. There a^e^

however, no extensive meadows in the township, but a number of marshy spots, more
especially in the southern part, would furnish a considerable quantity of hay to in-

tending settlers. There is considerable permanent water in the township. Cutknife

creek crosses from west to east and although not running at the time of survey, it

contains a large supply of water in pools, which being only a little brackish in flavour

is quite good enough in every respect for all kinds of stock. Indeed in many of the

large pools the water is quite good enough for household use. Elsewhere the water in

marshes and sloughs is fresh and good and the supply is fair throughout the town-

ship. As there are no permanent streams in the township no water-powers could be

developed, and there are -no rapids or falls on the only stream, Cutknife creek, in this

locality. Fuel is not readily obtainable in the township, and there are no beds or

seams of coal or lignite so far known in it. Probably two or three townships farther

north there may be some wood to be had along Battle river, but that would be a long

way to go for it. On the east and north of Cutknife creek in township 44, range 20,

there is a little wood mostly dead and dry, but I do not think this of any use to this

township as the valley of Cutknife creek is so very difficult to cross, and then the very

great probability that prairie fires will have swept this wood away in any case before

settlement will require to look for it. No rock exposures were seen in this township.

No useful minerals of any kind were seen. No large game was noticed, but ducks and

small wading fowls and snipe were, in many places, plentiful. This township would

make a good summer range for stock.

—

Fred. W. Wilkins, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 44.—This township lies to the west and a little north of Battleford, the

central point for this district, and perhaps the best way to reach it would be to start

from ihal town by the trail to Poundmaker's reserve, following this trail for about 30

miles, which would take one well into the reserve. One south from this brings one to

tiie south boundary of the reserve in about 4 miles, and as this township lies immedi-

ately to the south of the reserve here, from this as a starting point any point in the

northeasterly part of it may be reached. To reach the northwesterly part, the trail

spoken of should be followed a few miles farther on across Cutknife creek until the

plateau on the west of Cutknife hill is reached, and then turning southerly a couple

of miles the township is again reached. To reach the southerly and westerly parts of

the township after leaving the trail at the first place mentioned a southwest course

should be taken, and as the Eagle hill (3rd prairie steppe) is approached keep to the
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west parallel to it at about one-half mile distant, and look for the crossing of Cutknife

creek by an old and very faint trail, which seemingly leads almost due south directly

up the valley of the creek. An ascent out of the creek valley (150 feet or so) can be

comparatively easily made here to the level of the parts of the township desired. The
Eagle hill mentioned runs across almost due east and west for many miles, and rises

from 150 to 200 feet, and is a serious obstacle to surmount. On account of this hill

and the deep valley of Cutknife creek, with dozens of almost impassable ravines which

enter into it, this township is a very hard one to get about in. The trail above men-
tioned (from Battleford) is a good one, and the travel is also very good after leaving

the trail, except for the tremendous hills to be surmounted to get into the township.

All kinds of soil are found in the township, some valueless, and a good deal first class

and capable of producing good crops under favourable climatic conditions. The town-

ship is practically a prairie township, but it is dreadfully cut up by extremely deep

ravines that are most difficult to pass. In these ravines, but never visible until you
stand right on the edge, are small groves of poplar, balm of Gilead and a few white

birch trees, the largest attaining to about 10 inches in diameter, but often of good
length. These ravines in places ar.e filled full of the very worst species of tangled wil-

lows and other brush. The wood just spoken of is practically of little value, as it is

the next thing to an impossibility to get it out of the awful places in which it grows.

There is no danger that prairie fires will .ever touch or damage to any extent these

groves, as there is so little to lead the fire down the broken clay sides of these gorges.

There is no hay land in the township. Water is plentiful, quite a number of ponds
and marshes being found, and then most of the ravines have small runs of water in

them, besides Cutknife creek, and a tributary from the west. That in the creeks and
ravines might almost as well not be there so difficult is it to attain. All water is good
and wholesome. There are no natural water-powers, but Cutknife creek could be

dammed and a head of upwards of 100 feet obtained; this would, of course, be an ex-

pensive undertaking, but a great power could be developed in this way no doubt. The
lowest stage of this stream is about 3 feet in width, 6 inches in depth, with a flow of

one mile an hour; the average of the year is probably three times this amount. There
is no land in the township liable to flooding. General indications are that the climate

13 dry and frosty. I do not believe that grain can be successfully raised in this locality.

As to fuel, there is certainly quite a bit of it in the ravines mentioned, if it can be
got out, but not readily available in the township, I can assure you; .elsewhere I do
not know where it can be readily obtained. No seams of coal or lignite were observed.

Ko places where quarries might be op.ened up were noticed, nor rock exposures. There
does not seem to be any rock in the bank or escarpment (3rd prairie steppe) of the
Eagle hill. I carefully examined several tremendous hills that run back into it for

this very purpose. No valuable minerals were discovered. Ducks and prairie fowls
were fairly abundant.—Free?. W. WUkins, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 50.—The Onion Take trail from Battleford runs through the township
from the southeast corner to the centre of the west boundary, and most of the way ia

a very good road. The soil is a rich clay and sandy loam with subsoil of clay, and in

some places sand and gravel combined with clay, the high ground generally stony.

Suitable for grazing and hay. The surface is slightly undulating and it is about two-

thirds prairie and one-third willow and poplar scrub. There are numerous small ponds
and marshes. The timber is small poplar, seldom exceeding 5 inches in diameter and
willow brush, the latter very dense where it occurs. The timber is scattered in small

clumps or bluffs. Plenty of hay can be obtained round most of the marshes through-

out the township, but it is most plentiful in a valley, about 75 feet below the general

surface, running through sections 7, 8, 9 and 13. There is plenty of fresh water in

marshes. Turtle river, a rapid stream about 50 links wide and three feet deep, touches

the northea.^t corner of the township; its water is good and fresh. Englishman river
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runs through the west sides of sections 7 and 6 into the Saskatchewan and contains

good water. It is a rapid strecm about 25 links wide and two feet deep. The land i.r

not liable to be flooded by either of these streams. This year there have been strong

northerly gales with snow and rain up to May 25. I am unable to state whether there

are summer frosts or not. No water-powers exist in the township. The fuel is small

poplor, obtained from the clumpo scattered about. No stone quarries or minerali

were observed. There are numerous ducks and prairie chicken, and deer are said to be
plentiful. The valley of Englishman river is broken by land slides which appear to be

of quite frequent occurrence. This township is generally better adapted for stock

raising than for agriculture, though some parts of it are suitable for the latter.

—

T. S.

Gore, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 51—(East outline.)—The township is generally hilly on the east bound-
ary. This boundary crosses Turtle lake river at the north boundary of sections 19 and
24. The stream is too rapid to be fordable for men at this point, and owing to its soft

banks it is not fordable for horses for miles above or below this boundary line. The
country from this point south is generally hilly open prairie with scrub in the ravines

and numerous bluft's of small poplar to the east. As one approaches the south side

of the township the land is rolling and less hilly. The soil is generally deep black loam
with variable light subsoil. Firewood is not very abundant and I do not know of

any building timber.—7. J. Balton, D.T.8., 1908.

(Subdivision.)—The branch of the Onion lake trail to Emmaville post office

passes through the southwest corner of this township. It is rather a poor road. The
soil is black loam and sandy loam, and is suitable for general mixed farming. Thera
is considerable open prairie through the middle of the township, but the eastern and
western parts are nearly all covered with brush and poplar scrub, and through thu

northern and w^estern tiers of sections there is sufficient poplar suitable for building

for local use. There is good hay along the small creek running into Turtle river and
adjoining small sloughs scattered throughout the township. The water is fresh and
good generally. A small creek, apparently permanent, and about 10 feet wide and 3

feet deep, flows in from the north in section 33 and through the middle of the township)

into Turtle river in .section 12. Turtle river, about 1 chain wide and 4 feet deep, flows

in and out along the east boundary of the to^vnship. Climate was wet and cold this

summer, but no indications of summer frost were seen. The only fuel is poplar which
can be obtained in all parts of the township. There are no stone quarries and no

minerals. There are no water-powers in the township. Prairie chickens and ducks

were the only game seen.

—

T. 8. Gore, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 52—(East outline.)—This township is very hilly, with much scrub along

the northern boundary, but along its eastern boundary the land is open rolling prairie,

with light scrub and a few scattered sloughs for 2i miles, where the land becomes low,

with lakes on both sides of the line. On sections 13 and 18 there is a large lake 36

chains across and about a mile and a half long. South of this the land is low and

wet for a mile, then it becomes a succession of knolls and ridges to the southeast

corner of the township and extending far on each side of the eastern boundary. There

are several bluffs of good spruce and poplar timber suitable for building. Wood for

fuel is not very abundailt here, but may be found to the northeast within a few miles.

Soil generally is black loam 8 to 10 inches deep, with a variable but light subsoil.

—

J. J. Dalton. D.T.S., 1903.

(North outline.)—Excepting section 36. which is level prairie, the north boundary
of this township runs through a rolling countiy covered with bluffs of poplar G inches
in diameter, interspersed with small prairie patches, and thick willows around the

marshes and lakes. In sections 31, 32, 33 and 34, the soil is a black or sandy loam 6

to 18 inches deep, with a subsoil of clay and gravel. In sections 35 and 36, the soil

though lighter is still of good quality. Large boulders of grey granite appear fre-
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quently on the surface. A creek enters this township in section 32 and flowing south-

erly through a narrow valley it connects lakes on the north and south side of the base

line. Another and more important stream, the outlet of Round Sandy lake, in town-

ship 53, range 20, crosses the north boundary of section 35. It empties into another

large lake about 3 miles south of the line. T'hese streams and lake give a good supply

of fresh water in these townships, where good hay is also found. It is a good country

for stock raising, as is also the valley of the Englishman river in range 22, and in

which Emmaville is situated. West of the outlet of Round Sandy lake the hills rise

to a height of 135 feet and are thickly timbered with poplar. A new wagon road from
Emmaville crosses this township from west to east at an average distance of 2 miles

from the north boundary of the township.

—

A. Saint Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Bange 22.

Township 5.—The township is high rolling bare prairie, with many large sloughs.

Ranchers who live in the township cut their supply of hay from township 5, range 21.

—G. J. Lonergan, D.L.8., 1902.

Township 6.—The township is traversed by a large ravine in the bottom of which

flows Frenchman river. A few settlers are located along the river and ranching is

their only occupation. Small bluffs of timber are found in the valley.

—

G. J. Lonergan,

D.L.S., 1902.

Township 7.—The township is high, rolling and bare prairie. One large creek

flows through the centre of it in a southerly direction, discharging its waters into

Frenchman river. Large flats in tlie valley can be easily irrigated from the above

mentioned creek. Some small bluffs of timber are found on the hill sides. East End
post office is situated on section 32.

—

G. J. Lonergan, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 35.—^^This township is situated about 110 miles west of Saskatoon, the

nearest railway town, and 60 miles southwest of Battleford, the nearest post office and
supply station, and is accessible from both places by a good wagon trail—that from
Battleford passing through the township from northeast to southwest. In the north-

erly and easterly parts of the township the soil is a heavy clay with clay subsoil, but

in the more southerly and the western parts the soil is quite sandy with clay or in

some places gravel subsoil. The northern portion is high and rolling to hilly, but about

two miles from the north boundary the land becomes more level and considerably lower.

Towards the south boundary the surface is in places slightly broken by sandy knolls

and ridges. No timber or scrub of any description was found. Numerous hay marshes
were found in all parts of this township and some of them are of very considerable

extent, covering from 50 to 100 acres. One of the largest occurs on sections 22 and
27 adjoining the Battleford and Fort Walsh trail. This hay marsh or meadow like

most of those in the district is composed of the very common coarse marsh hay of the

prairies, but upon sections 11, 14 and 15 there is an extensive meadow of blue-joint

grass of very fine quality and heavy growth. The largest body of water is an alkaline

lake covering part of sections 9 and 10. Several other small alkaline sloughs occur

on sections 16, 8, 17, 18, 20, 29 and 30, and on section 16 close to the trail, a small

fresh water slough was found within 100 feet of another very saline pond. This was

at the end of September, the driest part of the season. There is no doubt that during

the spring and early part of the summer fresh water would be plentiful enough in Ihe

sloughs and marshes. From what has already been said it may well be inferred that

no water-power exists upon the township. At the time that this township was sub-

divided the weather was pleasantly warm during the days and cool at nights. From
the luxuriant growth of hay in the meadows and wild flowers upon the prairie, I judge

that the climate is not unsuited for the production of wheat, oats and most other

cereals and root crops commonly grown in the Northwest Territories. No fiiel of any
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description is found and the nearest local supply exists along the southwestern shore

of Tramping lake, where a very limited quantity of poplar and dogwood was found.

A somewhat more abuudant fuel supply is found in what is known as ' the 60-mile

bush,' situated in township 35, ranges 15 and 16, but even this is not at all sufficient for

the future requirements of the country for more than a very short time. Coal ap-

pears to be the only future fuel supply of this locality and so far as now known the

Saskatchewan river is the nearest locality from which it can be obtained. Xo stone

quarries and minerals of any description were found. Feathered game was observed to

be very plentiful and more especially brant geese with wavies and numerous kinds of

duck—notably mallards. Sand-hill cranes were seen occasionally but no prairie

cbickens were observed. A few antelopes are found in the locality, thougfh nonef

"'.7ere observed in this township. The same note would also apply to badgers, foxes and

prairie wolves—the burrows of which are everywhere to be seen in the lighter descrip-

tions of soil.—./. W. Tyrrell D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—This township is situated about 110 miles west of Saskatoon, the

nearest railway town, and 60 miles southwest of Battleford, the nearest post office and

supply station, and is accessible from both of these places by good wagon trails, both

passing directly through the township, that from Saskatoon in an easterly and west-

erly direction and that from Battleford cutting across the southeast corner of the

township. The soil of the township for the most part is composed of heavy clay with

clay subsoil and is, I judge, suitable for the growing of wheat or general farming pur-

poses. Numerous hay marshes exist, in which a very rank growth of hay was found,

consequently it would be also well suited for grazing land. The surface is open roll-

ing prairie with occasional elevations of from 50 to 75 feet above the surrounding

country, with numerous hay marshes in the lower bottom lands. No timber of anj i.es.

cription is found upon the township, the nearest timber being in the valley of Tramping
lake, 12 or 14 miles to the southwestward, where a limited quantity of poplar and dog-

wood was found growing, and from which we obtained our fuel supply. The numerous

small hay marshes are scattered pretty generally over the entire township, quite a num-
ber being located on the more easterly sections and a large marsh being located on sec-

tions 28, 29 and 32. The hay is the ordinary marsh hay of the prairie. During the

dry season of the year water is a scarce commodity, but in the spring and early part

of the summer abundance of fresh water may be found in any of the hay marshes and

throughout the season of 1903 a few grassy fresh water sloughs were found on sections

4, 5, 8, 23, 26 and elsewhere. No alkali waters were met with upon this township and

though during the later part of the summer water of any description was scarce, it is

very probable that during a wet spring season very considerable areas might be flooded,

particularly those parts already described as hay marshes, as the heavy clay must have

a tendency to hold surface water for a considerable length of time. As may be infer-

red from the description already given, of this township, no water-power exists upon

it. Judging from the general appearance of the township and heavy growth of hay

and other forms of vegetation, such as numerous wild flowers, &c., I am of the opinion

that the climate in this locality is not too severe to admit of the raising of wheat, oats

and many other farm products. As this township was surveyed by me during the lat-

ter part of September I am not in a position to report from personal knowledge in re-

gard to the occurrence or otherwise of summer frosts. At the present time the most

readily available fuel in this locality is, as already mentioned, in the valley of Tramp-

ing lake which extends through townships 35, 36, 37 and 33, range 20, and is there-

fore but a few miles to the eastward. The quantity of timber in this valley is, how-

ever, very limited and not at all sufficient for the future needs of the country. A more

extensive area of timber known as ' the 60-mile bush ' exists on townships 35, ranges

15 and 16. west of the third meridian, and it is from this locality chiefly that fuel is

now obtained for the countrv immediately surrovmding it within a radius of 30 or 40
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miles. So far as is at present known no coal or lignite veins occur in the township,

but with improved transportation facilities fuel of this description may be obtained

from the Saskatchewan river valley. No stone quarries or minerals were found. The
only description of large game now found in this township is the antelope, a few of

which are scattered over the prairie. Judging from the numerous and deep trails,

everywhere met with on the prairie, this locality was evidently inhabited by countless

numbers of buffalo, but these have of course now passed into history. Of feathered

game there is quite a variety, chiefly wild ducks which are found in great numbers
upon almost every slough, and at certain seasons of the year geese are also very num-
eroxis. Prairie chickens are ocacsionally met with, though less numerous on this

township than in other localities where a certain amount of timber or scrub is found.

—J. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—This township is situated about 110 miles west of Saskatoon, the

nearest railway town, and 65 miles southwest of Battleford, the nearest post office and

supply station, and is accessible from both these places by fairly good wagon trails,

that from Battleford passing through the southwestern part of township 885 range 21,

and that from Saskatoon passing through township 36, range 22. The trail leading

from Battleford to this township is rather the better one of the two, and the distance

being much shorter, it is the more advantageous route. The soil is composed chiefly

of heavy clay with clay subsoil, and in some of the higher localities contains many
boulders. Like township 38, this one is also well suited for grazing purposes, but I

judge that it is also suited for general farming, more especially the growing of hay,

wheat, oats and other cereals. The very heavy character of the soil would rather unfit

it for the groAving of root crops. The surface is open prairie, no timber or scrub of

any description grows upon it. The eastern and southern parts of the township are

quite level, but the central and northwestern parts are very much broken and hilly^

and a large grassy lake of slightly alkaline water lies on sections 19, 20, 29, 30, 31 and

32. About the shores of this lake there is a considerable area of low flat land which

appeals to 00 flooded during seasons of high water. These low flats consist of soft

muddy clay, so ?oft that in most places it is impossible to reach the water of the lake.

One of my horses in attempting to reach the lake became so deeply mired that it was

with the greatest difficulty, after many hours of hard labour that we were enabled !::>

extricate him. The township is particularly well supplied with marshes of natural

hay, the chief ones being located upon sections 3, 4, 10, 14, 15, 22, 23 and 33. The hay

in these miirsh'^s i? coarse and rank, but is such as is commonly used in the North-

west Territories for the wintering of live stock, and appears to form an excellent

fodder. In all, I should judge there are about two square miles of natural hay mea-

dows in different parts of the township, and the hill surface supports a good growth of

prairie grass well suited for grazing purposes. The township is fairly well supplied

with fresh water which may be found in all, or nearly all, of the hay marshes. The
water of the large lake above referred to is not sufficiently fresh for drinking purposes,

alth.)iigh it is only slightly alkaline. There are two small brooks, but during the month

of October, Avben visited by us, they were dry or nearly so, water being found only here

and there in pools in the stream bottom. One of these brooks runs through sections

9 and 16, discharging into the large lake. The other passes through sections 23, 26,

27 and 35, ?.iid flews into Muddy lake in the next township. During the spring and

early part of the summer the township would be abundantly supplied with fresh water,

and in places may be flooded over considerable areas. No water-power was found in

the tov»nship. As the subdivision was done during the month of October, I am not in

a posit iovt to report much in regard to climate, but believe that such is not too severe

to admir of the production of all farm crops commonly grown in the districts of the

North-west. Frosts were of course experienced at the time my survey was made, but T

am unable to say whether there were summer frosts or not. There is no fuel in the
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tov/nship, the nearest available supply being in the valley of Tramping lake. This,

iuv.vever, is extremely limited, and for a more abundant supply the Red Pheasant

Indian reserve is the next most convenient source. Here large sized spruce, poplar

and birch may be obtained, as well as in the other parts of the valley of the Saskatche-

wan river. Coal is not known to exist in this locality. No stone quarries were found
nor minerals of economic value. The only lar^re game in this township is the antelope,

wKich is occasionally met with, but badgers, prairie wolves and foxes are quite numer-
ous. Water fowl were very numerous upon the i.*ke and marshes; great numbers of

ducks and geese of many varieties being observed. No prairie chicken were met with.

—J. W, Tyrrell D.L.S., l\)Oy.

Township 38.—This township is situated about 110 miles west of Saskatoon, the

nearest railway town, and 50 miles southwest of Battleford, the nearest post office and

supply station, and is accessible from both of these places by good wagon trails ; the

cue from Battlcfoid passing through the southwesterly part of township 38, range 21,

and that from Saskatoon passing through township 36, range 22. The trail leading

from Battleford to this township is rather the better one of the two, and the distance

being very much shorter, it is for the most purposes the more advantageous route of

approach. The soil is chiefly a heavy clay containing boulders in some localities. In

its present condition it is well suited for grazing lands, as the most part supports a

strong growth of grass. It is, however, suitable for the raising of wheat, oats and

other cereals commonly grown in the Saskatchewan district, though not very suitable

for the raising of root crops. Being well supplied with fresh water, I consider this

township particularly well adapted for grazing purposes. The surface is very much
broken by numerous high ridges and deep ravines, most of which run in a northwest-

erly direction towards a large body of water known as 'Muddy lake,' occupying the

northwestern part of the township. Many of the hills rise to elevations of from 75

to 100 feet above the bottom lands and the ravines are also deep, and in places quite

precipitous. In some of these ravines a very limited quantity of scrub and small

poplar and willows was found, sufficient for supplying our camp with fuel, but nothing

of importance as furnishing anything in the way of fuel supply for the future. Hay
marshes are not so numerous as in many other townships, but the general growth of the

prairie grass was exceptionally strong and heavy in most of the valleys, as well indeed

as on many of the uplands. While, therefore, the township produces abundance of

grass for stock raising purposes, it contains comparatively little marsh hay. The
township is exceptionally well supplied with water, the northwestern part of the town-
ship being occupied by what is known as ' Muddy lake,' which is so nearly fresh as to

be quite well suited for domestic purposes. Besides this lake there are several small

fresh water ponds scattered throughout the tovmship, as well as three or four small
fresh water brooks, all of which flow into ' Muddy lake.' The water of these brooks is

exceptionally good for drinking purposes, containing, if any, only slight traces of

alkali. The volume of these streams is very small, but the flow appears to be constant.

Although some of these streams have very considerable falls, they are all of such
diminutive size that they do not amount to anything as water-powers. As this town-
ship was subdivided during the fore part of October, I am not in a position to report
very much in regard to climate, but believe that such is not unsuited to the produc-
tion of all farm crops commonly raised in the district. Frosts were, of course, ex-

perienced at the time that my survey was made, but I am unable to say whether there
were summer frosts or not. Of fuel, as already intimated, a very limited amount was
foxmd in several of the ravines, but for any more considerable supply, the nearest avail-

able is in the valley of Tramping lake, or that being exhausted, upon the Red Pheasant
Indian reserve, where good sized spruce, poplar and birch may be obtained. Coal is

not known to exist in the locality. No stone quarries were found nor any minerals of
economic value. The only large game likely to be found on this or adjoining townships

25a—11
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is the antelope, which is occasionally met with, but the badgers, prairie wolves and

foxes are quite numerous. Water fowl were very numerous on Muddy lake and thvi

other smaller bodies of water. Great numbers of ducks of many varieties were seen

as well as numerous brant geese and white wavies. A few prairie chicken were found

about the willows and scrubs in some of the ravines.—/. W. Tyrrell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—^"This township may be most readily reached from Battleford, going

out from that place southwesterly by the Sounding lake trail for about 20 miles, to

where a less pretentious trail forks off to the left in a more southerly direction. Fol-

lowing this trail, which, though at first pretty plain and easily followed, becomes after

a time rather faint, for about 22 miles the locality known about here as the ' Willows,'

near Killsquaw lake is reached near the northern boundary of this township. This

trail as well as the Sounding lake trail, is a very good one, and fairly smooth, with

plenty of good water and good pasturage all along. The soils found in this township

comprise a range from the lightest sand to the very heaviest clay soil ever encountered

by me, and so hard that it cannot be removed at all without the aid of a pick-axe.

These heavy clay soils found in this part of the North-west Territories, I believe to be

of the cretaceous age, and I have no doubt that beds of this same. kind of clay exist

that will prove valuable in the manufacture of bricks, tile and cement, and perhaps

for coarse pottery as well. The hay bearing lands in this township are found in the

south part near Muddy lake, and do not comprise any great area. The very light land

(soil) above spoken of is comprised in a tract of about 3 miles in length by 2 in

breadth and adjoins Killsquaw lake on the southeast. Sections 13, 14, 22, 23, 24, 26,

27, 28 and 35 are more or less taken up with it, and the extent of it is about 3,000

acres. This land is almost vjeless and in many places has been blown out into hollows

by the wind and piled up in small knolls. Some pasture, however, is found here and

there over it. A few small patches of willow and choke cherry scrub and a few saplings

of poplar and balm of Gilead were seen in this sand tract, but so limited in quantity

and of so small a size that they have no present value, and are only spoken of here to

show that a wooded growth is evidently possible if prairie fires could be suppressed.

East of Battleford I travelled this spring in coming to make the survey of this and
other townships, over tracts of land, now prairie, which I had to travel around in 1879

by reason of the timbered growth thereon, and this destruction and repression of the

growth of trees is constantly going on. In the rest of the township excepting a strip

bordering Muddy lake, which is both stony and saline and often boggy, most excellent

soils of clay loam and sand loam are found, and granting sufficient moisture and free-

dom from frosts in summer, capable of producing good crops of any of the ordinary

kinds grown in Canada. The surface of the township is practically all prairie of a

gently rolling or undulating character, with no wooded growth other than the little

scrub just mentioned. Bordering Killsquaw lake on the south and east is a tract of

low ground in which considerable hay land was observed, say from 100 to 200 acres,

which would probably cut from 1 to 2 tons per acre. I do not know the name of this

grass, nor can I speak as to its quality for hay, but believe it would make good hay, it

being neither the ordinary marsh or slough hay nor upland hay. A very good hay
marsh is also found on sections 16 and 17, which would cut perhaps 30 tons to 50 tons

of hay of good quality; elsewherxi in the township hay is not plentiful. Abundance of

water is found in this township, there being a good many fresh water marshes as well

as the two large lakes mentioned. The water in these lakes is brackish, but all water

in the township is perfectly good for stock watering purposes. No ]>ermanent streams

are found in the township and no falls or rapids or other ordinary ways of developing

powers by water are to be found. My opinion, based on appearances, is that the climate

here is dry and that frosts occur in the summer season. No fuel is found in the town-

ship, and I do not know where any quantity can be obtained near by. No beds or seams

of coal or lignite were observed nor any indications of any such. No beds of rock or
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any places at which quarries could be opened out were seen, but all along the escarp-

ment (3rd prairie steppe) paralleling and distant about three-fourths of a mile from
the north side of Muddy lake great quantities of large stones of granitic and crystalline

rocks lie strewn about from which most excellent building stones can be made. The
escarpment mentioned as lying along and north of Muddy lake, undoubtedly represents

the descent from the 3rd to the 2nd prairie plateau. The drop in elevation here is

from 150 to 200 feet and is steep, rough, broken by coulees and very stony all along

this hill. No useful minerals were seen nor any places noticed at which they might
be expected to exist. A few antelope were seen, and on the lakes were seen immense
numbers of ducks and other water fowl.

—

Fred. W. JVilldnSj D.T.S., 1903.

Township 40.—As Battleford is the outfitting place for the district in which this

township lies, the best way to get to it is by way of the Sounding lake trail which

leads out of the southwest of this town. About 43 miles south from Battleford on the

trail a point will be reached which lies about three miles north of the central point of

its north boundary. From here, as it is all smooth prairie for a long way all round,

it will be easy to get to any point of the township that may be desired. The trail

above mentioned is a good one to travel over with all conveniences of water, feed, &c.,

except wood, which after a few miles from Battleford is absolutely wanting. With
the exception of a tract of from 1,500 to 2,000 acres extent lying in the northeasterly

part, mostly in sections 25, 26, 27 and 28, in which the soil is a hard clay, generally

saline, the soils found in the township are good clay loam and sand loams, and well

fitted for the cultivation of all kinds of Canadian farm crops, if climatic conditions

are right. The entire surface of the township is open prairie of a rolling character in

general, with no wooded growth other than two or three willow bushes to be found on
it. Considerable hay ground was observed in sections 3, 4, 8, 9 and 10 bordering the

shores of a good sized lake, named by me ' Killsquaw lake,' because of an Indian story

that long ago in the buffalo days, sixteen Cree women were surprised, in the absence
of the men on the hunt, by a number of Blackfeet, cruelly murdered and thrown into

this lake, they having taken their outfit to camp beside it, while the men chased the

buffalo. Probably from 500 to 1,000 tons of hay could be gotten here, of a grass, how-
ever, unknown to me, but which I feel sure will make good hay. Small marshes and
ponds are well distributed throughout the township, the greater part of them being
fresh and the water I believe permanent in the most of them. There is a large marshy
tract found iu the hard clay uvea mentioned above, the water in which is saline arid

nasty, and the creek, a very small stream, flowing south from this to Killsquaw lake

is also of a saline character, and the water in it bad. Killsquaw lake itself is a little

brackish and of a queer flavour, but I believe it to be wholesome. I am certain its

water is fit for stock of all kinds. There are no places or chances by which power can
be obtained from water in the township. So far as the rainfall is concerned, there can
be no doubt that in general it is very light in this district, though there were sirfficient

showers for all purposes this summer; and that summer frosts are also to be feared

is probable. No fuel is to be found in the township, neither wood, coal nor lignite that

I learned of and I do not know where any can readily be gotten outside of it. No
rock was seen ana no places at which quarries might be opened out were observed. No
minerals of any economic value were found. No large game was seen, but ducks and
other water fowl were seen in vast numbers in the lakes and marshes. This township
would make an excellent all year round range for stock by the erection of large stables

for shelter in winter. The pasture in the summer cannot be surpassed and there is a

large amount of hay to be had for winter use.

—

Fred. W. Wilkins, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 41.—The best way to reach this township is by the Sounding lake trail

which passes diagonally from northeast to southwest through it ; it is a good trail and
well travelled. The soil is generally of a strong clay loam of the best quality and well

suited to produce any ordinary farm crop, if climatic conditions are favourable. The

25a—llj
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surface of this township is gently undulating and the whole of it is prairie. No
wooded growth other than a few small willow bushes near the north boundary, is

foimd in the township. There, are no hay meadows but quive a bit of high land hay
could be cut almost anywhere in the township. Water is not plentiful except in the

northern part where there is a fair supply in ponds and the quality is good. There ara

no streams of permanent water and no water-powers. My opinion is that the summers
will be found too frosty for successful grain growing. There is no readily available

fuel that I have any knowledge of, nor any beds or seams of coal or lignite. There

are no beds of stone or rock and therefore no quarries cotild be developd in the town-
ship. Quite a'few surface stones were seen scattered about, which, so far as they would
go would serve for the construction of walls for buildings. No economic minerals

were seen or discovered. A few antelope were seen, and a few ducks also, other game
being very scarce.

—

Fred W. Wilkins, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 42.—The only way this township can be at all easily reached is by way
of the Sounding lake trail from Battleford. This trail which leads out southwest from
Battleford should -be followed for about 32 miles, then leaving it on the left hand,

strike due west across the prairie about four miles when the township will be reached

at or about its southeast angle. The travel on the trail is good and the four miles of

prairie is high and dry, though a little rough. The soil throughout the township is

good, being mostly a splendid clay loam of great fertility, capable of producing any
ordinary farm crop grown in Canada, under favourable climatic conditions. This

township is entirely prairie with no wooded growth of any kind, having an undulating

or rolling surface in 'general. A couple of low gravelly ridges occur in the southern

part but are no detriment to the sections in which they occur, and indeed may in

future prove of great value for the construction of roads, ''concrete buildings, &c.

There are no large meadows from which hay can be got in quantity, but a good deal of

hay can' be gotten here and there over the township, but the bottom is rough and would-

be very hard on a mowing machine; the soil being strong and heavy a very hard com-
pact sod covering has resulted therefrom. Water is fairly well distributed' and there

is quite a quantity of it in the lakes and marshes and, so far as this season is concerned,

is 'fairly permanent. Except that found in two small lakes in sections 19 and 30, the

water in the township is good and wholesome. The lakes spoken of are saline and ex-

tremely vile smelling ones. There are no water-powers nor any chance of such" a thing
LJiywhere in the township. Indications point to a dry climate with a liability to

summer frosts. Fuel- is not readily obtainable as there is no wood in the township and
none very near. No seams of coal or anything of that nature were discovered. No
beds of rock were seen nor any place at which a quarry- might be opened. No minerals

of value were picked up, nor any places noticed at which there would seem to be any
likelihood of encountering anything of that kind. A few antelope were seen and on the

lakes found in the township were seen countless flocks of ducks and other smaller

water iowl—Fred. W. Wilkins, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 43.—This township which lies nearly due west from the town of Bat-

tleford may be most easily reached from that place by taking the Sounding lake trail

which leads out to the southwest. This trail is a good one to travel along, and by fol-

lowing it about 30 miles from Battleford and then turning off from it in a northwest

course, a further' journey of about eight miles over very fair prairie land brings one

to the vicinity of its southeast corner, from which point any desired part of the town-
ship may be easily reached. The soil throughout is good, clay 'loam predominating,

and under proper climatic conditions is capable of growing in abundance any crop

commonly grown in Canada. The township -is all prairie with no wooded growth
^vhatever, having a gently rolling surface generally. In the northwest ana' south-

west parts, a little hilly ground is found with a good many surface stones in
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places. No large meadows are fouad ia the township but quite a bit of hay for the

first'needs of settlers is scattered about in, various places. All the water found in the

township is good and wholesome and in general a fair number of permanent ponds

and marshes are met with everywhere. The northeastern part of the township is, how-

ever, not' so well provided for in this respect as the rest of the township. Nothing in

the way of water-powers or possibilities of such exist in this township. From appear-

ances the climate is dry and frosty. Fuel of any kind is not found in the township,

neither were any indications of coal or lignite observed. Wood for any purpose is

scarce iu'this locality and I do not know where any is to be readily gotten. I am told

that there is wood along Battle river, two townships farther north. To the northeast

also in township 44, range 21, in the valley of Cutknife creek there are 'some small

groves of poplar of fair size, but to get at it is very difficult by •reason of the depth

and steepness of the ravines in which it grows. No exposures of rock were seen and

no places at which quarries might be opened were observed. No useful minerals were

found. No large game was seen but in the lakes in the southwest part great numbers
of ducks of various kinds were seen, as well as other birds which frequent wet places.

This township woud make a fine summer range for stock, as the' pasture is splendid

and water fairly plentifnl.—Fred. W. Wilkins, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 44.—This township may be conveniently reached from Battleford by the

trail which leads through Poundmaker's Indian reserve. This trail which is an ex-

cellent one to travel over passes westerly along and a little to='the north of this town-
ship. The distance from Battleford is about 36 miles to the nearest point of the town-
ship. All', kinds of soil are found in the township except the very light and the very
heavy, so that as an average the soil is very good indeed. In Ontario a tract of land
like it in that respect, would be thought to be about as good as it could be and' to be en-
tirely suitable for all agricultural crops. The township is all prairie with no wooded
growth except a little willow brush found about the two small lakes in the south part,

and two clumps of willows found right on the north boundary in sections 34 and 35.

There are no large hay-producing meadows, but, for all that, a deal of hay can be got
ten in the township in narrow flats found along the several brooks and drainage cour-
ses, which are found scattered about over it. The township is well watered, there
being brooks or permanent marshes everywhere and, with very trifling exception the
water is all good and wholesome. There is one stream in 'the township which might
be dignified with the name of creek, but is is very small and there are uo falls on 'it.

The valley or trough through which it flows, however, is quite deep and it would be
quite possible to dam it in such a way /as to form quite a sized pond, say from 50 to

100 acres. The stream feeding this would not likely ever be less than 4 inches
deep, 2 feet wide, one mile per hour, and how much larger than this it is in freshet
time, and how long it continues high, I am unable to say. Perhaps the average dis-

charge of the year might be double this, for I should imagine that it is not high more
than a month in the spring. Suitable places to put in such a dam can be found on
sections 25 and 126. Any indications which I saw pointed to a dry climate with pro-

bable summer frosts. This was not a good season to judge as to dryness, there having
been continuous light showers all summer long in this district. No fuel is found in the
township of any kind, nor were beds of coal or lignite noticed anywhere in it. I have
been told that quite a bit of wood is to be had along Battle river about six miles to
the north, but I cannot vouch for this. No beds of rock were seen nor any places suit-

able for stone quarries. No useful minerals were discovered or seen. No large game
was seen but duclvs were very numerous in the marshes and lakes. Since completing
the survey of this township I have heard that three squatters have gone into it one of
whom has opened up quite a large store, with the object of being ahead of settlement
and to trade in the meantime with the 'Indians on the reserves near by, and the few
white settlers to the east and north.

—

Fred. W. Wilkins, D.T.S., 1903.
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Township 50.—The Onion lake trail from Eattleford runs through the township,

and is a fairly good road, with good hridges. The soil is generally a good dark clay

loam with clay subsoil, the higher ground rather stony. The surface is rolling, and is

about two-thirds prairie and one-third covered with a growth of small poplar and
willows. There are a good many small ponds and sloughs with fresh water. The
valley of the Saskatchewan is very rough and steep, from 200 to 250 feet deep, and
about a mile wide between the upland on either side. It cuts the township from the

middle of the western boundary to the southeast corner. The timber is principally

scrubby poplar up to eight inches in diameter, and a good deal of dense willow brush.

There is a little cottonwood scattered along the south bank of the river that would be

suitable for building purposes. A good supply of hay can be obtained from small

flats around sloughs. The grass is very long and thick throughout the township, and
could probably be made into hay on much of the higher lands. The township is abun-

dantly watered by Englishman river, a rapid stream about 50 links wide and three feet

deep; also by the Saskatchewan and numerous ponds. None of the township is liable

to be flooded. The climate is variable, but does not appear to be much subject to sum-
mer frosts. No water-power exists. The fuel is small poplar scattered throughout the

township. No stone quarries and no minerals were observed. Numerous ducks and

prairie chicken and some deer were seen. This township is suitable for stock-raising

5n a small way and general farming.

—

T. iS. Gore, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 51.—The Battleford and Onion lake trail passes through the southwest

corner of this township, and is a fairly good road. In the two most easterly tiers of

sections the soil is good, but in the western and middle parts the soil is more sandy

and stony. The township generally is best adapted for grazing purposes. The eastern

part of the township is timbered pretty well with poplar running from 2 inches to 10

inches in diameter. The middle part is open prairie, and the western part prairie with

clumps of poplar and willow. There is a quantity of good hay extending along Engj-

lish river and lakes and many other hay flats around sloughs. There is plenty of water,

fresh and permanent, in ponds and lakes, also in English river, which is a rapid stream

about 40 links wide and three feet deep. Some of the hay flats in the vicinity of Eng-
lish river are liable to be flooded over quite large areas after heavy rains. There are

no water powers. The summer was very wet and cool. The only fuel is poplar, found

more or less on nearly every section in the township. There are no stone quarries and
no minerals. Plenty of ducks and prairie chickens during the season are to be found
all k)ver the township.—T. 8. Gore, B.L.S., 190S.

Range 23.

Township 35.—A trail from Battleford to the forks of Eed Deer river passes about
a mile and a half east of the southeast corner of this township. With the exception of
the crossing of the northern end of Tramping lake—which is liable to be soft in a wet
season—this trail is in very good condition and affords the most convenient route for

reaching the township. The soil is chiefly clay with a deposit of black or clay loam on
tlie surface and is a first-class wheat growing country. The surface of the township
is all rolling prairie—no timber whatever. Hay can be cut around all the sloughs, a

good many of which go dry in the summer, but the prairie grass is short and thin. No
large hay marshes were met with. The water in all the sloughs was found to be fresh

but in the open lakes, slightly allcaline. No running water. In September there was
more or less frost every night, but the days were fine and warm. A limited supply of

fuel can be obtained near Tramping lake, but there is no quantity nearer than Battle

river. There are no stone quarries. Ducks and geese were numerous and a few an-

telope.—//. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.
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Township 36.—A trail crossing the Battleford and Swift Current trail near the

9th correction line, passes through this township, affording the most convenient route

for reaching the same. This trail is very old and faintly marked in some places but

is fairly dry. There are some steep hills on it at the south ead of Tramping lalce.

The soil is all clay, in some places an alluvial deposit of clay loam of various deptlis,

an excellent wheat soil. Surface is all rolling prairie, no timber whatever. Hay can

be cut around most of the sloughs, but the prairie grass is short and thin. There is

no running water. The wator in the small sloughs was found to be fresh, but very

alkaline in the open lakes. There is no water-power. Climate: in the beginning of

September the weather was very fine, with heavy frost every night. A small quantity

of dry wood was found around Tramping lake in range 20; no other fuel was found

any nearer than that. There are no stone quarries or minerals. Game: ducks and a

few antelope.—71. B. Froudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—The Battleford and Tramping lake trail passes a few miles east

of the east boundary of this township, affording the most convenient route for reach-

ing it. The soil is mostly clay with an alluvial deposit of clay loam, eminently

adapted for raising all kinds of grain. The surface of the township is all open roll-

ing prairie and there is no timber. Good hay can be made around most of the

slougKs; a considerable hay marsh occurs on the south tier of sections which wa3
comparatively dry at the time of survey (October). With the exception of the large

lake on the west boundary, which was very alkaline, the water in all the ponds and

sloughs was fresh. No running water was met with. In the second week of October,

1903, the days were bright and warm but there were very heavy frosts every night. There
is no fuel nearer than Tramping lake in range 20, where there is a limited supply of

poplar and maple. There are no stone quarries or minerals. There were a few ante-

lope, ducks and geese.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 38.—The Battleford and Tramping lake trail passes about 10 miles

east of the southeast corner of this township, affording the most convenient route for

reaching it. The soil is mostly clay with an alluvial deposit of clay loam, w(;ll

adapted for wheat growing. The surface is all open prairie, on the west side of the

large lake rolling and on the east side hilly. There is no timber of any kind. Hay
can be cut around the sl'^ughs and ponds, but there are no marshes of any great extent.

The water in all the small lakes and sloughs is fresh but slightly alkaline in the large

lake. There is no running water of any quantity. In the first part of October, 1903,

the days were bright and warm but we had heavy frosts every night. There is no fuel

in the township. The nearest was the dead timber around Tramping lake. There are

no stone quarries or minerals. There are a few antelope, ducks and geese were num-
erous, but no prairie chickens were seen.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—This township is reached from the Battleford and Sounding lake

trail, which can be traced into township 41, range 22. This trail is in good condition.

The township is open undulating prairie in the northern and western parts, with soil

varying from a sandy loam to clay, second and third class, and suitable in most cases

for farming. The southeast third of the township is open prairie, very rough and
broken by ragged hills and lakes, and with stones and alkali in the hollows. The soil

is mostly an alkaline clay, about fourth class. This portion of the township would be

suitable for sheep ranching. Very little timber exists except a few poplar, measuring
up to six inches in diameter, growing in the northern parts of sections 27 and 28 on
the slope leading to Jay lake. The water in the lakes is very alkaline. Fresh watefr

is scarce except in sloughs. A small fresh water creek flows out of the northwest

quarter of section 28 into Jay lake. Another fresh water creek flows oiit of section 24

into End lake. The fuel is dried poplar procured from the northern parts of sections

27 and 2S. -STo water-power exists in the township and no stone quarries, no hay and
no indications of minerals were found. The climate is very good. The game found
is for the most part wild ducks. Section No. 1 is open prairie, broken by hills and
ravines, the hollows containing stones, wild cactus and traces of alkali. A wagon trail
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-crosses the southeast quarter of this section. Section No. 2 and the east half of sec-

tion No. 3 are very rough and broken by ragged hills and gorges. Stones occur on the

top of these hills. The hollows show traces of alkali. These are suitable for sheep

ranching. 'J'he west half of section 3 is nearly covered by Ear lake. Sections Nos.

4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are open gently rolling prairie. Sections 6 and 7 contain

manjy small sloughs. Sections 5, 9. 8 and 4 have a slope towards Ear lake ;

they are all suitable for farming. The northwest quarter of section 10 is open

rolling prairie with gravel ridges; it is suitable for pasturing. The southwest quarter

is broken by Ear lake; good pasture exists about this lake. The east half is broken by

hills and ravines and is suitable for sheep ranching. Sections 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and the

east half of 16 are open prairie, very rough and broken by ragged hills and ravines con-

taining stones, alkali and wild cactus. These are suitable for sheep ranching. Section

14 and the northwest quarter of 13 are broken by End lake. The west half of 16 and

the north half of 17 are low and wet and contain many alkali sloughs and loose stones.

The northwest quarter of 17 is broken by Reed lake. The south half of 17 is gently

rolling prairie with scattered patches of willow scrub, and is suitable for farming.

Section 18 is broken in the north half by Reed lake ; the remaining part is open rolling

prairie and suitable for farming. Sections 19 and 20 are open high rolling prairie

v.-ith .2Ta^el ridges, and are suitable for pasturing. The south half of 19 and

southwest quarter of 20 are broken by Reed lake. Section 21 is open high rolling

prairie with gravel ridges and suitable for sheep ranching. Sections 22, 23 and 24 are

very rough and broken by rag-ged hills and ravines, and are suitable for sheep ranching.

Traces of alkali exist in the hollows. Section 23 and the west half of 24 are nearly

covered by End lake. Section 25 and the south half of 26 are broken by a coulee con-

taining ragged hills, stones and alkali. The north half of 26 is open rolling prairie,

and suitable for pasturing. Section 27 and the south half of 28 are open, gently roll-

ing prairie with many sloughs, and suitable for farming. The northwest quarter of

28 is broken by a ravine leading to Jay lake and the northeast quairter is broken by the

lake itself. Some poplars grow on the south side of this lake mei^suring up to six

inches in diameter. A fresh water creek flows out of the northwest quarter into Jay
lake. Sections 29 and 30 are open rolling prairie suitable for pasturing. Sections 31,

32 and 33 are open gently rolling prairie and suitable for farming. The south half

and northeast quarter of section 34 are broken by Jay lake. The northwest quarter is

open gently rolling prairie suitable for farming. Section 35 is broken in its west half

by Jay lake; the land adjoining the lake is rough, but back from the lake is open gently

rolling prairie suitable for farming. The east half of section 35 and the west half of

section 36 are brokfr 'zl the central part by a ravine leading from Jay lake. Back
from the ravine the \^nd is suitable for farming. The east half of 36 is broken by a

deep coulee, containing stones and alkali. It is the same coulee which crosses town-
ship 40 diagonally, and seems to terminate in End lake, although there are several

gaps which lead towards Muddy lake.

—

Lennox T. Bray, D.L.S.^ 190S.

Township 40.—This township is reached by the Battleford and Sounding lake

trail which can be treced into township 41, range 22. No traces of this trail could be

found in township 40, range 23. Sections 1, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 22, 27, 26, 28, 29, 30,

31, 32 and 33 are rough and broken by a large coulee which contains alkaline sloughs,

stones and willow scrub. That portion of the township north of this coulee is open
nearly level prairie and suitable for farming. The portion south of the coulee is open

gently rolling prairie and in most cases suitable for farming. The soil is a deep rich

loam with a sandy subsoil and classed first, second and third. Poplar timbers occurs to a

limited extent in the ravines in the eastern part of section 33 and on the slope of the

coulee in the northern parts of sections 28 and 29. Some trees were found measuring
up' to 8 inches in diam'^ter. Tlie water in the lakes of this township is very alkaline,
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but fresh water is found in the sloughs which in the central southern part are very

plentiful. A fresh water spring creek witli its source in section 27 flows northwesterly

across sections 28, 33 and 32 into Gull lake. A good hay meadow and marsh covers

the eastern part 'of section 26, the southern part of section 36 and most of section 25,

and hay also exists on the northeast quarter of section 4. The fuel is dried poplar

procured from the northern parts of section 28 and 29. There are no water powers in

this township, no stone quarries and no indications of minerals. The game is wild

ducks, muskrats and antelope. The climate is very good. Section No. 1 is broken in

its east half by a large coulee containing stones and alkaline sloughs. Its west half

is open rolling prairie suitable for farming. Sections 2 and 3 are open gently rolling

prairie suitable for farming. The northwest quarter of section 3 and the northeast

quarter of section 4 are broken by a large marsh with good hay on its w-estern side.

The west halves of sections 4, 5 and 6 are open rolling prairie with some sloughs and
are suitable for farming. Sections 7, 8 and 9 are open rolling prairie with a number
of sloughs; these sections are suitable for farming. The southwest quarter of section

10 is nearly covered by Microbe lake, the remainder of the section and section 11 are

open rolling prairie with a number of sloughs and are suitable for farming. Section

12 is broken by a large coulee containing alkaline sloughs and stones in its central

part and by sand hills in its western part. The central northern part is covered by

Sink lake. The remaining eastern part is open gently rolling prairie. 'Section 13 is

broken in its west half by a large coulee containing lakes, stones and alkali. Sink lake

covers the most of this half. The east half is broken on its west side by ravines lead-

ing to the coulee. The rest of this half is open gently rolling prairie suitable for farm-

ing. Section 14 is broken in its north half by a coulee. Gordon lake covers a part of

the northeast quarter. The southeast quarter is broken by sand hills. The southwest

quarter is open gently rolling prairie with some sloughs and is suitable for farming.

Section 15 is broken in its northeast quarter by small sand hills, the rest of this sec-

tion is open gently rolling prairie with some sloughs and is suitable for farming.

Sections 16, 17 and 18 are open rolling prairie with a number of sloughs and are suit-

able for farming. Sections 19 and 20 are rolling prairie with scattered i>atches of wil-

low and poplar scrub; they are suitable for farming. Section 21 is open gently roll-

ing prarie with some sloughs, and is suitable for farming. Section 22 ; the north half

and southeast quarter are broken by coulees and sand hills. The southwest quarter is

open gently rolling prairie and suitable for farming. Section 23 is nearly all broken

by coulees. Gordon lake covers most of the southeast quarter; this section is suitable

for pasture land. Section 24 is broken in its southwest quarter by the coulee and

ravines. The east half and northwest quarter are open gently rolling prairie suitable

for farming. Section 25 is nearly level prairie covered by a good hay
meadow and marsh. Section 26 is broken in the southwest corner by ravines running

to the coulee. The rest of this section is open nearly level prairie suit-

able for farming. The east half is partly covered by a hay meadow. Section 27

is open nearly level prairie in its northeast quarter and suitable for farmnig. The rest

of this section is broken by ravines and coulees. A fresh water spring creek flows out

of this quarter into section 28. The southwest quarter of section 28 is gently rolling

prairie with scattered bluffs of willow and poplar scrub. The remainder of the section

is broken by the coulee and sand hills. Some poplar grows on the north half of this

section measuring up to 8 inches in diameter. A fresh water spring creek flows across

the north half. Sections 29 and 30 are gently rolling prairie in their south halves with

scattered patches of willow and poplar scrub and are suitable for farming. The north

halves are broken by sand hills and ravines running to a coulee. Some poplar grows

on the north half of section 29 measuring up to 8 inches in diameter. Section 31 is

broken by sand hills. Gull lake covers a part of the northeast quarter. Section 32 is

in the coulee. It is broken in its south half bv sand hills and the north half by Gull
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Jake. A fresli water spring creek flows across the northeast quarter into Gull lake.

Section 33 is broken by deep ravines and a coulee ; in some of the ravines poplars were

found measuring up to 8 inches in diameter. The northeast quarter is open nearly

level prairie. A fresh water spring creek flows northwesterly across the south half of

this section. The southwest corner of section 3i is broken by ravines running to a

coulee. The rest of this section and section 35 are open nearly level prairie and suit-

able for farming. Section 36 is open nearly level prairie in its north half and south-

west quarter and is suitable for farming. The southeast quarter is nearly covered by

a good hay meadow and marsh.

—

Lennox T. Bray, D.L.8., '1908.

Township 41.—This township is reached by the Battleford and Sounding lake trail,

which can be traced into township 41, range 22, but through township 41,

range 23, no traces of it could be found. The trail is in good condition. The soil

varies from a light loam with a white sand subsoil to a heavy loam
underlaid by clay. The eastern part is open and nearly level prairie, and although

the soil is light, indications point to its being suitable for farming from
the abundant growth of grass. The western part is broken by a large coulee which
contains lakes, stones and alkali, with many deep ravines leading to it. Poplar trees

are found in some of the ravines measuring up to eight inches in diameter. This part

of the township is suitable for ranching. The only timber in the township grows in

the ravines in the western parts of sections 4, 9, 8 and 18; it is poplar and will mea-
sure in some cases up to eight inches in diameter. The supply, however, is scarce.

Some hay, though of poor quality, occurs on sections 7 and 18 about the lakes ; also on
section 31 in the flats of the coulee. The water in the lakes located in the coulee is

very alkaline. The water in Muskrat lake is less alkaline and can be used. A fresh

water spring creek rising in section 33 flows westerly across sections 32 and 31 ; another

fresh water spring creek with source in section 4 flows westerly into Gull lake. Another
creek flows out of Muskrat lake southerly, leaving the township near its southeast

corner. The water in the sloughs in the higher parts of the township is fresh, while in

the coulee it is very alkaline. The fuel is dried poplar, procurable from the ravines

in section 4. There are no water-powers in this township, no stone quarries and no
indications of minerals. The climate is good. The game is wild duck, geese, musk-
rats and antelope. Sections Nos. 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12 and the east halves of sections 9

and 4 are open and nearly level prairie suitable for farming. Section ]3

is open level prairie, broken by Muskrat lake, and is suitable for farming. Sections

14 and 15 are level prairie with a few patches of willow scrub, and is

suitable for farming. Sections 16 and 17 are open gently rolling prairie, suitable for

farming. The southwest quarter of 17 is broken by a coulee and ravines. Some
poplars occur in these ravines up to six and eight inches in diameter. The west half

of section 20 is open rolling prairie. Th? east half of section 20 and sections 21 and 22

are gently rolling prairie suitable for farming. Sections 23 and 24 are open gently

rtiliing prairie. Section 23 is broken in its east half by Muskrat lake, and section 24 is

bri.ken ?n its southwest quarter by the same lake. These sections are suitable for

fanning. Sections 25, 26 and 27 are open gently rolling prairie, with some sloughs,

and are suitable for farming. Sections 28 and 29 are open rolling prairie suitable for

ranching. Sections 36, 35 and the east half of 34 are open gently rolling prairie, and
suitable for farming. The west half of section 34 and sections 33 and 32 are prairie

broken by ravines and hills, and are suitable for ranching. A deep ravine starting in

section 3-3 runs westward across sections 32 and 31. This ravine contains poplar up
to six inches in diameter and a fresh water spring creek. The west halves of sections

4 and 9 are very rough and broken by deep ravines containing poplar up to eight inches

in diameter. They are more suitable for ranching. Section 5 and the east half of

section 6 lie in a large coulee and are very rough and broken by high hills and Gull
lake. The west half of section 6 is very rough and broken by sand hills. Section 8 is
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very rough and broken by a coulee and deep ravines containing poplar up to eight
inches in diameter. Section 7 is very rough and broken in its eastern half by deep
ravines. The west half is in coulee flats and is marshy and covered by alkali. Some
hay, though of poor quality, grows on these flats. The northwest quarter is broken by
Lonely lake. Section 18 is broken in its west half by Lonely lake, and
this half is in the flats of a coulee which is covered with alkail, but some hay grows
in it. The east half of section 18 is broken by deep ravines running
a coulee and deep ravines. A fresh water spring creek flows westerly across section 31.

are open high rolling prairie broken to some extent by ravines, some of which contain
poplar up to eight inches in diameter. The west halves are very rough and broken by
a coulee and deep ravines. A fresh water spring creek flows westerly across section 31.

These sections are suitable for ranching. This coulee which starts in the south bound-
ary of section 4 and breaks the western tier of sections, contains alkaline sloughs and
stones. Its banks are high and very rough and broken. It is kno^Tn by the name of

the ' crooked vaUej.'—Lennox T. Bray, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 42.—This township is reached by the Battleford and Sounding lake

trail which can be traced into township 41, range 22. This trail is in good condition.

The soil varies from a deep rich loam underlaid by a sandy clay subsoil to a stift' clay

underlaid by gravel. The southeastern and central parts of this township are open
and nearly level prairie and suitable for farming. The northeastern part is open prai-

rie broken by numerous hills and some sloughs. This part is suitable for pasture land.

The western part is rough open prairie broken by ravines and hills with stony ridges

and suitable for pasture land. Timber is scarce. The ravines in the western parts of
sections 6, 7 and 18 contain poplar measuring up to 8 inches in diameter. The supply,

however, is very limited. Hay of a fair quality exists in the northwest quarter of sec-

tion 32 and the southeast quarter of section 25. There is no water in the southeastern
part. The central and northern parts have occasional sloughs containing fresh water.

A fresh water spring cre^k flows out 'of section 26 into Clear lake, which is also fresh

water. The water in Scrub and Schmidt lakes is very alkaline. A good fresh water
spring creek flows ont of section 18 southwesterly through section 7. Another spring

creek with its source in 'section 5 flows westerly across section 6. The fuel is dried

poplar procured from the ravines in the western parts of sections 6, 7 and 18. There
are no water-powers in this township, no stone quarries' and no indications of minerals.

The climate is good. The game found is for the most part wild ducks. Sections 1 and
2 are open nearly level prairie suitable for farming. Sections 3 and 4 are open gently
rolling prairie. A low ridge of hills crosses the Sv>utheastern corner of section 3.

These sections are suitable for farming. Sections 5 and 6 are high rolling

prairie broken by small hills and ravines and are suitable for ranching. A ravine con-
taining poplar up to 8 inches in diameter, starting in section 5, crosses the north half
of section 6 in an easterly and westerly direction. A small spring creek flows down
this ravine. Section 7 is very rough and broken in the northeast part by a coulee and
the west half by a deep ravine, containing poplar up to 8 inches in diameter. A spring
creek flows down this ravine. The southeast quarter is broken by hills and is suitable

for ranching. Section 8 is broken in the west half by a coulee. The east half is" open
rolling prairie suitable for ranching. Sections 9 and 10 are open gently rolling prairie
suitable for farming. Sections 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 are open nearly level prairie
suitable for farming. A low ridge of hills crosses the northern parts of 14 and 15.

Section 17 is open rolling prairie in its east half and suitable for farming. The west
halves of sections 17 and 18 are rough and broken by a coulee, ravines and hills with
stony ridges. They are suitable for ranching. A ravine running southerly out of
west half of 18 contains poplar up to 8 inches in diameter. Fresh water spring
creek flows in this ravine. Sections 19 and 20 are open prairie broken by hills

with stony ridges, and are suitable for ranching. Section 21 is is broken in
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the northwest part by small hills. The remaining- part is open rolling prairie

suitable for ranching. Section 22 is open gently rolling prairie suitable for
farming. Sections 23, 24, 25 and 26 are open prairie, rough and broken by small hills

and sloughs and are suitable fotr ranching. Sections 25 and 26 are broken in the north-

east and northwest quarters by~ Clear lake. A fresh water spring creek flows out of

the nortwest quarter of section 26 into this lake. Section 27, except for a low range
of hills running northeast from the southwest corner is nearly level prairie and is suit-

able for farming. Section 28 is open rolling prairie in the north half and broken by
hills in the south half and is suitable for ranching. Section 29 is broken in the east

half by small hills, but the west half is open rolling prairie and suitable for farming.

Sections 30 and 31 are open prairie, rough and broken by slotighs and hills with stony

ridges and suitable for ranching. Section 32 is open prairie broken in the west half

by small hills and 'in the east half by Scrub lake. Section 33 is open nearly level

prairie in the north half and gently rolling prairie in the south. A small hay meadow
exists on the northwest quarter. The western side is broken by Scrub laKe. This sec-

tion is suitable for farming. Section 34 is open gently rolling prairie with many
sloughs. A low range of hills crosses the northeast quarter. Section 35 is open gently

rolling prairie with many sloughs in the north half and southwest quarter. The south-

east quarter is nearly covered by Clear lake. This section is suitable for ranching.

Section 36 is rough and broken by hills and sloughs in the south half. The southwest

quarter is broken by Clear lake. This half is suitable for ranching. The north is open

gently rolling prairie, and suitable for ranching.

—

Lennox T. Bray, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 43.—This township is reached by means of the Battleford and Ribstone
creek trail which traverses township 45, range 23, about a mile north of its south

boundary. There is also an old wagon trail entering this township near the northeast

corner of section 35 and leaving it again near the northwest corner of section 7. This
trail, however, is almost indistinct. It evidently is an old trail leading from Pound-
maker's Indian reserve to Calgary. The soil is a good rich loam with a variable sub-

soil of clay and sand. The surface is open and gently rolling prairie in the southeast

and eastern parts of the township, but is broken by a small coulee running from near

the north boundary and tapering out near the southeast corner of the township. The
remaining portion of the township is open rolling prairie broken by small hills and
many sloughs, the northwestern part becoming very rough and broken by sloughs and
hills up to about 50 feet in height. Hay can be obtained about the sloughs through-

out the western part of the township. A small hay meadow of very good quality lies

on the southwest quarter of section 3. The water through the township is altogether

from sloughs, is plentiful and mostly fresh. The water in the lakes, however, is alka-

line. There is no timber in the township, no water-power, no stone qu&rries, no fuel

and no indications of minerals were found. The nearest fuel that could be found was
procured from sections 5 and 6, township 43, range 24, and was dried poplar. The sup-

ply is not large. The climate is good. The game is wild duck and muskrat. Com-
mencing in the shape of a small ravine in the western half of section 36, a coulee tra-

verses in a winding course sections 25, 26, 23, 24, 13, 12 and runs out in section 1, The
banks of this coulee in some places measure 100 feet. A couple of fair sized lakes

occur in this coulee, sloughs are also scattered throughout its length and there are some
stones and traces of alkali. Section No. 1 is open rolling prairie. An alkaline lake

covers the larger portion of the southwest quarter. The east half is more or less

broken by sloughs. The northwest quarter is less broken and could be farmed. ' Sec-

tion No. 2 is open rolling prairie in the east half, becoming nearly level in the west,

with many sloughs and is suitable for farming. Section No. 3 is open rolling prairie

in the southwest quarter broken by small hills and sloughs, the remaining portion is

nearly level prairie with a good many sloughs, and the whole is suitable for farming.

A hay meadow of very good quality occurs on the southwest quarter. Sections 4, 5, 6,
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7, 8, 9, and the west half of section 10) are open rolling prairie broken by small hills

and sloughs and are suitable for ranching. The east half of sections 10 and 11 and the

west half of section 12 are open gently rolling prairie suitable for farming. Section

13 and the east half of section 12 are broken by the coulee. Section 14 and the east

half of section 15 are open gently rolling prairie suitable for farming. The west half

of section '15 and sections 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23 are open rolling prairie

broken by hills and sloughs and are suitable for ranching purposes. Section 23 is

broken in the northwest quarter by Raspberry lake. The southwest corner of section 24

and the northwest corner of section 25 are broken by coulees. The remaining portions

of the west halves of these sections are gently rolling prairie and are suitable for farm-

ing. The east halves of these sections and a portion of the southwest quarter of sec-

tion 36 are rough and broken by a coulee which touches the township at the east. The
northeast quarter of section 36 is first class prairie suitable for farming. The west

half of this section is broken by the coulee and Yellow Snake lake. Section 26 is

rough and broken by ravines and Raspberry and Yellow Snake lakes. The southeast

quarter of section 35 is broken by Yellow Snake lake. The southwest quarter is broken

by One lake. The north half of this section is open rolling prairie suitable for farm-

ing. The east halves of sections 22 and 27 are rough and broken by I'avines. The
west halves of these sections, together with section 34, are open rolling prairie with

some sloughs and are suitable for farming. Sections 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 are open

prairie, rough and broken by sloughs and hills and are suitable for ranching.

—

Lennox

T. Bray, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 44.—This township is best i-eached from the Battleford and Ribstone

creek trail, which traverses township No. 45, range 23, about 1 mile north of its south

boundary. There is also a wagon trail passing through sections 35, 34, 27 and 21 of

this township, which leads from a deserted hut and corral on the southeast quarter of

section 21. It evidently joins the Battleford and Ribstone creek trail somewhere in

section 2, township 45. The soil of this township is a rich loam underlaid by a sandy

clay subsoil. Parts of the sections in the eastern part of the township which are open

prairie are suitable for farming. In the western part of the township the surface is

open, very rough and broken by hills, lakes and. sloughs. A hay meadow and marsh
occurs in the southeast part of section 34 and covers the eastern part of sections 27, 22

and 15. . This hay is of good quality and in previous years has been cropped. Several

good sized lakes lie in this township, but the water in them, is stagnant and alkaline.

Fresh water, however, is to be found in some of the smaller sloughs. There is no
timber in the township, no water-power, no stone quarries and no indication of min-

erals. The fuel is dried poplar and can be procured from about the centre of township

45, range 23. The climate is very good. Wild ducks and muskrats are found. Section

1 is open gently rolling prairie suitable for fai-ming. The southeast quarter section is

broken by several small ravines leading in a northeasterly direction. Section 2 is

open gently rolling prairie suitable for farming; the northwest quarter is more rolling

and contains small hills and sloughs. Section 3 is open gently rolling prairie in the

south half suitable for farming. The north half, however, is more rolling. In sec-

tion 4 the southeast quarter is open gently rolling prairi© and suitable for farming, the

remaining part being high rolling prairie suitable for ranching. Sections 5, 6 and 7

are open prairie rough and broken by sloughs and hills up to 50 feet high; these sec-

tions are suitable for ranching. Section 8 is open hilly prairie broken in its central

part by an alkaline lake and in its eastern part by sloughs. Section 9 is open rolling

prairie in its east half and broken by hills and slouglis in its northwest quarter. The
southwest quarter is nearly covered by an alkaline lal\e. Section 10 is open rolling

prairie suitable for farming. Sections 11, 12, 13 and 14 are nearly level prairie, with
an occasional hill and slough; these are suitable for farming. Section 15 is open,

gently rolling prairie suitable for farming. The nortlieast quarter is nearly covered
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by. a good hay meadow and marsh. Sections 16, 17, 18 and 19 are open prairie, rough

and broken by sloughs and hills ; they are suitable for ranching. Section 17 is broken

in its central southern part by an alkaline lake. Section 20 is broken by alkaline

lake which covers the central part and lies in a northwest and southeast direction.

Northeast of this lake the surface is gently rolling and suitable for farming. To the

southwest of the lake the surface is rough and broken. Section 21 is broken in its

southwest quarter by an all^aline lake extending oul{ of section 20. Its southeast

quarter is nearly covered by another alkaline lake. The remaining part of the section

is open rolling prairie suitable for ranching. A wagon trail leads from a deserted hut

and corral situated on the southeast quarter of this section in a northeasterly direction

to *he north boundary of this township. Section 22 is broken near its southwest part

by an alkaline lake extending out of section 21. Its east half is nearly covered by a

good hay meadow and marsh. The remaining part of the section is open rolling

prairie suitable for ranching. Sections 23, 24, 25 and 26 are open, gently rolling

prairie, with an occasional hill and slough, they are suitable for farming. The north-

west quarter of 26 is almost covered by a good hay meadow and marsh. The east half

of section 27 is^ nearly covered by a good hay meadow and marsh. Its west half is open

rolling prairie suitable for ranching. A wagon trail crosses the section in a north-

easterly direction. Section 28 is open, gently rolling prairie in its southwest quarter.

Its northwestern part is broken by an alkaline lake, the remaining part of the section

being open rolling prairie suitable for ranching. Section 29 is broken in its north-

eastern part by an alkaline lake extending out of section 28; the remaining part of

the section is open rolling prairie suitable for ranching. Sections 30, 31 and 32 are open

prairie, rough and broken by hills and sloughs and suitable for ranching purposes.

Section 33 is open rolling prairie broken by hills and sloughs. It is broken in its

southwest quarter by an alkaline lalce extending out of section 28 and its northwest

quarter is nearly covered by another alkaline lake. Section 34 is open rolling prairie

suitable for ranching. Its southeast quarter is less rolling and suitable for farming.

A wagon trail crosses this quarter in a northeasterly direction. Section 35 is open gen-

tly rolling prairie in its south half and suitable for farming. The southern portion of

this half is covered by a good hay meadow and marsh. The north half is open rolling

prairie suitable for ranching. A creek, though of no apparent flow, leads from the

hay marsh into section 36 and then back into the northeast quarter of section 35, leav-

ing it at the north boundary of the township. A wagon trail crosses this section

running northerly. Section 36 is rolling prairie broken by a few hills with scattered

patches of willow sciiib; it is suitable for ranching. A creek enters the southwest

quarter of this section out of section 35 and leaves it again at the west boundary of

the northwest quarter. This creek has no apparent flow.

—

Lennox T. Bray, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 52.
—

'This township was reached by taking the Hudson's Bay Company's
old trail from Carlton to Fort Pitt, passing on the south side of Jackfish lake and

branching off the Emmaville trail and entering the township in section 13. The trail

was dry but the Emmaville branch very rough. The surface of this township is from
rolling to hilly prairie dotted with clumps of poplar and willow brush, and bluffs of

poplar. Sections 6 and 7 are nearly covered with poplar bluffs and scrub. The bluffs

will supply good fuel, fencing and rough building timber. Two large lakes appear, one

in sections 23, 24, 25 and 26. A large creek from the north runs into tliis lake in the

northeast quarter of section 26 and runs out at the southeast end of the lake. The
second lake lies in sections 32 and 33 and has no outlet. Both lakes have been traversed.

A large slough or hay marsh runs through sections 10, 16, 20, 29 and 30. A small

creek runs westward out of this marsh. Numerous sloughs are found all over the town-

ship and in ordinary dry seasons from 300 to 600 tons of hay could be cut in the town-

ship, mostly along the creek in sections 26, 35 and 36, and around the slough in the

centre of the township. In v,'et seasons this quantity could not be cut. The soil is a
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fair sandy loam, mostly sand subsoil, well sxxited for grazing purposes, but not fit for

farming. The water is fresh in all the lakes, creeks and sloughs. No timber for

lumbering purposes. No minerals or stone quarries are found in the township. The
climate was wet and cold with frequent frosts in the latter part of August. Ducks
and prairie chickens are plentiful ; no deer. A bear was seen on Bear hill in the south-

west part of this township. A surveyed trail from Battleford to Onion lake enters the

township in the southwest quarter of section 3 and leaves it in the southwest quarter

of section 30. The mail trail from Emmaville to Onion lake runs diagonally north-

westerly through the northeast quarter of the township, entering the township in sec-

tion 13 and leaving it in section 33. One rancher has squatted on section 26.

—

Wm. R.

Reilly, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 53.—This township is from rolling to hilly, thickly dotted with blufe

of poplar from 3 to 8 inches in diameter, willow and poplar scrub. The heaviest

bluffs are found in the northeast corner of the township, but otherwise are pretty

evenly scattered all over the township. Bluffs will supply good fuel, fencing and
timber, for rough log buildings. This township is very much cut up by creeks, lakes

and sloughs. Five lakes were traversed. One on the east boundary in sections 1 and
12. One on the south boundary in sections 4 and 5. One on the west boundary in

sections 7 and 18. One on the southeast quarter of section 18, and one in sections

27 and 28. A large creek enters the township at the north in the northeast quarter of

section 36 and flows nearly south, leaving the township in section 2 and flows into a

large lake in the township to the south. Another large creek enters the township in

the northwest quarter of section 33 and flows nearly south into the lake in sections

27 and 28, then southwesterly to the lake on the west boundary in section 18. The
land is very flat along the creelcs and on the west side of the lake in section 28 and
ixround the lake in section 18. In favourable seasons a great quantity of hay can be

cut all along the creeks and around the lakes mentioned. Many sloughs are found in

the south half of the township, some of them good hay producers, especially in sections

9 and 10. I would estimate that from 1,000 to 1,500 tons of hay could be cut in this

township. The water in all the creeks, lakes and sloughs is fresh. The soil is a black

sand loam from 2 to 6 inches deep overlying a clay subsoil on the east side of the town-
ship and runs into a sandy subsoil to the west. Classed 2, 3 and 4. This township is

an ideal one for stock raising purposes, abundance of grass, hay, water, fuel, fencing
and rough building material, but it is not adapted for farming. No minerals, no stono

quarries and no timlier for lumbering purposes are found. The mail trail from Emma-
ville to Onion lake runs northwesterly through sections 4, 5, 8 and 7. An old trail

runs easterly through sections 17, 21, 22, 27, 26 and 25, with a branch from sec-

tion 27 running nearly north. Ducks and prairie chickens are plentiful. Some
ju!iil)ing deer were seen on the north of the township, but no other noticeable game.
Climate, wet and cold, sunshine and showers alternately; some frosts. One rancher

is squatted on section 18.—W. R. Reilly, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 2L.

Township 35.—At present the best way of reaching this township is by the old

inilitary trail from Battleford to Swift Current. The soil which is a rich clay is

eminently adapted for wheat raising. The whole township is rolling prairie, no timber

01 any kind. There is good hay around most of the sloughs. A water course runs

throiiiih this township, but evidently it only flows in the spring of the year. Its water

is evidently fresh. No water-power is available. We had frost every night after Sep-

tember 1. There is no fuel, exposed .rock or minerals. There are a few ducks but

mighty haxd to shoot.—fl". B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1903.
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Township 36.—The most convenient method of reaching this township is via the

trail running southwest from Battleford and passing the northerly end of Tramping
lake, a branch of which passes westerly through this township. The soil is clay and
eminently adapted to grain growing. The surface is open rolling prairie, no timber
whatever. The water in the sloughs, &c., is generally good; very little alkaline water
was found. Good hay can be cut around all the sloughs. This yea» (1903) the

sloughs were nearly all dry and afforded a good chance for hay making. There was
no running water. The survey of the township was made in the latter end of Sep-
tember, the days were fine and warm, but' there was frost every night. No fuel of

any kind nearer than Tramping lake in range 20 and that was very limited. There
arc no minerals or exposed rock. A few ducks and antelope were seen.

—

H. B. Proi:d-

fcot, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 37.—The township is reached from Battleford going southwesterly on
the trail passing the Ear hills, thence westerly to the township. The soil is a rich clay

good for grain-growing. The surface is generally high rolling prairie with a few
ravines towards the north end of the tovniship. There is no timber in the township.

There is a large hay marsh on sections 5 and 6, and hay may be cut to advantage

around all sloughs. There is supposed to be a water course through the township, but

at the time of survey no water was running. The water in the sloughs, &c., is gene-

rally fresh. During time of survey (September) we had warm days but frost every

night. There is no fuel. We drew our wood from Tramping lake. There are no

minerals and no exposed rock. A few antelope were seen. Ducks, chicken and geese

were scarce.

—

H. B. Proudfoot, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 38.—This township is most easily reached by the Battleford-Sounding

lake trail, which passes about eight miles north of the north boundary. The sxirface

is all rolling prairie, no timber whatever being met with. The soil, generally clay loam
with a rich clay subsoil, is eminently adapted for grain-growing. No hay marshes,

minerals, quarries or water-powers were in evidence. Antelope and ducks are numerous

but eb.iekens are scarce. Water in ponds and sloughs is fresh.

—

H. B. Proudfoot,

D.L.S., 190S.

Township 40.—The Sounding lake trail from Battleford enters this township at

the southeast comer of section 25 and leaves it near the southwest corner of section 5.

The latter part of the trail is indistinct and but little used. The greater part of the

township is a clay loam, suitable for grazing, and where not too hilly, suitaole also for

farming. Sections 35 and 36, however, are sandy and not suitable for either. A valley

about 250 feet deep runs from section 25 southwesterly to Edward lake on the western

boundary of the township in section 7. This valley is about a mile in width ; its

bottom and hillsides are for a great part boggy and unfit for farming. An arm of this

valley of about the same width runs northerly from near the centre of the township

and takes in the greater part of sections 27, 28, 33 and 34 and dies away in township

41. 'I'he most of sections 29, 30, 31 and 32 are prairie and good farming. All south

of the valley is an undulating prairie good for either farming or grazing. The sandy

parts of the township and the hillsides are pretty well covered with small poplar and

scrub; there is no large timber. There is no hay growing in the township. The high

parts of the township are fairly well watered with numerous fresh ponds and. sloughs,

which, however, are not permanent. The lakes are all strongly alkaline. There are

two good springs emptying into Fire lake from the hills in sections 8 and 9, and there

is also a good spring enters Fox lake from near the centre of section 4, township 41.

There are no water-powers. The general indications are that the season is somewhat'

late in opening. There was a heavy snowstorm on May 22 and a frost early in June.

There was no other frost until the first week of September. The only fuel is poplar

wood, which can be conveniently gotten except . in the south and southeast parts of the

township. There are no outcroppings of rock and no minerals. Ducks, geese and
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prairie chickens were common; foxes, wolves and red deer .were also seen.

—

Herhert J.

Boivman, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—The route to the township is along the Souading lake trail from

Battleford as far as township 40, range 23; the trail is very little used. Almost the

entire township is a succession of sand hills interspersed with numerous ponds and

lakes, some of which are of considerable size. Parts of sections 5, 6, 7 and 6 are,

however, of a clay loam and suitable for grazing, and the greater part of sections 25

and 36 lying in the valley at the south end of Seagram lake is very fertile and well

suited for farming. Bluffs of poplar are found on the sand hills and hillsides all

over the township, but it is chiefly scrubby and seldom reaches a greater diameter

than 6 inches. There is a good supply for fuel but no building timber. Parts of sec-

tions 24, 25 and 36 produce hay of fair quality but not in large quantities. Very little

hay is to be had in any other part of the township. Small fresh water ponds are com-

mon in all parts of the township, but the larger ones and all the lakes are strongly

alkaline. A good permanent spring runs southerly from near the centre of section 4,

and a small creek of fresh water enters Seagram lake from the east in section 36.

Throughout the water supply is sufficient and permanent. The land for a short dis-

tance from the east end of Seagram lake and those nearer Henry lake and Ahrens

lake are likely to be flooded to a depth of about 6 inches, until the latter part of May.
There are no water-powers. The general indications are that the season is somewhat

late in opening. There was a heavy snowstorm on May 22, and a heavy frost earlj- in

Jime, but no other frost until the first week in September. The only fuel is poplar

wood which may be obtained readily in almost any part of the township. In a few

places in sections 2, 3, 4, 9 and 10 it is dry, being fire-killed. There are no outcrop-

pings of rock in the township and no minerals. Large numbers of ducks are to be had

on all the ponds and lakes. Prairie chickens, curlew, snipe and plover are also plenti-

ful. This township lies in an immense valley sometimes known as the ' round valley,'

and stretching northwesterly towards Manito lake. The bottom of the coulee is over

200 feet below the level of the prairie to the east. The easterly boundary of the town-

ship runs for some distance on the side hill, namely along the east boundaries of sec-

tions 24 and 25.

—

Herbert J. Boxoman, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—The route to the township from Battleford is along the Sounding

lake trail which is quite distinct as far as township 42, range 21, west of the third

meridian. From here a course due west over the prairie may be taken. That part of

the township south of Seagram lake is quite similar to township 41, range 24, being

almost 'entirely sandhills with considerable brush and scrub, but no large timber.

The northern part is a clay loam and except in the neighbourhood of Seagram and

McLean lakes, where it is very hilly, the land is a heavily rolling prairie fairly welT

suited for farming and grazing, though in some places rather too stony. In sections

3, 4, 5, 7, 8 and 9 there are small bluffs of poplar trees suitable for fuel only. In sec-

tion 6 at the end of Clare lake there is some poplar and balm of Gilead, suitable for

small building timber. Small building timber can also be had in the ravines and on

the hillsides reaching back from Seagram and McLean lakes in sections 13, 14, 15, 16,

17 and 18. There are also small bluffs of scrubby trees throughout the northwest por-

tion of the township. There are no flats or marshes of any account producing hay.

In the northern part of the township there are numerous sloughs and ponds of fresh

water. Many of them are quite large and probably permanent, but the smaller ones

dry i;p. In the hills which run across the township from east to west about the centre,

there are a number of springs of excellent water. A creek whose flow depends much
xipon the weather runs from Clare lake, which is fresh, into Seagram lake at its west-

erly end. That part of Seagram lake lying west of the central line of the township is

very saline, while the rest of it and McLean lake are alkaline. There is no part of the

Township likely to be flooded. There are no water-powers. The general indications are
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that the season is somewhat late in opening. There was a heavy snowstorm on May
22 and a frost early in June. There was no other frost until the first week in Septem-
befr "Tlie only fuel is poplar and balm of Gilead. Except in the northeast quarter of

the township sufficient quantities can be obtained conveniently. There is no sign of

rock in place, but in the northern part of the township there is an unlimited supply of

granite boulders for building purposes. There are no minerals, though the action of

the magnetic needle in section 16 near Seagram lake indicated iron. There are large

numbers of duck on the ponds and lakes; prairie chickens are also numerous. In the

northern part foxes, wolves, antelope and red deer were seen.

—

Herbert J. Bowman,
D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—^This township is best reached by the Battleford' and Eibstone

creek trail, which crosses the southern tier of sections in township 45, range
24. There is also a trail though rather indistinct, crossing in a southwesterly

direction section No. 1, which the Indians say leads from Poundmaker's reserve

to Calgary. The soil of this township is a good, rich loam, with a clay and
sand subsoil, but owing to the broken and uneven surface, it is unsuitable

for farming ; it, however, would ' be suitable 'for ranching purposes. The surface is

broken by hills from twenty to fifty feet high and numerous small sloughs. Some
poplar and willow scrub occurs on the western tier of sections, also on sections 4, 5, 8

and 9. The remaining parts of the township are open prairie. There is no timber

except a few small bluffs of poplar measuring below 6 inches in diamever, situated on
sections 5 and 6. Good hay is found in the southwest quarter of section 14 and the

northwest quarter of section 11, it also occurs on the west half of section 2 and the

east half of section 3 and on the northeast quarter of section 24 aud the southwest

quarter of section 25. The only fuel in this township is dried poplar procured off sec-

tions 5 and 6, and only a few are to be found. The water in the township which is

from sloughs is fresh and plentiful. There are no water-powers in this township and
no stone quarries and no indications of minerals were found. The climate is good.

Wild ducks are very plentiful. Section No. 1 is gently rolling prairie and suitable for

farming. An Indian trail leading from Poundmaker's reserve to Calgary crosses this

section and section No. 2 in a southwesterly direction. The south halves of sections

Nos 2 and 3 are gently rolling prairie and suitable for farming. The remaining parts

of the township, although fairly good soil, are too rough and broken to be farmed.

—

Lennox T. Bray, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 44.—^"This township is reached from the Battleford and Ribstone creek

trail which crosses the northwest quarter of section 31 and traverses in an easterly

and westerly direction township No. 45 in range 24, about half a mil© north of the

north boundary of township No. 44 in range 24; this trail is in good condition. The
soil of this township is very good, being a deep rich loam underlaid by a good clay

subsoil, but owing to the many small hills and sloughs it is unsuitable for farming.

It, however, would be suitable for grazing and ranching purposes. The surface is very

uneven and broken by hills and numerous small sloughs. The northwestern part is

covered by patches of poplar and willow scrub. Poplar trees up to 8 inches in diameter
can be found in different parts of sections 28, 29, 32 and 33, the quantity, however,

is small. A large hay meadow and marsh covers most of the southwest quarter of

section 25 and the northwest quarter of section 24. The hay is of good quality. Some
hay is also found on the northwest quarter of section 7 and southwest quarter of sec-

tion 18. The water throughout this township which is from sloughs is fresh. The
supply is more than sufficient, but as to permanency it is hard to say. These sloughs
are mostly of a peculiar character, they may have only a small surface area, but some
have a depth of 10 feet. The fuel is dried poplar and can be procured from sections

20, 21, 28, 29, 32 and 33. No water-powers occur in this township, no stone quarries

and no indications of minerals. Wild duck and muskrat are quite plentiful. The
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climate is very good. Sections Nos. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 are

covered with patches of willow scrub and are rough and broken by hills and numerous

sloughs. The southwest quarter of section 25 and the northwest quarter of section

24 are nearly level and covered by a good hay meadow and marsh. The remaining

parts of this township are more or less open prairie, broken by hills and numerous

sloughs—Letinox T. Bray, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—This township is reached by a wagon trail which leads from Battle-

ford to Ribstone creek, intersecting the township on the easterly boundary of section

No. 1. It traverses the township in a westerly direction, leaving it again at the south-

erly boundary of section 6. This trail is in good condition. The soil of the township

is on the whole very good, being a rich loam underlaid in most cases by a good clay

subsoil, but owing to the unevenness of the surface only a few of the sections are

suitable for farming as described below. No extent of timber is found in this township.

There are a few small bluffs of poplar measuring 3 to 6 inches in diameter located in

the south half of section No. 31. There are also some poplar trees measuring from 3

to 9 inches in diameter located in the ravines- running through sections 27 and 33 to

the coulee. No hay exists except a small quantity which is situated near the eastern

boundary of section 25. The water in this township, which is chiefly from sloughs, is

both fresh and alkaline, the fresh water existing in the sloughs which are in the

higher parts of the township and the alkaline water in the sloughs in the coulee. A
small fresh water spring creek passes through sections 33 and 34, another passes

through sections 24 and 25. The climate is very good. The fuel is dried poplar pro-

cured from the ravines leading to the coulee. There are no water-powers, no stone

quarries and no indications of minerals. Wild ducks and muskrats are found. This

township is very rough and broken by numerous hills and sloughs in its southern and

eastern parts, and by a coulee and ravines leading to it from the centre to the north-

eastern corner. The land in this coulee, however, gradually rises towards the northern

boundary and becomes very good and is suitable for farming. Section No. 1 is

traversed in an easterly and westerly direction by the Battleford and Ribstone trail.

This section is much broken by numerous hills from 20 to 60 feet high and numerous

small sloughs with scattered patches of willow scrub, and is suitable for grazing pur-

poses. Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12 are all similar to section 1. Sections

13, 14, 15 and 16 are broken by numerous hills and sloughs and a coulee with ravines

leading to it. These sections have scattered patches of willow scrub and are suitable

for grazing purposes. Sections 17 and 18 are rolling prairie with scattered patches of

poplar and willow scrub and a few stony ridges. Portions of these sections are suitable

for farming. Sections 19 and 20 are open, gently rolling prairie, with a few stony

ridges and are suitable for farming. Section 21 is similar to section 19, but is broken

and rough in southerly and easterly portions by a coulee and ravines. Section 22 is

broken to the west by ravines running to the coulee and they contain poplar 3 to 9

inches in diameter. This section is in the flat of the coulee and portions of it are wet

and marshy. Some alkali is found in the lower parts. Section 23 is also in the flat

of the coulee. It is open, rolling prairie, with some portions wet and marshy; some

alkali is found in the lower parts. Section 24 is broken in its southeasterly portion

by hills and ravines running to the coulee. The remaining part being in flat of coulee,

alkali is found in the sloughs and lower parts. A fresh water spring creek runs north-

erly from this section into section 25. Sections 25, 26, 35 and 36 are open rolling

prairie suitable for farming. A little hay exists in section 25 near the east boundary.

A fresh water spring creek flows into this section from section 24 and thence in a

northeasterly direction towards Battle river. Sections 27 and 34 are open rolling

prairie in their eastern halves and suitable for farming, while in their western halves

they are rough and broken by ravines which contain poplar from 3 to 9 inches in

diameter. A fresh water spring creek flows into section 39 from section 33 and thence

25a—12^
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in a northeasterly direction towards Battle river. Section 28 is broken in its east half

by ravines containing poplar from 3 to 9 inches in diameter. In its west half it is

open rolling prairie and suitable for farming. Sections 29 and 30 are open rolling

prairie containing some stony ridges in their south halves. To the north they become

more rolling, with patches of willow scnab and are suitable for farming. Sections 31

and 32 are rolling prairie, with willow scrub in south halves, becoming less rolling to

the north, with patches of willow and poplar scrub. These are suitable for farming.

A few small bluffs of poplar occur in the south half of section 31.

—

Lennox T. Bray,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 52.—The sections on the north and west side of this township are rough,

broken and hilly; the rest of the township rolling. The face of Bear hill cuts across

sections 33, 34, 35, 36 and 25. The ground gradually rises from the lake and creek on
the north to a height of 300 feet. The face of the hill is thickly covered with poplar

from four to eight inches in diameter with heavy underbrush. About 60 per cent of

the township is covered with poplar bluffs and scrub with openings of prairie. The
west side of the tovpnship is more open than the east. A few clumps of spruce 6 to

12 inches in diameter grow along the creek in sections 32 and 33. The timber in the

bluffs in this township is not any larger (6 to 8 or 10 inches in diameter) than in the

townships on the east and north of it, but the bluffs are much larger and thicker. The
largest bluffs are in sections 22, 23, 26 and 27. The bluffs will furnish immense quan-

tities of fuel, fencing and rough building material. The soil is a rich black loam,

4 to 6 inches deep with mostly clay subsoil, classes second, third and fourth, and

with the exception of the sections on the north and west sides of the township, is very

good for farming purposes. The clearing of the land would not involve a great deal of

labour. There are a number of sections in the interior of the township with scarcely

a foot of waste land in them. A large slough in sections 9 and 10* and one in the north-

east corner of section 11 will in drier seasons than this furnish a great quantity of hay.

A number of small sloughs are found in the township that will furnish hay. Red Deer

river flows southward through sections 31 and 30, and Little Red Deer westward

through the north part of sections 33, 32 and 31. A large lake on the north side of

sections 34 and 35 has been traversed. The Saskatchewan enters the township in the

southwest quarter of section 18, curves southward through the west half of section 7

and out of the township, cutting the northwest corner of section 6. The water in the

sloughs, lakes and creeks is fresh. The trail from Battleford to Onion lake enters the

township in the southeast quarter of section 25, runs northwesterly through sections

25, 36, 35 and 34, leaving the township just west of the quarter post on the n.orth bound-

ary of section 34. There are no minerals or stone quarries and no timber for lumber-

ing purposes. October was a very fine month, very little rain, bright warm days and

not much frost for the season. Prairie chickens and rabbits were very plentiful, fre-

quent tracks of bear, a few jumping deer and a couple of elk were seen along the river.

—Wm. B. Reilly] D.L.S., 1903.

Township 53.—(East outline.)—The land on each side of the east boundary is open

and rolling with numerous small sloughs and ponds. Towards the north it is more

rolling and even hilly with beautiful slopes of prairie. There are a few clumps of

poplar, some of which is sufficient for building and a fairly good supply of fuel. On
sections 13 and 18 is a nice lake, evidently deep, with a large marsh extending to the

northwest, and also another to the east of it. The soil is generally deep black loam,

with light sandy subsoil, and three creeks running through this township in a south-

westerly direction, supply plenty of fresh water.^-J. J. Dalton, D.T.S., 1903.

(Subdivision.)—This township is rough, broken and hilly; the norih half pretty

well covered with bluffs of poplar, willow and poplar scrub, with a few spruce trees

along the creek in sections 33 and 34, the south half thickly dotted with poplar bluffs

and scrub covering about one-fourth of the surface, the remainder open prairie. The
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bluffs will supply timber for fuel, fencing and logs 6 to 8 inches in diameter for rough

buildings. The soil of the south part of the township is a light sandy loam with sand

subsoil, the north part a good black loam four to six inches deep, with

sand and clay subsoil. It is fair pasture land in the south and good in the

north, but not sviited for cultivation. Three lakes were traversed, one in sections 15

and 16, one on the ^ast boundary sections 12 and 13, and one on the south boundary in

sections 2 and 3. The stream flowing westward out of this lake is known as Little

Ked-deer, it passes through a slough and out of the township in the southeast quarter

of section 4, re-entering the township and joining the Red-deer in the southeast quar-

ter of section 6. Eed-deer river enters the township in the northwest quarter of sec-

tion 34 and flows southward through sections 34, 33, 28, 21, 20, 17, 8, 7 and 6. This is

a rapid stream from 25 to 40 feet wide, 2 to 4 feet deep. By building dams it could be

uaed several times as a water-power in the south part of the township. The valley is

•too wide in the north part to make use of the power, with outlay in proportion to its

value. A small creek rises in a marsh in sections 24 and 25, runs westward to the lake

in sections 15 and 16 and out of the west end of this lake, joining Red-deer river in the

south part of section IT. A large creek 15 feet wide, 2 feet deep, with strong current,

flows out of the lake on the east boundary southward through section 12 and into a

large slough in section 1 and through the slough into the lake in sections 2 and 3.

Several small lakes and sloughs are scattered all over the township. The water is fresh

in all creeks, lakes and sloughs. Hay is not as plentiful as in the township to the east

of this one; from 200 to 300 tons could be cut in most seasons, the greatest quantity

in sections 13 and 14 and in 1, 2 and 3. Minerals, none. Stone quarries, none. Tim-

ber for lumbering purposes, none. The trail from Battleford to Onion lake enters the

township just west of the quarter post on the south boundary of section 3, crosses the

Little Red-deer at this point by a bridge, runs northwest through sections 3, 4, 9, 8, 7

and 18, crossing the Red-deer by a bridge in the northeast quarter of section 18. The
mail trail from Emmaville to Onion lake enters the township, crossing the creek in the

northeast quarter of section 12 and runs westward through sections 12, 11, 10 and 9,

joining the Battleford and Onion lake trail on the east boundary of section 8. Eirst

part of September was wet and cold, latter part bright and fine. October bright and

warm with frosty nights. Prairie chickens and rabbits are plentiful, feome jumping-

deer in the north of the township. One rancher is squatted on section 15.

—

Wm. R.

Beilly, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 54.—(East and west outlines.)—This township is not so favourably

conditioned as the township to the south. It is rolling and open to the south and in

the north is rough and scrubby with bluffs of poplar. Muskegs and sloughs are num-
erous. The soil, black loam or leaf mould, is very shallow, not averaging more than

about 2 or 3 inches. There are numerous bluffs of poplar that would answer for build-

ing purposes, though more or less stunted. There is a stream 50 links wide and 4 feet

deep running south through the centre of the township.—-/. ./. Dalton. D.T.8., 1903.

Range 25.

Township 40.—The route to the township is along the Sounding lake trail as far

as township 40, range 24, west third meridian, thence westerly. The latter part of the

trail is little used, »nd indistinct. The soil is a clay loam suitable for grazing, and

where not too hilly is also fair farming land. The easterly and southerly tiers of sec-

tions, also sections 26 and 35, are rolling prairie, and are fair farming land. The
greater part of the remainder is too hilly, .e-xcept occasional small plateaus and valleys.

No part of X'aQ surface is scrubby, but there are a few large bluffs of small poplar in

sections 9, 21 and 29, and some small bluffs in the other parts of the township. There

are a few small hay marshes in sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 13 and 14. The quantity is
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not great at any place, and the quality is only fair. There are ponds and sloughs all

over the township, ranging in size up to small lakes. Many of the smaller ones are

fresh, but the larger ones and all the lakes are alkaline. A small creek of good water

starts in section 21 and runs into C'hisholm lake in section 4. The water supply is

sufficient and permanent. None of the lands are likely to be flooded. There are no

water-powers. The general indications are that the season is somewhat late in op.ening.

There was a heavy snowstorm on May 22 and a frost early in June. There was no

other frost until the first week of September. There is a limited supply of poplar wood,

which is the only fuel. There are no outcroppings of rock and no minerals in the town-

ship. Ducks, geese and prairie chickens were common all over the township. Foxes,

wolves and red deer were also seen.

—

Eerhert J. Bowman, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—The route to this township from Battleford is along the Sounding

lake trail as far as the south boundary of township 41, range 23, west third meridian,

thence in a northwesterly direction across township 41, range 24. The northeasterly

part of the township is sandy, hilly, and much broken by sloughs and lakes. The north-

westerly part is less broken, although the soil is light. The remainder of the township

hae better soil, and except that for the most part it is very hilly and broken by large

sloughs, would be fairly good farming and grazing land. Sections 7 and 18 and parts

of 8 and 17 are fairly good farming land. In the localities of the lakes there is a good

deal of scrub. There are nuraerous large bluifs of small poplar scattered over the

whole township. This gives an abundant supply of fuel, but none of it is large enough

for building purposes. In sections 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17 and 18 there are numerous

sloughs on which hay may be cut. At no place is the quantity large, and the quality

is generally fair. Some of the ponds are fresh, as are also the larger lakes, except

Davey lake. A good spring enters Cherry lake in section 35 from the northwest. There

are no water-powers. The general indications are that the season is somewhat late in

opening. There was a heavy snowstorm on May 22 and a frost early in June. There

was no other frost until the first week in September. The only fuel is poplar wood,

which can be conveniently obtained at any part of the township in sufficient quantities.

There are no outcroppings of rock, and no minerals. On many of the hills, however,

there are^granite boulders in large quantities. There are large niambers of ducks,

geese and prairie chickens throughout the township. Wolves and red deer w.ere also

seen. The remains of a hunter's lodge was found a short distance south of Chimney
Uke.—Ee7-hert J. Boivman, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—The route to the township from Battleford is along the Sounding
lake trail, which is quite distinct, as far as township 42, range 21, whence a route

due west may be taken. The greater part of the township is a succession of sand hills

interspersed with ponds and small lakes. The northeasterly part is a little better soil,

but it is so broken by hills and deep sloughs as to render it unsuitable for farming.

However, part of section 35 is a flat valley of good land, as are also parts of sections

5 and 6. Small bluffs of scrub are found all over the township. Poplar for fuel can

be got readily in any part of the township, but it rarely reaches a greater diameter

than 4 inches. However, in section 1 near Clare lake, and in sections 7 and 18 along

Manito lake, considerable quantities of poplar and balm of Gilead 12 to 15 inches in

diameter suitable for building purposes can be had. There is hay in small quantities

in sections 13 and 24, near Orion and Altair lakes. The quality is fair. Very little

grows in any other part of the township. There are numerous poijds and lakes all over

the township, and fully 50 per cenl of these are fresh water. A creek whose flow

depends much upon the weather runs through section 12 from Clare lake which is fresh,

to Seagram lake in the township east. There is a spring of excellent water in section

25, and also one at the southeasterly corner of section 3. Both these are permanent.
The permanent water supply is abundant. There is no water-power. The general

indications are that the season is somewhat late in opening. There was a heavy snow-
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storm May 22 and a frost early in June. There was no other frost until the first week
ill September. The only fuel is poplar and balm of Gilead, and a good supply of this

can be had anywhere in the township. There are no outcroppings of rock and no
minerals. Ducks, geese, prairie chickens and sandhill cranes were numreous.—A num-
ber of wolves and red deer were also seen.

—

Herbert J. Bowman, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—This township is reached from the Battleford and Eibstone creek

trail, which passes through township 44, range 25, about four and a quar-

ter miles north of the north boundary of this township. The trail is in good condition.

The soil is first class, in the northern central part being a deep rich loam
underlaid by a good clay subsoil. The southern two tiers and western tier of

sections have very poor soil, being chiefly sand and gravel. The western tier and the

southern two tiers of sections and the eastern tier of quarter sections of this township

are very rough and hilly; they are suitable for pasture land. The remaining part of

the to^ATiship is suitable for farming. The surface varies from level prairie in the

central northern part to very rough and broken in the southern and western parts.

The central northern part is thickly dotted with bluffs of poplar measuring to G inches

in diameter and heavy willow scrub. The remaining part of the township is more or

less covered with patches of scrub, as will be described below. Poplar timber measur-
ing in some places 8 inches in diameter was found standing in bluffs scattered through •

out the western four tiers of sections. Hay of a fair quality occurs to a small extent

on sections 24 and 25, and also in the northern parts of sections 4 and 5. Fresh water
is scarce throughout this township, the supply being from a few small sloughs. A
fresh water creek flows southwesterly through section 31 towards Manito lake. The
lakes in sections 1, 2, 4 and 5 are alkaline. The fuel is dried poplar procured from
nearly any one of the western four tiers of sections. The climate is good. The game
ii mostly prairie chicken and wild duck. There are no water powers in this township^

nc stone quarries and no indications of minerals. This township is divided by a

ravine or coulee which, starting from the western boundary of section No. 19, crosses

the township in a southeasterly direction leaving it again near the southeast corner.

The land to the north of this coulee is very good and nearly level. To the south of

it, however, the country is rough and broken by sand hills and lakes. Section 1 is

rolling prairie broken to the northeast by hills and to the west and south by a coulee

which contains alkali. The north and southwest quarter sections are partly covered

by a lake which contains alkaline water. Sections 2 and 3 are rough and broken by
hills to- the south and a coulee to the north. Sections 4 and 5 are broken by sand hills

and ridges, each has a large lake covering in an east and west direction nearly the

width of the sections. Between these two lakes and to the north a hay meadow exists.

These lakes contain alkaline water. Some poplar stands on the northwest quarter of

section 5 measuring up to 8 inches in diameter. Section 6 and the south half of 7 arv?

rough and broken by sand hills and alkaline sloughs. Thick patches of cherry and
poplar scrub grow on the northern slope of these hills. The northwest half of section

7 and the northwest quarter of 8 are gently rolling prairie. The soil is sandy loam.

Patches of willow and poplar scrub occur throughout these sections. Sections 8, 9 and
10 are high rolling prairie with gravel and stony ridges and are broken by a coulee

crossing in a northwesterly direction. The north half of sections 10 and 11 and the

northwest quart-er of 12 are gently rolling prairie and suitable for farming. The south

half of section 11 and the remainder of 12 are rough and hilly. Some poplar up to 6

inches in diameter occurs on the south half of section 11. The east halves of sections

13 and 24 are broken by small hills with stony ridges. The west halves of sections 12

and 24 and .sections 14 and 23 are open and nearly level prairie suitable for farming.

Section 15 and the north half of section 16 are gently rolling prairie with thick

patches of willow scrub. Some few bluffs of poplar under 6 inches in diameter occu;'

-on .section 16. The south half of sections 16 and 17 are broken by a coulee. Section
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18 is gontly rolling prairie with bluffs of poplar and willow scrub. It is broken to thj

northeast by the coulee. Sections 19 and 30 are rough and broken by a coulee and

ravines. Poplar and willow scrub occur throughout. Sections Nos. 20, 21, 32, 27,

28, 29, 32, 33 and 34 are nearly level prairie and are covered by thick bluffs of willow

and poplar measuring up to 6 inches in diameter. These sections are suitable for

fjirming. Sections 25, 26, 35 and 36 are open gently rolling prairie and suitable for

farming. Quite a number of sloughs occur in the eastern parts of sections 25 and 36

Section Xo. 31 is broken by a deep ravine containing a fresh water creek and by

Manito lake. Poplar up to 10 inches in diameter was found in some of the ravines

running to the lake.

—

Lennox T. Bray, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 44.—This township is reached by the Battleford and Eibstone
.
creek

trail, which traverses it in an easterly and westerly direction, and is in good condition.

The soil is fair, being a rich loam underlaid in most cases by a clay subsoil. The

southern and western parts of this township are suitable for farming, but the northern

and eastern parts are rough and hilly, and more suitable for pasture. The surface

varies from nearly level in the southern part to rough and rolling in the northeastern

part. Willow scrub is found scattered in patches throughout the township, the heaviest

being near the southern central part. Some few bluffs of poplar occur in sections 4,

5, 8, 9, 16 and 17; the timber, however, is small, being below 6 inches in diameter.

Poplar timber also occurs in the ravines running to Manito lake, measuring in some

cases up to 10 inches in diameter. A small hay meadow occurs in the northern part

of section 9. Some hay is also found in sections 20, 21 and 22 in and about the sloughs.

The water, which is mostly- from sloughs, is fresh. A small fresh water spring creek

flows out of section 5 through the southeasterly part of section 6 towards Manito lake.

Apparently the east half of section 20 and the west half of section 21 become flooded

to a depth of from 1 to 3 feet. There are no water-powers in this township, no stone

quarries and no indications of minerals. The climate is good. The game found is

mostly wild du^ck. The fuel is dried poplar procured from the central southern part

of the township. Section 1 is rough and hilly in the east and becomes nearly level

prairie in the west part. Section 12 and the east half of section 11 are rough and hilly

towards the north and east, becoming gently rolling towards the south and west.

Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9. 10 and west half of 11 vary from nearly level to gently rolling

prairie, and are suitable for farming. Slouglis and willow scrub occur scattered in

different parts of these sections. A hay meadow occurs in the northern part of section

9. Poplar below 6 inches in diameter grows in scattered bluffs in sections 4, 6, 8 and

9. Sections 6 and 7 are gently rolling prairie, with some sloughs and willow and poplar

scrub scattered throughout. To the west they become more rolling, and section 7 is

broken by Manito lake and ravines running to the lake. Poplar trees are growing in

some of these ravines, and along the shores of the lake, measuring in some cases tip to

10 inches in diameter. A fresh water creek flows out of section 5 through the south-

east half of section 6. Section 18 is broken in the southwesterly part by Manito lake

and ravines running to it. The eastern and northern parts are rolling prairie and
suitable for farming. Sections 15, 16 and 17 are gently rolling prairie, witli some
sloughs, and are suitable for farming. Bluffs of willow and poplar are scattered

throughout these sections. Sections 13, 14, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 36, 35, 34 and etist

halves of 32 and 28 are rough and broken by hills and sloughs. Willow scrub in patches
is scattered throughout them, mostly on the northern slopes of the hills. These sec-

tions are suitable for pasturing purposes. Sections 19, 20 and 21 are gently rolling

prairie, suitable for farming. A large slough covers nearly all the northwest quarter

of section 20. A series of sloughs and flats occur in the northeast quarter of 20 and
the northwest quarter of 21. Some hay grows on these flats. The west halves of sec-

tions 28 and 32 and sections 29, 30 and 31 are gently rolling prairie, with a great many
sloughs and patches of willo!^ and poplar scrtib. A large slough is situated on the
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northeast quarter of section 31. These sections are suitable for farming. The Battle-

ford and Kibstone creek trail intersects section 36 near the northeast corner and

crosses sections 36, 35, 26 and 27 in a southwesterly direction. It touches section 21

and then crosses sections 28, 29 and 30 in a westerly direction. This is a wagon trail

and is in good condition.

—

Lennox T. Bray, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—^This to\Aaiship is best reached from the Battleford and Ribstono

creek trail, which traverses township No. 44, range 25, at about 1| miles south of its

north boundary. This trail is in good condition. The soil of this township is very

good, being a rich loam underlaid by a good clay subsoil, but owing to the roughness of

the surface and the great number of sloughs only a very few of the sections are suit-

able for farming purposes. The surface is very rough and broken by numerous small

hills and sloughs. The northeast part, however, is less broken and changes io gentle

rolling prairie as it reaches the north and east boundaries. The water which is from

sloughs is chiefly alkaline, although some fresh water sloughs are found as well. The

water in Flat and Tent lakes is quite alkaline. The fuel is .dried poplar, which is

scattered throughout the central part of the township, though not very abundantly.

There is no hay in the township, no water-power, no stone quarries and no indication

of minerals. The climate is very good. Wild ducks and muskrats are found, the latter

are very plentiful. There is very little timber in the township, with the exception of

a few bluffs of poplar measuring up to 6 inches in diameter, which are located in the

northern parts of sections 20 and 21. Section No. 1 is prairie, broken by small hills

and a few sloughs. Sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 are hilly, open prairie, with many
sloughs and scattered patches of willow scrub. Sections 8, 9 and 10 are open prairie,

broken by small hills and many sloughs. Sections 11 and 12 are open, hilly prairie,

with a few sloughs. Section 13 is gently rolling prairie, the northwest quarter of the

.section being broken by Flat lake, the water of which is alkaline. Some alkali occurs

on the lower parts of this section. In section 14 the east half is gently rolling prairie,

the west half rough and hilly. Section 15 is hilly prairie, with many slouglis and

scattered patches of willow scrub. Section 16 is open, hilly prairie, with many slough>.

Sections 17, 18 and 19 are prairie, broken by small hills and many sloughs. In sec-

tion 20 the northeast quarter is nearly all covered by Tent lake. Section 21 is nearly

all covered by Tent lake, the water of which is alkaline. A few bluffs of poplar trees

up to 6 inches in diameter stand on a peninsula in the northern parts of this section

and section No. 20. Section 22 is rolling prairie, broken by small hills and many
sloughs. Sections 23, 24, 25 and 26 are gently rolling prairie, with a few patches of

willow scrub and a few sloughs. 'These sections are suitable for farming. Section 27

is rolling prairie, with numerous sloughs and patches of poplar and willow scrub.

Section 28 is' prairie, broken by many sloughs and small hills, with patches of poplar

and willow scrub. Sections 29, 30, 31, 32 and 33 are open, hilly prairie, with many
sloughs. Section 34 is hilly prairie, with many sloughs and patches of willow scrub.

The northeast quarter of this section is gently rolling prairie, with a few sloughs, and

is suitable for farming. Sections 35 and 36 are nearly level prairie, with thick bluffs

of poplar and willow scrub in their northern parts. These sections are suitable for

farming. The northeast portion of this township is suitable for farming, the re-

mainder might be used for grazing purposes. The sloughs in this township are numer-
ous and the majority of them are deep, and seem permanent. Alkali occurs around

the edges. No traces of the Sounding lake and Fort Pitt trail could be followed

through this township, although it apparently enters this township from township No.

45 in range 2Q.—Lennox T. Bray, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 54.—(East outline.)—To the south this township is slightly rolling, with

a good deal of wet land and scrub. The soil is very shallow, being only two or three

inches of leaf mould or black loam on a clay subsoil. There is about three miles of

solid poplar woods running from section 13 to section 36, but the north half of section
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36 is steep prairie hills. This is not desirable locality for any purpose that I know of.

This township may be arrived at by following along the Onion lake trail and then

turning to the north.—J". J. Dalton D.T.S., 1903.

Range 26.

Township 40.—The route to the township from Battleford is along the Sounding
lake trail as far as township 40, range 24, whence a westerly cours3 may be taken.

The latter part of this trail is indistinct and little used. The most northerly and most
southerly tiers of sections in this township are rolling prairie and suitable for grazing

and in part for farming. The remainder of the township is ve^y hilly and full of

sloughs and ponds. There is no timber or scrub of any account anywhere in the town-

ship. Along the south boundary and partly in section 6 there is a large hay marsh of

about 200 acres. There are also .some smaller ones in sections 3, 4 and 5. The quality

of the hay is good. Throughout the township large grassy ponds of fresh water are

common, the greater number of which are permanent. There are also several large

sloughs of alkaline water. There are no springs or running streams. The supply is

sufficient and permanent. There are none of the lands likely to be flooded. There are

no water-powers. The general indications are that the season is sojia^vhat late in

opening. There was a heavy snowstorm on May 22 and a frost early in June. There

was no other frost until the first week in September. There is practically no fuel of

any kind in the -township. There are no rock exposures and no minerals. Ducks,

geese and prairie chickens are common everywhere. Foxes and wolves were also seen.

—Herleri J. Bowman^ D.L.S., 1908.

To^\aiship 41.—The route to the township from Battleford is along the Sounding

lake trail as far as the south boundary of township 41, range 23, and thence in a north-

westerly direction. The two northerly tiers of sections are hilly, sandy and consider-

ably broken by small lakes, and not at all suited for farming or grazing. The remain-

der is a heavily rolling prairie of clay loam, and except sections 9, 10, 15 and 16, which

are very hilly, is good for grazing and fair for farming. The two northerly tiers are

also pretty well covered with scrub and scrubby poplar. There is practically no timber

of any kind within a mile of the southerly boundary. Throughout the rest, bluffs of

poplar are not uncommon, and along Eyehill creek, in sections 31 and 32 a few trees

have as great a diameter as 12 inches. The supply of hay is not great in this town-

ship. At Weir lake, in sections 28 and 33, there might be cut 10 or 12 acres of fair

quality, and there is also some in the marshes in sections 29 and 32. There are some

small fresh water ponds in nearly every part of the township, but the larger ones and
all the lakes are more or less alkaline. Eyehill creek, 15 to 20 feet wide and two to

three feet deep, runs through the northwest corner of the township; it is fresh. The
water supply is sufficient and permanent. There is no water-power. The general

indications are that the season is somewhat late in opening. There was a heavy snow-

storm on May 22 and a frost early in June. There was no other frost until the first

vreek in September. The only fuel is poplar wood, a sufficient supply of which is

easily obtained anywhere except in the southerly part of the township. There are no

outcroppings of rock and no signs of minerals. Prairie chicken and ducks were com-

mon all over the township. Foxes and wolves were also seen.

—

Herbert J. Bowman
D.L.S., 1908.

Township 42.—The route to this township from Battleford is along the Sounding

lake trail as far as township 42, range 21, west of the third meridian, thence a course

due west may be taken. Manito lake may be crossed at the narrows, in the northeast

quarter of section 27. The soil throughout the township is very sandy and entirely un-

suited for farming or grazing. The whole township is a succession of sand hills, and

for the most part covered with scrub and bushes. Eyehill creek enters the
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township in section 5 and flows almost due northeast into Manito lake. In section

23 there is a considerable quantity of good building timber, being poplar and balm

of Gilead, reaching a size of 12 to 15 inches in diameter. In section 7 south of Lodge

lake, in sections 31 and 32, and in section 12, near Manito, there are also quantities

of such timber and bluffs of poplar occur all over the township. There

are no hay lands in the township. The township is well watered. An
arm of Manito lake stretches from the north boundary southwesterly across the

township. The water is saline and unfit for use. The shore everywhere gives evidence

tiiat the water in the lake is lowering rapidly. Eyehill creek, 15 to 20 feet wide and 2

to 3 feet deep, flows a distance of about 6 miles in ths township. The banks of the

creek are high, but there is a ford used by the Indians quite near where the creek

crosses the north boundary of section 9. The water of the creek is fresh. Besides this

there are numerous ponds and small lakes, the majority of which are fresh water. None
of the land is likely to be flooded. There are no water-powers. The general indica-

itons are that the season is somewhat late in opening. There was a heavy snow storm

on May 22 and a frost early in June. There was no other frost until the first week in

September. Poplar and balm of Gilead wood is the only fuel. It is plentiful every-

where in the township. There is no outcrop of rock and no minerals. Ducks, geese

and prairie chickens were common. Foxes, wolves and red deer were also seen.

—

H. J.

Bowman, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 44.—This township is partly covered by Manito lake, which takes in
.

sections ISTos. 1-14 and parts of sections 15, 16, 17, 18, 22, 23 and 24, and is reached by

the Battleford and Ribstone creek trail which traverses it in an easterly and westerly

direction. This is a wagon trail and in a good condition. The soil of this township

is on the whole very good, being a rich loam underlaid in most cases by a good clay

subsoil, and is suitable for farming. The timber of this township is mostly poplar.

Trees of from three to ten inches in diameter were found adjoining Manito lake in

section No. 16. Poplar from three to six inches in diameter are found in bluffs scat-

tered throughout the township, and the ravines running to Manito lake all contain pop-

lar of this size. The surface is nearly level and is thickly dotted with bluffs of willow

and poplar scrub and is suitable for farming purposes. The quarter sections adjoin-

ing Manito lake are very rough and broken by ravines running to the lake and are

mostly covered with a thick growth of willows and young poplar in numerous bluffs.

These quarter sections are suitable for ranching purposes. The fuel is dried poplar

and can be secured from nearly every section. There are no water-powers, no hay, no

stone quarries and no indications of minerals. The climate is very good. Wild ducks

and geese are found about Manito lake. The water is fresh but is very scarce in the

two northern tiers of sections, except in occasional sloughs. In some of the sections

adjoining the lake fresh water springs occur. Sections Nos. 25-36 and sections 20 and

21 are nearly level prairie with numerous bluffs of willow scrub and young poplar

scattered throughout. Some of these poplar will measure from three to six inches in

diameter. These sections are suitable for farming. The Battleford and Ribstoni,

creek trail passes through sections 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 20 and 19. The northern halves

of sections 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24 are rolling prairie and are suitable for farming.

The southern halves of these sections, together with parts of sections 18, 17, 16, 8, 9

and 15, which are not covered by Manito lake, are very rough and broken by ravines

running to the lake. These are covered with thick bluffs of willow scrub and poplar.

In some of the ravines, poplar grows from three to ten inches in diameter, these are

suitable for building purposes. A fresh water spring creek flows out of the northwest

quarter of section 24 through the southwest quarter of section 24 and the southeast

quarter of section 23 to Manito lake. Another fresh water spring creek flows out of

section 22 through the southwest half of section 23 into Manito lafce. Two fresh

water spring creeks flow out of the southwest quarter of section 19 to Manito lake.
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Manito lake contains beautiful clear water but is very alkaline. The shore in som€
places is covered with stones and other places by a beautiful sand beach. The banks
are mostly high and steep and in some places wooded with poplar.

—

Lennox T. Bray,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—This township is reached by a trail called by the Indians the

Sounding lake and Fort Pitt trail. This trail leaves the Battleford and Ribstone creek

trail in section 25, township 44, range 26, and cross,es through the southeasterly por-

tion of township 45, in range 26, in a northeasterly direction. This is a wagon trail, and
although apparently old is in fair condition. The soil of this township is very good,

being a deep rich loam underlaid by a good clay subsoil, and is suitable for farming. The
surface is gently rolling, with the exception of the eastern tier of sections, which are

more or less prairie broken by many hills and sloughs. Willow scrub is scattered

throughout the township, the thickest being near the north and west boundaries. There
is no timber in this township except a few old trees which stand on the northern part

cL section 3. The fuel is dried poplar procured from the northern part of township
4-1, range 26. Very little clay is found in this township, with the exception of a little

on section 9, which is of poor quality. There are no water-powers in this township,

no stone quarries and no indications of minerals. The climate is very good. Wild
ducks and mviskrats are common. The water of the township is fresh, and lies mostly

in sloughs. A small fresh water spring creek flows from section 16 southwesterly through

sections 17, 8, 5 and 6, and is joined by another small fresh water spring creek flow-

ing from section 18. Another fresh water creek, though not apparently flowing, passes

through sections 20, 29, 30, 32 and 33. Section 1 is nearly level "prairie, but contains

a great number of sloughs and thick bluffs of willow scrub in the southern part. Sec-

tion 2 is nearly level prairie in the southern part and is gently rolling to the north. It is

traversed in a northerly and southerly direction by the Sounding lake and Fort Pitt

trail. Section 3 is gently rolling prairie. There are a few small bluffs of poplar mea-
suring from 3 to 6 inches in diameter standing on the southern part of this section'.

Sections 4 and 5 are gently rolling prairie. A fresh water spring creek flows south-

westerly over the northwesterly part of section 5. Sections 6 and 7 are nearly level

prairie, with patches of willow scrub. On section 6 there are a few sloughs and a fresh

water spring creek flows southwesterly across it. Section 8 is nearly level prairie, with

seme willow scrub. Two creeks which appear to meet in this section flow southwesterly

through it. Section 9 contains a large slough covering the north and southeastern

parts. Some hay of a poor quality is found on this section. Sections 10 and 11 are

gently rolling prairie. The Sounding lake and Fort Pitt trail traverses in a north-

easterly direction the eastern part of section 11. Sections 12 and 13 are prairi.'^j,

broken by many sloughs. The Soxmding lake and Fort Pitt trail crosses the north-

vest part of section 12, and runs northeasterly through section 13. Sections 14 and 15

are rolling prairie. Sections 16 and 17 are nearly level prairie. A fresh water spring

creek flows out of section 16 through section 17 in a southwesterly direction. Section

13 is nearly level prairie, and a fresh water spring creek flows out of this section in

a southeasterly direction. Thick bluffs of willow sfrub occur on this section. Sections

19. 20, 21, 22, 23, 26, 27, 28, 29 and 30 are gently rolling prairie. Some thick willow

scrub occurs in the western parts of sections 19 and 30. A creek, though with no

apparent flow, leads from section 20 into section 29, thence into section 30, retxirning

again to section 29, thence in a northeasterly direction through selctions 32 and 03.

Sections 24, 25, 36 and 35 are rolling prairie, broken by many sloiighs. Sections 31,

32, 33, 34 and 35 are rolling prairi« and become scrubby towards their northern parts.

- Lennox T. Bray, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 21.

Township 44.—There are two routes for reaching the township from Battleford.

One by an air line across the prairie, which I was strongly advised not to take owing
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to the absence of fuel and grass, the latter having been burnt by prairie fires. The
other route from Battleford was via Poiuidmaker Indian reserve. The trail itself

is fairly good, but Devils Drum creek close to Sweet Grass Indian reserve fairly

deserves its name. Cutknife creek is also a bad one in the spring. Both these creeks

could b.e easily bridged at a small cost. The soil is generally good, and fit for cultiva-

tion or ranching. About one-half of the township is first class, three-eights is second
class and one-eight is third class. The surface is very rough, and covered with patches

of poplar, willow and windfall (mostly from 10 to 12 years' growth). There is about
cne-seventh of the whole township covered with these scattered patches. There is a

small quantity of poplar of somwehat larger si^e up to 10 and 12 inches in sections 1,

2. 3 and 4, and near Manito lake in sections 14 and 22. Generally speaking, poplar

up to 6 inches in diameter can be obtained anywhere within the township by going
about half a mile for it. Settlers would, I should judge, experience no difficulty in

getting wood for fuel and fenjces for the first year or two; after thttt the supply is

likely to be exhausted. There are no hay marshes, but the grass is generally good for

grazing purposes. Manito and Duck lakes are decidedly salt, but the horses liked it.

These lakes are permanent bodies of water. A sufficient supply of water, and possibly

fresh, I should judge, can be obtained by digging at a depth of 20 to 30 feet. There
ere no streams, no chance of flooding, and no water-power. It was very cold in May;
in October cold and windy, with some snow, and blizzards of a mild type were not
uncommon. Fuel and wood are obtainable all over. No rock in place or mineral was
observed. Geese, ducks, prairie chicken, plover, snipe and sandhill cranes were found.
—Henry de Q. Sewell, D.L.8., 190S.

Range 28.

Township 35.—I found this township rather broken and hilly, mostly high rolling

prairie, classed from second to third, with a sandy loam soil and clay subsoil. The
hilly parts are covered with short but rich grasses, but small stones or boulders are

scattered over the surface. It is better adapted to grazing than cultivation. A few
fresh water sloughs are found, but all permanent ponds or small lakes are strongly

alkaline. I found only one lake large enough to traverse. It extends across sections

10 and 11. There are no running streams, no wood of any kind, no hay of any account,

no quarries and no minerals in sight. The climate seems favourable to agriculture

as no summer frosts prevailed, but I presume the greatest drawback would be from
dry seasons and the lack of facilities for irrigation. If irrigation were possible, the

country would be very productive. Xo trails were crossed. Water fowl are plentiful

in all ponds and lakes and prairie chicken abound. A few antelope and red foxes

were seen, and in the sloughs and ponds muskrats are plentiful.

—

G. C. Rainioth,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—I found this township fairly well adapted to cultivation, the soil

being composed of sandy loam with a clay subsoil, classed second to third. Dividing
the township diagonally from the southwest towards the northeast, the northwestern

two-thirds is high rolling and hilly prairie and the southeastern one-third undulating,

covered with rich grasses. Cactus lake, bitterly alkaline, crosses sections 35 and 36.

Fresh v^ater is scarce, a small lake and hay marsh in sections 4 and 10 contained the

only good water found fit for use. A very fine hay meadow or marsh was found cross-

ing sections 23, 24, 25 and 26. Tha northeast corner of section 23 is near the middle
of the marsh with slight drainage towards the southeast. Four or five hundred tons

of good hay could be cut. No streams of running water were found. There is no
timber, no quarries or minerals in sight. The climate seems favourable for agricul-

ture as no frosts occurred before September 1, and during the month of October, when
I was engaged subdividing this township, we had very fine weather. The nearest fuel
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which is in the shape of small poplar, is found in the north central part of township

36, range 1 w. 4th mer., but is hardlj^ worth mentioning. Feathered game such as

wild ducks and prairie chickens are plentiful, but large game is seldom seen. No
trails were found.—C. C. Rainhoih, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—This townshp is all open undulating and rolling prairie and
although covered with rich grasses and a capital grazing country, is not very well

adapted to cultivation being classed No. three. The soil is a sandy loam with hard

boulder clay or sandy subsoil. A considerable quantity of alkaline flats surround the

lakes of which two are of considerable extent, ' Cosine lake,' so called because of an

incident which occurred during the calculation of the intersections,) lies in sections

S, 9, 16, 17, 20 and 21, and its water is bitterly alkaline; Cactus lake enters the town-

ship from the southeast corner crossing sections 1, 2 and 3 and is also strongly alka-

line. Two large hay marshes, one in sections 29 and 30 and the other in sections 33

and 34, contain good water, but the hay in them is too coarse for good feed. No wood
or scrub of any kind exists. An old hunter's trail leading from Sounding lake to

Battleford crosses this township, but is too faintly marked to follow excepting where
it passes along the edge of a marsh or other soft spot. Water fowl are plentiful and
prairie chicken are found. A few antelope are sometimes seen and muskrats in all

the ponds and marshes. There are no creeks or water-powers. No quarries or min-
erals were noticed.

—

G. C. Bainboth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—I found this township fairly well adapted for cultivation, being

classed from second to third, in portions rather light but on the whole a fairly good
township, the soil being a sandy loam with clay subsoil. Eyehill creek runs north-

easterly through this townsip from sections 6 to 34, contains fairly good water, but
slightly alkaline running with a current of about half to quarter of a mile per hour,

with a depth of about one foot. No water-power exists in the township. It is open,

undulating and rolling prairie covered with rich grasses. A small lake in section 33

extending into township 39, contains good water, and has a fringe of bush and scrub

on the south side where camp fuel could be obtained. In sections 33 and 34, is another
small lake but strongly alkaline. There is very little surface water. No quarries or

minerals were noticed. Very little hay was seen, and no old trails were noted. The
township may be reached across country from Battleford. Prairie chicken and water
fowl are plentiful, while a few antelope are occasionally seen. Muskrats are very
numerous along the creek and around the lakes. The climate is fairly good.

—

O. C.

Bainboth, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 39.—This is a fractional township and is fairly well adapted to cultiva-

tion, being classed mostly No. two, the soil oeing composed of sandy loam with a clay
subsoil, and is all open and undulating prairie covered with rich grasses. Eyehill creek
runs norteasterly through sections 2 and 1, and has a current of about one-half mile
per hour and an average depth of about one foot, containing fairly good water. No
water falls or power sites. A small lake in sections 3 and 4 contains good water and is

bordered with a small quantity of p'oplar and willow bush, where a limited quantity of
camp fuel can be obtained. A few sloughs, in wet seasons, contain good surface water.
Water fowl and prairie chickens are numerous, but large game scarce, except an occa-
sional antelope. No quarries or minerals were observed. No leading trails were seen,

but it is easy travelling across country north and west to Battle river and Battleford.
Climate seems favourable for agriculture. No summer frosts were experienced. On
the whole, it is a favourable township for settlement.

—

G. C. Bainboth, D.L.S., 190S.
Township 40.—This township is undulating and rolling prairie and is the frac-

tional range adjoining the fourth meridian. It may be classed No. two, the soil being
a rich sandy loam with clay subsoil, well adapted to cultivation and supporting a rich

growth of grass. Fresh water is very scarce, being found in only two or three places
in partly dried up marshes. Three lakes which were traversed contain alkaline water.
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There are no streams, no wood of any kind and no quarries or minerals. There are no

trails but the township is easily accessible from Battleford. The usual water fowl

and prairie cickens are found, but no large game was seen. The climate is favourable

for agriculture, there being no summer frosts.

—

G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—The south half of this township is op?n, undulating and rolling

prairie, fairly well adapted to cultivation, the soil being a sandy loam with clay sub-

soil, and furnishes good grazing. The north half is unfit for settlement, being classed

Nos. three and four, and is composed of sand hills, very much broken, and covered with

small scrub and clumps of poplar varying from 1 to 6 inches in diameter. Good water is

found in ponds and sloughs. Five lakes were large enough to be traversed, one of

which, Dillberry lake, contains excellent water, the others being more or less alkaline.

The poplar while being fit for fuel and fencing, is too scrubby and small for building

purposes. A few hay marshes are found in the eastern part of the township. No
quarries or minerals were seen. No creeks of running water nor trails were found.

The township is quite accessible from any direction. The usual varieties of grouse and
wild fowl are very plentiful in the lakes and ponds; muskrats are very numecous and
traces of red deer were met with.

—

G. 0. Rainhoth, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 42.—This township alternates between sand hills covered with small

scrub, and poplar bluffs with small openings. It is high rolling prairie towards thi

west with a few bluffs of small poplar. It is nearly all 4th class, the soil being almost

pure sand and unfit for cultivation. Numerous lakes and ponds are met with containing

good fresh water. The north boundary of the township crosses a large salt lake. The
poplar is small, averaging about 2 to 4 inches in diameter, except a few bluffs near the

centre of the to^vnship, \yhere it is found larger averaging about 6 inches in diameter

and would be useful for fencing and fuel. While this township is unfit for cultiva-

tion it is nevertheless valuable for firewood and would increase in value very much ir

the country were more protected from fires until the timber could grow larger. Water
fowl, prairie chickens and partridges are plentiful. No minerals or quarries were seen

and as to summer frosts I cannot say, as it was latg in the fall when I made the

survey of this township. No leading trails were seen, but old Indian camping grounds
were frequently met with, indicating that this has been a favourite hunting ground in

former years. The black-tailed deer, foxes and prairie wolves constitute the principal

animals found in this section of the country.

—

G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 44.—The trail mentioned in my report upon township 44, range 27,

continues across the township. The soil is fair and best adapted for ranching, about

one-half being class one and one-half class two. The surface is very rough and covered

with patches of poplar, willow and windfall, about one-seventh of the whole townshij

io covered with scattered patches of woods. There is no timber of large size, although

some scattered poplar can be found up to 6 inches in diameter. Settlers would have

enough for fuel and fences for the first two or three years. No hay marshes were seen

but th(; grass is generally good for grazing purposes. Sherlock and Strike lakes are

both salt. A sufficient supply of fresh water could be got by digging, as there ar^

numerous springs. The climate is moderate and at the time the survey was made
(September) there were heavy frosts at night. No stone quarries or minerals were

noticed. Game: Geese, ducks, prairie chicken, plover, snipe and turkeys. There is no

v.ater-power and none of the land is liable to flood.

—

Henry De Q. Sewell, D.L.S.,190S.

Townships 40 and 50.—This locality, the centre of which is the townsite of Lloyd-

minster, is reached either from Edmonton or Battleford by trail. The trail from Bat-

tleford is very much travelled by the English colonists at present. The soil is gen-

erally a deep rich black loam averaging a foot or more in depth and is especially suit-

able for the growth of all kinds of cereals. The general surface is rolling prairie with

a great many patches of scrub and dry poplar which will not last very long for tho

present settlement, and there is no green tirdber to replace it. Hay is scattered ove~
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the several sections in small quantities, "Water is found only in the sloughs and in

always fresh. "Wells have been dug 40 and even 50 feet without advantage to the set-

tlers. These wells showed a very hard and almost impenetrable clay throughout their

whole depth. The season of 1903 was not a fair criterion of the climate of this dis-

trict, for crops failed to the north at Onion lake and other places where they were a

success other seasons. There are no minerals, coal or stone quarries. A few prairie

chickens and wild ducks were the only game seen.

—

J. J. Balton, D.T.S., 1903.

TOWNSHIPS WEST OF THE FOURTH MERIDIAN.

Range 1.

Township 37.—I found this township rather poor for cultivation, the soil varying

from class second to class fourth, class third predominating. The soil while being mostly

a fair sandy loam has nevertheless a very hard boulder clay subsoil which in some places,

constitutes the surface as well and is mixed with small boulders and gravel. Low sand

ridges occur along the south boundary in sections 3, 4 and 5. The country is undulat-

ing and slightly rolling prairie. Grasses are rich and abundant, particularly along

Eyehill creek which runs diagonally through this township from section 6 to section

36. A considerable valley is formed by the creek through the central and southern

part where a large quantity of hay, probably about 200 tons can be cut. The creek has

an average current of about half a mile an hour, an average width of about 25 feet with

a depth of from 1 to 2 feet. Its water is good but slightly alkaline. "Very little sur-

face water exists. No quarries or minerals were seen. A few small poplar bluffs ex-

tend along the base line and will furnish a few cords of fuel. "Wild fowl and prairie

chicken are plentiful and a few antelope are occasionally seen. An old hunter's trail

from Battleford to Sounding lake passes through the township but is almost obliter-

ated.—G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 38.—I found this township to be very well adapted to cultivation, the

soil being composed of a rich sandy loam with clay subsoil classed from first to second.

The surface is undulating to rolling prairie covered with r^ch grasses. There is no timber,

A large hay marsh extends across about the middle of section 27, from which in a dry

season could be cut from 30 to 40 tons of fair quality of hay. A few other small hay

marshes are found. Surface water is all that exists; no permanent lakes are found.

Fresh water is found in nearly all the sloughs; there are no streams. Climate is fav-

ourable; no summer frosts were noticed. Fuel in scattered bluffs is to be found 12

miles to the north affording a limited quantity of poplar wood, for fuel only. There

are no quarries or minerals in sight. Game such as wild fowl is found in abundance,

but no large game. The route for reaching this township is from Battleford across

country. An old trail, very hard to follow, known as the Sounding lake trail, passes

about seven miles east of the township.

—

G. C. Rainhotli, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—I found this township well adapted to cultivation, the soil being

composed of a good sandy loam with clay subsoil, classed from second to third. Sur-

face is undulating prairie covered with rich grasses, a fine grazing country. Good
water is found in numerous sloughs. All the large lakes of which four were large

enough to traverse, contain water strongly alkaline, except one which extends across

sections 11, 12, 13 and 14, and contains beautiful clear fresh water, which on accoimt

of its clear blus colour, I called ' St. Lawrence lake.' jSTo running streams were found.

A small clump of willow and small poplar averaging two inches in diameter was found
on the southwe'St shore of St. Lawrence lake, otherwise no wood or fuel, no quarries

or minerals were seen. "Wild ducks and prairie chickens are plentiful, but no lar^e

game was seen. Climate is favourable for agriculture. There are no large hay
meadows, nevertheless hay can be cut around the sloughs but only in limited quan-
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titles. The route for reaching this township is from Battleford across the prairie, but

there are no travelled trails.

—

G. C. Rainboth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—I found this township well adapted for cultivation, vhe soil being

composed of a rich sandy loam with a rich clay subsoil classed from first to second.

The surface is undulating, except in sections 34 and 35, which are rolling and hilly.

The whole township is open prairie covered with a luxuriant growth of grass, being a

magnificent grazing country as it has numerous fresh Avater ponds and sloughs with a

few hay meadows. There are no large lakes, no wood, no quarries or minerals and no
running streams. Wild fowls and prairie chicken are found in abundance and a few

antelope were noticed. The route to Battleford lies across country, no trails being

visible.— (r. C. Rainboth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—This township is well adapted to cultivation and stock raising. It

is high rolling and hilly, the southern half being open prairie and the northern half

dotted with poplar bluffs, the poplar averaging from 2 to 3 inches in diameter. The land

is classed from second to third, and consists of a sandj' loam with clay subsoil, except in

sections 35 and 36, where it is more sandy, merging into sand hills. A large lake

extends along the northern boundary of the township from sections 31 to 34, and is

called Killarney lake on the township sketch. Its water is alkaline. Another good
sized lake, also strongly alkaline, extends across sections 34 and 35 and southerly into

sections 26 and 27. A fair sized creek with good water runs into Killarney lake from
the southwest from which lake no outlet was found. Good water is also found in

several sloughs and springs in the hilly parts of the township. There were no large

hay meadows, quarries or minerals in sight and no trails were noted. Water fowl and
prairie chicken are very plentiful. Black-tailed deer are found among the bluffs, and
m.uskrats are numerous about all the ponds and lakes.

—

G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 42.—This township is hilly and rolling prairie, dotted with bluffs of small

poplar and with small ponds and lakes interspersed. The soil is chiefly a sandy loam with
clay subsoil, classed from second to third, well adapted to cultivation, but rather hilly

for farming purposes, but it is an ideal township for grazing. Although no extensive

hay marshes were found considerable hay could be made around the margins of the

numerous ponds and marsTies. No leading trails, rock exposures or water courses were
seen. The poplars in the bluffs were small, averaging about 3 inches in diameter;
None large enough for building purposes were noticed. Water in the marshes is gen-
erally good but in the lakes it is alkaline. The south boundary of the township crosses

Killarney lake from sections 3 to 6. The northeast corner of the township is in another
large lake. Water fowl and prairie chickens are abundant, and traces of black-tailed

deer were in .evidence. Foxes, prairie wolves and muskrats constitute the fur-bearing
animals. As it was well advanced in the fall when this township was surveyed, I can-

not say as to whether there were any summer frosts. Communication with this township
is easy from Battleford, as it is fairly good travelling with wagons across the prairie.

— G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—We reached this township from Saskatoon and Battleford. The
present mode of travel is by wagon road, which is very good during summer months,
except where the frost is going out, the distance being about ninety miles. From Bat'
tleford take the trail westerly along the southerly side of Battle river. This is a very
good road during the summer months, in fact all the season excepting while the
streams are overflowing their banks during the melting of the snow in spring. There
are no bridges crossing these streams, and it would be dangerous crossing while they
are in flood. The surface of the township is prairie; hilly, with groves of poplar
amongst the hills. The prairie is pretty clear of s'crub. In the southern part of the
township there are a great many ponds and lakes, some of which are a considerable
size. There is not very much timber, but there is a little in sections 22, 23, 24, 25,

26 and 2Y. In some of the groves the trees are from 6 to 10 inches in diameter, and

250—13
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occasionally are 1 foot in diameter, but the trees are generally short and stunted, being

in sandy soil. There are no large hay meadows in the township, but considerable could

be cut from the numeorus sloughs. The water throughout the township is allcaline.

A few of the sloughs contain some that is fairly good. There are no streams in the

township, and consequently no water-power. The climate is similar to Manitoba; per-

haps not quite so much rainfall. This season being wet and cold all through the terri-

tories, it is difficult to judge as to climate. This season there was considerable frost

during August and September, destroying a great many of the vegetables, but I would

not consider this usual. No fuel is found except the poplar timber in the groves scat-

tered through the township. No coal was seen or any sign of it. No stone quarries

were observed in the township, but there is some field stone along the hill-tops.

Chickens, ducks, geese, partridge, &c., were quite plentiful, but no large game was
seen. The soil is part clay loam and part sandy loam, the northeasterly and south-

westerly portions being sandy loam and the balance clay loam, about one-third being

sandy loam and two-thirds clay loam. The township is rather hilly for agriculturiil

purposes, but a number of good quarter-sections could be selected for farming pur-

poses.

—

Lewis Bolton, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 44.—The trail mentioned in reports on townships 44, ranges 27 and 28,

west of 3rd meridian, continues across this township. The soil is generally fi,rst-class,

except in the sand dunes and vicinity which comprises more than half, or more cor-

rectly, as 8 is to 9. This land, in the sand dunes, is absolutely a desert, a small por-

tion on the confines, classes second and third, is good land as far as it goes, but owing

to a large portion being sand, it is classed low. The township is equally fit for culti-

vation or ranching. The country is very rough and covered with patches of poplar

and willow, largely of twelve years' growth or thereabouts; about one-seventh of the

township is covered with these patches. In some of these scattered patches the poplar

runs up to six inches. Settlers v^ill have all the wood they require for one year, but after

that there will be little left. There are no hay marshes of any great extent ; the hay is,

however, excellent and the grass good for grazing purposes. The township is fairly

well watered, some of the lakes being fresh and the rest more or less alkaline, but good

water could be had by digging 20 or 30 feet almost anywhere. Fuel is obtainable all

over. Good sandstone can be obtained at Ribstone creek, and I am confident from the

geological features of the country that coal exists all over the township, probab^

within 300 or 400 feet of the surface. Game consists of geese, ducks, prairie chicken,

plover and snipe. Ribstone creek is from two to five feet in depth, gete swollen in

spring, but cannot flood the country. There is no water-power.

—

Henry de Q. Sewell,

D.L.8., 190S.

Township 45.—We reached this township by Canadian Pacific railway from

Regina to Prince Albert, from there by horse conveyance to Battleford, thence west-

erly along the old Edmonton trail to township 47, range 1, west of the fourth meridian,

thence southerly across the prairie to the township corner, there being no established

road or trail. The soil is somewhat varied, running from sandy loam to clay loatn;

the soil throughout is fairly good for agricultural purposes, being chiefly clay subsoil. The
surface is prairie, that portion north of the valley of Battle river is gently rolling.

The banks on either side of the valley are very high, averaging between 200 and 300

feet above level of river flats ; that portion south of the valley is very rolling, and in

some places hilly. The timber is nearly all poplar. Oiitside the valley of Battle river

the timber is small, not many trees over six inches in diameter. Along the river bank

there are several groves of balm of Gilead, many of them large enough for building

purposes. Through the northwesterly portion of the township there are a number of

bluffs of considerable size, but the timber is stnall. There is no hay land in the town-

shiu of any account only in the valley of Battle river, in a few places where theirs

appear to be springs coming out of the banks of the valley, especially on the north side
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of the river. The township is well watered. Battle river enters the westerly bound-
ary of the township in section 19 and flows through sections 18, 17, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, and
touches sections 1, 2 and 3. The water in the sloughs throughout the township is

fairly good. There is no water-power in the township ; the fall of Battle river is not

sufficient, and the valley too wide to construct a dam. There is no fuel excepting in

the poplar bluffs through the township, the trees being quite small. Along Battle

river there is considerable large willow that would make good fuel. We saw no stone

in the township other than field stone. No minerals were found, nor any mineral-

bearing rocks. Ducks, geese, chickens, partridge and sandhill crane were quite numer-
ous, especially along Battle river. A few deer, foxes and prairie wolves and one bear

were seen in the township. The season being a very cold and wet one throughout the

whole country makes it extremely hard to judge as to climate. I would consider that

it compares very favourably with Manitoba. Several heavy frosts occurred in August
and September, doing serious damage to vegetables, but I do not think this occurs

every year.

—

Lewis Bolton, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 46.—This township was reached from Saskatoon by wagon to Battle-

^ord, thence westerly on the old Edmonton trail to township 44, range 1, west of the

fourth meridian, thence south into this township. The soil is a clay loam averaging

from 4 to 6 inches in depth, with clay subsoil, and makes fair land for agricultural

purposes. The surface is prairie; the northerly part rather hilly, as also the south-

easterly portion. Considerable stone is scattered over the township (not large) they

are chiefly on hilltops. The southwesterly portion of the township is gently rolling,

with a number of small willow sloughs. Poplar is the only kind of timber and is

found in small bluffs scattered over the township. Little or none of it is large enough

for building purposes as scarcely any of it is over 6 inches in diameter. There is not

much hay land in tho township ; some is to be found in sections 29 and 30, this being

the only hay meadow of any extent in the township. There are a few small sloughs in the

south part of the township, with hay in them, but only in small quantities. The water

in the sloughs is fairly good. Blackfoot coulee, the water of which is fairly good, cuts

into the township in sections 36, 13, 12 and 1. This is the only stream in the township.

There is no water-power in the township. Blackfoot coulee has not sufficient water

in it, for in a dry season it would be dry most of the summer. There is not much fuel,

the timber is very small and in small bluffs scattered over the township. No stone

quarries were seen, and no minerals were found nor any mineral-bearing rocks. Ducks,

geese, chickens and partridge were quite numerous. A few deer, foxes and prairie

wolves were seen. The season being an extremely wet and cold one all over the Ter-

ritories and Manitoba, it would be difficult to judge as to the average weather. I would
consider it to be quite as mild as Manitoba.

—

Lewis Bolton, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 4Y.—We went by Saskatoon via Prince Albert branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway, at which point riiy party had to wait 6 days for delayed baggage, from
this point by wagons and horses by road to Battleford, where we obtained supplies, and
thence by same conveyance westerly along the Edmonton trail to the northeast angle

of township 4Y, range 1, west of the fourth meridian, where we commenced work on
May 8. The soil is a clay loam averaging from 4 to 10 inches in depth, with clay sub-

soil, and is good land for agricultural purposes. The southerly and westerly portions

are somewhat hilly, the hilltops being partially covered with rolling stones, not large;

the balance of the township is gently rolling prairie. Small bluffs of small poplar

occur in sections 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16 and 17, these being the hilly portion of the

township. Poplar is the only kind of timber and is found in small bluffs chiefly on
the north side of the hills and around the sloughs, very little of which is over 6 inches

in diameter. Not much hay land is found in the township, only in the small sloughs

scattered through the township. The water in the sloughs is fairly good, not miich
being alkaline. This season being showery and very wet the sloughs were full during

25a—13*
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the whole summer. In Blackfoot coulee there was a stream flowing all season, the

water was very dark in colour. This stream enters the township in section 34 and

flows southeasterly through sections 27, 22, 23, 14, 13, 12 and 1; that portion through

sections 34 and 27 is sluggish, the rest is more rapid. In a dry season water would

likely be scarce, there being no springs so far as we observed. There is no water-

power. The only fuel found in the township was in the small bluffs of poplar timber

situate in the sections above named. We did not see any signs of coal or lignite veins.

We did not see any minerals and would not suppose there were any in the township.

Prairie chickens and ducks are quite plentiful, and there are a few partridge, very few

deer and not many wolves or foxes. This season being an off season it would be hardly

fair to judge the climate of this district by the past summer, but on our arrival there

in the early part of May, we found the remains of last winter's snow to the depth of

3 to 4 feet in some of the bluffs of timber, and were unable to get pit holes deep enough

in some cases, for frost, during the first two weeks of our work; during the balance of

the month of May it was very cold and backward. For one week, about the 20th it

snowed more or less, portions of which time were very stormy. The months of June,

July, August and September were very wet and cold, the sky being clouded the greater--

part of the time, so much, so that we were unable to observe for azimutli. A very sharp

frost occurred about the last of August, which cut down the potatoes and vegetables.

The first snow fell on the evening of September 21, and remained the next day, dis-

appearing on the second day. September was very wet and cold throughout. The last

two weeks of October and the first two weeks of November were very pleasant, being

clear and bright.

—

Leiois Bolton, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 48.—We went through Regina to Saskatoon per Prince Albert branch

of Canadian Pacific railway, from there by wagon road to Battleford,

about ninety miles, a very good road considering the distance to construct it, and the

nature of the country through which it passes. Prom Battleford we went
westerly along the Edmonton trail, which is a very fair road during the summer
months, but early in the spring it is very soft in many places while the frost is going

out. This trail passes through the northerly portion of the township. The township

is rolling prairie, generally, some parts inclined to be hilly, but not to any great extent,

mostly clean prairie, not much scrub, but a very little timber in small groves in sec-

tions 1, 12, 27 and 28, mostly 2 to 4 inches in diameter. Not much hay is found in

the township, but along Blackfoot coulee and in the sloughs near by a limited supplv

could be had. There are no streams of water in the township excepting Blackfoot

coulee, the water of which is not very good. The upper part of the coulee having very

little fall, the water is stagnant and very strongly impregnated with vegetable matter.

There are very few deep sloughs throughout the township and in an ordinary season

water would be scarce. There is no water power in the township. This season having

been wet and cold makes it difficult to judge as to the general climate, but I would
think it to be quite as mild as Manitoba, perhaps quite as subject to summer frosts.

There were quite heavy frosts in August and September, destroying the vegetables,-

but ] would not suppose that this would occur in an average season. There is no fuel

in the township excepting the poplar timber in the small groves and they are only v.

few. No sign of coal was seen in the township. No stone quarries were observed and
very little stone of any kind was seen. Chickens and ducks were about the only game
seen in the township. A few foxes, but no deer were seen in that vicinity. The soil

tln-onghout the township is clay loam averaging 4 to 6 inches with clay subsoil and will

be good for agricultural purposes: some excellent quarter sections are to be found along

the banks of Blackfoot coulee.

—

Lewis Bolton, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 2.

Township 37.—I found this township as classified for cultivation to be from class-

2 to 3, but class 3 predominates. The soil while being mostly fair sandy loam, has
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nevertheless a hard boulder clay subsoil which in some places constitutes the surface

as well. The country is undulating to rolling and hilly prairie covered with rich

grasses and is an ideal grazing country. Eyehill creek runs easterly across the town-
ship from section 6 to section 12, forming a considerable valley, but without abrupt

edges, and it has a current of about one half mile per hour while varying in width

from 30 to 50 feet with an average depth of about 1 foot. Its water is fairly good

for use, but is slightly alkaline. Only two lakes were found large enough to traverse

iind a few fresh water sloughs are found. The water in the lakes is strongly alkaline

and unfit for use. There -is no wood in the township, but a few small bluffs of small

poplar are found in section 36, township 36, range 2, but would furnish little fuel.

As for fuel for future use in this country coal will have to be used and unless found

in the immediate vicinity will have to be transported by rail from the coal beds of

the Red Deer and Saskatchewan rivers where it is known to exist. No quarries or

minerals were seen. An old trail shown on the general map was seen in section 36,

but it is very faintly visible now, and would be hard to follow. There are no regular

routes to any place. Hay flats occur along the valley of Eyehill creek, where a few

hundred tons of hay can be cut. Game consists of wild ducks along the creek and
in the lakes and sloughs; prairie chicken are plentiful but antelope have almost dis

appeared from the country. Muskrats are about the only fur-bearing animals found

in the ponds and along the creek. The climate is favourable for agriculture, therj

being no summer frosts before September 1.

—

G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—I found this township fairly well adapted to cultivation, the soil

being composed of a sandy loam, with clay subsoil, classed from 2 to 3. The surface

is undulating to rolling prairie covered with rich grasses, but having no timber. A
few hay marshes are scattered over the township, but none of any extent. Water is

found in a few small ponds, mostly alkaline, except in a few grassy sloughs, where
fresh water is found fit for use. In dry seasons these latter would probably be dry,

but this season having been wet, fresh water was plentiful. Xo streams exist. No
quarries or minerals were seen. A small quantity of poplar wood for fuel is found at

the southeast end of a lake in section 11, township 39, range 2, and is the nearest

available. Wild fowl such as ducks and prairie chickens are plentiful, but there is no
large game except a wandering antelope or so. The route for reaching this township

is across country from Battleford. An old trail going towards Edmonton is marked
on the general map, but can only be distinguished in spots passing in the south end

of the township.— (?. C. Eamhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—I found this township fairly well adapted to cultivation, the soil

being composed of sandy loam, with clay subsoil, classed from 2 to 3. The surface is

undulating to rolling prairie, covered with rich grasses. No timber. A few hay
marshes are scattered over the township, but none of much extent. A good size<l lake

extends across from section 11 to section 9, but has alkaline water unfit for use. Fresh
water is found in a few sloughs. The water is permanent, but the ponds or lakes are

alkaline. In dry seasons fresh water would be extremely scarce, but this season having
been wet, fresh water was plentiful. No streams and no quarries or minerals exist. A
small quantity of fuel can be found along the southeast end of the above mentioned
lalce which I called ' Fleeing Horse lake.' on account of an incident that happened
to our party. Wild fowl such as ducks and prairie chicken are numerous, and a few
antelope are occasionally seen. 'The route for reaching this township is across country

from Battleford. No trails were met with.

—

G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—I found this township well adapted for cultivation, the soil being

composed of a rich sandy loam, with a clay subsoil classed 2. Surface is undulating
prairie covered with good grasses, making a fine grazing country. Very little surface

water such as fresh water ponds or sloughs exists. A long lake (allcaline) extends

through from township 39, range 2 northward as far as section 26, in this township.
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and forms a sort of basin in the easterly part of the township. No wood or bush; no

quarries or minerals exist, and there are no running streams. Wild fowl and prairie

chicken are numerous, but we saw no large game. The township may be reached across

country from Battleford. No trails were seen.

—

G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 41.—This township is very little adapted to cultivation, although well

suited for grazing ; the class of soil varying from second to fourth, the latter class being

sand, while class second is a sandy loam, with clay subsoil. A large, low, flat of swampy

land extends from section 9 northeasterly to section 26, through which a small creek flows

northeasterly into township 41, range 1. Numerous small bluffs of small poplar are

found in the northern part of the township. Numerous small ponds of good fresh

water are found; others contain alkaline water. No quarries or rock exposures or

minerals are in sight. Wood for fuel can only be found to a very limited extent in

the bluffs of poplar above mentioned. No hay marshes of any extent are found ex-

cepting in the low flat land above mentioned, where the hay could not be cut by

machinery as the ground is too soft and boggy. A limited quantity of hay can be cut

around the small ponds and marshes. The route to this township is across country,

there being no trails visible.

—

G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—This township is high rolling prairie dotted with small bluffs of

small poplar and willow scrub. Soil is from first to third class, mostly second class,

b.eig a rich sandy loam with clay subsoil, and well adapted to cultivation and grazing.

Glasses are rich and nutritious. Surface water is in sloughs and ponds, plentifully

scattered over the township. The slough water is fresh and good, but in the ponds

and lakelets it is more or less alkaline. No quarries or minerals were found. Fire-

wood for camp purposes is abundant. Small quantities of hay can be cut at the edges

of the sloughs; even the upland grasses in many places grow high enough to cut for

hay. No trails were noticed, but the township is easy of access from Battle river,

Ribstone creek or Battleford. Water fowl and prairie chickens are numerous. Large

game, such as the black-tailed deer and antelope, are found. The fur-bearing animals

are muskrats, red foxes, a few badgers and prairie wolves. The climate is favourable

foi farming, no summer frosts being noticed.

—

G. C. Rainhoth, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 43.—We went from Eegina to Saskatoon over the Prince Albert branch

of the Canadian Pacific railway, from which point Battleford has at present to be

made by horses and wagon. By the wagon road, which is very good during the sum-

mer months, the distance is about 90 miles. From Battleford take the trail along the

south side of Battle river. The road is very good during the summer, but in the early

spring while the streams are full owing to the melting snow, it would be difficult to

pass along this trail as there are no bridges across th.e streams. This trail passes about

one to two miles north of the township. The surface of the township is prairie, the

northerly part somewhat rolling and the southerly part hilly. The surface is generally

CK^an prairie, with very litttle scrub. In the southerly part there are numerous ponds

or small lakes containing very bad water. There are no streams except Ribstone creek

in the township. This stream cuts through the northwest corner of the township, is

very rapid, averaging from twenty to thirty feet in width and from three to four feet

in depth, and its water is fairly good. Very little timber is found in the township.

A few groves in the southwesterly part contain some fairly good sized trees, but the

soil in th'at part being sandy the trees are short and stunted. No large hay meadows

were found in the township, but in the sloughs and along Ribstone creek a consider-

able quantity could be obtained. The water throughout the township is very poor

(alkaline), with the exception of that in Ribstone creek, which is not very good, hav-

ing considerable vegetable matter in it. There is no water-power of any value in the

township. Ribstone creek where it passes through the township has very low banks,

and could not be xised for power without overflowing a large tract of country. The

climate is similar to Manitoba; perhaps.not quite so much rainfall or snowfall. This
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year there was frost during August and September, doing considerable

damage to growing vegetables, but I would not consider this usual. There is very-

little fuel in the township; the few groves scattered over the township would last but

a short time in case the township were settled. No sign of coal was seen in the town-

ship. No stone quarries were observed, and not many field stones. Chickens, ducks,

geese, partridge, &c., were quite plentiful, but no large game such as deer, bears, &c.,

were se-^n. The soil is partly clay loam and partly sandy loam, the northeasterly por-

tion being clay loam and the southwesterly sandy loam. A good portion of the town-

ship would be good for agricultural purposes, say two-thirds of it, the balance of the

soil being rather light for that purpose.

—

Lewis Bolton, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 44.—The trail mentioned in the reports on township 44, ranges 27 and

28, west of third meridian, and range 1, west of fourth meridian, continues across this

township. There is a bad crossing at Ribstone creek, with an unusually heavy grade

on the west side. This creek could be easily bridged and the west side graded at a

small cost, though it will probably be found desirable to shift the crossing a little to

the north of the present trail where the natural grades are much better. The soil is

all first class, and is ideal land for farming purposes. It is covered with patches of

poplar, willow and windfall, largely second growth, with some poplar up to 6 inches in

diameter; about one-seventh of the township is covered with these patches. Settlers

will have about enough wood for fuel and building for the first year; after that they

nmst look out for themselves! There are some good hay marshes, but in very small

patches, the land being mostly high and dry. The hay is excellent and the grass good

foi grazing purposes. Ribstone creek passes through this township. It is slightly

alkaline, but we drank it and were thankful to get it. There are some springs of fresh

water rvmning into it, mostly on the east side. -Cameron lake is salt. Settlers will

hcve to dig for water, and should get it of good quality within 30 feet. Fuel is obtain-

able all over. Good sandstone quarries can be opened up along Ribstone ci*eek. I am
confident that coal exists all over the township, probably within 200 or 300 feet from
the surface. Game : Duck, geese, prairie chicken and plover. There is no water-power.

Ribstone creek is 4 to 10 feet deep, and banks too high for flooding. There is no tim-

ber suitable for lumbering.-

—

Henry de Q. Sewell, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 45.—We reached this township from Battleford via the trail on the

south side of Battle river westerly to range 2 west of the fourth meridian in township

44, thence northerly across the prairie into township 45, range 2. The soil is chiefly

clay loam with clay svibsoil; the southerly portion is heavier clay than the portion

north of Battle river. The soil thourghout the township is well adapted for agricul-

tural purposes where- the land is not low and wet. The southwesterly portion of the

township is flat and low, but can be drained easily by cutting artificial drains or ditches

through the meadows and sloughs into Battle river or into the lake in section 16.

That portion of the township north of Battle river is rolling prairie with very little tim-

That portion of thetownship north of Battle river is rolling prairie with very little tim-

ber, that south of the river is level with numerous groves of small poplar, some of the

groves being quite large. The trees are small, not many over 6 inches in diameter; the

timber is chiefly alive. The valley of the river is from 1 to 1^ miles in width

with very steep banks, very difficult to traverse with wagon and horses. I would judge

the tops of the banks to be from 200 to 300 feet above the flats of the river. Poplar is

the only timber found in the township. That portion of the township south of Battle

river is full of groves of small poplar and if protected from prairie fires for a -number

of years, would get to be a solid forest, especially in the easterly portion. Along the

valley of Battle river there are numerous hay meadows, also in the southwesterly por-

tion of the township. The township is well adapted for ranching, having plenty of hay

and protection for the cattle and horses in winter. There is plenty of water. Battle

river flows through the centre of the townsip from west to east and there are numer-
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0U3 springs along the banks of the valley of the river. In that portion of the township

south of the river valley there are numerous sloughs in which the water is fairly good.

The water in Battle river is good when allowed to settle, there being quick sand in it.

There is no water-power in the township. Considerable fuel in the shape of poplar

timber is scattered over the southerly portion of the township in groves, and along the

banks of the river there is large willow, good for fuel. There is sufficient in the town-

ship to last for a good many years if protected from prairie fires. We saw no min-
erals in the township nor any mineral-bearing rocks. Prairie chickens, partridge,

ducks, geese and sandhill cranes abound, especially along Battle river. Very few deer

or bear were seen. Foxes and prairie wolves are more plentiful. The present season

was very wet and cold with considerable frost in August and September, this being the

case through all the Territories, it would be unjust to say that the average season

would be such as this. I would think the summer should be quite as mild as in Mani-
toba with probably not so much rainfall in summer or quite so much snow in winter.

I would consider this township well adapted for ranching.

—

Lewis Bolton, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 46.—We reached this township from Regina by the Prince Albert branch

of the Canadian Pacific railway to Saskatoon, Sask., thence by wagon road to Battle-

ford, thence westerly along the old Edmonton trail into township 47, range 2, west of

the fourth meridian, thence south across the prairie into this township. The soil is

chiefly clay loam but in some parts mixed with sand. I would consider the soil

very good for agricultural purposes ; not many sloughs exist and it is well drained by

coulees, forming in the northern part of township and running southerly into

Battle river in township 45, range 2, west of the fourth meridian. The loam would
average from 4 to 6 inches in depth. The surface is gently rolling with a few hills in

the northeast part; in the southern portions the banks of the coulees are quite steep

with'' small creeks in the bottoms, especially towards the southerly portion of the town-

ship. The prairie is very clear of scrub of any kind and would be easily broken up for

farming. There is not much timber in the township, chiefly small poplar in small

groves scattered through the township, but no timber large enough for building pur-

poses. No hay land occurs in the township except in small meadows in the coulees.

There is very little water in the township outside of the coulees and in an ordinary

season the supply would be very limited; the present season being a very wet one

water was quite plentiful in the few willow sloughs and coulees, and of very fair qual-

ity. There is no water-power and no fuel except the small poplar in the groves scat-

tered through the township which would be exhausted in two or three years *in case the

township were settled. I did not see any minerals nor any mineral-bearing rocks.

There are not many stones in the township. Prairie chicken and partridge were

plentiful, but not many geese or ducks, there being no ponds or lakes in the township.

Some foxes and wolves but no sign of deer or bears. This being a very wet and cold

summer all over the provinces makes it difficult to judge as to the average climate. I

would say that in comparison with Manitoba there is not much difference, likely less

snow and rain. Considerable frost in August, hard enovigh to destroy vegetables. The
summer was very cloudy, especially the nights which were very cool.

—

Lewis Bolton,

D.L.8., 1908.

Township 47.—We reached this township from Battleford via old Battleford and
Edmonton trail, which crosses the northern portion of the township. The soil ii

chiefly elay loam with clay subsoil, the southwesterly and westerly portions are in-

clined to sandy loam especially around the lakes which appear to have lowered very

materially in the last twenty years. The soil on the Blackfoot hills is very heavy clay.

The northern portion of the township is very hilly, a range of the Blackfoot hills

traverses sections 34, 35 and 36. The balance of the township is chiefly prairie. There

is very little timber in the township, what there is is very small poplar in small groves
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around the sloughs and ponds. Xo hay meadows of any size were found in the town
ship, but in the ravines amongst the Blackfoot hills there was a good growth of grass
not sufficiently high to be cut with a mower; but it would be suitable for grazing. There
iG very little water fit for domestic purposes; some of the willow sloughs have fairly-

good wate.T, but only to a very limited extent. The water in the lakes is very bad,

all of them being alkaline. There is no water-power in the township. We did lo.t

see any minerals in the township nor any mineral-bearing rocks. Prairie chickens, ducks
and geese were quite plentiful. There were very few deer; not many foxes or wolvas.

This season being a very wet and cold one with considerable summer frost, it would
not be just to say that the average season would be so wet and cold as this. I would
say that it compares very favourably with Manitoba, with possibly a little less snow
in the winter. This summer there were several frosts in August that would destroy

potatoes or vegetables of any kind.

—

Lewis Bolton, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.—-We travelled from Eegina to Saskatoon per Prince Albert branch

of Canadian Pacific railway, from which point horse and wagon conveyance is the

only way to travel by wagon-road to Battleford, being about 90 miles, a very good
road, considering the distances to construct it, and the nature of the country through
which it passes. Battleford to Lloydminster by the Edmonton trail, which is a very

fair road except while the frost is coming out. This trail passes through this township

a few miles west of Lloydminster. The township is principally prairie, the northerly

portion clean prairie with little or no timber ; the southerly portion being in the Black-

foot hills, is very rough and hilly with considerable scrub in the valleys. There has

been considerable timber amongst the Blackfoot hills, but it has been killed by prairie

fires and the remaining is becoming more or less rotten, and if not used as fuel in a

year or two will not be of much value. Poplar is the only kind of timber in the town-

ship. Considerable quantities of hay could be obtained in the sloughs amongst the

Blickfoot hills. Considerable feed for cattle is to be found in the ravines amongsc
the hills, wild pea vine, vetches and other wild grasses are quite luxuriant. Water is

quite plentiful amongst the hills, but is more or less alkaline; in some places springs

are to be found with verj- fair water. As ther-^ are no streams in r.he township there

i? no water-pow.er. Owing to this season having been wet and cold throughout the

whole North-west it is hard to compare it with other portions. Heavy frosts occurred

in August and September, but I do not consider this usual. I would consider th:-

climate to be quite iHS mild as Manitoba, with perhaps less snow and less rainfall.

There is no sign of coal in the township. No stone quarries were seen and very little

stone of anj' kind was found in the to-rtfuship. Chickens, ducks, partridge, and a few
geese were about the only kinds of game found in the township. The soil is chiefly

clay with 4 to 6 inches of loam on top ; the soil is good for agricultural purposes, but
the general surface of a great portion of the township is rough and hilly, too much so

for farming, but it would be excellent for ranching, as feed for cattle is very abundant
amongst l.e hills and ravines.

—

Lewis Bolton, p.L.S., 1903.

Range 3.

Township 34.—^"This township is accessible from the south and along Sounding
creek on the west. Soil is mainly an alkalino sand on the west half and hard clay on
east half, all more or less mixed wi*h gravel and stones. There is little or no vegeta-

tion ; my horses almost starved while working in thii township. The surface of all but
the south 2 miles is composed of hills, not in ranges, but irregular and with gravel and
boulders. A deep ravine has been worn through the hills on sections 28, 29, 20, 21 and
17 through which that part of the township is drained into a lake on sections 18 and
19. An alkaline flat and marsh is located on sections 5, 8 and 18, which drains by a

small creek into a lake on or about section 11, township 34, range 3, and partly into a
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lake running southeasterly from near the northwest quarter of township 33, range 3

to the southeast corner. The south 2 miles is gently rolling land, with a descent towards

the last mentioned lake. There is no timber in this township. Fuel had to be brought

from the Neutral hills in 36—3. Some years hay may be cut on the flats in sections 5

and 8, but tJiis year it is no good, as the flats are too wet. Fresh water can be had

in some of the small sloughs, but the lakes, marshes and la.rge sloughs are more or

less allcaline. There are no water powers, fuel, stone quarries or minerals, and very

little game.—Henry W. Se^hy, D.L.8., l^OS.

little game.—Henry W. Selhy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.—This is a high, rough, hilly and rolling township, having its north

forming the south slope of the Neutral hills. It is accessible from any direction. A
trail from Medicine Hat passes near the southwest comer, but is not much travelled.

j\ry freight trail passes almost east from a point about 7 miles south of the Nose hills,

where it bends slightly to the northwest to join the rancher's trail from Lacombe or

Ked Deer. This is an excellent trail for dry weather, but during rainy weather will

require watching to avoid alkali flats and creek crossings. The soil is generally a

cl-y, mixed largely with gravel and boulders, very hard to dig, as it seems to be

cemented together with alkali or gumbo. An. exception may be made in the greater

part of the west 2 miles, where the soil is a fair clay loam on clay subsoil, but the

tops of the hills invariably have numbers of boulders. The numerous hills being

abrupt and having numerous sloughs betwetxi them '^akes it totally unfit for agri-

culture, except the east half of section 2, and the west half of section 1, which are

gently rolling and of good soil but stony. A deep ravine cuts the Neutral hills on

section 33 and continues southwesterly forming the outlet for the drainage of nearly

the whole of the north 2 miles. South of this the hills rise slightly for about a mile,

on the easterly side of this rise, an alkaline basin is found, with a large number of

sloughs, ponds and one lake. This basin, full of hills, occupies a large part of the

central 6 sections of the township. The east 2 miles is all hills and sloughs. The

southwesterly 3 miles is composed of hills from 50 to 150 feet high, irregular or not

in ranges, with sloughs between them. One deep ravine runs through 6 and 7. This

latter part of the township is full of boulders; the tops of some of the hills being

almost a mass of stones. Vegetation is fairly good in the valleys, biit is very light on

the hills. This township is only fit for grazing purposes and not too much of that.

There is no timber of any kind, nor hay lands. Many of the sloughs are fresh water,

but most of the large ones are more or less alkaline. Summer frosts appear to have

been here. There is no fuel of any kind and no stone quarries or minerals were seen.

Ducks and geese and a few antelope were the only game noticed.—fl'en?-^ W. Selhy,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—An old cart trail (now almost obliterated) from the east passing

through the north tier of sections, forms an easy route for reaching this township from

tViat direction. From the west the crossing of Sounding creek, which is good only in

places, makes i"" more difficult of access from that direction. Freighting was done

from township 40, range 6, around the west end of Sounding lake this year. The north

end of the township lies mainly in a flat or hay marsh extending from Eyehill creek

in township 37, range 3 southerly, but the land rises gradually to the south, and in the

second tier of sections becomes small sand hills, more or less covered with poplar bush

from 2 to 10 inches in diameter. The south boundary of this tier of sections nearly

marks the line between the sand hills and the sandy loam soil forming the general sur-

face of the lower parts of foothills. These extend southerly to the south boundary of

the third tier of sections in the west half, and from these soiithwesterly to the south

boundary of the fifth mile. This latter line forms about the foot of the high hills,

which, I believe, are known as the Neutral hills. These hills rise to the south a height

of 400 feet above the fifth mile, on the west side of a small water course in a valley
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breaking through the hills from the southwest in sections 3 and 4 and descend rapidly

to the south boundary; while on the east of the water course the hills rise to their high-

est point, a short distance south of the south boundary and 'near the township corner.

The Neutral hills are clay, gravel and boulders, with intervening valleys and ravines

of very fine clay loam soil, which grows good feed for grazing purposes. The hills are

not in ranges, but are very much broken up, so that it is impracticable to show more
than some of the prominent points of them. Deep ravines, sometimes filled with brush,

bush and windfall occur among the highest peaks, making it difficult to travel over

them. Sections 11 and 12 are two good sections, with a gradual descent to the lake in

section 14. This township would recommend itself more for grazing than farming
purposes. Some fairly good hay lands exist on sections 20 and 32. The timber men-
tioned is in scattered bluffs, but is nearly all about two inches in diameter, with u few
scattered trees and bluffs of poplar from 4 to 10 inches, all through the brush and wind-

fall. The water is generally fresh, although lakes 1, 3 and 4 are slightly- alkaline,

which may be more pronovtnced in a dry season. The water course running into lake

No. 4 is practically dry at present, and does not appear to have any regidar supply.

No water-powers, coal or lignite, stone quarries or minerals were seen. A few ante-

lope, ducks, geese and chicken were the only game seen. Climate is apparently as good
as ordinary, though short seasons prevail. Frost and showers of snow occurred in

September and cold with winds.

—

Henry W. Selhy, B.L.8., 1903.

Township 37.—This township is easily accessible from the east or west, but from
the north or south high ranges of hills make the route more difficult, connecting at the

west with a trail at present used through townships 39 and 40, ranges 6 and 7. Eye-

hill creek in this township is easily crossed in several places; but in many places it

expands into marshy flats and muddy bottoms, but at present it has no apparent con-

nection with Sounding lake, therefore a road can easily be made between

it and Sounding lake, iii sections 6 and 7, passing thence either east or west.

The easterly and southerly portions of this township contain the best land, the north-

westerly portion being mainly high rolling sand hills, with a thick growth of scrub

poplar on them. The southerly two miles is largely composed of hay lands and alkali,

bottom lands unfit for cultivation, but apparently capable of drainage and the growing

of quantities of hay for ranching purposes ; but the water being all more or less alkaline

(except lake No. 2), is rather against it. The easterly three ranges of sections are of

a better class of soil, and may be classed from 1 to 2 for farming purposes. The soil

being clay loam and sandy loam on clay and sandy subsoil. Very little black loam is

found, except in the depressions between the hills or around the sloughs. This sur-

face is entirely prairie, high and rolling, with ravines running northerly and southerly

from this range of hills to the valleys below, but very few are so steep that they cannot

be cultivated. Timber is generally scrub poplar and thick poplar brush, unfit for any-

thing but firewood, and occupies principally the northwest sections of the township.

As before stated, some hay lands exist on the flats south of Eyehill creek, but in their

present state would hardly tempt a rancher to use them, the ground being so soft,

treacherous and hummocky. Eyehill creek is here an alkaline creek, as are most of

the sloughs and ponds, lake No. 2 being the only water met with fit to drink. The
depth of the creek is about two feet; current rapid in places and sluggish in others,

its width varying from two feet to two chains; possibly in the spring freshets the flat

lands south of the creek may be flooded, but not to any great extent. No water-powers

were noticed, as the fall of the creek does not appear to be sufficient to allow of a rise

in the water without flooding the adjacent low land. No summer frosts were observed

while in this parlj of the country, although the blackened edges of leaves would indicate

that there had been during some period of the season. Other than the scrub poplar

mentioned, no fuel was observed. No stone quarries or minerals were noticed nor

indications of such. A few antelope were seen and Igrge flocks of ducks, geese and
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plover (golden) use this and Sounding lake as a building ground.

—

Henry W. 8elby,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—This township is accessible from the east or west. A very good

trail could be made from the w.est from township 40, range 6, where the present trail

passes northerly west of Eibstone creek. Soil is a clay loam, sandy loam and sand

on clay and sand subsoil, most of the north half being suitable for farming purposes,

while the southerly half being sandy might be better suited for grazing. All the town-

ship, except parts of sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 14 and 15, is prairie, with a number of hay

meadows in the undulating portions. A depression or valley is formed between high

ranges of hills, which extends from section 3 through parts of 4, 9, 8, 17 and 20, in

v/bich a number of lakes and ponds lie, and a sandy plain with grassy sloughs, and

good vegetation exists on sections 22, 15, 23 and 14. The north two miles is a gently

undulating prairie, with good soil and vegetation, and well suited for farming. There

are a few bluffs of poplar, scrub and brush, on sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 14 and 15 ; amongst

them there are scattered trees suitable for fuel. The water is generally bad, with

alkali, except in the smaller sloughs. There were no streams, water-power, stone quar-

Ties or minerals observed. There is a hay meadow on the line between sections 26 and

27 of probably 50 acres extent, with a very luxuriant growth of hay. From the appear-

ance of vegetation there does not appear to have been any serious frost, as straw-

berries and raspberries have ripened and are quite abundant in places. Fuel for

present use may be obtained from the poplar bluffs in this and adjoining townships

to the south and southwest, but no coal or lignite seams appear within the township.

No game of any kind except ducks, geese, and a few prairie chickens were seen.

—

Henry W. Selhy, D.L.8:

Township 39.—It is not difficult to reach this township. After following the

rancher's trail from Red Deer to townshipr 40, range 6, it is found to be a fairly good

road with few bad obstructions. The easterly half is the b^t for farming purposes,

being sand loam soil on clay and sand, except where a large slough is found on the

southerly parts of sections 13, 14 and 15. The south six s3ctions of rhe west half of the

township being of a similar character may be considered a fair farming land. The
rest of the land is sandy loam on alkaline clay, very rolling, with numerous sloughs,

ponds and lakes between the hills, very few of which contain good water. The only

timber in the township is an occasional clump of poplar or •n^illow or\ the bank of two

or three of the lakes, but it is small and of little value. Hay lands might be cultivated,

but at present there are none. The lakes and ponds with one or two exceptions are

strongly impregnated with alkali. ISTo streams or water-power exist. Climate so far

good, with an occasional frosty night (June), Wood is scarce, but can be brought

from some of the adjoining townships. Stone quarries and minerals were not dis-

covered, but antelope and the tracks of elk were seen, besides plenty of ducks, geese

and prairie chickens. From a general view of this township the opinion would be

foimed that it would make a good farming district.

—

Henry W. 8eThy, D.L. 8., 1903.

Township 40.—A good trail known as the rancher's trail leads to and past the

corner of township 40, range 6, where we crossed on a bridge over Ribstone creek to

our work. No great difficulties were met with on our easterly course. Soil is gen-

erally a clay and sandy loam with a hard clay or gumbo subsoil largely impregnated

with alkali. Vegetation is very poor generally, but being cut up by deep ravines and

high hills makes it mor.3 suitable for ranching than farming purposes. No timber is

left on this township. There are no hay lands, though in some years a little might

be made around a few of the sloughs. Except for a few small sloughs with fresh water,

the water is alkaline in the large lakes and ponds. There is no water-power in the

township. The climate is very fair; cool up to June 1, with occasional frosty nights.

No fuel was met with in this township. No stone quarries were noticed or minerals.

Aa occasional antelope was seen. Ducks, geese and prairie chicken are in abundance.
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The township being very much broken by hills and ravines cannot be called a good
one for any purpose, though a few fairly level sections could be selected if climate
and soil were suitable.

—

Henry W. Selby, D.L.S.., 190S.

Township 41.—The township is easily reached by trail to the crossing of Ribstone
cr.cek near the southwest corner of township 40, range 6. Soil ranges from sand and
gravel to clay and sandy loam on the easterly half of the township. Vegetation is

poor. The west half is totally unfit for farming purposes. It is cut by a creek bor-

dered by large marshy banks from section 7 easterly and northerly along the central
meridian, and leaving the township in section 32. The land rises easterly and westerly
from the creek from 75 to 100 feet, with numerous deep ravines cutting the surface,

making it generally a high, hilly and knoUy township. There is no timber except one
little clump of poplar in section 33. No hay lands, water-powers, fuel, stone quarries,

minerals or game were seen in the township. The creek water is fairly good, and all

the water met with by us in the township fit for use. A gravel pit appears to be on
the north halves of sections 32 and 33. The northwesterly sections ar.e sand and cac-

tus the principal vegetation.

—

Henry W. Selby, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—This township is very high rolling prairie on the east, and black
creek, numerous muskegs, sand hills and ponds on the west make direct communica-
tion with the outside difficult. But the difficulties are easily overcome northeasterly

by means of the valley of Ribstone creek, and southerly by the valley in which Black
creek flows. Trails may be easily made anywhere to connect with those leading to tho

town. In this township at low water. Black creek may be forded at many places, but
at present the high water makes it difficult to do so with safety, as the muskeg which
lies on either side is too spongy and hummocky to put horses through. In section 17

my crossing (used daily) was fairly good though the water usually touched the seac

of the buckboard, but the banl?:s being hard and with an easy grade into the- water,

and no abrupt banks as in many places, the crossing was fairly easy to make. Abouc
3 chains west the muskeg lies still to be crossed, and though safe enough for a few
times, would soon break , as it shakes for 100 feet on either side of the vehicle being
driven over it. Black creek divides the towmship into what may be termed good and
bad parts, that part on the west and north being mainly drifting sand hills, muskegs
and deep waterholes between the sand hills, filled with thick poplar willow and balm
of Gilead trees, which had to be cut through, as the willow is from 10 to 30 feet high.

The other portion of the township will rank from first to third-class, the best parts being
the two tiers of sections on the south, and sections 15 and 22 and parts of sections 21,

16, 25 and 26. The four sections 13, 14, 23 and 24 are practically an alkaline basin filled

with ponds, lakes and sloughs. The balance of the easterly portion is a mixture of

sandy land, drifting sand knolls, muskegs running back from the creek and islands

of good dark loam soil showing up amongst the sand knolls and it is probably better

suited for rancliing or grazing purposes than farming except perhaps the growing
of oats or hay. Except a few scattered bluifs of poplar on sections 16, 21 and 22, there

is no timber on the easterly portion, but on the westerly and northwesterly parts there

are some bluffs of heavy poplar suitable for buildings or fences and fuel. Some sea-

sons I am told by some of the ranchers considerable hay may be cut in this township,
but owing to the wet summer this year it will be useless to try to make hay. No
alkaline water was noticed, except that in the basin above referred to, although I have
no doubt at low water Black creek, which drains several alkaline sloughs would b^

more or less tainted. Black creek through this township is generally sluggish until

reiicliing th'^ north boundary, where it narrows down between solid banks for a sliort

distance and has a more rapid current. The width averages 25 feet and depth 2 feet.

No water powers or rapids were seen. Very little summer frost has occurred so far

(July). Fuel is plentiful. No coal or lignite, stone quarries or minerals of any kinl
were seen, and game is scarce. There is an old log buildins or shack with a sto-ve in
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it on section 17, which has, no doubt, been used by persons cutting hay for their

cattle, but is at present unoccupied, though indications point to the fact of its being

used in late years.

—

Henry W. Selhy, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 4:3.—This township is accessible from the east or west without many diffi-

culties. Leaving the rancliers trail in township 40, range 6, northeasterly a trail can

be got easily by keeping to the west of the head of Black creek in township 41, range

5, and from the east, a small bridge over Black creek is its only obstacle. Black creek

can be forded except at flood time in all iilaces where the banks are hard, but it spreads

out into muskegs on each side in many places. I built a bridge over it in section 1

where the stream is only 10 feet wide with good banks but 3^ feet deep, and it only took

us an hour to do it. Ribstone creek cuts off communication from the north. Its

depth was taken in several places and found to be 6 to 8 feet and only in one place

3J feet in section 10, where we got the horses across and built a foot bridge for daily

use. Its banks are almost perpendicular and it is impossible to take a loaded team
across or even hitched to a vehicle. The creek is about 40 feet wide at this point and
has a current of about two miles per hour. The soil is drifting sand with a few inches

of vegetable matter mixed on top, giving it the sandy loam appearance. In places

there is a growth of grass where the moisture remains, but on the knolls or ridges,

there is very little vegetation. Exception can be made to the above for sections 35, 36,

25, 26 and parts of 34, 21, 22, 23 and 24, these being mainly black loam on clay sub-

soil with a heavy growth of grass and may be ranked as first-class farming land.

Ridges of drifting sand cross from southwest to northwest and between them lie mus-

kegs and deep water holes, full of dead and fallen timber and growing willows and

poplar scrub, 10 to 30 feet high. The northeast portion of the township is gently roll-

ing prairie. No large belts of poplar are found, but thick bluffs of small poplar and

willow from 4 to 8 inches are scattered all over the sandy portion with light brush in

spots, and heavy in other places. Hay lands are found in sections 4 and 9 and smaller

pieces at different points along Eibstone creek. Water is good and fresh, owing largely

to the heavy rains during the past month ; no alakli was noticed. The low lands along

Ribstone creek are affected by the rise and fall of the water ; they extend from 2 to 60

chains from the creek, and in most places are covered with a dense growth of willows

but the lands outside the muskegs would not be affected by the flooding of the creek.

Although there is a rapid current, no water-power of any practical size could be main-

tained and made to pay. Indications (such as the turned leaf, the blackened edges of

schrub leaves and the scarcity of strawberries) show that there have been frosty nights,

but raspberries and gooseberries are plentiful. No fuel other than dry poplar Avas

noticed, neither are there any minerals or stone quarriers to be seen. Plenty of tracks

of deer and antelope were seen ; chicken, ducks and geese are abundant. Some person

has had a ranch on section 12 where the old log building and corrals are still unoccu-

pied.—fle^ir^/ W. Selhy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 44.—The trail mentioned in the reports upon townships 44, ranges 27

and 28, west of third meridian, and ranges 1 and 2, west of the fourth meridian, con-

tinues across this township. There is a little over one-quarter of the townships classes

second, third and fourth ; the rest is class one and is hard to beat anywhere, the infer-

ior land being sand. The land is somewhat hummocky and is covered with small

patches of willow and poplar. There being only a little over 5^ miles of bush in the

subdivision lines, which makes the proportion of bush to prairie as 1 to 8. There is

no timber of any size whatever, thovigh occasionally a few poplar will run to 6 inches

diameter. There are several excellent hay marshes, principally in sections 19 and 21

and around the lakes. There are three lakes of fresh water Bird, Burke and Eric lakes,

the rest are strongly alkaline. Settlers will have to dig for water and ..hould get all

they require at a few feet from the surface. Fuel is decidedly scarce. There are no

quarries but coal probably exists but does not show at the surface anywhere within
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the township. Game—ducks, geese and prairie chicken. There is no water-power and
no land is subject to flooding. No summer frosts were noted.

—

Henry de Q. Seiuell,

D.L.S., 190S.

Township 45.—We made a trail from township 44, I'ange 3 into this township.

The soil is in general first and second-class. It becomes stony, however, in the south-

west corner, and is alkaline and sour in the valley of Battle river. The surface is

partly prairie, with a large quantity of poplar and willow in scattered clumps. It is

broken toward the northeast by the deep valley of Battle river and by several deep

ravines leading into it from the north and southwest. The country all rises towards

the western boundary. Timber consists of scattered clumps of poplar and willow. On
the slopes of the Battle river the poplar runs up to 12 inches in diameter, and on the

immediate shores the willow is often 12 inches in thickness. There is no hay. Battle

river furnishes a permanent supply of fresh water. It varies from 2'00 to 3'00 chs.

in width, and at the time the survey was made was too deep for men or horses to ford.

The banks are high so that there is no danger of flooding. It is flowing with a current

of about 2 miles per hour. There are no water-powers in the township. The climate

is moderate, with heavy frosts at night in September. Dead poplar is every where
available for fuel. No coal was found. No stones or economic minerals were seen.

Game is represented by wild duck, wild geese and prairie chicken.

—

Henry De Q.

Sewell, D.L.S., 190S.
,

Township 46.—This township is reached via Wetaskiwin, thence east over the old

teleg-raph trail leading to Battleford. The surface soil is a black loam 1 to 6 inches,

excepting on the high places, where the material is generally clay, or gravel and clay

mixed. The surface is prairie, scrub and poplar clumps very evenly scattered over the

whole township. The only timber is poplar, which is small in size, none being over 6

inches in diameter. Brule exists all over the township and portions have been burnt

over this year. Upland hay is generally good throughout, with a fair quantity of pea-

vine. A little slough hay may be had by draining the northwest portion. All the

water found is in sloughs and is not permanent; a few of the coulees have a little

water running, which is generally all^aline. No water-power exists. Battle river flows

through the southwest portion in a deep valley about a mile wide and 250 feet deep.

The climate is generally cool and inclined to rain during the past summer, but gen-

erally it is reported dry. Dry poplar is the only fuel available. No sfcone quarries or

rock exposures were seen and no minerals. Game is scarce.

—

H. K. Moherly, D.L.S..

190S.

Township 47.—-The township is rolling, rough and hilly, with the exception of

sections 22, 23, 24 and 13, which are large flats covered with a sparse growth of grass

and alkaline soil. In the northern portion of the township and sections 1, 2, 11 and 12

there is no poplar of any account. In the southwest corner of the township from
sections 3 and 10 westerly there is considerable poplar, averaging 5 inches in diameter,

though it only grows in bunches of 1 to 4 acres. The water in the lakes and some of

the large sloughs is strongly alkaline, and for drinking purposes the small sloughs on
the hills are the only ones to be used. The lakes and sloughs have dried up consider-

ably, as high water mark is from 3 to 4 feet above the present level, and the edges

or shores after a rain are very dangerous for travelling owing to the clay (gumbo),
becoming moist and having no bottom.

—

H. K. Moherly, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 48.—The township is reached from Wetaskiwin by the old telegraph

trail leading to Battleford. The soil is principally gumbo and gravel suitable for

chinking log houses. The township is principally prairie with small poplar in south-

east portion. A small quantity of hay exists in sections 23 and 26, and there is some
fiirther west. The water is alkaline and the supply would appear to be permanent in

lakes. A great deal of the land has been flooded within the last twenty years, but is

now dry again. Water-power -does not exist there. The climate has been wet during
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the past summer, but it is generally reported dry. Fuel is very hard to obtain, and
we saw no indication of coal or lignite. No rock exposures were noticed and no mine-
rals. A few chickens and coyotes were seen. In the northern portion the township
is open rolling prairie with alkaline sloughs and lakes. The high places have very little

soil, but show exposures of washed gravel and boulders that work their way to the sur-
face through the alkali. In the southeastern portion of sections 1, 2, 3, 11 and 12 there
is a small quantity of young poplar, but at present only large enough for fence rails.

The southern two miles across the township are very rough and broken by several lakes.

—H. E. Mglerly, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 49.—This township is conveniently reached by the old Edmonton and
Battleford trail which crosses the township from east to west just at its south bound-
ary. This trail is good for all loads. The soil is of excellent quality and suitable for

all the purposes of agriculture. The surface is chiefly prairie with scrub and brush
and a few poplar trees scattered over the township; about one acre in a hundred is

scrub, brush or poplar trees. However, there is more brush than poplar. Hay ai-eas

are scattered over the township in considerable quantity. However, the ground is rich

enough to grow good hay anywhere. All the lakes and other water supplies are fresh

and very good. There are no large streams in the township, and none of the land is

liable to be flooded. There are no valuable water-powers in the township. The climate

is delightful and summer frosts are not usual. There is sufficient wood within the

township to serve for fuel for many years, and when any of the proposed railways are

constructed coal can be laid down cheaply from Edmonton. There are no stone

quarries exposed and no valuable mineral deposits have been discovered. Game is

abundant. Ducks and prairie chicken are numerous and geese, wavies, cranes, deer,

bears, snipe, plover, muskrat and foxes are not uncommon.

—

M. W. Hopkins, D.L.8.,

1903.

Township 50.—The Canadian Northern railway trail which passes across the

township makes a very good road for any load to reach this place. The soil is of good

quality and suitable for all kinds of agriculture. The surface is chiefly prairie, but

there are clumps of poplar trees and scrub and brush scattered over the township in

small quantities. Hay will grow in any part of the township. The water is fresh and
is sufficient and permanent. None of the land is liable to be flooded, and there are no
water-powers in the township. The climate is delightful and summer frosts are not

usual. There is enough poplar within the limits of the township to last for many
years, and as soon as any of the proposed railways are built, coal can be shipped from
Edmonton. There are no stone quarries exposed yet and no valuable mineral deposits

have been discovered. Game is abundant. Ducks and prairie chickens are numerous,

while geese, wavies, cranes, deer, bears, foxes, muskrats, snipe and plover are common.
—M. W. Hophins, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 51.-—This township is now reached by the very good road used by Ihe

Canadian Northern railway company in their preliminary operations. This road in

tho vicinity of the township is good all times of the year. The soil is very good for

any kind of crop. Small clumps of coarse brush and scrub, with a few trees ,are scat-

tered all over the township so as to make up perhaps a fifth part of its area. A few

poplar reach a diameter of 4 inches. The only wood is poplar and willow in about

equal proportions. The ground is so rich that almost everywhere the grass makes good

hay, even in the uncultivated state. The water is almost all fresh. There are no large

streams or lakes in the township, but there are many small grassy ponds, containing

the best of water. In the part of the year when these are dry wells no doubt would give

abundance of water. No part of this township is .ever flooded. There are no water-
powers. The climate is fine and summer frosts are not usual. There is sufficient wood
in the township for some time, and any quantity of good coal can be brought in from
the Saskatchewan as soon as any of the proposed railways are built. There is, no
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<!oubt, plenty of stone, but no quarries have been exposed. It is not known to contain

any mineral of value. Game is plentiful. Prairie chicken, ducks, geese and cranes

abound, and deer are numerous. Muskrats and foxes are also in quantity. Fort Pitt,

a good harbour on the Saskatchewan, is only 25 miles distant, and the proposed Cana-

dian Northern railway passes within two or three miles of the townshij).—J/. W.
Hopkins, D.L.8., 1903.

Range J^.

Township 35.—A good trail from !^^edicine Hat lias lately been made into the east

side of this township, but the approach from any other direction is very difficult owing
to the hilly character of the country to the .east and west. The central portion of the

township is taken up by the valley of Sounding creek, which also affects the south end.

This valley, from one to two miles wide, is sandy, largely mixed with alkali, making
it treacherous to trav.el over, though in many places quite safe. The soil on the high
portion is clay loam on clay and mixed in many places with gravel and boulders, but
tLo surface is so much broken by hills and ravines and the soutii slope of the Xeutral
hills as to make it unfit for farming purposes. The vegetation is fair, and should
make it good for grazing or ranching, although a certain quantity of grass grows on
the flats ; still it cannot be termed hay land, though the grass between the hills is heavy
enougk in places to make hay. Sounding creek and a small creek entering the town-
ship on the south boundary of section 6, both more or less alkaline, forms the water
supply. We used it for camp and it was satisfactory. This creek grows narrower and
deeper and much more crooked than in township 36, range 4, and more alkaline, an
the drainage from the large alkali flats to the south and west affect it more directly

than it does farther north. The width is from 10 to 25 feet, and an average of 3 feet

deep, with good banks. No water-power, fuel (coal or wood), stone quarries or mineral*
were discovered. Ducks and geese are plentiful, but no other game. Sounding creek
is shown on the maps as coming north through ranges 3 and 4 from the south. The
small water courses which connect the large lakes in township 33, range 3, and the
flats to the north and west is not Sounding creek, nor have they at present any con-
nection with it. Sounding creek comes into the west boundary of 6 and flows easterly

and northerly. It has two branches, one flowing easterly through township 35, range
5. and one through 34, range 5, from the southwest. The small creek which strikes the
south boundary of 6 is only local, and is the drainage of a flat on northeast corner of
township 34, range 5, and northwest of township 34, range 4.

—

Henry W. Selhy, D.L.S.,

JOOS.

Township 36.—This township, situated on the south side of Sounding lake and
en the north slope of the Neutral hills, forms a difficult proposition, though the hills

near the lake are not high, still they are abrupt, and thus a trail is difficult to travel.

It is broken by Sounding creek on the east, marsh and creeks at the west end of this

lake, and the Neutral hills rise to a height of 400 to 500 feet on the southwest. The
soil is sandy, with very little vegetation on the north half and part adjoining Sound-
ing creek, while the high parts of the township are nearly all clay loam on clay and
gravelly clay. Much of it is mixed with gravel and boulders. None of it is suitable

fcr farming, but the valleys between the hills contain fair grass and should be suit-

able for grazing or ranching purposes. There is no timber, a few small poplar in sec-

tions 24 and 25 being the west end of a belt of poplar running across 36-3, too small
now for any purpose, are the only trees to be seen in the township, except a few in a
ravine on sections 1 and 2 on the south bomidary. The rest of the township is prairie,

with patches of wolf willow on the hillsides. There are small areas of hay lands in

the northwest and near Sounding creek, but of very little use this year. The water
in Sounding creek is fairly good, but slightly alkaline. Several sloughs of fresh wat(^;'

25o—14
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were found, but the ponds are all alkaline. The creek is a very crooked stry?am from
30 to 40 links wide and 2 feet deep, with banks from 2 to 5 feet high; current about
one and one-half miles per hour. Xo lands are liable to be damaged by flooding,,

though more or less water may be held back for a short time on the flats near Sound-
ing lake. Climate is about the same as other parts of the northwest, though probably
slightly colder this year. Small quantities of fuel may be obtained from the town-
ships north and west of it, but no coal, minerals, stone quarries or water-powers were
discovered. Large numbers of ducks and geese live on the lakes here, but no other

game was seen.

—

Henry TF. Selhy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—Entrance to this township is easily effected from the west, but

from the east is more diflicult on account of the peculiar formation of the ranges of
hills. A range of hills over 100 feet high, enters in sections 33 and 34 in a circular

form passing through 23, 27, 22, 23 and branching in section 13 runs into townshiji

31, range 3. At the southerly base of these hills is Sounding lake cutting off communi-
cation with the east, except by going over them. That part of the township lying

northeasterly of above range of hills is a gentlj^ undulating sandy plain, more or less

covered with scrub, poplar and willow. A large lake (No. 2) lies near the foot of these

hills, with a heavy growth of scrub poplar between it and the hill which continues up
the hillsides around to township 37, range 3, except where the line between sections 23

and 24 passes. A series of lakes are found in a depression running from the most
northerly end of Sounding lake to the northwesterly part of section 52, most of which
are strongly alkaline. Between these lakes and Sounding lake several smaller ranges

of sand hills run east and west, getting higher towards the west. Amongst these hills

some considerable scrub poplar grows in bluffs and belts mixed with thick willow in

places. This township is not suitable for farming but for grazing purposes ; there are

patches of land on which cattle could thrive well. The only fairly good soil seen was

in sections 33, 34, 27 and 28 which is sandy loam on sand subsoil. That part of the

township south of Sounding lake is gently rolling sandy prairie. There are very

small patches of land which might be termed hay lands adjacent to the lakes men-

tioned above and near Sounding lake at the northwest end. The water of Sounding

lake is alkaline and very shallow. All the other lakes and ponds were mare or less

alkaline, except No. 3 which is not very strong as we used it white oa our work.

There are no streams, water-powers, quarries, minerals or game in this township, but

large flocks of ducks and plover breed on Sounding lake.

—

Henry W. Selhy, D.L.8

,

1903.

Township 38.—This township is easy of access from the east or west on the route

of an old trail and not discernible except in section 33 and in section 26, following

the general direction of the high ranges of hills and connecting in township 40, range

6, with the rancher's trail to Bed Deer or Lacombe. An alkaline valley with a series

of lakes divides the township into almost equal parts from northwest to southeast;

the land in the greater portion lying to the northeast of these lakes being classed

from first to second, while that on the southwest portion is a high range of drifting

sand hills from 75 to 150 feet high, with a descent both northeasterly and southwest-

erly and may be classed only as from third to fourth. This portion is timbered in

places quite heavily with scrub poplar and is more or less covered with thick poplar
'

and willow brush. The northeasterly portion has a high range of hills passing through

it almost parallel to the sand hills and the soil improves the farther one goes from the

sand hills northeasterly, and there is no timber of any kind. The soil on the latter is

sandy loam to clay loam on clay and sand subsoil, and a large part of it is suitable

for farming purposes. On the north half of the south half of section 8 there is the

largest and best block of timber, probably 80 acres of scrub poplar from 4 to 12 inches

in diameter, but only fit for firewood. There are smaller belts of poplar scattered

over the sand hills but not in any large quantity. There are no hay lands except on
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a flat between the lakes on sections i and 5, some of which might be rendered useful

some seasons. There is a large alkaline slough on sections 35 and 36 which is a detri-

ment to these sections of otherwise very good land. All the water met with in these

ponds, lakes, and large sloughs was found to be alkaline. There is one good fresh

water slough on section 22 of about 5 acres and the vegetation around it is good for

grazing purposes. No water-power was seen in this township or stone quarries or

minerals and the fuel required by the settlers can be obtained easily from the sand

hills. No summer frosts occurred while we were there (July), but the season being

a wet one, after the heat began, though dry in the earlier part, may have had some-

thing to do with it.

—

Henry W. Selby, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—An old trail, formerly used apparently from Edmonton, crosses a

part of this township southwesterly, but is now almost obliterated, but a fairly good

trail can be found through the sand hills to the west. The soil is very changeable

and is what may be termed streaked or spotted. Sections 35 and 36 and parts of 19,

20, 29 and 30 are according to the soil first class, but are too rolling to make first class

farms. Two spurs of the sand hills lie on sections 33 and 34, and IT, 8 and 9, with

small bluffs of poplar and willow, where the vegetation is scarce and cactus grows. A
valley with large alkaline lakes, ponds and sloughs occupies the central sections of the

township. Among the lakes the land is g'ently undulating, of fairly good quality and

vegetation suitable for ranching if good water could be procured. Another valley with

alkaline ponds occupies sections 6, 7 and west parts of 5 and 8. A range of hills from
100 to 150 feet high forms the west and south boundaries of the valley in the central

part of the township. Deep ravines extend westerly at frequent intervals, making the

westerly part rough and hilly. The easterly and southerly portions are decidedly

rolling, with a few fairly good sections, level or undulating, which are decidedly high

and dry. The northerly part of the township is gently undulating, with good soil, but

rather sand to be fij:st class. What timber there is is all small and scrubby. l^hei*e

are no hay lands in the township. With the exception of a few fresh water sloughs,

the water is alkaline and unfit for use. 'There is no water-power. Climatic changes
are very rapid, but vegetation appears to mature very quickly, as wild strawberries

have been ripe here two weeks (June) although scarcely a blade of green grass was
seen at the time of the snowstorm on May 18, when 12 inches of snow fell. Poplar

wood for fuel can be had readily by going 4 miles west or south. I saw no indications

of coal of any description, stone or minerals. Game of any kind is scarce. This town-
ship is too rough for farming, and has not enough permanent water for ranching,

though that might be had by digging or sinking for it.

—

Henry W. Selby, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—What is known out here as the rancher's trail passes near the

corner of township 40, range 6, and thence northerly on the westerly side .of Ribstone
creek. My trail is no better to reach this township than could be had in other places,

though probably as direct as from township 40, range 6, as can be got. Soil of the
township is mainly sandy loam on clay, and sandy subsoil. The west li to 2 miles is

mostly sand and sand hills. High rolling prairie exteoids southerly from township 41,

nearly through the centi-e, but alkaline flats abound in the lower parts. Through the
sandy knolls small poplar bluffs exist, but of small inferior quality. There are no hay
lands such as deserve the term. In fact grass is poor and feed for horses scarce. Tec
of course it is early in the season (June). Nearly all the ponds and lakes are more
or less alkaline, thoug'h some good water can be had. No running streams were met
with and no water-power. On the 5th ice formed in the cook camp i-inch thick, and
there have been hea-vy frosts other nights. There is no fuel except dry poplar. There
are boulders in some of the hills, but no stone quarries to be seen. I have not dis-

covered any minerals of value, though in numbers of the ponds, lakes and washouts,
limonite and float hematite appear .on the stones, which might indicate the presence
of iron at some place not far distant. No game except antelope was seen. If season

25a—14^
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is not too short the soil would generally be suitable for mixed farming.

—

Henry W.

Selhy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 41.—Leaving the main trail to Battleford from Red Deer or Lacombc
near the southwest corner of township 40, range 6, my trail runs northeasterly to the

base line in range 5, and continues in tlie same direction to my camp near the centre

of township 41, range 4. The trail is above the average in imsnrveyed ground. The
soil along the west boundary is sand and sandy, while the rest of the township is cojn*

posed of good soil. The surface of the central and northeast portion is high and
hilly and very rough prairie, more especially north of a long alkaline slough and creek.

The northwest four sections and section 6 have a few small clumps of poplar willow,

not of any value except for present nse, firewood. There is very little of what at pres-

ent might be termed hay lands, though in certain seasons there might be considerable

cut on sections 17, 18, 10, 11 and 33. At present the water is high and the grass i-J

only fairly started to grow. The water is generally good now, but it might be expected

to turn alkaline later on in the season. There is a running stream leaves the township-

between sections 1 and 12 and drains the large slough spoken of above. It is about oO
links wide and from 2 feet to 2 feet 6 inches deep, with a current of probably 2 miles

an hour. No water-power could be profitably developed. We were laid up for four

days with a snowstorm, from May 17 to 20, during v,'hich time snow fell to a depth

of 12 inches. Frosts have occurred frequently at night since then. Poplar in sufficient

quantities for fuel can be had in townships 40 and 41, range 5, but there is no knovm
coal east of township 38, range 14, that I have heard of. Stone quarries may exist,

but I have not seen any, nor minerals of any kind. Outside of an occasional antelope,.

game seems to be scarce. This township, it would seem to me, is better suited fo^

ranching purposes than any other.

—

Henry W. Selhy, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 42.—This township is easily approached from east or south, the greatest

obstacle being the crossing of Black creek. Sand hills of more than the ordinary char-

acter appear to obstruct the way from the northwest. With the exception of a few

sections, on the east and west boundaries the soil is good ranging from first to second

class nearly all over. A range of hills, one by aneroid 1,260 feet above the valley on

sections 9 and 16, run through 6, 7, 8, 17 and 20, but become more on the level of the

country northeasterly from them. Hills are very much broken on 6, 7, 8 and 17, mak-

ing what would be otherwise good land for farming only fit for grazing purposes. The

portion lying to the east and southeast of these hills is nearly a flat plain with numbers

of sloughs, hay marshes, ponds and lakes, except a spur of the above hills, which breaks

out on sections 3, 4, 10, 11 and 14, and parts of 1, 2 and 12, which descend rapidly to

the valley mentioned above. Except for a fringe of poplar along part of east boundary

and a large bluff on sections 30, 31 and 32, there is very little timber. Scattered bluffs

of poplar and willow are seen on nearly every line, but are of very little value. What
little timber there is, is of no value except for fuel. A small creek of good water,

from 3 to 4 links wide drains the low land at the foot of the sand hills in the north-

west portion, runs into lake No. 2 and passes northeasterly and out of the township

at the northeast corner of section 33. Three alkaline lakes numbered 1, 2 and 3 are

found in the northeast half and a fresh water lake (No. 4) lies on the west boundary.

No stone quarries, coal or minerals of nny kind were noticed. Game is scarce except

ducks and geese ?.nd a few prairie chicken. This township is probably well suited for

the purpose of ranching or grazing though a few settlers could find homes there to

grow hay, oats and potatoes. No serious frosts were observed during the season.

—

Bem-y W. Selhy, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 43.—This township can be most easily reached from the north or south,

although no great obstacles are in the way in any other direction. The high ranges

of sand hills in the westerly portion of the to\vnship and the thick belts of timber,

slash and windfall obstructed the approach from that direction, while Eibstone creek
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and its wide muskeg filled with willow brush obstruct the east and northwest. This

can be easily overcome at the north boundary where the creek runs between dry banks.

A bridge could be built at small cost, timber for the purpose being convenient. From
the south was found to be the best way through the westerly part of township 41, range

4, The soil ranges from sand to sandy loam with a few places where clay comes to

the surface more or less mixed with alkali. The central part is quite suitable for

mixed farming, but as a whole it is more suitable for ranching or grazing. There

•is more or less timber in scattered bluffs all over, except in sections 34, 27, 26, 22, 23,

15, 14, 10, 11, 2 and 3, and this timber is valuable for building or fuel purposes, but

is not of commercial value. When found in the largest belts, viz., on the west 2 miles

and the east 1 mile south of Ribstone creek, it is generally of scrub variety from 4 to

10 inches in diameter, but occasionally a small belt was noticed fairly straight and of

good size. From Ribstone creek westerly, the surface of the country rises 250 feet

111. 2^ miles, not with a gradual rise, but in ranges more or less broken. As the surface

rises the land becomes more sandy and changes to rolling sand hills on the west side

falling gradually south and west to the plain or gently undulating sandy land with

large bluffs of poplar. An alkaline flat gradually rising from Ribstone creek occupies

the greater part of the centre of the east half. This flat is capable of being made good

use of for hay meadows and has large islands of dry land good for farming purposes.

The land rises towards the south and west from this flat and should be rated as good

first class land, though somewhat broken by shallow ravines, except on the north 4

miles of tlie west mile, there is good vegetation all over this territory, especially

amongst the hills in the central portion where pea and vetches grow quite luxuriantly.

Hay lands may be described as being parts of sections 11, 12, 13 and 14, and some

years might have a large quantity, but this year is too wet for that purpose. Water
is generally good, slightly alkaline. Only one lake was found and three or four pondj

too small to traverse. Besides Ribstone creek, which crosses sections 35, 25 and 24,

there are 2 small creeks 4 liiflis wide at present. One enters from the south at th«d

southeast corner of section 4 and continuing northeasterly through sections 3, 10, 11,

14, 13, 24 and into the Ribstone; another runs easterly from the hills, starting appar-

ently in a muskeg on section 21 and joining the first one in the hay meadows. These

probably in a dry year may only be seen at the time of heavj' rainstorms. There does

not appear to be any water-power, stone quarries or minerals. Granite boulders are

seen on the hill tops and sides. There were very slight indications of summer frost.

Large numbers of duck, geese and prairie chicken were noticed, but very few deer or

nntelope.—Henry W. Selhy, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 44.—This township was reached by our own trail from the township to

the north. The soil is chiefly sandy and best suited for grazing purposes. The sur-

face is largely prairie with scattered clumps of poplar and willow throughout, com-

prising about one-tenth of the area. No timber fit for lumbering occurs. Hay grows

abundantly along the edges of Ribstone creek, and is of good quality. A number of

deserted shacks and cattle sheds indicate former Indian occupation. An extensive hay

marsh comprises the greater part of sections 19 and 20 and the southern part of section

30. Fresh water is supplied by Ribstone creek, and this affords a sufficient and per-

manent supply. At the time the survey was made the stream was about 30 links wide,

with an average depth of four feet, flowing with a current of about two miles per hour.

The adjoining hay mai-shes were flooded this year to a depth of 18 inches, l^o water-

powers occur. A dam on Ribstone creek would flood a large area of land. Climate

was temperate and no summer frosts were noted. Wood is readily available for fuel

throughout the township. Xo coal or lignite were seen and no stone quarries or econo-

mic minerals were found. Game, wild ducks, geese, turkeys, prairie chicken, plover

and snipe. The township is crossed by the old Battleford trail, which at the time the

survey was made was impassable on account of the high water in Ribstone creek. We
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had to use our own trail, which followed to the north of the creek.

—

Henry de Q.
Sewell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—We reached this township by our own trail from the township to
the east. The soil is chiefly black loam on clay subsoil, and is well suited for farming.
The surface is prairie with a lot of scattered clumps of poplar, which will cover about
one-seventh of the whole township. There is no timber fit for lumbering. There are
eight small lakes in the township with alkaline water, but sufficient drinking water
may be obtained by digging holes near these lakes. There are no streams, and none of
the land is liable to flood. There is no water-power. The climate is temperate with
no summer frosts. Xo lignite or coal was seen. Wood for fuel is available for a num-
ber of years. 'No stone quarries or economic minerals were seen. Wild ducks, geese,

prairie chicken and plover are common.

—

Henry de Q. Sewell, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 46.—This township is reached via Wetaskiwin, thence easterly over the

old telegraph trail leading to Battleford. The soil consists of a black loam, generally
sandy, though in some places containing clay. It is suitable for mixed farming or

ranching. The surface is generally scrubby with about one-half prairie ; a small quan-
tity of large balm of Gilead grows along the banks of Battle river. Upland hay is

generally distributed throughout the township between the bluffs. Slough hay is not

found in large quantities, though some occurs in the northeast and northwest portions

of the township. Water is generally alkaline when first appearing, though when found
in creeks it seems to be much purer. The supply is permanent and the only section

likely to be flooded is that extending southeasterly from the lakes to the coulee crossing

the central meridian. Battle river extends through the eastern tier of sections. There
is no water-power. The climate was inclined to be wet dviring the past summer, but
generally it is reported to be dry. Small quantities of dry poplar in the eastern half

are suitable for fuel. There are no stone quarries nor minerals. Game is scarce.

—

H. K. Moherhj, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 47.—The township is reached via Wetaskiwin, thence easterly over tie

old telegi'aph trail leading to Battleford. It is generally suited for ranching, but a few
quarter sections along the north bank of Battle river valley might be considered farm-
ing land. "The north half is rolling or rough prairie country. The southern half is

hilly and covered with bluffs of poplar and willow. There is no Jimber except a few
bluffs along the edges of the river valley, and some large bahn of Gilead along the

river in the bottom lands. Upland hay is generally distributed and a small quantity
of slough hay may be obtained in the northeast portion of the township. The water
in sloughs is generally alkaline ; the only permanent water is in Battle river and is

good. There is no water-power. There has been much rain during the past summer,
but the climate generally is reported dry. Fuel is scarce, but there is some dry poplar
in places. The rock formation is generally covered with a heavy glacial deposit. Xo
minerals were found. Game is scarce.

—

H. K. Moherhj, D.L.S.. 1903.

Township 48.—The route into this township is from Wetaskiwin via the telegraph
trail to Battleford. The soil is generally second class and suitable principally for
ranching. The country is open prairie, with the exception of the northeast corner,
where a few bluffs of poplar occur. A little willow scrub appears in the northern tier

of sections, but is very scattered. Poplar is found suitable for fence rails in sections

35 and 36, 25 and 26, and hay occurs, but in no large quantities except in sections 9
and 18. The water is generally alkaline. There are no springs or streams, and lakes
appear permanent though shallow. Xo water-power is available. The climate was
inclined to rain during past summer, but generally reported fine. Fuel is difficult to
obtain, and there are no indications of coal or lignite. There are no stone quarries
nor minerals. Game is scarce.

—

H. K. Moherly, D.L.S.. 1903.

Township 49.—The Edmonton and Battleford trail crosses the township and is a
good trail for any load. The soil is very good and is suitable for all kinds of farming.
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It is chiefly a black loam. The surface is chiefly rolling prairie. About one-fifth 13

covered with scrub and brush interspersed with poplar from 2 to 7 inches in diameter.

This is chiefly in a belt about 2 miles wide, running east and west across the middle

of the township. The brush is chiefly willow and the scrub is poplar. The brush, scrub

and trees are in about equal quantities. There is good hay scattered here and there

in all parts of the township. The water is partly fresh and partly alkaline. The supply

is sufficient and permanent. Tiere are no large streams. The land is not liable to be

flooded. There are no water-powers in the township. The climate is delightful and
summer frosts are not usual. There is plenty of wood for fuel within its own borders,

and as soon as any of the proposed railways are constructed, coal can be supplied very

cheaply from the beds near Edmonton. There are no stone quarries exposed yet.

There are no valuable minerals known to exist in the township. Game is plentiful.

Prairie chickens, partridge and ducks abound. Foxes, deer and muskrats are numer-
ous and there are a great many geese and wavies.

—

M. W. Hopkins, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 50.—This township can be most conveniently reached by the Canadian
Northern Railway trail which passes within a quarter of a mile of the northwest of
the township and runs easterly just north of it. This is a very good trail for all loads.

The soil is of excellent quality and suitable for all agricultural purposes. The sur-

face is chiefly prairie but the two westerly tiers of sections contain some very fine

poplar timber up to 7 inches in diameter, which is quite sufficient for all purposes of

building and fuel for many years to come. There are some good hay areas scattered

over the township, but in fact hay grows in all parts of it. The water in the three

lakes traversed is alkaline, but all the hay marshes and temporary bodies of water are

fresh. Kenilworth lake occupies a large part of the centre of the township. This

lake with its arms extends about 2h miles from one stream to the other in almost any
direction. The water is alkaline but can be used for all purposes. While camped on
it for a week we used it for cooking and drinking. However, it is not without fault

as a beverage. The land is not liable to be flooded anj'where in the township. The
climate is delightful and summer frosts are not i;sual. There is plenty of wood in the

west part of the township to serve for fuel for the township and as soon as any of the

proposed railways are constructed, coal from Edmonton can be laid down cheap from
the deposits along the Saskatchewan river. There are no stone quarries exposed yet

and mineral deposits of any value are not known to exist in the township. Game is

abundant. Ducks and prairie chicken are plentiful, while geese, wavies, partridge,

deer, bears, foxes, muskrats, snipe, plover and cranes are not uncommon. Eish abound
in the neighbouring river.

—

M. W. Hopkins, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 51.—This township is very easily reached by the Canadian Northern

Railway trail which is good for both light and heavy loads. This trail crosses the

township from east to west about one mile from the south boundary. The soil is No.

1 quality and is suitable for all kinds of agriculture. The surface is chiefly prairie,

but there is considerable scrub and poplar from 2 to 7 inches in diameter in the norih-

ern end of the township. This will supply wood for fuel as well as for building pur-

poses. There are large hay marshes in the southwest corner, extending into the town-

ship to the west and also in the valley of Vermillion river, the hay. is very good and

very heavy. It can usually be cut in the dry season of the year. Good hay, however,

will grow in any part of the township. All the water is fresh and--;^he supply is suffi-

cient and permanent., Vermillion river passes through sections 31, 32, 33 and 34 flow-

ing easterly. This river is about one chain wide and eight feet deep with a surface

velocity of about one foot per second. In times of flood the whole valley of the river

to the width of from 10 to 40 chains is flooded to a depth of 3 feet. The banks of tlie

valley are about 100 feet high usually. There are no valuable water-powers in the

township. The climate is delightful and summer frosts are not usual. There is plenty

ox wood within the limits of the township for fuel for many years. As soon as any of
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the proposed railways are constructed coal can be brought from Edmonton by rail

from the deposits along the Saskatchewan. There are no stone quarries exposed and
there are no valuable mineral deposits known to exist within the township. Game is

abundant. Ducks and prairie chickens are very numerous, while partridges, geese,

cranes, foxes, bears, deer, muskrats and wavies are common.

—

M. W. Hopkins, D.L.S.

1903.

.
'" Range 5.

Township 35.—This township is easy of access from the west by trail connecting

with the ranchers trail to Laoombe or Red Deer. Soil is mainly clay loam on clay or

sand, with an alkaline clay flat through the central part of the township. The easterly

and southerly portions are composed of a spur of the Neutral hills, cut through near

the south boundary by a branch of Sounding creek which leaves the township on sec-

"tion 1, after crossing and recrossing the boundary fourteen times in sections. 1, 2 and
-'3. The surface of the westerly portion is rolling to hilly pi-airie; at the north slightly

lower than the easterly part and descending towards the west branch of Sounding
•creek. There is no timber of any kind in the township. Water is nearly all alkaline.

Sounding creek impregnated with alkali, has a rapid current, a tortuous course, is

about a .foot deep and from six to ten feet wide. A large alkaline lake lies in sections

16 and 21, which receives the drainage from the north, east and west, but has no

apparent outlet. There are no minerals, stone quarries, fuel, coal or game of any kind

and no water-power of any value. The township is probably better suited for grazing

or ranching purposes than for farming.

—

Henry W. Selhy, D.L.S. , 1908.

Township 36.—Trails from the north or west are found most easily available,

although quite a fairly good one can be had south of Sounding lake. Soil is a mixed
one—clay, clay loam, gravelly clay, sandy loam and alkali clay in about equal pro-

portions. The surface is very much broken by ravines and high ridges, parts of the

township being 500 feet higher than the lowest portions, and the south two miles is

very hilly, with scattered boulders. Some poplar and willow trees were found in sec-

tions 20, 21, 31 and 35 in deep ravines, but are of no value except for fuel. Water is

iiU more or less alkaline, though this summer we were able to use it for cooking and

drinking purposes, but in a dry season it would probably be too strong. No water-

power, minerals, stone quarries, coal or lignite was found. A few rabbits and chicken

were seen. This township I would judge to be admirably suited for ranching, but not

for farming purposes.

—

Henry W. SeTby, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 42.—This township is reached from Lacombe, Blackfalds or Red Deer

by a trail which runs from any of these to Tail creek, thence easterly, keeping south

of Battle river to Ribstone creek, and thence north along the west side of the creek

to township 42, range 6, which is as far as the trail goes. The route is about 180 miles,

and is good in dry weather but bad in a wet season. The soil is light sandy, and parts

are fit for nothing, while the balance is fair grazing land. The surface is about half

prairie and half scrub and poplar. In sections 17, 18, 19, 20, 29 and 30 a considerable

quantity of fair-sized poplar is found, but the quality, except in the valleys, is not

good, averaging only five inches in diameter. There is more or less timber spread in

small bunches over the entire township, but none that I would recommend for reserva-

tion. There is no hay. Water is generally fresh and the supply in Ribstone creek

and the lakes is permanent and sufficient. Ribstone creek is 25 feet wide, six feet deep,

and has a current of three miles an hour. It runs through a muskeg filled for the most

part with willows, and the banks are low and generally timbered. Outside of the

muskeg the land? are not liable to flood. There are no falls or rapids, and there is no

opportunity to develop water-power, even by the construction of dams. Frosts were

observed in September, and the climate is that of northern Alberta. There is plenty
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of wood for fuel in the township, but no coal or lignite. There are no stone quarries
and no economic minerals. Grouse, prairie chicken, ducks and deer are quite numer-
ous. The township is a favourite camping and hunting ground for certain bands of

Chippewa Indians, and they kill the game irrespective of seasons. I observed them
on several occasions in early September riding ponies and running the deer with dogs.

—C. C. FaircUld, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 43.—The only route to this township is by the old Battleford trail from
BuflFalo lake east to Ribstone creek, thence north along the creek to township 43. Rib-
stone creek must be crossed, but a bridge I constructed near the north boundary of

section 20 washed out before I left the township. The trail from Lacombe, Red Deer
or Blackfalds to Buffalo lake and thence as above east, is not bad except in* a wet sea-

son. The soil on the east side of Ribstone creek is light and sandy and useless for any-
thing except in the valleys where some very good grazing is found. West of the creek

and toward the north end of the township the soil is good loam with a clay subsoil and
suitable for mixed farming. The surface is generally scrubby, with numerous bluffs

of poplar, averaging four inches in diameter. The best timber is found along Rib-
stone creek, but the greater part of it is wholly or partially fire-killed. There are good
hay meadows along this creek, and in sections 33 and 34 there is probably 400 acres of

good hay lands. The hay is slough grass. The water is fresh and there is a sufficient

and permanent supply. Ribstone creek averages 20 feet in width, six feet in depth
and has a current of three miles an hour. There are also two other small streams in

the township the waters of which are exceptionally good. The hay meadows are liable

to flooding to the depth of a few inches, but they are always too wet for cultivation.

There are no falls or rapids, and water-power could not be profitably developed even

with dams. The climate is that of northern Alberta, and frosts were common during

the latter part of September. Wood is obtainable for fuel in all parts of the township,

but there are no coal or lignite veins. There are no stone quarries and no minerals of

economic value in the township. Prairie chicken, ducks, grouse and geese are plenti-

ful, and a few deer were seen. The hay meadows at the north end of this township

were formerly used by the Indians for wintering their cattle. There are six or eight

deserted log houses and stables in and around the meadow, and I was informed by a

Battleford Indian that as many as 3,000 head of stock had been fed here in one winter.

—C. C. FaircUld, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 44.—This toAvnship was reached by the old Battleford trail, which

enters the township in section 24 and crosses it about midway between the north and
south boundaries. It was in only fair condition at the time the survey was made; the

low-lying parts being soft on account of the very wet summer, and Ribstone creek was
too deep for the horses to ford, so the camp outfit had to be carried across on a bridge.

The soil is sandy around the large lake, and stony in places in the hills to the south-

east, but towards the north and west the soil is chiefly loam on clay, and is well suited

for farming. The surface to the southeast is hilly and broken, with much poplar and
willow in scattered clumps. Towards the north and west, however, the surface is

gently rolling, with scattered clumps of poplar and willow, the wooded part comprising
about one-ninth of the whole. There is no timber fit for lumbering. Hay is abundant
around the shore of Ribstone lake and along the course of Ribstone creek and is of

good quality; a number of shacks indicate the former occupation by ranchers or In-

dians. An abundant supply of fresh water is found in the township. Ribstone lake

and creek are only very slightly alkaline. Ribstone creek at the time the survey was made
(August), was about 40 links wide, naming with a current of about 2 miles per hour,

and an average depth of 3 feet. During the past summer the hay marshes were partly

flooded to a depth of 1.5 inches. Xo water-powers exist. A dam on Ribstone creek

would flood a large area of land. Climate is temperate, with no summer frosts. Wood
for fuel is readily obtainable everywhere. No coal was found, nor stone quarries or
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economic minerals. Wild ducks, geese, prairie chicken, plover and snipe are common.

—Henry De Q. SeioeU, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.—We reached this township by following the mail trail from town-

ship 46, range 8, as far as the crossing of Buffalo conlee by the Battleford and Edmon-
ton trail which we followed to towoiship 48, range 5. The roads were good except where

the road passes through some sloughs in township 48, range 7. 'The soil is principally

black loam, with a subsoil of clay, producing a good growth of bunch grass. The
surface is open, rolling prairie, with Grizzly bear coulee running southeasterly through

the township. This coulee is about 150 feet deep, with a small stream of good water

running in it. There is some scattered scrub poplar and willow in the west portion of

the township which lies west of Grizzly bear coulee. There is no timber, scrub or brush

east of the coulee. Good hay may be cut from any part of the toAvnship, as the grass

is very good. The only water of any consequence is in Grizzly bear coulee. It is fresh,

and appears to be a permanent flow. The stream has an average width of 25 links, is

2 feet deep and has a velocity of 1 mile per hour. The surface is not liable to be

flooded. There are no falls or rapids, but the stream may be diverted and power

developed in that way. The climate is mild in summer and wet, with frequent rains

and heavy dews. There was frost enough to form half an inch of ice in September. I

do not know whether there are late frosts, but would judge by conditions that there

are. Small poplar and willow in the west part of the township is the only fuel to be

had. No coal or lignite veins, stone quarries or minerals were noticed. There are some
deer and many ducks and prairie chicken. This township is particularly good for

grazing purposes.

—

B. J. Gordon, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 49.—The best route to reach this township is by the old Edmonton and
Battleford trail, which is good, and runs right across the township from the northwest

to the southeast corner. The soil is first-class and is suitable for all kinds of farming,

about one-eighth of the surface is covered with brush, scrub and poplar from 2 to 5

inches in diameter. This is scattered generally over the township in about equal pro-

portions. Hay grows in all parts of the township, but more in the eastern half. It

maizes good feed for animals. The water is partly fresh and partly alkaline. The
supply of fresh water is sufficient and pemianent. There is a creek that I think never

dries, running through the west half of the township from north to south. The land

is not liable to be flooded. There are no water-powers in the township. The climate

is good and summer frosts are not usual. There is sufficient wood to supply fuel for a

long time. Cheap coal of good quality can be secured as soon as any of the many pro-

posed railways are built. It will have to be brought from near Edmonton. There are

no stone quarries exposed yet, and no valuable minerals are known. Game is plentiful.

Ducks, prairie chicken, geese and cranes are numerous. Foxes and muskrats are

abundant, while deer are not uncommon.

—

M. TV. Hopkins, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 50.—The best way to get to this township is by way of the Canadian
Northern Eailway trail, which is good. The soil is first class, and is suitable for all

kinds of farming. The surface is chiefly prairie. However, about one-eighth part

of the groimd is covered with brush, scrub and poplar from two to four inches in dia-

meter. These are generally scattered, but the belt two miles in width running across

the middle of the township from east to west fs the most timbered. Hay grows in all

parts of the township. The water in the north and in the south of the township is

fresh, but some of the lakes in the middle belt are alkaline. The supply of fresh water

is permanent. There are no large streams in the township. The land is not liable to

be flooded, and there are no water-powers. The climate is good, and summer frosts

are not usual. There is sufficient wood in the township to furnish fuel for a long time

to come. Cheap coal can be procured near Edmonton, and can be brought in by the

first railway that is constructed. There are no quarries exposed yet, and no valuable

minerals were found. Game is plentiful. Ducks, geese, prairie chickens and cranes
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are numerous. Deer are not uncommon and foxes and muskrats are plentiful.

—

M. W.
Hopkins, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 51.—The part of this township south of Vermillion river can be con-

veniently reached by means of the new Canadian Northern railway trail, which crosses

section 1 in an east and west direction. The part north of the river is easily reached

by the branch of the old Edmonton and Battleford trail going into Mr. George Powell's

ranch. This branch leaves the main trail just before it crosses the river going south.

These trails are all good for any loads. The soil of the township is very good and

suitable for all kinds of agriculture. There is considerable good poplar timber scat-

tered over the north four miles of the township. About one-fifth is poplar trees and

scrub, but mostly poplar trees of from two to seven inches diameter. The south two

miles of the township has very little timber in it. The southeast part contains much
good hay marsh, which in dry seasons is very valuable. The valley of the Vermillion

river is also a good hay marsh. All the water in the township save one lake is fresh.,

Vermillion river crosses sections 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 27, 24 and 35, running in an easterly

direction. It is about one chain wide and eight feet deep, but in times of flood the

vallej- of the river is covered with water three feet deep for from 10 to 20 chains in

width between the banks, which are about 100 feet high. There are no valuable water-

powers in ihe township. The climate is delightful and summer frosts are not usual.

There is plenty of wood within the borders of the township to supply fuel for a very

long time. There are no stone quarries exposed yet, and no mineral deposits are known
to exist in the township. Game is abundant. Ducks and prairie chickens are very

plentiful and partridge, geese, wavies, cranes, deer, bears, foxes, muskrats, snipe and

plover fire common. Vermillion river abounds in fish. The Twin hills in sections 14

and 15 can be seen for many miles and serve as a landmark.

—

M. W. Hoplcins, D.L.S.,

19G3.

Township 56.—(Northeast and west outlines.)—This township is broken on the

east by the steep banks of Middle creek, averaging about 50 feet in height, running

across sections 13 and 24, leaving a narrow gorge, the bottom of which is scarcely wide

enough for the rapid stream to pass through. Thence to the northeast corner the land

is broken by bluffs of small poplar and sloughs, with much intervening prairie with

light scrub. Then for two miles west on the north boundary the hills are very high

(325 feet or more) and very steep. In many places the sides are covered with scrub,

but generally it is prairie. Along Moose creek it is still hilly and on the north bound-

ary very scrubby. There is a nice tract of prairie on sections 29, 30 and 31, and south

of these sections it becomes hilly and very much broken with muskegs and sloughs.

The alluvial soil is very variable, ranging from 2 to 12 inches deep, and from black to

light sandy loam. There is a good deal of poplar, spruce and jackpine over this town-

ship, suitable for building and firewood. Hay is not abundant.—•/. •/. Dalton, D.T.S.,

1903.

Range 6.

Township 1.—This township is one-half rolling prairie and the other half rough

and broken by niimerous deep coulees riinning into Milk river, which flows southeast-

ward across the northeastern part of the township. The country is very much broken

along the river valley and is known as the ' Bad lands of Milk river.' Bush is found

along the river valley in places and the township is well suited for stock-grazing, as the

grass is of a good quality and the soil is second, third and fouth-class.

—

E. J. Rain-

loth, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 2.—This township is a rolling prairie broken in many places with deep

coulees running into Milk river, which crosses the southwest corner of the township.

It is well adapted for stock-grazing, having good grass, water and shelter. In the val-
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ley of the river is found bush in places. The soil is second class,, varying from sandy
loam to clay loam. Many of the coulees have cut banks and have depths of from 75
to 400 feet.—^. J. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 42.—The best route for reaching the township is by the trail from
Lacombe to Tail creek, thence to Eedwillow creek settlement, thence keeping south of
Battle river a trail runs to Eibstone creek in township 40, thence north along Ribstone
creek to township 42. The trail is good except in a wet season when it is almost im-
passible for heavy loads. The soil is sandy for the most part, but is good enough for
mixed farming. The surface is prairie with some 4-inch poplar in the centre and
westerly parts and along Ribstone creek. Considerable scrub is found in most parts of
the township and the surafce is generally covered with light scrub which would offer

little difficulty in breaking. There is enough poplar in the township to supply the
wants of settlers for some years for building, fencing and firewood. There is about 80"

acres of good hay land in sections 11, 12, 13 and 14 along Ribstone creek, the hay
being slough grass. The water is generally fresh and the supply in Ribstone creek is

permanent and sufficient. Dixon lake is, however, strongly alkaline and unfit for use.

Ribstone creek averages 20 feet in width and is 6 feet deep with a current of about
three miles an hour. It flows through a deep, almost impassable muskeg but outside of
this no flooding occurs. Owing to this muskeg the water could not be used for power
purposes. There are no falls or rapids. The climate is that of northern Alberta, No
summer frosts were observed. Wood is the only fuel obtainable, but sufficient for set-

tler's use can be obtained in the township. There are no coal or lignite veins in the
township and no stone quarries. There are no economic minerals as far as ascer-

tained. Prairie chicken, duck, geese and deer are quite abundant.

—

C. C. Fairchild,

D.L.8., 1903.

Township 43.—The trail shown in this township leads south along Ribstone creek

to a junction with the old Battleford trail which runs westerly between Battle and Red
Deer rivers crossing Tail creek near Red Deer river. From Tail creek trails lead either

to Lacombe, Red Deer or Blackfalds. The trail is good except in wet seasons. The
soil for the greater part is light and sandy and is suitable for grazing only. The sur-

face is generally scrubby, with open prairie on the southwest side, and more heavily

timbered on the east side, especially around House lake, where there is some good
poplar averaging 7 inches in diameter. The greater part of the rest of the timber is

suitable only for fencing or firewood. The water is generally fresh, with a permanent
and sufficient supply. Ribstone creek crosses the southeast comer of the township
through a deep marsh. The creek follows two or more channels and a decided current
was noticed in places in the marsh. It is about 30 feet wide and 6 feet deep, current

24 miles an hour. There are no falls, rapids or water-powers available nor could power
be developed by dams. The climate is the same as that of northern Alberta. Frosts
were common in October, but there were no summer frosts. Wood is obtained in the

township for fuel. There is no coal or lignite. There are no stone quarries and no
economic minerals in the township. Duck, geese and chicken were seen in considerable

numbers. The central part of the township is very sandy in places and the surface is

rough and broken from tlie action of the wind on the sand,—C, C. Fairchild, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 44.—The trail followed into this township was that of some ranchers
who had recently moved into township 44, range 5, from the south; it had only been
used by them for a short time previously. The soil varies from dark to sandy loam,
with clay or sandy subsoil, and is valuable agricultural land; the presence of wild
pea vine in abundance indicates a strong soil. The surface is gently rolling throughout
most of the township, with a gradual rise toward the west boundary. The greater

part is prairie, with, however, scattered clumps of poplar and willow throughout. A
small quantity of large poplar and whitewood 5 to 8 inches, occurs scattered around
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the shores of Parsons and Rainy lakes. The water in these lakes is alkaline, but suffi-

cient fresh water for drinking purposes was found in the numerous small sloughs. No
streams or water-powers occur. Light frosts were encountered while the survey was
being made (end of August). Fuel consists of dead poplar, and is found scattered
throughout the township. No rock or economic minerals are exposed. The game is

prairie chicken and wild ducks.

—

Henry De Q. Sewell, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 45.—This township can be reached by trail from Wetaskiwin, via
Heatherbrae and Moose creek trail, or by the government mail route from Lacombe to

the junction of Iron creek and Battle river, thence northeasterly along the southerly
side of Battle river to the northwest corner of the township. The trail from Wetaski-
win is now in very good condition, having been improved this season. The soil in this

township is good, averaging about 6 inches of black loam, with clay subsoil ; the south-
ern and central part is rated first class and suitable for farming, the northern tier of
sections is sandy soil and rated third and fourth class. The surface is undulating
prairie, more rolling and hilly in the north and dotted over with willows and poplar
scrub, being mostly all fire-killed last May; there are some bluffs of poplar from 4 to
6 inches in diameter on sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 and 14. The grass in this township
is good, with a large quantity of good low land hay on sections 4, 5 and 6, also small
hay sloughs scattered all over the township. The water is generally fresh, the only
permanent supply being the Battle river, which crosses the northwest corner of section
31, and a lake on sections 25 and 36. There is no flood land, and no water-power could
be developed. Weather has been wet and cold for the past few years. The first frost
came on August 13 of this year. The only fuel is a limited quantity of willows and
poplar on sections 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12 and 14, with a few smaller blufi's scattered over
the township. No coal or lignite, stone quarries or minerals were observed. Prairie
chickens, rabbits, duck, geese and deer were seen.

—

Hugh McGrandle, B.L.S., 1903.
Township 47.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail passing-

through township 48, range 6. The soil is mostly composed of black loam and black
sandy loam resting on a subsoil of clay or sandy clay. It is suitable for cultivation.
The surface is prairie and bluffs through the eastern portion of the township, the re-

mainder being scrubby prairie and bluffs. The timber found in the bluffs scattereij

in the township is only fit for fuel, with the exception of a few bluffs of black poplar
of a certain size bordering on Battle river that can be used for building. This timber
varies from 5 to 18 inches in diameter. About one-third of the trees are rotten at the
heart. Hay can be procured from the neighbourhood of the different lakes, sloughs
iind marshes which are situated on sections 22, 27, 29, 31, 32, 34, 35 and 36. The pas-

ture is also very rich here. Battle river, the lakes, sloughs and ponds contain clear and
fresh water. The depth of water in Battle river varies from C to 10 feet, with a cur-
rent averaging one and a half miles an hour. This river is from 1 -50 to 2 -00 chains
wide all along that portion situated in this township. I do not think that any water-
power can be developed on this river on account of the flats bordering the river being
too wide. The construction of a dam would be very expensive, and at the same time
would flood miles of the best land. Puel can be procured in large quantities all through
the township. There is no stone quarry nor mineral of any description. The game
consists of deer, badgers, porcupines, prairie wolves, muskrats and rabbits. Partridges

and prairie chickens are plentiful here. In summer time ducks, wild geese and cranes

ought to be found in large number* also. Battle river runs in a deep valley. There are

remarkable hills on both sides of the river from 200 to 500 feet in height. The country
in that part presents a beautiful aspect. Roads can be made in all directions in this

township with very little expense. Here as well as in township 47, range 7, and 48,

range 6, settlers will find all they want to meet their requirements. The climate seems
to be good, and there are no summer frosts.—•/. B. Saint Cyr, D.L:S., 1903.

Township 48.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail, which crosses

this township on sections 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 21, 20 and 19. The soil is composed of black
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sandy loam resting on a sandy clay subsoil. Though the township is hilly it is, with
the exception of sections 22, 23 and 26, where the hills are very high and steep, suitable

for farming purposes. The surface is prairie and bluffs in the eastern portion of the

township, and scrubby prairie and bluffs through the western portion. These bluffs

are composed of small poplar and willow, only good for fuel. There are no large bluffs.

2a the vicinity of the lakes are found hay marshes producing a large quantity of very

good hay. These marshes are situated principally on sections 2, 3, 10, 11, 11, 28 and
29. The water is fresh in every lake, slough, pond and brook in the township. Tlie

brook and lakes draining this part of the country flows towards Grizzly Bear coulee

at the northeast corner of the township. There are no water-powers. The
climate is good here, there being no summer frosts to injure the crops. Wood for fuel

can be procured all through the township in the different bluffs for many years to come.
There are no stone quarries nor minerals of any description. The game consists of

prairie wolves, badgers, porcupines, deer, rabbitg and muskrats. The feathered game is

the same as in the other townships of the neighbourhood. Wild geese, partridge, prairie

chickens, cranes and ducks of all kinds are plentiful during the summer. This town-

ship being well situated on both sides of the Battleford trail, the main road of this

country, will no doubt be settled at an early date, and will prove to be good in all

respects. Settlers will find here all they want to meet their requirements. As farming
and grazing land this township cannot be surpassed.

—

J. B. Saint Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 49.—This township is very conveniently reached by the Edmonton and
Battleford trail, which is good for all loads. It runs east and west across the township

very near its northern boundary. The soil is excellent quality and suitable for all

agricultural purposes. The surface is chiefly prairie and what wood there is is mostly

scrub and brush. The water is partly fresh and partly alkaline. Grizzly Bear coulee

runs across the township from section 30 to section 12. The stream running in this

coulee is usually about three feet deep and six feet wide and the valley through which
it runs is usually four or five chains wide at the bottom and about a hundred feet deep

with a very easy slope in places. The bottom of this valley is mostly a sort of marsh
two or three feet deep with soft bottom in places. This stream is very good water.

A lake on the south boundary of the township is fresh, while one on the east is alka-

line. There is fine hay in the southern part of the township. There are no water

powers. The climate is delightful and summer frosts are not usual. There are no

stone quarries exposed and no valuable mineral deposits have been discovered. There

is enough wood fuel for some years, and when any of the proposed railways are con-

structed, coal can be laid down very cheaply from Edmonton coal beds. Game is

abundant. Ducks and prairie chicken are numerous and geese, wavies, cranes, deer,

bears, foxes, muskrats, snipe and plover are not uncommon.

—

M. W. Hophins, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 5(>.—This township is very conveniently reached by either the old

Edmonton-Battleford trail or the new Canadian Northern railway trail, both of which

cross the township; the former crossing the southern part of the township and the

latter the northern part. These trails are both good for either light or heavy loads.

'J'he soil is of No. 1 quality and is suitable for all kinds of agriculture. Brush, scruJ

and small clumps of poplar cover about one-eighth of the surface. The larger part of

this is scrub or brush, but there is considerable wood either for fuel or building. Tha

greater part is in the northern part of the township. There is a very large quantity

of good hay grown in the valley of Vermillion river, which can be gathered when the

season is not too wet. Hay areas are scattered all over the township. There is plenty

of good water in the township. A couple of the lakes are slightly alkaline, but most

of the water is fresh. Vermillion river runs through the northern part of the town-

ship. In fact the northern boundary of the township lies almost wholly in the marsh

through which the bed of the river winds. In times of flood this hay marsh is covered
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to a depth of 3 feet, so that the valley of the river looks like a long marsh half v.

mile wide in jilaces. The river is 1 chain wide and 8 feet deep. There are no valuable

water-powers in the township. The climate is delightful and summer frosts are not

usunl. There is sufficient wood in the township to serve for fuel for many years.

There are no stone quarries exposed and no valuable mineral deposits known to exist.

Game is very plentiful. Ducks abound and prairie chickens, partridges, foxes, deer,

bears, geese, cranes are not uncommon. There are a great many fish in Vermillion

river.—.¥. W. Hopkins, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 56.— (!Niorth, east and west outlines.)—The north boundary is very flat

and for the westerly four miles very broken with marsh and sloughs. Section 25 and

36 are fit for cultivation, but south of these it is much broken with hills and muskegs.

The western boundary is mostly rolling and open with light scrub and occasional

thickets. Within one-half mile of the river the hills are high and rugged and along

the river there appears to be a good deal of timber, such as birch, poplar and spruce in

some places. There is good hay land on the north boundary of this township. The
soil is deep black loam with a variable subsoil from clay to sand.—-7. •/. Dalton, D.T.S.,

1908.

Range 7.

Township 2.—This township is a hilly and broken prairie across which Milk river

flows eastwards. Messrs. Spencer Brothers home ranch is located in this township,

which is considered one of the best for ranching purposes, principally on account of

the shelter afforded stock between the hills in the numerous coulees and along the

river bottom which in many places contains clumps of bush. The grass is of a good

quality and the soil is second class, varying from a sandy loam to a clay loam.

—

E. J.

Bainhoth, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 38.—The rout(^ to this township is by trail from either Lacombe or

Blackfalds, which are the nearest railway stations. The soil is generally sandy loam

with clay subsoil. The surface is open pi'airie, rough and hilly. There is no timber

whatever. As the township had been burned over a short time before survey was made,

I could not estimate the quality of the hay, but it would appear to have been fairly

good and plentiful. No fresh water is to be found. The only stream is Ribstone

creek which touches one section at the northwest corner. Climatic conditions are

said to be unusual this yeai-, cold and cloudy weather prevailing to an unusual ex-

tent, as also early fi-osts. No fuel whatever is obtainable in the township. The ad-

joining township to the south has some timber. There are no stone quarries and no

minerals were noticed. Ducks, geese and prairie chickens were the only kinds of game
seen. This land is not suitable for cultivation, being too hillj', but is well adapted for

grazing or dairy purposes, providing fresh water can be had by sinking wells. There

are no settlers at present in the township. —George Edwards, D.L.S. , 1903.

Township 39.—This township is reached bj- trail from Lacombe station on the

Calgary and Edmonton Railway. The soil in the southern part of the township is a

heavy clay, almost as hard as rock. This applies particularly to the sections adjoining

Ribstone creek. In the northern part of the township there is a light depth of black

loam underlaid by sand or clay. The surface is open prairie, very rough, being a por-

tion of what is known as ' The rough meadows.' The Tit hills form a prominent

feature, rising to a height of 200 to 300 feet above the lesser adjacent hills. There is

scarcely any timber, \7hat there is consists of a few small clumps of poplar and

willows in the northern part of the township. Hay is plentiful, but the quality is not

very good. There is no fresh water. The only stream is Ribstone creek, which traverses

the south part of the township from west to east. No water-powers are available. The
weather conditions were unusual, wet and cold almost continuously during August and
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September. Xo fuel available. A supply might probably be had to some extent in the

next township to the east. No building stone or quan-ies. No minerals. Ducks,

geese and prairie chickens were plentiful at time of survey. The land is well adapted

for dairy farming or grazing, but too rough for cultivation. There are no settlers in

this township.

—

Geo. Edwards, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—The best route to this township is from Wetaskiwin going east on

a trail which goes to Stevens' ranch on Iron creek, about 4 miles from Battle river.

There is no trail from this point, but Battle river could be forded at low water and

thence a course south of east leads, after mounting the river bank, across a compara-

tively level prairie to the township. The trail is good except in a wet season. The
township can also be reached from Lacombe, Eed Deer or Blackfalds by crossing Tail

creek and following the main route used this year by the Inspector of Surveys to

Battle river at the south bend, thence on the old trail to Eibstone creek to Dixon's

ranche and thence west 6 miles to the township. This latter route is much longer,

and in no way better than the first, except that it avoids crossing Battle river. The
southern two-thirds of the township is rolling prairie, with numerous willow sloughs

and bunches of willow and other scrub, while the north part is light sand and partially

covered with stunted poplar averaging 4 inches in diameter and much scrub, with

water in places. The southern portion is suitable for mixed farming, while the north

part is fit only for grazing and that only in the hollows. Little of the timber could be

used for building or fencing, but there are a few bluffs along the north boundai-y which
might do. The only trees seen were poplar. There is no hay except high land prairie

grass. The only water is in small ponds all of which I believe dry up in some seasons.

There are no streams or water-powers and no chance to develop power. The climate

is the same as that of northern Albert-a, with no summer frosts noted. Wood is scarce,

but lying west and south along Battle river there is said to be considerable lignite

probably 40 miles from the township. There is no coal or lignite in the township.

There are no stone quarries and no minerals in the township. Ducks, chicken, gTouse

and a few deer were the game seen.

—

C. C. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 43.—This township is reached from Lacombe or Red Deer by the trail

to Tail creek and thence along the old Battleford trail to Ribstone creek, thence north

along Eibstone creek to township 42, range 6, and thence westerly into the township.

The trail is good except in wet weather. The soil in the southwest half of the township

is fit only for grazing and only the hollows fit for that. The northeast part of the town-

ship is better and is suitable either for grazing or mixed farming. The southwest is

sandy, while the northeast is l^eavier, with clay subsoil in places. The surface is

prairie, with considerable scrub and sloughs in the southern part. There are bunches
of poplar averaging 5 inches in diameter around the lakes and sloughs in the south

part of the township, but not more than would be reqiiired for use by settlers. There
is no hay in the township. The water is generally fresh, except the lakes in the north-

east part, which are very strongly alkaline and quite unfit for use. The supply is

permanent. There are no streams and consequently no water-powers. The climate

is that of northern Alberta, and I do not know whether there are any summer frosts,

as I was not in the locality until October. Wood is the only fuel obtainable. There
are no coal or lignite veins in the township, and no stone quarries or minerals. Ducks,
geese, prairie chicken and deer were seen in the township.

—

C. C. Fairchild, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 45.—This township can be reached by trail from Wetaskiwin via

Heatherbrae and Iron creek trail, or by the government mail route from Lacombe to

the junction of Battle river and Iron creek, thence nrotheasterly along Battle river

to the northwest corner of the township. The trail between Wetaskiwin and Heather-
brae is now in fine condition, having been repaired this season, and from Heatherbrae
east the trail is not yet fenced, so with the exception of the two or three small creeks
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the bad places can be avoided. The soil is mostly sandy, and only tit for grazing in

wet seasons. The eastern tier of sections is fine land; the surface is rolling prairie,

nnd badly broken by ravines along Battle river. The southern tier of sections is

mostly all sand hills covered with a growth of stunted poplar averaging 4 to 6 inches

in diameter. There is also some poplar and willow in the ravines and along the rivqp

banks, 6 to 8 inches in diameter, but with the exception of a few small patches on the

river bank it has all been. killed by the fire last May. There are no sloughs to speak
of except in sections 1 and 2. Battle river enters the township on the boundary of

section 19, and flows in a deep ravine in a northeasterly direction through sections 17,

20, 21, 28, 27, 34, 35 and 36, and is from one and a half to two chains wide and four

to six feet deep; current three to four miles per hour, and floods very little and even
in freshets. The only permanent supply of fresh water is in Battle river and numerous
small streams flowing into it from ravines along its course. There is an alkaline lake

on the south boundary of section 2 and another in section 4. Climate cold and wet;
first summer frost on August 13. The only fuel is poplar and willow, obtainable in

the southern tier of sections and in ravines along the Battle river. Xo coal or lignite,

exposed rock or minerals. Prairie chickens, duck, geese, rabbits, deer and bears are

i'ound.—Hugh McGrandle, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 46.—This township was reached from Wetaskiwin, Alberta, by trail

passing by way of Pipestone creek, Eosenroll, Demay lake and Round hill, which is

on the Battleford and Edmonton trail. "We followed this trail easterly to range 13,

where we took a southeasterly course to township 46, range 12. We then travelled

easterly through townships 46, range 12, 11, 10, 9 and 8 to township 46, range 7. The
roads were bad ; many mudholes and sloughs to pass through, and in general they
were very soft. The soil is black loam and sandy loam with a subsoil of clay, produc-
ing good grass and some small poplar and willow. The surface is rolling prairie, with
scattered poplar scrub and willow. The prairie grasses may be cut for hay, but there
are no meadow spots except in Bufl'alo coulee, where there is some good meadow. The
grass there was about 5 feet high, being wire grass, June grass and broad leaf, with a
short meadow grass. In my judgment I should say that 500 tons of hay could be cut
within a distar.ce of two mi.es along the bottom of the coulee. There is a small stream
of good water in Bufl'alo coulee. Bunch grass is the principal crop outside of the
coulee. The water is fresh in small ponds and sloughs, and the supply is not perma-
nent. Battle river touches the southeasterly corner of the township and enters the^

east end of the township. It carries a large volume of water, being about two chains
wide and six fe-^t deep, with a velocity of two miles per hour. The surface is not liable

to be flooded. There are no falls or rapids in the township, but by diverting the water
into canals, at great cost, water-power might be developed. The climate is mild and
wet, with heavy rains frequently, and snow in Septembei# There were late frosts about
May 20 and early ones about September 15. Small poplar and willow in the township
and surrounding country is the only fuel to be had. Xo coal or lignite veins, stone
quarries or minerals were observed. Great numbers of wild ducks and prairie chickens,

some ellc and deer. This township is well suited to stock-raising.

—

E. J. Gordon,
D.L.S., 1903.

Township 47.—This towfiship can be reached by the Battleford trail, crossing
township 48, range 7. The soil generally is composed of black loam or black sandy
Icam, resting en a subsoil of clay or sandy clay, and is w-ell adapted for farming. The
surface is prairie, with bluffs of poplar and willow which are only fit for fuel. There
is no construction timber in the township. The bluffs are scattered throughout the
township. The land is hilly and broken in the vicinity of Buffalo coulee, which
crosses the township in sections 30, 19, 18, 17, 16, 15, 10 and 3. In the bottom of
the coulee there runs a good-sized brook. Xo great quantity of hay is to

be found in the township, but some can be cut on spctions 20, 25, 29 and 36.

250^15
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Tliere is no water-power that could be utilized, though good water is found in almost

every creek, pond, lake and slough. There are no stone quarries nor minerals of any
description. Game iiere consists of foxes, prairie wolves, badgers, rabbits, a few deer,

prairie chickens and partridges. There is only one lake of any extent in section 25,

so that geese and ducks are not found in this part of the country. Considering its

merits for farming, this township is one of the best I have subdivided this summer.
It is rolling and undulating, and every portion of it can easily be ploughed, except

Buffalo coulee. Settlers will make a judicious choice in establishing themselves here,

where there is no summer frost to injure the crops.—/. B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S. 1903.

Township 48.—From Wetaskiwin the old Battleford trail runs through this town-

ship, and it is a good trail in any season. The soil is 'black loam on a clay and sand

subsoil. It is suitable for either farming or ranching. There is considerable spear

grass, however, which would be injurious to a certain extent to sheep or cattle. The
township consists of gently rolling prairie covered with scattered clumps of send) and

bush. There is one large bluff of green poplar running* from 4 to 15 inches in dia-

meter, covering abovit 400 acres, lying on sections 16 and 21, which is suitable for build-

ing timber. There is considerable hay land surrounding all the large lakes, and it is

of good quality. The lakes are permanent and the water in them is fairly good. There

are no water-powers. The climate is the same as Edmonton. No frosts occurred until

the first of September. There is plenty of dead poplar to supply settlers with firewood

for several years. There are no stone quarries and no minerals. The game consists

of ducks, geese, prairie chicken and occasional deer.

—

M. B. ^Yeelces, D.L.S. , 1903.

Township 49.—This township can be reached either from Edmonton or ^Yetaski-

win, as good trails from these places run within two miles of the south boundary. ' The

soil is black loam on a clay loam subsoil, and is very rich. The growth of grass is

exceptionally heavy, but the land is too rough for farming, although adm.irably suited

for ranching. The surface as a whole is hilly or broken, but none of the hills are very

high. There are numerous sloughs and ponds and some. lakes, and the prairie is partly

covered with scrub and willows. Grizzly Bear coulee cuts off the northern part of this

township. The coulee cannot be crossed by horses or cattle at any point in the town-

ship. There is a belt of timber about 12 chains wide along the south bank of the

coulee, consisting of poplar and an occasional birch. A considerable amount of the

poplar is dead. This timber is suitable for building purposes. Good high dand hay

can be cnt at almost any point. There is very little slough hay. The lake in Grizzly

Bear coulee contains considerable alkali, but the rest of the lakes and ponds are fresh.

The water supply is permanent. There is no water-power in the township. The

climate is the same as in the settled districts around Edmonton. There is plenty of

dry poplar to fiirnish firewood for settlers for many years. It can be procured almost

anywhere, but in greater abundance along Grizzly Bear coulee. There are no stone

quarries and no minerals. Prairie chicken, ducks and geese abound, and there are a

few deer and bears.—iJf. B. Weekes, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 50.—This township is reached from either Edmonton or Wetaskiwin.

Good trails run from both places through the township. The soil is a vegetable mould

on a clay, clay loam or sandy loam subsoil. This township is well adapted for mixed

farming. The south half of the township is rolling or heavy rolling prairie. The

north half is gently rolling prairie and is as fine a piece of country as any in the Terri-

tories. Vermilion river cuts oft' a small portion of the north boundary. The surface

is partly covered with clean poplar scrub and some willow scrub. There is no timber

large enough for building purposes, except along the south slope of Vermilion river,

and in some of the coulees running in to it. There is sufficient here, however, to

supply the needs of settlers. The timber is poplar and ranges in size from 6 to 12

inches in diameter. There is no lov/ land hay in the township, but the ordinary prairie

grass is sufficiently heavy to make good hoy. There is a large lake on sections 14 and
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15, but the water in it is not good, being somewhat alkaline. The water in the sloug-hs

and ponds, however, is fresh and good for drinking. The water supply is permanent.
There are no water-powers. The climate is the same as in the Edmonton district.

There were no frosts during the time I was in the township (July). There is con-
siderable dead poplar scattered over the south half of the township and in the north
half along Vermilion river; there is enough to last settlers for several years. There
are no stone quarries and no minerals. Prairie chicken, ducks and geese are numer-
ous. This is the best township I surveyed during the season. The proposed line of

the Canadian Northern Railway runs through the middle of it. Vermilion river, in

this township, is a stream about one chain wide, and is quite deep, running from 6 to

10 feet. The current is about three miles an hour. The water is fresh.

—

M. B.

Weel-es, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 56.—(Xorth, east and west outlines.)—This township is very much broken
with hills on the north from sections 30 to 3.3 by the banks of Atimoswe creek, which
are from 40 to 60 feet high. Then it becomes hilly again in section 32 and on section

31 is about 300 feet above the Saskatchewan and extends both north and south. The
western boundary is alsd hilly with numerous sloughs and knolls; towards the river

they are 300 and 100 feet high by approximate barometric measurement. Soil a good
depth of black and sandy loam. Poplar for fuel is abundant, but there is not much
building timber. Hay is not plentiful.—/. /. DaUon, D.T.S., 1903.

Range S.

Township 2,—This township is a rolling prairie across which Milk river flows in

an easterly direction. It is broken by numerous deep coulees with steep banks froiu

75 to 300 feet deep. Although rough and broken it is well adapted for stock raising,

as the grass is good and the river valley and coulees afford the necessary shelter in

stormy weather. Some scattered bush is found along the river. Soil is mostly a clay
loam of second quality. ' Pend d'Oreille ' police post is on section 21 in the river

bottom.—£". ./. Rainhoth, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 37.—This township lies a few miles south of the main trail running
from Red Deer to Battleford. The soil is a good black sandy and clay loam with a

clay subsoil, very dry and is ranlced as second class land, only suitable for grazing
purposes. The surface is mostly hilly prairie very rough and dotted thickly with
ponds, swamps and lakelets. The water in the lakelets is all alkaline. The land rises

ii. the northeasterly corner into what is called the jSTeutral hills some 400 feet above
the plain, cut by numerous ravines. Another range of hills about 300 feet above the
plains touches the southwest corner in sections 6 and 7; these are called the Nose hills.

There is no timber in the township. Very little hay is found in this township. "Water
is very scarce. The water in the lakelets and ponds being alkaline, drinking water is

only found in the ravines in the hills. Wood for fuel is found in sections 6, 7, 24,

2r) and 26. No coal or lignite veins were discovered. No rapids, falls or water-
powers are available. No stone quarries or minerals were found. Antelope was the
only game seen.

—

Joseph A. Carhert, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—The route for reaching this township is by trail from Lacombe
station on the Calgary and Edmonton railway. The trail is a fairly good one on tha
whole, htiving the usual number of bad holes, through sloughs, &c. The surface is

open prairie, exceedingly hilly, being part of a district known locally as ' The rough
meadows.' There is no timber whatever except a straggling fringe of willows and
scrub along Ribstone creek. Hay of inferior quality is plentiful. I found no fresh
water whatever, all water being alkaline, and in some small lakes intensely acrid. The
only stream is Ribstone creek, which traverees the township diagonally from south-
west to northeast. At time of survey, its width varied from 15 to 50 feet and depth

25a—15J
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from 6 to 8 feet, the water being high at the time. Current sluggish. No indication

of overflowing its banks. Ko water-powers. Almost continuous rainy or cloudy

weather prevailed at time of survey. Frosts occurred in latter part of August and

through September. There is no fuel to be had in the township, the only available

sources of supply being in adjoining townships, north and south, where there are

scattered clumps of timber. There are no stone quarries and no minerals were ob

served. Ducks, geese and prairie chickens were the only game seen. This land i^

suitable for grazing, or dairy farming, but is unfit for grain growing, owing to the

extremely ro\igh nature of the surface. There are no settlers in this to^vnship.

—

George Edwards, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—This township is reached by trail from Lacombe station on the

Calgary and Edmonton Railway. The soil in west and south parts consists of a small

depth of black loam with stiff clay subsoil and in other parts of township, black loam

to a depth of 3 to 6 inches, with sandy subsoil. The surface is open prairie, very'

hilly, being another of the townships embraced in the ' rough meadows ' area. There
is no large timber, but the northern half of the township has numerous clumps of

small poplar and willows. The poplar is not large enoi;gh for building purposes, but

suitable for fencing. Hay is plentiful but of inferior quality. There are no streams

in the township, and no fresh water, the only water being the small lakes and sloughs,

all of which 'are alkaline. Climatic conditions this year are said to be unusual, cold,

cloudy and rainy weather with little intermission and heavy frost in September. The
only fuel available is small patches of poplar in the northern part of the township.

There are no stone quarries and no minerals. The only game to be noticed was ducks,

geese and prairie chickens. This land is too rough for cultivation, bat suitable for

grazing purposes or dairy farming. There are no settlers in this township.

—

Geo.

Edwards, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—The township can be reached by road from Wetaskiwin, Lacombe
and Red Deer. The road is not in good condition. The soil is fairly good, principally

second class. It is suitable for ranching or farming. The surface is rolling and some-
what rough. It is more or less thickly covered with bluffs of poplar suitable for fire-

wood. Hay can be secured from numerous sloughs and from the valley of a branch
of Ribstone creek which traverses the township. The water is fresh 'in the sloughs

and in the above mentioned stream ; the supply is permanent. The above stream con-

sists of long sloughs, some of which are six and eight chains in width, where the

stream is running it is about six feet in width and a foot in depth. Apart from the

permanent sloughs, I do not think any of the land would be flooded. There is no
water-power. The climate seems favourable and summer frosts were not observed.

Poplar firewood is the only fuel. It is procured from the bluffs scattered about. Xo
coal, stone quarries or economic minerals of any kind were observed. The various

kinds of water fowl, prairie chicken and rabbits are plentiful, and there are probably

also some deer.

—

Thomas Drummond, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 41.—The township can be reached by road from Wetaskiwin, Lacombe
or Red Deer, but the roads are in poor condition. The soil is fairly good and is suit-

able either for farming or ranching. The township is prairie covered more or less

thickly with scattered clumps of poplar, all of which is 'small. Quite a number of

hay meadows are to be found and the high land grass is thick and luxuriant. The
surface swamp water is fresh but the lakes are more or less alkaline. They are pro-

bably permanent. There are no streams in the township and no water-power. The
climate seems suitable for farming and no stammer frosts were observed. Poplar fire-

wood can be obtained almost all over the township. No coal, stone quarries or min-

erals of economic value werg discovered in the township. The various wild fowls,

prairie chicken and rabbits are plentiful, and there are some deer also.

—

Thomas
Drummond, D.T.S., 1903.
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Township 44.—This township is reached from either Wetaskiwin or Lacombe by

means of good trails, but the great-er part of the township lies to the east of Battle

rivcr, to reach which it would be necessary to cross the river. The soil is a light vege-

table mould on sand or sandy loam subsoil, and in many places is only a few inches

deep. This township is not suitable for anything except ranching, and is not very

V. ell adapted for that, as the grass is not very good. The surface consists of rolling

p'.airie, covered more or less with scrubby poplar and scrub. The bush is scattered

over the whole township, and is well distributed. The poplar ranges from 4 to 10

inches in diameter. There are some hay lands in this township, but they would only

b.? available in a dry season. This year the water was two feet deep in the hay mea-

dows. There is a large hay meadow on section 11, and also along Battle river. All

the water in this township is fresh; the supply is permanent. There is a large lake in

the northeast corner of the township, which also extends into the township to the north.

Battle river is a stream about 2 chains wide and varies in depth from 6 to 10 feet.

The current is about three miles an hour. The river is ten feet below the banks, so

there is very little flooded land. There are two or three small rapids in the river, where

the fall would be two or three feet, but outside of these there is no water-power. The

climate is the same as along the railway. Several light snowfalls occurred while sur-

veying this township (September). There is plenty of dead poplar to supply fuel for

many veal's. It can be procured in any part of the township east of the river. There

?.re no stone quarries and no minerals. Ducks, geese and prairie chicken abound, and

bear and deer are seen occasionally.

—

M. B. Weehes, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 45.—This township can be reached from Wetaskiwin via Heatherbrae

and Iron Creek trail, or by the government mail route to Iron creek and Battle river,

thence northeasterly along Battle river to the southwest corner of the township. The
trail between Wetaskiwin and Heatherbrae is in very bad condition, but from Wetaski-

win east the trail is not yet fenced, and with the exception of two or three small creeks

the bad places can be avoided. The soil in the northeastern three-quarters of the town-

ship is generally good, averaging from 6 inches to 8 inches of black soil, with clay or

sandy clay subsoil. The surface is rolling prairie, with scattered clumps or patches

of willow and poplar scrub. There is some scattered poplar 4 inches to 6 inches in

diameter through this portion of the township'. There are no hay sloughs, but a goo.1

giowth of high land grass. Th? township is suitable for farming and grazing. Battle

river enters the township on the south boundary of section 5, running in an east or

northeasterly direction through sections 5, 4, 3, 2, 11, 14, 13 and 24, which are^badly

broken by the river or other ravines and unfit for farming. The land southeast of the

river is light and sandy and the tops of the ridges and ravines a^e very stony. The
water in the township is generally fresh, the only permanent supply being the Battle

river and numerous springs along the bottom of the river ravine and a lake on the

south boundary of section 1. The river has an average width of about one and a half

chains and a depth of four to six feet. Current about four miles an hour, and does

not flood any land except in very high freshets. There is no water-power. Climate

cold and wet. First summer frost on August 13. Fuel, small poplar and willows,

scattered all through the township. No coal or lignite observed. No stone quarries

and no minerals. Game, prairie chickens, ducks, geese, rabbits, deer and bear.

—

Hugh
McGrnndle. D.L.S.. 1904.

Township 46.—We reached this township by trail from Wetaskiwin, Alberta, pass-

ing by way of Pipestone creek, Eosenroll, Demay lake and Eound hill, which is on the

Battleford and Edmonton trail. We followed this trail easterly till we reached town-

ship 48, range 13; here we took a southeasterly course, to township 46, range 12. We
then travelled through township 46, ranges 12, 11, 10' and 9 to this township. The'

roads were bad, there being many mudholes and sloughs which could not be avoided.

The soil is black loam and sandy loam, with a subsoil of clay. The loam is from 3 to
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18 inches deep and produces good grass and considerable poplar, scrub and willow, and
would produce goodk cereals and vegetables if the climate were favourable to theii*

growth. The surface is rolling prairie with scattered poplar scrub and willow dis-

tributed over the township. The timber is scrubby and scattered. There are no
meadow spots, but good grass may be cut for hay on nearly any part of the township

where there is no scrub. The water is fresh in shallow sloughs and ponds. The supply

is not permanent. There are no streams and the surface is not liable to be flooded.

There are no rapids or falls and no water-power. The climate is mild and wet, with

heavy rains and dews. Very little sunshine, but no heavy winds. There were late

frosts about May 20 and early ones about September 15. Small poplar and willow is

the only fuel to be had. No coal or lignite veins, stone quarries or minerals were

found. Wild ducks and prairie chicken are found in abundance.

—

B. J. Gordon,

D.L.8., 1903.

Township 47.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail, which
crosses township 48, range 8, from east to west, and also by another trail from Lacombe
to Iron creek, and connecting with the Battleford trail on the west sida of Buffalo

coulee. The township is rolling and the soil is a black saiidy loam on a subsoil of sand!

and sandy clay. Buffalo coulee, which crosses the township on sections 33, 34, 35 and

25, is a wide and deep coulee, in the bottom of which flows a good sized brook, having

a depth of three and four feet. The township is well adapted for farming. The
ponds and sloughs, as well as Buffalo creek, contain good water. Hay is scarce. The
poplar and willow found in the numerous bluffs scattered throughout the township can

only be used for fuel. The largest blviffs are on sections 5, 6, 7 and 8. There are no

water-powers. The climate is good and there is no summer frost to hurt the crops,

according to the settlers residing in the neighbourhood. There are no stone quarries,

and no mineral has been found here during the progress of the survey. Game is not

so abundant here as in the townships north and west of this one. Prairie wolves, bad-

gers, rabbits and a few deer have been seen, also prairie chickens, partridges and a few

ducks. The land is rolling and good roads can be made in all directions, the only diffi-

cult place to cross being Buffalo coulee, the bottom of which is very soft. There is

a good crossing on the Battleford trail.

—

J. B. Saini-Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.—This township can be reached from either Edmonton or Wetas-

kiwin by means of the old Battleford trail, which runs through it. This trail is good
in dry weather, but is poor in the spring or after continued rain. The soil is a black

vegetable mould on a clay or clay loam subsoil. The soil is very rich, but the tosvn-

ship as a whole is too rolling for good farm land. . North of the trail it is heavy rolling

and hilly. The who^p township is covered with clumps of poplar and willow scrub.

There is no timber to speak of, except a few small patches mixed with the scrub. The
only timber is poplar. Hay can be cut around any of the several hundred sloughs in

this townshp, but not in any great quantity in one place. The hay is of good quality.

The water in this township is all fi*esh. In a dry season nearly all the sloughs and

ponds would dry up. The only permanent water in the township is the lake in Buffalo

coulee. There is no water-power. The climate is the same as in Edmonton district.

A few inches of snow fell on May 18 and 19, but it only stayed on the ground a few

days. There is a considerable amount of dead poplar in the township. Solne of it is

standing, but the greater part is lying down and partly burnt. On May 13 the whole

country was buimt over. The fire came from the southwest, and is said to have been

started by Indians. An immense amount of destruction to prairie chickens, diacks

and geese was caused by this fire, as they were hatching out their eggs at the time.

There are no stone quarries or minerals. Prairie chicken, ducks and geese abound;

only occasionally a deer or bear is seen.

—

M. B. WeeheSj D.L.S., 1903.

Township 49.—This township can be reached from either Edmonton or Wetaski-

win by means of the old Battleford trail which runs within two miles of the south
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boundary of this township. This trail is good in the summer but is soft in ''tjia

spring. The soil is a black vegetable mould on a clay aad clay loam ,Subsoil, and is

very rich indeed. The country, however, is too rough to make good farming land,

but is admirably suited for ranching. The surface of the township is hilly or rolling

prairie with scrub and clumps of bush. • There is a fine grove of poplar on section 19
and another on section 29, the timber being about 9 inches in diameter. There is

also a fine poplar bush on section 13. Besides these, there are clumps of poplar suit-

able for building timber scattered over the township. The prairie grass at almost
any point is long and heavy enough to make good hay. Besides this, slough hay can
be cut around almost all the large sloughs and lakes. The water iu this township is

fresh; it is permanent and ample for all needs. There are- no Avater-powers. The
climate is the same as in the settled districts around Edmonton. Several inches of

snow fell on May 23, but after that there were no frosty;. There is a plenteous supply
of dry poplar in almost every part of the township. There are no stone quarries and
no minerals. Prairie chicken, ducks ancl geese are plentiful. Besides these I saw
three black bears and two deer in the township.

—

M. B. Weeks/ D.L.S., 1903.

Township 50.—This township is on the trail from either Edmonton or Wetaski-
win to Battleford, from either of which places it can easily be reached. The trail is

a good one. The soil is a black vegetable mould on a clay or clay loam subsoil. There
are a few sections where the subsoil is sandy loam. The north half of this township
is good farming land, but the south half is somewhat too broken to make first-class

farming land. The south half would be suitable for cattle. The prairie is partly

covered with clumps of poplar and willow scrub, but there is no timber in the town-
ship, except along Vermilion river and in some of the coulees running into

it, and even there, there is not very much poplar, and runs up to 12 inches
in diameter. There is plenty of hay in the bottom lauds along Vermilion river. It

is 'of good quality and in large quantities. All the ponds and lakes in the township
are fresh, except the lake in Grizzly Bear coulee which is slightly- alkaline. The
water supply is permanent. Vermilion river is a stream about one chain wide and
from 6 to 8 feet deep with a current of three 'miles an hour. The water is of good
quality but carries considerable sediment in it. There is no water-power. The cli-

mate is the same as in the Edmonton district. Xo frosts were encountered while I

was in the township (July-August). Fuel is scarce but a limited supply may be had
along the Vermilion. This is about the only firewood in the townshii). There are no
stone quarries and no minerals. Prairie chicken, ducks and geese abound. Xo other

game 'was seen. The north half of this township is about the same as the north half

of township 50, range 7, and is the best laud I saw during the summer.

—

21. B. IVt'cA'cs,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 56.— (Xorth and east outlines.)—The north boundary is very hilly, some
of the hills are high and steep. The east part of the township is prairie broken with

small blutt's, hills and sloughs. The western half of it is covered with scrub and the

extreme western sections with poplar woods. There is a range of high hills rising on
the eastern boundary just north of the Saskatchewan (SOO or -100 feet high) running
northwesterly past the north boundary and spreading westerly in a succession of

ridges. Hay is found only on the eastern portion of this tov\Tiship and firewood is

abundant all over. Building timber may be found on the west side and along the

river. The lake at the northwest corner is apparently very deep and covers 1,200 o'*

1,500 acres. There is also a lake of about 160 acres near the boundary of sections 26

and 27. The soil -.m the eastern,sections is a deep black loam averaging 9 or 10 inches,

but in the northwest it becomes shallow not averaging above 3 or 4 inches. I saw n;)

coal, lignite, stone quarries, minerals or water-powers through the foregoing townships.

Game is not abundant, a few prairie chickens, wild ducks, hares and deer were seen.

—

J. J. Dalton, D.T.S., 190S.
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Township 2.—This township is in part a rolling prairie, but the greater part ij

hilly and broken by numerous deep coulees running into Milk river, which flows east-

wards across the township. The part lying south of the river is especially rough and

broken by ravines or coulees extending from near Sweet Grass hills or Three Buttei

lying south of the International boundary. The township is well suited for grazing

purposes. A rancher is located on section 20 along the river, where bush is found in

places. The soil is a clay loam of second quality.

—

E. J. Rainhoth, B.L.S., 1902.

Township 38.—The main trail to Eed Deer, Blackfalds, and in fact to any point

on the railroad north of Red Deer, crosses the most nothern sections of this township.

There is also about the middle of the township a track going to Conor's ranch and

east across Nose hills. This township is very hilly, mostly so on sections 9, 10, 11, 11,

15, 16. The western part contains a number of small lakes and sloughs, in which

thf water is alkaline, with the exception of a few small sloughs containing rain water;

there is very little good watei" in the township. The soil is fair, being a good coat of

black loam with a clay su.':'Soi]. The fuel from the timbered part of the township would

not last more than a couple of years, but it is reported that coal can be procured easily.

No stone quarries or minerals were found in the township. Conors & Company,
ranchers, with 3,000 head of cattle, have made their headquarters on section 15 of this

township. The land is good farming land, but in the middle part especially the irregu-

tiiarities of the surface might cause a delay of some years in the settling of the town-

ship unless a railroad happens to pass near by.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—This township can be reached by the ranchers' trail which passes

through th? northern row of sections of township 38, range 9. The soil is either a

good sandy or black loam over a clay subsoil. This is a farming country. The western

part is easy rolling prairie, with scattered bluffs of poplar. The eastern part is rough

and hilly, and on sections 10 and 11 there is quite a quantity of willow brush and small

poplar. The water in the lakes is alkaline; even the water in the sloughs has a taste

cl alkali. In a wet season hay is plentiful all over the township. There are no streams

in the township. Wood for fuel would not last six months. I have seen neither stone

quarries nor minerals of any kind. Ducks and prairie chicken are the only game.

There are no sett'ers or ranchers in this township.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 40.—The bulk of the township being south of Battle river the best route

to reach the township is from Lacombe, but the trail is in bad shape. The soil is fairly

good as a whole, but owing to the extremely broken character of the whole township it

Ir&s been booked as class three. The hill tops are covered with boulders. The township is

too rough for farming land, but the grass is excellent, and it is a good sheep country.

The surface is open prairie, with scattered bluffs of poplar and willow mainly on the

north side of the hills. The timber is all small, and consists of poplar, with a few
scattered spruce along the valley of Battle river. The smamp water is fresh, but the

permanent lakes are alkaline. The supply is plentiful and permanent. The only

stream is Battle river, which runs through the northwest corner of the township. Its

vvidtii is one-half to two chains and depth three to ten feet. It runs in a deep and
wide valley, and only small portions of the bottom land would be flooded, and that only

at extreme high water in spring. The current runs about one and a half miles per

hour. There are no falls, and the fall in the rapids is very slight. I should say that

water-power couM not be developed by dams. The climate is pleasant, but the rainfall

this season was heavy. "We had cold weather, for it was late in the fall when the sur-

vey was made, but judging from the adjacent townships I should say that there were
no summer frosts. Poplar is the only available fuel, and it is scattered over the whole
township. Indications of coal are to be found in the cut banks of Battle river, but no
actual seams were discovered. No rock in place was discovered, but numerous boulders

are to be found scattered over the surface. Indications of clav iron stone were observed
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alcng the cut banks of Battle river, but not, I think, in sufficient quantity to be cf

economic value. There are a few deer along the river and vicinity, and ducks, geese,

sandhill cranes, swans an^l prairie chickens are plentiful.

—

Thomas Drummond, D.T.S.,

1903.

Township 41.—The township can be reached by road from Red Deer, Lacombe or

Wetaskiwin. These roads are in bad condition. The soil is a black loam with a gravel

or clay subsoil. It is booked as second class upon the whole. It is suitable, I consider,

either for ranching or farming, especially the former, as the township is very much
broken. The surface is rough and uneven; it is covered more or less with scattered

clumps of poplar and willow. The timber is poplar suitable only for firewood, and it

is practically scattered over the whole township. A limited amount of poplar building

timber can be obtained along the valley of Battle river. There are many small sloughs

and ponds, furnishing a limited amount of hay, but large hay meadows are scarce.

The sloughs contain fresh water, but the lakes are more or less alkaline. The water,

I judge, is permanent. The township is traversed by Battle river, which is from one

0!id a half to two chains in width. It has a depth of three to ten feet and a current of

about one-half to two miles per hour. Some of the bottom land in the valley is liable

to be flooded to a depth of probably two feet for a short time. There are several per-

manent springs of good water in gulches running into the river. Water-power cannot

be developed on Battle river. The climate seems suitable for farming, and no summer
frosts were observed. The only available fuel is poplar timber. No minerals of eco-

nomic value were observed. Wild fowl of all kinds are plentiful, as are prairie

chickens, and there are also quite a number of deer.

—

Thomas' Drummond, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 44.—This township can be reached from either Wetaskiwin or Lacombe;
fairly good trails from both places run close to the township. The soil is a

black loam on a sand or sandy loam subsoil. In the southern part the

country consists chiefly of sand hills. The only purpose for which this township is

adapted is ranching. The greater part of the township is hilly, but only a few of the

hilis are over 50 feet high. The southeast part of the township is gently rolling

prairie. There is no timber in the township, except one or two small clumps of poplar

around the small lakes. There is not enough, however, to supply settlers with build-

ing timber. There is considerable hay land around the lakes in the northwest part

of the township. It is of good quality. There is only one lake of over 20 acres, and

its waters are fresh. I have named it Delusion lake. The .water in the small ponds

is also fresh. With the exception of Delusion lake and oue or two snail lakes the

water in this township is only temporary. There are no water-powers. I did not reach

this township until September, but from then on we had frosts nearly every night.

There is no fuel, but it can be procured from the township to the east, across Battle

river. There are no stone quarries or minerals. Prairie chicken, ducks, geese, deer

and foxes were seen.

—

M. B. WeeJces, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—This township can be reached by the route given in report of town-

ship 45, range 14, west of the fourth meridian, or by goverii.nsat mail route from
Lacombe via depot Xo. 2, in township 43, range 9, west of the fourth meridian, to town-

ship 45, range S, thence west to this township. In the two northern tiers of sections

the soil is generally good, though of no great depth, consisting of an average of five

inches of black soil with clay or clay loam subsoil. In the eastern and southeastern

sections, comprising about one-third of the area of the township, the soil is very light,

with sand subsoil, and in ordinary seasons would be worthless for farming purposes.

The remainder of the township is very stony and broken. As a whole, it is only fit for

grazing. The surface is generally rolling or undulating prairie, with scattered clumps

of small poplar and willows, but the western half is very hilly and broken by numerous

gullies and ravines, while the whole township is divided irregularly by Grattan creek

coulee, which cro=;ses it from the southwest quarter of section 30 to the northeast quar-
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ter of section 13. The only timber, with the exception of some small bluffs of young
poplar along Grattan creek coulee, is in the northern tier of sections, and consists of

Ijoplar from four to six inches in diameter, of which about one-third is fire-killed. A
small quantity of coarse hay might be cut in Grattan creek coulee, but as a rule the

bottom is too stony and boggy to allow of a mower being used ; there is no upland hay.

There is no permanent supply of fresh water in the tovrnship, Grattan creek and the

numerous small lakes and ponds being all strongly alkaline, and three small creeks

which run into Grattan creek would probably disappear in a dry season. There is no
water-power. General indications are that the climate is cold and wet ; the first

summer frost was on August 13. The only fuel obtainable is poplar and willows,

principally in the northern part of the township and Grattan creek coulee. There is

no coal or lignite and no stone quarries or minerals. Prairie chickens, duck, geese

and deer are to be found.

—

Hugh McGrandle, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 46.—This to^A-nship was reached by trail from TVetaskiwin, Alberta,

passing Pipestone creek, Rosenroll, Demay lake and Round hill on the Battleford

and Edmonton trail. We followed this trail till we reached township 48, range 13.

We then took a southeasterly course across the country till township 46, range 12, was

reached. Then we travelled easterly through ranges 12, 11 and 10 to township 46,

range 9. The roads were bad, there being many mudholes and sloughs that could not

be avoided. The soil is sandy loam and produces good short grass and some scrub

poplar and willow. The surface is rolling prairie with scattered poplar and willow

except in the north central and northeast parts which are open prairie. The poplar

is small ranging from 1 to 8 inches in diameter. The willow is small also. There is

n hay, the grass being too short for that purpose. The water is fresh in shallow

sloughs and the supply is not permanent. There are no streams and the surface i;

not liable to be flooded. There is no water-power. The climate is mild and wet, there

being frequent heavy rains and dew. There were late frosts about May 20, and early

ones about September 15. Scrub paplar and willow is the only fuel obtainable. They
are scattered over the township and the surrounding country. There are no coal or

lignite veins. No stone quarries or minerals were found. Wild ducks and prairie

chicken are foiind in abundance. This township is good for grazing pui'poses and may
be used for mixed farming.

—

R. J. Gordon, B.L.8., 1903.

Township 47.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail which
passes in township 48, range 9, or by the trail from Lacombe to Vermilion

river. This last trail crosses township 47, range S through the centre in

a northwest and southeast direction ; both of them are very good. The .soil

is chiefly composed of black loam and sandy loam resting on a subsoil of sandy clay

and is well adapted for cultivation. Settlers will make a judicious choice in taking

a farm here. This township is hilly, with the exception of the south and eastern por-

tion, which is undulating. The surface is prairie and bluffs broken here and there hy

ponds, hilJs and sloughs. The highest hills are found close to the northeast corner of

the township. Good water is plentiful here and good hay is found in the numerous
sloughs scattered all through the township. There are no large lakes nor streams of

f.ny description. The bluffs contain poplar and willow, fit only'for fuel, but in sulti-

cient quantity for many years to come. There is no stone quarry and no trace of

mineral has been seen during the progress of the work in this township. Game con-

sists of prairie wolf, badger, foxes, rabbits and a few deer. Prairie chickens and a few

ducks, cranes and wild geese have also been seen. I have been told by settlers living

northwest of here that the climate is pretty fair and that there are no summer frosts.

—./. B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.—The township lies on the Battleford-Wetaskiwin trail and is

reached from 'Edmonton by way of Vegreville, thence to McLeans, where the Battle-

ford trail is joined. The eastern portion of the trail is good, while the main trail to
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Wetaskiwiu is considerably cut up owing to the amount of traffic, and that between

Vegreville and Edmonton is still worse. In dry 'seasons both would be excellent and

either would make a good Voad if culverts were put in at the various creeks and

watercourses. The soil is excellent, being generally a deep rich black loam with sand

and clay subsoils, but owing to the rough nature of the Surface, and the numerous

ponds is for the most part suitable for grazing jDnly. The southeast part of the town-

ship is rolling* to hilly prairie with patches of willow and poplar scrub, while the bal-

ance is about half covered with poplar timber and scrub. On the west half of the

township are several bunches of timber suitable for building. It is all poplar aaid

ranges from 4 to 9 inches in diameter. Prairie fires, however, destroyed a great part

of the growing trees in May of this year. There is no hay in the towmship worthy of

note, although grass is found everywhere from 10 to 18 inches high, but the rough

nature of the surface renders it useless as hay. The water" is all alkaline but not

sufficiently so to make it unfit for use. The creek in Buifalo coulee runs only in the

spring and after a heavy rain and is not as good as water taken from many of the

-sloiighs and ponds. Some of the ponds are deep and never dry up and plenty of water

can be found at any time on all parts of the township. The land around the ponds

in a wet season is liable to flooding, and many so-called lakes in a dry season dry up

to a basin with one or more small ponds. Thers are no water-powers in the town-

ship. The climate is that of northern Alberta. A slight frost about June 15th. was

the only one observed after the middle of May. A little snow fell on May 19 and 20.

Wood for fuel may be obtained in the township, and as far as I am aware is the only

fuel obtainable. There is sufficient in the township to supply the settlers for a few

years, and if properly protected from fire, for many years. There is no stone quarry

in the township and no minerals, as far as I could observe. Geese, ducks and prairie

chicken abound, and a few jumping deer were seen previous to ' the fire, but subse-

quently very little game of any kind was seen. The hills in the township are very

abrupt and generally every depression is a slough or bscomes one in a wet season.

Evidence of the waters having been much higher were observed and the notes as fur-

nished by the department on the outlines would point to the fact that the ponds are

extremely low this season. However, in a few cases posts, pits, &c., built by the 'out-

line sur\'eyor were found now under water.

—

C. C. Faircliild, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 49.—This township lies between the trails from Edmonton to Battle-

ford, and Wetaskiwin to Battleford. The latter is generally in the better condition,

but is not so much used as the former. The soil consists of heavy black loam with

clay subsoil generally and would rank first class if the surface was not so broken. It

is suitable for mixed farming. Buffalo coulee runs from the south boundary of section

2 northwesterly and leaves the township on the west boundary of section 30. North

and east of the coulee the country is rolling with small ponds and sloughs and patches

of scrub and poplar. South and west of the coulee the surface is more broken and

while the hills are not over 50 feet on an average, they are very steep and the north

slope usually covered with scrub. Complete field notes showing every hill and. hollow

on the line would be confusing and it is impossible to sketch the surface on either

side of the line as there is no regularity to the hills or hollows except Buffalo coulee.

There is more or less scrub and small poplar over the entire township. In the south-

vest corner are found some clumps large enough for building. The water is generally

fresh and many of the small ponds are apparently permanent. Buffalo coulee drains

south from section 21, while the water from section 20 goes northwest. There are no

streams and no flooding of lands. No falls, rapids or water-power. The climate is

that of northern Alberta. Frost about June 15 was the only one noticed and it did

little or no damage. Wood is the only fuel and it can be obtained in limited quantities

on any section in the township. There is no coal or lignite, no stone quarries and no
minerals as far as I saw. Ducks, chicken, geese anfl an occasional deer were the only
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game seen. Probably half the surface of the township is covered with light scrub,

such as buffalo willow, saskatoDn bushes, ros3 bushes, »&g.—0. C. Fairchild, D.L.S.,

190S.

Township 50.—The old Battleford-Edmonton trail passes through the northeast

part of the township, and the Canadian Northern Eailway surveyors have a trail across

the township which reaches Edmonton or Wetaskiwin via Vegreville. All routes are

bad in a wet year and all are good in a dry season. The soil north of Birch creek

is clay loam in the hollows with light sand hills, and in places blow sand. South of

Birch creek and north of the south cross line is No. 1 soil and not too rough, while

that south of said cross line is just as good but rather hilly. In this township is the

best land I saw in any of the twelve surveyed by me. It is well adapted for farming.
The surface is generally prairie, although a block of probably 40 acres of cottonwood
rnd birch averaging 9 inches in diameter is found on sections 28 and 29. This timber

is not fire-killed, being surrounded by sand hills and sloughs. The other timber In

the township is small and comparatively worthless, unless it be a few clumps along
Birch creek. There are good hay marshes along this creek, but this year they were all

flooi.led. The grass is common marsh grass, and is found on sections 19, 20 and 21, in

all, probably GO acres. The water is fresh, that of Birch creek b-^ing particularly good.

This creek will average 8 feet wide, 1 foot deep, with a 3-mile an hour current. The
hay lands above mentioned are liable to be flooded to a depth of a few inches. A small

water-power might be obtained from this creek at the north end of the township, as

the banks are high and the current swift, and a dam could be constructed to give a

considerable head. The climate is that of Edmonton neighbourhood. No frosts were
noted while in the township (June-July). Wood is the only fuel in the township, and
that is in limited quantity. Vermilion river would afford a way of bringing in more
when required. There is no coal or lignite and no stone quarries. There are no min-
erals of economic value in the township as fnr as I know. Chicken and duck were seen

and a few deer. The Canadian Northern Railway survey runs through the township,

and one squatter was found on the northeast quarter of section 36.

—

C. C. Fairchild,

D.L.S., 190S.

Township 51.—The route for reaching this township is by a trail from Whitford
lake or bj" a new trail along the surveyed line of railway from Sickman hill and Vegre-
Tille. This trail is fairly good as far as Yegreville, but from there to Edmonton it is

Tery bad. The trail by Whitford lake is good as far as Whitford post office, but from
There to Edmonton it is very bad. The nature of the soil is a black loam from 2 to 15

inches in depth, with a subsoil of clay in places and sand and gravel. I do not think

'the subsoil is first class. The soil supports a heavy growth of prairie grass, very suit-

*able for cattle, and if broken tip and cultivated would grow good crops of grain and
roots. The surface of this township might be called prairie, timbered and scrubby, as

I^rairie timber and scrub can be found on almost every section; it is rolling, and in

places hilly. The south side of Vermilion river is more open than the part lying to the

north. To the north the land is more hilly and rough, with a heavier grow.th of poplar

and scrub. The valley along the Vermilion is the best location for hay in dry seasons;

.two tons and over per acre could be cut when the summer is suitable and dry. The
quality is slough or wild grass. The water found in nil the ponds, lakes and sloughs

was good; there is surface water from rain and snow. The Vermilion river water can-

not be called good, as it is slightly alkaline. The climate is identical with that of

Edmonton; no summer frosts from June 1 to August 30, 1903. The kind of fu'^l most
readily available is poplar, which can be found scattered all over the township. No
stone quarries were found, but boulders can be found on some of the hills and in the

beds of creeks. I found no minerals of economic value in the township. The game
to b? found is rabbits, prairie chicken, and in the summer time ducks and geese are

i-umerous. Poplar timber can be found in size up to 12 inches on the northeast quarter
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sectiom 36. Brule and windfalls on southeast quarfcr section 24; poplar on southeast
quarter section 5. On sections 11, 12, 13, 26, 27, 33, 34, 30 and 19 poplar can be found
from 4 to 8 inches.

—

Bohert W. £endmm, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 52.—The best route for reaching this township is by a trail from Whit-
ford Irke. It is fairly good in dry weather. The soil is from two inches to fifteen
inches in depth, a black loam with a clay subsoil in the north, and a sand and gravel
subsoil in the south. The surface to the north and east is rough and hilly, and in
places broken; to the south it is high rolling. There is a large lake on the township
boundary on sections 13 and 24 and another on sections 26 and 27, both of which I
traversed. This township is suitable for mixed farming, the land to the south and
west is prairie, with some scrub and brush; to the north and east the scrub is thicker;
poplar trees in clumps and scattered on almost every section. Hay can be cut in small
quantities around the sloughs and lakes; no meadows of any great extent were found
except on the flats immediately along Vermilion river. Water is plentiful and that
found in the creeks, lakes and ponds, good and I believe the supply permanent. Xo
water-powers were found. The climate is almost the same as around Edmonton; no
summer frosts between May 20 and August 23. The kind of fuel most readily avail
able is poplar wood, wliich can be had on every section. The game found here is

prairie chicken, ducks and geese. No rock was found but boulders can be got on almost
every hill top.—7?. ^Y. Lendrum, D.L.S., 1903.

'J'ownship 57.—This township lies a few miles south of the main trail from Red
Deer to Battleford and can be easily reached. The soil is mostly a black sandy loam
from 6 to 15 inches in depth and ranks as first class. The soil in the northeastern
corner is a hard clay in a plateau through which Ribstone creek runs, and is only
ranked as third class land. Part of the surface is heavy rolling prairie very rough
and uneven, rising into very high hills called Xose hills, and cut by numerous deep
ravines, well wooded. The timber is poplar and balm of Gilead 6 to 10 inches in dia-

meter and is only suitable for light building purposes for fuel. Good hay is found at

the foot of the ravines. The grass is very long and abundant. Water is scarce, the
Ribstone being the only water supply in the township. Plenty of timber for fuel pur-
poses is found in the numerous wooded ravines. Xo evidences of coal or lignite veins
were discovered. There are no waterfalls or rapids in the township. Xo minerals or

stone quarries were found. Antelope were the only game noticed.

—

Joseph A. Carhert,
D.L.S., 1903.

Eange 10.

Township 2.—This township is well watered by Milk river which flows eastwards
across the northern part and is more or less broken by coulees running into Milk river

along the valley of which and in the numerous coulees there is good shelter for stock.

The township is best suited for ranching. The quality of the grass is good and th-3

scil is from second to third class.

—

E. J. Rainboth, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 37.—This township lies only a few miles south of the main trail running
from Red Deer to Battleford. The soil is a rich black clay loam with a clay subsoil,

and with the exception of a few sections of second class land, is all first class. "Vege-

tf:tion is rich. The surface is open rolling prairie in the westerly half and hilly in the

easterly portion. There is no timber whatever in the township. A limited quantity of

hay is found around the hay sloughs. Good water is scarce. Fair water is found in

the grassy sloughs and in a stream which runs easterly through the township and
enters Ribstone creek at the foot of the Xose hills. There are no waterfalls or rapids

in the township. Wood for fuel is very scarce, but can b^ had in the adjoining town-
ship east in the Xose hills. Xo coal or lignite veins were found, and no minerals or

stone quarries. Antelope from the Xose hills were the only game seen.

—

Joseph A.
Carlert, D.L.S.. 1903.
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Township 38.—The raucher's trail to Blackfalds or points on the railway north

of Eed Deer crosses the northern part of this township. The surface is mostly easy

rolling, with a slope to the south. It contains a fair amount of small poplar and brush

in the north half. The soil is a sandy or black loam on a clay subsoil. There are not

a great many sloughs in the township except in the south part, and hay would be scarce

in dry seasons. The water in the small lakes in the township is alkaline, but is fresh

in most of the sloughs. There are no streams in the township. Fuel is scarce as far

as I could judge. I know of no stoiie quarries, nor did I see any kind of minerals.

Prairie chicken and duck are the only game, with geese in the fall.

—

Geo: P. Roy,

D.L.8., 1903.

Townsliip 41.—The township can be reached by road from Wetaskiwin, Lacombe

or Ked Deer, but the road is not in good order. The soil is fairly good upon the whole,

but the township is much broken by hills, ravines and by the valley of Battle river. It

is suitable for ranching. The township i^ prairie, more or less covered with scattered

clumps of poplar and willow. The timber is poplar, which is small, except along the

river valley, where a limited amount of building timber can be obtained. The town-

ship is cut up by wide coulees which contain lakes and swamps, affording a fair

growth of good hay. The l^kes are more or less alkaline, good for stock but not for

man. They are permanent. There are several good springs in ravines running into

Battle river. Battle river itself affords a never failing supply of good water. It is

on3 and a half to two chains in width and three to ten feet deep, and has a current oi

about one and a half miles an hour. Some of the low flats along the river valley

n-oald be flooded to a depth of about one foot. The river does not afford any available

water-power. Poplar firewood can be obtained from the bluffs scattei*ed over the town-

ship. Xo coal seams were located, nor were any economic minerals or stone quarries

observed. Wild fowl and prairie chickens are plentiful, also rabbits, and qviite a num-
1>er of deer were also seen.

—

Thomas Drummond, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 45.—This township can be reached by the route given in the report for

township 45, range 11, west of the fourth meridian. In the west and centre the soil is

black loam with clay or clay loam subsoil. In the eastern part there is a great deal of

stone and the subsoil is gravelly. There are occasional quarter sections suitable for

mixed farming, but the greater part is only fit for grazing. The surface is principally

prairie, with scattered bluffs of poplar and willows, and is very rolling, and broken ty
numerous ravines and gullies. The only timber consists of poplar 2 inches to 4 inches

in diameter, and willows occurring in scattered bluffs along the south sides of ravines,

principally in the north half of the township. There are occasional trees from 8 to

10 inches in diameter in the northern portion. There is a hay slough of about 10 acres

iii extent in section 34, one of half the size in section 32, and there are also a number
cf small sloughs where coarse hay could be cut in dry seasons. There is no permanent

supply of good water; the numerous small ponds and lakes are strongly alkaline. Two
small springs were found on section 10 and one in section 11, but the water was bad.

Owing to the abundant rainfall there i« plenty of fresh water to be had in the sloughs,

but in a dry season there would be none. There are no streams in this township. The
climate is cold and wet, but no frosts so far (July). The only fuel is poplar and wil-

low. No coal or lignite was found, or stone quarries or minerals. Prairie chicken,

duck and rabbits are found.

—

Hugh M<:Grdndle, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 46.—We reached this township by way of Wetaskiwin, thence by trail,

passing Pipestone creek, Rosenroll, Stony creek and Bound hill, on the Battleford and
Edmonton trail in township 48. We followed this trail to range 13. We then travelled

southeasterly to township 46, range 12, thence easterly through township 4(5, ranges 12

and 11, to range 10. The roads were very bad, as the trail crosses many sloughs which

cannot be avoided. The soil is black loam from six inches to two feet deep, with a

subsoil of clay, producing a good growth of prairie grass. The surface is rolling to
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hilly prairie with willows and small poplar scattered throughout the township. There
is none large enough for building purposes. Good hay may be cut from the north
central part of the township in the vicinity of Craven lake, where the surface is undu-
lating and small willow is the only brush. There is good hay in other parts, but the

scrub is thicker and the surfac'e rougher. There is some blue grass, but bunch grass

predominates. There are many fresh water ponds, supplied by the almost constant
rainfall. Surface wells may be obtained. There are no .streams, and the surface is

not liable to be flooded. The climate is mild in temperature and very wet, as it rains

nearly every day and the dew is heavj'. There were late frosts about May 25 and early

0Tie>: aboiit September 20. The only fuel to be had is small poplar and willow, scai*.er.?d

over the township. There were no indications of coal or lignite. Xo quarries or

minerals were discovered. Ducks, geese and prairie chickens c^ist in abundance.
This township is best suited for stock-raising.

—

B. J. Gordon, D.L.S., 1903.

1'owiisliip 47.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail, passing .^oine

four miles north of the south boundary of township 48, range 11. The soil is composed
of black loam, varying in'depth from 4 to 18 inches, resting on a subsoil of sandy clay
and hard clay. Though the soil is a little stony in some places, it can be <?ultivated

prolitably. This township is somewhat hilly here and there. There are three remark-
able hills in the central portion of this townshp, the north slopes of which are covered
with poplar and willows. The poplar and willow bluffs contain wood that is only good
for fuel. Good hay is plentiful in every slough and marsh. Grass grows abundantly
on the side hills. Good water can be had in nearly every pond and slough. There is

no stream of any description in this township, no stone quarries, and I did not see any
traces of mineral during the progress of the work. There are only three lakes of any
size in the township, viz.: Markus lake, lake No. 1 and lake l^o. 2. Prairie wolves,

foxes, badgers and rabbits seem to be plentiful here. As to the feathered game, there

are ducks of different kinds, wild geese, cranes, prairie chickens and partridges.

Eoads can be made with comparatively little cost in all directions through this town-
ship. Settlers will find here everything to meet their requirements.

—

J. B. Saini-Cyr,
D.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.—The township is intersected by the Battleford-Wetaskiwin trail,

which is good in a dry season, but becomes almost impassable in a wet season. Edmon-
ton is reached by way of Vegreville and Fort Saskatchewan, but this trail is both
longer and worse than the Wetaskiwin trail. The soil is generally a heavy black loam
with a clay subsoil, and would rank as Xo. 1 for agricultural purposes were it not for

the hilly nature of the country and the numerous ponds. On this account I have
graded it as Xo. 2 for the greater part. It is, however, especially adapted for grazing,

the rolling surface and small patches of scrub and brush giving protection to stock.

The timber or bush in the township is generally small, and with the exception of the

east one-third of the township, there is practically no timber, and that in the eastern

part of the township is small, averaging four inches in diameter, and being found in

small patches without any continuity. To sketch the landscape is a practical impos-
.sibility, as the hollows are so deep and irregular that only a small area is visible from
any one point. There is no hay land in the township, but this season an 'excellent crop

of hay. pea vine, tfcc. could be cut on the hills, but the area would be limited by the

flmall scrub, ponds, &«. The only water in the township is in the ponds, and any of

these that are apparently permanent are more or less alkaline. There are no streams,

falls or rapids. The ponds at the time of survey were very full, but "flooding from
them affects only a small area. The climate is the northern Alberta climate. A snow-
fall on May 19 and 20 and a slight frost on June 15 were the, only unpleasant features

noted. Wood is the only fuel available, and it can be obtained in small quantities

generally throughout the neighbourhood. There is no coal in the township, no stone

quarries, and no minerals as far as I could ascertain. Chicken, duck and a few geese
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were seen in the township. The prairie fire early in May destroyed a considerable

quantity of bush in the township, as well as the nests of the chicken and duck. In
fact, very few chicken survived the fire and thousands of eggs must have been burnt.

There are no squatters in the township.

—

C. C. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 49.—The township lies between the Battleford-Edmonton and the Bat-

tleford-Wetaskiwin trails and is reached from either trail without difficulty. The
trail from Wetaskiwin is the better of the two, but both are good in a dry year, but

almost impassable in a wet year. The soil is a heavy black loam with clay subsoil,

but owing to the broken surface and prevalence of ponds, is better suited for grazing

than farming. The surface is prairie with some scrub, which is thicker along the east

side where some 4-inch poplar is found. Very little of this, however, would do for

building. There is no hay in the township except the prairie grass which grows lux-

uriantly on all parts of the township not covered with scrub or water. The water in

the lakes and ponds is good. There are no creeks and no flooding of lands or water-

powers. The climate is similar to that of Edmonton. There was one light frost in

June. Wood is the only fuel and it is found in small quantities on all the surround-

ing prairie. There are no coal veins, stone quarries or minerals. Prairie chicken,

ducks and geese were the only game seen. The lakes and ponds were very high at the

time of survey and several ponds shown in field notes would doubtless dry up in a dry

year, but a number of the ponds are, I believe, "permanent. There are no settlers in

the township.—(7. C. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 50.—This township is reached either from Edmonton or Strathcona or

Wetaskiwin by way of Vegreville. The Canadian Northern Railway surveyors have

a supply trail from Vegreville to the township, which is good. The soil is somewhat

sandy in the centre but is better both north and south. It is suitable for mixed farm-

ing but is rated generally No. 2 for this purpose. The surface is rolling prairie with

scrub. The north and south ends are rather scrubby, the north being about half

covered with poplar and willow scrub averaging 12 feet in height. There is little grow-

ing timber in the township, but considerable brule scattered through the scrub. Hay
can be cut in limited quantities along the valley of Birch creek. There is an abundant

supply of excellent water both in the lakes and Birch creek. Birch creek is about 6

feet wide by 2 feet deep, and flows for the most part through a flat marshy valley. Tlie

ciTrrent is about three miles an hour. The marshes are liable to flooding, but are

apparently never dry, and the effect would be hardly noticeable. There is no chance

for water-power development. There are no summer frosts, the climate being that of

Edmonton district. Dry poplar is the only fuel available, there being enough within

the township for settlers' needs for a few vears. There are no coal or lignite veins in

the township and no stone quarries. No economic minerals were found. Chicken,

cucks and a few deer were seen in the township. Birch creek enters the township near

the northwest corner and flows out about the centre of the east sid. A Canadian North-

ern Railway line is located south of and generally parallel to the creek and there is a

trail running alongside -the survey line. There are no settlers in the township and no

stock ranging over it.

—

C. 0. Fairchild, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 51.—The route to this township is from Edmonton to Fort Saskatche-

wan, thence to Vegreville and from there by trail to this township. The trail from
Eort Saskatchewan to Vegreville is very badly cut up. From Vegreville to this town-

ship, it is fairly good, along the trail made by the Canadian Pacific Railway surveyors.

The soil is a sandy loam from one to eighteen inches in depth. In the north part of

the township, the subsoil is clay or sandy clay, in the south part the subsoil is sand oi*

gravel. The surface is high rolling or hilly in the east and southwest portions and
rolling and swampy toAvards the middle, covered with willow and poplar scrub and
brush, with occasional openings or bare prairie. On sections 19, 29, 30, 31 and 33,

there are poplar trees averaging about five inches, suitable for building and fences.
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Hay is found around sloughs on sections 14, 15, 18, 19, 20, 22 and 29, and consists of
slough grass, the quantity is very uncertain, varying as the year is wet or dry. The
water found in the sloughs and ponds was fairly good, but a little alkaline. The
supply in wet seasons is abundant, but I am inclined to think that in dry seasons, th^
supply of surface water would be limited. There would be no great difficulty in getting
Abater by means of wells in most places. I did not discover any water-powers. The
climatic conditions of this township are almost similar to those of Edmonton or Stratli-

eoJia. I could discover no difference. Snow fell to the depth of six inches on the 21st

duy of May, 1903, and snow to the depth of four inches on October 2, but both these

snows disappeared in the course of one day and there was fine weather afterwards. A
killing frost came on the 25th day of August, killing off potatoes, oats, wheat, &c. The
fuel most readily available is poplar, which can be found on almost every section. The
supply would be sufficient for a few years only. There is a vein of- lignite on the north
side of Vermilion river on section 7. There are no stone quarries to be found in

this township, but boulders are to be found on many of the hill tops. The kinds of

game found were prairie chickens, partridges and ducks and a few rabbits.

—

B. W.
Lendrum, D.L.S., 190-3.

Township 52.—The surface of this township is rough and hilly and in places

broken, overgrown with willow and poplar scrub and brush, with openings here and
there. The route for reaching it is by Vegreville, thence across the country by Sick-

man hill to the north of Birch lake, to Birch creek across a muskeg at Birch creek,

which is dangerous for teams, to township 51, range 10. The soil is a black loam on
a clay subsoil. The surface soil is from three to fifteen inches in depth. The township

is more suitable for grazing purposes than cultivation on account of its hilly and
broken surface. There are two groves of spruce trees, one on sections 13 and 14 and
another on sections 22 and 23; trees from 6 to IS inches in diameter, suitable for sawn
lumber; I estimate about three hundred thousand feet board measure in all of spruce.

There is an abundance of poplar trees in groves and scattered, suitable for building

purposes, fencing and fuel. Hay can be cut in small quantities in many of the sloughs.

I discovered no extensive meadows. The water in this township I consider amply suffi-

cient, and I found it good and sweet, and I think permanent. Vermilion river enters

this township on section 34, crosses sections 27, 26, 23, 24, and leaves it on section 13.

It is a stream of from 80 to 100 links in width while in full flow, and a depth of from
G to 8 feet, with a current of about 2 miles an hour. I found the water to be good.

This is a very crooked stream, and along the bends and turns are flats where hay can

be cut. Upon this stream I discovered no rapids suitable for mill dams. The climate

1 consider similar to that of Edmonton district. The fuel most readily available is

pttplar, which can be procured in every section. I found rock in place on the east

boundary of section 14; it is a red sandstone, and boulders can be found on almost

every hill. A thin bed or vein of lignite is exposed on tlie bank of the Vermilion on

sections 13 and 18. The game to be found is ducks, prairie chicken and rabbits

—

R. W.
Lendrum, D.L.S., 190S.

Range 11.

Township 2.—This township is well watered by Milk river, and there is also a creek

emptying into the latter and flowing through Deadhorse coulee, which is also called

the Old river bed coulee. The river flows across the middle of the township eastwards.
Along the river there is good shelter for stock grazing, for which the country is best

suited. The grass is of an excellent quality, and the soil is second class.

—

E. J. Rain-
hoth, B.L.8., 1902.

Township 38.—This township is easily reached, as the main trail from Ked Deer
to Battleford passes through the township from west to east. The soil in the upper

25a^l6
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one-third of township is a black sandy loam with a clay subsoil, and is first class land,

good for farming purposes. The lower two-thirds is a much poorer quality; some
black loam mixed with alkali, and balance sandy, and is only fit for grazing purposes,

being third class. The surface is open rolling prairie in the upper one-third, and a

low flat prairie in the lower two-thirds of the township, and there is no timber what-

ever. There is an abundance of good hay to be found around the lake which is situated

in the lower two-thirds of the township, and in the hay sloughs. Water is scarce, and

is found only in the sloughs, and in a stream which runs from Meadow lake northerly

in Battle river. The water in Meadow lake is alkaline, and is from 1 to 6 feet deep.

There are no water-powers, falls or rapids in the township, and no wood for fuel, but

wood can be obtained in the township north along Battle river. No lignite or coal

veins were discovered. No stone quarries or minerals were found in th-^ township.

—

Joseph A. Carbert, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—The best way to reach the township is by a road along the north

of Battle river. The road is not in good order. The soil is first and second class,

consisting generally of sandy loam with clay or sand subsoil. It is suitable for stock-

raising or farming. The surface is more or less covered with scattered bluffs of poplar

and willows, and there is also a considerable amount of scrub, especially in the north-

ern part of the township. The south is more open. There is only small poplar, and

that in limited quantities. There are very few hay meadows of any importance in

this township. There are no streams, but quite a number of large lakes, in which the

water is more or less alkaline, and, while good enough for cattle, is not sufficiently pure

for domestic use. The land is not liable to be flooded. A large muskeg to the south

has fresh water, and in the smaller swamps the water is also good. There is one small

brook in a coulee at the north of the township in which the water is also sweet. There

are no water-powers in the township. No summer frosts were observed and the cli-

mate seems suitable for farming. Poplar fuel can be obtained from Battle river

within a reasonable distance. No coal, stone or economic minerals were observed.

Prairie chickens, ducks, geeoe, sandhill cranes and swans are plentiful. There are

also a few deer.

—

Thomas Drummond, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 41.—This township is comparatively easy of access by wagon trail from

Wetaskiwin, the nearest station on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway and about 110

miles distant therefrom. Up to within about 25 miles a number of settlers are located

along the trail, and unless the season is very wet, very fair loads can be hauled over it,

as most of the creek crossings are bridged and the hills graded. Probably the worst

place is the crossing of a boggy marsh on section 25 in township 41, range 13. The
nature of the soil in the southerly two tiers of sections averages about first class

although they are very much cut up by ponds and marshes generally surrounded by

a dense growth of willows. A group of hills covers about one-third of the township.

Coming from the south the hills present an abrupt ascent up to a height varying

from 100 to 150 feet, the highest point being on the northeast quarter of section 17,

where it is almost 200 feet high, and is known as ' Flagstaff hill.' To the north the

descent is very gradual, and the foot, therefore, almost difficult to define. Several

ravines also traverse the easterly portion of the township, which, although the banks

thereof are not very steep, yet cut the land too much for proper cultivation. The

valleys at the bottom of these ravines contain many ponds and marshes, frequently
.

strongly impregnated with alkali, which is more particularly the case to the north.

The southerly half of the township is fairly well wooded with poplar up to 10 inches in

diameter, much of which, however, is fire-killed. The wooded portion of the township

will probably not average more than 15 per cent of the whole. There is good grazing

for cattle and horses in the hills, which when once ascended form more of a plateau,

cut by ravines, then a range of hills, with a gradual descent to the north. The east-

erly tier of sections, where not traversed by ravines, may also be rated at first class.
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The northerly half of the township consists principally of open prairie interspersed

with numerous alkaline ponds. Owing to excessive rains this year and for several

seasons past, there are no available hay meadows, and upland hay has to be cut, which,
although not in such quantities as in low lands, is said to be more nutritious than that

cut in the latter which is of a much coarser fibre. Altogether I may say that this town-
ship is better adaptea for pasturing cattle than for the raising of cereals. Water this

season is plentiful. A live spring is said to exist immediately north of Flagstaff hill,

and would probably be on section 20. The water to the south of the hills found in the

ponds is of a superior quality to that found to the north, which is more or less strongly

impregnated with alkali. No summer frosts were experienced until the first of Sep-
tember. There is no fuel except the standing timber already alluded to; the most of

it is fire-killed and of the largest dimensions along the southerly base of the hills in

the southwest quarter of the township. There are no stone quarries or minerals of any
description. Game, such as ducks and chickens, are plentiful, also rabbits in the poplar

bluffs. Deer, although not seen by us, were, to judge by signs, quite numerous. An Indian,

so 1 was informed, killed fourteen head in the hills last fall or winter. A trail, estab-

lished last spring, runs from No. 1 Battle river mail depot to No. I Iron creek mail
depot, traversing the southeast quarter of the township in a northeasterIv direction.

—

C. F. Miles, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 45.—This township can be reached by trail from Wetaskiwin, via

Rosenroll and Heatherbrae, thence by Iron creek trail as described in report of town-
ship 45, range 14, west of the fourth meridian. It might also be reached by trail from
Lacombe, but I have no knowledge of this route. The soil is principally black loam
with clay subsoil and is second and third class. Two valleys run diagonally across

the township, one from section 29 to section 13, where it leaves the township, the

other starts in section 17 and leaves the township near the southeast corner of section

1, crossing the east boundary; along the course of these valleys are numerous small

lakes and ponds. The country is rolling prairie dotted over with clumps of willow

and small poplar from 2 inches to 4 inches in diameter and more numerous in the

northwest half of the township. There is more or less hay throughout the length of

the valleys above mentioned, but there are no good hay sloughs in the township. There
are no running streams, the slough water on the high land is fresh, but the lakes or

ponds in the valleys are salt or strongly alkaline. Considerable rain has fallen dur-

ing the first half of July, but there has been no summer frost yet. The only fuel is

poplar and willow and there is only a small quantity large enough for that. No coal

or lignite was seen. No quarries, but some surface stones. No minerals of value.

The game consists of wild duck, prairie chicken and plover.

—

Hugh McGrandle,
D.L.8., 1908.

Township 46.—We reached this township by trail from Wetaskiwin, by way of

Pipestone creek, Rosenroll, Stony creek and Round hiU, where we reached the Bat-

tleford and Edmonton trail. We followed this trail till we reached township 48, range
13. We then took a southeasterly course to township 46, range 12, thence easterly to

range 11. The roads were very bad, as they crossed many sloughs and mud holes.

The soil in this township is mostly black loam with a subsoil of clay. There is, how-
ever, some gravel between Hattie and Vernon lakes. A good growth of grass is pro-

duced and in some parts farming may be carried on, but the township is more suited

for grazing. The surface is rolling to hilly prairie, except sections 16, 20, 21 and
part of sections 28 and 29 which are undulating. Small poplar and willow are scat-

tered throughout the township except on the above mentioned sections which are open
prairie. The timber is small poplar and willow scattered over the township. Good
grasses may be cut for hay in the northeasterly part of the township, but the whole

tract is more suited for grazing purposes. Enough hay may ' be had, however, for

farmers' use. There is some blue grass mixed with the bunch grass, which predom-
25a—16i
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inates. The water is alkaline and is contained in ponds and sloughs which are con-

stantly renewed by rainfall. The surface is not liable to be flooded. There is no
water-power. The climate is mild and wet in midsummer, cold and wet during the

early spring and fall. Late frosts about May 20 and early frosts about Septembr 15.

Poplar and willow of a ' scrub nature are the only materials to be had for fuel. No
coal or lignite deposits discovered. No stone quarries or minerals were discovered.

Wild ducks and chicken are in abundance.

—

B. J. Gordon, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 47.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail crossing

township 48, range 11. A good road can also be made east of the central line in a

direction nearly north and south. Though the soil is not very rich in this township,

being a small depth of black sandy loam resting on a sandy or hard clay subsoil and

stony in some places, good farms can be found here and there. The pasture is good

enough. The surface is prairie and scattered poplar bluffs. The country is very

broken, principally in the vicinity of the lakes. The numerous bluffs scattered all

through this township do not contain much timber large enough ' for buildings with

the exception of the poplar bluffs adjoining Oliver lake, where some poplar from 6 to

10 inches in diameter can be procured. Hay is very scarce. Fresh water is found in

all the sloughs and some ponds, but all the lakes contain alkaline water. There is no

water-power in this township. The climate is good and there are no 'summer frosts to

injure the crops. There is no stone quarry and no mineral of any description has

Deen found during the subdivision of this township. Fuel is abundant all through

the township; it consists of poplar and willow. The game found is the prairie woK,

badgers, foxes, muskrats, rabbits and a few deer. Ducks, wild geese, cranes, part-

ridges and prairie chickens are plentiful. The general appearance of the country in

this township is hilly and broken with deep ravines, dotted with lakes, ponds and

sloughs.^7. B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 48.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail, which passes

through se<jtions 31, 32, 33, 34, 26 and 25, and also by way of Vegrevilie. The soil here

IS mostly composed of black sandy loam, resting on a subsoil of sandy clay or sand.

The country is not very well adapted for farming, it is so hilly and broken, and cut

by a great number of ponds, sloughs and lakes. Nevertheless, east of Camp lake and

in the vicinity of the correction line, the land can be cultivated profitably. The sur-

face is prairie, with bluffs of poplar and willow. The bluffs are rather small, and the

timber is of inferior quality, and can only be used for fencing and fuel, and probably

a few trees here and there can be found for building log cabins. This township cannot

be surpassed as grazing land. The hills are covered with very good hay. No large hay

marshes or sloughs are found in the township. With the exception of the lakes,

where the water is hard, good soft water is found in almost every slough and pond.

The climate is favourable to the crops, for according to the report of settlers living

north of here there is no summer frost. Wood for fuel is abundant in every part of

the township, and consists of large willow and poplar. There is no water-power, no

minerals of any sort, and no stone quarries. Game is plentiful. There are deer, bad-

gers, prairie wolves, porcupines, rabbits and muskrats. The feathered game is wild

geese, ducks of all species, cranes, partridges and prairie chickens. The country is

very broken and hilly, with numerous lakes and ponds. As a sporting country, this

township cannot be surpassed.

—

J. B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 51.—The north and east parts of this township are rough and hilly,

broken by numerous small ponds and a few lakes. About a half of sections 6 and 7

is covered by a large bay of Birch lake. A large and deep coulee runs across sections

34, 35, 26, 23, 14, 13 and 12, and it can hardly be crossed on foot. The southwest is

-Lu/dulating. It is scrubby prairie, with scattered bluffs of dry and green poplar, and

this is the only supply of fuel in this township. The soil is a good black sandy or clay

loam, from 8 to 18 inches deep, on a sandy or clay subsoil. The supply of water is
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abundant, and good everywhere except around Birch lake, where the water is very alka-

line. A creek about 4 feet wide and 2 feet deep, with good water, flows southeast at

the bottom of tho coulee. A trail from Vegreville to Battleford crosses sections 7, 8,

9, 4, 3, 2 and 1. Another from Vegreville going north crosses sections 31 and 32. I

opened a trail along the central meridian. These trails would be pretty fair in a dry

season, but this year they are very wet. The Canadian Northern Railway surveyed

many exploration lines across the south part of the township. Ducks are plentiful;

also prairie chicken, partridges, muskrats and wolves. Thee are no minerals, water-

powers or stone quarries. The land is liable to be flooded only around Birch lake,

where it is flooded now. This township is generally well adapted for farming. Hay
is scarce, but there is some around Birch lake but it is very poor. The grass even on

tie top of the hills is rich and abundant, but this is probably duo to the fact that last

season was exceptionally wet. There is no timber in this township, but in the north-

west portion there is some poplar large enough for biiilding shacks and for fencing.

—

A , Michaud, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 52.—The township is rough and hilly, broken by innumerable small

ponds and a few good sized lakes. A large and deep coulee crosses sections 19, 20, 17,

8, 9, 5, 4 and 3. A creek 3 feet wide and 3 feet deep crosses sections 20, 29, 28,

27, 26 and 25 flowing east; both this creek and the one in township 51, range

11, drain the coulee, one flowing east and the other southeast. This one

mentioned above is the only permanent creek ; all other streams are due to the

great amount of rain which has fallen lately. There is a large lake on sections 12,

IS and 14. The soil is a black sandy and clay loam from 3 to 12 inches deep on a sand

or clay subsoil, average second class. This township would be well adapted for farming

it it were not so hilly. The soil is rich and has good vegetation, but there is no hay

except at the bottom of the coulee, and it is under 2 feet of water. Half of the town-

ship is covered by bluffs of thick poplar from 3 to 12 inches in diameter. The rest

is scrubby or open prairie, being mostly in the centre of the township. The supply

of water is abundant and permanent. A trail crosses sections 2, 3, 10, 9, 17, 20, 30 and

31, going to Whitford lake, another trail from Vegreville branches from this one on

section 17, where it crosses the coulee. This is the only place where the coulee can bj

crossed with teams and loads. Branching from the first trail on section 30, I opened

one acros.s sections 30, 32, 33, 27, 26, 35 and 36. These trails are good considering the

rough and hilly character of the country. Ducks are plentiful and there are a few

piairie chicken and partridge. Muskrats are abundant, but Chippewa Indians are

trapping them by hundreds. We saw 6 or 7 bears and 1 deer. No fish. The land is

not liable to flood if we except the bottom of the coulee and the south of the creek on

sections 26, 27 and 28, which lands are now flooded. The only place to cross that creek

h on section 20 at its source. No summer frost. There is no water power, minerab

or stone quarries. There is no timber in this township but poplar, but as these are 3

to 12 inches in diameter they will be big enough for the building of log houses and

fencing. There is enough of them for these purposes on every quarter section.

—

A.

Micliaud, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 53.—This township is rough and hilly, covered by thick poplar bush with

heavy underbrush of willows. The soil averages 4 inches of black sandy or clay loam

on a subsoil of sand or clay. The township is not suited for agricultural purposes,

and there are no trails passing across it. At the time of the survey nearly half of th'j

township was under water, every hollow was filled with good water. Ducks, partridge

and muskrats are thick. There ai*e also a few bears but no fish. There is a big hay

slough on sections 25 and 36, but it was covered by at least a foot of water. The

northeast half of the northeast quarter of section 36 is open prairie and would be a

good homestead. There is no mineral, no stone quarries and no water-power. Poplar

is the only timber and they are from 4 to 12 inches in diameter. There are also a few

birch on section 34, size 8 or 10 inches in diameter.

—

A. Micliaud, D.L.S., 1903.
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Township 54.—This township is rough and hilly, broken by numerous ponds and

swamps and is partly covered by poplar and spruce from 6 to 12 inches in diameter.

Vermilion river crosses sections 30, 19, 29, 20, 21, 22, 16, 15, 14, 11 and 12. There is

a little hay on the south side of the river on sections 12, 11 and 15, but more on the

north side, especially on sections 21, 20 and 29. A ranch is located on section 21 and is

keeping about 80 head of cattle. This part of the township along the Vermilion would

be good farming and ranching country, while to the south and the northwest of the

Vermilion, would be a good second class farming land. The northeast quarter of the

township is very rough. The soil is a black sandy or clay loam from 4 to 18 inches

deep on a clay or sandy clay subsoil. The old Battleford trail crosses the township on

the north side of the Vermilion. I opened a trail on the south side across sections 1,

11, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19. The Battleford trail is wet, but the one I opened is good.

The supply of water is abundant and good. Prairie chicken, partridge

and muskrats are plentiful. I have been told that there are some fish

in the Vermilion, but I saw none. The land along Vermilion river was flooded.

There are no water-powers, minerals nor stone quarries. The poplar runs

from 6 to 12 inches in diameter and is distributed in blufis more or less all over the

township. There are also spruce or tamarack swamps on sections 2, 10, 9, 16, 22, 23,

24, 28, 33, 32, 13 and 26. Spruce is not in sufficient quantity for trade, biit there will

be enough to answer the needs of the settlers; few of them are as large as 20 inches

on the stump.—^. Michaud, D.L.S., 190S.

Bange 12.

Township 1.—This township is rough and broken prairie, well adapted for stock

grazing. Milk river flows eastward across the northwest comer. Clumps of bush are

found in the river valley and in some of the coulees running into the river. The soil

is second and third class. There are several ranchers located in the township.

—

E. J.

Rainloth, D.L.8., 1902.

Township 2.—This township is generally a rolling prairie, with a good growth of

grass of excellent quality. Milk river crosses the southeast comer, flowing eastwards

;

its valley affords shelter for stock during stormy weather. There were a number of

cattle found grazing over this township, for which purpose it is best suited.

—

E. J.

RainbotJi, D.L.S., 1902.

J"ownship 38.—This township is easily reached as the main trail from Eed Deer
to Battleford passes through it. The soil is a clay and black loam, with a clay and
sandy subsoil. The black loam is not very deep, not more than 6 to 8 inches at the

most. This township is ranked as second class land, and is suitable for grazing pur-

poses. The surface is rolling prairie, dotted with bluffs of poplar and willow bush.

The timber consists of some large spruce from 10 to 20 inches in diameter, also poplar

and balm of Gilead. These are found in section 31 along Beaverdam creek, and also

along the creek which runs through sections 23, 26 and 36 to Battle river. A limited

quantity of hay is found only around the hay sloughs. Good fresh water is obtained

from the Beaverdam in sections 31 and 32, and also from the creek which runs
through sections 11, 14. 23, 26 and 36 into Battle river. There are no falls or rapids

in the township. Wood is scarce, but a considerable quantity can be obtained in the

township north along the banks of Battle river. No coal or lignite veins were found,

and there are no stone quarries or minerals in the township. Ducks, geese and prairie

chickens are the only game found.

—

Joseph A. Carhert, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40,—^The most convenient route for reaching the township is from
Wetaskiwin along the trail to the north of Battle river. The road is not in good order.

The township as a whole is rated as class two. It is suitable either for farming land
or stock-raising, especially the latter. About one-half of the township is covered with
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scattered bluffs of poplar and willow, and the remainder is open. The timber is all

small and it is only suitable for firewood. Hay sloiighs and meadows are plentiful in

the western half of the township, and they grow tlie ordinary wild hay of the country.

The surface water in the swamps is fresh and many of them are permanent, I should
judge. They are certainly plentiful this season. No streams were found in the town-
ship and there is therefore no water-power. The climate seemed fine and no summer
frosts were observed. The poplar found in the township is very small, practically not
fit even for firewood. Good firewood can be obtained within a reasonable distance
from Battle river. No coal seams were observed and no solid deposits of rock show
on the surface. No minerals of economic value were noticed in the township. Prairie
chickens and the various kinds of wild waterfowl are plentiful.

—

Thomas Dnnnmond,
D.T.S., 190S.

Township 41.—This township is located about 100 miles easterly from Wetaskiwin,
the nearest station on the Calgary and Edmonton branch of the Canadian Pacific Kail-
way, and may be reached by a very fair and direct trail. In normal seasons this trail

is in pretty good condition, but in wet seasons, as the past one proved to be, it is at

times very miry in places, otherwise reasonably heavy loads can be brought over it by
teams. The soil consists of a black loam, varying in depth from 3 to 12 inches, under-
laid by a sand and clay subsoil. The south half of the township is superior to the
north half, although somewhat broken by the more or less abrupt southerly slope of the

hills, referred to in the description of 41-11-4. The northerly portion is much cut up
by marshes and fiats of an alkaline character, and therefore not particularly adapted
for grazing or the raising of cereals, with the exception of the northerly tier of sec-

tions. Good pasturage is found over nearly the whole of the south half, which also is

likely to produce good crops when once broken up and cultivated. The greater part is

open prairie, rolling along the southerly two tiers of sections, flattening out toward the

centre and the north. No timber of any considerable quantity or value exists, what
there is being mostly in the north. Poplar and willows, the latter predominating,

would not cover more than 7 per cent of the whole area. Probably 600 or 700 tons of

upland hay were cut the past season north and west of Schultz lake, which is situated

in parts of sections 3 and 4. Water was quite plentiful during the past season, prin-

cipally surface water, but of inferior quality. Some running water was observed in

a coulee on section 31 and in the northeast corner of section 32, but it is my belief

that it is not permanent and merely owing to the heavy rains prevailing during the

summer. On section 24 there is part of a small lake which may retain water per-

manently. If such b© the case, it is quite possible that it is fed by springs. Tlip

climate was most variable, no very warm weather was experienced, neither were there

any summer frosts, at least not before the beginning of September. The supply of

fuel is scarce and may have to be brought from a distance. Coal seams are said to

exist on Battle river, some 15 miles to the south and to the east. None was found in

this township, neither were there any stone quarries nor fixed rock of any description,

and no minerals whatever. In the southeast corner of the township a spur of the hills

above mentioned faces somewhat abruptly to the south, but runs out by a very gradual

almost imperceptible descent to the north. There being no running water of any

account, no water-power exists.

—

C. F. Miles, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—This towmship can be reached by trail from Wetaskiwin via Eosen-

roll and Heatherbrae, thence by Iron creek trail as described in report of township 45,

range 14, west of the fourth meridian. It might also be reached from Lacombe, but

I have no knowledge of the trail. The soil is principally a black loam with clay sub-

soil. A shallow valley runs diagonally across the township from section 30 to bection

1, dividing it into nearly equal parts. To the north and east the country is very roll-

ing and fit for grazing only, while to the south and west it is more level and fit for

mixed farming. The surface is prairie with bluffs of poplar and willow
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and numerous small ponds and sloughs, round most of which there is a

thick growth of young poplar and willow brush. The only timber is young poplar,

averaging from 2 to 4 inches in diameter, growing in bluffs and around swales. The
largest seen was in sections 23, 24, 25 and 1, where it was about 6 inches in diameter.

There is more or less hay throughout the length of the valley above mentioned, but of

poor quality. There are no running streams in the township, but the water is fresh

and much better in quality than in the townships previously surveyed, as there is no
alkali, and most of the ponds appear to be permanent. There is no water-power.

Considerable rain has fallen during the past fortnight (June), but there have not been

any frosts. The only fuel is poplar and willow. No coal or lignite has been seen.

There are no stone quarries or minerals. Duck, prairie chicken and plover were seen.

—Hugh McGrandle, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 46.—We reached the township by way of Wetaskiwin on the Calgary

and Edmonton Railroad, thence by trail passing Pipestone creek, Eosenroll, Stony
creek, Demay lake and Round hill where the Battleford and Edmonton trail joins the

trail from Stony creek. We followed the Battleford and Edmonton trail as far as

range 13, where we took a southeasterly course till the township was reached. The
roads were very bad as the trail crosses many sloughs which cannot be avoided. The
soil is mostly black loam with a subsoil of clay, producing a luxuriant growth of good
grasses. The surface is hilly prairie dotted with small poplar and willow. There is

some poplar large enough for fuel but not large enough for building purposes. Hay
may be cut from nearly any part of the township ' as the grass is luxuriant and of

good quality, there being considerable blue grass, bunch grass and a variety of other

prairie grasses. The fresh water ponds are numerous and are constantly renewed by
rainfall. Good surface wells may be obtained. There are no streams and the surface

is not likely to be flooded. The climate is mild in temperature and very wet. Rain
has fallen almost incessantly from June 18 to September 15, and very little sign of

its clearing; the sun seldom shining, but it is hot when it does. We had late frosts

about May 25 and frost again about September 20. In spite of these drawbacks vege-

tation grows rapidly and is surprising. The only fuel to be had is small poplar and
willow which is scattered throughout the township. There are no indications of coal

or lignite whatever. The only stone to be found is in gravel beds in the east central

part of the township. No minerals were discovered. There are ducks and geese in

abundance, also prairie chicken; two deer were sighted. This township is more
suited for stock raising than for any other purpose.

—

R. J. Gordon, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 47.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail, passing a

few miles north of Thomas lake, which is tho best road from Wetaskiwin. The soil is

mostly composed of black sandy loam resting on a subsoil of sandy clay or sand.

The central part of the township can be profitably cultivated but the remainder is more
of a ranching country, the land being hilly and broken and cut with innumerable
sloughs and ponds. The surface is prairie and willow and poplar bluffs all through
the township. The poplar found vary from 4 to 8 inches in diameter and can be used
for building log houses. There are no bluff's of any extent but what there are, are

located mostly in sections 27, 28, 33 and 34. At the west of Thomas lake there are

a few hay marshes which produce a large quantity of good hay. The hills are cov-

ered with a good grass. In the flats good hay can be made to meet the requirements

of the settlers. Rain has been too abundant this year to allow the cutting of hay in

the sloughs. Nearly all the ponds in the township contain alkaline water, while eom-
.{paratively good fresh water can be had in all the willow sloughs. There is no stream

of any description here. The climate seems to be good with no summer frost. I hap-

pened to see some beautiful potatoes and pease in bloom, also oats and vegetables of

all kinds grown by Mr. H. H. Thomas, a squatter on south half of section 34 ; his

crop is very promising. There is enough poplar for fuel for a few years to come.
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No minerals nor stone quarries have yet been ' found here. In all the surrounding

townships the game consists of prairie wolves, badgers, foxes, porcupines and rabbits.

Last winter a few deer were seen around here. Bustards, wild geese, ducks of differ-

ent kinds, partridges and prairie chickens, seem to be plentiful. The southern por-

tion of Thomas lake is situated in this township on sections 32, 33, 34 and 35. The
depth varies from 8 to 15 feet. From the east end of this lake there is a deep valley

running southeast with a chain of small alkaline lakes, which in the past probably

formed but one lake with Thomas lake. The general appearance of the township is

hilly and broken with deep ravines and dotted with ponds. The side hills are covered

with willow and small poplar bluffs. The land in sections 3, 4, 9, 10, 14, 15, 16, 17,

18, 21, 22, 31, 32, 33 and 34 can be cultivated, as they are not so hilly as the rest of

the township, which part, however, cannot be surpassed as grazing land.

—

J. B. Saint-

Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 53.—The southwest quarter of sections 19, 30 and 31 are very rough

and hilly, densely wooded with poplar of large size. The north of Plain lake is low

and wet, covered with willows and small poplar. The balance of the township is

scrubby prairie (rolling) with scattered bluffs of dry or green poplar, which will give

a good supply of fuel. Plain lake covers almost half of the north half of the town-

ship. A chain of lakes connected by a creek runs across sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 8, 5 and
7. There are also numerous ponds and lakes. The soil is a black sandy or clay loam
on a subsoil of sand, gravel and. clay, the depth of the loam being from 4 to 18 inches

and over. There is a little hay on sections 21, 22, 23, 16, 15, 14, 10, 11, 2 and 1, but this

year this portion was under water. When cleared of bush and drained the north of

Plain lake will grow first class hay; the draining would be easily done by deepening

3 or 4 feet the outlet of Plain lake on section 32 for about 100 yards. Ducks,

prairie chicken, partridge and muskrats are plentiful and there are a few deer and

bears. An old Indian trail, pretty wet in some places, crosses sections 1, 2, 11, 14, 15,

22, 21, 29 and 30, connecting to the west with the trails to Whitford and Vegreville,

and to the east with the trails in township 52, range 11, and 54, range 12. ^lany

Galicians are already established here. The supply of water will be good and per-

manent. There are no fish in the lakes. There is no water-power, minerals or stone

quarries. Poplar is the only timber in this township. There is a good supply of large

size (from 6 to 12 inches in diameter) in the southwest quarter, and also in the

north quarter of the township, but they are smaller.

—

A. Michaud, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 54.—The south half is rough and hilly, north half is undulating. The
south half very wet, especially to the southeast, but would be easily drained, being

150 or 200 feet above Vermilion river. If drained it would be a good second class land

for farming, as soil is a sandy or clay loam on a subsoil of sandy clay or clay. The
north half along tlie Vermilion is good for ranching ; the balance of the township being

suited for farming. The outlet for Plain lake in township 53, range 12, crosses sec-

tions 6, 7, 8, 17, 18, 19. 30 and 31 to Vermilion river. The Vermilion and the lakes

cross sections 30, 31, 32, 29, 28, 27, 26 and 25. Every one of these sections is good hay
land. Two ranchers, Hughson on section 25 and Fife on 32, are keeping each about

200 head of cattle, and St. Hilaire on sections 25 and 36 has about 25 head. The
Battleford trail on the north side of the Vermilion crosses sections 31, 32, 33, 34, 35

and 25. Two other trails branch from thi? trail on sections 35 and 31, and lead to

I'odd's crossing on the Sa,skatchewan. On the south side of the Vermilion, another

trail leading to Vegreville crosses sections 24, 23, 22, 21, 20 and 18. The Vermilion is

easily crossed with teams and loads on the east boundary of section 31. There are no
minerals, water-powers or stone quarries of any kind. Wild duck, prairie chicken and
muskrats are abundant. We saw also a few bears. There are no fish at all except in

the Vermilion, so I was told, but I did not see any. The south half of this township

is densely wooded with poplar from 3 to 12 inches in diameter, but the north half is

scrubby prairie, with scattered bluffs of poplar.

—

A. Michaud, D.L.S., 1903.
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Township 1.—This township is a rolling prairie, very much broken, with deep

coulees extending from the south outline to Millc river, which flows eastward across the

northeast corner. These coulees are generally wooded with poplar and willows, and

in some are found springs of good water. Some cattle ranchers aie located in the

township. The grass is of an excellent quality and the soil is sandy loam of second

quality.—^. J. Rainboth, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 2.-—This township is a rolling prairie excepting the southwestern part,

which is hilly and broken by coulees rimning into Milk river, which flows southeast-

ward across the southwest corner. Some poplar and willow bush is found along the

river in places, affording good shelter for stock, for which this township is well ad-

apted as the grass is of a superior quality for grazing purposes. Three ranchers or

stockmen are located along the river bottom, owning each several hundred cattle.

The soil is generally a sandy loam and is classed second quality.

—

E. J. Rainhoth, D.

L.8., 1902.

Township 37.—This township is reached by a well travelled trail passing through

the township running from Red Deer easterly to Battleford. The soil is generally a

loamy clay, with black sandy loam in some portions, and with the exception of a few

sections of first class land is ranked as second class. It is suitable for agriculture and

grazing. The surface is open rolling and undulating prairie, somewhat broken by ra-

vines. There is no timber of any kind in the township. A moderate quantity of hay

is found around the hay sloughs. Good fresh water is found in Beaverdam creek and

several other smaller creeks in ravines, and also in the hay sloughs. There are no

drivers, waterfalls or rapids in the township. There is no timber or wood for fuel pur-

poses, but coal can be obtained in the adjoining township to the west. There are no

minerals or stone quarries. Ducks and prairie chickens are the only game found.

—

Joseph A. Carhert, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 38.—The ranchers' trail going to Blackfalds passes through the south

port of this township. It is a fairly good trail. The soil is generally a layer- of black

loam over a clay subsoil, not as hard here as in tbe townships already surveyed. The
surface is mostly rolling prairie, with scattered bluffs of small poplar and willows of little

account, except on sections 6 and 5, where there is poplar from 3 to 5 inches in dia-

meter. There is hay all over .but especially towards the south part. Beaverdam creek

flows through the northern tier of sections. The banks are very easy, aninot more than

30 to 40 feet high. It can be crossed nearly anywhere in a dry season ; however, there

are two good crossings, one on section 36 and the other one on section 33. This stream

is about 10 feet wide, 2 to 3 feet deep, and the water is good, as is also that in the

sloughs. There is not sufficient fuel for any length of time, and I have seen no indica-

tions of coal nor any minerals of value. There is no exposed rock. There is one

settler. He has a ranch on southwest quarter of section 36.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 39.—There is no regular trail across this township. However, the ranch-

ers to the southeast, as evidenced by the tracks I have seen, cross it to go to Wetaski-

win, a town sittxated on the line of the railroad from Calgary to Edmonton. Red Deer

can be reached by the trail leading to the township to the south of this one, then by

going due west along the correction line travellers would meet the trail to Willow creek,

which leads to Lacombe. The soil is generally fair, being black loam over a clay sub-

soil. There are quite a number of small boulders on sections 22 and 23. The south

half of the township is rolling prairie, mixed with bluffs of poplar and willow, these

last forming a fringe around the numerous sloughs found in the township. It becomes

hilly in sections 13 and 14. The north half of the township is mostly badly broken

country, cut by numerous coulees and deep ravines, leading mostly all to Battle river,

which flows across the northeast corner in the bottom of a valley two hundred feet
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deep, and bordered by very steep banks. The valley of Paint-earth creek is nearly as

large and certainly as deep as the valley of Battle river, and divides the country in

such a way as to make the northwest corner, through which it runs, unfit for farming
purposes. Duck and prairie chicken are found in all the surrounding country, but

are about the only game in the country.

—

George P. Roy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—The township can be reached by road from Wetaskiwin, Red Deer
or Lacombe, but the road is not in good order. The soil is fairly good, mainlj^ second

class, suitable for either farming or ranching. The surface of the township is very

much cut up by the valley of Battle river and its tributary gulches and ravines. It

is more or less thickly covered by bluffs of j)oplar and willow, affording a plentiful

supply of firewood. A limited amount of good building timber is available in the

valley of Battle river. Good hay meadows and sloughs are scattered over the town-

ship. The surface swamp water is fresh, but in extremely dry seasons it may not be

permanent. There are quite a number of springs in the ravines, but most of them are

slightly alkaline. The township is traversed by Battle river, which is good fresh water.

It is from one and a half to two chains in width and three to ten feet in depth; the

current is about one and a half miles per hour. Natural water power is non-existent,

and it cannot be developed artificially. The climate is pleasant and no summer frosts

were observed. Indications of coal are to be seen along the river, and good workable

seams coiild probably be developed. Sandstone, impure limestone and clay ironstone

are also exposed along the river. Ducks, gee&e, swans, sandhill cranes, prairie chickens

and rabbits are plentiful, and there are quite a number 'of deer.

—

Thomas Brummond,
D.T.S., 1903.

Township 41.—This township is situated on the direct trail from Wetaskiwin, a

statici. on the Calgary and Edmonton branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, distant

abor,1 90 miles from Schultz laj?e. It is a fairly good trail, except in very wet seasons,

mort of the steep hills being graded and the creek crossings bridged. During ordinary

seasons a fairly good load can be hauled over this trail. The soil generally consists of

black loam, varying in depth from 3 to 12 inches, imderlaid by a stiff clay, which is

more or less difficult to penetrate. The southwest qiiarter of this township may be

classed as superior to the remaining part, and is more thickly wooded, an indication

of the soil being better adapted for cultivation than the open parts. Most of the land

in the remaining portions can only be rated as second class, and in the southeast quar-

ter is third class. Here the greater part of the water contained in the por.ds and

marshes is of an alkaline nature. In the easterly half of this township open prairie

predomii ates, the southerly half of which is much cut up by ponds and marshes, some

of which cover a considerable area, but whether they are permanent appears to me
doubtful. T3:e timber which is at all suitable for domestic purposes is nearly all

located on the southwest quarter, the poplar rarely exceeding 10 inches in diameter.

Sufficient might be had, in the early stages of settlement, for a limited amount of

building logs and for fuel. The meadows, or what may at certain dry seasons con-

stitute meadows, are now more or less flooded, so that hay, if necessary, during the last

few wet seasons, would have to be obtained from the uplands. The water in the ponds

and marshes is all surface water; none of any permanent character is seen, to the best

of my knowledge, unless there may be found springs in a ravine or coulee, which tra-

verses the whole breadth of the township. This ravine or coulee enters the township

on section 19, leaving it again on section 25, thence traversing the corners of two more

townships easterly and emptying in a good sized lake, with an alkaline bottom, in town-

ship 42. range 11, and thence ultimately emptying into Battle river to the east. This

ravine crosses sections 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 26 and 25, and is almost impassable, the bot-

tom being generally a boggy marsh. The banks vary in height from 20 to 30 feet, and

are not very steep, but the boggy bottom itself forms a sufficient bar against easy cross-

ing at any place. For the information of intending settlers, it may be stited that the
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southerly half of this township is easiest of access by crossing the ravine in the south-
west corner of township 42, range 14. The trail to Schultz lake crosses the ravine on
section 26, where, however, it is very mucky, and would not make a permanent cross-

ing except by bridging. The climate, as far as experienced, is probably similar to that

of adjacent townships where no frosts were noticed until early in September. No
stone quarry or fixed rock of any description was observed. There being no running
^vater, of course there is no water-power. There is a slight current in the ravine men-
tioned above, a few miles to the east. By constructing a dam across the ravine in

some convenient place, it is possible a reservoir might be formed, retaining water for

a limited period. Game, such as chickens, duck and deer, appeared to be plentiful.

—

€. F. Miles, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 42.—A trail from Wetaskiwin, the nearest station on the Calgary and
Edmonton branch of the Canadian Pacific Kailway crosses the southwest quarter of
this township. During ordinary dry seasons it is in very fair condition, so that reason-

ably heavy loads may be brought over it, the distance from Wetaskiwin being about
85 miles. The soil consists of a black loam with a depth varying from 3 to 12 inches,

underlying which is a subsoil of clay, a very tenacious substance, at times difficult to

penetrate. This township is largely open prairie, the wooded portion not exceeding 8

per cent and the greater part of this consists of willows. Some few small poplar

groves are scattered through the southerly part of the township, the greater portion,

however, being located in the northeast quarter, not exceeding, however, 8 inches in

diameter. But little of this is suitable for building purposes and as for fuel, there is

is but a limited supply. There are a good many hay meadows more particularly in the

southern part and some in the western part of the township, which, however, this

season, were all flooded to over-flowing. Water is very plentiful, in fact every de-

pression was filled up, but as far as I could see, it was only surface water. The flats

generally were sodden, owing to frequent heavy rains, but no live springs or running
waters were discovered. A. ravine or coulee traverses this township through its central

portion in about an east and southeasterly direction, and it ?s quite possible that

springs may exist somewhere along its banks, which vary considerably in height in

peaces as on the east boundaries of sections 17 and 20 where it is flattened out to a

level marsh and then again rising to the east, or lower down, to banks rising to the

height of 30 or 40 feet. To the west, too, banks were seen along the course of the

coulee. There is water in the bottom, but no perceptible current in this township,

although farther down a current was noticed flowing easterly. There are no quarries,

but stones and boulders are strewn thickly along the bottom of the above mentioned
coulee. !N"o minerals of any description were seen nor was any fixed rock discovered.

With regard to climate but little can be said, this season altogether being an abnormal
one. A great deal of rain fell and no excessively warm days were experienced, nor any
summer frosts either, the first one being noted early in the month of September. A
heavy thunder storm was experienced on the afternoon of August 29, accompanied by

hail and hailstones of unusual dimensions. Game, such as ducks and prairie chickens

were encountered daily, as also on several occasions larger game such as deer. These

latter were observed in the northeasterly portion of the township, where it was more
A-, coded than in the other parts.—C. F. Miles. D.L.S., 1903.

Township 45.—For route refer to township 45, range 14. The soil is a black

loam with clay subsoil and sand and gravel in places. It is suitable for mixed farming.

The township is mostly undulating prairie, rolling in the southern portion with

gravel and stony ridges. There are several small sloughs fringed with willow and
small poplar 3 inches to 4 inches in diameter in the eastern portion. A small alkaline

creek averaging 10 linlis wide and 2 feet deep and sluggish current enters on section

32 and runs in a southeasterly direction and leaves the township in section 2. It

would in case of a wet season be liable to flood a considerable part of the northern
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portion of section 10 and the southern portion of section 2. Small ponds cover a por-

tion of the west part of section 10. Lakes in the eastern part of sections 24 and 13
v.vc now mere sloughs; these would ensure a permanent supply of water. There isj

no water-power in the township. Climate is dry and windy, northwest winds prevail-
ing-. A white fi'ost occurred on June 9. There is a limited supply of poplar in the
eastern portion of the township. Iso coal or lignite was seen and no stone quarries
but some loose boulders. Ko minerals of economic value were found. No large game
was observed, hut smtall game such as rabbits, ducks and grouse are plentiful.

—

Hugh
McGran die, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 46.—Route to this township is the same as given in report of town-
ship 45, range 14. The soil is a light black loam 4 to 12 inches with clay subsoil,

gravelly in places, suitable for mixed farming. The township is rolling prairie with
gravelly and stony ridgec, numerous sloughs and willow swales. There is a large

grassy marsh on sections 27, 28, 33 and 34; on 20 and 29 and on 14 and 15. There
is no timber except fringes of poplar 3 to 4 inches in diameter. Willow swales mostly
in the southern portion of the township. No hay meadows excepting the coarse grass
in the sloughs. The water in this township is alkaline. A small stream 5 to 10 links

wide and an average depth of 2 feet, sluggish current, passes through sections 30, 19,

18, 7, 8 and 5 flowing in a southwesterly direction; no permanent supply is avail-

able. The climate is dry and windy, prevailing winds northwest. There is a limited

supply of wood in the southwest portion of the township. No coal or lignite, stone

( luarries or minerals of economic value were found. No large game was observed, but
small game such as rabbits, grouse, ducks and geese are plentiful.

—

Hugh McGrandle,
D.L.8., 1903.

Township 47.—This township can be reached by the Battleford trail passing near
and parallel to the north boundary of township 48, range 13, and also by a wagon road
passing east of Thomas lake, a road which goes as far as Quarrel lake; both trails

are very good and heavy loads can be teamed over them. Four-fifths of the land in this

Township is well adapted for farming, being composed of a good depth of black loam,
resting on a subsoil of clay and sand. The remaining portion can be utilized as pas-

ture. The best farming land is found on sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12,

33, 14, 15, 16, 23, 24, 25, 26, 32, 35 and 36. The surface is scrubby in the low places
with small bluffs of poplar and large prairie openings scattered all through the town-
ship. There is no timber of any value except for fuel. A great number of sloughs

luid marshes containing good water and hay are found all through this township. The
water here is generally fresh. There is no stream of any size. No minerals or stone
quarries were noticed. There is no summr frost to harm the crop, according to the
report of settlers living north of here. The game found here is the prairie wolf, fox,

feadger, porcupine, hare and a few skunks. As to the feathered game, there are

prairie chicken, partridges, ducks of different species and wild goose ' in abundance.
The only lake found in this township is lake No. 1 of a general depth of 5 or 6 feet

and containing fresh water. The country is \in.dulating through the central and west-

ern portion, while it is rolling and hilly in the north and east. On the east boundary,
the country is rough and hilly. Settlers will find here all they want. They can get
poplar logs for bialding their houses in township 47, range 12, south of Thomas lake.

Loose stons for foundations are found in some places, especially in the hollows. The
poplar for fuel found in this township if cut judiciously, will last a few years. The
country presents a very pretty aspect and roads can be made in all directions with
comparatively very little expense.

—

J. B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Range lit-.

Township 2.—This township is a dry rolling prairie broken by ravines running
into Verdigris coulee and Milk river, the latter runs across the township in the south-
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em part from west to east and the former crosses diagonally from the northwest cor-

ner which is occupied by a large alkali slough or pond emptying into Milk river on

section 12. The soil is generally a sandy loam, ni,ostly second class, with a good

growth of grass and is most suitable for ranching or grazing purposes. A sheep

rancher is located at the mouth of Verdigris coulee.

—

E. J. Bainhoth, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 37.—This township lies directly south of the main trail leading from

Eed Deer to Battleford. The soil is a good black sandy and clay loam from 18 to 24

inches in depth, and is suitable for agricultural and grazing purposes. The surface

is rolling prairie except in the northeast corner where it is somewhat broken by a

creek with cut banks. There is no timber of any account in the township. Good hay

in large quantities can be found around the sloughs and the lake. Good water is found

in Beaverdam creek and other small creeks, and fair water in the lake at the north-

west corner. There are no falls or rapids in the township. Very little wood can be

had fcr fuel. Evidences of coal deposits were found in sections 23 and 24 along

Beaverdam creek. No stone quarries or other minerals were found in the township.

Ducks, geese and prairie chickens were found in abundance.

—

Joseph A. Carhert,

D.L.S., 190S.

Township 38.—The main trail of this country leading to the railroad passes

through the south part of this township. A substantial bridge 11 feet wide by 33 feet

long has been built by McAviety over Beaverdam creek near the quarter section post

on the east boundary of section 3. The soil is generally a layer of 6 to 12 inches of

black loam over a hard clay bottom, looking in many places as if it had been baked.

What is called the ' bad lands ' is situated in this township and covers part of sections

8, 9, 16, 17. The surface is rolling. There is very little timber on the township,

with the exception of the sixteen sections forming the northeast part of it, Avhere there

is some poplar and willows. There is a certain amount of spruce along Beaverdam
creek. Hay is found all over the township in these wet years, more especially towards

the south. The water in the sloughs, of which there are not a great many, is generally

good, as is the water of Beaverdam creek. The said Beaverdam is a creek about 10

feet wide, with an average depth of 3 feet, probably dried up except during rainy sea-

sons. It furnishes no water-power. The timber in the township would not supply fuel

for more than a year, but coal exists at least on section 2, and is found right on the trail.

The climate is as good as it is anywhere in Alberta. On the Beaverdam near the in-

tersection of the east boundary of section 16, there is a kind of quarrs^ of soft stone

which appears to me to be nothing else but clay half baked. I hardly think it is solid

enough to be used as building material. The only squatter on this township is Mr.

McAviety on the southwest quarter of section 2.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—^Blaekfalds, E-ed Deer and Lacombe are reached by the trail which
crosses township 38, or by travelling on the correction line until it intersects the same
trail. A track running northwest across the township leads to Wetaskiwin. The soil

is generally black loam over hard clay. The surface is mostly rolling prairie, with
bluffs of poplar and willows. The valley of the Paint-earth and the numerous deep

gullies leading to it will be the main drawback to the speedy settlement of this town-

ship. The water of the Paint-earth and that in the sloughs will be scarce in very dry

seasons. There is no water-power available. The climate is the same as all over this

part of Alberta. I believe coal could be found in the township, as there are indica-

tions of it on section 2, township 38, south of this one. I have noticed no stone

quarries. Ducks and prairie chickens are the only kind of game. There is an
abandoned shack with about six acres of land under cultivation about the middle of

section 24.—G. P. Roy, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 40.—The township can be reached by road from Wetaskiwin, Lacombe
and Red Deer. The first is probably the best route, but the road is not in good order.

The soil is fairly good, mainly second-class. It is suitable either for farming or ranch-
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iug, especially the latter. Battle river traverses the township. It is one and
and a half to two chains in width, and from three to ten feet in depth. The
current is about one and a half miles per hour. The adjoining lands are not liablte

to be flooded. "Water-power cannot be developed from the river. The surface
is much cut up by the valley of the river and its tributary gulches and
ravines. It is more or less thickly covered by blulfs of poplar and willows, suitable

for firewood, but a fair amount of good timber, both poplar and spruce, can be obtained
in the valley of the river. A fair amount of hay can also be cut iu sloughs scattered

over the township. The surface swamp water is fresh, but probably not permanent in

very dry years. A good many springs are found along the river, but many of tliem

are alkaline. Indications of coal and iron are to be found along th.3 banks of Battle
river; workable seams of coaL could probably be found. Sandstone, impure limestone
and clay ironstone were observed along the river in the cut banks. The climate is

pleasant, and no summer frosts were observed. Ducks, geese, swans, sandhill cranes,

piairie chickens and rabbits are plentiful, and there ajr.e also quite a number (

— Thomas Diummond, D.T.S., 1903.

Township 41.—This township is situated about 85 miles east of Wetaskiwin, the

nearest station on the Calgary and Edmonton branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail-

way. A direct trail from Wetaskiwin to Schultz lake on the south boundary of a-ic-

tion 3, township 41, range 12, passes within a few miles of the northeast corner of this

township, and is available fox incoming settlers. The soil consists of a black loam,
varying in depth from 4 to 12 inches, with generally a claj- subsoil, which to judge by
the luxurious growth of tlie grasses promises good returns from cultivation. Both th(;

ersterlj- and westerly portions consist of rolling prairie (the latter more so than the

former), in places somewhat densely covered with poplar and willows, which is more
particularly the case on the westerly half. The central portion is fairly open prairie,

wi th an occasional grove of second growth poplar. About twenty per cent of the whole
area is covered witli poplar and willows, th? former up to 7 and 8 inches in diameter.

The only timber found is poplar, some of which is suitable for building purposes and
much of it for fuel. There are many ponds and marshes in the southerly half which
might be available in dry seasons for hay meadows, but ar.? this season filled with
water to overflowing. However, the growth on the upland is so luxuriant that anj'

o.uantity of hay might be cut there. Much of the water in the southerly part of thi)

township is impregnated with alkali, the ponds of that character being generally open
and not surrounded by any bushes, whereas those that are surrounded by a fringe of

willows or poplar invariably contain sweet water, but being only surface water none of
it is of a permanent nature. A watercourse formed many ages ago contains only
standing water, no current being perceptible. It forms a ravine or coulee, with banks
varying in height from a slight elevation up to about 30 feet, and traverses the north-

east corner of the township, entering on the northeast corner of section *^2, and leav-

ing again on the southeast comer of section 24. The bottom of this coulee is of a very
hoggy nature, and contains but few places where teams may be driven safely across.

The best and easiest crossing is on section 32, where the banks are elevated but a few
feet above the surface of the water, the water there being about 15 to 18 inches in

depth. 1^0 water-power is available in this township. The climate as experienced dur-
ing the past season was moderate, but exceedingly damp, with no extreme of summer
heat and- cool nights. For fuel there is sufficient poplar available that may supply in-

coming settlefTs for some few years. No coal of any description was observed, uor
quarries or fixed rock; neither were there any minerals discovered. Game, such as

prairie chickens and ducks of different varieties were s'^en in abundance; also some
d«?r were observed.—C. F. Miles, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 42.—This township is easily accessible by trail from Wetaskiwin, the

nearest station on the Calgary and Edmonton branch of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
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way and about 80 miles distant therefrom. There are many settlers along this trail

which has been graded in the worst places, and nearly all the creek crossings are

spanned by bridges. The trail in fairly dry seasons is good enough to haul reasonably

heavy loads over. The wettest parts of the trail is now avoided by going via

Spring lake post office (Never-go-dry-lake). A store has recently been opened there

which is only about 10 miles from the northwest corner of the township. The soil

generally consists of a black loam varying in depth from 2 to 12 inches, underlaid by

a clay subsoil which is more or less difficult to penetrate and which is also to a great

extent the cause of so much surface water in this township. Most of the land may be

rated as second class, it being to a great extent cut up by ponds and willow swalesj,

more especially the southerly half of the township and the northeasterly quarter by

alkaline ponds and marshes. The southerly half is also more or less densely covered

by willow bunches and second growth poplar. Not much of the latter is available for

either building or other useful piu'poses. Most of the meadows, where in former years,

hay could be cut, were flooded this year, so that ranchers were compelled the past sea-

son to cut upland hay, which although perhaps more nutritious does not yield the

same quantity per acre as the marsh meadows. In ordinary dry seasons the meadows

would probably furnish sufficient hay. Taking it altogether it may be stated with a

considerable degree of certainty, that this township is and will be in the future, bet-

ter adapted for raising cattle, than for raising of cereals. There are two ranchers in

this township at the present time, whose buildings and corrals are located in the

northwesterly quarter. Between them they have about 800 head of cattle and they

cultivate only sufficient ground to supply themselves with the necessary vegetables re-

quired for their own use. On my way in, early in November, they had disposed of 270

head of steers and were driving them in to Wetaskiwin, the nearest railway station,

for shipment. Only one live spring was noticed in the whole townshii? and is located

on the northeast corner of section 30, in close proximity to the buildings and corrals

of the ranchers.. Their improvements consist merely of the most necessary buildings

and enclosures to carry on their work economically. Their cattle gru^e principally

in township 42, ranges 13, 14 and 15, during the open season, and in winter when the

snow falls to any depth the cattle are all fed at the ranch. There is a great deal of

standing water all over this township, every depression being full to overflowing, but

I learn from the old timers that previous to the past four very wet reasons, little

water was found except at the springs before alluded to. But a limited quantity of

wood is available for the supply of fuel or for building purposes for prospective set-

tlers, though I am informed tkat an inferior quality of lignite coal may be procured

from the banks of Battle river about 10 or 15 miles to the southwest, also a limited

quantity of building timber, such as poplar and to a smaller extent spruce. No stone

or minerals of any description were met with, nor any fixed rock. Game, such as

chickens and liucks is plentiful on account of there being so much water in the town-

ship. A trail traverses the township diagonally from the southeast to the northwest

leading thence westward to Wetaskiwin on the railway and easterly to various ranches

on Schultz lake and on Battle river.—C. F. Miles, D.L.S., 1903.
"^

Township 45.—We left Wetaskiwin April 21, and took the Duhamel trail to

Rosenroll (township 46, range 21, west of the fourth meridian), thence by Stony creek

trail through township 46, range 20, to Driedmeat creek, which was crossed in section

14, township 45, range 19, just east of Heatherbrae. From Driedmeat creek we fol-

lowed Iron creek trail to section 38, township 43, range 15, then struck across country

in a northeasterly direction to the southwest comer of township 45, range 14. The
trail from Wetaskiwin to Rosenroll and for several miles beyond was in very bad con-

dition, the wagons in places sinking to the hubs in the mud. From there to Driedmeat

creek the trail was much better, except at Stony creek, where the road descending into

the ravine, tbrough which the creek flows, was verj- soft. A snow storm which set in on
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the night of April 22 and lasted all nest day did not improve it, and caused a delay of

a day. Another delay occurred at Driedmeat creek owing to high water and a strong

current it being necessary to ferry the outfit across in punts; from Driedmeat cre^k

the trail was good. A shorter route would be due east from Rosenroll, passing north

of Quarrel lake and thence southeast around the head of Wavy lake, but this trail was
reported impassable. The soil in this township averages from 2 to 10 inches of black

loam with a clay or clay loam subsoil and rates second and third class. There is more
cr less stone on nearly every section, but this appears to be all on the surface as none
was found in digging the pits excepting at the northeast comer of sections 6 and 35,

and at the quarter section post on the north boundary of section 12, where the subsoil

was gravel. I would consider this township suitable for mixed farming. The surface

is undulating prairie, with scattered clumps of willow brush and bluffs of small poplar.

There are numerous sloughs and swales and in these and all low wet places there is

considerable alkali ; about one-third of the township is timbered with small poplar from
2 to 4 inches in dimaeter, in scattered bluffs principally in the southwest third of the

township. This is fit only for fuel and fencing, there being no timber in the township
large enough for building purposes. The grass in the sloughs is very coarse and unfit

for hay, while that on the high ground in such places as are sufficiently free from stone

to allow a mower to be used appears to be too short, although in a wet season it might
possibly grow high enough to be worth cutting. There is no permanent supply of

water in the township excepting in the northeast quarter of section 13, where Iron
creek touches the boundary. The water in the sloughs is strongly alkaline and in the

summer must be totally unfit for use if the sloughs are not dried up. There is no
water-power of any description. The climate at this time of the year is extremely
variable, one day being bright and warm and the next very cold. On the night of May
7 there was a hard frost which caused ice a quarter of an inch thick to form over the
sloughs; on the 8th and 9th snow fell. The prevailing wind was from the north and
northwest; I cannot say any thing as to summer frosts. The only fuel obtainable is

small willows and poplar found mostly on the south and west portions of the township

;

should the township become settled the supply unless conserved will last but a short

time. No indications of either coal, lignite or peat were seen. On the northeast
quarter of section 13 on the banks of Iron creek is an out-crop of fine-grained lime-
stone, but owing to position it was not possible to ascertain its extent. No minerals
were noticed. No large game was seen, but feathered game is very abundant, such
as prairie chickens, geese and ducks.

—

Hugh McGrandle, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 46.—For details of route, see notes of to-wnship 45, range 14. The soil

is 2 inches to 10 inches of black loam, with clay subsoil. Undulating prairie very

stony, with numeroiis willow swales. Sections 1 to 8 and 28 and 33 have scattered

bluffs of poplar from 3 inches to 5 inches in diameter. There are no hay meadows,
but a coarse grass grows in the shallow sloughs, mostly in the eastern part of the town-
ship. A small alkaline stream crosses the eastern part of sections 36 and 25, flowing
in a southeasterly direction, also a small water course passes through 11, 12 and 1 in a
southeasterly direction. No permanent supply of water. The weather in the first half

of June was variable, dry with high winds, northwest winds prevalent. There was a

white frost on the morning of the 9th instant. A very limited supply of poplar for

fuel is available in the northern portion of the township. No coal or lignite was
observed and no stone quarries, but there are loose scattered boulders. No minerals
of economic value were found. No large game, but small game such as rabbits, ducks,

geese and grouse is plentiful.

—

Hugh McGrandle, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 47.—This township as well as township 48, range 14, can be reached

from Wetnskiwin by the Battleford trail. The soil north of the large coulee in the

township is well adapted for cultivation, as well as the remaining portion comprising

sections 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 17 and 18, and can be utilized as grazing land. About half

25»—17
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a mile on both sides of the coulee, the land is very stony. The bottom of this gully

resembles the ancient bed of a river and is paved with stones. When rain is abundant

a creek runs into it towards the southeast. A few ponds and hay marshes are found on
sections 15, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 33. The water is good in every one of them. The
marshes produce a large quantity of very good hay and there are also a good number
of sloughs. There is no water-power in the- township. Poplar bluffs containing timber

varying from 3 to 5 inches in diameter and rather small for building are found on sec-

tions 17, 18, 19, 20 and 29. This township is mostly prairie and bluffs. The eastern

portion is undulating while western sections are rolling. The climate is good with no
summer frost. There are no indications of coal, no stone quarry and no minerals.

The timber found here is only fit for fuel, and is scattered all through the

township, A few deer, porcupine, foxes, prairie wolves, badgers and hares are found.

The feathered game consists of geese, ducks of different species, partridges and prairie

chickens. This to^vnship presents a very fine aspect, with its different bluffs and high

ridges. There will be no difficulty in making roads in any direction through this

township. No doubt, settlers will find it profitable and 'agreeable to locate here.—/.

B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 18.—This township can be reached from Edmonton or Wetaskiwin by

the Battleford trail. There is also a road from Edmonton via Fort Saskatchewan, and
Yegreville, but this road starts from Wetaskiwin. The soil of the western iDortion of

the township is well adapted for farming, the remainder is mostly composed of a few
inches of black sandy loam resting on hard clay and very stony in many places. As
grazing land, it is fair. On sections 6, 7 and 8, there are bluffs of green poplar varying

from 3 to 5 inches in diameter. The rest of the township is prairie and bluffs. Large
hay marshes are found on sections 5, 12, 15, 17, 18, 22, 23 and 25. The sloughs are very

numerous in this township. Hay is abundant in every one of these marshes, and good

water is found in them; very few sloughs contain allcaline water. There is a good
sized creek crossing sections 13 and 23, flowing north from one marsh to another.

There is no water-power in the township. The climate seems to be good with no sum-
mer frost. Poplar for fuel can be procured from the western part of the township.

There is no coal, no stone quarries and no minerals. The game found consists of a

few deer, foxes, prairie wolves, porcupines, badgers and hares. The feathered game
i-i mostly wild geese, ducks, partridges and prairie chickens. The Battleford trail

crosses this township from east to west, about a mile south of the north boundary of

sections 31 to 36, The country is generally rolling all through the township
; good

roads can be made in almost over any direction. The poplar found here is hardly

lai^e enough to build with, and is only fit for fuel.—•/. B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 15.

Township 36.—The surface is principally undulating prairie, with deep ravines

(or dry watercourses) heading eastward towards the lake. There is a flat from 40 to

60 chains in width lying along the west side of Sullivan lake in this township. It is

considerably cut up with dry watercourses, but the soil is fairly good. Along the rim
(•Si est of this flat) there appears to have been a large quantity of coal burnt at some
period, as the surface is of burnt clay piled up in all shapes from 30 to 80 feet high.

The soil is mostly clay loam, with very hard clay subsoil, and is suitable for mixed
farming or ranching. No timber worth mentioning. Some willow and young poplar

along the ravines and rim. The most readily available fuel is poplar timber 8 or 10

miles to the northwest. I noticed some outcroppings of coal on the northeast quarter

ot section 19, but I believe coal could be found all along this rim desci'ibed above.

There is a creek of fresh water running through the southwest corner of the township,

which apparently goes dry in dry seasons, with the exception of the deep holes along it.
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There is fresh spring water soaking out of the banks of thes.-; ravines, but the water in

Sullivan lake is no good. It is just like Gough lake, clay coloured and alkaline. There
is plenty of good upland hay, but there are not as many hay sloughs in this part as

there are in the vicinity of Gough lake. The east boundary of section 7 runs through a

good sized slough which lies in the southeast quarter of 7 and the southwest quarter

of 8, and another large one in the southw.est quarter of section 6. There is no water-

power, ore, stone quarries, or anything of marketable value except the above describe 1

outcropping of coal. The climate is similar to any other section of Alberta. The first

frost was in September. Large game is scarce. Some coyotes and porcupine, but any
amount of geese, ducks, prairie chicken, snipe, plover and some swans. This town-

ship (or Sullivan lake) can be reached by a fair road from Blackfalds station on the

Caigary and Edmonton Railway. This trail runs east on the north side of Red Deer
river and crosses Tail creek near its confluence with that river, from there bearing a

Jittle south of east to the north arm of Sullivan lake.

—

A. McFee, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 37.—This township is easily reached, as the main trail from Red Deer
to Battleford passes through the northerly half. The soil in the northerly portion is

a good black sandy loam, and is suitable for agricultural purposes. That in the middle
portion is a mixture of black loam and hard clay, and ranks as second class land, while

the land included in the lower portion is entirely unfit for agriculture, and on account
of th.e poor grasses is not much good for grazing purposes. The surface is open rolling

prairie, with bluffs of poplar and willows in the northeast quarter. The timber is small

poplar and only fit for fuel. Hay is found around the sloughs. Fresh water can be

had from a few small creeks and from the sloughs. Fair water can be obtained from
the lake on the easterly boundary. Sullivan lake, which extends about a mile across

tL.e southern boundary, contains poor muddy water. There are no rivers, waterfalls

or water-powers in the township. Coal can be easily obtained along the banks of a

small creek running southwards through sections 19, 18 and 7. Xo other minerals or

stone quarries were noticed in the township. Ducks, geese and prairie chickens aro

in abimdance around the lakes.

—

Joseph A. Carhert, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—This township can be conveniently reached, as the main trail from
Red Deer to Battleford passes through the southeasterly portion. The soil is a good
black sandy loam, varying in depth from 6 to 10 inches, with a good clay subsoil, and
is suitable for agriculture and grazing purposes. The surface is mostly rolling prairie

with bluffs of poplar throughout the township. The timber is small poplar and is only

useful for firewood. Good hay is found around the numerous sloughs. Water is found
only in the sloughs and a lake which enters the township in the southeast comer.

There are no rivers, falls or rapids in the township. Very little wood is available for

fuel, but abundance of coal can be easily obtained in the adjoining township south.

No stone quarries or minerals were found in the township. Ducks, geese and prairie

chicken abound around the lake and sloughs.

—

Joseph A. Carbert, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—The railway can be reached from this township either by going

south seven or eight miles to catch the trail to Blackfalds or by following the track

which passes by Stocking and Travers' ranch and goes west towards Lacombe, passing

through the Willow creek settlement. Or again, by following direct on the correction

line, where, however, there is no track, to the intersection of the trail to Blackfalds on

section 36, tawnship 38, range 20. This correction line offers no impediment to travel.

The northern part is isolated from the remainder by the Paint-earth creek, which is

actually crossed on a bridge situated on the northwest quarter of section 23, facing

Whitelock's ram-he. South of Paint-earth creek there is only one place north of section

6 where it is possible to cross with wagons or even horses, the branch of this creek

which comes from the south, and that place is on section 18. North of the valley of

the Paint-earth there are some extensive prairie patches, but south of it timber bluifs

occupy some space. Timber is comparatively plentiful in this part of the township.

25a—174
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The valley of the Paint-earth, 200 feet deep, is nothing else than a sea of mounds from
30 to 100 feet high, as can be seen by the sketch of the township ; it is cut by a num-
ber of coulees, which make communication difficult. The timber is mostly poplar and
willows, with some small birch and a few spruce in the valleys of the branches of the

Paint-earth. Hay was good all over the country. The water in the creek and in the

sloughs in the_township was good, but in dry seasons the whole of the sloughs and
streams would dry up. Xo water-power exists. Climate is good. There is plenty oi

fuel for a few years from the bushes in the township, and there is coal on section near

the track going to Whitelock's. It was on fire this summer. I have seen no stone nor

any minerals of value. Prairie chicken and ducks, a few stray antelopes or deer and

some wolves are the only game to be found. Of course, there are many good patches

of first class land in this township, but outside of the most southern part its broken

surface will for the present be a drawback to the settling of it, and yet I have seen

good farming done in worse places than this, and I am far from believing that one day

this township will not be one of the prosperous ones of the region.

—

George P. Boy,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—The best route for I'eaehing the township is by starting from

Wetaskiwin and travelling by the road passing by Meeting creek. The road is not in

good condition. The soil is fairly good and is here classified as first, second, third

and fourth class. The greater part, however, is broken by gulches and ravines run-

ni]]g from Battle river. The soil is suitable for either farming or stock-raising, espe-

cially the latter. The surface of the township is much broken by the valley of Battle

river and tributary gulches and ravines and also to some extent by Paint-earth creek.

The southwestern corner is comparatively open and the remainder thickly covered by

bluffs of poplar. The timber on the high ground is small and only suitable for fire-

wood, but a considerable amount of good building timber, both spruce and poplar,

can be obtained along the river. There are a number of good hay sloughs and mea-

dows scattered over the township, affording good wild hay. The surface swamp wat(ir

is fresh, but probably not permanent. Most of the springs in the ravines are alkaline.

Battle river traverses the whole township. It is one and a half to two chains wide

and from three to ten feet deep. The current is about a mile and a half per hour.

The adjacent lands are not liable to floods from the river. Natural water-power is

not available and I should judge that it could not be developed by the construction

of dams. The climate is pleasant. No summer frosts were observed. One good coal

seam, six feet wide, was observed in the northwest quarter of section 14. Indications

of coal were seen elsewhere along the banks of Battle river and good seams could

probably be opened up. Sandstone and limestone show along the bank of the river.

Clay ironstone was also seen in the same locality associated with the lignite coal.

Ducks, geese, swans, sandhill cranes and prairie chickens are plentiful and there are

also quite a number of deer.

—

Thomas Drummond, D.T.8., 1903.

Township 41.—This township is comparatively easy of access by a fairly good

trail from Wetaskiwin, a station on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway, and is about

85 or 90 miles distant from that tovsm. The soil is generally first class, consisting of

a black loam varying in depth from 4 to 12 inches, with in most places, a clay sub-

soil, excepting in the northern central part of the township where alkaline clay aj)-

pears to predominate. Judging by the growth of the grasses and young trees, the soil

must be considered fairly productive. The land is fairly level and consists in part of

open prairie (more particularly confined to the central northern portion) and prairie

dotted with numerous groves of second growth poplar and willow, which are most num-
erous and dense on the southeastern quarter of the township. There are a great many
ponds, those in the northerly half being strongly impregnated with alkali. There the

land rises slightly to the east and the west, the highest land being apparently the most
productive. Considerably more timber exists in this township than in the one to the
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nortb, but the larger timber, although still standing, has been nearly all fire-killed

and a new growth has sprung up, not yet attaining its full size, probably not exceed-

ing 4 or 5 inches in diameter, nearly always intermixed with a dense growth of wil-

lows. I would estimate the wooded area of this township to be about 15 or 20 per

cent of the whole. Depressions in the soil, marshes and meadows and ponds were all

full to overflowing. In dry seasons, many of the present ponds may make good hay

meadows, but at the present time contain too much water to be utilized for that pur-

pose. Good hay can be cut on the ^igh lands, though not in such quantities as the

hay meadows might yield. As regards climate, the season was too unfavourable to

justify me in stating anything definite owing to the heavy rains that prevailed during

the greater part of the summer. The first frosts were experienced in the beginning

of September in this vicinity, but some heavy hail storms that we had near the end

of July, while in the hills, were not noticed here. The dry standing timber (poplar)

may be utilized as fuel for a limited period, after which lignite coal may be procured

from a seam on Battle river a short distance south of this township. Very little stone

of any kind was met with and no fixed rock of any description. Game, such as prairie

chickens, ducks and rabbits abound. Deer are also said to be here, and in fact wera

seen by some members of my party in the adjoining township to the east.

—

C. F.

Miles, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 42.—This township is easy of access by a trail from Wetaskiwin, a town

and station on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway, about 80 miles distant by trail

via Heatherbrae, 40 miles distant, a small settlement containing a store, a blacksmitli

shop and one hotel. x\long the trail numerous settlers are to be met with. 'The soil is

first class, consisting of a black loam varying to a depth of 12 inches and generally

underlaid by a clay subsoil. This clay subsoil varies greatly in many instances, it

may be what is commonly called hardpan, or it may be clay that might be worked com-

paratively easily by exposure to the air for a certain length of time, however, the

nature of the grasses and growth of pea-vine indicate sufficient elements in the soil

to produce good crops under certain conditions. This township is fairly level or flat,

more particularly is this the case with the central southern half, a considerable portion

of which is covered by ponds and marshes at this time of the year. Towards the east

and west the ground is rising gradually, the higher land being covered by numerous

groves of young poplar, the old ones, fire-killed, being left standing in many places.

Few, if any, green trees of greater dimensions than 8 inches in diameter were seen.

Ponds surrounded by dense willows are very numerous. Probably ten per cent of the

whole area is covered by second growth poplar and willows. Although at the time of

my survey every depression was filled to overflowing with water, making it difficult to

ascertain the township's facility for supplying hay, yet I am under the impression that

in ordinary seasons plenty of hay may be procured from both high and low lands.

This being an exceptional season, I learned, and saw from my own point of view, that

the ponds, commonly called sloughs were too full of water and that therefore, both the

farmers (settlers), and ranchers were compelled to cut their hay from the high land.

As an indication of tall grass, I may say that I had occasion to cross several marshes,

one on the north boundary of section 9 and the other on section 14 (east boundary),

where the grass in about 5 feet of water nearly hid a wagon driven through, and com-

pletely hid the chainmen chaining along the former line. Water at time of my survey

was very plentiful, although I am informed by a rancher that up to last summer, all

the ponds and sloughs were dry. The water found on the liigher lands was fairly good,

whereas that in the flats was more or less alkaline. A large marsh nearly covers the

greater parts of sections 23 and 14 and portions of sections 11 and 12. Also section 9

is mostly covered by water at the present time, and to a less extent sections 3 and 4.

A small lake covers part of section 8, which I traversed, but I am under the impression

that it may not be permanent. No running water was found, except an overflow from
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one pond to another. After about two months' experience I would consider this town-

ship better adapted for grazing purposes than for the raising of cereals, but the past

season having been an exceptional one, it is. possible future seasons may be more

favourable for raising grain crops. No frost was experienced until the beginning of

September, but there were several heavy hailstorms in July and August. For a year

or two settlers may procure sufficient dead timber (fire-killed), but ultimately the fuel

supply may be brought from some coal seams said to be exposed on Battle river, about

7 or 8 miles to the south of this township. Very little stone of any kind was met with,

and no fixed rock of any description. Game, such as ducks and prairie chickens is

very plentiful. Deer were also seen.

—

C. F. Miles, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 16.

Township 1,—This township is better adapted for grazing than farming as the

soil is a light sandy loam, and the surface rolling prairie. It is watered on the south

by Red creek and on the east by Macklin lake. There is no timber or scrub in the

township.

—

G. J. Lonergan, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 36.—The alluvial soil in this township is clay or black loam, and the

subsoil very hard clay. It has a heavy coat of grass. The township is suitable for

stock raising or mixed farming. There is no timber worth mentioning; the sloughs

have a fringe of young poplar and willow around them and there are some scattered

clumps of willows all through the township. The surface is rolling or undulating.

Upland hay could be cut in almost any part of it, during these past wet seasons. There
are also a number of small hay sloughs or meadows that are at present filled with
water, but a good many of them could be easily drained so that they would produce
a large quantity of good blue joint and slough hay. There is a creek running through

the eastern part of the township which empties into Sullivan lake, and has a few
small tributaries that run in coulees from 10 to 4 feet deep and are fed by small

springs along the banks of these coulees. They all take their rise in this township
and have good water in them but not permanent, excepting in holes. There are no
water-powers. As for fuel there is a coal seam on section 8, three feet thick, but no
wood worth mentioning nearer than eight miles in a northerly direction. The only

stone I noticed was a few granite and sandstone boulders along the coulees. There
are no minerals of any value. Small game is plentiful such as ducks, geese, prairie

chickens, snipe, &c. The best route to reach this section of the country is by a fair

trail from Blackfalds station on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway, on the north

side of Red Deer river, which runs eastward crossing Tail creek (which has a good
bridge OA'er it) near its confluence with that river, then runs a little south of east,

close to Sullivan lake. The first frost I noticed in this section of the country was in

the last week in September. I noticed signs of hail storms in places. The climate

seems to be similar to the rest of the district.

—

A. McPhee, D.L.S., 1903.

Township -37.—This township adjoins the main trail running from Lacombe and
Red Deer easterly to Battleford. The soil is a very hard clay with scarcely any depth

of mould and is classed as third class land, and is not suitable for agi'iculture. In
wet seasons this land would be good for grazing purposes. The surface is open rolling

prairie. There is no timber in the township. A considerable quantity of hay could

bo procured from the numerous sloughs. The hay sloughs furnish good water, A
creek with a good current and about 10 to 12 feet wide and from 2 to 4 feet deep runs

easterly through sections 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26 and 27, and contains good drinking

water. There is no water-power in the township and no timber or fuel, but soft coal

can be easily obtained in adjoining township to the east. No stone quarries or minerals

were found in the township. Game appears to be scarce. No settlers or squatters were
io\xm\.—J oseph A. Carlert, D.L.8., 1903.
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Township 38.—This township can be reached by a well travelled trail which runs
easterly from Lacombe and Red Deer stations on the Calgary and Edmonton brach c>f

the Canadian Pacific Railway to the No&e and Neutral hills, and thence to Battleford.
The soil in tliis township is a bleck sandy and clay loam, varying from 4 to 10 inches
in depth, with a good clay subsoil, and is ranked as second class land. Vegetation is

good. Although now used for grazing purposes a large portion would be suitable for
agriculture, and a desirable place for settlement. The surface is undulating prairie,

v\ith scattered bluffs of second growth poplar and willow. There is no timber in to*

township. Hay could be cut from mostly all the sloughs and throughout the township.
Water is mostly fresh, and can be easily obtained from the numerous hay sloughs, also

from Bigknife creek, which runs through the northwestern portion of the township.

The land is not liable to be flooded. There is no water-power in the township, and no
wood of any account, but soft coal can be obtained in the adjoining townships. Xo
slone quarries or minerals were found. Game is scarce. There are no settlers in tho

township.—c/osep/j, A. Carlert, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 39.—This township is mostly prairie, with quite a few willow and poplar

bluffs, which, however, are neither numerous nor .extensive enough ta be a drawback to

the settlement of the country. The soil, mostly a bed of 8 to 10 inches of black loam
over a clay subsoil, is fairly good, although inclined to be very hard in dry seasons. The
surface is mostly rolling, with knolls here and there, especially \n sections 8 and 9,

where the ground is slightly hilly. This township is the starting point of a certain

number of coulees, which though of very little consequence, in the south part of the

township get larger and deeper as they go northward; so much so that sections 25. 26,

27, 34, 35 and 36 may be considered as broken and hilly country, especially section

3U. The timber, mostly poplar, is of very little consequence, measuring hardly 6 or

7 inches in diameter. However, building material can be found on the branches of

Paint-earth creek, situated in township 39, range 15, where quite a few spruce exist.

The water in the sloughs is generally good, as well as in the creeks which flow through

the township. Ducks and prairie chicken are about all tke game in the country,

although I have seen a couple of antelope, but it appears that this is an exception. At
the present time, of course, coyotes are numerous. There is no regular trail in the

township, but there is a track to the main travelling trail going to Red Deer, which
ciosses the township south of this one. and by going west it is easy to find the track

going to Willow Creek settlement, from which there is a good trail to Lamerton and
Lacombe.—Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 40.—The best route for reaching this township is by way of Wetaskiwin,

but the road is not in good condition. The soil as a whole is fairly good, and it is

booked mainly as first and second class. The best soil is that which is more or less

covered with scattered bluffs of poplar and willow. It grows the ordinary vegetables

and garden products, such as potatoes, turnips, cabbage, cauliflower, lettuce, &c., and
also wheat, oats, barley and rye. It is suitable either for farming or ranching. The
surface is fairly level, except along or near Battle river, where it is cut up more or

less by ravines and coulees. About one-half of this township is open, and the remainder

is covered with bluffs of poplar. The southwestern portion is open prairie. The timber

ig poplar, and on the high ground it is all small and only useful as firewood. Large

poplar, 8, 10 and 12 inches in diameter is found in the valley of the river. Hay
sv"amps, sloughs and meadows are plentiful, and they are scattered more or less over

the whole township. The surface water in swamps is plentiful and fresh, but is prob-

.ably not permanent. The following streams traverse a part of the towTiship : Paint-

earth creek, Cutknife creek and Battle river, and there are several permanent springs.

Paint-earth creek traverses the full width of the township along the south. It is about;

10 feet wide and 3 to 6 in depth, and has a sluggish current. The water is good. Cut-

knife creek cuts into the township along the north boundary for a short distance. I*
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is about the same size as Paint-earth creek, but the current is swifter and it has a

greater volume of water. The water is fresh and good. Battle river averages one and
a half to two chains in width, and it is from three to ten feet in depth. It has a cur-

rent of about one and a-half miles an hour. The land is not liable to be flooded by
these streams. I should judge that the fall is not sufficient to develop water-power.
Poplar is the available fuel, and it is scattered more or less over the township. Indi-

cations of lis'Tiite coal and clay ironstone are found along the cut banks, but no work
•iible seams were discovered. Impure limestone and soft sandstone also occur along
the river. Ducks, geese, sandhill cranes, swans and prairie chickens are plentiful, and
there are also a few deer, locally known as jumping deer.

—

Thomas Drummond, D.T.S.,

1902.

Township 59.—The trail from Edmonton to Saddle lake runs through the south-

east corner of this township. The soil is generally sandy, though there is a percentage
of it with clay subsoil. The sections from 1 to 12 are of little value, being mostly
sandhills and muskegs. A belt of good land crosses the township from sections 10 to

SO, and is suitable for mixed farming. About 50 tons of hay could be cut along the

river, besides smaller patches here and there all through the township. About one-

tenth of the township is open undulating prairie; three-tenths of it is covered with

heavy scrub, and the rest is covered with cottonwood, poplar and jaclcpine; the latter

prevails in the southern part. The timber has no commercial value except for the use

of settlers. The White-earth river is a stream about 80 links wide, 3 feet deep, and
flows at the rate of about 4 miles an hour from the northwest to the southeast corner

of the township in a deep valley. Another stream crosses sections 34 and 27 to join

the White-earth river, and is about 35 links wide, 3 feet deep with a current of 3 miles

an hour. Two other smaller creeks join the White-earth in the township. All the

water is fresh. There are no water falls. There is good fuel all through this town-

ship, consisting of poplar, cottonwood and jackpine. There is no coal, no minerals

and no stone quarries. There is very little game, except a few wild chickens.

—

J. L.

Cote. D.L.S., 1903.

Range 17.

Township 35.—The route for reaching this township is by a well-beat^a trail,

which runs eastward from Blackfaids station (on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway)

ajlong the north side of Red Deer river, crossing Tail creek near its confluence with

that river, then in a southeasterly direction, keeping to the north of Gough lake. Soil

is black and clay loam, with very hard clay subsoil. This towinshlp is S'Utable for

mixed farming or ranching, as there is an abundance of grass. There is some poplar

timber on sections 19, 29, 30, 31 and 32, in patches or bluffs (none of it over Y inches in

diameter and a lot of it fire-killed), intermixed with heavy willows. The rest of the

township is chiefly open prairie, excepting the numerous sloughs and pot-holes that

are fringed with willows and young poplar. There are no permanent streams in the

township and all permanent lakes or ponds are filled with brackish or alkaline water;

all pot-holes and sloughs have at present from 3 to 4 feet of fresh or rain water in

them. There is no water-power. As for fuel, there is some dead poplar about the

northwest corner of the township and a seam of coal on section 8, township 36, range

16. The only stone I noticed was sandstone and granite boulders around the lakes and
ponds. I discovered no minerals. Small game is plentiful, such as geese, ducks,

chicken, crane, snipe, &c. Any amount of upland hay could be cut during the past

four or five wet seasons, but not in the meadows, on account of their all being filled

with water from 1 to 4 feet deep. There are large hay sloughs or meadows situated

on sections 10, 14, 15, 16, 25, 26, 33 and 34, besides several small ones scattered over

tlie township, where in dry seasons any quantity of fine blue joint and slough hay
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could be got. The climate seems similar to the country about Edmonton. The first

frost I noticed was in the last week of September. There is a small portion of the

northwest quarters of sections 19 and 31 and of the northeast quarter of section 32 in

Gough lake and a portion of sections 35 and 36 in Cutbank lake. This last is a crooked

lake of over 4 miles of shore line, and is fed by springs that lie in section 1, township

36, range lY, and sections 7 and 8, township 36, range 16. It has a small outlet flow-

ing into Gough lake through the southern part of township 36, range 17. The lake

has 10 feet of brackish or alkaline water and has cut banks from 3 to 15 feet high.—A.

McFee, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 36.—The southwest comer of the township is considerably cut up by

Gough lake. There is a boggy, sluggish creek of fresh water with a current of about

10 or 15 chains per hour which takes its rise from some lake situated in^ the next

township, to the north, flowing south through sections 33. 23, 21 and a portion of 16,

15 and 10 and across 9, emptying into Gough lake in 8 and which flows the whole dis-

tance through and about the centre of a large hay marsh from one-half mile to one

and a half miles wide, which is at present covered with from 1 to 3 feet of water, and

has a strong growth of fine blue joint hay all over it. It is flooded on account of the

water being so high in Gough lake during the last few years. The best route to reach

this township is by a road that runs east from Blackfalds station on the Calgary ani

Edmonton Railway, along the north side of Eed Deer river and crosses Tail creek

near its confluence with that river. From there by a trail running in a southeasterly

direction to the north end of Gough lake. The top soil is black on clay loam, with

very hard clay subsoil, and is suitable for mixed farming or stock-raising. Surface

is mostly undulating prairie, with no timber, excepting some willow around pot-holes

and sloughs. Any quantity of upland hay could be found and I would judge in dry

seasons thousands of tons of blue joint hay could be cut on the above described hay

marsh. Cutbank lake situated in sections 1 and 2 in this township, and 35 and 36,

township 35, range 17, has about 10 feet of the same kind of water as Gough lake;

(clay coloured and alkaline). There are no water-powers, minerals or stone quarries;

but around the lakes there is a quantity of granite and sandstone boulders. The first

frost I noticed in this section of the country was in September. Timber for fuel can

be procured some 8 or 10 miles to the north, and there is a coal seam on section 8 in

the next township east. Large game seems to be scarce, the largest wild animals I

have seen being the coyete and porcupine, but small game is in abundance, such as

prairie chickens, geese, swans, snipe, plover, &c. The climate seems similar to any

other part of this section of Alberta. What ranchers are in this section of the country

have not as yet started to raise any grain, but I have seen some fine potatoes and

turnips that were raised here.

—

A. McPTiee, D.L.S., 1903.

Tovpnship 37.—The main trail from Red Deer to Battleford passes along the north-

erly boundary of this township. The soil is mostly a hard clay substance, the alluvial

soil having been burned off by rej^eated fires. The upper one-third of the township is

a black loam ranging from 6 to 12 inches in depth, with a clay subsoil, and is ranked

as second class land. The lower two-thirds is of a hard clay nature, with some alkali

spots, and ranks as third class. The township i^ only suitable for grazing purposes.

The surface is open, undulating and rolling prairie. No timber of any size or

quantity was found throughout the township. There is an abundance of good hay
around the numerous hay sloughs. Two large lakes are situated in this township.

The one in the western portion, called Island lake, is shallow with small islands, but

the water is very muddy and allvaline, and entirely unsuitable for drinking purposes.

The other called Shooting lake occupies the more central portion of the township. It

is a deeper lake than the former one and contains good clear fresh water. There are

no rivers, falls or rapids in the township. Fuel is especially scarce; coal, however,

can be had in the adjoining township to the east. There are no stone quarries or
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minerals in the township. Ducks, chickens and geei^ are found in abundance around

the lakes.—Josep7i A. Carbert, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—This township is reached by the trail coming from Blackfalds,

which passes through the township south of this one. It is also reached by the trail

from Lacombe, through the Willow settlement, in township 39-18, as I have noticed

people travelling east from that point. These roads are fairly good, except during long

and excessive rains. The soil is generally either a thin coat of black loam or sandy

loam on a clay subsoil, very much inclined to bake, and into which wooden posts and

even iron posts are hard to drive. The township is mostly prairie, with scattered bluffs

of small poplar and willows of no consequence either for fencing or for building pur-

poses. The water in the sloughs is generally good, as well as that in Bigknife creek or

its branches, which have their source within this township. This creek is about 4 feet

wide and 3 feet deep where it erodes the correction line. There is no power available

on any of the creeks. Climate is as good as in any part of this region. I did not see

any available fuel in the township, but coal can be had either from Contentville, at

the bend of the Eed Deer, or from section 19, township 38, range 15. There were no

stone quarries nor any minerals. Game consists of prairie chicken and a few ducks.

There was a shack built on the southwest quarter of section 34, but I did not happen

to meet the squatter to whom it belonged, and I have heard that he has left the place.

There are no ranchers in the township as slough hay is scarce, although the upland

hay is good in these rainy seasons.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 39.—This township is mostly rolling prairie, with scattered bluffs of

poplar and willows; not a great many sloughs. It rises from the south line towards

the centre, and from there slopes to the north. On the two tiers of sections from 12

to 18 and from 19 to 24 the valley of Bigknife creek, which crosses the township diag-

onally, is bordered by high banks 40 feet high, very steep in some places, so much so

that with the buckboard places to reach the bottom are far apart. Bigknife creek is

a stream about 4 feet deep. 10 feet wide, and in the part I just mentioned the banks

ai6 about 10 feet high. The soil is fair, but in the centre I was dubious as to the classi-

fication ; it is not altogether second class soil. Settlers were flocking into the western

half when I completed the survey. I noticed a shack on section 18, and a house and

barn near the line of sections 30 and 31. However, the settlers made no declarations.

The township is reached from Lacombe by the road passing through a growing village

about the centre of township 39, range 16. The trail from Blackfalds and Red Deer

runs through township 37, about 7 or 8 miles to the south. However, the main

thoroughfare of this country in the future will, I believe, be the road on the correction

line, which offers no serious impediment to travel and is the most direct line to the

railway.—Geo. P. Botj, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 18.

Township 28.—This township is situated about 50 miles from Gleichen. The road

is fair ; rather hilly but dry. The soil is hard clay and produces good g?ass. The sur-

face is rolling prairie, cut np by deep ravines. There is no timber nor hay nor miner-

als. It is well watered by the Eed Deer, which would be navigable for small boats.

Willow creek, about 20 feet wide and 1 foot deep, contains good water. The climate

is apparently dry. Coal for fuel will probably be found along the banks of the Eed
Deer. The only game I saw was grouse.—/. E. Woods, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 35.—A large portion of this township lies in Gough lake, a shallow lake

with clay coloured all^aline water, having no outlet I could discover, but with a couple

of streams of fresh water emptying into it. There is another small lake in the north-

west quarter of section 7 which has the same kind of water (clay coloured and alka-

line). A portion of sections 18, 19, 20, 29 and 30 are rather rough and hilly, with a
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great number of pot-holes fringed with -willow. The rough portions of these sections

may be described as follows : Beginning on the west boundary of section 30, running

south to near the centre of section 18, then in a northeasterly direction to a point near

the lake in the southwest corner of section 28, thence to the place of beginning. The
best route to reach this township is by a trail which runs eastward along the north side

of Red Deer river from Blackfalds station on the Calgary and Edmonton branch of

the Canadian Pacific Railway, and which crosses Tail creek near its confluence with

Red Deer river, thence in a northeasterly direction over a fair trail. The country is

open prairie with no timber, only some willow around the sloughs and pot-holes, and

m:Ost of it is suitable for mixed farming or ranching. The only hay meadows in this town-

ship worth mentioning lie along the south boundary in section 1 at the south end of

Grough lake, both blue joint and slough hay. Any quantity of upland hay could be

got during these wet seasons anywhere in this part of the country. There is only one

small stream in this township, which flows in a southeasterly direction through sections

32 and 29, and empties into the lake in 28. It is fresh water but not permanent. No
water-powers, minerals or stone quarries in the township. The only stones I noticed

'were sandstone and gTanite boulders on the hills and along the lake shore. There is

some timber in the township adjoining to the west, which is the most convenient fuel.

Large game is scarce, but any amount of small game such as geese, ducks, chicken,

plover, snipe, &c., is found. The soil is clay or black loam on top with very hard clay

subsoil.—.4. McFee. D.L.S., 1903.

Township 36.—The soil is mostly clay loam with very hard clay subsoil, in places

it might be called hard-pan. Surface, open prairie with a great number of sloughs and
pot-holes, fringed with willows and young poplar, and at present are all filled with

water, but I would judge to be all dry in dry seasons ; there is only one stream in this

township with a couple of small tributaries. It runs through section 6 and the south-

west corner of section 5, good water, not permanent, current ^ mile per hour, 5 feet

wide, 1 foot deep, banks 5 feet high. Gough lake covers the greater portion of sections

1, 12, 13 and 24 and is a shallow lake with dirty alkaline clay coloured water, and low

banks not over 5 feet high on any part of it with some sand stone and granite boulders

along the shore, these being the only stones I noticed in the township. I saw no coal

or minerals of any value and no timber worth mentioning. Xo water-power exists;

small game is plentiful such as prairie chicken, ducks, geese, snipe and some swans.

The east boundary of sections 5, 8, 23 and 27 runs through some fine meadows, with

blue joint and slough hay, and there are a great number of grassy sloughs where large

quantities of hay could be cut in dry seasoris that have from 1 to 4 feet of water in

then at present. A portion of sections 23 and 24 is liable to be flooded to the depth of

18 inches as there is 12 inches over it at present. There is some timber suitable for

fuel on the east side of Gough lake, in township 35, range 17, west of the fourth meri-

dian, and also a seam of coal on section 8, township 36, range 16, west of the fourth

meridian. The northwest corner of the township is very rolling, the balance is mostly

undulating and as a whole is suitable for stock-raising or mixed farming. The best

route to reach this township for any part of Gough lake is by a well-beaten trail that

runs eastward from the Calgary and Edmonton railway along the north side of Red
Deer river, which crosses Tail Creek near its confluence with that river. From that

point, there are two fair trails, one bearing southeast and the other more easterly. The
nearest railway station is Blackfalds, but there are no trails connecting with Wetaski-

win, Lacombe, Red Deer and Innisfail. The first frost I noticed was in the last week of

September.—^. McFee, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 37.—The main features of this township are the two large lakes in it,

Lonepine lake in the northwest corner and Marion lake on the east boundary. Part
of sections 31 and 32 are covered by Lonepine lake while the waters of Marion lake

cover parts of sections 12, 13, 14, 15 and 22 and nearly the whole of 23 and 24 in which
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the larger island which I surveyed is situated and then parts of 25, 26, 27 and 34.

There are two smaller lakes, part of Beltz lake on section 30 and Hebert lake

on sections 19 and 20. The township may be reached by the trail from Black-
falds running through township 38, range 18. There is also a trail running
westwards towards Eed Deer from Whiteside's ranch in section 17. The topography
of the country shows no great irregularities. From the north outline, the surface
elopes to the south to the bottom of the valley between Lonepine lake and Marion lake.

From there, the ground rises gradually to the north line of sections 7 to 12 and beyond
this it is either level or slightly inclined to the south. The soil in the valley between
the lakes is not very good, the alluvial soil being generally thin, and the subsoil a hard
clay inclined to bake. South of this valley for about two miles, the surface is strewn
with large quantities of small boulders. These, however, are more scarce towards the
southern part of the township. Only one rancher is settled in this township. The
valley between the two large lakes is open prairie but outside of this, bluffs of poplar

and willow are met with throughout the township, except in the southern part where
only scattered bunches are seen. In Marion lake, there is a range of islands running
southwesterly across section 24 and then south on section 13. These islands appear
to be the summit of a ridge which divides the lake into two basins.

—

Geo. P. Roy,
D.L.S., 190S.

Township 38.—This township for farming purposes is one of the best which I

have surveyed this summer. The soil is fair and the surface slightly rolling; con-

tains neither rough nor hilly places. It is reached from Lacombe, Eed Deer or Black-

falds by the trail going through Coutanville at Tait creek, the said trail crossing the

township in a southeasterly direction. There is quite an amount of brush and poplar

up to 9 inches diameter in the two southern tiers of sections. Further north the bluffs

are scattered and near the correction line they are few and small. Two ranchers were

squatted on this township at the time of the survey, Jos, H?.rbison on sections 2 and
3, and Wells occupying M. Bennett's premises covering part of sections 8, 9, 17 and
18. About the time that the mounding of this township was completed the advance

guard of some Swiss settlers appeared on the ground and finding the country to their

I have not seen any quarries, minerals, water-powers or game.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.S.,

Range 19.

Township 27.—This township is reached from Gleichen by a fair trail, rather

hilly but dry; the distance is about 45 miles. The soil is principally clay with patches

of black loam. It would be well adapted to farming if it could be irrigated, for the

present it is only fit for grazing purposes. The surface is rolling prairie. There is

no timber in this township, nor hay meadows. There are a few small creeks in the

western part of the township running in deep ravines; they are all spring « water.

Whey lake on sections 9, lOl, 15, 16, is alkaline. Two-bar lake on section 2 is appar-

ently fresh water; these lakes are nermanent ones. The cli.mate is apparently very

dry; it is quite probable there are summer frosts. On the north boundary of section

10 the pits at the quarter section are dug in lignite coal much weathered by exposure.

C have not seen any quarries, minerals, water-powers or game.

—

J. E. Woods, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 28.—^^This township is reached from Gleichen by a fair trail, rather

hilly but dry ; the distance would be about 50 miles. The soil is a hard dry clay

which would produce good crops with irrigation. The surface is all prairie with
a few patches of willow and poplar scrub on the sides of coulees facing the

north. This township is very badly broken i;p by deep coulees, by the val-

ley of Red Deer river and the valley of Rosebud river, which are found 400 to 500

feet deep. They ai-e generally formd by cut banks rendering travelling with horses
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and wagons almost impossible. There is a little bunch of poplar and cottonwood fit

for fuel where the north boundary of section 21 crosses Red Deer river. The town-

ship is well watered by the Rosebud and Red Deer rivers, the former in low water

would not be more than 25 feet wide and mostly in pools in very dry seasons.

The Red Deer appears to be navigable for small steamers. There are no
water-powers, stone quarries, hay l^nd or minerals other than coal. There are

indications of coal all along the rivers and in some places seams are burning under
ground. Most of the valley of the Red Deer is filled with hills and knobs of red

shale coloured by the iron being oxidized during the burning of the underlying coal

seams. There are a few deer along the river vaUeys and an abundance of prairie

chicken. The climate is apparently very dry and winter sets in early.—/. E. Woods,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 38.—The surface of this township is rolling. The general incline of

the ground is toward the south in the north part of the township, but in tiers of sec-

tions from 19 to 24 it rises and for the rest of the township it slopes to the south. The
soil is good, being in most cases a heavy coat of black or sandy loam over a clay sub-

soil. There is quite a quantity of poplar and wiUow in the township.^

Large patches of prairie are met with, but sections 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 12, are nearly

all prairie. The trail leading to Blackfalds or Red Deer and Lacombe crosses the

northern part of this township. Large hay sloughs occur throughout the township, but

principally in the southern part. Part of the settlers belonging to what is called the

Sioux colony are now established in this township ?nd seem more than satisfied with

their prospects.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S., 1903.

Mange 20.

Township 27.—This township is much broken by numerous ravines which run
into the valley of the Rosebud, a small stream about 25 feet wide at low water, but

formidable at hi^^'i water. This stream runs through the northern part of the township

in a valley over 300 feet deep and over half a mile wide. A few poplar, cottonwood

and spruce trees grow in the valley, but the remainder of the township is a rolling

prairie covered with a luxuriant growth of grass. The soil consists principally of i

very hard and compact clay which would apparently become friable with cultivation.

Outcrops of coal seams are seen in several places along the banlis of the Rosebud;
although of an inferior quality it will become valuable for domestic purposes when
thp country is settled. This township is principally adapted to ranching, as there is

good grass with fine water and good shelter for cattle. There are a few sections along

the southern part of the township that would make good homesteads. There are three

settlers in this township who are located on land previously surveyed. The nearest

post office is about 20 miles to the west, but most of the mail is received at Gleichen,

40 miles to the south. There are no indications of any settlers coming to this town-

ship, probably on account of the ground being so rough, that it presents few attrac-

tions to the settler.—/. E. ^Yoods, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 28.—This township is about 50 miles by trail from Gleichen; the road

is rough, hilly and little used and on account of deep ravines it makes what seems tj

be endless detours. The soil is deep clay, dry and hard, but produces a fine growth of

grass. The surface is all prairie with the exception of a few thick bunches of scrub

on the slope of the coulees facing the north. There is no timber. The ranchers cut

hay on the high land ; it is principally bunch grass, rather coarse. Rosebud river runs

through the southeast part of the township. It is a large muddy stream in high water,

but in low water it is about 30 feet wide and 6 inches deep in the rapids. Most of the

other small streams nxn dry in summer. Robinson lake on section 7 is apparently

alkaline. The Rosebud could be dammed in several places and would create small
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water-powers for individual settlers. The climate is ve:-y dry, with little snow in

winter. Seams of lig-nite appear all along the bank of the Rosebud, it makes fair fuel,

but it is impossible to give any information as to the extent of the seams without some
excavation. Several bands of sandstone which might be available for building are ex-

posed in the ravines. I have seen no minerals. Deer and grouse are abundant.

—

J.

E. Woods, D.L.S., 190S.

Range 29.

Township 3.—The country is rolling and for the most part prairie. There are

a great many bluffs of small poplar and willow, and in some places there is an amount
of scrub and underbrush. The township is fairly well watered by Cottonwood creek

in the western part and by Waterton river in the east. There are a number of sloughs

of good water. This part of the country is suitable only for ranching, but for this

it is well adapted. A number of new ranches have been started here recently and some
fencing has been put up. The southwest corner of the township is on the side of a

rough and wooded mountain and is of very little value.

—

G. J. Lonergan, D.L.S.,

1902.

Township 8.—This township is hilly throughout with the exception of a few sec-

tions, in the southeast corner, adjoining Beaver creek where the surface is of a roll-

ing character. This hilly surface is broken by ravines, coulees and passes varying

from 50 to 250 feet in depth. This locality is prairie throughout with the exception

of a few ridges adjoining the north outline where a few scattered jackpine of 20

inches diameter are to be found. The soil is a rich loam, but owing to its stony nature

and uneven surface its fitness for agricultural purposes is reduced accordingly. No
hay marshes of any extent are to be found in this township, but in compensation the

grass is of good quality and abundant. A good trail leading to Cowley towards the

southwest and across Beaver creek to Macleod towards the east, crosses this township

on sections 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. The principal stream worth mentioning in

this township is Beaver creek. It flows south-southeast; is 4 feet deep, 30 links wide

and runs at the rate of 4 miles per hour. In high water it overflows and floods a nar-

row strip of land in its valley. Owing to the numerous springs found in the hills and

a few small streams, together with Beaver creek, the water supply of this locality may
be considered as permanent. No water-powers exist nor can any be developed in this

locality. The climatic conditions are those generally prevailing in the foot hills, in-

cluding the noted high winds. Through lack of coal and the scarcity of timber the

fuel supply is very limited in this township. No quarries or minerals of economic

.
value were noticed during the operations. No game nor traces of such was found in

the township. Concluding I may say that on account of the shelter afforded by

the hills, the abundance and the quality of the grass and the permanent supply of

water, this township is well adapted for ranching purposes.

—

Louis E. Fontaine,

D.L.S., 1903.

Township 11.—The surface of this part of the township where the operations

were carried on is hilly throughout. It is a sucecssion of ridges broKen by deep

ravines and small valleys. This broken surface is to be classed as prairie. A fairly

good trail, leading to Claresholm crosses the township on sections 17, 21, 28 and 34.

The soil is in general a light sandy loam on a clay subsoil, but owing to the broken

and uneven surface its fitness for farming purposes is therefore of a limited value.

No timber of any description is to be found in this township. No hay marshes are to

be found in this locality, but there is an abundance of grass and it is very luxuriant.

Two creeks having a good flow of water and with their courses nearly parallel and

distant a mile and a half from each other cross this township in a northeasterly direc-

tion. This coupled with the numerous springs found throughout the township will
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ensure a permanent supply of water. No water-powers are found in this towaiship,

nor can any be developed even by artificial worlds. The climatic conditions of this

locality are those generally prevailing throughout the foot hills, including the noted
high winds. Owing to the non-existence of timber and lack of coal no fuel can be
procured in this township. An unlimited supply of timber for building and fuel pur-
poses can be procured within a reasonable distance to the south and west. Xo min-
erals of economic value nor game or quarries were noticed during the operations. On
account of the limited area of farming land, this locality would be best adapted for
ranching purposes for it affords good shelter for the cattle. An abundance of grass

is to be found everywhere and the supply of water is unlimited.

—

Louis E. Fontaine,

D.L.S.. 1903.

Range SO.

Township 4.—^"The country generally is rolling prairie, but there are many bluffs

of poplar and much small willow and poplar scrub. The largest poplars are about 3

inches in diameter. Drywood river flows in a westerly dii"ection through the southerly

part of the township. It is about 50 liiiks wide, S inches deep and has a current of

about 5 miles per hour. The township, besides, is well watered by many good water
sloughs and small streams. The soil is good, but the country is best adapted to ranch-

ing. A number of settlers have already settled in the township.

—

G. J. Lonergan,
D.L.S., 1902.

Township 8.—With respect to topography, this township may be divided as fol-

lows : First, the surface of sections 25 to 36 is a succession of hills broken by ravines

and coulees, varying in depth from 50 to 300 feet. Second, in the part comprising
sections 13 to 24, the surface is in general of a rolling nature. 'Third, tlie remainder,
that is to say, sections 1 to 12, may be called a level plateau. This township may be
classed as prairie throughout, for there are but a few scattered jackpine of 20 inches
in diameter adjoining the north outline. The soil is of a rich quality, but on account of its

stony nature its value for agricultural pui-poses is decreased accordingly. No hay marshes
of any extent are to be found in the township, but the grass is abundant and luxuriant.

A fairly good trail leading to Beaver creek towards the east and Cowley towards the

southwest, crosses the township on sections 13, 14 and 15. Numerous small streams are

met in this township; the principal worth mentioning is Tennesee creek. This creek
is 1 foot deep, 3 feet wide, with a rate of current of 3 miles per hour. Its course is

southerly and its bed is in a ravine varying in depth from 30 to 50 feet. On account
of the numerous springs existing in the hills, the water supply of this location may be
considered as permanent. There are no water-powers, and no such power can be de-

veloped, even by the construction of dams. The climatic conditions of this locality

are those generally prevailing throughout the foot hills, not excepting the high winds,
which sometimes blow at a furious rate. Owing to tlie non-existence of coal and the
scarcity of timber, the fuel supply is very limited in this township. No stone quarries
or minerals of economic value came to my notice during the operations. No game or
trace of same was found in this township. I may say that on account of the abundance
of the grass, the supply of good water and the shelter offered by the hills, this town-
ship may be considered as well adapted for ranching purposes.

—

Louis E. Fontaine,
D.L.8., 190S.

Township 11.—This part of the township where the operations were performed is

hilly throughout. It is a succession of ridges with intervening coulees and small
valleys. This broken surface is to be classed as prairie. A fairly good trail leading
from Claresholm, a station on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway crosses this town-
ship on sections 35 and 36. The soil is in general a rich loam on a clay subsoil, but
or. account of the broken nature of the country its fitness for agricultural purposes is
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very limited. Xo hay marshes are to be found in this locality, but the grass is rich

and abundant. 'Two small creeks, one on section 25 and the other flowing through sec-

tions 26, 35 and 36 will ensure a supply of water to meet all requirements. Notwith-

standing the permanent supply of water, no water-powers are to be found, nor can

any be developed even by the construction of dams. The climatic conditions are those

generally prevailing throughout the foothills. Owing to the lack of timber and coal

nc fuel is to be procured in this township, but an unlimited supply can be had in the

adjoining township to the west. No minerals, game or quarries came to my notice

during the operations. Concluding, I will say that owing to limited area of .the un-

broken surface this locality is Vjest adapted for ranching purposes, as there is good

shelter for the cattle, a good supply of water and the grass is abundant;.

—

Louis E.

Fontaine, D.L.S.. 1903.

TOWNSHIPS WEST OF THE FIFTH MERIDUX.

Range 1.

Township 8.—This township is hilly throughout. It is a succession of ridges of

various heights, with intervening coulees and small valleys. The broken

surface of this locality is prairie throughout. A fairly good trail leading to Cowley

towards the south and the Waldron ranch towards the northwest, crosses

the township on sections 13, 24, 25 and 36. The soil is in general a rich loam on a clay

subsoil, but owing to the broken and uneven surface its fitness for farming purposes

is therefore very limited. No timber of any description is to be found. No hay

marshes are to be found in this locality, but the grass is of a rich kind and abundant.

Numerous springs are found, but owing to their limited capacity the water supply is

by no means permanent, and this was all the more evident by the fact that at the time

01 the operations most of the watercourses were dry, or if not entirely so the flow was

v.ery small. No water-powers exist in this locality. The climatic conditions prevail-

ing in this region are those generally prevailing throughout the foothills. Owing to

the non-existence of timber and the lack of coal no fuel can be procured in this town-

ship. A limited supply of timber suitable for fuel can be procured in the adjoining

township to the north. No mineral, game or quarries came to my notice during the

operations. In conclusion, I may say that on account of the limited area of farming

land ranching would be the best occupation for those settling in this locality. The
grass is rich and abundant, and there is good shelter afforded by the hills for the cattle.

The water supply, as explained above, might prove a little deficient in dry seasons,

but I think that this could be easily remedied by the fact that there appears to be no

lack of water in sections adjoining the area surveyed during the present season.

—

Louis E. Fontaine, D.L.S., 1908.

Township 9.—The surface of this township consists of a succession of hills toge-

ther with deep ravines, coulees and passes, varying in depth from 50 to 150 feet. This

locality is prairie throughout, with the .exception of a small area adjoining the eastern

outline of the township of a triangular shape, having its summit on section 24 and its

base being about one-half mile situated on section 1. In this strip of timber poplar,

balsam, spruce, jackpine and a few fir of an average diameter of 5, 8, 10, 15 and 20

inches to correspond to the order of their numeration are found. A fairly good trail lead-

ing to Cowley towards the south, and the Waldron ranch towards the northeast, crosses

the township on sections 1, 2, 10 and 15. The soil in general is a rich loam on clay

subsoil, but on account of its uneven surface its fitness for agricultural purposes is

reduced accordingly. No hay marshes are to be found, but there is an abundance of

grass, and it is very luxuriant. Numerous springs are to be found in this township,

and together with Olive creek, which has a good flow of water, the supply can be con-
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sidered as permanent. Xo water-powers exist in this township, nor can any be developed
even by the construction of dams. The climatic conditions of this locality are those

of the foothills in gei>eral, including the noted winds. A heavy frost was noticed in
this township during the course of the operations (June). A limited supply of fuel,

building timber, fence posts and rails can be procured in the timbered area above men-
tioned. No minerals of economic value nor quarries were noticed during the opera-
tions. Xo game nor traces of same, excepting a few timber wolves, were found in this

township. la conclusion, I may say that on account of the early frosts and the limited
area of agricultural lands, this locality would be best adapted for ranching purposes,
for it affords good shelter for the cattle, and an abundance of good grass being found
everywhere, together with the unlimited supply of water, it would, therefore, more
than fill the requirements.

—

Louis E. Fontaine, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 10.—This township is hilly throughout. It is a succession of hills,

broken by deep ravine^s, coubes and passes, varying in depth from 50 to 200 feet. The
only indications of timber are on the east boundary of sections 14 and 15 and on the
north boundary of sections 12. In this limited area are to be found spruce of 10 inches
diameter, bal^^am 6 inches in diameter and poplar of a diameter of 6 inches. The route
for reaching this township is by the trail from Cowley to the Waldron ranche. It is a
fairly good trail, the only drawback at times being the crossing of Oldman river. The
soil is in general a rich loam on a clay subsoil, but owing to the broken nature of the
country its fitness for agricultural purposes is limited. No hay marshes are to be found
in the locality, but the grass is of a rich variety and abundant. Heath creek, having
a good flow of water, will supply all requirements at all times. No water-powers exist

in this township. The climatic conditions of this locality are those generally prevail-
ing throughout the foothills. Owing to the lack of timber and coal, no fuel can be
procured, but adjoining and to the north of this subdivided part, from all appearances,
any quantity can be had. No minerals, game or quarries came to my notice during
the operations. Heavy frosts were observed in this township while carryig on the
survey. Concluding, I will say that owing to the early frosts and the limited area of
the unbroken surface, this locality would be best adapted for ranching purposes, for
there is a good shelter for the cattle, a good supply of water, and the grass is in
abundance.

—

Louis E. Fontaine, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 11.—The southern outline across sections 1, 2 and 3 runs over a succes-
sion of hills covered throughout with spruce, fir and poplar of 10, 24 and 8 inches in
diameter respectively. In sections 4, 5 and 6 the line crosses over a rolling prairie sur-
face. The surface adjoining the western outline on both sides is prairie throughout
and broken by a good sized creek. The north chord runs over a very broken surface and
across sections 31, 32 and 33 the hills are covered with falling and standing burnt
timber. The meridian running on the east boundary of sections 6 to 31 passes over a
rolling prairie surface. On the east boundary of sections S to 32 the hiU tops and slopes
are covered with green timber of good dimensions consisting principally of spruce fir
and poplar of 10, 20 and 8 inches in diameter respectively. The best route for reaching
this township is by the trail leading from Cowley to the Waldron ranche. The trail is
fairly good, the only drawback at times being the crossing of Oldman river. The soil
is in general a rich loam on a clay subsoil but owing to the summer frosts, which seem
to be prevalent, its fitness for farming purposes is limited. No hay marches are to be
found in this township but on the other hand there is an abundance of rich grass.
Numerous creeks are to be found in this locality, the principal one being on the west-
ern outline of the township. It is 15 feet wide, 3 feet deep with a current of 2 miles
per hour. All these watercourses will insure a permanent supply of Avater. No floods
are liable to affect any of the land in this locality for the watercourses have not a sufB-
cient flow to overrun the deep gorges in which they are encased. Water-powers are non-
existent nor can any be developed by artificial works. The climatic conditioi^s are tho«p

2.50^18
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generally prevailing in the foot hills. A good supply of timber for fuel and construc-

tion purposes can be procured in the unsubdivided part of this township. No minerals
of economic value, game or quarries were noticed during the operations. In conclusion

I may say that owing to the early frosts the suitability for farming purposes of this

locality is very doubtful, on the other hand owing to the permanent supply of water,

the abundance and richness of the grass and the good shelter offered by the hills for the

cattle, these conditions make it very suitable for ranching purposes.

—

Louis E. Fon-
taine, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 12.—The surface of this township is but a succession of hills, broken by
deep ravines, coulees and passes, varying in depth from 100 to 150 feet. This locality

is partly prairie and partly bush. Timber is found on nearly all the northern slopes of

the hills and is largely spruce and poplar 8 and 4 inches in diameter respectively. A
fairly good trail leading from Claresholm, a good distribution point on the Calgary

and Edmonton Railway will reach this district. The soil is generally a rich loam on
clay subsoil but owing to the broken and uneven surface its fitness for farming pur-

poses is therefore very limited. No hay marshes are to be found in this locality but

there is an abundance of luxuriant grass. Two creeks, one crossing sections 1 and 2

and the other meandering on sections 13 and 14 will give a permanent supply of water.

No water-powers ^xist in this township, nor can any be developed by construction of

dams. The climatic conditions are those generally prevailing in the foot hills, includ-

ing the noted high winds. As most of the north slopes of the hills, as above stated, are

covered with timber, a good supply of fuel can be procured therefrom. No minerals

of economic value nor game or quarries were noticed during the operations. In con-

clusion, I may say that on account of the limited area of farming land ranching would
be the best occupation for those settling in this locality. The grass is rich and abun-

dant, there is good shelter offered by the hills for the cattle and the water supply is per-

manent.

—

Lov.is fJ. Fontaine, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 15.—The operations carried on in this township were confined to its

northeast quarter and this section is rolling prairie, containing in its principal de-

pressions the bed of a small stream or rivulet. The soil is in general a rich loam on a

clay subsoil, but owing to the prevailing early frosts, its fitness for farming purposes

is very problematic. A good trail leading from Nanton, a station on the Calgary and
Edmonton railway, crosses this township on section 34, and there forms its junction

with a trail coming from the north and going in a southeasterly direction to Willow
creek. No hay marshes are to be found in this locality but the grass is of a rich kind
and" is abundant. The numerous small creeks meandering in the northeast quarter of

this township will ensure a permanent supply of water. Notwithstanding this perma-
nent supply, no water-powers are to be found nor can any be developed even by the

construction of dams. The climatic conditions are those generally prevailing through-

out the foot hills. Owing to the lack of timber and coal in this particular part where
the operations were carried on, no fuel is to be procured but a limited supply can be had
on the timbered ridges in the south of the township. No minerals, game or quarries

came to my notice during the operations. Concluding, I will say that owing to the pre-

valing early frosts, this locality would be of a very limited value for farming purposes

;

but in compensation, it would afford a good range for ranching purposes, for there is

good shelter for the cattle, the grass is abundant and the water supply is permanent.

—

Louis E. Fontaine, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 16.—The surface of this township is hilly throughout. It is a succes-

sion of ridges, broken by deep ravines and coulees. This broken surface is to be classed

as prairie. Two fairly good trails make this township of very easy access. One of

these leads from High river and crosses the tier of sections from Nos. 31 to 36. The
other runs from Nanton and crosses sections 2 and 12. High river and Nanton are

two important distribution points on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway. The soil is
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in general a light loam on a clay subsoil, but owing to the broken surface and the pre-

vailing early frosts its fitness for farming purposes is therefore of a limited value. No
timber of any description is to be found in this township. No hay marshes are to be

found in this locality, but there is an abundance of grass. Numerous small creeks

meander in the ravines found throughout this township; the principal worth mention-

ing being a branch of Mosquito creek, flowing in sections 5, 6, 8, 16 and 17. On sec-

tion 17 it is 5 feet_deep, 8 feet wide, with a current of 3 miles per hour. These various

small creeks, coupled with the numerous springs, ensure a permanent supply of water.

There are no water-powers in this locality, nor can any be developed even by artificial

works. The climatic conditions of this locality are those generally prevailing through-

out the foot hills. Owing to the non-existence of timber and lack of coal, no fuel can

be procured in this township. A limited supply of same can be had at a distance of

about 8 iniles to the south. No minerals of economic value, quarries or game were

noticed during the operations. On account of the limited area of suitable farming

land, together with the prevailing early frosts, this locality would be best adapted for

ranching purposes, for it ailords good shelter for the cattle. There is an abundance of

grass and the supply of water is unlimited.

—

Louis E. Fontaine, D.L.S., 190S.

1'ownship 54.—This township is rolling and hilly and nearly all heavily timbered

with poplar, birch, spruce and large willows. A large quantity of spruce logs have been

cut, principally on the southern part of the township ; still, there are a few small spruce

swamps scattered over the township where good sized logs of good quality can be cut

—

probably a few hundred. Small timber for posts and fence rails is very plentiful. The
soil is mostly composed of sandy loam and clay. Good water is abundant 'all through

this township. In the eastern part, which I subdivided, there are no roads except a

short pack trail starting from a small lake near the central line and going southwest.

Three lakes of considerable extent are found here, namely. No. 1 and Matchayaw lake,

on the correction line, and lake no 4 near the southeast corner of the township. On
the west side of Matchayaw lake there is a large hay marsh, and also one on the north

side of lake No. 4. I did not see any prairie worth mentioning in the portion which I

surveyed. The interior of this township is very difficuit of access in summer. I did

not see any trace of mineral here during the survey.

—

J. B. 8aint-Cyr, D..LS., 1902.

Range 2.

Township 6.—The portion of this township in which my work lay was very hilly.

The country is mostly prairie with many clumps and bluffs of poplar and willow scrub,

with scattered clumps of large poplar 8 inches in diameter. The township is well

watered by numerous creeks which rise in the hills. These creeks flow southeasterly

and empty into Southfork river, which flows through the southern part of the town-

ship. All the water is good. The township is suitable for ranching only.

—

G. J.

Lonergan. D.L.S., 1902.

Township 10 (ranges 2 and 3).—The land surveyed is situated on Oldman river

and is reached by a good prairie wagon road from Cowley, a station on the Crow's
Nest Railway. The sections surveyed lie on both sides of the river and reach the

summits of the hills at an elevation of from 400 to 900 feet above the level of the

river. The soil in the valley and on the lower benches, especially on section 31, town-
ship 10, range 2 and section 36 in township 10, range 3, is a rich black loam overlying

a clay subsoil and is well adapted for raising vegetables. On the upper benches and
hillsides the soil is generally composed of gravel and is only suitable for grazing pur-
poses. The surface is a rolling and hilly prairie, partially covered with clumps of
poplar and willow on the lower benches and with fir and some spruce on the hills. On
the north half of section 35, the southwest quarter of section 25, and the southeast
quarter of section 26, township 10, range 3, fir is found up to 24 inches in diameter

25(^—18*
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and some spruce up to 15 inches in diameter, suitable principally for fuel, fencing and
building timber. The fir is chum butted and stunted in growth with large branches
so that if manufactured into lumber it would produce a very inferior quality. There
are no hay swamps, but the bunch grass on the lower benches on section 31, township
10, range 2, and on section 26, township 10, range 3, produces a good quality of hay,
but no great quantity. The w&ter in all the small streams as well as in Oldman river

is good. There is no trace of alkali. Oldman river averages about 150 feet in width
and about 2 feet in depth at low water. The current is very swift and the volume of

water flowing per minute equal? about 25,000 cubic feet. During high water the stream
is about 10 feet deeper than at low water and taking into consideration the increased

width of the stream the volume of water will be increased about ten times. Camp
creek, with a swift current, is about 12 feet wide and 2 feet deep. Coal creek, about
20 feet wide and 2 feet deep and Ernest creek, aboxit 6 feet wide and 2 feet deep. All

of these creeks provide a never failing and ample supply of water the year round.

None of the land is liable to be flooded. There are no falls on Oldman river within

the limit of the survey. High winds are very frequent, often attaining a velocity of

30 miles an hour. With this exception the climate is a very desirable one, being gen-

erally free from frost during the earlier part of the season, but owing to the elevation

above sea level, there is danger of cereals being frozen before ripening. There is suffi-

cient wood on these sections to supply settlers for years to come. Besides this therii

is hardly a section that does not contain one or more seams of coal. On section 31, in

range 2, a 6 foot seam of lignite is exposed in two places on Coal creek and about the

centre of the same section there is an outcrop of 3 small seams of lignite on the bank
of Oldman river. On the north boundarj^ of section 35, in range 3, there is a seam,

6 feet thick and on the north boundary of section 36, another seam 10 feet thick, both

being bituminous coal. The seam on the north boundary of section 35 has been traced

southward across Oldman river to the south boundary of section 26, and it is quit«

Ijossible that the seams on section 31 in range 2 and section 36 in range 3, may be

traced southward to sections 30 and 25 respectively. I^^either stone quarries nor min-

erals of economic value other than the coal have been found within the limits of the

survey. Game is limited to prairie chicken, willow grouse, and deer.

—

John McLatchie,

n.L.S., 1903.

Township 16.—The operations carried on in this township were confined to its

nortlieast quarter and in this particular section the general aspect is that of a rolling

prairie surface containing in most of its principal depressions either a small lake or

a slough. The soil is in general a li^'ht loam on a clay subsoil, and owing to the

broken surface and the numerous sloviglrs its fitness for agriculttiral purposes is

limited. A fairly good trail leading to Pekisko on the west and High river towards

the east crosses Sections 25, 34 and 35. No timber of any description is to be found

ill this township. No hay marshes of any extent exist in this locality, buD

tlie grass is abundant. Ov/ing to the small ponds and sloughs prevailing

in this township the water supply can be considered as permanent. No water-

powers are found in this locality r-or can any be developed even by construction of

dams. The climatic conditions of this region are those generally prevailing through-

out the foothills, including the noted high winds. Owing to the lack of timber and

coal no fuel is to be had in this township, but a limited supply can be procured at a

distance of about six miles to the west. No minerals of economic value, nor game or

quarries or traces thereof were noticed during the operations. In concluding I may
say that owing to the limited area of farming lands, ranching would be the best oc-

cupation for those settling in this township, for there is good grass in abundance, a

permanent supply of water and there is good shelter afforded by the hills for the cat-

tle.—Lotws E. Fontaine D.L.S., 1903.

Township 53.—The township is hilly and broken in many places. The soil is

poor with the exception of the sections adjoining the large spruce and tamarack swamp
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which crosses this township from section 7 to section 25. A large quantity of very-

good timber, such as spruce and tamarack, is found in that swamp and iu different

places through the township. I believe that it would be in the interest of the govern-

ment to reserve the timber sections 5, 6, 8, 9, 15, 16, 22, 23, 24, 25 and 26. The tim-

ber is long and varies from 8 to 18 or 20 inches in diameter. The logs could be

floated in the large brook flowing into Matchayaw lake and from there into Sturgeon

river. A good summer road could be made at very small expense, starting from the
'

northeast corner of the township crossing the swamp a little west of the central meri-

dian and from there taking a southeasterly direction. The country from there is

partly opened and the settlements of Spruce Grove and Stony Plain can easily be

reached. The settlers will find all the timber they want for building, fencing and for

fuel, outside the above mentioned reserve. Good water is plentiful in this township.

A good many sections will require very little work to clear them, especially those

adjoining the large swamp, the fire having passed there many times. This township

can also be reached by Lake St. Ann trail.—-/. B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 57.—This township is very rolling and hilly, the prairie comprises part

of sections 1, 2, 3, 4, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15, 16, 21, 22, 26, 27, 28, 33 and 34, the remain-

ing sections or parts of sections being covered with spruce and poplar bluft's with

large willows and quite a number of muskegs and sloughs. The soil here is not so

good as in township 57, range 1, only a few inches of black loam are found on the

heights. The subsoil is composed of clay, or hard clay and stones. I do not believe

that farmers will succeed in this township for it is more adapted for ranching than

farming. In dry seasons the low land, which is of better quality could be cultivated

profitably, but with such a rainy spring and summer as we are having now it is im-

possible to do anything of the sort. Hay sloughs are found in every part of the

township ; at the present time of the year there is from 1 to 2 feet of water in them,

which is a great inconvenience and renders the hay cutting impossible. The hills

are covered with a good grass mixed with pea vine. The timber is of

very poor quality and is only fit for fencing purposes and for fuel. The principal

lakes in this towTiship are Lake Majeau on the east boundary, part of Lake la Nonne
on the western boundary and part of Lake Xakamun on the south boundary (gener-

ally called Lac en Long). The lakes above mentioned and the streams that drain this

township are tributaries of Pembina river. The water is clear and wholesome in every

creek and lake. The Pembina trail crosses this township from the southeast corner

iu a northwesterly direction, passing the western boundary on section 30, There is

iilso another wagon road around Lake la Nonne. Very little improvement has been

made in this township; the people residing in it around Lake la Nonne being ranchers

rather than farmers. Some half-breeds keep a few cattle but do not cultivate at all.

No traces of mineral have been found in this township.—/. B. Saint-Cyr, D.L.S., 1902.

Range 3.

Township 6.—The township is very hilly and the hills are high. There is a good

amount of good timber in some parts, but it is scattered. There is a great deal of

jackpine and poplar and some scattered large pine and fir averaging 20 to 30 inches in

diameter. The township is well watered by Southfork river, and the numerous creeks

and springs which flow into it. The water is all good. A few ranches might be

located along the river.

—

G. J. Lonergan, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 7.—This township is mountainous. There is no timber of any value

on the lines I surveyed. The surface is rocky and has been burned over in places.

—

G. J. Lonergan, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 58.—This township except a small portiap at the southwest corner is

generally fairly open and covered with scrub, and althotfgh the soil is good, is some-
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what hilly, except along Pembina river, where it is more level. The river enters the

township on section 6 and crossing the east boundary on section 24, crosses several

times between there and the north boundary. Good farms can be made easily almost

all over this township. Several squatters have already taken up places and others say

they will as soon as they can locate. One of the settlers who has been on the river for

several years si)eaks highly of the grain-growing qualities and its suitability for mixed
farming. I have seen this Pembina valley about 15 miles northwest of here, and
there the country appears much the same, so that I expect there is good agricultural

land for a long distance along the river. A railway survey line supposed to be the

Canadian Northern, was crossed at the north boundary.

—

J. K. McLean, D.L.S., 1903.

Range Jf.

Township 31.—The township may be reached by wagon road from Olds or Dids-

bury, some 15 miles east and situate on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway. The soil

is very fair, with a depth of from 4 to 6 inches of clay, or sandy loam, and is best

suited to mixed farming or stock-raising. On account of its proximity to the foot

hills it is subject to summer frosts. The surface as a general rule is rolling and mostly

given to scrub, although patches of merchantable timber have existed, which have

been or are being rapidly converted into lumber by the settlers of the adjacent town-

ships. Along Little Eed Deer river which flows north through the centre of this

township are, or were, clumps of spruce averaging 12 inches in diameter. The settlers

for some 30 miles east have, however, cut into it so as to make it unfit for timber

berths. Tamarack very suitable for posts is still to be found in the swamps. Poplar

suitable for house logs will be available for some years, but the quantity of these latter

is not sufficient to prevent the settlers from securing permits to take enough for

their needs, or making any reserve of the same. As a general thing there is not a

great quantity of hay, but sufficient for moderate needs is to be had from the low lands

and patches of prairie, the supply could be easily augmented by a small amount of

labour in clearing off the brush where it is light and in the growing of green feed.

Little Red Deer river flowing through this township affords a permanent supply of

water of the best quality, being snow-water from the mountains and free of alkali.

The waters of this stream are contained between banks from 20 to 50 feet high

and average about 80 feet in width at flood time, when it has a velocity of about 5 to 6

miles an hour and is then some 10 to 15 feet deep. There is no water-power, except

what might be developed from dams thrown across the river. The climate with the

exception of the last four years, has been clear and dry. As already mentioned, the

proximity of the mountains renders it liable to summer frosts. Poplar, spruce and
tamarack timber, which is plentiful, is in its shape more suitable for fuel than for

any other purpose. Coal so far hb I am aware, has not yet been found, although a

find had been reported, but I do not see why it should not exist here. Outcroppings
of sandstone appear all along the river, and if developed, I would think, would supply

good building stone. No quarries are yet being worked. There are no minerals so far

as I could find out. Deer, prairie chickens and ducks are quite plentiful. Trotit and
greyling are to be found in the river. At the time of writing I might add, that the

desirable portion of the township open for homestead, has been about all taken up.

—

A. Driscoll D.L.8., 190S.

Township 32.—The township is reached by wagon road from Olds, some 15 miles

distant on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway. The soil is very fair, varying from a

sandy to clay loam, 6 to 10 inches in depth. In general the country is most adapted
to mixed farming and stock-raising. The surface is rolling with some brush, with a

good proportion of large timber sufficient for the needs of the settler. The valley of

Little Red Deer river contains some groves of fair sized spruce, these, however, have
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been culled until they are only suitable to supply the settlers with house logs and fire-

wood. Hay is scarce; the low places and patches of prairie, however, provide a small

amount. A permanent supply of water and of the purest nature is supplied by Little

Red Deer river, which flows north through the centre of the township, and I should

judge that good water could be had at a slight depth in any part of the township.

This river at flood time has a width of 80 feet, depth of about 15 feet and a velocity

of some 5 to 6 miles an hour and is contained between banks some 50 feet in height.

There is no water-power, except what might be developed by throwing dams across

the river. Until the last few years the climate has been dry and clear. Owing to its

proximity to the mountains summer frosts are frequent. An abundance of firewood

is to be had in most parts of the township, but no definite reports are given as to

whether coal exists. It only remains to develop the numerous outcroppings of sand-

stone which are shown along the river, to produce an abundance of building stone.

There are no minerals so far as I could ascertain. Deer, prairie chicken and ducks are

found in their seasons, and trout are to be found in the river.

—

A. Driscoll, D.L.S.,

190S.

Township 33.—The township is reached by wagon road from Olds or Didsbury,

distant some 15 miles east on the Calgary and Edmonton Eailway. The soil is fair,

varying from clay to sandy loam, with a depth of from 6 to 10 inches, and better ad-

apted to mixed farming or stock-raising. The surface is high, rolling and scrubby,

with occasional clumps of large spruce and poplar, the latter mostly culled for timber.

Groves of spruce and poplar have existed, but these have been culled to such an extent

that there only remains sufficient for the settlers' needs. Hay is not plentiful, but a

small amount can be had from the low places and the patches of open prairie. Little

Red Deer river flowing through a southeast corner of the township affords a permanent

supply of pure snow-water; this stream at flood time has a width of 80 feet, depth 15

feet and a velocity at that time of about 5 or 6 miles an hour and banks rising to a

height of 100 feet. There is also a stream running through the northwest part of the

township, which although small, will be found very useful to the settlers. There is

no water-power, except what might be developed by throwing dams across either of

these streams. "With the exception of the last few years the climate has been clear and

dry, but on account of its proximity to the mountains, summer frosts are frequent.

An abundance of timber for fuel is to be had in small patches throughout the town-

ship. As yet, however, no positive information of coal having been found, is furnished.

Outcroppings of sandstone are to be seen along the river, which if developed should

produce good building stone. There are no minerals so far as I could ascertain. Deer,

prairie chickens and ducks are plentiful during their seasons.

—

A. Driscoll, D.L.S.,

190S.

Township 41.—The soil is generally of a good quality, but as the township con-

tains many sloughs, a large portion of it is unfit for agriculture. The topography is

not much broken, although there are elevations which may be called hills, but the slopes

are everywhere easy except towards the southwestern corner, where there are a few

steep inclines, from one of which, situated on the line between sections 5 and 6, the eye

can reach northerly, a distance of 10 miles. This country was originally covered with

a thick forest of spruce of fine dimensions as may be seen by the remains in the wind-

falls which we have met, but a fire which raged all through this region in 1889 destroyed

the most valuable timber. It is now being replaced by a new growth, mostly poplar,

mixed with thick willow brush. The eastern slope of Medicine river, which meanders

through the township on a course nearly north and south, contains very few spruec

trees, but quite a number of these of fair dimensions are met with on the western side

of the river, together with some jackpine on the ridges, these last as successors to the

original growth. The best spruce found, and which I believe was left untouched by

the great fire, is situated on the line between sections 7 and 8, where the quality and
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quantity of the timber reminded me of the densest forests of northern Quebec. There
are very few prairie areas, and they are very small in extent, so that very little farm-
ing, if any, can be done without clearing at least the willow brush, but clearing land
here is very light work compared to what it is in* the older provinces. Before long, I

might say before two years have passed, the country will be occupied and settled, many
having already visited this section, and the lands to the sovith and east are becoming
comparatively crowded.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S., 190S.

Township 42.—^Pbplar, with a few spruce, are the principal kinds of wood in 'this

township. No timber berth of any extent could be located as the township was devastated

by fire 15 years ago, and the growth, except in a few places, which accidentally escaped,

is of recent date. There is plenty of wood to fill the wants of the settlers for some
years to come.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 43.—This country was originally covered with a thick forest of spruce

of fine dimensions, as may be judged by the remains in the windfalls which we have
seen, but a fire which raged all through this region in 1889 destroyed the most valuable

timber. It is now being replaced by a new growth, mostly poplar intermixed with

thick willow brush. The soil is generally of a good quality, but the township contain-

ing many sloughs, a large portion of it is unfit for agriculture unless drained. There
are very few prairie spots and very small in extent, so that very little farming, if any,

can be done without clearing at least the willow brush, but clearing land here is very

light work compared to what it is in the older provinces.

—

Geo. P. Roy, D.L.S., 1903.

Townships 46, 47 and 48.—(East outline.)—On section 1 the timber is poplar,

Cottonwood and birch for the first half mile, when twq small creeks are crossed and
jackpine met with, which continues across the section. On sections 12 and 7 very

heavy spruce from 10 to 24 inches in diameter and suitable for lumbering is met. It

extends only about one-half mile west of the line, when the country appears lower and
partially burnt, but runs east as far as could be seeen. After about a mile of slash

and muskeg large spruce is again met with, which with a mixture of pine and scattered

ccttonwood and poplar continues north to the middle of section 13, township 47, range
4. Spruce and pine is the prevailing timber, the spruce is from 10 to 24 inches in dia-

meter, tall and free from limbs, and would make fine logs. The pine is unlike any I
hav.e heretofore seen in this district. It rvins generally from 10 to 16 inches in dia-

meter (some trees were seen nearly 24 inches in diameter), is v.ery tall, holding its size

well, and free from limbs. A creek about the middle of southeast quarter of section 13

was seen, about 10 links wide and 18 inches deep, and might be available for driving.

] think it is a branch of Modeste creek. The latter creek was crossed on the east

boundary of township 47, range 4, on section 24, and is there 3R links wide and from 2

to 3 feet deep. It was again crossed on the north boundary of township 48, range 5,

where it is ov,er one chain wide, 3 to 4 feet deep, with a strong current, and logs could

be easily floated on it. Except a narrow strip of timber south of Modeste creek on
section 24, and another on section 36, the whole of township 48, range 4, has been burnt
over and is now a bad slash with poplar scrub. The soil is a heavy clay. Along the

east boundary of township 48, range 4, the country has been burnt as far as a creek,

one of the branches of the Strawberry, and east of this oreek green timber is again
seen. The pine and spruce in townships 46 and 48, ranges 3 and 4, will make one of

the finest timber limits I have seen in the country, and am sure logs can easily be tak.'^n

to Saskatchewan river by waj^ of Modeste creek.—/. K. McLean, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 53.—Nearly all th'^ timber in this township has been destroyed by fire,

and there remain only scattered blufis of second growth poplar and a few spruce and
tamarack swamps, excepting in the southern tier of sections along Wabamun lake, where
ther.e is some large spruce and cottonwood. The quantity, however, is only suflBcient

for settlers' use. The rest of the township is more or less overgrown with willow brush
and young poplar. For agricultvxral purposes, nearly the whole of this township rates
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third or fourth class, as it is generally very rolling, with numerous swamps and mus-

kegs. The soil is light, and on the ridges gravelly. In sections 33 and 34 the soil is of

better quality, and would probably rate as second class. There are two small lakes in

the township, the larger known as Whitewood lake in sections 20 and 21, the other

which I have called lake A., in sections 21 and 28, around which a considerable quan-

tity of good hay could be cut in a dry season, and there are a number of small hay

sloughs scattered throughout the township. The water in Whitewood lake is very good.

In the southern part s.ections 16, IT and 18 are the best, as they are less rolling, but

the soil appears to be light, and the southern quarter sections of each are broken by

gullies and cut banks. This is particularly the case with the southwest quarter of sec-

tion 18, more than half of which is waste land. Sections 7 and 8 and the northern part

of sections 9 and 10 are useless for farming purposes, as they are broken by deep gullies

and ravines formed in sections 7 and 8 by a succession of hog-back ridges lying

between the high land and "Wabamun lake. Several small creeks flow out of these gul-

lies, but the water is not good, being apparently impregnated with some mineral.

—

Hugh McGrandle, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 54.—This township is rolling, and mostly covered with timber, consist-

ing of poplar, spruce and tamarack from 6 to 8 inches in diameter. The greater portion

of the timber has been killed by fire, and is only fit for fuel and settlers' use. There

are patches where the timber is mostly all burned off and now grown up with poplar

and willow brush. In the southern part of the township there are numerous swamps
and two small lakes with marshy shores. On the east, south and west of these lakes

and on the west of Lake St. Ann are large grass sloughs where hay is cut in dry sea-

sons. The land in this township is rated third and fourth class, having only from 3

to 8 inches of black loam, with clay subsoil in the flats, and the hills and ridges are

liglit and stony. A creek flows from Goose lake through sections 10, 11, 14, 13 and 24

irito Lake St. Ann. A wagon trail runs across the township through sections 19, 20,

21, 22, 23, 26 and 25, with several branches to Lake St. Ann and to the hay sloughs.

—

H. McGrandle, D.L.8., 1902.

Township 55.—The only part of this township surveyed was tiie s;,)L"th bountlary

of the same and the east boundary of section 2, and part of o:>.sr, boundary of section

11, and the traverse of a portion of Lake St. Ann and Far niu<^ island. The timber

is mostly burned and overgrown with poplar and willow scrub. The land is rated third

class.—i/. McGrandle, D.L.8., 1902.

Township 57.—(East outline.)—Here there is considerable spruce, suitable for

lumbering, whether in sufficient quantities for a good limit is doubtful. The country

is somewhat hilly and would not make good farms.

—

J. K. McLean, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 5.

Township 48.—(North outline.)—The timber east of Modeste creek, which is crossed

on section 34, has been destroyed by fire and is now down in slash, witli poplar scrub.

The land is poor heavy clay, and is broken by swamps. A scrip of gre?n timber about

a mile in width and in which there is considerable spruce, rnns along the west side of

Ivlodeste creek. About two miles north there is green timb^.r o^i b.>th sides of the creek.

The spruce although large is scattered, but as it is compiraiively close to the creek,

can easily be taken out. The rest of the country along the north boundary of tliis

township is very poor. The timber is all burnt and down, while larp;e swamps are met.

-J. K. McLean, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 51.—(West outline.)—The east boundary of this township passes along

the centre of Low-water lake, a shallow lake nearly six miles long and v-.-irying from

one to two miles in width. . The country along the west side of the lako is high and

covered with timber. In travelling across the northerly part of the townshin it was
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seen that the timber extends only a short distance west and is almost entirely lestvoy-id

by fire. What remains is chiefly jaekpine, small and scrubby, and of no commercial
value. The country is rough and hilly, with poor soil, and not suitable for agriculture.
There is a fair range for cattle, the summer feed being good. Hay is reported plenti-

ful west of the south end of Low-water lake although I did not see it.

—

J. E. McLean,
D.L.S., 1908.

(East outline.)—This line passes across Low-water lake. The west side of the
lake appears high and hilly with green timber extending for some distance westward.
Along the east side the country is lower and is also timbered.

—

J. E. McLean, D.L.8.,
1903.

Township 52.—I did not run the east boundary of this, but cut a pack trail north-
westerly through the township to Wabamun lake. The country is very rough and hilly

and thickly timbered with poplar and Cottonwood from 8 to 12 inches in diameter.
Occasional spruce are seen, but they are so scrubby and scarce that they w.ere of no
value for lumber.—J. E. McLean, JD.L.S., 1903.

Range 6..

Township 33.—An area of about three square miles in the southwest corner is

heavily timbered. Jaekpine occurs here running to eighteen inches diameter, with a
smaller quantity of fourteen inch spruce, balsam, fir and poplar. This part is very
hilly. The remainder of the township is lightly wooded or quite open. The surface is

rolling and in places hilly. The soil is first and second-class.

—

J. N. Wallace, D.L.S.,
1903.

Township 34.—The best part is the James river valley which is lightly wooded with
small poplar and prairie patches are large and numerous. North of James river, the
east half of the township is generally wooded all over. The west half is very rough
with many open spaces.—/. N. Wallace, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.—(West outline.)—The westerly half is all wooded with much swamp
area on which is small spruce and tamarack. The easterly half is very open, there being
large tracts of almost bare prairie. This part is very hilly in places.

—

J. N. Wallace,

D.L.S., 1903.

(East outline.)—The east outline of the township runs across a rolling and in

places hilly country, but the timber is not heavy and many parts, especially that about
the north end of the outline of this township, form a very attractive country for set-

tlers.—/. N. Wallace, D.L.S., 190S.

(Subdivision.)—This township is accessible from the north or east by a trail on
the north side of Raven river, which trail can be made a very good road in ordinary
seasons, and Raven river, a small stream about 30 feet wide, could be bridged. The
soil is mainly a clay with a few places where black loam is found on clay subsoil. It

is broken across sections 25, 26, 27 and 28 by a ravine about 200 f63t deep, through which
a small stream flows from its head in section 19, and which stream is gradually en-

larged by tributary streams flowing from the north and south, until it becomes about
20 feet wide, 9 inches deep, with a current of about three miles per hour on section

25. From this stream the land rises towards the south for two miles when
the country becomes hilly with small sloughs and ponds between them and
then descends towards the southwest. Along the north boundary the land
descends generally to Raven river in the next township (36, range 6). Alto-
gether the township is broken too much by hills, ravines and creeks to be a good
farming country, although where grass grows it shows a very luxuriant growth.

Along the creeks are a few spruce large enough for small saw-logs but too few for com-
mercial use. Also there are a few small bunches of jaekpine from 7 to 10 inches in

diameter, but short and with limbs to the ground. The remainder of the timber is
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poplar, willow and poplar brush, very thick generally and of no value except for fuel.

/The few hay meadows are small and not at present of value, being generally full of

scrub and willows. Water is invariably good, no alkali was found in the township.
Streams are all small and would not be available for water-power. Summer frosts

occur, I am told. I did not find any coal or lignite, nor stone quarries or minerals,
nor was there any game seen of any kind, although I am told that the Stony
Indians range through this country finding deer and moose in the fall and bears in

the spring. Speckled trout are plentiful in the larger streams. When the land is

cleared it should be a good ranching country as the soil is capable of growing good
vegetation and the water the best that can be had anywhere.

—

Henry W. Selhy, D.L.S.,

1904.

Township 36.—(East and west outlines.)—The central part of the township has
many extensive open areas. The part northwest of Clearwater river is partly open
and partly timbered in a very irregular manner. A belt of 12-inch spruce occurs along

the Clearwater, but the remainder of the timber is small.

—

J. N. Wallace, D.L.S.j

190S.

Township 51.— (East and west outlines.)—^The country along the east boundary
of this is much broken by swamps with intervening ridges covered with scrubby pine.

On section 24 the country becomes more open, of better quality, although still of a

poor class and is higher. A pack trail from Wabamun lake is crossed on this section.

Continuing south the country still improves slightly and is partially covered with

scrub. Along the east boundary of township 51, range 7, the country is much broken

by swamps. On section 30' a creek with an open valley, running southeast is crossed.

I do not think township 51 and 52, ranges 5, 6 and 7, west of the fifth meridian will

ever be suitable for settlement. Where not swampy the country is rough and hilly.

The soil is a heavy clay. On seeing the same soil in other parts of the country where

the timber had been burnt, I was under the impression that owing to excessive fires

the alluvial soil had been burnt, but find here among the heaviest timber that the clay

is covered with a very few inches of loam or decayed vegetable matter, when a stiff clay

not unlike gumbo is found. I am somewhat doubtful if this heavy stitt' clay will be

suitable for grain growing. However, as the country is rough, and none of the tim-

ber of any commercial value, the spruce being scrubby and scattered and the poplar

and Cottonwood (of which there is plenty much closer to land suitable for settlement),

only suitable for fencing and small buildings, and as a great number of creeks which
eventually find their way to the Saskatchewan either direct or by way of Wabamun
lake or Isle lake rise here, it might be well if these townships could be kept without

subdivision and the timber preserved as it now is for at least a number of years.

—

J. E. McLean, D.L.S., 1903.

(East outline.)—This line passes through a very thick growth of poplar and
Cottonwood, with a little birch and some spruce. The poplar and cottonwood are from
16 to 20 inches in diameter, while the birch is small and the spruce scrubby and unfit

for lumbering. The soil is clay, with a very thin covering of loam or vegetable matter.

On section 36 there is considerable jackpine, but it is small and scrubby; large poplar
and cottonwood are met on section 35 and continue with slight exceptions across the
township.—J. K. McLean, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 52.—(West outline.)—At the northwest corner of this township there

is a grove of jackpine, very scrubby and thick on the ground. It extends south about
one-half mile, when a small area of open country- is crossed. This open country ex-

tends east about a mile, and a short distance west a very thick, heavy growth of poplar
and cottonwood, with occasional spruce is then met with, which extends to the south
boundary. The poplar and cottonwood are of good size, some up to 20 inches in

diameter. The spruce, although large, is scrubby and very much scattered. Along the

north boundary the pine extends about a quarter of a mile when poplar is met. A very
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nai'i'ow strip is open along the creek in section 36, but heavy poplar and cottonwood,

with some spruce and pine cover the whole of the township.—-/. K. McLean. D.L.S.,

1903.

Range 7.

Township 33.—(East, west and soutii outlines.)—About four square miles of this

township at its southwest corner are very hilly and timbered with 10-inch pine and
aider thickets. 'The hills are 300 to 500 feet high. The remainder of the westerly

outline runs through a somewhat hilly country. The centre and east of the township

are almost entirely open land, traversed by numerous branches of Bearberry creek. It

is one of the best townships of those outlined for cattle-raising.

—

J. N. Wallace, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 34.—(East and west outlines.)—Along the north side of James river,

the country is composed of prairie patches alternating with light poplar. The easterly

half of the township is rough and partly open. The westerly half has many small hills

formerly covered with small jackpine, but now largely burnt over and covered with

small windfall. At the northwest, the timber is very dense but small. The nearest

well defined foothills are about 8 miles west of the northwest corner of the township.

—

J. N. Wallace, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 35.— (East and west outlines.)—About three quarters of this township
comprising all that lies southeast of Raven river is generally timbered with small

pine, poplar and spruce. The remaining quarter of the township has been burnt over

and there is now a great deal of windfall. There are irregular patches of green timber.

—J. N. Wallace, D.L.8., 1903.

(Subdivision.)—This township is very rough with ridges running generally north-

east and southwest nearly parallel with Raven river, therefore, it can be most easily

entered from the northeast on section 35. From thence trails might be made in many
directions, all more or less hilly and hard to travel, more especially south of Raven
river. The soil generally is a clay loam on clay subsoil with an occasional sandy knoll.

Raven river enters in section 7 and leaves at section 35 flowing in a well defined valley,

but following therein a very tortuous course. A large lake occupies portions of sec-

tions 1, 2, 11 and 12, with a small creek of excellent water running into it from the

southwest. The surface of the country is thickly covered with poplar, jackpine and
spruce, but except along the creeks it is too small for any use but fuel. No hay lands

A- ere seen in the townsliip. The supply of water is good, sufficient and of the very

best quality, but I do not think it large enough to be of any value for water-power

puii:)0ses. There were no coal or lignite veins seen, neither stone quarries nor mineral

of any description nor game. The township if cleared of timber would not make good

farming land, but for hay or grazing purposes might be very satisfactory.

—

Henry W.
Selby, D.L.S., IQOJj.

Township 36.—(North, east and west outlines.)—South of Clearwater river, the

lands are nearly all timbered and there are only a few small open spaces. North oE

the river, the country has been burnt in many places. Towards the northwest there

is a large area of pine forest, very thick, but not over 8 inch trees on the average. The
northeast part of the township is much more open. Clearwater river can be forded in

the late summer but its steep banl-cs make travelling with a wagon impossible except

near its intersection with the base line on the north of this township. Once it is

crossed, there is a good road along its north bank through the township.

—

J. N. Wal-

lace, D.L.S., 1903.

^

Township 52.—(North and east outlines.)—Along the north boundary of this town-

ship there is a heavy growth of poplar and cottonwood extending almost to section

34, when a stretch of open country along the pack trail from Isle lake to Brazeau
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river is met. However, this open stretch is narrow and much broken by swamps. The
pack trail is crossed on section 33 and Pembina river is met on section 32. The valley

is very narrow and the country along the west side appears very rough and is wooded.

Coal exposures show on the cut banks of the river. Going south along the east bouiid-

ary of this township large poplar and Cottonwood extend about 2 miles when the

country becomes much broken by large muskegs and swamps, which continue to the

south boundary of township 51, range 7. Xone of these townships are suitable for

agricultural purposes. The soil is clay, ovei- which there is a thin covering, not more
than 2 or 3 inches of mould or loam. The timber is only suitable for small buildings

and fencing and hn« little commercial value.

—

J. K. McLean. D.L.S.. 190S.

Range 8.

Township 29.—(East outline.)—The line parses over a very wild country composed
entirely of hills formerly heavily timbered but now devastated by fire. The hills are

from 400 to 700 feet high and covered with an immense quantity of standing and fallen

burnt timber. Everywhere a thick growth of jackpine varying from 1 foot to 15 feet

in height is now coming up. Green timber only occurs in patches along the outline,

sufficiently large to bear witness to the great loss caused by fire. Along the south of

the township to the east there is still some large living timber, but as far as could be
seen to the west (and many miles can be seen from the tops of the high hills) every-

thing has been burnt. Eire has evidently run here since the base line was surveyed.

—

J. N. Wallace, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 30.—(East outline.)—The east of township 30 is not of so rough a char-

acter as that of township 29. The valleys are wider and much more open but the

country is still broken by long ridges of hills.

—

J. N. Wallace, D.L.8., 190S.

Township 31.—(East outline.)^—The east of township 31 is still hilly but the hills

are not high. The part south of Red Deer river runs through much fallen timber, and
the soil is very shallow. To the west all is burnt. There is some open but billy land

to the east. The part of this outline north, of Red Deer river crosses a rolling tract of

good land extending for a mile or so on each side of the line.—./. N. Wallace, D.L.S.,

1903.

Township 32.— (East outline.)—The outline passes over several long ridges of hills

about 450 feet high with some wide valleys extending as before south-southeast. The
last couple of miles near the base line cross a country composed of irregular round-

topped hills covered with a forest of 8-inch pine, the forest extending southeasterly

across the township. Erom what could be seen along the above line, the country lying

to the west is quite unsuitable for anything in the way of agriculture. The country

here is generally thickly covered with small timber, burnt for some miles north and
south of the correction line. Except for a small prairie area on the south of Fallen

Timber creek, there is no open land except what is swampy.

—

J. N. Wallace, D.L.S.,

190S.

Range 25.

Township 77.—The outlines of this township were run but no subdivision work was
done. The country along the base line is swampy for the first three miles and of a roll-

ing sandy nature for the next two. The last mile of the base line and the first five

miles of the eastern boundary are the usual poplar and spruce country. The last mile

of the east boundary and the whole north boundary run through a network of open mar-

shes, interspersed with some belts of very good land, rather heavily timbered.—C. C.

FaircUld, D.L.S., 1902.
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Township 78.—The south two-thirds of this township is very marshy for a great

part and Coote lake is little more than a great marsh. The township is heavily tim-
bered in the north part while in the south it is heavy in places and light in others. The
country adjoining the east and south sides of Coote lake is full of marshes of varying
size and practically grades No. 4 as for settlement. The pack trail from Lesser Slave
lake to Spirit river crosses this township running north of Coote lake. The soil is ex-

cellent where not marshy and in some of the dry marshes hay was seen six feet in

•height.—(7. C. FaircUld, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 79.—(South and east outlines.)—The country is generally heavily tim-

bered, soil good and generally dry.

—

G. C. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 80.—As only the boundaries and the northern one-third of this town-
ship were surveyed, the report is confined to that part of the township. North of Peace
river the country is generally rolling prairie with enough timber on some sections to

provide for the requirements of the prairie parts. On the margin of the river and
extending back in places for a mile or more is a block of as fine farming land as can

be found in the North-west Territories. These lands are partially prairie and the soil

excellent. The surface is generally level and a fringe of good timber skirts the river.

On the south side of the river, with the exception of the prairie running down to the

river, shown on plan, is found heavy timber covering both side-hill and valley. The
valley, when cleared, will make excellent farming land, and timber enough can be had
for all requirements. A considerable sprinkling of spruce is found throughout the

other timber, but not in quantities to recommend its being reserved. On the islands,

or rather what are islands in high water, large spruce groves in siich quantities that

I would recommend its reservation. The 21st base line, in its fifth mile across range

25, reaches the summit of the banks of Peace river, which I estimated at 900 feet above

the river. On the plateau the land is excellent, and not so heavily tim.bered as the

south flat of the river. Numerous small hay marshes abound in this level plateau, but

I am informed by the Indians and others that these are practically all dry except in

a wet season such as 1901. In fact, great difficulty is met in finding water by hunters

here except in the river. Egg lake and two or three creeks found between. This town-

ship, like the one to the west, is very difficult to approach except by boat or saddle horse,

and this objection applies to the whole country between the 20th and 21st base lines.

—

C. C. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1901.

Range 26.

Township 77.—This township may be divided generally into two parts for agri-

cultural purposes, viz. : (1) north of Birch hill; (2) south of Birch hill. That part

lying north of Birch hill slopes gradually to the north from the crest of the hill and

contains some excellent farming land where not too heavily timbered. The northwest

corner is the best part of the township. The eastern portion of the north half is more

'heavily timbered, chiefly with poplar, and interspersed with small marshes. This may
be said to be the case with the eastern part of the south half as well, except that the

timber is larger with a greater proportion of spruce and marshes are more frequent

and larger. The southwestern portion consists for a great part of a series of con-

nected swamps and marshes, the only valuable feature being a considerable extent of

large poplar, spruce, tamarack and jackpine timber. Birch hills extend only about one

mile east of the sixth meridian; the east and south sides of the range are very steep

and broken, while the north slope, as before mentioned, is for the greater part a steady

decline.—C. C. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 78.—The surface of this township is generally slightly undulating and

covered with a growth of poplar and spruce of varying size. A considerable portion of

the surface is covered with a thick undergrowth of willows, and a large marsh in the
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centre of the township detracts considerably from its value. The soil is excellent where
dry, but it is rated as No. 2 only on account of the timber growth. The creeks shown
on the lines all run dry in the summer. The trail from Lesser Slave lake to Spirit

river settlement passes through the southern part of the township.

—

C. C. Fairchild,

D.L.S., 1902.

Township 79.—This township has more prairie and is better drained than any
of the others examined by me on the south side of Peace river. Fox creek, a never-

failing stream of good water, runs from east to west across the township and a branch
runs from the southwest angle of the township in a northeasterly direction to join

the main stream. This branch, however, dries up in summer. A greater part of the

land lying on either bank of these creeks is prairie, broken with bluffs of small pop-

lar and willow. The soil is excellent, generally well drained and but for the timber

which increases in size as you get further from the creek, would be number one for

agricultural or grazing purposes. Some small marshes are found in the north end of

the township, and strange to relate, though the north limit runs at the west side withifi

one mile of Peace river the drainage is all towards Fox creek. The ravine through
which the creek runs is only about 25 feet deep at the east boundary and increases to

100 or more at the west boundary, where both banks are more or less heavily timbered.

—C. C. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1902.

Township 80.—On July 26 I started the survey of this township. The greatest

difficulty in the survey was the crossing of the various marshes, many of which had
three feet of water in them at the end of July which were practically dry by the mid-
dle of September. The township lies almost wholly in the valley of Peace river, i.e.,

between the tops of the high banks. The soil is first class clay loam and black loam,
but a great portion of the surface is so broken that it would be practically useless for

grain farming but would do for grazing. There is plenty of timber for wood and
building in the township, although a portion of the river had little beside small pop-

lai scrub. The growth during the surmner of 1901 was almost tropical, the pea vine

and grass reaching a height of 6 feet in places. Saskatoon and raspberry bushes are

plentiful in many places and the yield for the season was very prolific. Horses run wild
over the district north of the river and have the slightest difficulty in wintering with-

out feed. The township is approachable, however, only by boat or saddle horse, the

deep gullies formed by the tributary creeks, making road-building almost an im-
possibility. The creeks shown on plan and in notes required to be bridged to cross

my pack trains, while in September no water was running in any of them. The
greater part of the township north of Peace river has been burnt over in past years,

while the south bank is as yet untouched. Peace river was so flooded that I found it

impossible to swim my horses and I was forced to transfer them in a boat, but by the

time the traverse of the river was made it 'had fallen to normal low water. Some
excellent flat lands mostly on the south side of the river would make splendid farms.

These lands hemmed in by surrounding hills, like the settlement at the mouth of

Smoky river, are among the finest I have ever seen.

—

C. G. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1901.

TOWNSHIPS WEST OF THE SIXTH MERIDIAN.

Range ^.

Township 80.—(Survey of section 18.)—The Dunvegan flat is not extensive,

while the country north of the river is prairie with bluffs of poplar and spruce along

the creeks.—C C. Fairchild, D.L.S., 1902.

Ranges 7, 8 and 9.

Townships 17 and 18.—The lines run here with a few exceptions form the south-

erly limit of the railway belt. The survey ran through Trinity creek valley and over
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a mountain range to Okanagan valley. Most of the country is rough and mountain-

ous. There are several sections of fairly good agricultural land on Spallumcheen river

and near the mouth of Trinity creek. There is a small quantity of good timber. A
great deal of the timber has been burnt.

—

Jos. E. Ross, D.L.S., 1903.

Range 12.

Township 17.—In this township a sui'vey was made of a small piece of land fairly

well adapted for farming, lying between provincial lots and the mountain.

—

Jos. E.

Ross, D.L.S., 1903.

Ranges 23 and 2^.

Townships 18 and 19.
—

^'The survey here runs easterly from a point near Spatsum
station on the Canadian Pacific Railway. The only valuable land here suitable for

agricultural purposes is the wild hay meadows which lie in the valley of Pukaist creek.

This valley begins about 6 miles east of Spatsum and runs southeasterly for about 6

miles; .it varies from a quarter mile to a half mile in width. The elevation is from
2,500 feet to 3,000 feet above Thompson riv.er. There is a trail or rough wagon road

from Spatsum to the valley. The best meadow land has been used and, claimed by
cattle ranchers for ten years or more. The meadows have been improved and the hay
has been cut each year. Several dwelling honases and a number of cattle sheds have

been built. The land could not be dealt with for lack of a survey.

—

Jos. E. Ross,

D.L.S., 1903.

Ranges 2Jf. and 25.

Townships 19 and 20.—The best land in these townships was taken up in pro-

vincial lots from 20 to 30 years ago. The land required to be surveyed lay between

and adjoining these lots. The country is open and rolling, with some bench land fit

for farming. 'The locality being dry, irrigation has to be resorted to in order to raise

good crops. The benches are from 400 to 500 feet above Thompson river.

—

Jos. E,

Ross, D.L.8., 1903.

Range 25.

Townships 18 and 19.—The land surveyed in these townships lies in the Venables

valley. Most of the valley has been taken up in provincial lots. There is a small

patch at both the upper and lower ends of tlie provincial grants, suitable for farming
purposes. The land lies a few miles west of Spatsum station on the Canadian Pacific

Railway at an elevation of 1,500 feet above Thompson river.

—

Jos. E. Ross, D.L.S.,

1903.

Ranges 28 and 29.

Township 4.—There is a little land fit for settlement near Trout lake in section

32 and northeastward up the valley, but not a large amount and very hard to clear.

The timber is cedar, fir, hemlock and alder and is very dense. At the mouth of Trout
lake creek is a good boat landing and camping place.

—

A. W. Johnson, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 5.—^"There is no land fit for settlement with the possible exception of
spots at the north end of Cascade bay. There is not miich good timber, the mountain
being very steep and rocky. At the north of Slollicum creek is a good boat landing
and camping ground. This creek falls two or three thousand feet in a distance of less
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than a mile, and would afford enormous water-power.

—

A. W. Johnson, D.L.8., 1903.

Township 6.—The only land fit for settlement is at the mouth of Fifteen-mile

creek in section 31, and there is little good timber in the township.

—

A. W. JoJinson,

D.L.S., 1903.

Range SO.

Township 3.—That part of Queen's island adjoining the seventh meridian to the

eastward, comprising parts of sections 8 and 9 in this township is low Cottonwood land

with rich soil, but subject to flood at exceptionally high water, though safe in ordinary

years. The land is not very difficult to clear. I also traversed some islands and sand

bars in sections 5 and 9, which were formed during the high water of 1894 and are

not shown on tlie latest township plan. Ther.e is good fir and cedar on the mountain,

and a little land in the northeast quarter of section 36 where a small clearing has been

made but abandoned.

—

A. W. Johnson, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 4.
—

'J'he canyon has in most places throughout its entire length almost

perpendicular sides, sometimes 300 feet high, the creek being one long series of rapids

i-equiring the greatest caution. There is practically no level land after the canyon
begins, but the timber is very good, fir, cedar and hemlock, with no brule. The timber

in the northern part of this township is exceptionally fine, and a logging camp is at

work there belonging to the Harrison River Lumber Company (since bought out by
a Eat Portage firm I believe). The timber is finer than anything I have seen in the

railway belt, both cedar and fir ranging from 3 to 7 feet in diameter, and frequently

as high as 10 feet. I noticed one fir that was 15 feet in diameter. The cedar is much
sounder than is generally the case in this province, and the fir very clear of knots and
of unusually good grain. But though the timber is good the river is very much the

reverse, and from what I could see it would be as cheap to put in a light railway from
the lake as to do the necessary blasting in and piling below the canyon, which would
be unavoidable were the riv.er used for driving. These remarks about the timber apply

to the whole of the valley as far as the railway belt limit. The creek has no falls

between the lake and Harrison river, but from a rough approximation by stadia tho

difference in level is nearly 900 feet.

—

A. W. Johnson, D.L.S., 1^03.

Township 5.—There is some yellow cedar on the w.est side of Chehalis lake, and
the common cedar though smaller as you get higher is good for 3,000 feet above the

water. A log jamb a quarter of a mile long blocks the creek at the south end of the

lake. The mountains rise precipitously from the water, and Skwellepil creek on the

west side has its source in snow-capped peaks seven or eight thousand feet high. There

id a fall of 40 feet on Skwellepil creek.—J.. W. Johnson, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 6.—There is a flat at the head of the lake about a mile and a half long,

averaging 30 chains in width, with some good soil. The timber on it is the finest in

the valley. Beyond this, right up to the railway belt limit. Eagle creek falls through

a canyon similar to that of Chehalis creek, and the mountains close in on both sides.

About two miles up Eagle creek, from the head of the lake, the creek falls over a rock

60 feet high. Stadia creek rises in glaciers in the same range as does Skwellepil creek,

some three or four miles from its junction with Eagle creek. The timber is very good

all the way, and extends high up the mountain sides, but beyond the flat already men-

tioned there is no land fit for settlement. From the railway belt limit to the head of

Chehali? lake, Eagle creek falls 700 feet.—J.. W. Johnson, D.L.S., 1903.

Toxvnshiys East of ihe Coast Meridian.

Township 19.-—There is some good land on Sumas mountain, in the west half of

sections 28 and 33, siiitable for fruit-raising, but on slopes much too great for ordinary

25a—19
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farming. The timber on the mountain is mainly alder and second-growth fir, with

some laraor fir in places, but not very difficult to clear. In sections 3-1 and 35 there is

some grazing land, but this is under water in summer.

—

A. W. Johnson, D.L.S., 1903.

Township 20.—The mountain is very steep and quite unfit for settlement in any

section we worked in, and the bottom land only fit for grazing, as it floods annually.

—

A. W. Johnson, D.L.8., 190S.

Townships 22 and 23.—Sumas lake is very shallow, and for many months every

year a large part of it is a mere flat. There is a good blue clay soil, about 5 feet deep,

at all corners that we had to dig, on both sides of the lake, which is totally useless till

the lake is drained and a dyke built from Sumas mountain to Ohilliwack mountain.

Whether that is practicable or not I have not sufficient data to say, but if so it would

open twenty square miles of what might be made the most fertile land in the province.

—A. W. Johnson, D.L.8., 190^.
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APPENDIX No. 12 TO THE EEPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF P. R. A. BELANGER, D.L.S.

RESTORATION OF SURV'EY MARKS IN PART OF DISTRICT OF ASSINIBOIA.

Ottawa, February 22, 190-i.

E, Deville, Esq.,

Surveyor General,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit a general report of my survey operations during

last season.

In compliance with your instructions, dated March 28, 1903, allotting me the res-

toration of survey marks in a portion of the Assiniboia district, I left home on April

3 for Yorkton, the site of my last season's headquarters, where I had left my horses

and outfit for wintering, and arrived there on the 7th of the same month.
After spending a f.ew days at that place to organize my party and complete the

outfit, I shipped the whole on cars to Binscarth, and thence drove to the point where
I intended commencing work, east of Moose mountain, passing through Fort Ellice

and Moosomin.
At the latter place I met three of my assistants, Messrs. Steele^ Moore and Engler,

together with seventeen of my men who had just arrived from Winnipeg, and after

having made arrangements for supplies and their transport I proceeded to my initial

point in township 9, range 34, west of the principal meridian, where I arrived and
camped on April 20.

The next day was employed in instructing all memhers of the party in their duties

in that kind of surveying, after which the work was carried on with no more loss of

time than that involved in the long move from this district to the Touchwood hills dis-

trict, and similar long moves to other parts of the country.

The first block in which I restored the survey marks consisted of townships 6, 7,

8 and 9, in ranges 30 to 34 inclusive, and also township 5 in ranges 33 and 34, all west
of the principal meridian.

All these townships are open prairie, and were supposed to be originally marked
with wooden posts and mounds; howev.er, one of them, viz., township 9 in range 32,

1 hough shown in the original field notes as having been marked with mounds had, with
the exception of three or four corners, all been marked with wooden posts only, of
which but a small burnt portion remained to indicate the location of the old marks.

In township 6, ranges 31 and 32, two sets of mounds were found marking the same
comers. These townships had been sub-divided by two different surveyors, the last sur-
vey being mad.e in 1889 by D.L.S. Brownlee, who put up new marks but did not destroy
the old ones. I renewed the monuments established by Mr. Brownlee, and destroyed the
others. His survey had been marlc^d with iron posts where required, but only a few
of them could be found. However, I had no trouble in finding the right mounds as I
located them at the proper distances, and they were easily recognized by their size and
tlie position of the pits, which were in all cases of larger dimensions than those of the
original subdivision, which latter I generally found at distances varying from 20
links up to as much as 9 chains away from the right position. At some corners I had
even to destroy two mounds. This would indicate that the first sub-divider was very
uncertain as to the accuracy of his work, and duplicated his marks in the hope that
one at least would be at the right place.

25(7—19i
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As the regiilations of the new manual could not always be followed to the letter

for this kind of survey, I believe a few explanations will be necessary.

The restoration of survey marks in this prairie country was made as follows :

—

The section corners were re-marked by putting an iron post properly marked in

the centre of the old mound and by re-digging the pits to their full size. Such corners

are described on my plan as I. P. pits.

Th.e witness marks for section corners were also renewed by placing an iron post

in the centre of the old mound and re-digging the trench around the mound. When
the distance of the witness monument to the true corner was known it was marked on

the post, but when unknown, th.e post was only marked with the letters ' W.T.,' and

these monuments are described on my plans as ' Wit. I.P.T. re-dug,' plus the distance

vvheu known.
When witness mounds were found marking quarter-section corners, thes.e were

restored by re-digging the trench only, and are shown on plans as ' Wit. T. re-dug.'

As to ordinary quarter-section corners, they were re-marked by digging new pits

at the proper distance from the centre of the old mound, and such corners are indicated

on my plans by the word ' Pits,' but in no case were the old mounds destroyed.

This prairie country was generally not found to be much settled when I reached

there, but I noticed that new settlers were coming in every day and taking up land as

soon as it was re-marked, and as this tract of country lies adjacent to a branch of the

Canadian Pacific Railway, known as the ' Areola Division,' which crosses township 7

in ranges 30 to 34, and the soil is good, I have no doubt that all the land available for

liomesteading will b.e taken up within a year.

Owing to the want of proper marks, some settlers who took up homesteads in that

country in 1902, and had made improvements thereon by putting up buildings and
breaking land, had to remove when they found they had located on the wrong sections.

On Jime 9, having completed the restoration of survey marks east of Moose moun-
tain, I proceeded to Touchwood Hills.

On my way, I spent two days in the valley of Qu'Appelle river, making a traverse

of the river across township 19 A, range 11, west of the second meridian, together with

the measurement of a couple of lines, as requested by your instructions, which I had
received a few days before, and in the forenoon of the 19th I reached my second block

of surveys and camped in township 24, range 14, west of the second meridian, com-
mencing work the same afternoon.

Here I restored the survey marks in thirty-two townships, nine of which had
mostly all been marked with wooden posts, though they were generally open country

and partly shown in the official notes as having been marked with posts and mounds.
In these the marks were so badly obliterated by the action of the weather and fires

that nothing but rotten and charred remains of posts were left to indicate the corners.

Numerous intending settlers went over these townships last spring with the inten-

tion of taking up lands, but were unable to find a single post to locate a homestead.

This second block was re-marked as above described for open townships east of

Moose mountain when mounds were found, but as wood could be obtained within a

short distance, wooden posts were added to pits at quarter-section corners, but when
corners were only found marked with posts, these were always renewed according to

the manual whenever possible; However, in places where section corners had been

originally marked only with wooden posts in marshes where a mound or pits could not

easily be added, I re-marked them with an iron post witnessed by a wooden post planted

a few inches behind it.

As to quarter-section corners falling under same circumstances, thej^ were renewed

by a new wooden post only. These corners are indicated on plans as *'

I. P. and W. P.'

or ' W. P.,' respectively.

Though the new manual does not provide for such marking, I considered it better

to renew such corners in that manner than to leave them unmarked.
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While at Touchwood Hills, I also complied with your instructions by commencing
the subdivision of the unsurveyed part of township 26, range 16, but owing to the

extremely wet character of the country, I regret to say that this survey had to be post-

poned.

The tract of land I passed over in this district is all of very good quality for mixed
farming, principally that part known as the * Round Plain.' The great drawback to its

settlement was the want of proper survey marks, and also its distance from railway

communication, but now these obstacles have been partly removed by the resurvey and
the advantage afforded by the extension of the 'Canadian Pacific Eailway branch, known
as the ' Pheasant Forks Branch,' which was under construction last summer and runs

near the southern part of this tract of land, and the proposed Grand Trunk Pacific

Eailway, which, it is supposed, will cross through the ' Round Plain,' and also the
' Yorkton Branch,' on which rails have been laid to Sheho and the grading extended to

Fishing Lake. _
After the completion of the surveys in the Touchwood Hills district, I proceeded

on October 20 to township 26, range 30, west of the principal meridian, in compliance

with your instructions requesting the restoration of survey marks in that township.

On my way, I restored the corners in township 27, range 7, and township 2S,, ranges

2, 3 and 6, and reached my destination on iSTovember 10.

Here I spent three days restoring the marks of this township, but failed to com-

plete it owing to the condition of Assiniboine river, which was at the time full of ice,

rendering it unfordable. One of my assistants with his party tried on the last day to

cross it at a place where the ice had stopped during the night, but when in the middle

of the stream the ice gave way under him, and it was with great difficulty that he

extricated himself from his dangerous position. This was enough to scare his party

who would not venture another trial.

Though not completed, there are only two or three sections in this township left

unrestored, and these are mostly all situated on the banks of the river.

From this township I turned westward to the townships extending along the Cana-

dian Pacific Railway between Saltcoats and Yorkton and whose resurvey had also been

allotted to me, but after spending one day in each of three of these, viz. : townships 24

and 25, range 1 and township 25, range 2, I discontinued work, considering it a waste

of time and money to re-mark townships where the land is all occupied and the survey

marks in fair condition.

On November 21, the ground being frozen and the snow already nine inches deep,

I decided to discontinue the restoration of survey marks and proceed to Foam Lake to

make the traverse of the same, but after communicating with you on this subject, it

was decided to abandon that survey. I therefore closed operations and discharged my
party, leaving the outfit in care of Mr. Norman McDonald of Saltcoats for wintering.

During the course of my operations, I re-marked sixty-two townships, besides sub-

dividing a part of a township.

In my restoration I endeavoured to re-mark at least two corners for every quarter-

section in order to have it ready for intending settlers; however, in some cases when
the land was occupied, this rule had to be departed from in order to avoid disturbance

which the re-establishment of some corners might have caused, and therefore left them
xmmarked, but these may be considered as private survey work, and should be done at

the expense of interested parties.

Before closing this report, I might also add that whenever the original monuments
could not be found, and reference is made to them on plans as being ' unfound,' these

were generally temporarily marked on the ground with a wooden post (tm-marked),

indicating the approximate position of such corners. However, I must say that this

was done only for townships where -wood could be obtained within a reasonable distance.

On December 1, I arrived in Ottawa and reported to you the next day.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

P. R. A. BELAInGER, B.L.S.
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APPENDIX ISO. 13 TO THE EEPOET OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF J. J. DALTON, D.T.S.

SURVEY OF TOWNSHIP LIXES XORTH OF BATTLEFORD.

Milton, Oxt., February 15, 1904.

E. Deville, Esq.,

Surveyor General,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report on the surveys performed

by me during the past season, under your instructions of March 31, 1903.

The work allotted to me was to run the meridian outlines of townships 52 and 51

in r'anges 16 to 21, all inclusive; townships 49 and 50, ranges 19 and 20; townships 53

and 54, range 24 ; township 54, range 25 ; townships 55 and 56, ranges 24 to 27 ; the base

line to north of the latter townships and the townsite of Lloydminster, all the foregoing

being west of the 3rd meridian. Besides the above, I restored the survey of the 15th

base line across ranges 5 to 8, and ran all the meridian boundaries of these ranges

south to Saskatchewan river.

I left home for the field of survey on April 4, and arrived at Winnip.-^g- on the 6th

(train seven hours late). I transacted some business here necessary for my survey,

and then went to Brandon, wher/j I arranged for the shipment of my carts, then pushed
on to Prince Albert, where I met Mr. Saint Cyr, the surveyor appointed to run the

14th base line, from which I was instructed to commence my work.

It was most difficult to find suitable horses, for they w.ere very scarce and expen-

sive; but the greatest of annoying delays was the utter impossibility of getting freight

over the Canadian Pacific Railway owing to the enormous over-crowding of its various

lines. Another difficulty of the pr.esent time is to obtain men of the proper qualifica-

tions. One may explain the difficulties and hardships of a survey as graphically as

possible, still these men come with the greatest importunity, with recommendations
and all, declaring that the life is just to their liking, but as soon as the novelty of the

situation wears off they seem to think only of getting away, and with the greater

pleasure at the inconvenience to the surveyor.

Owing to these various inconveniences, I was not able to leave Prince Albert until

May 4 (noon), and travelled about eleven miles that day. I overtook Mr. Saint Cyr
at Carlton, and accompanied him thiough to his starting point (township 52, range 22,

west 3rd meridian), and while waiting for my own starting point I made a creek cross-

ing and trained my men carefully in tkeir various duties, and then I followed Mr.
Saint Cyr along the base line to the northeast corner township 52, range 21. At this

point, on May 27, I turned off the angle and ran south one and a half miles after chain-
ing one mile on the base lin.^, and completed the line on June 2.

I ran successively the boundaries of each range until that of the 17th, where 1

could only run two miles owing to the obstruction of Midnight lake. From this point
I went east to run the boundary of range 16, believing it to be more economical to finish

along the base line and then go around to the south to finish the boundary of range

17, then to take the much more laborioiis way of following around Midnight lake and
completing range 17 first, which would involve four or five days unuecessary and very
hard travelling.

In moving around to reach the northeast corner of township 52, range 16, I fol-

lowed Mr. Saint Cyr's trail, and passed in to the east of what is known as Long lake,

finding myself in range 15, and the township corner somewKere in the said lake. It
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was necessary then to run south on a sub-dividing line, which in this case was the east

boundary of section 32. I ran this line several miles ; then I found it necessary to make
a right-angled traverse to arrive at the required boundary.

This part of the work was most discouraging to the men, and almost disastrous to

the horses owing to the swamps, rain and flies. We suffered further difficulties from
the same as we progressed, but completed the line on July 11. I then moved west to

run the chord across range IT, preparatory to running its east boundary, as Midnight

lake could not practically be triangulated. I tried to observe on the evening of my
arrival but it proved too cloudy, nor was observation possible while running this line.

I observed successfully though when at the east end of the chord and ran north to

Midnight lake and south to the correction line. On the following morning
(21st) I moved my camp into the southerly part of township 49, range IS,

in order to run the east boundary of range 19. At this point I met Mr.

Gore. D.L.S., who informed me that he had already run the east boundary of both

ranges 19 and 20, so I sent to Jackfish for the balance of my supplies in store there,

intending to go w.est on the morrow. However, heavy rains prevented any further

move until the 25th, when after much difficulty I arrived at the crossing of Turtle

lake creek, where heavy rains delayed me another day. On the 29th I arrived in town-

ship 53, rang.9 23, and after some difficulty I found some cutting on the old line, and

tbt next morning two monuments also on the base line. Taking up the east boundary

of township 52, range 24, I produced it north, and then corrected this by observation.

On July 15, I sent a team to Prince Albert for supplies, and on account of its non-

arrival, on August 3 I sent a team to meet it as it was now six days overdue, and the

supplies were running short. Owing to this discomfort I was able to employ my party

ojjly the half of each day, and on the 8th, the teams not yet arriving, I started (myself)

with the buckboard and a man to go to Battleford if necessary to buy supplies. Arriv-

ing at Jackfish crossing (70 miles from camp) on Sunday, 9th, at noon, I saw my team
coming in the distance. The cause given for delay was heavy rains and a sick horse,

which to all appearances was plausible enough. I took the necessary supplies and has-

tened to return, arriving on th.e 10th. On the 12th I finished my line, and the teams

arrived on the 13th. I moved camp on the 14th in what was (owing to the high water

rendering one of the creeks impassible) a round about course to township 54, range 25.

We had heavy rains on the morning of the 15th, but in the afternoon I was able to

explore for the old survey lines. On the iTth I commenced the line, moved camp five

miles through bush and observed. Completing the line on th.e 21st, I moved towards

Onion Lake village, which the next day I passed, and going north camped at noon, and
spent the balance of the day in exploring for a road. The following week was also

spent in searching for a way to reach the northwest corner of township 56, range 27,

but I was unsuccessful. The week was very much broken with rains.

I wired you advising a postponement of the survey, which you granted, and sent

n)e to outline the townships west of the fourth meridian, from which I was recalled lo

survey the townsite of Lloydminster. On arrival at this place on September 25 I pro-

ceeded at once to search out th.e land marks, make posts and general preparations for

the survey of the townsite.

Although I had both wired and written to have my letters forwarded to Lloyd-

minster by first mail, they did not arrive. My horses were sick, and generally too worn
out to make the trip in any reasonable time. Mr. Lloyd having urgent business in

Battleford kindly undertook to care for my mail. I thought it much more advanta-

geous than sending my own team. I therefore entrusted him to bring me your instruc-

tions.

Many of the colonists complaining that their land marks could not be found, I

spent all my spare time in restoring their lines while waiting the arrival of my instruc*

tions, but as iron posts were limited in number, I confined myself to running the line*,

re-digging the pits, Arc, without planting iron posts.
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Your letter of instructions was received on the night of October 5, and tlie mea-
surements of the townsite were finished on the 15th. Then, under your further instruc-

tions, I resumed the outline survey west of the fourth meridian. On November 13 I

discharged all those of my party whose homes were in the Egg Lake settlement, and
commenced my return to Prince Albert with my cook and two men. The journey was
tedious, for several of my horses were still sick, and I was overtaken with snowstorms,

and was obliged to travel by rougher roads than I should have otherwise done, in order

to secure fodder for my horses.

Several times we had to camp at Doukhobor villages, the inhabitants of which
were very kind to us, helping in every way possible such as caring for my horses, pro-

viding straw for and helping with the tents, &c. I was delighted, too, with the eyre

that they bestow on their live stock, and pleased also with the good fortune of some of

tho contracting surveyors' horses, which were fortunate enough to be wintering at one

of these villages.

I arrived at Prince Albert on the evening of December 8, and after settling

accounts, arranging sale of horses, storing outfit, A:c., I departed for home, arriving

there on December 18.

Throughout the district of survey I saw no minerals, stone quarries, coal, lignite

nor petroleum, but I think that mill sites might be obtained on Turtle Lake creek.

Game is not plentiful; we saw a few deer, one bear, and frequently prairie chicken,

wild duck and hares.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

JOHN J. DALTOX, i'.r.^.
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APPENDIX NO. 14 TO THE KEPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF LOUIS E. FONTAINE, D.L.S.

Surveys ix Southern" Alberta.

LEVife, P.Q., March 14, 1904.

E. Deville^ Esq.,

Surveyor General,

OttavFa.

SiR^—I have the honour to submit the following report of my field operations in

southern Alberta, in accordance with your instructions, dated the 31st day of March
last.

On receipt of your instructions, I made a few preliminary preparations, and then

left for Edmonton in order to obtain my outfit, left there the previous fall. From
Edmonton I went to Pincher Creek, where I organized my party, and left on the 1st

day of May for township 8, range 29, west of the fourth meridian, where I was to begin

the season's operations. From this date, township subdivision work was carried on
until the 11th day of November, when, owing to the heavy snow, I decided to close the

season; I therefore took the party to High River, and disbanded it on the 13th of that

month.
During the course of the season, subdivision was performed in thirteen different

townships, making a total mileage of 272 miles, and as a separate detailed report has

been made for each township, I will here give but a brief description of the territory

in which the operations were carried on.

The territory covered during the season was situated entirely in the Porcupine
Hills. It is a succession of ridges of various height, with intervening coulees and small

valleys, and containing in most of its principal depressions the bed of a small stream

or rivulet. The soil is in general a rich loam on a clay subsoil, but its value for farm-

ing purposes is very problematic on account of the limited area of level land and the

prevailing early frosts.

This region is easy of access from the south by good trails from Cowley, a distri-

bution point on the Crow's Nest Pass Railway, and also on the east from most of the

station points on the Calgary and Edmonton Railway.

In conclusion, I may say that ranching would be the best occupation for those

settling in this region, as there is good shelter afforded by the hills for the cattle, the

grass is rich and abundant, and the water supply is permanent.

Before closing this report, I must say that I take great pleasure in recording my
appreciation of the ability and good-will of my assistant, Mr. Maitland L. Gordon, in

performing his share of the work.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

LOUIS E. FONTAINE, D.L.S.
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APPEXDIX Xo. 15 TO THE EEPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF ERNEST W. HUBBELL, D.L.S.

RE-SURVEYS IX NORTHERN ALBERTA.

Ottawa, January 4, 1904.

E Deville, Esq.,

Survej^or General,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following general report of nay lield opera-

tions during the past season in northern Alberta, in compliance with your instructions,

dated March 27, 1903.

I left Ottawa April 9 and arrived in Winnipeg on the 11th, where I delivered your
order to the Manitoba Cartage Company for one hundred iron posts, with the written

request to forward thirty of them by expr.ess to Wetaskiwin, having learned that freight

traffic was in a state of congestion and the delivery of freight in that district uncer-

tain. I arrived at Edmonton on the 16th, purchased my survey supplies, and left for

Wetaskiwin on the 18th, where I organized my party, and received from Mr. Viau

seven of the nine survey horses which he had wintered for Mr. Fontaine, D.L.S. , (two

having died during the winter).

These seven horses were in such a wretched condition that they were unable to

haul the wagons and camp equipage to my camp, distant one-half mile from the sta-

tion. I therefore decided to commence work on the spot, i.e., the re-survey of town-
ship 46, range 24, west of the fourth meridian; by so doing my horses would have a

chance to recuperate, otherwise to move camp it would be necessary to purchase a new
lor. Only five proved to be useful; of the remaining two, one died in the street of

Wetaskiwin and the other, being cared for by a farmer for six months with no good
results and no possibility of any, I gave him in payment for the trouble and expenses

therewith. I, however, with your consent, purchased one good serviceable team, which
gave entire satisfaction.

On April 20, I pitched camp on section 14, township 46, rai;ge 24, close to the

town of Wetaskiwin, and on the 22nd commenced the r.e-survey of this township,

beginning at the northeast corner of section 17. Beginning field work so early in Ihe

spring, a great part of this township was covered with snow, and there was also con-

siderable ice in the numerous sloughs, which were quite deep. Consequently, several

corners were inaccessible, although shown to be on dry land in the original survey

notes. I retraced all this township with its outlines (sixty-six miles), and renewed

corners wherever found, making several in water, which was ten to eighteen inches

deep. This township, being fenced, no deviation was permitted from following the

road allowances, which, being very muddy, made progress very slow. This township

is all settled, has fiae buildings and is well under cultivation. The town of Wetaski-

v,m is situated on section 14.

On May 7 we finished all the re-posting which, under the circumstances, could be

done, and on the 9th, with the assistance of an extra team of horses, moved camp
tw.enty-five miles to Stony creek, section 21, township 46, range 20, the trails being in

far better condition than in the early spring, and a little grass was commencing lo

grow.

On May 11, I commenced the re-survey of township 46, range 20, beginning at

tije northeast corner of section 21. Many of the corners were difficult to locate, and
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the original surveyed lines so overgrown with second growth poplar and willow that

it necessitated re-cutting, and all the lines had to be chained as carefully as on an

original survey. This township is about one-half covered with small poplar and willow

and divided in about the centre from north to south by Stony creek, a stream three

i.'iet deep, with banks in many places one hundred feet or more high, in which in places

seams of lignite coal can be seen. The soil is of good quality, and the township is

nearly all settled, with an excellent class of well-to-do farmers. On the 18th and 19th

v;o had a continuous snowstorm, which covered the ground in many places to the depth

of twelve inches, suspending work and traffic for a few days. On the 2Tth, I finished

the re-survey of this township, and moved camp to Driedmeat creek, section 16, town-

ship 45, rang? 19. From this camp I finished the re-survey of township 45, ranges 19

and 20, which lie to the north of Battle river. Wherever there w^as bush the lines had

to be re-opened, and in all cases the distances betwe.-^n survey monuments chained.

Even with these precautions many of the corners were difficult to find, the pits being

lilled and the posts almost destroyed by fire or rot.

On June 10, we finished work in this vicinity, and moved camp to section 16, town-

ship 45, range 18, which I proceeded to re-survey, completing the same by Jime 24. We
were delayed somewhat in our work by the almost incessant rain. This is a fine town-

ship, and well settled. From here I moved camp on June 25 to township 45, range IT,

and finished the re-survey of same by July 7. On the east boundary of section 0,

ruaning south, I found the quarter-section measured but thirty-seven chains. I made
no correction, as the land on either side is patented and owned by the same man. As

usual, we had considerable rain whilst at work in this township.

On July 8 we moved camp into township 45, range 16, and completed the r.e-survey

of the same by the 18th. There are but few settlers in this township, which is well

adapted for mixed farming, the soil being first class.

On July 20 w.e moved camp into township 46, range 15. and completed the re-sur-

vey of same and outlines by August 1. This township u-as very wet and swampy, many
of the corners being in water two to three feet deep. Although well adapted for settle-

ment, apparently no settlers had taken homesteads.

On August 4 we moved camp into township 46, range 16, and completed the re-

survey by August 12. This township is also wet and swampy, and many of the lines

had to be re-opened. There is some fine poplar timber in the northern part and the

township is well adapted for settlement.

On August 13 we moved camp into township 46, range 17, arid completed its -c-

survey by August 27. We were delayed considerably in our work by rain. This town-

ship is well suited for settlement, there being plenty of wood and water; soil mostly

good black loam. On tlie 28tli we moved camp into township 46, range 18, and com-

pleted the resurvey of same by September 10. As usual, rain fell nearly every day;

consequently, work was most disagreeable. On the 3rd we had a slight frost, the first of

the season. There is considerable small poplar in this township, the soil being first

class. On September 11 we moved camp_^to section 15, township 46, range 19. and

completed the resurvey of same by the 21st. This township is fairly well timbered

with small poplar and willow and has numerous ponds and large sloughs, many of the

corners being in water. On September 12 we had the first flurry of snow.

On the 22nd we took a flying camp into township 45, range 18, for the purpose

of replacing the wooden posts (which we had temporarily planted) with iron ones, not

being supplied with these at the time of the resurvey. On September 23 we moved

our flying camp into township 45, range 17, and replaced the wooden posts with iron

ones.

On the 25th, inl the midst of a snowstorm, we moved camp to township 46, range

21, the trails being muddy and heavy, especially across Stony Creek. On the 27th we

commenced the resurvey of this township and completed same by October 12. This

township is all settled, has forty-eight river lots (which required re-posting), is partly
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covered with poplar and willow, and has numerous large ponds and deep sloughs. Mdny
of the corners were very hard to find ; altogether it was a trying and difficult township

to re^urvey.

On October 13 we moved camp to township 45, range 21, and finished the resurvey

by October 26. The township is well settled, principally by Norwegians, who, being

thrifty and resourceful, make splendid settlers. From here I moved camp into town-

ship 45, range 20, which I resurveyed, also the portions of township 46, range 20, and

township 45, range 19, lying south of Battle Kiver. I had completed to date the re-

survey of fourteen townships with corresponding outlines or, roughly speaking,

retraced about 800 miles of survey lines.

As cold weather was commencing, I decided not to attempt the resurvey of town-

ship 44, range 26, included in my allotment of work, but to complete the subdivision of

township 52, range 12 west of the fourth meridian, as requested by you, and on Novem-

ber 3 we moved camp via Wetaskiwin en route for this township, where I arrived on

November 14 and commenced work the next day by opening the north boundary of

sections 21 and 22. I then completed the unsurveyed lines in this township and tra-

versed some lakes. On November 30, not being properly equipped for winter work,

and the snow being too deep for wagons, I could not, without much labour, move camp

over the hilly frozen ground covered with heavy windfalls, and was therefore com-

pelled to leave unfinished a few of the lakes that required traversing, and on December

1 started for Edmonton, where I arrived on the 5th, after a disagreeable trip of 125

miles. I then stored my outfit and horses for the winter with Mr. E. Stanton, a rancher

who lives four miles out of Edmonton, paid off my party and arrived in Ottawa on

December 15, reporting for duty at your office on the following day.

REMARKS.

1. Schools.—All the settled townships in which I worked are provided with excel-

lent schoolhouses.

2. Game.—Duck, geese and prairie chicken were most plentiful; in fact, the sur-

rounding country was a sportsman's paradise.

3. Survey Monuments.—^During the season I renewed about 450 section corners,

and found only seventeen iron section posts in the ground. Most of the original cor-

ners were in very bad shape, the posts burnt or rotted, and the pits filled, making it

almost impossible for settlers to locate homesteads, and owing to the great quantity of

rain which fell during the season, all the ponds and sloughs, were very deep ;
many

of the original corners, which are in the original survey shown on dry ground or in

marshes, were in water two to three feet deep. When these corners were not found,

I re-established them by witness mounds or trenches, having reported the circum-

stances to you and obtained your endorsation to my suggestions that this should be

done; neither did I renew witness mounds for quarter-section corners.

I have the honour to be, sir, your obedient servant,

E. W. HUBBELL. D.L.S.
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APPENDIX Xo. 16 TO THE REPOKT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF A. W. JOHXSOX.D.L.S.

SURVEY IX KEW WESTMINSTEE DISTRICT.

Harrisox Lake, B.C., June 24, 1904.

E. Deville, Esq.,

Surveyor General,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report of my operations in Xew
Westminster district during the season of 1903.

A beginning was made in township 3, range 30, w.^st sixth meridian, on Queen's

island and the adjacent islands and bars. This is good Cottonwood bottom land, but

subject to flood during exceptionally high water, and is cut away a good deal every year.

New bars are constantly forming, and old ones washing away. On the completion of

the work her,e we canoed down to Sumas lake, which at this time of year (March) is

separated from the vegetation on its shores by a mile of mud. The work consisted

largely of locating old lot boundaries. These lots were in many instances surveyed

thirty years ago, and being wholly under water three or four months every year and
a swamp for the remaining eight or nine, have lost nearly all their original corner

posts. Occasionally we found an old fence corner, or even a row of old fence posts

which evidently stood on the original boundary, but in some cases even these were not

available, and I had to depend entirely on the old notes and the topography as shown
in them. I spent a great deal of time over this old work in townships 19, 20, 22 and
23, east of the coast meridian, and in many places planted cedar posts eight or ten feet

long and ten inches square at corners. I don't think that these will be washed out for

many years.

We then moved by water to Harrison river, and aftir running a few lines and
doijig some traversing in the northeast part of township 3, range 30, west sixth meri-

dian, started up the Chehalis canyon to get at the north limit of the railway belt.

CKehalis creek follows a canyon from the lake to within two miles of its discharge into

Harrison river, a distance of some nine miles. In this space it falls considerably over

twelve hundred feet. The walls are precipitous, often perpendicular, in places four

hundred feet high, so that it is not easy to get up with a canoe. Our first attempt

ended in a broken canoe and a transit under water, but later when the creek was lower

we did get up, and ran a stadia traverse to check the section lines run up the valley. The
whole district is heavily timbered, and nearly all taken up. As far as I know it is the

fin.est bunch of timber in the railway belt. The fir and cedar often are as much as ten

feet in diameter, and I saw one fir that was fifteen. The only land that could be called

good lies at the north end of Chehalis lake, but it is qiute inaccessible at present for

settlers.

In the middle of August we went to Harrison Hot Springs and began a traverse

of the east side of Harrison lake, first retracing the southeast quarter of section 13,

township 4, range 29, west sixth meridian. The centre of this section was our starting

point. I also ran a triangulation up the lake to check the other work. There is some

good land on Trout lake in township 4, range 28, but heavily timbered and very hard

to clear. I went as far as the north limit of the railway belt on the east side of the

lake, at the north boundary of township 7, and placed section corners and ran what

lines I could on the way.
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Wet weather put an end to our work here, and on November 1 we left for Mamette

luke in the diy belt. We lost an engine in the Fraser canyon on the way up, but were

only delayed a day on that account, and got to work on the south limit of the railway

belt in township 17, range 21, west sixth meridian, on the 6th. We ran twenty-fivo

miles of the limit before coming in for the winter on December 16.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

ALFRED W. JOHNSOX, D.L.S.
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APPENDX No. 17 TO THE EEPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF G. J. LONERGAN, D.L.S.

RE-SURVEYS IX THE EDMONTON DISTRICT.

Buckingham^ Que., April 10, 190-i.

E. Deville, Esq.,

Surveyor General,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report of a re-survey in the

Edmonton district, west of the fourth meridian, under your instructions dated April

1, 1903.

I left Ottawa on April 14 and went to Pincher, where I secured my personal

effects of the previous year and had them shipped to Strathcona, where I purchased

horses and supplies. I experienced some difficulty in buying horses, the inrush of set-

tlers creating considerable demand for them, as well as the prevailing idea amongst the

people that the government is rich and should not object to paying about fifty per cent

more for an article than it really is worth. On April 23, I started from Strathcona

for township 54, range 20, and after much hard work pulling through the mud [

arrived on April 30.

On the following day I commenced to trace up old lines with a compass and by
following old cuttings, but finding so many old posts missing I was obliged to use a

transit and carry on a survey, connecting all lines by angles. Sections 7, 18, 19 and 30,

are the only sections in which the land has anything of a promising appearance. The
remainder of the township is rolling with light sandy soil and contains numerous lakes

of from ten to fifteen chains in width with some over half a mile, and many muskegs
and sloughs.

Township 55, range 20.—I re-surveyed the south half of this township. One
settler had located that spring on section 12, and said that he was thinking of abandon-

ing his homestead as he considered the soil no good. A few settlers were living in the

southwest corner of the township, and appeared to be making a fair living. The town-

ship is thickly wooded with poplar and willow scrvib with a few tamarack swamps, and
in places scattered clumps of poplar six to eight inches in diameter. I completed the

survey of the south half of the tonwship, and reached Fort Saskatchewan on May 27.

On the following day I purchased supplies and started for township 57, range 21. The
southeast angle of this township was marked by an iron bar placed in the bed of Red
creek, but it could not be found. I re-established the corner from two bearing trees

and ran westerly along the old cutting, and at a distance of five miles I found the first

old post. Very few of the old posts were found in the township, those that were, being

jn the east and northeast part of it where the land was low and swampy. Four set-

tlers only had located in township 57, range 21, and that part of 57, range 20, that is

on the west side of Saskatchewan river. The soil for the most part is gravel or sand,

three or four sections only were favoured with a little sandy loam.

Wliile at work in these two townships the continual rains filled every hollow with

water and the banks of Red creek overflowed and in places it was three-quarters of a

mile wide and remained that way for four weeks.

On August 3, under your further instructions, dated Jlily 9, I made a traverse of

ihe lake in sections 27 and 28, township 57, range 23, west of the fourth meridian.
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When this was completed I returned to the re-survey of township 57, range 20. This
part of the township is thickly settled and the soil is good.

Township 57, ranges 18 and 19.—In these two townships very few eld posts were
found. The soil is light and sandy, and over fifty per cent of the area is sloughs,

marshes or muskegs. All through my work I found it necessary to use a transit. The
old cut lines could be followed only in places and most of the old posts were not to be

found, and generally speaking, the only result of the previous survey was to give a

little more work looking for posts that could not be found.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

G. J. LONERGAN.
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APPENDIX No. IS TO THE REPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF JOS. E. ROSS, D.L.S.

SURVEYS IX THE RAILWAY BELT IN BRITISH COLUMBIA.

Kamloops, B.C., January 25, 1904.

E. Deville, Esq.,

Surveyor General,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report on my past season's opera-

tions in the railway belt in the province of British Columbia.

The first work of the season was a traverse of the Columbia river from Golden to

the southerly limit of the railway belt. The Columbia river valley having previously

been surveyed into sections, I connected with all the section corners I could conven-

iently find. The survey was made in winter in order to take advantage of the ice. If

done at another season of the year it would have been a long and tedious operation, as

the banks of the river are covered with a dense growth of small timber and brush, and

the land along the river is nearly all low and marshy, much cut up with sloughs, and

subject to overflow at high water.

From here I went to Sicamous and made a number of small surveys between that

point and Kamloops. This work consisted mostly of re-survey of old provincial lots and

connections with the Dominion lands system. I also ran a few section lines, being

an extension of the Dominion surveys, to include a few outlying patches of land, fit

fox settlement, which had been overlooked in the original surveys. The only difficulty

in connection with this work was that some of the lot boundaries could not be found

on account of the corners not being permanently marked on the original provincial

survey. One lot near Kamloops and several on th'3 North Thompson river could not

be located.

My next work was a survey of the southerly limit of the railway belt from the

Spallumcheen valley to the Okanagan valley. The country trav.ersed is mostly rough

and mountainous. There are a few sections in the Spallumcheen valley near the mouth
of Trinity creek that are suitable for farming purposes. The drawback at present is

the lack of a road to connect with the adjacent settlements, and the barriers that lie

in the way of constructing such a road, as the river lies on one side and the moun-
tains on the other. I saw only a few patches of good timber on the whole survey. In

places the timber has been completely burned off.

On finishing the work here I went to Grande Prairie, a settlement on the Salmon
river. The work here was mostly re-survey of old provincial lots, but a few section

lines were added to the previous Dominion survey to meet the requirements of settlers.

From here I went to a point on th^ west side of the Thompson river about ten

miles below Ashcroft, where I surveyed a few section lines and retraced old provincial-

lot boundaries in order that some sections which had been appli-^d for could be dealt

with. The same difficulty presented itself in connection with the survey of these lots,

and some of them could not be located. The country is mostly open with some patches

of good land on the benches. The climate being dry, the value of the land depends on
whether water can be obtained for irrigation purposes or not.

On finishing here I crossed to the east side of the river and ran a survey from a

point near Spatsum into the Highland valley. There are some good wild hay meadows
here. These meadows have been improved, and have a considerable number of build-

25a—20
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iiigs on them, mostly cattlesheds. The hay has been cut by cattlemen for a gr.eat many

years. The lands could not be dealt with for want of a survey. There is plenty of

wood for fuel and building purposes but very little merchantable timber. The valley

is about 3,000 feet above Thompson river. The land outside the meadows is not fit

f -ir agricultural purposes.

The summer was so wet during harvesting time that many of the farmers lost a

portion of their crops, but this is something unusual for this part of the province.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

JOS. E. ROSS.
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APPENDIX Xo. 19 TO THE EEPORT OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF ARTHUR SAIXT-CYR, D.L.S.

SURVEY OF BLOCK OUTLINES WEST OF THE THIRD MERIDIAN.

Lesser Slave Lake^ April 20, 1904.

E. Deville, Esq.,

Surveyor General,

Ottawa.

SiR^—I have the honour to submit my report on the survey of the 14th base line

and meridian exteriors in the district of Saskatchewan during the season of 1903. The
initial point of my work was the northeast corner of township 52, range 22, and the

survey of the 14th base line was continued as far as the northeast corner of township

52, range 5, established by a previous survey.

The township outlines were those of townships 49, 50, 51 and 52 in range 13,

situated in the Thickwood hills ; also of townships 49, 60, 51 and 52 in range 9, lying

west of the valley of Shell river; all west of the third meridian.

In compliance with your letter of March 8, requesting me to close my survey of

the principal meridian in northern Manitoba, I went to Winnipeg, when on receipt of

your instructions I proceeded to Prince Albert where I was to organize my party.

On April 28, I left for Emmaville, crossing the north branch of the Saskatchewan
at old Fort Carlton, after which I followed the old cart trail to Battleford, passing on
my way through the Doukhobor settlement near Prairie creek and Redberry lake..

Shortly after leaving Carlton crossing, the trail led across a tract of country

which had been overrun by prairie fires late in the previous fall, and where the only

available feed for horses was to be had at the Doukhobor villages. Wherever we
stopped for lunch or camp, these people showed a readiness to give assistance without

even being so much as asked for it, and they cheerfully brought for our horses hay
and oats, of which they had a good supply. They also made us presents of butter,

eggs, milk and vegetables, and showed us many other acts of kindness which proved

that with them hospitality is considered a cardinal virtue. The youngsters who used

to gather in numbers at our camping places were cleanly and good-natured, and it re-

quired very little persuasion to put them in a talkative mood, when would begin a

regular flow of questions about the names and uses of every article which they saw
around the camp. It was no small pleasure to watch the bright upturned faces of those

children, ever eager to learn. These villagers have now abandoned the huts in which
they spent their first winter in this country for more commodious and larger build-

ings, which they keep scrupulously clean. Each building is divided into two large

rooms, one contains a loom, a spinning wheel and might be called the work room; the

other, much the larger, is intended as a living apartment ; on two of its sides are high,

broad benches for reclining during sleeping hours. In the day-time, the bedding being

taken out of doors, these benches are used as seats. In every building a Russian stove

does the work of oven and heater. On its outside are many shelves which can be put

to different uses. I have sometimes sat at their tables and enjoyed the meals which
consisted of good wholesome food, though meat of any description was conspicuous by
its absence. The bread, sponge-like, was always served hot from the oven and was
delicious. These villagers are people of their word: whenever they had promised to

bring us any supplies they were always found at our camp long before we were quite

ready to start and never caused us any delay. They take the greatest care of their

25a—20h
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horses and cattle, which are always in prime condition and kept in large roomy stables.

Whenever the labourers return from the field, their wives come out to meet them. At

the time of my passing they were busy preparing their land for seeding. Battleford

was passed on May 15 and three days later I reached the prosperous settlement of Jack-

fish lake, which was to be my post office for the early part of the season, and there

made a depot for my supplies. The country around Jackfish is very beautiful, espe-

cially along its eastern side; hare a short distance from the lake rise a succession of

hilk on whose slopes could be seen hundreds of cattle grazing, whilst the bottom lands

in the immediate vicinity of the lake were being put under cultivation. During the

winter season, these cattle are driven north towards the timbered and hilly country

near Birch lake where on the extensive hay meadows, which exist there, hay has been

cut and stacked for them and the forest protects them from the cold north winds. No
stabling is provided for them as it is not thought necessary.

On the north side of the lake the country is rolling and the soil of the best and,

as eai'jy frosts are unknown in tlio neighbourhood of the lake, cereals and vegetables

ar.2 successfully grown.

From Jackfish lake settlement I returned to the old Fort Pitt trail which I fol-

lowed till well beyond Whitemud lake, where I took a newly opened wagon trail leading

in a northwesterly direction towards Emmaville post office, west of Englishman river

and within five miles of the northeast corner of township 52, range 22, the initial point

of my survey.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

ARTHUR SAINT-CYR.
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APPENDIX No. 20 TO THE REPOET OF THE SURVEYOR GENERAL.

REPORT OF J. N. WALLACE, D.L.S.

SURVEY OP TOWNSHIP OUTLINES IN ALBERTA, WEST OF FIFTH MERIDIAX.

Calgary, Alta., February 1, 1901.

E Deville, Esq.,

Surveyor General,

Ottawa.

Sm,—I have the honour to submit the following report of my field operations last

season during the survey of township outlines in Alberta, in accordanae with your

instructions of March 31, 1903.

I commenced to* organize my party at Calgary on April 20, and having completed

the greater part of this business, I left Calgary for Innisfail on the 25th. After tra-

velling westerly from Innisfail some fifty miles, I reached the north-east corner of

to^vnship 36, range 7, on May 1. I commenced work here in order that the outlines

across Clearwater river might be run before the time of high water. Between May 1

and June 11 thirty-six miles were run, forming the east outlines of townships 35 and

30, ranges 6, 7 and 8. The summer floods from the snow in the mountains being now
about due in the numerous large rivers crossed by the outlines to the south, it was not

considered advisable to continue the work in a southerly direction till later in the

season.

On June 12 I started for the northeast of township 40, range 6, and reached there

on the 16th, after travelling nearly sixty miles. This district is some twenty miles

northeast of the former Hudson Bay Company's post, called ' Rocky Mountain House.'

This locality proved a very difiacult one to survey, both on account of its great distance

frcm the nearest source of supplies and by reason of the very heavy timber with which

the lands are covered. Spruce running to three feet diameter and averaging sixteen

inches occurred for miles along the outlines. To add to the difficulties, the weather

was very unfavourable. The work was much delayed, and with such a distance and

such bad roads the matter of keeping the party in supplies became a very troublesome

one.

On August 28 thirty-six miles had been run here. I had still a large amount of

work to do further south, more especially to run the east outlines of townships 29 to

"4-, range 8, which form part of the east boundary of the Rocky ]\Iountains Park of

C&nada. It soon became apparent that if the work further south was to be finished

during the season, a move would have to be made to get there at once.

Accordingly, on August 29 I moved back southerly to the southeast of township

33, range Y, reaching there on September 8, after a journey of nearly one hundred

miles. Here the country was much more lightly timbered, and although very rough

and hilly, good progress was made, and all the outlines here were completed by Decem-

ber 9.

On D.ecember 10 I started homeward, having completed in all one hundred and

fifty-seven miles during the season, all of which were original base and outlines, except

a mile and a half of restoration survey. Calgary was reached on December 11, and I

paid off the party n.ext day.

The townships outlined may be divided into three districts. The first district

extends from fifteen to forty miles southeast of the Rocky Mountain House, and com-

prises part of the vaP.eys of the Cleai-water, Raven and James rivers and of Bearberry
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creek. The second is immediately south of the first, and extends to within about ten

miles of Morley. The third is quite distinct from the other two, and comprises some

townships about twenty miles to the northeast of Kocky Mountain House. Of these

three districts, the first is very much the most suitable for settlement, while the third

has the most valuable timber.

Outlines Southeast of Bochy Mountain House.

These, amounting to sixty miles, form the outlines of townships 33 to 36, ranges

6 and 7. There is a great deal of open land, especially in that portion between the

James and Raven rivers, and also about the central part of township 36, range 6. The
locality can be reached either from Innisfail or from Olds. The road from Innisfail

is not quite as good as the other, but it has the advantage of a bridg3 over the Red
Deer river. When travelling from Olds this river must be forded—a dangeivitis under-

taking at certain seasons.

Settlement is rapidly advancing in this district, although at the time of survey

there were not any settlers in it.

Outlines North of Morley.

These comprise sixty miles along the east of townships 27 to 31, range 7, and 29

to 32 in range 8. They are all in the region of the foothills, and the greater part of

the district is very hilly. Some good land occurs in the valleys, but it would be neces-

sary for intending settlers to select land individually, as no extensive agricultural area

occurs. The best lands are in the south of township 27 in ranges 6 and 7.

The foothills region proper is bounded by a line running northwesterly from th3

middle of the east boundary of township 30, range 7, to the northwest corner of town-

ship 32 in the same range. From here the hills continue on northwesterly, passing

about eight miles west of the northwest corner of township 34, range 7.

The region west of this line may be generally described as consisting of long

ridges of hills, 400 to 700 feet above the valleys, the hills becoming higher as they go

farther west. These ridges extend in a markedly parallel direction of north-northwest.

Between the ridges are flat valleys, half a mile to a mile wide, quite open or else with

a little scrubby timber. Many of these valleys are very swampy. The ridges are irre-

gularly timbered with small pine and poplar with a dense growth of alders on their

northern slopes.

The northeasterly part of the district is not nearly as rou,gh as the southwesterly

part. Open lands are not common. Thei-e is a heavy growth of spruce and jackpine

running to sixteen inches extending across the east outline of township 31, range 7,

just south of Red Deer river.

The only road through this district is that from Morley. It is fairly good as far

as Little Red Deer river, but north of this it is unsuited for a wagon except in the fall

and winter. The snow in all this region, from Morley to Rocky Mountain House, is

very light in winter on account of the frequency of the warm winds from the moun-
tains.

Outlines Northeast of RocTcy Mountain Ho^use.

These comprise the east outlines of townships 41 and 42, range 6, and of town-

ships 41 to 44, range 7. The timber is in places very heavy. The most extensive area

of large timber in the township named is probably bounded as follows :

—

On the southwest by a line running from the southwest of section 13, township

41, range 6, to the northwest of section 18, township 42, in the same range. Th6
northeast boundary would probably be a line from the southeast corner of township

42, range 6, to the northwest corner of section 6, township 43 in the same range, and
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also further northwest. The timber is very large.and grows thickly. Spruce running
to three feet in diameter was frequently cut down on the outlines. The average size

would be about sixteen inches. Jack pine and balsam fir also occur of the same dimen-
sions. There are also many detached areas of large spruce especially in the south-

west of township 41. and the northwest of township 44, in range 6

Across the northeast of township 42, range 6, and for many miles to the north,

the country has been devastated by fii-e within recent years, and the country is now a

wilderness of standing burnt trees and huge logs piled over each other for miles.

These logs make it impossible to get pack horses over the coiintry. I could not there-

fore get my pack outfit far enough north to run the east of townships 43 and 44 in

range 6. There is not much open land in this district. The value of the timber is

much greater than that of the open land. Considering the inevitable fires which follow

the smallest settlement and the abundance of good vacant land elsewhere, it seems

very unwise that, for the sake of an isolated quarter-section here and there, settlers

should be allowed to come indiscriminately into this district, and by their fires en-

danger thousands of dollars' worth of good timber. A moment's carelessness may des-

troy eighty or a hundred years of forest growth.

I have the honour to be, sir.

Your obedient servant,

J. N. WALLACE. D.L.S.
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APPENDIX No. 21 TO THE REPORT OF THE SURV^EYOR GENERAL.

Examination Papers of the Board of Examiners for Dominion Land Surveyors

EXAMINATION FOR ADMISSION AS ARTICLED PUPIL.

XXIII. '

PENMANSHIP AND ORTHOGRAPHY.

Write a composition of not less than 200 words on " Surveying as a Profession."

ARITHMETIC AND LOGARITHMS.

{Time, 3 hours.)

1. Prove the rule for converting a recurring decimal to a vulgar fraction.

2. Find values of (23.426)3, (.Ul256)i, (24.785)§ by logarithms.

3. Show that the product of the ff. C. F. and L. C. M. of two numbers is

equal to the product of the numbers themselves.

4. Reduce 403.75 square yards to the decimal of an acre.

5. The assessed value of a town is $4,857,600. The total taxes to be raised

are $81,500, of which the school tax exceeds the combined municipal and
special tax by 25 per cent, the municipal tax exceeding the special tax

by 25 per cent also. What is the rate of taxation for the special tax 1

6. Find the numerical value of cos ^1 tan 5 cot C, when -/1=32'' 18', 5=117°
25', C=187° 16'.

7. The logarithmic sine of an angle= 9.6523480.

" " cosine " =^9.4287215.

" " secant " = 1.0456923.

Find the angles accurately to the nearest second.

Marks.

U
14

14

14

14

15

15
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ALGEBRA.

{Time 3 hours.)

1. Find the H. C. F. of x2 + 5x + 6, x^ + 7x + 10 and x- + 12x + 20
;

and the L. C. M. of x — 1, x2 -f- x + 1, and x^ _ 1.

2. A man has three nephews. His age is 50 and the joint ages of the nephews
are 42. How long will it be before the joint ages of the nephews will be
equal to the age of the uncle ?

3. Simplify 10a — 5 [3a — 46 — 7 -] 2a + 56 — 3 (a — 6) } +5 \ 26 +

4(a + 6)H

313

Marks.

14

X 4- i/x--^ — 1 X - |/X2 — 1

and y ;:; t -4-
; , o ,X — |/x- — 1 ' X + y x^ — 1

4. Solve the equations :

and

3 __ 2x 2x — 5 4x2 1

1 — 3x

y
2a,

7 _ 16x + 4x2

X + y
a + b a — b 2a6 a"-^ + b-

5. The product of four consecutive numbers is 93024. Find them.

6. How many minutes does it want to four o'clock, if three quarters of an

hour ago it was twice as many minutes past two o'clock ? 1

7. A merchant bought a certain number of pieces of cloth for .$375, and soldi

them at $18 a piece, and gained thereby 5 times the cost of one piece.;

How many pieces did he buy 1

TLANE GEOMETRY.

{Time 3 hours,)

1. Prove geometrically (a -f- 6)- = a^ -|- 2a6 + 6-.

2. Describe a circle within a given triangle.

3. Show that the bisectrix of an angle of a triangle is less than half the sum
of the sides including the angle.

4. If P is a point without a given circle, and PB a tangent to the circl", and
FLA a straight line cutting the circle in L and A, show that PD- =
AP.LP.

5. Similar triangles are to each other as the squares of their homologous sides.

6. The perimeter of a square is less than that of any other parallelogram of

equal area.

7. If an angle of a triangle be bisected by a straight line cutting the base, the

segments of the base are proportional to the two sides containing the

angle.

14

14

14

14

15

15

Marks.

14

14

14

14

14

15

15
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PLANE aEOMETEY.

{Time 3 hours.)

Marks.

8. Inscribe a circle in a given sector.

9. Divide a given arc of a circle into two parts which shall have their chords

in a given ratio.

10. Prove geometrically for any triangle that a"-=6''-|-c2 — 2hc cos A.

11. On a given straight line to describa a rectilineal figure similar and

similarly situated to a given rectilineal figure.

12. If in a circle two chords intersect each other, then the product of the

segments of one chord is equal to the product of the other.

13. If a straight line AD is divided equally at B and unequally at C : show

that .1(72 + CD'- = 2 {AB- + ^C'^).

14. Inscribe a pentagon in a given circle,

14

14

15

14

14

15

14

PLANE TRIGONOMETRY.

[Time 3 hours.)

1. Find the sine, cosine and tangent of 45' and also of 60', without the use

of tables.

2. A flagstaff 30 feet high stands on the top of a cliflf, and from a point on

the seashore the angles of elevation of the top and bottom of the flagstaff"

are 52° 17' and 47° 28' respectively ; find the height of the cliff".

3. Show that cot (a — ^) = cot a cot 6 4-1

cot h — cot a

4. Show that sin (/I + B) &\n. {A—B)= sin^^l—sin2^.

5. Show that the area of a triangle= f/s(s

—

a) {s—b) {s—c).

6. Two sides of a triangle are 17 and 19, the included angle 42° 13', find the

base.

7. The three sides of a triangle are 15, 18, 21 ; find one of the angles.

Marks.

14

M

14

14

14

15

15
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SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.

(Time, S hours.)

1. Prove that in a spherical triangle the sines of the sides are proportional
to the sines of the opposite angles.

2. Show that Cos a = cos b cos c + sin 6 sin c cos A.

<, o,, , . , ,
sin (s— b) sin (s—c)

3. Show that sin- 1 A= -r—r^. ^ '

sin sm c

4. Prove Napier's rules for the solution of right angled spherical triangles.

315

Mark.«!.

7. a^b-r 17', b=,QV 18', C=46° 19', find c.

14

14

14

14

b. In a right angled triangle, the hypotenuse is 44° 34' 30" and one of the
j

14

angles 2° 15' ; what is the other angle ?

6. A=C^r 18', B—l^" 16', C— 80° 10', find a. 15

15

MENSURATION OF SUPERFICIES.

(Time, 3 hours.)

1. The sides of a triangular field are 10". 14, 12". 16 and 14''.82. Find the area.

2. From the above triangle two acres are cut off by a straight line parallel to

the shortest side. Find where it cuts the other sides.

3. How many sijuare feet are contained in a regular pentagon whose side is

50 feet ?

4. From a solid metallic sphere 10 inches in diameter, a hollow cylinder is

made whose outside diameter is equal to its height. The thickness of the

metal in the cylinder is one-sixteenth of an inch ; what is the diameter
of the cylinder ?

5. Into a cylindrical vessel 8 inches wide and 6 inches high is placed, base

downward, a right cone of metal with base 6 inches in diameter and 10

inches high. How many cubic inches of water does it now take to fill

the cylindrical vessel 1

6. What is the volume of a tetrahedron, with edge 4 inches ?

Marks.

16

16

17

17

17

17
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EXAMINATION FOR ADMISSION AS ARTICLED PUPIL,

XXIV.

PENMANSHIP AND ORTHOGRAPHY.

(Time 3 hours)

Penmanship

Orthography

Write a composition of not less than 200 words on " The relative advan-
tages of Surveying^and other professions.

Marks.

50

200

1. )Simplify 2 X
4-f.

ARITHMETIC AND LOGARITHMS.

(Time 3 hours.)

4147
"

Marks.

" ('i-l')

2. Find the square root of 76|i to four decimal places.

3. Extract the cube root of 4-234: to three decimal places.

4. Reduce (27-345 + 6-42— 17-435) X2-36.

5. A watch set accurately at 12 o'clock indicates 10 minutes to 5 at 5 o'clock
;

what is the exact time when the watch indicates 5 o'clock 1

6. A .piece of work can be accomplished by A and B in 4 days, by A and C
in 6 days, by B and C in 8 days. Find in what time it would be accom-

plished by all working together.

7. Find the value of the following expression with the aid of logarithms-^

(-002)^ X 1/23,/ 2

54-8 X -257

8. Find the log. tang, of the angle whose log. cossec. is 10.2438765.

9. Find the numerical value of

sin A cos £ cot C
when A = 91° 13' 15"

B = 18° 17' 17"-8

C=102° 34' 39". 45

10

10

10

12

13

15

10

10

10
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ALGEBRA.

(Time 3 hours.)

1. Simplify the following expressions :

\a + b a — bj \a — b a + bj

317

1

b + ct\ b- + c2

H' 2 be

b + c

X + Jx^ — 1 X — |/ a;2 — 1

X — Jx^ 1 X + J x"^ 1

2. Prove that

(a _ 6)3 + (6 — c)3 + (c — a)3 = 3 (a — 6) (6 — c) (c — a)

3. Find the G.C.M. of

^3 ^3 — a^ b .r"^ y + a b- x y — b^ y'^ and

2 a'^ b x'^ y — a 6- x y"^ — b^ y^

4. Solve the equations

1 1
(a)

1

X — 2 ,'; — 4 X — 6

ax" + bx + c a X + b

Marks.

p X' + g X + r p X 4- q

(c) 1 3 ,' + II y = i a ; 1 2 rr — (J y = a

(d) x + y + z = a + b + c

x + a = y + b = z + c

(e) xy z = a (y z— z x — x y) = b (zx — x y— y z) = c {x y — y z— zx)

5. Two persons A &nd B could finish a work in m days ; they work together n
days when A is called oflf and B finishes it in p days. In what time could

each do it ?

G. The difference of the squares of two consecutive numbers is 21. Find the

numbers.

7. The hour and minute hands of a watch are at right angles to one another
between two and three o'clock ; what is the precise time?
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

(Time, 3 liours.)

1. If one side of a triangle be greater than another, then the angle opposite

the greater side shall be greater than the angle opposite the less.

2. If perpendiculars be drawn to two intersecting straight lines from any

point between them, show that the bisector of the angle between the

perpendiculars is parallel to the bisector of the angle between the given

straight lines.

3. Describe a parallelogram that shall be equal to a given triangle and have

one of its angles equal to a given angle.

4. In a triangle any two sides are together greater than twice the mediam
which bisects the remaining side.

5. If a straight line is divided equally and also unequally, the sum of the

squares on the two unequal parts is twice the sum of the squares on half

the line and on the line between the points of section.

C, The square on any straight line drawn from the vertex of an isosceles

triangle to the base is less than the square on one of the equal sides by

the rectangle contained by the segments of the base.

7. Through a given point within a circle draw the least possible chord. Prove.

8. Draw a tangent to a circle through a given external point.

PLANE GEOMETRY.

(Time, 3 hours.)

9. Inscribe a circle in a given triangle.

10. Describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the base double

the third angle.

11. Show that the bisectors of the angles of any regular polygon are concur-

rent.

12. With three given points as centres describe three circles touching one

another two by two.

13. If the vertical angle of a triangle be bisected by a straight line which

cuts the base, the segments of the base are to one another in the same

ratio as the remaining sides of the triangle.

14. In a right angle triangle, if a perpendicular be drawn from the right

angle to the hypotenuse, the triangles on each side of it are similar to

the whole triangle and to one another.

15. If two straight lines cut one another within a circle, the rectangle con-

tained by the segments of one of them is equal to the rectangle contained

by the segments of the other.

16. Construct a triangle whose angles and area are given.

Marks.

12

12

12

12

14

14

12
I

i

I

^'^

Marks.

I
12

12

12

12

12

12

14

14
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PLAN?: TRIGONOMETRY-

(Time, 3 hou7-s)

1. AVrite down the cosine of an angle in terms of its tangent and also in terms'

of its cosecant.

2. In a right angled triangle ABC, C being the right angle, find c in terms
of A and b, and also in terras of JJ and b : also A in terms of a and b, and
b and c.

3. The angle of elevation of the top of a flag pole 120 feet distant is 28° 35',

and the vertical angle between the top and bottom is 34^ 42' ; find the

height of the pole.

4. In any plane triangle prove the relation

a- ^^b'^ +c-— 2 b c cos. A.

From it derive an equation for determining A suitab'e for logarithmic
computation.

5. The angles A and B in a triangle are respectively 31° 40' and 48° 20' ; the

perpendicular from C to the opposite side is 150 feet in length : solve the
triangle.

6. The bearings and lengths of two lines running from a point are N. 70° E.

20 chs., and S. 50° E. 30 chs., respectively; find the length and bearing
of the line joining their extremities.

7. A pole 20 feet high subtends an angle of 12° 30' at a point that is 6 feet

higher than the foot of the pole ; find horizontal distance from the foint
to the pole.

8. From two stations A and B on shore the bearings of a ship at sea, obser-

ved simutaneously, are S. 27° E. and S. 35' W., the bearing and length
of AB are S. 75° E. 870 yards ; find the distance of the ship from A.

SPERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.

^
(Time, 3 hours.)

1. Show that the three sides of a spherical triangle are together less than four

right angles.

2. What is a polar triangle ? Stite and prove two of its properties.

3. State Napier's rules of circular parts, and apply them to derive formulae
for the solution of a right angled triangle in which an angle and the
hypotenuse are given.

4. In a right angled spherical triangle C being the right angle, given
yl= 147° 02' 54" and i=137' 03' 48"

; find the remaining parts.

5. Two planes intersect at right angles, and through a point on their line of
intersection lines ar.? drawn, one in each plane, making angles of 30' and
50° respectively, with the line of intersection; find the angle between
the two lines.

319

Marks.

12

12

12

12

14

12

14

: 12

[Marks.

14

14

14

15

14
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I Marks.

6. Prove the formula

cos a = cos b cos c -|- sin b sin c cos A

and from it derive the formula

sin (s— b) (sin s— c)
sinH A

sin 6 sin c

14

7. In a spherical triangle given ^1 ^ 33° 15', B = SV 34, 38", b = 70° 10' 30"

;

solve the triangle.

MENSURATION.

(Time 3 hours.)

1. The perimeter of a triangle is 150 feet and the radius of the inscribed

circle 12 feet ; find its area.

2. Find the circumference of a circle whose area is one acre.

3. Find the area of a segment of a circle, the length of the chord being 150

feet and that of the middle ordinate 40 feet.

4. Find the area of the triangle the length of one of whose sides is 12 chains

and the two adjacent angles 42° and 36°, respectively.

5. Find the area in square miles of the portion of the earth's surface north

of the paralel of latitude 70"^, regarding the earth as a sphere whose

radius is 3956 miles.

6. Find the area of a rectangular field whose diagonal is 8-40 chains, the

inclination of the diagonal to the longer side being 35° 25'.

7. Find the area of the curved surface of a cone, the radius of whose base is

3 feet and whose altitude is 4 feet.

15

Marks.

12

12

20

12

20

12

12

PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION. (Limited.)

X

FIRST PAPER.

{Time 3 hours).

Marks.

1. Write a composition of not less than 200 words on

—

The winter climate of Canada.

2. Prove the rule for converting a recurring decimal to a vulgar fraction. 8

3. What is the present value of an anuity of .$100 payable each year for the 9

next twenty years, interest computed at 4 per cent.
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4. Solve the equation (2^) 2;+ (6^) —2:1=54||^.

5. Write down the fourth term of (a—36)^ ^

6. Which of the following statements is more nearly correct 1

^^ = 111 or -2^ = 9009.
9009 Ml

7. Solve by a geometrical construction the quadratic equation

8. Find the locus of a point whose distances from two given points are in a;

constant ratio. I

9. Prove geometrically c'^=:a- -j-b-—2ah cosC.

10. To divide a given straight line in extreme and mean ratio.

321

Marks..

SECOND PAPER.

(Time, 3 hours.)

11. The locus of a point from which tangents drawn to two circles are equal

is a straight line.

12. Prove that tan 26*=
2 tan

Marks

12

25
1—tan2^•

Assuming that the tangent of an arc of 11^' is greater than the arc,

prove that the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of a circle

is less than 3 2.

13. In a plane triangle having given ^==50°, 6 = 119 chains, « = 97 chains,

find the other parts, and the area of the triangle.

14. If the sides of a triangle be 3, 4 and 5, find the radii of the three circles

which can be drawn touching the sides.

1-5. State the rules for solving a spherical right angled triangle by the use of!

Napiers Circular Parts.

16. Give formuUe for volume and surface of a sphere, cylinder, cone and'
frustum of a pyramid.

17. Ill a sph-rical criaugle ^1 = 37°, B = 6b°, C = 7V. Find one of the sides.

13

13

12

13

260—21
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PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION (LIMITED).

XL

FIRST PAPER.

(Time, 3 hours.)

1. Write a composition of not less than 200 words on :—Canadian Industries.

2. A man walks a certain distance and rides back in 3h. 45m. He could

ride both ways in 2^ hours. How long would it take him to walk both

ways 1

3. A person invests .S9,450 in 5^ per cent stock so as to receive an income of

1787.50 —^What was the price of the stock 1

4. Solve sr-

—

lx+ \/ ^-i ^^ + 18 = 24

5. Find that number whose square added to its cube is nine times the next

higher number.

6. Prove geometrically {a + h)" + {a — by = 2 (o- + h"^).

7. Prove that the angle made by a chord, drawn in a circle, with the tangent

at its extremity is equal to the angle in the opposite segment.

8. Describe a circle to touch a given circle, have its centre in a given straight

line, and pass through a given point in that line.

9. Extract the seventh root of -01436 and multiply result by (1'27) 4|.

10. Solve the equation 8- 3^;= 12*-'-*; having given log 2 = -30103; log 3 =
•47712.

Marks.

20

9

SECOND PAPER.

{Time, 3 hours.)

11. Find the area of the sector of a circle whose radius is 200 feet, the arc of

the sector being 160 feet in length.

12. The diameter of the base of a cone is 10 inches ; find its altitude if the

area of its curved surface equals that of a sphere whose diameter is also

10 inches ; also if its volume equals that of the sphere.

13. Derive the formula a -=6'- +c-

—

2bc cos A and from it the formula

^
be-

Marks.

10

10

10
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14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

A base line AB, 3.40 chains in length, is measured along the bank of a

river, and also the angles ABC and BAC, C being a point on the other

side; find the distance AC.

The sides of a quadrilateral are : AB=U.20 chs., J5C= 13.60 chs., CD =
9.75 chs., and I>A = 12.35 chs.; the angle ABC = 70° 40'

; fine its area,

Find the area in square miles of the portion of the earth's surface between
the parallels of latitude 40° and 60° N., and the meridians 60° and 80°

W., regarding the earth as a sphere whose radius is 3,956 miles

State Napier's rules of circular parts and apply them to derive equations

for solving a triangle in which the two angles are given

Prove the formula cos a = cos b cos c + sin b sin c cos A and from it derive

^ , - , sin A sin B sin G
the lormulpe

sin a sin b sin c

In a spherical triangle, given a= 127° 17' 51", 6 = 113" 49' 31", C = 109'

10' 20', solve the triangle.

The angle of elevation of the top of a flagpole 50 feet in height, observed

at a certain point, is 18° 25', and the angle of depression of its foot is 7°

32' ; find the horizontal distance to the pole, and the height of the point

of observation above its foot.

Full Examination for Admission as Surveyor.

XXXI.

ALGEBRA.

(Time, 3 hours.)

Find the H.C.F. of Sx-^—iar3+ 15a;+ 8 and a,-—2.r*—6.r-+ 4.x-2+ 13r«+6
and the L.C.M. of a "(6

—

xYc'^d and a^{b—x)-c^e.

2. Simplify

x+ i/a;2 — \-\-x— x/'x^— 1

J,/^- 1 X -\- l/fK^ 1

3. Solve x+y+z^a, 2x + 3j/ + 42; = b, 5.'- + 6y + 7z ^ c.

4. The product of four consecutive numbers is 24024 ; find them.

5. Reduce to a common radical index \/ Y~v 5~ ^ *V 1 20.

6. Solve 3" + 1 + 9=^ = 108.

7. The diSerence of the squares of two numbers is 120, and their product 221.

Find the numbers.

8. Solve x" "'• + n/a-2 — 7.T + 1 8 = 24

9. Solve X—a
25a—2U

6 X — c

323

Marks.

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

Marks.

11

11

11

11

11

12

11

11

11
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PLANE GEOMETRY.

{Time 3 hours.) Marks.

1. Prove geometrically (a + 6)- + (a—6)-= 2 (a- +h'^) 15

2. Prove that the interior angles of a triangle are equal to two right angles,

and give a general expression for the sum of the angles of any rectilineal

figure. 15

3. Through three given points only one circle can be drawn. 20

4. Describe a circle within a given triangle. 20

5. Determine the locus of a point whose distance from any point is double its

distance from another given point. ' 20

6. Construct a triangle having each of the angles at the base double the angle I

at the vertex. 20

7. Express the distance between the centres of the inscribed and circums- I

cribed circles of a triangle in terms of the radii. 20

8. Find a mean proportional between two straight lines. 20

SOLID GEOMETRY

{Time, 3 hours.)

1. Define solid, inclination of a plane to a plane, pyramid, frustum of a cone,

tetrahedron, parallelopiped, and icosahedron. i

1

2. If a solid angle be contained by three plane angles, any two of these are

greater than tha third.

3. Any three straight lines which meet one another, not in the same point,

are in one plane.

4. The plane angles which contain any solid angle are together less than four

right angles.

5. A metallic right cone, base a inches radius, height b inches, is converted

into a sphere. What is the diameter of the latter ?

6. What portion of the surface of the earth is contained between the parallel

30° and 60° north latitude 1

7. What is the weight of a metallic hollow sphere, outside diameter 8 inches,

thickness 1 inch, specific gravity of metal 6 "5 1

I
Marks.

10

10

11

11

11

11

11
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SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.

[Time. 3 hours.)

1. Show that cos a = cos b cos c + sin, h sin c cos A and cos ^ — cos

sin {a — h)
A= — (1 + cos C).

sin c

2. Deduce one of Napier's analogies.

sin {s— b) sin (s—c)
3. Show that sin^l A = ^—j—

:

sin 6 sin c

4. In a spherical right triangle A = 100° and a=- 112°
; solve the triangle.

5. In a spherical triangle A = 95^38', C= 97° 26', 6=64° 24' ; solve the triangle.

[Marks.

25

25

25

25

25

AREAS.

{Time, 3 hours.)

1. Compute the area by the method of latitudes and departures, first "balan-

cing " the survey
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AREAS.

{Time, 3 hours.)

5. In a triangle ^5 = 10=-24, 5C = 12"-64 and CA = 13^04. The azimuth of

.45 = 0° 0'. What is the azimuth and length of the line starting at 2

chs. from A or\. AB which bisects the triangle?

6. What is the length of the shortest line that divides the above triangle in

the proportion 2:3?

7. In a kite-shaped half mile track the tangents diverge at an angle of 60°.

The track is 33 ft. wide, the half mile 3 ft. from the inner side of track

;

what is the area of the track ?

8. What is the length and azimuth of the line that will bisect T. 4 R. 6 W.
of 2nd I. M., the dividing line beginning at the S. E. corner of sec. 1 ?

9. In a triangular field AB = 48^00, 5C = 42'00, CA = 3000 ; required to part

off 31"175 ac. by a straight line passing through a point F ; PD, drawn
parallel to AC, being G-'OO, and D on BC distant IS-^OO from C.

What is the length of the dividing line ?

Marks.

20

20

20

20

20

DESCRIPTIONS.

{Time, 3 hour.-.)

1. In a registered and certified plan the measurements and bearings of all

lines are given ; each lot is numbered and shown as being one chain

wide and two long. Make a description of one of the lots for a deed of

bargain and sale.

2. The following is a part of a registered and certified plan ; the owner of

Lot No. 7 sells 40 feet frontage on Second Street, and adjoining Prairie

Avenue, and this width to extend to the lane.

FIRST ST. Due East.

o

s
p

>

Ce3
(—1

Ah

IcOO
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3. The owner of the S. E. J Sec. 4, Tp. 5, R. 4 W. of 2ncl I. M., sells the

southerly 100 acres thereof, the boundaries to be the southern boundary

of the J Sec , the eastern and western ones, and a line parallel to the

southern boundary. Give description of the part sold, by metes and

bounds.

4. Through Sec. 21, Tp. 8, R. 6 W. of 2nd I. M., flows a stream westward.

The owner of the section sells the eastern half (two J sections), but

reserves the privilege of " swelling " the water and of access along the

banks of the stream for the purposes of repair of banks in that half of

section 21. Make description of part sold for a deed.

5. Draw up a settler's statutory declaration of occupation.

6. Draw up an assumed evidence, and, which is of value, of a witness regard-

ing the lost post of a section corner, which it is desired to re-establish.

-227

Marks.

20

20

10

10

ASTRONOMY.

(Time, 3 haurs.)

1. Define declination, right ascension ; celestial latitude and longitude
;

solar, mean and sidereal time
;
parallax and azimuth.

2. Explain fully the equation of time and its variations. A graphical repre

sentation may be given.

3. What is the true altitude of Polaris at transit on the 3rd base line, range

16 W. of 2nd I. M., on June 21, 1904 1

4. What is the azimuth of Polaris at eastern elongation for place and date

of question 3 1

5. What is the standard time (referred to meridian 105°) of elongation of

Polaris in question 4 ?

6. What is the standard time of sunset for place and date of question 3

Refraction and semi-diameter to be considered.

7. At place and date of question 3, what is the altitude of a star, declination

35° 16', when crossing the prime vertical?

8. What is the local mean time of the transit of Polaris, upper culmination

at place and date of question 3 ?

Marks.

12

12

12

12

13

13

13

13
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Astronomy.

(Times 3 hours.)

9. On May 31, 1904, on the third base line, S. W. corner of sec. 3, range 16,

W. of 2nd I. M., the observed altitude of the sun's upper limb was 29°

47' in the forenoon, a watch showing 7'' 42™
; what was the watch ccrrec

tion, and what was the time of observation, standard time ?

10. In question 9 the horizontal circle reading on the sun's centre was 317''j

23', and on the reference object 18' 32'; what was the azimuth of the

latter?
]

11. At the place and date in qut-stion 9, when the hour angle of Polaris wasl
^h 24"'^ what was its azimuth

"
'

12. At noon July 1, 1904, at the 2nd I. M., a sidereal chronometer is 1""
34'i

fast on local sidereal time. It has a daily losing rate of P4. How much
is the chronometer fast on local mean time of meridian between ranges

] 9 and 20 W. of 2nd I. M. on July 20, 4 P.M. ?

13. The apparent altitude at upper transit of a star was 48° 15'. and at lower

transit the apparent altitude 43° 40'. What was ihe latitude of the place ?

Full Examination for Admission as Surveyor.

ALGEBRA.

XXXI.
{Time, 3 hours.)

1. Find the H. C. F. of 6x3— 4x*— 11x3— 3x2— 3x—l and 4x^+ 2x"'—
18x- + 3x—5 and the L- C. M. of x-—4a^ (x + 2a)^ and (x— 2a)3

2. Solve
6x + l 2x- 4 2x—

1

15 7x—16

3. At what time between one and two o'clock is the minute hand of a clock

exactly one minute in advance of the hour hand ?

4. Solve X + y + z = a-j-b + c ; bx + cy + az = ex + ay + bz = a- + b^ + c^

5. There is a number consisting of two digits ; the number is equal to seven

times the sum of its digits, and if 27 be subtracted from the number the

digits interchange their places ; find the number.

6. Extract the cube root of 21]/ g — 23]/ 5

3^+i+9x = 810

= 1 ; and x + y = a + b

_ Q 1 X + 3
,
x—3 2x—

3

7. Solve ^4-

X—2 X— 1
;

2 _ a b

^ ^^x+ l/x
' a + x b + y

8. A line of given length is bisected and produced ;
find the length of the

produced part so that the rectangle contained by half the line and the

line made up of the half and the produced part may be equal to the

square on the produced part.

9, The product of two numbers is 750, and the quotient when one is divided

by the other is 3J ; find the numbers.

20

20

20

20

20

Marks.

11

11

11

11

11

11

12

11

11
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329

PLANE GEOMETRY.

{Time, 3 hours.)

1. Prove geometrically {b + a) (b — a) = b- — a"^.

2. Describe a square that shall be equal to a given rectilinear figure.

3. If a straight line be divided internally in medial section, and from the

greater segment a part be taken equal to the less, show that the greater

segment is also divided in medial section.

4. Prove that the sum of the squares on the sides of a parallelogram is equal

to the sum of the squares on the diagonals.

5. Prove that the angle in a semicircle is a right angle, the angle in a segment

greater than a semicircle is less than a right angle, and the angle in a

segment less than a semicircle is greater than a right angle.

6. Describe an isosceles triangle having each of the angles at the base double

the third angle.

7. In a triangle ABC the inscribed circle touches BC at Z>, show that the

circles inscribed in the triangles ABD and ACD touch one another.

8. Prove that similar triangles are to one another in the- duplicate ratio of

their homolosrous sides.

Marks.

19

18

19

19

19

19

19

18

SOLID GEOMETRY.

(Time, 3 hours.)

1. Show that if two stiaight lines are parallel and one of them perpendicular

to a plane, the other is also perpendicular to the plane.

2. Give a geometrical construction for drawing a straight line equally inclined

to three straight lines which meet in a point but are not in the same
plane.

3. Find a point in a given straight line equally distant from two points in space.

4. Of the three plane angles that form a trihedral angle, any two are together

greater than the third.

5. Show that the sum of the plane angles that form a solid angle is less than

four right angles.

6. Prove that two triangular pyramids whose bases and altitudes are equal,

are equal in volume.

7. Find by a geometrical construction the centre of the sphere which passes

through the angular points of a triangular pyramid.

Marks.

10

11

11

10

11

11

11
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SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY.
(Time, 3 hours.)

1. Derive the equations: sin a cos B = sin c cos b — cos c sin 6 cos A
;

Sin A—cot £ = sin c cot b — cos cos A : cos^l^ =
sin s sin {s—a)

sin b sin c

2. State Napier's rules, and apply them to the solution of a triangle in which

the two sides containing the right angle are given.

3. In a right angled triangle, given: a = 58° 20', 6 = 132° 40', C = 90°

the triangle.

solve

4. Given two sides and the included angle of a triangle, show how the triangle

may be solved by means of a perpendicular.

5. Find the distance between two points on the earth's surface whose latitudes

and longitudes are :
51'^ 20' N. and 10° W., and 31° 10' N. and 64° 40'

W., respectively, the radius of the earth being 395G miles.

6. Through a point on the line of intersection of two planes two right lines

are drawn, one in each plane, one making an angle of 50^ and the other
65° with the line of intersection ; the angle between the two lines is

70°
; find the angle between the two planes.

7. In a spherical triangle on the earth's surface A = 60°, £ = 75°, and c = 22°
;

find angle C and the area of the triangle in square miles.

AREAS.
(Time, 3 hours.)

1. The following are the notes of the survey of a quadrilateral piece of land :

Stations

1

2

3

4

Bearings.

N. 43° 20' E.

S. 48° 20' E.

S. 22° 40' W.
N. 47° 00' W.

Distances.

13 50 chains.

9-80
14-70
15-10

Find its area by the method of latitudes and departures, first balancing

the courses.

2. A piece of land 15 chains in width, with parallel sides, is crossed by the

right of way of a railway on a 6" curve (rad. = 955-37 ft.), the tangent

to the centre line making an angle of 40° with one of the boundaries at

the point of crossing ; find the area of the right of way across the piece

of land, its width being 1 chain.

3. The sides of a triangular piece of land are : a=12 chains, b = 10 chains,

c = 15 chains; find the position of the line drawn through the middle

point of the perpendicular to c from the opposite angle and bisecting

the triangle, the line cutting the sides b and c.

4. Divide the triangle of question 3 in the ratio 1 : 3 by the shortest pos-

sible line.

5. A line drawn from one extremity of the diameter of a semi-circle bisects

its area ; find the angle which it makes with the diameter.

Marks.

18

17

18

18

18

18

Marke

20

20

20

20

20
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Areas (2nd paper.)

{Time, 3 hours.) I

6. In a closed rectilinear figure what conditions must be fulfilled by the lati-

tudes and departures ? Show how these conditions are used to supply \

omissions in the survey of such a figure. Show this application to the
|

case in which two bearings were omitted.

7. The following are the notes of a survey :

Stations. Bearings. Distances.

1 27° 34'

2 115° 41' 10-43 chains.

3 196° 53'

4 285' 17' 12-76 "

Supply the lengths of the two omitted courses, the bearings being reck-

oned from the north in the direction E.S.W.

8. Find the azimuth of the line starting from the S.E. corner of Section 1,

Tp. 21, R. 28 W. of 3rd. Meridian and cutting oflf 160 acres from that

section.

9. Find also the position of the line starting from the S.W. corner and bisect-

ing the remainder of the section.

10. A triangle whose sides are a, b and c is bisected by a line making a given
angle with the side c ; find the length of the line and the positions of

the points in which it cuts the slides of the triangle.

Marks.

20

20

20

20

20

ASTRONOMY.

{Time, 4 hours.)

1. Explain fully the equation of time and its variations, illustrating by dia-

grams.

2. Deduce the rules for the reduction of mean to sidereal time, and conversely.

At a place in latitude 44° 10' and longitude 76° 30' W. the standard
time on May 12th, 1891 is 9 h. 50 m. P.M. ; find the sidereal time.

3. At the same place and date find the standard time when the apparent
altitude of the star Canis Minoris is 21° 34', when west of the meridian.

4. At the same place find the standard time of transic of the sun's western
limb on June 1st. 1891.

5. Find standard time of sunrise at Ottawa on June 1st. 1891.

6. Deduce a formula for finding the latitude by an altitude of Polaris.

7. Derive a formula for reducing circum-meridian altitudes to the meridian,
for determining latitude.

8. At a place in latitude 55° 30' N. and longitude 105*^ W. find the azimuth
of Polaris at western elongation on June 15th 1891. Find also the
standard time of elongation.

Marks.

12

13

13

12

13

12

12

13
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ASTRONOMY (2m>. PAPER.)

{Time, S hours.) I Marks.

9. Describe fully the method of observing and reducing an altitude of the

sun to find the azimuth of a line.
\

'^^

I

10. Show when the best time is for observing an altitude of the sun for time,

latitude and azimuth. 14

11 The altitude of a star on the prime vertical is 32'^, and its declination

40°
; find the latitude of the place. 14

12. Find sidereal time of western transit of the star Arcturus across the prime
j

vertical at Ottawa on June 20th, 1891, and its apparent altitude at the

time of transit. 14

13. Describe methods of determining longitudeon an exploratory survey. 14

14. At a place in latitude oV 51' N. and longitude 7 h. 45 m. W. the bear- i

ing of the sun's southerly limb was observed with a compass to be N.
|

^

80-5 E. at 7 h.32 m. 20 s. A. M., watch time, the watch correction

being—40 s. on local mean time ; find the variation of the compass, the

sun's declination being 6° 30' 04
' N. and the equation of time + 1 m. 39-2 s.

j
15

15. An observation for time is made on the 4th. base line at the 3rd Initial

meridian and the error of the chronometer found to be 17 m. 36-5 s. fast,

and a daily losing rate of 3'5 s. Two weeks subsequently on the same
base line, after producing it westward, another observation for time is

j

made and the chronometer found to be 23 m. 18 5 s. fast. Give position i

on section line where the latter observation was made. 15
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SUMMARY REPORT
OF THE

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY OF CANADA
FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR 1904.

The Honourable Frank Olivkr, ^M.P.,

Minister of the Interior.

Sir,—In accordance with the requirements of the Geological Survey Report sub-

Act, I have the honour to lay before you the following Summary ™''^*^ "

Repor t on the administration of the Department for the calendar year-

1901. This report, like those of former years, describes the business

of the Department and the scientific work which has been accomplished

during the year, both in the field and at headquarters.

The field-work extended to all parts of the country from the Pacific Field-work,

to the Atlantic and from the International Boundary northward into

the arctic regions. It will ke s en that it was nearly all of a thoroughly

practical character, intended to promote the discovery and develop-

ment of the mineral wealth of the Dominion. In connection with the

geological work, a large amount of necessary topographical surveying

was done at the same time, which is of much value in elucidating the

geography of Canada.

The advantages of showing on our new map-sheets, year by year. -Advantages

both the geography and the geology of large areas which had previously al surveys,

been almost blank spaces on the general map of the country, are

manifest to everyone. Equally valuable work is being done by the

Survey in the older or inhabited parts of Canada by systematic inves-

tigation. A single example may be given in illustration of this. Near

Pettigrew, in Cumberland county, Nova Scotia, a seam of coal, ten

feet thick, has just been struck, in a bore-hdie 2,340 feet deep. This

bore-bole, sunk through a covering known to be quite unproductive,

was put down on the suggestion of Mr. Hugh Fletcher of this Depart-

ment, who based his advice on the knowledge obtained by a systematic

working out of the structural geology of the district. The actual

proving of the truth of Mr. Fletcher's inference shows the value of

26—
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exact geological work, and it opens at once a prospect of finding

numerous workable coal seams throughout a new area fifty miles in

length by thirty in breadth. This initial discovery is alone worth

incomparably more than the total cost of all Mr. Fletcher's geological

work in Nova Scotia during the past thirty years, and yet it is only

one among many practical proofs of the great value of his investigations,

which are now represented on a considerable number of published

maps showing his topographical and geological surveys of a large por-

tion of the province. Mr. Faribault's work on the gold-fields of Nova

Scotia has had equally striking results. Similar benefits have already

been derived from the work of the Survey throughout the other pro-

vinces and territories.

Home work of The home work of the Survey has also been industriously carried on
ebur\ey.

Jm-Jng the year. It relates to all the processes required for the pro-

duction of maps from our original surveys, and the printing upon them

of the geological colours and signs ; to chemical analyses : the assaying

of metallic ores ; the collection and compilation of information as to

mining and smelting
;
paheontology, zoology, taxidermy, botany and

forestry ; to quarrying stone, etc. ; the manufacture of bricks, tiles,

pottery, hydraulic cement, etc. ; to the production of slate, corundum,

asbestus, petroleum, natural gas. etc. ; the distribution of our numer-

ous publications ; the supplying of representative, properl3^-named

collections of minerals to educational institutions ; to the preparation

of reports and other books in reference to all branches of the work of

the Department, the editing and printing of these, the business of the

accountant's department, a very extensive correspondence on a great

variety of technical and other subjects, and the necessary attention to

large numbers of visitors seeking information as to geology, mining and

other subjects.

Publications.
For some years past, the publications issued by this Department

have been so numerous as to require the services of an editor who

could devote his entire time to their scrutiny. The United States

Geological Survey has long since recognized the necessity of com-

petent editing, and now employs, in addition to a chief editor, two

sub-editors and four assistants. The difficulty regarding our own

need has been to secure a competent man, but we have now been

fortunate in obtaining the services of Mr. Frank Nicolas, a gentle-

man thoroughly acquainted with this class of work, and one who,

from the nature of his mining and literary experiences, is eminently

fitted for the post.
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In the older civilized countries which are thickly populated, such Advantages of

as Great Britain and France, detailed topographical surveys were surveys,

absolutely necessary for a variety of purposes, and these, having been

made in advance of the geological surveys, were available as a basis

for the latter, but in a new and sparsely inhabited cjuntry like

Canada, the greater part of which is not yet even thoroughly ex-

plored, it is impossible to proceed with our field-work without making

more or less complete topographical surveys at the same time. Persons

who overlook this radical difference in the different countries may

write or talk plausibly of a supposed necessity for making separate

and independent topographical surveys in the wild parts of Canada,

before attempting the geological work. But to do this would double

the cost as to both the money and the time required. The advocacy

of such a method exhibits a want of knosvledge and experience in

regard to this matter. Topographical and land surveys on which a

preliminary geological map may be based, have been made in the

southern parts of the provinces of Quebec and Ontario, and in a

narrow strip of territory adjoining the International Boundary line

between British Columbia and the State of Washington, but these are

exceptional cases in the general problem as it affects the whole

Dominion.

In our map making we continue to pursue the same system which Map making.

has been followed for the last four years and which has been found to

be the best suited to our conditions. The plotting of the original

surveys is done by the field geologists and their assistants, who per-

formed the work and understand it best. The sheets are then accur-

ately compiled, reduced and prepared for the engraver by the regular

draughtsmen, under the supervision of the geographer and chief

draughtsman of the Department. The engraving and printing are done

by contract through the Government stationery ofiice. Any desired

number of colours to represent the geological formations is obtained

by means of the three-colour system, with a sufiicient variety of

rulings and cross-rulings.

FIELD-WORK.

In performing the field-work of the year, besides the members of

the staff itself, several qualified outside men were employed in the

same manner as during the previous seasons, and their reports are

given with the others in the present volume. The total number of

parties engaged in this work in 1904 was twenty-eight, but in some

cases these were divided into two sections which worked separately
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R. G. MeCon-
nell.

during most of the season, thus virtually increasing the number

actually in operation. The field-work had all been carefully planned,

and the whole of it was successfully performed. In the aggregate, it

will add greatly to our knowledge, not only of the geology, but also of

the geography of the country. The following sketch gives a brief

summary of these operations in the respective fields, the order of its

arrangement being, as in previous reports, from north-west to south-

east.

Mr. R. G. McConnell, assisted by Mr. F. H. Maclaren, was engaged

in the new gold-field of the Kluane district, westward of White-

horse, in the Yukon territory. It embraces Alsek river, Kluane lake

and the north-eastern slope of the St. Elias range. The copper

deposits of the Whitehorse district were likewise further examined.

Much topographical surveying in other parts of the region was accom-

plished by Mr. Maclaren,

.loseph Keele. Mr. Joseph Keele investigated the recent discoveries of gold on the

Stewart river and several of its branches, including Duncan creek and

vicinity. His labours embraced the examination of alluvial mining

along several creeks.

Dr. R. W.
Ells.

Dr. R. W. Ells, assisted by Mr. R. A. A. Johnston of this Survey,

was occupied in the Nicola valley, British Columbia, working out the

geological structure of that region, with special reference to the

occurrences of coal and the ores of iron and copper.

Prof. R
Brack.

Dr. R.
Daly.

W. Prof. R. W. Brock, assisted by Mr. W. H. Boyd, as topographer,

continued to work out the geology of the Lardeau mining district in

British Columbia. He was also engaged for a time in the Rossland

mining district. Owing to the prevalence of dense smoke during a

considerable part of the summer, much less surveying was accomplished

than usual. Mr. Boyd has nearly completed a map showing the work

done in this district during the last two years.

A. Dr. R. A. Daly was again engaged on the geology of the ten-mile

belt along the Canadian side of the International Boundary line in

British Columbia.

Prof. .John
Macoun.

Prof. John Macoun worked in the National Park, both as botanist

and zoologist. His investigations wei'e carried on on both sides of the

Rocky mountains, and occupied his time during the whole summer
and autumn. They will enable him to give a full report on the

botany and zoology of the park, a report that should render it much
more interestinsr as a summer resoi't.
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Mr. Lawrence Lambs, assisted by Mr. J. S. DeLury, was engaged Lawrenee

in making a collection of the fossil remains of the large extinct

vertebrate animals to be found in the Tertiary formations of the

Cypress hills, and which, from their great geological interest, are now
attracting much attention. Mr. Lambe brought home an extensive

collection, embracing some fine specimens of the remains of extinct

mammals.

Mr. D. B. Dowling, assisted by Messrs. George S. Malloch and F. D. B. Dowling

Bell, continued the examinations which he began last year in the

coal-fields of the Rocky Mountain region adjacent to the line of the

Cana.dian Pacific railway, where he has made important discoveries

and has worked out the geological structure of the region. This is of

the greatest importance in connection with the discovery, following-

up and working of the coal seams.

Mr. Charles Camsell, assisted by Messrs. Gordon Greenshields and Charles

W. H. Dawes, made geological (and also the necessary topographical)

surveys in Eastern Manitoba and those parts ofJthe country between

Lake Winnipeg and the Severn river, and along the upper branches

of that stream, which had not been already examined by other members

of the staff. Mr. Camsell delimited the eastern extension of the large

Huronian area around Red lake which had been discovered and partly

explored by myself in 1883 and further surveyed by Mr. Dowling in

1893. He also discovered some additional small areas of Huronian

rocks. In returning he connected his surveys with the explorations

which had been made to Cat lake in 1886 by my own assistants of

that year, Messrs. John McMillan and Alfred Poison Murray, and

also with the survey of this lake by Dr. Alfred W. G. Wilson and

Mr. Frank Johnston, also of the Geological Survey staff", in 1902.

Mr. William Mclnnes followed up his interesting'^^explorations WiUiam
begun the previous year, in the extensive and heretofore almost un- ^^clnnes.

known region of the Winisk river and surrounding country, lying to

the south of Hudson bay proper. He surveyed the western branches

of this large stream and examined the country lying between its head-

waters and Lake St. Joseph on the Albany. Mr. Mclnnes, in the course

of his geological exploration, endeavoured to find indications of economic

minerals of various kinds. His work adds materially to our knowledge

of the distribution of the rock-formations of the Hudson Bay region.

Besides many valuable observations on the various resources of this

region, he made an exhaustive collection of its land and fresh water

mollusca, which afford a good natural indication of the climate of any
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district, and Mr. Mclnnes' collection is of a favourable character in

this respect.

In his report for 1903, M. Mclnnes mentioned that a black birch

grows along the upper part of the Winisk river. This he supposed to

be identical with -the black birch of more southern latitudes, Betula

lenta. Last year he brought home specimens of its leaves, fruit, &c.

and Professor Macoun found it to be a new species. This adds one

more to the large number of trees native to Canada. A black birch

found by the writer south of Rupert river in 1896 and mentioned in

his report of that year may be identical with this species.

A. P. Low. ]VIr. A. P. Low, of the Geological Survey, was given command of

the Canadian Government Expedition to our northern waters, which

started in the summer of 1 903. The appropriation for the expenses

of this expedition was made through the Department of Marine and

Fisheries, but a portion of the work was for the Customs and Geo-

logical Department.^. The sealing steamship Neptune, which had been

employed for the Hudson Bay expedition in 1884, was again chartered

from Messrs. Job Bros, of St. Johns, Newfoundland. She was brought

to Halifax, and, during July and part of August, was there fitted out

by Commander Low ; she sailed for the north on August 22, 1903,

with a total company of forty-tliree. She made a good run to Nachvak

inlet on the Labrador coast, about a hundred miles south of Cape

Chidley, at the entrance to Hudson strait, and thence to Port Burwell,

just inside of this cape. She then proceeded north to Cumberland

gulf, on the east coast of Baffinland. Pieturning to Hudson strait,

calls were made at Charles island and Cape Wolstenholme. Commander

Low then coasted along the eastern side of the so-called Bell island, as

far as Seahorse point, and made some geological examinations near

the junction of the Archfean with the Silurian rocks of this shore.

The Neptune was placed in winter quarters in Fullerton inlet at the

north-west angle of Hudson bay, alongside an American whaling

vessel, the Era, which had already taken up her berth in the inlet.

The Neptune, roofed in, and then banked all round with ' a wall of

snow, was rendered dry and comfortable, and a pleasant winter was

passed. During April and May, Mr. Caldwell was sent to sketch the

coast and report upon the rocks from Fullerton inlet to and around

the great Wager bay. Meantime Mr. King made an instrumental

survey of the shores in the vicinity of the Neptune's anchorage, and

sounded the entrance of the inlet through the ice, 433 holes being

made for this purpose. Commander Low went southward and sketched

the shore as far as Chesterfield inlet, going inland about forty miles
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from Winchester inlet. Later in the spring, he crossed, witli two

whale-boats, to Southampton island and examined its western coast

for forty miles northward, collecting fossils and geological specimens,

as well as making notes as to the geology of this great island.

Leaving three members of the Dominion police force at Fullerton

inlet, the Neptune quitted her winter quarters on the 19th of July,

and met, by appointment, the steamer Erik, which had been sent to

Port Burwell with a supply of coal. This vessel arrived at the rendez

vous only one hour ahead of the Xeptune. Mr. Caldwell was left at

Port Burwell to make a survey of the eastern shore of Ungava bay,

and the Neptune proceeded northward, through Baffin bay, as far as

Cape Sabine and Beechey island. Commander Low entered Lancaster

sound and found it perfectly clear of ice. Had his instructions per

mitted, he could probably have made the North-west passage. On
the return journey, the Xeptune put into Port Burwell at noon on

October 1, meeting the Dominion Government steamer Arctic, from

Quebec, which arrived an hour and a half later. Halifax was made

on the 10th of October and Mr. Low arrived in Ottawa on the 17th,

after an absence of fifteen months, including the time spent in fitting

out tie Xeptune. During her absence from Halifax, the Xeptune

covered about 10,000 nautical miles. Besides the instrumental surveys

of Mr. King and Mr. Caldwell and Comman^ler Low's own explorations

from Fullerton to Chesterfield inlet and on Southampton island, track

surveys of most of the coasts between Beechey island and Batiinland

were made by the first named gentleman. The total length of the

various surveys accomplished by the expedition amounted to 2,041

nautical miles.

In addition to a vai«iety of official duties performed by Commander
Low, many astronomical observations were made to fix, accurately,

points for geographical purposes ; much new geological and other

information was obtained ; numerous rock-specimens and fossils were

collected ; many fine photographs were taken, illustrating in a striking

manner the different localities visited ; information was obtained as to

the zoology, botany, fisheries and Eskimos and as to a variety of other

subjects of interest. The zoological collection includes six specimens

of the musk-ox of different ages and both sexes. These are now being

mounted by Ward of Rochester and are intended to form a group to

be placed in the new Victoria Museum.

Mr. W. .J. Wilson, with Mr. J. J. Collins as assistant, left as earh w. J. Wilson,

as possible in the .season and worked all summer in the country lying

northward of Long lake, north of the central part of Lake Superior,
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including the head--waters of some large branches of the Albany river.

He also made a survey of the Pagwachuan river, which falls into

the Kenogami, the principal tributary of the Albany. Mr. Wilson,

like all the other field-geologists, paid particular attention to the

occurrence of economic minerals in his district, and he extended an

area of Huronian rocks in which gold, copper and iron ores may

eventually be found.

HvaT
^ ^"^

^^^- O^'en O'Sullivan, assisted by Mr. William Spreadborough, per-

formed a very arduous, instrumental survey of the whole of the south-

ern and western coasts of James bay, as far north as Cape Henrietta

Maria. These coasts, occupying the central part of the map of Canada,

are very prominent features in the geography of the Dominion, and

yet they had heretofore been quite inaccurately delineated. It was

with a view to supplying a conspicuous geographical want, and at the

same time to make the requisite observations in regard to geological

conditions, that this work was undertaken. Many new facts as to the

botany and ornithology of northern Canada were brought to light on

these coasts. It was in order to take advantage of this opportunity

to investigate such matters that Mr. Spreadborough, the well-known

practical botanist and ornithologist, was sent with Mr. O'Sullivan.

Besides noting many interesting zoological facts, Mr. Spreadborough

found upwards of forty flowering plants that had not previously been

known to occur on the shores of Hudson bay. Owing to the extraord-

inarily flat and muddy character of the tide-swept shores on the

south and west sides of James bay, Mr. O'SuDivan's t.ask was a very

difiicult and unpleasant one, and he is entitled to much credit for

having carried it out so expeditiously and successfully.

'^P-}^^S^^^ Mr. E. D. Ingall and M. Theo. Denis continued their work of the
and Theo. °
Denis. past two seasons on the detailed geology of the typical Huronian area

to the northward of the Bi'uce Mines and eastward of Echo lake and

Great Lake George. This work is now so far completed as to admit

of the publication of the accompanying map showing most of this area.

Besides the geological interest connected with this investigation, it is

expected to be of service in the future search for copper deposits.

During the thirty years from 1845 to 1875 the Bruce, Wellington,

Huron and Copper Bay mines were the largest producers in old Can-

ada. In the above period these mines yielded copper to the value of

$3,300,000. The details, as to quantities, prices, etc., from year to

year, were investigated by myself and published in the Descriptive

Catalogue of Canadian Minerals exhibited at the World's Centennial

Exhibition at Philadelphia in 1876.
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Dr. A. E. Barlow, assisted by Dr. G. A. "i'oung. and Messrs. W. j,,. j^ j^

Herridge and Morley Wilson, was instructed to continue work in the l^ailow.

Temagami lake region.

Prof. W. A. Parks, assisted by Mr. H. L. Kerr, was engaged in
^'^J:

'^^'- ^•

investigating a part of the country on the western side of Lake Timis

kaming, and thence northward to some of the branches of the Blanche

river, in connection with the recent discoveries of silver and cobalt in

that district. He mapped out the various rock-formations of the region

and indicated the zone in which the above metals occur. Prof. W. G.

Miller, provincial geologist of Ontario, did similar work in the district

adjoining Professor Parks' area on the south, a plan of co-operation

havinc; been arranged at the outset.

Mr. A. F. Hunter was employed in the district from Orangeville -'^- ^'- Hunter,

northward to Thornbury, Ontario, in tracing the interesting high-level

shore-lines along the flanks of the Blue mountain escarpment south of

Georgian bay.

Mr. C. W. Willimott collected large supplies of minerals for distri- C. W. Willi-

bution to educational institutions throughout the Dominion, and at

the same time he obtained many fine specimens for the new Museum.

His work was principally in the province of Quebec, but he also col-

lected at some localities in Ontario.

Professor Ernest Havcock was employed in working out the de- P"'f- Ernest

Ml , r. ,
"

T .... ° Havcock.
tailed geology of the upper Laurentian series in the south-western part

of the county of Ottawa. This area embraces a variety of ancient

crystalline rocks which Professor Haycock has endeavoured to arrange

in nine groups, consisting of different kinds of gneiss, crystalline lime-

stone, quartzite, altered greenstone, etc. It is proposed to continue

Professor Haycock's labours in this field next summer, and, afterwards-

to publish a map of the district on a scale of one mile to the inch, to

show the geological structure and the distribution of the different

belts, as was done by Sir William Logan on his map of a typical area

of similar Upper Laurentian rocks in the county of Argenteuil.

Mr. Frank Johnston did similar work in an area lying immediately Frank Johns-

north-east of the last, and also in the county of Ottawa. Some geolog-

ical work had been done in this county in previous years by members

of the staff; among these being Mr. E. D. Ingall, ^Ir. James White,

Dr. R. W. Ells and the late Mr. H. G. Yennor.

Dr. Robert Chalmers investigated the surface-geology of the Gaspe Dr. Korbert

peninsula and of the country along the south side of the Lower St.
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Lawrence from Gaspe south-westward towards the city of Quebec.

Thence he worked northward to Lake St. John and spent some time

in the valley of the Saguenay, where many interesting facts were

ascertained.

Dr. J. A.
Dresser.

Dr. J. A. Dresser continued the work of previous years in defining

the copper-bearing belts in various parts of the Eastern Townships,

including Drummond and Arthabaska. The object in view is to enable

prospectors to confine their labours to the productive zones only. Dr.

Dresser's work in this connection during the past three years has shown

that the copper is confined almost entirely to the igneous rocks of the

series, which are often much altered. A discovery of alluvial gold

having been reported on lot 1 concession VTI of the township of Stoke,

in the province of Quebec, Dr. Dresser was requested to investigate

the matter. He reported the 'find' to consist of mica in fine scales

disseminated through gravel along the bed of a small stream. The gravel

seemed to be of glacial origin, assorted by the stream.

Prof. L. W.
Bailey.

Dr. R. W.
Ells.

Dr. Henry S.

Poole.

Prof. L. W. Bailey devoted about one month to defining the bound-

aries of the rock-formations and ascertaining more accurately their

geological horizons in the counties of York and Carleton, New
Brunswick. He next inspected the more recent workings of certain

economic minerals in that province and he has prepared the accompany

ing report on these subjects.

Dr. R. W. Ells, assisted by Mr. R. A. A. Johnston, devoted the early

part of the season to investigating the geology of the greater part of

Charlotte county, New Brunswick. The north eastern portion of the

county" has still to be finished, and it is proposed to send Mr. Johnston,

next summer, to complete this and to continue the work as far as the

St. John river. When this has been done, a map will be published on

a sufiiciently large scale to show the details of the geology of the whole

county and this additional area.

Dr. Henry S. Poole completed the work necessary to construct a

geological map of the district around Lake Ainslie, in Cape Breton,

which will be published with his report on Barytes in Canada. In this

report the veins of this mineral at Lake Ainslie are particularly

described.

Hugh Flet-

cher.

Mr. Hugh Fletcher, with two assistant geologists, was engaged in

in general systematic geological work in Kings, Annapolis and Cumber-

land counties, Nova Scotia, including practical researches iji the coal-

fields and iron ore districts of these counties. The actual discovery of
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a thick seam of coal, by boring where Mr. Fletcher had indicated, after

hi,s geological investigation, within a large area not befoi'e known to

be productive, has been referred to in a previous page. This is a good

example of the immense value of a well conducted geological survey.

Mr. E. R. Faribault, with two assistant geologists, worked in the K- R. Fari-

more westerly of the gold districts of Nova Scotia. Instrumental

surveys were made of these districts similar to those which were com

pleted in previous years, in other gold districts of the province. Mr.

Faribault has laid down all the surveyed gold districts separately on a

large scale. He is preparing a general sheet comprising a number of

these districts, to accompany a Bulletin by himself on the occurrence

of gold in Nova Scotia generally, in which many interesting points of

economic importance will be brought out.

Mr. L. N. Richard, assisted by Mr. J. J. McGee, was occupied dur- L.N.Richard,

ing part of the summer in running lines of accurate survey in Nova
Scotia, between the Bay of Fundy and the Atlantic, south of Halifax.

This work is described in Mr. Senecal's report.

My own field-work, as a member of the International Committee of

Geologists on the crystalline rocks of the Lake Superior region, is

referred to in connection with the report of the Committee.

The report of the Mines Section and the preliminary tabulated
;\^£i,^eg >.jgcti. n.

statement of the output of the various mineral products of the

Dominion, given further on in this volume, show some interesting

features. Among the large number of questions received either

personally by membei's of the staff, or through correspondence, in

regard to economic minerals, the following, embodying more than fifty

kinds, were those more particularly inquired for during the year :

—

Albertite, Marls,

Anthracite, Mica,

Apatite, Mineral waters,

Asbestus, Molybdenite,

Barytrs, Monazite,

Bauxite, Nickel,
'

Blende, Ochres,

Chromic iron, Ozokerite,

Clays, Petroleum,

Coal, Pitchblende,

Cobalt, Platinum,

Copper ores. Radium,

Corundum, Rotten-stone,
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Peat.

Feldspars, Rutile,

Fire-clay, Slates,

Galena, Soapstone,

Gas, Socialite,

Gold, Talc,

Gypsum, Titanite,

Hematite, Titanium,

Infusorial earth, Tripolite,

Iron ores in general, Tungsten,

Iron pyrites. Uranium,

Lignite, Yanadinite,

Limestones, Witherite,

Magnesite, "Wolfram,

Magnetite, Zinc ores.

Marbles,

Information was especially sought in regard to clays, limestones

and marls suitable for the manufacture of hydraulic cement, and also

as to petroleum, natural gas, peat and molybdenite.

Owing to the constantly increasing price of fuel and the absence of

coal in Ontario and Quebec, the most populous provinces of the

Dominion, much interest is being taken in peat. The excellent bulletin

on this subject by Dr. Robert Chalmers of this Survey, published in

the early part of the year, has been much asked for. The Honourable

Senator McMullen, during last session of parliament, called for a

Return, giving all information which might be available in regard to

fuels (other than wood) in the provinces of Quebec, Ontario and

Manitoba. The matter is of so much importance that that Return,

which was then furnished by this Department, is here reproduced.

In the course of my inquiries as to peat, I had some correspondence

with Dr. G. H. Kinahan, formerly Director of the Geological Survey

of Ireland, to whom I am indebted for valuable information on this

subject.

COAL OR OTHER MINERAL FUEL SUPPLY IN THE PROVINCES OF
QUEBEC, ONTARIO AND MANITOBA.

The following return was made by the Geological Survey to an

Address by the Honourable Senator McMullen ' for all reports bearing

upon the question of coal or other fuel supply in the provinces of

Quebec, Ontario and Manitoba.' (No reference was made to wood,

which still constitutes the chief fuel of these province?, except in the

cities and towns, as it was understood that the Return should apply

to mineral fuel only.)
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List of publications and references in the reports of the Geological List of public-

i.
\^ . ations refer-

Survey of Canada, etc. ring to fuel.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Peat.

Combustible and carbonaceous materials (Eastern Canada), Geology

of Canada, 1863, p. 771.

Peat and its applications. Report of Progress, 1866, p. 28-5.

Peat in the Province of Quebec, The Mineral Resources of the

Province of Quebec, Report Geol. Survey, vol. IV, p. 85K.

Statistics of Peat Manufacture in the Province of Quebec, Report of

Progress, 1871-72, p. 148,

Peat at Huntingdon, Report Geol. Survey, vol. YIII, p. 71A.

Peat at Charlevoix county. Report Geol. Survey, vol. V, p. -5 2A.

Peat at Riviere du Loup, Report of Progress, 1866-69, p. 141.

Peat in Eastern Townships, Report Geol, Survey, vol. VII, p. 91J.

Peat in Grenville township, Report Geol. Survey, vol. XII, p. 1.37J.

Note.—Dr. Chalmers, of the Geological Survey, has written a Bul-

letin on Canadian peat, giving a full account of the state of the indus-

tny, occurrences of peat bogs, ikc, published by the Geological Survey.

Xatural Go.s.

Borings for gas at Louisville, St. Gregoire, kc. Annual Report,

vol. [V, p. 74S.

Gas at St. Hyaciuthe, Report Geol. Survey, vol. VI, p. 6A.

Borings at St. Gregoire, Report Geol. Survey, vol. XI, p. 62J.

Borings in vicinity of Three Rivers, Report of Progress, 1882-8 1,

p. 13.

Gas occurrences in Champlain county. Report Geol. Survey, vol.

XI, p. 122S.

Petroleum.

The Gaspe oil fields. Geol. of Canada, 1863, p. 789.

" Repoit of Progress. 1866, p. 260.

1880-82, p. 14DD.
" Geol. Survey, vol. IV, p. S3K.

vol. V. p. 120.

vol. VI, p; 120S.
" Summary Report for 1902, p. 338.
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Bituminous Shales.

Bituminous shales on Riviere a la Rose, Montmorency, Geology of

Canada, 1863, p. 521.

Occurrences ot Anthraxolite on Island of Orleans, Geology of

Canada, 1863, p. 525.

ONTARIO.

Lignite.

Lignite on Tvlissinaibi river. Report of Progress, 1875-76, p. 326.

Lignite on Missinaibi river, Report of Progress, 1877-78, p 4C.

Lignite on Kenogami river. Report of Progress, 1871-72, p. 112.

Lignite on Abitibi river, Summary, 1902, p. 233.

Lignite on Missinaibi river, Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1894, p. 125.

Lignite in Northern Ontario, Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1901-03.

Anthraxolite, Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1896, p. 159.

Anthraxolite, Ontario Bureau of Mines, 1900, p. 51.

Peat.

Peat in Eastern Canada, Geol. of Canada, 1863, p. 771.

Peat bogs south of Ottawa, Report Geol. Survey, vol. XII, p. 137A.

Peat in Ontaino, Summary Report Geol. Survey, 1902, p. 275.

Petroleum.

Petroleum in Western Ontario, Geology of Canada, 1863, p. 785.

Petroleum in Ontario, Report of Progress, 1866, p. 240.

Petroleum at Wequemakong bay. Report of Progress, 1866, p. 179.

Petroleum and Natural Gas in Ontario, Report of Geol. Survey,

vol V, part Q.

Petrolia and other Ontario oil pools, with sketch map, Report Geol.

Survey, vol. XI, p. 135S.

Statistics and state of Petroleum Industry, Annual Reports of

Mines Section from 1886 to 1903.

Oil in Raleigh township, etc., Summary Rej^ort Geol. Survey, 1902,

p. 269.

Petroleum in Ontario, Paper by Dr. Bell, Trans. Royal Society of

Canada, vol. Y, p. 101.

Natural Gas.

Report of Natural Gas and Pretroleum in Ontario, Report Geo).

Survey, vol. V, part Q.
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Natural (ias in Essex, Report Geol. Survey, vol. VI, i\ 77.\.

Natural Gas in Lambton, Report Geol. Survey, vol. IV, p. 46 A.

Natural Gas in Ontario, Report Geol. Survey, vol. XT, p. 117S,

with sketch maps.

Statistics of Natural Gas and state of Industry, Annual Reports of

]Mines Section from 1586 to date.

Oil Shales.

Bituminous shales in Bosanquet, Lambton, Geology of Canada, 1863,

p. 785.

Bituminous limestones at Kincardine and on Manitoulin island,

Geology of Canada, 1863, p. 790.

Bituminous shale at Colliugwood, Geolog}' of Canada, 1863, pp. 622

and 784.

MANITOBA.

Lignite.

Exposure of lignite on Swan lake, Report of ProgrB.ss, 1874-75, p. 34.

Eastern limit of Souris Coal Fields, Report of Progress, 1879-80

p. 16A.

Eastern Assiniboia and Southern Manitoba, Summary Report Geol.

Survey for 1902, p. 181.

PUBLICATIONS (EXCLUSIVE OF MAPS) WHICH HAVE BEEN ISSUED BY THE

GEOLOGICAL SURVEY IN 1904.

In former years the need of publications by the Survey of the„,,,.,,, p 1 • 1 1 . - p Publications
nature oi " bulletins , by means or which the printing of papers or iu 1904.

articles by members of the staff could be secured without undue delay,

was seriously felt. A Geological Survey Bulletin issued as soon as

ready in pamphlet form or even as an octavo volume would supply a

medium through which officers of the Survey could readily give to the

public the results of work in greater detail than is desirable for the

pages of the " Summary Report," and yet more tentative in its nature

than what would be necessary for a report, memoir or monograph

giving the final opinions of its author. It was felt that an official -

bulletin would further have the advantage of placing, under one cover,

papers or reports by officers of the Survey that are at present published

in various scientific journals of this country, the United States and

Europe, and that are therefore scattered and less easily obtainable

by the Canadian public.
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Volumes XIV and XV of the Annual Reports are nearly in type,

and the printing of Volume XVI has been commenced. Mr. McCon-

nell's full report on ' The Gold of the Yukon ' was placed in the

printer's hands last November. It has often been found difficult

to get all the individual reports at the same time, as they are

written by so many different persons. A certain number of the

composite reports have been placed for reference in the libraries of

univei^sities and other public institutions ; but for most purposes, only

one of the parts which go to make up the volume is required at a time,

and a great eliement of its value depends upon its prompt receipt. It

is therefore proposed, hereafter, to print and issue the whole edition of

each individual report as soon as it is ready and to cease binding them

together in the present form after Volume XVI has been completed.

New index. It is also proposed, after the completion of this series of Annual

Reports I to XVI, to compile a complete index of these volumes. Such

an index has long been needed, both by our own staffand the scientists

of every country with which we exchange publications, and it has been

somewhat of a reproach to this survey that we have issued no index

since IS 85. That index answered—and still answers— its purpose admir-

ably so far as regards the Progress Reports, but we have had nothing

of the kind, since the discontinuance of these reports, except the very

elementary index at the end of each volume, an index both inconveni-

ent and quite inadequate.

In order to meet the demand for up-to-date information on the econ-

omic minerals of Canada, I coinmenced in ] 903 the publication of a

series of Bulletins, and in that year four were issued, namely, on

Platinum, Zinc, Asbestus, and Shell Marl. During 1904 the following

ten have been published :—Manganese, Molybdenum and Tungsten,

Coal, Common Salt, Infusorial ^arth, Mica, Graphite, Apatite, Peat,

and Copper in Quebec and the Maritime Provinces, making fourteen

in all at the present date.

Economic geology was made a special feature in all the field opera-

tions of the year, and therefore nearly all the reports of the officers in

charge of this work may be regarded as having reference to this subject.

The work of the chemists and the metallurgist of the Survey and of

the staff of the Mines Section was wholly of an economic character.

Five of the individual reports which go to make up the large volume

called the Annual Report for the year are entirely of this

nature and might have been issued as Bulletins. These are (1) Dr.

Barlow's report on the Nickel and Copper Deposibe of Sudbury District,

(2) Di'. Poole's Report on the Pictovi Coal-field, (3) Dr. Adams' Report
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oa the Deep Wells of the Island of Montreal, (4) Mr. Bowling's

Report on the Coal-field of the Souris River, and (5) The Annual

Report of the Section or Mines of the Department.

Five more Bulletins on economic minerals have been prepared by

officers of the Survey, and will be published as soon as possible. They

are on the following subjects :—Barytes, Clays suitable for the manu-

facture of bricks, tiles, pottery, etc.. Building Stones, Corundum and

Mineral Pigments.

We are collecting the data and preparing Bulletins on twelve other

economic minerals, and it is hoped that most of these will be ready for

publication before long. Counting the separate Bulletins, the Summary

Reports in the present volume and the Annual Reports on economic

minerals published by this Department in 1904, the total number is

found to l)e larger than for any single year during the previous existence

of the Survey.

The other Reports, Special Publications, &c. issued during the year

are the following :

—

Catalogue of Canadian Birds, Part III, pp. 733 by Professor John

Macoun.

Contributions to Canadian Palaeontology, Vol. Ill, (quarto) Part II,

on Vertebrata of the Mid-Cretaceous of the North-west Territory

pp. 81, and 21 plates, by Henry F. Osbornand Lawrence M. Lambe.

Contributions to Canadian Palfeontology, Vol. Ill (quarto) Part III

on Deyptosaurus Incrassatus (Cope). From the Edmonton series

of the North-west Territory, pp. 27, (illustrated by eight plates,)

by Lawrence M. Lambe.

Summary Repoit of the Geological Survey of Canada for the calendar

year 1903, pp. 218, (with 8 maps, 2 sections and several other

illustrations.) Sessional document.

Part AA, Vol. XV, with 8 maps, 2 sections and other illustrations

by the Geological corps.

Report on the exploration of the Ekwan river, Sutton Mill lakes

and part of the West Coast of James bay. Part F, Vol. XIV,

pp. 60 by Mr. D. B. Dowling.

Report on The Pictou Coal Field, Nova Scotia, Part M., Vol. XIV,

pp. 38 (with map) by Dr. H. S. Poole.

26—

c
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Report on the Artesian and other Deep AVells on the Island of

Montreal, Part O. Vol. XTY, pp. 74, (with maps and illustrations,)

by Dr. F. D. Adams and Mr. (). E. Leroy.

Report on the Origin, Composition and Geological Relations of the

Nickel and Copper Deposits of Sudbury, Ont., pp. 237, (29 illus-

trations and 5 maps,) by Dr. A. E. Barlow.

Report on the Coal-field of the Souris river, Eastern Assinaboia,

Part R, Vol. XV, pp. 45, (with illustrations) by Mr. D. B. Dowling.

Annual Report of the Mines Section for 1902, part S., Vol. XV,
pp. 280, by Mr. E. D. Ingall and Mr. J. McLeish.

The Annual Report of the Mines Section for 1903, Part S, Vol.

XVI, is iu press, and is expected to be issued about the end of

May.

G-eological

Nomencla-
ture.

COMMITTEES ON GEOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE AND THE CORRE-
LATION OF ROCK FORMATIONS.

In the Summary Report of this department for 1902, page 17, it

was explained that in May 1901, the writer was appointed by the

Royal Society of Canada as convener of a committee of Canadian

geologist?, whom he was to select, to take into consideration the

Nomenclature of Geological Formations in Canada. The progress sub-

sequently made by this committee was also referred to in that report.

The committee still exists and may do good work in connection with

the nomenclature of the geoloo;ical formations in Canada. But the

settlement of various questions aflfecting the geology of both Canada

and the United States demands more immediate attention.

Committee.^
appointed.

For many years past there have been much discussion and con-

troversy between geologists of Canada and those of the United States,

and indeed among the geologists of each country itself, as to a variety

of questions touching the relative ages, ppsitions, etc., of the various

groups and divisions of the rocks, especially the crystalline rocks, of

the two countries. The want of agreement was particularly manifest

in regard to the crystalline rocks of the Lake Superior region. It

seemed to me that much of this disagreement arose from radical mis-

understandings and that it was possible to overcome these, and to

divert the energy spent by numerous geologists on endless controversy,

to the mure profitable employment of promoting the progress of original

research. With this object in view, I corresponded, in 1902, with
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Dr. Charles D. Walcott, Director of the United States Geological

Survey and President Van Hise of the State University of Wisconsin

and a member uf that survey (in charge of the geology of the crystal-

line rocks) on the subject, and this led to the appointment of an Inter-

national Committee to take into consideration all questions affecting

geological nomenclature and succession in which the geologists of both

countries are interested. This permanent or parent committee consists

of Dr. C. W. Hayes (who is in charge of the purely geological work of

the United States Geological Survey) and President Van Hise, repre-

senting the United States ; Dr. Frank D. Adams, Professor of Geology

in McGill University, and myself, representing Canada. This com

mittee first met at Washington on January 2, 1903. It then appointed

several special or sub-committees to investigate the rocks of various

districts near the Boundary Line. One of them was the Lake Superior

Committee which consisted of the following : for the L^nited States,

Dr. C. R. Van Hise and Professor C. K. Leith, of the United States

Geological Survey and Dr. A. C. Lane, State Geologist of Michigan .

and for Canada, Dr. Robert Bell of the Dominion Geological Survey,

Dr. F. D. Adams of McGill University, and Professor W. G. Miller,

Provincial Geologist of Ontario.

As was explained in my Summary Report for 1902, page 20, it was

agreed at the above meeting in Washington, that the first practical

steps towards a mutual understanding would be actual joint inspect

ion by the respective special committees, of the rocks which might be

in question, so that they might be discussed on the ground, and a

decision reached in each case.

The Lake Supperior Committee was to commence field-work in the ttt , , t i^^ \\ ork by Lake
spring of the same year (1903), but shortly after the above meeting Superior Com

had been held, it was found that some of the United States geologists,

would not to able to take part, and this work was reluctantly post-

poned until 1904, when we began operations in the Marquette district

in Michigan on the 3rd of August, all the members being present.

Our investigations in United States territory were in the states of

Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota ; while in Canada they were made
in various localities in the country on the northern sides of Lakes

Superior and Huron. Before separating at the conclusion of our field

labours, we drew up a draft report at Thessalon, which embodied oui"

conclusions. A typewritten copy of this report was, soon after, sent

to each member for consideration.

In December, another meeting of the Committee was held in Phila-

delphia, at which all the members but one were present. After further
26-ci
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careful consideration and discussion at this meeting, our report has

been printed. It is hoped that it will commend itself to all geologists

as the best solution that can at present be offered of the difficulties

which have been experienced in regard to the geology of the crystal

line rocks of the Lake Superior region.

This report may be regarded as a new starting point in Tiake Superior

geology, and in view of the great importance of having at last arrived

at reasonable conclusions, the many years of previous study involved,

and the desirability of promoting harmony in this connection, a

synopsis of the report is here given for convenience of reference.

Synopsis of the Report of the Special Committee for the Lake
Superior Region

To C. Willard Hayes, Robert Bell, Frank D. Adams, and Charles

R. Van Hise, general committee on the relations of the Canadian

and the United Spates Geological Surveys.

INTRODUCTORY NOTE BY C. R. VAN HISE.

The report below of the special committee on the nomenclature and

correlation of the geological formations of the United States and

Canada is the first joint report of the geologists of the two countries.

Before the death of Dr. G. M. Dawson, formerly Director of the

Canadian Geological Survey, I had correspondence with him in

reference to joint field-work in the Lake Superior region. It was

agreed between us that such field-work should be undertaken, but his

untimely death occurred before anything was done.

Note by C. R. Af t-er Dr. Dawson's death, I continued correspondence upon the
Van Hise. subject with Dr. Robert Bell, Acting Director of the Canadian Geolo-

gical Survey. As a result of this correspondence, December 22, 1902,

Dr. Bell wrote to Dr. C. D. Walcott, Director of the United States

Geological Survey, suggesting a conference in reference to the mutual

interest of the two Surveys. This letter led to the appointment of a

committee—consisting of C. W. Hayes and C. R. Van Hise, for the

United States Geological Survey, and Robert Bell and Frank D.

Adams, for the Canadian Geological Survey—to consider all questions

as to the successions of formations, and as to nomenclature, which

concerned the two Surveys.

The committee, with C. W. Hayes as chairman, met for the first

time at Washington, January 2, 1903. At this meeting several
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special committees were appointed to consider different districts along

the International Boundary. For the Lake Superior region, the

following committee was appointed : for the United States, C. R. Van

Hise and C. K. Leith, of the United States Geological Survey, and

A. C. Lane, state geologist of Michigan ; and for Canada, Robert Bell

and Frank D. Adams, of the Canadian Geological Survey, and W. G.

Miller, provincial geologist of Ontario.

August 3, 1904, this special committee met in the Marquette district

of Michigan, and during the six weeks following visited successively .

the Gogebic, Mesabi, Vermilion, Rainy Lake, Lake of the "Woods,

Animikie and original Huronian districts. After finishing the field-

work, a report in preliminary form was drawn up.

In December, 1904, another meeting of the special committee was

held at Philadelphia, further to consider the report, all members of

the committee being present except C. R. Van Hise. At this meeting,

the report of the subcommittee was completed.

Synopsis of Re2)ort.

The special committee on the Lake Superior region, during the Synopsis of

months of August and September, 1904, visited various districts in ''^l^'^*-

the Lake Superior country, their purpose being to ascertain, if possible,

whether they could agree upon the succession and relations of the

formations in the various districts, and could further agree upon a

nomenclature appropriate to express the facts. The districts visited

were the Marquette, the Penokee-Gogebic, the Mesabi, the Vermilion,

the Rainy Lake, the Lake of the Woods, the Thunder Bay, and the

original Huronian of the north shore of Lake Huron. In addition to

the regular members of the special committee, other geologists were

with the party for portions of the trip. Dr. C. W. Hayes, geologist in

charge of geology, United States Geological Survey, and a member of

the general committee, was with the party for the Marquette,

Penokee-Gogebic, Mesabi, Vermilion, and Rainy Lake districts.

Professor A. E. Seaman was with the party for the jMarquette,

Penokee-Gogebic, Rainy lake. Lake of the Woods, and Thunder Bay

districts. Mr. J. U. Sebenius was with the party for the Mesabi dis-

trict ; Mr. W. N. Merriam, for the Mesabi and Vermilion districts
;

Mr. W. N. Smith, for the Thunder Bay district ; Mr. E. D. Ingall

and Mr. T. Denis, for the Lake Huron district. The knowledge

of these men was of great assistance to the committee.

In the Marquette district the committee found the upper series there

exposed to be as follows : (1) Michigamme slate and schist, and (2)
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Ishpeming formation. Locally within the Michigamme slate, and

apparently near its base, is an iron-bearing horizon. The Clarksburg

volcanics, a local phase of the Michigamme formation, were seen

at Champion. The basal member of the Ishpeming formation is

the Goodrich quartzite or Upper Marquette series. The next series

is the Middle Marquette series, consisting of (1) the Negaunee forma-

tion, (2) the Siamo slate, and (.3) Ajibik quartzite. Below this is the

Lower Marquette series, consisting of (l)the Wewe slate, (2)theKona

dolomite, and (3) the Mesnard quartzite. At the base of the Lower

Marquette series is an unconformity, marked by conglomerates bearing

fragments of all the kinds of rocks seen in the underlying series. Two
classes of fragments are especially abundant. These are (\) tutf, green-

stone schist ,and many kinds of greenstones which belong to the so called

green-schist series of the distiict, and (2) various kinds of granite and

gneissoid granite. The Penokee-Gogebic series consists of (1) the

Tyler slate, (2) the Ironwood formation, and (3) the Palms slate.

V

East of the PresquTsle river the lower sedimentary succession of

the Penokee-Gogebic district was visited, here consisting of (1) cherty

limestone and (2) quartzite.

In the Mesabi district the succession of the Mesabi series is as

follows : (1) Virginia slate, (2) the Biwabik iron fcrmation, and (3)

the Pokegama quartzite. At the base of this series at Biwabik is a

conglomerate which rests upon a series of slates and graywacke, the

latter in nearly vertical attitude. The unconformity between the two

is most pronounced.

In the Vermilion district the Upper series, where seen, consists of

(1) Knife slates and (2) Ogishke conglomerate. The Ogishke con-

glomerate contains very numerous fragments of all the underlying

formations noted—porphyrites, green schists, iron formation, granite etc

—and we have no doubt that there is a great structural break at the

base of the Ogishke. The series below this unconformity, the Ver-

milion series, consists of (I) the Ely greenstone and (2) the Soudan

formation. The Ely greenstone is the dominant formation. It is

mainly composed of green schists and greenstones, many of which

show ellipsoidal structure. The other important formation of the

Vermilion series is the Soudan iron formation. The structural relations

of the Ely greenstone and the Soudan formation are most intricate.

No opinion is here expressed as to their order.

In the Rainy I^ake district the Couchiching schists form the highest

formation at the east end of Shoal lake and at a number of other localities.
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They are a series of micaceous schists graduating downward into

green hornblendic and chloritic schists, which pass into a conglomerate

known as the Shoal Lake conglomerate. This conglomerate lies upon

an area of green schists and granites known as the Bad Vermilion

granites. It holds numerous large well-rolled fragments of the under-

lying rocks, and forms the base of a sedimentary series. It is certain

that in this line of section the Couchiching is stratigraphically higher

than the chloritic schists and conglomerates mapped as Keewatin. On
the south side of Rat Root bay there is also a great conglomerate belt,

the dominant fragments of which consist of green schist and green-

stone, but which also contain much granite.

In the Lake of the Woods area one main section was made from

Falcon Island to Keenora, with various traverses to the east and west

of the line of section. We were unable to find any belts of undoubted

sedimentary slate of considerable magnitude. At one or two localities,

subordinate belts of slate, which appeared to be ordinary sediment, and

one belt of black slate which is certainly sedimentary, are found. In

short, the materials which we could recognize as water-deposited sedi-

ments are small in volume. Many of the slaty phases of rocks seemed

to be no more than the metamorphosed ellipsoidal greenstones and

tuflfs, but some of them may be altered felsite. However, we do not

assert that the larger area may not be sedimentary in the sense of

having been deposited under water. Aside from the belts mapped as

slate, there are great areas mapped as agglomerates, but which seem to

the committee to be largely tuff deposits, which also include exten.sive

areas of ellipsoidal greenstones.

The committee could discover no structural breaks between the

above formations of the Lake of the Woods. The various classes of

materials—slates, agglomerates, and ellipsoidal greenstones—all seem

to belong together. In short, these rocks in the Lake of the Woods
seem to constitute one series which is very largely igneous or volcanic

in origin, but does, as above mentioned, contain some sediments.

The ellip.soidal greenstone-agglomerate-slate series is cut in a most

intricate way by granite and granitoid gneiss, which constitute much
of Falcon island at the southern part of the Lake of the Woods and a

great area north of the Lake of the Woods. These rtlations between

the granite and Keewatin were seen on the north-west part of Falcon

island and on a small island adjacent. They were also seen north of

Keenora. At the latter place the rocks adjacent to the granite are

banded hornblende and micaceous schists, very similar to the banded

rocks of Light House poin^, at Marquette. At Hebe falls, the granite
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and I\eewatin. series are seen to be in actual contact, the Keewatin

being apparently intruded by the granites.

In the Thunder Bay district the committee visited especially the

areas about Loon lake and Port Arthur. In the Loon lake area the

succession is as follows : The top series is the Keweenawan, here con*

sisting of sandstone above and conglomerate below, with interbedded

basic igneous Hows or sills. Below the Keweenawan is the Animikie.

The contact between the Keweenawan and the Animikie was seen at

two places. At both localities the conglomerate at the base of the

Keweenawan bears detritus from the underlying series. The Animikie

succession, which the committee saw near liOon lake, includes two phases

of the iron-bearing formation with an intersti:atified belt of slate.

Near Port Arthur the higher slate member of the Animikie was

visited by a portion of the party, and on previous occasions had been

visited by the other members. This is the formation which is agreed

by all to r<ist upon the iinimikie iron formation.

At one place near Loon lake a test pit has been sunk to the bottom

of the Animikie, and here, at the base of the formation, is a conglo-

merate, bearing fragments of the next underlying series—a graywacke

slate.

In the original Huronian area— i. e., the area described by Logan

and Murray as extending from near Sault Ste. Marie along the north

shore of Lake Huron to Thessalon and northward—the committee

examined a number of crucial localities. At the first of these, about

five miles east of Sault Ste. Marie, near Root river, it studied the

relations of Logan's lower slate-conglomerate.

The party next visited the abandoned limestone quarry north of

Garden Piiver station and examined the slate-conglomerate belt north

of the limestone. The committee concludes that the rock on each

side of the limestone is the upper slate conglomerate, the structure

probably being anticlinal, possibly with faulting. This conclusion

suggests that the same relation obtains at the Root river locality.

On the limestone point on the east side of Echo lake the following

ascending succession was found, with monoclinal dip to the southeast :

(1) white or gray quartzite, grading through graywacke into (2) a

•thin belt of conglomerate not exceeding twenty feet in thickness and

containing numerous granite fragments. Above the conglomerate is

'(3) limestone in considerable thickness, and over this (4) the upper

slate conglomerate.
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On the west side of Echo lake, on the prominent bluti' next north of

the formation is nearly horizontal, but dips slifi[htly into the hill. The

total thickness of the limestone here seen was probably not more

than fifty feet, and of the conglomerate below, not more than thirty

feet. The lower five hundred feet or more of the bluff is the white

quartzite.

Observations from Root river to Echo lake convince the commit-

tee that there is a considerable structural break in the Huronian.

The upper series includes the following formations of Logan, viz. :

white quartzite, chert, and limestone, yellow chert and limestone,

white quartzite, red jasper conglomerate, red quartzite, and upper

slate conglomerate. The lower series includes the lower limestone of

Logan and the lower slate conglomerate, white quartzite, and gray

quartzite.

Four miles east of Thessalon, on several islands off the coast, is a

^reat conglomerate, mapped by Logan and Murray as gray quartzite.

This conglomerate was found to rest unconformably upon the granite,

the actual contact being observed upon one island opposite the north-

west quarter of section twelve of the tovnship of Thessalon. The

fragments in the conglomerate are well-rounded and are largely

granite, but there are also numerous pebbles and boulders of green-

stone and green schist. On several islands adjacent to the conglo-

merate the massive granite includes many fragments of greenstone

and green schist, showing the granite to be intrusive into a greenstone

formation. Thus, in the complex against which the conglomerate

rests we have a source both for the granite and greenstone pebbles

and boulders. The relations here are believed by certain members of

the party to show that the quartzite and conglomerate rest uncon-

formably upon the greenstone, but other members felt that this con-

clusion is not certain.

The rocks called green chloritic schist by Logan, consisting of

ellipsoidal greenstones, amygdaloids, agglomerates, and massive green-

stones may be called the Thessalon series and should be excluded from

the Huronian. If this series be excluded, the Huronian of Lake

Huron consists of two series, an Upper Huronian and a Lower

Huronian. The Uppei Huronian extends from the top of the series,

downward to and including the upper slate conglomerate ; and the

Lower Huronian extends from the main limestone formation to the

gray quartzite, including its basal conglomerates.
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General Conclusions.

There are certain general points which seem to be reasonably clear,

and about which thei'e is no difference of opinion. These are as fol"

lows :

—

There is an important structural break at the base of the Keweena-

wan. The term " Keweenawan " should include substantially all of

the areas which have been thus mapped, or mapped as Nipigon, by the

Canadian and United States Surveys, and the State Surveys of Michi-

gan, Minnesota and Wisconsin.

Below the Keweenawan is the Huronian system, which should

include the following series :—In the Marquette district, the Huronian

should include the Upper and Lower Marquette series, as defined in

the monograph of the United States Geological Survey, or the Upper,

Middle, and Lower Marquette series, as given in the previous para-

graphs. In the Penokee-Gogebic district, the Huronian should

include the series which has been called the Penokee-Gogebic series

proper, and the limestone and quartzite which have local development,

and which we visited east of Presqu'Isle river. In the Mesabi

district, the Huronian should include the Mesabi series prr-per, and the

slate-gray wacke-conglomerate series unconformably below the Mesabi

series. In the Vermilion district, the Huronian should include the

Knife slates and the Ogishke conglomerates. In the Rainy Lake dis-

trict, the Huronian should include that part of the Couchiching of the

south partof Rainy lake which is limited below by basal conglomerate,

as shown at Shoal lake. In the Thunder Ray district, the Huroniart

should include the Animikie and the graywacke series of the Loon

Lake area. In the original Huronian area, the Huronian should

include the area mapped by Logan and Murray as Huronian, except

that the Thessalon'greenstones should probably be excluded.

Unconformably below the Huronian is the Keewatin. The Kee-

watin includes the rocks so defined for the Lake of the Woods area

and their equivalents. The committee believes the Kitchi and Mona
schists of the Marquette district, the green schist (Mareniscan) of the

Penokee-Gogebic district, the greenstone series of the Mesabi district,

the Ely greenstones and Soudan formation of the Vermilion district,

the part of the area mapped as Keewatin by Lawson in the Rainy Lake

district not belonging structurally with the Couchiching, and probably

the Thessalon greenstone series on the north shore of Lake Huron, ta

be equivalent to the Keewatin of the Lake of the Woods, and so far as

this is true, they should be called Keewatin.
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For the granites and gneissoid granites which antedate, or protrude

through, the Keewatin, and which are Pre-Huronian, the term " Laur-

entian " is adopted. In certain eases this term may also be employed,

preferably with an explanatory phrase, for associated granites of large

extent which cut the Huronian, or whose relations to the Huronian

cannot be determined.

The following succession and nomenclature are recognized and Summary of

adopted :— i«'Pc,it-

CA>rr.RiA\—Upper sandstones, etc., of Lake Superior.

Un':onformii>i

PltE-C.^MBRIAN

Keweenawan (Xipigon)^

Unconformity
( Upper (Animikie)

Unconforniity

Huronian { Middle

Unconformity

{. Lower

Unconformity

Keewatin

Eruptive contact

Laurentian

Alphabetically signed by the committee as follows :

—

Frank D. Adams,

Robert Bell,

A. C. Lane,

C. K. Leith,

W. G. Miller,

Charles R. Van Hise,

Special Goramitteefor the Lake Superior Region.

REMARKS ON THE ABOVE REPORT.

The crystalline rocks treated of in the foregoing report have been
^gj^^rks on

studied in more detail in the three states traversed by the Committee the report,

than elsewhere, but most of them extend, nob only to the Canadian

' Dr. Lane dissents as to the position of the Keweenawan as follows :

" The use of Pre-Canibrian above does not imply unanimitj' in the committee

with regard to the Pre-Cambrian correlation of the Keweenawan—a topic the com-

mittee as such did not investigate."
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side of Lake Superior, but far beyond to the northward and eastward.

Owing to the greater number of geologists who have been employed

in the three states visited and the larger means which have been

placed at their disposal, the United States geologists have been able

to work out in more detail than we, 'the rock-formations in question,

as to their sub-divisions, characters, relations to each othei', as to

conformity, eruptive contacts or otherwise ; whether certain rocks of

similar description may not be of different ages, and vice versa, and as

to various other matters, all leading to a complete classification and

correlation. On the other hand, the Canadian geologists had examined

the continuation of these rocks over greater distances and areas and

Could contribute their knowledge as to the relative extent, volume and

importance of the various divisions.

This International Committee, therefore, consisted of a council, the

members of which were able, after their joint field-work, to bring

together the various kinds of experience necessary to arrive at more

complete and harmonious conclusions as to the correlations of the

rocks in question than has hitherto been found possible.

We recognized as good natural units of classification certain divisions

by the United States geologists of what we had hitherto coloured on

our maps as a single group or system of rocks under the general naiie

of Huronian. Our knowledge of the differences which exist among

these rocks in all parts of their distribution will enable us, without

much re-examination, to represent the above divisions on our larger

scale maps. A geological map, coloured uniformly on both sides of

the boundary line, will have great advantages over the older and

sometimes discordant ones, not only for geologists, but also for the

use of prospectors and mining men.

The nomenclature and general classification adopted by the joint

Committee, as the outcome of the research and accumulated knowledge

of a great number of geologists working in the United States for half

a century, bears welcome testimony to the wisdom of the older Cana-

dian geologists and to the extent of their knowledge, even sixty years

ago, as well as to the great amount and thoroughness of the work

they performed. It is satisfactory to note that the formational names

adopted in the table at the end of the above report, which represents

the gist of our labours, are all of Canadian origin. An American

equivalent is given in one case.
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PRACTICAL CHARACTER OF THE WORK OF THE DEPARTMENT.

As already stated, our labours are all in the direction of economic Economic

geoloev, although, to some persons this may not always be obvious. In tharacter of
o oj) o ) L J J the work.
the last Summary Report of this Department, a list was given of no

fewer than 605 reports, etc., on economic, geology, which had been

published by the Geological Survey up to that date. The negative

results of our work may be as important as the positive, by showing

what areas or in what rocks useful minerals are not to be looked

for, as well as those in which they may be found ; for in this

way the waste of much labour and capital may be prevented. It was

estimated that the amount saved in one year in England, through its

Geological Survey, by preventing the hopeless search for coal, alone,

was more than the whole cost of that Survey from its inception.

Similarly in Canada, much has been saved, ow'ing to our own Survey

having been the means of preventing profitlesss boring for coal in

Ontario and Quebec. A geological Survey may be utilized to indicate

the prospects for discovery and also of continued productiveness or

otherwise of any mineral occurrence in the future. True and reliable

geological descriptions of mineral occurrences or of mining districts

are indispensable for the intelligent investment of capital for their

development.

Although the direct and immediate search for individual ' mines ' is

not the principal object of the Geological Survey, yet numerous

examples could be given of the discovery of valuable minerals and of

other results which have been attained by its means. One of the

earliest of these was the laying out of Wood's Location on Lake

Superior by the advice of Sir William Logan, the first Director. It

was on this location that the famous Silver Islet mine was afterwards

discovered, which yielded immense quantities of the precious metal.

Another example was the discovery of corundum in south-eastern

Ontario, where it exists, of the best quality, in quantities which promise

to outrival all other sources for the world's supply of this mineral.

Nickel was first found in 1848 by the late Alexander Murray, chief ^^. , ,•' '

'

Nickel at
assistant on the Geological Survey, in the very heart of what is now Sudbury.

the richest part of the Sudbury mining district, when this locality was

far back in the midst of the dense primeval forest, which stretched

from the then uninhabited shore of Lake Huron all the way to Hudson
Bay. This discovery, and also that of rich nickel ore at the Wallace

mine, on the coast of Lake Huron opposite to Sudbury, are fully

described by Mr. Murray and also by Dr. Sterry Hunt in their

respective reports for that year.
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Bruce mines. The development of the copper vein at the Bruce mines was due to

the careful personal examination and the favourable opinion of it by

Sir William Logan at the outset. The working of these mines led to

the discovery and development of the Wellington and the Huron

Copper bay mines adjoining them to the west. The wealth in copper

of the southern portion of the province of Quebec was first made

known and fully reported upon by the Survey.

Petroleum. The natural laws governing the mode of occurrence of petroleum

and terrestrial gas were demonstrated at an early date by Dr. Sterry

Hunt and other offioet's of the Department, and this demonstration

led to the economic exploiting of these products, not only in Canada,

but also in the United States and other countries. The deep source

of the petroleum of southern Ontario was first suggested by the

writer in 1887 and his opinion is now verified by the recent discoveries

at Leamington, and by other circumstances. The site at which to bore

the famous natural gas well at Kingsville, in the County of Essex, was

pointed out by Mr. Eugene Coste immediately after leaving the

Geological Survey. The locality is on the crown of a great but low

anticlinal, described iu the Geology of Canada, 1863.

g^j^ The probable existence of salt in the Onondaga formation on the

east side of Lake Huron was repeatedly mentioned by members of the

Geological Survey and the municipality of Goderich was encouraged

to bore for it in that town. A contract for the purpose was let by the

corporation to the late Mr. William Whitehead, and in 1865 rock salt

was struck at a depth of 1,010 fi.

J The vast deposits of manganese and iron ores on the eastern coast

of Hudson bay were discovered and reported on by the writer in 1877.

p, ^
The superior quality of a certain clay occurring ne ir Milton, Ontario,

for the manufacture of terracotta aiad the finest bricks, was discovered

by practical trials made in the laboratory of the Geological Survey.

Gold.
The existence of gold in eastern Ontario was first recognized by the

late Mr. Henry G. Vennor of the Geological Survey in August, 1866,

at an opening which was being made for copper in the township of

Madoc by a man named Powell. Ihe property became known as the

Richardson mine. This initial discovery led to the making of others

in the county of Hastings, and these encouraged the search in later

years for the precious metal north of Lake Huron and west of Lake

Superior.
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The orif»inal source of the gold of the Klondike district and the

causes which have led to its present distribution and mode of occur-

rence, as well as the prospect for future production, were first intel-

ligently pointed out by Mr. R. G. McConnell of the Geological Survey.

Tlie true nature, extent and origin of the gold-bearing veins of Nova

Scotia, which are similar in all the gold districts of that province, were

first demonstrated by JNIr. E. R. Faribault, also of this Survey.

A striking example of the value of a scientific knowledge of geology, Vaiue of

derived from actual investigation, is the one referred to in a previous geology.

part of this report, of the recent finding of a thick seam of coal in

Cumberland county. Nova Scotia, after boring in a previously untried

area, through a great depth of barren rock, on the advice of Mr. Hugh
Fletcher of this Department. This discovery may prove to be worth

many millions of dollars, owing to the increase in the value of the

large tract of land which may now be, for the first time, assumed to be

underlaid by coal.

It is of great importance to be able, even now, to form some general

idea of the prospect for finding valuable minerals throughout the vast

and little-known regions which still form the greater part of the ter-

ritory of Canada. Our preliminary or reconnaisance surveys all over

this immense area, already enable us, in a general way, to conjecture

what this may be on the mainland of the continent, even as far as the

shores of the northern seas and on some of our principal islands in the

arctic regions.

Not only has the Survey been of great service to Canada in giving Use of the

to the civilized world a knowledge of the topography, geology and ^"'"^^y-

mineral resources of the country, but in an equal degree, it has pro-

moted the building of roads and railways, the extension of agriculture

and the settlement of the country.

AVhen the construction of the Grand Trunk Pacific railway was
first proposed in 1902, the region to be traversed was found to be

already fairly-well known all the way from Quebec to Winnipeg, as to

elevations, topography, soil, timber, climate, fauna, flora, etc., as well

as in regard to its mineral resources, through the work of the survey

which the writer had been carrying ou in nearly all parts of that

region during the previous thirty-five years. The results of all this

work, which had been fully reported and illustrated by maps, enabled

our public men to judge of the feasibility of the undertaking, and much
time was thus saved in arranging for the construction of the railway.
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The foregoing examples are only a few of the many which might be

given in illustration of the important direct economic advantages

which we have gained from the work of the Geological Survey and

which far outweigh its cost, to say. nothing of the many and great

scientific I'esults which form the principal part of Canada's contribu-

tion to the general progress of knowledge among the nations.

ECONOMIC GEOLOGY IN BRITISH COLLJMBIA AND THE YUKON
TERRITORY.

British Following up the traditions of the Department in prosecuting the

the Yukon. methods of the Geological Survey of Canada for the purpose of ultim-

ately discovering economic minerals, it appeared to the writer that

the prospects of success in this way in British Columbia and the Yukon
Territory would warrant a considerable extension of our operations in

these regions, which seem to be greatly favoured with mineral wealth.

Accordingly, I requested the then Minister of the Interior to provide

$19,000 to meet the expenses of this work during the financial year

1904-5. This amount was granted by Parliament and a similar sum

has been placed in the estimates for 1905-6 for the continuation of

these investigations. Last year, a large amount of labour, in the

aggregate, was performed in the above sections of the Dominion by

Messrs. Joseph Keele, R. G. McConnell and his assistant Mr. F. H.

Maclaren, and by Dr. R. W. Ells and his assistant Mr. R. A. A.

Johnston, and by professor R. W. Brock and his assistant Mr. W. H.

Boyd. Preparations have been made, including the purchase of a

supply of field-instruments, to prosecute this work with vigour during

the present year.

Provincial
mining
bureaus.

PROVINCIAL MINING BUREAUS.

The work of the Dominion Geological Survey in economic geology

is supplemented by the mining bureaus which are established in some

of the provinces.

In British Columbia a large amount of information is given every

year in the report of the Minister of Mines, as to prospecting, the

discovery of minerals, the progress of mining, &c. This is collected

partly by the provincial mineralogist, Mr. W. F. Robertson and his

assistant Mr. Herbert Carmichael, from personal observation, and

partly by correspondence.

The province of Ontario has a well conducted Bureau of Mines,

under the direction of Mr. Thomas W. Gibson, This is the only

province which has yet done any systematic field geology. During

the year 1904, the efl&cient provincial geologist, professor W. G,
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Miller, aided by Mr. Cyril W. Knight, mapped out in detail the

distribution of the interesting series of rocks on the west side of Lake

Timiskaniing, where are situated the veins discovered in November,

1903, holding cobalt, silver, copper, nickel and arsenic. He has also

just published a bulletin on the limestones of Ontario. Professor A. P.

Coleman of the University of Toronto continued his investigations

among the nickel-bearing rocks of the Sudbury district in connection

with the Bureau, and Dr. J. M. Bell was again engaged in its service

exploring and surveying in the country on the north side of Lake

Superior.

In the province of Quebec, the government Inspector of Mines, Mr.
(^„(,bec.

J. Obalski, in 1904 made a geological reconnaissance in the country

north-west of Lake St. John, parts of which had been explored in

diflferent years by several of the members of the Geological Sur\ey.

On this journey Mr. Obalski was fortunate enough to discover

some promising occurrences of economic minerals, among them being

gold, copper-ore and asbestus. The gold is in the form of free particles

in a very large vein of quartz. It is very probable that other gold-

bearing veins will be discovered in the same belt of rocks. In 1895

and '96 the writer brought home samples of quartz from well-defined

quartz veins cutting similar Huronian rocks on the Bell river in the

same region, some of which, on assay, proved to be auriferous. The
copper ore consists of the yellow pyrites (chalcopyrite) in a quartz vein,

while the asbestus (chrysotile) occurs in serpentine and is of a good

quality. The fibre of some samples is fully three inches in length.

Mr. James Richardson of the Geological Survey had found copper-

pyrites in a different locality in the same neighbourhood, when exploring

in this district in 1870. The above minerals all occur in an extensive

belt of Huronian rocks, (shown on the geological map published by

the writer in 1903, which covers the basin of the Nottaway river and

other portions of north-eastern Quebec.)

In Nova Scotia, the royalties derived from coal and gold have long

been an important item in the revenue of the province ; and its

Department of Mines has for many years issued an annual report on

the condition of the mining industry. Heretofore, however, the local

government has not done much in the way of purely geological work,

nor as to scientific inquiry into the mineral resources of the province.

But it is now proposed by the provincial authorities to institute some

geological work with special reference to economics. This would

supplement the work of the Dominion Geological Survey which has

2tf—

D

Nova Scotia.
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beea carried on for such a long period in Nova Scotia with entire

satisfaction to its people and especially to the mining community.

PETROLEUM AND NATURAL OR TERRESTRIAL GAS.

Petroleum. Our knowledge of the general distribution of petroleum and the

conditions under which it has accumulated, in commercial quantities,

in certain places in the earth's strata continues to increase with the

progress of the scientific exploitation of these products all over the

world. It appears to be now pretty well ascertained that rock oil

may be looked for in unaltered sediments of any age from the Cambrian

to the Tertiary, wherever certain conditions of structure and superpo-

sition of strata are present. In view of the results which are being

obtained elsewhere, it is probable that new oil-fields will be found in

Canada, whose vast extent offers such a variety of geological conditions.

The country lying along and to the west of the Athabaska river,

from a point above Fort McMurray to Athabaska lake, is a particularly

promising field. The " tar sands " which form the surface in this

region are, in places, 100 feet or more in thickness, and consist of

uniformly fine sand of Cretaceous age, saturated and blackened by

inspissated petroleum, which, in past times, has ascended through the

underlying strata from a considerable depth. These deposits are

described in my report for 1882 on the Athabaska river, and in Mr. R.

G. McConnell's report for 1900. In a paper presented to the Canadian

Institute by the writer in 1883 it was stated that petroleum was reported

as occuring in different localities on the Mackenzie river and elsewhere

in the North-west Territories beyond the Athabaska.

Inspissated petroleum is reported to have been found at Egg lake

and near Morinville, both lying to the northward of Edmonton. A
boring for petroleum was made by the Geological Survey at Pelican

rapids on the Athabaska river between Athabaska Landing and Fort

McMurray. A flow of gas, under strong pressure, was struck at this

boring in 1898 and it has been blowing off with a roaring noise ever

since. Experiments for the finding of petroleum are to be made this

year by the Canadian Northern Railway Company in the region lying

immediately to the north of Edmonton.

Small quantities of petroleum of fine quality come to the surface in

several places near Pincher Creek in the south-west angle of the Pro-

vince of Alberta and also on some of the tributaries of Flat-head river

in the south-east angle of British Columbia and not far from the same

neighbourhood. The geological conditions, in the two localities just
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mentioned, seem to resemble those of the oil district in Colorado. If the

crown of an anticline with low or moderate dips could be located at

some distance out from the foot of the Rocky mountains in this latitude,

it might prove a profitable experiment to bore into it in search of

petroleum. In this connection, it is important to ascertain the strike

of any undulations which may exist in the strata underlying the great

plain east of the Rocky mountains in Alberta. Indications of petroleum

have been reported from other places in British Columbia ; also from

Vancouver island and the islands of the Queen Charlotte group. At
Medecine Hat, where the Canadian Pacific railway crosses the South

Saskatchewan river, natural gas is obtained in commercial quantities

in Tertiary strata at a depth of a little over 1,000 feet.

The breadth of the original oil-field of southern Ontario has been

extended within the last few years by the finding of producing wells

in various directions, especially at Leamington, Raleigh and Bothwell,

and it is now ascertained that the oil has a more deeply seated origin

than had been supposed from the experience of Oil Springs and Petrolia.

At Hepworth, about eight miles southward of Wiarton, in the Gas.

county of North Bruce, several holes have been bored down to the

Trenton formation, which have afforded sufficient gas for lighting the

houses in the vicinity, but, as yet, no petroleum has been struck.

Borings that have been made during 1904 in the eastern part of

Manitoulin island are said in some cases to have met with gas and

small quantities of petroleum.

BOTANICAL.

The publication of volume VII of Prof. Macoun's " Catalogue of Botany.

Canadian Plants " completed this important work and left the author

free to attend to other botanical subjects, part of which has been the

cataloguing of the large collections he made during the year—in

the mountains of the National Park. Among these he finds upwards

of forty species of flowering plants new to botany, the Composita? and

Ccuciferc'e being the most largely represented. Besides these, there is a

stil> greater number of new species among the lower orders, especially

the mosses.

About twelve new species of violets have been discovered by the

botanists of the survey in the last few years and have been described

and figured in the Ottawa Naturalist. Many species of flowering plants

not previously known to occur around Hudson bay were collected in

1904 by Mr. Spreadborough, assistant to Mr. O. O'Sullivan, in sur-

veying the shores of James bay. Descriptions and illustrations of the
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eleven new flowering plants obtained at different times, by the officers

of the Survey, around Hudson bay, have been written and will

be incorporated in a bulletin on the flora of the bay, which is being

prepared.

Our field men, going to all parts of the Dominion, are asked to

make notes on the forests. The finding of a new birch tree by Mr.

Mclnnes in the Winisk River region shows that important discoveries

may still be made in this department. Mr. J. M. Macoun spent the year

at important in-door work in Ottawa, with the exception of an inves-

tigation of the aquatic plants of the St. Lawrence, an ivestigation

which had some interesting results.

Work at
Headquarter.

Meteorites.

WORK AT HEAD-QUARTERS.

Dr. HofTmann and Mr. Wait pei'formed all the work of the chemical

laboratory during the year, Mr. R. A. A. Johnston having been with-

drawn for other duties. In the metallurgical laboratory, Mr. Connor

worked, under instructions from the Minister of the Department, most

of the year for another branch of the public service. In the mines

section, Mr. Ingall and Mr. Denis, having been engaged, part of the

summei", in field-work, the results of which required their attention in

winter, a greater share than formerly of the duties of the section were

performed by Mr. McLeish and Mrs. Sparks. It will be seen by Mr.

Senecal's report that a large amount of map making and engraving

has been accomplished. The numerous maps issued by the Survey still

maintain their high reputation for accuracy and usefulness and for the

excellent character of their execution. During the year, we have added

considerably to our stock of surveying instruments. The services of Mr.

Broadbent, Museum assistant of the Department, were given to the

Exhibition commissioners for the whole year, with special reference to

the St. Louis' Exhibition. He had acquired a knowledge of where to

obtain good specimens of our economic minerals, and continuing to

follow the methods of the Geological Survey, he secured an excellent

collection, which served to illustrate Canada's great mineral wealth.

During the summer Mr. R. A. A. Johnston acted as Dr. Ells' assis-

tant in both Nova Scotia and British Columbia. Soon after his

return he was instructed to make a study of Canadian meteorites.

This has had the effect of bringing to light and recording a great deal

of very interesting information which would otherwise have been lost.

Mr. Johnston is preparing an illustrated bulletin on the subject. Up
to a few years ago we had definite information as to only three or four

meteorites which had fallen in Canada. Mr. Johnston's investigations

enable him to describe at least fifteen well-authenticated falls of these
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bodies, Vjeside disposing of a number of supposed meteorites which

proved to be something else.

In the Pahvontological branch, Dr. Whiteaves' report describes the Palfeontology

progress which has been made in connection with invertebrates ; and

Mr. Lambe's as to vertebrates. Commander Low, during the cruise

of the Neptune in our northern waters, obtained some collections of

fossils of much interest, most of which, on his return, were placed in

Dr. Ami's hands to be examined and reported upon. Some valuable

additions have been made to our zoological collection, the principal

one being that of the skins of six musk oxen obtained by Mr. Low

from the region lying to the west of his winter quarters. They

embrace three bulls, two cows and a calf. Mr. J. B. Tyrrell gene-

rously presented to the Museum the skins of three specimens of the

northern species of Rocky Mountain goat, representing the male,

female and young. The large collection of insects which was pur-

chased some years ago from Col. Geddes was overhauled last autumn

by Mr. C. H. Young who restored most of it to a better condition.

Our archa?ological collection received a most important addition during

the year through the purchase, by a special appropriation, of the large Archw!)l(>g:y.

collection of Mr. D. Ci. Price, of Aylmer, Ontario. Mr. Price had been

many years in making this collection. In all, there are approximately

9,000 pieces, including damaged and fragmental specimens. The prin-

cipal part of it consists of stone, bone and burnt clay articles from'the

region lying along the north side of Lake Erie, illustrating the life and

habits of the extinct Tobacco Nation, and, from its completeness, it

has a special value.

Our present Museum is so much overcrowded that none of the new Museum,

additions can be properly displayed, and but few of them can be exhib-

ited at all. All that we can do at present is to secure as much good

material as possible and store it up for exhibition in the Victoria

Museum, the building of which has at last been commenced.

We have, as in former years, supplied a considerable number of Mineral
, ,. . , , .

,
. , ..... Collections.

named col.ections ot good mineral specimens to educational institutions

in all the provinces. It would be impossible to send these collections

to all who ask for them. But we endeavour to supply such High

schools, Collegiate institutes, etc., as evidently make a special feature

of teaching mineralogy and geology. In the hand of competent

teachers these collections induce pupils to take a real interest in the

study of mineralogy, and they may gain a knowledge of the subject

that will afterwards be of practical value to them.
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Work of In addition to my field-work as a member of the International Cora-

to'i-/
mittee of Geologists on the Crystalline rocks of the Lake Superior region,

I took sufficient time from the arduous duties of the office to attend

the 8th International Geographical Congress at St. Louis, Mo., in the

latter part of September, to which I had been delegated by the

Canadian Government Geographic Board. I afterward? visited New
York to endeavour to induce a portion of the delegates of the British

Iron and Steel Institute to visit Canada, but found that, much to their

regret, the time at the disposal of the members would not admit of their

doing so. During the Christmas holidays I attended a meeting of the

above mentioned International Committee of Geologists in Philadelphia

to further consider our report on the rocks of the Lake Superior region.

During this period I also attended the annual meeting of the Geolog-

ical Society of America as one of the delegates to invite the society

to hold its next annual meeting in Ottawa, which invitation was

accepted. In the first days of January, I was present, by request, as a

delegate of the Canadian Forestry Association, at the Forestry Congress

held in Washington.
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OFFICERS' REPORTS.

The Kluane Mixixo Di.strict.

(South-western Portion of Yukon District.)

By Mr. R. G. McConnell.

The Kluane mining district is situated along the north-eastern slopes Situation.

of the St. Elias range, in the vicinity of Kluane lake, Yukon. It

includes creeks such as Bullion creek and Burwash creek, draining the

north-eastern slopes of this range, and also creeks such as Ruby and

the Fourth of July, which traverse and obtain their auriferous supplies

from the bordering ranges on the north.

Indians reported the presence of gold, on streams tributary to the Discovery.

Alsek, early in the summer of 1903, and on July 4 of that year Dis-

covery claim, on Fourth of July creek, was staked by Dawson Charlie,

a well known Indian from Cariboo Crossing. Two days later Dis-

covery claim on Ruby creek was staked by W. H. Weisdepp, and dis-

coveries on other creeks in the vicinity quickly followed. In the same

season coarse gold was found on a number of the smaller streams drain-

ing the north-eastern slopes of the St. Elias range. Bullion creek, a

tributary of Slims river, was staked on September 28 by a party of

miners consisting of Messrs. Altamose, Ater, Smith and Bones ; mem-
bers of the same party staked discoveries on Sheep creek, near the

head of Kluane lake, in October, and on Burwash and Arch creeks in

May, 1904. The former flows into the Kluane river a short distance

below Kluane lake and the latter into the Donjek river. All the

streams draining this portion of the St. Elias range are tributary to

White river. Besides the streams mentioned, discoveries have been

staked on Kimberly, Telluride, Canada, Vulcan and other streams of

the St. Elias range, and on McKinley, Dixie, Marshall, Gladstone and

other streams draining the Ruby range. The area of coarse gold dis-

covery extends along the base of the St. Elias range for a distance of

over seventy-five miles, and has a maximum width of about thirty miles.

The district is reached by waggon road from Whitehorse, the t^r- Access,

minus of the Whitehorse railway. The road from Whitehorse follows

a rolling plain bordering the left bank of the Lewes river to the cross-

ing of the Takhini river, from which point a wide, continuous valley,
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occupied successively by the Takhini river, the Dezadeash river, Bear

creek and Christmas creek, extends through to Kluane lake. Between
Bear creek and Christmas creek a summit about 900 feet in height is

crossed. The road from Whitehorse to Kluane lake has a total length

of 143 miles. The Takhini river is navigable for light draught steam-

ers, and the haulage of freight can be reduced about fifty miles by

bringing it up this river on boats to Mendenhall landing, the point at

which the road leaves it.

Previous Previous explorations in the district are limited to the expedition of

explorations. Messrs. W. J. Peters and A. H. Brooks of the U. S. Geological Survey

in 1899 from Pyramid harbour by way of Kluane lake to Eagle city,

on the Yukon, and the topographic work of Mr. J. J. McArthur, De-

partment of the Interior, Canada, in 1900. A report on the principle

features of the geology and topography of Mr. Brooks' route is pub-

lished by him in the twenty-first aiinual report of the U. S. Geological

Survey 1899-1900.

Topography. The district is varied in its topographic features ; it includes a por-

tion of the St. Elias range and extends north-eastward across the

Shakwak valley into the flanking ridges and mountain groups.

The St. Elias range is exceedingly rugged in character. Viewed

from the hills on the north it presents a complex of sharp, broken

crest lines irregular in direction and rising in places into bold, rocky

projections, some of which reach a height of over 10,000 feet above the

sea. The numerous small streams which drain the northern slopes of

the range in the vicinity of Kluane lake occupy deep, rock-walled

valleys, scarcely wide enough in places to permit the passage of the

streams. The larger drainage channels, on the other hand, such as

Duke and Slims river, possess large valleys and are bordered by

wide flats, which extend, back into the range for many miles. The

central part of the St. Elias range is covered with almost continuous

snow fields, pierced in places by dark rocky points; smaller snow fields

survive the summer on all the principal mountain groups and ridges.

Glaciers occur at the heads of all the principal streams. The great

Kaskawulsh glacier, the largest in the district visited, descends from

the central neve, and has a length of over twenty miles. Two large

rivers issue close together from beneath this glacier, the Kaskawulsh,

one of the main branches of the Alsek, and Slims river, one of the

sources of the Yukon.

Interlocking The country stretching northward and eastward from the St. Elias

^* ^•^^'
range is characterized by broad interlocking valleys enclosing moun-

tain groups and ridges usually from 3,000 to 5,000 feet in height.
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The valleys are much older than the present drainage system. They

have a width of from two to five miles ^r more, are flat-bottomed, and

are floored with glacial deposits. The rivers which occupy them at

present flow in narrow secondary valleys seldom excavated to suflicient

depth to reach bed-rock.

The great Shakwak valley at the foot of the St. Elias range is an ghakwak
important topographic feature. Its origin is unknown. It is now valley,

occupied by a number of diflferent streams and lakes and is crossed

transversely by the valley of the Dezadeash. Kluane lake, a large

sheet of water forty miles long and three miles wide, with two arms,

one twenty-seven miles in length, is situated in this depression.

North-east of the upper end of Kluane lake are the Kluane hills, a

worn ridge with an elevation of about 5,000 feet above the sea-

These hills are bordered on the north by the wide valley of Upper

Jarvis river, Kloo lake and Cultus creek, beyond which the country

rises again into the Ruby range. Farther to the south a prominent

elevated mass is enclosed by the Shakwak valley, Dezadeash lake and

the great bow which the Dezarieash river makes to the east. The

name Dezadeash mountain is proposed for these elevations. The

summits of these mountains and the Ruby range reach elevations of

about 7,000 fqet above the sea. They probably represent erosion

remnants of an old low level plain, since elevated some thousands of

feet and partly destroyed.

The drainage of the district flows partly north by way of White Diainag**

river to the Yukon and partly south by the Alsek to the Pacific.

Dezadeash river heads in Dezadeash lake, and after making a great

bend to the east, turns westward towards the St. Elias, and through it

to the sea. It is joined, after entering the mountains, by the Kaska-

wulsh river, heading in the Kaskawulsh glacier, the two streams

forming the Alsek river. Jarvis river, like the Dezadeash, also enters

the St. Elias range from the lower region bordering it on the north.

It is tributary to the Kaskawulsh river and drains the southern

slopes of the Ruby range and a portion of the Kluane hills. The
White river drainage system is represented by Slims river, the princi-

pal feeder of Kluane lake, and by a number of other smaller streams

flowing from the north and south into Kluane lake and its outlet,

Kluane river. Slims river heads in the same glacier as the Kaska-

wulsh river, and the two streams occupy portions of a wide continuous

valley connecting the White river and Alsek drainage systems inside

the mountains.

The Alsek river has twice been dammed in comparatively recent Alsek rive

times, probably by the extension of glaciers across its valley, and long

26—U-
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deep lakes were produced which extended far up the valleys of the

Dezadeash and Kaskawulsh rivers. Fresh lake beaches, cut in loose

talus slopes and still covered in places with drift wood, line the valley

of the Dezadeash at the point where it enters the 8b. Elias range up to

an elevation of 150 feet above the present water level : older, more

worn beaches occur up to an elevation of .300 feet. The older beaches

are covered with the ordinaiy forest growth of the region, and probably

date back some hundreds of years, while the younger ones support only

a few young spruces, seldom exceeding three inches in diameter, and

groves of willows, small aspen and balsam poplar. The upper limit of

the young beaches is plainly marked all along the valley of the Deza-

deash, up to a point about midway between Marshall river and

Canyon river, by this sudden change in the forest growth. Judging

from the character of the beaches themselves, the undecayed drift-

wood, the young vegetation and the stories current among the

Indians, it is probable that the lake which produced these beaches

existed less than a hundred years ago.

Torefets. The forest trees of the district consist only of the white and black

spruces, the aspen, the balsam poplar and an occasional birch. As
elsewhex'e in the Yukon territory, the white spruce is the most

important tree. Considerable groves exist along the lower part of

Slims river, on Kluane lake, on Silver creek and other places, but the

district, as a whole, cannot be considered well wooded, and the supply

of timber suitable for mining and building purposes is limited. The

tree line in the St. Elias range has an altitude of about 4,200 feet

above the sea, and the bordering ranges of about 4,700 feet.

The upper portion of most of the auriferous streams rises above the

timber line and much difficulty is experienced in obtaining the fuel

and lumber reqired.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The district reported on includes two distinct geological provinces,

namely, the St. Elias range and the flanking ridges and hills which

border it on the north.

The country lying along the northern base of the St. Elias range is

underlaid by a series of dark gray quartz-mica schists resembling in

colour, composition and degree of alteration the argillaceous members

of the Nasina series as developed along the Yukon river. These

schists will be referred to as the Kluane schists.

Kluane
schists.

The Kluane schists outcrop over a considerable area ; they occur all

along the Kluane hills which border the northern shore of Kluane
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lake and they extend eastward across the valley of the Jarvis river

and Kloo lake into the Ruby range. The eastern boundary of the

formation crosses the Dezadeash \alJey at Aishihik river. The Kluane

schists have not been followed south of the Dezadeash valley, but must

extend a considerable distance in this direction as they cross the valley

in a band fully twenty miles wide. They were traced northward to a

point near the lower end of Kluane lake, where they are replaced by

gray granites and green schists.

The wide Shakwak valley, at the base of the St. Elias range, is Sliakwalv

. vallt^V-

floored with gravel, and the junction between the Kluane schists and

the rocks forming the St. Elias range was only seen in one section.

North of the point at which Jarvis river enters the St. Elias range,

-micaceous schists, which are referred to the Kluane series, occur at

the base of the rajige underlying less altered dark and green slaty

rocks and schists. They were not found in the interior of the range

either in place or in the wash of the streams, and it is doubtful if they

outcrop again towards the southwest.

The general strike of the Kluane schists is W. N. W. and is approx- Kluane

imately parallel to the direction of the St. Elias range. The strike is

very regular except near intrusive masses. The dip of the schists,

both in the Kluane hills and in the southern slope of the Ruby range is

N. N. E. or away from the St. Elias range at angles of from 30° to 60".

Near the eastern limit the influence of a great granite mass east of

Aishihik river is felt ; the dips become steeper and, in places, the

beds are overturned. The schist, in the single exposure found along

the base of the St. Elias range, dips to the south under the range or in

the opposite direction to the inclination of the beds in the Kluane

hills, the first foot-hill range to the north. The intervening valley has

Probably been excavated along the crest of a wide anticline.

The Kluane schists consist almost entirely of a great series of well

loliated quartz-mica schists, varying somewhat in colour and degree of

alteration, but very homogeneous throughout. like the Nasina series

they are ancient elastics, partially and, in places, entirely, recrystal-

lized. They differ from the Kasina series in the absence of quartzite

and limestone bands. Mineralogically they consist essentially of lines

and small lenticular areas of quartz and feldspar grains separated by

curving lines of biotite and a white mica. A specimen from an expo-

sure north of Jarvis river, where it enters the St. Elias range, con

tained, in addition to the usual minerals, numerous gi-ains of glauco-

phane and epidote.
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The Kluane schists, with the possible exception of a band of granite

gneisses, which borders them on the north, are the oldest rocks in the

district. They are pierced in several places by granite areas resembling

the coast range granites, and probably belonging to the same period.

The geology of the small portion of the St. Elias range hurriedly

examined during the past season is exceedingly complicated and is, as

yet, imperfectly understood. The bedded rocks are broken at frequent

intervals by intrusions of various kinds, and the sequence of the forma-

tions differed in all the valleys ascended. It was found possible to

discriminate four great series of rocks, none of which are probably

older than Upper Palaeozoic. North of Jarvis river the Kluane schists

are overlaid at the foot of the range by several thousand feet of green

schists interbanded with dark shaly beds. These are probably the

oldest rocks in the portion of the range examined. They have a wide

distribution, being found on the lower part of Ka^awulsh river, on

Slims river, on Bullion creek, and along the foot of the range on

Burwash creek and Duke river.

The green schists of this series differ greatly in the degree of

alteration they have undergone. In a few places they are completely

altered into glossy chloritic schists, while in many of the sections their

fragmental origin is still evident in hand specimens.

Limestoue The green schist series is overlaid by alternating bands of limestone,

green schists and dark slaty rocks passing in places into a hard cherty

variety. A few fragments of corals collected on Bullion creek indicate

,
a carboniferous age for this group The green schists of this series are

similar in appearance to those in the underlying group. The limestone,

when unaltered, occurs as a hard, dark, compact rock, but in most

instances it has been partially or wholly recrystallized into a gray

granular variety, and in extreme cases has been altered into a snow-

white, even-grained marble. A wide band of limestone at the head of

Sheep creek has been shattered and crushed into a rock difficult to

distinguish from an agglomerate. The crushed limestone often carries

iron, and, when weathered, displays bright red colours.

The mountains bordering the Dezadeash river, from the point where

it enters the St. Elias range to its junction with the Kaskawulsh, a

distance of seven miles, are built almost entirely of a great series of

tufaceous beds which are probably younger than the schists of the

preceding group. These beds form a definite group and will be referred

to as the Dezadeash series. They have a thickness of fully 10,000 feet.

They occur both in heavy beds, usually gray, and in thin alternating

dark and grayish bands, the former hard, compact and occasionally
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cheity, the latter coarse, granular and soft. The lowest beds of the

series occur along the base of the outer range, where they are altered

into hard flags, and, in places, are almost schistose. The higher beds,

except where pierced by a couple of intrusive masses, show only slight

traces of alteration and are often soft and friable. The tuflfs of the

Dezadeash series are replaced, ascending the Kaskawulsh river, by

green schists. The character of the contact was not ascertained.

The fourth subdivision of the rocks of the St. Elias range largely 'ruface(ni>

consists, like the preceding one, of beds of tufaceous origin, but include

gray sandstones, grits, conglomerates, dark shales and occasional lignit^

seams. Two areas of these rocks occur in the portion of the range

examined, one on Kimberley and Telluride creeks, two tributaries of

Jarvis river, and the other at the head of Sheep creek. The Sheep

creek beds are less indurated than those on Kimberley creek, include

a larger proportion of tuffs and occur in brightly coloured alternating

green, red and brown bands.
'

The rocks of this group are very similar to the lignite-bearing beds

in the vicinity of Dawson, which have been referred by Dr. Knowltun,

of the United States Geological Survey, on the evidence of fossil

plants, to the Eocene. They are strongly folded and have participated

in the principal mountain-making rcovements which produced the

range.

A great variety of massive igneous rocks occurs in the St. Elias

range. The specimens collected have not yet been examined in detail,

and only brief descriptions can be given here.

Granite.—A small area of gray medium-grained granite cutting lime- Granite

stones and green schists occurs at the south end of Kluane lake.

Large areas of granite must occur in the interior of the range, a large

proportion of the material brought dow-n by the Kaskawulsh glacier

consisting of granite pebbles and boulders.

Diorite.—Areas of diorite occur at the mouth of Vulcan creek, on Dioiite.

the lower part of Bullion and Sheep creeks, on the Dezadeash river,

and at the upper canyon on Burwash creek. Diorite pebbles were also

found in the wash of a number of streams heading in high peaks

which were not visited. The diorites vary from a quartz diorite con-

sisting essentially of hornblende, biotite, labradorite and quartz to a

gabbroic or diabasic variety in which quartz is absent and the horn-

blende has the appearance of being derived from augite.

It is interesting to note that the Italian expedition which ascended

Mt. St. Elias in 1897 under the direction of H.E.H. the Due d Abruzzi
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found the summit of the mountain to consist of diorite, and diorite

probably occurs in many of the higher peaks of the range.

Pyroxenite.—A large, coarsegrained, intrusive mass consisting

mainly of augite and iron ore cuts the Dezadeash series of the 8t.

Elias range on the Dezadeash river.

Diabase.—This rock occurs at the canyon on Sheep creek and also

at the head of Kluane lake.

Dunite.—A small area of dunite was found on Burwash creek. The
olivine of this rock is partly altered to serpentine.

Andesite.—Andesites occur principally in connection with the lignite-

bearing tertiary areas. A vesicular variety of this rock outcropping

on Telluride creek was found to contain small quantities of bitumen.

Khyolite.—Light-coloured rhyolite rocks occur in small areas on Kim-

berley and Bullion creeks.

Effusive volcanic rocks.—Large areas covered with successive sheets

of lava of various kinds occur in the interior of the St. Elias range.

The largest of these, in the district examined, commences near the

junction of the Dezadeash and Kaskawulsh rivers, and extends south-

ward for many miles. It has not been outlined, but must cover several

hundred square miles. A second large area crosses Duke river valley

near the upper forks.

The lava sheets are level or incline at low angles, and are evidently

younger than the main mountain-making movements. They are, how-

ever, of considerable age, being traversed by wide valleys and having

been worn into ridges and peaks closely resembling those in other

portions of the range.

The varietie.s of the effusive rocks collected include dark diabases,

gray andesites, white ryholitic-looking rocks, and red, black and gray

vesicular lavas. Indurated tuffs and agglomerates occur with the

effusives.

Very little is known in regard to the structure of the St. Elias

range. The general strike of the bedded rocks is nearly magnetic

east and west, or parallel to the trend of the range. Local devia-

tions from this direction, due to the numerous intrusive masses,

are, however, frequent. The beds are steeply tilted, l)ut are sel-

dom, so far as observed, overturned or broken ; they dip in both

directions. No evidence of great over-thrust faulting, such as obtains
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in the Rocky Mountain range, was noticed. The eflect of over-thrust

faulting is to rever.se the normal sequence of the beds and to place

older formations alw\'e more recent ones. For instance, in the Rocky

mountains the paheozoic limestones of the front ranges often rest on

Cretaceous beds. In the St. Elias range, on the other hand, the bor-

dering plains and ridges are underlaid by old schists, while the moun-

tains are built of much younger rocks. It is noteworthy that, notwith-

standing the strongly folded condition of the beds in the St. Elias

range, the old Kluane schists are nowhere brought to the surface. It

is possible that the upheaval of the range and the folding of the beds

are due in large measure to the repeated invasions of the district by

igneous rocks and not to great general earth movements due to com-

pression, such as produced the Rockies. Normal faulting probably

occurred along the base of the range.

All the lowlands of the districts reported on were buried beneath Glaciation.

ice during the glacial period, but there is no evidence that the

higher ranges were overridden. The ice poured down from the

St. Elias range, the main gathering ground, through evei'y opening -

in the outer ridges. It moved down northward-sloping valleys, like

those of Bullion creek and Slims river, and up southward-sloping

valleys, like those of Jarvis river and the Dezadeash. It flooded the

great Shakwak valley at the foot of the range to a depth, in places, of

probably 3,000 feet, and streamed eastward up the broad valley of the

Dezadeash to the low Dezadeash-Tahkini divide, and then down the

latter valley to the Lewes. Smaller streams flowed up the steep

valleys, incising the southward slope of the Ruby range, and, in some

instances, as at the head of Lake creek, crossed this range and descended

into the valley of the Aishihik.

The Kluane hills, with an elevation of, approximately, 2,650 feet Kluane liiUs,

above Kluane lake, and 5,150 feet above the sea, were completely

covered with ice, as shown by the presence of rounded foreign boulders

and pebbles on the highest points. Ruby range was glaciated up to

an elevation of about 5,200 feet above the sea. Below this point the

contours are lounded and foreign drift material is always present.

Above it the topographic angles are sharper and the slopes and

summits are strewn with angular frost-riven fragments derived from

the underlying schists.

The deep wide valleys traversing the region north of the St. Elias

range are bottomed everywhere with glacial deposits, principally

boulder-clays and silts, to a depth, in places, of several hundred feet.

The boulder-clay is usually interbanded with stratified gravel beds. It
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is confined to the valley flats and bordering terraces, and does not occur

on the summits and upper slopes of the ridges.

The boulder-clay is almost always overlaid by heavy beds of white

silt and is occasionally interbanded with it. These white silts are

precisely similar to the fine glacial material from the Kaskawulsh

glacier now being carried away by Slims river and deposited in the

upper end of Kluane lake and the lower sluggish part of the river :

there is little doubt that they originated in the same way. Kluane

lake will eventually, if the present conditions be maintained, become

filled up and will be replaced by a silt plain similar to those bordering

portions of the upper Lewes, the McMillan, and most of the other

rivers draining the glaciated highlands surrounding the Yukon
plateau.

The glaciers of the St. Elias range are now receding, but not very

rapidly. Undisturbed moranic groups occur in front of the Kaska-

wulsh glacier for a distance of at least half a mile, and long lateral

moraines, heading in glaciers, border some of the tributaries of

Telluride creek. Reasons have been given, on a previous page, for

believing that a long lake lately covered the valley of the Dezadeash

from a point below its junction with the Kaskawulsh nearly up to the

Aishihik river. This lake must have been produced by an ice dam
across the valley of the Alsek, and indicates a pronounced advance of

the glaciers of the range less than a century ago.

ECONOMIC GPIGLOGY.

Golfl. Placer gold has been found in the district in two groups of creeks,

one heading in the outer ridges of the St. Elias range, and the other

in the Ruby range, situated between Jarvis river and Aishihik river.

Ruby creek, Fourth of July creek and McKinley creek are the most

important creeks so far discovered in the latter group, and of these

Ruby creek is the only one which has produced any considerable

quantity of gold.

Ruby creek heads in the summit of Ruby range and flows south-

ward, emptying into the Jarvis river after a course of about nine miles

measured along the valley. It is a steep mountain stream with a

large volume of water in spring and early summer, but gradually

dwindling in size as the snows in the upper regions disappear, and in

late summer the flow is reduced to a couple of hundred miners inches

or less. In its lower reaches Ruby creek has its course across the

wide drift-filled valley of Jarvis river, and its valley is shallow and cut
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in boulder clay. In the upper mountain portion it occupies a great

narrow-bottomed depression from three to four thousand feet in depth

cut out of the old schists of the Kluane series.

The valley of Ruby creek is floored in the lower part with boulder

clay and other drift deposits, and in the central portion with a shallow

covering of stream gravels and boulders. In the upper portion the

grade is so steep— in places exceeding 400 feet to the mile—that the

gravel is often washed away and the bed-rock is exposed.

Mining on Ruby creek during the past season was practically con- Ruby cr^^'^^k.

fined to the central portion, extending from Claim No. 22 above

Discovery to the mouth of Little Ruby creek at Claim No. 34 above

Discovery, a distance of about three-quarters of a mile. The wash in

this portion consists mainly of flat schist pebbles and angular slabs of

the same material, with occasional large granite boulders often several

feet in diameter, and a few quartz pebbles and boulders. It is shallow,

seldom exceeding ten feet in depth on the claims now being worked,

but is irregular in this respect, owing to the rough hummocky character

of the bed rock surface on which it rests. Some sluicing was done

during the -past season on most of the claims between No. 28 above

and No. 34 above, and on some of them pay was reported, but no

particularly rich gravel was discovered, and the total yield did not

exceed a few thousand dollars.

The gold, which is of local origin and is derived from the quartz

veins cutting the Kluane schists, is coarse, rough and occasionally

crystalline ; it is more irregular in size than the Klondike gold, but

nuggets have been found weighing nearly half an ounce.

The portion of Ruby creek at present being mined cannot produce

any large quantity of gold ; the body of gravels is small and has not

proved high grade. Further down the valley the conditions are

different, and it is possible that considerable bodies of workable gravels

may exist under the boulder clay. Several attempts have been made •

to sink to bed-rock, but without success. Two shafts, one on Claim

No. 15 above, and the other on Discovery Claim, have been sunk to

depths of seventy feet and forty feet respectively, without reaching

bed-rock. There is, of course, no certainty of finding gold under the

boulder clay, as the stream gravels may have been swept away during

the glacial period, but the chances of important discoveries are favour-

able and seem to warrant the expense of a deep shaft. Drifts aci'oss

the valley from the foot of the shaft would be necessary for a fair test,
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for it is unlikely that the present stream follows the exact course of

the pre glacial one. The valley is, however, narrow and the deviation

cannot be great.

There is little chance of finding pay-gravels in the Ruby creek valley

below the point at which the stream leaves the mountains, the present

course of Ruby creek across the wide valley of Jarvis river being

probably entirely different from the pre-glacial one.

Fourth of Fourth of July creek is practically a continuation of Jarvis river.

It is a much larger stream than Ruby creek, its flowage in early

summer amounting to several thousand miners' inches, and it differs

from the latter in dividing up, after entering the mountains, into

several branches. It has cut a great valley back into the Ruby range

much larger than the Ruby creek valley, and the various branches also

occupy great rounded depressions sunk deep into the southern slope

of the range.

The gravels in Fourth of July creek are similar to those in

Ruby creek. The valley is floored with boulder clay up to a point

about three quarters of a mile below the mouth of Snyder creek, where

it disappears, Farther up, the wash consists of coarse angular and

sub-angular fragments of schist with some quartz and occasional boul-

ders of granite. Above Snyder creek, the wash is shallow and bed-

rock is often exposed. The proportion of quartz-pebbles and boulders

in the wash is greater than in the Ruby creek gravels.

Fourth of July creek cuts the schists of the Kluane series

through its entire course. The granite boulders were brought into

the valley by ice, probably from the south, as the movement of the

main ice sheet of the glacial period was northward, or up-stream.

Fourth of July creek and all its tributaries have been staked nearly

to their heads, but so faii very little effective prospecting work has

• been done. Colours of gold occur all along the creek : on claim No.

62 above, encouraging prospects are reported from the surface gravels.

On claim No. 54 above, a shaft twenty-eight feet in depth has been

sunk and pay-gravels are reported to have been found resting on boul-

der clay. That so small an amount of work has been done is largely

due to the excessive cost of mining in this remote region. Freight

rates will probablj"^ be greatly reduced during the coming season and it

is expected that the creek will receive a more thorough test. A deep

shaft, to test the gravels under the boulder clay in the lower part of

the valley, but well inside the mountains, is desirable.
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McKinley creek, like Ruby creek and Fourth of Ju-ly, has been
^J^^^^"^''^

staked almost to its head, but very little'prospecting has been done on

it and no pay-gravels have been discovered. It is a large stream, about

equal in size to Fourth of July creek ; it enters Jarvis river a few

miles above Kloo lake. A large tributary, known as Dixie creek, joins

it a couple of miles above its mouth. McKinley creek occupies a wide,

basin-shaped valley running for the greater part of its length parallel

to the general trend of the Ruby range. Its grade in the longitudinal

portion of the valley is low, but after bending to the south tojoin

Jarvis river it falls rapidly and, in places, has cut a small canyon in

a granite area >vhich it crosses.

Boulder clay and other glacial deposits extend up McKinley creek

for several miles. The depths to bed-rock along the greater portion of

the valley must be considerable, and the great width of the valley wiU

necessarily render prospecting for pi-e-glacial auriferous gravels a diffi-

cult and expensive undertaking.

Besides the streams mentioned, coarse gold has been found in the

vicinity on Gladstone creek and some of its tributaries, on Marshall

creek, a tributary of the Dezadeash, and on Printers creek, a small

steep stream tributary to Cultus creek.

AURIFEROUS STREAMS OF THE ST. ET.IAS RANGE.

Nearly all the streams flowing from the St. Elias range, in the dis-

trict examined, carry coarse gold. Considerable work, mostly of a

prospecting character, was done during the past season on Bullion,

Sheep, Burwash and Kimberley creeks.

Bullion creek is a typical St. Elias range stream. It heads in Bullion creek,

small glaciers at the summit of the range separating Slims river and

Kluane lake from Duke river, and empties into Slims river after a

course of about ten miles. It is a large, swift-flowing stream, vei'y

variable in its flow, but carrying under ordinary conditions about

2,000 miners' inches of water. Its grade is steep, averaging over 200

feet to the mile, and in flood it assumes a torrential character.

The valley of Bullion creek is a huge steep-sided gorge, narrow,

but widening somewhat towards its mouth and bottomed with bare

gravel flats. Midway in its course Bullion creek forces a passage for

half a mile through a deep canyon so narrow that at a short dis-

tance it looks like a mere cleft in the rocks. This remarkable natu-

ral feature is due to a change in the course of the stream at the end of

the glacial period. During that period the old valley was filled with
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boulder-clay and other glacial deposits to a depth of 1,000 feet. After

the ice receded the stream began re-excavating its old channel and has

succeeded in cutting through the glacial deposits, and in the lower part

of the valley has also cut some distance into the bed-rock beneath. At

the canyon the stream was forced to the north by the wash brought down

by Metalline creek, which comes in at this point from the south, and

in place of clearing out its old channel, as in other portions of the

valley, it has sunk a new channel through limestone.

The rooks displayed along Bullion creek valley are exceedingly

varied in character. They include green and dark schists, dark slates,

gray limestones often weathering red and yellow, white marbles,

diorites and a light coloured eruptive rock, probably a rhyolite. Bullion

creek valley, as stated above, was filled with glacial wash during the

glacial period to a depth of 1,000 feet. The stream has not succeeded

in completely cleaning out its old valley, and narrow bands of boulder-

clay and glacial gravels still cling to the steep slopes on both sides.

Bullion creek valley is bottomed all along, except in the canyon, with

a layer of loose gravel, usually from six to ten feet in thickness. Near

the mouth of the valley the depth to bed-rock is somewhat greater.

The gravels are coarse and are intermingled with numerous granite

boulders, some of huge size. No granite outcrops along the valley,

and the boulders must, therefore, have been brought by ice from the

interior of the range.

Claims on Claims on Bullion creek were being worked or prospected at the

time of my visit at intervals from No. 31 above down into the fifties

below. The discoverers or the creek are reported to have cleaned up

forty ounces, mostly in very coarse gold, as the result of a few days

work in some shallow ground at the foot of the canyon. The promise

afforded by this find has not been borne out by subsequent experience

on the creek. The gravels have been prospected at intervals all along

the valley. They carry gold throughout, but have seldom, if ever,

proved rich enough to pay wages under conditions at present prevail-

ing in the camp. The distribution of the gold is very irregular.

Bunches of gravel carrying good values occur on most of the claims

prospected, but the general average yield is low, and seldom exceeds,

according to the information obtained, $3 to $5 a day per shovel.

While very little pick and shovel dirt has so far been found on

Bullion creek, it is probable that the gravels along the central part of

the creek, at least, are rich enough to hydraulic. A company under

the name of The Bullion Hydraulic Company was formed during the

past season to take over most of the ground below the canyon and
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work it by this method. The conditions are favourable, on the whole,

as the valley has a good grade and water is abundant, but some trouble

win probably be experienced in remo\ ing the large boulders and in

disposing of the tailings. The experiment is important, as, if success-

ful, it will lead to similar undertakings on other creeks in the district-

The only prominent benches on Bullion creek are the narrow flats

marking the upper limits of the boulder clay. Some of the gravels

with the boulder clay are reported to be auriferous but have not been

worked.

Bullion creek gold is coarse, and is worn much smoother than Ruby
creek gold. It occurs mostly in flattened pellets, often of considerable

bulk. Some fine gold is also present. Nuggets up to an ounce in

weight have been found. The grade is high, averaging about $18 per

ounce. Copper nuggets are often found with the gold in the concen.

trates.

Sheep creek, in many respects, is a duplicate of Bullion creek, but ^'"^ep creek.

is a smaller stream. It heads with Congdon creek, and follows a course

nearly parallel with Bullion creek to its junction with Slims river. It

is a steep creek, the grade exceeding 300 ft. to the mile. The lower part

of the valley has the usual gorge-like character of the smaller valleys

of the St. Elias range, and at one point contracts into a rocky canyon,

but the upper part traverses an area of soft rocks and opens out into

a considerable basin.

The rocks cut by the valley in its lower reaches are similar to those

on Bullion creek. In the upper part the valley enters a Tertiary area,

and tufts, sandstones, sliales, conglomerates and occasional lignite seams

are exposed.

Very few claims were being worked on Sheep creek during the past

season, and only one, No. 53 abo^e, reported pay values.

Burwash creek is situated near the lower end of Kluane lake. It BurwasL

heads in the St. Elias range but has most of its course across an elevated

plain which borders the range from Kluane lake to the Donjek river.

It heads in glaciers, and in ordinary circumstances is a swift mountain

stream from 15 to 20 ft. in width, but,like all glacial streams, its daily

and seasonable flow is very variable, depending on the strength of the

sun, and in times of flood it becomes a raging torrent. Its grade is

less than that of Bullion creek, amounting in the central part of the

valley to about 12.5 ft. per mile.
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Burwash creek has cut a deep, trough-like depression in the lower

part of the upland across which it flows, and in two places its valley

contracts into narrow, rock-walled canyons difficult to penetrate except

in low water.

The rocks outcropping along Burwash valley are extraordinarily

varied. The varieties noticed, in a distance of about eight miles along

the central portion of the valley, included bands of green, striped and

dark schists, slates and shales, intruded at frequent intervals by dio-

rite, andesite, rhyolite, diabase and dunite. In addition to these, a

copper-stained amygdaloid occurs in the lower canyon. Quartz veins

are rare," and few quartz pebbles occur in the wash.

Coarse gold occurs along Burwash creek from the foot of the lower

canyon up stream for a distance of eight miles or more, but no very

rich ground has so far been found. The miners were greatly hampered

during the past season by the excessive cost of supplies, and most of

them were obliged to stop work even before the short season ended.

On this account very few, if any, claims were fully prospected, and on

most of them only useless assessment work was done. Good prospects,

and in some instances small amounts of gold, were obtained from sev-

eral claims, and it is expected that considerable work will be done oa

the creek during the coming season. The gravels are shallow, are

usually rather coarse, and contain numerous large boulders difficult to

move. They are not frozen, and seepage water occasions considerable

trouble.

A number of narrow, rock-cut benches supporting beds of gravel

occur along Burwash valley at diflFerent heights above the creek, but

usually low. The prospects from a number of these were considered

very satisfactory, and, on several, pay gravels were reported and some

mining was being done.

Burwash creek gold differs from that of Bullion creek in being much

flatter. Most of the larger grains have been worn into smooth thin

plates, and bulky nuggets are rare. The largest reported was valued

at $3.

Smaller Some prospecting was done during the past season on Kimberly,
creeks.

Telluride and Canyon creeks. The last was not visited by the writer.

Kimberly creek is a tributary of Jarvis river, from the south-east. It

is a steep, swift, glacial stream bordered below with bare gravel flats,

but inclosed in a narrow, steep-sided valley above. The gravels in the

narrow part of the valley are shallow, loose and coarse. Gold to the

value of $100 was reported to have been taken out of Claim No. 14.
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above as the result of a few days work. No work was being dune on

this claim at the time of my visit. Some work was in progress on the

claim immediately below, but no pay gravels had been found. Good

prospects were reported on Discovery claim and preparations were

being made for sluicing. The result of the season's operations is not

known. Telluride creek enters Jarvis river immediately opposite

Kimberly creek, and is similar to it in general character. No mining

has been done on this creek and very little prospecting.

The total production of gold in the Kluane mining district probably

did not exceed $20,000 during the past season. The small production

cannot be considered satisfactory, but it must be borne in mind that

mining in the district is still in its initial stages, and that only a few

claims in the whole district were worked during the past season, and

these only for short periods. Also, while there was a considerable

mining population in the district, most of the miners spent the sum-

mer, or a large part of it, in doing assessment work, most of it useless,

on several claims, instead of fully testing one claim. Supplies could

only be obtained in the district at prices prohibitive, so far as most of

the miners were concerned ; the freight rates alone from Whitehorse
|

to Kluane lake amounted to thirty cents per pound, and to Burwash

creek to over forty cents. Conditions during the coming summer will

be more favourable ; some of the claims are now roughly equipped and

it is expected that, as a result of the construction of a government

road into the district, fi-eight rates to Kluane lake will be reduced to

about ten cents a pound.

The discovery of coarse gold in so many creeks distributed over

such a wide area is a fact of considerable importance even in the

unlikely event of no large bodies of gravel rich enough to work by

ordinary placer mining being found
;
portions of some of the creeks, at

least, are certain, sooner or later, to be worked by more economical

methods.

OTHER MINERALS.

Galena occurs in small quantities in the wash on Bullion creek, but (ialena.

was not found in place.

Native copper is found with the gold on Bullion, Sheep, Kim- C<ii«per.

berley, Burwash and, in fact, on nearly all the creeks in this portion

of the St. Elias range on which any mining has been done. It

occurs in rounded nuggets and slabs, the largest seen weighing about

a pound and a half, but is nowhere very abundant. A quartz pebble

enclosing native copper was found on Bullion creek, indicating a vein-

26—2
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origin for a portion at least of the mineral. No native copper has, so

far, been found in situ in the district. Copper-pyrites occurs in

crushed zones on Telluride creek, impregnating a green, amygdaloidal

rock in Burwash creek canyon and in small veins on Bullion creek.

None of the occurrences seen are of commercial value. A belt of cop-

per-bearing rocks appears to follow the St. Elias range northeast to the

International boundary and beyond. It has only been roughly

prospected so far, but now that access to the region has become much

easier will probably receive more attention.

The lignite-bearing beds on upper Sheep creek, referred to on a

previous page, enclose several lignite seams, one of which meas-

ured over four feet in thickness. The lignite is of excellent quality

and burns freely in an ordinary Yukon box stove. There is no wood

along the upper portions of the creek, and lignite is used by the miners

for fuel. Lignite also occurs on Kiraberley creek, but is not well

exposed.

J
The Duncan Creek Mining District.

(Stewart River. Yukon Terz'itory.)

By Mr. Josej^lt Keele.

introduction.

Introduction. The earliest record of prospecting in the i>uncan creek mining

district is mentioned by Mr. Ogilvie in his report on the Yukon district.

In the autumn of 1887 Mr. Ogilvie met and conversed with a miner

who had spent the summer of that year prospecting and exploring on

the Stewart river and some of its tributaries.

From the description of his travels this man, Alexander McDonald

by name, appears to have ascended Mayo river to Mayo lake, afterwards

going up Duncan and Lightning creek. From the head of Lightning

creek he crossed to the Ladue river, down which he floated on a raft

for two days, but finding this stream flowing in a northeasterly direc-

tion and not south, toward the main branch of the Stewart as he

expected, he abandoned the raft and returned to the point of his

departure.

After prospecting for a time on the Gustavus mountains, he crossed

to the McQuesten river and floated down that river to the Stewart.
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.»• Jonald gave the name to Mayo .'ake and river after Mr. Frank

one of the partners in the firm of Harper, McQuesten and

>iny.

1. the summer of 1898 many hundreds of prospectors made their Karly I'lui-

• up the Stewart. They were in search of the rich gold placers

, .ed to exist in the vicinity of that river. For several years fine

I'ol'^ had been obtained in paying quantities on the bars of the lower

art, and in 1895 coarse gold was found on Haggart creek, a trihu-

tury of the McQuesten.

) oae of the prospectors of 1898 reached the mouth of the

McQuesten river, and a few of the more enterprising ascended that

sr^re m to the McQuesten lakes, prospecting on the small creeks as they

8 Ivanced.

Among the latter were a party of three Swedes ; these men appear

:o 'lave been energetic prospectors. They located on the canyon on

Duncan creek, about eight miles from the McQuesten river, after having

sabicjfied themselves that this ground was the best in the neighbourhood.
^"^

e they built their cabins and erected a saw-mill, which was worked

vater power, and for over two years worked undisturbed, making

occasional trip to Dawson for supplies. Being in such a remote

secluded position they never thought it necessary to stake their

•ms and record their disci>very.

'n September 12, 1901, a discovery was staked in the canyon on

ncan creek by a party of four prospectors. This discovery was

sacked during the absence of the Swedes and included the ground

a..foady worked by them.

ince the Klondike was made known this is the most important

discovery made in the lower Yukon country.

")uriijg the year 1902 Duncan creek was staked from its head

ters to the Mayo river. Cabins were built on almost every claim

d active preparations were made to develop the ground.

A. good waggon road was constructed by the Government from the

louth of the Mayo river to Duncan creek, a distance of twenty-four

les. Road houses were established at several points and two rival

w^n-sites were located at Mayo i-iver and Gordon landing on the

nks of the Stewart river.

-- ^ ^'d deal of prospecting was carried on over the surrounding

country, an' n the spring of 1903 Minto creek was staked. During

2t
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the autum of the same year five discoveries were made on the smaller

creeks flowing into Mayo lake. Highet creek, a tributary of Minto,

was also staked about this time.

PREVIOUS SURVEYS.

In 1898 Mr. J. J. Me Arthur, of the Dominion Topographical Survey,

made a reconnaissance survey in this region. He mapped the upper

portion of the Stewart river and part of the surrounding country.*

In the summer of 1900 Mr. R. G. McConnell made an examination

of the Stewart river as far as Frazer falls, f

In 1903 Mr. A. J. McPherson, D.L.S., of the Dominion Surveys

branch at Dawson, was instructed to take the necessary surveys for

the purpose of establishing base lines on the various creeks already

staked by miners in the district.

Mr. McPherson carried a chain and transit line from Dawson to the

east end of Mayo lake by way of the White pass and Yukon winter road,

and the Stewart and McQuesten rivers, to which he has connected the

base line"^ of the creeks and by means of which he has fixed the position

of the principal mountain peaks.

(Teographical
jtositioii.

GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION.

The Duncan creek mining district includes the Stewart river and

its tributaries from Mayo river eastward, the Mayo river and its tribu-

taries, and the north and south branches of the McQuesten river and

their tributaries.

The Stewart enters the Yukon river from the east at a distance of

fifty-eight miles south of Dawson. The McQuesten and Ma}o rivers

are two of the principal tributaries of the Stewart. They enter the

latter at distances of 100 miles and 170 miles respectively from the

Yukon.

Means of

access.

The district can be reached by steamboat from Dawson to either

Mayo or Gordon landing, on the Stewart river, and thence by waggon

road to Duncan creek or Mayo lake, or during winter with dog teams

by way of Dominion creek to Clear creek, thence up the Stewart

river on the ice.

* Report of the Department of the Interior, 1899.

f Geol. Siir. Can. Summary Report, 1900.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

The portion of the Duncan creek district here described lies east of

the Tintina valley and west of the Rocky mountains. Its character-

istics are well developed interlocking valley systems, which isolate

small mountain groups, and areas of well dissected upland.

The Stewart river is the master stream of the area. It occupies a Stewart river,

valley of mature erosion, the floor of which is a graded flat from two

to three miles wide, but which attains a width of almost six miles at its

junction with the Mayo and Talbot creek valleys. Innumerable small

lakes and ponds are dotted all over these plains.

The next depression of importance is that occupied in turn by the

Mayo river and Mayo lake, Rupe river, Ladue river and the south

branch of the McQuesten. This valley is blocked with glacial debris

in some places, and has a steeper grade than that of the Stewart river.

The highest elevation of the floor of this valley is on a wide undulat-

ing flat, from which the waters of the Ladue and McQuesten rivers

divide. This valley is intersected by another and shorter valley lying

northwest and southeast, occupied by Ross creek, some lakes at the

head of Mud creek, Janet lake and Janet creek. Another very pro-

nounced depression is that extending in an east and west direction

from the Mayo valley to the McQuesten and occupied by Minto creek

and lake and Bear creek. A branch of this valley extends in a south-

westerly direction to the Stewart river and contains Moose creek.

Mayo lake is the largest sheet of water in the district. The main i^i^y^ i^j-e.

body of the lake is twenty miles long and from one and a half to two

and a half miles wide, and lies in an east and west direction. A
narrow arm of the lake, twelve miles long, extends to the southeast

The northern shores of the lake rise in gradual slopes to the Gustavus

mountains. The shores to the southeast of the lake are abrupt and in

places cliflf-like, while those to the southwest are low and rise gently to

ridges which are mostly below timber line.

Rape river enters Mayo lake at its eastern extremity. It is a slug- Kupe river,

gish stream of about 150 feet wide and four or five feet deep. About

one and a half miles from the lake it is joined by Edwards creek, a

swift stream flowing from the south-west. The lower portion of Rupe

river runs through a wide, flat-bottomed valley containing numerous

lakes. Following this valley northward Ladue river can be reached

by a portage of about seven miles from Rupe river. Ladue river flows

in a north easterly direction and enters the north branch of the Stewart ,

river about 125 miles above Frazer falls.
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Nelson creek. Nelson creek enters Mayo lake at the extremity of the south-east

arm. This stream is about seventy-tive feet wide and two feet deep,

and enters the lake without any perceptible current, but a few miles

up the stream the current becomes swift.

The valley of the south arm of the lake extends up Nelson creek,

gradually trending in an easterly direction. This valley also extends

southward towards the SteNvart river. Its bottom is a wide undulat-

ing flat, bordered by gravel terraces and contains a number of small

lakes at various levels.

Mavo ri v er.

Gustavns
mountain
group.

Most of the numerous streams that enter Mayo lake from the

surrounding hills are short mountain torrents, throwing down consid-

erable debris which they deposit in flabellate deltas extending into the

lake. Mayo river, the outlet of the lake, at its western extremity, has

cut through a wide gravel bench which previously formed a dam across

the valley. This bench extends eastward along the lake shores as far

as Keystone creek. Near the mouth of Edmonton creek are beaches

raised in successive steps, the highest of which corresponds to the

bench at the outlet.

The Mayo river, meandering through a wide valley, deeply floored

with drift materials of various origin, has a fall of about ten feet to a

mile. Wide benches rising to a height of 350 feet above the stream

border the valley. They are continuous all along the eastern side and

have diverted the waters of Janet lake from the Mayo river. About

ten miles below Mayo lake, Field creek crosses the Mayo valley through

a striking arrangement of eskars, kettle holes and mounds, and all the

topographic characteristics of a terminal moraine. The material of

the moraine is principally well-rounded pebbles three to six inches in

diameter. ' About two miles below Minto creek the Mayo river in the

course of its meandering became superimposed on two rock-spurs

projecting from the western slopes. The river has sawn a channel

into the rock, thus forming canyons with walls 200 feet high and each

about a mile long. The only other exposure of rim rock on the river

occurs about a mile below Mayo lake.

The flow of watar in the Mayo river was measured by Mr. Beaudette

on June 20, 1903, and found to be 124,400 miners' inches (Californian).

The Gustavus mountain group is completely surrounded by wide

valleys and forms a prominent topographic feature in the district.

They are deeply dissected by streams which radiate from them in all

directions. The head waters of the streams have worked back into

the steeper slopes, leaving sharp edged ridges and peaks of a generally
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ruinous appearance. A deep ravine, cut down by Granite and Key-

stone creeks, divides them into smaller groups. Of the group over-

looking Mayo lake, the highest point is Mount Albert, at 6,500 feet

above sea level, while Mount Hinton. of the Duncan creek group, is

the highest point of all, being about 7,000 feet above sea level. The

northward facing slopes are, as a rule, precipitous. The slopes that

face the soutb are less rugged and have easy grades. On the higher

levels, in position sheltered from the sunshine, a good deal of snow

remains throughout the summer. North-east of the Gustavus

mountains, but separated from them by the wide valley of the Ladue

liver, rise the Davidson mountains, some of whose peaks are as high

as Mount Hinton. This group is a spur from the Rocky mountains,

whose higher peaks appear in the distance in continuous array, sweep-

ing in a great curve towards the north-west Twenty-two miles west

of Mount Hinton and rising from the valley of the McQuesten, is

Mount Haldane, a very prominent feature, invisible from many points

on account of the wide valleys which lead to and surround it. This

mountain is known by the miners as Lookout. Its height is over 6,000

feet above sea level.

The upland areas bordering on the Stewart and Mayo valleys are

composed of broad back ridges with curving profile breaking off more

or less abruptly towards the valleys. These ridges have an altitude of

from 3,500 to 5,000 feet above sea level, but small erosion remnants

project from them to a much higher elevation.

GENERAL GEOLOGY.

The rock bed of the gold placer diggings of the Duncan creek min- Rocks of the

ing district is composed of an essentially schistose series, consisting Placer dig-

partly of crushed eruptives and partly of rocks having a sedimentary

origin. The schists derived from eruptives occupy the greater area,

extending from Nelson creek at the south end of Mayo lake in a

westerly direction to the McQuesten river. Their extension east and

west of this area has not been determined. They outcrop on the

Stewart river near Gordon landing and extend northward to uppei-

These rocks are principally derived from quartz porphyr}' and vary

from a massive and only slightly deformed phase of this rock to a soft,

foliated, sericite schist. The freshly fractured rock has a pale yellow-

ish green colour, but becomes a reddish brown when exposed to weath-

ering. The most abundant mineral present is quartz, and a typical

schist is composed of thin parallel layers of quartz separated by films

of mica, generally sericite. In many cases the quartz layers are not

23
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continuous, but are lens-shaped with thinly drawn out edges.

Kidneys of quartz with blunt ends and wrapped with layers of mica-

schist are also characteristic of large masses of the rock. These quartz

kidneys vary in thickness from one to twelve inches and are arranged

parallel to the general direction of foliation iji the rock. On weather-

ing a slaty cleavage is most in evidence, but in the massive varieties

the jointing is more pronounced and the rock then breaks down in

slabs and blocks. Rocks similar to these occur in the Klondike mining

district. They are described by Mr. McConnell under the name of the

Klondike series.* The Duncan creek rocks will probably be correlated

with this series when the field work over the intervening area is com-

pleted. To the east of the south arm of Mayo lake, about half a mile

from the shore, the rocks just described cut through a series of older

rocks which are evidently of sedimentary origin. They now consist of

• massive and banded quartzite mica-schists and graphitic schists and

extend across Mayo lake, forming the eastern portion of the Gustavus

mountains and are the bed rock in upper Duncan creek. In this last

locality they contain banded crystalline limestones. These rocks

have a marked resemblance to a series occurring on Indian river and

elsewhere in the Klondike district, which are described by Mr.

McConnell under the name of the Nasina series.

This older series are intruded by dark, green-coloured rocks which

are mostly actinolite diorites, much decomposed. Around the heads of

Ledge and Edmonton creeks these eruptives occur as dikes and stocks,

protruding through the schist. They have a well-jointed structure

and the surface blocks are all loosened from the mass. Similar erup-

tives are found invading the schists on the Gustavus mountains, on

Lightning creek, on Haggart creek, and in the canyon on Mayo river.

Small masses of gray granite occur on Rupe river near Granite

creek at the head of Dublin gulch, and on Rudolph gulch at the head

of Highet creek.

Several dikes of biotite andesite cut through ths schists in the

vicinity of Bennett, Highet and McLaghan creeks. In the neighbour-

hood of Mayo lake the general strike of the schist is northwest with

a dip to the southwest at an angle of 20 to 40 degrees. On Duncan

creek the rocks are nearly horizontal. On Minto creek and its tribu-

taries the strike is variable but has a prevailing direction to the north-

east with a dip of from 10 to 40 degrees. In no case was a dip of more

than 45 degrees from the horizontal observed.

Preliminary Report of the Klondike Gold Fields. R. (i. McConnell, B. A.
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Very little folding or warping" of the rocks was noticed, but indica-

tions of normal faulting were occasionally seen.

There is sufficient evidence to show that during the glacial epoch an (Jiaciation.

ice sheet of c jnsiderable thickness occupied all the valleys and sub-

merged most of the intervening ridges. It is doubtful if even the

highest peaks of the mountain groups were uncovered during the

period of its maximum development.

The effect of the glacial action was first to widen the valleys and to

disturb and transport the bulk of the loose material, then to generally

disarrange the pre-existing drainage system and to profoundly affect

the economic conditions. Scarcely any remnants of ancient high level

river gravels remain. These have been shifted to lower levels and

redistributed along the main valleys. Portions of former river and

creek channels of lower level are often concealed beneath the great

thickness of this material, and irregularities in bed-rock are frequently

due to the gouging action of the ice sheet.

The glacial drift deposits consist of boulder clay, gravels, sand, silt

and clays. Their distribution is irregular, and varying conditions have

affected their arrangement.

DESCRIPTION OF CRERKS.

Duncan creek is economically the most important stream in the Duntau creek.

district. A great deal of development work was done on this creek,

and from it was taken the greater part of the gold which the district

has produced.

The head waters of this creek have their source among the highest

peaks of the Gustavus mountains. These small streams on assembling

form upper Duncan creek which flows through a wide valley in a north-

westerly direction for a distance of four miles. It passes out of this

valley through a narrow canyon and then enters the main valley of

Duncan creek where it is joined by Lighting creek. It then runs in a

southwesterly direction for nine miles and empties into the Mayo river

at a distance of five miles from Mayo lake. Two important tributaries.

Parent creek from the east, and Williams creek from the west, enter

Duncan creek about five miles from its mouth. The fall from Lightning

to Parent creek is about 250 feet, and from Parent creek to the Mayo

river the fall is about 450 feet.

The flow of water in Duncan creek, as given by Mr. Beaudettes Flow of water.

measurements on June 20, 1903, was 18,250 miners' inches. This was

during the stage of high water.
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The lower portion of the creek cuts through heavy deposits of gravel,

sand and clay, and remnants of benches of these materials still cling

to the hillsides to a height of 300 feet above the stream. In the

neighbourhood of Williams and Parent creeks these deposits disappear

from the valley bottJom, and low rock terraces, covered with a thin

coating of rolled gravels, are exposed. Above Parent creek the valley is

wide and has a deep covering of drift on the bottom. About a mile

below Lightning creek the valley becomes contracted and rock benches

are exposed for about two miles up stream. The main valley continues

in a north-westerly direction to the McQuesten and is occupied by the

lower part of Lightning creek and by Ohristal creek.

About 500 yards from the mouth of Lightning creek upper Duncan

creek issues from a narrow canyon. This canyon is nearly one mile

long, with an average width of twenty-five feet on the bo'ttom, and

walls about 120 feet high. The canyon walls contract towards the

lower end, and an almost vertical fall of eighteen feet occurs. The

total fall through the canyon is about 350 feet.

Drifts The drift deposits which clog the valley of Duncan creek are princi-

clepositj>.
pally of glacial origin. The frost does not strike down to such great

depths here as it does in the Klondike district, so that the lower

unfrozen layers of the glacial material afford constant passages for

underground water.

The readjustment of the stream during the withdrawal of the ice

from the valley is probably the cause of the canyon on upper Duncan

creek, the stream being superimposed on a rock bench, through which

it has since cut out its channel. The former channel appears to have

been on the left limit and to have entered lower Duncan creek above

Forty creek. It is now concealed by a thick deposit of gravels and

clays. The old creek channel is not uncovered by the present stream

at any point, except possibly at the low rock barrier which crosses

the valley near Parent creek.

The channel at claims Nos. 124 and 125 below Discovery is new,

being cut into a rock bench. The old channel is probably on the right

limit, and is now deeply covered by gravels.

Coarse gold. The discovery of coarse gold was first made in the canyon in the

year 1898. The original discoverers worked secretly and never re-

corded their claims, but are said to have taken out not less than

$30,000 during the three succeeding years. In the summer of 1903,

the year of greatest activity on the creek, the sum of $30,000 was
produced from the canyon claims, and in 1904 the amount produced

was §15,000.
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The canyon bottom above the falls is now all worked out, as is al?o

a pot hole immediately below the fall. The pot hole, which is about

twenty feet in depth, was mined at a considerable loss, no gold being

on bedrock and very little in the gravels.

The conditions under which pot holes are formed are unfavourable pot holes.

for an accumulation of gold. The grinding action consequent on the

churning and rotary movements of the loose material brought over by

the waterfall tends to wear away and remove the metallic contents

which may happen to be detained in the pot hole for any length of

time.

The gold in the canyon lies on the bedrock, which is slightly folded

and without much dip. Hard bands of quartzite, six to ten inches

thick, alternate with soft schists, so that natural riffles are provided in

which the gold is accumulated. Lying on bedrock are from one to three

feet of boulderets, slates and coarse gravel. Large sized boulders are

frequent toward the upper end of the canyon.

The gold occurs in flattened and rolled particles without quartz, and Occurence of

is evidently the finer portion transported from a pay-streak up stream.

The assay value is ."^IG.SS per ounce. About S28 to the shovel per

day was the average result on the canyon claims.

A portion of the gravels on the lower benches at the upper end of

the canyon has been washed down. These gravels do not contain

much gold, but pay is found in the hollows of the underlying rim rock

sutficient to afford fair wages. Above the canyon the creek bottom is

about fifty feet wide. No proper attempt has been made to locate the

pay streak on this ground.

At claim No. 17 above Discovery, or about a quarter of a mile above

the canyun, shallow ground with good pay is being worked. Judging

by the work done on adjacent ground and by the nature of the sur-

roundings, it appears that the stream at this point is flowing across a

rock bench. Overlying the bedrock on this claim are from three to

twelve feet of boulders and coarse gravel, with a matrix of blue clay.

The gold is found imbedded in the clay, a little above bedrock. It is

very coarse, nuggets about the size of Lima beans being often found.

The largest piece obtained was found this summer, and was worth

•S67.50. The nuggets were all worn smooth, and contained no quartz.

Above this point the valley widens out considerably and is floored

with a gre^t thickness of gravels and blue clays. Several shafts have

been sunk to depth-s of from sixty to 120 feet without reaching bed

rock.

the gold.
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Result of the Jhe only result of the difficult and expensive exploitation of lower
small claims.

i i • iDuncan creek during the year 1 903 was to demonstrate the impossi-

bility of one individual miner working his 250 foot claim. The
difficulties met with were mainly the deep mantle of drift which lies

on the valley, and the underground water. Many of the shafts were

sunk to a depth of over 100 feet, and 130 feet was reached on No. 104

below Discovery without getting to bed rock. The depth alone would

not have deterred the miners from further sinking, but in every case

they were forced to abandon their shaft on account of the heavy water

encountered when certain layers of unfrozen gravels were pierced.

During the summer of 1903 Claims Nos. 53 and 54 below Dis-

covery were grouped. A shaft sunk on 53 at some distance from the

creek on the left limit reached bed rock at a depth of ninety-eight feet.

In the winter drifting was continued toward the creek, the rock bot-

tom yielding gold in small quantities The water entering the drift

during the progress of the work was got rid of by pumping, but the

flow increased beyond the capacity of the pump, and the miners were

forced to abandon the drift just as good pay was struck. The total

amount cleaned up was $1,200.

On Claim 105 below Discovery good pay wa.s obtained on the left

limit quite near the creek at a depth of sixteen feet below the

surface of a gravel bench. The gold rested in a layer of gravel over-

lying boulder clay. On the same claim another shaft reached the

* outer edge of a concealed rock terrace at a cepth of forty feet. While

drifting from this shaft toward the stream a pay-streak was found in

the deeper gravels beyond the rock rim. This was a paying proposi-

tion, but had to be abandoned on account of water, no pumps being

available. At Claim 124 below Discovery the creek flows between

steep rock benches for about the length of four claims. The creek bot-

tom is wide and has a layer of three to twelve feet of small boulders

and gravels on the bed rock. The miners have confined the creek to

the side of the valley by means of a head dam and trench and a bed rock

drain two claims long has been constructed. The bed rock is a soft

micaceous schist, dipping against the stream at an angle of about 30

deg. A sufficient area of bed rock has been cleaned up to prove it of

very little value, and the undertaking has been unprofitable.

These are the only instances in which gold has been produced on the

main creek, and although the value of the ground on bed rock has not

been determined, many of the miners who failed on the creek still

retain their confidence in it.
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The owners of almost all the claims continued to do the annual

assessment work necessary to hold the ground, either with the hope of

selling out or finding someone to install machinery to test the creek.

The cost of placing the necessary machinery on the ground in such .sugge.stion

a remote district w^ould be too great an initial expense for the individual legarding

~r\ 1} • -11 I'l combination
holding only a 250 foot claim, especially as the richness of the ground ht claims.

is an unsettled question. A company which could acquire from one to

two miles of the creek bottom at a reasonable price would be working

on a different basis. One pumping plant of sufficient capacity to dis-

pose of the underg round water, or a well timbered bed rock drain,

would serve for the whole workings. Diligent prospecting might

reveal benches carrying good pay both on rim rock and in the over-

lying gravels, which, after the creek bottom had been worked out,

could be mined by the hjdraulic method.

Lightning creek carries more water than upper Duncan creek. It Lightning

heads in the northern slopes of the Gustavus mountains, and flows
"^^ '

through what appears to be a continuation of the main Duncan valley.

About one mile from its mouth it emerges from a box canyon, some-

what similar to that on Duncan creek. Above the canyon, the creek

bottom widens out to a broad flat bordered with high gravel terraces.

In pre-glacial times Lightning creek evidently discharged into the

McQuesten river by way of Christal creek. The gravels on the right

limit of the creek above the canyon occupy the old channel and contain

very little clay. Some of the Lightning creek water still finds its way

through them, and, rising to the surface near Christal lake, flows down

Christal creek.

The canyon on Lightning creek is difficult to work on account of

the great flow of water and the immense blocks of rock which have

fallen from the walls. The bed-rock is composed of banded quartzite

and quartz-sericite schists shelving with a slight dip across the stream.

Its attitude and the nature of its surface is generally unfavourable as

a receptacle for gold.

Several shafts have been sunk in the creek bottom both above and

below the canyon but without result, work being suspended in every

case on account of water.

Claims were staked on Forty pup, Williams and Parent creeks.

Some development work was done, but no gold was produced.

Parent creek has cut a recent channel through a rock bench border- Par..r.r , .•

ing on Duncan creek, and has formed a short canyon nearly 100 feet
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deep. The bed-rock of this canyon has not been tested, although it

appears to be under shallow ground. The old channel of Parent creek

probably entered Duncan creek about half a mile further up stream

than the present one. A shaft has been sunk in the gravels over this

old channel, but as it was found to be too deeply buried the work was

abandoned.

The rock bench, which rises to about 100 feet above Parent and

Duncan creeks, is covered with a layer of gravels with well-rounded

pebbles, mixed with clays and sands. They have a rough stratification

on top, which suggests former flood plain deposits. These gravels have

been tested by several open cuts made through them to bed-rock. No
definite information regarding the gold tenor of the gravels could be

obtained, the owners being absent, except in the case of one property

where the prospects were said to be good enough for hydraulic opera-

tions.

Ledge creek. Ledge creek enters the southeast arm of Mayo lake on the east side

at a distance of four miles from the end of the arm. About three-

quarters of a mile from the lake the stream emerges with a low fall

from a narrow rock gorge. Abo^ e the gorge the stream flows through

a narrow canyon for a distance of about half a mile. Beyond this

point the valley widens out, but still presents a gorge-like aspect.

Rim rock is seldom visible on this portion of the stream, being hidden

by the loose material which slides at intervals from the hillsides.

Discovery claim is situated immediately above the gorge and occupies

the greater p ittion of the canyon. The bed-rock consists of dark-

coloured quartz, mica-schist and graphitic schist, with numerous inclu-

sions of quartz. From six to twelve feet of loose, unfrozen material

rest on bed rock. This material consists of boulders of diorite from

the heads of the stream, fragments of schist, gravels and clay. The

gold has sunk in loose bed rock to a depth of about one foot. It is all

coarse, the general run being about the size of dried peas, while

nuggets weighing an ounce or more are frequently found. Most of the

pellets of gold are coated with hydrated peroxide of iron, which gives

them a dark brown colour. This incrustation on the gold is probably

due to the decomposition of iron pyrites, small cubes of which are

abundant in the bed rock. The assay value of the gold is SI 6. 95 an

ounce.

Four men wor.ked during fifty-five days on Discovery claim this

summer, their average production being $25 a day each.

Two claims above and two claims below Discovery were also worked

this year with good results.
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This constitutes practically all the productive ground on the creek.

Above and below this portion the depth to bed rock is too great to

allow the ground to be worked by open cuts, and underground water

interferes with drifting.

As the creek bottom is narrow, there is often great difficulty in

obtaining space on which to pile boulders when opening drains and

cleaning up bed-rock.

Gold in paying quantities is said to be found on some of the benches.

These benches can easily be worked after the creek bottom is exhausted

of its pay.

The creek has a steep grade, and the heavy rainfall ensures plenty

of water for sluicing all through the season.

Cascade creek, which enters the south arm of Mayo lake about two Ca^cadecreek.

miles south of Ledge creek, is a small mountain torrent descending by

a series of rapids through a narrow rock-gorge. The creek bottom is

littered with large blocks of rock, which have fallen from the walls of

the gorge. The material lying on bed rock is composed of well-rounded

boulders of diorite and quartzite, fragments of schists and gravels.

Discovery claim is situated about half a mile from the lake. Work
was begun on this claim and a small quantity of gold was obtained,

but freshets, resulting from the heavy rains during last July, interfered

with mining operations.

Steep creek enters the south arm of Mayo lake about eight miles Steep creek.

from its southern end. It heads in a cirque carved out of the highest

portion of the ridge bordering the lake on the west. The productive

portion of the creek occupies a deep channel cut through rock-waste

and glacial drift containing a good deal of clay. During low water in

summer the stream is occupied in removing the material which is con-

stantly creeping down the steep slopes. In time of flood the bottom

is scoured out to bed rock in places.

The bed-rock is a compact quartz-sericite schist, weathered to a light

brown colour. The dip is down stream at an angle of about 40 deg.

This attitude of the bed rock with regard to the stream is preferred by

the miners, because once the gold becomes deposited water action

cannot remove it except by actually eroding down the rock. Glaciated

boulders from various sources, gravels and sands, and a stiff yellowish

clay overlie the bed-rock.
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Four men were working last July on claim No. 2 above Discovery.

Bed-rock was easily accessible, but as ft scarcely yielded wages the

claim was abandoned. The gold from Steep creek is in small bright

Coloured particles of great purity. The assay value was .$19.57 an

ounce. A large quantity of black sand accompanies the gold.

Edmonton creek heads in northward-facing slopes of the same rugged

uplands as Ledge creek, but drains the larger area. It enters Mayo
lake about two miles from the eastern end. The principal country

rock on the creek is a dark -coloured quartzite schist without marked

slaty cleavage. Several diorite dikes cutting the schists are also eroded

by this stream. The creek bottom is floored with a mass of well

rounded boulders and angular blocks of diorite, accompanied by the

usual gravel and clays.

During the early part of the summer four men worked on Discovery

claim. Operations were commenced by thawing and washing down a

frozen gravel bank which overlaid a low rock-bench beside the stream.

This work was abandoned in favour of drifting, the latter being more

economical. A bed-rock drain was also commenced and other prepara-

tions made for next summer's work. The prospects were said to be

encouraginsr.

Kej'stone
creek.

Haggart
creek.

Keystone creek is the largest of this group of small creeks. It heads

in the Gustavus mountains and enters Mayo lake about five miles from

the outlet. The lower portion of the creek occupies a deep and fairly

well developed valley without the gorge-like aspect which characterizes

those just described. Rim rock is rarely exposed along the stream.

The valley bottom is floored with a thick deposit of boulders and

gravels, and considerable loose material clings to the slopes above the

creek, near which a few shafts have been put down. Bed rock was

not reached in any of the shafts, as the underground water interfered

with a continuation of the work. It is doubtful if this creek can be

worked by the open-cut method. The benches above the stream are

easy of access and may yield good results, but they have not been

prospected. The fall of the stream is five feet in 100. No gold was

produced on this creek.

Haggart creek is one of the principal tributaries of the McQuesten

river. It enters th^ south fork of the latter at a distance of eighty-

five miles from the Stewart river. It heads in high ridges near the

north fork of the McQuesten, and occupies a very large winding valley

with a flat floor. During 1 898 several miners worked claims on Haggart

creek, and are said to have sunk twelve shafts to bed rock. From some

layers of the gravel good pay was obtained, but very little gold was
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found on the bed-rock itself. Underground water caused considerable

trouble. Work in this creek is now abandoned.

The bed-rock on Haggart creek is principally a dark-coloured, quartz-

mica schist. A diorite dike, cutting the schists, crosses the creek a

short distance above Discovery. A highly altered and well mineral-

ized dike, the nature of which has not been determined, also crosses

the creek at the mouth of Dublin gulch, north of which the country

rock is a white bedded quartzite, apparently of later origin than the

schists to the south. These quartzites continue northward to the north

fork of the McQuesten. No gold is found in the streams which cross

these quartzites.

Dublin gulch, a small tributary of Haggart cre.?k,' enters on the left Dublin gulch.

limit about twelve miles from the McQuesten. Work has been carried

on here every year since 1898, but only two men were working here

during the past summer. They were engaged on Claim 15 above Dis-

covery. The work consisted of washing out the gravels in the valley

bottom by means of a small hydraulic plant.

The surface gravels are here composed of small granite boulders and

angular schist fragments with fine gravels. This is recent stream"

wash, and carried fine colours of gold. The depth of this deposit is

about six feet. Beneath this surface deposit lie two or three feet of blue

clays with angular pebbles, under which is a seam of about a foot thick

of fine yellow gravels carrying gold. Below the gravels are from two

to three feet of yellowish gravels and clay, evidently of glacial origin,

which contain small particles of gold. These glacial clays rest on old

creek gravels. No bed rock has been exposed. A trench about 200

feet long and forty feet wide, cut down to the old stream gravels, has

been worked out. The yield was small, amounting to about the wages

of the country, which are 87 or $8 a day.

The gold on Dublin gulch is fine and of a bright colour. The par-

ticles are of a wiry form or in small scales. It is accompanied by a

quantity of heavy white sand, consisting of rounded grains of scheelite

(tungstate of lime), from which it is difficult to separate the gold.

There is also a run of flour-gold which is not saved in the sluice-boxes.

It is possible that hydraulic mining could be successfully operated on

this stream by a company acquiring a concession to cover the whole

creek. There is a large body of the deposits, both on the benches and

in the creek bottom. The boulders being generally small, not ma,ny of

them would require breaking. The creek has a fall of five to eight

feet in 100, but the supply of water is scarcely adequate for hydraulic

operations on a large scale.

2G—

3
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Highet creok. Highet ci'eek is one of a group of creeks which drain the deeply

dissected upland lying between the Mayo and the McQuesten valleys.

The headwaters of the creeks on opposing slopes have cut back deeply

on the watershed, leaving residual domes, the highest of which stand

about 5,500 feet above sea level. The southward-facing slopes of this

upland overlook a wide depression containing Minto creek and lake,

also the heads of Bear and Moose creeks. The streams issue from

narrow gaps in these slopes and flow across the bottom of the depression

to Minto creek, which stream enters the Mayo river about ten miles

from the Stewart.

Highet creek flows in a southeasterly direction and joius Minto

creek about two and a half miles below the lake, its entire length

being about seven miles. At two miles from Minto creek the stream

issues from a short canyon, the bottom of which is strewn with large

blocks of rock fallen from the crumbling and receding walls that rise

. on both sides to a height of about 250 feet. Above the canyon the

creek flows through a narrow valley bordered by clay and grave]

terraces which conceal the rim I'ock on which they rest. The head-

waters of the creek are two small mountain-torrents, each carrying

about a sluice head of water. The one on the left limit is known as

Rudolph gulch. The total fall from this point to Minto creek, a distance

of five and a half miles, is 900 feet.

Considerable deposits of drift material adhere to the slopes above

Highet creek to a height of 400 feet. These deposits consist of glacial

clays and gravels, slide material due to the disintegration of the under-

lying bed rock and sands and silt. Masses of this material slide at

intervals into the creek bottom. The bed rock is mostly composed of

a sericite schist resulting from quartz porphyry. The rock is very

compact in places and has a well-developed cleavage.

On the upper part of the creek several andesite dikes cut the schists.

A small mass of granite has been exposed by erosion at the head of

Rudolph gulch. Massive quartz porphyry, only slightly deformed,

occurs on the west side of the creek abo\'e the canyon.

Although Highet creek was prospected during several seasons and a

number of shafts were sunk in the creek bottom, it did not produce gold

in paying quantities until this summer. Late in the autumn of 1903

coarse gold was discovered on a rock bench opposite the mouth of

Rndolph gulch. No discovery was allowed on account of the proximity

of the ground to discovery on Minto creek. The claims number from

the mouth of the creek up, none of them being more than 250 feet

long.
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Work was carried on during the summer of 1904 on the benches uix

the right limit of four claims between 98 and 110. The lower edges

of these benches are from one to twelve feet above the creek. The

bed-rock has a hummocky surface which rises with a slight incline

toward the hillside. The upper edges have not been uncovered.

The gravels of the benches immediately above bed-rock consist of Gravels and

well-rounded boulders of diorite, quartzite, granite and andesite, and •^an'ls-

slabs of schist with rounded edges.

Fine gravels and sand mixed with a stiff yellow clay fill the inter-

stices between the larger fragments. Above these gravels is a layer of

sandy clay in which fragments of schist from the country rock are

embedded. These loose schist fragments have a parallel arrangement

probably due to the slow creeping movement with which they descended

the hillside.

On claim 105, situated opposite the mouth of Rudolph gulch, a

portion of the bench to a distance of seventy feet from the creek and

about eighty feet long was worked out last summer. The inner face

of the gravels was about twelve feet high. Water for sluicing was

carried in a flume from a point a short distance up Rudolph gulch.

As the gravels are frozen, stripping and groi\nd sluicing are done as

far as possible in advance of the mining so as to allow thawing action

to go on. Fires are built against the gravel faces as the mining

progresses.

On beginning sluicing operations the tailings are allowed to go into Disiio.-sal of

the creek bottom. When enough ground has been cleaned up the ^' '"^'~'

tailings are piled on the bench.

Mining will be carried on by drifting on bed rock when the deposits

toward the upper edges of the benches become too steep.

The gravels for a few feet above bed rock contain gold, but the

principal source is from the bed rock crevices. The gold is of a rich,

bright colour, the particles as a rule being water worn and smooth,

but many of them are angular and wiry and are found adhering to

fragments of schist or quartz. The yield of the benches averages about

one dollar to the square foot of bed rock.

The loose material which occupies the creek bottom is an unsorted

mass of deposits similar to those on the benches. Attempts to reach

bed rock in the creek bottom have not been successful, on account of

underground water.

26—31
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The water A shaft which reached bed rock at a depth of twenty feet below the

creek was sunk some years ago on claim bo. Uold in paying quantities

is said to have been taken from this shaft, but underground water pre-

vented further working. Above this point some of the claims are

being grouped, and it is said that an effort will be made next season

to work the creek bottom by means of a bed rock drain.

The owner of Claim .56 has a small pump on the ground and intends

to sink a number of prospecting shafts across the creek during the

winter.

Minto creek. Discovery claim on Minto creek is situated about one mile below

the lake. The valley is comparatively narrow at this locality and a

few exposures of rim rock occur. The creek is about twelve feet wide

and flows with a sluggish current through this portion of the valley.

Gravel terraces at various levels to a height of 3.50 feet border the

valley. Layers of fine silt and sands occur on all the terraces, overlying

an unsorted mass of rounded pebbles, fine gravels, sand and clay. The

pay ground on Discovery claim consists of the flood plains adjoining the

creek. These flood plains or bars, about 1, 100 feet wide, have been tested

to a depth of about eight feet and found to yield from three to five cents

to the pan. Sluicing was done on a portion of the claim last summer, the

water supply being taken from Mclntyre creek, a small stream on the

left limit carrying abou^a .sluice head of water.

The great difficulty in working this ground is to secure a sufficient

head of water and enough fall for the disposal of tailings, the elevation

of the bars being only ten to fifteen feet above the creek.

While this property could not be worked by the hydraulic method,

it seems to be an excellent dredging proposition. The gold occurs

principally as small, bright-coloured scales, and appears to be due to

the concentration of the surrounding benches.

Good prospects are also obtained on the lower gravel benches which

border the lake.

Some shafts have been sunk in the wide valley of Minto creek below

Discovery, but failed to reach bed rock. A soft blue mud, which rose

in the shaft, was struck at one point at a depth of about 100 feet.

All this creek, except the Discovery group of claims, is abandoned.

Some work was done on Eight creek and Jarvis creek, two smal

streams on the left limit above Discovery. These streams cut through

the high gravel terraces and have concentrated a small supply of gold

from them, but not enough to pay wages.
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Johnson creek, which heads with Highet, flows in the opposite nson creek.

direction into McQuesten river. This stream was prospected during

1898-9. Several shafts were sunk in the creek bottom, but the usual

underground water was encountered and the work was abandoned. It is

the intention of some of the miners from Highet to test the benches on

this creek during the winter. ^

The workable portions of Ledge, Cascade and Steep creeks and the Method of

canyon on Duncan are all shallow diggings. The mining is carried on

in the primitive manner and with the implements usual to remote and

partly developed placer districts. Only the richest and most avail-

able ground is worked and the gold is not all saved. The method of

mining is as follows :

After ground-sluicing all th,e upper loose material to within a foot

or so of bed rock, a timber dam three or four feet high is built across

the creek at the upper end of the claim. A board flume, large enough

to carrv all the water in the creek, is titted into the dam. This flume

is generally about 200 feet long, but the length depends on the fall of

the creek and the depth to bed rock. After the dam and flume are

completed, an open cut which serves as a bed rock drain, is made in

the creek bottom. This drain is started at such a distance below that

its grade will strike bed rock at the lower end of the flume. After

ample drainage has been secured for the bed rock, a line of sluice-

boxes, connecting with the flume for the water supply, is placed in

position. The boxes are fltted with pole riffles to save the gold, and a

srade of eight inches is allowed to each box.

Shovelling into the sluice boxes is begun a little above the lower

end of the flume and a clearing is made on bed rock on which the tailings

are piled. When the clearing is large enough to allow good drainage,

it becomes no longer necessary to handle the tailings.

The large boulders are piled along the edge of* the stream, those

that are too large to handle being broken with sledge hammers or by

fire.

Loose fragments of bed rock are put through the sluice boxes and

the solid portions are carefully scraped. The boxes are generally cleaned

up every three or four days.

The total amount of gold produced by the Duncan creek mining Amount of
cold pr< xliicecL

district during 1904 was estimated at 832,000. Of this amount upper
"

Duncan creek contributed $15,000, Highet creek $10,000, and Ledge

creek $7,000.
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The gold was practically all produced on nine claims, and represents

the work of about thirty men during sixty days. The season was

unusually shortened owing to a late spring, heavy and persistent rain

in summer and hard frosts which occured early in September.

The total population of miners in the district in 1904 was about

eighty. The greater number of these were engaged in doing assess-

ment work on various creeks.

Minerals as-

sociated with
the prold.

Other
niiiier;ils.

The sluice-boxes on every creek in the district catch grains and

pebbles of hematite ; they are exceedingly smooth, of a dark brown

colour, and many of the pebbles have fragments of red jaspilite adhering

to them. Hematite also occurs as a brown sand, from which the gold

has to be separated by " blowing."

The miners are apt to apply the n^me " tinstone " to any dark,

heavy and smooth pebtles found in the residues, and that name has

Jjeen erroneously applied to the hematite pebbles throughout the Dun-,

can creek district.

Native bismuth in small rounded and flattened nuggets is of common
occurrence with the gold on Highet creek.

Scheelite in small water-worn nodules of yellowish colour is caught

in quantity in the sluice-boxes on Highet creek. The white sand

which so often accompanies the gold on Dublin gulch is composed o

rounded grains of this mineral.

Zinc-blende, with which is associated a small quantity of copper

pyrites, occurs at Discovery claim on Duncan creek. This ore is

exposed on the canyon wall below the falls, and occupies a vertical

fracture in the schists. The ore body is about two feet wide and con-

tains traces of gold.

A deposit of stibnite occurs on a small stream flowing into the

Stewart river, about five miles above Gordon landing. The ore, which

is associated with quartz, is deposited in the fractures of a thrust fault

in the schists.

Quartz
mining.

Only a small amount of ore is exposed,

value of $1.40 per ton.

It contains gold to the

An important quartz ledge occurs between the heads of two small

streams, known as Twenty pup and Forty pup, which flow into Dublin

gulch, a tributary of Haggart creek.
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This quartz ledge outcrops on a sloping hillside about 500 feet below

a mass of granite, and can be traced along the surface for a distance

of 600 feet.

The granite' and the quartz lead both cut the country rock, which is

a quartz-mica schist, with a strike north-east and a dip toward the

west, or down hill, at an angle of about 40 deg.

An open cut, eight feet deep at the upper end, has been made on

the surface, exposing the ledge for a width of twelve feet. The

extreme width of the ledge is unknown.

The ledge or lead is composed of a number of vertical stringers of

quartz, two to four inches wide. Between these stringers are poitions

of the country rock.

The quartz is impregnated with arsenical pyrites, is much weathered,

and portions of its surface ha\'e a granular or pitted appearance. Its

prevailing colour is green, due to a thin coating of a hydrous-arsenate

of ferric iron. Occasional small specks of free gold, which appear to

have weathered out from the pyrites, a^e visible. About 100 feet

below the vein, a tunnel has been driven about forty-five feet into the

hillside with the intention of tapping the lead, but is still in the

country rock. An assay from samples taken over about six feet of

the vein exposed in the open cut was made by Mr. Connor, of the

Geological Survey, and gave gold to the value of SIO to the ton.

In addition to the claim known as the " North Star,'' on which the

above work was done, eight other claims have been staked on the

supposed extension of the ledge.

Several quartz veins occur at the head of Highet creek and ti^n

Rudolph gulch. Some of them contain no gold, but a sample from

one vein, which carried a little arsenopyrite, yielded gold to the value

of 82.60 per ton. •

No development work has been done at this locality.

Our knowledge of the bed rock geology is far too incomplete to afford < >iigi»i <>f

. . . . iilacer RokL
a sufficient foundation of facts in an inquiry as to the source of the

gold.

Diligent search in this district has so far failed to reveal free gold

in the quartz or in the country rock, but many quartz veins and

stringers have been discovered, which, when assayed, show traces of

gold, and often as much as $7 or $8 to the ton, but none of payable

39
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value. Fragments of vein quartz and schists, with particles of gold

attached to them, are of frequent occurrence, showing conclusively

that they are of vein origin or from impregnated zones.

The wiry and angular appearance of the gold sometimes found in the

placer deposits indicates a local source.

On Highet creek and on Dublin gulch it is believed that the gold

has its origin in the drainage basins of these streams. On Ledge creek

the evidence points the same way, but it is not so conclusive. On
Duncan creek the gold has suffered greatly by attrition, is much water-

worn, and contains no quartz. But this stream has a large drainage

basin with steep grades, and sufficient causes have been at work to

reduce the gold to its present state without precluding its local origin-

The fine gold in the benches of wide valleys and in the river bars

has its source, in all probability, in an older drainage system, and,

having been carried by ice and water in company with gravels, has

become finely divided by the time it reached its present destination.

It is generally well understood by miners and prospectors that the

present concentration of gold in placer deposits is due to the slow

wearing and carrying away of immense quantities of bed rock, and that

the gold, being indestructible and so much heavier than the material

that contained it, slowly accumulated.

Yet surprise is still often expressed that in a country so rich in

placer gold no payable quartz is found, or, if quartz leads are found,

they are so frequently barren. It should be further understood that

the visible amount of bed rock worn away, that is, the amount which

has been removed to make the present valleys, did not furnish all the

gold, but that hundreds, probably thousands, of feet above that have

been eroded. The question of time, which enters into all geological

problems, is so profound that to many individuals the source of the

gold will forever remain a mystery.

While, hitherto, pvospecting has not revealed any payable quartz

veins, it is by no means implied that they do not exist. The amount

of bed rock exposed to the prospector's view is very small, and only

seen at intervals in such places as canyon walls, here and there on

streams or on a few ridges above timber line ; everywhere else it is

concealed beneath the forest covering, the moss and the drift. Another

adverse factor is the shortness of the season during which the ground

is uncovered by snow and prospecting for quartz can be carried on.

Prospecting. I^ consequence of the reverses met with by the minei's on lower

Duncan creek, and the Tanana stampede of this year, which drew many
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of them to Alaskan territory, no prospecting for new creeks was done

last summer, and no new discoveries were recorded.

The experience of the miners during the last few years has given

them a better knowledge of the conditions peculiar to the country and

the kind of ground most likely to aflford good pay.

The gold bearing rocks are widely distributed, and a great deal of

the country underlain by these rocks is still unprospected.

To work to advantage in this country the prospector should be

equipped with at least one year's outfit of provisions and clothing.

Freight from Dawson is delivered by the steamer Prospector at Mayo

or Gordon, on the Stewart river, at the rate of ten cents a pound. In

winter this freight is delivered on the principal creeks at from three

to six cents a pound. During summer the rate is fifteen cents to Dis-

covery on Duncan creek or eight cents to Highet creek. There are

stores at Mayo and Duncan creek where clothing and provisions may

be purchased.

An excellent road with good grades, suitable for either summer or

winter travel, was located and partly cut out this summer by Messrs.

Gordon and Davidson from Gordon to Duncan creek, a distance of

eleven miles. If a bridge were built over the Mayo river at the outlet

of Mayo lake this road could be continued at a small cost over the low

divide to Duncan creek near Beliveau creek. The distance then to

Duncan creek would be only fifteen instead of twenty-four miles, by

the Mayo road to the same point.

Pack animals can be used to advantage over most of the country.

Fodder is plentiful on the creek bottoms and on the benches, and in

many localities hay can be stored for winter use.

Loaded boats or canoes can be poled and tracked up the McQuesten

river to the ^NIcQuesten lakes.

Miners working in the vicinity of any of the lakes can keep them-

selves supplied with fresh fish without much trouble. These lakes are

all stocked with an abundance of salmon trout, whitefish, pike and

grayling.

Moose are numerous in various parts of the district, and are Moo-se

depended on as a regular source of food.

In addition to these, but not to be depended on for a regular food

supply, are the caribou, brown and black bear, and above all, the

mountain sheep.
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Forest.

An adequate supply of white spruce timber of a size sufficient for

mining and building purposes can be obtained almost anywhere in the

district.

Especially fine groves of this timber were seen on the alluvial flats

of the Stewart river, on the north shore of Mayo lake near the eastern

end, at the moiith of Duncan creek and at the mouth of Haggart

creek. In these groves are many trees of twenty inches diameter,

with individuals as large as thirty inches in diameter.

A few small groves of the black pine (Pinus 3fnrryana) were

observed on the benches above Mayo river, on the shore of Minto lake,

and on the south arm of Mayo lake. The pine is small, none of the

trees being more than nine inches in diameter.

Timber line was estimated to be from 4,250 to 4,500 feet above sea

level. The balsam fir was the only species represented at that elevation.

Nicola Coal-basin, B.C.

Routes to

Nicola.

Areas
examined.

Rock
formations

By Dr. R. W. Ells.

In accordance with instructions, T left Ottawa on June 26 with my
assistant Mr. R. A. A. Johnston, of this department. Reaching Kam-
loops, a day was spent in examining the coal outcrops south of that

place, (described by Mr. J. McEvoy in the report of Dr. G. M. Dawson,

for 1894, pp. 168-169) and the rocks at the Iron Mask copper mine. On
July 1 we proceeded by the stage rpad to Coutlee, which is situated

about one mile west of the forks of the Cold water and Nicola rivers

and near the principal coal outcrops of that district.

The areas more particularly under examination during the season

are known as the Nicola and Quilchena coal-basins. They lie to the

south of the Canadian Pacific railway and are at present reached by

the stage road from Kamloops to Nicola lake and thence out to the

railway again at Spence's Bridge station. The eastern or Quilchena

basin is about fifty miles from Kamloops, while the lower or Ten Mile

creek basin which is the western extension of the Nicola basin proper,

is thirty-six miles from Spence's Bridge.

The rocks of the area have been described in considerable detail

by Dr. G. M. Dawson in his first report on the district, 1877-78, and

in his later report, 1894. They are divisible into two groups, volcanic
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and sedimentary, the former consisting in large part of diabase, porphy-

rite, rhyolite, andesite, felsite and agglomerate, with which in places

large masses of granite of later date occur. The sedimentaries com"

prise conglomerate, sanrlstone and grit, shale and beds of coal which

are partly a lignite of fair quality as at Similkameen but in other places

pass into the bituminous variety as in the Nicola valley and form im-

portant deposits of great value.

The volcanics occupy the greater part of the country between the Vokanics.

line of the Canadian Pfic railway and the Nicola river from Kam*
loops to Spence's Bridge, and extend for some miles south in the direc-

tion of Princeton. In places these rocks display a schistose struc-

ture, owing to later cruatal movements which have also aflFected the

sandstone and associated coals and produced faults of considerable

extent, more especially in those portions near the contact with the

volcanic rocks.

The name " Nicola series " was given by Dawson to the volcanic Nicohi and

portion, and " Coldwater group " to the rocks of the coal basin. To groups,

the north and west other volcanics are found which were regarded by

Dawson as newer than the rocks of the coal formation, since in places

these were found as overflows upon the latter. Of these newer volca-

nics there is no direct evidence of their presence in the area under

discussion.

The elevation of Nicola lake is given by the C.P.R. as 2,127 feet. Elevation.

and that of the valley, in the vicinity of Coutlee, is given by Dawson

as about 1,830 feet above sea level. The surrounding hills rise from

1,500 to 2,000 fedt and in some cases, as in Iron mountain, to over

3,000 feet above the valley. This mountain, which is situated a short

distance south of the forks of the Coldwater and Nicola rivers, is stated

to have an elevation by aneroid (Dawson) of 5,280 feet above the sea.

The statements made in the earlier report (1877-78) as to the age ]^^- '^^ ^'^

. .
Dawsons

of the volcanic rocks of this district were modified in the later report lejiort.

(1894). Thus, in the map accompanying the first report, part of these

rocks are coloured as of Tertiary age and part as Triassic, while in the

map accompanying the later report they are all regarded as of Trias-

sic or Lower Jurassic age. Some confusion has resulted fiom the

statement that certain portions of the volcanic rocks are newer than

the sedimentaries, and as a consequence several coal companies, acting

on the suggestion made in the earlier report, are working on the hypo-

thesis that by boring though the volcanic rocks which surround the

Nicola basin they will reach, at some depth, the sandstone and coals
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which are there exposed. This contention, however, is not maintained

by a careful reading of the text in the reports in question ; since, if

the volcanics are of Triassic age and the coals and as.sociated strata

are of Tertiary age, the latter must of necessity be of later date than

the former. Moreover the sandstones are seen to rest upon the vol-

canics at a number of points around the coal basin.

Limestone. With the rocks of the Xicola series (volcanics) are associated small

areas of limestones which are partially altered but which have appa-

rently been deposited upon the volcanics.

Fossils. These contain traces of fossils such as crinoids and shells, but speci-

mens are rare. The general aspect of these, however, would assign

them to a position beneath the coal bearing rocks. From this evi-

dence, therefore, it may be assumed that any attempts to reach the body

of the Coldwater sandstones and shales by boring through the surround-

ing volcanics will be fruitless.

C(iiiglotiit-iate. Iq so far as the rocks of the Nicola (volcanic) formation were

studied, they appear to present great similarity in character over a

large area, and certainly underlie the sedimentaries thx^oughout their

entire extent. This is seen in the com^josition of the conglomerates

and grits which are exposed at intervals around the basin and which con-

tain pebbles of the underlying volcanics ; and is also shown by the

fact that in several places where contacts with the volcanic rocks are

exposed the sedimentaries rest unmistakably on them. Some of

these conglomerates, as on the upper Coldwater, have a thickness of

several hundreds of feet and form masses of considerable extent. In

many places, however, the conglomerates are intA-stratiSed with the

grits in the lowest exposed portions of the series.

In the course of the work it was found that the possibly productive

coal areas of the district could be arranged roughly into four groups,

viz. :

—

Coal Basins of 1- That of the Lower Nicola or Ten Mile creek basin, about three
Nicola valley, miles below Coutlee.

2. That of the Coal gully, containing several seams, one of which
has been opened up and mined locally for some years.

3. The Coldwater seam about a mile and a half to the east, where
one seam is exposed in two outcrops on the bank of the stream at an
interval, between the two exposures, of nearly a fourth of a mile. These
two are sometimes known as the Garesche-Green area.

4. The Quilchena basin, which is entirely separated from the others,

and distant about ten miles to the east.
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The lowest or Ten Mile area has also an outcrop on the south side

of the Nicola on what is known as Lindley creek where a thin and

badly broken outcrop of coal is exposed on the bank at an elevation of

about 500 feet above the river flat.

These areas were all carefully examined, and the extent of the coal

bearing rocks mapped. The probable extension and value of the con-

tained coals were estimated as closely as possible.

Other areas of supposed coal lands have been taken up on the high Suppased coal

ground to the west of the Coldwater along the road to Mclnnis ranch.

The rocks in this area are all volcanics of the Nicola series, but upon

the surface at several points there are small patches of basal sandstone

and grit, practically an arkose. These patches do not, however, repre-

sent part of the coal basin proper. Boring operations are now in

progress at several points to demonstrate the idea that the coals will

be found beneath these volcanic hills.

Great difficulty was found in arriving at accurate conclusions as to l-'rift and

T a- -i. dpimdatidii.
the actual extent and value of the several coal seams at ditierent points,

owing to the heavy mantle of drift, chiefly boulder clay, with sand?

and gravel in places, which covers the surface of the country, not only in

the level portions of the basin but reaching to the higher elevations of

the surrounding hills. The denudation has been very heavy and rock

outcrops are few. Thus on the Coldwater river, which rises about

thirty miles to the south, and joins the Nicola about one mile and a

half east of the village of Coutlee and seven miles west of the foot of

Nicola lake, the only outcrops of rock in the coal basin proper are seen

at the big bend about two miles above the forks with the Nicola. Above

this the banks ar.e often high, but consist entirely of clay. The coal

rocks are apparently cut out about two miles further up stream by the

converging areas of. volcanics on both sides. Thence up river for

some miles the rocks on both sides are volcanics, partially diabase, to

near the Sixteen-mile post on the road, or eighteen miles from Coldwater
j^^^^_^ -^^ ^j^^

forks. Here detached areas of a coarse conglomerate, made up of Coldwater

debris of the underlying volcanics in a grayish gritty paste, form a

somewhat prominent ridge with a dip N. 80° E. < 40°-60°, but no

shale was observed in connection with this outcrop. These rocks

appear on both sides of the river. Some reported shale outcrops were

examined in the vicinity, but proved to be dark coloured crushed

volcanics. Similar crushed volcanics are seen in a large gully on the

west side of the river about a mile above Olsen's house.

About three miles above this and near King's place at the Eighteen-
j_,j^^j^ ^^^^

mile post several exposures of black carbonaceous shales are seen on the crops.
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west bank of the Cold water underlaid by heavy bands of arkose grits

with conglomerates, the latter holding large pebbles of the \'olcanics.

In the bed of the stream these rocks contain several black silicified

tree stems, and in small seams of coal and shale in the west bank,

which have been opened for a short distance by short drifts, plant

stems are recognized. The coal seams are of no practical importance,

and the so-called sandstones are the basal beds of the formation resting

on a small outcrop of volcanic rocks and dipping both to the north

and south.

About two miles above this there is another small outcrop of arkose

beds resting directly on volcanics with a dip of N. 40" E. <15°, which

show for a few feet only, and also contain silicified tree trunks. The

rocks on both sides of the river are volcanics and the sedimentary

deposits are very limited and newer. On the hill sides, and even near

the summit of the hill ranges, sandstones are reported as occurring in

patches sometimes of considerable extent. These were not examined,

but they may possibly occur as in the case of similar patches on the

mountains north of the Nicola above Coutlee. In some cases the rocks

which are called sandstone by the prospectors have proved on exami-

nation to be a grayish diabase while the accompanying so-called shales

are crushed volcanics. Specimens of reported coal from some points

have the aspect of a black impure manganese ore.

This occurrence of sedimentary rocks on the mountains has been

noticed at a number of points surrounding the Coldwater-Nicola basin.

On the hill range between Nicola lake and Coutlee, outcrops of arkose

sandstone were observed at several points, and on the south flank, but

near the crest of the ridge, three miles west of Nicola lake post-office,

small areas of shales associated with dolomitic limestone are found. In

these shales fossils such as ammonites and shells occur, and a number

of specimens were collected for determination at this office. The asso-

ciated rocks are apparently older than the sandstones of the coal basin.

On the Nicola river, between the foot of Nicola lake and the mouth

of Ten Mile or Guichon creek, no rock outcrops were seen. The valley

is filled entirely with drift material comprising clays, sands and gravel-

The thickness of these deposits is very great, since borings to a depth

of nearly 300 feet have failed to reach the underlying rock. On the

Ten Mile creek no rock outcrops are seen, or but rarely, till we reach

the Eight Mile creek, which is about nine miles from the junction of

this stream with the Nicola. At a point about midway, however, shales

and sandstones of the coal formation are exposed on the east side a few

rods from the bank of the stream^ and show that the area is probably

underlaid throughout this distance by the rocks of the Coldwater form-
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ation. On the south side of the Nicola, on Lindley creek, a narrow Lin<l]ey creek.

basin of these rocks already referred to extends up the stream for a mile

or more and contains coal which outcrops in a small but irregular

seam at an elevation of about 500 feet above the river \alley. A short

distance above the outcrop the sedimentary rocks are cut oflF by the

volcanics of the mountain against which the former appear to rest.

The length of the main coal basinof the Nicola-Cold water area, from coal liasins.

the foot of Nicola lake to the south limit on the Cold water, in a south-

west direction, is about ten miles, and the greatest breadth is about

three miles. The western portion from the forks of the Coldwater to

the volcanics of Ten Mile creek or Lower Nicola is about five miles,

with an extension north and south along the creeks of about ten miles. §
Tlie length of the eastern or Quilchena basin is about seven miles

from north to south and the maximum breadth apparently about two

and a half miles.

At all these places the sedimentary rocks composing the coal basins Faulti^.

rest directly upon the volcanics without indication of any overflows.

At several points there are well indicated lines of fracture, which have

evidently been caused by movements subsequent to the period of

deposition and hardening of the rocks aflPected, and in several cases

the coal seams are broken across abruptly.

The best natural section of the coal-beai'ing strata is seen in what Section,

is called the Coal gully, a small stream and ravine situated about one

mile and a half south of the forks of the Coldwater. Other sections

ai-e exposed at the big bend of the Coldwater river, where the coals of

that stream outcrop along with a considerab'e thickness of yellowish

gray sandstone ; on the upper part of Hamilton creek east of the road

crossing from Nicola lake to the Aspen Grove or Princeton road ; and

in a gully north of Nicola lake post-otfice, a short distance west of the

Mill-stream (also called Clapperton creek). Additional information has

been afforded by two boreholes sunk in the Nicola-Coldwater area, one

near the Coldwater river and the other about two miles east on the

bank of the Nicola river, neither of which, however, reached the base

of the formation, but passed through several hundred feet of sandstone

and shale with several thin seams of coal in the Coldwater borin<y>

while in the Nicola hole the sandstone was largely replaced by conglo-

merate. In the former boring a seam of coal was reported at 190
feet, thus :

—

Siatf, i' "r" Boreholes a-

cS:::: ::r::::::::::::: ::::...::::;;:::;;:;::;;:;; 3 s
i^-'i-^^-

.Sandsttme, gray (J

<-'oal ....".".
1 4

Sandstone S
Coal -

Coal ~T~7
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Nicola boring the seam was struck a

follows :-

In the Nicola boring the seam was struck at 137^ feet and was as

Coal. ^, ,

f^- '"•

Shale 8 6
Coal 8
Shale, dark 1 1

Coal f.

Slate 4

Coal 4 4

Coal 5 6

Borings (1904) While the aggregate of coal in each of these borings is about the

same, it will be noticed that in the Coldwater boring the thick portion

of the coal is at the top, while in the Nicola hole it is at the bottom.

Whether this feature is due to change in the character of the seam,

both representing one and the same, or whether it indicates two

distinct seams of practically the same thickness is not determined, and

it would be very desirable that other borings should be made in the

immediate vicinity to settle the question. Unfortunately, of several

borings made during the season of 1904, none succeeded in penetrating

the drift, and as the underlying rock was not reached no light was

afforded as to the structure of this part of the basin, other than that a

considerable area has been largely denuded, owing to the action of the

two streams already mentioned.

Around the margin of the coal basin high hills of volcanic rock rise on

all sides. On the north between Nicola lake and Coutlee these reach an

elevation of over 2,000 feet above the river valley. The rocks consi-t

of diabase, porphyrite and occasional small areas of granite, and con-

tain small showings of copper and iron ore. On the summit of these

ridges small isolated patches of sedimentary rocks, which sometimes

contain remains of plant stems in a coarse gritty or arkose paste, are

occasionally seen.

Limestone They indicate that the volume of these sediments was at one time

very great and that the areas which occur along the Nicola and Cold-

water rivers now represent the portion remaining from the erosion of

many hundreds of feet of sediments which at one time probably filled

the valley. On the road over the hills to the west of the Coldwater

in the direction of Mclnnis ranch similar patches of arkose rock are

found, as also small areas of limestones which rest on the volcanics.

On the road south east to Princeton the limestones also outcrop at the

Nine-mile post which is the highest point in this direction. These are

similar to the limestones described by Dr. Dawson as occurring on the

ridges east of Quilchena creek. They contain obscure forms of fossils,

and the rock is somewhat shattered though not changed to a crystal-

line limestone.
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The volcanic rocks of the district contain small deposits of copper Copper.

and iron ores at many points. Opposite Coutlee several openings have

been made in the face of the hill to the south, but the quantity of

either mineral in this area appears to be insignificant. Two principal

areas, however, exist which are known as the Aspen Grove camp and

the Aberdeen. The former is on the road to Princeton and is about

twenty miles south-east of Coutlee, the other is on the west side of the

TenMile creek about ten miles from the post road to Lower Nicola. The

ores and associated rocks have been carefully examined, principally by

Mr. R. A. A. Johnston, and will be described later. On the summit

of the range north-east of Coutlee a small deposit of specular ore was

opened several years ago but found to be irregular and of but small

extent. On the summit of Iron mountain also small irregular veins

of similar ore were observed, but the observed quantity did not appear

to be of economic importance. A small and irregular deposit was also

seen on the north flank of the hill south of Coutlee. The ore is spec-

ular but the occurrence is unimportant. This seems to be the pi'in-

cipal variety of iron ore seen in the district.

THE COAL GULLY ROCKS.

(Garesche-Green area.)

The most interesting series of outcrops in the Nicola basin is found The coal gully

in what is called the Coal gully, a ragged ravine which cuts the face
*

of the hills west of the Coldwater and about a mile south of the forks

with the Nicola. The rise of the hill is steep^ the elevation at the top

of the main gully, in a distance of 35 chains, being 400 feet above its

mouth on the flat area west of the river, while, in the next 35 chains,

to the contact with the volcanics there is a further rise of about 350

feet. A small side gully comes in from the west at the mouth of the

main gully, and on both of these the rocks are well exposed.

On the Coal gully proper four coal seams are displayed, with inter-

stratified beds of grayish sandstone and shale, with some conglomerate, seams

On the side gully there is a contact of the shale with the volcanics ten •'^P'^^®

chains south-west of the junction with the main gully, the rocks in

this portion being principally shales, gray, brown or black and carbo-

The section given by Dr. Dawson in his report for 1877-78, pp 124-

125, of the rocks of the main Coal gully is as follows, beginning at the

upper end of the ravine.

26—4
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ft. in.

Soft yellowish sandstone in thin beds 32

Coal, laminated, rather soft 15 4.

Sandstone, rather soft with some shale 89

Section by Dr. Coal T) 4

G.M.Dawson. Sandstone, with a considerable thickness of .shale at the base 141

Coal, about .... 3

Sandstone, generally in thin lied.s 136

Coal, about 2 5

This gully was examined during the past season and a survey was

made from the mouth at the junction of the small side gully to the

contact with the volcanics. This section may be divided into two parts,

of which the upper, from the top of the main ravine to the contact of

the grits with the underlying rocks, shows no coal.

At the upper part near this contact the outcrops of the coal forma-

tion consist of grayish grits and fine conglomerate which dip N. 4° E. <
65°. These sweep round in a few yards at the small stream and dip

N. 40° E. same angle. The actual contact with the diabase is not seen

here, there being a concealed interval of about fifty yards.

Rocks of the On the stream in the gully flaggy yellcwish-gray sandstones dip like
upper sec ion.

^^^^ j^^^ ^^^ extend down stream for seven chains. Here the gully

runs out on the flat, but ten chains to the northeast the gully again

begins and has a depth of about eight feet, in which a small section of

shales and sandstones is exposed. The upper part of this section shows

fine-grained grits and conglomerate, dip S. < 35°. At fifteen paces the

angle increases to 55°-60°, and at twenty paces more the dip in carbona-

ceous shales is S. 12^ W. < 35°. At fifteen paces further, grits and fine

conglomerates dip S. 38° W. < 40° indicating a syncline in this portion

of the section. Below this the gully runs out on a flat and no outcrops

are seen to the head of the main gully about fifteen chains north. The

structure of the upper portion is therefore synclinal and of the other

portion to the head of the main gully probably anticlinal. The descent

of this part of the section is, by aneroid, 320 feet.

The lower ^^^ second or main gully has a length of about thirty five chains in

section, ^ nearly north direction. It is rough and deep, with abrupt walls cut

in part through rock and in part through boulder clay. In this section

coal is seen at six points, but of these probably the three lowest outcrops

are on the same seam. From notes of the survey the following descrip-

tions may be given.

Section on The lowest part of the gully for a distance of fifteen chains from the
guilj. mouth rises quickly, displaying, for the most part, yellowish-gray grits

and sandstone with some bands of fine conglomerate, showing in places
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much false bedding. The dip varies considerably, and ranges from S,

80' E. < 12' at the lower part through N., to N. 60° W. < 15°-20%

S. 70^ W. and 1^. 20^ W. < 15" to the outcrop of the first coal. An
anticline is apparent in the lower portion, the beds on the west side of

the creek dipping S.W. < 12°-20 . While the dips are generally low,

the beds are somewhat disturbed.

Thirteen chains south of the mouth of the gully the first outcrop of Faulted coal

coal is seen on the west side about forty paces distant from the brook, seam.

An opening made here shows the presence of a fault which cuts off the

coal sharply at this place, with a direction of about N. 30° W., the

western wall being sharply defined and consisting of grayish grit. The
coal at the east of the fault dips N. 60° E. < 13°. The beds in the

upper part of the hole are somewhat crushed. The elevation of this

place is about 200 feet above the mouth of the gully.

On the east side the same bed has been opened up by a drift driven

along the coal to a distance of eighty-five feet, starting at about fifteen

feet above the bed of the brook. A section of the coal, as measured in

the tunnel, gives :

Sandstone forming the slope of the hill above :

—

Coal seam

ft. in.
^'°- 1-

Coal 5

Shale parting ~
. . 1 C

Coal 13 6

The dip varies considerably. A short distance in the tunnel, where n.
11 • 1 1 r 1 1 1

unnel in
a small side drift has been made to the south, the dip of the coal, which coal.

here has a shale parting of two and a half feet, fvppears to be N. 70°

E. < 15" and S. 80° E. < 15°, showiag a low fold. These outer beds

may, however, be somewhat crushed, as they form the eastern slope of

the gully. The coal at the entrance to the drift is also crushed.

Below this coal there appears to be about 175 feet of the grayish

sandstone. At the inner end of the tunnel the dip of the coal as

nearly as could be ascertained is N. 70° E. < 10°, and the drift cuts

obliquely across the coal bed starting from the bottom, and at the

inner end reaching the roof. The coal itself appears to be of good

quality, yielding large blocks, and has been mined for several years

for local consumption. Its extension eastward cannot be traced at the

surface, but it probably underlies the hill to the east, which we may
call Coal Gully hill. It appears to be the lowest seam in this area

and should underlie to the north-east the flat west of the Coldwater

unless it has been removed by denudation, a point which can only be

proved by boring in that direction.

26—41
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On the west side of the gully the coal outcrop at the fault apparently

represents the west side of an anticline, which extends a few degrees

east of south along the lower part of the ravine, the opposing south,

west dip being seen at several points. A third outcrop, three and a

half chains south of the tunnel on the east bank, may represent a still

further extension of che same seam. The dips along this part of the

section show considerable divergence, and may represent additional

faults or a disturbed anticline.

Coal seam
No. 2.

About eight chains south of the tunnel another seam outcrops on

the east side of the gully. The roof appears to be of shale and shaly

sandstone and the outcrop as measured gave at the top :

—

Coal

Shale.

Coal .

Shal.'.

4

3 4

This may be styled^ Seam No. 2.

Owing to the bed of this stieam and the sides of the gully being

much encumbered from the sliding down of the banks, the exact

measurements of these seams are difficult to determine in some places.

The dip of coal No, 2 appears to be south-east < 15 '-20', and a short dis-

tance above, on the brook, the overlying shales dip south < 1 5^, show-

ing a sharp change in direction, which may indicate the further exten-

sion of the anticline noted on the lower part. Some exploratory work

has been done on this seam, but the sides have fallen in, and but little

can be ascertained as to the exact nature.

Ceal seam
No. 3.

Above this point the course of the gully inclines to the south-east

and four chains further there is another outcrop of coal on the east

bank which appears to measure 17 to 18 feet, capped by gray, maidy

shales with a dip of S. 55' E, <20.' This may represent the upper

seam of Dawson's section which he gives as 15 feet 5 inches, underlaid

by sandstone. Of the details of this seam and its extension nothing

can be said, very little work having been done at this place. It may
be styled seam No. 3,

Coal seam
No. 4.

Further south, near the head of the main gully, a fourth seam is

exposed on the east side with thin bedded sandstone, showing a thick-

ness at the outcrop of about three feet, the lower part being concealed

in the bed of the stream. No work has been done at this place, and

it is apparently not included in Dawson's section. This part of the

gully is shallow and may not have been excavated at the time of his.
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visit. The dip of the seam appears to be slightly to the nortli of east,

and the sandstone a short distance below dips N. E. < "20 . It is pos-

sible that a small outcrop along the road to the south-east may repre-

sent the extension of this seam, \vhich may be styled seam No. 4.

The structure west of the head of the gully, in the direction of the Measures
° "

^ _ concealed.

section exposed in the upper portion, is probably an anticline, and if

seams occur on the west side they are concealed by drift Without

boring or heavy trenching no definite information can be given as to

such extension, and it is possible that in this area the several seams

described on the lower portion may be cut out by faults which appar-

ently occur near the contact of these rocks with the volcanics along

the west border of the basin.

The elevation of the crest of Coal gully hill east of this ra\ ine is not Outcrops on

far from 450 to 500 feet above the flat area at the base to the north,

and as all the seams in the ravine dip to the east or possibly north-

east, they should underlie the hill unless affected by faults. The pre-

sence of large outcrops of the sandstone on the east flank of the hill, a

short distance west of the road to Mclnnis ranch,with a dip of N. V E.

< 60 , indicates a possible disturbance of this sort, but as there are no

intermediate outcrops in this direction the structure must be conjectural.

Twenty-five chains south of this last exposure of sandstone, and on the

side of the I'oad, is the small outcrop to which reference has already

been made. A good bore hole sunk on the crest of this hill is very

desirable, but the scarcity of water at present renders such work a

diflicult matter.

The western limit of this basin has been fairly well outlined by the Western limit

contacts near the mouth of the Coal gully and by the sandstone *
' -^^

'

ridge on the road near the head of the upper section. The land in the

intermediate space is high, and the extent of the coal rocks in this

portion must be limited. To the north of the mouth of the gully the

volcanics come to the line of road from the forks of the Coldwater to

this point, whence the range of the hills trends to the west and keeps

along the south side of the Nicola to Lindley creek and on to Ten

Mile creek on the north side. On the small side-gully already men-

tioned, near the mouth of Coal gully, the excavations show the actual

contact at a point ten chains south-west. The basal beds of the sedi-

mentaries at this contact are made up, for a few yards, of the volcanic p . t f

debris passing upward into shales, gray, brown and black, and quite volcanics.

carbonaceous in places. The dip is north east ac angles of 10 to 20

degrees, and at two chains from the contact there is a marked disturb-

ance in these rocks, probably indicating the continuation of the fault

seen in the coal seam to the south. Below this the shales are grayish
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and dark coloured as far as a small pit sunk during the past summer

to a depth of twenty three feet, the dip of the shales at the bottom

being N. 55' E. <35. These shales contain plant stems, ferns and

thin irregular patches of coaly matter. There is an apparent upthrow

from the north-east at this place.

Coldwater
hill. The structure of another hill eastward of Coal gully hill which we

have styled Coldwater hill, since it terminates on the Coldwater river,

can only be inferred from the few outcrops of sandstone which show

on the north and east slopes, and from those seen along the bank of

the stream in which the Coldwater coal-seam is exposed.

This hill has an elevation of about 350 feet above the river flat. It

is quite steep on the north and east, but slopes to the south for about

half a mile to the Coldwater river. In this part no rock exposures

are seen.

in°CoSwa\eT* ^^ ^^^ north side the rock outcrops are all of the yellowish sand-

river, stone like that at the mouth of the Coal gully, with fine conglomerate

bands. The dips vary from N. 60° E. to N. 30° W. < 15°-25°, showing

a shallow syncline in the north-east part. Along the banks of the

Coldwater, from near the line of Blair's lot southward for about forty-

five chains, these sandstones are almost continuously exposed and form

a bluff from 20 to 30 feet high. In this distance two outcrops of coal

are exposed, which probably represent portions of the same seam which

here shows a shallow synclinal structure. The dip at the southern end

of the section is to the north-east at an angle of 25 or 30 degrees and

at the other outcrop the dip is S. 61' E. <15°. The south outcrop

has been described by Dr. Dawson (report, 1877-78, pp. 123-124 B.)as

follows :

—

ft. in.

1. Sandstone '•

Section of 2. Shale 10
coal seam.

3_ poal, good with occasional silicified stumps somewhat

laminated, cleat in two directions 4

4. Sand, not continuous 0^

5. Coal, weathered but probably good quality 9

6. Soft sandstone OA

7. Coal
6~

8. Soft gi'ay sandstone, G inches to 7

9. Coal 1 4i

10. Coal, soft 2

11. Coal, shaly 9A

12. Hard fine-grained sandst. graj^ with some obscure plant

impressions, variable but generally about . . 4

13. Coal, laminated 3A

14. Shale with obscure plants and remains of insects 9

15. Sandstone

10 5i
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The supposed repetition of this seam is found at the foot of the

sandstone bluff about nineteen chains distant on a bearing X. 20' W.
mag. At this place the coals and sandstone have changed their dips to

the south-east, showing the presence of a shallow syncline facing to the

east. The thickness of this outcrop as given by Dr. Dawson is as

follows :

—

ft. in. Section on
1. Sandstone at top, at least iO n Coldwater

2. Grayshale 2
lower outcrop.

^ f , _ (j.M. Dawson.
3. Coal 1 -J

4. Coal with shaly partings 1 <>

0. Coal 2

<j. Soft brown shale <J 1

7. Yellowish sandy shale 8i

8. Coal with occasional thin lenticular shaly partings "11
9. Shale 6

10. Coal 8

11. Coal with about a third shaly partings 11

12. Fine-grained gray sandstone, equivalent to No. 12 in

former section, the insect bed being absent, about 4

13. Yellowish sandstone, rather soft, at least 10

31 Oi

While there are some minor points of difference in the character of

these sections there is but little doubt that they represent the same

seam. At the time of our visit the lower outcrop on the stream was

inaccessible as the opening was filled in with river wash. Portions of

the upper opening were also hidden, but at one point an entrance was

effected and a drift was followed to the end. In this drift the dip of

the coals at one place was found to be N. 10° E. <28" but the seam

appeared to be somewhat crushed as if by the weight of the overlying

sandstone. The length of the drift is about fifty feet, and the total

thickness of coal was nearly eight feet.

ft. in.

Sandstone roof

Coal with shaly and sandy partings 5 6

Coal 2 Section of

Shaly'sandstone^.
.".'.'.'.'.".'.'.".'..'.',".'.'.'.'.

VV..; 1 uijf^r seam,

Coal 1

Sandstone floor

9 6

At the head of the tunnel the dip is apparently N. 55° E. <30",

and on the south side of the excavation there appears to be a roll

making the dip on that side S. 20' E. As the interior of the drift

was not cleared out the exact measurements could not be taken. A
few hundred tons are removed during the winter and with the spring

tloods the workings are nearly filled in with wash from the Coldwater,

the openings being but little above the level of the stream.
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Bore-hole, The structure of the rocks at this place appears to present the

following features:—The syncline along the river bank at the big bend

is suddenly changed to an anticline a few rods to the north of the lower

outcrop of coal. The dip changes from S.E. to N. 30° W., so that the

outcrop of this coal seam should follow along the north side of the

Coldwater hill, and might be supposed to underlie the area in G. Blair's

lot, No. 172. In support of this view a bore-hole, put down in 1891

near the bank of the Coldwater and at a distance of about thirty-five

chains N.W. from the lower coal outcrop, passed through what is

probably the same seam at a depth of 195 feet. The section of the coals

in this boring, taken from the log, is :

—

ft. in.

^ ,
Drift 55

Coal-seams.
Shales and .sandstone 135

Coal 3 8

Sandstone parting (>

Coal 1 4

Sandstone parting 8

Coal 7

Coal 5 7

Sandstone and shale 15 6

Coal 1 5

Below this the hole was carried down to a total depth of 600 feet,

and showed underlying coal seams as follows :
—

ft. in.

Coal, at 269 feet 10

Coal, at 338 feet 1 5

Coal, at 449 feet 7

Co.al, at 456 feet f 6

Coal and shale at 588 feet 1 7

The boring ended in sandstone and shale.

It will be seen that it is practically impossible to correlate the Cold-

water seam with those at the Coal gully, unless indeed the thin lower

seams of the bore hole represent the thick seams in the lower part of

the gully greatly reduced. In this case the seam worked on the Cold-

water might represent the highest or No. 4 of the gully section, and

the seams on the Coldwater area would be repeated by faulting which

has thrown the eastern portion of the section upward.

To the eastward no outcrop of the coal-bearing rocks is visible at

any point in the Nicola valley, with the exception of a small section

exposed on the upper part of Hamilton creek, just above the road

from Nicola post-office to the road leading to Aspen Grove and Prince-

ton.
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basin and have been analyzed in this department, the results being

Analyses of as follows :

coal.

Coal gully.

Quilchena.

Coldwater
ri ver.

G. S. L. No. 272 ^

1904.

Mem. re certain coals collected by Dr R. W. Ells :
—

(a) From tunnel on lower seam of Coal Gully

—

Water 3-04

Volatile combustible matter 37 ' 18

Fixed carbon 52 ' 05

Ash (reddish-white) .* 7 '73

100 00

Coke, per cent 59 "78. Yields a compact firm, coherent coke.

(6) From lot 12G7. On creek running into Quilchena creek

—

Water
,

6
' 95

Volatile combustible matter 37
' 21

Fixed carbon 47 ' 95

Ash (pale reddish-brown) 7
' 89

100 00

Coke, per cent 55 "^4. Yields a firm, coherent coke.

(c) From southerly outcrop of seam on Coldwater river

—

Water 3-17

Volatile combustible matter 35 73

Fixed carbon 55 " 25

Ash (light reddish-brown) 5
' 85

10000
Coke, per cent 61 '10. Yields a firm, coherent coke.

(d) From the Coldwater river, near its junction with the Nicola, near Coutlee.

Lower tunnel. C. H. Keefer, Esq.

—

Water 137
Volatile combustible matter 38 ' 24

Fixed carbon 54 ' 25

Ash (light reddish-brown) 6 ' 14

Coke, per cent 60'39. Yields a compact, firm, coherent coke.

Analyses by fast coking understood.

(Signed)

100 00

G. C. H.

Hamilton
creek.

Hamilton creek, which flows from a chain of small lakes lying to the

north of the Princeton road, and nearly three miles east from the fork

of the road from Nicola with that from Coutlee, furnishes a small sec-

tion of coal-bearing rocks. To the north of the Lundbaum lakes at

the head of the creek, there is a high hill known as Sugarloaf or Lund-

baum head, composed of diabase and porphyrite with some granite.

Along the course of the creek, about the lakes, and for some distance

below them, these rocks are well exposed. They continue down stream

to within a mile of the Nicola road, where they form the bed of the

stream and are in part covered with a heavy deposit of clay.
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The tirst rock seen on this creek upon the eruptives is a yellowish- Section on

1 1 • ^ o-o ITT n~- Hamilton
gray sandstone of the usual type, with a dip ot fe. 3y W. <2o', but cieek.

between this outcrop and the volcanics there is a space of about 500

yards, the banks being of clay and gravel. A fault cuts across the

creek near the sandstone outcrop in a direction N. 25' W. The sand-

stone is interstratified with shale, in places carbonaceous, and these

outcrops extend down stream for about 400 yards with the same dip,

though the angle increases to forty degrees. Indications of faults are

seen at several points. Below this the dip swings to the south and

the sandstones are in part replaced by carbonaceous shales. About

midway on the line of section the dip is South < 30°-40'', and from

this to the end where the ravine meets the plain near the road-cross-

ing, the dip continues to change regularly till it reaches, in the lowest

exposures on the stream, S. 75° E. to East < 25°. The character of

the formation remains practically the same throughout. No coal seamS

were observed, but the trunks of trees were seen near the lower end of

the outcrops, and in a boring sunk at this part a seam of a few inches

of coal was reported. The log of this boring has not been secured.

The stream is very hard to ti'averse, being much choked with drift-

wood and boulders along the greater portion of the line of section.

From the dips it would appear that these rocks lie in a shallow syn- Synclinal
structure.

cline dipping to the south-west in the direction of the Coldwater. The

thickness of the formation is apparently not very great, and it is

bounded on the north by a ridge of eruptives consisting of diabase and

tuffaceous rocks which lie in alternating layers and form a bold escarp-

ment facing on the Nicola river for several miles. The Hamilton creek

area is there''ore a small side basin extending north-easte'-ly from the

Coldwater area, and with a maximum breadth of about one mile, ter-

minating north-eastward at about two miles east of the road crossing

from Nicola lake.

Borings are now being made in the volcanic rocks on the upper

part of this creek.

The valley of the Nicola shows no rock outcrops from near the foot Section nort)h

of the lake for some miles, the drift deposits along its course being "* Nicola
' ^ ° ° post-office.

very heavy. To the north-west of Nicola post-office a road which

extends up the Millstream, or as it is sometimes styled Clapperton

creek, traverses a flat area for nearly three fourths of a mile till it

meets a ridge of volcanic rocks. On the Millstream, the lower part, for

half a mile or more above the post-road crossing, shows no ledges, but

at this distance there is a low ridge of brown feldspathic and diabase

rock which shows on both sides of the stream. Two hundred yards above
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this there is a small outcrop of the basal beds, (arkose) of the sedi-

mentary rocks on the west side. No exposure of the grits or shales is

seen in this area, and above to the old mill, four miles from the mouth,

nothing was seen but volcanics of the usual aspect. In places traces

of copper are visible.

Volcanics A traverse was made across the hills south-west from this place and

IT road
'^ ' showed them to be entirely of volcanic rock. In a gully wtich cuts

across the lower part of these hills in rear of Nicola post-office these

rocks are well exposed for a short distance. They consist at the base

of porphyrites and diabase, but descending towards the flat the over-

lying rocks are much crushed, sometimes slaty, and in one place show

a recomposed mass holding carbonaceous matter, similar to the small

outcrop on the Millstream to the east. These probably represent the

basal beds of the coal measures, since they dip toward the Nicola river

and should underlie the sediments of that valley. There is no indi-

cation of coal seams in this direction, however, and no outcrops are

seen on the flat area which extends to the post-road at Nicola village.

Eastern end of The main area of volcanic rocks on the south side of the Nicola

coal basin. gradually approaches the river in a north-east direction and meets

those of the north side of the basin a short distance below the foot of

Nicola lake, near the bridge, so that the village of Nicola lies at the

north-east extremity of the basin. All around the shores of Nicola

lake the rocks are volcanic, and no trace of the coal formation is seen

to the west of Quilchena creek, about eight miles distant.

Volcanicndge About two miles south-west of the village of Nicola, on the road
south of the

i . i

Nicola. thence to the Princeton road, a side spur of the volcanics rises in a

bold ridge from the river flat to a height of about 350 feet. The road

to Hamilton creek ascends the ridge, which thence continues to the

south-west for nearly three miles. The actual breadth of the outcrop

of these rocks is not great, but the surface slopes slightly in the direc-

tion of Hamilton creek, and this ridge forms the northern margin of

the basin in this area. There is no evidence that the rocks of this

ridge are an overflow upon the sediments of the coal-basin. They are,

^ apparently, like the rest of the volcanic hills, a part of the underlying

series. Rock outcrops are seen on the river side of the bluff, but on

the surface, south of the summit, the only exposures seen are of large

blocks from the crest of the ridge. Similar rocks are seen at a number

of places in the area to the south and west, as at Quilchena falls, and

on Petite or Spious creek.

Southern mar- To the south and south-west the limit of the coal rocks is determined

basin.

^^
^^J ^^^ ridge of the volcanics. In this area the great mass of Iron
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mountain is a conspicuous feature. The supposition held by some that

these rocks overlie the coal basin is not warranted in any particular,

as the sandstones and associated strata rest upon these instead of

passing under them. The contact on the Princeton road east of the

forks with the road up the Coldwatev is about one mile and a half east

of that point. On the road up Cold water, at Godey creek, it is about

half a mile south, but on this road the line of the hills gradually

approaches the Coldwater river and meets the volcanics of the west

side about three miles south of the forks of the roads, thus limiting

the basin in this direction. As the basin in this part is narrow and

filled in with heavy deposits of clay, the presence of workable coal

seams in this southern part of the basin is not probable. The erosive

force of this stream has doubtless cut away large portions of the sedi-

mentary rocks in this part of the area.

North of the Nicola the limit of the basin is well defined by the high Xorthem run

range of hills between Coutlee and Nicola lake. For a distance of "^ *^® ^'^''"^"

three miles west of the lake there is a margin of flat land, about half a

mile in width, between the post-road and the foot of the mountain

range, heavily drift-covered, so that no rock outcrops are exposed. At
this place a spur of the mountain approaches within a few yards of

the road, below which the mountain mass again recedes and forms a

recess for a mile or so, but again reaches the road a short distance

east of the forks with the Princeton road, one and a half miles east of

Coutlee. Though no rocks of the coal formation are visible in this

area, it is regarded as prolable that, if they underlie the clay.s, they

dip south-east away from the hill range, as elsewhere. Small areas of

limestone are found on the south flank of these hills, and have been

burned for lime, and the patches of fossil-bearing rocks are at a higher

level to the north.

West of the forks of the Coldwater and Nicola rivers the ridge of Coal rock pos-

volcanic rocks west of the Coal gully, after passing the mouth of the at Coutlee.

latter as already mentioned, turns sharply to the west and exten<ls to

the village of Lower Nicola. The width of the valley opposite Coutlee

is scarcely one mile, the volcanics between the Coldwater forks and

that place on the north side of the river keeping close alongside the

post-road to the village, whence the ridge turns off to the north-west

and continues up the east side of Ten Mile creek. In the valley oppo-

site Coutlee the river flows through clay and gravel deposits, and has

probably removed the greater part of the sedimentary rocks, possibly to

the underlying volcanics.

About a mile below Coutlee, near the Indian houses, the hills on the fen Mile

north side trend northerly, and a basin is formed which extends north creek.
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along the east side of Ten Mile or Guichon creek for about eight miles.

The bed of this stream is filled with boulders from the volcanic ridges,

among which large blocks of granite are numerous. These are from

the hills on the west side of the creek.

Strops S''^''
Along a road which leads up the east side of the Ten Mile valley,

Ten Mile after passing the flat which extends north from the post-road for about

one mile, the ascent is quite rapid. There are no rocks in place with

the exception of a ledge of gray sandstone about five miles from the

post-road, but boulders of granite and other volcanic rocks strew the

hillsides. Steep gullies cut the west slope of this valley and at

a distance of about four miles from the junction of this stream

with the Nicola, on the slope near the creek bottom, two outcrops,

mostly of shale, are seen. The lowest of these is near the bank of

the creek and consists of a bluff of gray and dark carbonaceous shale

with a dip of S. 70 W. < 30% but no coal is here visible. About a

fourth of a mile north-east of this another outcrop of similar shales is

seen on the side of a hill which has been opened up to a slight extent

and contains a bed of coal, the actual thickness of which was not

ascertained, but it is reported to be four feet, the excavation being

partially filled up. The coal seam at this place, however, appears to

be of some importance. The dip of the rocks here is N. E. < 25°,

indicating an anticline between the two exposures. The shales and

sandstones extend thence eastward across the road and for a mile or

more beyond to the foot of the volcanic ridge. This ridge gradually

approaches the creek, and at Eight Mile creek meets the volcanics of

the west side of the valley, limiting the basin in this direction. This is

near the northern limit of the Indian reserve. West of the creek the

surface is a level bench of sand and gravel, which extends to the foot

of the hills about three fourths of a mile distant, but the heavy depo-

sits of drift effectually conceal the underlying rocks. There would.
Southern end . „

'
, , • c i i • ^i • -^i i .i

of Ten Mile therefore, appear to be a basin oi coal-rocks in this area with a length,
basin.

along the stream irx)m north to south, of about eight miles and a

breadth of from two to three miles. To the south of the Nicola, on

Lindley creek, (which enters the Nicola a short distance east of Ten

Mile creek) outcrops of sandstone and shale aie seen in the bed of the

stream with a small deposit of coal near the upper level of these rocks.

This has been already referred to.

Coal on Lind- This coal outcrop, on Lindley creek, is about one mile south of the

Nicola at an elevation of 500 feet above the river valley to the north.

As seen in a tunnel, which has been driven into the west bank of the

creek, the coal is broken up and inclined at a high angle. The seam

does not appear to be continuous to any extent, and has apparently
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been largely removed by denudation, part of the tunnel being driven

in clay. The dip of the associated sandstone is north-east < 70°. The

sandstone can be seen at intervals on the creek for some distance

below this outcrop, and apparently marks the southern extension of

the Ten Mile creek basin. South of the coal outcrop the sedimentary

rocks extend for about 100 yards. As the walls of this creek are

quite steep in places and occupied by volcanic rocks, the indications of

the presence of a large body of coal in this part of the area are not

promising.

The above descriptions include practically all the rock exposures

relating to the sediments of the Nicola valley basin, and their relations

to the' surrounding rocks. The only other available data are derived

from the several bore-holes which have been put down in the area

between the Nicola and Coldwater rivers.

Assuming the reliability of the logs, which have been obtained from

the Mines Department at Victoria, it will be seen that the depth of

the coal-bearing rocks in this part of the Nicola basin is at least 600

feet below the river level. How much more must be added to reach

the base of the formation can not be ascertained until other and deeper

borings have been made.

Several other borings made about the same time have given only Borings in

negative results. They passed through a great thickness of drift and ^i^ola valley,

failed to reach bed-rock. One of these, near the bridge at the forks

of the Nicola and Coldwater, penetrated the drift to the volcanics, the

sedimentary rocks being entirely denuded, and another, at the north

east angle of J. Garcia's lot No. 124, reached a depth of 219 feet

without passing through the drift, and was abandoned.

During the past summer, several holes were put down in this area

;

none of them passed through the drift material to bed-rock. One of

these, on W. Vogt's lot,No. 25, reached a depth of 200 feet ; another, on

the lot adjoining, to the south-east, near "W. Charter's line, the same

depth, and a third, on Armitage's small lot near the Nicola river, a

depth of 2S0 feet. It is to be regretted that the first two, at least,

were not carried down further as they might have struck the Cold-

water seam, the dip of the outci'ops on that river being in the direc-

tion of the bore-holes. Beyond establishing the fact that the drift

deposits in this area are very heavy with consequent erosion, this work
has not helped in solving the question of the extension of the known
coal-seams in the Nicola valley. It can scarcely be supposed that the

scouring out of this valley has removed all the coal rocks recorded in

the borings of 1892-93, though it is evident that over a considerable area
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there has been great denudation, especially in that part where the two

rivers have joined. It is also probable that in that part of the valley

between the dike-like wall below Nicola lake and the post-road, the

ei'osion has been very heavy, and the economic value of the basin will

be somewhat reduced in consequence.

An attempt was next made in the valley of Ten Mile creek, the loca-

tion of the drill being on Collett's ranch near his north line or about

two miles north of the Nicola river. A depth of 130 feet was reached,

but owing to the large size and great number of the granite boulders in

the drift at this place it was found impossible to reach the underlying

rock with the machinery employed. Work in this direction has there-

fore been abandoned for the winter, none of the holes sunk "in the

valley having succeeded in penetrating the drift.

Other borings,

Conclusion.

Borings were also made in 1903 near the summit of the hills on the

road west from Coldwater to Mclnnis ranch, with a calyx drill. The

rocks of the area are volcanics of the usual type, but at the location

selected on a small brook there is a small outlier of recomposed volca-

nics, apparently an arkose and representing basal beds of an overlying

formation, which has been almost entirely removed. In this rock

small traces of carbonaceous matter are observed. The boring reached

a depth of about 100 feet, but from samples of Cores taken from

diflferent depths the rocks passed through were all of a volcanic nature.

Other boring operations are now being carried on at a point about

three miles south-west of that just mentioned. The location is in the

valley of a small brook, the surrounding rocks are all volcanics, and

the depth of drift in the valley where operations commenced is very

heavy. The results of this boring have not come to hand, but there is

every reason to infer that the true coal formation will not be reached

at this point.

Generally speaking it may be said that the borings recently made

in the Nicola-Coldwater basin have been of little practical value.

From the fact that most of these have failed to reach the underlying

rock, they afiford no clue as to the actual structure or lie of the coal in

this direction, and if the two holes bored in 1892-93, the logs of which

are appended, are of any value it would be desirable that others should

be put down which might show whether the thickness of the several

seams thei'e i-eported is continuous throughout the basin, or whether

these may not increase in workS,ble thickness at different points. It

is therefore much to be regretted that while the drill was in place

during the past summer the holes were not carried down at least to a

depth sufficient to determine the extension eastward of the Coldwater

seam.

Note.—All bearings in this report are magnetic.
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In order to ascertain the value of the district as a future coal ^"'urtber Lor-

j • 11 1 1 1 I. 1 1 1 1
ings required

.

producer it will be necessary that a number or holes be put down at

(.arefully chosen points, since only in this way can the extension of

the seams found on Coal Gully and on the Coldwater be determined,

owing to the wide spread nature of the drift deposits. This will take

several years to accomplish and could be best done by a fusion of the

interests of the several companies owning mining areas in the valley.

THE QUILCHENA COAL BASIN.

To the east of the Nicola-Coldwater areas and about eight miles Qnikhenacoal

from Nicola village, Quilchena creek, formerly known as McDonald's

river, enters the south side of Nicola lake. Along this creek there is

a considerable area of coal-bearing rocks comprising sandstone, shale

and conglomerate with several coal seams, forming an important basin.

This area is in large part owned by the Diamond Vale Coal and

Iron mines. Limited. It lies along the course of the creek for soem

miles, and the first outcrop of the sandstone is seen on the Triangle

ranch at a point nearly two miles south of the post-road at Quilchena

post-office, where, in a small excavation on the west face of the hill,

shales and associated coals with a thickness of about six feet, dip to the

south-east. The basin extends southward along the creek from this

place for about eight miles with a maximum breadth of two and a half

miles. On the west side of the creek the volcanics form a series of

hills in the direction of the Princeton road rising to an elevation of

1,000 to 1,500 feet above Nicola lake.

On the east side, sandstone and shale with seams of coal rise to an Character of

elevation of 800 to 1,000 feet above the creek bottom, the western
°" °^°^"

slope being seamed by numerous gullies. Rock outcrops with occa-

sional coal seams are seen in several of these nearly to the top of the

ridge. The eastern side of the basin is bounded by volcanics similar

to those of the western margin, consisting of diabase, porphyrites, &c.,

which have been described by Dr. Dawson (Rep. 1877-78), and regarded

by him as probably of Triassic age. As the coal-bearing strata are

like those of the Coldwater basin and of Tertiary age it is clear that in

point of time the sedimentaries are more recent and the supposition

that the volcanics overlie the coal measure rocks in this area is not

sustained. The two areas were probably at one time continuous alon<»

the depression of Nicola lake, but the overlying rocks of this portion

have been removed by denudation. Throughout the area there are no

evidences of volcanic overflows of recent date, and the structure of this

basin is therefore similar to that of Nicola-Coldwater area.

26—5
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Although the contact of the sandstone with the volcanics on the

eastern margin of the basin is rai-ely seen, owing to drift deposits, it is

probable that the basin, as a whole, is synclinal in structure. Along

the west side the contact is seen at several points, and the sandstone

is at a high angle with indications of faults. The northern limit is

apparently defined by a deep gully on the east side of the creek,

situated on the Triangle ranch about one mile and a half south-east

of the post-road, and a short distance south of this, on the west flank of

the hills and about seventy-five feet above the creek bottom is the shale

and coal outcrop a" ready referred to. An excavation was made at this

place and the dip of the beds found to be S. 65° E. < 40° as if the

lower beds of the coal formation were following the curving outline of

the surrounding hills on either side. If the underlying sediments are

continuous at the same inclination, there should be a thickness of

about 600 feet of sandstone and shale below this outcrop to the base

of the formation in this direction, but this cannot be definitely stated

owing to the lack of exposures.

On the west side of Quilchena creek, outcrops of shale and sandstone

are exposed in a gully about five miles from the north end of the

basin where they form a recessed area This is on the Indian reserve
;

and a broken seam of coal with a thickness of about three feet is

reported as occurring at this place which may represent the outcrop on

the Triangle ranch. The dips vary from north-east to west at angles of

25 to 30 degrees. Near the creek east of this outcrop, and about

three-fourths of a mile distant, friable sandstone, shale and conglo-

merate dip N. 70° E. < 25°. Half a mile south of this the dip of the

sandstone is S. 15" E., and about the same distance further south the

dip is to the west at an angle of fifteen degrees, so that there are dis-

turbances in this part of the basin probably due to fa,ults. South of

this, to the extremity of the basin which appears to form a somewhat

elongated area in this direction, the surface is clay-covered and rock

outcrops, for the most part, are obscured.

Outcrops on
Triangle
ranch.

The eastern side of the creek shows better exposures at a number

of points. Some of the gullies are deeply channelled and the under-

lying rocks are well exposed.

Thus, on the side of the hill on Triangle ranch, about fifty feet above

the first outcrop mentioned, there is another exposure of brown and

carbonaceous shale with small partings of coal. This was not opened

up. The dip is like that of the lower exposure, and still further up

the slope other similar outcrops are visible. In the excavation made

at the first exposure the shale, which is brown at the bottom, contains
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a well-defined seam of coal which, with shale partings, has a thickness,

as already stated, of not far from six feet.

On lot 1267 of the Diamond Vale plan of survey several gullies

traverse the west slope of the hills. In the first of these examined

large ledges of yellowish-gray sandstone, thin bedded, pass up into

grayish and brownish shale with thin beds of conglomerate. Bands

of dark, carbonaceous shale occur, and the dip appears to be N. 60' E.

< 20°, and at one point there is a band of mixed coal and shale one

foot thick. Thin beds of coal also occui', but owing to clay deposits

it is impossible to determine the exact succession of beds at this place.

Similar rocks are seen in several parallel side gullies, and seams of

coal from four to six feet in thickness are reported as outcropping at

elevations of 350 to 400 feet above the creek bottom.

In a gully further to the south on the same lot the shales and jadcsonTeam'^

sandstones are well developed and contain several coal seams. One of

these has been opened to some extent l^y a tunnel driven in for about

forty-live feet transversely along the seam, which here has an exposed

thickness of about six feet. Though the coal at the outcrop is weath-

ered, the grea'"er part appears to be a bituminous coal of good quality.

The seam dips N. 60^ E. < 30", and the coal contains two thin part-

ings of one to two inches of sandy shale. The elevation at the mouth

of the tunnel is given as 275 feet above the creek, and the roof and

floor are of gray sandstone. This seam also outcrops on the south

side of the gully, and the dip here appears to be somewhat less, or

about 10 to 15 degrees. This may, however, be due to pressure of

the overlying beds along the outcrop.

Above this, on the gully, outcrops of coal and shale are seen, indi-

cating the presence of several seams, the thickness of which could not

be definitely ascertained, bat one outcrop near the top of the first

bench is stated to have a thickness of about six to seven feet with

shale partings. The elevation of this point is about 365 feet above

the creek bottom.

The highest exposed seam in this area is on a gully near the com- The Palmer or

1 PI I I mi 1
• • Camp seam.

panys camp and near the top of the upper bench, ihe elevation is

given as 775 feet above the creek and 500 feet above the outcrop of

the tunnel seam. As exposed in the gully, there is here a thickness

of about fifteen feet of coal, but at the outcrop this is crushed, owing

to the pressure of overlying beds and their consequent breaking down

on the face of the ravine. This seam was also struck in a shaft sunk

a short distance to the north-east, which found the coal at a depth of

fifty-two feet, and it was also opened to some extent by a short driftt

26—5i
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which had. however, fallen in, and could not be entered. Tn so far as

examined, the coal at this place appears to be, for surface showings, of

good quality.

A short distance west of this outcrop there is a good exposure of

fossiliferous brown shale with a dip of N. 30° to 60° E., the contained

fossils being leaves, plant stems, fruit, itc, which have been examined

and found to belong to the horizon of the Tertiary. They apparently

represent the upper portion of the formation in this direction. To the

east the surface of the ridge rises probably fur rather more than a mile,

but no outcrops were exposed owing to drift deposits. A.t the end of

this distance several exposures of volcanics were seen in shallow gullies,

and a little beyond, in the direction of Minnie lake, ridges of similar

rock are exposed, thus limiting the coal basin in this direction. The

probable line of contact between the coal formation and the volcanic

rocks in this part of the area is near the corner of lots 1,268 and 1,269,

whence it may be carried south-west through lots 1,280 and 1,283, and

the basin should terminate southward on lot 1,292 near the line of

Quilchena creek. The western line of the basin from this point is

fairly straight along the west side of the creek, with the exception of

the small side expansion alluded to on the Indian reserve.

To the east of the supposed contact of these rocks with the under-

lying volcanics in the direction of Minnie lake, the latter form a well

defined ridge with numerous outcrops for about one mile, when the sur-

face gradually descends towards the lake. Beyond this ridge no rock

exposures are seen in this direction, and there does not appear to be

much indication of a second basin of coal rocks in this part of the area.

As a whole, the character of the sandstone appears to be not very

different from that observed in the Coldwater basin. There is, how-

ever, a larger development of brownish shales, and the characteristic

fossil beds of the Quilchena basin were not seen in the western area.

In the southern portion of the basin the sandstone is better developed,

but no coals were seen. It is, however, possible, that such exist in

this portion, but their presence can best be ascertained by boring.

The coal outcrops in this basin, of which seven can be recognized in

the several gullies, are at a higher level than in the Coldwater district.

They all occur on the eastern slope of Quilchena creek, so that the

productive portion of the basin will doubtless be found on the east

side of that stream. The denudation which has taken place along the

valley has doubtless removed large portions of valuable coal lands, but

this denudation does not appear to have been so excessive as in the

area along the Nicola river where the two streams converge.
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In view of the widespread nature of the drift throughout the entire

area the actual economic value of these areas can only be ascertained by

a number of bore-holes. Faults may exist of which there is practically

no evidence at the surface, and the prospective value oE the property

as a producer of coals may be largely reduced from this cause.

The principal companies owning coal mining areas in the Nicola Coal

II • i. J -u J Couinanie.s.
valley just described are :

—

'

The Nicola Coal Co., Limited, with head-quarters at Spokane, Wash-

ington, U.S., owning areas on Lindley creek.

The Coutlee Coal and Iron Co., with headquarters at Colfax, Wash-

ington, U.S., owning areas in what is known as INJidday valley on the

hills west of the Coldwater river, near Mclnnis ranch.

The Nicola Coal and Iron Co., with head-quarters at Vancouver,

owning the Garesche-Green (Coal gully) areas and the lots along the

Coldwater river from the south end of the basin down to Blair's lot,

No. 172.

The Nicola, Kamloops and Similkameen Coal and Railway Co., own-

ing areas to the south-east of the Coldwater

The Canadian Pacific railway, owning leases of a number of lots in

the valley, principally east of the Coldwater river.

The Diamond Yale Coal and Iron Mines, Limited, owning the Quil-

chena areas.

In addition to the examination of the coal-basin proper some time Copper camps.

was spent in investigating the copper-bearing rocks of the Aspen Grove

mining camp, situated on the road to Princeton. These are located

from 18 to 25 miles south-east of Coutlee and comprise a large number

of claims, some of which show little rcore than prospects, while on

others a considerable amount of development work has been done. An
examination was also made of the Aberdeen mining camp situated to

the west of Ten ]\Iile creek, about twelve miles north of the post-road

leading to Lower Nicola. The results of this work are given in the

accompanying report by Mr. R. A. A. Johnston.
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Record of boring No. 1, near Coutlee, on Coldwater river, lot 123,

Tp. 91, approximate elevation above sea-level, 1,996 feet.

Boring No. 1,

1891.

Material.

Gravel and clay, dark

.

Shale
Coarse gray sandstone.
Shale, dark
Sandstone, dark
Sandy shale, dark
Sandstone, fine, dark. . .

Sandstone, shaly, daik
Slate
Coal
Sandstone, gray.

Coal
Sandstone, gray
Coal
Sandstone, carbon streaks. .

.

Sandstone, shaly, dark
Coal
Shale, light. .

Sandstone, 2 in. coal at top. . .

Slate, black
Sandstone, fine dark
Sandstone, coarse, gray
Sandstone, with shale partings
Sandy shale, dark
Coal
Sandstone, partings of shale
Slate, dark
Sandstone, dark
Shale, dark
•Slate, black
Shale, black
Sandstone, dark
Shale, dark
•Sandstone, dark
Shale, black
Sandstone, carDon streaks

Coal, 2 in. slate in middle
Slate, 1 in. coal at bottom
Sandstone and shale, dark .

,

Sandstone, gray
•Shale, dark
Sandstone with conglomerate, 1 ft.

•Shale, carbon streaks, dark
•Sandstone, dark and gray
Shale, dark
Sandstone, carbon streaks, gray..

.

Slate, black
Coal
Sandstone, fine gray
Coal
Sandstone, fine gray
Shale, dark
Sandstone, gray
Sandstone and shale, dark.
Sandstone, dark and gray..

Thickness of beds.

ft. in.

2
64

2
6
49 6
1 6
3 8

6
1 4

12
3
1

3
13
1

10
11

7
2
1

1

9

4
2
7

1

2
22
1

1

3
11
3

29
2
10
8

39
3

.(?)

10
2 (?) as in log.

7
10
6
6

Depth from
surface.

ft. in.

•55

57
121
126
131

133
139
188
190
193
194
195
196
196
209
212
213
217
230
231
241
252
260
269
269 10
287
289
290
291
3i;kj

304
306
313
314
316
338
340
341
344
355
358
387
389
399
407
446
449
4.50

4.56

456
458
461
478
489
501
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Record of boring No. 1, near Coutlee, on Coldwater river, lot 123

Tp. 91, approximate elevation above sea-level, 1,996 feet.

—

Con.

Material.

Boring No. 1,

1801.

Thickness of beds. ^^PjJ!^"'
I

8urt:vce.

ft.

Sandstone, dark 3
Sandstone, gray 2

Sandstone, dark 8

Sandstone and shale, dark 2

Sandstone, soft, gray 15
Sandstone and shale, gray 46
Shale, carbon streaks, dark 8
Coal and shale ... 1

Sandstone and shale, dark 9

ft.
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Record of boring No. 2, Nicola valley, 1893, Nicola Valley Co.

—

C

Boring No. 3.

1893.

Material.

Shale, carbon streaks, dark
Sandstone, gray
Sandstone, coarse, gray
Conglomerate, carbon streaks, gray
Shale, dark
Shale, carbon streaks, black
Shale, dark
Conglomerate, gray
Shale, black
Sandstone, carbon streaks, black .

.

Coal
Sandstone and shale, dark
Conglomerate, dark
Sandstone and shale, gray, darlo. .

.

Conglomerate, gray
Sandstone, carbon streaks, gray
Conglomerate, gray
Sandstone and shale, dark
Conglomerate, gray
Shale, dark
Sandstone, gray

Thickness. Depth.

ft. in.

10 .
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Sandstone 193 feet

Shale 198

Conglomerate 199

Brown shale with coal streaks 217

Conglomerate bands in shale 249

(3 in. at 218 ; 12 in. at 24'.t.

)

Shale 283

Hard conglomerate ^84

Black shale 289

Sandy shale 291

Shale 305

Shale 308

Conglomerate 317

Shale 324

November 17

—

Coal, l.ft 327

Shale 6 in, ' conglomerate G in 328

Shale and conglomerate hands 417

Sandstone 418

Black shale 423

Conglomerate and shale bands 434

Coal (4 in.) and shale 4.39

Coal, 1 ft 440

Black shale 4-U

Coal, 3 in.

Shale and sandstone 456

Coal, 1 ft 457

Shale 468

Shale and coal 471

Coal, 2 ft 473

Shale 2 in., conglomerate 10 in 474

Shale 480

Conglomerate 481

Coal, 1 ft. 6 in 482i

Shale with small band of conglomerate 499

Sandy shale 505

Sandy shale 513

Conglomerate. 514

Sandstone 515

Shale .517

Conglomerate 519

Dark shale.. . . 524

Shale 555

Conglomerate 556

Shale 558

Conglomerate, 559

Shale 565

Coal, lift 566^

Shale 570

Conglomerate 571

Shale with conglomerate band at 574-575 577

Light shale 577 to 586

Dark shale 588

Coal 4 in., shale 8 in., coal 1 ft. 2 in : 590

Light shale 596

Conglomerate. .597

Brown shale 600

Ligrht shale fiOfi

Boring No. 1,

Diamond
Vale.
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Vale.

Boring No. 1, Coal 1 ft. in.

Diamond g^ale „ 6 „

Coal and shale 1 ,, u

Soft black dirt 2 „ 3 h

Coal 2 n 6 II

Shale 1 „ 3 i,

Coal and shale 1 „ "

615 ft. 6 in.

Soft brown shale . . 623 «

Soft gray sandstone 626 m

Shale 627 m

Fine conglomerate 629 u

Sandstone 630 h

Dark shale 631 i, 6 i,

Light coloured fine conglomerate 633 •> 6 n

Sandstone 634 m 6 n

Coal 1 ft., shale 3 in., conglomerate 9 in 636 n 6 n

Shale, mostly hard 668 >i

Gray sandstone 672 »

Light shale 678 n

Conglomerate 678 h 8 n

Coal, 6 in 679 m 2 i,

Fire clay 689 „ 4 i,

Coal, 2 ft. 4 in 691 .i 8 „

Shale 706 " 4 I,

Coal and shale, 9 in 707 " 1 n

Shale, 4 ft. 3 in 711 .. 4 ,.

Coal and shale, 1 ft. 8 in 713 ..

Shale 715 i.

Hard, close-grained rock 717 m

Conglomerate ... 719 «

Shale 721 „

Boring abandoned.

Boring not altogether satisfactory, owing to frequent caving of hole and difficulty

of taking out cores, some of which were worn away. In this boring about twenty-four

feet of coal were passed through without reaching the 'tunnel seam,' the boring

beginning below the 15-foot seam. The log shows the presence of several seams

which are not exposed on the face of the hill owing to the heavy mantle of drift

over much of this area.

The Copper Claims of Aspen Grove and Aberdeen Camp, B.C.

Bi/ Mr. Robert A. A. Johnaton.

Aspen Grove. Aspen Grove camp is embraced in a ridge of low mountains forming

the divide between Quilchena creek flowing to the north and Otter

creek flowing to the south. Its northern limit may be set at a point

about fifteen miles south of Nicola lake. From there it extends in a

southerly direction for about twelve miles and covers, in all, an area

of about thirty square miles.
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The rock formation of the area includes an extensive development

of an old igneous series now represented in the main by breccias and

basic schists. These are traversed in various directions by more or

less extensive dikes of porphyritic and granitic eruptives, the material

of which has often been freely injected into the surrounding rock and

is to be found as the paste of much of the breccia.

Extensive alteration of the older rocks has succeeded the invasion (General char-

of these intrusives, resulting sometimes in the converting of the schists
i-od^^g

into more or less impure limestones and dolomites. Chalcedony and

serpentine are often found filling cavities and crevices. Pale brownish

yellow calcite and yellowish-green epidote are of frequent occurrence

as druses in some of the localities. The only minerals of any economic

importance so far observed are chalcocite, bornite, chalcopyrite, native

copper and specular iron. These seem to be pretty generally dis-

tributed through the older rocks, but are nowhere observed concen-

trated in any very great abundance. Stains of green carbonate of

copper are to be met with throughout the area. Iron pyrites occurs

very sparingly in a few places.

Numerous claims have been staked in the area during the past five

years. In the majority of cases, however, the claims have either been

abandoned or such work as has been performed on them has been

entirely in the nature of assessment duty. In only a few instances

have any of the claims been developed to any appreciable extent.

The following notes refer only to the more important openings that

have been made.

Sovereign Claim :—On this property, a dike several feet in width Sovereign

consisting of a dark gray diabase felsophyre is exposed for some

distance. It runs in a direction bearing N. 25 E. To the westward

of this dike the rocks have been shattered and injected with material

similar to that of the dike, forming a somewhat coarse pyroclastic

breccia.

To the eastward of the dike the rocks show evidences of having

been subjected to much pressure, so that their true character is much
obscured. In general they present a purplish-brown colour, mottled

here and there with darker or lighter shades. They are highly

feldspathic in their composition, while small prismatic crystals of a dull

green pyroxene are abundantly developed. As secondary constituents,

small quantities of white calcite, greenish-yellow epidote and yellowish-

white serpentine are more or less evenly distributed through the mass.
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In a few instances, masses of native copper of several pounds weight

have been found occupying fissures, while small grains of the same

mineral are often observed clinging to the walls of fractures. Stain*

ings of the green carbonate of copper are abundant ; those of the blue

carbonate occur more rarely.

Cojiper Standard Claim :—On this property the rocks are exposed

along a bluff for two hundred feet or more in length and sixty to

seventy-five feet in height. This bluff has a northerly exposure, and in a

recess near its base a shaft has been sunk to a depth of fifty-five feet,

and from the foot of this shaft a drift has been run in for a distance o*

forty-five feet. This shaft was filled with water at the time of my
visit, but the character of the material displayed on the dump did not

differ essentially from that of the ledge in general.

The rock consists of a fine-grained intermixture of a purplish feldspar

and a pale green pyroxene traversed by thin bands of yellowish-white

serpentine. Stains of green carbonate of copper are abundant on

exposed surfaces of the rock.

The Giant Claim :— A. tunnel sixty feet in length has been driven

into the north side of the mountain on which this claim is situated.

The rock consists throughout of a compact gray diabase, enclosing here

and there small masses of pinkish-white calcite and a very little iron

pyrites. At the top of the hill, a short distance above the mouth of

the tunnel, the iron pyrites becomes more abundant and stains of blue

and greon carbonates of copper are common.

Copper Chief Claim :—Two openings on the south side of the hill on

this claim show abundant stains of blue and green carbonates of copper

in a shattered mixture of diabasic and chloritic rocks.

Big Kid Claim :—A small excavation on this claim discloses small

quantities of bornite and chalcopyrite in a gangue composed of a shat-

tered mixture of diabase and chlorite schists with small quantities of

epidote.

The Hub Claim :—At this claim occasional stains of green carbonate

of copper are to be observed distributed over a dark brown brecciated

andesite.

The Golden Gate Claim :—At this claim a green diabase schist dip-

ping about N. 60 E. holds trifling amounts of chalcocite.

The Georgia Claim.

:

—A shaft has been sunk on this claim to a

depth of thirty-five feet. The material shown on the dump consists
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of a dark reddish-brown andesite stained with green carbonate of

copper.

Copper Belle and Bluebird Claims :—The material of these two

claims is precisely similar in character to that of the Georgia Clain),

and consists of a gray fine-grained andesite stained with green carbonate

of copper.

Bachelor, Nicola and Highland Claims :—The material of these

claims consists of a shattered coarse-grained andesite traversed by small

stringers of calcite. Occasional small grains of native copper are to be

found disposed along the walls of cavities.

Big Sioucc Claim

:

—At this claim thick bands of a green diabase

alternate with similar bands of a rather coarse-grained augite-syenite,

dipping about N. 70 W. at a high angle. The syenite shows no evi-

dences of alteration from pressure and may be intrusive in the diabase,

which is, in some parts, brecciated and generally much fractured ; alte-

ration products of an epidotic or chloritic character ate likewise more

or less abundantly disttibuted through the diabase. Tn some portions

small quantities of chalcocite and bornite are observable. Stains and

coatings of green carbonate of copper are abundant.

A shaft has been sunk on this property to a depth of twenty eight

feet and a considerable quantity of low grade ore has been raised.

The Maggie Claim, :—A shaft has been sunk on this location to a

depth of about fifty feet in a greenish-gray fractured and fissured

diabase.

The fissures are sometimes filled or lined with a yellowish white

serpentine and in a large fissure a short distance east of the shaft fine

specimens of white stalactitic chalcedony have been found. Copper

pyrites occurs sparingly on this claim. To the eastward of the shaft

the district is traversed by a zone of rusty weathering silicious dolo-

mitic schists dipping S. 50 W. at a high angle.

The Cincinnati Claim .;—A tunnel has been driven into the side of

the mountain for a distance of about two hundred and eighty feet.

The rock is a moderately coarse grained andesite, holding small quan-

tities of iron pyrites and showing frequent stains of green carbonate of

copper

The Portland Group :—This ground comprises the Portland, Coving- Portland

ton, Vicksburg and Quebec claims. A shaft said to be one hundred ^™"P-

and ten feet deep has been sunk on this property. At the time of my
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visit, however, it was partially filled with water. Somewhat extensive

strippings have also been made on the property. The rock, as revealed

by these strippings as well as by an examination of the material of the

dump, is shown to be in general a quartz andesite. Much of it has

been fractured and recemented with infiltrated silica and green ser-

pentine. It shows occasionally small quantities of chalcocite and spe-

cular iron while stains of green carbonate of copper are more or less

abundant. Narrow dikes of a gray diabasic felsophyre cut through

the andesite in a direction bearing N 10 E.

Mount Maria. Vancouver and Westminster Claims :—In its central portion Mount
Maria is traversed by a heavy dike of intrusive granite, following a

course approximately N. 8.5 W. At the summit of the mountain the

dike presents on its southern margin a sheer wall of from twenty five to

one hundred feet in height and upwards of six hundred feet in length.

In composition it consists of a fine-grained admixture of a light gray

feldspar with comparatively minor amounts of white quartz and brown

mica.

Buckhorn
claim.

To the south of this dike, material of similar composition is seen to

form the paste of a pyroclastic breccia derived from the andesite of the

region. In some portions of this breccia stains of green carbonate

of copper are abundant and in the case of the Westminster

and Vancouver claims, which occupy adjacent positions on an elevated

bench on the southern slope of the mountain, small quantities of chal-

cocite are also to be found. On the latter of these two claims a shaft

has been sunk to a depth of twenty-five feet, but so far as could be

observed the results did not seem to be very encouraging.

Buckhorn Claim,.—This claim is situated on the summit of Bear

mountain at the southern end of Aspen Grove camp. Some small

openings have been made on it, disclosing abundant stains of

green carbonate of copper on a moderately fine-grained reddish gray

to dark gray andesite.

ABERDEEN CAMP.

Aberdeen
camp.

Aberdeen Camp is composed of a number of claims in or about the

district drained by Brom creek and its branches. Brom creek is a

small rapid stream flowing down through a deep ravine from the hills

to the westward of Ten Mile or Guichon creek and emptying into the

latter stream at a point about ten miles from its confluence with the

Nicola river.

Heavy deposits of drift material conceal, to a large extent, the

underlying rocks, but where these latter are exposed they are seen to
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consist of a series of granitic eruptives enclosing remnants of an old

greenstone series and at times forming the cementing material of brec-

cias made up of fragments of the latter.

These granitic eruptives are largely made up of a moderately fine- Granite erup

grained syenite consisting almost wholly of a mixture of a light

gray feldspar and black hornblende. At different points, however,

they are seen to merge gradually into a type in which white

quartz becomes abundant and tl:e hornblende is replaced by a

dark brown mica. Small crystals of a pale red garnet are

of frequent occurrence in this latter type. Sometimes, as a result of

local disturbance, the rocks are observed to exhibit a decided schistosity

and some very thin bands consist of a rather coarse-grained light red-

dish feldspar to the almost entire exclusion of other minerals. Small

stringers and masses of white quartz and white calcite with specular

iron frequently occur.

The character of the greenstones previously mentioned has been

greatly obscured by the changes produced during the intrusion of the

granites. In some of the less altered portions they are seen to be

highly augitic but for the most part they have undergone such complete

changes that their original constitution is nearly or quite obliterated.

Drusy cavities lined with white or reddish white quartz are abundant.

Chalcocite and specular iron are distributed through it to some extent

but the quantity does not seem to be large. Stains of green carbonate

of copper are frequently seen.

Only two of the claims have been opened up to any very appreciable Aberdeen

extent. These are the Aberdeen and the IXL. The former of these

claims is situated on Brom creek at a point about a mile from the

mouth of the creek, where a large mass of the greenstone is enclosed

between two coarse joint planes in the granite, striking about X. 85°

W.(mag). A tunnel has been driven for considerably ov^er one hundred

feet along the strike. The greenstone, coated with green car-

bonate of copper and carrying small quantities of chalcocite and

specular iron is met at various intervals along the entire length of the

tunnel, the intervening spaces being occupied by either greenstone

breccia or granite. Some low grade ore has been taken out but work

for the present has been discontinued.

The IXL claim is situated on a small creek of the same name, a I ^ I' claim,

branch of Brom creek, and lies nearly a mile and a half in a north-

westerly direction from the Aberdeen claim. In addition to some

small openings a shaft has been sunk on this property to a depth of

one hundred feet. The rocks consist of a breccia made up of fragments
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of the old greenstones cemented in a paste of the eruptive granites.

A coarse jointed structure with a dip S. 55° E. < 45° is distinctly

visible. The material holds small quantities of specular iron ; stains of

green carbonate of copper are found.

Examinations were also made of the King Solomon and Midnight

claims which respectively occupy opposite positions on the right and

left banks of Ten Mile creek a little more than half a mile above the

mouth of Brom creek. At the former of these two claims is seen a

heavy exposure of a gray granitic gneiss dipping S 20° W. nearly

vertical. On the opposite bank of the creek at the Midnight claim

the same rock is seen dipping E. < 60°. It includes scanty remaing

of the old greenstones and thin bands of red feldspar are to be seen

intercalated with it. Small quantities of chalcocite, specular iron and

green carbonate of copper are found associated with the greenstone

portions but in no instance could these minerals be found traceable to

the granites.

Iron Mountain.

A number of claims have been staked on or about the summit

of Iron mountain and in a few instances a small amount of develop-

ment work has been done. The occurrences, so far as /jould be

observed, however, do not appear to be of any importance economi-

cally. The summit of the mountain is comprised in a series of altern-

ating ridges with shallow valleys between. These ridges conform in

direction with the strike of the rocks, which varies from N. to N. 55° W.
with a dip to the west or south-west. The rock formation embraces a

series of interbedded jaspery quartzites, felsophyres and brownish-

coloured rhyolites. The latter are also often found as the paste of a

dark brown feldspar breccia. These are all frequently traversed by

veins of white quartz either parallel with the strike or cutting it at

various angles. These veins are sometimes seen to carry trifling

amounts of specular iron, chalcopyrite and pyrite
;
green carbonate of

copper or malachite is often observed either as an earthy coating or

in fine radiating groups of small acicular crystals. In no instance,

however, were any of these minerals noted in any appreciable amount.

The Lardeau Mining District.

By Professor R. W. Brock.

Introduction. In pursuance of your instructions the field work for the season 1904

was carried on in the Lardeau district, in continuation of that of last

year. As in the past, the topographical work was in charge of Mr.

Boyd of this Survey. Captain Deville of the Dominion Lands Branch,
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having generously loaned the necessary instruments, this work was

done by photographic methods in place of the system of sketching to

scale previously adopted, thereby affecting the saving of time and

securing an increased accuracy. As heretofore, the geological work

and topographical surveys were carried on concurrently. Last season

the continued wet weather seriously interfered with operations, while

this year the prolonged drought occasioned numerous and extensive

forest tires, the smoke of which hung like a pall over the country from

August 6 to the end of the season, blocking the work completely for a

large portion of the time. On account of these unfavourable conditions

the work accomplished in the two seasons scarcely equals that of one

season under normal conditions.

Nearly sutKcient information was obtained, however, for an oblong

map of the district between Revelstoke and Schroeder ci'eek on Koote-

nay lake (the north end of the West Kootenay map sheet) for a width

of about twenty miles. Included in this area are the productive por-

tion of Fish river, the entire basin of the Lardeau river, most of the

prospected portion of the Duncan river and the head of Kootenay lake.

The season was begun at Revelstoke where our outfit had been left i ,• •

^
° Division of

for the winter. AVhile Mr. Boyd was experimenting with the topo- w<jrk.

graphic camera to determine the length of exposure necessary under

the climatic conditions of this district, I examined the geological sec-

tion exposed in the Illicilliwaet valley from Glacier to Revelstoke to

compare these rocks, which form the Selkirk series of Dr. Dawson,
•with those obtaining in the Lardeau district. From Revelstoke we
went to Trout lake. Micrometer surveys were made of Trout lake, the

Lardeau valley to Kootenay lake, the head of Kootenay lake to Kaslo

and of Howser lake. By the end of June, when this work was com-

pleted, the snow had sufficiently melted to permit of work on the high

summits. After an excursion over Lavina mountain, to get the south-

ern portion of the district properly oriented, we moved up to Trout

lake to take up the mountain work where it had to be abandoned last

season on account of snow. The districts about Trout creek. Silver

cup mountain, and Haley and Hall creeks were finished before the

smoke interfered with this part of the work. The loss of time from

this cause made it necessary, in order to cover the sheet planned, to

finish the southeastern portion of the area in much less detail. While
^*^''''** *'''^*

it was still too smoky for regular work, we made traverses in the nei»h-

bourhood of Poplar creek and ran a survey up Duncan river as far as

Haley's ranch. While working here a slight rain cleared the smoke
from the Duncan valley : we therefore hastened down to Howser lake

to obtain the necessary information for the southeastern end of the

26—6
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sheet. After two days the smoke again obscured the country and the

.season came to a close on September 23rd. Mr. Boyd, however,

remained ten days longer until he secured another triangulation station

to complete the topographical map.

As this season's work was the continuation of last year's which is

fully treated in the Summary Report for 1903, it will be unnecessary

in this report to do more than mention the special features noted

during the present year.

•Character of
the country.

The main
Valleys.

PHYSIOGRAPHY.

The character of the country is similar to that descriV:)ed last year.

The mountains, especially on the Duncan slope, are rugged and Alpine.

The longitudinal valleys, Lardeau and Duncan, uniting to form

Kootenay valley, are U-shaped, though, above Lake creek, the Lardeau

is a flat V. The tributary valleys are narrow steep and V shaped

debouching through narrow box cinyons. Almost every tributary

creek furnishes an example of this, although in a few instances a creek

has not yet cut down to grade but falls from its hanging valley into

the main artery. Beautiful fans or cones have been formed at the

mouths of some of the main tributary valleys. The village of Lardo

is built upon the side of one of these. The somewhat complicated

topography about the head of Kootenay lake is due to a change in the

strike of the rocks and to modifications produced by the Lardeau and

Duncan tongues of the Cordilleran glacier.

As mantioned last year, the main valleys follow the strike of the

I'ocks, the dire:tion of the tributary valleys being determined by the

main jointage of the rocks. Above the head of Kootenay lake the

strike of the rocks changes from a somewhat northerly to a more north-

westerly direction ; consequently, the direction of the main Lardeau and

Duncan valleys is thrown out of line with regard to Kootenay valley.

It is about three miles above the head of Kootenay lake to where the

valley branches. The north-westerly extension is occupied, first by

the lower part of Meadow creek for a few miles and then by the

Lardeau River, only a low gravel terrace, which extends across the

valley, preventing the river from following this valley to the lake-

The north-eastern branch valley is occupied by the Duncan river-

About a mile up it the Lardeau river, which has switched over from

the north-westerly valley, enters the Dunsan valley. These valleys,

for some miles up,' are very little higher than the lake level and in

high water are more or less submerged. The ridge between Meadow
creek and the lower part of the Lardeau river, is only a few hundred

feet high and that between the Lardeau and Duncan rivers for a few
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miles above their confluence is also very low and is notched by a narrow
pass utilized by the road connectinar Howser station and Howser lake.

The Duncan valley is about one mile wide and up to Haley's ranch

has a very low gradient. A short distance above the mouth of the

Lardeau, the Duncan expands into Howser lake, a beautiful little Howser lake,

mountain lake about nine miles long. Two arms on the east side of

the lake, one running south-east and the other north, almost make a

large island of the ridge separating them from the main lake ; at their

upper ends they are separated by only a quarter of a mile of low

ground. Where the Duncan river enters the lake, a typical delta has

been formed with numerous sloughs, lagoons, etc. ^leadows, sloughs

and flood-lands of the river extend almost to Haley's ranch. It is

evident that considerable changes in the topography about this point

have taken place during and after the glacial period. It seems prob-

able that the Lardeau tiowed down the lower Meadow Creek valley
;

that the Duncan meandered through the arms of Howser lake and
through the gap behind Howser city to the Lardeau, and that Glacier

creek formed the last stretch of the Duncan-Lardeau vallev. In this

case, the ridge between Meadow creek and Lardeau river represents

the end of the Duncan-Lardeau divide, and the knob on the south end
of the present Duncan-Lardeau divide, is the remnant of the rid^^e

separating Glacier creek and the Duncan. The heavy glacier which
filled these valleys, unable to make the sharp turns, straightened the

valleys and deeply trenched them. In the Duncan valley this would
result in the formation of the main Howser lake, the cutting through

of the spur between the Duncan and Glacier creek, widening the

mouth of the latter and truncating Lavina and Hamill spurs. In the

Lardeau it would result in the cutting through of the low spur between
the Lardeau and the old Duncan valley. The deep trenchino- of the

main valleys by the ice left the tributaries as hanging valleys at least

a thousand feet above the main valleys. The more active of the

tributary streams have now, at their mouths, cut down to grade, form,

ing the deep box canyons, with beautiful water-falls and cascades at the
*

present heads of the canyons. The north ends of Kootenay and
Howser lakes are being rapidly silted up by the entering streams which
are still heavily laden with rock-meal and^debris from the innumerable
local glaciers. Most of the streams head in cirques formed by local

glaciers which, in a great mxny cases, are still present ani at work
From the cirque, there is always a steep drop to the valley level, then
a reach with a low gradient and finally a steep drop into the canyon
bottom.

GLACIAL GEOLOGY.

Little need be added to the report for last year. Evidences of the Olacial

Cordilleran glacier and its remarkable thickness were obtained at
'^^*^-

26—6i
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several points, though over the greater part of the district they have

been obscured by the large local glaciers.

The usual criterion for recognizing the height reached by a glacier

by the marked change in topography of the portion of the mountain

above the ice from that of the portion buried under the ice does not

appear to be of use in this district. Except where local glaciers have

been recently at work the change from the rounded outlines to the

rugged or talus-covered slopes is found about tree line. Yet the indis-

putable evidence of erratics and striation shows that the thickness of

the Cordilleran glacier in this district must have greatly exceeded

this, and I am led to the conclusion that, although the majority of

the summits have the appearance of having their heads above the sea

of ice, few, if any, of them have really been nunataker. In addition.

to striation on high ridges and summits that could not have been pro-

duced by local glaciers, I found on Trout mountain, at 8140 feet, a

granite erratic that must have been carried from the north by the

Cordilleran glacier, and on the summit of Abbot mountain, 9140 feet,

a typical glacial quartz pebble flattened on one side and broken with

a sharp edge. The country rock all about here is white crystalline

limestone ; these pebbles, therefore, cannot be local, and as this is the

dominating peak in the locality, no local glacier could have transported

them. The general direction of the striations produced by the glacier

is here about S. 14' E.

On the west slope of the Duncan valley, near the head of the lake

and 1600 feet above it, three sets of striations crossing each other

were observed. The oldest had a direction of S.W., the next S, 50°

AV., and the latest S. 30° W. These variations in directions were,

no doubt, due to the effect of the Duncan valley on diflferent thick-

nesses of ice.

Local glaciers Local glaciers abound, most of the higher peaks supporting numer-

ous small glacier?. Some summits are almost buried under the ice,

others have large nunataker separated by thin tongues of ice, while

the majority support small isolated glaciers on all their sides. The

small glaciers have excavated cirques, except in a few instances, when

the ice is found perched on the side of a mountain where one would

think no snow could collect. As the local glaciers retreat and become

smaller, cirques are produced within cirques, or ' tandem ' cirques, to

use Dr. Daly's expression, result. Perfect cirques are formed irrespec-

tive of the country rock, so that they are found in granite, diorite,

limestone and phyllite.

The largest of the local glaciers is that lying between Glacier and

Little Glacier creeks, probably about eight miles long. These tongues
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run into Little Glacier valley and around a nunataker and unite in

Glacier creek valley. This glacier, I should judge, has a maximum

thickness of at least a thousand feet. Most of the glaciers are

traversed by huge crevasses, and ice falls are numerous. In the sum-

mer, the movement of the ice must be rapid. Bannockburn glacier,

near the head of Hall creek, plunges over a ledge of rock, the ice from

above breaking off and falling on to the lower portion of the glacier.

The surface of this portion is dotted with blocks of ice that have fallen

from the mass above the ledge of rocks. When examined, the last

discharge of ice from abo^e %vas fifty yards from the fall and the next

a hundred yards farther down or 1.50 yards from the fall. The blocks

in both cases were still angular and the snow on which they rested had

not been melted by the reflection of the sun from their southern faces-

Earlier breaks now farther down on this ice tongue show the corners

of the ice blocks melted off ; the snow under their south faces is melted

-and the ice of the glacier beneath has also suffered. As the sun at

this time of the year (August) is very strong and the weather clear,

the two breaks, 50 and 150 yards from the fall, could not have been

long exposed to its influence.

Typical boulder clay was seen on the surface of Marquis and Gilbert

<;laini 900 feet above Poplar creek. Lying on a fluted surface, the

thickness varies greatly.

Silt, usually well terraced, is found in protected areas along the

larger valleys for at least 1,000 feet above the valley bottoms.

GEOLOGY OF THE SOLID ROCKS.

The rocks met with in this season's work are similar to those tJealogyof the
solid rocks.

described in last year's report, and consist of argillites, generally

altered to phyllites or schists ; limestone, dark and carbonaceous where

unaltered, but often altered to white crystalline limestone
;
quartzite :

iine-grained conglomerate ; tuffs
;
gabbro, in places perhaps diorite : in

smaller dikes gabbro porphyrite—generally mashed to a chlorite-

sericite-schist (greenstone schist) ; a basic eruptive that seems to have

been diabase, now represented by a reddish or yellowish weathering

sericitic serpentinous calcereous schist (diabase schist) ; aplite ; pegma-

tite and granite. At a few points, as on Lavina mountain and

Howser mountain, dikes of a basalt-like rock are met with.

With the exception of the granite and allied rocks, the above men-

tioned rocks are usually intimately mixed. Proceeding southward,

towards Kootenay lake, the rocks gradually become more crystalline,

(inica and garnet are developed in the schists, the lime becomes highly
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crystalline and white quartzite appears. Dikes of aplite become

numerous and small faults are abundant. This increase in metanior-

phism appears due to the proximity of granite which, indeed, is

exposed on Kootenay lake about Fry creek, and not to any increased

folding that the rocks have been subjected to. In fact there seems to

have been a marked diminution of the pressure about the head of

Kootenay lake, the rocks being arched into a low anticline dipping

eastward at the east side of the valley and west on the west side of the

valley, whereas, farther north, at the head of Haley lake and Hall

creeks the rocks, as shown by the lime band, are tightly folded. On
the Duncan river, however, the rocks beneath the " lime dike " are

highly metamorphosed. East of the river they consist largely of horn-

blende and glossy mica schists and gneisses, and west of the river,

between it and the "lime dike,"' of quartzite. The "lime dike ' so

conspicuous at this point and north-westward gradually becomes thin-

ner as the folding becomes less intense, and at the bend in Lake creek,

sinks into obscurity.

The diabase schist which occurs in several large bands on Silver Cup

mountain crosses the Lardeau about Tenderfoot creek and extends

southward across Rapid, Poplar and Cascade creeks to Meadow creek

basin, thus crossing the strike of the rocks at a slight angle. All

around the head of Kootenay lake, as also on Lavina hill, crystalline

limestone, schists and quartzite are the principal rocks. About Howser

lake, schist and limestone form the bulk of the rocks. Running from

Jubilee point on Howser lake to Lavina cabin on Lavina hill is a

banded quartzose rock which appears to be limestone higher silicified.

Granite occurs along the Lardeau-Arrow and Slocan Lake divide.

At Trout lake, it swings southeast across Five-mile creek to within,

at one point, one and a half miles of the lake, then it again recedes

toward the divide. On Kootenay lake it outcrops about Fry creek

and for some distance south.

The rocks met with on the section along the Canadian Paciric

Railway, from Glacier to Revelstoke, which Dr. Dawson named the

Selkirk series, appear to be the northward extension of the Lardeau

rocks. Approaching Revelstoke they become highly metamorphosed

by granitic intrusions.

MINING GEOLOGY AND MINING.

Mining Along and near the summit of Silver Cup mountain, going south-
geology, eastward from the Silver Cup and Triune mines, minei-al occurrences

are met with, but none, so far developed, equal in size or importance
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the deposits of the former mines. The general character of the deposits

is similar to those described in the last report.

The I. X.L. claim on Brown creek, over the hill from the Triune, i.x.L. claim,

appears to be on the continuation of the Triune lead. The vein occurs

in an iron-spotted talcose schist which is probably a facies of the

diabase schist. One vein runs nearly parallel with the strike of the

schist but another vein runs at right angles to it. Where best exposed

by development work the vein is of quartz, from one foot to one foot

and a half wide, well mineralized with galena, zinc-blende, iron and

copper pyrites and gray copper The galena masses are sometimes as

large as eight inches square. Crossing Brown creek valley at the

I.X.L cabin is a dike or boss of diorite. It is more acidic than those

observed elsewhere and may be a syenite facies of the greenstone. The

Cromwell claim, in the same basin, is said to have a good showing of

ore but the \\orkings were covered with snow at the time it was visited.

On the Mabel, Alpine, I.X.L., (Trout lake slope) and Bonanza

claims some work has been done on showings of ore, but these present

no new features.

On the American, near the south end of the mountain, considerable Ain*-rican

work has been done and some ore has been shipped but work has been

discontinued. The ore is quartz, calcite, hornblende, and spathic iron

carying galena, blende and gray copper. On the north-east face of the

knob on which, the mine is situated, the vein, which averages about two

feet in width, strikes 235^ but on the summit turns to 18o'. The

vein is cutting across the strike of the formation, which consists

of green schists, a mixture of the diabase and greenstone schists, and

phyllite. The work done includes trenches on the surface and several

tunnels on both the north-east and southeast slopes of the hill.

Mineralization extends along both sides of the lime dike, or to a

limited extent in the lime itself, just as in the district described last

year.

The Wagner claim is situated on the divide between Haley and Wa^mei claim.

Caribou creeks west of the lime dike at an altitude of over 8,000 feet.

The workings are on a small knoll above a glacier which has to be

crossed to reach the mine. At the time of our visit, the workings

were inaccessible on account of snow. The vein is situated in corru-

gated slates with diabase schists. A band of lime, filled with an

almost microscopic network of quartz stringers, occurs in the slates of

the hanging wall which are contorted and faulted by thrusts on a

minute scale. The lower body consists of several veins of (juartz •
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which unite into one mass several feet wide which splits up into small

veins and stringers. The ore consists of galena with some pyrite and

gray copper. The galena is cubical, sometimes fine but mostly coarse,

and occurs in masses up to six inches in width. Blobs of quartz

appear in the galena and, in places, crystals of quartz, up to one inch

thick and two inches long, are embedded in the ore. The vein quartz

is inclined to be drusy and these druses are frequently filled with ore.

Twenty feet to the south is a second vein, six inches wide, of mas-

sive galena. The workings are said to consist of a tunnel 100 feet

long with a crosscut and a winze sixty feet deep.

Other claims. At 'he head of Hall creek basin, in line with the Wagner is the

Jewel. The workings here were also buried in snow.

The Abbot, on the Haley creek slope, and the Bannockbum, on the

Hall creek side of the lime dike, have been developed by crosscuts to

tap ore exposed on the surface, but no considerable quantity of ore

has been exposed. There are numerous other claims along the south-

ern part of the lime band, but little more work than that required for

assessment or crown granting has been done. The inaccessibility of

this portion of the district and its severe climatic conditions, in the

absence of an influx of capital, have discouraged prospecting and

development, but until a tonnage has been developed it is scarcely to

be hoped that conditions will be materially improved. Gold is re-

ported to have been found during the summer in a large pyrite vein

on Hall creek.

On Lavina hill, between Ham mill and Glacier creeks, a con-

siderable amount of work has been done in surface stripping, tunnel-

ling, li'c, disclosing a network of veins, some parallel to and others

crossing the formation, which consists of phyllites, bands of limestone

and a few bands of the diabase schists. The banded silicious rock

spoken of as being probably altered limestone, is found in the centre

of the mineralized area. The ore, which is largely galena with some

pyrite and chalcopyrite, shows a predilection for the limestone, occur-

ring usually either in a limestone band or near one. The gangue in

some of the veins is white milky quartz, in others calcite. The veins

were from a few inches to four feet in width. The galena which may

be coarse cubical or fine wavy, occurs scattered through the gangue in

masses up to one foot in diameter.

Some prospecting was in progress on the Poplar creek slope of the

Lardeau from Tenderfoot creek to Meadow and Cooper creeks, the same

formation extending throughout.
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On the Swede group, at Poplar creek, a considerable amount of •'^^^'•^l'' !?''"'"i'-

surface work has been done which has thrown a good deal of light on

the occurrence of the gold. The rock is made up largely of what we
have been calling diabase schists, in dikes with thin bands of phyllite

between. Near the centre of this mass is a band of rather massive

green schist. In the diabase schist and the phyllites is a network of

quartz veins varying from almost microscopic stringers to veins several

feet wide. While in a general sense these are either parallel to or at

right angles to the formation, in detail they ^ ary in dip and strike,

anastomose, iVrc. They carry galena, chalcopyrite, siderite, pyrite and

arsenopyrite. The quarts is watery, smoky and milky. The smoky

quartz bears the coarsest gold and the watery is generally richer than

the milky quartz. The larger veins as a rule are much less heavily

mineralized, while the tiny veins are frequently very rich. The diabase

schists and the phyllites, besides being full of the small quartz stringers?

are impregnated with pyrite and arsenopyrite, which weather to yellow

or red oxides of iron respectively, giving the country rock a spotted

appearance. Where these crystals were large and are now weath-

ered, wire, sponge and Hake gold may sometimes be detected. Evid-

•ently the arsenopyrite is the heaviest gold carrier. The country rock,

therefore, when spotted with iron oxide, carries gold values, especially

near the stringers and veins of quartz, where the sulphides are apt to

have been present in greatest quantity. Samples which we took at a

number of points over a wide area gave colours by panning. The gold

in the rocks is extremely fine. The richer, smaller veins, on account

of irregularities and faulting, would be difficult to mine, but if, as

there is reason to hope, the diabase schist and the phyllite carry pay

values, at any rate near the veins, the prospects for successful operation

are greatly increased. Samples of fresh unpromising looking schist

assayed by Mr. Connor of this survey, gave negative results. The gold

is, therefore, not e\enly disseminated throughout the full extent of

the schist.

The cost of mining this rock should be low. It is easily worked and Clie-iiiniining.

although fresh and massive when taken out. it weathers rapidly, so

that after a few months exposure it may be crumbled in the hand. In

what rock I saw exposed, this weathering appeared to have freed the

gold from the arsenopyrite, but this point should Ije tested on rock

from a greater distance below the surface. If the rock itself is found

to carry anything like pay values, it should be submitted to first class

metallurgists and mill men to determine the best method of saving the

gold. On account of its fineness it is possible that cyaniding on a

large scale might pro\e the least expensive process.
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Nothing was being done on the Lucky Jack, owing to litigation.

Here there is an area of diabase schist impregnated with arsenopyrite

crystals, as on the Swede Group, which is also auriferous, as is proved

by panning.

On Marquis and Gilberts claims, on the north-westsideof Poplar creek,

the same schist is also arsenopyrite-bearing and auriferous. Both

north-westward and south-eastward from Poplar the same schists,

spotted with red oxide of iron, from Tenderfoot creek to the branches

of Meadow creek, were observed at different points, so that if it prove

to contain gold in commercial quantities there is an extensive area

over which it may be successfully prospected for.

The Spyglass claim, about twelve miles up Poplar creek, described

in last years report, has been sold to a company and is being deve-

loped.

Mother L< dp On the Mother lode claim, situated on the north-west side of Poplar

creek, about two miles up, there is a strong looking vein exposed. It

occurs in a band of graphitoid slate between dikes of the diabase schist.

The width is about fifteen feet and, with the exception of about four

feet, is well mineralized with galena, blende and pyrite, carrying, it is

said, good values in gold, silver and lead.

PlacerminiiiR. The experiment at placer mining on a bar below Poplar creek, which

was mentioned in last years report, was unsuccessful. Better results

are said to be obtained in Lardeau creek, near Trout lake where a

small force is at work. Preparation are said to be under way for

somewhat extensive operations.

Silver. The silver mill, )>uilt last year at Five-mile on the south fork of

Lardeau creek, to treat the second grade ores of the Silver Cup and

Nettie L, mines has been running all the summer. This plant, which

was described in last years report, the Manager states to be working

smoothly and to have proved itself well adapted to the ores it has to

treat, in which the silver is carried by gray copper. The galena and

pyrite, which contain the gold, are separated on buddies from the gray

copper and blende, and sent to the smelter with the high grade ores ;

the remainder goes through the mill. It is expected that ten dollar

ore will be successfully treated by this method.

MarV>le. Eight miles from Lardo, on the Trout lake branch of the C.P.R., is

a quarry in the crystalline limestone operated by the Kootenay Marble

Co. of Nelson. The stone is of two varieties, white and blue and white

banded. It presents a pleasing appearance and is said to take a fine
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polish. The pronounced systems of jointing enable blocks three or

four feet by two feet thick to be taken out. The stone is adapted for

both building and ornamental purposes. The rock is said to burn to

a good lime and three pot kilns of thirty tons capacity were being con-

structed to utilize the waste and culled stone.

RANCHING.

Some land suitable for ranching and fruit raising occurs on the Lar.

deau and lower part of the Duncan valleys and, where a start has been

mad<? at cultivation, the results have been excellent.

FORESTS.

Fires did a great deal of damage to the forests during the summer

and also to some of the mines. Some of the fires may be unavoidable

in a dry season but it is certain that if the public realized the value of

the forests, steps would be taken for their preservation and fires would

be much less widespread and frequent. A large number of the fires

noticed this summer started where there was a desire to have the

ground cleared for ranching or prospecting.

Fortunately, the timber in the Duncan valley has in large part been

.preserved and during the season several gangs of timber cruisers have

been up locating berths.

Larix, Lyellii, the high altitude tamarac, were noticed in abundance

on Lavina hill near and up to timber line.

Geology of the Western Part of the International Boundary
(49th Parallel).

By Dr. R. A. Daly.

On May 1, I -left Ottawa to continue the preparation of a detailed s^^^^ covered

geologic map and structure section through the western Cordillera

along the line of the 49th parallel of latitude. I returned to Ottawa
on November 1. From June 27 to August 5, leave of absence having

been granted, I gave a course of lectures on physical geography at the

University of California. During May and Jun-e the survey of a belt

five miles broad and forty-five miles long, between Midway and the

Similkameen river, was completed. This belt lies north of the bound-

ary and is limited on the south by the International line. The second

part of the season was occupied with the similar survey of a belt sixty
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eight miles long and about five miles wide, between the Kootenay

river at Port hill, Idaho, and the eastern edge of Tobacco Plains.

The total length of the boundary belt examined this season is thus

about one hundred and ten miles. There now remain two sections of

the belt to be studied in order to complete the whole 425 linear miles

of survey across the mountains. One of these sections lies between

the Similkameen river and Chilliwack lake and measures some ninety

miles in length ; the other section, about fifty-five miles long, extends

from Tobacco Plains to the eastern foot of the Rocky mountains proper.

My best thanks are due to Mr. W. F. King, Boundary Commis-

sioner for Canada, for permission to use photographic copies of the

manuscript topographic map of the belt between Midway and the

Similkameen river. This map was made by Mr. W. F. O'Hara for

the Commission. Special thanks are also due to the authorities at

Washington who most kindly supplied me with photographic copies of

the topographic maps of the boundary belt extending from Port Hill

to the Great plains of Alberta, a distance of 110 miles. These excel-

lent maps were constructed by Messrs Barnard, Reaburn, Hefty and

Truax, United States officers of the International Commission.

Value of topo- This season is the first in which I have been supplied with topogra-

in geological phic maps on a satisfactory scale and of sufficient accuracy for thorough
>iela-wc>rk. geological mapping. The experience of the four years engaged in this

boundary work emphasizes the futility of attempting to combine, in

one field season, the topographic and geologic surveys of a mountainous

region. The topographic map resulting from such a combination of

forces may indeed be a permanent asset to the government and the

people, but it is safe to say that on account of c >mplexity of the

average mountain range, the geologic map constructed along with its

topographic base, is, from a str^tctural point of view, necessarily very

imperfect, if indeed it be not quite worthless. Such a geologic map
cannot be considered a permanent asset. The same area must inevi-

tably be studied again before its map can be placed among the stan-

dard geologic maps of a government survey. This conclusion does not

apply to reconnaissance surveys which can never be used in the

determination of detailed rock structures except in an incidental way.

On the other hand, the structure and origin of the rock formations in .

any area form the very kernel of the truth which should be expressed

in a standard geologic map issued by a government for the benefit of

the people. My own experience in this agrees with that of every other

Dominion geologist working in the mountains as well as with that of

the many workers in the mountains of Europe, India and the United

States. True economy teaches that topographic parties should pre-
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cede the geologists in such regions. The geologist must have his

topographic map in his hand if he is to attack with confidence the

problems of rock structure, rock oi'igin and ore genesis.

A special economy of time and money resulted this season from the

fact that I possessed the topographic map of the boundary belt.

Through August and September smoke so obscured the country that a

topographic corps must have remained idle. Triangulation was quite

impossible ; other branches of the work must have been almost as com-

pletely restricted in a rugged region where one could see but a few

hundred yards in any direction. Nevertheless, with the Commission

topographic map at my disposal I was able to map geologically in

detail nearly 300 square miles of the belt. Without the aid of that

map, half of the field season would liave been lost, though the expense

of the pack train and assistance were as great as during the times of

active field operations.

A rapid reconnaissance of the belt west of Midway was made in Work carried

1902, and a brief account of its geography and geology was given in Mi.] way.

the Summary Report of the Geological Survey Department for that

year. The work this season consisted in developing the details of rock

distribution and structure outlined in the former summary. It seems

inadvisable to present those details here, in advance of the publication

of the final report and map relating to the district. One important

determination should, however, be mentioned. In the 1902 summary
it was stated that a series of gneisses, mica schists and more granitic

rocks seemed to form the oldest group of formations in the area. This

year, with more time given to the study of contacts, it was definitely

proved that the whole series belongs to a single great intrusion of acid,

igneous magma. The mass varies in composition from true granite

through granodiorite to a very acid quartz diorite. The whole forms a

single batholith. It is exposed liberally on both sides of the wide

valley occupied by Osoyoos lake. On the west side of the lake the

rocks are still generally granitic in structure, but on the east side the

granitic structure has been changed by orogenic pressure into gneissic

and schistose structures. Zones of intense shearing in the granites are

now occupied by wide bands of fine-grained gneisses and highly

micaceous schists.

The field-work of the second part of the season continued, to the

eastward, the section mapped in 1903. The camp was outfitted at

Port Hill, Idaho, and disbanded at Gateway, Montana. The boundary

belt examined crosses the whole of the Purcell mountain range, that

division of the Selkirk system which lies between the great eastern

valley of the south-flowing Kootenay river and the equally important
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western valley of the same river as it again crosses the 49th parallel

this time flowing north from its big bend in the state of Montana.

Topography The drainage of the belt is entirely tributary to the Kootenay. A
small portion of the drainage is directly carried into that river at therange.

extreme western end and extreme eastern end of the belt. Most of

the creeks, however, empty into the Yahk and Moyie rivers, which

themselves discharge into the Kootenay.

Since the valleys have all been deepened by erosion, the strength of

the topography is dependent on the altitude of the Kootenay river

above sea-level. At Port Hill the river is about 1,750 feet above sea

;

at Gateway, its surface is about 500 feet higher. The height of the

highest mountain measured by the commission topographers is 7,518

feet. The total range of vertical relief is, therefore, somewhat more

than 5, 700 feet. With the exception of the imposing four thousand-foot

cliff facing Port Hill, the mountain slopes are relatively gentle ; there is

seldom an approach to the ruggedness of the Selkirks west of Port

Hill. The slopes are those characteristic of mountains that have long

suffered the attack of general erosion. They may be called the slopes

of topographic maturity.

Occasionally through the season the smoke lifted sufficiently to permit

of somewhat distant views. The impression thus gained was supple-

mented by a study of the Commission map of the belt. The result has

been to strengthen a generalization which may be made regarding

the greater part of the topography in the whole stretch along the

International line from the Great Plains to the Pacific ocean. In the

Coast range, in the Gold range and Selkirks proper, the mountain

summits were very generally found to accord roughly in altitude

;

locally, they are nearly uniform in height. In the Purcell mountains

the same rule holds fairly well, and Mr. Bailey Willis has emphasized

the law as obtaining in the range of the Rocky mountain front. This

accordance of summit levels has now come to be one of the principal

criteria, if not the sole criterion, for ancient peneplains which, by

several authors, are supposed to have once extended over vast areas

of the western Cordillera of the United States and Canada. The

summit level accordance in each i-egion is, by this theory, supposed to

be due to inheritance from the surface of a former great, almost

perfected plain of denudation. The existing valleys are supposed to

have been cut in intaglio beneath such a peneplain after it was warped

up many thousands of feet above its earlier position near sea level.

There are, however, alternative explanations of the phenomenon which

involve quite different histories for these western ranges. The problem

is not simply physiographic or geographic in its bearings. A decision
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as to the true explanation of this widespread phenomenon is of primary

importance to the interpretation of Tertiary geology. Since leaving

the field, I have attempted a critical analysis of the subject ; a paper

emVjodying the principal results will appear in a forthcoming number

of the Journal of Geology.

Along the 49th parallel the Purcell range was almost completely (Jlaci.-vtion.

buried beneath the ice of the Glacial period at the time of maximum
extension. The upper limit of general glaciation was fixed at 7,300

feet above sea-level at summits occurring in the middle of the range-

The Cordilleran ice-cap had a southerly average direction of flow in

this part of the boundary belt as it had also throughout the 200-mile

belt stretching from Port Hill westward to the Okanagan mountains.

In the closing stages of the glacial period, the general mantle of ice

was exchanged for the more limited covering of local cirque glaciers

and large valley glaciers.

The largest of the valley glaciers were those filling the Kootenay valley

at its eastern and western crossings of the boundary, the one glacier

terminating in Montana, the other in Idaho. Heavy deposits of boulder

clay and other material were laid down in the widely opened valleys at

Port Hill and Tobacco Plains. Elsewhere in the belt, glacial deposits

are thin, discontinuous and unimportant. A number of cirques were

found among the mountains that showed altitudes greater than 6.500

feet. The highest mountains are locally benched by the head walj

growth of these cirques, showing specially rapid glacial erosion about

those summits. As generally observed in the western Cordillera, the

attack of cirque glaciers is most manifest on the northwest, north

northeast, and east flanks of the mountains. In many cases a decided

asymmetry characterizing summits may be traced to such differentia]

erosion which is controlled by the varying exposure of slopes to the

sun's rays.

The tree-line was found to average about 7,200 feet in altitude

above sea. It is higher than at any point yet observed along the

boundary, between Port Hill and the Pacific shore. Apparently owing

to the unusually siliceous nature of the rocks underlying the belt, the

soils are thin and relatively poor. Much of the timber is, therefore,

not of high grade. Undergrowth is, however, more abundant than I

have seen it on the boundary except on the Pacific slope of the Coast

range. So thick is the underbrush that pack-train travel is restricted

to the trails. For the same reason, progress on foot is generally slow

and arduous. Had it not been for the excellent trails cut by the

topographic parties, it would, in fact, have been impossible to cover

the whole belt in one season.
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Bed-rock The bed-rock geology is, in some respects, simple, when compared to
geo ogy.

^^^^ ^^ ^^^ j^^g section from the Kootenay valley at Port Hill to

the Similkameen river. To the west of that valley, sedimentary

formations are areally less extensive than igneous formations ; the

structures are those due to raagmatic intrusion, volcanic action and

the intense crumpling, and metamorphism of usually re-crystallized

sediments. From Port Hill eastward, the staple formations are well-

bedded sediments, tilted generally to moderate angles of dip, never

overturned, and relatively seldom disturbed by igneous intrusions.

These sediments include an extraordinary thickness of conformable

quartzite and argillites, the former dominating. The whole group has,

on lithologic and stratigraphic grounds, been divided into four series.

The lowest series, the Creston quartzite, is composed of 9, .500 feet of

wonderfully homogeneous, highly indurated, thick-platy, gray sand-

stones. Overlying the Creston fjuartzite is the Kitchener quartzite, a

second series of ancient, hard sandstones and interbedded argillites

carrying a high proportion of disseminated iron oxides. These rusty

rocks are, relatively, thin-Vjedded and bear very abundant sun-cracks

and ripple-marks on horizons ranging from top to bottom of the series.

The thickness of the Kitchener quartzite is about 7,400 feet. It is

itself conformably overlain by at least 3,200 feet of thin-bedded, red

and gray argillaceous strata which, together with subordinate thin

beds of light gray quartzites, make up the formation I have called the

Moyie argillite. The youngest member of the four sedimentary

divisions is the Yahk quartzite, composed of white to gray indurated

sandstones bedded in thin to medium courses. The top of this series

was not seen : the whole thickness observed is -500 feet. The total

observed thickness of conformable strata is nearly twenty thousand

feet. Neither the bottom of the Creston quartzite nor the top of the

Yahk quartzite appearing in the sections, it is certain that this great

thickness is only a minimum thickness.

The westward extension of this sedimentary series was mapped and

measured during 1903 in the boundary belt immediately west of the

Kootenay at Port Hill. There the strata corresponding to the Creston

quartzite are conglomerates, grits and coarse sandstones as well as

fine-grained sandstones, and are thus, on the whole, notably coarser

than they were found to be anywhere in this season's belt. The equi-

valent of the Kitchener quartzite is less strongly charged with argil-

laceous beds than is the Kitchener quartzite east of the Kootenay.

These facts point to the conclusion that the shore-line, whence the ma-

terials composing the stratified formations were derived, lay to the
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westward and that the open sea and deeper water lay to the eastward

of the western crossing of the Kootenay river at the International

boundary.

This conclusion was strikingly confirmed on carrying the section

towards Gateway. It was found that both the Creston quartzite

and the Kitchener quartzite gradually became charged with inter-

leaved bedi^ of calcareous quartzite, calcareous argillite and siliceous

limestone, betokening open-water conditions during the formation

of these sediments. In fact, the transition of the great quartzite

series to certain of the more calcareous formations of the Rocky

mountains has become the best working clue to the correlation of the

rocks of the Purcell range with those of the Rocky Mountain Front.

If this conclusion be confirmed by the further eastward extension of

the boundary section next year, it will mean that the Creston and

Kitchener quart zites and, possibly, also the Moyie argillite and Yahk
quartzites are of Pre-cambrian age. The nearest relatives of the

Creston and Kitchener quartzites in the Rockies are respectively the

two thick members of the Altyn limestone delimited by Mr. Bailey

Willis, who, in the year 1901, carried out a reconnaissance survey of

the boundary belt on the Montana side.* No fossils have, as yet, been

found in these old rocks of the Purcell range, but fossils of so-called

Algonkian age were discovered in the Altyn limestone.

The only other formations found between Port Hill and Gateway Igneous rock
,. .. ^ p, 111111., formations,

are or igneous origin. One oi them, locally developed in the upper

part of the Kitchener quartzite, is a contemporaneous series of amyda-

loidal lava-flows and volcanic tuflfs aggregating 500 feet in thickness.

These rocks are well exposed on the first high ridge west of Gateway,

and again at the edge of the Kootenay river floodplain near the village.

Eruptive material, occurring on a very much larger scale is represented

in a number of thick sills of gabbro intruded into the Kitchener quart-

zite and upper member of the Creston quartzite. These sills range

from 100 to 2,500 feet in thickness. Some of them can be proved to

hold their thicknesses very steadily over wide areas. Field evidence

seems to show that the intrusions took place before tne sediments

were significantly disturbed from their original horizontal position.

The sedimentary formations with the lava and gabbro sills together Faults and

made an exceptionally rigid mass of rock, which was capable of trans-

mitting the thrust of Tertiary and earlier mountain-building forces,

though the mass itself refused to yield to that force in the same manner

as the weaker, now mashed and contorted formations west of the Purcell

* Bull. Geol. See. Amer., vol. xiii., 1902, p. 305.

26—7
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range. Tiie uplift of that raijge has led, rather, to normal faulting and

Subordinate overthiusting superimposed on a few broad, open folds.

In the sixty miles between the two crossings of the Kootenav river

fourteen normal faults of large throw, three thrust faults, three faulted

anticlines and three faulted synclines have been observed. Struct-

urally, as well as lithologically, the Purcell range is thus a Cordilleran

division trans' tional from the Selkirks proper to the front range of the

Rockies as these ranges ai'e developed on the 49th parallel.

In a number of cases the structure has had manifest control over

the present topography of the range. Seven of the meridional valleys

are clearly located on normal faults. The wide valley of the Kootenay

at Port Hill, and apparently again at Tobacco Plains, has been opened

out on zones of normal faulting, in each case the faults having meri-

dional trend.

Silf
*^"^ ^^ ^^^ present summary report of field work it is premature and

inappropriate to go into detail regarding either the general geology or

the petrography of the formations on the belt, but one special pheno-

menon deserves mention as of possible importance in bearing on the

general principles underlying the interpretation of the igneous rocks

throughout the boundary section. The thickest of the great gabbro

sills above mentioned is well exposed on an isolated mountain forming

the residual of a monoclinal fault-block immediately west of the point

where the Moyie river crosses the boundary. Owing to its importance

both in volume and relations, this igneous body may be given the

special name of the. Moyie Sill. It has been thrust into the Kitchener

quartzite on a horizon situated near the middle of that formation.

The sill, closely following the bedding plane, and recaining its thick-

ness of approximately 2,500 feet throughout, has been traced along

the strike a distance of about five miles. The main mass of the in-

trusion is a hornblende gabbro, often containing accessory quartz inter,

stitially developed. The heat of the magma has rifted off thousands

of fragments of the quartzites. These fragments are seen to be in all

stages of solution in the magma, which, on account of its exceptional

volume, retained sufficient thermal energy to continue the shattering

and digesting of the invaded sediments for, apparently, a long period.

The composition of the magma has, therefore, been signally altered in

the sense of having grown more siliceous than it was originally. The

products of the digestion are, for the most part, segregated along the

upper contact of the sill where, instead of gabbro, a 200-foot zone of

light gray crystalline rock was found. Microscopic examination shows

this zone to be composed of a highly acid biotite granite passing into

granophyre with characteristic micrographic structure, and also, by
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rather sudden but definite transitions, into the underlying hornblende

gabbro.

The potash of the granite is contained in the essential orthoclase,

soda orthoclase and microperthite, as well as in abundant essential

biotite. Tiiat oxide, along with other constituents of the essential

minerals, was derived from the quartzites which are slightly feldspathic

and occasionally argillaceous, and which also bear minute scales of mica

in considerable amount. The specific gravity of the quartzite varies

from 2.68 to 2.70 : that of the normal gabbio from 3.00 to 3.03. It is

highly probable that the fragments of quartzite sank some distance

into the gabbro when the latter was molten and then less deme than

the solid quartzite. The acid material derived from the dissolving,

sinking fragments was, nevertheless, evidently less dense than the

gabbro magma, and rose to the upper contact of the sill. In this way

by simple gravitative differentiation, coupled with the assertion of those

definite laws of molecular attraction which control the formation of

biotite-granite in general, a new crystalline rock has been developed

on this upper contact by the mechanical and solutional action of gabbro

on somewhat feldspathic quartzites and subordinate interbedded argil-

lites. As expected, acidification is seen at and near the lower contact,

where abundant quartz is interstitially and poikilitically developed in

the gabbro
;

yet there the effect is relatively so limited as hardly to

change the usual dark colour of the gabbro. Exomorphic contact

action seems to be as pronounced at the lower contact as at the upper.

The absence of a zone of granite at the lower contact is believed to be

due to the process of gravitative differentiation. The excess of silica

actually found at the lower contact is attributed to the solution of the

quartzite while the sill was in the viscous condition immediately pre-

ceding the crystallization of the whole mass.

A similar special acidification of the internal upper zones of contact

was observed in several others of the sills in the belt. The consider,

ably smaller volume of those sills naturally involved a much less strik-

ing acidification of the gabbro magma than that just described for the

Moyie sill.

These observations illustrate what is believed to be a case of the Secondary

formation of granite by hypabyssal assimilation of siliceous sediments
"r^liite'

Ijy a gabbroid magma. The phenomena in the Purcell range are

markedly similar to those so fully described by Professor W. S.

Bayley* and by Professor N. H. Winchellf at Pigeon point and many

*Bull. No. 109, U.S. Geol. Suiv.. 1 93.

t jSlinnesota Geol. Surv. Reports.

26—7i
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other localities in the state of Minnesota. There is another suggestive

parallel in the likewise ably discussed relations of gabbro and grano-

phyre, in the Sudbury district, Ontario, t The extremely simple struc-

ture and relations in the case of the Movie sill S'Uggest the legitimate

extension of this secondary theory of granite to the much more important

case of truly abyssal assimilation of siliceous and aluminous sediments

and crystalline schists by basic gabbro magma, whereby granite and

allied rocks may be conceived as secondarily produced on the scale of

intrusive stocks or even great batholiths.*

The experience of the season clearly points to the conclusion that

there is no hope of the discovery of important mineral deposits, except

in the case of beds or veins of iron ore similar to the well known

deposits at Kitchener, on the Crow's JSTest division of the Canadian

Pacific Railway. It is possible that such ore may be found in the

Kitchener quartzite, where it crops out in the boundary belt, but none

on a commercial scale was discovered this season. Quartz veins are

notably rare ; with very few exceptions these occur only in the gabbro

sills or along the contacts of the sills. The veins are always narrow,

and show no promise of giving, in assay, any important content of the

precious metals.

The thinness of the soil and the general absence of level ground are

such as to discourage settlement for agricultural purposes, except in

the Kootenay valley, at Port Hill, and at Tobacco Plains. Permanent

farms are being cleared on the wide bench east of Port Hill. The

extraordinary drought of the season caused an almost complete loss of

crops to the farmers settled near Gateway, except in the rare cases of

those who command running water for purposes of irrigation.

Katural History of the National Park.

By Professor John Macoun.

At the date of my last summary report I was engaged on Part III of

the Catalogue of Canadian Birds. With the help of Mr. J. M. Macoun,

my assistant, the proof was read and the whole work, which extends to

733 pages and includes 650 species and varieties of birds, was completed

by the beginning of June. The index, prepared by Miss Marie Stewart,

Introduction,

:;:Rep. Bureau of Mine.s, Ontario, 1903 and 1904, A. P. Coleman ; Geol. Surv.,

Canada, Ann. Rep., vol. 14, Pt. H, 1904, A. E. Barlow.

* Compare R. A. Daly, The Mechanics of Igneous Intrusion, Araer. Jour.

Science, vol. xv., 1903, p. 269, and vol. xvi., 1903, p. 107.
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covers twenty three pages ; bv its aid, any bird in the Dominion, under

whatever name it may appear in the Catalogue, can be easily found,

and our knowledge of its distribution and breeding habits can be at

once referred to. The amount of time and care entailed in the prepa-

ration of this work has been enormous, and, l)ut for the constant help

I received from my assistant, it could not have been carried to a

successful completion in so short a time.

Thirteen years ago the writer spent a summer at Banff, (Alta.) stu-

dying the flora and fauna of the Rocky Mountain Park. The outcome

of that season's work was the establishment of a museum at Banff. A
collection of birds was mounted by the taxidermist of the Geological

Survey, and one of plants was prepared : both these were placed in the

museum which was established in 1892. Since then, the Park has been

extended to the " Great Divide " on the border of British Columbia,

and the Y"oho Park on tlie British Columbia side of the " Divide " has

also been placed under the jurisdiction of the Superintendent of the

Rocky Mountain Park, so that at present the Park extends from Can-

more, on the east, to some distance beyond Field, on the west, on both

sides of the railway.

Owing to the increasing number of visitors, it became necessary to Banff museum

enlarge the museum, and last year a tine building was erected and well

fitted up for museum purposes. Very little new material, however, has

been added to the collections of the fauna and flora since the original

consignment from this Department.

On account of the enlargement of the Park and the necessity for

additional knowledge of its productions and inhabitants, 1 wasinstructed

to make a further exploration, chiefly of the western part about the

" Great Divide, " and this I proceeded to do last season. The addi-

tional specimens necessary to complete the botanical collection are now

on hand and will be added to the original consignment next spring.

It is intended to complete the Rocky Mountain birds and mammals
and, besides, to place in the museum as large a collection as possible

of the game-birds of the prairies, including waders of all kinds, ducks

and other swimming birds. The larger hawks and owls will be so set

up that visitors from all parts of the world can see what we have in

the matter of sport to give them.

After finishing the proof-reading of the Bird Catalogue I started for

the Rocky mountains on June 17 and, after spending two days at

Calgary, went on to Banff, where I spent three days going over the col-

lections there with Mr. N. B. Sanson, who has charge of the museum

and who, I found, had added many fine specimens to the original col-
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lection. The plant collection was in excellent order, but the collection

of birds needed the hand of a taxidermist. Mr. Douglas, the Super-

intendent, saw the necessity of having the birds cleaned and, in some

cases, replaced by better specimens.

Laggan camp. I then went on to Laggan and established myself in the camp of

Mr. A. O. Wheeler, who, for the next three months, gave me a home

with his men and helped me in every possible way. Very frequently,

rare specimens, collected on the highest mountains, were brought down

by the men, and enabled me to add to my own collections.

From June 26 to 29 I collected around Laggan, and on the morning

of the 29th started up the Pipestone on foot, with Mr. Wheeler's pack

train. The first day we went about eight miles and camped ; the

next day Mr. Wheeler and his men ascended a mountain while I

botanized at the base. This was the usual procedure through the

summer. The camp wa.s moved every second or third day. By July

3rd we had reached the source of the Pipestone and #amped in the last

grove of trees. Around us were snow-clad mountains, and nearly all

the ground, except the steeper slopes facing south, was still covered

with the winters snow. For the last few miles we passed through a

veritable flower garden. The ground was covered with five species of

spring flowers growing in the greatest profusion and just in their

prime. In many places were white Globe flowers (Trollius laxus)

covering a res of ground and often with over twenty blossoms springing

from the same root. Near by, could be seen great patches of bright

yellow which were made by the flowers of the Mountain Dogs Tooth

Violet (Erythronium giganteum). Scattered among these, or growing

in masses by themselves, were the Spring Beauty (Claytonia lanceolata),

the Mountain Buttercup (Ranunculus Eschscholtzii) and the Mountain

Anemone {Anemone occidentalis). The above were the leading species,

but a score of others could be enumerated. Our camp was pitched

above the real spring and the flowers here were truly alpine, many of

them not being spring flowers at all. Dead stalks of Arnicas,

Erigerons and other composites were around, everywhere, but not a

bud was seen. Occasionally on a sunny spot one would stumble on a

patch of the Mountain Saxifrage (Saxifraga oppositifolia), or the Moss

Campion (Silene acaulis) or, high up amongst shingle, the first flowers

of Oxytropis podocarpa. The Drabas showed a few flowers both

yellow and white, the former being Draba alpina and the latter

Draha nivalis.

Red Deer On the dth I climbed the eastern side of the valley and was able to
^^^^^'

look down on the source of the Red Deer river, which, at this time, was

still encumbered with snow. Almost under my feet and 500 feet
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below reposed a small lake which still retained its icy covering. The

silence of nature was unbroken by bird or beast, but, occasionally^

water was heard to trickle, and b}^ noon the southern slopes were alive

with little rills. In the late afternoon, water could bs seen, glancing

in the sun as it descended from the heights ; the creek below our camp

sent up an ever-increasing sound as the volume of water rushing

through it grew. The sun sank behind the mountains to the west
;

slowly silence settled on the scene and by morning all movement of

water had ceased. Day by day throughout the summer, this melting,

tiowing, rushing and freezing, kept on, and even late in September

was being repeated at higher elevations.

Work was finished on the 5th and we descended over 1,000 feet into ]>ipestone

the Pipestone valley, which we now found to be a series of turbulent ^^"^V-

streams of milky-looking water. These soon became one stream, and

a rushing river, difficult to ford, was the result. Large collections

were made on the lower slopes. As we worked our way down stream

we found that the spring was fast passing into summer ; and by the

time we reached Laggan on July 10, having been only twelve days

absent, summer had usurped the place of early spring. The species

scarcely in bud on June 29 were in seed July 10. Collecting was

resumed for a few days on the mountain slopes around Laggan and in

the Bow valley ; on the 16th I changed my headquarters to Lake Louise.

Laggan is 5,037 feet above the sea and Lake Louise is 638 feet higher
;

the mountains rise on both sides of it at least 4,000 feet above the

lake. This makes the vicinity of the lake an ideal collecting ground,

and as there are horse trails in all directions there is no difficulty in

getting about.

Very extensive collections were made at Lake Louise and its vicinity. Lake Louise.

Lists were made of plants that ascended above 6,000 feet and a

surprising uniformity was noticed in the occurrence of the same species

on all the mountains at the same heights.

Ascents were made on " the Saddle '" east of Mount Fairview, on
•* the Moraine " at the base of Mount Victoria, on Mount Niblock,

the Beehive and Mount St. Piron. Many alpine species, not found,

to the east of Castle mountain, were collected, and common things at

Banff were altogether absent. The flora of Lake Louise itself is quite

different from that of the mountains around it, being below the 6,000

feet line, which seems to be the line where a marked change takes place

in the vegetation. The forests between Laggan and Lake Louise

have hitherto escaped fires, and to this fact much of the attractiveness

of Lake Louise is attributable. Much of the spruce (Picea Engelmanni)
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is very fine and in many places attains a good size and has a tall

straight trunk.

Casca-ie creek. After completing my work at Lake Louise I again joined ^Nlr.

Wheeler's camp which was now near Hector on the west side of the

divide. I started work here on August 1, and remained in that vici-

nity until the 19th. Four days were spent at Lake O'Hara and Lake

McArthur at the head of Cascade creek, which enters l^ake Wapta at

Hector. A good horse trail leads from Hector to Lake O'Hara, eight

miles distant from the railway and about 7,000 feet above the sea.

Between 500 and 1,000 feet higher up is Lake McArthur. This lake

is above timber line and rather south of the divide leading into Otter-

tail creek. Being above timber line it remains covered with ice until

late in the season. On the date of my visit, August 10, there were

six icebergs floating in it and as its waters were very transparent it

was possible to see the bottom at a great depth. A large glacier enters

the head of the lake and it was from this that the icebergs had broken

oflF. On the south side, a glacier on Mount Schaeffer discharged quan-

tities of ice which, falling from a great height, were very much broken

up before reaching the lake. Its outlet i.s obscured by morainal debris

but its discharge forms the source of Otter-tail creek on the north-east.

McArthur's pass and the vicinity of the lake at this time might be

called, with truth, an alpine flower-garden. About twenty species

were growing in the greatest profusion. Yellow, red, blue and white

were the prevailing colours and the leading flowers were Arnicas,

Erigerons, Castillejas, Saxifrages and Asters. Indeed, these genera

are the producers of the beautiful flowers spoken of by all mountain

climbers during August, and are not represented on the higher summits

nor in the spring gardens of late June and July.

Hector The vicinity of lake Wapta at Hector occupied me both before and

after my visit to lake O'Hara, and excursions were made to Sherbrooke

lake and other points in the vicinity. On A-Ugust 13, I ascended

Mount Paget and made a complete list of the species. As usual, the

flowers on the summit were, without exception, the same as those at

8,000 feet on the east side of the divide.

Mount
Schaeffer.

On the 19th I walked from Hector to Field. Next day I walked

out seven miles to Emerald lake, where the camp was pitched. The

descent from Hector (Alt. 5,207 feet) to Field (Alt, 4,064 feet) comple-

tely changed the flora and now the woods seemed to be filled with

plants left at Banff and others found at Glacier in the Selkirks. The

road between Field and Emerald lake passes, for the greater part of

the distance, through a young forest of spruce, Douglas fir, Mountain
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balsam, fir and pine. All the trees are tall and beautiful to look upon

and range from four to sixteen inches in diameter. Around Emerald

lake the forest is old ; many of the trees run to three feet in diameter

and all are tall and mostly sound. Should a tire ever take place any-

where between Field and the Lake, all the beauty of the scenery would

be destroyed and the Yoho Park, instead of being, as it is, the great

attraction for tourists, would become an eye-sore to be shunned.

After being settled in camp on the shore of the lake, e.xcursions

were made in all directions and Mounts Burgess and AVapta were

examined and their productions noted. On September 2, men and

horses ascended the trial from Emerald lake to the summit of the

Yoho pass. Eight days were spent in the Yoho valley : each day.

ascents were made up to the glaciers, and the \egetation was noted.

As usual, the high altitudes produced the sime species, and, the collec-

ting season being over, I reluctantly returned to Emerald lake on the

11th, went down to Field and, next day, proceeded to lake Louise to

settle up my business ; then on to BanflF for a few days, and, gathering

up my collections at Calgary, started for Ottawa, reaching there on

the 29th.

Since my return from the field, I have been almost constantly

occupied with increased correspondence and the naming of specimens

from all parts of the country, and have found no time to arrange the

material brought from the field. This will be determined during the

winter.

During the year 932 letters have been written.

The Cascade and Costigan Coal Basins and their Continuation

Northward.

By D. B. Doiding.

The field work for the past season consisted, mainly, of topographic

surveying to extend the map of the National Park, north and south,

on the line of the band of coal-bearing rocks of the Bow River valley.

I left Ottawa on the first of June to meet my assistants, ^lessrs G.

S. Malloch and F. C. Bell in Winnipeg. We then proceeded to Morley,

where the horses had been wintered and, having got together the camp
outfit, commenced work in the country south of Canmore.

The field work of the previous season was devoted mainly to a study

of the coal measures of the Bow valley and their continuation up the

105
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Cascade river. This series has been called the Cascade coal basin, but

as it extends both north and south of the part already mapped and

beyond the limits of the topographic map made by the Interior

Topograplij' Department, it seemed necessary to add to the latter, to illustrate the

more. southern continuation as far as the Kananaskis river and northward as

far as the basin extended or time permitted. The photographic method

seemed the most expeditious and a photo-theodolite of the Bridges-

Lee type was ordered. This not being delivered in time for the first

part of the field work, a small transit was used and sketches were

made instead of photographs.

As the area to the south was not large, points were selected as

stations from which convenient areas could be overlooked. These

stations were connected, as best we could, with known points on the

map. Stations on each side of the Bundle range, from Pigeon mount-

Hn westward to those south of the Spray lakes, were occupied.

Wind mountain, one of the highest in the district, was not ascended,

a convenient point being found on its northwest slope. The highest

point of this group lies four and three quarter miles almost directly

south of Wind mountain and has an elevation of 10,200 feet.

The geologic features were noted on our sketches, so that the map
could be coloured as far as the topography would allow. Several visits

were made to the new coal mines now being developed at Bankhead,

five miles east of Bmff : the progress in the tunnels was watched with

interest, it being expected that the strata might, in places, as at Can-

more, be badly bent, faulted or crushed.

After finishing the work planned, south of Canmore, we moved to

the Cascade river and made excurs'ons to the east of this stream, to

further outline the geologic features. A visit to Minnewanka lake

was included, as well as a climb to the summits of the hills at the

north end of the Cascade mountain, to observe the strata of the face

of the Vermilion range and of the intervening valley. On August

1st the photo-theodolite arrived at Banff and we immediately posted

north.

Photographic Two reference points on the topographic map, near its northern limit

survey north
j^^- j^g^^ gQ" 3Q' ^yere used as the ends of a base, and a system of small

of Panther K. ' ' j

triangles was carried northward to near the Red Deer river A few

points were also taken on each side of the valley of the Panther river,

east of the continuation of the Cascade basin. The Palliser range, which

is a continuation of the mountains along the eastern side of the Cascade

basin, is found to have another coal basin developed on its eastern
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flank, commencing south of the Panther river. This extends north-

ward and crosses the Red Deer river, while, still farther to the east,

past another mountain range, a triangular area of the same coal-bear-

ing rocks occupies a position a few miles to the northward of the one

noted above. The two streams, Panther and Red Deer, which here cut

t^ransversely across the mountain ranges, give sections of three coal

bearing basins having their maximum vvidth on the Panther river.

The most easterly of these basins was prospected several years ago
;

a seain of coal was discovered and the location applied for. This is

locally known as the Costigan seam. A visit of five days to this

locality was made by us and a part of the area was examined.

By using the pickets which still I'emained . from a traverse of the

stream by Mr. McLatchie, D.L.S., several stations were fixed on the

surrounding hills and a series of photographs was taken. A small topo-

graphic map has since been constructed to accompany the notes, bear-

ing on our examination. This is appended to the present summary of

our proceedings for the summer.

Large fires in British Columbia, which did incalculable damage to Forest tires.

the forest wealth of the country, started during the last week of July-

After the first week of August, the smoke blotted out all view of

distant hills for several days at a time and our work suffered accord-

ingly. An occasional shift of wind to the north cleared the air but

the prevailing wind was from the west.

After the first week of September we moved south, to continue the

work across the Kananaskis river, but had only one day of fairly clear

atmosphei'e and, finding no change, even after a snow storm, I deter-

mined to discontinue the work for the season. We reached Morley

September 25 and returned to Ottawa. Since then, a great part of

my time has been occupied in preparing maps and diagrams for this

report.

GENERAL NOTES ON THE STRUCTURE OF THE CASCADE BASIN.

The valley of the Bow river, from the C4ap to Anthracite, is eroded Cascade coal

along the edges of Cretaceous sandstones and shales. These are ^^^''">-

dipping to the south-west and are terminated by a long line of fault,

which runs about north-west snd south-east. On the western side of

this fault the limestone beds, which underly the Cretaceous, are

thrust upward and now form the mountain ranges in which are

situated Wind, Bundle and Cascade mountains. This break is con-

tinued south-east across the Kananaskis river. The various beds in
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the limestone ridge can be traced continuously, and, at the Kananaskis,

the relative heights agree very well with those at Cascade mountain,

but at the intervening points they are generally at higher elevations.

The amount of displacement relative to the eastern side of the break

also varies considerably. The total series at one time contained a

great thickness of Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks, all softer, and there-

fore weathering and crushing more easily, than the basal limestone

strata. The overthi'ust of the fault brought the limestone members

up against the Cretaceous, in many cases displacing and breaking up

the upper part of these softer rocks.

Along this break the limestone sometimes overrides part of the

Cretaceous, and at others, abuts fairly against the edges. At the

Kananaskis it has been forced over part of the series. Northward on

the height-of-land between this river and the Bow, the base of the

Cretaceous does not seem to have been overridden, but has sustained

the great pressure and the beds, for a short distance, are bent up in

trough form. In the limestone, also, the pressure has developed a

series of flexures which run through the range in a north and south

direction about parallel to those noted last year in the Cretaceous,

north of the Three Sisters mountain, and seems to denote a pressure,

not at right angles to the line of fault, but rather from the west. A
possible explanation, without a resort to secondary pressure, may be

deduced from the fact that the fault continues, on a straight line, to

the vicinity of Anthracite, and then diverges more to the north until

it practically dies out. This point, then, the end of the fault, can be

considered as a pivot for ihe lateral displacement of the beds. If the

whole mass to the west is not influenced by this break, a part at least

will be, and the direction of pressure and lateral displacement should

be, in most cases, along lines at right angles to radii from the pivotal

point. The folds, as above mentioned, roughly lie across this direction

of pressure. Those in the Cretaceous beds from Anthracite south to

the Three Sisters run, probably, more nearly parallel to the line of

break, but also show, in some degree, the effect of pressure at an

oblique angle to the general strike.

The different conditions of pressure along the break no doubt caused

transverse faults, and some of these seem to be indicated at the gap

behind Canmore in the Whiteman pass, and between Wind mountain

and Three Sisters mountain.

Pressurefolds.
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SKETCH SECTIONS ACROSS CASCADE BASIN
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A series of sketch sections are here added to show the eflect of the

thrust on the limestones when abutting against the Cretaceous, as well

as the fold in the latter, and also the position of the two series in

event of an overthrust. The sketches serve also to illustrate the

shifting of the break from the line of one primary fold to another to

the east,

A primary series of folds, which were probably the first effects of the

lateral pressure, mark out the general lines along which the breaks

occurred. In some cases these folds were not continuous, but, where

they end, there is an accompanying one running in the same general

direction. In the case illustrated in the sections, a primary fold,

along which the break occurred in the lower sections, dies out in the

upper, while the break runs from the crown of this to the east, to fol-

low the crown of the next. This deflection and the final end of the

break gave rise, as before noted, to the oblique series of folds displayed

in the sections at Wind and Three Sisters mountains.

Gap m range The great gap which appears in the range between Kundle and
at Banff. ., ,° " ^ ^^

,
,

°
,

, , ^Cascade mountains seems to have been caused by several factors.

One of these is no doubt due to the general line of weakness that

follows the summit of the line of the primary fold. Then there are

many reasons for supposing that there is a fault, or series of faults,

running transversely across the general one. This would then leave

a large triangular area at the bend of the fault ready, on account, of

its broken nature, to be removed. The narrow valley, in which Lake

Minnewanka lies, presents every indication of having been eroded

along a line of fracture, and disturbance near this line is also seen

in the drifts on seams Nos. 1 and 2 at Bankhead. Instead of the

drifts following fairly straight lines, the entries are a series of

reversed curves for about three hundred feet, after which they

straighten out, and lights at the head of the workings, then 1,600 feet

distant, could be seen.

Other phenomena, resulting from the sliding of the rock in the

mountain over the coal bearing beds, are clearly shown in workings on

seam No. 3. This seam has apparently acted as a plane along which

little resistance to lateral shearing would be presented. The stress

has caused a block—that part above No. 3—to move bodily upward

coal measure, along the plane of the beds. Where the strata were firmly held down

by the backing of limestone, the beds moved in a solid mass,

but, in the beds not under the heavy load, a certain amount of relief

was afforded by the sliding measures buckling back on themselves.

This formed, along the sliding plane, a series of rolls which made

pockets in which the breechia from the grinding action was accum-
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ulated—in this case coal from No. 3 seam. la the preliminary work

on the crest of the ridge, No. 3 was found with a width of 100 feet of

broken coal : below it, as if in continuation, theie was only five feet.

At the mine below, where a cross-cut was made to the same seam, con-

firmation of this buckling was found. The tunnel evidently ran below

one of these rolls as, after the seam was passed, the rocks of the

roof gradually bent backward and, where the work was stopped,

the rocks in the roof were nearly horizontal. The foot-wall of the

seam was here smoothed, and showed the effect of the grinding. It

was also crumpled, as if by the lateral pressure, in small narrow ridges.

Another cross-cut to No. 3 proved the seam to be shattered, full of

rock fragments and unsuitable to work.

On creek No. 6, some distance to the north, on these same measures,

an example of the same kind of buckling is represented in a section

on the side walls of the gorge. This cau.sed an apparent expansion in

the thickness of the measures in the unloaded portion, and the narrow-

ing down might be looked for toward the foot of the mountain. This

seems to have been found in the slope put down on tho highest seam ^'° '^^^ •-^''"•

near the mine. This slope was started on the dip of the seam at about

45', but the underlie soon increased and, on account of nearly vertical

cross faults, turned downward. At a depth of 200 feet the general

dip of the slope was nearly 80*^ instead of 45"^ as in the beds of the

lower part of the series. This would seem to point to a compression

of the beds, were it not already noted that an expansion of the un-

loaded part was accounted for.

The rocks of the northern continuation of the Cascade basin extend,

practically, around the end of Cascade mountain, so that they occupy

the valley between the Palisser and Vermilion ranges. For the most

part, this broad area is made up of the rocks of the lower part of the

Cretaceous ; the sandstones, in which the coal seams are found, form

the upper part, only, of the hills in the centre of the valley. North ^r ^

.

•' Northern part
ot the Fanther river, this broad, shallow basin which is terminated, at of field.

each edge on the Panther river section, by an upturn of the beds, is

gradually narrowed, and as the Red Deer river is approached, appears

as a monocline dipping to the west, abutting or going under the rocks

upheaved to form the Vermilion range. The coal bearing rocks, which

in the shallow basin appear only on the summits of the hills, here

again form a narrow strip along the west side, in very much the same
manner as along the face of the Cascade mountain.

The division line between the two types of structure is marked by a

heavy fold running from the fault line, at the height-of-land between
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the Red Deer and the Panther rivers, south-eastward to the centre of

the valley near the Panther river, and is probably continued farther

down the valley. Remnants of this or similar folds are seen on the

hills to the south.

The sketch introduced here is outlined from a photograph of the

south end of a hill just north of the Panther river. This is about

midway bet%veen the ranges, but from this point the fold bears to the

left, or in a W. N. W. direction.

Sketcli I if fold in the Cretaceous north of Panther river.

Another Cretaceous area is found to the east of the Palliser range,

and attains its broadest dimensions just south of the Panther river. It

is roughly triangular in plan, with a broad base along the east side of

the Palliser range, and its apex at the gap through which the south

Palliser basin, branch of the Panther river crosses the range lying to the east. In

the section on the Panther, the underlying rocks which form the east-

ern range are seen to have several heavy rolls in their beds as they

disappear beneath the Cretaceous. These are sharpened up in com-

pressed folds in the Cretaceous above. Unfortunately, most of the coal

bearing rocks are here again removed, and the tops of the hills show

crushed seams ; it is only near the western fault, where some of the

beds appear to turn down, that there is any chance of finding workable

coal. Several seams were located but we had no opportunity of pro-

erl}' uncovering them.

The section published with the map of the Costigan coal basin is

intended to show the relation of each of these areas to one another or

the construction of the ranges. It extends from the Sawback range

eastward to the first or outer range of the Rocky mountains, and in-

cludes three basins of Cretaceous rocks. To the west of the Sawback

a fault has brought up against the highest of the Paheozoic, rocks

comparable to the series in the Castle mountain, probably of Cambrian

age. Eastward, then to the edge of the Cretaceous, there is a contin-

uous series down to below the Intermediate series which is Devonian.
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The summit of the Vermilion range is of the Lower Banff limestone

and, in the Palliser, the higher points vary between that and the

Upper Banff limestone. In the two ranges to the east the Upper

BanlF forms the main summits.

NOTES ON THE MINES.

The mines at Canmore continue in active operation and the output
c.^,jjjjQj.p

is expected to increase materially as a new and additional entry is to mine.

be made on the Sedlock seam about a mile south-east of the town.

This, as noted in last year's Summary, will probably be found to con-

nect round by the south with the seams of the present mine. If this

occurs it will give readier access to a large area, the distance of which

from the main slope of the mine precludes payable underground haulage.

As the railway takes the run of the mine, the temptation to be lax

in picking up rock and other dirt, on the part of the miners, is very

great, and some of the complaints from the engineers are no doubt due

to too much dirt being shipped. The majority of the seams are of

good quality of coal, but some are dirty, and unless great care is exer-

cised, either by inspection or washing, the good character that this coal

has hitherto had may suflfer.

The mine at Anthracite has been gutted and the pillars taken out.

The operating company having given up their lease, all the machinery

has been removed to Canmore. All the available coal in the fold on

the south edge of the property in which the mine is situated has been

taken out to the boundary of the claim and no arrangements were

effected for mining the adjacent land, so that now it will be difficult to

reach the latter except by a new entry. The northern part of the

property, as far as the Cascade river, still contains many seams, the

continuations of those at the north side of the stream, on what is now
the C.P.R. mine at Bankhead. Owing to the greater part of the val-

ley to the east of the Cascade river being covered by a thick gravel

terrace, prospecting will be difficult. For the present this area will

have to be left unworked ; the coal on the C.P.R property can be mined

much more cheaply since most of the output will be from that part of

the measures above the entry.

DEVELOPMENT WORK AT BANKIIEAP.

The coal bearing measures lying along the north-east slope of Cas-

cade mountain were prospected for the C.P.R. Company by Mr. J. C. inine.

Gwillim, formerly of this Survey. The cuts made by the small streams

running from the face of the mountain were utilized for this purpose

26—8
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and many small tunnels run in on the seams so found. For the larger

workings, it was however more advantageous to attack the seams

from the south end of the slope near the Cascade river where a spur

line could be built from the main line. Two prominent seams near the

lower part of the measures were traced southward and down the slope

to a small plateau above the river. From this point two tunnels were

driven on the strike of the seams. The spur from the railroad ends

on a lower plane near the stream, some 250 feet below the tunnels.

The larger seam was followed downward from the mouth of the tunnel

by a slope to near the level of the spur track near the river and a tun-

nel was started to connect the bottom of the slope with the shipping

point. As most of the material lying along the face of the hill is gra-

vel, a great part of the total length, which is about 1,600 feet, will be

under the gravel. The tunnel is, therefore, very heavily timbered and

the progress in construction is necessarily slow. It has a width of

twenty-two feet to accommodate two tracks and is nine feet high, so

that it will be made the main entry to the mine.

The slope of the measures approximates 45°, a little steeper than the

angle of repose for broken coal ; the coal consequently will be filled in

chutes running down to the lower level. The chute will be kept nearly

full to minimise the impact of the falling coal and thus reduce crush-

ing to a minimum. The mining will then be carried upward and little

of the material need be rehandled till drawn out at the lower level.

This, although requiring an extra outlay in the construction of the

lower entry, will for many years reduce the cost of mining, the supply

of coal being above the entry.

Cross entries are to be made to cut all the measures, but it is ex-

pected that from No. 1 seam to the highest known, a distance, on the

level, of 2,600 feet, will be about the total width of the available meas.

ures. The two lower seams new being mined, are but a part of the

available coal.

\mount of
"^^^ supply which these two seams should furnish, if they maintain

coal. their thickness of from seven to nine feet each, can be estimated

roughly by considering that, at a mile from the lower entry, the upper

outcrop is at least 1,000 feet above and, at two miles, about 1,500 feet

above the entry and this latter height is maintained for several miles.

In the upper seam, the distance to tbe surface is generally greatly

increased owing to the steep slope of the mountain side and on one of

the creeks, four miles from the south entry, coal is found at an eleva-

tion of 2,300 feet. These upper seams will probably not be mined as

far along their strike as the lower ones, on account of their gradual

approach to the fault plane, and a fold, the centre of the original pri-
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mary syncline which occupied the valley at its northern end. This

fold seems to run southward and downward into the plane of the

fault. This may really not be a part of the primary fold but simply

a modification due to the overturning of part of the beds and the over-

riding of the rest. The effect of this on the outcrop of the coal seams

in going north will be to bend them toward the mountain and the

fault plane. As the beds are entirely eroded before reaching the first

gap in the range, some six and a half miles northward from the entry

of the mine, all the seams must eventually end at the fault and the

lower ones will naturally be found to extend the farthest. If the

seams on which the entries are made be continuous, the lower entry

should run about five miles before reaching the fold, when the beds

should bend in toward the mountain and mining operations will

follow the long easy slope up to the outcrop at the far end.

A rough estimate may be made of the available coal in a length of Kstimate.

five miles for the lower seam. The seam may average eight feet in

thickness and have a depth of 1,200 feet above the entry or 1,700 feet

along the slope. A rough approximation would give more than nine

million tons or an output of nearly 500 tons daily for fifty years and,

for the two seams, 1,000 tons daily for the same time. The market for

semi-anthracite being at present restricted, the product of these two

seams should last longer than this estimate.

The observations made in the Souris coal field on comparisons of Lower seams

seams whose age of deposition varied slightly, appeared to point to a upper,

general tendency of the older beds to be higher in fixed carbon than

those above. This is found to also apply to the seams at the Bank-

head mine. Another factor to be considered as affecting the present

condition of the coal in the seams is that the lower ones are enclosed

in thick walls of sandstone and have been gradually giving off their

gases through the porous sandstone, while the upper and middle

seams are enclosed in thinner sandstones and shale beds and have,

therefor^, not lost the volatile elements so rapidly. In the seams at

the mine the variations in the fixed caibon content are in a fairly

regular order following the position of the seams. The lower ones

contain from 84 to 85 per cent fixed carbon with from 9 to 16 per

cent volatile matter, a semi-anthracite coal, while the upper ones are a

coking or blacksmith coal having 78 per cent fixed carbon and 14 per

cent volatile. The middle seams will probably be of about the same
character as those at Canmore,—a steam coal, the quality which is

required for the present style of engine used on the railway.

The plant now being installed includes four large shops for storage,

car building, blacksmith and machine shops. These are equipped with
26—81
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the latest type of machines. Steam for motive power will be supplied

from a battery of boilers designed to use the smallest of the coal pro-

duced at the mine. The plant will also include two air compressors,

one for drills and the other, of high pressure, for motors. The screen-

ing plant now in use and probably the most successful for this brittle

coal, is a series of shaking screens which retain the larger sizes at tirst

and eliminate much of the grinding action of the larger pieces against

the smaller. Mechanical pickers are to be installed if any of the

devices prove satisfactory.

About forty cottages were built "during the summer, many of them

of very neat appearance. Streets are graded, drains and water pipes

laid and a water supply arranged for either domestic use or fire pur-

poses.

THE COSTIGAN COAL BASIN.

Costigan coal This area is the first inside the first range of the Rocky mountains

on the Panther river. It is roughly triangular in shape with a short

base extending up the south branch of this stream. The two sides are

longer and the apex is north of the Red Deer river. The western

edge is along the fault line which brings up the second range, and the

eastern edge follows the contact of the lower part of the Cretaceous

on the upper part of the Banff shales which, in all this district, main-

tain practically the same character, namely, reddish shales and dolomites

overlying the quartzite at the summit of the Devono-Carboniferous

limestones. The Cretaceous here has not been denuded to such great

extent as in the adjoining basins but forms an irregular plateau

betwen the two limestone ranges.

The fault along the western edge is evidently of the nature of an

overthrust, but traces of parts of an overturned fold still remain and

tend to confirm the belief that these breaks were formed along the

centre and crests of compressed folds. North of the river an example

is seen in the face of the range, where, evidently, the upper beds bend

down in front of the break through the lower members. The Creta-

ceous, against which these rocks now rest, show the effect of the west

to east pressure and the beds are turned up to form a syncline.

Structure. The third side or base of the triangular area is bounded by the same

beds as on the east, but there is a line of fault through this range at

the gap of the Panther river where there is a sharp deflection in the

direction of the range. This break is continued westward into the

Cretaceous, and then south-westward between the upper beds of the

limestones and the Cretaceous. The beds of the latter have been
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thrust up on the limestones in the movements induced by the eastward

pressure, and the contact is changed from a conformable one, along the

east side, to a line of broken beds, chiefly coal-bearing sandstones.

The shales of the base of the Cretaceous were the weakest members of

the series and, therefore, did not withstand the crushing and shearing.

The general structure of the Cretaceous in the form of a syncline is

maintained to the fault line at the south-eastern border, but the coal

seams, which should here outcrop, are probably very much fractured

or, in most part, cut off by the fault.

Most of the upper beds occupying the centres of this trough are

sandstones, but a few of a coarser nature become in places a conglome-

rate. These, so far, do not appear to contain coal seams and, there-

fore, are for convenience outlined on the map in a light shade of

green. Below this division the measures are practically barren for

1500 feet, after which a five foot seam is met, which is the one origin-

ally prospected as the Costigan seam. On the eastern outcrop this is

practically the only one exposed, except perhaps another on the south

branch, where the beds are very much disturbed.

Up the river, near the mountains, the Costigan seam reappears and

is seen in the crest of a small anticline which runs across the river.

It again outcrops about 650 feet further west and runs up toward the

disturbed measures near the fault.

Beneath the seam, at this point, there is a series of seams that

appear to be of fairly compact coal.

The appearance of the Costigan seam, where exposed at the eastern

edge of the basin in Section 4, is poor. About eight feet will have to

be mined to get a total of five feet of coal. The following is the

measured section :
—

Dip 25'- W. 10^ N.

Roof, soft friable sandstone, some of which will have to come off.

ft. in.

3 7 sandstone and shale, containing two streaks of coal 3 in.
CostigaQ sgam

and 5 in. respectively.

1 9 "coal", weathers to black powder.

8 shale.

2 7h coal.

8 7ri of which, say, fi\ e feet is marketable coai.
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Section at

c

\ \\

Section of measures on river near western boundary.

On the accompanying map, posts placed by Mr. McLatchie are

indicated by letters A, B, »fec. At C, a point on the west side of

the anticline, near the western edge of the field, the Costigan seam

dips 70' W. 15° S. The thickness here totals nearly five and a half

feet, as indicated in the following section :

ft. in.

5 coal.

1 4 shale and sandstone.

4 11 coal, including two small streaks of shale one and two

inches thick.

6 8

The seam is repeated at B, with the addition of a few streaks of coal

western above it. As the seam is here dipping at a high angle to the east, the

following section, measured from the east, will be in descending order,

and is illustrated on the accompanying section from C to D.

Sandstones above Costigan seam :

ft. in.

1
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From D to A there are several waves in the beds. At A there are

two seams close together, very much crushed, but these are probably

the thickest in the basin and may average six feet each. If the section

above be repeated on the eastern outcrop, tliere is a chance that several

of the seams can be mined there, and as the entry would be made near

the river at an elevation of about 5,000 feet, the coal in the long strip

of the plateau above this entry could be cheaply mined. Very little

of the upturned seams at the west would be payable unless their quality

justified deep mining. The area, then, that seems of promise is the

elevated plateau north of the stream. The southern portion is probably

crushed to a considerable extent.

An estimate of the probable amount of coal in the five-foot seam

underlying a square mile of the above plateau would be over three

million tons, but if all the seams exposed at the western upturn were

present, a total of fifteen million tons might be counted on.

The character of the coal, as given in the analyses, indicates generally Analyses of

a steam coal. The samples received by this department some years

ago are, owing to lack of surveys, not definitely indicated as to locality.

The first analysis quoted below appears to be of coal from beneath the

Costigan seam, and probably indicated in the section from C to Z), 145

feet below B.

*' Semi-anthracite from foot-hills. First branch of Panther or Little

Red Deer river, to east of base of main Rocky mountain range, one

mile above confluence with Panther or Little Red Deer river, District

of Alberta, North-west Territory. Seam four feet thick and horizontal.'

Collected by Mr. W. B. M. Davidson.

' Structure lamellar, made up of irregularly alternating layers of a

grayish-black, somewhat bright and dense, jet black coal of brilliant

lustre compact ; brittle ; fracture uneven ; hard and firm ; when

suddenly heated decrepitates, but not very considerably.'

" Analysis by fast coking gave :

—

Analyses of

Hygroscopic water 1 . 52 coal.

Volatile combustible matter . . 11 .65

Fixed carbon 81 . 16

Ash 5.67

100.00

Coke per cent 86 . 83

* Annual Report, vol vi (1892-93), p. 11 R.
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"Ratio of volatile combustible matter to fixed carbon 1 : 6.97. It

yields a non-coherent coke. The gases evolved during coking burnt

with a yellowish, somewhat luminous, all but smokeless flame. The

ash, which is almost pure white does not agglutinate at a bright red

heat, but at a most intense red heat becomes fritted."

Dr. Hoffmann has kindly furnished the results of analyses made by

Mr. r. G. Wait of coals collected from this locality during the past

season. The results are as follows :

—

Analysis of coal from the Costigan .seam at its ouccrop just above

the forks of the Panther river. Thickness of seam 4" 4^'.

Hygroscopic water 1 . 14

Volatile combu.stible matter 13.63

Fixed carlx)ii 8'J . 6 i

Ash 4 5;»

100.00

Variet}- of ccal semi-anthracite coke, pulverulent 85.23 percent

Analysis of coal from outcrop, supposed to be of the same sseam, at

western edge of basin at post B. Thickness of seam 4' 9".

Hygroscopic water . 69

Volatile combustible matter 15.7-5

Fixed carbon 77 . 15

Ash 6.41

10000
Variety of coal— anthracitic.

Coke, firm, coherent 83.56 per cent

Analysis of coal from seam 3 ft. 9 in. thick and 164 feet below the

' seam at B.

Hygroscopic water .7!»

Volatile combustible matter 15.66

Fixed carbon .

.

76 .
05

Ash 7.50

100 00

^'ariety of coal—anthi-acitic.

Coke feebly coherent 83.55percent

Analysis of coal from seam 3 ft. 6 in. thick, and 270 feet below

that at B, but on north side of river at post D.

Hygroscopic water 0.61

Volatile combustible matter 16
.
49

Fixed carbon 79
.
56

Ash 3.34

100.00
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Variety of coal—anthracitic.

Coke, firm, coherent 82.90 percent

The seam at A is probably already describe! in an analysis of

specimens brought by Mr. W. B. M. Davidson. The thickness is

given as eleven feet.

* Analysis by fast coking of a fair average sample of the foregoing

material gave :

—

Hygroscopic water 1 . s?

Volatile combustible matter 13 . 74

Fixed carbon 79 . 55

Ash 4.S4

100.00

Coke per cent 84.30

Ratio of volatile combustible matter to tixed carbon 1 : 5*79.

" It yields a firm coherent coke. The gases evolved duiing coking

burnt will a yellow, luminous somewhat smoky flame. Colour of the

ash, white, with a faint reddish tinge : it does not agglutinate at a

bright red heat but at a most intense red heat, it became fritted.
"

These analyses show that all the seams furnish steam coal of good

character and some of them a good coking coal. The two specimens

from the eastern part of the field are rather unexpectedly found to

have a higher percentage of fixed carbon than those at the west. This

must indicate that their proximity to the south-eastern line of over'

thrust has been close enough to allow of a considerable alteration in

the character of the coal, greater in degree than that induced in the

bent up part along the western margin.

Northward along the eastern outcrop, away from the faulting, the

coal measures have every appearance of little disturbance and they

should there contain coal seams of more bituminous character. No
specimens are at hand to prove this assertion but it should be borne in

mind as a possibility.

' Annual Report. Vol. VI. p. 11 R.
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The Government Expedition to Hudson Bay and Northward by

THE S. S. 'Neptune' 1903-04.

GEOLOGY AND NATURAL HISTORY.

By Comtnander A. F. Low, Officer in Charge of the Expedition.

Introduction
^^^ ^^^ summei' of 1903, Mr. A. P. Low, a member of this staff, was

appointed to the command of the Government Expedition to Hudson

Bay and Northward ; at the same time he received instructions, from

this Department, as to the work in connection with the geology and

natural history of these far away and little known regions of the

Dominion.

The primary object of the expedition being other than scientific,

work in that direction was necessarily subordinated ; the following

report gives the results attained by the scientific staff of the the expe-

dition, working under consideralle disadvantages as to time, and

owing to the nature of the field of exploration, as to climate and ice.

The Neptune ^j^ itinerary of the voyage of the Neptune is printed in the Annual

Report of the Department of Marine and Fisheries ; only a brief out^

line, therefore, of the course followed need be given here. The Neptune,

the largest and most powerful of the Newfoundland sealing-fleet, was

Chartered for the use of the expedition and arrived in Halifax about

the middle of July. The \essel was in the same condition in which

she returned from the spring sealing voyage, so that a considerable

amount of repair and alteration was necessary to equip her for the winter

quarters of a large crew. Provisions and outfit sufficient for two years

having been purchased, the ship sailed from Halifax on August 23.

The coast of Labrador was duly reached by passing through the

strait of Belle Isle. On the way north, stoppages were made at

Dominoe, Nachvak and Port Burwell, where the Archaean rocks were

noted in some detail.

Hudson strait. From Port Burwell the voyage was continued across the mouth of

Hudson strait. Coasting along the bold shores of Resolution island, a

good idea of its geology was obtained, the rocks being all Archaean and

crystalline, in which light coloured granites appeared to prevail-

Heavy fogs prevented a further examination of the shores, until the

southern side of Cumberland gulf was reached. This shore is very bold

and rugged, rising in cliffs from 500 to 1,500 feet above the sea, while,

inland, the general elevation of the country probably exceeds 2,500
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feet. The coast is deeply indented with deep hords and a wide fringe

of rocky islands increases the number of channels, so that it is possible

to pass, with small boats, from the mouth to the head of the gulf,

without touching the open sea. The rocks were examined in a bay

about twenty miles east of Blacklead island, where pink medium-

grained granite was found interbanded with gray mica and mica horn-

blende gneisses, evidently cut and altered by the associated granite.

At Blacklead island, the gueisses prevailed over the granite-gneiss,

which was much coarser in texture. In places the dark mica-gneiss

contained flakes of graphite ; hence the name of the island. To the

westward of this island, prospecting has been done on some deposits of

mica and pyrite but, under the difficult climatic conditions, these

proved unprofitable.

At the Kikkerton islands, on the north side of the gulf, the geology Kikkerton

is complicated by the presence of large bands or masses of gabbro, and ''*'^"'^^-

its schists, formed by pressure ; no valuable minerals have as yet been

discovered in these bands.

Returning south from Cumberland gulf, landings were made at Cape

Haven, the northern point of Cyrus Field bay, and at Frenchman cove

at the head of the bay. At the former place tbe rocks are largely

granitic, with some bands of darker micaceous and hornblendic gneisses

and schists. One of these bands, on the island forming the harbour,

contains many fine cube crystals of pyrite. At Frenchman cove, the

rocks are wholly granitic, but there are, in the neighbourhood, other

rocks, from which the natives have obtained large lumps of pyrite, and

•also, perhaps, from their descriptions, some copper-pyrites. The rocks

of this eastern portion of Baffin island, appear to carry a considerable

amount of mineral, as well as mica and graphite, and will probably

repay closer investigation. In visiting this region, after leaving the

rounded, strongly-glaciated hills of the Labrador coast, one is struck

by the more uneven outline of the hills, and their peak-like summits.

Glacial striae are very difficult to detect, and, although there is good

evidence that the country was covered during the glacial period, it was

probably by a lesser thickness than were the more southern regions of

Labrador, and the eroding action of the ice was not nearly so intense

as in Labrador.

The crystalline rocks form the islands separating Frobisher from Crystalline

Cyrus Field bay. Franklin and Montmental islands are about twenty

miles apart and lie ofi" the mouth of Cyrus Field bay ; they appear to

be formed of crystalline rocks and are probably the summits of a long

submerged ridge marked by a line of icebergs, which extends from a
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distance of ten miles beyond the northern^^island to a like distance

south of the other island.

Grinnel Returning to Hudson strait, the course was laid westward along its

glacier. northern shore. This coast is indented by a number of deep bays,

where, when the coast is surveyed, good harbours will probably be

located. The country rises rapidly inland, so that its summit is

upwards of 2,000 feet above sea-level. The surface of the great Grin-

nel glacier may be seen from the southern waters, extending westward
for forty miles and lying just beyond the southern watershed. This

glacier is not very active and discharges only a few small icebergs into

one of the numerous fiords of the southern shore of Frobisher bay.

The Saddle-back islands were passed so closely that their Archiwan

character could be observed and we were able to count at least twice

the number of islands at present laid down on the chart.

The next .=top was made at the western end of Charles island, where

the rocks were largely a pink granite-gneiss, associated with bands of

light and dark gray, mica-gneiss. An interesting fact in relation to

the glaciation is that the striae on the island show that the glacier

moved from west to east ; this confirms the observations made by Dr.

Bell, on other islands of Hudson strait, that the ice poured down from

the lands on both side of the strait mid then flowed eastward in a great

stream to the Atlantic.

Several hundred walrus were seen swimming about or resting on a

small island near the north end of the island and a stop of a day was

made to hunt these animals, to procure food for the dogs during the '

coming winter. After a great deal of exciting sport, in the small

steam launch, seven of these great animals were captured by first har-

pooning them and then killing them with rifles Owing to the difti-

culty in securing them at least twice that number, mortally wounded,

were lost.

Erik Cove. From Charles island the Neptune proceeded direct to Erik cove,

which is situated immediately east of Cape Wolstenholme at the

western end of Hudson strait. A stop was here made to fill the

water tanks ; while this was being done, the hunters killed two white

bears, one of which was found asleep in a deep hole it had scooped out

of a large snow bank. Erik cove was the starting point of the

Geological Survey Exploration of the east coast of Hudson bay in

1898-9, when the geology of the vicinity was fully investigated. A
further examination, to the eastward, failed to produce any new facts

on the present voyage, the rocks being chiefly rusty, fine-grained, dark
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mica schist and gneiss, holding considerable amounts of disseminated

pyrite and graphite. These rocks are cut and twisted by a later pink

and red granite-gneiss.

From this cove the ship headed northward, across the mouth of Fox Southampton
channel to the eastern coast of Bell island, or rather of Southampton island.

island, as the supposed Bell island is a portion of the greater island. A
landing was made at Seahorse point, where a junction occurs between
the older crystalline rocks and the newer, overlying Silurian limestone.

This junction is strongly marked on the physical character of the

island : the northern portion, underlain by the old crystalline rocks,

has all the characteristic features of more southern areas of similar

rocks. Low rounded hills, with a more or less flowing outline, rise in

low cliffs from the sea, and the adjoining waters are fairly deep. The
country is, of course, barren, nothing but small arctic shrubs being

found in the damp hollows or surrounding the myriads of small lakes

and ponds which dot the surface. The predominant rock is a granite-

gneiss of coarse texture, and varying in colour from a dark to a light

red, with i peculiar pearly lustre due to its feldspar. Broken bands
of diabase and its alteration product, dark chloritic schists, are con-

tained as bands in the red gneiss.

To the southward, the country of the limestone is very flat, with

low shores rising inland in broad, shingle covered terraces, each a few

feet higher than the one below. Seaward, the water deepens very

slowly and reefs of limestone break the even bottom, so that it is

dangerous to approach within three or four miles of the low, monotonous

shores. The limestone shingle covers the terraces to a depth of sev-

eral feet, making the drainage perfect, and rendering the surface so

dry that even the hardy arctic plants cannot grow. The result is a

very desolate plain rising slowly inland, with everywhere the unre-

lieved dirty yellow colour of the broken limestone. Xo fossils were

found on this side of the island.

A large quantity cf loose ice, in large, heavy cakes, had been passed

through on the trip northward, from the neighbourhood of Leyson

point, at the entrance to Evans strait. This ice became more plenti-

ful to the northward of Seahorso point, and the attempt to pass through

the supposed channel between Bell and Southampton islands was

abandoned owing to the loss of time entailed by passage through the

ice so late in the reason.

While passing through the ice, hundreds of walrus were seen floating

about on the smaller cakes, and two of these were added to the supply

of dog meat. Turning southward Leyson point was rounded and, the

Loose ice.
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ship headinof westward, passed through Evans and Fisher straits, which

separate Southampton from Coats island. The low shores of the

former were followed to the vicinity of Walrus island, a small knob of

crystalline rocks rising through the limestone near the middle of the

strait, and not two fairly large islands as marked on the chart.

Winchester Land was not again seen until Winchester inlet, in the north-west
'"^*^*- corner of Hudson bay, was reached. The mainland of the western

portion of the bay, from Chesterfield inlet northward to Wager inlet,

bears throughout the same physical character. Archa-an rocks are

universal, and the character of the country corresponds to the low-

lying areas of those rocks in more southern regions. Long low hills,

rounded and striated by the glacier, lie in broken parallel ridges, with

wide shallow valleys between. These valleys are everywhere filled

with lakes and ponds, or with swampy ground where hardy shrubs,

grasses, mosses and lichens grow fairly luxuriantly and afford good

pasture for the large bands of barren-ground caribou that roam about

the region. In former times this pasturage supplied food to similar

herds of musk-ox that have now disappeared, having been too closely

hunted by the natives, so that they have either been exterminated or

driven to the more inaccessible country to the westward of the head of

Wager inlet.

D '< Dtion of
"^^^ shores are comparatively low, with no elevations of more than a

the shores. hundred feet, and the country inland does not rise, on an average, ten

feet to the mile. Rocky islands and shoals, in most places, form a

wide fringe along the low shores, so that the danger zone for ships

extends for five to ten miles from the mainland, often, indeed, to

beyond the sight of land.

A band of Eskimos, found at Winchester inlet, gave the information

that the American whaling schooner Era was already in winter quarters

at Cape FuUerton, and that a supply of meat and deerskins for the

necessary winter clothing of our crew could be obtained only from the

natives of Chesterfield inlet. In consequence of this information the

Neftune was sent to Fullerton, while the launch started on a trip up

Chesterfield inlet, a rather risky undertaking so late in the season.

Eskimo Owing to the hurried nature of this trip, little geological work was
encampments,

accomplished beyond confirming the observations of J. B. Tyrrell, who

had in 1893 examined the shores of the inlet. Two Eskimo encamp-

ments were visited ; the lower one was about sixty miles up the inlet,

where some half a dozen tents, made of deerskins, were pitched on a

barren plain at the head of a large bay on the north shore. The

second encampment, of four tents, was situated on the banks of the
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south channel of Bowell island, near the entrance to Baker lake and

ninety miles from the mouth of the inlet. There are large areas of

dark green schists and eruptive rocks along this channel, which, owing

to lack of time, could not be eKamined for economic minerals. Smaller

areas of similar rocks were seen on the banks lower down the inlet,

but the prevailing rook everywhere is a light-coloured granite gneiss.

The large islands and the shores of the mainland about the mouth

of the inlet are low and rocky, the rounded hills seldom having an

elevation of one hundred feet. The land rises slowly as the inlet is

ascended, so that, twenty miles up, the surrounding country has a

general elevatiou of 200 feet, while about Bowell island it may rise 100

feet higher. Dangerous shoals extend far out into the bay from the

northern side of the entrance to the inlet. In rounding these shoals

with the launch, the low shores of the mainland were lost sight of in

the wide detour necessary to pass them. Upwards of 200 skins were

purchased from the camps, payment being made in knives, needles. Caribou.

ammunition and tobacco. A large amount of fresh meat was also

secured. The caribou were on their way south to the edge of the

wooded country, and were killed at their favourite crossing places

along the inlet by the natives, who speared them from their kyaks.

At the upper encampment the evidence of a great slaughter existed in

the large heaps of horns piled around the tents.

On the return trip down the inlet the launch was unfortunately Wreck of the

wrecked at Dangerous point, thirty miles above the mouth. The crew lanncli.

were in a dangerous predicament, without fuel or winter clothing, and

with only a twelve foot dingy to cover the hundred and fifty miles

separating them from the Keptune. The ponds were frozen over and

the ground covered with snow, so that the greatest dispatch was neces-

sary in order to obtain relief from the ship before winter set in. The

Eskimo pilot, the interpreter and a sailor were immediately sent in the

dingy to the ship, while the remaining four of the crew made themselves

as comfortable as possible with the sails and covers of the launch.

Considering the season and weather the dingy made a remarkably

quick trip, and on the sixth day after their departure those remaining

behind were gladdened by the sight of the Neptune steaming up the

inlet to their rescue. Bad weather delayed the attempts to raise the

launch, and it was a week before it was hoisted on board, so badly

damaged as to keep the carpenter busy all winter on repairs.

While awaiting the arrival of help, the party at Dangerous point

made excursions inland, in various directions covered by a radius of

ten miles. The country was found to consist of ridges of low hills,

with many small lakes in the intervening valleys. The rocks through-
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out were light and dark red granite-gneisses, without any trace of

enclosed areas of other gneiss or schist. Signs of the barren-ground

caribou were plentiful, but no sight of the animal itself was obtained.

Several Arctic hares were killed in their beautiful white winter coats,

and ptarmigan, in large flocks, were continuously crossing the inlet on

their way south. Several unsuccessful attetupts were made to catch

fish throuofh the ice of the lakes.

Return to

Fullerton.

Zooloarv.

Eskimos.

Survey.

Xo trouble occurred on the return trijj from the inlet to Fullerton

harbour, which was reached on October 11. Preparations for the winter

were immediately undertaken. These included the cutting of a large

supply of ice from a freshwater pond on a neighbouring island ; the ice

was already nearly a foot thick in the pond. The decks were closed

in with a rough boarding, and the cracks covered with tar-paper : later,

when the ice about the ship was sufficiently thick, a wall of snow^

about three feet thick, was carried to the top of the housing and

made to completely enclose the ship, keeping out much of the cold and

preventing all draughts. The Era, similarly prepared for the winter,

lay within a hundred yards of the Xeptnne.

While the ice-cutting was in piogres?, Professor Halkett, who had

charge of the zoological work, made large and interesting collections of

invertebrates from the waters of the poad. During the winter months,

he prepared, for museum purposes, a number of skins and skeletons of

the animals killed in the vicinity of the ship. The short days and cold,

blustery weather of the winter months prevented all other scientific

work, out of doors ; work was confined, therefore, to the taking, at in-

tervals of four hours, complete weather observations, which will prove

very valuable for comparison with those of the Northwest Territories.

About one hundred and fifty Eskimos, belonging to two distinct

tribes, lived, throughout the winter, in snowhouses built on the ice near

the ships. With the assistance of Captain Comer of the Era, a consi-

derable amount of information was gathered concerning the numbers,

habits, manners, customs and religion of the tribes inhabiting the

northwestern shores of Hudson bay ; while Dr. Borden took many
body measurements and studied the diseases of these people. The

information thus obtained, supplemented by that derived from other

natives of the north, forms the basis of the lengthy article on the Eski-

mos to be published in the forthcoming report of the Expedition.

The spring v/ork was commenced on April 6, when Mr. King

started to survey the harbour and its environments, and continued at

that work until the ice broke up in July. The survey embraced a

great number of soundings of the waters of the harbour and the approach
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from seaward. These soundings were made through ice averaging six

feet in thickness.

-Mr. Caldwell left the ship on the 11th. with instructions to Mr. Cald

.survey the coast northward to Wager inlet, the shores of which were ^^'** '"^ ^^'" '

to be examined thoroughly ; after which, if the season and other consid-

erations permitted, he was to continue northvvard along the coast to

Repulse bay making as thorough an examination of the rocks as cir-

cumstances would allow. He was accompanied by two natives and

his outfit was drawn on a sled by a team of eight dogs. Mr. Caldwell

returned to the ship on May 30, having, in the interval, explored the

coast to the head of Wager inlet ; bad weather and a scarcity of dog

food had so greatly delayed him that he found it impossible to continue

the exploration to Repulse bay.

Mr. Caldwell reported the country as being very low and dat to

within a few miles south of the mouth of Wager inlet, with the char-

acteristics common to all Archaean regions. The coasts was left a few

miles south of the inlet and a pass between the low hills, followed

northwestward, ended on the southern shores of the inlet some miles

above its mouth. The strong tides at the mouth of the inlet prevent

it from freezing over and, as the rocky hills there rise directly from

the water, it is impossible in winter to pass with sleds along the coast.

The open water extended more than fifteen miles up the inlet, which,

elsewhere, was completely frozen over. The land on the north side

is considerably higher trhan that to the southward and has an average

elevation of upwards of 500 feet. As the inlet is ascended, the country

becomes higher and rougher so that, at its head, many of the rounded

hills rise over a thousand feet, while inland they soon merge into the

high mountainous country known to lie .between Wager inlet and

Repulse bay. No difficulty was experienced in procuring an ample

supply of deer and seal meat to feed the men and dogs of the partv.

Owing to circumstances in connection with the command of the ^''^^^*' ^'"H^r-

expedition, Mr. Low was unable to leave the ship until May 3,

and then only for a short period. Accompanied by two natives with

a dog-team, he made a track survey and a geological examination of

the coast between Cape FuUerton and the mouth of Chesterfield inlet,

connecting the work of Mr. Caldwell with that of Mr. Tyrrell, so that

there is now a continuous line of exploration along the west shore of

Hudson bay, from York factory to the head of Wager inlet. On the

return journey a trip was made inland from Winchester inlet, to

obtain some knowledge of the rocks and country in this part of the

interior. The general description of the coast previously given aoDlies
26—9
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to this portion and need not be repeated. From Cape FuUerton, for

twenty miles to the westward, thn rocks are chiefly fine-grained, dark-

coloured, mica and mica-hornblende schists and gneisses, with occa-

sional bands of dark, chloritic schists holding considerable dissemin-

ated pyrite, never seen however in quantities sufficient to be profit-

ably mined. On the eastern side of this area these rocks are much

contorted by intrusions of pink granite-gneiss. A few miles west of

FuUerton they are very regular in strike and have all the appearances

of highlv altered bedded rocks, at one time probably largely clay-slates

with interbanded traps. Within ten miles of the mouth of Winchester

inlet this series of rooks is cut off by a great mass of granite-gneiss

which occupies the coast to the mouth of Chesterfield inlet and which

extends inland beyond the limits of the exploration.

The western coast of Hudson bay has been deeply glaciated ; several

series of glacial striae marking the rock surfaces show that the centre

of glaciation was at first to the westward, so that finalh', the direction

of ice-flow was nearly north and south.

Southanipton
jyj^, j^ ^^ returned from this trip on May 13. Arrangements had

island.
. . . p 1

been made (during the winter with Captain Comer) for the use of two

of his whaleboats fully equipped, in which to accompany him to South-

ampton island, in the early summer. This exploration was made in

the latter part of June ; Mr. Low, accompanied by Dr. Borden, left

the ship on the 15th with a crew of two sailors and six natives, in

company with the tour boats of the Ey-a. The weather was still wintry,

with heavy frost every night, while the wide margin of shore ice still

remained quite firm and the surface of Roes Welcome was covered

with large masses of floating ice. The boats were provided with cot-

ton covers which completely enclosed them and afforded very comfor-

table sleeping quarters, small oil stoves being used for cooking. A
narrow lane of water, between the shore ice and the moving pack, was

followed northward to Whale point, where a delay of two days occurred

owing to the state of the ice in the Welcome. Observations were taken

for latitude and longitude and the rocks in the neighbourhood were

carefully examined. About Whale point, series of old, much altered

Whal- i.oint. bedded schists and gneisses aie cut by two series of basic eruptives
;

later, all these were intruded by granite, and finally all were cut by

dikes of diabase. Although the conditions on the sea were still wintry,

Spring had arrived on the land, where the snow was rapidly melting

and the birds were busy nesting : several nests of eggs were found,

those of the snowbunting being most common. The crossing from

Whale point to Southampton occupied two days and included some
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exciting timos when the change of tide brought the great floes of ice

rapidly together and the boats had to be quickly hauled out to escape

being crushed. One night was passed on a floating cake in mid-chan-

nel, where everybody slept as calmly and securely as on land. The low-

shores of Southampton were reached some twenty miles to the north-

ward of Whale point and were^ then followed southward to Cape

Kendall. At this point the boats of the Ero. left us to continue to

the southern end of the island, while the others turned northward,

making a number of landings, and finally reuched a point about fifteen

miles north of the original landing. From there the Welcome was re-

crossed, when heavy ice forced the boats again to the northward, so

that the mainland was reached a few miles south of the mouth of

Wager inlet. This coast was safely followed southward until the

Nejitune was rejoined on July 2.

That part of the Southampton shore examined was very low, with

shoal extending several miles from the land. The land rose slowly

inland in a series of low ridges of broken limestone separated by wide

flats, which were partly covered with ponds and lakes, while the

remainder of the surface was swampy and supported a fair growth of

grasses and Arctic plants. These flats were the breeding grounds of

many species of birds, including the whistling-swan, snow-goose, Hut-

chins-goose, king eider-duck, long-tailedduck, blue-crane, golden-plover, ^' ^'

red and red breasted phalaropes, Sabine gull and the Arctic tern. Un-

fortunately, at the time of the visit, the birds had only commenced

nesting, so that eggs of several of the species were not taken, although

specimens of the birds in full breeding plumage were obtained. A wide

margin of solid ice, varying in width from two five miles, continually

intervened between the water and the land. The exploring party were

forced to live in the boats at the edge of the solid ice and every trip to

the land had to be made over these distances of ice which, now covered

with several inches of water and slush, rendered the undertaking both

wet and very fatiguing. On the land, the ridges were bare, but much
of the intervening country was covered with deep snow, so soft that

in wading through it, the party sank to the waist. In consequence of

these conditions, under which travelling into the interior became im-

possible, work was confined to the shore, and to five miles inland. A
large collection of fossils was made at the diflferent stopping places but

the season was too early for plants.

Towards the middle of July the daily change in the condition of the Suimuer

ice about the ship was marvellous, and on the 18th, the Xeptune was "

able to break her way out of the harbour, after being ice-bound for

nine months. Loose ice was encountered for a few miles beyond the

26—9i
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harbour, and then, with a jump from winter to summer, appeared the

open sea and beautiful soft skies. The Southampton coast was followed,

in order to confirm the statement of Captain Comer that it extended

only to latitude 63 N. No ice was met with in the western part of

Fisher strait, but after passing Walrus island, heavy fields on the north

side gradually forced the ship towards Coats island, where, after cross-

ing a wide bay studded with low islands, she passed within two miles

of the high land forming Cape Prefontaine, the north-east point of the

island. The point is about 400 feet high, and is formed of the crys-

talline rocks, which run south-west in a ridge across the island, the

ridge being from five to ten miles wide, and contrasting strongly with

the low limestone country on both sides of it. Heavy fields of ice were

met with at the entrance to Evans strait, but, there being considerable

open water between them, the ship was able to force a passage through

by keeping to the southwarfl. Along the shores of the island of Mans-

field open water was found and followed to its northern end. The

crossing from Mansfield to Digges was made through open leads with

much heavy ice to the southward. Close heavy ice stopped all progress

off Digges islands, and the ship remained tightly enclosed in the pack

for two days, during which time the westerly current on the south side

of Hudson strait drifted her about thirt)'^ miles to the eastward, past

Erik cove.

Charles and -^ narrow lane of open water close to the mainland was then followed

eastward as far as a point opposite the eastern end of Charles island,

when the ice again closed about the .ship and drifted her to opposite

the mouth of Douglas harbour, where open water was found and art

uninterrupted voyage made to Port Burwell, which was reached on the

25th.

Disco island. A week was spent there taking on board the cargo of coals and sup-

plies from the relief ship Erik ; then the Neptune was headed north-

ward for the cruise through the Ai'ctic islands. Heavy fogs prevailed

for a few days and, when they lifted, the bold shores of the great island

of Disco, lying ofi the coast of Greenland, were seen about twenty-five

miles distant. Keeping well away from the coast the ship continued

northward to the Duck islands and was then headed north-west to cross

Melville bay to Cape York. This dreaded crossing was made in twenty

hours and no ice was encountered.

Cape York. At Cape York the ship, for the first time, came sufliciently near to

the shores to allow of geological observations. The rocks forming the

hi^h cliffs from Cape York to Saunders island appeared to he all of

Archfean age
;
granite-gneisses prevailed, and were associated, especi-
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ally in the southern parts, with large masses of dark, basic rocks.

Stress of weather forced the ship to anchor in Parker-Snow bay, where

a landing was made to examine the rocks and glaciers about the bay.

The rocks were largely a medium-grained, pink granite-gneiss cut by

many quartzose dikes of pegmatite.

At Saunders island, there is a change in the rocks forming the large
.Savmder.s

islands and shores of the mainland. The Archiean crystalline gneisses island,

and schists give place to nearly horizontal beds of light pink and buff

sandstones, associated with what appeared from the distance to be

thick beds of dolomite. Sills and dikes of dark-coloured trap cut the.se

bedded rocks, and thei'e is, throughout, evidence of more or less move-

ment and faulting.

This series of rocks has, owing to its sandstones and associated Geology,

traps, been classed with the Tertiary rocks of Disco, though no search

for fossils has been made, nor has it been accorded a close examination.

The rocks occupy the coast northward to the vicinity of Etah, a few

miles north of Cape Alexander, at the narrows of Smith sound, where

they are again replaced by Archiean gneisses. At this northern con-

tact there is undoubted evidence that the bedded series, greatly dis-

turbed by the intrusion of the granite, has been thrown in several

places into a nearly vertical position. Close to the contact, the rocks

have been changed to either quartzite or crystalline limestone much

lighter in colour than any of the beds away from the contact. Every-

thing points to the alteration and disturbance of these bedded rocks by

the intrusion of newer granite. Now, this rock must be late Tertiary

in age if the bedded rocks belong to that formation, and it has all the

appearance of the Archtvan granite of Labrador. The bedded sand-

stones and their associated traps bear a close resemblance to the

ancient Aniraikie rocks of the east side of Hudson bay, where similar

contacts with the Archjean granites have been noted, and they are

probably of this age.

A smaller area of these bedded rocks occurs on the west side of

JSmith sound, where it occupies the coast of Ellesmere island, from

Cape Isabella for about fifteen miles to the southward, and has a .sim-

ilar northern contact with the Archiean rocks. Lack of time pre-

vented a close examination of these measures on the Greenland coast,

while, owing to the heavy ice, they could not be approached along the

west side of the sound.

During the night of the 10th of August, Smith sound was crossed Smith sound,

from Littleton islands to Cape Sabine. The heavy arctic ice from the
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northern part of the sound was only then beginning to pass southward,

and the crossing was made between great sheets of ice, some of them

miles in extent, and upwards of forty feet in thickness. A landing

was effected at Cape Sabine, where a visit was paid to the last head-

quarters of Peary. The road led over dark red granite with traces of

foliation in places. On the return to the ship a large pan of arctic ice

drifting southward on the tide gave a startling exhibition of the latent

power such a moving mass possesses. Surging towards the land, one

corner came in contact with a rocky islet about twenty feet high, over

which the ice, itself forty feet in thickness, pushed without retarding

the progress of the pan.

An accident. Qn the way across Herschell bay from Cape Sabine to Cape Herschell,

the ship struck a submerged pinnacle of rock ; luckily, she was under

full steam and bumped over without stopping. Considerable damage

was done to the keel, sten-* and stern posts, but as the ship did not

make a great amount of water, little attention was given to the leak

until the return to Halifax, when the damage was found to be quite

extensive. The rocks at Cape Herschell were, like those of Cape Sabine*

red granite gneisses.

An attempt was made to follow the shores of Ellemere island to the

southward, and was successful for a distance of thirty miles to the

southward of Cape Isabella, when thick weather and much ice forced

the ship to the south-east away from the land.

EUesniere The shores of Ellesmere island rise abruptly to an ice-capped table-

land, with an elevation of upwards of 2,500 feet. The coast is deeply

indented by man}' bays, whose surfaces were still fast frozen. Only the

outer prominent points were free of snow, while up the bays an

occasional rocky piece projected from the deep mantle of snow. All

the valleys were filled with great glaciers that discharged numerous

large icebergs into the ice-covered waters of the bays. Not a tenth of

the fore-coast was free of snow while the country to the rear was

covered by a heavy ice cap. This condition is in marked contrast to

that of the Greenland coast, on the opposite side of Smith sound,

where the shores are free of ice and snow and the outer hills bare-

This difference of climate is due to the Arctic current flowing south

along the western side of the strait and to the prevailing easterly

winds, which give clear weather on the Greenland side while the oppo-

site shore is buried in fog.

The next land seen was some small islands, lying off the eastern

point of Philpofcs island, near the entrance to Lancaster sound. Oc-
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casional glimpses through the fog ^^ho^ved low rugged shores of Archtean

rocks. During the following night, as the ship pursued a western

course along the north side of the sound, the land was seen at inter-

vals, with high rugged peaks of crystalline rock rising above the snows

of the outer lands, with numerous discharging glaciers in the valleys,

flowing down from the interior ice cap.

On the west side of Crokerbay the character of the country changes broker bay.

with a change of the rocks. The rugged hills of Arch;ean rocks give

place to cliffs of nearly horizontal beds of light buff limestone, which

rest upon the rounded bosses of the gneiss. At Coming creek, one of

the many long narrow bays that indent the western part of the south

coast of North Devon, these bosses of gneiss rise froni 50 to 200 feet

above the water and are capped by steep cliffs of limestone that rise

abruptly to a height of 1,500 feet and then in gradual steps 500 feet

higher, at which altitude they are masked by the ice cap of the interior.

Fossils of Silurian age are found only in the lower beds of the lime-

stone. . A few small glaciers discharge from the ice-cap in the vicinity

of Coming creek, but only for a few miles to the westward, after which

the ice-cap retreats and no glaciers are seen. The underlying gneisses

gradually disappear beneath the water as the coast is followed west-

ward, leaving only the limestone in the cliffs. These cliffs, minutely

sculptured by the streams, appear to have been long exposed to the

atmosphere, and thus resemble, on a grand scale, the cut banks of a

stream flowing through a clay country. An excellent survey was

made of this southern shore to Beachey island, at the south-west end of

North De\"on.

The ship anchored in Erebus harbour and a landing was effected at
}.:i.,.ij^,^

the historical Beachey island, where the gallant but unfortunate 'lai'w'-

Franklin, with the crews of the Erehwi and Terror, passed their last

winter in harbour ; thence they travelled westward in search of the

North-west passage, only to perish on the coast of King William

island, or, perhaps, in an endeavour to reach succour, further south.

Here, also, the headquarters of the search expeditions from the east-

ward were established for a number of years ; the place, indeed, is

redolent of the memory of gallant men enduring great hardships in

the effort to rescue unfortunate comrades.

On the shore lay two large boats badly damaged by ice. <3n a low

terrace immediately behind was the frame of a large storehouse con-

taining many casks of provisions, partly broken and spoiled. Scattered

about were hundreds of tins which had held a patent preserved meat,
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and which had been opened, found to be rotten and condemned by the

Franklin party. Broken casks, hoops and staves, with hundreds of

leather boot-soles, were strewn everywhere. On the next terrace, a

few yards behind the house, is the wooden cenotaph erected by the

relief expeditions to the memory of the Franklin expedition, while,

lying alongside, was the large marble slab sent as a token of respect

to the gallant dead by American citizens, and left there by McClintock

on his last voyage. On the plain, a few hundred yards away, four

lonely graves and four small crosses mark the last resting place of two

of Franklin's crew and two belonging to the relief expeditions.

Attached to the cenotaph was a sealed tin liox, which was found to

contain a record of the Norwegian ^lagnetic Pole Expedition, in the

sloop Gjoa, It had been left in August, 1903, and stated that all

were well on board and were bound down Peel sound. This record

has been sent to the Norwegian government.

Beaehey A fine collection of fossils from the limestone of Beachey island was
island. obtained, as also a collection of the few plants growing there. Look-

ing north up Wellington sound and westward through Barrow strait,

no ice could be seen from Beachey island. It was to all a matter for

regret that our instructions limited the cruise westward to this place,

and that the damaged state of the ship and the lack of an adequate

supply of provisions forbade the attempt to make the North-west

passage—an attempt which, with so powerful a ship and in so favour-

able a season, would, in spite of previous failure, have probably been

successful. «

Isorth Suiiier- From Beachey island, a crossing was made to North Somerset island,

sft island. ^^ ^j^g south side of Lancaster sound, and a stop made at Port Leopold,

a fine harbour on the east side of the island, a few miles down Prince

Regent inlet. The character of the island is very similar to that of

the western part of North Devon already described. The limestone

cliffs are not quite so high and the bays are wider and appear not to

run so deeply into the land as those of the opposite coast. There is

no continuous ice-cap, and consequently no glaciers, and the climate

appears to be much milder than that of North Devon.

Pott Leopold. On the low point which forms the harbour of Port Leopold, the

boiler, keel and lower timbers of a large steam launch were found close

to the land-wash : this launch was brought out from England, some

sixty years ago, by one of the Franklin relief expeditions. A number

of cases of biscuit and liutter, for the Norwegian ^Magnetic Pole Expe-

dition, had l)een left, a few days before the arrival of the Neptune, by
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the Scotch whaler Windu-ard, and were piled against the boiler, with

the Danish flag flying over them.

Numerous traces of an ancient Eskimo encampment were found on

the point, and places were seen where the whalers had built fires to

• try out blubber.

Shortly after leaving Port Leopold a thick fog completely hid the p.yiot island,

land, which was not agjiin .sighted until the ship was off the north-

western end of Bylot island. The physical character of the island

showed that the limestones had again given place to the rugged hills

of Archiean rocks. The island rises in broken ridges with dark rocky

peaks rising above the many great glaciers of the valleys, which flow

down from a continuous ice cap, situated from five to ten miles inland

and rising fully 3,000 feet above the sea. The northern and eastern

coasts of the island were followed to the mouth of Ponds inlet, the

next great sound to the south of Lancaster sound and the gathering

place of the Scotch whalers towards the end of July.

At an Eskimo encampment, just inside the mouth of the inlet on

its north side, a pilot was engaged to take the ship to the whaler.^

some thirty miles up the inlet. On the way a second smaller encamp-

ment was seen on the same side and about five miles above the first.

From the pilot it was learned that the native population of Ponds
p,„j,i^ i,,]^^^

inlet consisted of thirty-five families, or one hundred and forty-four

persons in all. Another small band lives to the westward, on the

shores of Admiralty inlet. ^Members of both bands occasionally visit

the northern part of Hudson bay, and, at other times, go to North

Somerset, and even to North De^•on, where there is excellent hunting

for barren-ground caribou and musk-ox on the western part of the

island, while bears and walrus are plentiful on the ice of the adjacent

Wellington channel. During the summer, more than half the popula-

tion journey inland to the .'^outh-west to hunt deer for the necessary

clothing, the remaining able-bodied men being engaged in the whale

boats.

Bylot island is everywhere high and rough. The continuous ice-cap

seen from the coast does not extend much over ten miles inland, after

which the land is mostly bare of snow in the summer. The interior of

Baffin island is much lower, and there are great grass-covered plains

where the caribou roam about in great bands.

The DiarM and Eclipse, Scotch whaling steamers, were found at Whaling,

anchor close under a high plain of drift on the south side of the inlet.
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and the Xeptune dropped anchor alongside. The tive ships engaged

in the Baffin bay fishery had up to that date caught nine whales.

Arctic salmon being reported very plentiful in a small river close to

the anchorage, a short net was borrowed and two boats were sent on a

fishing excursion. They returned in about an hour with fully a thou-

sand fine fish varying in weight from three to ten pcunds, the catch

aggregating at least 5,000 pounds.

rp
. ,h

• -^ '^"P inland into the plain proved that the first terrace rose 200

feet above the sea, and stretched backward to the south and west in

an uneven plain, deeply cut by small streams. An abundance of arctic

plants gave evidence of a marked improvement of the climate in com-

parison with that of the lands bordering on Lancaster sound. The

high gneissic hills to the eastward were flanked by terraces of drift, or

rather of stratified sands, clays and gravel, which rose to a height of

500 feet above the "present level of the sea. The presence of frag-

ments of lignite in the bed of the Salmon river points to the age of

these surface deposits being older than the glacial period. They are

probably Tertiary, and have been undisturbed by the action of the

glacier, which in this regioa does not appear to have been very active.

Similar particles of lignite in similar association have been found at

Cape Hay and at Durban island, both on the east coast of Baffin

island, and there may be extensive deposits of this mineral. Owing

to their distance inside the arctic circle and the uncertainty of the

navigation of the northern seas, it is doubtful if these deposits of

lignite will ev^er be of much value, but the presence of these deposits

of ancient surface material may be important, if alluvial gold be found

in Baffin island. In such a case, the ancient gravels, undisturbed by

the later action of the glacier, would probably contain rich concen-

trations of placer gold in the old valleys of the streams. Of course,

gold has not as yet been discovered in the rocks of this region and

these remarks are only intended to draw attention to the possibility

of extensive placer deposits should the precious metal be found in the

rocks of that great area. Captain Adams reported having found

copper ore loose in the drift, a few miles inland, from Clyde river,

Erik harbour. Erik harbour, in a long narrow bay on the south side of the mouth

of Ponds inlet, was the next place visited. The Balaena and Albert,

of the Scotch whaling fleet, were found at anchor in the harbour, and

the Albert had wintered here. Erik harbour is about five miles long

and about a mile wide, the anchorage being at its head, close to the

front of a glacier, which fills two-thirds of the valley. The south

corner of the harbour is free of ice for about 300 yards where a small
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stream discharges from a southern valley. The glacier flows down a

wide north-west valley with rocky walls that extend outward to within

half a mile of the sea. The division between the glacier and the

southern valley is continued to the sea by a sharp ridge of boulder

clay.

This ridge is about two hundred feet high at the termination of the <'lac-iation.

rock wall of the valley and gradually declines to fifty feet at the waters

edge. The glacier is about a hundred feet thick along its front, where

it discharges a few small icebergs into the bay, but its motion is so

slow and the bergs are so small that no danger is incurred by the ships

anchored close to its front. The glacier once filled the bay to its

mouth, and the deposits of fresh boulder clay, on the rocky walls of

the valley, show that its thickness then was sufficient to raise its

surface four hundred feet above the present water level. The glacier

has, at present, two lines of medial moraines upon its surface while

much clay exists in patches on and in the ice.

A few miles to the westward of the harbour, several small glaciers

descend short steep valleys, and break off before they reach the sea,

so that they present low cliffs of ice. The strange part is that these

glaciers rest upon thick deposits of stratified drift which are quite

undisturbed by the glaciers passing over them.

This part of the coast is characterized by steep rugged cliffs of

Archaean rocks, rising into sharp peaks, only slightly rounded, if at all,

by the glacial action. The rocks about the harbour are chiefly a pink

mica granite-gneiss but, in the boulders of the glacier, all the different

gneisses and schists common to the southern Archivan areas were

found.

The intention to follow the west shore of Baffin island soutward to Cuiuberland
g-iilf.

Cumberland gulf, was prevented by the fogs and great fields of ice

through which the ship had to force a way almost to the Greenland

coast, and then back again, reaching the western shore a few miles

north of Cumberland gulf. In marked contrast to the conditions

prevailing at the same time in the previous year, the gulf was found

full of heavy arctic ice and several days were spent going to and

returning from Blacklead island. This heavy ice was finally left at

Cape Haven and the ship again reached Port Burwell on September

4, where the supplies, left before going north, were taken on board

again for conveyance to Fullerton,

During the absence of the Xepiune in the north, Mr. Caldwell had L"iitra\a Lay.

remained at Port Burwell, with instructions to explore as much as
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CapeWolsten-
holme.

Salisbury
island.

Return to

rullei'toii.

possible of the irregular eastern shore of Ungava bay and^to make

examinations inland. He reached a place about half way to the mouth

of George river. Travel in the interior proved very difficult, owing

to the high hills separated by deep valleys filled with long narrow

lakes. The rocks are all Archaean
;
granite-gneisses predominate, with

a large amount of basic irruptives, such as gabbro and anorthosite. A
considerable quantity of impure graphite was found and a deposit of

impure iron ore, the value of which has not yet been determined by

analysis.

On the return voyage through Hudson strait, a survey was made of

the southern coast from Douglas haibour to Cape Wolstenholme, so

that only a short distance between George river and the end of INIr.

Caldwell's work remains unsurveyed on that side of the strait. The

rocks along the western half of this coast appeared to be mostly red

gneisses, with frequent areas of dark basic rocks. For several miles

to the eastwai^d of Cape Wolstenholme the characteristic rusty gneisses

of that place largeh' occupy the face of the high cliffs on the shore.

Two excellent harbours were discovered, one opposite the western end

of Charles island, the other about halfway from that place to Cape

Wolstenholme.

On the completion of this work, the ship headed northward and an

examination of the north side of Salisbury island was made. Good

harVjours, where a ship might lie in safety if the water does not prove

too deep for anchorage, were seen at the north-east and north-west ends

of the island, in deep bays protected by islands. This side of the

island is very bold, rising in steep cliffs directly from the water to a

rough tableland with an elevation of 500 feet and upwards. The water

along the islands is very deep, none of our numerous soundings touching

bottom at 220 fathoms, the length of our sounding line. These are

the deepest soundings in Hudson strait and Hudson bay. The tides

are very strong around the island and evidence of the easterly current

in the northern part of the strait was afforded by the stranded ice-

bergs, two at the east end and one in the bay at the west end. As
there are no glaciers discharging into the waters of Hudson bay, these

bergs must have come from Davis strait. The rocks of the islands are

all Archaean.

Bad weather and the danger, in the crippled condition of the ship,

of meeting ice, forced a return south around Salisbury and Nottingham

islands. The southern edge of the Fox channel ice, encountered a few

miles beyond the western end of Salisbury, completely blocked the

entrance to Evans strait ; the usual passage, therefore, south of Coats
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island, was followed into Hudson bay, and FuUerton was safely reached

on the 16th. The Scotch whaler Active, having on board the bone of

two whales taken in Repulse buy, was met a few miles from FuUerton.

Captain Murray gave information concerning the mica mine operated

by the firm owning the Active. It is situated at Lake harbour, on the

south shore of Baffin island, a few miles to the eastward of Big island.

Nine whites and a number of natives are employed at the mine during

the summer, the whites returning home in the ship. The output for

the year is thirteen tons of miea.
•^ ciu

Several days were spent at FuUerton and then the Neptune headed Homewaid
, . hound.

eastward for Port burwell ; the passage south ot Coats was again

taken, and the ice was found to be some miles more to the southward

and westward of its previous position. Burwell was reached on Octo-

ber 1, and, within an hour of our anchoring, the Arctic arrived to relieve

the Neptune. The return to Halifax was safely accomplished and the

voyage ended on October 12, having lasted almost fourteen months.

Thanks are due to the gentlemen who formed the scientific staff of

the expedition for their unfailing attention to the duties assigned to

them and for cheerful assistance rendered by them at all times. Prof.

Andrew Halkett made large zoological collections, including the skins

and skeletons of mammals and birds, birds' eggs, fishes, marine inver-

tebrates and insects. Dr. Borden, in addition to his surgical duties,

made careful measui'cments of the natives, and enquired closely into

their diseases ; he also attended to the botanical collection and assisted

with the weather observations. Mr. C. Frank King had full charge of

the topographical work and has added materially to the accuracy of

the charts of these northern watei's. ]Mr. Caldwell made a number of

valuable surveys and geological examinations, and assisted in many
other ways. Mr. Ross kindly volunteered to assist Prof. Halkett, and

proved of great help to him.

The following summary of the scientific results of the expedition Smnniary of

shows, in a tabulated form, the importance of having trained scientific results.

men on such expeditions, where, for a very small extra expenditure, a

great amount of valuable information may be collected, without in the

least interfering with the main purpose of the expedition.

SUMMARY OY WORK ACCOMPLISHED BY THE OFFICERS AND
SCIENTIFIC STAFF OX BOARD THE S.S. XEPTUNE,

1903-4.

The Neptune, from Halifax until her return to that port, steamed

10,000 miles. Of this 9,100 was in open water, and 900 miles through

heavy ice. The distance steamed through ice is at least twice that of
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the course shown, owing to the number of turns and twists required

to work through the ice. In consequence the actual ice-mileage should

be given as 1,800 miles, and the total 10,900 miles. This is probably

the greatest ice-mileage ever made in one season by any ship.

SURVEYS.

Miles.

Surveys. - Log and compass surveys of coast line, checked by astro-

nomical observations, previously unsurveyed, or

roughly sketched in by sailincs. vessels. 1,175

Numerous astronomical observations, for the position of

Fullerton, and accurate chain and micrometer sur-

veys of the harbour and environments of Fullerton 91

433 soundings, taken through six feet of ice, in the har-

bour and approach to Fullerton.

During the time that the Neptune was at winter quar-

ters at Fullerton, the western coast of Hudson bay

was geologically examined from the head of Chester-

field inlet to the head of Wager inlet, and track sur-

veys made of that distance 610

While the Neptune was fast in winter quarters, a boat

trip was made to Southampton island and a track

survey and geological examination made of part of

its western shore 70

During the absence of the Neptune to the northward, a

boat survey of the east side of Ungava bay resulted

in the geological examination of ......... 95

History work.

Total mileage of surveys . . 2,041

GEOLOGICAL AXD NATURAL HISTORY WORK.

Geological ^^ addition to the work mentioned above, geological examinations

and Natural were made at every place touched at by the Neptune, and a consider-

able amount of information was obtained concerning the rocks and

glaciers of the north.

Large collections of rocks and fossils were made.

A close study of the manners and customs of the Eskimos was made

during the winter. Measurements of typical Eskimos were taken,

together with a good series of photographs of these people and their

habitations. The diseases of the natives were studied and reported

upon. A census was made of all the natives of Baffin island and

southern side of Hudson strait and the western side of Hudson bay.
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A large collection of the northern birds was obtained, together with

a ver}- fine collection of the eggs of many rare birds, often accompanied

by the nests.

A number of skins and skeletons of northern animals, including a

group of six musk oxen, were prepared for museum purposes.

Several fishes of the northern seas and fresh waters were obtained

and specimens preserved in formaline.

The use of the dredge secured important collections of marine

invertebrates while those of the ponds were taken in nets.

A fine collection of arctic plants was made at the several places

visited, and a number of interesting insect specimens was secured at

the same time.

A great amount of information concerning the habits and distribu-

tion of the important animals, including the whales and seals, was

obtained at all places visited.

METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIOXS.

Weather observations, including readings of thermometers, bar- „„f'i!rf51^
°?'"

' o o ' cal observa-

ometers, rain and wind guages, were taken daily throughout the voy- tions.

age. During the winter months observations were taken at intervals

of four hours.

ICE OBSERVATION'S.

While in the ice, continuous notes were kept of the character, thick- Ip^ observa-

. tions.

ness, extent and kind of ice met with. These observations are par-

ticularly important in regard to the future commercial navigation of

Hudson bay and strait.

In connection with this question, all the information possible was

collected concerning the tides and currents of these waters, and also pf

the ice laden currents of Baffin bay and Davis strait.

COUN'TRY ArOUXD THE HEADWATERS OF THE SeVERX RiVER.

£1/ Charles CamseU.

Notification of my appointment to the staff of the Geological Survey Introductory,

reached me in Edmonton, together with instructions to proceed to

Winnipeg, where I was to prepare for my field work. I left Edmonton

on June 1 and reached Winnipeg on the 3rd where I remained
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until the 10th awaiting further instructions and purchasing some

necessary supplies. A letter of instructions reached me there, directing

me to proceed to Dinorwic, and from there to make a survey of a route

to Cat lake, defining and mapping the eastern boundary of an area

of so-called Huronian rocks, whose western edge was examined by

Mr. Dowling in 1893. On completing this work I was to go north from

Cat lake across the height-of-land dividing the Albany from Severn

river waters, and make a survey and examination of the rocks on the

hitherto unexplored branch of the Severn river called the Lake or

Cedar river, descending this as far as Severn lake to connect with a

survey of the western branch made by Mr. A. P. Low in 1886.

The party, consisting of five men, was made up at Dinorwic ; of

these Mr. Greenshields and Mr. Dawes gave me valuable assistance

during the summer, the latter in making independant trips to the east

or west of the main route, and the former also in making independant

trips as well as in the micrometer surveys.

Itinerary. Outfit, provisions and two canoes were obtained from the Hudson's

Bay Company at Dinorwic. The party left here on June 17 and

travelled as far as Lac Seul in company with Mr. Mclnnes, who there

turned north-east to the Albany river. At Lac Seul I hired an Indian

guide to take us as far as Cat lake by the Wenasaga river route, a

river which enters Lac Seul about two miles east of its western

extremity. This route had been explored by Mr. Fawcett, D.L.S., some

years ago, and in 1902 Dr. Wilson and Mr. Johnston of this department

also made a micrometer and compass survey as far as Cat lake, from

which point they returned following the Cat river to Lake St. Joseph

and thence out to Dinorwic by the Hudson's Bay Co's usual route.

"We reached Cat lake on July 15 only to find the place deserted by

all except two Indians. It was necessary that the services of another

guide should be obtained here to take us across the height-of-land and

down the Lake or Cedar river, as our Lac Seul Indian had never been

beyond Cat lake. A party of Crane Indians was expected from the

north in a few days, so, in the intervening time, I made a micrometer

survey of the shores of Cat lake, not knowing at the time that I was

duplicating the work of Dr. Wilson and Mr. Johnston.

n* ^»r„- , This work, on account of the stormy and unsettled state of the
Mr. W ilhanis ' •'

journey. weather, occupied us until the 28th, and on our return to the Hudsons'

Bay post I found Mr. Williams of Osnaburgh house. He had

come straight across to Cat lake by a route hitherto travelled only by

Indians. I obtained a copy of Mr. Williams' notes and some sketches of
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the largest lakes ; but he had no means of estimating his distances.

The journey took him five days and he reckoned the distance to be

somewhat over 100 miles. Shorty after leaving Lake St. Joseph he

got on to the waters of the Attawapiskat system, and on these he

travelled by river and lake to within a few miles of Cat lake. A rough

sketch of the route has been prepared and incorporated in th\^ accom-

panying map of the Cat lake district. Williams lake, which is drained

by the Sand river and whose waters pass through Vermilion lake and

river to the Attawapiskat, is the largest lake on the route, and is said

by Indian report to be two days travel from one end to the other, or

almost as large as Lake St. Joseph. Mr. Williams describes the geology

to comprise the usual Archioan granites and gneisses with only one

band of the darker basic rocks crossing the Vermilion river above

Vermilion lake.

On July 29, the party left Cat lake, after, with much difficulty,

obtaining the services of a young Crane Indian who was to act as

guide down the Lake or Cedar river to Severn lake. Through a difficulty

of interpreting my wishes correctly a misunderstanding arose, and he

got the impression that we only wished to go as far as Pakhoan or

Little Cedar lake, which is only about half way down the river to

Severn lake. From Pakhoan or Little Cedar lake he refused to accom-

pany us farther, and left for his own camp, while we had to find our

way down the river alone.

On August 14, we reached our farthest north, a point fourteen miles The northern-

below the junction of the Lake or Cedar river with the middle branch reached,

of the Severn, which the Indians call the Jackfish river. From here we

were unfortunately compelled to return owing to a scarcity of provisions

and our ignorance as to how far we were from Severn lake. I after-

wards learned that another day's travel would have brought us to the

lake and completed the survey.

In returning, short side trips were made up the middle and other

branches of the Severn river, and Cat lake was reached on Aug. 30.

The following week was spent in making a trip forty miles to the north-

westward to a lake (Wigwasikak lake) which is said to be the head-

waters of the central branch of the Severn river. Southward from

Cat lake the route followed took us west from Wapikik, or what Mr.

Fawcett calls Pine Channel lake, through a series of lakes and portages

to the Shabumeni lake, defining the north-eastern boundary of the

large Huronian area before mentioned ; and from Shabumeni lake I

followed Mr. Bowling's route of 1893 down through Woman lake and

Trout lake river to Lac Seul, which we reached on Sept. 24.

26—10
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On arriving at Dinorwic I found it necessary to go to Winnipeg to

pay oflf my men and settle accounts, after which I proceeded to Ottawa,

reaching here on October 10.

Area covered.

TOPOGRAPHY.

The area covered by the summer's exploratory work is roughly

enclosed by a parallelogram, the east and west angles of which are

placed at Cat lake and Wigwasikak lake, the headwaters of the central

branch of the Severn : and the north and south angles at Severn lake

and the western end of Lac Seul. It occupies a part of the great up-

lifted peneplain of the Archaean protaxis, and is similar in character to

that so frequently described by other geologists in its more thoroughly

explored sections. The general relief is even lower than is usually

found in other parts of the Archaean, and the maximum relief seldom

exceeds 100 feet above the level of the water. There are a few excep-

tions, the most notable of which occur on the Severn river watershed,

where some isolated hills attain a height of 130 feet. These are

usually granitic eruptive masses, which sometimes have very precipi-

tous slopes and are very noticeable features in the topography. Resid-

ual monadnocks of this description occur at Cat lake, Cedar (Kishikas)

lake and at the mouth of the middle branch of the Severn river ; while

a range of hills, probably of similar origin, borders the western shore

of Windigo lake about twelve miles to the east of Cedar river. The

highest hill in the whole area is situated about three miles west of

Greenshields lake. It rises 300 feet above the level of the water and

is composed seemingly entirely of boulders and drift material. Similar

hills and ridges of morainic material occur in the neighbourhood of the

large one, also on the height-of-land between the Severn and Albany

rivers, and in the country a few miles north of Cat lake. These hills

form excellent land-marks and can be seen from a distance of several

miles rising above the surrounding country. From the top of any one

of them a good view is obtained, and everywhere we see the same

gently undulating surface and even skyline typical of the Arch^an

area.

Lakes. Lakes are more numerous on and south of the Severn river divide

than on the area north of it. These all occupy more or less shallow rock

basins eroded out by the action of the continental ice-sheet, their long

axes usually lying parallel to the direction of the glacial strise. Their

shores are deeply indented and beaches are rare, a few sand beaches

occurring only on Cat lake and Whitestone lake.

Streams. The streams occupy only shallow valleys, and rapids and falls are

common. In the distance between Greenshields lake and the mouth
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of the middle branch (Jackfi«)h river) the slope of the land is much

more pronounced, and here the river has cut itself a fairly defined

valley twenty-five or thirty feet in depth. A corresponding slope was

noticed by Mr. A. P. Low on the western branch of the Severn

river which he descended in 1886. There is no very decided fall in

any one place, except a long steep slope marked by a series of shallow

rapids, the majority of which can be run.

ARCn.^AN GEOLOGV.

As has been already stated, the whole area is occupied by rocks of . ,
•^ ' r J Archaean

Archaean age, principally granites and gneisses, with a few bands of rwks.

the darker basic rocks. The largest area of the so-called Huronian

rOcks lies to the .south and west of Cat lake, and has been examined in

different parts of its south and west borders by other members of this

department. Mr. Dowling defined its western boundary and Dr.

Wilson crossed it, by the Wenasaga river route. It was crossed this •

year in two directions, one by the same course as Dr. Wilson, and the

other by a route from Wapikik lake to Shabumeni lake. By the latter

route, the north-western extension of the area was traced to a distance

of twenty-five miles east of Shabumeni lake. The northern boundary

of the area crosses Shabumeni lake about three miles north of its outlet,

striking in a general direction north-easterly. The contact with the

granitic rocks was not seen anywhere except at a point just east of

Kay-gat lake, so that the boundary is only sketched in approximately

by following the strike of the rocks. On Shabumeni lake the strike

is about 50°, on Birch lake from 105^ to 120^ on Kay-gat lake 75°, and

on the contact a couple of miles east of Kay gat lake 145°. The

eastern boundary of this area appears to be very irregular, running

out into several long narrow tongues. As reported by Dr. Wilson

the Wenasaga river flows through the area south-westerly for about

twenty miles, and going up the river beyond this, the Huronian belt is

replaced by very coarsely crystalline granites and some gneisses. Two
narrow tongues, however, of basic rocks intervene before reaching

Gull lake. One of these occurs on the Sesikinaga river and is perhaps

a quarter of a mile wide. The other is crossed on the height-of-land

between Cat river and the Wenasaga. The latter tongue is un-

doubtedly a continuation of the main body, for it was traced westward ^) '"lasaga
•'

c ^
river,

for a distance of five miles from the height-of-land portage. The other

band may or may not be an altogether isolated area, but nothing

resembling it in composition was noticed on the main area. The

south eastern corner of the main area extends very much farther east-

ward than any other part and it is probable that a much larger

26—101
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Valley of

Slate lake.

Cedar river

and longer tongue projects out from here. The valley of Slate lake,

which has been formed by the erosion of the soft calc schists, which

make up this poition of the belt, can be traced eastward for six or

seven miles beyond the lake, at which point it bends slightly to the

southward, running approximately in the direction of Goose lake. Dr.

Wilson also examined an area of Huronian rocks north of the east end

of Lac Seul ; but it yet remains to be proved whether this area is con-

tinuous with the one on Slate lake. This I intended doing on my
way back from Cat lake ; but was unfortunately prevented by the

impossibility of getting any guide to take us through that country.

North of Cat lake and on Cedar river there is an almost

unbroken continuation of the granites and gneisses, with a predomi-

nance of the red granite variety. In a few places basic inclusions in

the gneisses might indicate that larger bodies of the same rock would

be found in the near neighbourhood ; and the following places might

be mentioned where such eonditions occur :—on the lake at the head

of Cedar river ; on the lower end of Cedar (Kishikas lake) ; on Cedar

river at the mouth of the Francis river.

A very narrow band of hornblendic rock crosses Cedar river a few

miles above the junction of the Windigo river ; while a much wider

band is met with just below the mouth of this river. Here Cedar river

takes a sharp bend to the west and flows in this direction for ten

or twelve miles. The cause of the deflection is its entrance into this

band of softer rocks, which it follows until it strikes against a steep

bluff oi eruptive rocks at the south-west angle and is again deflected

into its original course. The southern boundary of this belt follows

closely the course of the river in its western trend ; but its northern

contact with the granite is covered by a layer of drift and could not be

accurately placed. Its width is perhaps two miles, and the strike

slightly north of east. The central branch of the Severn river joins

Cedar river in this belt of Huronian, and occupies a shallow valley in

the wide depression caused by the excavation of these soft hornblendic

rocks. Few outcrops of this belt occur, for the drift covering becomes

much thicker in the lower parts of Cedar river. Dawes falls, just below

the junction of the two streams, where the river has a drop of twelve feet,

is caused by a band of hard siliceous hornblende-schist striking diagon-

ally across the river and dipping down stream at an angle of 45 degrees.

The large area of these basic rocks south of the height-of-land has

been referred by Mr. Dowling to the Keewatin series, and the two

narrow bands which are seen on Cedar river, through their litho-
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logical similarity to the large area, may also be referred to the Kee-

watin.

Samples of the different varieties of rocks occuring in the several

Huronian belts were taken, and thin sections are being made of those

whose mineralogical composition could not be readily determined in

the hand specimen. The Severn river specimens are all hornblendic

rocks varying from a massive amphibolite to a siliceous hornblende-

schist. The latter is closely associated with a coarsely crystalline rock

composed essentially of hornblende and quartz, and no doubt the one

is simply a phase of the other.

The rocks on the Wenasaga river have been referred to by Dr. Rocks on

Wilson in the Summary for 1902 ; but one occurrence, which appears river,

on the Sesikinaga rivet, and which he consequently did not visit, show

an interesting contact. A narrow band of pyroxenite, showing consid-

erable metamorphism, and alteration on the suiface to serpentine, is

separated by a band of granite from a hornblende schist having alter-

nate layers of quartz and hornblende in very thin lamina;. Closely

associated with these exposures, and at no great distance from them to

the east, is an outcrop of what Dr. Barlow has identified as a quartz-

mica diorite. All of these strike about N. 60 E. and are separated

from each other by narrow bands of later intrusive granite.

The greatest variety of specimens was taken from Birch lake and

the Shabumeni river, along the northern boundary of the large belt.

Near the contact with the granitic gneisses the rock is a mica-schist

which changes shortly to spotted chloritic and hornblendic schist. West

of these, along the route, the following rocks are found : slate, conglo-

merate, quartzite and an altered quartz porphyry, massive fine-grained

diorites, amphibolite and hornblende schist. Certain portions of the

quartzite are highly impregnated with iron sulphide. The diorites are

cut by numerous veins of quartz ranging in width from a few inches

up to eight feet, and highly mineralized.

GLACIAL GEOLOGY.

The whole area exposed shows a predominance of the action of Glacial

erosion over that of deposition. In the central portion about the ^^^ °^^'

height-of-land, drift material covers a very small proportion of the

surface, while bare rock exposures are common. These are always

smooth and frequently still retain the glacial markings. The general

outline of the lakes conforms to the direction of the strife, which at

Cat lake is about N. 70 E., and they usually occupy shallow rock
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basins. A few of the lakes on and about the height-of-land occupy

basins formed by an unequal distribution of morainic material. Cat

lake itself is an example of the erosive force exerted by the moving

ice. Its long axis lies N. 70 E., while several long narrow bays cut-

ting into the western shore have the same general trend. Many of

the islands are composed of drift material, and conform to the direc-

tion of the striif. They are long and narrow with rounded tops and

gently sloping sides composed largely of boulders and having the

appearance of drumlins or sowbacks. Whatever drift there is, is made

of material carried presumably but a short distance, boulders of granite

and gneiss ; but I also noticed some erratics of a hard bludish lime-

stone, which could only have been brought from the Pal.neozoic area

bordering Hudson bay. A large number of bearings of the glacial

stripe on Cat lake were taken. The average gives a reading of N. 70 E.

On Birch lake, two sets occur on the same exposure, one giving 55" and

the other 65°. The latter, however, is the more constant. On
Cedar river few strise occur ; those near the head water conform in

a general way to those on Cat lake. One reading near the mouth of

Windigo river shows a great divergence to all the others, being N. 12 E.,

and the indications are that the movement was apparently towards

the north instead of away from it. This is an isolated case, and no

other striae occur anywhere near it to check it. All the evidence, how-

ever, of the movement of the ice north of the height-of-land agrees

with the results obtained by other explorers in this region, that the

ice movement was southward instead of northward.

Lower down Cedar river the covering of drift becomes thicker.

Sedimentary clays form cut banks fifteen feet high on the river just

above the south-west angle.

Moraines and Moraines and sand plains are numerous on the height-of-land, ako

in the neighbourhood of Pakhoan or Little Cedar lake. Some of

the former have been mentioned before as forming some of the prin-

cipal typographic features. Two long parallel northeast and south-

west ridges, rising to a height of 120 feet, are crossed in making the

portages over the height-of-land. But the most important glacial hill

occurs near Greenshields lake, and is 300 feet above the level of the

water. It lies east and west with prominent peaks at either end, each

higher than the centre of the ridge. From peak to peak is about half

a mile, and beyond this the ridge slopes gently away to the level of the

plain. The east and west sides are exceedingly steep, the slope being

determined entirely by the angle at which the material of which it is

composed will rest. It is composed entirely of boulders and gravel.
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A number of lower ridges and hills of the same mateiial are irregu.

larily scattered around the larger one.

Several moraines have been laid across the valley of Cedar river, and

some of these deflect the course of the river, while others are cut through

and form shallow rapids. About ten miles below the junction of the '

middle branch of the Severn a moraine, lying at right angles to the

course of the stream, had dammed up the waters and formed a lake

nearly three miles long and a mile wide, which, on the cutting down

of the dam, has been transformed only recently into a huge meadow.

TIMBER, SOIL, ETC.

Spruce, poplar, banksian pine and birch are found everywhere over Timber,

the whole district. White and red pine were only noted in the south-

ern part of Lac Seul. One solitary white pine tree occurs on Slate

lake, and this appears to be the northern limit of the tree in this dis-

trict. Ash trees were observed here also for the last time on our way

north. The white cedar is a rare tree ; but it occurs on the east end

of Slate lake, on Sesikinaga lake, on Cedar (Kishikas) lake, and also on

Greenshields lake. On the shores of the last a few rusty looking trees

are growing, and this is their northern limit. Mr. Williams, in his

traverse across from Osnaburgh to Cat lake, reports seeing ash trees for

the last time on the east shore of Elbow lake.

Large areas have been burnt along the route of the Wenasaga river,

notably at W^enasaga lake, ten or twelve years ago, and at Big Port-

age lake, about five years ago : also on Gull lake. North of Cat lake,

we enter, at the lower end of Cedar (Kishikas) lake, an area that has

been burnt probably eight or nine years ago, and this extends to a few

miles below the mouth of the Francis river, or a distance of over

thirty-five miles. Eastward it extends at least to Windigo lake, ten or

twelve miles to the right of the river, and westward as far as could be

seen from the tops of the highest hills. This is generally being

reforested with a second growth of banksian pine and poplar.

In very few places, either on the north or the south sides ' of the

height-of-land, do the spruce and tamarack attain such a size as to make

them economically important to the lumbering industry. On the

shores and islands of Birch lake the best timber occurs : that on the

branches of the Severn river is generally small.

Beyond the Hudson bay post at Lac Seul no farming of any kind is Farming,

done. At Cat lake, some years ago, potatoes and other hardy vege-
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tables were grown with indifferent success, but this has now been dis-

continued. Being so near the height-of-land they are liable to frosts

at any time during the summer. When we were there a sharp frost

occurred on the night of July 31, and also on August 6. The Crane

Indian chief, who has built himself a house at Windigo lake, every
'

year raises a small crop of potatoes, which he first obtained from Trout

lake posts. A great part of the country is either too rocky or swampy

for agricultural purposes, and nothing will ever be grown on it, but

there are portions, particularly in the large belt of Huronian rocks,

and in some parts of the valley of Cedar river, where the land is dry

and the rocks are covered with a clayey soil that is good enough to

raise some of the hardier vegetables. The region around the mouth of

the Anamabine river is such a country, as also the clay belt below the

mouth of the Windigo river. As a rule, however, the dry land only

occupies a fringe along the water courses, while the country back of

this is largely muskeg or rocky.

Game and fish. Moose and cariboo are fairly plentiful in the Shabumeni and Birch

lake section ; and bears were frequently seen on the lower parts

of Cedar river. White fish, pike and pickerel were caught with

a net in all the larger lakes ; but no trout were got anywhere.

Sturgeon ascend Cedar river as far up at least as the mouth of the

Windigo river, and in several places the natives have gone to a great

deal of trouble in building weirs across the river to catch them.

Much delay was caused in our work by the inclemency of the

weather, and the disadvantage of travelling through parts of the

country without a guide. The season was very wet and cold, frosts

occurring in every month. Snow fell first on September 10 and again

on the 19.

Flow of the The discharges of all the larger streams were taken, and the fact

streams. established that what was considered to be the main branch of the

Severn river is really not so large as the Cedar river branch. The dis-

charge of these two streams was taken near the end of August, when

the water was at its lowest stage. Cedar river was found to give 73.5

cubic feet per second, and the middle branch 503 cubic feet. At the

junction, the middle branch is wider and deeper than the eastern

branch, and it would appear to carry much more water ; but there is

a great difference in the relative velocities.

Note.— All bearings in this report are magnetic.
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The Upper Parts of the Winisk and Attawapiskat Rivers.

By Mr. William Mclnnes.

In accordance with official instructions the season of 1904 was spent Region

in an exploration of a part of the District of Keewatin lying to the

north east of Lake St. Joseph. The Winisk river, from Weibikwei

lake to the sea, was surveyed last season, and the present summer's

work was designed to supplement that of last year by an exploration

of the upper stretches of the Winisk, and of the Attawapiskat to the

south of it.

The ordinary canoe route was followed from Dinorwic, on the

Canadian Pacific Railway, to lake St. Joseph, at the lower end of which

the season's work was begun. This point had been fixed geographically

by Thomas Fawcett, D.T.S., by a line run in 1886, and the micrometer

survey was accordingly started there.

An Indian canoe route leading northward to the headwaters of the J^V,"*® ,
fullowed.

Attawapiskat river promised to afibrd the most ready access into the

interior, and this was followed. A Rochon micrometer telescope and

a surveyor's compass were used for the survey, the northing being

checked by latitude. From the extreme north-easterly bay of the lake a

portage was followed leading to the smaller Annimwosh (dog-hole) lake,

which discharges south-westerly into the next westerly bay of Lake

St. Joseph. Ascending the inlet in a north-westerly direction, the larger

Annimwosh lake was reached by a short portage. These lakes are shoal

and studded with small islands and projecting boulders. The water is

very dark in colour, showing the influence of drainage from large areas

of muskeg : the temperature, early in July, was 58" Fahr. Green forest

of eighty years' growth surrounds the lakes.

Black spruce and tamarack are sparingly scattered over the muskeg Forest growth

areas : poplar, white birch, spruce and banksian pine clothe the ridges.

The trees are not of large size, averaging from ten to twelve inches in

diameter at the stump.

Biotite gneisses, generally fine in texture and well foliated, striking Rocks,

north-east, occur in low, rounded ledges all around the lakes. Con-

tinuing up stream, Kasageminnis (island) lake, the next in the chain, has

the same general characteristics. A few miles of river connect this

lake with the Wichig (fisher) lakes, the larger of which is six miles

long. With the exception of a narrow belt of hornblende schist just
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Keewatin
belt.

south of the Wichig lakes, representing probably the diminishing end

of a Keewatin belt, the gneisses before noted occur throughout. Green

forest continues as before and in favourable situations, such as flats

extending back from bays, the trees are tall, free from branches and

have diameters of from thirteen to fifteen inches at the stump.

Two portages aggregating a mile in length lead across the height-of-

land to Wimbobika (hollow-rock) and Kapkichegima lakes, lying nearly

at the source of the south-west branch of the Attawapiskat river.

They are long narrow bodies of water extending north-easterly, in

troughs parallel to the foliation of the underlying gneisses, for four and

thirteen miles respectively. Between the two a low ridge of Keewatin

rocks is exposed, made up principally of feldspathic and chloritic

schists. By way of Minominatikoka (rice-stalk) brook, entering Kap-

kichegima from the north, near its eastern end, there is an Indian

canoe route to the head of the middle branch of the Attawapiskat

and to Cat lake.

Kawinogans
river.

Kanuchuan
river.

The water of these lakes was clearer and of higher temperature,

64° Fahr. ; indicfating a less swampy drainage area. The outlet of the

lake, a stream about a chain in width, called by the Indians the Kawi-

nogans (no dore) river keeps a general easterly and north-easterly

course, with a fairly swift current and frequent rapids, for twenty-five

miles to Kagabadesdawaga, a long narrow lake extending north-easterly

for nineteen miles. Occasional exposures of chloritic and feldspathic

schists occur along the banks of the river ; evidently a continuation

of the belt of Keewatin rocks already noted. At the head of the lake a

few ledges of hornblende granite gneiss occur, succeeded along the

shore by biotite gneisses. The lake is underlain by deposits of a stiff

blue clay, probably a boulder clay, covered by stratified beds, ten to

thirty feet in thickness, of calcareous, siliceous clay and very fine

siliceous sand. A rolling plateau of sand extends back from the lake

to hills of unstratified drift rising two hundred feet above its level.

The Odoskwinnigemog (elbow) river, probably the longest branch of

the Attawapiskat, flows into the lake a little more than half way

down its northern shore.

This river comes from the north-west, heading about ten miles from

the north-east end of Cat lake.

The united streams form the Kanuchuan (long rapid) river, which

continues in an easterly direction to Kakagiwizida (crow's foot) lake, a

shallow body of water ten miles in length and a mile in width. The
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same rolling sandy plain surrounds the lake, falling in parts into

extensive tracts of muskeg. On the south side of the lake, beyond an

area of muskeg, the land gradually rises to about a hundred feet, where

occasional glaciated surfaces of gneiss protrude from the drift cover-

ing. This sandy flat gradually rises southward for five or six miles,

then it sharply rises to a ridge of gravel and Ijoulders 300 feet

above the lake level. Everywhere, excepting on the muskeg areas,

there is an open forest of banksian pine of small size. Still keeping an

easterly direction, with a stiif current and frequent rapids, at twenty-

nine miles the river flows into Ozhiski (mud) lake, the largest body of

water along its course. The lake is twenty-one miles long and a little

over two miles in width at the broadest part. The biotite gneisses,

which show in frequent exposures along the shores, occur in shelving

ledges lying nearly flat or gently undulating. Fires have destroyed

much of the old forest around the lake and along the river, the ages

of the trees on diff'erent areas varying from twelve to over a hundred
F^i-est.

years. Occasional trees, growing in favourable locations, reach

diameters of eighteen inches, but the general average is small.

From the northern side of the lake, about three-quarters of the way

down, the main river flows out by three channels that unite a few

miles below and continue to Attawapiskat lake. In order to tie the

micrometer survey to the work of last year, a route to Fort Hope,

leaving the extreme eastern end of Ozhiski lake by a half mile portage,

was followed to Eabamet lake, where connection was made with the

earlier survey.

The bulk of the provisions was cached at the forking of the routes, Pineimuta

and picked up again after a few days, when the river was again fol-

lowed. After leaving Ozhiski lake the river flows northwards with

swift current and heavy rapids for fifteen miles to a sharp bend

easterly, receiving at the elbow the waters of the Pineimuta (partridge's

crop) river flowing in from the west. This is the north branch of the

Attawapiskat. For the first few miles it is broad and smooth, flowing

between banks of clay and sand. A fall of considerable height then

occurs, above which the Obikwatawanga river, draining a large lake

known as the Totogan (quaking bog), joins it from the southwest.

After an extremely circuitous course it heads to the south of the upper

branches of the Winisk river. The united rivers form the main

Attawapiskat river, which keeps a general easterly direction for twenty

miles to Lansdowne lake, with Kabanea (many points) lake on its

course. A number of rapids occur along this part of the river, but

they are all easily run with loaded canoes.
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Clayandsand. This whole region, including the country about Ozhiski lake, is

characterized by thick deposits of clay and sand, the latter with thin,

lenticular layers of limestone holding approximately 57 per cent of

calcium carbonate. Two specimens of the clays were examined by

Dr. Hoffmann, one from this area and one from further up the

Kanuchuan. They differ only in their lime content, and are described

as clays, containing a large quantity of siliceous grit, slightly ferru-

ginous, feebly plastic, readily fusible, containing from 27 per cent to

30 per cent of calcium carbonate. Though of no use as clay, these

deposits should form a good soil for agricultural purposes.

Winisk river. Weibikwei lake, on the Winisk river, was reached from Lansdowne

lake in foujr days The river from this point to the sea was surveyed

last year, and this summer the exploration was continued up stream.

The ascent of the river was comparatively slow, owing to the constant

recurrence of very long irregular lake expansions with stretches of

quick water between.

The zigzag course of the river has been determined by the occurrence

of a succession of glacial drift ridges lying parallel to the course of the

strise. The river occupies the narrow valleys between these ridges in

the form of long finger-like bays with short connecting channels where

the river breaks through at low points. Ten miles up, the northern

channel flows off into the Winisk river below Weibikwei lake, the

whole distance made up of long finger-like bays running N. 30° E. and

S. 30° W., with intervening short stretches of rapids. Ten miles more
' of swift water and rapids are then succeeded by twenty miles of most

irregular lake expansion, with the same long parallel arms, often sep-

arated by quite narrow ridges of drift.

Wapikopa
lake.

Wapikopa (high-and-low trees) lake, thirteen miles long, with a long

bay stretching to the north for eighteen miles, occurs above another

stretch of swift water. A tributary from the north known as the

Wapikopa river comes into the head of the northerly bay. Ten miles

of rapids and strong current intervene between this lake and Nibina-

mik (spring-beaver) lake, a body of water of similar character, its shape

defined by the ridges of glacial drift that bound it.

Nibinamik
lake.

Above Nibinamik lake the river, coming from the west, is for some

distance broad and deep, with a quiet current and only occasional

ripples. A section across it at one of these points gave a width of 280

feet and a depth varying from one foot to twenty feet, with an average

current of about two miles an hour.
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The only rocks exposed along the river aro biotite gneisses, l3'ing in Gneisses.

.broad, low undulations, but much disturbed by later intrusions of

coarse, pegmatite-like rock of similar composition.

The forest growth is much the same as that already referred to along

the Attawapiskat. Though too small for timber, excepting in limited

areas, the spruces would apparently make an excellent pulp wood.

From the south end of Nibinamik lake an old Indian winter trail winter route

was taken, leading southwards by a remarkably straight course to the

Attawapiskat river above Lansdowne lake. The route led through a

series of comparatively small lakes lying near the head waters of small

rivers draining into the Winisk and Attawapiskat rivers. The

journey is one of about eighty miles, and includes thirty-one

portages aggregating ten miles in length. The areas of muskeg are

many and extensive, most of the portages crossing tracts of swamp.

With the exception of a small area of Keewatin rocks, biotite gneisses

are exposed at intervals the whole way across. The route joins the

Attawapiskat by a small tributary coming in on the north side eight

miles above Lansdowne lake.

The region explored may be said, in a broad way, to consist of an General

elevated plain 800 to 1,200 feet above sea level, reduced by a long '"^^"P '

period of denudation to the gently undulating surface so generally

characteristic of the great northern Archaean area.

Deposits of drift material apparently of glacial origin are very exten-

sively distributed over the whole region, and form the most striking

feature ia its relief. They occur both as unmodified deposits and as

redistributed material that has been laid down under water.

The region of the upper Attawapiskat valley and that lying between

it and the Albany river are characterized by many east and west ridges

of drift, rising steeply to sharp edges and composed of gravel and

boulders. Along the sides of the ridges great depressions, like inverted

cones, 300 feet across at the top and 100 feet or more in depth, are

common. These deposits seem to be such as might be laid down
during the retreat of a glacier. Evidences of the passage of such a

glacier are everywhere apparent. Its direction, as indicated by the

glaciated rock surfaces, was S. 30° W. to S. 40° W. over nearly the whole

area, though in the valley of the Attawapiskat, and along the Albany,

stria? were found running west or up the river valley. The frequent

occurrence in the drift of pieces of fo;siliferous Silurian limestone,

Glacial striae.
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similar to that occurring along the west shore of Hudson bay, would

seem to indicate that the gathering ground of the glacier lay beyond

the shore of the bay.

Geology. Archrean rocks only wex-e found over the whole district explored.

Biotite gneisses, varying but slightly in composition and always well

foliated, are the prevailing rocks. They occur generally in broad, low

undulations, but are much disturbed by intruded masses of coarse

white granite or pegmatite.

Two belts of Keewatin, made up for the most part of massive

diorite and diabase and chloritic and feldspathic schists, were noted,

one occupying the valley of the Kawinogans river for a distance of

about twenty-five miles, and the other, an irregularly shaped area lying

immediately south of Nibinamik lake on the Winisk river.

Forests. The forest growth over the district generally is not large, though on

limited areas the spruces reich dimensions fitting them for sawing.

At Fort Hope fairly clear nine-inch lumber was being sawn from trees

cut near the shores of Eabamet lake. One tree was felled that gave

a log over two feet thick at the butt and 1 00 feet long. The greater

part of the forest is about eighty years old, though in places trees

reaching 140 years were found. These old trees were on low-lying

areas, that had escaped where the higher and dryer parts were burned,

and were not generally large. Their growth-rings showed a rapid

increase in size for the first fifteen years and afterwards an extremely

slow growth. The large sandy tracts are now, for the most part,

covered with an open growth of banksian pine, a tree of small

cotpmei'cial value. When the day comes in Canada for reforesting^

these districts might be replanted with pines commercially valuable.

Over large areas the spruces would, apparently, if more accessible, be

available for wood pulp.

Black birch. Specimens of a black birch that was noted last year in this district

were brought home and handed to Professor John Macoun, botanist of

this department, who submitted them to Dr. C. S. Sargent for

determination. Dr. Sargent has named this birch Betula fontinalis,

Sargent, a species formerly confounded with B. occidentalis, Nutt.

The range of this tree in the sub-arctic region is not yet known.

Specimens of this birch were found last yea,r as far north as lat. 53"

35' south of Weibikwei lake. This summer occasional trees were noted

on the upper branches of the Attawapiskat river and in about the same

latitude, between that river and the Winisk.
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The depredations of the Larch saw-fly upon the tamaracks along the Larch .saw-fly

Winisk river were noted in last year's report. Since that time the

ground covered by this insect has been extensive, an-d some idea of

the damage they have done may be given. Last sea.son all trees along

the Winisk river, from a point near the mouth to a point within a

few miles of the Weibikveei lake, were stripped ; south of that area

they were untouched. During the present spring and early summer

their ravages extended southward to the Albany river and westwards

for sixty miles up the Winisk river and to about midway between

Eabamet lake and Lake St. Joseph, on the Albany, an area of about

14,000 square miles.

The principal food fishes of the district are the sturgeon, dore or pike- Fishes,

perch, whitefish, pike and sucker, all of which occur plentifully and

furnish the principal means of subsistence of the Indians.

The ruffed and Canada grouse and various kinds of wild ducks are <^ainp huds.

the principal game birds, and are fairly plentiful.

Moose were noted along the Attawapiskat river, but were not so Animahs.

plentiful as further south. Caribou range over the whole district, and

black bears are numerous. The smaller fur-bearing animals, including

the otter, beaver, fox, pine-marten, fisher^ mink and muskrat, are still

fairly abundant. The skin of a raccoon trapped on thf» Attawapiskat

river was brought into the post at Fort Hope by an Indian woman.

The ordinary northerly range of this animal is south of Lake Superior,

and so rare a visitor is it in this northern latitude that none of the

Indians coming to the post knew what it was.

At Fort Hope post, garden vegetables maturing prior to August 31 Horticulture.

and those unaffected by a few degrees of frost did well, but the potato

plants were all killed on that date, the tubers being generally small

and unripe. At Osnaburgh post much the same conditions prevailed,

though the potatoes, which were being harvested on the last days of

September, were mature enough, and, on a small tract of newly broken

land, of good size and quality. An Indian, who cultivated a small

patch of land near the head of the north branch of the Attawapiskat,

claimed, when seen in September, that he had a good crop of potatoes.

Observations of the temperature on the upper branches of the Atta. Temiierature.

wapiskat and Winisk rivers between July 5 and September 13 gave

averages of Fahr. 47-5", 61-6°- and 58° at 6 a.m., noon and 6 p.m.

respectively. The first frost noted was on the morning of August 28,

and on the nights of the 30th and 31st the cold was suflicient to form
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Inhabitants.

ice on small pools and to kill all tender vegetation. Owing to the

exceptionally wet season the average temperatures given above are

probably a little lower than those of the normal season.

The only inhabitants are roaming bands of Indians, belonging partly

to the Salteux branch of the Ojibway tribe and partly to the Plain

Crees of the west shore of Hudson bay. They live entirely by fishing

and hunting, obtaining their powder, shot and other necessaries that

the country does not supply by trading furs at the posts of the Hudson's

Bay Company. The only known attempt at agriculture was that made

by an Indian on the Attawapiskat river, who had planted a few pota-

toes obtained at Fort Hope post.

A small collection of land and fresh water shells was made and Dr.

J. r. Whiteaves furnishes the following list of species identified :

—

List of Land and Fresh-water Shells from the district of

Keewatin, collected by Mr. Wm. McInnes in 1904.*

By Dr. J. F. Whiteaves.

Land shells.

A.—Land Shells.

Vertigo ovata, Say.

Minnitaki river, English river and Lac Seul, several specimens

;

Kawinogans river, Attawapiskat, three specimens ; Rib lake,

Albany river, four specimens ; Wapikopa lake, "Winisk river, one

specimen.

Conulus fulvus (MuUer).

Lake St. Joseph, three specimens ; Kawinogans river, ten speci-

mens ; Rib lake, Albany river, ten specimens ; Minnitaki river,

fifteen specimens.

Zonitoides arhoreus (Say).

Lac Seul, two specimens ; Kawinogans river, five specimens ; Rib

lake, Albany river, eight specimens ; Mistassin lake, one speci-

men ; Winisk river, two specimens ; Wapikopa lake, Winisk river,

three specimens ; Nibinamik river, Winisk river, two specimens.

Vitrea hammonis ? (Strom).

Rib lake, Albany river, one specimen.

* The Vcrtiffc and most of the critical species of Sphcerium and Pisidium in this
list have been kindly determined by Dr. V. Sterki.
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Pyramidula striatella (Anthony).

Lac Seul, four specimens ; Lake St. Joseph, six specimens ; Kawin-

ogans river, several specimens : Rib lake, Albany river, four small

specimens ; Mistassin lake, four specimens ; Winisk river, one

specimen ; Wapikopa lake, Winisk river, several specimens

;

Kibinamik lake, ^Yini.sk river, three specimens,

Succinea vermeta, Say.

Lac Seul, five specimens ; Minnitaki lake, seven specimens ; Kawin-

ogans lake, Attawapiskat river, four specimens ; and Rib lake,

Albany river, onf specimen ; Winisk river, one specimen ; Wapi-

kopa lake, Winisk river, one specimen; and Nibinamik lake,

Winisk river, two specimens.

Succinea retusa .? Lea.

Succinea ovah's, Gi)uld, non Say.

Winisk river, two specimens ; Wapikopa lake, Winisk river, one

specimen.

«

B.—Fresh-water Shells.

Pelecypoda.

Lampsilis luteolus (Lamarck).

Kawinogans river, one specimen.

Anodonta marginata] (Say).

Anodonta frar/ilis, Lamarck.

Attawapiskat river, two specimens ; Pusabiwan river, Attawapiskat Fresh water
shells,

river, one specimen.

Anodonta Kennicotti 1 Lea. Var.

Lake St. Joseph, two specimens ; Attawapiskat river, two speci-

mens ; Kawinogans river, Attawapiskat river, one specimen.

Sphcerium simile (Say).

Ozhiski lake, Attawapiskat river, three specimens ; Wijig river,

Attawapiskat river, thirteen specimens ; Pusabiwan river, Attawa-

piska'j river, several specimens ; and Mijigamog lake, Attawapiskat

river, one specimen.

Sphcerium Walkeri, Sterki.

Attawapiskat river, fifteen specimens.

Sphcerium emarginatnm, Prime.

Attawapiskat river, one specimen. Dr. Sterki thinks that S. emar-

ginatum may not be specifically distinct from S. stamineum, Conrad.

L>6— 11
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Sphcerium stamineum (Conrad).

Kawinogans river, seven specimens.

Sphcerium ^

Root river, two perfect specimens and one odd valve.

Sphferium {Musculium) secure, Prime.

Kawinogans river, one specimen.

Sphcerium (Musculium) parturwAum (Say).

Kawinogans river, two odd valves.

Pisidium comjyressum. Prime.

Pisidium altile, Anthony.

Ozhiski lake, Attawapiskat river, one immature specimen ; Winisk

river, six specimens ; Kawinogans river, ten specimens.

Pisidium fallax, Sterki, var. errans, Sterki.

Ozhiski lake, two specimens.

Pisidium furiahile, Prime.

Kawinogans river, two specimens.

Pisidium affine, Sterki.

Kawinogans river, ' two valves, small and pi'obably not full grown '

(Sterki).

Pisidium Sargenii, Sterki.

Kawinogans river, two separate valves.

Pisidium ? (near P. abditum).

Ozhiski lake, two specimens.

Pisidium, scutellatum., Sterki.

Ozhiski lake, four specimens of a small form of this species ; Kawi-

nogans river, six similar specimens.

Pisidium splendidulum, Sterki.

Ozhiski lake, two specimens.

Pisidium, sp. nov. 1.

Ozhiski lake, two specimens.

Gasteropoda.

Valvata tricarinaia, Say.

Lake St. Joseph, one specimen ; Kawinogans river, twelve specimens

at one locality and six at another , Ozhiski lake, one specimen
;

Wapikopa lake, Winisk river, three specimens.
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Valvata sincera, Say.

Kawinogans river, four specimens of a remarkable, small and part-

ially uncoiled variety of this species ; Attawapiskat river, two

small specimens.

Amnicola litnosa, Say. Var.

Lake St. Joseph, seven specimens ; Kawinogans river, at three

localities, several specimens ; and Ozhiski lake, one specimen.

Limncea megasoma, Say.

Island in Lake St. Joseph, four adult living specimens.

Limncea stagnalis appressa.

Lake St. Joseph, four specimens ; Kawinogans river, two specimens
;

Weibikwei lake, Winisk river, two specimens ; Ozhiski lake, two

specimens ; Wapikopa lake, Winisk river, five specimens.

Limncea catascopiurn, Say,

Mistassin lake, Attawapiskat river, nine specimens ; Kawinogans

river, thirteen specimens ; Attawapiskat river, three specimens
;

Winisk river, at two localities, several specimens ; Ozhiski lake, a

few specimens from three different localities.

Limncea galbana (Haldeman) Dall.

Kawinogans lake, Attawapiskat river, three small specimens

;

Kanuchuan river, Attawapiskat river, eighteen specimens ; Ozhiski

lake, four small specimens ; Attawapiskat river, one small speci-

men ; Wapikopa lake, Winisk river, one specimen.

Planorhis trivolvis, Say.

Ozhiski lake, two specimens ; Machawaian lake, Attawapiskat river

two specimens ; Wapikopa lake, Winisk river, nine specimens.

Planorbii corpulentiis, Say.

Minnitaki lake, one specimen ; Lac Seul, three specimens at one

locality and one at another ; Root river, two specimens
; Sioux

Outlook, English river, seven young specimens.

Planorhis bicarinatus. Say.

Lake St. Joseph, four specimens ; Kawinogans river, one specimen.

Planorhis campanulatus, Say.

Lac Seul, three specimens : Kawinogans river, nine specimens •

Elbow river, Attawapiskat river, seven specimens ; Lake St.

Joseph, four specimens ; Winisk river, one specimen.

Planorhis albus, Muller.

Planorhis hirsutus, Gould.

26—111
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Lake St. Joseph, three dead shells. Kawinogans river, two

specimens from one locality and three from another ;
Attawa-

piskat river, two small specimens ; Wapikopa lake, Winisk river

nine specimens.

Segmentina, armigera, Say.

Kawinogans river, one specimen.

Physa heterostropha, Say.

Lac Seul, five specimens ; Lake^St. Joseph, two specimens. Ozhiski

lake, three specimens ; Machiwaian lake, Attawapiskat river, one

specimen ; Wapikopa lake, \N'inisk river, five specimens.

The Little Current and Lroavning Rivers, Branches of the

Albany, East of Lake Nipigon.

By Mr. W. J. Wilson.

Introduction. The work of the past summer was a continuation of that done last

year. In 1903, time did not permit of the exploration of the region

drained by the headwaters of the Little Current and Drowning rivers

and their branches. Being informed that the Indians who hunt on the

headwa'ers of these rivers trade at Long Lake House, and that guide?

could be easily obtained at that post, I left Ottawa, May 31, accom-

panied by Mr. W. H. Collins, B.A., of Toronto, as assistant, with

instructions to examine the sources of the above-named rivers and to

make a survey of the Pagwachuan river.

Itinerary. On June 15, we reached McKay lake, where we began a compass

and micrometer survey, which we carried across the height-of-land to

Pagwachuan lake ; and thence north-east down the Pagwachuan river

to its junction with the Kenogami, a distance of nearly 150 miles.

We then went up the Kenogami river to Long lake reaching the Hud-

son's Bay Company's post, July 15. Here we secured a guide and

supplies for six weeks and ascended the Devilfish river, following the

route surveyed by Dr. Bell in 1870, to Wawong lake. From this lake

we followed a series of portages and small lakes into Eskagenaga* lake,

thence eastward to Wababimiga lake which drains into the Drowning

river. From this lake four portages and three small ponds form a

route to the main Ijranch of the Drowning river. We descended this

river, connecting our survey with that made by Mr. O'Sullivan last year.

Returning, we ascended the river to its source in a long lake, from

Previously mapped as Oskanaga.
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which the canoe-route continues eastward, by a number of portages,

small lakes and streams, and reaches the Kenogarai river five miles

below the mouth of the Devilfish river. Distance surveyed 225

miles.

We then went to Long Lake House for supplies but could get neither

guides nor canoemen, so that we were compelled to undertake our third

trip with the two canoemen whom we brought with us from Timiskam

ing. With two canoes and supplies for five weeks we again ascended

the Devilfish river and followed the ordinary canoe-route to the portage

to Wawong lake. The Kawashkagama river, which we followed from

Fleming lake, was surveyed to this point by Dr. Be'l in 1870, and by

W. S. Davidson in 1900, to Howard fall, twenty-seven miles further

down. Below this the river was unknown. From information gathered

at the Hudson's Bay Company's post it seemed probable that this river

is the upward extension of the Little Current which was explored and

mapped last year, and this proved to be correct. We followed it to

O'Sullivan lake and for twenty-Hve miles below, connecting with the

micrometer survey of 1903.

The distance surveyed on this trip was 12.3 miles, making a total for Distance sur-

the summer of nearly 500 miles by compass and micrometer, besides a ^

short track-survey down the Wababimiga river. We returned by Long

lake and Pic river, reaching Heron bay, October 7, and Ottawa the

following day.

PAGWACHUAN LAKE AND RIVER.

In passing from McKay lake to Pagwachuan there are six small McKavlaketo

lakes or ponds and five portages. The longest portage is 193 chains Pagwachuan.

and the five have a total length of a little over four oiiles. The soil

is sandy and no rock exposures were seen. The height-of-land is

between the fourth and fifth lakes and is fifty-five feet above McKay
lake and 150 feet above Pagwachuan. The latter is about 900 feet

above sea level, and is eleven miles long, varying from two miles to half

a mile in width ; occasional low hills, from 75 to 100 feet, rise from the

shores, and a thick growth of small spruce, poplar, fir, canoe-birch,

tamarack and cedar is found everywhere round the lake.

The rocks along the western shores of the lake are a coarse granite-

gneiss, amphibolite, biotite-schist and pegmatite. The schists strike

N. 70° E. vertical ; biotite-schist, with masses of pegmatite, is the

prevailing rock along the narrow eastern part. The river leaves the

lake at the extreme eastern end. There are two short portages in the
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first four miles and two lake expansions, from the lower of which the

canoe-route leaves the river and follows a lake on the north side of the

river for four miles ; in the next five miles come two portages separated

by a small lake. The guide said that the part of the river thus avoided

is blocked with driftwood and that about a mile below the point where

we turned off there is a fall of 150 feet. The river is fifty feet wide,

with slow current, where it connects with the portage at the east end-

Pagwachuan For twenty-six miles below this portage the river runs almost due
"^'^'^- east and is from one to two chains wide with numerous rapids, but

only two short portages. The low clay banks are densely wooded, for

the most part with large spruce, poplar and cedar. The country, back

from the river, is sometimes undulating, but no high hills were seen.

The soil along the river where the drainage is good is of excellent

quality. Rock exposures in this stretch were few ; biotite-schist,

granite-gneiss, and granitite were noted. The schist strikes N. 60° E.

and is nearly vertical. Many gneissic boulders lie in the bed of the

river. They are mostly angular and do not seem to have been trans-

ported far.

G T P R tria
^^® river then turns north and flows in that direction for thirty

line. miles. The Grand Trunk Pacific Railway trial-line, 1904, crosses

about four miles north of the bend. The country here is rolling, with

low, rocky and sandy hills covered with second-growth banksian pine

and poplar fifteen years old. The rock, where the line crosses, is a

mica-diorite gneiss with bands of quartzite. The river at this point is

537 feet above sea level. Two miles farther down there are a fall and

portage with a drop of eighteen feet. The fall is caused by a band of

hornblende-granite-gneiss striking east and west: just below the fall

the rock is a fine-grained, reddish-weathering granite-gneiss.

Continuing north, the river becomes broader with numerous shallow

rapids. The banks in places are high, showing twenty to forty feet of

clay, sand or gravel, usually containing striated boulders in the lower

part, with more or less distinct stratification above. Exposures of

hornblende-granite-gneiss, diorite-gneiss, and mica-diorite-gneiss are

common. These frequently contain epidote and quartz either in nar-

row veins or lenticular masses several inches wide. In one place the

rock contains large irregular crystals of red orthoclase, which gives it

a mottled appearance on the weathered surface.

T-, For the last thirty-five miles the river runs north-east. It is from
JiiXposures on -^

_

the river four to six chains wide, and is very shallow, with a swift current and

many rapids. The banks are low, seldom rising above fifteen feet, and
banks.
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the whole country, as far as can be seen from the river, is flat. The

last, exposure of Laurentian rock is thirty- two miles from the mouth.

It is a reddish hornblende granite-gneiss, well foliated, dipping N".

30' W. <85°.

For twenty-three miles, following the bends of the river, no rock is Dolomite,

seen in place. Then there is an exposure of a drab dolomite contain-

ing fragments of shells. From this point to the mouth of the river, a

distance of nine miles, there are outcrops of the flat-lying dolomitic rock-

There are ochreous-weathering bands succeeded by others, of a cream

colour, filled with small cavities, and soft earthy layers of an olive

colour. T made a small collection of fossils from these rocks, chiefly

corals, which Dr. J. F. Whiteaves identifies as belonging to the

Silurian system, and probably comparable to the Guelph group.

ESKAGENAGA, WABABIMIGA AND NESTABON LAKES.

The country adjoining the route via the Devilfish river to Wawong Wawonglake.

lake was described by Dr. R. Bell in 1870*

Wawong lake is two and a half miles long. The shore-line is very

irregular, numerous sand and gravel ridges extending into the lake,

forming deep bays. In two places a portage of only ten to twenty

feet across a low neck of sand was required to pass from one bay to the

other. The lake is surrounded by a rolling, sandy country covered, for

the most part, by banksian pine and poplar. The water, as the Indian

name implies, is very clear and of a bluish green colour. From
Wawong lake the canoe route runs north-east through four small ponds

and five short portages to Eskagenaga lake, a distance of two miles.

The country along this route is similar to that round Wawong lake.

There are no rock exposures, but there are some areas of good soil well

wooded.

Eskagenaga lake is over twelve miles long and averages about three Eskagenaga

miles in width. There are seven deep bays, and the whole shore line is ^ ^'

irregular. It is studded with islands, some of considerable size,

especially in the eastern part. Two or three small streams enter the

lake ; the outlet, which flows into the Little Current river, is from the

north-east arm. Several soundings were taken, showing a maximum
depth of fifty-six feet. Depths of between forty and fifty feet were

common near the middle of the lake. A portage leads from the north-

west bay into O'SuUivan lake. The surrounding land is generally low

* Report of Progress., Geol. Surv. of Can., 1870-71, p. 341.
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but on the south an occasional hill rises 200 or 300 feet above the

level of the water. Except in a few small areas, the forest growth is

all small, being about thirty years old.

Rock exposures are common all round the lake. In many places,

especially along the north shore, abrupt gneissic walls rise from the

water. In going east along the south shore, from the portage by

which we entered, the first rock seen is a compact gray granite-gneiss,

containing basic bands and quartz veins. This is the prevailing rock

for some miles, after which a mica-diorite-gneiss striking N. 5-o° E. is

common to the east end of the lake. Near the outlet a beautiful red-

dish granitite-gneiss occurs in several places. Hornblende granite-

gneiss, much contorted in some exposures and cut by dikes of diabase,

quartz and pegmatite, are found along the north shore.

Wababimiga From Eskagenaga lake the canoe-route runs east for thirteen miles

to Wababimiga lake, passing through five lakes and over six portages.

The two largest lakes are each five miles long but less than a mile

wide for most of their length. One portage is a mile and a quarter

long : two others are half a mile. The land is'generally level, swampy,

and covered with a small growth of spruce and tamarack with

occasional patches of banksian pine. Near Wababimiga lake there

are some areas, of spruce and poplar growing on good soil.

Wababimiga lake is six and a half miles long and one to two miles

wide and has a depth of forty-two feet. The land round the lake is

low and rolling and generally covered with a small second-growth of

canoe-birch, poplar and spruce. The stream draining this lake was

followed to its junction with the Drowning river near the point where

Mr. O'SuUivan completed his survey for last year. It is a clear, shal-

low river running over a gravelly bottom and can with difliculty be

navigated by light canoes.

iver.

Drowning "jj^e route eastward from Wababimiga lake follows a deep bay to

the south-east and then a small brook flowing into it for a mile and a

half, when another series of four small lakes and five portages leads to

the Drowning river, a distance of seven miles. The first portage on

the west is over burnt ground with scattered banksian pine thirty

years old. The other portages are mostly through Sphagnum swamps,

with old growth of spruce and tamarack. We continued the survey

down the Drowning river to connect with Mr. O'Sullivan's survey of

last year. The river is about two chains wide and forms an easy

canoe-route, as the portages are all short and most of the rapids can

be run with empty or partly loaded canoes. The country is low and
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level. Spruce is the principal tree along this stretch. Many of the

trees are large enough for saw-logs while the majority would make

good pulp-wood. They grow close together and are straight and tall,

reaching a height of sixty feet or more and carrying their size well up.

Returning to the point where we fir-st reached the Drowning river,

we continued the survey for thirty-one miles to the south end of Nest-

abon lake, which seems to be the source of the river. In this distance

there are five short portages to pass light rapids ; also three lake-like

expansions. Nestabon lake is ten miles long and is divided into two

equal parts by a narrows. Its width is from a mile to a mile and a

half and the greatest depth found was seventy eight feet. The Indians

assert that some parts of this lake never freeze. The surrounding land

is generally low and flat, except on the west side of the lower part,

where there are hills 150 feet high.

From the Drowning river there are two routes to the Kenogami. Nestabon

One of these leaves the former river about two miles above the portage

from Wababimiga lake, and the other begins at the east side of

the upper half of Ne.stabon lake. We took the latter route, a distance

of twenty-four miles. There are four portages, aggregating four and a

half miles, connecting small lakes and streams. Kawakanika, a beauti

ful lake on this route, near the Kenogami river, is, owing to the abun-

dance of its fish, much frequented by Indians during the summer. The

forest along the upper part of the Drowning river is a large second-

growth, probably fifty years old. In this district there is a rather

large area which was burnt in 1901, and second-growth prevails around

Nestabon lake. In passing eastward from the lake the two

long portages are through swampy ground on which are growing

spruce and tamarack averaging eight to tea inches in diameter. On
the eastern end there are dry, sandy knolls covered with banksian

pine alternating with the spruce swamps. These portages lead to a

shallow lake from which a river flows to Kawakanika lake. The land

traversed by these is low and moss-covered ; the forest is of the

usual kind. Half a mile north of Kawakanika lake the two above

mentioned canoe routes meet. The forest growth on the two last

portages, and surrounding the lakes, is larger, and the land improves in

quality as the Kenogami river is approached.

Rock exposures are of frequent occurrence along the route from Kawakanika

Eskagenaga lake to the Kenogami river. Gray, finely foliated granite- '^^^•

gneiss, gabbro and hornblende granitite-gneiss are seen on the lakes

and portages to Wababimiga lake. The gneiss strikes N. 80° W. On
Wababimiga lake the same gneiss is seen in two places striking N. 80^
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E., and on the river there are several exposures of the same rock. A
fall of thirty-six feet on this river is caused by a band of dark gray

gneiss dipping S. 28" W. < 80°. Between Wababimiga lake and the

Drowning river, granitite-gneiss and mica-dioiite-gneiss, striking N. 45°

E., were noted. On the Drowning river and Nestabon lake gray,

granitite-gneiss is the common rock. The strike varies from N. 40° E,

to N. 75 E.. The foliation in much of this rock seems to be vertical,

but in one exposure the dip was distinct and was S. 50° E. <45°, and

on a small island in Nestabon lake, it was N. < 30°. These gneisses are

mixed with bands of amphibolite, mica-diorite-gneiss and basalt dikes.

One of these last, forty feet wide, cuts the gneiss on the west shore of

Nestabon lake. Reddish granitite and granitite-gneiss are the chief

rocks seen on Kawakanika lake and during the remainder of the route

to the Kenogami river.

THE KAWASHKAGAMA RIVER.

Kawashkas
ama rivei.

The Kawashkagama river is the outlet of a number of lakes lying

twenty-five or thirty miles north-west of Long lake. From its source

to Kawashkagama lake it flows in a north-east direction. Then it

runs almost due west for twenty-nine miles, when it turns to the north-

east again and flows in that direction for thirty-two miles till it enters

O'Sullivan lake. These distances are taken from the micrometer sur-

vey and follow the bends of the river. Below the portage to Wawong
lake the river is from one and a half to two chains broad and

mostly deep, with slow current. Between the portage and Rupert

fall, a distance of ele^'en miles, there are only two rapids, and these

may be run with loaded canoes, although thei'e is a good portage at

each. At Rupert fall there is a drop of fifteen feet and a portage of

six chains on the right bank. Below this fall the river is about

two chains wide, and continues crooked for twenty-one miles, where

there is another portage to pass a log jam. Four and a half miles

farther down is Howard fall, where the river cuts through a ridge of

greenstone, making a canon-like gorge from ten to fifteen feet wide for

a distance of fourteen chains. This gorge is cut into the schists to a

depth of twenty feet in places, and the water descends in steps and

slides varying from one to five feet. The portage is on an island, and

is seventeen chains lonjj.

Abamisagi
lake.

From this fall to Abamisagi lake, a distance of eleven and a half

miles, the river is from two to three chains wide, with a slow current.

There are three rapids, two of which require short portages. The

river enters Abamisagi lake near the east angle and the outlet is only
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half a mile distant. It turns round, as the name of the lake implies,

and runs eight miles south-east into O'Sullivan lake. In this distance

the river is broad and deep and there are three rather bad rapids

which cannot be run with loaded canoes. Abamisagi Jake is about

eight miles long and two and a half broad with regular shores and few

islands.

O'Sullivan lake, the western part of which was mapped in 1903, O'Sullivan

measures seventeen miles from the north end to the extreme east, and

has a breadth of from one to four miles. It has many deep bays and,

as the Indian name Sesekenaga signifies, is full of islands. Its shores

are comparatively low, but in places, especially in the north-east, the

rocks rise abruptly from the water to a height of forty feet. On the

south-west the land slopes graduall}^ back from the lake to a height of

from 100 to 200 feet, and, at a distance of four mile^, there is a prominent

hill which rises considerably higher. This hill can be seen both from

Eskagenaga and Abamisagi lakes.

Above Rupert fall the forest is small second growth about thirty Timber,

years old. Below this fall, there are large areas of old growth with

poplar and spruce two feet in diameter. Further down, much of the

forest is second growth of sixty or seventy years. Black-ash groves

were noted on the river near Abamisagi and O'Sullivan lakes. These

trees are eight to ten inches in diameter and twenty feet high. Most

of the forest round O'Sullivan lake is small second growth. There are

some areas of good agricultural land along this river, though much of

it is low and swampy.

Granite-gneiss and mica-diorite-gneiss striking N. 40° E. appear in r>
t f II

occasional outcrops f r five miles below the portage to Wawong lake-

The next rock seen in descending the river is just above Rupert fall

where a pyritous, schistose greenstone outcrops, dipping S. 40° E. < 70°.

The contact between. the gneiss and schist was not seen, as the country

is drift-covered and several miles separate the two nearest exposures

on the river. Rupert fall is over ledges of the dark green schists con-

siderably broken and irregular. There are frequent outcrops of a simi-

lar rock below the fall and as far down as the north end of O'Sullivan

lake, but in places it is of a lighter green, and in others more finely p ,

laminated. Pyrite, in small grains, is present in most exposures, and sures.

there is an abundance of quartz in dikes and irregular lenticular masses,

in one of which ilmenite in small quantities was found. On the south

shore of Abamisagi lake, gray granite is the only rock seen. It is

rather fine-grained but contains broad pegmatite dikes. On the first

portage below this lake there is a small knob of granite-gneiss and
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between the second and third rapids there are exposures of a finely

foliated micaceous schist dipping S. 60° E. < 75°. The main body of

the rock on O.Sullivan lake is of the same character as that described

on the river. In going south, from the mouth of the river, along the

west shore, there is a massive diorite which, in places, shows a grada-

tion from fine-grained to coarsely crystalline. Farther east, in the

deep bay, a gray quartz -diorite and epidote-granite are mixed with the

schists. On a small island three miles south eastward from the mouth

of the river, there is a band of sericite schist eight feet wide, striking

N. 78° E. and vertical. Adjacent to this is a band, one wide foot, of

ochreous powder containing masses of bluish quartz mixed with the

sericite schist. The surrounding rock on this island is finely schistose

and of a dark gray colour. All three of the hand specimens brought

from these bands effervesce somewhat freely when touched with dilute

hydrochloric acid, A similar band of sericite schist occurs on another

island about a mile and a half farther north. There is an isolated

expo-ure of pegmatite-gneiss on the west shore of the long northeast

arm of the lake, but below this, on the opposite side, there are good

outcrops of well-foliated schists. For some miles below the lake, fol-

lowing the Little Current river, which drains it, very fine mica-schists

are common. From here onward—as far as we continued the survey

—

they are intimately mixed with granite and granite-gneiss. Fi-om

observations made in 1903 it is known that the same rocks extend

down the river till they ai'e covered by those of the Cambro-silurian

system.

Iron reported. These mica-schists and gneisses are probably of the same age as the

Grenville series, while the greenstones farther south belong to the

Huronian age and in part correspond with what has been called

Keewatin in the Lake of the Woods region. It has been reported

that iron in small quantities has been found to the east of the Little

Current river below O'Sullivan lake, and it is not improbable that

careful prospecting in different parts of the Huronian area may reveal

this and other minerals of economic importance.

Throughout the country examined, especially along the banks of

rivers, there are areas of good clay soil, but on going away from the

streams the drainage is poor, and spruce swamps are usually met with.

These swamps, however, are not continuous, as there are low elevationsj

sometimes sandy, at short intervals.

Spruce. Spruce of a size sufiiciently large to make saw-logs is found along

the streams and around the lakes wherever old forest growth exists, but,

unfortunately, large tracts have been burned within the last fifty years
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and on these the trees are too small to be of commercial value. Spruce

large enough for pulpwood grows abundantly along the streams and

often in the drier bwanips. The growth of this tree seems to be much

slower here than in more southern latitudes, and consetjuenily the

wood is firmer and more compact, consisting mostly of woody fibre,

and therefore particularly well adapted for making pulp. In one tree,

five and a half inches in diameter, I counted 135 rings, indicating that

the tree is that number of years old.

Fish of various species are common in the lakes and rivers and form Fish

one of the chief sources of food for the Indians : speckled-trout abound

in most of the rivers examined, especially in the Kawashkagama,

Little Current, Wababimiga and Drowning. In the last named, fish,

from one to four and a half or five pounds, were caught with both a

fly and bait.

The larger animals seem to be rather scarce. Only two moose and

as many caribou were seen during the summer and their tracks were

by no means common. The Indians report that the smaller fur-bearing

animals are fairly abundant.

Mr. W. H. Collins B.A., who accompanied me during the summer,

performed his duties satisfactorily and assisted materially in carrying

on the work.

Messrs. Joseph Miller of Heron Bay and Peter Godchere, Hudson's

Bay Company's manager at Long Lake House, rendered me valuable

assistance in securing canoemen and in various other ways.

Survey of the South and West Coast of Jamks Bay.

By Mr. Owen O'Sidlivan.

In accordance with instructions to survey and explore the west introduction,

coast of James bay, I left Missinaibi with my assistant Mr. W. Spread-

borough on June 13th with two canoes and arrived at Moose Factory

on June 27th.

In 1898 Mr. Henry O'SulIivan made an accurate survey of the south Surveys,

shore of James bay as far west as Point Comfort, which, in a straight

line, is forty miles north-east of the mouth of Moose river. West of

Point Comfort, the shore line had been sketched in from track sur-

veys whose absolute accuracy cannot be guaranteed, as it is impossible

to follow close to the shore in canoes or boats, owing to the shallow-

ness of the water.
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Mesakonan
jDoint.

Gnll bay.

I hired a small sail boat at Moose Factory to take us across to Point

Comfort, but a strong north wind drove us to East point. I therefore

sent the boat; back to Moose Factory and started a micrometer survey

from this point northward to Point Comfort.

After completing this work, we returned to East point and contin-

ued the survey to Moose Factory and northward to Cape Henrietta

Maria. We walked along most of the coast to enable us to follow the

high water line, which was the best marked, but often we had to use

the canoes on account of the difficult walking through mud and salt

marshes. From Po'nt Comfort to Mesakonan point, a distance of six

miles, the shore rises from four to twenty feet above high tide, and

shoals are seen up to three-quarters of a mile out. Well-rounded

gneiss, granite and argillaceous arkose boulders, averaging three feet

in diameter, are piled ten feet above high tide at nearly all the points,

and short sandy beaches surround the heads of the small bays. The

land rises gently and is well-wooded with black spruce, tamarack and

banksian pine of from five to nine inches in diameter.

Gull bay extends from Mesakonan southward to Gull point, a

distance of seven miles. This bay, which is about four miles across is

very shallow, the tide running out for three miles. A swamp, called

Cabbage Willows, extends eastward from the head of this bay across

to Rupert bay ; there is a trail through it, some ten miles in length,

which forms part of the winter route between Moose factory and

Rupert house.

Between Gull point and East point, a distance of seven miles to the

south-west, the coast is low with mud flats and boulders. Opposite

East point, at about three quarters of a mile from high water line, is a

reef of boulders which runs south for two miles and is then succeeded

by sand and gravel bars as far as the Little Missisikabie river, a

distance of six miles. This part can only be navigated with canoes at

high tide. From the mouth of the Little Missisikabie to Nattabiska,

twenty-seven miles, the shore is very flat and the distance between low

and high water mark runs all the way from three to six miles. Hannah

bay. at low tide, is simply a mud flat, with the exception of the Harri-

canaw river channel. From Nattabiska, which is considered the

north-west limit of Hannah bay, to Moose factory, the distance is

thirty miles.

Moose river. The mouth of the Moose river it divided into three different chan-

nels : the centre one, passing south of Middleboro island, is reported to

be the deepest, but last year the Revillon Bros, found a deep channel

East point.
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from the " inner Ship hole," running north of Middleboro island, to

within a few feet of the mainland on the north bank of the river

opposite Moose island. Here they have established a trading post in

opposition to the Hudson's Bay Co.

We have only to take into consideration the enormous flow of the

Moose during spring freshets, when the ice, occupying 150 miles of a

comparatively level, broad river, is suddenly disengaged, carried down

with irresistible force and stranded for miles along the coast, to appre-

ciate the fact that the delta at the mouth of this river is subject to

remarkable annual changes.

From the mouth of the Moose river northward, the shore continues Xcjuiansland.

low with mud flats and boulders as far as two miles beyond Pisquanish,

which is thirty-one miles from Moose Factoi*y. Then long reefs of

boulders, sand and gravel bars extend seaward as far as Nomansland,

sixty miles from Moose Factory. In this last stretch there are some

points of land, made up of gravel and sand, that have an elevation of

twenty feet above high tide. At Half Way point and Cockispenny

one may land with canoes at any time.

Between Nomansland and the Albany river four small rivers enter
j^iyoj^ ^.^^.^j.

the bay ; the largest, named Kinoje, has a flow of about 8,000 cubic

feet per minute. This river has not cut out any channel in the mud
and can be reached with canoes at high tide only.

The tide between Nomansland and the Albany river runs out three Albany river,

miles. The Albany is the largest river entering James Bay on the west

coast. It has several channels at its mouth, the deepest passing north

of the island on which Fort Albany is situated. Fort Albany is ninety

six miles from Moose Factory.

North of the Albany river the coast is very flat and the walking E^^an point.

bad ; we were compelled to use the canoes as far as Ekwan point, which

is eighty fives mile north of Fort Albany. In this stretch, in which

the difference between high and low tide is sometimes five miles, we

could see nothing but mud, strewn with boulders. Between the

Albany and the Ekwan, two large rivers enter the bay. The Kapiskau

in Lat. 52° 45' was surveyed by W. J Wilson in 1902, and, thirteen

miles north of it, the Lowasky, a branch of the Attnwapiskat,

debouches. This river was surveyed by Dr. Bell in 1886. The Atta-

wapiskat enters the bay through five separate channels ; the third,

north of Lawasky, is the deepest, and on it, six miles from the mouth,

the Hudson's Bay Company has an outpost. There is also a Roman
Catholic chapel.
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North of the Attawapiskat, the water continues shoal to the mouth

of the Ekwan river and some distance beyond. Shoals are seen three

and four miles from high water line all along. The Ekwan is ISO

milles from Moose Factory and was surveyed by D. B. Dowling in

1901. Ekwan point, six miles north of the Ekwan river, is composed of

coarse sand and gravel and has an elevation of fifteen feet above high

tide. The water at this point is comparatively deep and there is only

a distance of sixty fett between the high and low tide marks. (Ordi-

nary tides rise about seven feet.

Fi'om Ekwan point to Raft river the distance is twenty nine miles
;

the coast continues low with mudflats. Raft river had an approximate

value of 10,000 cubic feet per minute when we crossed it, August 9.

The water was then very low. It is navigable for canoes for about

ninety miles to its source in two small lakes.

Forty five miles north of the Raft river, the Opinnagau enters the

bay, and ten miles north is the mouth of the Lakitoosaki. These

rivers have about the same volume, 20,000 cubic feet per minute, and

are navigable for canoes for some considerable distance. The coast

from the Raft to the Lakitoosaki becomes more sandy with fewer

boulders, but the tide still runs out from one to two miles from high

water mark.

Big Owl river. Sixteen miles north of the Lakitoosaki, the Big Owl river enters

the bay ; it is two chains wide at low tide and had an average depth

of three feet at the time we crossed it (Aug. 16). This river can be

ascended with canoes for a short distance only.

Smaller
streams.

Termination
of survey.

Eight small streams enter the bay between Ekwan river and the

Big Owl river. These streams become wider •nd shallower at their

mouths, and their channels through the mud flats that appear at low

water are so wide that we had to drag our canoes, drawing only fourteen

inches, up one of the channels for two miles in order to reach the shore.

The most easterly point of Cape Henrietta Maria is eighteen miles

northward from the mouth of the Big Owl river and 300 miles from

Moose Factory, following the sinuosities of the coast. This part of

the coast is flanked by sand and gravel bars, some having an elevation

of twenty feet above the tide mark, the water being deep right up to

the shore. We terminated the survey at the east point of Cape Hen-

rietta Maria in latitude 54° 51' 30" and we planted a post recording my
name and the date, August 18. North-west from this point the shore

is extremely flat and, when the tide was out, we could see nothing but

mudflats strewn with numerous large boulders.
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Inland from high water mark we generally found a strip of low dry

mud, in places a mile wide, and covered with grass, with occasional

sand and gravel bars. To the rear of this, a fringe of alders and

juniper-bushes of from ten to sixty chains wide, reaches the spruce

swamps and muskeg areas which, I believe, is the character of the

ground overlying the Devonian and Silurian formations extending for

150 miles west of the James bay coast.

In latitude 54'^ the spruce wooils recede from the shore in a north-

westerly direction and the coast continues north to the mouth of the

Opinnegau river, then north-east to Cape Henrietta Maria. The

country lying Ijetween the northern limit of trees and the cape is a

barren, dry and gravel plain with sandy knolls and fresh water ponds-

Only two exposures of rock in situ occur on the west coast of James Uuck

bay, one at High Rock point, latitude oV 23' which reaches one foot *'^i"''""*^'=-

above high tide, and the other, at Pistjuanish, is seen at low tide; both

are t'ossiliferous Devonian limestone lying horizontally.

There is little doubt that the coast of James bay is rising slowly.

Among the facts noted the following may be mentioned. In several

places, well defined elevated beaches are distinctly traceable for several

hundred feet back from the present high-tide mark. In some places

the old cedar driftwood is discernable fully ten feet above the level of

present high tide mark, and still above and beyond these appear other

ranges of sand debris traceable through the densest part of the forest

bordering the bay.

Game was very plentiful ; black ducks by the thousand breed in the

southern part of Hannah bay, and the pintail and teal in even greater

number, breed north of the Albany. A few ptarmigan were shot near

Cape Henrietta Maria and, on our return, a large number of geese were

also shot.

Speckled trout and whitefish, averaging three pounds in weight, are

caught in nets at the mouths of all the rivers.

At Ekwan point, while having lunch, I counted over one hundred

porpoises passing close to the shore. Seals were often seen, and numer-

ous skeletons of walruses and seals were lying on the beach north of

the Albany

Whales were not seen during the expedition, probably owing to the

shallowness of the water all along the western coast of James bay;

but in 1898, as assistant with my father, we surveved the east coast

26—12
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from Rupert House to east Main Fort. There the water is deep and

the bay is studded with many islands among w'hich whales and por-

poises were often seen playing.

The weather w^as most favourable. During the whole time, from

June until September, we accomplished the work with two eighteen

foot canoes and did not lose more than three or four days on account

of bad weather.

Gardening is cai-ried on successfully at Moose and Albany. We
never had better potatoes than those from Albany. At Moose,

cabbages, radishes, lettuce, pumpkins, cucumbers, carrots, turn"ps &c.,

grew luxuriantly.

Birds. ]\Iy assistant, Mr. W. Spreadborough, made a large collection of

plants during the season and prepared a list of the birds seen. The

list of birds, with notes on their breeding habits, will be published in

my complete report. Prof. Macoun has made the following summary

report on the plants, and the full list will be included in " The Flora

of the Hudson Bay" soon to be published by this Department.

Plants. " ^Ir. Spreadborough's collection of plants, numbering 278 species,

includes all that were known to occur in the region examined, and

many species not before recorded from that district. Though there

appear to be none new to science, several species are of great interest

or raritv. The more noteworthy of these are JAnum Lewisii var.

stenophyUum a white-flowered species of flax only known before from

one locality, near Fort Severn ; Potentilla Egedii which had until

recently been confounded with P. Anserina ; Pyretlirum bipinnatum,

rediscovered on the coast of Hudson bay a few years ago; A-rnica

fuHosa, a long way out of its usual range; Gentiana Maco^tnii, known

before in that region only from poor specimens collected at Rupert

House, together with many species of willows, grasses and carices of

rare occurrence.

" The flora as far north as Albany is in great part made up of

species characteristic of the sub-arctic forest region, but from Raft

river to Cape Henrietta Mai'ia there is a considerable admixture of

species more arctic in their character. No truly arctic species were

collected, however. The collection is so complete that little, if anything,

more remains to be done botanically along the coast between Moose

Factory and Cape Henrietta Maria.'"

My thanks are due to the Hudson's Bay Co.'s ofliicers whom I met

in the course of my expedition, and I may mention in particular Mr.

George McKenzie, Chief Officer in charge of the district.
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I also wish to thank Rev. Mr. Holland and Mrs. Holland of Moose

Factory, Mr. and Mrs. Christie of New Brunswick Post and the Rev.

Fathers of the Albany Mission for pleasant hospitality.

Geology of the Country Around Bruce Mines.

Ji>j Jfessi-f:. E. D. IngaU and Theo. Denis.

During the summer, Messrs. E. D. IngaU and Theo. Denis were Intruducturj-.

engaged in continuing the detailed geological investigation in the

Bruce Mines district of Algoma, which they had commenced in 1902.

Mr. IngaU left for the field on 22nd of July and proceeded to

Desbarats, where work was commenced. Mr. Denis left for the field

on Aug. oth. and joined Mr. IngaU at Desbarats, and together they

continued the work until the end of October.

Mr. (leo. S. Scott of Toronto University a student in practical

science, was attached to the party, and was of great assistance by

reason of his energy and the keen interest he took in the work.

Considerable delay resulted from unfavourable weather, especially

towards the end of the season, when the heavy rains made the lower

lying lands very difficult to traverse.

In tracing out the various sedimentary and intrusive formations, the Surveys,

roads and coast line of the lak^, islands etc. having been surveyed,

the intermediate areas were examined by means of lines paced along

compass bearings through the bush. It was found that when corrected

by tying on to fixed points at either end, this method was rapid and

gave sufficiently correct results.

The road surveys were made with prismatic compass and micrometer,

whilst the plane table and micrometer were used for the larger scale

detailed work around the mines and for some parts of the coast line.

When starting this work in 1902, the topographical surveys had

been completed and a preliminary geological examination had been

made over an area comprising some 400 square miles.

As a result of that season's work, it became evident that to trace out

the distribution of the intrusives and other members of the formation

so as to make even u reasonably accurate, detailed map would take

several seasons. It was decided, therefore, to select and complete a

26—121
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smaller area which, whilst aflfording facilities for the examination,

should at the same be typical of the geological conditions surrounding

the economic mineral deposits of the district.

In this way a final map was made of a rectangle covering some

seventy square miles, which included the Bruce and Wellington group

of mines within its eastern extremity, and extended in a general

W.N.W, direction for twelve miles in length by about six miles in

width as far west as Killaly point, on the coast, and as the western

end of Desbarats lake, inland.

Hiironian The area above outlined is unflerlain by rocks of the Huronian series

series.
.^^ originally studied and described by Logan and Murray in the early

days of the Geological Survey. The results of their work are to l^e

found embodied in several reports and in a map on a scale of eight

miles to the inch included in the atlas accompanying the " Geology of

Canada, 1863."' For the Huronian rocks, the succession given by

Murray, is, in descending oi'der, as follows :

—

Estimated
Thickness.

1.—White quartzite chert and limestone 2,100

k.—Yellow chert and limestone 400

i.—White quartzite 2,970

h.—Red jasper conglomerate 2,150

g.—Red quartzite "

2,.i00

f.—Upper slate conglomerate .3,000

e.—Limestone 300

d.—Lower slate conglomerate 1,280

c—White quartzite. « 1,000

h.—(rreen chloritic schist 2,000

a.—(JJray quartzite .500

Total l.S,000

The above series is represented as lying on the Laurentian and as

overlain by the Lower Silurian division of the Pala?ozoic.

In the areas of which there-mapping has been completed by Messrs.

Ingall and Denis, are found only those beds from (c to i) inclusive in.

the above column. As a result of the work done, the succession as

thus worked out by Muri'ay was confirmed, although it was found

• necessary to make considerable changes in the geological boundaries,

delimiting the areas covered l)y the different sub-divisions.

Basic In addition to these sedimentaries, however, a number of extensive
intrusives. areas of basic intrusives form very prominent features in this district.

As they have apparently considerable influence on the economic
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deposits of the formation, their delimitation becomes of great import-

ance.

Although Murray noted their existence, he seems to have assumed

that they were practically all surface outtiows.--, nor did he, apparently,

attempt to follow them out or study their relationships, etc., in detail.

In view, therefore, of the economic importance of these intrusives, it

became necessary to undertake the tedious work of exploring for and

of delimiting the areas occupied by them, studying also their rela-

tionships to the other rocks of the formation.

A number of extensive areas exist, which, until closer determination

is made microscopically, may be called, generically, diabase. All those

so far examined are uralitic.

The most extensive and important area of intrusive rocks is undoubt-

edly that within which are included the copper ore veins worked in

the Bruce and Wellington mines.

By reference to the accompanying sketch plan it will be seen that Limit of

this is roughly represented by a belt having an average width of aliout intmsivew.

a mile and a half, and extending from a point about a mile and

a half west of Bruce mines village, in a general easterly direction)

continuously for about four and a half miles, where it passes off

the sheet. lis outcropping is seen to gradually narrow down in

passing eastward, for, whereas the width measured northerly from

McKay island is nearly two miles, it narrows down, toward the eastern

limit of the plan, to one mile, and about a mile still further east, the

width exposed is but half a mile.

In its westward extension, this zone seems to terminate abruptly

against the limestone belt as the latter swings round the curve of the

anticlinal fold in the sedimentary series, and appears on the shore.

Although there appears to be, in this instance, a general conformity

with the stratified rocks, the intruded material seems not to be abso-

lutely confined to one horizon, but to have broken through into the

upper beds at several places. The question thus remains open as to

whether the intrusion extends in a more or less vertical attitude down-

wards through all the beds or whether, on the other hand, it consti-

tutes a sheet of basic rock intruded between the sedimentary strata.

In the decided diabasic characteristics of the rocks, as far as present

microscopic determinations go, and in the observed jointing resembling

bedding, is found evidence in favour of the latter view.
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On the other hand, the general appearance in the field, especially in

regard to some of the other occurrences of similar diabase areas, leaves

a strong impression that they represent masses often elongated in long

dike-like forms intruded, almost vertically, through the generally flat-

lying sedimentary series.

At one point along the northern boundary of the Bruce mines dia

base area, an intrusive contact with the limestone is shown, and at a

point about five hundred feet N. W, from No. 2 shaft of the Wellington

mine, a ridge of limestone, showing a distinct strike about S. S. W.
and a flat dip westward, is crossed, almost at right angles, by the dia-

base about a hundred feet to the south. The actual contact is how-

ever covered by soil. On the south side of this area, on the southern

shore of Jacks island, is some further evidence of a similar nature.

Here, at the water's edge, a salmon-coloured quartzite, apparently in

the usual flat-lying attitude, abuts against the diabase mass of the

island ; higher up, in a little bluff, small splinters of the same occur as

inclusions.

Although, as above mentioned, the diabase intrusives and the lime-

stone band abut at several places, low ground as a rule intervenes

between the adjacent outcrops of the two rocks. Considerable expos-

ures of the lower conglomerate are exhibited, as shown east of the

Rock lake railway line, and also near the middle location road which

Tuns north from the Portlock and Bruce Mines road at a point about

a mile west of the latter place. On this evidence, the low ground

alluded to has been assumed to be underlain by these same rocks.

There is some slight evidence also of a similar arrangement of material

where the limestone band skirts the shore of Lake Huron west of

Bruce Mines harbour.

The southerly limit of the diabase area is marked by a range of high

blufifs extending in an easterly direction from the bottom of Hay bay,

for a distance of a mile or more and between this and the first rock

outcroppings to the south. The latter are of a pale pink to white

quartzite which would represent the lowest member in Murray's suc-

cession appearing in this district. The distance of about half a mile

between the two rocks is occupied entirely by a wild hay meadow and

swamp, so that the actual line of delimitation between the two can

only be surmised.

Passing westward along the shore, no other extensive development

of the intrusives is found until the Portlock area is reached.

This exposure, as will be seen from the sketch map, has been
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traced in a general east and west direction for a distance of some three

and a half miles. The exposure has, for most of its length, a dike-like

form and shows an average width of about a quarter of a mile. It

outcrops on the line of the Canadian Pacific railway at a point about

two miles east of Portlock station, and crossing the Portlock river

near its mouth, continues westward parallelling the shore of the lake

for a further distance <of a mile and a half, ending at its western

extremity in a bulbous termination. At about three quarters of a

mile south-easterly from Desbarats village, the most northerly expo-

sures are in the bluffs skirting the low flat of the valley of the

Desbarats river, leaving the (juestion open as to whether there is any

connection between this area and the ridge of diabase commencing on

the other side of the valley at the north end of the village. Similarly,

at the end of this .range, there is a break in the continuity of the

exposures, due to intervening low ground, so that the connection

between this range and that to the north of the Canadian Pacific rail-

way is more or less probleir.atical.

In the north-west corner of the map sheet are large areas of the Diabase

diabase intrusives. On the western side of Desbarats lake there is a

large development of igneous rock extending towards the north-west,

beyond the railway, and bounded on the east by a narrow fringe of

red quartzite whichforms the western shore of the lake and passes

towards the north into the jasper conglomerate.

This area of diabase is very irregular in outline. It consists of a

central mass about ninety chains east and west by sycty to seventy

chains north and south, and from which radiate several arms or

tongues. Two of the widest of these, having a south-easterly trend,

were traced for two and three miles respectively, and proved to be

very irregular in shape and outline.

The more easterly of these two tongues crosses the outlet of Desba-

rats lake, just above the dam built on lot 26 of the subdivision of

Desbarats location, and extends to beyond the eastern boundary of the

location. It disappears under the covering of drift of the valley of

Portlock river, but it is quite possible that it extends further, as the

quartzite formation, on which is situated the Cameron mine on the

east side of the river, is cut by dikes of diabase, the same rock out-

cropping north of the shaft. This belt may further be connected with

another large area of diabase which is situated on the south of Caribou

lake, occupying a large part of the northern half of the Hinks mining

location, and which is described later.
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From an examination of a thin section from a dike in the vicinity

of the Cameron mine, Mr. G. A. Young describes the rock as being " a

much decomposed, fine-grained diabase with quartz which is probably

secondary." From a thin section cut from another specimen, Mr-

Denis describes it as a " medium-grained rock very much altered, but

with visible diabasic structure." On each side of the belt, the rock

is red quartzite, studded with an occasional pebble of jasper.

The other, or western tongue, which was traced out, follows a direct-

ion roughly parallel to the railway, and disappears near the northern

part of the town site of Desbarats, under the alluvial covering of the

Desbarats river valley ; the belt crosses the Bruce and Sault Ste. Marie

road about thirty-five chains east of the railway crossing.

Uralitic A ijreliminary examination of this rock as a whole points to it

being a uralitic diabase. Mr. G. A. Young, who examined a thin sec-

tion from the main part of the area, describes it as " composed of

abundant plagioclase laths (containing grains of calcite and epidote

and penetrated by chlorite) idioraorphic towards a })ale greenish,

secondary-like hornblende. The rock has a diabasic structure, and the

secondary hornblende is of the kind seen in the other sections, which

contained augite."

There are probably other arms of various widths radiating from the

central mass of igneous rock, and it is likely that the narrow belt on

which are situated the workings known as the Richardson mine, on the

east shore of Desbarats lake, is connected with it.

Igneous rock. Another development of igneous rock occupies the grfeater part of

the northern portion of the Hinks location and extends into the

Keating location. It appears to measure over 1"50 chains east and

west. On the south, the greenstone disappears in the low ground which

lies between the railway and th^ road opened along concession Y[ of

the Hinks location subdivision. The northern limit falls outside the

boundary of the sheet of the area examined. The igneous rocks area

probably extends north of Caribou lake, and the ridge on which are

situated the workings on the Williams property (shaft said to be forty

feet deep on quartz stringers containing copper) on the south half of

lot 12, Con. If., Plummer township, is probably a part of it. The time

available was too limited to allow of the definition of this development

of diabase beyond the boundary assigned for mapping, and no thin

section of the rock has yet been examined. As before mentioned, on

account of intervening low ground, it cannot be positively proved that

this area connects with the Portlock range of diabase, but it is regarded
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as probal)le, and is accordingly so designated in the sketch plan. The

diabase areas above described do not, of course, constitute the only

exhibitions of igneous intrusions in this area ; smaller dikes are of

common occurrence, cutting the sedimentaries thi'oughout this whole

district.

THE SEDIMENTARY SERIES.

The lowest member of the above series appearing on the map sheet, Setlimentary
sprif*s.

is that designated (c.) in the column given on a previous page. It con-

sists of a white or very pale pink quartzite frequently containing thin

layers of small pebbles of white translucent quar z or dark gray-brown

jasper, the former decidedly preponderating.

Of the rocks designated " lower slate conglomerate ' (d) there is but

a slight development in this district, their place being mostly occupied

by the Bruce Mines diabase intrusion. In fact, for this vicinity, the

term " slate conglomerate " seems to be rather a misnomer, as, whilst

the beds carry pebbles as elsewhere, they often present a quartzitic

appearance. East of the road from the village to the station of Bruce

Mines, a pale pink quartzite shows along the north side of the lower

Thessalon road. This contains layers of boulders and pebbles, and is

overlain by a thin layer of very dark-coloured quartzite in which the

pebbles are numerous. This is specially noticeable immediately east

of the Station road and, with a flat dip, the quartzite passes under the

limestone belt that outcrops a short distance to the north of it.

The limestone belt (e) is apt to V)e variable in composition and at Liiiif.-.i.jn^

• • /-\ ''pit-

places charged with argillaceous, siliceous and other impurities. On
exposed surfaces the more impure bands are accentuated by the process

of weathering, and the strike, as well as the folds and twists, etc., in

the lied.s, are thus made plain.

By reference to the sketch map, it will be seen that the next two

members of the series occupy the greater part of the area mapped.

The " Upper slate conglomerate " (f) constitutes the coast line for Upper slate

over five miles easterly from Portlock harbour : it forms most of the

smaller islands and rocks between this point and Killaly point, as well

as the northern shore of Campenient d'Ours island, all of Portlock

islan I and the eastern portion of Dawson island.

Slaty rocks and a general slaty appearance are the marked features

of this horizon, although quartzitic developments are by no means

uncommon. No particular slaty cleavage is piesent. The pebbles,

which are a characteristic feature, are very unevenly distributed, and
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are as apt to be scattered through the rock as to lie in definite layers.

On some of the islands, however, and at other places, solid beds of

pebbles are seen, whilst over large areas, only the slaty rock is to be

found practically free from these inclusions. In both the upper and

lower conglomerates the pebbles viry much in size, ranging from those

a foot or over in diameter down to the size of small marbles. They

are of varying composition, but all are apparently derived from the

underlying formation. The materials most frequently represented in

the pebbles are granitite, gneiss, quartzite and jasper.

• Red The next higher horizon consisting of the red quartzite (g) covers
quartzite.

^^^^ ^ large part of the area mapped. It comprises a series of quartzite

beds of various shades of red. It constitutes the coast rocks from the

Portlock river, westerly, to the limits of the map ; a few of the islands

close to the shore are also of this rock. Pebbly portions are not

unfrequent, but do not form a prominent feature.

Jasper Towards the most westerly portion of the area studied, still higher

conglomerate,
j^g^jg q£ ^.j^g series are encountered. These probably represent the red

jasper conglomerate (h) of Murray. The main distinction between

these quartzitic rocks and those last mentioned, is to be found in the

much greater profusion of the pebbles of quartz and jasper of red and

other tints. The finer quartzitic ground mass of the rock being white,

also serves to distinguish it, although the distinction between the

various siliceous members of the series rests rather on such general

features as the colours and proportion of pebbles than on anything

else, and no sharp delimiting lines can be expected.

The general attitude of the sedimentaries is as represented on

Murray's map, viz. that of a flat anticlinal whose easterly and westerly

axis pitches towards the west. This structure is made plain from the

swing of the outcropping of the limestone bed near Bruce IMines and,

in passing westerly, the upper beds seem to follow in average conformity

to this trend. Locally, there are of course variations from the average

strike and dip and many secondary folds. Nowhere are the angles of

dip very steep, the higher measuring from 30' to 40\ whilst over large

areas, the dip would possibly average about 15° or under. In fact,

along the coast and throughout the islands westerly from Portlock

harljour, the beds seem to lie in a series of gentle undulations, so that

islets and reefs'of turtle-baok shape are common.

Economic The minerals of economic interest in the district are the sulphured
minerals.

^^^^ ^j copper* and the hematite ores of iron.

* For results of recent assays of th- se ores see Appendix at end of rejjort.
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Within the area of this sheet, development work has been done on Cpper.

veins of the former ores at the Bruce and Wellington groups of mines

and at the Cameron and the Richardson.

At a few places within the same area, a small amount of develop-

ment work has been done on aggregations of ochreous and hematite

ores such as are frequently found to occur near the contact of the

diabase inclusions and the sedimentaries, chiefly occupying shattered

portions of the latter. No deposits of economic importance have, how-

ever, yet been proved.

For the past two years, all the mines in the district have been prac-

tically idle, although shipments continue to be made to Sudbury

from the old waste piles at Bruce mines.

The veins worked in this group of mines consist of tissures. They

carry the copper in the form of diflFerent sulphides, chiefly chalco-

pyrite, in a gangue of quartz. At places the gangue is partly dolo-

mitic, but the former mineral is very largely predominant, as evi-

denced by the material of the waste piles around the workings. Near

their outcrops the veins are said to have carried a higher percentage

of copper than below, owing to the presence of bornite and other rich

sulphides of the metal. The presence of these minerals is probably

due, as would elsewhere appear, to secondary enrichment.

A preliminary examination of the lower levels of the Wellington Wellington

and Huron Copper Bay workings showed chalcopyrite with some pyrite p^'^'^ Huron

disseminated through a gangue of white quartz. In the W^ellington mines.

and Huron Copper Bay mines, the veins have been worked out to great

widths, excavations often being twenty-five to thirty feet wide. Of

course there are many places where the veins narrowed down some-

times to not more than four feet in thickness, but ten feet might be

accepted as an average of the thickness all the way through. At the

old Bruce mine, the veins are seen to be narrower and, in the main

workings, possibly would not average more than five feet.

The total length attained in the Bruce workings would measure

about 2,000 feet, whilst the combined length ot tie W^ellington and

Huron Copper Bay mines would measure nearly 2,500 feet. The work-

ings of the Bruce attained depths of 250 to over 300 feet and at the

Wellington the average of the depth attained in the workings would

be about the same, although Bray's shaft was put down to about

1,060 feet. The area of the veins stoped out, as shown on the old

plans, would measure approximately as follows, viz. : At the Bruce
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mine about 225,000 square feet, which, assuming a depth of 300 feet

for the mine, would represent a length of, say, 750 feet of vein exca-

vated. At the Wellington, ,a total measurement is shown of about

600,000 square feet, which would represent an assumed average depth

of 300 feet, an equivalent in length of 2,000 feet. In both cases, it

must be borne in mind that in these dimensions the two mines i-epre-

sent workings on two main veins close together and parallel to each

other. In the Wellington mines, the veins were known as the

New Lode and Fire Lode. They parallel each other for about 1,300

feet but join together to form a single vein at the east and western

ends of the workings.

The westerly part of the Bruce workings is situated on the main
Bruce work-

. .

ings, west. lode and its branches for about 1,300 feet, whilst east of this, for about

600 feet, the chief excavations are on two veins known as the Trial and

Dodge. A good deal of prospecting work was done on the minor

veins and branches in the vicinity of these two chief mines, and also

on veins which outcrop in the 4,000 feet of distance intervening

between the Bruce and Wellington workings, but much more develop-

ment will have to be done before the question as to the practical con-

tinuity of the series of fissures and their profitable nature can be set-

tled. An excavation called Taylor's shaft, from which it was said

some test drifts were run, was sunk at a spot about midway between

the two mines, but no details are available as to the results attained.

„
. p. .

1 The particulars given above refer to the work done, during the first

Copi>er Co. period of the history of these mines, by the West Canada Copper Com-

pany and its predecessors. This period ended with the cessation of

work in 1876. When this company was working at its strongest, it

employed as many as 380 men, and for the period of years from 1858

to 1875, produced about 37,378 long tons of concentrates, having a

total content of nearly 7,500 long tons of copper, valued at over

$2,000,000. The average price received for the copper during that

whole period of eight years would thus be somewhat over seventeen

cents per pound. Since 1858, however, the price of this metal has

fallen con.siderably. In that year the company obtained an average of

twenty-one cents per pound for its copper, whereas the figures for 1875

show an average value of less than sixteen cents per pound. When
the present company bought the mines, a few years ago, some further

work was done, of which, however, we have as yet no complete data.

At present nothing is being done other than to keep the plant and

workings in order. In connection with the operations of the present

company, the mines have been fully re-equipped with modern machin-

ery for mining and ore dressing, the mill having a capacity of 400
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tons per day. There were current rumours last year that the mines

had been acquired by the International Nickel Co., but these seem to

have been without foundation. As it is intended to give full particu-

lars of this important group of mines in the complete report to follow

later, nothing further need be stated here.

The final failure of the first attempt to work these mines seems to Canst-s of

have been due to a variety of causes, many of which have ceased tol;e

operative with the progress of opening up of the district, and it

becomes a question whether successful work can not again be carried

on with careful management and the improved plant and methods

available.

About two and a half miles north-east from Desbarats station on the Caiiit-inn

Canadian Pacific railway (Algoma branch) is the mine known as the

Cameron or Stobie. At this place a fissure vein is seen cutting a ridge

of red quartzite. On this vein a shaft has been sunk some ] 50 feet

in depth, from which, at the 100 feet level, have been run drifts east

and west totalling in length about 1-50 feet. To the east of the shaft

the vein does not outcrop, but west, for a distance of 150 feet, it has

been stripped ; from that point it runs under the deep soil of the

adjacent farming land of the valley. On the rocky ridges opposite the

mine, 1,700 feet further west, small surface workings have also shown

the e.vistence of ore. These are roughly on the strike of the Cameron

mine vein, but whether they are to be taken as representing its actual

exjtension is doubtful. The outcroppings near the shaft show a compo-

site vein of about four feet in width, the ore being chalcopyrite in a

gangue of white quartz. Some specimens show, plainly, surface change

of the chalcop yriteto bornite. The vein in the workings shows a dip

of 75' to the south and a width at places of about twelve feet, made

up of subordinate branches with ' horses ' of quartzite.

The workings known as the Richardson mine are situated about two Kid anl^MH

miles and a half north of Desbarats village near the south-east end of

Desbarats lake. These consist of a small prospecting shaft and a

number of shallow pits and trenchs extending over a distance of about

three-quarters of a mile along the strike of a series of greenstone dikes

which cut the jasper conglomerate of the sedimentary series. The

evidence of the intrusive nature of the greenstone is here very marked,

long narrow strips and lenses of the jasper conglomerate being included

in the igneous mass. Some of the mining work done here is altogether

in the greenstone, as in the case of the before-mentioned shaft. Here,

as so frequently observable elsewhere in tht district, the rock is much

decomposed : the resulting ochreous material has stained it, giving a
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very ferruginous appearance, whilst in the jointing etc.. it has at times

consolidated to form fairly good hematite ore."

Intiodnctiou

Occurrences
of corundum.

Kobillard
mountain.

On Corundum in Ontario axd on Survey,s near Lake Temagami.

By Dr. A. E. Barlov.

Dr. A. E. Barlow was engaged during the winter of 1903-4 in com-

piling a leport on 'The Nickel and Copper Deposits of Sudbury,

Ontario.' The finished manuscript was sent to the King's Printer on

•July 4. At the time of writing, a few copies of the complete report

have been received, and it is confidently expected that the whole

edition will be ready for distribution in a very short time.

In this work, it has been the author's aim not only to embody the

results of his own p?rsonal examinations and investigations, but also

to bring together all the valuable and relialle information necessary

for a true understanding and appreciation of the origin, geological

association, extent and economic development of these immense ore

bodies. This information is comprised in a volume containing 236

pages of text, illustrated by twenty-nine plates and five maps. Consid-

erable progress was made in an investigation regarding the origin and

composition of corundum, the basis of study consisting of specimens

of this mineral and associated rocks from the now world-famous

deposits of Central Ontario. Descriptions of occurrences of corundum

elsewhere throughout the world have been closely consulted for purposes

of comparison, attention being especially directed to the corundum

deposits of India, Russia and the United States. These three countries

possess areas of corundiferous rocks capable of economic development,

although, so far as is known at present, none of these deposits are

likely to become serious rivals of the Canadian mines. A report on

' The Occurrence of Corundum in Canada ' is in progress and, as in

the case of the report on nickel and copper, special care has been

devoted to the economics of this mineral. This report awaits the

completion of certain necessary chemical analyses (undertaken by

Mr. M. F. Connor of this department) which are being conducted on

material illustrative, not only of the different varieties of corundum,

but also of the several somewhat peculiar and unusual types of rocks

with which this mineral is invariably associated.

Occurrences of corundum in Canana are now known to be confined

to a series of eruptive rocks frequently presenting a well-marked folia,

tion in very close accordance, as a general rule, with that of the
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surrounding granites and diorites (Laurentian gneisses). Outcrops of

these rocks on Robillard mountain at Craigmont are regarded as

belonging to an intrusive complex, the products during crystallization

of a highly alkaline and aluminous magma. The resultant rock-types

present several varieties of nepheline-syenite and a red feldspar rock

which is the prevailing corundum-syenite or syenite-pegmatite, jlost Cliuiacter of

of the syenite-pegmatite is altogether free from quartz, though occa-
^."(^i^j'i^.^i^^.]^^

sional exposures contain a very small proportion, thus showing a

distinct approach to ordinary granite-pegmatite. Although all of these

rOcks are regarded as the product of one distinct period of plutonic

activity, they are them5elves somewhat different in age. Thus, the

nepheline syenite is older than the ordinary red or corundum-syenite,

the syenite-pegmatite following, while certain quartz-pegmatites closed

the period of volcanism. In age, these rocks doubtless belong to the

Archivan, although they are intrusive into ordinary granite and diorite

gneisses usually classified as Laurentian, as well as into the crystalline

limestones and .sedimentary gneisses of the Grenville. series. Indeed,

the calcite, which was at one time thought to be an original constituent,

is now known to be derived from the crystalline limestone whose asso-

ciation with the nepheline-syenites is so general.

The corundiferous rocks are of syenitic or gabbroic type and

appearance, the feldspathic constituent varying from microperthitei

through albite, oligoclase and andesine to bytownite. Scapolite and

nepheline often accompany or replace the prevailing feldspars.

The dark greenish bands or portions of the ordinary red corundum- Scapolite

syenite at Craigmont are made up almost entirely of scapolite, with a
^^^^'

much smaller quantity of titaniferous magnetite and occasional indi-

viduals of corundum. These rocks are, as a rule, very poor in coloured

or ferro-magnesian constituents, which may be either biotite or horn-

blende, or both. The prevailing absence or scarcity of quartz or free

silica is especially noteworthy, although, in the corundum-syenite-

pegmatite from Craigmont, quartz has very occasionally been noticed

in the same hand-specimens with crystals of corundum. The rarer or

accessory minerals include calcite, muscovite, apatite, garnet, magnetite

(always titaniferous), sodalite, zircon, gahnite or zinc-spinel, graphite,

molybdenite, chrysoberyl, pyrite, chalcopyrite, pyrrhotite, galena, euco-

lite and eudialite.

The frequent occurrence, and, at times the abundance, of corundum Conuiclun. in

in the nepheline-syenites of Ontario are, so far as is known, unique, sytnites.

for, although similar rocks occur as differentiated forms of the cor-

undum-syenites in India and Russia, no corundum has yet been found
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immediately associated with them. It is confidently expected, however,

by those who ha\e studied the Canadian occurrences, that more careful

prospecting and examination will x'esult in the finding of corundum in

the nepheline-syenites of both countries. In this connection, it is

worthy of remark that at Craigmont small crystals of corundum,

amounting to perhaps half per cent of the whole rock mass, have been

found in a rock composed of about 63 per cent of nepheline and 30

per cent of plagioclase (an acid oligoclase). The remaining 6'5 per

cent is made up of muscovite, calcite, biotite and titaniferous

magnetite. Another closely related form, occurring at the same

locality, with -i'O per cent of corundum, contains 70 per cent of

oligoclase, 12 per cent of nepheline, 10 per cent of muscovite, other

minor constituents being calcite, biotite and titaniferous magnetite.

Origin of The simplicity and, at the same time, completeness of the Canadian

occurrences of corundum, combined with the fresh and unaltered

character of the associated mineials, at once removed all doubt as to

the pyrogenetic origin of this mineral, showing clearly its development

as a primary constituent from a highly aluminous silicate magma, as

one of the first products of its crystallization. The chemical analyses

so far completed give remarkable emphasis to the fact that these

natural occurrences confoim very closely to the law formulated by

Morozewicz from his observations of the behaviour of the cooling of

magmas artificially produced. This law, in brief, recites that ' the

development of corundum in any pure alumino-silicate magma is

dependent on the ratio of the alumina to the sum of the other base?.'

With the knowledge of this fact, therefore, we can predict with the

utmost confidence the saturation point for alumina for any such magma.

Corundum, consequently, although an accidental or accessory mineral

in these syenitic and gabbi'oic rocks is, nevertheless, frequently so

abundant as to characterize the containing rock. For example, the

specimen cf the ordinary red corundum-syenite-pegmatite, chosen for

analysis as representative of this rook occurring at Craigmont, con-

Percentage of tained 34-14 per cent, and the corundum-bearing rock from Dungan-

non township showed the presence of 1346 per cent of this mineral.

The results of concentrating operations on a large scale at the Craig-

mont mill, covering a period of two years, showed a saving 10'6 per

cent of corundum.

Increasing use The increasing demand for corundum is due, not only to the im-
corundum,

proved methods of cleaning corundum, but also to the wider applica-

tion of the material thus obtained. Its manifest superiority as an

abrasive to the ordinary impure products sold as emery is being gen-
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erally recognized. The decrease in price which is sure to come in the

near future will drive emery and the other cheaper abrasives out of

the market. It is confidently believed that the Canadian occurrences

stand unrivalled, not only in regard to the great area covered by the

corundum-bearing rocks, but also in regard to the comparative rich-

ness of the individual deposits as well as in the pure and unaltered

character of the material secured.

It is particularly worthy of note that Canada is now the largest

producer of corundum in the world, and the future of this compar-

atively new Canadian industry is very bright indeed, provided undue

competition and over production can be avoided.

The various grades of crystal corundum hitherto produced have Production of

obtained an enviable reputation for purity and uniformity not only in
^^^oi'""*^'""'-

this country but throughout the world. An idea of the rapid growth

of the industry may be gathered from the fact that in 1900, the first

year of its establishment, only three tons of concentrates were pro-

duced, valued at .'?300, while in 1903, the total output amounted to

1,119 tons valued at $87,600, of which 849 tons was grain-corundum,

the remainder being rough-cobbed ore.

On May 1, 1904, Dr. G. A. Young, a graduate of McGill and Yale

universities, was appointed as assistant petrographer to succeed Mr.

0. E. Leroy, who had resigned this position to become geologist to the

Imperial Chinese Mines Prospecting Administration.

From June 6 to 10, Dr. Barlow was visiting the mines and smelters

in the vicinity of Sudbury for the purpose of securing additional

information in regard to the nickel and copper industry. Many pho-

tographs were obtained illustrative for the most part of the modern
smelting appliances recently installed by the Canadian Copper Com-
pany at Copper Cliff.

Dr. Barlow's intructions for the summer's work called for a con- Work ne.ir

tinuance of the detailed geological exploration of the area in the gami.

vicinity of the Northeast Arm of lake Temagami, but, owing to his

official engagements elsewhere, he was unable to give that large share

of his time and attention to field work in this area as was at first con-

templated. This work, which was begun in the summer of 1903*, was
intended to trace with more accuracy and in greater detail than before,

the geological associations of the jaspilite iron ranges occurring between
the Northeast Arm and the Ko-Ko-Ko lake. Acting under instruc-

* Summ. Rep. Geol. Snrv. 1903, pp. 120-ia3.

26—13
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tions received from Dr. Barlow, Dr. Young, whose report is appended,

left Ottawa for the Temagami district to examine the country lying to

the east and south-east of Lake Temagami. He was assisted by Messrs-

W. Herridge, of Ottawa, and M. E. Wilson, of Paris, Ontario, and

speaks in terms of commendation of the performance of their duties.

A few days were spent (July 26 to 31) by Dr. Barlow in company with

Dr. Young and Professor W. G. Miller, provincial geologist, in a

special examination of certain portions of the iron formation.

The lion, the Minister of the Interior having decided that Canada

should be represented at the annual meeting of the American Mining

Congress to be held at Portland, Oregon, from August 22 to 27, Dr.

Eugene Haanel, Superintendent of Mines,^and Dr. Barlow were selected

by him as the official delegates. In company with Dr. Haanel, Dr-

'Barlow left Ottawa for Portland on August 15. A report concurred

in by both representatives has already been presented to the Minister

of the Interior; it contains all such information on mining or geological

matters presented or discussed by the delegates at this session of the

Congress that may either directly or indirectly affect Canadian

interests..

While in the West, the opportunity was embraced of examining

some of the more salient features in connection with the geological

associations of the Rossland ore deposits for purposes of comparison

with those of Sudbury. During the few days that were allotted (Sept-

1 to 7) to this district, short visits were paid to the smelters at Grand

Forks and Nelson.

Dr. Barlow returned from the West on Sept. 14, and left for Tema-

gami on Sept. 18, where a month was spent in securing the necessary

geological and topographical details in the area between the North

and Northeast arms of Lake Temagami. The Ko-Ko-Ko jaspilite or

iron formation >sas outlined with great care.

.Surveys. A re-survey was made of Ko-Ko-Ko lake which has been plotted on

a scale of 40 chains to an inch, while similar surveys were made of a

large number of smaller lakes, including Business, Charlie, Pine View

and other lakes to the east of Ko-Ko-Ko lake. These will enable the

geological boundaries to be shown in much greater detail than on the

geological map previously issued.
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On Surveys between Rabbit and Temagami Lakes.

By Dr. G. A. Young.

Commencing at Long lake, on the line of the Timiskaming and

Korthei'ii Ontario Railway, geological boundaries were traced within,

and surveys made of, the area bounded by Lake Temagami and its

Northeast Arm, the portage route to White Bear lake. White Bear lake

itself, Rabbit lake and the southern boundary of map-sheet No. 138,

or about latitude 46° 55' N. Field work was continued until October

29, when the weather became very unsettled.

The country included within the above area is comparatively level,

though abrupt ridges, seldom rising above three hundred feet, are

characteristic of these sections, underlain by a formation of slate and

conglomerate. Elsewhere, as a rule, the hills and ridges are much

lower and rounded. The area is densely wooded and contains a large

number of lakes, most of which drain into Temagami or Rabbit lake.

The geological succession is similar to that of the area to the north Geological

of the Northeast Arm, but jaspery-iron-ore bands do not occur. The ^"ccession.

oldest series of rocks consists chiefly of schists, which, in one area, are

mainly chloritic and sericitic, while, in a second area, hornblende and

mica schists predominate. These schists are penetrated by masses of

granite of at least two varieties, one of which is also cut by a body of

syenite. The schists and intrusive masses of granite and syenite are,

in places, unconformably overlain by a heavy conglomerate, which

aln.ost invariably grades up into a slate, and the latter, in one instance,

^s conformably overlain by a bed of quartzite. The beds of slate and

conglomerate, as a whole, occur horizontally, and are frequently capped

by sills of diabase. The diabase is also found resting on the schists

and granites. Diabase dikes intersect the schists, the granites and

the overlying conglomerate and slate formation ; their relation to the

sheets of diabase was not observed.

The schists form two lai"ge areas in which they, or the rocks from Areas o£

which they presumably are derived, are alone present, while in two schists,

other areas schists are present with what are probably more highly

metamoi'phosed forms and with intermingled masses of granite.

Schistose rocks occupy nearly the whole of the point between the

Northeast Arm and Muddy Water bay on Lake Temagami, and con-

tinue in a band of varying width to the head of the Northeast Arm,
26—131
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where they extend southward neai'ly to the head of South Tetapaga

river. This band, seldom above one-half mile in width, is bounded on

the south-east by an intrusive granite, while on the east and north-

east it passes undei' the overlying conglomerate. The boundary be-

tween the schists and the granite is not a definite one ; on the contrary,

as the granite is approached, masses of it, usually of a finer-grained

variety, are found within the schists, the granite body appearing as a

batholite underlying the schists. The rocks of this area are mainly

gray to dark green or greenish black, dense sericite and chlorite schists,

frequently having a very pronounced slate-like parting, and they appear

to have been formed from the shearing of quartz porphyries and more

basic eruptives, which, at times, still preserve much of their original

character. These schists frequently contain disseminated sulphides,

which, along certain lines or bands, are sufficiently abundant to cause

the rock to become rusty from weathering.

A second area of schistose rocks stretches from Long lake westward

to Lizard lake. The southern boundary of these rocks is formed

mainly by an intrusive granite, while on the other sides, as a rule, the

schists are overlain by tho conglomerate and slate formation or by

sheets of diabase. "Within this second area the rocks are usually very

dark in colour and are mainly finegrained mica and hornblende schists

with masses of fine-grained to dense diabase-like rocks. The schists

are frequently banded, and the strike near the contact is commonly

parallel with the direction of ther usually sharp line of contact of the

intrusive granites.

The remaining two areas of schistose rocks are situated, one along

the north side of Wa-sac-si-na-gama lake, and the other in the area

between that lake and Ingall lake. Both of these areas are difiicult

to define, consisting, as they do, of intermingled masses and bands of

dark hornblende and mica schists surrounded or penetrated by granite.

Coarser-grained gneissoid hornblendic rocks are common within these

areas and appear to represent highly metamorphosed forms of the

^
schists or basic modifications of the granite, due to the absorption of

the schists.

Granite
'^^^'*^ varieties of granite are found, which will be referred to as the

varieties. gray and pink types. The gray type is by far the more abundant and

occurs in two main areas ; one of these is found on both sides of the

northern extension of Wa-sac-si-na-gama, and reaches further north

across the South Tetapaga river ; the other is found about Ingall lake,

extends north to Lizard lake, eastward to Rabbit lake, and southward

to the southern limits of the section. This granite is commonly of a
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grayish colour, coarse-grained, and, as a rule, is rather rich in coloured

bisilicates. The feldspars are usually conspicuously large and tabular,

and when hornblende is the chief coloured constituent, the latter

mineral is often present in large prismatic individuals. Frequently,

however, biotite is the principal coloured bisilicate ; at other times it

may be present with hornblende in about equal proportions. In the

eastern area, the mineral constituents are sometimes seen to be rudely

parallel, and, proceeding southward, towards the borders of the district,

this tendency to parallelism becomes more prominent, the granite

appearing to pass into a gneissic type. The granite of the eastern

area is less uniform than the western representative, contains masses,

more basic in composition, and is much cut by pegmatite dikes. At
one point along the south shores of Wilson lake occurs the second type

of granite, the pink variety. It is of medium grain and rather poor

in coloured constituents ; it underlies the conglomerate. A similar

granite is also found on the shores of Lizard lake cutting the gray

variety.

C'n both sides of;theeastern arm of Wa-sac-si-na-gama and on the north Hornblende-

side of Brophy lake occur areas of pink hornblende-syenite. These

areag and several others to the south of Brophy lake are separated

from one another by a flow of diabase, but it appears that they are all

part of one mass, undoubtedly intrusive into the gray type of granite.

This syenite is of medium to coarse grain and is composed principally

of broad tabular feldspar individuals. On the south side of Brophy

lake, the syenite appears to grade into a fine-grained red granite, poor

in coloured constituents.

Three main areas of the slate and conglomerate formation are present, Slate and

besides small isolated areas, sometimes measured in yards, at other

times a quarter of a mile in diameter. One large area of these rocks

occurs between Wa-sac-si-na-gama and Muddy Water bay and extends

southward to Cross lake and Cross bay. Another large area extends

from Ingall lake up to Lizard lake, while a third stretches from the

head of the Northeast Arm to the southern end of Rabbit lake ; this

latter area is, however, separated into two portions by a sheet of

diabase in the neighbourhood of Twin lake. The conglomerate, which

is always found wherever the base of the formation is exposed, consists

of a dark fine-grained base holding pebbles and boulders of granites,

gneisses, schists, etc. The number of different kinds of rocks forming

these pebbles and boulders is very large, and sometimes varieties are

found which cannot with certainty be correlatedwith any of the types

occurring within the district. But in general, a distinct preponderance

of boulders or pebbles of the adjacent underlying rocks is found. On
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Diabase.

some glaciated exposures the granite appears to hold masses and strings

of the conglomerate, but the presence within the conglomerate of

rounded pebbles composed of what, macroscopically, seems to be the

same granite, and the entire absence of metamorphism in the conglo-

merate, and of endomorphism in the granite, negatives this conclusion.

Wherever any considerable section of these sedimentary rocks is

found, the conglomerate passes upwards into a slate by the gradual

decrease in amount and size of the pebbles and boulders. Over large

areas, however, the upper beds cannot be said to be true slates, since

pebbles are of very common occurrence. The slates are dark coloured

like the conglomerate, and like it, too, often lack distinct evidence of

the original bedding planes. The formation, as a whole, occurs in a

horizontal position, but the strike and dip are constantly varying.

Sometimes the beds are sharply folded or plicated, but more generally

they lie in low domes. At one locality, on Lizard lake, these small

dome-like folds have preserved a small area of quartzite, an upper

formation very common to the north.

Areas of diabase occur throughout the district, and it appears

tolerably certain that all of these are part of a once continuous sill.

The rock is often very coarse-grained, becoming finer as the contact is

approached and always dense at the immediate junction. The diabase

is frequently found capping the slate, and the line of contact is seen to

follow the folds of the slate formation. At one locality a sheet-like

area of diabase passes gradually into a dike-like mass dipping under

the granite ; the diabase is also found dipping on all sides under hills

of granite and syenite.

The Geology of a District from Lake Timiskaming Northward.

Introduction.

By Dr. Wm. A. Parks.

Pursuant to arrangements made with the director, I left Toi'onto on

June 1, 1904, with instructions to examine as closely as possible the

geological conditions of occurrence and general extent of the deposits

of ores of silver, nickel and cobalt discovered along the right of way

of the Timiskaming and Northern Ontario railway. As these deposits

are situated within five miles of the village of Haileybury on Lake

Timiskaming, the most convenient means of access, prior to the com-

pletion of the railway, was via Mattawa by rail to Timiskaming and

steamer to Haileybury.
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The second day of June was spent in AJattawa in securing men and

supplies, and on the following day I was joined by Mr. H. L. Kerr,

B.A., who had been appointed ray assistant for the summer. The party

immediately proceeded to Haileybury, and on June 6 we were enabled to

begin work at the mines. About two weeks were spent here in work

which will be described below, after which our headquarters were

moved to Tomstown, on the Blanche river, and the rest of the summer

was devoted to the exploration of the country from that centre. The

cause for this alteration of the plans for the summer lay in the fac^

that the Bureau of Mines of Ontario had already despatched Professor

Miller, the provincial geologist, to carry on the same investigations

which I had been instructed to undertake. Realizing the lack of

economy in duplicating the work, it was proposed to divide the field

between Professor Miller and myself ; the director was pleased to

acquiesce in this arrangement and, in consequence, directed me to

examine the country northward to the height-of-land, paying partic-

ular attention to the extent of the silver-bearing series, but not

neglecting the features usually dealt with in a general geological report-

It was in pursuance of this arrangement that the party was moved '^"'^^yS'

to Tomstown. On June 22 a micrometer survey of the Blanche was

begun from the above village and carried to the height-of-land. The

route followed on this expedition was up what is known as the east or

Abitibi branch of the Blanche or White river, to Windigo lake, and

thence by a series of small lakes to Lake Present and beyond to Beaver

House lake. Besides the lakes of this chain, several others, lying in

the vicinity of the interprovincial boundary, were surveyed.

The north branch of the Blanche flows out of Beaver House lake
;

by means of this stream, which was surveyed as far as the boundary

of the township of Catharine, we were enabled to return to Toms-

town without retracing our steps.

The territory between the north branch and the Montreal river Division of
tn*? work

consists chiefly of surveyed lands ; on this account I decided, as no

micrometer work would be necessary, to divide the party, and directed

Mr. Kerr to examine the country accessible from the north branch

while I proceeded up the south branch and investigated the country

towards the Montreal river. Mr. Kerr succeeded in extending his

trip to Lake Kenogami, while I was successful in the object of my
expedition to the westward. We met at Tomstown on August 7.

The country immediately east of the lower part of the Blanche is

entirely inaccessible by canoe ; to gain a general knowledge of the
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I'ocks of this area an overland expedition was conducted eastward

from Tomstown to the Quebec boundary and southward along the line

to Lake Timiskaming.

Having determined that the general trend of the silver-bearing

rocks is towards the north and east, I deemed it advisable to pass up

the old Abitibi route via Quinze lake and examine the exposures nea^

the height-of-land. For this purpose we left North Timiskaming on

August 13 and spent two weeks in the vicinity of Opazatica and

Island lakes. During this time the country immediately accessible

was examined and track surveys were made on some unrecorded or ill-

,

mapped lakes. After the completion of this work, on August 27, the

voyageurs were paid off and the camp equipment was packed and

sent to Ottawa. One day was spgpt on a trip to the Wright silver

Cobalt (Long)
j-^j^g^ after which Dr. Kerr and myself went to New Liskeard, and

examined all the roads converging at that point. In order to see the

progress of work on the mines during the summer, a few days were

spent in the camps at Long or Cobalt lake, after which we proceeded

directly to Toronto, where we arrived on September 11, having been

absent on the expedition 102 days.

The main deposits hitherto discovered are situated in lots 4, 5 and 6

in both the fifth and sixth concessions of the township of Coleman. This

area is intersected by the line of the new railway at a distance of

about five miles to the south and west of the village of Haileybury.

The more important deposits are situated within easy walking

distance of a small body of water, known previously as Long lake, but

to which the name Cobalt lake is now given. This lake is less than a

mile in length and is skirted by the railway on its north-west side.

The railway plans provide for a station at this point, so that, on the

completion of the line, the mines may be reached most conveniently

by rail from North Bay.

The first detailed work on the geology of this area was conducted

by Dr. A. E. Barlow during the seasons of 1892-94, and the results of

his investigations are contained in the well-known report constituting

Part I Vol. X of the annnual reports of this survey. This report is

accompanied by two excellent maps, indipensable to anyone travelling

in the region.

Discovery of While the right of way of the Timiskaming and Northern Ontario

railroad was being pushed through the region in question, towards the

close of the open season of 1 903, the attention of certain individuals
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was attracted by the obviously metallic nature of some of the outcrops

near the rock-cuts towards the foot of Cobalt lake.

Mr. T. W. Gibson, Director of the Bureau of Mines of Ontario,

recognizing the importance of the discovery, directed Professor W.
G. Miller, the provincial geologist, to make as thorough an examination

of the deposits as the season would permit. The results of Professor

Millei's work appeared in T/te Co.nadian Mming Bevie>r Dec. 31, 1903,

This article was also issued in pamphlet form as a reprint as soon as

possible after the completion of his investigations. Practically the

same matter appears under the caption ' Cobalt-nickel Arsenides and

Silver ' in the twelfth report of the Bureau of Mines 1904.

For general economic purposes it may be considered that three

valuable ores occur, smaltite, niccolite and native silver. Besides these,

which constitute the bulk of the ore masses, a whole host of minerals

of less importance has been identified, including erythrite, annaber-

gite, chloanthite, dyscrasite, argentite and native bismuth. There

is no doubt that laboratory work on the specimens collected will reveal

many more mineral species. In the following notes the purely scien-

tific side of the subject must be disregarded and all detail omitted

until such time as the examination of rock sections, the making of

analyses, etc., justify the issue of the complete report.

The first discovered property referred to by professor Miller as No. 1, is La Rose

now known as the McMartin or LaRose property. It constitutes mining

claim J. S. 1-i and is owned Ijv Messrs. McMartin, Dunlop and Timmins-

The ore here is chiefly native silver and niccolite, the former mineral

occurring as leaves and strings in the latter, as well as free in the

accompanying calcite veinstone. Sufficient smaltite and other cobalt

minerals are present to give the characteristic pink stain of cobalt-

bloom to weathered surfaces of the outcrop. ^Yithout a large series

of analysis, or the more satisfactory test of a mill or smelter run, it is

very difficult to estimate the value of such extremely rich ore as is

being produced from this property. Suflace it to state here that ex-

ceedingly high and variable values in silver are obtained from different

parts of the deposit as well as important amounts of nickel, cobalt

and arsenic. An average fragment of niccolite gave Prof. Miller

5.02 oz. silver per ton, 26.64 per cent nickel, 6.16 per cent cobalt and

46.64 per cent arsenic. The above figures in no way express the silver

contents, as the specimen was one in which no siher could be observed.

The silver mixed with the niccolite occurs in the mass of the latter

mineral as flakes and leaves of variable size and weight, in some cases

forming as much as 15 to 25 per cent of a hand specimen.
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Assays. An. average sample of the niccolite weighing 321.5 grammes, on

being crushed for assay, yielded 34.5 g. of silver which refused to pass

through the sieve. The sifted portion gave 1138 oz. to the ton. This

would, in all, correspond to a silver content of 1 1 per cent.. It is

in the calcite, however, that the larger pieces of silver are seen, as

well as between the vein and the wall rocks, in considerable sheets, a

foot or more in diameter. In the talus at the foot of the hill numerous

pieces of silver have been obtained, upwards of a pound in weight.

The high value of the ore is undoubtedly proved ; the question of

the extent of the deposit is yet to be settled, but enough work has been

done to justify the statement that a deposit of definite economic value

has been exposed.

This property is situated practically on the railway, and the main

outcrops of ore occur along the edge of a bluff across which a cut has

been driven in the course of railway construction. The ore mass is

vein-like in nature but subject to much fluctuation in width ; it also

shows a strong tendency to run off in stringers, at a low angle to the

general direction of the vein.

Comixjsiiion In places, the vein consists entirely of ore, and in other parts, presents
of the vein.

, mi i " i- -i • ^ • • i

a calcspar gangue. ihe leaves or silver are in close association with

the calcite, although they appear in the niccolite and smaltite, as already

mentioned. The maximum width of the vein stuff is about eight

inches, but a width of 14 to 18 inches of mineralized matter is presented

in certain parts of the deposit. Without considering isolated shows

or stringers connected with the vein, a continuous vein of ore has been

traced a distance of about 140 feet, with an average strike of 60

degrees east of north. The north-east end of the outcrop does not

entirely pinch out but passes into a small swamp. The accompanying

s[jetch will give an approximate idea of the deposit, but this is of

course liable to considerable alteration, as the work of development

proceeds.

It is the intention of the owners to exploit the vein actively during

the coming winter. A shaft will be sunk on the property near the

widest part of the vein, and drifts carried in each direction from there.

A substantial house has already been erected for the accommodation of

the men and a successful winter's work is looked for.

obalt mine. The next important property to the south-east is the so-called

' Cobalt Mine'. It is situated on mining claim R.L. 401, consisting of

168 acres, the property of Chambers, Ferland & Co. who intend t^

carry on work under the firm name of the Haileybury Mining Co. The
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main outcrop of this vein is about 100 feet above Cobalt lake and but

a few chains inland. The ore in this property is of quite a different

nature from that of the La Rose mine. It consists pratically of smal-

tite, without any vein stuff, and contains little if any silver.

Pending further analyses the figures given by Professor Miller, in the

report above cited, will serve to indicate the character of the ore.

Cobalt ...

Nickel
Iron ...

Arsenic
Sulphur . . •

.

Insol. Silica.

Water

Totals

.

1(5.8

7.0
6.3

69.00
.9

100.00

16.7
6.8
7.5
62.0
7.0

100.00

16.76
6.24

66.60
3.37

19.8
4.56
6.20

60.30
4.09
2.40
2.00

99.35

Analyses.

21
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numerous approximately parallel stringers of ore. This rock is very fiae

graiaed and filled with small cubes and octahedra of ore. The rock is

followed by from three to six inches of irregular, decomposed rock and

mineral, closely banded and much fractured. This belt probably

represents the limit of the ore-bearing rock, for little or no mineral

occurs from here to the limit of the shaft, a distance of four feet. In

this rock, however, joints, parallel to the vein, occur, and on the extreme

edge of the cut a half-inch stringer of impure ore forms a sort of line

of demarkation and an imperfect limit to the shaft and open cut.

Strike and As already stated, the strike of the vein is E. 55" S. The dip

appears to be about 8° to the south-west. Rock movements have dis-

placed the vein to a considerable extent. At a distance of five feet

below the shaft platform, a displacement, about equal to the width of

the vein, has moved the lower strata to the south and west. A hori-

zontal movement in the same direction has again displaced the vein at

a depth of twenty inches below the first slip. The displacement is

considerablv greater here than in the first instance.

Lineal extent. A rough sketch of the appeai'ance of this face is seen in fig. II. On
my return to this property, in the fall, it was found that the shaft had

been sacrificed to continue the open cut along the vein, and that more

than 200 tons of selected ore had been mined, as well as an undeter-

mined amount of second grade material. It is impossible to say how

great a lineal extent this vein may possess, for it is covered by a heavy

deposit of soil to the south-east. In the opposite direction it continues

to Cobalt lake,, not, however, with the same strength observed

near the open cut. In the bottom of the cut the ore is seen to

continue in numerous stringers and in some wider veinlets. The

great vein seems to be broken and shifted by the approximately

horizontal faulting already referred to. On this account, it would

appear at first sight as if the deposit were decreasing in value at

greater depths. It is very unlikely, however, that a vein with the

strength and persistency of this one would pinch out at such a limited

depth. It is far more likely that the local faulting of the rock has led

to a repetition of the two displacements so clearly shown, and that the

vein will be found as strong as ever to the south and west of the

present line of working. Disregarding the arsenic and nickel, and

basing the value of this ore on the cobalt content alone, it is worth

about ^150 per ton. The cost of winning, at the present level at

least, can not be more than $5 per ton. It is apparent, therefore, that

much smaller stringers can be profitably worked, and that the high
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value of the ore will make it possible to subject the run of the mine to

extensi^e hand-picking.

On the same property several small stringers of cobalt ore essentially Stringers,

similar to the main vein are found. Most of these are in association

with the deposit described above, but one decided stringer starts from

the water's edge at about the same point as the main vein and strikes

due east with a vertical dip. This stringer reaches the considerable

width of three inches in places, and has already been traced 100 feet

up the hill.

At several points, also, along the water's edge and elsewhere on this Cobalt-bloom,

location, cobalt-bloom has been found in small quantities, all pointing

to the remarkable dissemination of cobalt in this vicinity.

The high rocky land on which the last described deposit is situated 1^1**1^ Silver
'^ ' "^

mine,
continues to the south and west along the shore of Cobalt lake. It is

cut, however, by a deep ravine containing a very small creek which

discharges into Cobalt lake at the bight of a small bay in the south-

east angle of the lake. On the northerly side of the escarpment caused

by this ravine, and about fourteen chains from the water, occurs a

third important mineral deposit. This mine is known locally as the

' Little Silver,' and is the property of Messrs. Ferland, Chambers &
Co., the Haileybury Mining Co., which is also the owner of the

' Cobalt Property.'

The general trend of the bluff is north and south ; straight up the

side, almost ideal in its development, extends the vein, a distance of

sixty-four feet. How far it extends below the level of the valley

remains for development to reveal. The horizontal outcrop of the

vein along the top of the hill, as well as its general strength, will be

best seen by the following tabulation :

—

From edge of bluff to top of bluff—the slope of the brow—39 feet,

striking about 80 degrees.

At the top of the bluff the vein breaks into two portions, including Parting of the

a lenticular space 37 feet feet long. One vein is 6 in. and the other 5 ^^"'*

in. wide. General strike, 78 degrees. Vein 9 in. wide for a distance

of 15 ft. 6 in. at 80 degrees strike.

At the eastern extremity of this portion the width increases to 1 ft.

4 in. of vein and mineralized rock. Here a second division occurs,

a stringer leading off at about 70 degrees, but the main vein continues

at 80 degrees a distance of 21 feet continuously traced. At this point
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the stripping is done at intervals only, but numerous outcrops are to

be seen for 150 ft. farther. The vein does not pinch out here, however,

but is merely covered by the heavy accumulation of soil not yet

removed in the process of development. At a distance of about 70

feet from the end of the last outcrop, a third bifurcation of the vein is

observed, and very rich ore is accumulated at the angle where the two

components separate.

Near the top of the bluff, the vein is from six to ten inches wide and

is composed of a number of lenticular portions of harder matter separ-

ated by bloom and native silver, the whole much decomposed. Ten

feet down, the banded lenticular nature of the vein stuff gives place

to a distinct bilateral vein, with the filling material reaching from both

walls to an indistinct line in the centre.

Description of Towards the bottom of the bluff the distinct vein-like nature of the
^^*"'

deposit is less pronounced. Here, where considerable opening up has been

done, the vein stuff is less decomposed and is seen to consist of

fine, granular smaltite mixed with the quartzite which forms the

the country rock at this level. The vein shows lenticular masses of

this ore, pinching out almost entirely in places. The fissure is by no

means so clean cut as appears from an examination of the surface of

the bluff, but the ore seems to run in sheets, parting from the main

vein at a low angle and either pinching or returning to the vein

again, so as to enclose a lenticular portion of the country rock. As

above stated, these sheets of ore consist of fine, granular smaltite

with roclc matter. Almost invariably, each sheet is lined on both

sides with a generous layer of native silver, which mineral also

permeates the ore in small leaves and grains. On breaking down the

bands of smaltite, the silver is seen adhering to the wall rock in con-

siderable sheets. A large amount of dirty ferruginous selvage matter

is met with in many parts of the vein ; on assaying, this is found to be

surprisingly rich in silver, running as high as 36 per cent. An aver-

age of several samples assayed in the laboratory of the University of

Toronto gave 9,450 oz. per ton. The maximum width of the main vein,

not all ore, however, is 1 ft. 5 in.

Offshoot of About nine feet to the south of the main vein, a narrow seam of

similar ore, rich in silver, is found. This nine feet has been removed

in making an open cut in the side of the hill. The stringer seems

to be nearing the vein, and is probably an extreme example of the

habit of the vein to embrace lenticular inclusions of the country rock

Although a large amount of cobalt is present in this property, it is

to the silver that we must look for its greatest value. Assays of such
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exceedingly rich material are not of any value, as uniform sampling is

out of the question. Much material is extracted which can not run

less than 70 or 80 per cent in silver ; some of the poorest contains

from 15 to 25 per cent of the precious metal.

Loose silver is common in immediate proximity to the \ ein ; every Loose silver,

depression in the rock on the top of the hill contains much free silver.

The earth occupying these depressions is deemed by the owners of

sufficient value to sack and ship for treatment. A local process of

washing is not satisfactory, as the flaky nature of the silver causes it

to be borne away by a stream of water.

There can be no doubt that a very valuable deposit of silver exists

on this property, R.L. 404. The richness of the ore is established.

The future value of the mine will depend more on the maintenance of

strength in the vein than on the assay value of the ore.

The Haileybury Mining Co. are now driving a tunnel into the bluff

at the bottom of the hill. The ore taken out is to be sacked and

shipped for treatment.

It is considered advisable to quote here the results of assays given

in Prof. Miller's report already cited.

All the below mentioned samples are of the earthy, weathered ore Analyses,

from the Little Silver mine.
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and McKinley, with whom became associated Mr. Anderson. The

property was taken up in the names of these three men and a certain

portion was subsequently sold to Mr. Gorman of Ottawa. The firjn is

now actively developing under the name of the ' Cobalt-Silver Mining

Company." The main outcrops are situated in and along the side of a

small bluff running parallel to the shore of the lake and about forty feet

inland. Much local disturbance is evident in the immediate vicinity

of the vein, including minor slipping of the rock and glacial disturb-

ances. These effects have caused some trouble in getting down to a

continuous vein, which has now happily been accomplished. The main

vein runs almost due east and west, and is accompanied by many small

stringers which caused considerable difficulty and annoyance in the

exploiting of the property. It can serve no useful purpose now to

describe the various stringers which were so anxiously watched during

the early days of development. At present there seem to be three

parallel veins of fairly constant strength, one four, one six and one

seven inches in width, enclosing about twenty-two inches of ore, calcite

and rock matter. This mineralized band has been traced about 2.50 feet.

The ore is essentially smaltite with large amounts of native silver ; of

course, many other arsenides and sulphides, as well as native bismuth

and considerable niccolite, occur. It is hoped that when the com-

plete report is issued these mineral curiosities may be more fully dealt

with. Here, for purely economic and practical purposes, it will suffice

to consider the ore as consisting largely as above indicated. It will

give a good general idea of the nature of the ore to quote again from

the report of Professor Miller.

Q
.,. 'A sample of the ore, which weighed 15| oz. and showed native

of ore. silver, together with smaltite and considerable cobalt-bloom, was found

by Mr, Burrows to possess the following composition :

Per cent.

Silver 1110
Cobalt I.0O8
Nickel 5 56
Arsenic 49 68

Sulphur .. 2o5
Gold None.
Iron 6-38

Insoluble matter 5
' 50

Undetermined, water, &c 4
' 15

100 00

As the work of development proceeds on this property the quantity

of native silver obtained is astonishing. Until a statement is made by

the owners the actual yield cannot even be estimated. Assay values

mean little or nothing in a deposit where masses of silver of several

pounds weight are constantly being encountered. (A specimen of

smaltite, apparently devoid of silver, gave 26 oz. per ton.)
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In the Darragh and McKinley mine the presence of considerable Calcite.

calcite accompanying the ore suggests the manner of occurrence in the

McMartin property. The character of the ore is also much the same

except for the much greater predominance of niccolite in the McMartin

vein. At the Darragh and McKinley the rock has been greatly

fractured at the time of the formation of the fissure. This is proved

by the presence of a great number of stringers of calcite permeating

the rock in all directions near the vein.

It is the intention of the owners to sink a small shaft on the most

promising part of the outcrop and to ship the product for treatment.

South and west of the railway and a few chains in from the corner Hudson's Bay

of the lake, a claim has been located by the Temiskaming and Hudson's

Bay Company. The prospect consists, at present, of a small crevice

striking east and west with a vertical dip. Calcite is seen in the

crevice, and also stains of cob dt-blcom. Much work is necessary

before any opinion can be passed as to the value of the deposit.

Another very valuable property is J. B. VI., situated near the •^- ?^- ^^

north-west corner of Cobalt lake. The outcrop is a few chains inland,

but in immediate proximity to the railway. The vein strikes E. 25° S.,

and has been traced about 250 feet. The maximum width of the vein

is about eighteen inches, with seven or eight inches of solid ore. The

ore is of much the same nature as in the Darragh and McKinley, con-

.sisting of cobalt arsenides and a wonderful amount of native silver.

A considerable amount of calcite vein stuff accompanies the ore. To-

wards the westerly end, the vein is of less strength and seems to be

less argentiferous. Reference was made above to the astonishing

silver content of this vein. It is almost impossible to speak of the

percentage of silver raised, when slabs of an inch or more in thick-

ness and a square foot in extent are commonly met with, as well as

great irregular knobs and masses in the calcite gangue and in the

cobalt ore.

This property is owned by Mr. W. G. Trethewey, who is erecting a

substantial living house and who intends to put in a small boiler and

pump to clear the mine and to work steam drills in sinking the pro-

posed shaft, which is to be carried down on the richest part of the vein.

Other properties have been located in the district, but only one Cn.ss Lake

requires note here, and that is a prospect belonging to Mr. Glenden- '^l''"'""-

ning, situated near Cross lake, to the eastward of the mines already

26—

U
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described. This prospect consists of a small vein of sQ)altite, the size

of which has not yet been determined.

Cobalt-bloom has been observed at many places thr oughout the

region, and it is a reasonable assumption that other valuable proper-

ties will be located as the region is more thoroughly prospected. At

present the area known to produce cobalt and silver is rather small,

being confined to the immediate vicinity of Cobalt lake. The extremes

of even slight indications do not I'each a greater distance than from

Cross lake to the Montreal river. (It is worthy of note that Prof.

Miller has seen bloom to the north-west of New Liskeard.)

I am indebted to Mr. J. W. Blair, O.L.S., of New Liskeard, for the

following list of claims located in the vicinity of Cobalt lake, up to

December 1. This list does not include all the claims located, but

only those regarded as presenting reasonable prospects. These are, in

addition to those described in the text :

—

Other>laims, J. B. 7, south of the Trethewey mine.

Claim on lot 6, con. VI., Coleman (near Sasaganiga lake).

Claim south-east and west of the McKinley and Darragh, J.

Claim on north-west corner of lot 2, con. IV., Coleman.

Claim on north-east corner of lot 3, con. IV., Coleman.

Claim on south-west corner of lot 2, con. V., Coleman.

Claim on north-east corner of lot 3, con. V., Coleman,

location is said to present native silver occurring in the gabbro

Claim on north-west corner of lot 2, con. V., Coleman.

Claim on south-west corner of lot 3, con. VI., Coleman.

Claim on the south-east corner of lot 3, con. VI., Coleman.

Claim on lot 1, con. VI. (doubtfully reported).

Claim in the centre of lot 2, con. V., Coleman.

Galena on island in the east end of Gereau lake.

B. 3.

(This

Geological
formation.

Stated briefly, the geological formation of this region is a series of

approximately horizontal sediments. Although minor exceptions may
be found, these sediments consist of a series of fragmental matter

modified by the action of water. The general, if not universal,

sequence is, in ascending series, fine slate-like clastic rock ; medium-

grained grit represented in places by quartzite : breccia conglonierate.

(Repetitions are known, and although the general sequence is as above,

it is best to consider the three as difierent phases of the same series.)

The lower rock is dark or light gray to black in colour, very fine-

grained, reasonably hard, and weathers to a dirty white material with

«-omparative rapidity. This rock passes into the second series without
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abrupt change. In this region, a typical fine-grained ' quartzite '^ is

the most prevalent example. The upper rock is a strange mixture of

rounded and angular fragments of pre-existent material cemented in a

matrix more or less comparable with the lowest member of the series.

In this conglomerate are found rounded pieces of granite, felsite and

many other acid rocks. Examples of the basic series of igneous rocks

do occur, but much less frequently than the acid series.

In additic>n to these crystalline rocks the fragments present examples

of the fine-grained metamorphosed schists of an older formation. It

is worthy of remark that these latter are more likely to be angular in

outline than tht igneous fragments. Until the rock sections are

examined it would be premature to speak further of the petrography

of the series.

The age to be ascribed to this group of rocks and its position in the

complex formations constituting the most ancient rocks of the earth,

is a matter to be approached with some hesitation. When the greatest

authorities differ it is very difficult to decide on the proper nomencla- "^"f °^ ''^^
''

_
r r rocks.

ture, so that the present writer feels that it would not be out of place

to point out the different ways of regarding the subject.

The rocks near Cobalt lake are practically horizontal, but are bent

into a number of low anticlines and synclines, the former of which by

double plunging present flat-topped domes. Many magnificent expo-

sures are seen in the rock-cuts along the railway from Cobalt lake to

Montreal river. The sequence of the series is difficult to determine in

these railway cuts, quartzite and conglomerate appearing in neighbour

ing cuts without any apparent relationship to each other. It would

appear from some observations that repetitions occur, and that local

conditions determine which should be at the bottom. In the great

majority of cases, however, the slate is the foundation upon which

rest conformably quartzite and then the breccia-conglomerate. This

is well seen at the Little Silver mine, where the fine-grained rock at

the bottom passes imperceptibly into the quartzite, the whole forming

a bed forty-two feet in thickness, which is covered by twenty-two feet

of breccia-conglomerate to the top of the hill. The dip of these beds

seems to be 0°—10" to the westward.

At the Cobalt mine a distinct anticlinal dome is observed, the frac- Anticlinal

turing of which, near the summit, is responsible for the existence of the °°°i^-

vein. The wall-rock belongs to the lower or middle member of the

series, the upper having been removed by erosion. The conglomerate

* This rock is popularly called ' quartzite," owing to it macroscopic appearance.
It weathers white, however, and doubtless contains much feldspar.

26-141
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(jops, however, occur on descending the hill ; this is rendered possible

by the decreasing dip of the rocks as the summit is receded from.

The other mines do not exhibit the structure of the country as well

as the two above cited, but the same series of rocks is exposed in each,

with nothing to indicate, in any case, that the metallic matter shows

a preference for a particular member of the series.

Gab'jio. Large masses of gabbro occur on the outskirts of the metalliferous

region and even approach within short distances of the mines. Whether

these masses have any connection with the deposition of the silver,

nickel and cobalt is merely a matter of conjecture.

We have, then, a circumscribed area, characterized as above, in which

extremely valuable deposits are found ; it is obviously of importance

to trace this belt of rocks to its end, and thus ascertain the area in

which a possibility exists of another series of deposits like that at

Cobalt lake. By the direction of Dr. Bell, I left the immediate

vicinity of the mines and spent the greater portion of the summer in

working up the northerly extension of the silver and cobalt bearing

series.

The metalliferous rocks are interrupted, to the north of the immed-

iate region of productiveness, by masses of gabbro, limestone of

the Niagara period, and a series of schists, the nature of which will be

considered later. Following, or more or less interacting with, these

interruptions lies the great mantle of clay which hides the rock for

many miles to the north and west of lake Timiskaming. That the

exposures of silver-bearing rock near Haileybury are actually continous

to the northward is evidently not true, but that a great extent of

precisely similar deposits stretches beyond the interruptions men-

tioned above is a fact, hinted at in some earlier reports, but established

beyond doubt by the investigations of last summer.

Area of the Without going into details it may suffice for this report to state

metalliferous
^]^^^^ ^jjg ^gj^ referred to extends in a somewhat narrow band from the

rocks
outlet of Windigo lake in the township of Marter to the height-of-

land north of Opazatica or Long lake. There is evidence that its

trend there becomes more easterly and that it follows the great height-

of-land ridge farther into Quebec. The south-easterly limit of the

belt is approximately a line from the south end of Fish lake on the

international boundary to a little beyond the north-east angle of the

township of Ingram. The extension of this line to the north-east

will be found to impinge on the shore of Opazatica lake near the
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northern end. This is in accordance with the facts. Here, however,

as already observed, the tendency of the belt is to turn eastward and

it swings oflF in that direction, following the great hills of the height-of-

land. The north-western limit, stated in the same rough way, extends

from the centre of the township of Marter to the north-east angle of

Larder or Present lake, thence to the south shore of Labyrinth lake,

then swinging east and south, it crops out on Island lake, and con-

tinues westward along the northern flank along the height-of-land

I'idge. The further extension of the formations eastward was not

examined, beyond a mile or two by overland trips. That similar rocks

Crop out still farther east is seen in the following note from the Sum-

mary Report of Mr. J. F. E. Johnston for 1901 :
' On an island at

a quarter of a mile from the inlet, a volcanic breccia is exposed, con-

taining slate pebbles, pyrite and a pseudomorph, pro))ably siderite

after pyrite.' This is on lake Lois, aWout thirty miles north and east of

Island lake, but along the height-of-land ridge, which bends quickly to

the north a short distance east of Island lake. It is also interesting

to note that Mr. Johnston does not again mention either breccia or

slate in any amount until he reaches the icest shore of Kekeko lake.

This lake comes close to the height-of-land east of the north end of

Opazatica lake. I would conclude from Mr. Johnston's observations

that the belt of rocks in which we are interested extends as a narrow

elevated belt approximating to the height-of-land at least as far as

Lake Lois.

Breccia-conglomerate has been reported qn Kenogami lake by Mr. Breccia-con

Wilson, Mr. Bolton and Mr. Kerr; according to the last named it over- glomerate

lies Keewatin rocks, tilted at high angles. Our work on the north

branch of the Blanche shows that the conglomerates of Kenogami

lake are not continuous with those of Lake Present but that the two

areas are separated by Keewatin rocks. Northward from Kenogami

lake Mr. Wilson reports conglomerates across the height-of-land to

Kekekdo lake. That these rocks are of the same age as the silver

series is undoubtedly true; that they are as likely to hold silver as the

Haileybury rocks is probably not so certain, as their slight extent and

somewhat disturbed condition show diiferent physical conditions.

Between the Blanche and the Montreal rivers, a large area of gneiss

occurs towards the north part of the region examined. The southern

part shows Lower Huronian rocks and large masses of eruptive. That

the upper series comes in here is probable, though the work of the

summer revealed nothing of their extent. On lots 5 and 10 in the

township of Beauchamp rather clastic looking rocks were seen, as well

as large boulders of conglomerate. Also, on lot 5 in the IV concession

of Henwood, was seen a gritty sandstone belonging to some upper
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White river.

East branch.

series but not necessarily to the group exhibited at Haileybury. The

region is covered by clay, and these outcrops are far apart and of lim-

ited extent. All the other isolated outcrops encountered are of basic

eruptive. There is no doubt that some upper clastic rocks occur in this

section, but having abandoned my camp, and being pressed for time,

I was unable to penetrate far beyond the limits of the roads. I con-

sider that a close examination of the westerly parts of the townships

of Henwood, Cane and Bryce might reveal rocks of the silver series.

The White river is a stream of considerable size, dischaiging into

Lake Timiskaming by several channels (chenaux). The average width

near the mouth is from two to three chains. The waters are decidedly

muddy : hence the name of the stream. The matter suspended in the

\vater is chiefly clay derived from the erosion of the extensive agricul"

tural areas of which this river is the chief drainage agent. Small

steamers ply as far as Tomstown, the pioneer village about twenty

miles up. During high water the navigation is easy for these little

vessels, but some difficulty is experienced from sand bars below Toms-

town during the periods of drought. No rock is exposed on the river

thus far, but rough morainic hills are rather conspicuous, and it is

worthy of note that huge boulders of the breccia conglomerate are to

be seen in these drift deposits. About two miles above Tomstown the

first rock is encountered in the form of a narrow point on the west

side. Macroscopically, the rock appears to be a diabase with very

white feldspar. The White river is an almost ideal drainage system,

branching as it does into a number of symmetrical tributaries. This

is seen a few miles above the rock referred to. The most easterly

branch is known as the Abitibi branch or east branch ; the former

name is given to it owing to the fact that a canoe route exists via this

stream to Abitibi lake.

The central stream is known as the north branch. This member

divides into two a short distance above its confluence with the most

westerly or south branch. The south branch drains a large area to

the west, and north-west and also, by a minor tributary, the south-west

or Jean Baptiste branch, stretches into the south-west.

Abitibi branch—The east branch shows much more current than

the main stream and is more crooked than is indicated on the Ontario

township plans. Extensive scarped banks of stratified post-glacial

clay are exposed at many points. This stream flows from Windigo

lake. At its head is a portage of a mile and a half, and two small

ones occur below. At the lower portage an exposure of fine-grained

compact gray clastic is seen.
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On approaching the long portage more exposures of a similar rock

are observed. A somewhat lighter colour and more quartzose appear-

ance are presented and a careful search revealed some small granitic

pebbles in the rock (a little higher up, large ones occur). About twenty

chains above the footof the long portage a picturesque fall is seen, where

the river drops vertically about fifteen feet. The rock is a breccia-

conglomerate with large (as much as five feet in diameter) fragments

of granite and other rocks. The whole is distinctly stratified, layers,

in which are many large fragments, being sharply interstratified with

beds in which are none. Above this fall are a flat table-like surface and

a second cascade of two feet, over a coarse clastic layer of rock, in which

however no large fragments occur. We have, in these rocks, the first

and only outcrop of the silver-bearing rocks to be met with on the

White river proper.

A somewhat diiferent rock is seen towards the eastern end of the Wendigolake

long portage. It is doubtfully clastic in origin and not exactly com"

parable with the rocks at the falls.* Darker and lighter bands occur

in a very irregular manner, while the whole is traversed by numerous

stringers of quartz. The same rock is seen on the south-w;est angle of

Wendigo lake and continues southward along the eastern town-line of

Marter to about the middle of Con. 11, where it is cut off by a huge

mass of gabbro. South of this point the rock is hidden by drift. To

the south-eastward, however, other rocks occur which will be noted

later.

Hills of from 150 to lOO ft. elevation occur on both sides of Wendigo Order of the

lake. The rocks exposed consist of fine slate-like examples, quartzite

passing into graywacke and breccia- conglomerate. On the small lakes

south of Wendigo the same thing is seen, while some of the islands

show gabbro, and a large mass of gabbro occurs farther south, as already

indicated. At the narrows, towards the eastern end of Wendigo lake,

one of these hills was ascended, and the following order was noted :

—

Rook at bottom, a fine chocolate-coloured slate, ferruginous in places,

54 ft.

Hard fine-grained clastic rock, quartzite or graywacke, 10 ft.

Slaty rock like that at bottom, 26 ft.

Fine to coarse quartzite passing into grit, and at the top, into a

distinct breccia-conglomerate, 90 ft.

*This rock may be of the older series. A microscopic examination will reveal
its nature.
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Raven lake. From Wendigo lake a chain of small lakes leads in a north-easterly

direction to Raven lake on the interprovincial boundary. A high

ridge follows the southerly side of this chain of lakes, and a less

pronounced ridge the northerly. The southerly ridge was ascended

at several points and, universally, the same succession of rocks was

revealed, roughly, slate, quartzite or grit conglomerate in ascending

series. All these rocks dip away from the lakes, i.e., south-easterly at a

lotv angle. The northerly ridge is less constant in its petrographic

expression but consists essentially of the same series,though more broken

and injected by later eruptions of diorite, etc. Veins of quartz occur

in this fractured zone. No very rich examples were collected but

several specimens yielded good traces of gold. (It is possible we are

on the border of the Keewatin here.)
«

Lizard lake. Raven lake makes a sharp turn to the southward at a point about

half way down. The series of slates and conglomerates follow the

shores, and on this lake as well as on Fish lake farther south, still dij)

awayfrom the lakes, in this case to the south-west. These rocks con"

tinue southward until cut off by the granite mass of Lizard lake.

The Haileybury rocks were observed to be folded into low domes or

doubly plunging anticlines. The same thing on a larger scale is seen

here, but the anticlines have fractured. The two strings of small

lakes occupy the axes of two anticlines which originally converged to

a V shaped point near the present position of Raven lake. Lateral

cracks have given origin to the steep lake valleys observed at several

points, especially along the southerly side of the long chain of small

lakes.

Lake Preisent. Lake Present discharges into Raven lake by a considerable stream,

entering the latter lake near its outlet. On this river the same

series of rocks are exposed, and on Lake Present they occur along the

east shore, and on the south side of the north-east arm. The northern

side of this arm shows sericitic schists, etc. Slates and conglomerates

also occur on the point stretching into the lake from the north shore.

Certain of the islands in the southern part of the lake are likewise

composed of these rocks. The rest of the shore presents rocks

which I am disposed to separate from the even-bedded upper series,

and classify as Keewatin. These rocks are chiefly altered acid and

basic eruptives, but, in the field, showing more fracturing and being

more injected with quartz stringers.

T. XT
,

Northward, from Lake Present, a series of small lakes leads to

lake. Beaver House lake, a long narrow sheet of water stretching in an

S-shaped manner a distance of about twelve miles. Over practically
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all this region, i.e., from the slates of Lake Present to the extremity

of Beaver House lake, the rocks are more or less alike, consisting of

hard greenish-gray quartz schists (altered acid rocks), belts of diorite

and dioritic schists, rusty dolomitic rocks and sericitic schists. Many
belts of beautiful porphyry cut through the series. On the third small

lake, north of Lake Present (Lake Malone), are highly ferruginous

schists, with an average strike of W. 30' N., and a dip of 30" to the

northward. On a small island in the lake the dip is reversed to 80^ S.

while the strike remains the same. Here the slaty rock becomes

highly charged with magnetite, but, as far as present indications show,

no economic deposit is disclosed. This deposit would appear to be an

easterly extension of the iron range in the township of Boston. On
the fifth small lake north of Lake Present, a slight exposure of con-

glomerate should be noted. This occurs on an island near the eastern

end of the lake. Among the pebbles enclosed in the dark gray matrix

were noted jasper, granite, gray schist, felsites, etc. The whole is

somewhat stretched and shows evidence of much alteration. The sur-

rounding rocks are all greeri fissile schists. It would seem justifiable

to regard the small exposure of conglomerate as merely an outlier of the

upper series.

Throughout this region the soil is sand and gravel, no considerable Soil.

amount of clay having been observed since entering Wendigo lake.

The timber is, for the most part, small, and not comparable with that

observed on the lower parts of the White river.

The north branch of the White river breaks out of the southern end Jean Petit

of Beaver House lake in a small falls over rusty and dolomitic rocks.

These rocks, with some fissile, sericitic schists and altered diorites, are

the only examples seen, with the exception of a small exposure of

crushed conglomerate, just above the point where the third small

lake north of Lake Present (Lake Malone) makes its way, by a

short narrows, into the north branch. A short distance north

of the north boundary of the township of Catharine, a trail leads

off on the west side to the Jean Petit copper mine. The rock at the

mine seems to 1 e a basic eruptive, but bands of an acid nature striking

W. 30° N. occur close to the deposit on the north side. Farther to the

north the basic rock occurs again. Both calcite and quartz, particu-

larly the former, occur in the fissure, with a considerable amount of

copper pyrites. The condition of the property does not permit of any

opinion as to its value. Similar occurrences of copper pyrites were

noted at several places in this district. On the west side of the river,

at the northerji boundary of Catherine, and at a height of 100 feet
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above the water, sericitic schists are exposed. Many bedded quartz

seams occur in the rock, and the region should [be worth prospecting.

(Strike, W. 10' N"., Dip, vertical).

Navigation. Although interrupted by a few short portages, the navigation to

this point from Beaver House lake is fairly easy ; below, however,

the stream passes between high and rocky hills, rendering it very swift

and producing long rough rapids. Just east of the river, on Con. II

Catherine, the ridge was again ascended in order to examine the outcrop

of rock. The lower part of the hill is diorite that seems to show

quartzose schists overlying it. All is much mixed, however, and the

whole hill is mostly of eruptive origin. A remarkable dike of beautiful

porphyritic diorite crosses the country in a direction N. 30' E.

Below the long rapids, several portages are encountered past rather

abrupt falls ; the longest is the Sand Hill portage, of 1300 paces, over

a high hill on the east side. Fall is 162 ft. aneroid. Elevation of

summit of hill 216 ft. Rock is fine-grained diorite, well glaciated.

Lake Timis- Having thus established the western limits of the Upper Huronian
kaming. belt, I was very anxious to find its southern boundary in the region to

the east of Tomstown. This section is inaccessible to a canoe ; it was,

therefore, decided to make an overland expedition eastward from Toms-

town and down the provincial boundary to Lake Timiskaming. Clay soi

and alternating stretches of large and small timber continue to near

the eastern boundary of Ingram, where a large swamp is encountered'

This swamp continues to the southward as far as the boundary of the

township. On meeting the surveyors engaged on the township

of Pense, we altered our route and went a half mile along Con.

II. of the new township. Soon, the country rises out of the big

swamp, and a hill of rough eruptive (gabbro) is encountered-

It is a possible assumption that this hill represents the gabbro

mass seen south of Wendigo lake, which would thus seem to have a

south-easterly trend. Again we turned south and proceeded along

the northern line of Brethour to the boundary of the province. No
rock was encountered, a heavy mantle of clay covering the whole

region. This clay area is deeply dissected by ravines, rendering it very

rough for agricultural purposes. Good timber is almost continuous.

One half mile south of Ingram, and a little east of the boundary, the

first rock is encountered ; this is a dark gray micaceous schist striking

N. 5° W. The schist is mixed with a massive basic rock and crossed

by an 18 in. dike of felsite striking N. 70° E. This felsite seems to

pinch out in the schist to the westward and to pass into an area of

white granite to the east. It may be that this granite is continuous
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with the mass of similar rock encountered on Lizard lake. Between

this point and the crossing of Wright's creek, several exposures are

seen of the white granite and the dark schist, with a persistent strike

a little west of north. Southward from here, no more granite is

met but, at the bridge on Wright's creek, near the boundary,

the mica-schist comes in strong and continues for some miles down

the river. (Seen near post at Lots 9 .t 10 Con. II & III Brethour).

Atcertain places,where the lumbermen have conducted some operations,

this mica-schist is seen to advantage. AVhen fresh, it has a somewhat

blue colour, and shows a glistening surface on the planes of parting.

It is a distinct and well-defined rock in the field and has not been

previou.sly mentioned in the.se notes, but its occurrence will be referred

to again. No other exposures of rock are seen to the shore of Lake

Timiskaming.

From the head of uninterrupted navigation on the Quinze river, a
jviicaceous

road known as Klock's road leads to Lac des Quinze. Along this road rocks.

are exposed rocks comparable with the above described mica-schist.

In places, the micaceous structure is not ?.o apparent and the rock

resembles a graywacke. The strike i'^, at first, a little west of north,

but towards the granitic contact to the eastward, it swings around to

a direction nearly east and west. The same series of rocks crosses the

Quinze river and crops out at many places, particularly at the rapids

and falls. A glance at the map will show that granites and gneisses

cut ofi" this rock about half way across Klock's road. They continue

along Quinze lake and follow the lakes of the Abitibi route to a

point rather more than half way up Opazatica lake. Here we find

the outcrops of a dark gray rock, which becomes schistose and mica-

ceous in places, increasing in this peculiarity towards the north.*

At the north end of Opazatica, the dark micaceous schist-like rock

strikes 70-80° east of north and dips at varying angles to the nortward.

I f'.jl assured, as far as macroscopic examination and the relations in

the field are concerned, that the rocks at Wright's creek, on Klock's

road, on the Quinze and on Lake Opazatica are the same. The whole

probably belong to the lower series for they are certainly not at all

comparable with the silver-bearing rocks. Their origin is probably

eruptive and they are associated with eruptives at many places, notably

near the first outcrop on the east side of Opazatica lake. The develop-

ment of schistosity and the production of mica would seem to be the

result of alteration and dynamic forces.

* A section of the massive parts of this rock ixjints to a distinctly eruptive origin.

21»
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Conglomerate The conglomerate of the Upper Huronian overlies this secondary

mica schist unconformahly at the head of Opazatica lake. Westward,

the conglomerate rises immediately into hills and seems to lie

on the flank of a large mass of fine, greenish, quartzose rock,

which crops out at the north end of Opazatica portage and on the

small lake to the north. Over the height-of-land portage a more

variegated example is seen. On the point on the east side of the little

lake above, a more whitish variety crops out, while on the point at the

north end of the lake a gabbro occurs, which also shows at the narrows

to Island lake. Along the south and east shore of Island lake, the fine^

greenish rock is overlain in places by conglomerate. In this vicinity,

immediately inland from the water, the country rises into high hills

:

some of these were ascended and, in nearly every instance, showed the

same sequence of rocks as exhibited on the Raven lake chain, namely,

slate, quartzite and breccia-conglomerate. Just south of Labyrinth

lake is a hill of .350 feet presenting the typical series. The Devil's

Swinging hills, south and east of Island lake, show the conglomerate,

but the quartzite is more extensively developed. The elevation is 760

feet above Island lake. The great height of-land ridge, with an eleva-

tion of 550 feet, stretches to the eastward and presents precisely

the same series.

Chamiuiss Just east of the provincial boundary, and a few miles south of

Labyrinth lake, is a remarkable flat-topped hill, known to the Indians

as Chaminiss. This hill is a very conspicuous object in the region,

being visible from Lake Abitibi on the north and from Lake Temagami

(information from Indians ?) on the south. A special expedition was

made to this hill, as it was hoped that its perpendicular sides would

furnish an excellent section of these upper rocks. In this we were

not disappointed as will be seen from the following notes :

—

The total height of the mountain above Lake Present is 756 feet

(aneroid). The lowest rock is a remarkably fine-grained slate-like sub-

stance, no doubt a fine mud or ash rock ; it weathers whitish and soft,

although fresh surfaces are hard and almost flint like in their nature

(315 feet). This is followed by 135 feet of quartzite passing into grit.

On the top of all are about 100 feet of breccia-conglomerate. We have

therefore, a vertical section of 550 feet exhibiting the rock in the

sequence to which we have already become accustomed. Close to

Mount Chaminiss, towards the south-west, is a great ridge, some 600

feet high, which forms the divide between Raven lake and Lake Pre-

sent ; on its northerly side is a flanking hill of less elevation. Both

these likewise show the same succession of rocks.
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A magnificent view of the structure of the country and the topo-

graphy of the region is obtained from this elevation. An account of

this must be reserved for the final report.

The shoi-es of Island lake, as well as those of Labyrinth lake and the
j^iorites.

lake to the east of Island lake, show the fine-grained greenish to bluish

rock passing into diorites towards the north. In places, the greenish

rock shows signs of fracturing and receuuentation (autoclastic). This

rock is much like the lowest member of the Upper Ruronian series,

but it lacks the even bedding, is more injected with diorites, and

shows spheroidal weathering in many places. Awaiting the examina-

tion of sections I am disposed to place it with the lower series.

The South Branch of the White River.- This stream enters the main South branch
'' of white river.

river a short distance above the Abitibi branch. As far as the con-

fluence of the south-west branch the stream flows between banks of

stratified clay rising to considerable altitudes. The current is strong,

and, in low water, difficult of navigation, owing to the presence of

great numbers of " snags." Just above the mouth of the south-west

branch, in Lot 10 Con. IV, Evanturel, a series of flat rapids, over lime-

stone, occurs and continues as far as the line between Lots 10 and 11.

This limestone is of Niagara age, and is not rich in fossils. Enough

were collected, however, to permit of its identification. Subsequent

work proved that the limestone is continuous with the mass forming

Wabi point on Lake Timiskaming. Just above the limestone, expos-

ures of a dark gray rock are seen. At the Clay falls, which immedia-

tely follow, these are seen to be mixed with basic eruptives. The

portage is on the northerly side, is a mile and a quarter long, and

shows an elevation of 225 feet above its foot. The actual fall in the

river is 180 feet (aneroid). Gray schist and eruptives occur above, and

the former is seen to be baked, at its contact, with the injected rock.

All the way across the township of Dack, as far as the point where the

river breaks out of Long lake, in Lot 10 Con. IV, the prevailing rocks

are eruptives, presumably diabases, which are associated with dark

gray as well as sericitic schists. Several falls and short portages occur

on this stretch.

At the portage into Long lake very coarse diorite, passing into

amphibolite, occurs. Along the lake as far as the turn in Lot 7 Con portage.

Ill Robillard, the outcrops consist of diabases and diorites in various

degrees of texture. The bend in the lake is occasioned by a great

ridge of diabase following the westerly shore and extending a distance

of about two miles westward. The rock approaches close to the shore

in Lot 8 Con. II Robillard, where it forms precipitous cliffs. This
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ridge continues to the north-west the full length of Long lake but is

cut off by gneisses in the fifth concession of Truax. The gneiss is

exposed on the narrows to the next lake above (Kenogami Jiging,)

but is not seen again at the waters edge the full length of the chain

of lakes, or on the river above, as far as travelled. Expeditions, both

east and west, revealed nothing but gneisses, exposures of which were

encountered at many points e. g. on the south half of Lot 4 Con. V
Sharpe, on the north half of Lot 4 Con. IV Sharpe, on the north

half of Lot 3 Con. IV Sharpe, on the south half of Lot 3 Con. V
Sandy soil. Sharpe, and on the south half of Lot 1 Con. V Sharpe. No further

rock is exposed for six miles westward. Towards the head of the last

lake (Cushong) the soil, which has been excellent all along the river

and lakes, begins to give place to sand, and, on entering Gross, heavy

deposits of sand cover the country.

Council creek. -A. canoe route leaves the White river a couple of miles above the

head of Cushong. The first portage is upwards of two miles long, over

sand plains, and several other long portages connect shallow muddy
lake.s, which finally bring us to a stream flowing into the Montreal

river. The navigation of this creek is hard, almost impossible in low

water, so that another long portage is necessary to reach the mouth of

the creek near its conflueoce. This stream is known as Council creek

and enters the Montreal river near Indian chute. On this route

no rock, except gneiss, was seen. The soil is all sandy and the tim.

ber for the most part small. The portages are but little used and are

,, , . difficult to find. In ten year's experience in northern Ontario I have

ful. never seen a region where moose are so plentiful as around the small

lakes on this route. The muddy shores are so tramped in places as

to resemble cattle yards.

A strip of about ten miles in width to the south of the section

afforded by this canoe route was not examined. The counti-y here

seems to be very rocky. Towards the eastern edge of this strip occa-

sional outcrops of rocks were observed in the fine agricultural regions

of Hudson, Henwood, Kearns, Beauchamp and Bryce. The exposures

were for the most part gabbro, but a rock ressembling the upper series

was seen associated with large boulders of undoubted conglomerate

on Lots 5 and 10, in Con. VI of Beauchamp. Also, a coarse, gritty

sandstone of some upper series (not necessarily the silver-bearing

rocks) outcrops in hills of considerable height, with a good vertical

exposure on Lot 5, Con. IV Henwood. That rocks of the upper series

occur in this region is undoubted ; owing to reasons already stated, I

was unable to further investigate them. The less easily accessible

parts of Henwood, Bryce, Beauchamp and Cane are worthy of further
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investigation. The present writer is confident that interesting rocks

of a later age than the lower Huronian lie between the agricultural

lands and the gabbro ridges to the west.

On Lot 3, Con. V Hudson, even-bedded ferruginous slates occur, on Ferruginous

which mining claims have been located. These rocks continue west- s^^^^^s.

ward as a ridge, until they reach a considerable elevation, with a fine

vertical exposure on Lot 9 Con. Ill Hudson. Here they are cut ofi"

by gabbro which entirely surrounds Twin lakes in the south-west

corner of the township. Gabbro also breaks through these slates

towards the south and east of the place where they are first mentioned.

The ferruginous slates probably form part of the slaty series of the

upper Huronian, for very similar rocks were observed intimately

associated with the common slate-like variety on the hills south of

Windigo lake.

NORTH BRANCH OF THE BLANCHE RIVER ROUTE TO ROUND LAKE.

The stream flowing from Round lake joins the main north branch Ro^nj jake

just below the high falls at the sand hill portage. The current is not

excessive, but the navigation is rather difficult on account of a number

of small falls and rapids which necessitate portages. Round lake is a

very beautiful sheet of water with picturesque sandy beaches, in sharp

contrast to most of the lakes of the region. Gneissoid rocks occupy the

south and west shores, while altered diorites and nearly vertical schists

occur on the east side. The river above Round lake lies in a low area
;

its current is slight and its shores muddy. Excellent agricultural land

is found in this region.

On Kenogami lake the prevailing rocks are Lower Huronian schists Kenogami

with altered diorites, etc. Towards the eastern end are outcrops of ^'^^®-

conglomerate associated with slaty rocks comparable with the series at

Cobalt lake. These may be regarded as outliers of the Upper Huron-

ian series.

The township of Boston, lying to the east and north of Round lake Boston town-

is becoming important on account of the discovery of the iron range"

rocks. Ferruginous members of the Lower Huronian series form a

sort of crescent, crossing the township about the middle, with the

horns pointing towards the two northern angles. Several outliers of

the upper series are seen in different parts of the township.

On the iron range in Boston many claims have been located, and

some also in the north-east corner of the township of Otto. A sample

of ore fropi this locality is said to have yielded foj'ty-five per cent iron.
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Economic
resourct s.

Good gold
prospects.

Timber.

At the point where Boston creek crosses the line between Boston and

Otto, impure iron ore has been discovered.

The occurrence of nickel, cobalt and silver has already been as

fully dealt with as the nature of this report requires. Copper also

occurs in many parts of the region, both in the \dcinity of the mines

at Cobalt lake and at various points along the north branch in the

townships of Catharine and Marter. The most important shovv of

copper pyrites is at the Jean Petit mine, already described. On
Beaver House lake also, copper pyrites in quartz has been discovered

in several places. None of the shows are promising. From the wide

dissemination of copper there is a reasonable hope that a workable

deposit may yet be discovered.

As far as I am aware no gold excitement has ever disturbed the

calm of this particular region ; nevertheless, quartz veins carrying gold

were located during the summer along the string of lakes stretching

from Windigo lake to Raven lake. As already stated, the upper rocks

occupy the south shores of all these little lakes, but the northern

shores are only in part covered by typical elastics of the upper series.

Diorites and other rocks disturb the even-bedded elastics along the

northern shores. Many quartz veins intersect the whole assemblage,

and traces of gold were found in several samples. I consider this

region well worth prospecting for gold. The same remark is true of

the high hills along the north branch of the Blanche in the township of

Catharine.

The iron range rocks in Boston and on M alone lake may yet yield

mines of importance, but their productiveness is not yet proved.

The pine has been cut over practically the whole of the territory

examined, but spruce, balsam, birch and poplar still remain.

As elsewhere in northern Ontario, forest fires have destroyed

extensive areas. Particularly may be mentioned the region immedi-

ately around the mouth of the Blanche, the sand plains around Lake

Cushon<^ stretching almost to the Montreal river, and portions of the

territory north of the south branch of the Blanche.

Besides the common trees of northern Ontario already enumerated,

some species are met with expressive of the fact that we are here on

the border land of the hard-wood belt. A grove of maple is seen near

the mouth of ttie Blanche, and American elm is met with, in patches,

over nearly the whole region. Black ash, also, is a common tree along

many of the rivers.
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Numerous excellent water powers exist on the different branches of

tho Blanche. At Sand hill postage on the north branch, a vertical fall

of about thirty feet affords an excellent location for a i^enerating plant-

Some of the waterfalls on the South branch have been recently exam-

ined, by Mr. W. J. Blair, O.L.S., who has kindly communicated his

results to me.

At average low water the high falls near the border of Duck and Falli^nt D.ick.

Evanturel are estimated to be able to yield 2000 horse power. In this

fall are three cascades of 55Jr, 3b and 28 feet respectively. This makes

a fall of I21i feet. The elevation recorded by aneroia was 180 feet.

Part of this difference is accounted for by the I'apids between the cas-

cades, but the aneroid reading is probably somewhat too high.

The falls below Sunday creek, on Lot 7 Con. IV Dack are estimated Sunday creel

to be able to furnish 450 horse power continuously.
falls

In the light of recent developments it is impossible to close this Apiculture,

report without some comment on the agricultural possilalities of the

region. A great mantle of evenly stratified clay overlies a large por-

tion of the region examined, but it by no means covers all the

townships surveyed. Making allowance for sand plains and outcrops

of rock, the general boundaries of the clay land, as far as Ontario is

concerned, are roughly as follows :—West of a line drawn from the

north-east corner of Brethour to the north-east corner of Otto, and east

of a line from Kenogami lake to the head of Lake Cushong and thence

to the south-east corner of the township of Bucke. The soil is a fine

white clay devoid of stones, but lacking in vegetable mould. Farmers

working in the section inform me that the best results from such land

can be expected only after the soil has been well worked for several

years. While some good crops were observed, especially of peas and

clover, the writer was much disappointed in the appearance of many
of the tields examined. The best results seem to be obtained where

the more extensive clearing is done and there can be little doubt that,

when the region is all cleared, conditions will set in which cannot fail

to result happily for the cause of agriculture.

Raised Shorelines along the Blde Mountain Escarpment.

By Mr. A. F. Uunter.

On October 25, I began the work of tracing the ancient high level introduction

shorelines along the flanks of the Blue mountain escarpment, south of

Georgian bay, and continued the investigation as long as the weather
26—15
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permitted. During the time I was thus employed I traversed the

district from Orangeville northward to Thornbury.

Trans verse
valleys.

Erosion.

Shore
cuttings

The straight course of the escarpment, extending about N.W. by N.

from the head of the Nottawasaga valley for many miles up the Bruce

peninsula, is one of its most noteworthy features. Its face, however,

is not perfectly straight. At nearly regular intervals, there are trans-

verse valleys, some of them as much as ten miles deep, set into its

face, not at right angles to the course of the escarpment as one might

expect, but at an angle of about sixty degrees. This phemenom

presents no difficulty, as, on inspection, the projecting ridges dividing

the transverse valleys are seen to have the N.E. by N. direction of

the primary rock ridges commonly observed over the easterly or

Laurentian parts of Canada. Accordingly, the so-called escarpment

is really a series of niches into the edge of the Niagara limestone and

the underlying formations which form the tableland of western

Ontario. In each of these transverse valleys the springs and i-ainfal]

form a considerable stream. The rivers thus formed, in the district I

examined (proceeding southward from Georgian bay), are as follows ;

Silver creek, Pretty and Batteau rivers, with the several arms of the

Nottawasaga, namely : Noisy, Mad, Pine, Boyne, Twenty-Four and

Nottawasaga (main branch) rivers, and finally the Humber river.

Throughout these valleys there are well developed terraces or benches

from which it is evident the valleys are not the work of erosion in

recent geological times. Erosion only of the loose materials of the

terraces has taken place in recent times ; and even this is not general,

but may be seen only where the conditions for erosion are favourable.

As the terraces from the lake shore pass uninterruptedly to every trans,

verse valley without change in character, the latter were evidently

bays in the period of submergence. The shape of the rocky face has

therefore changed but little, remaining substantially the same as before

the submergence. The surface features of the district are entirely

due to denudation and subsequent erosion of the loose materials, not

to glacial action, the terraces referred to and shorelines having been

formed since the so-called glacial period.

Shore cuttings are to be seen here and there, at every thirty or forty

feet of altitude ; but there are a few broad terraces more conspicuous,

than the others and evidently denoting distinct epochs. Each of these

broad terraces represents a period of strong activity, or one of station-

ary condition of the surface of the water body, or perhaps both.
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For the gre.ater part of the distance under consideration, the Algon- Algt'»quin
° "^

, ,

' o shorehue.
quin shoreline forms the base of the rising ground. A mile west of

Kirkville it becomes substantially the base of the mountain or preci-

pitous edge of the tableland, which here approaches closely to Georg-

ian bay. In the territory examined, I found the altitude of the

Algonquin varied considerably. Near Craigleith, it is 790 feet ; near

Stayner, 765 feet ; and at Beeton, near the hea,d of the Nottawasaga

valley, about 740 feet. Its deformation is therefore considerable, the

dip to the south-east being as much as two feet per mile in some places.

Along the easterly side of the Nottawasaga, it dips at the same rate

towards the south-west. That is to say, its deformation is similar on

the two sides of the valley, viz., a dip into the valley from the height

in -front of the main basin of the Georgian bay. From this circum.

stance I conclu le that the deformation of the Algonquin shoreline in

the valley is a local phenomenon, and not the result of any general

earth movement, but an effect of sagging or collapse of the loose

materials of drift toward the head of the valle}'. In those parts, we

know, from operations connected with the sinking of artesian wells,

that the drift deposits are about 350 feet thick. Our conclusion as to

the cause of the deformation of the shoreline is further confirmed by

the fact that the strong, high terrace at 1,430 feet along the rocky

shelves of the escarpment, where the drift deposits are comparatively

shallow, is substantially horizontal, without uplift or subsidence of

any appreciable amount.

The next shoreline above the Algonquin, worthy of attention is one .Sccon'l

about ISO feet higher. Its deformation, as one proceeds up the valley,
^"^'i^lme.

is equal to, or perhaps a little greater than, that of the Algonquin

itself.

The next important terrace in ascending order is about 300 feet Tliird

higher than the Algonquin, and its deformation does not seem to diflFer

much from that of the two below it, although it has some irregularities

of altitude of a local character that are sometimes puzzling. Notwith-

standing this peculiarity, it is a strong terrace, and entitled to rank

with the strongest. If deformation of shorelines be a phenomenon

peculiar to the loose materials of drift, and be greatest where the drift

deposits are deepest and most loose, i.e. have most sand and gravel in

their composition, then some of the irregularities possessed by this

terrace may bear explanation.

The three shorelines just named are doubtless the three which Dr.

Chalmers traced across south-west Ontario in 1902.* They represent,

*Geol. Surv. of Can. Sumrnarv Report 1002, pp. 272-274.

26—151
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those in the basin of Georgian bay, the same three periods of greater

activity, or longer stability of the water surface.

Above these three terraces there are several others of equal or even

greater strength, occurring regularly along the escarpment. But there

is one of the high terraces that has exerted more influence than any

other in the formation of the physical features of the surface. Its

altitude is about 1430 feet above sea level, and it is substantially

horizontal throughout the district examined. There are some strong

terraces above as well as below it, with high marginal cliffs, and with

very similar geographical positions. But I have traced the one in

question, as it is the strongest of the high continuous shorelines and

has a considerable range through the district. It is, indeed, a broad

terrace, rather than a shoreline, having in some places the stupendous

width of a mile or more, measured from its cliffs.

In many places, the 1430 foot shoreline, throughout its entire length

along the escarpment, has high rocky cliffs of Niagara limestone, at

whose bases the old waterline is to be seen. With this shoreline there

is more denudation of the primary rocks than with the other shorelines,

the most frequent exposures being rugged cliffs of the Niagara form-

ation, which Dr. Bell traced throughout this district in 1859. All the

way along the escarpment, this shoreline and the Niagara formation

are singularly coincident in altitude and position, through there are a

few differences ; and it is almost entirely owing to the operations of

the water body when at this height that there are so many good

exposures of that formation.

The mean of a number of observations, carefully made in favour-

able circumstances, at different times and places, was 1430 feet above

sea level. I have been unable to find any deviation of the shoreline

from the horizontal, i.e. it has no observable uplift or deformation of

any kind. This fact is significant when we consider that it rests close

to the primary rocks, without much drift material underneath it.

Where the lower shorelines rest upon thick deposits of loose materials

(300 feet thick or more) there is most deformation, especially where

they pass toward the head of the ancient Georgian bay.

The foregoing shorelines have a width of two townships opposite

Orangeville, and coi>verge into one precipice within half a mile of each

other at Craigleith. Here all the intervening shorelines close in upon

each other at this abrupt and picturesque part of the escarpment, but

the mountain slope is too steep to preserve many traces of the minor

shorelines between the broader terraces.
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Minerals of the Ottaava Valley.

By Mr. C. W. Willimolt.

In the early part of the year I was engaged in making various exper- Introduction,

iments in connection with my report on pigments, which will soon be

published. I also made up a number of collections of minerals and

rocks, which have been forwarded to various schools, the names of

which will be found in Dr. Hoffmann's report. Much of my time is

necessarily taken up by persons bringing in minerals for identifica-

tion : generally, however, the physical attributes of these specimens

are sufficiently pronounced to prove their identity without the aid of

chemical agents.

Later in the summer, I visited several places in Ontario and Quebec

and secured many interesting minerals as well as a quantity of other

materials for making up collections. A report of these minerals,

together with a description of almost every other mineral found in

Nova Scotia, Quebec and Ontario, is being prepared for the press.

There are, however, three minerals to which, on account of their econ-

omic importance—an importance as yet scarcely appreciated by the

people of Canada—I desire to call immediate attention.

Lepidolite.

The only occurrence of this mineral in Canada is, so far as I am Lepidolite.

aware, on lot 25 range 7, township of Wakefield, Quebec, where it

occui's in a large pegmatite vein, holding grayish orthoclase and albite,

white transparent to translucent quartz, large cleavable masses of a

light green amazon stone, crystals of black and green tourmaline, pale

purplish fluorite in rounded cubes and octahedrons and specks of

wraminite and gummite. Masses of black and smoky quartz, some-

times penetrated by long black crystals of tourmaline, are associated

in this vein.

About twenty years ago this mineral, having been piistaken for mus-

covite, was mined to a small extent. About a ton was taken out in

cleavages sometimes two feet across and over six inches thick, of a

light copper colour. A few fair-sized plates were cut from these masses,

and thin cleavages were perfectly transparent and resembled muscovite.

The fusibility of this mica naturally precludes its use as a refractory Salts of lithia.

mineral, but owing to the large percentage of lithia it contains its

economic importance deserves the attention of dealers in this salt.

Dr. Hoffmann found it to contain over five per cent. »
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SERPENTINE.

Serpentine. The translucent or noble serpentine, which is confined to the Lau.

rentian rocks, has a very wide range in the Dominion. It is usually

found in association with the crystalline limestones or dolomites or

enclosed in the latter, in specks, patches and veins, constituting at

times handsomes marbles.

This serpentine must not be confounded with the dark green or gray

variety of the Cambrian rocks of the Easterns Townships, although

this latter would also contribute excellent material for ornamental use.

At the village of Old Chelsea, on lot 14 range 8, township of Hull,

probably overlying a crystalline limestone, is a serpentinous marble of

a noticeable width. It can be traced along the strike into the next lot,

in a series of hillocks. The serpentine, which occurs in patches

and veins, in somewhat weathered on the surface, but assumes tints of

various shades of green, at a short depth. If this stone were opened

up, it might afford some handsome marbles, and being situated on the

main road, little more than a mile from the Chelsea station, its trans-

port would be reasonably cheap. There is a brook running through

the property that could supply all the power necessary for sawing the

stone.

Crysotile. On lot 20 range 1 township of Wakefield, there is a small exposure

of very much weathered serpentine-limestone. The serpentine is dis-

tributed throughout the limestone in spots and patches, often to such

an extent as to make up a large proportion of the mass, femall veins

of an inseparable chrysotile sometimes intersect.

On lot 30 range 4 of the same township a lai'ge amount of stripping

has been done for chrysotile where some pi'omising veins appeared on

the surface. The serpentine has been uncovered at intervals over an area

of about forty-six acres. In some places it has been penetrated about

three feet, showing the continuance of small veins of chrysotile. A
very large proportion, however, is free from these veins. Blocks of a

fair size occur, ranging through shades of green. Yellow and brown

blocks were also seen and were quite translucent. Possibly blocks of

a very large size might be obtained, but the distance from a shipping

point must necessarily detract from their value.

At one place the serpentine is associated with a white crystalline

dolomite. At another place large patches of pink calcite rarely enclosing

apatite crystals were embedded in the serpentine.
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In the township of Denholm this mineral is met with on several lots,

intersected with small veins of chrysotile. On lot i'2 range 1 a mill

was erected some years ago for grinding the serpentine that contained

the small veins of chrysotile, for making asbestic, (an improved

plaster.)

As an ornamental stone it could not be very well recommended, being

seldom free from small veins of chrysotile. On lot 27 range 2 town-

ship of Cawood, a small e.xposure of serpentine occurs intersected by a

vein of chrysotile, the tibre of which was about three quarters of an

inch in lengtli.

FUCHSITE.

This mineral occurs in small scales of a light emerald green colour, Fuchsite.

slightly translucent, and, with magnesite or dolomite, forms schistose

rocks found in several places in the townships of Bolton and Sutton,

in the province of Quebec. A specimen of this mineral, cut and

polished, revealed a wavy structure of a light and dark emerald, the

two tints generally alternating in broken lines and patches, enclosing

spots of a brownish material, together with other minute specks of a

brass yellpw. Mr. G. F. Kunz in his pamphlet, in 1903, on the pro-

duction of precious stones, writes, on page 44—" Among the

'' various green minerals used by the ancients for decorative purposes>

" compact fuchsite must now be included. An interesting account is

" given by Prof. H. A. Miers of London of a fragment of a Roman
" statuette composed of this mineral. It was found in the Oxford

" collection, but with no record of its source. The specimen is three

"inches long, and represents the thigh of a human figure from hip to

• knee. It is well executed, and is referred by archttologists to the

' best period of Roman work. The piece is bored at both ends as

'though the figure was made of portions fastened together, thus sug-

" gesting that the material was scarce and not to be had in large pieces.

" The stone is of an emerald green colour, translucent and beauti-

" fully polished; it is not uniform in tint, having clouds or patches of

" a deeper green, and also of brown. There are bright internal reflec-

" tions, resembling flawed emerald ; but the fractured surface shows

" the textures of a compact micaceous mineral consisting of minute

" flakes or plates."

The resemblance between the mineral from which the statuette was

made and the iuchsite schists found in Canada is most interesting, and

although this substance does not take such a high polish as that
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described by Prof. Miers owing to the slight admixture of magnesite

or dolomite, it nevertheless presents a fairly good gloss, and is quite

compact and readily commends itself as a unique ornamental stone.

This chromiforous mica-schist is found associated with beds of

magnesite and dolomite which are often of several inches in thickness,

and which constitute the upper portions of the beds. Sometimes it is

dispersed in scales throughout the entire bed, lending its emerald green

colour to the whole mass.

Introchiction.

Complicated
rock outcrops.

Geology of Part of the County of Ottawa.

By Professor Ernest Haycock.

On July 20 I received instructions from Dr. Bell to proceed with

the work of filling in the geology of the " Mining and Topographical

map of the Lievre River and Templeton Phosphate District," and on

the 26th began a careful study and detailed mapping of the rocks at

the southern margin of the sheet in the vicinity of Perkins. This

work was continued during the next two months, and includes the

following areas :

—

Templeton Township, ranges 8 to 13.

Wakefield Township, ranges 3 to 7. Templeton gore.

Portland Township (West), ranges 1 and 2, as far east as Lakes-

McFee, Dodge and Newton.

In spite of this concentration of attention, the rocks are so intricately

mixed, the exposures so frequent, their structure so complex and com-

position so variable, that the portions most closely studied were not

exhausted, nor does the most detailed mapping fully reveal the variety

and relative abundance of the various rock types.

Laurentian
rocks.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

The great area of crystalline rocks forming the Laurentian Highlands

of Canada, of which this map-sheet forms a part, has been studied ever

since the inception of the Survey. It has occupied for years the

attention of the most acute and skilful geologists the Survey has

known. A vast amount of literature is in existence concerning it,

and the name Laurentian has become of world-wide significance among
geologists. In entering upon the study of such a region the geologist

is treading upon hallowed ground, and he would be sanguine indeed

who would hope to gain, in a period of two months, more than a small

acquaintance with this vast assemblage of the oldest known rocks.
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The work assigned was, hosvever, apparently simple. It consisted

of locating upon the above mentioned map, which is on a scale of 40

chains to the inch, the various rocks found, and their geographical

distribution. In the field, the rocks proved so variable in mineral

composition, and their distribution so irregular, that an almost infinite

amount of time and patience would have been required to fully describe Difficulties of

and map every occurrence within even a square mile. The large scale p-^,^"''^ ^ '"*^^'

of the map, and the numerous exposures, necessitated the examination

of every prominent outcrop. To connect outcrops of similar rocks a

half mile apart—one inch on the map—was not consistent with accur-

acy, as repeated lists proved. Some intervening outcrop would, in the

majority of cases, at least during the earlier weeks of field work, reveal

some totally different type of rock. In referring to these rocks, Sir

William Logan says, ' The dips avail but little in tracing out the

structure : for in the numerous folds of the series the dips are frequently

overturned, and the only reliable mode of pursuing the investigation

is patiently and continuously to follow the outcrop of each important

mass in all its windings as far as it can be traced until it becomes

covered up by superior unconformable strata, is cut off by dislocation,

or disappears by thinning out.'* Such being the case the diffireutiation

and establishment of types of rock sufficiently abundant to justify a

separate colour in mapping, the determination of their approximate

mineral composition, and ascertaining their structural relations to one

another consumed much time and demanded a scheme of colours often

tentative and always elastic.

Mr. White had already coloured on the map those rocks bordering

the lake-margins and islands. These raarsjins and lakes lies in the

most disturbed portions. To bring all the areas into harmony with a

new colour-scheme, it was found necessary not only to travel over the

ground already studied but to trace the intervening stretches of wooded

wilderness.

At the end of the season, nine separate and easily distinguishable ]y^,i,e types of

types of rock were located ; it was attempted to locate two or '''^'''^•

three more, but the complexity of the rock occurrences caused the

attempt to be abandoned. The main facts of composition, structure

and distribution, and the theory at present held as regards the origin

and inter-relations of the nine rocks located, are as follows :
—

1. Banded (bedded), usually fine-grained, gray or dark-coloured, iiurnblendic

thoroughly crystalline hornblendic or biotic rocks with schistose folia-
o« ''i^^'c iock.s.

tion, and ranging from typical gneiss to mica or hornblende schist.

' lJei)loM;y of Canada, 1863, p. 43.
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Strike and dip almost always discernable, often variable in small

areas, though fairly persistent on the average. Twisting and contor-

tion usually not extreme, often absent, and bedding distinct. Occa-

sionally, as at the south end of Newton lake, the bedding is so

little obscured that their sedimentary origin cannot be doubted-

These rocks have continuity on a large scale, though much broken and

interrupted by various intrusives. They are usually associated with^

or interbedded with, quartzites and garnetiferous gneisses and together

with these occupy by far the greater area of the country examined.

2. Bands, beds, or masses of white or light gray rock, almost wholly

of quartz, but containing variable minor quantities of reddish feldspars

mica, hornblende, or other minerals. Foliation obscure or absent.

This rock occurs in interbedded sheets among the gray gneisses,

less conspicuously among the garnetiferous gneisses, or forms consider-

able masses of the country rock, and is thin, white and very finely

granular, almost saccharoidal, as at the south end of Clear lake. Its

composition is that of altered sandstone of varying purity, and its dis-

tinctly interbedded character is indicative of a sedimentary origin.

This rock is widely distributed, and is quite prominent in the belt of

rocks running north-easterly from McGregor lake past Battle and

Rheaume lakes. It is often abundant near the limestones, but its

relation to them is not clear.

3. Bands or beds of gray to I'eddish crystalline rock with gai-nets, pale

red feldspar, quartz and various silicates in minor volume. They are

foliated and would usually pass for garnet gneiss. They merge into

the bedded fine-grained gray gneiss, are not usually more contorted

than, and frequently alternate with, beds of the latter. Structurally

they have the same characteristics as the gray gneiss and have the

same origin. They are typically developed in the hills just west of

Perkins, are variously distributed in the belt extending north easterly

to Battle lake, and are prominent along Grand and McArthur lakes.

These three rock types, in many cases, without doubt, are minera-Sedimentary
urigin of the
banded gneis- logically differing beds of the same series of altered sedimentary

\tt.^!^

^*"^^ ^ rocks; where least disturbed, their interbedding is exactly what we find

in Palfeozoic strata, though the fragmental shapes of the component

grains have been completely obliterated, and the mineral matter

entirely rearranged and recrystallized. This recrystallization has

taken place without intermingling of the chemical constituents of

contiguous strata^ to an extent sufficient to obliterate the evidence of

original stratification. There seems no other possible interpretation

of the conspicuous banding almost everywhere observable.
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i. Coarsely crystalline limestone, usually white or light gray with Limestones.

large portions serpentinized. Tt contains numerous accessory minerals

as asbestus, apatite pyroxine, feldspar, graphite, and include coarsely

crystalline masses which are largely white orthoclase, but contain many

other minerals. Within the area o£ the sheet, these rocks are usually

massive in structure, only occasionally showing thin, siliceous partings

that may represent originally alternating beds of different composition-

These are usually grotesquely twisted and contorted, or broken into

disjointed fragments. The angular boulders of rusty weathering quartz-

ite, often found freely sprinkled through the masses, may have come

from such broken layers.

These rocks are very irregularly developed, widening out and showing

numerous outcrops for a short distance and then disappearing, their

place being taken by the banded gneisses or intrusives. When mapped,

the outcrops show some linear distribution, and this may indicate

original continuity subsequently destroyed by the crushing from

associated heavily bedded and more resistant banded gneisses and

quartzites, and intrusive masses. They are regarded as of sedimentary

origin.
»

The structural relations of these limestones to the other sedimentary

rocks among which they occur are not cleared up as yet. They are

all so disturbed and broken by intrusives that their relations are not

very easily interpreted even when contacts with the quartzites and

banded gneisses are exposed. About Perkins, where they were most

carefully studied, their distribution, and their relation to the under-

lying rocks, as revealed along the Blanche river, were easily explainable

upon the hypothesis of their unconformable superposition and subse-

quent infolding with the gneiss and quartzite, the whole then being

disturbed by the acid intrusives. About McGi'egor lake no clearly

contradictory evidence was seen, and the contacts and distribution

appeared to be in accordance with this view. About Grand lake the

evidence was in favour of interstratification with the gneisses and

quartzites, and subsequent observations in other localities were not

wholly favourable to either view.

The limestones are certainly associated closely with the banded

rocks, more especially with the quartzite, and its occurrence in volume

came to be a signal for the occurrence of a limestone mass. On the

other hand they lack the continuous development to be expected if

they were interstratified. It may be that they are pinched out by

pressure and by instrusive masses, but limestones are usually more

persistent than the other sedimentary rocks, and in this field uneven-
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ness in original deposition appears the most natural way to account

for the erratic distribution.

5. Light gray or greenish, granular masses of rock, mainly pyroxene,

but often with a considerable volume of disseminated calcite. They

often occur in the line of trend of the limestones and are so associated

with them, and in composition they sometimes so approach each other

in intermediate varieties, as often to suggest a similar origin, the

present differences being merely due to original differences in composi-

tion. They are well developed near the shores of both McGregor and

Grand lakes. They have as much continuity as the limestones, though

thought to be less in volume, and may be traced in a broken "way for

considerable distances in line with the general trend of the altered

sedimentary rocks.

Other pyroxene rocks occur, namely dark-coloured, or augitic, which

are more irregular in distribution, and doubtless of intrusive ingeous

origin. They are most intimately connected with the deposits of mica

and apatite.

6. Massive, light gray, reddish or pinkish ci'ystalline rockf largely

composed of dull red or pinkish orthoclase, with quartz, hornblende,

etc., in varying proportions, but relatively of minor importance in the

rock. Texture usually granitic with gneissic foliation, not banded,

but sometimes showing a heavy bedding not characterized, as in the

banded gneiss, by marked difference in mineral composition. South-

west of AVake6eld lake interbanding of rock of similar composition

with layers rich in hornblende and of a dark colour, was noted, but

this feature was not common in the Templeton areas. Distribution

irregular, forming considerable masses among the banded gneiss, as in

the hills along the north side of McGregor lake, and extensions north-

east and north-west, forming a rough and broken V-shaped area. They

are regarded as of igneous origin, but whether older or newer than the

surrounding rocks, or of contempwaneous origin, was not determined.

7. Usually a gray or dark gray coarsely crystalline rock, composed

mainly of a gray feldspar and abundant hornblende. Quartz usually

present. In mineral composition apparently simple and uniform.

Massive with gneissic foliation, a heavy bedding soTnetimes descernable

as in the previous group, with which it corresponds in structural char-

acteristics. It is not very different in mineral composition except in

the absence of the pink feldspars and relatively more abundant horn-

blende. A comparatively large area lies between Grand and Wake-

field lakes, extending to beyond the boundary of the sheet. Similar
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rock occurs south of McFee lake. Near the northern township line of

Terupleton, the two kinds of massive gneiss are considerably inter-

mixed. It is regarded as of igneous origin, but its relations to the

other groups were not clearly made out.

8. Very coarse red orthoclase and quartz rocks. These minerals occur, Pegmatite,

usually, in nearly pure aggregates up to a foot or more in diameter.

Other minerals absent or in very small quantities, though large aggre-

gates of hornblende sometimes occur. The orthoclase is usually bright

red in colour and contains sharp crystals of quartz as inclusions?

forming a typical pegmatite. Graphitic granite not uncommon. This

rock is widely and quite uniformly distributed throughout the district,

and also crops out near East Templeton station where large pits have

been opened in it for the feldspar it contains. It is intricately dissem-

inated in masses of varying volume and shape through all the rocks

previously described. This volume, with relation to that of the rock

cut by it, is variable, but is estimated roughly to be from one to two

thirds the total volume in the belt of banded gneisses and quartzites

north-east of McGregor lake. This rocks shows no foliation, and is

newer than all the preceding groups. It appears to be more abundant

in the localities rich in mica and phosphate, and to have had a real

connection with the concentration of those substances into deposits of

economic importance.

A few somewhat larger masses, essentially the same in composition,

but of granitic texture, though not true granites, were observed, the

largest lying between the south-east and north-west arms of Wakefield

lake. These have the same relations to the surrounding rocks as the

pegmatites.

Dark coloured basic rocks, of variable texture, but usually fine- 'i'l'^^-P or

grained and compact, individual minerals indistinct, designated for

field purposes as trap, or greenstone. This rock occurs in dikes,

usually vertical, and one or two chains in width, generally lying in an

east and west direction, cutting all previously mentioned rocks, and

remarkably persistent in width and direction. Several of these cross

the south-western corner of the sheet at intervals of about a mile.

East of Grand lake, between Green lake and Dam lake, a huge boss

of a more coarsely crystalline rock of approximately similar composi-

tion, comes in and trends north-easterly with the prevailing strike of

the I'ocks to the south-east. It was traced as far as Newton's lake,

but its limit in that direction was not reached. It is regarded as a
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relatively later intrusive, and no pegmatite was observed within its

boundaries.

The deposits of apatite and mica have been studied for many years,

and their relations appear to be pretty well understood. Very little

attention was therefore given to them, but sufficient to gain the con-

viction that many, at least, are in true fissure veins, and not igneous

intrusives. Most of the old abandoned pits were already located on

the map, and those now working are in the same localities. These depo-

sits occur in the series of banded rocks and limestones regarded as

altered sediments. The main volume of these rocks trends in a north-

easterly direction diagonally across the sheet. An arm branches ofi

in a northerly direction along Grand lake and divides, sending bran-

ches north-westerly along McArthur lake, and east and north-east along

Green lake to Dodge lake.

Surface deposits in this district are scanty and confined to the valley

bottoms near the Blanche river and its tributaries. These deposits

are usually gray clays, free from boulders, and often stratified. Glacia-

ted boulders and erratics are rare, but the bedrock is generally gla.

ciated ; north-facing hills and knobs show charactei-istically rounded

contours. The striae trend southwards, modified locally by the direct,

ions of the valleys.

Physiographically the country is a tumbled confusion of steep wooded

hills of no great elevation. The massive, gneissic rocks, and basic

intrusives furnish a surface particularly rough, broken and difficult to

traverse. The forest fires of the previous season swept great patches

of woods out of existence, and the partly burned and fallen timber,

interwoven with a summer's growth of vines and blackberry bushes,

rendered travelling exceedingly slow and laborious.

Lakes are thickly sprinkled among these hills. The largest, consist-

ing of McGregor, Grand, Green, McArthur and Wakefield, form with

short portages, a waterway from Perkins to the northern boundary of

the sheet. Fi'om Green lake, by way of the Mountain portage to

Dodge lake and the Lievre river, the pioneers in the early days brought

in their supplies and even took out grain to the mills on the Lievre to

be turned into flour, but the wilderness ways are now deserted except

by the stray sportsman, or a joyous party of student priests who have

rest-houses through the region and travel back and forth in birch bark

canoes in true voyageur fashion.

Almost without an exception the lakes, large or small, lie in areas

characterized by the occurrence of limestone. In the hilly tracts
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between the lakes this rock is as generally absent. Their origin thus

appears due, in the main, to the removal of these less resistant rocks

by the slow process of subaerial erosion. They have clearly not been

dammed by glacial debris, as rock hills generally surround them, and

their outlets flow over the solid ledges. Neither are they due, in any

special way, to glacial erosion, though ice action has doubtless played

its part in bringing about the final result. They are not trough-like,

but notably irregular in form, conforming only to the trend of the more

or less calcareous rocks among which they lie. Some are credited with

considerable depth ; Battle and McGregor lakes are said to have from

300 to 500 feet of water in certain places. With their pleasing

scenery and opportunities for camping, canoeing, and fishing, they offer,

at the present time, the chief attraction of the country for the outside

world.

Although at present the mining industry in the district is very quiet. Mining

the deposits of merchantable mica do not appear in any way exhausted.

Even the old pits formerly worked for phosphate, when cleaned out, as

some have recently been at Battle lake, give veiy promising shows,

and new ones are still being discovered. One such find, about three-

fourths of a mile east of Dam lake, in the Gore, was opened during

the summer, and was showing very large crystals of excellent mica.

When last visited, buildings were being erected, and other preparations

made for its vigorous development. There seems no reason to doubt that

with a regular demand for the product, these rocks will continue to

yield steadily for an indefinite time.

Geology of Part of the County of Ottawa.

By J. F. E. Johnston.

In accordance with Dr. Bell's instructions I left Ottawa on the 8th Intreduction.

of August and proceeded to make a geological examination of the area

contained within the limits of Sheet No. 2. of Mr. James White's

" Mining and Topographical Map of the Lievre River and Templeton

Phosphate District."

This is the more northerly of the two sheets composing the map, and Description

includes nearly the whole of the townships of East and West Port- ^^ '*'"^.*
,

'
. ^ ,

examined,
land, together with portions of the townships of Wakefield, Denholm,

Bowman, Villeneuve and Derry. The area is divided into two nearly

equal portions by the Lievre river, which flows in a general south-

easterly direction.
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Owing to the fact that the map has been compiled on a very large

scale (half a mile to the inch), and that very detailed work is, therefore,

*
required to properly show the geology, which is of a most intricate

nature, the work done during the past season must be considered as

only preliminary, and at least one more season will have to be spent

in an examination of this area.

An extensive forest fire swept over a large part of this section of

country in the spring of 1903, and, during the summer, the area thus

burned was overgrown with weeds, wiry berry-bushes and other

shrubs, which rendered hill climbing very difficult.

As the examination on which the present report is based was begun

very late in the season, only a comparatively short time was spent in

the field, thus militating against much progress being made.

However, the ground was fairly well covered in a general way, and

a reconnaissance was made of the whole district comprised in the map-

sheet, and a good idea of the character of the underlying rocks was

thus obtained. A large number of hand-specimens were brought back

for purposes of close study during the winter, with a view to obtaining

much more detailed knowledge of their mineralogical composition.

Topographj'. "phe country included in this map-sheet lies within the Laurentide

hills, and is generally rough and mountainous ; the valleys between

the different ridges are covered with clay and sand. The hills rise to

a height of about 700 feet, and are generally timbered, except where

fire-swept. To the east of the Lievre river the flats are nearly all

clay, but in the vicinity of Poltimore the land is much more sandy.

In many places along Priest creek, on the western portion of the sheet,

the line of demarkation between the overlying sand and the clay was

found to vary from about three to ten feet from the surface.

There are no large lakes within the area, excepting Wakefield, of

which a portion of the northern end, about two miles in length,

extends within the sheet. There are a number of small lakes, the

largest of which seldom exceed three-quarters of a mile in length, and

there are two large creeks, Priest creek in the western, and Clay creek

in the eastern, portion of the sheet. The former flows in a south-

easterly direction, joining the Lievre on lot 12 con. IV of East Port-

land, near the line between cons. Ill and IV. Clay creek flows in a

southerly direction, and joins the Lievre river on lot 11 con. IV of the

same township, near the line between lots 11 and 12 and less than a

mile above Priest creek.
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Tamo lake was formerly about three miles and a half in length Tamo lake,

and, in places, over half a mile wide, but a small landslide, caused by

the breaking of a milldam and the consequent rush of water, almost

completely emptied this large body of water in the short space of three

hours and a half. The lake to-day consists merely of a small pond,

at the ftxtreme upper end of the old lake, about 15 chains in length

and 10 in width.

A bay on Tamo lake extended to within about 10 chains of Musk-
rat lake, from which it was separated by a bank of clay about 10

chain in width, through which a small brook formed an outlet from

Tamo lake to Muskrat lake. A saw-mill and dam were built here, and
it was the breaking of this dam that caused the above mentioned

occurrence. The intervening clay was swept into Muskrat lake, the

upper portion of which, for a distance of 15 chains, is filled up. The
evidence as to the date of this occurrence is conflicting, but the best

informed settlers name April 22nd, 1896. The bed of Tamo lake is

now traversed by roads, and parts of it are under cultivation, while a

cheese factory has been built on what was the centre of the old lake.

The roads traversing the area included within the sheet have been Changes in

considerably changed in places since the map was compiled some years ^^^ roads,

ago. Owing to the complete cessation of development in the phosphate

industry of late years, nearly all the old mine-roads have fallen into

disuse and are now covered with growth, and blocked with fallen

timber. New roads have been built and portions of some of the old

ones altered. During the summer the necessary surveys to indicate

the roads as they now exist, were made.

All the rocks, within the area examined, belong to the Grenvil'e

series, or Upper Laurentian system, and consist principally of granitic,

very quartzose, micaceous, rusty and syenitic gneisses, crystalline lime-

stone, quartzites, feld^-par rocks, pyroxenites, mica, apatite and small

areas of diabase and of micadiorites.

There is comparatively little limestone in the country east of the Principal

Lievre river, but in the western portion of the area, limestone outcrops '"o^'^s-

are much more extensive.

Rocks east of the Lievre river.

Notre Dame de Salette is a small village on the east bank of the p i.^ ^u

river, and, about the centre of the sheet above this, on the road to °^ Salette.

Villeneuve, the hill ridges extend in places to within a few chains

26—16
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of the river bank, while in others they are distant from it from a half

to three-quarters of a mile. West of the road, in the N.W. corner of

West Pordand, there is a ridge of a reddish-gray, granitic gneiss

striking approximately S. 12° E.,* and a quarter of a mile south of

this, on the east side, the gneiss is more banded, and strikes about

S. 1 3° W. On lot 6 con. VIII the rock is principally quartz and

feldspar, striking S. 3° W. On lot 6 con. VI the ridge is just along-

side the road, on the east, and here there is a massive bluff of a

smooth -worn, much weathered rock, very rusty near the surface and

consisting principally of quartz and feldspar.

Just east of Salette, and north of the R. C. Church, there is a hill

consisting mainly of a rock made up of a bluish-purple quartz and

plagioclase, with very little mica and holding small inclusions of altered

pyroxene. This rock is met with in many localities in the area exam-

ined. A'-so iated with it here are pyroxenite, apatite and syenite-gneiss

(leopard rock). West of the cemetery thei e is a small hill of the same

bluish-purple quartz with the plagioclases very abundant, and between

this hill and the river is seen a small exposure of crystalline limestone.

On lot 3 just south of this there is a small outcrop of gneiss striking

S. 3° W.

South of Clay creek on lot II con. IV crystalline I'mestone is

exposed < n the west side of the road. It occupies a very small area

and is coarsely granular with minute particles of graphite, in the form

of flake, disseminated through it. It contains numerous inclusions of

rusty gneiss, in piei es of varying sizes up to a couple of feet in length?

and intersected by pegmatite veins.

Rocks south North of the lin^ bet een cons. Ill and IV the road, which

has been running over flats from the church at Salette, strike the base

of a range of hills, and the rock here is a micaceous gneiss associated

with the plagioclase purpli^h-quartz rock, before mentioned. On the

west side of the road, opposite the mouth of Priest creek, micaceous

gneiss and quartzite outcrop, striking S. 8° W. and dipping easterly at

about 45°. From here to the line between cons. II and Til, the road

is very rough and hilly, and on both sides of the line, east of the road,

the ridge is composed of the pbigioclase-quartz rock, associated with

fine-grain quartzose and micaceous gneisses. A hill of limestone

extends for about a quarter of a mile across lots 11 and 12, on the

* Throughout this report all bearings in connection with strikes, striae, etc., are

true bearing and an average constant magnetic variation has been allowed for of 12°

W. Mr. White found the average variation about 11° but, in the time elapsed since

his surveys were made, the annual increasing variation would make it now about 12^
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N. E. side of the road. The limestone is bedded ; the hill rises almost

perpendicularly alongside the road and its general direction is about

north-east.

North of Malcolm creek, where the road runs off the sheet, the rock

is principally grayish quartzite and micaceous gneiss striking S. 23° W.
and dipping N. E. at a l.igh angle. A dike of dark mica-diorite,

about two chains in width, intersects it about eight chains north of the

creek.

The rocks in the vicinity of Tamo Lake are similar to those closer Rocks ic

to the Lievre. At the top of a high hill, on the west side of the old XamoXke
lake, near the corner between lots 14 and 15 and cons. V and VI,

East Portland, gneiss, with pegmatite veins, strikes N. 11 '^ E. and dips

easterly at about 45°. The same rock occurs along the road from Tamo
lake to Salette, for about a mile. Here, gray gneiss, with large ujasses

of pegmatite, is associated with the plagioclase-purplish quartz rock.

The ridge leaves the road and runs off in a north-westerly direction to

Crafts mine on lot 25 con. VII.

On what was a little island on Tamo Lake, about the middle of lot

13, con. XII, banded gneiss strikes N. 55 W. and dips S. W., almost

perpendicularly; this is intersected by a reddish, fine-grained, granitic

gneiss. This banded gneiss is also seen on the east shore of the lake,

where is strikes in the same direction. The granitic gneiss is also

exposed on lot 13 con. VI, where it strikes N. 53° W. and is tilted

practically on end, and appears again on the lake bed, a quarter of a

mile south of the line between cons. VI and VII.

The rock of the ridge along the west shore is principally gneiss and

quartzite. At the southern end of the lake, on the western half of lot

1 con. I V^, micaceous gneiss outcrops, and along the east shore the ridge

is composed of quartzose gneiss and quartzite. Between the narrows

of the old lake and the North Star mine, the rocks are quartzose gneiss,

with a little epidote and quartzite, striking from about S. 18° E. to

S. 9° E. with an easterly dip.

On the road from the London mine to Tamo lake the rocks, at about Rocks

the line between lots 6 and 7 con. II, are quartzites and gray gneiss London mine
striking N. 42*^ E. and dipping almost perpendicularly. From here

f^^'
Tamo

to the crossing of Cobb creek, gneiss and quartzite are seen and, from

the creek, for a distance of half a mile, the road runs over flats to a

small hill of coarse diabase. Gneiss, containing considerable pegmatite

and associated with quartzite, strikes N. IS** E. and dips southerly on

26—161
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the northern side of a small branch road on the line between cons. Ill

and IV, and about half a mile west of the main road. There is another

area of coarse diabase on the east of the road, a short distance south of

the schoolhouse.

A road runs from the schoolhouse down through the S. W. portion

of Derry, and is divided about the middle of con. IT of Portland, at

the line between lots 1 and 2, into two branches which reunite on lot

5, con. Ill of Derry. Micaceous gneiss and quartzite are seen on the

north side of the north branch as far as the town line. On the southern

end of lot 4, con. IV", Derry, the gneiss sti'ikes S. 8° W. and dips

almost perpendicularly. South of this there is a small area of serpentine

and limestone, and then gneiss, striking in the same direction, is again

met with. On the south branch the rocks are quartzite and gneiss,

and from the forks at the junction of the two branches, the road runs

through tamarack, cedar, spruce and balsam swamp, to the middle of

lot 4, con. II. Here there is a big bluflf known locally as the " Roc

Rouge", composed principally of feldspar and epidote. Just west of

this there is micaceous gneiss and, with it, perthite, and on the Portland

side of the town-line there is a ridge of quartzite and quartzose gneiss,

striking S. 89° E. South of the road, on lot 3, con. II, Derry, banded

gneiss, striking from S. 63° W. to S. 73° W. and dipping N. N. W.,

is seen.

Asbestus. Asbestus occurs on lot 10, con. Ill, Derry, and several small surface

seams were seen, the largest of which was about one in thickness.

Gneisses. On the south side of the road between Crafts mine and the Chapleau

mine micaceous gneiss is exposed striking S. 40° E. on lot 23, con. VII,

and on lot 22, anorthosite, from lot 21, up to the Chapleau mine, is seen

The road is covered with growth. On lot 20, on the north side of the

road, a very micaceous schistose gneiss strikes S. 21° E. and has an

almost perpendicular dip. The main road from Crafts mine runs north-

easterly from lot 21 and skirts the base of a ridge of reddish quartzose

gneiss for half a mile. On con. VIII, near the south end of the line, be-

tween lots 23 and 24, the gneiss strikes S. 40'^ E. and dips north-easterly

at 45°. Near the Philadelphia mine the same gneiss strikes in a similar

direction and dips north-easterly at about 70°. Along the road from

lot 22 on the line between cons. VII and VIIT, a reddish quartzose

gneiss, associated with quartzite, occurs up to above the middle of lot

17 con. IX. The strike varies from N. 29° W. at the southern end of

lot 21, con. VIII, where the rock is dipping north-easterly at 70°, to

N. 41° W. about the middle of the lot, N. 17° W. just north of the
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line between cons. VIII and IX, and N. 8' E. about the middle of

lot 17 con. IX.

A dike of dark mica-diorite crosses the road near the southern end

of lot 21. con. VIII, and a small area of ophicalcite (serpentine and

limestone) occurs just south of the line between cons. VIII and IX

On the west side of the road, running north from the old narrows

of Tamo lake to Clay lake, a very much weathered gneiss strikes S,

40° E. and dips almost perpendicularly. With it are associated whitish

gray quartzite and pegmatite. North of the line, between cons. VIII

and IX and on the west side of the road, there is an exposure of

quartxose-gneiss striking S. 21° W. On the S. E. corner of lot 15,

con. X, there is a small exposure of crystalline limestone, and the same

rock is seen again about half a mile south of Clay lake.

A new road has been built from the corner of lots 12 and 3 3, cons.

IX and X, running north easterly into Derry and on its north side

on lots 8 and 9, Portland, rusty micaceous gneiss with pegmatite veins

is exposed. Gneiss and quartzite are seen near the town-line, and on

lots 1 and 2, con. IX of Derry, biotite-gneiss with pegmatite veins

and quartzite, strikes S. 37° W. and dips S. E. at 75° to 80 .

On lot 7, con. IV of Portland, quartzite gneiss strikes N. 36° and

dips S. E. at 45°, and one hundred yards west of the town-line, schistose,

micaceous gneiss, with quartz and pegmatite veins, strikes X. 51° E.

and dips X. E.

Throughout the whole area examined, bands of pyroxenic rocks

with which is associated apatite, occur, running generally through the

gneisses and quartzites.

Rocks west of the Lievre river.

The road leading south from Chalifoux' ferry towards Priest creek, Rocks on west

runs over clay to lot 4, con. V where it skirts the base of a ridge on ^1^^°^
L'evre

the west. The rocks here are very much disturbed and consist of

limestone, micaceous gneiss with masses of quartz and pegmatite, and

also the purplish quartz-plagioclase rock. On the opposite bank of the

river there is a small exposure of limestone. The gneiss is older than the

limestone. One hundred yards further south, the hills are composed of

gneiss striking X. 68° E. with a varying northerly dip. This road stops

north of Priest creek which has not yet been bridged. On lots 4 and

5, con. VI, just west of the river, a ridge of gneiss striking from S. 69°

E. to S. 89° E., extends back for half a mile. The gneiss contains
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i—
numerous veins and masses of pegmatite. Phlogopite and muscovite

have heen mined near the river, but no development work is going on

at present.

On the south-west side of Ross mountain quartzose and micaceous

gneisses, associated with the purplish quartz-plagioclase rock, occur,

and with them bands of pyroxenite. About the middle of lot 1, con.

VII the strike is S. 74° E. and the gneiss is considerably iron-stained.

At the western end of lot 4 con. VII biotite gneiss strikes S. 32° E.

and dips N.E. at a high angle.

On the road running from Poltimore, West Portland, to Salette the

first rock met with is a very rusty sillimanite-gneiss situated about a

quarter of a mile east of the R. C. Church, containing considerable

pegmatite and striking S. 47° E. with an almost perpendicular dip.

About 12 chains farther the rock is bluish-gray in colour, weathers very

rusty, and consists of plagioclase, mica and quartz. Dolomite occurs

in a hill just east of this, and on the northern end of lot 21, con. VII

the rock is a very rusty, much decomposed gneiss with an approxim-

ately general north and south strike and an easterly dip of about 45°.

On lot 20, in the same concession, there is a small hill of coai'se granu-

lar ci-ystalline limestone, with minute particles of graphite disseminated

through it, and associated with the limestone is a rusty gneiss. On
the line between lots 18 and 19, con. VII, the gneiss is striking N. 5'

E. and is associated with quartzite. The outcrop is the first found on

the south of the Poltimore road. About the middle of con. VII and

on the line between lots 14 and 1.5, the gneiss strikes about N. 5° W. and

clearly defined glacial stria? were here observed running S. 25° E. On
lot 11, con. VII and on the north end of lot 12, con. VI, alongside the

road, mica-schist, very rusty and twisted in places, has a general strike

of from N. 61^ W. to N. 57° W., dips south-westerly at about 50°, and

is associated with the purplish quartz-plagioclase rock, containing small

inclusions of altered pyroxene. Near the line between lots 8 and 9

and cons. VI and VII, the road meets the base of a ridge, running off

to the north-west, which it skirts for about a mile. The ridge is com-

posed principally of rusty micaceous gneiss and quartzite, but on lot 7,

con. VI the gneiss is more granitic, strikes N. 68° W. and dips south-

westerly at about 50".

Here again, glacial strife are well defined, having a direction of S.

27° E. The immense fires that have swept over this area have blistered

the rocks in many places, obliterating surface markings, and this is

probably why stria? were not found more frequently, the two places

referred to being the only ones where reliable stria? were observed.
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An old road, now fallen into disuse, runs from Chalifoux ferry to

the site of Hollarid's mill, which was burnt down some years ago.

Where this road crosses the east line of lot 7 con. VI, a small patch

of crystalline limestone is seen, and ju>t past it, gray gneiss strikes

N. 82 W. and dips N. at about 80\ A little more than a quarter of

a mile before reaching the mill, quartzose gneiss strikes S. 53° W., and

dips south-easterly, and about ten chains farther the gneiss is very

rusty. At the mill, it is striking 10' west of south and dipping

easterly at 60^.

To the east of the road, on lot 1 i, con. VIT, there is a hill of banded

gneiss about a quarter of a mile in length and ten or twelve chains in

width. The gneiss is striking S. 1 2° E , and dipping east at 70 to 75°.

A road running to Buckingham leaves the Salet*;e-Polti more road at Fresh-water

the corner of lots 13 and 14 and cons. VI and VII, traversing the

southern part of the sheet in a south easterly direction. Just west of

this corner, there is a hill of coarse granular, crystalline limestone, and,

outcropping at its base, is a small mass of quartzite. On the top of

the hill, fresh-water shells (Planorbis) were found. Several small hills

are located crossing con. VII, between the road and Harper's lake, and

at the base they are generally composed of quartzite, occasionally

associated with bands of rusty gneiss striking N. 10' E , and dipping

W. at from 50' to 60°. The upper portions of the hills are composed

of crystalline limestone.

The road across cons. IV and V follows the east bank of Wright's

creek, a tributary of Priest creek. The hills to the east of the road

are composed of quartzite and gneiss, while, to the west of the creek,

there is a belt of crystalline limestone. Sharp differentiation is shown

on the east side of the road near the line between cons. IV and V,

where, in the space of a few yards, the rock varies from a quartzite to

either a hard granitic gneiss, a hornblende schist, or a hard, smooth

hornblende.

About half way across con. V there is an occurrence of asbestus on Asbestus.

the east side of the road, on lot 16, the property of ^Ir. Nicholas

Orange. Some development work has been done here, and seams an

inch in thickness are said to have been found, but half an inch was the

largest noted.

Alnrost midway across con. IV, the hill east of the road is composed

of red granite gneiss striking N. 38 E., and dipping S.E. to 60".

South of this, there is a hill of massive feldspar and quartz, weat' ering
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•white, and intersected in places by numerous small veins of hornblende.

To'the west of the creek crystalline limestone is exposed. Near the

line between cons. Ill and lY, on both sides of the road, the plagio-

clase purplish quartz rock is found, and S.W. of the road, on about lot

^'con. III., there is a knoll of gneiss and a white weathering rock,

quartz and feldspar. Reddish gneiss strikes S. 35 E., and dips N.E.

Just north of the road on lot 7 con. III. A light gray, granitic, acid

gnei.ss, with very little mica, is striking S. 35 E., and dipping N.E. at

about 60' X>n the north side of the road in lot 7. A ridge runs off, a

little west of north, from the lower part of lot 2, and is made up here

of a basic granitoid gneiss, hornblende and biotite, intersected by

occasional small veins of pyroxene rock.

Crystalline Qj^ ^^^e road from Poltimore to big Blanche lake, alow ridge, about a
hmestone. ° '_

t e
quarter of a mile long and three to four chains in width, extends from

the crossing of the line between lots 28 and 29, con. VII., Portland, in

a direction of about S. 27° E. It is composed of hornblende and mica-

schist, and just south of it there is a similar low ridge of a fine-grained

basic gneiss, the same rock being exposed on the N. W. side of the

road. Very quartzose gneiss and granite, striking N. 24° W., and

dipping easterly at about 45°, occur to about the middle of lot 29 on the

north side of the road. Here a small bluff of massive, very coarse-

grained, whitish, crystalline limestone, with particles of graphite dis-

seminated through it, is met with and extends for about two chains.

A hill of the same limestone, about three-quarters of a mile long and

a quarter of a mile in width, its axis lying in a general northerly direc-

tion, occupies the area between the two heads of St. Germain creek in

con XI., Wakefield. These hills are much weathered and decomposed

near the surface, and the broken up, decomposed rock found every-

where at the base of their slopes somewhat I'esembles rock-salt in

appearance. A small knoll of the same rock is seen just east of the

Presbyterian Church on con. X and another just west of the road and

south of the line between cons. IX and X, the latter a little finer,

grained and more of a dolomite than the former. East of McMuUins

lake the ridge is composed of rusty gneiss, mica-schist and the plagio-

clase purplish quartz rock with the altered pyroxene inclusions. On

the road west from Poltimore, a big hill of the coarse crystalline

limestone is met with on the north side of the road, at the Den-

holm-Portland line. It contains numerous inclusions of a very rusty

gneiss in pieces of all sizes. A knoll of the same rock lies just south

of the road to the west of the line.
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On the west of the road north from Poltimore, fine-grained micaceous

gneiss is seen about 15 chains south of the line between cons. VIII

and IX, Portland. Between this exposure and the line, also on the

west of the road, there is a knoll of limestone. A small hill of lime-

stone a quarter of a mile in length lies to the west of the road in con.

X. The road forks at the line between cons. IX and X, one branch

running to the north east, known as the (-erraan settlement road, and

the other to the north-west runningup into Denholm. Near the

latter road, 100 yards north of it and just west of the forks, there is a

big hill of limestone, and west of the town I'ne, on lot 47 of Denholm,

there is a knoll of red gneiss, striking X. il' E. and dipping S.E. at

about 4-5". \Yest of the corner between Bowman, Denholm and Port-

land, red gneiss strikes S. IS' E. and dips easterly.

The country, south and east of the German Settlemant road, is burnt Gneiss,

and weed-grown for a distance of about a mile. On lot 19 con. X
Portland, there is an exposure of very micaceous gneiss, and half a

mile further, the road strike? the base of a big ridge of the coarse, gra-

nular limestone, which it skirts for a distance of about half a mile. A
small hill of gneiss occurs on lots A and 1 con. T Bowman, and

here the strike is X. .51" E. A few chains further there is another

small hill : in this, limestone and rusty gneiss occur and at a point

just about the line between lots 4 and 5, banded gneiss strikes X. 19'

E. and dips S.E. at about 70'

On the Ross creek road, running north from the present Holland

Mill Post Office, rusty gneiss is met with about the middle of con. IX,

on the west side of the road, and a quarter of a mile further north,

there is a small hill of coarse crystalline limestone with inclusions of

rusty gneiss. The gneiss is met with again near the line between

cons. IX and X, striking S. 67" E. and dipping northerly at 50'. Just

past it, a big ridge of very coarse granular, crystalline limestone runs

off in a north-westerly direction. To the east of a brook, which here

runs along the road, there is a big ridge of gneiss, mostly reddish and

fine grained, striking S. 29" E. and dipping easter''y at about 70'.

About the middle of lot A. in con. V, Bowman, there is a small knoll

of a dolomitic limestone, much finer-grained than was found in most of

the other hills.

With regard to economic geology, the chief interest in the whole Economic

area is attached to the occurrence of apatite and mica, both of which ^®*^ °^-

were mined on an extensive scale for years, though unfortunately at

the present time little or no development is being done. In fact, only

one locality was noted where active operations were being pursued
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durinf? the past suiumer, and this was at O'Bi'ien's mica mine, on lot

19, con. VIII West Poi'tland, where work was carried on during a

part of the summer.

Phosphates. Since the early nineties, when the enormous development of the

phosphate industry in the Southern States reached a point at which

it was impossible for the Canadian mines to succesfully compete, the

phosphate mines in this area have all been shut down, and no develop"

ment work is now being done at all.

No particular attention A\as paid, during the past season to the occur-

rence of phosphate and mica in this area, the subject being one which has

occupied the attention of, and been fully investigated by, many

well-known geologists. Among those who have contributed to our

knowledge on this subject may be mentioned Sterry Hunt, J. W.

Dawson, G. M. Dawson, Harrington, Adams, Torrance, Dawkins,

Kinahan, Falding, Bell, Coste, Ingall, Penrose, Selwyn, Davidson,

Ells, O-ann and Gibson.

As the only places in this area, where the occurrence of pho.=phate can

be well studied, are at the mining pits, and as these pits are now full of

water, examination must be conBned mainly to the dumps. These

consist principally of gneiss, quartzite, pyroxenite and mica, and an

examination of nearly all the mines shoived that the apatite is always

accompa< ied hy pyroxenite.

Prof. Osann's In regard to the relation between the pyroxenite and the apatite,

some results arrived at by Prof. Osann, who made a close study of the

occurrence of apatite in this field in the fall of 1899, may be quoted.

He says :
" The apatite veins are always accompanied by so-called

pyroxenite; ti.ey seem to be connected with its occurrence.'' Again,

speaking of the apatite deposits :
" They are all of the same origin, and

younger than the associated gneisses. They are accordingly true veins

which have been formed in the same wav as all other ore-veins."

Surface Geology of Eastern Quebec.

By Dr. R. Chalmers.

Work during i;he winter of 1903-04: was spent by Dr. Chalmers in the office com-
winterofl903-

, . , • u n ..•

1904. piling the fieldwork of the previous summer and preparing a bulletin

on Peat in Canada. In this paper a description of nearly all the

known peat bogs of the Dominion is given, together with an account

of the proces-ses employed in preparing this material for fuel, coke or
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moss litter. Information concerning peat bogs was furnished to per-

sons interested in these, in answer to inquiries from different places in

Cmada, and some time was al-o taken up examining drillings and logs

of wells bored for oil, gas or water.

On the field work accomplished during the past season Dr. Chalmers

makes the following report :
—

The work assigned me for the season of 1904: was the study of the Field of work

surface geology of the St. Lawrence valley, principally to the north

and east of Queljec city, including that of the Gaspe peninsula, and of

the Saguenay river and Lake St. John district. Before commencing

this, however, a short time was spent at Brockville, Kingston and north-

ward and north-westward into Renfrew and Hastings counties along the

border of the Archsean area, with a view of obtaining, if possible, further ^j. Brockville

evidence as to an axial uplift in the Post-Tertiary period not-th-east and and Kingston,

north of lake Ontario. Stratified beds of sand and gravel, with a flow-

and-plunge structure, deposited by waters flowing eastwardly were

observed in several places between the St. Lawrence river and Ren-

frew, occupying different elevations, the highest being met with be-

tween Sharbot and Calabogie lakes at 800 and 850 feet. Lower beds

of the same character occur to the west near Madoc Junction, also to

the east three or four miles north of Smiths Falls. At these places,

the elevation is 502 feet and 44:0 feet respectis-ely. Further, certain

yellow sands and gravels, holding calcareous concretions, common in
.^ o > o Western limit

the basins of lakes Ontario and Erie, have also been transported east- of Leda clay

ward at this period and deposited upon the Lsda clay and Saxicava
*and?*^^'^^^*

sand along their western border. These were observed as far east as

Prescott. From the facts obtained, it became evident that, at the time

of the formation of these sand and gravel beds, diff"erent relative levels

existed, the granite axis being lower than at the present day, and the

waters in which the highest of these beds were laid down must have

overflowed from the ancient lake Ontario out upon the St. Lawrence

marine plain at various points.

The conclusions tentatively arrived at from the investigations are. Conclusions

that (1) The marine beds of the St. Lawrence v^alley reach their western
jj^^j^g n,jide.

limit at Brockville and along a line passing by Maberly station (Cana-

dian Pacific railway), Lanark, Calabogie and northward, and are over-

lapped, in places, by fresh-water sands and gravels from the- west.

—

(2) The deposits of the basins of the Great Lakes are glacial and lacus-

trine ; and (3; The St. Lawrence valley and the lake region must have
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stood at a lower level at the close of the Pleistocene* and beginning of

the Recent Period of Post-Tertiary geology than at the present day,

and the Archaean axis referred to, slightly higher than these, holding

in lake Ontario or a still larger body of water. This condition

of things was follow d by a downward movement of the so called

Archaean neck and granite axis, with correlative uplifts to the east and

to the west. The raised marine shore-lines on the one hand, and

those of lacustrine origin on the other, must have been formed during

certain pauses in the oscillations referred to. Taking all these facts into

account, there would seem to have been only one general subsidence of

this axis during and since the glacial period with two or three cessa-

tions of the stresses which produced the oscillations, and one upward

movem<!nt still in progress, as shown by the present position of the

Iroquois beach, and by the observations of Dr. Gilbert of the United

States Geological Survey.;

A brief preliminary note embodying the I'esults of the investigations

was prepared and published in the September number, 1904, of the

American Journal of Science, entitled The Geomorphic Origin of the

Raised Shore Lines, Etc.

Work in the On returning to Ottawa, a few days were spent in routine work in

.sula!^^^"'" tlie office, and in pr*^paring the paper referred to. On the 27th of

June I left for the regular field work of the season, proceeding first to

Gaspe peninsula. In carrying out the work intrusted to me there, I

started from Metapedia, going thence to New Carlisle and Paspebiac,

wliere a few days were occupied making examinations in the rear

settlements and along the coasts towards Port Daniel. At Gaspe

basin the surface deposits, glaciation and raised shore-lines were

investigated while arrangements were being made for a trip around

the north shore of the peninsula. With camping outfit, and a man

and boy, I started on this difficult and laborious journey, having only

a single horse and express waggon. A considerable part of the trip

was, however, accomplished on foot ; but occasionally, in the mountain-

ous country, we hired a second horse. The roads are the worst in

Eastern Canada, especially between Fox river and Sainte Anne de

Monts, passing over hills 800 to 1,500 feet high, and descending into

the narrow valley* at the mouths of the rivers, where the fishing vil-

lages are situated. In several places these roads are so bad, and the

hills so .steep, that we had to take to the shore and follow it to the

* The term Pleistocene as employed here embraces that period beginning at the

close of the Pliocene and ending with the deposition of the Leda clay and saxicava

sands.

X Recent Earth Movements in the 3reat Lakes Region, Eighteenth Annual Report,

U.S. Geol. .Survey, 1896-97, Part II, pp. 601-(J47.
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next fishing village. Most of the coast district between Fox river and

Valley river is unsettled, except at the fishing stations. Generally

speaking, it forms an undulating plateau from 700-SOO feet to 1,200-

1,500 feet high, trenched by rivers and brooks, and with a steep face

to the gulf. The banks, which are angular, abrupt, and without that

rounded appearance so characteristic of ice-worn surfaces, have under-

gone tremendous erosion by the sea, the regular curving form of the

coast line being largely due to this cause. Inlets at the mouths

of rivers and brooks are enclosed between steep, angular bluffs, the

upper brow of these being sharp in outline and bearing no traces of

ice action. Nor do the higher hill sides and summits exhibit any

erosion by ice, sub-aerial decay and waste having apparently had full

sway here. These features characterize the coast district from Fox

river, or Anse au Vallon, to Ste. Anne des Monts, this part of the

coast being higher than that to the east or to the west. No ice seems

to have impinged against it, or passed over it from the north, south, -'^bsenceof
t^ o o > r ) I giaciation in

east or west. A thick coat of decayed rock in situ forms the super- some parts,

ficial covering, but no boulder-clay nor transported material was

observed except such as was found on the shore and the lowest ter-

races. Atmospheric erosion and the action of the rivers were the

principal factors in the reduction of the surface on the higher grounds.

Doubtless glacier ice occupied the central and mountainous parts of

the interior, but it does not seem to have reached this part of the

coast.

The surface geology of the Gaspe peninsula was examined, many pj. Bell's

years ago, by Dr. Bell, and the local character of the drift described by V^V^^^' o" "^^e

him in a paper published at the time* ; it was also referred to by Dr. geolo^j' of

Ells in his report on the geology of Gaspef. In Dr. Bell's paper he
^^"^^^^

remarks that he failed to discover a single stone which had not been

derived from the rocks of the country, until he visited Cape Gaspe and

Point Peter, where boulders of Laurentian gneiss were found in abun-

dance on the sea beach. The truth of this statement was borne out

by the facts observed by me on the north coast, no foreign drift or

boulders having been met with there, either, except such as had been

transpoited thither by floating ice. As soon as we pass Cape Gaspe, going

west, the gneiss and granite boulders referred to by Dr. Bell, evidently

derived from the Laurentide^, begin to appear and can be traced, with

little or no interruption, on the lower grounds westward to Riviere du

Loup, Quebec city and Lake Champlain. In proof that these must

have been transported thither by floating ice, it may be stated that

*0n the Superficial Geology of the Gaspe Peninsula by Robert Bell, C.E., of

the Geological Survey of Canada, Can. Naturalist, Vol. VIII, 1863, pp. 175-183.

t Report of Progress, Geol. Survey of Canada, 1882-83-84, Part E.
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they were not met with above the limits of the Pleistocene submergence,

which at Gaspe, was 240 feet, increasing westwardly, though with some

irregularity. Boulders of local rocks are, however, plentifully distrib-

uted thoughout in the peninsula.

Coast scenery.
From Ste. Anne des Monts, or, indeed, from Valley river west^^ard,

the coast scenery changes and becomes less elevated and bold along the

St. Lawrence. At the first mentioned place, a number of hills, remnants

of denuded ridges, occur to the east of the village, and now form separ-

ate peaks. Boulder clay, which had not been seen since we left Anse au

Vallon, or Fox river, again appeared and glaciated blocks, apparently

derived from the Shickshock mountains, were also noted. The hills

now began to recede from the St. Lawrence river, and low bosses were

observed to be rounded and worn on the south sides, evidently by ice

that flowed northward from the mountains referred to. The surface

beds here, too, contain large quantities of material derived, appar-

ently, from the interior of the peninsula ; but the Laurentian gneisses

and granites are still plentiful along the coast.

Ste Anne dee From Ste. Anne des Monts, or Cape Chat westward, the country is

Monts. settled for two or three concessions back from the river, near which

good land was observed. This farming belt or terrace widens as we

proceed up the St. Lawrence valley, the hills retiring more and more.

At Metis the marine plain is two or three miles wide, and the foot hills

of the Notre Dauie are three or four miles from the river. Her •, good

evidence of northward ice-movement was shown by bosses, glaciated

on the south sides, by transported blocks and drift from the interior,

and by the presence of thick beds of undisturbed decayed rock mater-

ial on the north or lee side of the foot hills. One of these beds can be

seen under the snow-shed immediately to the north of Little Metis

station, (Intercolonial railway). It is a mass of decayed slates in situ,

lying on the northern brow of the ridge, and fronts the open St.

Lawrence valley, thus showing that no ice from the north impinged

against these hills at this place.

Conclusions -phe investigations of the past season established the conclusion that,
respectinggla- °

,, . , • i i i
• • i

ciation of as was first shown by Dr. Bell m the paper cited, the giaciation and

sX!*''
^ '^'^

'^ the transportation of the drift in the Gaspe peninsula, are entirely

local, except such material as is due to floating ice on the north side.

On the south and east sides the ice of the glacial period flowed out-

ward from the elevated grounds of the interior, towards the periphery*.

North of the range of mountains terminating at Cape Gaspe, the ice

* Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can. Vol. II, 1886. Ibid. Vol. VII, 1895. pp.

88-90 M.
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movement was eastward, veering apparently to a north-eastward

course as we go up the coast towards Fox river. Here, or between this

and Ansa au Vallon all traces of ice action are lost and are not again

met with till we approach St^. Anne des Monts. It cannot be doubted

that ice gathered upon the higher parts of the interior, but owing to

the divergent courses of the river valleys an 1 the elevated character of ice in the

the coast border between the two places mentioned, the icejupon the
i°*^"'^'"-

mountainous country, in the central pa,rt of the peninsula, must have

fouiid outlets in other directions. A portion flowed eastward, and

probably south-eastward, following the rivers which fall into Gaspe

basin and the Baie des Chaleurs, while other parts, further west, des-

cended nortliward more directly to the So. Lawrence river along the

Ste. Anne des Monts and other river valleys. Whatever explanation

is given, the fact remains that it is only along that part of the northern

coast border, which rises from 800 to 1,500 feet above the sea, that

the evidences of glaciation are wanting. From Ste. Anne des Monts

westward to Metis, Levis and, indeed, to the Internationil Boundary

near Lake Chainplain, there are abundant stria? proving northward ice-

movement from the Shickshocks, Notre Dame and Sutton mountains

into the St. Lawrence valley. These strise are especially well-marked

at Metis, Trois Pistoles, the south side of Cranbourne mountain, at

Inverness and South Somerset, Richmond, and in Brome and Mississ-

quoi counties, and boulder-clay, without Laurentian boulders, but

evidently derived from the mountain ranges to the sjuth, occurs in the

localities mentioned. To the west of Quebec city, but not to the east,

strise are found superposed upon this south-to-north set pro luced by ice

which came from the Laurentides. This ice spread over the greater

part of the Eastern Townships and province of Quebec, west of Belle-

chasse and Dorchester counties, and appears to have crossed the Interna-

tional Boundary in a number of places, and to have flowed up the Lake

Champlain valley. Another and later glacier from the Laur^^ntides

moved south-westward and westward up the St. Lawrence valley, the

source of which appears to have been the high grounds between Lake

St. John and the head of the St. Maurice and Bitiscan rivers. Stria?

produced by this glacier w^re found to be superposed^on tho.se of the

earlier ice of the Laurentides. These systems of striation were described

in a previous report,* and' the latter ice movement will be referred

to on another page in describing the glaciation of thf Lake St. John

and Saguenay region.

Returning to the Gaspe peninsula, it may be stated that a consider- Agricultural

able part of the region traversed on the north side contains arable ry^on.

•Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can. Vol. X. 1898 pp. 25-54 J.
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land, even upon the higher grounds. The thick capping of decayed

rock material lying upon the unglaciated portion forms, in most places,

a wood soil, and does not contain more stones than are found in other

parts of the country. These lands are siill largely covered with the

original forest growth, which consists of spruce, fir, cedar, hacmatac,

birch, maple, poplar, ash, beach, etc. Except in the vicinity of Fox and

Magdalen river«, no forest fires have over-run the country. From

Grand Vallee to Magdalen river, where lumber operations were carried

on some years ago, thence nearly to Ste. Anne des Monts, little of the

original forest covering has been cut away. Lumber mills are now in

operation only at Grand Vallee and Ste. Anne des Monts. At Valley

and Chat rivers, and some smaller streams, the manufacture of birch

into spool wood is carried on. This finds a market in Paisley, Scotland.

Fishing
industry.

' The primitive and isolated condition of this coast region is very

remarkable, considering its proximity to the oldest and most thickly

populated parts of Canada. The fishing industry seems to be the main

dependence of the few scattered settlers, and the lack of easy com-

munication with the rest of the world retards progress in various

ways. The natural resources of this coast area are, therefore, still

argely undeveloped. The seigniorial tenures doubtless hinder settle-

ment in some places ; and though the soil is suitable for mixed farm-

ing, early frosts interfere with the successful production of the crops,

A much better state of things would undoubtedly prevail were the

coast provided with good roads and other means of communication.

Striation at
Chicoutimi.

After completing investigations in Gaspe, my intention was to

examine the north side of the St. Lawrence and the Saguenay and

Bersimis rivers, and if weather permitted, go as far as Point des Monts.

Crossing from River du Loup, work was commenced at Tadousac, but

bad weather setting in, we were obliged to wait, meantime making an

examination of the Saguenay river and the basin of Lake St. John.

At Chicoutimi, glacial striae were found trending S. 74" E. and S. 79°

E., while, on the road to Kenogami la'^e, they were observed to have

a bearing of S. 86° E. West of Roberval, grooves were noted having

approximately the same course. At the Grand Discharge the strife

run S. 75° E. From these data it appears that the ice, which occupied

the Lake St. John basin and the Saguenay valley, flowed in the direction

of this vallev towards the St. Lawrence, but whether overriding the

mountains at Trinity and Eternity capes remains to be discovered.

Glacial grooves, .with approximately the same courses as those at

Chicoutimi, were noted in the vicinity of Tadousac.
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The glaciation of the region to the south and south-west of Lake Glaciation of

St. John, comprised within the counties of Quebec and Montmorency^ ^"^
"^d'l'k

when studied along with that described above, indicate.*; an ice-shed St. .John,

where the present water-shed exists, from which glaciers flowed

westward and south-westward, southward and south-eastward, appar-

ently in radial lines, those of the latter course descending the Saguenay

valley as already shown. The ice producing these divergent courses

probably had its source to the north of the ice-shed referred to above,

and, if so, the fact that a portion of it was guided in its movement by

the valley of the Saguenay, or drained into it^ would show that it was

not sufficiently thick or massive to be beyond the influences of the

local topographic features. On the south of the mountains properly

called the Laurentides, which front the St. Lawrence from Point des

Monts, westward, the striation is light and, as already pointed out, the

ice which produced it does not seem to have crossed the St. Lawrence

river at any place below Quebec city. On the west of the ice-shed

referred to, the ice-flow, as mentioned above, was south-westward and

westward. Stri;i? with these bearings are recorded by Mr. Low in his

list* in which courses varying from south to west are given as observed

in Quebec and Portneuf counties. This ice followed the trend of the n/^*
°*^''

river valleys, as pointed out by Mr. Low. Whether the divergent strife,

found upon the higher grounds of this region, indicate two or more

systems of glaciers has not been ascertained. No stria' have been

met crossing each other on the same exposure ; nor have two boulder-

clays with inter-glacial beds been observed, as on the south side of the

St. Lawrence valley. West of Quebec and Portneuf counties, however,

stri;e with a westward trend were found by me in 1896-98 superposed

on others produced by the earlier Laurentide glacier, or glaciers, at

St. Jerome, Montreal, Lachute, Calumet, Soulanges canal, Prescott, Striie in the

Lansdowne, etc., and on the south side of the St. Lawrence valley at vailev

Ste. Julie, Warwick, Richmond junct, Shefford mountain, Beauharnois

canal, Valleyfield and westward. f In many of these localities the

superposition of the westward-bearing courses is so clear, that the tacts

cannot be explained except on the theory that two separate glaciers

passed over the region. Strange to say, however, no interstratified •

beds of sand or clay have yet been met with between boulder-clay

deposits on the north side of the St. Lawrence, or upon the border of

the Archaean area.

*Report on the Geology and Economic Minerals of the southern portion of Port-
neuf, Quebec and Montmorency counties, P.O. Geol. Surv. Can. Vol. V, 1890-91 dd.
48-52 L.

^
tReport on the .Surface Geology and Auriferous Deposits of South-eastern Quebec,

Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can. Vol. X, 1898, pp. 26-38 J.

26—17
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Shore line.

Changes of

level, in the
lower St.

Lawrence
vaUey.

Shore lines and all evidences of a lower level of the land at a former

period were everywhere observed on the Gaspe coast, in the St. Law-

rence and Saguenay valleys and around Lake St. John. On the south

side of the St. Lawrence, local deformations were noted in a number

of places. The presence of transported gneiss and granite boulders,

scattered about up to a certain limit, assists, in many places, in defining

the uppermost high water mark of the pleistocene submergence. Near

Cape Gaspe this is about 240 feet, at Riviere Manche d'Epee it is 310

to 315 feet, at Claude river it is only about 267 feet, while at Ste.

Anne des Monts it is about 300 feet. Near Little Metis the highest

shore line is 420 feet, but at Ste. Flavie, further west, it is only 345

feet. At Trois Pistoles it was found to be 375 feet, and at River du

Loup 475 feet.* It will thus be seen that there were at least two local

sags or uplifts, as the case may be,—one between Riviere Manche

d'Epee and Ste. Anne des Monts, and the other between Little Metis

and River du Loup, and there are possibly more.

At Tadousac. On the north side of the St. Lawrence, these unequal changes of

level were further noted, particularly in the Lake St. John basin and

along the Saguenay gorge. At Tadousac several shore lines were seen,

the highest, which is a very good one, being 405 feet above mean tide.

Another lies below it at 180 feet. To the east of the vi'lage, the higher

one extends along the St. Lawrence for three miles or more, and is

one to two miles wide, undulating slightly in that distance. A great

deal of its surface is covered with blown sand. At Murray Bay, the

highest well-defined shore line is at 378 feet, which is 27 feet lower

than the highest one at Tadousac. It rises to the west, however,

being 479 feet at Les Eboulements, 540 at Ste. Anne de Beaupre, and

560 feet at Charltsbourg, north of Quebec, j

At Murrav
Bay.

Terraces at
Saguenay
river and
Chicoutiirii.

Returning to the Saguenay river and ascending it, we find four well-

defined terraces south of Chicoutimi. The relaton of these to the St.

Lawrence valley terraces is, however, somewhat doubtful ; the lowest

is 265-270 feet above mean sea level, the second 325 feet, and the

third 485-490 feet. The fourth and highest is wide, extending across

a considerable part of the country between Chicoutimi and Kenogami

lake at a height of 510 515 feet. Near this lake, gravel terraces

occur at 525 feet, which, however, appear to be lacustrine. As regards

the other terraces and shore lines, they are probably marine, being near

the head of the present tide waters, though I did not find any marine

*These heights are all based on mean sea level.

^Additional altitudes for the iipperniost shore lines on both sides of the St. Law-
rence valley are given in Annual Report, Geol. Surv. Can. vol, X, part J.
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shells in the clays or sands here. Pleistocene marine fossils have, how-

ever, been reported from this locality.

At St. Jerome, near the foot of Lake St. John, the 515 foot terrace At St. Jerome

(513 feet here), a mile or two wide, was also noted. Another narrow

one, at the base of the hills west of this village, was found to be 570

feet high, and in the naiTOw valleys, or indentations in the hill sides,

with terrace bottoms water lines occur at 675 to 700 feet.

West of Roberval, an extensive plain of sand and clay occurs at Near Robei-

about the same elevation as that of the St. Jerome and Chicoutimi

terrace, namely, 515 feet, (here it is 518 feet in places.) At the foot-

hills there is a narrow terrace at 655-665 feet, and a higher, broken

one at 710 feet. These appear to be parts of the terraces observed at

St. Jerome at 675 and 700 feet.*

The wide terrace at the same altitude, (515 feet) at Chicoutimi, St. Wide terra

Jerome and Roberval is, therefore, practically horizontal for 65 to 70 st. John,

miles, and the question arise.s, is it marine or lacustrine, that is, did

the sea enter the Lake St, John basin in the Post-Tertiary period, or

was this great terrace formed in the bottom of the ancient body of

water representing this lake. At present this question cannot be satis-

factorily answered. Sea shells have been reported from the clays of

the Lake St. John basin, but I could not find any, though some time

was spent in searching for them. In a brick-yard at Roberval, how-

ever, a species of Unio was discovered in the clay. Near tide head at

Chicoutimi, marine shells were reported to have been found in clay

beds, presumably Leda clay, but whether in the highest terraces, or

near the present tide level, I could not ascertain. If this extensive

terrace be marine we must have had a differential elevation of the

region, that is, the Lake St. John basin has risen 110 feet higher than

the country at the mouth of the Saguenay, 70 miles to the south-east.

On the other hand, if the Lake St. John terraces be lacustrine, where Differential

was the barrier which held up the waters to this height ? The clays ® ^^''^'""

there, it must be admitted, do not resemble the Leda clays of the St.

Lawrence valley ; on the contrary, they are somewhat similar to the

clays in the Lake Ontario and Erie basin. This fact and the occur-

ren:e of unionirn ia them seem to be against the marine hypothesis.

The question as to their marine or lacustrine origin therefore remains

in doubt.

There is, however, another problem in connection with the altitude Problem in

of the terraces referred to, which cannot be passed over without some ^.jt}, terraces

* All the heights were based upon those of the Q. and L. St. John railway as

given in White's "Altitudes.
"

26— 17tV
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attempt at explanation. Taking the depths of the Saguenay, between

the mouth and Chicoutimi, at tide head, into consideration the differ

ence between the deeper and shallower parts is so great as to be

inexplicable on the erosion or deposition theory. The St. Lawrence,

opposite the mouth of the Saguenay river, is 120 to 180 feet deep,

Inside of the mouth of the Saguenay river, the depth is 600 to 648

feet, while above this, at Point Laboure, it is only 300 feet. In the

Depths of narrowest part of the valley, below the mouth of Ste. Marguerite river,

Ja£u™ay the general depth is only 200 to 300 feet, though in one spot 432 feet.

At St. Jean bay it is 708 feet, and at Eternity Cove, now called Echo

Cove, in the guide books, 870 feet ; above Trinity, 870 to 876 feet, the

last two soundings being in the deepest part of the whole river. From

this to the entrance to the Ha Ha Bay, the average depth is from 870 to

708 feet. Above Ha Ha Bay the river shoals, and is only 492 and 360

feet, diminishing in depth further up to 180 feet and less. It will thus

be seen that the Saguenay, in its tidal part, is a great trough 70 miles

in length, from half a mile to two miles in width, and from the hill

tops on either side, 2,000 to 2,500 feet deep in the deepest part, namely

Inequalities at Cape Eternity. In the shallower parts, however, it is not more

than 800 to 900 feet deep. In its present form, therefore, it does not

seem as if it could be simply a valley of erosion : and yet erosion must

have been one of the principal agencies which contributed towards its

formation. The inequalities in the bottom, as well as in the width,

constitute the chief ditficulties in regard to its origin, and the question

arises, could unequal deposition of sediment, with unequal erosion by

the river, or by tidal scour, produce these inequalities. Where the

valley is narrowest, namely, below the confluence of Ste. Marguerite

river, it is shallowest. One thing is indisputable, namely, its great age.

It seems certain that it has been an outlet for the waters of the inter-

ior ever since the land rose above the sea. Differential movements

transversely to the general direction of the gorge, must have taken

place, probably throughout its whole geological history, and continued

into the Post-Tertiary period. The St. Lawrence valley, from Orleans

island eastward, does not appear to have been affected by differential

or local movements in the same manner, its bed being comparatively

even and regular. The border of the Archfean area must, therefore,

have been for ages an oscillating zone, especially that part of it crossed

by the tidal waters of the Saguenay river. Only on this theory are

we able to account for the great differences in the depth of the valley.

Glaciers have probably enlarged it laterally, and deepened it in some

places, but they could not produce the gorge or leave it in its present

form, for some of the shallowest parts, it will be seen, are where it is

narrowest, and the hills lowest, and the deepest parts are at Trinity
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and Eternity capes, where they are highest. Though a considerable

part of the Saguenay gorge lies below the level of the bed of the St.

Lawrence opposite, thus proving that it traverses a sunken area at pres-

ent, yet the amount of the vertical displacement, i-elatively, is difficult

to calculate. The marine shorelines of the Post-Tertiary period afford

only a partial answer to this question. Leaving out of consideration

the terraces around Lake St. John, as it is doubtful whether they are

of marine or fresh water origin, we shall compare the altitudes of those

along the tidal portion of the Saguenay river. At Tadousac the high-

est was found to be 405 feet, and at Chicoutimi (tide head) 51-5 feet,

the difference between these being 110 feet. Not to speak of more

local deformations, this may mean either that the uplift in the upper

Saguenay region was greater than towards the mouth of that river, or

that a greater subsidence took place between Chicoutimi and the St.

Lawrence. The latter view seems more in accordance with the facts, Subsidence in

the bottom of the Saguenay being lower than that of the St. Lawrence, traversed by

The hypothesis of a subsidence of the margin of the Archtean, or t^^ Saguenay

rather of that part of it between Chicoutimi and the St. Lawrence

traversed by the Saguenay river, appears to satisfy all the conditions of

the case. This subsidence and the local deformations shown by the

form and condition of the bottom of the gorge seem to have taken

place concurrently. Taking all the facts together it is quite probable

that a change of level has occurred on the north of the St. Lawrence,

in the region between Quebec and Bersimis, or Point des Monts, by

which a portion of the m\rgin of the Archt^an, at least, has sunk some

hundreds of feet relatively, to the region on the south, and possibly on

the north also, though the evidence points to a post-glacial differential

uplift at Tadousac and Chicoutimi.

The drainage features of the Lake St. John district exhibit some Drainage fea-

peculiarities. This lake seems at one time to have had at least two gt ^^JoJin

outlets,—one by the present channel by the Grand discharge, another district,

by Kenogami lake into Ha Ha Bay, the latter probably leaving the

lake at La Belle Riviere. The Kenogami channel is now drift-filled

from the south end of the lake to St. Alphonse, at Ha Ha Bay, and is

levelled off to the same height as the general surface on both sides.

Chicoutimi river, the present outlet of Kenogami lake, has a number

of waterfalls in its course and is evidently a new river. What caused

the damming of the ancient channel between the lake and Ha Ha Bay

has not yet been ascertained, but it was probably the drift thrown

into it during the glacial period.

In this region, a number of very interesting problems in regard to

the glaciation, geomorphic changes, altered drainage lines, etc. offer
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themselves for investigation and study this region but they can only

be dealt with in a detailed report.

Surface depos- The surface deposits met with in the districts examined during the

dfstrict exam- season, are as follows, in descending order :

—

ined

(1). Peat bogs and decomposed vegetable matter.

(2). Lacustrine and fluviatile sands and clays sometimes containing

shells of Unio. Except for the presence of these shells it would be

difl&cult to distinguish the sands of this series from Saxicava sands.

(3). Saxicava sand, and ] ^, , . r tt -i. i Oi. i. i • t
T J \ \ Champlain of United States geologists.

(4). Boulder-clay.

(5). Decomposed rock in situ.

Decomposed
rock.

The last has been noted in a great number gi localities on both sides

of the St. Lawrence valley. As already shown, it occurs in thick

sheets on the north shore of the Gaspe peninsula, in a belt about a

hundred miles in length and of variable width. In this unglaciated

coast district, it constitutes the principal covering of the rocks. Along

the foot-hills on both sides of the St. Lawrence too, it is found in thick

beds, because in these places it has been protected from the erosive

action of the glaciers.

Boulder-clay. Boulder-clay has not been observed in very heavy beds in the dis-

tricts examined, except quite locally. On the north side of the St.

Lawrence, it is often a sandy clay filled with boulders, owing to the

abundance of sand upon the southern border of the Archsean. Most

of the boulder-clay is local, that is, the materials composing it have not

been transported any great distance. The boulders, however, have been

in some cases carried long distances, especially those which have been

moved about by floating ice and which are now met with on the lower

levels. The Laurentian gneiss and granite boulders, scattered on the

north coast of the Gaspe peninsula, are examples. These have been

borne thither by the drift ice from the north side of the St. Lawrence

and carried eastward.

Leda clay and
Saxicava sand

The Leda clay and Saxicava sand, which apparently form two dis-

tinct beds, are well developed along the St. Lawrence, and often con,

stitute thick deposits. The materials of these are chiefly of local origin-

though in the indentations, wherein lie the estuaries of the rivers, there

is a considerable proportion of it which has been transported some

distance. Fossils are plentiful in the clays and in the lower part of
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the sands. Notwithstanding the fact that the Leda clay and Saxicava

Sand are often separated by a tolerably distinct line of demarkation,

apparently demonstrating succession in the beds, yet they must fre-

quently be of contemporaneous origin, that is, while the Leda clay was

being laid down in deep waters, the Saxicava sand may have been

deposited in the shallow parts, and may be largely a littoral forma-

tion. The fossils contained in it are usually shallow-water species, e.g.

Macoma Balthica, Mya arenaria, etc., and the sands sometimes show

tidal or wave action. In other places it occurs in wind-blown ridges

or mounds. No boulder-clay was found overlying the Saxicava sand,

though boulders commonly rest upon it, or are embedded in it; but in

river valleys and on the borders of lakes, sands and clays of fluviatile

or lacustrine origin are met with, and, near the coasts, these rest on the

marine beds (Leda clay and Saxicava sand). On the west side of Lake

St. John, fresh water shells (Unio) were observed in a clay bed at a Foosils.

height of 25 to 30 feet above the lake. The lake itself is 341-314 feet

above mean sea level, so that the sea which formed the 405 foot terraces

at Tadousac could also have formed those at Lake St. John, if no

differential changes of level had occurred since. Besides the fact of

fresh-water fossils being met with in the clays of this lake basin, it

may be stated th^t the deposits resemble those of lakes and rivers of

the interior more than they do the marine beds of the St. Lawrence

valley. But the basal portion of the series was not seen and this may

bT marine, like the beds at Sorel, Three Rivers, etc.*

The soil of the Lake St. John basin consists of a deep loam contain- Soils and

ing considerable quantities of vegetable matter, with a gray brick clay

underneath, resting on boulder-clay in some places, or on the rock

surface. The Lake "St. John district is not as far north as some parts

of the Gaspe peninsula ; but from its inland position the climate is, I

shouM judge, somewhat different.

The Copper-Bearing Bocks of the Sherbrooke District, P.Q.

By Dr. J. A. Dresser.

According to your instructions received on June 10 last, my avail- Introductory,

able time, two and a half months, during the past season, was devoted

to the examination of the copper-bearing rocks of the Eastern Town-

ships of the Province of Quebec. This is a continuation of the work

of 1902 and 1903, and is now so far advanced as to make it possible

* Summary Report for 1903, p. 142.
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Scope cf in-

vestigations.

to prepare a final report on the area covered during the past three

seasons. This will be prepared during the course of the coming winter.

This investigation is concerned mainly with the Pre-Cambrian rocks,

which occupy, in this part of the Province of Quebec, three principal

areas. One of these is a band whose extent is not yet very accurately

known, along the boundary line of the State of Maine ; the second

extends from Lake Memphremagog to Carthby and includes the

Capelton hills and Stoke mountain ; the third, or Sutton belt, extends

from the International Boundary along the central part of the State of

Vermont, to the county of Bellechasse, nearly south of the city of

Quebec, and some thirty miles from the St. Lawrence river.

These belts have been known to be, in general, copper-bearing, and

have been mapped as sedimentary. Recent investigations by the writei*,

however, having shown that the copper is chiefly confined to certain

igneous portions, not hitherto recognized as such, the chief object of

the present work has been to make a petrographic subdivision of the

Pre-Cambrian strata, so as to distingusish for practical use the copper-

bearing volcanics from the sedimentary rock, in which the copper is

generally of little, if any, importance.

The past season's work was done principally in that part of the

Sutton belt of the Pi'e-Cambrian area which lies between the St. Francis

and the Chaudiere rivers. This includes, wholly or in part, the town-

ships of Cleveland, Shipton, Tingwick, Chester, Ham, Garthby, Wol-

festown, Halifax, Ireland, Leeds, Inverness, Thetford and Broughton,

as well as certain portions of the counties of Lotbiniere and Beauce.

Bog-iron.

Nicolet
JJranch mine.

A special examination was made, by direction, of a bog-iron deposit

near the village of Stanfold. A few days were also spent, toward the

end of the season, in examining the copper deposits of St. Flavien,

Nelson and Drummondville, which are the extensions, toward the

north-east, of the Acton and Upton series. These are contained in,

or closeljj associated with, igneous rocks intrusive through strata as

late in age as Cambro-Silurian, and hence they are very different in

age and structure from the deposits in the localities named above.

A large number of occurrences of copper, in the area covered this

season, were recorded in the reports of the Geological Survey for 1863

and 1866. These have been visited, and several of the more important

prospects have been examined. The greater number of occurrences

are in, or nearly associated with, the ancient volcanic rock.
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In the fourth range of Ham, and the 28th lot, is the mining location

once known as the Nicolet Branch Mine. Copper pyrites and bornite

here occur in dolomite, which lies on the south-east slope of a volcanic

ridge. The general conditions are favourable to the view indicated by

the history of the workings, that a considerable deposit of copper may
here be found. As in several other occurrences, copper has apparently

been concentrated by the breaking down of the volcanics in which it

originally occurred. The first rock above these is dolomite, which

frequently carrier fragments of the volcanics, as well as masses of

copper ore. Similar conditions are found in the 9th, 10th and llth

lots of the XI range of Leeds. Here, chalcopyrite and bornite are

found in dolomite within a few feet of the volcanic rocks. As in

Ham, the dolomite is cut by numerous veins of ejuartz, and in them

the copper most frequently occurs. This locality seems worthy of more

careful investigation than it has yet received.

Similar conditions were also noted in several parts of Chester,notably

on lot 6 of range III.

In the vicinity of Lower Ireland, copper and iron pyrites are found ^'^V.^'j

in dififerent conditions. The country rock is there so highly meta.

morpho.sed as to be almost completely recrystallized, and its original

characters are thus far a matter of doubt. It is also invaded by dikes

of a granitic appearance, and on the margin of one of these, as well as

in the enclosing rock nearby, pyrrhotite, pyrite and chalcopyrita appear.

These are in lot 1, range IV of Inverness, and lots 13, 14 and 15 of

Craig's Road, range of Ireland. It is a locality which warants careful

prospecting.

On lot No. 2, of Craig's Road, range of Ireland, is an apparent ly,irj;>.^jg

large deposit of talc. Associated with this are some small irregular

masses of copper ore, of which the following assay by Gwillan and John-

son, Slocan City, B.C., was given me by Mr. W.J. Porter:—Copper,

41.2 per cent ; silver, 192 per cent
;
gold, #16 per ton.

In the fifth lot of the IX range of Chester, chalcopyrite occurs in Chalcopyrite.

quartz veins within a rock that seems, from a preliminary examination,

to be an altered sediment. The ore was not seen in important

quantities. Galena is also said to occur here. I did not find any,

biit saw some specular iron which has been mistaken for silver, in

several places, throughout this district.

In lot 1 7, range IX, of Tingwick, is a property on which some work Tingwick.

was formerly done for copper. There is no ore in sight, except a little
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chalcopyrite, found in the shaft. The rock seems to be an altered

sediment and not likely to carry much copper.

On the 25th, 26th and 27th lots of the IX range of the same town-

ship, however, there are somewhat better indications of copper. A
large mass of igneous rock which extends through parts of these three

lots contains irregular bodies of quartz, on one of which some trial pits

have been sunk. They are said to have yielded a little copper. The

present condition of the work did not admit of a conclusive examina-

tion.

The well-known deposits of the Harvey Hill and of the Halifax

mines have already been frequently described in the Geological Survey

reports. The country rock from these, however, will be subjected to

microscopic examination.

Sutton hills. Proceeding north-westward from the boundary line between the

State of Vermont and the township of Sutton, the hills of the Suttoa

belt become gradually lower, and the volcanic portion forms a corres-

ponding part of the Pre-Cambrian rocks. This, apparently, results

from the volcanic ridges being more and more deeply covered by the

flanking sediments, as the former decline in height.

Topography. The distribution of the volcanics in the northern part of the district

is still further connected with the topography. They are most com-

monly found along the southern base of the highest north-east-south-

west-running hills. This is apparently due to the fact that over a

large part of the area there is a distinct cleavage dipping at angles

20° to 40° towards the north-west, and, accordingly, the longitudinal

valleys are deepest towards their north-west side, and the hills have

their steepest gradients on the south-east. The volcanics are conse-

quently most frequently found at the foot, and for some distance up

the hills on the southeast side, being best exposed where the erosion

has been deepest. They generally form elliptical areas, which are often

nearly continuous, seemingly indicating the position of the highest

volcanic ridges at the time of their first submergence. These ridges

are frequently traversed by streams of considerable size, which afford a

rather complete cross-drainage, and, incidentally, afford good cross-sec-

tions of the ridges—where they are not too deeply drift-filled. Such

are the west branch of the Nicolet, the middle branch of the same

river, and the series of lakes and streams from Black lake to the

Becancour river. These valleys are comjBonly from six hundred to a

thousand feet lower than the intervening hills. They are probably, in

general, valleys of streams antecedent to the uplift of the ridges, but
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in some instances, as in the vicinity of Lake William, their formation

is probably due, in part at least, to cross-faulting. The extent of the

volcanics will be shown by a map in the final report, which is now in

course of preparation. Their most northerly appearance in the Pre"

Cambrian area is in the northern part of Leeds, and in the seigniory of

St. Marguerite, in the county of Lotbiniere. This is only eight miles

from the Chaudiere river.

But in the region of the Gilbert river, twenty miles to the south of Gold

the Sutton belt, and on the north eastern side of the Chaudiere, the

same type of volcanic rock occurs. It is there indicated as Cambrian

on the Geological Survey Map of 1886, and in the short time available

there were no means of satisfactorily examining the data for determining

the age. Lithologically, this rock is a quartz-porphyry, and is identical

with that of the Capelton hills and Stoke mountain, but from its posi-

tion it is more likely connected with the Pre-Cambrian rocks of Lake

Megantic. A further fact of importance, in this connection, is that

this is the bed-rock of the lower part of Gilbert river, and only on, or

below, this rock, as far as could be ascertained, does gold occur in

important quantities. Michel, as early as 1866, pointed out that the

gold was limited to a certain district, and accordingly a representative

specimen of the country rock of that district was taken for examin-

ation, with the result that it is found to belong to the volcanic series.

On Stoke mountain, in the township of Dudswell, where alluvial Inter-relation

gold also occurs in important quantities, a similar rock forms the bed ^oiri.

of the Kingsley, Rowes, Big Hollow, and Hall brooks. It is also well

known that gold occurs in most of the copper ores of the Ascot Stoke

range, the celebrated copper mines of Capelton hill having originally

been opened as a gold proposition. The upper Chaudiere valley and

the gold bearing regions of Ditton and Risborough should, accordingly,

be prospected for copper as well as gold.

The gravels of all streams whose bedrock belongs to this volcanic

series, and especially to the quartz-porphyry type, should also receive

careful attention in all parts on and lower than the volcanics, where"

ever conditions suitable for the formation and preservation of alluvial

deposits have obtained.

The pyrrhotite ores, also, which form important deposits near the Pyrrhotite.

serpentine belt further to the south-west, appear from place to place

throughout this district. In Garthby they compose the well-known

Garthby mine at Lac Coulombre, and also occur in a noticeable, and

probably important, amount on lot 19 of range II.
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Copper ores. Totally distinct from the Pre-Cambrian rocks in age and mode of

deposit, are the copper ores of St. Flavien, St. Appollinaire, Nelson

and Drummondville. These occur in amygdaloidal volcanics of much

later age, which are intrusive through sediments as late as Cambro-

Silurian. These intrusions form a series of apparently uniform petro-

graphic character, and appear at intervals from Roxton to St. Apolli-

naire, a distance about one hundred miles. Sometimes, as at Acton,

the most famous of these occurrences, and at Upton, the ore is chiefly

in the rock which has been invaded by the intrusive, but near or often

in contact with it. At Roxton and Wickham, it is both in and near

the intrusive, while at Wendover, opposite Drummondville, and at St.

Flavien it is chiefly in the intrusive itself. Extensive work has been

done on these deposits, especially at Acton and St. Flavien, while those

at Upton still seem to warrant further attent^ion.

Bog-iron ore rj^j^g
deposit of bog-iron ore, reported from Stanfold, is generally

similar to much that occurs around the edges of the St. Lawrence

valley. On the farm of J. A. Leclair, range VIIT, lot 18, the ore was

found to be fifteen inches in thickness in the spot first opened. It rests

upon boulder-till, which carries pebbles of Laurentian gneiss, and hence

a recurrence of the ore at greater depth need not be looked for. It is

covered by only two or three inches of humus and sandy soil. One or

two other places, on being tested, showed a lessei' depth of ore, and

one, at three hundred yards distance, has a depth of only three inches.

Some ore, said to be two cai'-loads, has been taken from lot 19 of

range A' III (St. Cyr's), by the Canada Iron Furnace Co. The ore is

here also generally less than a foot in thickness : it is about two miles

from Stanfold station. Although the quantity of ore yet disclosed is

not large, these and adjacent properties should be better tested.

In lot 22, of the XI range of Inverness, on the farm of Jos Gagne

et Freres, a similar but probably larger deposit of bog-iron ore was

observed. There, along a small watercourse, a few rods east of the

Becancour river, bog-iron appears very frequently for nearly half a

mile. No work has been done, but the ore is said to have been found

three feet in thickness, at a point where it was once dug through This

excavation was not open at the time of my visit. The property is six

and a half miles from the Grand Trunk at Lyster, and is twenty-five

miles from the deposits mentioned in Stanfold. Both deposits are

similarly situated topographically, occurring in the flat land of the St.

Lawrence basin, at a short distance from the older highlands at the

south.
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The Lotbiniere and Megantic Railway line discloses indications of

bog-iron ore in several places between Lyster and Kingsburg junction.

This part of the country is not yet sufficiently opened to admit of

satisfactory examination, but a continuation of the iron ore deposits

of Drummondville may be looked for throughout this district when

the land is cleared and the region becomes accessible for examination.

Botanical Work.

By Mr. J. M. Macoun.

Since the completion of Prof. Macouns catalogue of Canadian plants, Introductory,

the botanical work of this department has fallen by degrees into my
hands, so that at the present time the greater t part of this work is

done by me, subject to revision by Prof. Macoun. The work connected

with this branch of natural history has grown greatly in bulk and

importance in recent years. The number of active botanical workers

in Canada increases every 3'ear and, with very few exceptions, critical

determinations and difficult species are referred to us. By degrees,

our former custom of submitting our collections to specialists has been

abandoned, as our increased knowledge and larger botanical library

have made it possible for us to determine doubtful specimens and

describe new species, and while it is still necessary to occasionally ask

some acknowledged authority for assistance, this is never done until we

have ourselves reached some conclusion. In other words, instead of

sending away specimens to be named, we name them ourselves and

then sometimes ask the opinion of a specialist. As our herbarium

grows, there is constant need for re-arrangement ; as soon as mono-

'graphs and revisions are published, our herbarium material is re-

examined and, when necessary, renamed. This entails considerable

labour but the result is that the herbarium is kept in almost perfect

order. The relabelling is done by Miss Stuart under my instructions.

My examination, last spring, V)efore the Committee on Agriculture Work done.

and Colonization, occupied several weeks. With this exception, my
whole time last winter and spring was spent in office work. Reference

has been made by Prof. Macoun, in his report, to a part of this work.

In addition to such assistance as I gave him, I worked up the collect-

ion of plants made by myself in the Peace River region, and examined

many collections sent to me for determination.

Prof. Macoun's absence, during the summer, made it necessary for Bay of

me to be in Ottawa for the greater part of the collecting season and ^ ^^^^'
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considerable work was done in this vicinity. Advantage was taken of

my being at Perce, on the Bay of Chaleurs, to have me make a botanical

examination of the region, and collections were made covering a radius

of ten miles from that place. Though the season was early for flowering

plants, everything collected is of value to the herbarium, as we had no

specimens from that district. Enough was seen of the character of

the flora to show that it would well repay careful study for a whole

season. After my return from Gaspe, a month was spent in the office

and on August 18, pursuant to instructions, I went to Berthier (en

haut) to study the aquatic plants growing in the St. Lawrence. Collect-

ions of all flowering plants of interest were also made. Berthier is

well situated for the study of aquatic plants, as there are numerous

islands in the river, and on both sides of the stream there are bays

and stretches of slack water. Two species of Potamogeton, P. natans

and P. jjerfoliatus, grew everywhere, the other species noted being

less conspicuous and of more restricted distribution. The most

important of these were P. IteteropJtylla, P. pectinatus and P. pusillus.

All the species of the JV^aiadaceee, known to occur in the St. Lawrence,

were collected and, with them, the representatives of allied orders.

Of the lower aquatic forms, such as Chara and Isoetes, few species

were seen, and these have not yet been determined. The luxuriant

growth of Potamogeton, where the current is not strong, makes it

difficult to keep a channel open where there is not frequent traffic, but

no easy way of destroying these plants or preventing their growth has

yet been devised.

region The autumn months were spent in the usual office work, which, this

year, included the completion of the flora of the Hudson Bay region.

This was almost ready for the press last winter, but two large collect^

ions, made last summer, have added greatly to our knowledge of the

distribution of the plants growing in the region included in this work.

The larger of these collections, numbering 238 species of flowering

plants, was made by Mr. W. Spreadborough, who acted as Mr.

O'Sullivans assistant in his survey of the west coastof James bay.

The second collection was made ty Dr. L. E. Borden, the physician

with Mr. Low's expedition. Not more than half of Dr. Borden's

plants could be included in the Hudson Bay flora, as they were collected

north of Hudson strait, a region outside the scope of this work. Large

collections were made, however, at Fullerton, Southampton island

Port Burwell and Wakeham bay, and these have been included. All

these plants have been determined and. while they include no species

new to science, they add much to our knowledge of the flora of the
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Hudson Bay region, and there is, perhaps, no other part of Canada

that has been so thoroughly worked up.

During the past year, 2,805 sheets of botanical specimens were Statistics,

mounted and placed in the herbarium, 1,692 being Canadian flowering

plants, 672 foreign plants and 441 cryptogams. Not so many speci-

mens as usual were sent from the herbarium in exchange for specimens

received, as no time could be spared for labelling and distributing

these, and we are still deeply in debt to some of uur correspondents.

More than 1,000 cryptogams were distributed and 1,194 flowering

plants. These latter went chiefly to Kew, the Gray herbarium, the

New York botanical gardens, the Missouri botanical gardens, the

U. S. National herbarium and the Botanical Museum of Copenhagen.

Geology of Charlotte County, New-Brunswick.

By Dr. R. W. Ells.

The first part of the season of 1904 was sj^ent in completing the p.^^'^'^J's in

study of the geology of certain parts of Charlotte county, New 'Bruns-

wick, the surveys of which, owing to lack of time, were left unfinished

last season. This work included the examination of the rocks of Grand

Manan island, and of portions of the shore of the Bay of Fundy, be-

tween Beaver Harbour and Point Lepreau, where, at difi^rent places,

through the agency of intrusives, the ordinary sedimentary rocks of

Silurian and Devonian age had become altered to the condition of

schists of Pre-Cambrian aspect. Surve3-s necessary to connect the

work of last season with the shore roads were also completed, but there

yet remains the survey of the railway between St. Stephen and St-

John, of which no plans are available, in order that the map of the

county may be properly compiled.

On the island of Grand Manan, the western side, and in fact the Rocks of

... Grand Manan
greater portion of the island, is composed of trappean rocks or diabase, island.

similar to those which form the North Mountain range of Nova Scotia.

No trace of the Triassic red sandstone was observed. The rocks of the

south-eastern portion comprise large masses of eruptives, similar in

character to tho>e already described as occurring on Campobello and

Deer islands to the north-west, which are intrusive through slates and

conglomerates of Upper Silurian age, with small areas of limestone, the

whole resembling what was found in Letang peninsula, south of the

village of St. George on the mainland. The slates are greenish and

gray with purple beds, and the action of the intrusives on these is
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Upper Silur- quite marked. In places they have become schistose. The actual
lan slates.

contact of the traps or diabase was seen at only one point on the shore

north of Seal cove, on the south side of Red head Here, the extremity

of the point is occupied by reddish and greenish gray slate, and at a

distance of 300 paces west from the point, there is a sharp contact be-

tween the reddish slates which dipN. <60 degrees, with a band, at tha

base, of about two feet, which is crushed, and holds pebbles of altered

slates and trap. The first part of the igneous rocks consists, at the

contact, of about fifty feet of conglornerate composed of augite pebbles

in a dirty green augitic paste, beyond which the trap is columnar for

some distance along the shore in the direction of Seal cove. The trap

„ , , , pebbles are of all sizes from that of a walnut to masses of a foot or
Trap aud slate ^
contact. more across. Seventy paces west of the contact with the slates, a band

of similar conglomerate, about six feet wide, extends up the face of the

columnar trap, filling an apparent line of fracture in the latter, after

the manner of a later dike.

Contact at

Fish Head.

Schistose
slates.

As to the other eruptives of the island, associated with the Silurian

rocks, possibly the best exposure of these is seen at the north-east point

known as Fish head, on the north side of Cameron cove, which lies just

to the north of Flaggs cove. They form the whole shore between the

light-house and Whale cove, and consist of gr< enish diabase, reddish

feldspathic rocks and imperfect syenites. Their contact with the slates

is well seen on the north side of Cameron cove, and is here clearly in-

trusive. The slates are not only altered along the junction of the two

series, but portions of the slates are caught up in the intrusive mass.

Just where the outer light-house point joins the main mass, there is an

intrusive dike of the trap similar to that of the west shore, with a

breadth of about fifty feet, cutting across the diabase of Fish head in an

almost east course. These rocks have been described in such detail in

the Report by Prof. Bailey, 1870-71, that minute descriptions here

are unnecessary. They are similar to the eruptives found on Letite

peninsula and on Campobello and Deer islands, and their action on the

Silurian strata is similar. These strata have sometimes assumed a

schistose structure near the contacts, with the formation of quartz

veins and strings of dolomite, while certain of the associated limestones

are nearly crystalline. Probably the best exposures of these Silurian

rocks on the island are to be seen around Flaggs and Cameron coves,

and on the shore about half a mile south of the former place. At
these places the slates are associ-ited with intrusives, generally greenish

diabase, distinct from the trap rocks of the islands, which cut the other

ntru.«iives and are of a later date. As displayed on the shore below

Flaggs cove, the sedimentaries consist of large ledges of purple conglom-

erate and sandy shales, with black slates and green schists. The
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conglomerates contain pebbles of dark felsite, quartz and purple slates,

are cut by quartz veins and sometimes assume a schistose structure

They resemble similar rocks seen at Back bay on the main land where

they contain Silurian fossils, and apparently overlie the greenish gray

slates of Flaggs cove. The contact of the conglomerates with the slates

is often irregular, the former showing local development and with

tongues of purple shale extending into the conglomerate mass. The Contacts of

black slcites in association are like similar slates seen in Cameron cove trusive rocks

south of Fish head, and, like them, are highly altered either by the

agency of the green intrusi\ es or in part by the trap rocks which touch

the shore near this place. While from their peculiar character they

were at one time supposed to possibly represent Pre-Cambrian rocks

their manifest resemblance to the altered Silurian slates of the main-

land in Charlotte county and of the islands to the north and west, in

which Silurian fossils have been found, renders it very probable that

those rocks of Grand Manan, like those of Letang and Letite may also

be classed as altered Silurian.

Along the shore the green cruptives are seen at frequent intervals Rock of the

to the final limit of the outcrops at Red Head where the trap of the
*^'^^* shore,

island extends to the south-east shore. Where these slates are seen in

small outcrops they are invariably altered, but preserve a general

similarity of aspect. K)d several of the islands off this part of the

coast, notably Long island, the Ducks and Nantucket, the greater

part is occupied by intrusives, frequently diabase. In certain places,

however, as on Big Duck island, a greenish, or sometimes purple

squeezed porphyry is found, flanked by greenish and occasionally purple

tinted schistose slates of the usual type. The bulk of the older rock,

therefore, of this part of the island, as contrasted with the traps, may

be classed as eruptive, with small areas of altered Silurian sediments.

In this respect (xrand Manan corresponds closely with Deer island and

Campobello.

On the mainland the rocks of Beaver harbour and of the coast east Coast rocks

to Lepreau were also examined. In this area several points of struc- harbour^'

ture were noted concerning which some doubt existed last year. On
the road from St. George to Beaver harbour, after passing over the

series of slates which extend from Letite to the Pennfield ridge and

which are of Silurian age, the reddish and purple weathering felsites are

met with in a brook about two miles north of Beaver harbour. These

extend to the village, forming hills. The felsites invade grayish,

greenish and purple slates of the Mascarene series on the north side of

the village with bands of conglomerate of a dark reddish tint. These

rocks are schistose and overlie a thick series of generally black slates

26—18
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which form the headhind south of the village, and which hold plant

stems and are apparently of Devonian age. They are cut by masses

of feldspathic granite and green diabase which have altered the beds

along the contact. The eruptive rocks extend thence to the lighthouse

point.

Similar rocks are seen on the east side of the harbour. It is proba-

ble that the Devonian rocks of this place have a somewhat local devel-

opment and rest upon the Silurian of the Letite series.

Crow harbour Going east from Pennfield ridge to Crow harbour, after passing the

gravel deposits which form the large plain along the ridge road, masses

of green diabase occur for a distance of a mile along the road to the

shore. These are succeeded southward by gneissic diorite, and these

again by felsites and gneissic granite with schists, often mixed with a

basic granite. Along the shore of Crow harbour the rocks are schists

of an older type, as also at Red Head cove. They are gneissic, some-

times talcose, and are associated with diorite and basic granite which

are intrusive. On the east side of Red Head cove there is a copper

mine which was opened in 1878-9, and reopened about five years ago,

a considerable amount of development work being done. The ore

occurs in the schists at the contact with the intrusives and consists for

Copper mine, ^he most part of iron pyrites in irregular gashy deposits. Only a

small quantity of copper is visible. These rocks, from Crow harbour

east to Barnaby Head, appear to belong, as indicated on the map, to

the Pre-Cambrian series.

They are continuous from this place to the vicinity of Lepreau,

Lepreaii. though in places overlaid by red beds of the Perry group. About two

miles west of Lepreau village, and half a mile north of the post road,

a deposit of magnetite has been developed to some extent by pits and

has been proved during the past winter by a magnetometer survey

under the management of Mr. Anderburgh who came out from Sweden.

The rocks are dark or blackish-grey schists with masses of hard green

diabase, dipping to the north-west at a high angle. These belong to

the old crystalline series, and the ore appears at the surface in several

small strings having a thickness of five inches in one place. Boring

with a diamond drill was carried out on this place but the results have

not yet been made known.

^ „. On the road leading from Lepreau to Lepreau point, a mile or so
Crystalline ° '^

. . « , . i t i

limestones beyond Belas basin, eruptives comprising felsites and diabase cr osshe
near epre.au.

^^^^ ^^^ underlie the Devonian of that area. Between the shales and

the eruptives are certain limestones which are highly crystalline and

were supposed at one time to possibly represent the Pre-Cambrian
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limestones of 8t. John. The re-examination of these rocks shows that

they are bluish limestones altered by the agency of the diabase and

other eruptives and similar to the limestones of Frye's island. They

underlie the Devonian shales which, at the contact of the intrusives,

have al>o been altered. The passage of the crystalline limestone into

the bluish variety can be seen at several points east of the road. The

rock is seamed with small strings of dolomite.

On the south side of the limestone area, at the old limekiln, the

lower portion of the rock is filled with pebbles of a reddish-brown

granite. It does not present the aspect of a true conglomerate, but

rather appears to be due to the action of the intrusion into the lime-

stone. This is near the contact. Masses of the limestone are a pure

white marble, but this changes as the granite recedes. The formation

is directly overlaid by the brown conglomerate of the Perry group.

On the old post-i'oad between Lepreau and St. George the Post-road,

crystalline schists extend westward from the former place for about St. George,

four miles. From this place, west to the New river crossing, the rocks

where exposed, are diabases both coarse and fine. These also extend

further west in a number of outcrops to beyond the Popelogan river.

Though much of the surface in this direction is covered by drift, no

rocks other than eruptives of the more modern type were seen. On
the old road to Spurr's mill, now abandoned, the only rocks seen are

in a prominent ridge about half a mile north of the post-road, and are

slaty grayish and dark'felsites, cut by diabase, which extend south-

westerly to the road.

On a road up the east side of Lake Utopia diabase rocks extend for r-^^*** side of

nearly half a mile. Then a belt of the purple and gray slates of the

Silurian (Letite series) occurs and has a breadth along the road of

about a mile. Finally, these slates are terminated by a heavy ridge

of tine-grained diabase, much shattered, commencing about one mile

south of Missonette stream, where the granite of the St. George

district makes its apj^earance, continuing north into the wilderness

country and on to Red rock.

The village of St. George appears to be built on a ridge of massive St. George

green diorite which is well exposed at several places in the streets and

at the bridge across the Magaguadavic river, below which bands of

hard altered siate. having only a small area, are seen near the falls.

Westward from this,the road for some miles shows no rocks other than

intrusives, diabases and felsites, with some granites to the north-

These rocks occur in prominent ridges on both sides of the post-road

which for several miles is made along the level surface of a broad grav-

26—181
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el terrace. No slates of Silurian age were seen in this direction east

of Digdequash river crossing.

The Tobique- After the completion of the work in Charlotte county, a couple of

district. weeks were spent in the study of the rocks around the head waters of

the Tobique and Nipisiguit rivers in the northern part of the province.

Concerning the age of those rocks as depicted on the published map of

that area, 1886, some doubt had arisen, owing to the finding in 1902,

by Dr. Bailey and his assistant Mr. Johnston, of certain sandstones and

conglomerate on the slope of Teneriffe mountain, supposed bv Dr.

Bailey to be of Silurian age An examination of this area showed that

the mountain rocks consist of felsite, rhyolite and diabase, and that

the sedimentary beds in question formed a limited outlier on the south-

east flank at an elevation of about 388 feet above the Nipisiguit lake

near the base. The outcrop is partly in a ravine and extends upward
Devonian out- £qj. ^bout eisrhtv feet with a surface breadth of about 200 paces. The
her on iener- o j r^

^

iffe mountain, lowest beds of the series are gray and brown shales containing plant

stems, underlying sandstones which pass up into gray sandy conglomer-

ates with pebbles of white quartz, light gray and purple and dark

felsite, and small fragments of shale and sandstone, probably derived

from the underlying beds. There is no visible alteration of any of

these strata through the agency of the intrusive rocks of the vicinity

>

The general dip is north-westerly about 30 degrees.

These rocks closely resemble the Devonian of the Gaspe coast and

the upper portion of the Bay des Chaleurs. In their upper portion^

where they appear to pass beneath the volcanic mass of the higher

part of the hill, the conglomerate character is much less marked for

several feet, consisting of a dirty green paste with a few scattered

pebbles of volcanics, as if along a line of fracture. The felsite rocks

underneath these Devonian strata are bi'oken up for several feet, so

that the outlier presents the appearance of having been affected some-

what by subsequent movements of the whole mountain mass.

Range of The range of these felsite hills, which in many respects closely re-

^^ ^ * ^' semble certain felsite and other hills found in southern New Bruns-

wick, extends in a north east direction from the west end of Nictor

lake, and possibly from the south branch of the Tobique further west,

eastward to Mount Latour which is about four miles w-est of Portage

brook on the Nipisiguit river. They consist of feldspathic rocks of

various kinds, with rhyolites, diabase and granite. East of this range

the other hills to the Portage brook are entirely different in character,

consisting of dark grayish, sometimes rusty hornblende and mica-gneiss

and gneissic schist, portions of which closely resemble the Pre Cambrian

areas of eastern Quebec as seen in the hills about Richmond in the
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eastern townships of that province. All the rocks of this lower group Crystalline

are schistose. Some are finely banded and much twisted, others are a ^ge brook

heavy dark or blackish-gray schist, in places containing bunches and

strings of white quartz. These rocks form the entire mass of the hills

on the west side of Portage brook so far as examined.

On the east side of the brook there is a large ridge known as the Schists of

Acadian range, so styled by Prof. W . F. Ganong. The lowor portion ranee

is a reddish granite made up of red feldspar and quartz, with a green

mineral, probably hornblende, but with very little mica. In places this

has a gneissic structure, but the upper portion and the main mass of

the ridge consists of grayish mica and schistose gneiss like the hills

west of the brook, and no granite was seen on the summit. These

twisted schists also contain quartz veins, and are identical in aspect

over a large area with Pre-Cambrian rocks of eastern Quebec. It will

be seen, therefore, that the hills of the upper Tobique and Xipisiquit

are of two kinds, and it is very probable that portions of those which

have been described under the head of felsites are of a much later date

than either those to the east or to the west. Similar felsite hills of

widely different ages are also found in the southern part of the province.

As for the rocks of Xictor lake, where the southern limit of the ^c>cks of

upper Silurian is marked on the published map of that area, and where
"

the felsite hills are coloured as probably Pre-Cau.brian, the examination

of these shows that the lowest beds of the sedimentary series, as seen

on the small island in the upper portion of the lake, consists of green

slaty schists, with scattered pebbles of reddish feldspar-porphyry,

which are sometimes drawn out along the schistose planes. These

schists are, in places, chloritic, and resemble closely some of the lower

altered slates of the coast of Charlotte county. The dip is undoubtedly

high and nearly vertical.

On the north side of the lake below Armstrong brook, a ridge of Altered slate-s.

reddish and gray-weathering felsite comes to the lake from the north-

east. About fifty yards west of this, a somewhat altered grayish

Silurian slate forms a small ledge with a dip to the north-west, 65

degrees. At the rocky point on the north shore, opposite Visitors

island, bluish gray, somewhat altered slates dip N. 30" "W. < 65', and

show in places a slightly schistose structure. It is possible, therefore,

that the alteration of these slates has been effected either by the direct

action of the felsites of Bald mountain on the south side of the lake or

by the movements which have here affected a large area of countrv

subsequent to the formation of these felsite masses. These Silurian

rocks appear to lie between ridges of felsite or other rocks along this

portion of the lake.
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Further west an examination was made for several miles of the right-

hand branch of the Tobique, in order to see the relation of the Silurian

slates and limestones to the felsitic and diabase masses which cross

that stream.

The Silurian rocks extend above the forks at Nictor for about four

miles, when they are cut off by a ridge of hard green diabase and por-

phyiitic felsite. This extends for half a mile along the stream, when

the slates and limestone again form a band for several bundled yards

to another mass of hard greenish-gray quartz-feldspar porphyry aS

below. '^There is no mistaking the intrusive character of the igneous

rock at this poin', the contact being sharply defined. Above this the

rocks are largely igneous, with occasionally limited outcrops of slates.

This sharp contact is at what is known as Little falls. Tlie areas of

slate above this on the stream difier in character from the typical

Silurian strata. Large hills of felsitic rocks rise on both sides of the

sti'eam, and are probably the western extenjion of some of the masse^

seen to the east around the lakes at the head of the Tobique river.

Some light is thrown upon the structure and relations of these Silurian,

Devonian and felsitic rocks of the Nipisiguit by the section seen along

the upper half of the Upsalquitch river. The rocky hills, already

referred to along the Portage brook, extend for some miles north to

Upsalquitch lake and preserve their schistose character throughout.

From the lake north to the falls the stream is crooked and narrow

with lower banks to the mouth of the south-east branch. Here, gray

mottled feldspathic rocks occur, succeeded down stream by purplish-gray

slaty beds with masses of diorite containing epidote. Thence, to the

head of the falls, hard dense diorite, fine-grained, and in places slaty,

occurs. This weathers a rusty brown and breaks into angular pieces-

The falls extend in a ragged gorge for half a mile or more, the river

flowing over a hard, green, conglomerate rock studded in part with peb-

bles of red and gray slaty felsite and some few of gray limestone, with

a dip of N. 10° W. <70°. These rocks, in places, are filled with corals,

crinoid stems, brachiopods, &g., of Upper Silurian types. The paste of

the conglomerate is ashy looking, and thickly studded at times with

fragments of apparently comminuted slates. These rocks appear to

represent the lowest beds of the great Restigouche-Upsalquitch Silurian

basin, since the slates, sandstones and limestones of that formation

rest upon them.

Devonian area Descending the water to the forks of the north-west branch, slates,

sandstones and limestones continue below the falls for several miles,

showing a synclinal structure, the dip of which on the north side is

S. 10^ E. <70'', underlaid by hard, red, crystalline felsite, the lowest

Upsalquitch
river section.
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beds of the Silurian in this direction being a conglomerate with pebbles

of the underlying rock or of a similar character. Below this, for half

a mile, hard, green, epidotic diorites outcrop, and, three fourths of a mile

below the felsites, these are overlaid by coarse gray grits and conglomer-

ates in which white quartz pebbles are abundant, along with pieces of

jaspery-red felsite and slate, as also bands of shale and sandstone con-

taining plant stems. These rocks are precisely similar to those

observed on Teneriffe mountain and are Devonian in aspect. They

form an overlying patch of considerable extent upon the Silurian rocks

near the Ten-mile brook. They are cut across at several points by

dikes of diabase which contain calcite and small zeolites with amethyst-

ine quartz. The Devonian rocks extend down stream for several miles

and at the six-mile post are underlaid by slates and shales of Upper

Silurian age, the dip of which is reversed again to the north-west, and " >ii^'^^' roc

these carry fossils characteristic of the formation. Red porphyritic

felsites and rhyolites cut these strata, some of which show a well-

detined flow structure and resemble certain portions of the felsites

near the head -waters of the Nepisiguit river. Trap conglomerates also

occur in the vicinity.

The felsitic rocks outcrop at several points to within two miles of

the forks of the north-west branch, below which Silurian strata again

occupy the stream.

It would seem, therefore, that in the area under discussion, rocks of Conclusion,

several horizons are met with ; and that, while certain of the felsitic

and rhyolitic masses have a comparatively modern aspect and closely

resemble similar rocks which cut the Silurian of Charlotte county,

other large masses more closely resemble in character and association

the felsites of Kings and St. John counties which have been classed

with the Pre-Cambrian series. It is probable, therefore, that the Tene-

riffe outlier of Devonian is like that of the Campbell river on the

Tobique, and of the Upsalquitch, and does not form part of a large

underlying series upon which the great range of felsite and other hills

of the area are deposited. No indication of such structure is to be

observed in any portion of the field observed by us during the season.

Fossil Occurrences and certain Economic Minerals in New
Brunswick.

By Professor L. W. Bailey.

By instructions conveyed in a letter from the Acting Director Intnxluctory.

of the Geological Survey, last May, I was requested to make geological

explorations in the province of Nevv Brunswick, giving my attention
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mainly to two subjects— (Ij to the search for fossils, wherever in my

judgment, these were most likely to be found in connection with the

Pre-Carboniferous rocks of York and Carleton counties, and (2) to

obtaining such information, relating to the economic minerals of New
Brunswick, as would form a useful appendix to my report upon the

subject published by the Geological Survey Department in 1899.

FOSSILS.

Rarity of Xo the first of these objects about one month was devoted, the work

embracing the examination of all the larger rivers and many of the

minor streams in the counties above referred to. F'or the past fifty

years these have been the subject of close examination by a large

number of explorers, including Cresner, Hind, Ells, Matthew, Robb,

Chalmers, Wilson and the writer, their results being contained in

various reports already published. All these reports agree as to- the

rarity of fossils in the great slate belts traversing this region, and

it was this characteristic that induced Dr. .James Robb to assign

them to the Cambrian system. Though later investigations have

shown that his view was erroneous, it is still true that large tracts

appear to be wholly destitute of organic remains. Hence the work of

the past summer has not been very prolific of results in this direction.

Still, facts have been obtained which place us in a better position to

discuss the age and relations of the strata.

As stated in my report of 1900, there is to be found in Monument

settlement, Carleton county, a rather conspicuous belt of black graphitic

slates, which are muoh disturbed and apparently intimately associated

with a group of volcanic and semi-volcanic products extending thence

to Woodstock. At Benton, in the same belt, numerous remains of
Rocks probab- ,. T^• 177-7 f ^ 1 i

ly Cambro- the graptoll te, Dictyonema Jiaoetmorme were lound by the writer in
Silurian.

1900, while still further northeast on the Beccaguimic river, a dis-

tinctively characteristic Cambro-Silurian fauna, including Triiobites of

the genera IViuncleiis and Harpe had been observed by Matthew in

1880. As no organic remains had been found in the black .«lates of

Monument settlement, the possibility remained that there might be

an extension of another series of black slates which, on Eel river, a

few miles to the eastward, contain Silurian forms of life. During the

last season, remains of graptolites, apparently of Cambro-Silurian type,

were found in the Monument .settlement beds, and though, owing to

the paucity of material and imperftct preservation, their age couid not

be definitely ascertained, their general aspect and the absence of the

brachiopods which are found in the Silurian beds, seem to strengthen

the previou? conclusion that the beds in question are of Cambro-
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Silurian or Cambrian age, and are a part of a belt of such rocks ex-

tending from the boundary of Maine to the headwaters of the Bec-

caguimic river. Careful search for confirmatory testimony of this

theory svas made in the bands of slates and quartzites south of Wood-

stock. This resulted in the finding of some interesting worm-tracks,

to which Dr. Ami refers in the appendix.

Upon the southern side of the granite axis of York county, search Slates and
^ °

.
quartzites.

was made among the slates and quartzites of Kingsclear, Prince

William, Dumfries, etc., but nothing was found beyond those mono-

graptoid forms previously discovered on Murray brook, which seem

to denote the Silurian age of the rocks containing them. As it seemed

desirable to ascertain definitely, if possible, the natur>3 and age of

the organic remains observed by Dr. Ells upon the south west Mirami-

chi, the exposures upon this stream were examined as far above Boies-

town as Rocky brook, that is to say, a breadth of about nine miles of

Pre-Carboniferous rocks. These were found to consist mainly of quartz-

ites and slates, the former being most conspicuous on the main stream

while the slates, often quite dark and pyritous, are best .seen upon its

tributaries. A prolonged search for fossils was unsuccessful, excepting

at a spot about half a mile above Bird island. The strata here are

unlike any others observed upon this river, in that though of a gray

colour in the fossiliferous portions, they change somewhat abruptly,

upon their strike, to a bright purple, thus recalling some of the strata

upon the Nashwaak and its tributaries. The fossils in the gray portion

of the rock are fairly numerous, but, except that they consist of strongly

ribbed shells, probably of the genus Orthes, it is difficult to derive

much information from them, as they are imperfectly preserved, much

distorted and difficult to remove.

The cumulative evidence which these fossils alford as to the age of

this great belt of slates and quartzites is important. When, many years

ago, fossils of Siluro- Devonian age were found upon Rocky brook, a

trir)utary of the Nashwaak, it was thought that the strata containing

them must be simply a small outlier of such rocks enfolded in what

were then supposed to be Cambro-Silurian slates. Since this view was

embodied in the geological map published in 188^, graptolites of Silur-

ian type have been found by the writer near Spring Hill, above

Fredericton, and at other points, and although one cannot, from the

occurrence of Orthes alone, predicate with certainty the age of the

containing beds, it is much more probable that these are Silurian than

Cambro-Silurian or Cambrian. In other words, large tracts of what

were supposed to he of the latter horizon are now known to be more

recent.
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Di-prionidian The position of thefossiliferous strata upon the south-west Miramichi
(irm.s.

.^ very nearly upon the strike of the Rocky Brook beds, and both

hold a similar position in relation to the granite, being separated there-

from by only a narrow belt, mostly of dark mica-schists. Both these

and the slates and quartzites to the south have been followed, with

little variation, from the Nashwaak to the Taxes river and thence to

the south-west Miramichi while Prof. Ganong has recently observed

similar mica-schists upon the head-waters of the Renous. The rocks in

the vicinity of Bathurst, near the railway bridge over the Tattagouche

river, contain graptolitic beds, from which a collection was made. The

greater part was found to be too obscure for determination, but I was

able to obtain a few specimens of definite character. These include

di-prionidian forms, among which Matthew has recognized the following

genera, Diplograptus, Dlcellograptus and possibly Dicranograptus,

indicating an horizon about that of the Llandeilo formation of Wales.

It may be noticed that these beds and certain black graphitic slates,

not yet known to be fossiliferous, occurring above the Grand falls of

the Nepisiguit are all north of the central granitic axis which crosses

the last named stream at the Pabineau falls. In relation to the granite,

they therefore occupy positions similar to those of the Beccaguimic

river, Benton and Monument settlement in Carleton county, and thus

appear to indicate that a belt of Cambro-Silurian age is probably con-

tiguous from the settlement last mentioned, on the frontier of Maine,

all the way to the Bay des Chaleurs. In this case, no change is required

in the general map of this part of the province, though the occurrence

of fossiliferous Silurian strata on Eel river, as observed by Wilson, at

Waterville, as observed by the writer, and on the right hand branch

of the Tobique, as observed by McTnnes, indicates that areas of more

recent age may also occur.

In character, the quartzites of the Nigadoo falls, Carleton county,

strongly resemble those found accompanying the black Dictyonema

slates of Benton, in Carleton county.

ECONOMIC MINERALS.

The economic minerals which particularly received attention in-

cluded ores of iron, manganese and copper, with such non-metallic

substances as coal, petroleum and gypsum.

^•"<^"- Two localities in particular have in the last few years attracted

attention as possible sources of this metal. The first is upon the left

bank of the Nepisiguit river, one mile and a half above the Grand

falls. Large beds of ore are exposed, their width, as revealed by
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numerous trial pits and trenches, being at least forty feet, while

their length, as far as explored, is nearly two miles. They are strongly

magnetic and, though obviously varying in the percentage of iron, are

said to average 50 , the best being 58 i. The ores are distinctly

bedded, and with the associated rocks, which are light-weathering

feklspathic slates, dip northward at high angles. Nothing was observ-

ed in connection with the beds to indicate their horizon, but, as black

graphitic slates, which may be equivalents of the black fossiliferous

slates of the Tattagouche river, occur about two miles and a half to

the northward, they probably underlie these and are therefore Cam-

brian or Cambro-Silurian.

The removal of ore from this locality is at present impracticable,

access being possible only by the river or rough wood roads through

the forest.

The second locality is in the district lying between the Lepreau river Prospecting

and New river in Charlotte county. Here, too, the ore is magnetite, n.etar.'^

and in the Report for 1899 it was stated that veins of this material

occur on the farm of John A. Wright, about two miles west of Lepreau

village. Their greatest observed thickness was, however, only eight

inches, and considering the great hardness of the enclosing horn-

blendic schists, it was not thoughc at that time that the ore, though a

rich one (carrying, according to analysis made by Dr. Hoffmann, 6Q

per cent of metallic iron, with no titanic acid) could be profitably

removed. Quite recently, however, an exploration of the ground for

several miles around has been made with a magnetometer, under the

direction of Axel Anderberg, a Swedish expert, with the result that

much larger deposits appear to be indicated, especially at a point about

two miles west of the openings upon the Wright property. The in-

strument used was a Thalen-Tiberg magnetometer, and in accordance

with its indications, duly plotted from observations for vertical and

horizontal magnetic intensity and declination, the probable location of

the principal vein has been determined, and a shaft, about fifteen feet

deep at the time of my visit, was being sunk thereon. As at the

Wright farm, the enclosing rocks are hornblendic schists, and in the

vicinity of the pit these are all so charged with magnetite as to readily

affect the magnet. The course of the beds, with which the vein con-

forms, is about N. 70° E., and they dip south at an angle of about 80°.

Drilling operations have also been undertaken as the result of magnet-
^yj.jgjjt

ometer obser\ations upon the Wright property, reaching a depth of property,

about one hundred feet. The isod3'namic curves in ea^ih case indicate

a considerable body of ore, and though its quality is not indicated by

the instrument, it ntay reasonably be assumed to be equal to that of
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the veins which appear at the surface. One of these, eighteen inches

thick, was analysed by Mr. Anderberg and gave the following

result :

—

Fe. 64-54
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ever, was not regarded as essential, the plan of working being to crush

the entire mass of rock and then, by chemical and electrolytic pro-

cesses, to extract whatever copper it contained, Since the date of the

report referred to, extensive works have been constructed, the plant

costing, it is said, over" .$600,000. This is sufficient proof of the faith

of the authors of the enterprise in their undertaking, but since the

death, about eighteen months ago, of the first manager, Mr. Philips,

no work of any kind has been done.

Copper mining has been attempted on the Bay of Fundy shore in

eastern St. John county. Ores of copper have long been known to

occur in the Pre-Cambrian rocks of this coast and exploratory work

has been carried on, especially in the vicinity of Goose creek, in the

county named, and around Alma, in Albert county. At present, oper-

ations are confined to the vicinity of Goose creek where a tunnel,

about five hundred feet in length, has been driven into the face of the

cliffs which here form the shore. Small quantities of bornite, chal-

copyrite and malachite have been removed. Transport difficulties and

the dangerous wharfage constitute most terious drawbacks, the build-

ings and the ore having been more than once washed away by storms.

It is said that the average of the ore is about eight p rcent of metallic

copper.

Coal.—The comparative scarcity of mineral fuel and the enhanced Coal,

price resulting therefrom have not only proved a stimulus to the ener-

getic working of known coal deposits, but have led to a reopening of

the whole question of the productive capacity of the New Brunswick

coal fields.

As to actual operations, these are at present practically confined to

two distinct areas, viz : (1) that of the Grand lake district, and (2)

that of Coal Branch in Kent county.

The most noticeable feature in the Grand lake district is the

increased facilities for removal, owing to the completion of a railway

from NorLon in King's county, a station on the Intercolonial railway,

to Chipman, and its extension to Newcastle and Minto, the latter*a

new settlement and terminal in the very heart of the coal regiim.

From this terminal, short branch lines radiate to most of the import-

ant coal fields. In addition to this, about the same amount as in for-

mer years is hauled from other pits to the shore of Grand lake, to be

thence transported by wood boats to St. John or Fredericton. The

coal removed by rail alone is, owing to less frequent handling, brought

to market in better condition than that transported by both rail and

lake.

28P
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All the mines are worked independently by vertical shafts from

twenty five to thirty feet in depth, the thickness of the seam varying

from twenty to thirty-two inches, in the latter case usually including

a shaly parting between twenty-six inches above and four inches below.

The coal at the pit's mouth is worth about $2.00 per ton.

An interesting feature connected with the works at Minto, and

confirming earlier observations, is that the diamond drill boring about

one mile west of Minto station, passed completely through the coal

formation at a depth of less than three hundred feet, the cores brought

to the surface being bright glossy green and purple slates with quartz

veins such as are elsewhere known to underlie the coal measures.

There seems to be, therefore, no probability of any seam of coal being

found below that now worked near the surface.

Coal Branch District, Kent County.—Though, as indicated by its

name, the area traversed by Coal Branch, a tributary of the Richibucto

river, has long been known to contain seams of coal, it is only recently

that systematic mining has been undertaken. This was largely due,

as at Grand lake, to the transport difficulties, but again as at Grand

lake, the conditions have been wholly changed by the construction of

a railway.

The works at Beersville are situated upon the left bank of Coal

Branch, here forming a perpendicular bluff of one hundred and seventy-

five feet, the seam being one hundred and twenty-five feet below the

surface. In this seam two tunnels have been driven, one of them over

one thousand feet in length, with numerous lateral levels. These are

remarkable for their dryness and freedom from gas, neither pumping

nor artificial ventilation being necessary. The roof of the galleries is

surprisingly regular and firm, being a horizontal compact shale about

two feet in thickness, while the floor is an under clay about three feet

thick. The shale contains 'numerous well-preserved fossils ; above the

shale are fine gray sandstones, well adapted for building purposes.

The thickness of the seam is eighteen inches.

The works at Mt. Carlisle are on the right bank of Coal Branch,

three miles above those at Beersville, but the situation is less favour-

able for work, and the seam is thinner, being only sixteen inches,

while a pumping engine is required to keep the mine dry.

The Canadian mine, which gives employment to about fifty men,

possesses coal essentially the same in character as that of the seams

at Grand lake, and, considering the horizontal attitude of the beds at

the two points and the general resemblance of their organic remains,

it may well be supposed that they represent about the same horizon.
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The coal is free burning, excellent for steam purposes and^leaves very

little ash.

Petroleum. Since 1859 oil has been known to exist in Albert and Petroleum.

Westmoreland. At the time of the working of the Albert mines,

petroleum was said to ooze in places from the bituminous shales which

were the carriers of the material and, in connection with the same

shales, oil was said to issue in a spring in the rear of St. Joseph's

college near Memramcook. At Dover, inflammable gases were found

to bubble through the water of brooks, and at one point small quan-

tities of maltha or mineral pitch were observed. At that time the

mineral albertite was usually known as Albert coal and commonly

regarded as related to ordinary bituminous and cannel coals, but even

then there were those who maintained that it was more nearly related

' to asphaltum and the group of the hydrocarbons. This latter view

gradually gained ground until it became generally accepted that

albertite was of the nature of an oxydized mineral oil. As a natural

sequence of this belief and from the fact that the apparent supply of

oil was so small, it was supposed that the greater part of any petroleum

which may originally have existed in the region had, by oxidation,

been converted into albertite. This view appeared to be confirmed

by such random borings as were made prior to the year 1899, when

an investigation of the field was undertaken under the advisory

direction of Prof. N. S. Shaler of Harvard University. The supposition

upon which these investigations were based was just the reverse of

that previously entertained, or to the eflFect that only a portion of the

original petroleum deposits had been converted into albertite, as the

result of exposure and oxidation, while it might be the case that other

large quantities, protected from such change by the superposition of

impervious strata, had retained their primai'y form. Later results

seem to show that this view had some substantial basis. At all events,

drilling operations over con.siderable and widely separated areas have

led to the obtaining of oil in quantities exceeding what was at one

time thought probable.

The two most important areas at present being exploited are Dover

and St. Joseph. At the latter place active operations were fit st begun,

and ton or twelve wells are .said to be regularly pumped. During

the last winter, according to the statements of the manager, about

2, -500 barrels of oil have been pumped. A factory with a capacity

computed at 150 quarts per diem has been erected for the manufacture

of nitro-glycerine.

At Dover about twenty wells have been opened, it is said, which

have, in some instances, given a yield of from twenty-four barrels daily.
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The oil IS reported to come to the surface alternately with a very

strong brine, from which it naturally separates in the tanks as the

result of its lower specific gravity.

The crude oil is of a dark green colour, its composition being :

—

Per cent.

68 to 70 gravity naptha o'o

Refined oil distillate 27

Wax distillate 37

Cylinder stocks , . . . 20'4

Loss •OOS
'

The area of the property upon which active operations have been

carried on is about twenty-four square miles, and lies between the tidal

waters of the Petitcodiac and Memramcook rivers.

The finding of petroleum at Memramcook and Dover naturally
*

suggests inquiry as to its possible occurrence elsewhere. It is reason-

able to assume that, both o 1 and albertite being associated with the

Albert shales, the distribution of the litter aflFords the best guide as

to the regions which are most likely to yield the former. The distribu-

tion of these shales, in one belt at least, has been fully discussed and

illustrated in an earlier report of 1876-77* in which they are shown to

be recognizable and to contain veins of albertite at different points

in Albert aid Kings county as far westward as Apohaqui station, a

distance from the Petitcodiac of over fifty miles, while at the old

Albert mines, a-; already stated, o'l was said to issue from the sides of

the levels. Borings made on the western side of the Petitcodiac river

in Albert county, three miles north of Hillsborough, are reported to

have shown the existence, at two points, of oil-bearing sands. In

an easterly direction it is probable that the bituminous oil-bearing

shales which, between Memramcook and Dorchester, pass beneath the

Millstone grit and higher members of the coal-formation, retain their

character for some miles at least, and owing to the thicker covering

may be more pi'oductive than the beds less deeply capped. A second

belt, parallel with the above, is also indicated by exposures along the

north side of Indian ridgw, eight miles north of Moncton and sixteen

miles north of Dover and Memramcook, but the shales so far observed

at this point are less bituminous than those of the districts last named,

and it is not known to what extent they underlie the extensive Car-

boniferous tract to the north. Borings near Coal Branch in Kent

county, about midway between Beersville and Mt. Carlisle, are reported

to have struck oil and gas at a very moderate depth. Should this

report be confi.rmed, it would, by indicating the existence of oil-bearing

* Report of Progress. Geol. Surv. Can. 1876, p. 351 et seq.
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''trata beneath the rocks of the great central coal-basin, increase enor-

mously the area from which possible future supplies of petroleum in

New Brunswick may be drawn.

Dolomite.—With the advent of the pulp industry in New Brunswick Dolomite,

the source of supply for magnesian carbonates became an important

question. At first these carbonates were brought, at considerable

expense, from Ohio, but with the establishment of paper mills near St.

John it became desirable to know whether a nearer source might not

be obtained in connection with the limestones occurring so largely in

the environs of that city. To determine this point, I was, in 1899,

directed to make some investigations as to the occurrence of dolomites

in the quarries near St. John, with the 'result that rock containing

from .35 to 45 per cent of magnesian carbonate was found to be readily

obtainable at several points. This fact was alluded to in my summary

report of that year. It had not then, however, been put to the test of

actual trial. It is gratifying now to report that the tests since made,

both at Mispec and in Fairville, have been most successful, and that

the material of this nature is now wholly drawn from their local

sources, mainly from the quarries of Randolph and Baker at Randolph-

APPENDIX.
PRELIMINARY LIST' OF THE FOSSILS COLLECTED BY PROFESSOR

L. W. BAILEY FROM VARIOUS LOCALITIES IN THE PROVINCE OF
NEW BRUNfiWICK DURING 1904.

By U. M. Aini, Palceontological Division.

Fossils from the black carbonaceous and graptolitic shales from
near the railway bridge on the Tete a Gauche river, near Bathurst,
Gloucester county, New Brunswick.

1. Dvplograptus foliaceus, Murchison. Several fragments of the
polypary of a diprionidian graptolite, which appears to be more closely

related to this species than to any other known to me, occur in a
rather imperfect condition.

2. Diplograptus truncatus, Lapwortb, or a very nearly related form.

3. ? Lasiograptus, sp. indt. Too badly preserved to identify with
any degree of certainty.

4. Climacograptus hicornis, Hall. Three imperfect polyparies in
the collection are referred to this species with but little doubt.

5. Cryptograptus tricornis, Carruthers. A number of very even-
sided or parallel-margined fragments are seen, suggesting no other

26-19
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than this well-known species, at times showing the free virgula, but

in no instance displaying the distal extremity which is crucial.

6. Dicellograptus sextans, Hall. Several individuals.

7. Dicellojraptus anceps, Nicholson, or a very closely related

species.

8. Ortliograptus quadrimucronatus, Hall. Two polyparies occur in

the collection. I cannot distinguish these from typical examples

occurring in other localities in Ontario and Quebec.

9. ? Didymograptus superstes, Hall. This form is referred with con-

siderable doubt to this species.

10. Leptoholus, sp. A minute round or orbicular brachiopod which

app'^a.rs to be referable to this well-known Ordovician genus.

Geological Horizon.

The above assemblage of forms suggests at once an Ordovician

fauna belonging to one of those zones of graptolites occurring along

the Saint Lawrence and the Hudson rivers. Similar forms from rocks

of presumably the same age have also been found in Penobscot Co.,

Maine.^

These black and at times pyritiferous shales appear to be synchronous

or homotaxial with the shales, of Norman Kiln, near Albany, N.Y.; of

the City of Quebec; of the north shore of the Island of Orleans ; of the

Marsouin river and of numerous other localities in the Gaspe Penin-

sula. They find their equivalent in Europe in the Llandeilo rocks of

Wales, the Moffatt shales of Scotland and the County Down shales of

Ireland.

B.

Loc. From a black indurated, carbona*ceuus and graptolitic shale

from Monument Settlement, York county, New Brunswick.

Collector :—L. W. Bailey, 1904.

In this collection are two slabs of an indurated shale, one of which

is evidently the counterpart of the other, on which two distinct but

obscure graptolitic fragments occur.

1. Diplograptus, sp., or other diprionidian graptolite.

Exhibits an imperfect portion of a polypary with ten hydrothecse

in the space of ten millimetres. The hydrothecae are inclined at an

angle of about 50° to the axis of the polypary.

2. Le-ptograptiis or Monograptus, sp., Too obscure for identification.

*Amer. Journ. Sc, Vol. XL, p. 153, 1890. Ibid, Vol. XXII, p. 434, 1881.
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HORIZOX.

It is impossible to state definitely to what horizon these shales may
be assigned. Should the fragment resembling somewhat a Monograptus

be truly referable to this genus, as future collections may reveal, the

(.shales will fall naturally into the Silurian. A larger and better

ollection from this locality is desired.

Note on a small collection of obscure fossil organic remains from

above Lower Birch island, S. W. Miramichi river, New Brunswick

collected by Prof. L. W. Bailey, 1904.

The fossils examined are all fragmentary and in a very poor state of

preservation. They occur in what appears to 'be a rusty-weathering

gray, glossy schistose rock which effervesces at times in cold hydrochloric

acid. The precise geological horizon could not definitely be determined

with the material at hand. It is most desirable to obtain from local

ities such as this, as complete a series of the organic remains as pos-

sible. These schists may be Silurian.

Amongst the foj-ms which appear to be obscurely represented in the

collection, the following are cited :

—

1. Orihis, sp. indt., possibly a Rhijndomella R. liyhrida, Sowerby

but too obscure to state with certainty.

2. Rhynchonella, sp., a form which resembles the ribbing of Wil
sonia.

3. Homoeospira, sp., too imperfect to identify at all clearly.

4. Lingula, sp., a fragment of the test of a linguloid shell which

may or may not be referable to this genus.

5. Spirifer, sp., several costal of a brachiopod which appear to poin

to this genus rather than to any other.

D.

Tapley's Mill, Woodstock, New Brunswick. Collected by Prof. L.

W. Bailey, 1904.

In a drab and rusty-gray-weathering glossy and indurated slate, are

seen a number of tracks or trails of some organism probably those of

some annelid or other related form.

EUGYRICHNITES MIXUTUS, X. G. AXD N. SP.

A number of minute tortuous tracks or trails of worm-like organ-

isms appear upon the surface of the slab from Tapley's Mill near
26—191
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Woodstock. These are all probably made by the same creature whose

slender body was dragged over the surface of the smooth fine-grained

siliceous mudstone at the time when these slates were being deposited.

They are very simple in structure, consisting for the most part of a

linear trail across which a number of closely set parallel lines appear,

varying in number from twenty-five to thirty, in ten millimetres.

These tracks or trails are about one millimetre wide.

These ribbed trails are accompanied by others which appear to be quite

smooth, but they are evidently merely covered over by the fine sedi-

ments of which the slate is composed.

Indications of burrows, one of which measures fully 1.25 millimetres

across, also occur on the same slab,

At first sight, these minute tracks suggest the Gyrichnites tracks

described by Dr. Whiteave.<5 * from the Gaspe Sandstones, but they

are evidently made by a very dififerent organism.

It is impossible to determine from the material at hand to what

geological horizon to refer the slates from Tapley's Mill.

These trails do not resemble any met with as yet from different

geological horizons in Canada, and consequently a new designation is

offered for the sake of reference.

In connection with the fossils from Locality A, it may not be unin-

teresting to note the species listed by an eminent authority on grap-

tolites in Britain.

List of species of graptolites determined by Professor Lapworth from

the collection sent him by the writer some years ago, obtained along

the Tete a Gauche river, Gloucester county, New Brunswick, by Dr.

R. W. Ells :—

Lasiograptus mucronatus, Hall.

Climacograptus bicornis, H, with branch of Dicranograptus.

Cryptograptus tricornis, Carruthers.

Diplograptus aculeatus, Lapworth, or D. Whitjieldi, Hall.

"
cf. D. Whitfieldi, Hall.

" allied to D. quadrimucronatus H.
" Joliaceus, Murchison.
" sp.

* Trans. Roy. Soc. Canada, Vol. 1, Sect. IV, 1882, p. 109, Art. XI, issued, 1883,

plate XI.
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The Count Cies of umberlaxd, Hants, Kings and Annapolis,

Nova Scotia.

By Mr. Hugh Fletcher.

Mr. Fletcher spent the winter of 1903-04 in compiling plans and Introductory,

sections from surveys made by himself and his assistants as recorded

in the Summary Report for 1903 pages 160 to 174. He was assisted

during the winter as well as in the field by Mr. M. H. McLeod and

Mr. A. T. McKinnon.

He left Ottawa on June 27, to continue fieldwork in No%a Scotia I'l^trict

and remained there until the end of the year. Early in the season

Mr. McKinnon made a survey of the Joggins shore from Two Rivers,

to Seaman Millbrook to fix more precisely the dip of the various strata

of this great section. He also surveyed various branches of Little

river and other small streams in the neighbourhood of Oxford. He
examined a deposit of hematite ore occurring about half a mile south

of Grand Pre railway station. A specimen of the ore was examined by

Dr. Hoftmann. The deposit occurs in small veins at the contact of I'on ore.

Triassic sandstone with daik gray shales and flags of the Horton

series. For the greater part of the season, however, 31r. McKinnon was

associated with Mr. M. H. McLeod in a survey along the great

dike of the North mountain and the Ijrooks from Ross Creek in Kings

county to Parker cove in Annapolis county, a i-egion wholly occupied

by trap with small veins and masses of zeolites, amethyst, magnetite,

native copper, &.c. An amygdaloidal variety seems to underlie gray,

more massive trap on the shore and in the brooks. The scenery of

this shore is picturesque and has for many years continued to

attract hundreds of summer tourists. From the low valley of Triassic

rocks extending from the South mountain, the North mountain rises ^^^^ bay^to

steeply as at Blomidon and the Lookoft', the ascent from the south Annapolis

being everywhere steep and short, while the descent northward to the

Bay of Fundy is about four miles, both slope and escarpment showing

frequent outcrops of trap.

At Morden (French Cross) this trap is full of large amygdules. On the

Big Hollow road, between Sheffield mills and Baxter harbour, red Triassic

shales and flags, with a low dip, sometimes towards the North mountain,

sometimes away from it, are in contact with coarsely crystalline trap,

succeeded by white- spotted amygdaloid : thence for a great part of

the distance to the shore, amygdaloidal and other varieties in great

sheets have a low undulating dip towards the shore, the structure being
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Baxter har-

bour.

Supposed
fossils.

precisely similar to that of the same range described by Professor

Bailey near Digby and at Blomidon*.

At Baxter harbour, trap of various dark colours, fine in texture)

not crystalline but in many parts globular, slopes gently seaward in

thick sheets, broken by east and west joints and fissures containing

quartz in veins and amygdules. This is a boat-harbour with a narrow

gravel beach and rocky indentations, photographs of which are included

in the collection of views entitled "The Evangeline I^and. " At Black

Hole the trap is inclined to be basaltic and splintery.

From Baxter harbour, eastward along the shore to Ross creek, the

trap lies in sheets of variable thickness and includes beds of amygdaloid.

Its contact with small patches of calcareous shale and sandstone

shows the latter greatly altered and full of veins and druses of calcite

and other minerals. The cylindrical and conical masses, irregular in

size and shape, supposed by some observers to be fossils, are siliceous

and are, apparently, like veins of jasper and milky quartz in their

mode of formation. One very persistent layer of jasper follows nearly

the line of contact with the trap, but at certain points is separated

from it by argillaceous shales ; others follow the bedding of the shales,

with which, in places, the trap is intimately associated in the same

layers, both being decolourized. One end of a block of red altered

sandstone consists of trap. In this vicinity is found beautiful black

crystalline quartz in vugs or hollow barrel-shaped masses. Westward

from Baxter harbour sheets of light gray trap form good productive

soil as far as the millbrook, beyond which the trap is crumbly, jointed

and globular in irregular layers, one of which contains small cylindrical

concretions, gashes and minute veins of amethyst and milky quartz.

Sheets and rocky reefs of flaggy trap, in part amygdaloidal, crumbly

and globular, usually gray and blackish, with red or chocolate patches,

extend in cliffs for some distance. In the main mass of the amyg-

daloid the amygdules are generally small, but large vein-like aggrega-

tions of zeolites occur in the bedding-planes in which are also beds of

red argillaceous shale not more than one inch in thickness.

A little further along the shore, a thick layer of dark massive trap,

globular and in part crystalline, rests on and among reddish amygdaloid

which is apparently horizontal, and includes veins of zeolites, there

being no definite lines of separation between the different varieties.

Near Race point, amygdules are arranged in horizontal bands at

short intervals apart. No basaltic or broadly crystalline trap is met

* Geol. Surv. of Can. Vol. IX. Pt. M. p. 24 ; and Geol. Snrv. of Can. Summary
Report for 1901, p. 214.
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with, although blackish finely crystalline trap is cut by small joints

and fissures.

At Halls harbour the reddish amygdaloid of the beach is overlaid Hall harbour.

by a bed of blackish and gray massive trap, so like that to the east-

ward that it might be a question whether it and the amygdaloid are

not at the same horizon and in the same relation to each other all the

way from Scots bay.

Near Chipman brook, lenticular deposits of red marl in red amyg-

daloid have been used for paint : bands of zeolite also appear in the

bedding. The road that runs from this point to the top of the

mountain shows many outcrops of gray amygdaloid, dipping towards

the sea. South of the summit and also on Blackrock mountain, small

veins of magnetite, like those of Gerrish mountain, have been exploited. Magnetite.

On the steep descent of the hill towards Cambridge station, the trap

is succeeded by red clay-shales of the Trias, which give place further

south to more sandy rocks. At Clarence, north of Bridgetown, the

trap escarpment is also steep, and red Triassic sandstones and shales

reach nearly to the summit, from which the land slopes several miles

to the shore at Hampton, over large masses and sheets of globular,

jointed trap, unlike the gray and blackish, coherent, crystalline variety

of the escarpment which breaks along prismatic three to six-sided

planes.

On the road from Granville ferry to Parker cove, a similar section Contacts of

is presented of Triassic sedimentary rocks succeeded by trap on a steep sedimentary

ascent, to the north of which lie nearly horizontal sheets of gray, fine,
^'>^^^-

globular trap similar to that near Hampton. Westward from the

cove, there are good exposures of this trap, in layers of various thickness,

cut by minute veins or threads of jasper but no amygdaloid ; similar

traps are exposed eastward to Hampton.

At Rossway, on Digby neck, Triassic red sandstone and argillaceous

shale are again found in nearly horizontal beds along the shore of St.

Mary bay, at the foot of an escarpment that still follows the trap

dike. The search made for coal here and in the Cambrian dark slate

of Marshalltown was, of course, abortive.

In the prosecution of this survey, Dr. Poole and Mr. Fletcher, on ^^ .

p r. 1 • T T% Section of

October 26th made a section of 1516 feet of Silurian or Lower' Devon- Messenger

ian rocks which underlie Triassic sandstone in Messenger brook. The ^^° '

dip of these rocks nearest che contact is southerly, while upstream it

is northerly, nearly vertical throughout but assumed to denote the

syncline described as repeating the iron ores of the district. The strata
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are* for the most part gray, but at the north and south ends of the

section red and mottled slates are found, those lowest in the brook

holding, according to Dr. Ami, Fenestella. Running nearly in the

bedding is one of the greenish-gray dikes or layers of diorite so frequent

among these rocks, at the contact of which with the gray slates, both

above and below, there is an accumulation of whitish quartz. Near

this dike, large fossil shells were collected by Dr. H. M. Ami.

Bore-holes at The bore-holes referred to last year were continued in 1904. That at

Abercrombiej was lost at 1,900 feet, but another begun alongside

had reached a depth of 2,135 feet in April 1905.

At Spicer The hole at Spicer covef at a depth of about 898 feet, passed out
°°^'^-

of conglomerate into Devonian compact and granular splintery felsite

and quartz-felsite, in which it was discontinued as hopeless at 944

feet. Farther away from this rim of the carboniferous basin, how-

ever, in the neighbourhood of East Apple river and Sand river, boring

is perhaps more likely to be successful.

At Fullertoii ^o change was observed in the material cut in the bore-hole north

lake. Qf Fullerton lake to 2,330 ft. but a seam of coal, said to be nine feet

thick, is stated to have been cut at 2,350 ft.

A pumping examined on December 23, 1904, yielded chocolate-

coloured, fine sand mixed with red clay. Progress was very slow because

of the large quantity of water in the hole below the six-inch casing

put in to a depth of 815 feet. This water was salt. Pebbles falling

into the hole and removed by the pump consisted of bluish and whitish

quartzites, red sandstone, felsite and other Devonian rocks, and one

cannot fail to realize the enormous amount of denudation necessary to

form conglomerates of such thickness.

At Springhill An interesting section of a drilling made by the Intercolonial rail-

junction,
^^y ^j. ^j^g water-tank immediately east of Springhill Junction station-

house, was obtained, from Mr. John U. Ross of Pictou. The position

of the bore-hole will be readily understood by reference to the map of

Springhill that faces page 392 of the Summary Report for 1902. An
abstract of the section in descending order i~^ as follows ;

—

Ft. In.

1. Red argillaceous shale with three thin bands of reddish sandst . . 273

2. Gray and reddish sandstone and argillaceous shale 267

.3. Conglomerate (>

4. Gray coarse-grained sandstone 85

5. Red argillaceous shale 40

6. Gray sandstone and argillaceous shale in alternate layers 53

Total depth of bore-hole 718 6

* Sum. Rep. for 1902, p. 399 ; Vol. IX, Part M. pages 94 to 97 ; Acadian Geo-
logy, pages 503 and 571 ; Supplement 1891, page 20.

X Sum.Reps. for 1902, p. 391, and for 1903, p. 161.

t Sum. Rep. for 1903, p. 162; Trans. Min. Soc. of N. S., Vol. VIII, p. 125.
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Mr. Isaac McNaughton's bore-holes, one mile and a half north of North of

Trenton, Pictou county, are stated to be G60 and 875 feet deep, res-

pectively*. Another, further south, recently bored by him a short dis-

tance south of Loudon brook, has reached a depth of 647 feet and cut

black and blackish-gray argillaceous shale, full of ostracods and of

spines, scales, teeth and coprolites of fishes. This resembles the black

shale of Rear brook and Trenton| described by Mr. Henry Poole. It

is associated with light-gray and whitish sandstone, generally fine, but

also coarse and even conglomeratic, streaked with layers of carbonaceous

or coaly matter. Among these are also beds of gray argillaceous

shale with nodules and plates of ironstone ; of red and green, purple

and gray mottled marls, in part concretionary, spotted with concretions

of pyrite ; of crumbly fireclay, containing rootlets and reddish concre-

tionary limestone-conglomerate. A section of these borings is promised

by Mr. McNaughton.

Mr. Fletcher again spent a great part of his time in a further ex- Surveys in

„ , ,. . ^ 1 • , o, T^ i: TOAo Cumberland
amination of the district referred to in the bummary Keport tor lyUo, county.

pages 163 to 167 and shown on map sheets 59, 60, 61, 62, which are

now partly engraved and will soon be issued. No reference to this

work need here be made, since it will be incorporated in these maps.

In connection with it, discoveries of coal recently reported at Mount

Pleasant, Beckwith and Roslin were investigated and found to be of

no importance.

On July 26 a visit was made to the galena deposit just inside the Galena of

point of the sand bar at the mouth of the South pond of Aspy bay §
"^"^P^' ^^y-

lately worked by Messrs. H. C. Corson, Fred. E. Carre and Captain

Gordon. It lies on a little broo'c that flows into a saltwater marsh

east of the house of Mr. Michael Fitzgerald, at the contact of a great

mass of Lower Carboniferous limestone with Pre-Cambrian black gneiss

and pegmatite-rocks, described in the report for 1882-84, page 19h,

and page 52h, although this particular patch was omitted in colouring

sheet No. 2. The mode of occurrence is like that of the ores described

by Dr. Pojle f in his paper on " A Mineralized Zone in Nova Scotia,"

which include the galena of Pleasant bay (sheet 3), Smithfield and

Pembroke (sheets 36, 48 and 57).

The associated Carboniferous rocks extend from a spring on the

shore west of Fitzgerald's house for about three quarters of a mile

eastward, and are again met with in Piney brook and on the Ingonish

*Core Drilling in Nova Scotia, ISIines Dap. of N. S., pages 40 and 41.

+Trans. N. S. Inst. Sc. Vol. I, Part 1, page 39, 1863.

§Suni. Rep. for 1903, page 173.

t-Tour. Can. Min. Inst.. Vol. 1, p. 227.
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road. Ab Piney brook, a quarter of a rcile west of the mine, the basal

beds consist of gray, flaggy, calcareous grit and conglomerate passing

upward into a limestone which holds a few large pebbles of pegmatite

and gneiss ; while, overlying the limestone east of the mine, there are

thick bands of gray and red mar], sandstone, gypsum and limestone.

The ore deposit differs from that of Pleasant bay in having but little

vein-stone, the galena occurring in lenticular plates and masses from one

eighth of an inch to six inches in thickness, usually bedded near bluish-

gray, soapy shales in the limestone, and mixed with pyrite in grains

and botryoidal aggregations. The pyrite, on exposure, rusts and dis-

colours the whole mass, but fine specimens of galena are obtainable.

The line of contact is nearly vertical, apparently faulted ; the belt

next the granite is crushed and in part composed of gossan derived

from sulphides, perhaps originally segregated along fault-fissures. From

other contacts in the neighbourhood no ore was obtained, although it

is reported to have been found in some quantity on the Ingonish road.

A quantity of loose ore was found near the surface at the little brook

mentioned above. The ore was followed by shallow pits now caved

in. More recently, a well-timbered vertical shaft, 9 feet by 6 feet, has

been sunk about forty feet, and from it a level, 7 feet by 4 feet, has

been extended about twenty feet north-easterly along the granite, and

a cross-cut of the same size driven ten feet into the limestone imme-

diately east of the brook. From this excavation, about two tons of

picked ore were taken, of which a large sample w^as sent to Dr. HoS"-

mann for analysis. By Mr. t\ H. Mason, who made a report on the

deposit, this is estimated to contain about thirty per cent of lead,

representing not more than three per cent of lead for the total amount

of rock mined. Mr. Mason concludes, also, that nothing has been found

to warrant further development, but advises, if further development be

undertaken, that the existing shaft be sunk to a depth of eighty or a

hundred feet and that levels be then driven in both directions on the

course of the vein. The cost of this work should not be, he thinks,

more than ten dollars per foot for sinking and three dollars per foot

for driving. A house for the men, a small boiler, engine and pump are

at the mine.

Coal in Hants Examinations were made in the district from South Maitland and
county.

Shubenacadie west, as far as Rawdon and Kennetcook Corner, in order

to define more precisely the boundaries of rock formations on certain

map-sheets now in the hands of the engraver. One of the small coal
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seams of this district, reopened lately in the Gore, yielded on analysis

by Mr. F. H. Mason.

Moisture losl at 110°C 1 .90

Volatile bituminous matter 23.90

Fixed carbon 49 . 40

A.sh 24.80

100.00

Sultjhur 0.15

Evaporative power : one pound of dry coal will, upon complete combustion, evapor-

ate 10 . 89 pounds of water.

The coal burns with a long luminous flame, gives a coni])act coke and leaves a

gray ash.

The associated shales are, like those of Hortou and Oaspereau, <iuarnes.

blackish and bluish-gray with occasional red layers. North of, and

overlying, these shales is a great band of gray, coarse and fine sand-

stone, upon which several quarries were opened to procure building

stone for the culverts and other structures of the Midland railway

;

this gray sandstone series is in turn overlaid by the Lower Carbonif-

erous plaster and limestone formation of Kennetcook valley and the

country to the northward.

In November Mr. Fletcher visited the boring at Port Morien, made Boring at

. , » , 1 1 .11 11.1 f I
Morien mines,

with one or the government calyx-drills to test the thickness or the

coal seams underlying the Gowrie seam at present worked there.

At the same time he examined the Cape Breton Ii'on and Railway Uroughton
Colliery.

Co's. mine on the Tracy seam. This seam was traced by the late

Mr. E. T. Moseley*, for six miles westward from the old workings at

Mira bay. The present openings are about one mile and a half east of

theMoseley pits and bore-holes and near the east end of Loon Lake (Map-

sheet No. 135), a district now called Broughton. Two slopes are in

operation and a third is soon to be begun, a quantity of coal has been

extracted, and extensive surface works constructed. Three coal cut-

ting machines are now in use in the pit. At one point, the coal was

found to be about five feet eight inches in thickness with a small

parting about a foot from the bottom ; the quality is said to be excel-

lent. The mine is to be connected with the Sydney and Louisburg

railway by a branch line about two miles long, and large developments

are to be carried out in 1905. A little work has also been done Q^ggj^^ ^^jj^^

nearer Sydney at the old Cossitt pits.

During the summer of 1904, Mr. W. F. Jennison mined 500 tons Harachois iron

of iron ore from the Greener-Ingraham area at the Barachoisf and mine.

*Sum. Rep. for 1903, page 174. Trans. Min. Soc. of Nova Scotia, Vol. IV,
page 26.

fGeol. Surv. of Can. Vol. IX, pt. A, p. 97.
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Firebricks

Coal mining.

Londonderry
iron mine.

shi^jped it to the Dominion Iron and Steel Company's works at Sydney.

The shaft or pit from which this ore was taken was put down thirty

feet, on the contact between the Carboniferous-conglomerate and

Cambrian slates, and showed ore ten feet in width when the work was

stopped. The average analysis of the 500 tons as given by the

Dominion Iron and Steel Company was 44.43 per cent of iron, 16.10

silica. The low iron and high silica is said by Mr, Jennison to be due

to the ore being mixed with slate from the wall. (Map Sheet No. 134).

Reference has frequently been made to the fireclay of Coxheath *

suitable for the manufacture of firebricks and pottery, as proved by

the experiments of Dr. G. C. Hoffmann, in the laboratory of the

Geological Survey, thirty years ago. During the past few months, some

work has been done on this deposit by Mr. Graham Fraser, of the

Dominion Iron and Steel Company ; about 300 tons have been quarried,

part of which has been ground and used to replace silica clay cement

;

and it is intended to have forty or fifty thousand bricks made for

experimental purposes. Harbison and Walker have already made a

barrel of bricks from this clay, and it is found that they are equal to

the best imported silica bricks that are used in the open hearth

practice.

In Cumberland county, coal mining was vigorously prosecuted

in 1904, and preparations are being made for still more extensive

operations at most of the mines. The coa] production of the Spring-

hill collieries was 505,804 tons, the largest in the history of the

company.

The iron ores of Londonderry are again being mined and smelted.

Mr. W. F. C. Parsons, M. E. who is at present in charge of the mines,

and from whom most of this information was obtained, is confident

that with a reasonable amount of new machinery, such as small com-

pressors, air-drills tfec, these mines, which, since 1849 have yielded

about two million tons of ore, besides carbonates, could easily supply

two furnaces instead of one. Two hundred men are employed in and

about the mines. At the Old mountain, half a mile west of the works,

on the right bank of Great Village river, and at the mines on Weather-

by, Cook and Martin brooks and at the Cumberland road, extensive

bodies of rich ore are being developed.

At Old mountain, two lev»-l- have been driven in brown ore and

ankerite for a distance of half a mile, the ore in the bottom of these

levels remaining unmined, although from the bottom of one of them a

shaft in the ore is down seventy-five feet, the width of ore being twenty

* G. S. C. Rep. for 1873-74, p. 173 ; for 1875-76, pp.
pp. 416 and 456 ; Vol. VIII, 1895, Part A, page 110.

373, 424 and 425 ; for 1876-77,
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feet. At Weatherby brook, an adit level driven north 600 feet cuts two

large veins of ankerite 40 feet and 12 feet thick respectively, and one

of limonite. " Where the adit level cuts the limonite, drifts were

worked on the ore east and west for abou*^ 400 feet in both directions.

At a distance of about 200 feet to the west, a shaft is sunk for about

90 feet in ankerite and brown ore. At a point 80 feet down, levels

were again driven east and west following the ore. In the west level

the vein averages seven feet in thickness.
"

" The territory betwee-'i Martin brook and Cumberland road mine,

a distance of one mile, is known as West Mines. This territory, to the

depth of 150 feet to number 6 level, contains a net-work of old levels

cutting the veins in all directions. From these workings the bulk of

the ore that supplied the furnace for about thirty years was taken. In

several places the vein was over eighty feet in width, the most of

which was limonite. " By the sinking of the Jamme winze to the depth

of '^50 feet below number 6 level it has been proved that a vein of

limonite, eighteen feet in width, still continues, so that there must

exist a large body of ore below the old workings.

From Cumberland brook, an adit has been driven west 400 feet in

ankerite and rich brown ore, in a vein eleven feet wide, ninety feet

below an old level which followed the ore far into the mountain side.

These several workings are equipped with boilers, pumps, com-

pressors, air-drills, hoisting engines, blacksmith-shop and other neces-

sary buildings connected by telephone with the general office. The

mines west of the works have a narrow-gauije railway for transporting

ore to the furnace. There are about six miles of three foot gauge rail-

way and ten miles of standard gauge, including the East mines branch

and sidings. There are also four locomotives, flat cars, ore cars, etc.

The Londonderry Iron Company also uses in its furnace hematite
P'® f'''^"? ^

'''

from Toi'brook m-'nes, taken from the Woodbury or number 2 shaft, 385

feet deep, on the Leckie bed. This shaft follows the ore at an angle

of 80", for about 300 feet, then flattens to about 45" at 370 feet,

where the ore, eleven feet thick, is cut off by a small fault. From a

level, about 300 feet down, a tunnel was driven northward 250 feet,

about thirty feet west of the shaft, in gray flags or slates which break

into brick-shaped pieces ; while another cross-cut to the southward,

fifty feet west of the Woodbury shaft, cut gray slates for 128 feet, then

red. Only ore of low grade was found in these tunnels. The old

machinery has been renovated ; three small boilers and two compres-

sors are at the mine ; about fifty men are employed, and seventy tons

of hematite are raised daily. The tolal quantity of ore taken from

the Leckie mine to date is said to be about 150,000 tons.
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Iron Ores of Torbrook and Nictaux.

Judge Haliburton* in 1829 wrote that iron ore had long been known

to exist in Annapolis county in great abundance and that eflforts had

been made to manufacture it at Nictaux. In the year 1825 the

Annapolis Iron Mining Company was incorporated to manufacture

hollow ware and bar iron. The company purchased a valuable and

extensive bed of ore situated about three miles and a half from the

mouth of the Moose river, another of equal importance at Nictaux,

with one or two beds in other places. They selected the eastern bank

of the mouth of Moose river as the site of their buildings, erected a

large smelting furnace, stock house, coal house, stores, etc., manufac-

tured a quantity of hollow ware of very superior quality, and laid the

foundation of forges for making bar iron. The quality of the ore was

regarded as fully ascertained, and the only part of the experiment to

be decided was whether they could compete with the English ware, or

whether the cost of manufacture would not exceed the value of the

article when manufactured, a result depending upon the ecomony and

skill with which the establishment was managed.

In a paper on the Mineralogy and Geology of Nova Scotia, presented

to the American Journal of Science in 1828 and 1831 by Jackson and

Alger,! mention is made of this ore bed seen on Nictaux mountain.

The width of the ore at the surface is said to be six feet and a few

inches ; increasing, apparently, as it deepens, it gives promise of an

immense supply of this valuable mineral. It is covered by a stratum

of ferruginous soil about two feet thick, on removing which the surface

of the ore bed, being in some places quite smooth as if worn down by

attrition, is seen curiously intersected by seams, some of which cross

it transversely or nearly at right angles, and, when in open fissures,

are filled up with a substance not unlike red ochre. They give the

ore a tendency to separate into rhomboidal fragments, similar to those

into which the slate itself often divides, and greatly facilitate the

labour of raising it. The bed had been opened to a depth of eight or

ten feet, and some hundred tons of the ore had been removed to the

smelting furnace situated on the southern shore of Annapolis basin.

The character of the ore at this place differs in some respects from

that of the Pictou county ore. From its very uniform slaty structure it

is more easily broken up, and it abounds to a much greater extent with

the casts of marine shells, the calcareous parts of which are sometimes

still preserved.

*History of Nova Scotia p. 168. tp- 300.
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Dikes and masses of granite and porphyry are described as inter-

cepting the strata of slate and the ore bed accompanying it, but it

appeal's again in the vicinity of Clements, a distance of thirty miles,

the last place along the range of the South mountain where it is known

to appear.

Dr. Abraiiam Gesner, in 1836, in his Geology and Mineralogy of Gesner's notes

Nova Scotia, states that the smelting.furnace had at that time dis- ^^" j.jjj^^g^'^
^

continued operations from causes not generally known, although the

ore was said to yield about fifty per cent of good cast iron.

He also adds that the bed of iron ore at Nictaux is about six feet and

a half wide and being divided into cubical masses and therefore easily

broken up, will afford an immense quantity of metal at less expense than

it can be procured at many other places. It has but a shallow covering

of soil, a large proportion of which is the carbonate of iron. The walls

of slate are distinctly separated from the metallic compound, and are

not so much intermixed with the iron as those forming the sides of

the bed at Clements. The ore, though very similar, is of a superior

quality, and offers every inducement for working. At that time,

excellent iron, manufactured at a smelting furnace and foundry erected

near Clements, several years before was in use in Cornwallis. The „ . , ,,.,,„, , , . . . . 1 ,
Fossil shells.

ore, like that at Clements abounds in marine organic remains, and the

impressions they have made in the ore and slate are extremely beautiful

and distinct. It is argued that because the shells at Nictaux are as

abundant in the iron ore as in the slate ihey are of contemporaneous

origin.

About a mile and a half north-west from the spot where the ore has

been exposed, the Nictaux falls come foaming down a narrow and

tortuous channel worn out of the strata of slate. Were an iron

foundry erected at the falls, it is improbable that it would be unprofit-

able. Only a mile and a half from the ore, the rapid river would

supply a power more than sufficient for any machinery that might be

required under the most extensive operations, and Dr. Gesner does

not hesitate to declare that the mining and smelting of iron ore at

Clements and Nictaux may be^as profitably conducted as in any other

part of the world.

In the Industrial Resources of Nova Scotia, he deplores, in 1849,

the failure of an association formed for the smelting, casting and manu-

facture of iron near Clements, although both the ore and the iron

produced from it proved to be unexceptionable ; he adds :
' Another

band of iron ore occurs in the Silurian rocks of Nictaux, which, like

those of Clements, abound in the fossil shells and corals peculiar to

303
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the group. The ore at this place is six feefc four inches in thickness

and the outcrop is seen on the surface to the distance of half a mile.

Nictaux falls. The falls of the Nictaux river oflfer an admirable site for machinery,

and the forests through which the stream passes would maintain a

furnace for a long period of time. Excellent iron was manufactured

at this place in the early settlement of the country. Silurian fossils

are found at New Canaan, southward of Kentville : and the ochres

that usually accompany the iron were made into pigments at that

village a few years since.' Dr. Gesner also foresaw that after the

forests had disappeared the coal mines would oflFer a cheap supply of

fuel ; and he pointed out that the iron ores of Great Britain did not

yield on an average more than 35 per cent of cast metal and that

many of them are taken from the clay ironstone beds of the coal fields,

scarcely exceeding a foot in thickness, and from great depths ; that,

moreover, the iron mines of Annapolis are on lands embraced by the

old grants in which the coal, iron and other minerals were not reserved

to the crown.

Quality of the The excellent quality of the ore thus highly spoken of so many

years ago was corroborated by subsequent observers and it was shipped

for many years to mix with the iron ore of Londonderry, to which,

however, it is said by Dr. How^ to be inferior.

This interesting mining district is situated among blooming orchards,

cultivated fields and green meadows, is intersected by roads and is

close to two railways and in the vicinity of two large water powers.

When the Nictaux works were in operation, limestone was imported

from New Brunswick to a port on the Bay of Fundy and thence con-

veyed by land carriage some eleven miles to the furnace. Several thou-

sand tons of iron ore were mined, chiefly from the bed of shell ore, but

knowledge of the ores of the district was not confined to one bed ; in

Report by Dr. 1855, Dr. Jackson, State as?ayer for Massachusetts, wrote:—'One

cannot fail to be surprised at the enormous quantities of ore which are

already exposed by the numerous openings that have been made.

Thei-e are several distinct and parallel beds of iron ores which we

examined, from four to ten feet in width, extending certainly no less

than five miles continuously. * * * The supply of iron ores at

Nictaux is inexhaustible.' Dr. Hayes described, a short time before,

the ores of Nictaux, and spoke of the magnetite on the west side of

the river, of the less compact bright red ore of Little river, and the

bog ore of the valley. While the two former are very dissimilar in

appearance, there can be little doubt but that they and all the inter-

mediate varieties, from the compact, strongly magnetic to the friable

*Traiis. N. S. Inst. Sc, Vol. I, Part T, page 86.
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fossiliferous red ore, are of the same geological age ; the gradation

from one variety to another being gradual and dependant on the dis-

tance from the seat of metamorphic action.

Mr. Mushet writing to Mr. C. Archibald, said ;
—" The shell ore is

quite a novelty, and the magnetic character of some of the pieces con-

trasts strongly with the inert state of others to all appearance of simi-

lar composition. I have examined it and find that it is curiously com-

prised of magnetic and non-magnetic laminie. The assay of the

former gives 67| per cent, and the latter 54 per cent*.

Sir William Dawsont describes the Nictaux ore as a bed of highly Da\V'<on"s

fossiliferous peroxide of iron, from three to four and one half feet in dei^cription of
Nictaux or<\

thickness, the outcrop of which appears at several places in Nictaux

and at Moose river with dark-coloured flags and slates dipping S. 30° E.

at a very high angle beneath Triassic, red, coarse sandstone and

extending from Canaan and Kentville, in Kings county, to Bear river

in Digby county, a distance of seventy mi^es, but separated into two

parts by granite. At Nictaux the ore is a peroxide of iron,

containing 55 3 per cent of iron, laminated in structure, and full ot

fossil shells. At Moose river it is in the state of magnetic iron, buf

retains its character in other respects. This ore is thus of great value.

Its distance from the coal fields, and the consequent necessity of smelt-

ing with charcoal, have been obstacles in the way of its commercial

application.

" The fossils of the ironstone and the accompanying beds, as far as

they can be identified, are Spirifer arenosus, Strojyhodonta magnifica,

Atrypa unguiformit<, Strophomena depressa and species of Avicula,

Bellerophon, Favosites and Zaphrentis, etc. These Professor Hall com-

pares with the fauna of the Oriskany sandstone, and they seem to give

indubitable testimony that the Nictaux iron ore is of Lower Devonian

age.

This conclusion is, however, disputed by Dr. Honeyman in his notes

on the geology of the rocks of this district.
:j:

Professor Hown describes the ores of Moose river and Nictaux river How's
as of the same nature as those in the slates of the East river of fjf:sfriptu)n of

Pictou, consisting of conformable beds in the Lower Devonian slates, and Nictaux

the iron ore at Clementsport being nine feet wide, in a magnetic
^^^^'

* H. S. Poole, Re{X)rt of the Department of Mines for Nova Scotia, 1877, page 44.

t Canadian Naturalist, 18G0, etc. ; Acadian Geolog-y, pages 490 and 526.

::; Trans. N. S. Inst., Sc, Vol. IV^., 1875-1878, pp, 337-362.

II Mineralogy of Nova Scotia, 1868.

26—20
'
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Previous
operations at

at Nictaux

condition, holding fossil shells, ding, in 1862, five tons

of iron a day ; that of Nictaux river has been in part rendered

magnetic, the magnetism depending, he believes, on the state of

aggregation and not on the chemical composition of the ore.

The Nictaux mines had been worked for many years and extensive

works had, at great expense, been erected for smelting the ore. In

185.5 a company of English capitalists continued operations on the

ores of the shell bed, and in 18-58 exported 744 tons of iron valued at

$2,375, and in 1859, 1,125 tons valued at $14,790.; One shaft was

opened close by the furnace, another about two miles to the eastward.

The main supply of limestone came from St. .John to Port George, ten

miles away on the Bay shore. The pig iron had to be hauled to the

same place for shipment. Charcoal was used instead of coal. These

methods of operation proved so costly that these works, also, had to

be closed.

About 1870 Messrs. Stearns and Page, the promoters of the lailway

from Middleton to Bridgewater, turned their attention to the mag-

netic ores of Cleveland on the west side of Nictaux river, from which

a bed about eight feet thick was followed at intervals as far as Law-

rencetown, six miles west of the river, where the strata are finally cut

oflf by the granite.*

They took out leases of an extensive territory, intending to re-open

the mines on the completion of their railway, which was projected to

run along the deep valley of the Nictaux river, and by facilitating

transportation would remove one of the chief obstacles to the success

of the earlier blast furnaces. The old furnaces were in ruins, having

been partly torn down by the people in the neighbourhood to obtain

the bricks, t From the Cleveland areas a few experimental cargoes

were shipped and the ore was found to be of good quality. But their

first plans miscarried, and it was not until many years later that the

Nictaux and Atlantic was formally opened as the Nova Scotia Central

Railway, which is now called the Halifax and South-western.

These early operations are referred to by Dr. H. S. Poole in his

reports as Inspector of Mines and in an article by him on "Iron

Making in Nova Scotia early in the Century ".]

The ores are described by Dr. B. J. Harrington § as fossiliferousHarrington's
description of

the ores. hematites which have, in many cases, been more or less altered to

t IVIarkland by E. R. McLeod, 1903, p. 198.
* Rep. of Dep. of Mines for N. S., 1877, p. 43 ; Middleton Outlook, June 14, 1805,

and December 2, 1904.

f .J. H. Bartlett, on the Manufacture of Iron in Nova Scotia. Trans. Amer. Inst.

M. E., Vol XIV, p. 537.

II Trans. Min. Soc. of N. S., Vol. II, p. 14S.

§ Rep. Geol. Surv. for 1873-74, pp. 200, 210, 218.
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magnetite, but which still hold numerous fossils of lower Devon-

ian age. A massive, fine-grained, tough magnetite, breaking with

sub-conchoidal fracture and resembling some of the Laurentian ores

sent to the laboratory of the Geological Survey for examination, held

no fossil''^ whatever, but, like the fossiliferous ores of the district, con-

tained a large quantity of phosphorus.

In the autum of 1890, R. G. Leckie, Manager of the Londonderry Rd hematite

Iron Company, revived the interest in mining in this district by ^^ Turbruok.

securing a bed of excellent red hematite at Torbrook, about three and

a half miles east of the Cleveland mines, and in the spring of 1891 a

steam hoisting plant was erected, shafts opened and a railway laid to

Wilmot, three miles distant, to join the Windsor and Annapolis, now

the Dominion Atlantic railway. The ore was transported to London-

derry to mix with other ores, and the owner of the land having the

right to the iron ore by the terms of the grant made to the original

settlers by the British government, Messrs. Barss and Burns, S. Bar-

teaux and John Banks drew large amounts of royalty.

As enumerated by Mr. R. G. E. Leckie, for some time manager of ]^o_ i },eci.

the mines, in his paper on the iron deposits at Torbrook,; the ore beds

are four in number. No. 1 is that which has been worked at Tor-

brook mines and is locally known as the Leckie bed ; its general strike

is N. 40' E. and its dip, S. 40' E. < 70'—80\ It has an average thick,

ness of six feet and is perfectly clean, there being no slate or stone

between the north and south walls. These walls consist of two feet

and eighteen inches respectively of a variegated talcose slate, white,

bluish and pink in colour, the white and bluish slate predominating,

interstratified among dark blue slates spotted with red iron stains.

It is noticeable that this bed of ore is entirely free from shells, while

the overlying No. 2 bed, between sixty and a hundred feet south, and

several beds of the surrounding slate are highly fossiliferous.

No. 2 or the shell-ore bed, as it is called, is that which was worked
j^^, 2 bed

by open cut for many years to supply the old furnace at Nictaux falls

It is perhaps identical with the shell bed worked at Moose river,

although the connection has not been traced, on account of the disturbed

condition of the intervening ground. The ore is a red hematite,

metamorphosed at the western end into magnetite by its proximity to

the igneous rocks.

t Trans. Min. Sue. of N. S., Vol. I, Part 3, p. .54.

26—201
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No. 3 bed. The outcrop of No. 3 bed appears halfway up the side of South

mountain about a mile south of No. 2. It is the same in width and

structure as No. 1, the only difference being that it is somewhat

magnetic in character and has a darker or reddish brown streak. The

dip is almost vertical or slightly inclined to the north-west, so that it

has reasonably been assumed to be a repetition of No. 1 on the southern

outcrop of a syncline, although as yet no bed corresponding to the

shell-ore has been found north of it.

No. 4 bed. No. 4 bed of Mr. Leckie's report has been opened on Messenger's

property, almost on the Kings county line, and following the strike it

would be farther up the mountain than No. 3, although the walls are

composed of talcose slate like those of No. 1. It was opened and

found to be of the following dimensions : Ore 2 feet ; Slate 3 feet

;

Ore 1 foot.

Torbrook Active operations began, as already stated, in the spring of 1891
mmes. when ore was raised from two shafts (called No. 2 and No. 4), one of

them worked bv back-stoping the ore, while the other was worked

underhand. In the autumn two more shafts were opened (No. 3 and

No. 5). No. 3 was worked underhand and No. 5 shaft by back-stoping.

Four levels were driven in the ore cut by these shafts.' The lower

levels were still in good ore when the work was discontinued ; in the

two upper levels going east the ore is said to have been cut off by a

small fault. A four-drum friction hoisting plant was put in during

the winter of 1892 to hoist from Nos. 3, 4 and 5 shafts. No. 2 shaft

had a separate engine and boiler having a capacity to hoist with steel

skips of over a ton.

The mine was also equipped with an air-drill plant, by which the

output was increased from twenty tons a day in the spring of '91 to

seventy tons in the spring of "92, and in the fall to 130 tons. The

equipment included locomotive boilers, two air compressors, running

six machine drills, and five steam pumps. There were four shaft-houses,

three engine-houses, two drying-houses, a blacksmith and carpenter

shop, store-houses, dynamite magazine, office building and several

dwelling houses. A Cornish plunger-pump was placed in No. 2 shaft.

No. 4 and No. 5 shafts were kept dry by small steam Blake pumps.

About one hundred men were employed. No. 4 or the Barteaux shaft

is 335 feet east of No. 2 and 240 feet deep ; No. 5 or the Leary shaft,

275 feet east of No. 4, is 112 feet deep and the ground is stoped o»t

for 160 feet to the east b tween the bottom level and the surface
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In a report accompanying that of Mr. Leckie, Mr. William Smaill

gives analyses of the ore of the district, of which he enumerates two

varieties : a highly fossiliferous hematite, known as shell-ore, rich in

iron, but too high in phosphorus to be used in the manufacture of

foundry iron ; and the compact red hematite of Torbrook, somewhat

siliceous, with a perfectly tabular cleavage.

In 1895 the main shaft was 350 feet deep,* and levels had been

extended in the ore to a distance of 1,500 feet. The angle of inclina-

tion, about 80' at the surface, had flattened to 45^ and the thickness

of the bed of ore had increased from six to twelve feet. A large

number of dwellings were erected in the neighbourhood, including a

store, barber shop and photographic saloon, and a little village had

grown up around the mines. Although only thirty-two miles from

shipping at Annapolis by the Dominion Atlantic railway, another

route of shipment was talked of, namely, by rail to Middleton, thence

to Margaretville, eight miles distant on the Bay of Fundy—a harbour

open all the year round—through a natural vault in the North moun-

tain. But after 1896 the mines were closed for some years owing to

the suspension of work at Londonderry, and because the Nova Scotia

Steel Company drew its supply from Newfoundland ; they were not

opened again until 1903. When closed down the mine was in good

working order with a large amount of valuable ore in sight.

The production of iron ore from the Torbrook mines during these roduction.

yearst is estimated as follows: to 1891, 10,000 tons ; 1892, 18,000

tons; 1893, 30,000 tons; 1894, 21,590 tons; 1895, 35,073 tons;
1896, 19,944 tons.

After operating for five years, and supplying Londonderry and

Ferrona with 135,000 tons, the Torbrook mines, as already stated,

were idle from 1896 to April, 1903, when they were reopened for the

Londonderry Mining Company, under the superintendence of W. F. C.

Parsons and the management of Mr. H. McI. Weir. The old plant

was ui?ed after being renovated. The mine was pumped out and ore

was raised from the No. 2 or Woodbury shaft. Part of the work was

done by contracti, Fifty men were employed; in 1903 nearly 5,000

tons of ore were mined, and the present output is about seventy tons a

day.

Mr. Parsons states that the ore bed in the present workings varies

considerably in size, and in places runs up to twelve feet in thickness,

being apparently lenticular in form, the lenses pitching westerly at a

low angle.

* Rep. of Dept. of Mines for N.S., p. 53.

t Bell's Mining Manuals for 1893 to 1897.
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Dr. Gilpin's

report.
Dr. Edwin Gilpin, inspector of mines,* refers to the first attempts

to manufacture iron early in the nineteenth century, when a few tons

of bar iron were made in a Catalan forge at Nictaux ; to the

production, a few years later, of an excellent charcoal iron which was

largely cast into kettles and stoves, and to other subsequent operations

already described.

Bailey's
report.

He maintains that in the Mictaux district the conditions resemble

those of Germany, and that ores are presented suitable for the basic

process, in addition to some that can be graded as Bessemer. Their

contents run from 52 per cent to 62 per cent of iron, are low in sulphur

and vary in phosphorus from .03 to 1-30 per cent. Two or more ore

beds, varying in thickness from two to fifteen feet, have been

traced continuously from the granite intrusions west of Nictaux

river to the Kings county line, a distance of about five and a half

miles, and perhaps extend still farther to the eastward, on both sides

of a basin a mile wide and possibly repeated to the northward. They

have been proved also to maintain their quality and size to a depth of

400 feet. Much is still needed, he adds, in the way of exploration to

test their continuity and their economic value, by deeper shafts or

tunnels and by analyses of the ore obtained from them. As to the

quantity of ore there can be no question ; the amount available

and easily mined above the water levels of the Torbrook and

Nictaux rivers must be enormous. The question of the economic

values of the ores must be a subject of extended investigation.

Practical working Tias shown that the red hematites can furnish a

foundry and forge pig. The magnetites are, with some exceptions, too

phosphoric for this purpose. The ores are, as a rule, siliceous and in

some cases manganiferous, but low in sulphur ; they run high enough in

iron and phosphorus, and low enough in sulphur, to answer for the basic

process, and their large silica content would prove the principal

obstacle to their use for this process. To meet these drawbacks it

must be remembered, however, that the mining of these ores and their

transportation would be cheaper than from almost any other iron ore

district in Nova Scotia, and the preliminary outlay for machinery,

drills, wire tramways, etc., would be reduced to a minimum by the

facilities available for utilizing water power for generating electrical

power.

Recent investigations of the geological structure of the Nictaux and

Torbrook basin are given by Professor Bailey in his reports to the

* N. of Eng. Inst. M. E., 1876 ; Mines of N. S., 1880 ; Can. Soc. C. E., Vol. V.,
1891; Trans. N. S. Inst. Sc. Vol. IX., 1894-98, p. 10, " On Steel Making in Nova
Scotia ;" Minerals of Nova Scotia, 1901.
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Geological Survey* in which the fossils are referred, on the authority

of Dr. Ami, some to the Silurian, some to a transitional series, and

others to the Lower Oriskany.

On page 142 of Prof. Bailey's second report is given a list of the

farms containing deposits of iron ore. These are shown on the map
accompanying the present report.

Vigorous explorations, in charge of Mr. Francis Park, Major James

L. Phinney and others, were carried on during the summer of 1900 by

Messrs. S. M. Brookfield of Halifax, George E. Corbitt of Annapolis

and others, records of which have been obtained for the Geological

Survey through the kindness of these gentlemen.

A bed, varying in thickness from six to ten feet, was traced west- Boring-,

ward from the Black river at the contact of the Trias-ic near the

county line, and passing a short distance south of the Leckie bed is

believed to represent the well known shell bed, the ore running from

33 to 5.5 p. c. of metallic iron. One of the Government calyx drills

was usedl to bore through the bed at a depth of 300 feet 'beside the

Torbrook road near the Leckie mine. At this depth the ore bed is

s:iid to be about nine feet thick. A subsequent boring at Fletcher

Wheelock's farm cut three beds of iron ore ; and one. No. 5, on the S.

McConnell farm, cut two beds on the steep north dip of the syncline,

which seem to prove a thickening of both in depth.

Sufficient work was done, according to Mr. "W. F. Jennisont by a .Jennison's

series of bore-holes, test-pits and trenches to show that the ore beds report,

are continuous as above stated, with the exception of small interrup-

tions by faults, one of which on the east side of the Leckie workings,

and another west of them, have been proved ; and by dikes of diorite

and granite which have partly metamorphosed the red hematite into

magnetite.

The close proximity of the ores, both in the valley and on the South Cost of

mountain, renders concentration of the mines and machinery possible, """'"g-

and reduces the cost to a minimum. With a production of 1 50 tons a

day the cost of mining and shipping ore to Sydney is estimated by

Mr. Jennison as follows :

* Vol. VI, 1892-93, Part Q. pp. 13-1.5 ; Vol. VII, Part A., p. 91 ; Vol. IX, Part
M., 1898, pp. 91-111 and 140-143.

X D. Weatherbe, "Core Drilling in X. S. ;
" Trans. X S., Inst. So. Vol. X-

1901, page 350.

+ Xova Scotian, Halifax, 1903, p. 38; and a private rejjort 'in Torl.)rook Inm
District.
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Quantity of

ore.

Mining and putting on cars per ton

Haulage by rail to Annapolis, 32^ miles n

Loading ship at Annapolis "

Freight to Sydney "

•75

•25

•10

1.00

.$2.10

Timber for all mining purposes is easily procurable. Mr. Jennison

suggests the derivation of power to work the mines from the Nictaux

river, which has a length of fourteen miles, is fed by several large

lakes, has a fall of seventy feet in a distance of 3,750 feet and a flow

during the dry season of 7,680 cubic feet per minute, which would

give 500 horse power, during the dry time. The cost of installing

electrical plant of this power and connecting it with the mines three

and a half miles distant, he estimates at $25,000.

Various estimates, all more or less vague, have been made of the

approximate quantity of iron ore in this district. Dr. Gilpin estimates

that every thousand feet longitudinal and 500 feet vertical of the

northern beds worked out will produce 1,800,000 tons of ore—practic-

ally three years supply at 2,000 tons per day. His estimate to a depth

of 800 feet for the district so far developed is not less than 300,000,000

tons.

Consequently, the small extent to which, so far, the ores of Nictaux

and Torbrook, those of the East river of Pictou and other localities in

Nova Scotia have been used, can only be explained, as suggested by

Dr. Poole, by supposing that they are harder to smelt ; that they are

not so high in metallic iron as foreign ores or that they cost more to

mine and deliver at the furnaces.

Explorations ^he following notes extracted from reports of the explorations made

by Messrs. Park and Phinney will be readily understood by reference

to the map which accompanies this report.

On the south side of the basin the dip is N. 48' W. <87° at the

Messenger pit, but changes at the county line, being perhaps affected

by the proximity of granite.

Section of ore
bed.

On James L. Brown's farm, three beds have been opened^ showing

considerable magnetic attraction ; in the centre bed the ore is similar

to that of the Messenger pit. On I. J. Whitman's and James

Jefferson.'s farms, there is found a broken ore of excellent quality, not

so red as that of the Messenger pit. At Obadiah Brown's, the ore is

also of good quality and contains no slate bands. The section of the
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ore bed on the Baker, McConnell and other farms is given in the fol-

lowing tabular form :

Viu.
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The shell bed, averaging three feet in thickness, has been traced

from Ward's for 2,800 feet without a break to Edward Martin's, where

there seems to be an offset to the south about three hundred feet,

beyond which it has been traced across the Hoffman and Holland

farms and halfway over Stanley Brown's, with the exception of a few

feet of offset on H. P. Wheelock's farm. The average thickness of the

iron ore is six feet, with 52 per cent of iron. The old trenches on the

shell-ore bed are about eight feet in depth and they have a total length

of nearly a mile. At the break on the shell-ore at Martin's and also

at J. Allen's, two other beds of magnetic ore are opened to the north

of it. The first, at sixty feet from the shell-ore, is two feet eight inches

wide; the other, sixty feet farther or 120 feet north of the shell-ore

bed, is three feet six inches wide and runs to DeLacy Foster's and

Albert Wheelock's (Benjamin Wheelock No. 1 of Honeyman's report)

where the dip is 87° to the south eastward. A bed of hematite, called

the Park bed, probably the equivalent of the Leckie bed, was also

opened on Martin's farm and runs parallel with the shell-ore as far as

Eliakim Wheelock's east line ; its average thickness is four feet five

inches and its composition is about 50 per cent of iron.

Page and
Stearns
property.

Fletcher
Wheelock
property.

After leaving Foster's no ore bed is found until we come to the

Page and Stearns lot, where a bed of red hematite two feet nine

inches in thickness was opened. On the banks of the Black river, to

the eastward, there appear to be three beds of iron ore, the Spinney

bed, ten feet thick, and two beds north of it, three feet four inches to

five feet two inches and two to three feet wide respectively. The ore

of the Spinney bed is not as good as that of some of the other beds ; it

yields only .33 per cent of iron.

The ore of the Leckie mine was lost both going east and west.

Trenches have been dug in search of it both north and south, but it

has not been found, unless represented by the inferior ore of the five

foot bed north of the Spinney bed. A cross-trench was dug to the

rock from the I'oad near J. Goucher's line for about 3,000 feet north

to the river ; 'a great deal of money was spent in this neighbourhood

in exploration.

On the Fletcher Wheelock farm a shaft was sunk fifty feet on a

bed about nine feet thick without partings between the walls and

yielding about 48 per cent of metallic iron. On this farm, also, No. 4

borehole was drilled to a depth of 635 feet from a point about forty

feet south of the hanging wall of the shell bed.
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North of the ore bed at Albert Wheelock's there is a band of

diorite with white quartz along its contact with the slates. From the

edge of this diorite, on the M, Hoffman lot, a cross-cut was extended

southerly ; it cut three beds, very white and full of shells, but con-

taining some excellent iron ore. Ore was taken from both the shell

bed and the Leckie bed on the George Holland farm.

Where opened half way across the Stanley Brown lot, east of the Stanley Brown

private road, the shell bed is found to be a mass of shells with very

little iron, whereas the Leckie bed, uncovered in two places, shows

three feet of good ore.

On the Annie Parker (Deacon Feltch) lot the ore was not found,

being covered by a boarsback of drifted sand and gravel, and on W.
R. Xeilys it was found only as drift, and is perhaps interrupted by a

belt of greenish gray diorite.

From the Barss and Burns and from the Samuel Barteaux (Samuel

Wheelock of Honeyman) areas, most of the ore shipped from the Tor-

brook mines has been obtained. The Leckie bed was only eighteen

inches thick at the surface, but increased greatly in depth.

On the E. M. Barteaux farm, from the Parker line, a costeaning ^- ^^- ^^^'
' ' ° teaux prop-

trench was cut close along the east side of the Torbrook road for 2000 erty.

feet, under the direction of Captain Park. In red slates on the line of •

the other ores, it cut three beds of low-grade iron, one of which was

six feet thick. Borehole No. 2 was close to and in line with this

cross-cut or tunnel, and to a depth of 1 1 1 feet cut red shales, dipping

at an angle of 85' to 87\ Borehole No. 3 was drilled twelve feet north

of the preceding, in red shales dipping at an angle of 83°, to a depth of

228 feet, and bored to a total depth of 330 feet. All the rocks here

seem to be red and to differ from those of the iron mines, yet a bed

resembling the shell-ore is opened at the river to the eastward, and

another, supposed to be the Leckie bed, is present in the bed of the

river.

On the Hatt and Eaton lots, pits were opened on what was sup-

posed to be the shell bed, eleven feet wide beneath fifteen feet of

surface. The ore is soft and impure, similar to that in the river to

the eastward. At Peleg Spinney's, the eastern pit shows eighteen feet

of clean ore and seven feet of mixed red slate and ore, twenty-five

feet in all, the south side being the better. It was opened also

across the river, and seems to be in lenticular masses or beds of

compact and pisolitic hematite. On the David Banks lot, on the
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bank of the river, in the first bed north of the Spinney bed, there is

five feet of soft, low-grade ore, and on Mrs. Spicer's, three feet of hard

ore.

Other proper- Qn T. B. Messenger's lot, a small brook shows gray and red slates well
**^^'

exposed for a breadth of 1516 feet from a point a short distance above

their contact with the Triassic sandstone of the valley, the red slates

being above and below the gray, the latter occupying a considerable

breadth in the centre. As already stated, these slates appear to lie in

a syncline : but it has also been suggested that the structure may be

anticlinal, and further examination is required to determine the thick-

ness of the ore-bearing belt of this district and the relation of the red

strata of the Torbrook road to the gray beds of Torbrook mine. It is

supposed by Major Phinney and others that this belt extends to the

northward of the outcrops above described. In the brook which runs

into Nictaux river, three-quarters of a mile below the falls, the Foster

pit was sunk thirty feet on iron ore containing 34.45 per cent of iron

and 10.55 per cent of manganese. The ore is hard and does not break

like the Torbrook ores. At the same place a trench was dug for 1,000

feet across a mass of broken red slates.

Loose ore is reported to have been found, also, on the farms of E.

Pierce (A. B. Parker), A. S. Banks and George Holland ; and samples

of limonite in the drift on the Frank Woodbury property.

Analyses. The following analyses, collected from different sources stated in the

table, will serve to show the character of the Nictaux and Torbrook

iron ores

:
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Gold Fields of Nova Scotia.

By Mr. E. Rodolplie Faribault.

Mr. Faribault was engaged in office work from October 12, 1 903, office work by

until June 15, 1904. The greater part of this time was spent in plot- ^^- Faribault.

ting the surveys, made by him the previous summer, of gold mining

districts in the counties of Guysborough, Halifax, Hants, Lunenburg

and Queens and in revising the plotting of surveys, made by his assis-

tants, of the granite region lying to the north of St. Margarets bay, as

detailed in the Summary Report for 1903, pages 174 to 18G.

Much of his time was also taken up, as usual, in correspondence,

especially in answering letters from persons seeking information and

advice on the gold fields of Nova Scotia, which are attracting more

and more attention from scientists and capitalists, at home and abroad.

The plan and section of the gold district of Gold River, surveyed in

1901, and those of Isaac Harbour and Cochran Hill, surveyed in 1902,

have been published.

The plan of Wine Harbour gold district is now being engraved^
^ ,

while that of Harrigan Cove and Miller Lake were completed for niap.s.

publication and only require to be traced for engraving.

Mr. Owen O'SuUivan, of this department, was engaged some four

months during the winter in compiling from the plotting sheets onto

the one-mile to an inch map the topography and geology of the region

extending from Halifax north to Rawdon and west to Newport,

Mount Uniacke, Pockwock lake and the head of St. Margarets bay.

The compilation of the surveys made for several years past in the

counties of Halifax, Hants, Lunenburg and Queens is still in arrears,

but it is now progressing more rapidly and will soon be completed for

publication

A special report on the gold fields of Eastern Nova Scotia is well
j^^ ^ ^,,^

advanced and will be readv for publication next year. It will gold fields of

include the plans of twenty -five of the most important gold districts

situated in the counties of Guysborough, Halifax and Hants : several

transverse sections of the saddle-vein formation of different gold

mines ; a general map of the gold-bearing rocks of the province, show-

ins: the location of the gold mining districts from Canso to Yarmouth,
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and the granite areas ; a geological and structural map of the gold-

bearing rocks of the eastern part of the province, from Isaac Harbour

to Mount Uniacke, and a selection of photographs illustrating the

mines in operation and the structure of the gold-bearing quartz veins.

On the tield-work accomplished in the Nova Scotian gold fields

during the summer of 1904, Mr. Faribault reports as follows :

In accordance with your instructions, I left Ottawa on June 15,

1904, for Bridgewater, Nova Scotia, to resume last season's surveys in

connection with the mapping of the gold-bearing series of the western

part of the province and to continue the study of the structural geo-

logy of the gold-mining districts which are being operated, I returned

from the field to Ottawa on October 6.

Acknowledg-
ments.

Assistance. I was again ably assisted in the field the whole summer by Mr.

James McG. Cruickshank, who has now been my assistant for seven-

teen seasons, and by Mr. W, H. Prest, from June 15 until September

30. The latter's experience as a practical prospector and miner was

especially valuable and useful in some of the districts surveyed.

In the performance of my field-work, I have received much inform-

ation and assistance from miners and others, and I wish to offer, espe-

cially, my acknowledgments to the following persons : Hon. A. Drys-

dale, Commissioner of Public Works and Mines ; Dr. E. Gilpin, Deputy

Commissioner of Mines ; D'Arcy Weatherbe and Geo. A. Hall, of the

Department of Mines ; Harry Piers, Curator Provincial Museum ; Dr.

H. S. Poole, F. H. Mason, Prof. J. Ed. Woodman, Geo. E. Francklyn,

Fred. P. Ronnan and Joseph H. Austin of Halifax ; G. J. Partington,

Isaac's Harbour North ; Hai'old Playter, Goldboro ; S. R. Heakes and

M. McGrath, Wine Harbour ; Geo. W, Stuart, Truro ; G. H. Gilles-

pie, Ecum Secum Bridge ; W. H. Boak, Harrigan Cove ; L. W. Get-

chell, Caribou Gold Mines ; Edwin L. Foster, Clam Harbour ; L. F.

S. Holland, Cow Bay ; Jas. A. Crease, Mount Uniacke Gold Mines
;

T. N. Baker, Montague Gold Mines ; Peter Dunbrack, Dartmouth
;

E. Percy Brown, H. S. Badger, Dr. D. Stewart, Chas. F. Hall and N,

C. Owen of Bridgewater ; Thos. W. Moore and J. Lacey, Leipsigate

Gold Mines, Bridgewater ; R. R. McLeod, Brookfield, Queens County
;

Sam. Sutherland, Malaga Gold Mines ; W. L. Libbey, Stanley Cole,

N. C. Crowe and Geo. G. King, Brookfield Mines ; Marland L. Pratt,

Boston, Mass., and S. L. Kingsley, Bar Harbour, Me.

Surveys. The greater part of the season's work consisted in making detail

surveys of the gold-mining districts of Leipsigate in Lunenburg county,
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Malaga and Brookfield in Queens county and Clam Harbour in

Halifax county. The surveys of these districts were for the most part

plotted in the field, and since my return to the office, the plans of

Leipsigate and Clam Harbour have been completed, while those of

Malaga and Brookfield are not quite finished. Several districts already

surveyed have also been re-examined and a few new gold discoveries

have been visited, in the counties of Guysborough, Halifax, Hants,

Lunenburg and Queens, at the request of persons asking for informa-

tion on the progress of developments recently made. Valuable data

have thus been collected which will be useful to bring my final report

up to date.

Progress was also made, especially by my assistants, in the general

mapping of the country surrounding Leipsigate, Malaga and Brook,

field mines and these surveys have since been plotted and are ready

for compilation on the one-mile to an inch map. These surveys have

now been extended as far west as Vogler Cove, Lapland, Buckfield

and Cameron Landing thence north to Brookfield, New Germany,

Dalhousie road, New Ross road and the Gaspereau lakes, where our

work joins Mr. Fletchers from the north.

It would not be judicious to report on the gold districts of Malaga Malaga and

and Brookfield before the plans are fully completed, and, besides, it is
district

probable that additional data and surveys will be required to work out

satisfactorily the structural geology, and arrive at more precise conclu-

sions regarding the location and extent of the zones of special enrich-

ment and their relation to the structure of the rocks. The following

reports on Leipsigate and Clam Harbour are given subject to revision,

Leipsigate Gold District.

The gold mining district of Leipsigate, sometimes called Millipsigate, Leipsigate

is situated in Lunenburg county, at a distance of six miles and a half district,

west of Bridgewater, a flourishing town and lumbering centre at the

head of navigation on La Have river, and three miles north of the

new line of the Halifax and South-western railway completed last

summer. Leipsigate takes its name from Leipsigate lake, a beautiful

sheet of water 11,800 feet long, east and west, by 4,000 feet wide,

situated 225 feet above sea level on the headwaters of Petite Riviere,

and surrounded by a comparatively level country.

Gold-bearing veins have been discovered at several places around

the lake over an area extending about three miles long and one mile

and a half wide. A detailed survey of the area has been made, a plan

26—21
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compiled on the scale of 500 feet to one inch is completed for public-

ation and a full report is given therewith of the structure of the

district.

The rocks of the district mostly comprise beds of gray and greenish-

gray, hard, altered quartzose sandstone, locally called ' whin ', between

which are intercalated bands of bluish and greenish-gray, argillaceous

slates, and they form part of the lower and most productive division

of the gold-bearing series. Natural rock exposures are sufficiently

numerous in most parts of the district to work out the structure with

some degree of accuracy, especially with the aid of the surface develop-

ments which have been made.

A close study of the rock structure from the plan shows that, since

their deposition on a sea bottom, the whole thickness of the strata

has been subjected to a powerful north and south p) essure which has

lifted and bent them up itito a broad anticlinal fold, the top of which

has since been truncated by erosion and planed down to the present

level, exposing the uptilted edges of strata which were originally at

least 17,000 feet below the surface.

Anticlinal rpj^^
£^j^ j^^^ ^j^^ shape of a long elliptical dome, the two axes of

which are in the ratio of about one to six. The centre of the dome

occurs at the western extremity of the district, 2,000 feet west of

Leipsigate lake, about area 57, block 2, and is well exposed on a

rocky knoll situated between two hay marshes on Caribou brook.

The anticlinal axis runs N. 64° E. magnetic, through Leipsigate

lake, at the eastern extremity of which it follows the outlet, while at

the west end it passes 400 feet north of the inlet from Caribou lake.

Thus, the rocks on the north side of the lake dip north, at angles

increasing gradually from 30° to 55° from the horizontal as we recede

from the axis, and on the south side they dip south at angles increas-

ing from 25° to 50°. The angle formed, therefore, by the two legs of

the fold is about 75° and the axis plane of the fold is about vertical.

Horizon of

rocks. The slates of the upper division of the gold-bearing rocks are met

with about 9,900 feet north and south of the anticline and the horizon

of the lower strata brought up by this huge upheaval is about 6,500

feet below the base of the upper slate division, which gives a total

erosion of some 17,000 feet of known measures. The horizon cor-

responds approximately with that of the gold district of Gold River,

which is situated fourteen miles farther east and probably on a north

branch of the same anticlinal fold.
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On the eastern pitch of the anticlinal dome the strata curve and dip Pitch of

, . . . , , . . 1 11 i.
anticline,

easterly in concentric circles at angles increasing gradually from the

dome eastward and reaching 30' at the outlet of the lake ; while, on

the western pitch, they curve and dip westerly at lower angles and are

apparently disturbed by a series of left-hand faults.

The only important fault located in the district probably follows a Faults,

depression between Weagle hill and the Micmac mine and runs in a

north-westerly direction towards Bird island, giving a right-hand

horizontal displacement of some 400 feet to the Micmac fissure vein.

There may also possibly be a corresponding left-hand fault following

the swamp immediately east of the Crank shaft and Jackpot mines,

running in a north-easterly direction towards South Duck cove and

the pond above the dam ; but it has not yet been proved.

All the gold-bearing veins so far discovered occur on the eastern

pitch of the dome, the centre of which appears to be the western limit

of the mining district. The productive veins may be conveniently

divided into three classes :
1° the interbedded veins or 'main leads,'

following fractures along slate belts intercalated between heavy beds

of whin ;
2' cross-veins cutting the strata at various angles but of

little extent and 3° true-fissure veins cutting the strata but of con-

siderable extent. In this district, interbedded veins do not attain the j , , , .

development in size, length and richness that is generally found in the veins,

eastern districts of the province. Several of them have been pro-

spected, and mining operations have been attempted on a few, but

generally with limited success. This is due to the fact that the struc-

ture of the fold is not propitious to the formation of large main leads.

The anticlinal fold is much broader than in anyone of the eastern

districts ; the angle formed by the dip of the north and south legs of

the fold is over 75" ; the folding has been gradual with no sharp flexure;

hence there has been but little or no parting alopg the planes of strati-

fication caused by the sliding of one bed upon another and no fracture

for the formation of important main leads. In a few cases, however,

rich ore-shoots have been found at the intersection of angling veins

with main leads, such as the rich paystreak operated at the Bluff mine

to a depth of 255 feet and that at the Black Hawk mine, 265 feet deep.

But in these cases the main lead and the cross-vein do not appear to

carry any gold outside of the shoot. The main leads occur more

especially along two well defined zones, beginning at the centre of the

dome, on area 57, block 2, and diverging in a north-easterly and south:

easterly direction on both sides of the anticlinal arch.

The north-eastern zone is especially well defined. It follows the Mineralized

northern side of the lake and extends to Ernst's Washing lead, a ^"'^'^•

26—211
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distance of 10,000 feet from the centre of the dome. The following

main leads have been opened along this zone, from west to east :—The

Gow lead, worked for several years by the Black Hawk mining company

to a depth of 265 feet and for 450 feet in length, on a narrow ore-shoot,

pitching west at an angle of 38°, formed at the intersection of a cross-

vein with the main lead ; the Green lead opened down to 42 feet ; Deal's

belt of leads, prospected ; Birch Brook lead, worked 55 feet deep and

300 feet in length ; Garfinkel belt of large leads, developed on the

surface and on one of which a shaft was sunk to a depth of 48 feet

;

the Boulder Hill, McKinnon, Jim Deal, Rusty, Butterfield (32 feet

deep). Fox-den and a few other small leads have been a little

prospected ; the Ernst Washing lead (50 feet deep), from ^ to one

inch thick, in a metalliferous slate belt carries a large quantity

of gold, and the gold extracted by cradle washings from the drift lying

immediately south of the vein is also derived no doubt from this vein.

Much good ground is still completely undeveloped along this zone,

more especially between the Black Hawk and the Birch brook leads

and beyond as far east as the Boulder hill where a great many large

blocks of quartz have been observed, strewn over the surface.

The south-eastern zone of main leads is not so well defined as the

foregoing, but it follows in a general way the southern side of the lake

and extends probably about the same distance eastward from the

centre of the dome. The principal leads opened along this zone are

the Pelton (60 feet) Stillwater, Twin, Waterman (48 feet,) Aulenback

(40 feet,) Point (90 feet,) Bluff (255 feet,) Quigley (20 feet,) Rose (40

feet,) Johnson (10 feet,) Island (20 feet,) Joe Zink (10 feet,) Green-

wood and Lacey (20 feet deep.) The rich pay-streak worked to a

depth of 255 feet on the Bluff lead, is a well defined ore-shoot, 8 feet

long measured horizontally, formed at the intersection of angling veins

or ' angulars ' from th'e north-west with a small main lead and reported

to be still as good at that depth as it was above. Rich ore was mined

40 feet deep on the western end of the Rose lead, where it is cut off

by a small fault on the eastern edge of a swamp, and gold values

were developed at a few other points along its course for a length of

1,300 feet.

Cross veins The district presents a great number of quartz veins following planes

fars
^"^"

of fractures of limited extent cutting the strata at different angles.

Many of them attain several feet in thickness, but they are composed

for the most part of barren white quartz. Some, however, have been

observed on the north side of the lake to include bands holding metal-

liferous sulphides which are undoubtedly gold-bearing. These have
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been located on the plan with explanatory notes, and they should be

well prospected along their course for pay-ore, which might be found

to occur in shoots at th ir intersection with certain slate belts generally

olding seams of quartz.
h

" ^

A great number of cross veins occur at the eastern end of the

district, about the outlet of the lake. They all strike at right angles

to the anticline and parallel with the strata, but dip westerly at

angles of 50 to 70', or about a right angle, and in a direction opposite

to the dip of the strata. Similar veins have been observed on the

pitching arch of folds in the eastern districts. They do not appear to

carry any gold, but probably form part of the main system of channels

through which the ascending solution came up.

Small angling veins or 'angulars,' branching off from or running

into main leads and sometimes causing enrichments in the form of

ore-shoots, have already been referred to in the case of the Bluff and

Black Hawk mines. They are generally barren of gold, but they

appear to be the smaller ramifications of the main channels conveying

the solution into main leads where a deviation or a check to the

flowage produced a concentration of minerals by precipitation.

One fissure vein, however, the Leipsigate, owing to its permanency Fissure veins,

and size and the uniformity of its ore values, has made the district

famous. In many respects it is probably the most typical true-fissure

vein in the province, and gives promise of being one of the best pro-

ducers. It is situated in the most southerly part of the district, some

1200 feet south of the lake, and has been traced for 9000 feet, of

which 4350 feet have already been opened in three different sections,

which are described here separately.

The western section of the Leipsigate fissure is situated to the west Western sec-

of Mud lake, at a distance of 3200 feet south of the anticline. It has *'°"-

been opened for 800 feet along its course by two shafts, the Duffy

shaft, ninety-five feet, and the Dr. Cowie shaft, twenty-five feet deep.

The course of the vein here is N. 83^ 30' E., magnetic, and it dips north

at an angle of 50° towards the anticline, while the strata strike N. 54' E.

and dip south at an angle of 49°. The width of the vein varies from a few

inches up to two feet, and appears to be made up by small angling

veins coming from the north-west and dipping north-east at angles

averaging 48°.

The intersection of the fissure wuth strata as well as with the

angulars is thus pitching east, and, according to the general rule in
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Middle sec-

tion.

Scotia Com-
pany's work-
ings.

Ore-shoots.

this as well as other fissure veins in the province, the ore-shoots should

also pitch eastward ; therefore, developments in depth may meet with

good results in that direction.

The fissure vein has not been traced to the westward of the Cowie

shaft, but it undoubtedly extends much further in that direction?

probably along a low swampy depression running due west to the

eastern end of Caribou lake, at the outlet of which a vein, eighteen

inches thick, was observed to run N. 41° W., magnetic, and dip south

at an angle of 60°.

Towards the east, from the Dufiy to the Gilmour shaft, a distance

of 800 feet, the fissure vein is also concealed by low swampy ground

and Mud lake. A small fault probably occurs between the two shafts,

which would account for the change in direction of the vein at both

places, but the horizontal displacement is apparently of but little

extent.

From the Gilmour shaft eastward, the middle section of the fissure

vein has been traced in a straight line for 2,000 feet, bearing N. 64° 45

E. magnetic, and it dips north at an angle of 70° at the surface, decreas-

ing to 55^ at a depth of 180 feet in the Gilmour shaft.

The first mining operations on this part of the vein were undertaken

in 1886 by a German party from Minneapolis and Duluth, under the

name of the Duluth and Nova Scotia Mining company, but extravagant

and unskilful management soon caused the mine to close.

In 1901 the Scotia Mining and Development company acquired the

old " German " property, so called, and extensive developments have

since been made under the management of Messrs. N. C. Crowe and

E. Percy Brown, proving the permanency and value of the vein. Two

main shafts, 780 feet apart, have been sunk on the dip of the vein-

The Gilmour shaft at the west end of the property is 180 feet deep

and, at the 100-foot level, drifts have been driven 100 feet west and

320 feet east, developing four distinct and well defined ore-shoots re-

ported to average 24 inches of crushing material and pitching east at an

angle of 17°. The old German shaft was sunk 130 feet and drifts were

driven 180 feet west and 325 feet east at the 1 10-foot level. The data

obtained from these developments show that the oie also lies in shoots

dipping east at a low angle.

It has been observed that the ore-shoots occur at the intersection of

the vein with certain strata of soft rock which are apparently more

favourable to fracturing, infiltration and deposition of gold. This
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important feature already observed in several other fissure veins

deserves much attention in mining. These intersections are necessarily

continuous for great lengths and a succession of them probably

recurs in depth ; it should therefore follow that the ore-shoots are quite

extensive in length and that those already developed are likely to be

underlaid by a succession of others. This should encourage develop-

ments to a much greater depth.

The opening farther east on the Scotia property is fifteen feet deep,

on area 402, block 5, 100 feet east of the Bear Trap road ; it showed the

vein to be six inches thick. From this opening eastward, for 2,930 feet,

to the Micmac main shaft, the country is low, swampy and flooded by

several runs of the Menamkeak stream, preventing the tracing of the

fissure vein between those two points.

Some rich float found at the north end of Weagle hill came no doubt

from this part of the vein, but it is reported that several attempts to

cut it have proved unsuccessful. Some local miners, however, expressed

the opinion that it was probably cut some years ago on the north side

of the brook, about the north end of area 442, block 4.

This undeveloped portion of the vein, which is for the most part Good pros-

held under the name of David McKay, of Bridgewater, oflFers undoubt-

edly a promising field for development.

In producing the course of the vein from either side, we find that

there should be a left-hand fault giving a horizontal displacement of

possibly 400 feet, measured at right angles to the vein. It is import-

ant to determine the exact location and extent of this fault in order

to locate the vein. Judging from the surface features and the position

of the float to the south of the vein, the fault probably runs N. 30°

W. along a depression lying east of Weagle hill and Bird island, and

250 feet west of Weagle's store.

Some rich float from a ten-inch vein was also found on the south

end of AVeagle hill, half a mile south of the fissure vein, but a shaft

sunk several years ago by Germans to a depth of ninety feet in the

glacial drift forming the hill, did not reach bedrock, and it is possible

that this float may have drifted thus far south from the fissure vein.

The eastern section of the fissure veins has been developed for a Eastern sec-

length of 1,600 feet, 1,200 feet of which is situated on the property

of the Mimac Mining Company and the rest on that of the Leipsigate

Mining Company, called the Jackpot mine. The eastern extension of

tion.
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the vein, which is as yet undeveloped, is mostly situated on the

property of N. C. Owen et al, of Bridgewater.

Micmacnune. Extensive and profitable mining has been done on the Micmac

property since 1897, first by Messrs. Cashon and Hines, and since

April 15, 1900, by the Micmac Mining Company, under the manage-

ment of Mr. T. W. Moore. This is the only mine worked at present

in Leipsigate district. It is well equipped for economical and limited

operations and is furnished with a fifteen-stamp mill and a cyanide

plant recently erected and successfully operated by Mr. H. S. Badger*

At the Micmac mine the main shaft has reached a depth of 500 feet

and the workings extend 435 feet west and 360 feet east of the shaft

;

the mill shaft, 670 feet further east, is 180 feet deep, and operations

extend ninety feet west and seventy feet east, while the Crank shaft

Jackpot mine, is but fifty feet deep, with no development. On the Jackpot mine,

operations have attained 260 feet deep on the west shaft and 226

feet on the east shaft, to the east of which a prospecting pit, sunk

seventy-five feet deep on the edge of a swamp, is the most easterly

opening on the vein. Some developments were made on the Jackpot

mine, last summer, by the Leipsigate Mining Company who contemplate

resuming operations next spring.

Structure of The western portion of the vein operated by the Micmac company
^^^"'

has a general course of N. 57° E. magnetic, for the fii'st 700 feet, and

dips north at an angle of 70° to 60°, after which it divides into two

branches : the Crank shaft vein running N. 53° E., and dipping north

angle 70°, and the Jackpot vein curving gradually northward until it

runs N. 21° E. to the edge of a swamp where it is concealed. As the

strata strike N. 45° E., and dip south angle 45°, their intersections

with the Micmac portion of the vein, as well as with the Crank shaft

vein, pitch eastward at a low angle while with the Jackpot vein,

they pitch westward.

As far as developments have gone in the Micmac mine, to the west

of the main shaft, the pay-ore lies in a series of shoots or chimneys, at

the intersections of the vein with certain strata, averaging twenty-five

feet in height and several inches thick, pitching east at an angle of 7° and

occurring at intervals of ten to twenty feet, much in the same manner

as in the old German mine above referred to. But to the east of the

main shaft the pay-ore occurs in irregular bodies with a tendency to

pitch westward at about 75°, and probably coincides with the branch-

ing off of the main fissure, which occurs at the eastern end of the

workings.

•Summary Report, Geol. Survey, Can., 1903, pp. 183-184.
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The recurrence of the ore-shoots in regular and close succession and /o™^°if"(%
the uniformity of the ore values have thus been proved in actual prac-

tice at the Micmac mine to the depth of 500 feet and in systematic

developments at the old "German" mine to a depth of 180 feet.

Such favourable conditions are, perhaps, not met with in any other

known fissure vein in the province, and they should encourage the

companies to rapidly push their developments to greater depth and

establish payable and permanent mines. •

Good ore has been found also on the north branch of the fissure to

a depth of 260 feet in the Jackpot mine and to 180 feet at the Mill

shaft, in more or less regular shoots or patches, pitching west between

45° and 75°. These are probably formed by angling veins branching

off from the main vein in an easterly direction.

The Crank shaft, fifty feet deep, proves the south branch of the

fissure to be a strong vein, reaching seven feet in thickness, and show-

ing metalliferous sulphides which should justify further developments.

It is possible that this might be the most important branch of the

fissure to the eastward, but the vein is unfortunately concealed by a

swamp immediately east of the shaft, preventing surface examination

in that direction.

It is important to draw attention to the fact that the fissure vein Important

dips towards the anticlinal fold, and that, although it occurs over one g^j.^ ^^ j^q^j.

half of a mile to the south of it, there is little doubt that it forms part '^l'"*'-

of the system of fractures running up the axial plane of the fold

through which the ascending mineralized solutions passed and were

deposited at the most favourable places. This is another strong point

in favour of the possibilities of deep mining in the fissure vein.

The production of the Micmac mine for the year 1904 was
;

oz. dwt.

From the ten-stamp mill 4,074 tons ore crushed 1,825 19

From the cyanide plant 3,044| tons sands treated 535 3

Total 2,361 2

According to the returns received at the Department of Mines of Values.

Nova Scotia, the total production of Leipsigate district until January

1st, 1905, was :—27,702 tons crushed, for 9,454 oz. 8 dwt. 7 grains gold.

CLAM HARBOUR GOLD DISTRICT.

This new district is situated on the Atlantic coast, in Halifax
piam Harbour

county, forty-seven miles east of the city of Halifax, by the post road, district.

A few days were spent in making a hurried survey of the district, and
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a plan on the scale of 250 feet to one inch has since been compiled.

It shows the general structure of the strata and gold bearing veins>

and the probable zones of special enrichment along which prospecting

should be prosecuted.

The strata have been folded into two anticlinal folds about 500 feet

apart and into one intervening synclinal fold, running east and west,

magnetic, slightly converging towards the west and pitching to the

eastward.

A small fault runs at right angles to the folding and gives a right

hand displacement of some ninety feet at the south anticline, decreas-

ing to but a few feet at the north anticline.

The gold bearing quartz veins met with are of two kinds—the

bedded veins or 'main leads,' following slate belts interlocked between

heavy beds of quartzite or 'whin,' and the cross veins intersecting the

strata, generally in a north-easterly and south-westerly direction.

Main leads. The main leads are the most important and persistent veins. They

appear to carry all the payable ore deposits.

Saddle veins
along three
lines

The cross veins do not appear to contain gold in payable quantity,

but their intersections with main leads often determine important ore-

shoots, generally short horizontally, but probably of great extent and

uniform values in depth. Thus the ore-shoots worked down to 122

feet at No. 1 shaft, just north of the engine house, and the shoot

worked to sixty feet, east of the forge, are formed by the intersection of

a cross-vein with main leads. This cross-vein is a good 'faeder,' and

other pay-shoots may be looked for at its intersection with other main

leads.

The most important fact brought out by the surface developments

is, that all the main leads, so far opened up on the apex of the folds,

have proved auriferous, and all the pay values discovered are confined

to these lines. From this fact and from the knowledge gained in the

study of similar districts in the province, we may safely conclude that

the axes of the three folds form three well-defined and distinct zones

of special enrichment. It is, then, most desirable that systematic

developments be made along the apex of the three folds, and more

especially the anticlines on the surface and in dfepth, which will

undoubtedly open up a great number of ore-shoots, all pitching east

and probably extending to great depths.
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CYANIDE PROCESS FOR THE EXTRACTION OF GOLD.*

Progress has been made in saving the refractory portion of the gold Cyaniding.

contained in the tailings.

It is now about four years since the first commercial cyanide plant

was erected in the province, and, unfortunately, both that and the

plant that succeeded it at Isaacs Harbour proved failures from a

financial standpoint. Since that time, however, a plant with a capacity

of about 50 tons per 24 hours, was erected by Mr. H. S. Badger, at the

mine of the Micmac Mining company at Leipsigate, which has now

been running profitably for some two years.

A duplicate of that plant, installed last summer, under the supervi-

sion of Mr. H. S. Badger, at Brookfield, also appears to be successful.

Experiments have recently been conducted at the Boston-Richardson

mine at Isaacs Harbour, with the object of installing there a plant,

which, as the mill contains sixty stamps, will doubtless be larger in

capacity than the two last named.

It is probable that many mines in the province could profitably

erect small cyanide plants for the treatment of their tailings, which

numerous assays, covering a number of years, have shown to be

valuable.

DEEP GOLD MINING.

The following is an extract from Mr. D'Arcy Weatherbe's annual
JJ^b7sr^^'^*

report on the gold mines of Nova Scotia, ending September 30, 1904.t eirort.

" At the annual meeting of the Nova Scotia Mining Society last

winter, the question of gold mining was very thoroughly gone into

during discussion, and many valuable interchanges of opinion regarding

important points in connection therewith were given.

" The Government, anticipating a special discussion on the question

of deep mining, on which they had legislated during the previous

session, employed Mr. Faribault of the Geological Survey, to make a

special report on the subject, which was gone into very fully. One

direct result of this discussion was the amendment of the above

legislation, so that aid to a deep shaft would be given by the Govern-

ment to the whole sinking, from the surface to a depth of 2000 feet,

instead of requiring the miner to do the first 500 feet of work at his

own expense, as provided by the first Act. This amendment brought

*Rep. Dept. of Mines, N.S., 1904, p. 54.

••Report Dept. of Mines, N.S., 1904, p. 47.
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forth several bona-fide applications for the aid almost immediately. . In

some of the districts to which these applications applied, Mr. Faribault's

services were again used in reporting on their suitability. The districts

where this aid was asked include Isaacs Harbour, Malaga, Caribou

and Sherbrooke.

" It should be particularly mentioned, that the past season has

marked a stage in Nova Scotia gold mining not before reached, two

mines having attained vertical depths of 1000 feet or over, and at

both places, Brookfield and Caribou, (over 100 miles apart), was gold

found, presumably, in paying quantities.

" Although the returns for the past season, and more noticeably for

the present season, are smaller than usual, this does not necessarily

show a falling off in the industry. In fact it might rather tend to

prove the suggestion that the day of the small miner and tributor are

rapidly drawing to a close, the rich and small leads and chimneys

being to a large extent exhausted to the depth considered profitable

by small scale work.

" During the winter one of the largest producing districts, Sher-

brooke, was practically closed by being cut off from fuel-supply on

account of navigation closing earlier than usual.

" On the other hand large scale operations, preparatory, it is hoped,

to an output of gold, larger in an increasing proportion, are in progress

at several districts, and in one or two practically new localities pros-

pecting of an intelligent character is being done."

On the Meteorite which fell near the Village of Shelburne,

TOWNSHIP OF Melancthon, Ontario, IN AuGUST 1904.

By Mr. Robert A. A. Johnston.

meteorite
^^ accordance with instructions received on September 16, last to

proceed to Shelburne in the county of Dufferin, Ontario, to investigate

the reported fall of a meteorite near that place, I left Ottawa the same

evening by C. P. R., arriving at Shelburne the following day, and

proceeded to the office of Mr. R. L. Mortimer, editor and proprietor of

the Shelburne Free Press, who at once volunteered all the information

he had regarding the fall, and furnished me with a number of news-

paper notices concerning it : he further generously offered to accompany

me to the scene of the fall, an offer I readily accepted. For these and
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many other courtesies extended to me by this gentleman during ray

visit, I here record my grateful thanks. Pursuant to arrangement, I

proceeded with Mi-. Mortimer to the home of Mr. John Shields, east

half of lot 8, concession 2, township of Melancthon.

Mr. Shields said that at about eight o'clock in the evening of Shield's
statement.

Saturday, August 13, while he and several of his family, along

with some friends, were engaged in conversation in his dining-room,

they were suddenly disturbed by a heavy crashing noise such as

would be occasioned by the collapse of a building ; this was immed-

iately followed by a dull concussion like that of a heavy solid

body striking the ground. An examination of the premises was immed-

iately made to ascertain the cause of the disturbance, and it was

noticed that the east end of the north wall of the house and the

underside of the adjacent veranda roof were bespattered with mud,

while the floor of the veranda was strewn with moist earth : further

search resulted in the finding of a small excavation in the soil about

two feet from the veranda with a small heap of fresh earth piled up

between the excavation and the veranda. Some hours after, the

loose earth, which partially filled the excavation, was removed, and at

a depth of eighteen inches, Mr. Shields came upon the rock fragment

which forms the subject of the first portion of this notice. When this

fragment was removed, it was found that a partly charred bur (A^-ctium)
yhiej^j-g

had been buried beneath it, while a few charred leaves were picked up specimen,

around the excavation. At the time of my visit, the excavation in

the soil, as well as the mud-marks on the wall and veranda, were,

for all practical purposes, in the same condition as at the time of

the occurrences which have just been related, so that I was enabled to

to take accurate notes regarding the effects produced by the fall. The

excavation had a diameter of about twelve inches and, as stated be-

fore, a depth of approximately eighteen inches ; the sides of the ex-

cavation did not vary sensibly from the perpendicular, showing that

the stone must have approached the surface of the earth at a very

high angle. The major portion of the soil which had been displaced,

formed a small heap to the south-east, or between the excavation and

the veranda ; the remainder had been thrown beyond this in the same

direction, much of it on the veranda floor and some of it over the

wall of the house and the underside of the veranda roof. The mud-

markings on the wall were confined to a well-defined section, about

four feet across, at a distance of eight feet from the excavation ; the

veranda roof, at the line where it comes in contact with the wall of

t-he house, has a vertical height of about twelve feet from the ground,

and, at this point, the markings were most abundant ; they were gener-
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ally from three to four inches across, indicating to what a comparatively

slight extent the soil had been desintegrated. The fragment was

found to weigh twelve pounds and a half (5" kilos) ; it is in the form

of an irregular, angular block measuring 9x4x3^ inches and is marked

by the pittings and corrugations characteristic of a large number of

meteoritic bodies ; exteriorly, it is coated with a smooth varnish-like

glaze which, for the most part, is slightly lustrous and of a velvet-black

C(jlour ; on one side of the specimen, however, the glaze has a brownish

colour and is so thin that the texture of the underlying material is

but faintly hidden beneath it ; this side of the specimen does not

appear to have been subjected to the friction of the atmosphere during

as protracted a period as has the rest of the surface of the mass, and

suggests that the fragment under discussion is a detached portion of

a still larger mass, the separation having taken place at a compara-

tively low level of the earth's atmosphere. The glaze is furrowed in

places by small cracks resulting, no doubt, from the sudden cooling of

the surface after its first contact with the earth.

Texture. -^ small piece had broken off one corner of the stone, and the sur-

face thus exposed afforded the only available means of examining the

real texture of the materials composing the mass. It has a chondritic

structure,and mainly consists ofa rather friable, moderately fine-grained,

dark greenish gray silicate which is probably olivine ; this is seen to

inclose what looks like veinules of a bronze-yellow, rather brittle min-

eral having a metallic lustre and one well-marked cleavage ; this min-

eral is probably meteoric pyrrhotite or troilite. No further detailed

examination of the stone could be made as Mr. Shields was averse to

having the specimen further desintegrated and was likewise disinclined

to dispose of it either in whole or in part.

T. .Johnston':

statement.
From Mr. Shields' place I proceeded to the farm of Mr. Thomas

Johnston, west half of lot 10, concession 2, of the township of Melanc-

ton, where, it was reported, a second meteorite had been found. Mr
Mr. George Johnston, who was one of the actual observers of the

phenomena attending the descent of the meteorite on the evening

previously mentioned, was of the opinion that some peculiar object

had fallen in the oatfield to the south of Lis house: not caring,

however, to destroy any of his crop, Mr. Johnston deferred making

any search until the grain was being harvested, on August 30, when

he instituted a sharp watch from his seat on the binder for any un-

usual conditions of the soil. He was rewarded by finding, near the

foot of a low crescent-shaped elevation, a small excavation rather more

than a foot across, with a small heap of earth piled up alongside. He
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at once called Mr. William Fleming, who was working in another

portion of the field, who examined the spot with the result that a

meteorite weighing twenty-eight pounds was found at a depth of about

two feet from the surface. The sides of the hole were, to all appear-

ance, perpendicular, but, as in the case of the '• Shields " occurrence, the

earth was thrown toward the south-east, showing conclusively that

the bodies under discussion approached the surface of the earth

from a north-westerly dii-ection. A few days previous to my visit, Mr.

Johnston had disposed of this specimen, for .$200, to Mr. J. F.

Gardner, a district superintendent of the Bell Telephone Company.

The remainder of the afternoon, until train-time, was spent in col-

lecting whatever information was obtainable regarding the circum-

stances of the fall and then I returned to Toronto whither, I was given

to understand, the "Johnston" specimen had been sent. I found,

however, that M. Gardner was away from home and it was only after

much difficulty and repeated inquiries that I was enabled, through

the courtesy of an officer of the Bell Telephone Company, to obtain a

view of the specimen and to make some notes regarding its size and

appearance. It is, roughly speaking, a ploughshare-shaped mass mea- sijecimen,

suring IH x 9 x 6^ inches and is enveloped in a black varnish-like coat-

ing of the same character as that observed in the " Shields " specimen;

some portions of its surface are marked by the usual depressions and

corrugations. Particular attention was paid to the possibility of there

being a surface which might accord with the evidently newer surface

observed on the " Shields "" specimen, but in this respect I was unsuc-

cessful ; it might, however, be possible to correlate the two specimens

in this respect, could they be examined side by side. Mr. Gardner

has since sold this specimen for two hundred and seventy six dollars

to Dr. Leon H. Borgstrom whose intention it is, I believe, to add this

meteorite to the collection of the University of Helsingfors, Finland.

A cast of this specimen, obtained from Dr. Borgstrom, has been placed

in the museum of the Geological Survey Department.

The " Shields " and " Johnston " specimens both belong to the class

of met3orites known, under the British Museum system of classifica-

tion, as the aerolites or meteorites, which consist, principally, of stony

matter : until such time as they have been subjected to critical

examination, this is as much as can definitely be stated regarding their

character.

The impressions created in the minds of different persons who ob- .

served any of the phenomena attending the fall bear a very close rela-

tion, varj'ing only in the details such as might be expected from differ-
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ences of direction or distance from the occurrence. In the neigh,

bourhood of the village of Shelburne, two distinct detonations were

heard, described by some as resembling the firing of heavy ordnance

in the distance, by others as loud drum-beats ; these were followed by

a series of musical vibrations lasting several seconds.

Phenomena. Mrs. Craven, who witnessed the fall from the front door of her resid-

ence in Shelburne, says that previous to the detonations she observed

the object shooting through the air at a rapid rate, emitting sparks in

its path and followed by a tail like that of a comet. At the time of

the fall-—about half an hour after sunset—the northern sky is des-

cribed as being of a fiery-red colour while that to the westward was

hidden by a dense black cloud. At the village of Tara, which lies

about fifty miles in an almost direct north-west line from Shelburne,

in the county of Bruce, the meteor was observed passing in a south-

easterly direction almost directly overhead, and it was thought by some

that it had failed close at hand ; indeed, it was even reported that a

fragment had been picked up near there, but of this I have been unable

to obtain any authentic confirmation, and it is doubtful whether any

specimens of the fall have been found there. At Kincardine, about

seventy miles a little to the north-west of Shelburne, it was seen as a

brilliant object traversing the sky, leaving a shower of sparks behind.

As seen from different points in the Muskoka lake country, the flight

of this body afforded a magnificent spectacle, Mrs. R. R. Bongard of

Toronto, who was at the time particularly well situated for observing

the fall from an island near the middle of Lake Joseph—-approximately

eighty miles in a north-easterly direction from Shelburne—says that

it was of surpassing brilliancy and a bright yellow colour. By some,

it was thought to have fallen near-by : the observed time and direction,

however, leave no doubt as to its identity with the Shelburne fall.

Descriptions of a number of Canadian meteorites are to be found in

different scientific journals but in addition to these and the two speci-

mens noted above, a number of others (concerning which there is no

available literature) are in the hands of private individuals.

A small amount of information has been collected, chiefly from pri-

vate individuals, regarding observed phenomena which it is diflicult to

account for in any other way than by the fall of meteoric bodies. It

has been found impracticable to make a satisfactory compilation of

this information in time for the present report, but as soon as all the

material can be collected for the purpose, a separate report, dealing

with Canadian meteorites in general, will be issued.
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Chemistry and Mineralogy,

By Dr. G. C. Hoffmann.

Reporting on' the work done in these branches of the Sur\ey's

operations, Dr. Hoffmann says :

—

* Conformably with the practice of former years, the work carried

out in the chemical laboratory during the past year has been of a

purely technical character, that is to say, it has been almost exclusively

Confined to the examination and analysis of such ores and minerals,

etc., etc., as were considered likely to prove of more or less economic

value and importance. Succintly stated, it embraced :
—

' 1. Analyses of several varieties of fossil fuel from various parts of Fossil Fuel,

the Dominion, namely of— Lignite, from certain seams not far from La
Roche Percep, on the Souris river and from the vicinity of Halbrite,

in the district of Assiniboia ; from a seam on Knee Hillcreek, Red
l>eer river, in the district of Alberta, North-west Territory ; from a

seam on Coal creek, a tributary of the Yukon, Yukon territory

and from a seam in the vicinity of Enderby, Yale district, in the

province of British Columbia. Of lignitic coal, from a seam on the

Souris river, in the vicinity of La Roche Percee, in the district of

Assiniboia, and from a seam on a branch of Ruby creek—a tributary

of Indian river, Yukon Territory. Of coal, from Debert river, Colches-

ter county, and from the land of A. McLean, between McLelland brook

and Vale colliery, Pictou county, in the province of Nova Scotia : from

the Bailey and C. W. Wetmorelot, two miles noi'th-wesberly of Flowers

cove, Grand lake, Queens county, in the province of New Brunswick
;

from a seam on the north side of the North Fork of the Old Man
river, in the district of Alberta, as likewise from a seam not far from

Morley, also in the district of Alberta ; and from Miller's workings on

the Lewes river, Yukon Territory. Of anthracitic coal, from the

fourth seam at the Canmore mine, and from number one seam of the '

Canmore mine, also from a seam in the mountain on the east branch

of Kananaskis river, and from a seam on Sheep creek, in the district

of Alberta, North-west Territory. Of semi-anthracite, from the

Canadian Pacific Railway tunnels, Cascade mountain, and from the

south branch of Sheep creek, in the district of Alberta, North-west

Territory.

'2. Analyses, partial, of samples of copper-ore from, among other Copiier ore

localities,—La Tete, county of Charlotte, in the province of New
26—22
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Nickel and
cobalt.

Brunswick ; from Oxford township, Sherbrooke county, in the province

of Quebec; from mining location No. 2,961, R. 455, in the district of

Thunder bay, and from the township of Spragge, district of Algoma,

in the province of Ontario.

Iron ore. i
3_ A-nalyses, more or less complete, of several varieties' of iron-ore

namely of—A clay iron-stone from Collins gulch, Tulanieen river

district of Yale, province of British Columbia. Hematite, from a

point about half a mile south of Grand Pre railway station, Kings

county, in the province of New Brunswick, and from the Rocky

mountains, south of Blairmore, in the district of Alberta, North-west

Territory. Magnetite, from the twenty-seventh lot of the fourth con.

cession of the township of North Crosby, Lanark county, in the

province of Ontario ; from the eastern slope of the Rocky mountains,

near Pincher creek, in the district of Alberta, North-west Territory ',

and from a locality not far from Enderby, district of Yale, in the

province of British Columbia.

' 4 Analyses, in regard to nickel and cobalt content, of numerous

samples of arsenopyrite, pyrrhotite, pyrite, etc., of which among the

many, may be mentioned—arsenopyrite from a vein not far from Hope,

in the district of Yale, province of British Columbia. Pyrrohotite,

from the west half of the tenth lot of the fourth concession of the

township of Olden, Frontenac county, in the province of Ontario, and

from near Ingall station on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway,

about thirty miles west ^ f Keenora, (formerly Rat Portage) in the dis

trict of Rainy river, Ontario.

Limestones. ' 5. Analyses of limestones (in continuation of the series of analyses

of such stones already carried out, in connection with an inquiry into

their individual merits for structural purposes, for the manufacture of

lime, or of hydraulic cement, or for metallurgical purposes, etc.),

including,—limestone, from three miles east of Brookfield station on

the line of the Intercolonial Railway, Colchester county, province of

Nova Scotia ; from the fifth lot of the fourth range, and from the

eighth lot of the fourth range, of the township of Grenville, Argen-

teuil county ; from the immediate vicinity of Phillipsburg, in the town-

ship of St. Armand, INIississquoi county, and from the thirteenth lot of

the first range of the township of Litchfield, Pontiac county, in the

province of Quebec; from Marble cove, on the north-east bhore of

Texada island, strait of Georgia, province of Briti.sh Columbia. Of

the foregoing limestones, that from the vicinity of Brooktield affords,

when burnt, an excellent lime ; that from the immediate vicinity of

Phillipsburg, takes a good polish and is well fitted for purposes of decor-

ation, and when burnt it affords a very white and pure lime ; that
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from the township of Litchfield is now extensively employed for the

manufacture of lime ; and that from Marble cove, where it occurs in

almost unlimited quantity, is useful for ordinary purposes of construc-

tion, and taking a good polish is also well adapted for use as a marble ;

it likewise affords an excellent material for the manufacture of lime.

' 6. The examination of samples of clay, from a very great number Clays,

of localities, in regard to their suitability for the manufacture of bricks,

ordinary building bricks or fire-bricks, tiles, sewer-pipes, terra-cotta,

stone-ware, etc., some of the localities being—The vicinity of Baddeck,

Victoria county, province of Nova Scotia : Dutch Valley road, Upper

corner, Sussex, in the province of New Brunswick ; from a boring two

miles east of ' The Brook ' village, township of Clarence, Rus.sell

county, and from the farm of M. F. Boyd, north of the town of St.

Mary's, on the Stratford and St. Mary's road, Perth county, in the

province of Ontario ; from a deposit occurring on section 1 or 2, or

both, of township 24, range 1, west of the 5th initial meridian, dis-

trict of Alberta, North-west Territory ; and from the vicinity of

Enderby, Yale district, in the province of British Columbia ; et cetera.

' 7. Analyses of natural waters—-with the object of ascertaining Natural

their suitability for economic or technical purposes, or possible value

from a medicinal point of view, from, among others, the following local-

ities—a spring at Brook village, about seven miles south-east of the

town of Mabou, Inverness county, and from a well in Granville centre,

Annapolis county, in the province of Nova Scotia ; from an artesian

well on the east end of cadastral lot No. 52, in the first concession of

the parish of St. Johns, seigniory of Longueil, St. .Johns county, and

from a boring on the east part of the Richelieu river on lot 86,

first concession, in the parish of St. Athanase, seigniory of Bleury,

Iberville county, in the province of Quebec ; from the ' How ' spring,

on the fifteenth lot of concession B of the township of Fitzroy, Carleton

county, and from an artesian well in Courtright, on the eighth lot of

Front street, or Front concession, township of Moore, Lambton county,

in the province of Ontario; from the workings of the coal mine at

Hant, in the district of Alberta, North-west Territory : and from a

hot spring near the oicy of Vancouver, district of New Westminster,

in the province of British Columbia.

' 8. Miscellaneous examinations, such as the examination and, in Miscellaneous,

most instances, partial analysis of samples of—Argillaceous shale
;

pyroschists : graphitic schists ; carbonaceous shale ; bog-manganese :

iron-ochres ; marls : silts, kc.

og 22i
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Yukon gold. ' Some very noteworthy observations have been made, in the course

of examining material obtained by Mr. Keele, from the riffles of

sluice-boxes, in the course of placer gold-mining on Highet creek, a

remote tributary of the Stewart, and at Dublin gulch, on Haggart

creek, a tributary of the McQuesten, which also flows into the Stewart,

. Yukon Territory. The material from the first mentioned locality was

found to contain small irregular-shaped fragments of native bismuth

with, in some instances, a little attached native gold, and small water-

worn nodules of an association of scheelite (calcium tungstate) with a

little quartz ; whilst that from Dublin gulch con>-isted very largely of

more or less rounded grains of scheeiite with a few intermixed particles

of quartz and of hematite and a little native gold. Again, in a -ample

of gold-washings from the Lippy claim, Eldorado creek, in the Yukon

district, which was sent for examination, aggregations of native gold

with embedded particles of native lead were found. Scheelite, it may be

observed, is a not unimportant source of tungsten, a metal employed

Tungsten. j^ the manufacture of what is known as tungsten steel, its presence

much increasing the hardness and tenacity of steel and otherwise

generally improving its properties. As a result, this mineral is, when

found in any quantity, of considerable commercial value. Until quite

recently it had been met with, and that only in small, or comparatively

small, quantities, at but two localities in Canada, one in the province

of Quebec and the other in that of Nova Scotia, but since then it has

been found, and that, it is said, in some quantity, at the Meteor mine.

Springer creek, in the West J^ootenay district, and on Hardscrabble

creek, Cariboo district, in the province of British Columbia, specimens

from both localities having been received by the writer for identification.

Statistics. ' The number of mineral specimens received during the period

covered by this report for identification or the obtaining of information

in regard to their economic value, amounted to six hundred and one.

Of these, a large number were brought b}^ visitors, to whom the desired

information was communicated at the time of their calling, or failing

that—owing to a more than mei'e cursory examination being necessary

or when a partial or even complete analysis was considered desirable-

it was subsequently convej'ed to them b\' letter, whilst that sought for

in regard to those sent from a distance was also, necessarily, commu-

nicated by mail.

' The number of letters personally written, in connection with the

work just referred to, and which were mostly of the nature of reports

embodying the results of the examination or analysis, as the case

might be, amounted to three hundred and four, whilst the number of

those received amounted to one hundred and six.
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I have been %-ery ably assisted by Mr. F. G. Wait in the general

work of the laboratory. His close application to the same has enabled

him to carry out a number of water analyses, several analyses of lime-

stones and dolomites, some more or less partial analyses of iron ores,

copper ores and manganese ores ; also m-iny determinations of nickel

in various minerals, and, in addition, a great variety of miscellaneous

examinations.

The additions to the mineralogical and lithological section of the

museum during the past year embraced :

—

A.—Duplicates of specimens which were sent to the laboratory

for examination.

Indurated clay, from the property of T. H. Patrick, Souris river, .Speciinen-s

section 10, township 7, range 20, west of the principal merid-

ian, province of Manitoba.

Anthracitic coal, from seam No. 4, north-west quarter of section 29,

township 24, range 10, west of the fifth initial meridian, dis-

trict of Alberta, North-west Territory.

Graphitic shale, from Victoria county, province of Nova Scotia.

Coal, from a seam on the North Forks of the Old Man river, section

35, township 10, range 3, west of the fifth initial meridian, dis-

trict of Alberta, North-west Territory.

Hematite, from the property of Mr. Patrick Fiynn, lot 23 B., range

6, of the township of Templeton, Ottawa county, province of

Quebec.

Magnetite, from lot 27, concession 4, of the township uf North

Crosby, Lanark county, province of Ontario.

Lignites, from Knee Hill creek, a tributary of the Red Deer, dis-

trict of Alberta, North-west Territury.

Clay from Okanagan Landing, Yale district, province of British

ColumVjia.

B.—Collected by Members of the Staff Engaged in Field-uork in

Connection ivith the Survey.

Ami, Dr. H. M :—

Paving blocks of Nepean sandstone. Bishop's quarries, Carleton

county, province of Ontario.
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Barlow. Dr. A. E. :—

A large mass of nickel ore, consisting of niccolite through which is

distributed a small quantity of native silver, a very little

smaltite, and a small quantity of gangue. in part stained and

coated with annabergite. From the vicinity of Haileybury,

district of Nipissing, province of Ontario.

Brock, Prof. R. W. :—

(a) Arsenopyrite, holding some free gold, in a gangue of quartz.

From the Lucky Jack claim, Poplar creek, West Kootenay dis-

trict, province of British Columbia.

(h) An association of quartz with some talcose schist, carrying

a small quantity of sphalerite, very small quantities of tetra-

hedrite, chalcopyrite, pyrite and galena, and a very little

native silver. From the Spyglass claim. Poplar creek, West

Kootenay district, province of British Columbia.

(c) Quartz carrying somewhat small quantities of galena and tetra-

hedrite, a small quantity of sphalerite, and a very little pyrite.

From the Lucky Boy mine, Tour creek, West Kootenay dis-

trict, province of British Columbia.

(d) An association of tetrahedrite and galena with a small quan-

tity of pyrite, through which is distributed a little gangue.

From the Silver Cup mine, South fork of Lardeau creek. West

Kootenay district, province of British Columbia.

(e.) An association of sphalerite with very small quantities of

galena, pyrite and chalcopyrite. From the Mother Lode claim.

Poplar creek, West Kootenay district, province of British

Columbia.

(/.) A cavernous, rust-stained quartz, carrying very small quan-

tities of pyrite and chalcopyrite and a little free gold. From

the Eva mine, Lexington mountain, half a mile north of the

town of Camborne, West Kootenay district, province of British

Columbia.

{g.) An association of arsenopyrite and pyrite in a gangue com-

posed of quartz with a little feldspar. From the Hardy group,

Lardeau river, West Kootenay district, province of British

Columbia.

{h.) Fine masses of a yellowish-white, greenish-yellow and

yellowish-green, subtranslucent to translucent, calcite having a

fine-columnar, radiated and concentric structure. From the
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Black Prince claim, Gainer creek, a tributary of the south fork

of Lardeau creek. Trout lake, West Kootenay district, province

of British Columina.

Dowling, D. B., B.A. 8c. :—

(a.) Semi-anthracite, from C. P. R. tunnels. Cascade mountain,

section 19, township 26, range 11 west of the 5th initial merid-

ian, district of Alberta, North-west Territory.

(b.) Anthracitic coal, from pinch out north-west of slope, bottom

of No. 1 seam, at the Canmore mine, section 29, township 24,

range 10 west of the 5th initial meridian, district of Alberta,

North-west Territory.

(c.) Anthracitic coal, from a vertical seam high up the mountain)

on the east branch of Kananaskis river, a tributary of the

Bow, five miles below the head of Elbow river, section 33,

township 19, range 8 west of the 5th initial meridian, district

of Alberta, North-west Territory.

(d.) Semi-anthracite, from the Costigan seam, forks of Panther

river, section 33, township 30, range 11 west of the fifth initial

meridian, district of Alberta, North-west Territory.

(e.) Anthracitic coal, from the five foot seven inch Costigan seam,

Panther river, post B, section 1, township 31, range 12 west of

the fifth initial meridian, district of Alberta, North-west Terri-

tory.

(/.) Anthracitic coal, from lower seam, three feet six inches thick,

Panther river, post B, section, township, range, »i:c., same 9,s

given under "e.

'

(g.) Anthracitic coal, from three foot six inch seam. Panther

river, post D, section, township, range, &c., same as given

under "e."

(h.) Semi-anthracite, from the two foot seam, section 8, township

30, range 12 west of the 5th initial meridian, district of Alberta,

North-west Territory.

(i.) Semi-anthracite, from the five foot seam. Panther river, post

D, section, township, range, (fee, same as given under "/i."

{j.) Coal, from a five foot seam, head of Snow creek, between

Panther and Red Deer rivers, district of Alberta, North-west

Territory.

Ells, Dr. R. W. :—

(a.) Coal, from tunnel on lower seam at Coal Gully. Yale district,

province of British Columbia.
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(6.) Coal, from lot 1267, on creek running into Quilchena creek,

Yale district, province of British Columbia.

{c.) Coal, from southerly outcrop of seam on Coldwater river,

Yale district, province of British Columbia.

Faribault, E. R., B.A.:—

(a.) An association of quartz with some chloritic schist, carrying

small quantities of pyrrhotite, pyrite, sphalerite, galena and

arsenopyrite and some native gold. From the property of the

Plough Lead Mining Co., Wine Harbour, Guysborough Co.,

province of Nova Scotia.

(6.) An intimate association of hydrated peroxides of iron and

manganese— so-called Van Dyke paint or "Umber"— from

wh;it is known as the Paint mine, Chester Basin, Lunenburg

Co., province of Nova Scotia.

(c.) A slightly ferruginous and manganiferous dolomitic lime-

stone, from the so-called Paint mine, Chester Basin, Lunenbuag

Co., province of Nova Scotia.

(d.j An association of quartz, feldspar and mica, with a little

scapolite and trifling quantities of fluorite and of chlorite, and

small quantities of molybdenite. From vein in granite, right

bank of Larder river, one mile south of Old Dalhousie load,

New Ross, Lunenburg county, province of Nova Scotia.

(e.j An association of quartz, feldspar and mica, with small

quantities of calcite and fluorite, holding a little molybdenite

and sphalerite, and some particles of chalcopyrite and pyrite-

From vein in granite on Caraway island, in Lake Ramsay,

Lun-^nburg county, province of Nova Scotia.

(/.) An association of quartz with some chloritic schist, carrying

sma 1 quantities of chalcopyrite and pyrite, somewhat less of

galena, a little sphalerite, and very small quantities of native

gold. From the Borden Lead, West Lake mine, Mount Uniacke,

Hants county, province of Nova Scotia.

(ff.j Crystals of smoky quartz and mica, from a vein in granite, at

top of hill just west of Joe Bill brook, one mile west of

Seflerensville P.O., Lunenburg county, Nova Scotia.

(h.j An association of quartz with a little chloritic schist, and a

very small quantity of calcite, carrying a somewhat large

quantity of mispickel, a small quantity of galena, a little

chalcopyrite, and a very small quantity of sphalerite and of
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pyrrhotite. From the Baltimore-Nova Scotia Mining Com-

pany's Caribou mines, Halifax county, prov'ince of Nova Scotia.

(i.) Limonite, from prospecting pit on vein in granite, two miles

north-east of north end of Wallaback lake. New Ross, Lunen-

burg county, province of Nova Scotia. From surface.

(j.) An association of specular iron and manganite, from prospect-

ing pit referred to under (i.) From a depth of six feet.

(k.) A crystal of almandite, from head of Sherbrooke lake, Lunen-

burg county, province of Nova Scotia.

Johnston, R. A. A. :

—

(a.) Copper, native, two large masses of, from the Sovereign claim

in Aspen Grove camp, at the head of Otter creek, Yale district,

province of British Columbia.

(h.) Chalcedony, three large masses and two smaller fragments of>

from the Maggie claim in Aspen Grove camp, at the head of

Otter creek, Yale district, province of British Columbia.

(c.)t Tdocrase, from Charley's Cove, north-west side of Frye's

island, Charlotte county, province of New Brunswick.

Keele, Joseph, B. A. So. ;

—

(a.) Gold, native, filiform and nuggety, from Highet creek, a

remote tributary of the Stewart, Yukon Territory.

(b.) Concentrates, obtained in the course of placer gold-mining on

Highet creek, a remote tributary of Stewart river, Yukon Ter-

ritory.

(c.) Concentrates, obtained in the course of placer gold mining on

Duncan creek, Yukon Territory.

(d.) Concentrates, obtained in the course of placer gold mining at

Dublin gulch, on Haggart creek, a tributary of the McQuesten,

Yukon Territory.

McConnell, R. G., B.A.:—

{a.) Lignitic coal, from a seam on a branch of Ruby creek, a

tributary of Indian river, about seven miles up from its mouth,

Yukon district, North-west Territory.

(6.) Lignite, from a seam on Coal creek, a tributary of the Yukon,

eleven miles and three-quarters up from its mouth, Yukon

Territory.

(c.) Coal, from Miller's workings on the Lewes, about twenty miles

above Five Finger rapids, Yukon Territory. .

345
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McKinnon, A. T. :

—

Hematite, from about half a mile south of Grand Pre railway

station, Kings county, province of Nova Scotia.

Willimott, C. W. :—

(a.) Asbestus (fibrous serpentine, chrysotile), from Johnson's mine,

on the twenty-seventh lot of the sixth range of the township of

Thetford, Megantic Co., province of Quebec.

(b.) Idem, dressed.

{^Received as presentations.)

Archibald, SheriflF, and Jas. A. Crease, per E. R. Faribault, B.A. So.

(Survey), a sample of ore from the Borden lead. West Lake

mine, Mount Uniacke, Hants Co., province of Nova Scotia.

Deville, E., Surveyor General, Ottawa :
—

(a.) Gypsum, var. alabaster, from the south-east quarter of sec-

tion 14, township 33, range 8 west of the first meridian, pro-

vince of Manitoba.

(h.) Gypsum, var. selenite, frotn the .south-west quarter of section

4, township 33, range 8 west of the 1st meridian, province of

Manitoba.

(c.) Gypsum, white, fine-granular, massive, from the south-west

quarter of section 23, township 33, range 8 west of the first

meridian, province of Manitoba.

{d.) Gypsum, brownish-white, somewhat fine-granular, massive,

from the north-east quarter of section 3, township 33, range 8

west of the 1st meridian, province of Manitoba.

(«.) Limestone, very fine-granular, almost compact, from the

Narrows of Lake Manitoba, province of Manitoba.

if.) Selenite, from the mud banks on the Simonette river where

it is ci'ossed by the sixth meridian, district of Alberta, North-

west Territory.

Lonergan, Daniel, per E. R. Fa- ibault (Survey) :

—

Almandite, crystal of, from head of Sherbrooke lake, Lunenburg

Co., province of Nova Scotia.

Lordley, Capt., Chester, Lunenburg Co., Nova Scotia:

—

Infusorial earth, from Sabody pond, east side of Middle river,

two miles, above the bridge, Chester, Lunenburg Co., province

of Nova Scotia.
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Mitchell, W. D., New Denver, B.C. :—

(a.) Galena, from the Queen Bess mine, Silver mountain, AVest

Kootenay district, B.C.

[b.) Galena and tetrahedrite, association of, in a quartzose pmirue'

from a claim on Goat mountain, West Kootenay district, 15.
C-

(c.) Galena, from the Idaho mine, West Kootenay district. B.C

(d.) Galena and tetrahedrite, in a gangue of quartz, from the

Sligo vein, Gapella group, Goat mountain. West Kootenay

district, B.C.

(e.) Tetrahedrite, pyrite and a little sphalerite, in a gangue of

quartz, from the Kintora claim, Mollie Hughes group, West

Kootenay district, B.C.

(/.) Galena, from a claim on Blind Springs hill. Blind Springs

mining district, Mono Co., Cal., U.S.A.

(g.) Bournonite, from same claim as specimen ''/."'

(h.) Silver, native, in a quartzo-feldspathic gangue, from the same

claim as the two preceding specimens : and the following from

the Bosun mine, near New Denver, West Kootenay district,

B.C.:

(i.) Galena, fine-granular, almost compact, massive.

(j.) Galena, very fine-crystalline, massive.

(k.) Galena, fine-granular, massive, with w^hich is associated a

little sphalerite, chalcopyrite and a trifling quantity of ruby-

silver.

(I.) Sphalerite, with a little disseminated pyrite.

(m.) Galena, cleavable, somewhat coarse-crystalline.

(n.) Galena, very fine-granular, massive, locally known as " steel

ore."

(o.) Pyrite, an association of, with sphalerite.

(p.) Galena, very fine-crystalline, almost compact, locally known
as " wavy galena."

(q.) Galena, very fine-crystalline-massive, through which is dis'

tributed a little chalcopyrite.

Nattress, Rev, Thomas, B.A.^ Amherstburg, Ontario, per J. F.

Whiteaves (survey) :

—

The following, obtained in the course of excavating the bed of the

Detroit river at Amherstburg, Essex county, Ontario :

—

(a.) Celestite, large, isolated, more or less perfect, tabular crystals

of—two specimens.
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(b.) Celestite, bluish, crystal aggregates—nine specimens.

(c.) Calcite, var. dog-tooth spar, of a yellowish-brown colour

—

four specimens.

(d.) Dolomite, with inclusions of bituminous matter.

(e.) Quartziie, white, compact, with some attached celesite.

Smith, F. B., inspector of mines, Calgary, N.W.T. :
—

Iron '.ail, part of, from workings of the coal mine at Harts, Al-

berta, N.W.T., illustrating the action of the mine water on

. same.

Soues, F., gold commissioner, Clinton, B.C. :

—

(a.) Agate-jasper, from Big Bar, on the Fraser river, Lillooet dis-

trict, province of British Columbia.

(b.) Scheelite, from Hardscrabble creek, Cariboo district, province

of British Columbia.

Spencer, Dr. D., Ottawa, Canada:—
Peat briquettes, from the Newington peat works, township of

Osnabpuck, Stormont county, Ontario.

Thomlinson, William, mining agent, New Denver, B.C. :

—

Scheelite, from the Meteor mine. Springer creek. West Kootenay

district, province of British Columbia.

Mr. C. W. Wilimott was engaged during the early part of the year

in carrying out a lengthy series of experiments with ochres, cays and

certain other minerals, with a view of demonstrating their utility as

mineral paints. This accomplished, his time was mainly occupied in

making up collections of minerals and rocks for distribution to various

Canadian educational institutions. The following is a list of those to

which such collections have been sent :

—

Collegiate Institute, Gait, Ont., consisting of

Toronto University, Toronto, Ont.

Collegiate Institute, Ingersoll, Ont.

High school, Petrolia, Ont.

Convent school, Sydney Mines, N.S.

Aberdeen school, St. .John, N.B.

Convent, Whitney Pier, Sydney, Is'.S.

High school, Campbellford, Ont.

Huron Institute, Collingwood, Ont.

High school, Sydenham, Ont.

Col. Inst., Harbord street, Toronto, Ont.

High school, Keenora, Ont.

Centi-al school, Chatham, Ont.

Lachine academy, Lachine, Que.

McDonald school, Middleton, N.S.
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Collections has also been supplied to :

—

Rev. J. D. Borthwick, Montreal, Q., consistint.' "f o7

A. C. Bell, M. P., New-Glasgow. N.S. ., 52

C F. Speipix;r, Trout lake, B.C. • 45

Can. Commercial a^ent, Paris, France .. (i2

Lc Figaro, Paris. France .. 75
C/iro'/uHf Reference Library, Halifax, N. 8." 75

Total nuiiil)er of specimens l,o()7

He has also, at intervals, vi.sited, for the purpose of pro uring

further material for the making up of such collections, the townships

of Hull, Wakefield, Buckingham, Yilleneuve and Egan, in Ottawa
county, province of Quebec, of Russ and Bromley in Renfrew county,

that of Bancroft in Hastings county, and those of Calvin and Cameron
in the district of Nipissing, in the province of Ontario.

' While so engaged, he collected :

—

Serpentine liin-stone some 200 lbs.

•Ta-per
, 1.50 „

All liVe „ 200 „

Mici 1 cl iiie •.
. . ,, 200 m

« ^lartz e , 100 .,

Fluorite, in calcite ,, 10() ,,

Amazon stone ,, 400 ,,

Limestone ,, 150 ,,

Molybdenite, in the ^angue ,, 2.o0 «

Molybdenite, pure „ 35 „

Shellmarl ,, 100 „

Serpentiiie ,, 50 ,,

' The njsults of Mr. Willimott's experiments in connection with

mineral pigments—above referred to, have been incorporated by him,

together with some observations on mineral occurrences, which he

made while engaged in collecting minerals, in a separate report— see,

page 229.

Mapping and Engraving.

Mr. C. 0. Senecal, Geographer and Chief Draughtsman.

Mr. C. O. Senecal, reports as follows :

—

" I have the honour to present, herewith, a summary of the work

accomplished under ray supervision during the past calendar year :

Mr. L. N. Richard prepared the colour copy of the Haliljurton

sheet for the lithographer and part of the engraver's copy of a geolog- of work,

ical map of the island of Montreal and vicinity. He has also drawn

a map of the southern part of the province of Quebec for photo' itho-

graphic reproduction. He made reductions of astronomical observa-

tions, various computations, and tested field instruments, etc.
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Mr. Richard was on sick leave from April 2 to June 27. From

August 18 to the end of September he was on field duty and spent the

remainder of the year in plotting his surveys.

Mr. J. A Robert spent the greater'^part of his time on the compila-

tion of Mr. H. Fletcher's map of Nova Scotia, covering sheets Nos.

. 64, 65, 66, 73, Ti, 75, 83 and 84. He traced, for engraving, sheets

Nos. 65 and 74
;
prepared the colour copy of six Cumberland county

sheets, and attended to the revision and correction of Nova Scotia

map proofs. He was also on field duty from August 20 to end of

September, aad his slnca baen occapiei in calculations of latitude

and departure.

Mr. O. E. Prud'horame compiled the map of Southern Quebec ; made

additions to the eastern sheet of the Dominion Map and to the Lake

Nipigon sheets Nos. 1 1 and 1 7 of the Northern Ontario series, from

recent surveys. He prepared the colour copy for the geological and

topographical editions of the Klondike map ; the relief copy in crayon-

shading of the map of Boundary Creek mining district, B. C, and

copies for photolithographic reproduction of the Winisk river map ; of

a sketch map of the Lardeau mining district, B. C. ; of a sketch map

showing Cretaceous rocks of Alberta district, and of a geological section

of Doliver mine, N.S. He also lettered the Perth sheet (No. 119,

Ont.)andthe map of Lake Temagami iron ranges.

Mr. V. Perrin compiled the Winisk river map, and completed the

Ignace sheet, No. 5, North-western Ontario series He has in hand the

compilation of Mr. Mclnnes' recent surveys of the Headwaters of

Winisk river.

Mr. James McGee was, on January 12th, appointed general assistant

and type writer . It is with regret that I have to report his prema-

ture death which occured on May 12th, from injuries he iiad sustained

in an accident. He was replaced by his brother Mr. J. J. McGee, jr.,

who reported himself for duty on 1st of June. Mr. McGee was on

field work from August 20th to the end of October.

Mr F. O'Farrell was appointed as draughtsman on October 24th and

was instructed to assist Mr. E. R. Faribault in the compilation of this

officer's surveys of Halifax and Hants counties. Nova Scotia.

Mr. P. Frereault traced, for engraving, the Ottawa and Cornwall

geological sheet, Ontario series ; the map of V!Wie and Murray mines,

Sudbury mining district, Ont. and additions to map of Boundary Creek
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mining district, B. C. He also prepared, for photolithography, a map

of North-western Ontario ; a sketch map of the vicinity of the Klon-

dike ; a section of West Lake mine, X.8., and made several zinc-cut

drawings for various reports. Mr. Frereault was on sick leave from

October 14, to November 24.

Messrs. W. J. Wilson, J. Keele, O. O'SuUivan and J. F. E. Johns,

ton having been transferred to the field stafiF, contributed only a small

portion of their time to mapping work. Mr. Keele compiled the map

of Elsie and Murray mines, Ont. ; a sketch map of the vicinity of the

Klondike, a map of Lake Temagami iron ranges, and partly prepared

the copies of the same for engraving and lithographing. M. O'Sullivan

devoted some time to the compilation of the Nova Scotia map-sheets

of Halifax county. He is at present preparing a preliminary map of

the west coast of James bay, to accompany his summary i-eport 1904.

Mr. Wilson finished the construction of his preliminary map of

North-western Ontario.

The following maps were compiled by field-officers from their res- Mapping by
field-otticers.

pective surveys :

—

Continuation of the mapping of the Lardeau mining district, B. C,

on the 2-mile scale, by Mr. W. H. Boyd.

Costigan coal-field. Alberta, 40 chains to one inch, with sections and

perspective view, by Mr. D. B. Dowling.

A contour geological map of Yamaska mountain. Que., scale 20

chains to one inch by Dr. G. A. Young.

Plans of the following gold districts of Nova Scotia by Mr. E. R.

Faribault :

—

Miller lake, Halifax, county, Scale^ 500 ft. to 1 inch.

Clam Harbour, '• " " 250 ft.

Malaga, Queens county " 250 ft. "

Brookfield, county " 250 ft.

Leipsigate, Lunenburg county, " 500 ft. "

A geological map of Arctic Canada on the -cale of 50 miles to 1

inch, showing the cruise made by the Neptune in 190^^-4 under the

comiiand of Mr. A. P. Low, is also under construction by Mr. C. F.

King. This interesting map is expected to be placed, shortly, in the

engraver's hands.

The routine work of correcting map proofs, making sun-prints, trac- Routine work.

ings, lists of repairs of instruments, projections, etc., was divided

amons the staflp and attended to.
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Havin<^ received instructions to make an accurate transit and chain

survey of the Dominion Atlantic railway and of the Halifax and South-

western railway of Nova Scotia for the purpose of locating and tying

in the detailed surveys of Messrs. H. Fletcher and E. R. Faribault,

extending in Kings, Annapolis and Lunenburg counties, I left for the

field on August 19, accompanied by Mr. L. N. Richard as transit man

and Messrs. J. A. Robert and J. J. McGee, jr., as chainmen. Trav.

erse lines checked by careful azimuth observations, were run between

Port George and Bridgewater—thus connecting opposite coasts of

Nova Scotia—and between Middleton junction and Hantsport, tying

with my survey of 1902 on the Kings—Hants county line. From the

data of these traverses, the geographical position of the following

points, depending upon the latitude and longitude of Hantsport and

Bridgewater, as given on Admiralty charts No3. 353 and 342, was

computed.

V

Locality.
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No. 894.—Kluane mining district, Yukon, scale, 6 miles to 1 inch.

No. 895.—West coast of James bay, Keewatin, scale, 16 miles to 1

inch.

No. 897.—Nictaux and Torbrook iron district, N.S., scale, 25 chaini

to 1 inch.

No. 898.—Bruce Mines and Debarats district, Ontario, scale, 1 mile

to 1 inch.

Besides the above mentioned maps, there are at present twenty-four Maps in

in various stages of progress in the hands of the Kings Printer, P^os^'^s^-

including the Bancroft and Haliburton (Ont.), the Klondike and the

Boundary Creek (B.C.) maps, the editions of which are expected 9.t an

early date. Of that number, eight new geological sheets of the system-

atic series of Nova Scotia were sent for engraving on copper.

The examination and repairing of field-instruments was, as usual, Field-instru-

attended to, and the following new instruments were purchased :

—

One Bridges-Lee Photo-theodolite, from L. Casella, London, Eng.

One 8-inch graduated circle for transit No. 5, from "W. & L. E.

Gurley, Troy, N. Y.

One Ross-Zeis3 copying lens, series vii a, 6i x S^, from Ross, Lon-

don, England

One camera, 5x7 without lens, No. 19, from R. F. Smith, Mont-

real, Que.

Two cameras, 4x5, Nos. 27 and 29, from W. J. Topley, Ottawa,

Ont.

One 50-foot steel tape. No. 21, from Department of Stationery,

Ottawa.

Three 66-foot Chesterman tapes Nos. 5, 11 and 34, from Department

of Stationery, Ottawa.

Two pocket compasses Nos. 41 and 42 from McDougall Hardware

Co., Ottawa.

The number of letters, memoranda, specification sheets, etc., relating Correspon-

ap-work,

26—23
to map-work, was 264 sent and 160 received.

^^^^'
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The following is a list of maps, plans and diagrams which have been

received from the King's Printer during the past calendar year :

—

Cataloprue
number.

792

853

842

845

846
820

824
et

825
864

852

789

847

848

875

876

866

833

826

832

843

844

849

850

Description.
Area in sq.

miles.

British Columbia—West Kootenay geological sheet, Scale,

4 miles to 1 inch
British Columbia— Sketch map of Lardeau and Trout Lake

mineral belts, West Kootenay district. Scale S miles lo

1 inch.

Athabaska district—Map of Peace and Athalmska rivers,

scale 32 miles to 1 inch.

Alberta district—Sketch map of Cretaceous coal-bearing

rocks, scale 2 miles to 1 inch.

Keewatin—Map of Winisk river, scale 16 miles to linch.

Ontario—Geological map of Sud bury mining region, (Sud-

bury map, ) scale, 1 mile to 1 inch
Ontario—Geological map of vicinity of Copper Cliff, Sud-

bury mining district, in two sheets, scnle 400 feet to

1 inch
Ontario—Geological map of Elsie and Murray mine, Sud-

bury mining district, scale 400 feet to 1 inch

Ontario—Geological map of North-east Arm and Vermilion
iron ranges, Lake Temagami, scale 40 chains to 1 inch.

Ontario—Perth geological sheet, (No. 119,) scale 4 miles to

linch
Ontario—Preliminary map of the north-western part of the

province, north of Lake Superior, scale 16 miles to 1

inch.

Quebec—Plan of recent landslide on Lievre river, near

Buckingham, scale 12 chains to 1 inch.

Quebec—INIap of city of Montreal and vicinity showing
location of wells, scale 3,000 feet to 1 inch.

Quebec—Graphic diagrams showing the relations of groups
of wells in the city of Montreal and vicinity.

Quebec—Map of the older copper-bearing rocks of South-

ern Quebec.
Nova Scotia—Geological map of Pictou coalfield, scale 25

chains to 1 inch
Nova Scotia—Apple river geological sheet, (Nos. -100 &

101) ; Scale 1 mile to 1 inch
Nova Scotia—Plan and section of Isaac Harbour Gold dis-

trict, scale .500 feet to 1 inch.

Nova Scotia—Plan and section of Cochran Hill gold district,

scale 500 feet to 1 inch.

Nova Scotia—Plan and section of Gold River gold district,

scale 250 feet to 1 inch.

Nova Scotia—Sections of West Lake mine, Mount LTniacke
gold district.

Nova Scotia—Transverse section of Doliver mine, LTpper
Isaac Harbour gold district.

Also eight diagrams to illustrate the mineral production of

Canada and several zinc-cuts to accompany various

reports.

6,400

208

abt. 8h

.3,456

66

473
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Palaeontology and Zoology.

Bij Dr. J. F. Wh- leaves.

Dr. Whiteaves reports that the study of the fossils of the Silurian

rocks of the Winisk river (Keewatin), collected by IMr. W. Mclnnes
in the summer season of 1903, which was commenced late in the fall

of that year, has been completed as far as practicable, and that a list

of the species represented therein has been prepared for publication in

Mr. Mclnnes' report.

Three parts of the third volume of "Palaeozoic Fossils" have already

been published by this Survey, and it is intended that the fourth

part shall consist of a descriptive and illustrated report on the fossils

of the Silurian (Upper Silurian) rocks of Keewatin, Manitoba and

Saskatchewan now, in its Museum. A considerable portion of the

letter press of this report, embracing all that refers to fossils of Kee-

watin, has been written during the year.

A preliminary examination has been made of the fossils of the

palfeozoic rocks of the Kabinakagami, Little Current, Nagagami and
Drowning rivers, in Northern Ontario, collected by Messrs. "W. J.

Wilson and O. O'Sullivan in 1903. At one locality on the Little

Current-river the fossil fauna has rather a "Hudson river" facies, but

everywhere else on these rivers where fossils were collected the rocks

appear to be of Silurian (Upper Silurian) age.

In 1901 Dr. H. M. Ami collected some fine specimens of a species

of Trocholites from the Trenton limestone at the Natural Steps, on

the Montmorency river, in the province of Quebec. A study of these

specimens has led to a I'ecent revision of the Canadian species of that

genus and to a reconsideration of the geological horizons indicated by

each. The conclusions arrived at on these points are embodied in a

paper published in the "Ottawa Naturalist" for April, 1904, and

entitled "The Canadian species of Trocholites."

Another paper, entitled "Description of a new genus and species of

rugose corals from the Silurian rocks of Manitoba," and based upon >

spacimens collected by Mr. J. B. Tyrrell in 1897, was published in the

same journal for September, 1904.

Twenty-four collections of fossils have been sent to the writer

during the year, and nineteen of these have been examined and
26—23|
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studied. Four of these collections are from the neighbourhood of

Ottawa, forwarded by Mr. Walter R. Billings ; one collection is from

the Utica shale or slate at CoUingwood, Ont., sent by the Rev. Thos.

Nattress; five, not yet critically examined, are from the bed of the

Detroit river at Amherstburg, also sent by the Rev. Thos.

Nattress ; one is from the carboniferous rocks at Nevada, consigned

by Mr. W. F. Ferrier; the remaining thirteen are from the cretaceous

rocks at various localities on Vancouver island, sent by Miss Wilson

and Mr, Walter Harvey. Some specimens of exceptional interest in

these collections have been acquired for the Museum of the Survey,

and the rest have been named and returned. Two of those presented

by Mr. Billings have been described by the writer and figured in a

paper recently contributed to the "American Geologist" entitled

"Notes on some siphuncles of Canadian Endoceratidae, with descrip-

tions of two supposed new species of Nanno." And, the two crinoids

and five of the best heart urchins referred to in another paper by the

writer, published in the "American Journal of Science" for October,

1904, entitled "Uintacrinus and Hemiaster in the Vancouver Creta-

ceous," were presented by Miss Wilson and Mr. Harvey.

A number of fossils from the Vancouver Cretaceous which were

loaned by the Provincial Museum at Victoria and by Mr. Harvey

during the preparation of Mesozoic Fossils, vol. I, part 5, have been

named and returned.

In zoology, the extensive series of land and water shells collected

last summer by Mr. Mclnnes at various localities in Keewatin have

been examined and studied. It has been found to consist of numer-

ous specimens of seven species of land shells and of twenty-five species

of fresh-water shells, a list of which has been prepared for publication

in Mr. Mclnnes' report. Small collections of land and fresh-water

shells from Keewatin, British Columbia, and the Yukon territory, as

well as a number of foreign shells, have been named for Mr. O'Sulli-

van. Dr. Fletcher, Mr. Keele and the St. Laurent convent near

Montreal.

At the request of Professor Verrill, who is engaged in the prepara-

tion of an illustrated monograph of the recent echinodermata of the

Pacific coast of North America, which is to form one of the volumes to

be published by the Harriman Alaska Expedition, nearly the whole of

the survey's large and important collection of starfishes and brittle

stars from the seaboard of British Columbia, has been sent to him for

examination and study.
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A " Bibliography of Canadian Zoology for the year 1903, exclusive

of Entomology " has been prepared for publication in the Transactions

of the Royal Society of Canada for VdOi.

Three short zoological papers have been published in the "Ottawa
Naturalist " during the year. One of these records the discovery by
Dr. Bell, in 1885, of a living colony of a common European land-snail

(Helicigona arhustorum) on grassy slopes facing the sea, near the

narrows of St. John's harbour, Newfoundland. This seems to be the

first instance of this species being found, in a living state, on the

American side of the Atlantic. The second paper entitled " A White

Pelican at Manotick," is descriptive of a fine adult female of the Am-
erican white pelican (Pelecaniis erythrohynchus) shot last May on the

Rideau river at Manotick, fourteen miles south of Ottawa. The speci-

men is now in the museum of the survey. The third paper is a short

note on the recent acquisition, by the Provincial Museum at Halifax, of

an adult male of the brown pelican ( Pelecanus /uscus) shot at Louis-

burg, Cape Breton island, also in May last.

During Dr. Bell's absence from Ottawa, for about six weeks last sum-

mer, the duties of acting deputy head and director have been per-

formed by the writer.

The number of official letters received and answered in 1 904, has been

about as usual.

The following specimens have been received either from members of

the sta£F, or from employees of the department in 1904 :

—

Ells, Dr. R. W. :—

Seventy-five specimens of fossil plants from the brown shales at

Quilchena creek, Nicola river valley, Yale district, B.C. About

fifty fossils, including three ammonites, from shales on the

top of the mountain north of the Nicola river, three miles west

of Nicola lake, B.C. Sixteen fossils from carbonaceous shales

at Coal gully, Nicola coal basin, B.C.

Chalmers, Dr. R. W. :—

Six fossil fresh-water shells from the clays of the Lake St. John

district at Roberval, P.Q.

McConnell, R. G. :—

Five fossils from the Kluane mining district, Yukon territory.
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Low, A, P. :

—

A collecti^a of fossils, from the Silurian limestone of North

Devon island. Collections of fossils from Silurian limestones,

Southampton island, Hudson bay, six complete specimens of

musk-ox including four males, one female and one young male.

Specimens of arctic wolf, fox, lemming, marmot and hare. Spe-

cimens of birds breeding in the arctic, together with many rare

birds eggs :—including those of the Snow Goose, Whistling

Swan, Parasitic and Long-tailed Jaeger, Arctic Tern, Sabine

Gull, Glaucous Gull, Herring Gull, American and King Eider

i

Red Phalarope, and Leash Sandpiper.

A large collection of marine and fresh-water invertebrates from

Fullerton, Hudson bay and Port Burwell.

Ami, Dr. H. M. :—

About 500 fossils from the Silurian rocks along the Arisaig shore,

Antigonish co., N.S.

About 300 fossils from South mountain, Messenger brook, and the

valley of the Torbrook, Annapolis co., N.S.

Fifty specimens of Ostracoderms, etc., from McArras brook,

Antigonish co., N.S.
"*

Several slabs and fragments of fossil plants from St. Andrews,

N.B.

About 300 fossils from Silurian and Devonian rocks at St. Helen's

island, near Montreal.

Pleistocene fossils from Peel St., Montreal.

About 1.50 Trenton fossils from the Montmorency and Ferree

rivers, Montmorency co., P.Q.

Numerous fossils from the Trenton, Utica and other formations

near Ottawa.

About fifty fragments of pottery and bon.es from the right bank

of the South Nation river, near Casselman, Ont.

Lambe, L. M. :

—

A large collection of vertebrate remains from the Cypress hills, in

south-western Assiniboia.

Mclnnes, W. :

—

A large collection of land and fresh water-shells from Iveewatin.

Wilson, W. J. :
—

A few fossils from near the mouth of the Pagwachuan river,

Kenogami river basin, Algoma district, Ont,, and a few fresh.
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water shells from Northern Ontario. Five dripped flints, from

O'Sullivan lake, Thunder bay district, Ont.

Bailey, Prof. L. W. :—

Forty specimens of graptolites from the Cambro-Silurian slates at

Tete a Gauche river, Gloucester co., N.B.

Two slabs of Carboniferous shale from Gunn's mine, Minto,

Sunbury co., N.B.

Two slabs of shale, with obscure fossils, from Tapley's mills,

Woodstock, N.B.

Two slabs of graptolitic shales, from Monument settlement, York

CO., N.B.

About twenty specimens of obscure fossils from Lower Birch

island, S. W. Miramichi river, N.B.

Keele, Joseph :

—

Specimens of fresh-water shells from small lakes in the valley of

the Stewart river, Yukon territory.

Dowling, D. B. :—

About 100 fossils from the DevonoCarboniferous of the Rocky

mountains in Canada.

Spreadborough, W. :

—

Ninety skins of birds and seventy-two of small mammals, from

the vicinity of Fernie and Elks, B.C. Specimens of marine,

land, and fresh-water shells, from several localities in or near

James bay.

The additions to the paljeontological, zoological, archteological,

and ethnological collections in the Museum during 1904,* and from

other sources, ai"e as follows.

By presentation :
—

{A

.

—Palceontology.

)

Springer, Hon. Frank, East Las Vegas, New Mexico :

—

Slab of Niobrara chalk from Logan Co., Kansas, showing at least

six fine and nearly perfect specimens of Uintacrinns socialis,

Grinnell, on one of its weathered surfaces, and three separate

specimens of that species, from the same formation and locality.

* In last year Summary Report, page 203, line 21 from the top, the additions to
the Museum for 1903 are inadvertently incorrectly stated to be those " for 1902."
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Harvey, "Walter, Crofton, B.C. :

—

Specimen of Uintacrinus from the Cretaceous shales on the north

bank of the Cowichan river, below Menzies creek, Vancouver

island ; and one from similar shales at Vesuvius bay, Salt Spring

island. Specimen of Hemiaster Vancouveren sis, from the Cre-

taceous shales at Shopland, V.I.

Wilson, Miss. M. E., Duncan's, V. I.:

—

Type oi Hemiaster Vancouversnsis, W., from the north side of the

Cowichan river, V.I., near the mouth of Menzies creek ; and

two specimens of the same species, from the west slope of Mount
Tzonhalem, V.I., from shale pits on the Maple Bay road.

Narraway, J. E., Ottawa :

Specimen of Beatricta, recently collected at Stony mountain,

Manitoba, by E. J. Adams.

Fawcett, G. H., Ottawa :

—

" Specimen of Corhicula occidentalis, from the Little Bow river,

near the mouth of Long Coulee.

Crawley, F. A., Wolfville, N.S.
;
per Dr. Ami :—

A fossil from the iron ore beds of the Torbrook valley^ Annapolis

valley, N.S.

Leckie, Major J. E., Torbrook Mines, Annapolis, N.S.
;
per Dr.

Ami :

—

Two slabs of fossiliferous iron ore (hematite) from the Torbrook

mine.

Phinney, Capt. James, Middleton, Annapolis Co., N.S.
;
per Dr.

Ami :—

Specimen of ore from the bore-hole on the Fletcher Wheelock

property (ninety-eight feet from the surface). South mountain,

Annapolis co.

Grant, H. H., New Glasgow, Pictou co., N.S.
;
per Dr. Ami :

—

Specimen of core from the bore-hole on Rear brook, west bank of

the East river of Pictou, near New Glasgow.

(B.—Zoology.)

Tyrrell, J. B., Dawson City, Y.T. .—

Male, female and lamb of Ovis Dalli, from the Yukon territory.
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Latchford, Hon. F. R., Ottawa :

—

Four fine specimens of Area incongrua, Say, from Ste. Augustine,

Florida.

Labarthe, J., Trail, B.C. :—

Set of nine eggs of the Cinnamon Teal ; nest of three eggs of the

Black-winged Stilt ; both from Salt Lake county, Utah.

Stewart, Jas., Grande Prairie, B.C. :

—

Numerous specimens of a small Pisidium from Grande Prairie.

Brodie, Dr. W., Toronto :—

Four specimens of Vitrea cellaria from Toronto, and three speci-

mens of two species of Splioerivjn from Midland, Ont.

Tufts, R. W., Wolfville, N.S. :—

Set of six eggs of the Purple Finch (Carpodacus purpureus) from

Wolfville.

Walker, Miss Mary E., BuflFalo, N.Y. :—

One specimen of Vallonia pavula, Sterki, and two specimens of

Pisiduim Danielsi, Sterki, from Oxley, Ont.

Weston, T. C, Quebec City :—

Specimen of Hygromia rufescens (an introduced British snail)

from a garden in Quebec.

Young, Rev. C. J. Madoc, Ont. :

—

Nest and set of seven eggs of the Golden-crowned Kinglet (Regulus

satrapa) from North Frontenac.

Raine, Walter, Toronto :
—

Photographs of the nest and eggs of the loon (1), American

Merganser (1), Double-crested Cormorant (2), Herring Gull (1),

and Black Tern (1), from Lake Winnepegosis ; and of the

American robin (1), and Prairie horned Lark (1), from Kew
Beach, Toronto.

Beaupre, Edwin, Kingston, Ont. :

—

Two photographs of the nesting place of the Least Bittern, at Col-

lins lake, Frontenac county, and one photograph of the nest

and eggs of the Florida Gallinule, at the same lake : also a

photograph of the nesting place and eggs of a Black Duck in an

old crow's nest in an elm tree on Wolfe island, near Kingston.
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(G.—Archceology and Ethnology.)

His Excellency the Earl of Minto (per Dr. R. Bell) :—

A birch bark box.

Armstrong,R . E., St. Andrews, N.B. :

—

Stone skin scraper, found a mile and a half above St. Andrews, in

the valley of the St. Croix river.

By jj'irchase :—
From D. H. Price, Aylmer, Ont. :

—

" A large collection of Indian relics, mostly from the country on

the north side of Lake Erie, which was inhabited by the

Tobacco nation, at the advent of Europeans."—R. Bell.

From Walter Harvey, Crofton, V.I. :
—

An unusually perfect specimen of a fossil crab, in a cretaceous

nodule, picked up on the beach at Victoria, B.C.

From John Flann, jr., Manotick, Ont. :

—

A fine adult female of the American White Pelican, shot at Mano-

tick.

From R. W. Tufts, Wolfville, N.S. :—

Set of three eggs of the olive-sided flycatcher (Canta2m$ horealis)

from Wolfville.

From F. Landsberg, Victoria, B. C. :

—

Large cup-shaped sponge from the coast of British Columbia, near

Bella Bella, brought up from a depth of 300 fathoms.

V ERTEBRATE PALAEONTOLOGY,

By Mr. Laivrence M. Lamhe.

(Vertebrate Palaeontologist.)

Monograph The monograph on Dryptosaurus incrassatus referred to in the
issued.

Summary Report for 1903 as being then more than half completed,

was ready for the press in the early part of this year and has now

been printed and issued. This monograph, based on the skulls and

certain other parts of the skeletons of two individuals of one of the
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largest known species of carnivorous dinosaur, forms part III of

volume III (quarto) of Contributions to Canadian Palaeontology and

consists of twenty-seven pages of text illustrated by text figures and

eight photogravure plates. The above dino-;aurian remains are from the

Edmonton series of the Cretaceous of the Red Deer river district in

Alberta.

With a view to summarizing our knowledge to date of all fossil Other reports

vertebrate species known from Canada, a paper was prepared during

the first half of this year and presented in June last at the annual

meeting of the Royal Society of Canada, for publication. This

paper consists of four parts, (i) a summary of the progress o^

our knowledge of fossil vertebrate species since 1841, (ii) an

enumeration of species according to their geological age, (iii) an

enumeration of species arranged zoologically, and (iv) a bibliography of

the more important references to these species. The lists are a con-

venient index to the study of vertebrate palaeontology in Canada and

will, it is hoped, prove of use to advanced students generally.

The results of a further study of the posterior crests of the Ceratop-

sia (horned dinosaurs) of the Belly river series, as exemplified by mat-

erial from Red Deer river. Alberta, have been published in the

form of illustrated papers entitled ' On the squcimoso-parietal crest

of two species of horned dinosaurs from the Cretaceous of Alberta',

Ottawa Naturalist, vol. XVIII, and ' On the squamoso-parietal crest

of the horned dinosaurs Centrosaurus apertus and Monoclonius cana-

densis \ Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada, volume X.

These reports were issued in July and December respectively ; in the

latter the new genus Centrosaums is proposed.

Additional information regarding the structure and probable habits

of the remarkable dinosaur Ornithomimus alius from the Belly river

series of Red Deer river. Alberta, was published in the Ottawa Nat-

uralist, vol. XVIII, in a paper on ' The grasping power of the nianus

of Ortdthomimus alius, Lambe ' (date of issue. May 10.)

Although part II of vol. Ill (quarto) of Contributions to Canadian

Palreontology covers in a general way most of the remains of verte-

brates obtained from the Belly river series of the North-west Terri-

tory, there is still much valuable material included in these collections

that needs further study. As a single instance, from the Reptilia

alone of this interesting fauna, some time has been given during the

past year to the study of excellently preserved specimens of parts of the
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head of the crocodile Bottosaurus perrugosus, Cope, as yet very imper-

fectly known. Much additional light is thrown on the structure of

the head of this animal by the Belly river series fossils, on which an

illustrated descriptive paper, partly completed, is now in hand,

Feld work in The Oligocene beds of the Cypress hills, in Assiniboia, discovered

Cypres hills, during the summer of 1883 by Mr. R. G. McConnell, may be looked

upon as probably the most promising collecting ground so far discovered

for early Tertiary mammals in the west. Collections from this locality

made by Messrs. McConnell and Weston were reported on by Professor

E. D. Cope in 1891 in a paper entitled " The species from the Oligocene .

or Lower Miocene beds of the Cypress Hills," constituting the first part

of vol. HI (quarto) of Contributions to Canadian Paheontology. It

being thought desirable to make further collections of fossil vertebrate

remains from the Cypress hills, and acting under instructions, more

than a month during the past summer was devoted to field work in

this region.

Leaving Ottawa on 2nd July by the Canadian Pacific Railway, a start

was made by waggon from Maple creek, Assiniboia. Mr. Justin S.

De Lury, of Manilla, Ont., meeting me at North Bay, accompanied me

as field assistant, and fulfilled the duties entrusted to him in a most

creditable manner.

To reach the head waters of the north fork of Swift Current creek,

where previous collections had been made and where the best palteon-

tological results were expected, a course due south was taken as far as

Hay lake, from which point Bone coulee, almost due east, was reached

without difiiculty. In Bone coulee, about nine miles west of the east-

ern escarpment of the Cypress hills, the head waters of the north fork

of Swift Current creek and a creek flowing south (named Fairwell

creek, by Mr. McConnell but known as Frenchman creek by the

ranchmen in this district) flow within a few hundreds yards of each

other in opposite directions, the former in a north-easterly direction,

the latter at first almost due south, the sources of the creeks being in

two neighbouring coulees tributary to Bone coulee on the west.

Oligocene The exposures of the Oligocene deposits were examined along the

examined. eastern escarpment of the hills as well as on the southern slope in the

vicinity of Frenchman (White Mud) river as far west as the mouth of

the locally called Frenchman creek, also in the valley of this creek

northward to Bone coulee and for some miles along the upper reaches

of the north fork of Swift Current creek. Little success attended the

examination of the eastern and southern escarpments. The greater
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part of the collection was made in Bone coulee, with its numerous

tributary coulees, and in its southern extension for a few miles along

Frenchman creek. Here the grass-covei-ed slopes are broken by-

numerous small and isolated weathered outcrops that at first do not

appear very promising from a pah>?ontological standpoint. A careful Mammalian

and close search, however, reveals an abundance of, for the most part,
'®™^'"^-

mammalian remains.

The most prolific beds are composed of a fine conglomerate that, on

disintegration, has freed the enclosed fossils. Associated beds of coarse

sand, of a rich brown colour, also yielded some very promising

remains. Very few fossils were found in the coarser conglomerates?

and none at all in the beds of loose pebbles.

The generally fragmentary and disassociated nature of the remains

at this locality detracts much from their value as definite horizon

markers. Many of the specimens clearly show that they had been

broken and often worn prior to being deposited in the beds where they

were found. Some excellently preserved jaws with continuous series

of teeth were obtained, with many separate and well preserved teeth,

but bones of the feet were in all cases disa.ssociated.

The geology of the Cypress hills is discussed by ^Nlr. McConnell in

his report of 1885* where the newest deposits, capping the hills, are

referred to as of Miocene age. Cope, in his memoir of 1891 on the

Cypress hills collections of 1883-84, qualifies this to a certain extent

and describes these beds as of Oligocene or Lower Miocene age.

Matthew has assigned them to a more definite horizon at the bottom

of the Oligocene, expressing the opinion that they are probably of ap-

proximately the same age as the Titanotherium beds at Pipestone

springs, Montana. This opinion appears to be borne out by the list

of species from Pipestone springs published by Dr. Matthew in 1903**,

and the collections from the Cypress hills in the possession of this

Survey. It is probable that the later Oreodon beds are represented

wholly or in part. Whether the equivalent of the uppermost division

of the Oligocene (Protoceras beds) is present has yet to be ascertained.

The collection of last summer is a large one and some time was spent

in preparing it for a preliminary study that has occupied the closing

months of the year.

* Report on the Cypress hills, Wood mountain and adjacent country, &c. by R.
G. McConnell. Part C. annual report, 1885. Geological and Natural History Survey
of Canadn.

**The fauna of the Titanotherium bed.s at Pipestone Springs, Montana. Bulletin
American Museum of Natural History, vol. six, article vi, 11)03.
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The specimens require careful study and comparison with types

before anything but a tentative opinion, regarding the affinities of the

forms included in the collection, can be given.

The following provisional faunal list is the result of a preliminary

study of last summer's collection :^

PISCES.

Fishes. Actinopterygian fishes of at least two families viz : Amiidse and

Siluridfe. Represented by vertebra?, scales, and pectoral and dorsal

fin spines.

REPTILIA.

CHELONIA.

Reptiles. A number of species indicated by parts of the shell. About five

species are represented of which two can be readily identified with

Trionyx leucojiotamicus, Cope and the species from the Cypress hills

doubtfully rtiferred by Cope to Stylemys nehrascensis, Leidy.

SQUAMATA.

Lacertilian remains in the form of lower jaws with teeth, and dermal

plates. Probably referable to Cope's species Feltosaurus granulosus

from the White river beds of north-eastern Colorado.

Ophidian vertebrae, of probably one species.

*.

CROCODILIA. .

Represented by teeth, deeply pitted scutes, and vertebrae. Dr. F.

B. Loomis has in the last number of the American Journal of Science

(vol. xviii. No. 108, December 1904), in an interesting paper entitled

" Two new river reptiles from the Titanothere beds," described a new

species of crocodile (C. prenasalis) and a new species of Chrysemys (C-

inornata) from South Dakota.

Cope in his report on the Cypress hills collection of 1883-4**

describes two species of Amia, one species of Rhceas, two of Amiurus,

one of Trionyx and refers to a previously known species of Stylemys

(as above).

Lizards, snakes and crocodiles are now for the first time added to

the Oligocene fauna of the Cypress hills.

**1891. On vertebiata from the Tertiary and Cretaceous rocks of the North-
west Territory. "The species from the Oligocene or Lower Miocene beds of the
Cypress hills," Geol. Surv. of Canada, Contr. to Can. Palseon, vol. iii (quarto) part I.
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MAMMALIA.

UNOULATA.

ARTIODACTYLA.

Hyopotamus.

This genus is represented by an upper second molar tooth that may Mammals,

prove to belong to H. hrachyrhynchus, 0. and W., an Oligocene

(White river) species descriljed from South Dakota. The genus has

not been hitherto recorded from the Canadian west.

Elotherium.

Parts of lower jaws with molar teeth, collected last summer, are

referred to E. coarctatum, Cope described originally from the Cypress

hills in 1891, from an incomplete left mandibular ramus holding all the

molar and premolar teeth. Two upper premolars, presumbly the third

and fourth, and a posterior upper molai are tentatively referred to the

same species.

Agriochcerus.

Oreodon.

Numerous teeth indicating a species of Agriochcerus possibly .^1.

antiquus, Leidy and a species of Oreodon (1 0. culbertsonii, Leidy).

These forms have been known from the Western States but not from

Canada.

Leptomeryx.

Hyjjertragulus.

Additional material is included in the collection of 1904 of Cope's

Cypress hills species, Leptomeryx esiilcatus, L. mammifer, L. semiciiic-

tus and Hypertragulus transversus. It is probable that the list of

Tragulidifi will be augmented on further study of the material on

hand.

PERISSODACTYLA.

Mesohipjjus.

An increased knowledge of the structure of the teeth of Mesohippus

westoni is afforded by an unworn upper molar. The type speci-

mens of this interesting and primitive form consist of an imper-

fect upper molar and two lower molars, the latter not free from injury,

so that any information throwing light on the tooth structure is most

acceptable.

Another species of Mesohippus approaching closely to M. hairdi

(Leidy) in tooth pattern, but apparently specifically distinct, is indi-

cated by well-preserved upper molars. This species is new to the

Cypress hills fauna.
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Ilyracodon.

The maxillfe of an Hyracodon with the full premolar-molar series of

teeth preserved was secured last summer. The specimen appears to be

referable to a species distinct from H. nehrascensis, Leidy already known

from the Oligocene of the Cypress hills.

Aceratherium.

Fragments of jaws probably belonging to the two species A. mite,

Cope and A. occidenfale (Leidy) already known from this locality.

Titanotherium.

An unusually perfect lower jaw of a Titanothere showing a complete

set of teeth in the left ramus viz : three incisors, the canine, four

premolars and three molars. In th»5 right ramus are the three incisors,

the canine and the second and third premolars. The alveolus of the

first premolar is preserved. Nothing remains of the teeth behind the

third premolar. The presence of three incisors is of interest and may

be regarded as a primitive character.

RODENTIA.

Ischyromys.

A species, represented by a single tooth from the lower jaw (? p. 4),

is referred for the present to /. typus, Leidy.

Steneofiher.

Part of a left mandibular ramus of small size holding the 1 second

molar tooth is regarded as referable to a species of Steneofiher distinct

from S. nehrascensis, Leidy, The alveolus of the third molar is pre-

served, as well as parts of those of the first and last molars. The

antero-posterior diameter of the second molar is slightly over two

mm.

A small molariform tooth of doubtful affinity is mentioned here as

worthy of notice*. It is singular in exhibiting a large number of

small lakes, about twenty, in the slightly worn surface of the crown.

Palceolagus.

Represented by separate teeth. A mandible from the Cypress hills

has been already referred to P. turgidus by Cope, the author of the

species. Matthew is of the opinion that P. haydeni, Leidy, and P.

* Since this paragraph was written Dr. W. D Matthews genus hntiipomys has been

established (Notice of two new genera of mammals from the Oligocene of South

Dakota, Bull. Am. Mus. of Nat. Hist., vol. xxi., article iii., Feb. 14, 1905). Tht
Cypress Hills tooth is probably referable to this new genus.
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tvrgicbi.s are distinctive of the Oreodon beds and has recorded two

species P. temnodon, Douglass, and P. brachyodon, Matthew, from the

Titanotherium beds of Pipestone springs, Montana. It is possible

that one or both of these last two species are represented in the col-

lection of this year.

Of the rodents Palo'olacjus was the only 'genus known from the

Cypress hills up to the present time.

CARNIVORA.

Creodonta.

Hemipsalodon grandis, Cope.

A separate lower canine of large size of this species ; impe-fect above.

Total length of specimen 112 mm; length restored about 132 mm.
(about o^ inches). Greatest antero-posterior diameter, slightly above

mid-length, 42 mm. ; transverse diameter, slightly above mid-length,

•30 mm.

The type specimens, consisting of a right mandibular ramus, was

described by Cope from the Cypress hills, in 1S91. In this specimen,

the canine, broken off close to the edge of the alveolus, agrees in gen-

eral size with the tooth discovered last summer. The robustness of

the jaw and the size of the teeth demonstrate in a particularly forcible

manner the great strength of this, the largest of the Creodonta.

Fissipedia (Carnivora Vera.)

Amphicyon.

Separate teeth representing apparently a number of forms belonging

to the Canidce. Part of a right maxilla, holding the fourth premolar

and showing the alveoli of the third premolar and of the first, secoad

and third molars, indicates a species of Amphicyon.

Dinictis..

This genus of the Felida? is indicated by a few well-preserved teeth

belonging to a species thought to be hitherto undescribed.

INSECTIVORA.

Mesodectes.

Separate upper molars of a species that is for the present referred to

Mesodectes or Ictops.

26—24
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The animals inhabiting our western country during Oligocene times

are thus seen to have belonged to a variety of groups. That the num-

ber of individuals in some of the groups was large is evident from the

abundance of the fossil remains of some forms. Some of the groups

have since become extinct, others have undergone great changes and

are with difficulty recognized in their descendants of the present day

whilst a few now exist with but slight differences of form and structure.

The fishes belonged to the family of Amiid* from which is descended

the modern Bowfish or Mud-fish notably primitive in its structure, and

the Siluridje resembling the cut-fishes of to day.

The reptiles included certain species of land and water tortoises, and

river turtles, Ijesides small lizards and snakes as well as crocodiles.

The greater proportion of the animals, however, were mammals some

of which, such as the Titanotheres, approached the elephants in size.

ChaHcotherium represents a distinct order and had a curious assem-

blage of characters amongst which were notably the possession of

clawed feet, and teeth suggestive of the Perissodactyls. C. hilohatum

described by Cope from the Cypress hills collection of 1883-4 has not

been recognized as yet in the collection of last summer.

The Ungulata or herbivorous hoofed mammals were numerous and

some of them evidently existed in large herds.

The Artiodactyls or even-toed Ungulates are well represented by

their fossil remains. Elotheriwin was a pig like animal of large size

distantly related to the Pig and to the Hippopotamus. Hyopotamus

was also an early ally of the true pigs (Suida:-) with teeth tending to

approach the form of tooth characteristic of the higher Artiodactyls

that chew the cud (ruminants). Agriochcrus and Oreo'don belong to

the family of Oreodontidse, animals- not larger than sheep, the typical

members of which have been called by Leidy ruminating hogs. Agrio-

chorn» closely resembled Hyopotamus. Leptomeryx, and allied genera,

included animals of small size from wliich the deer of a later geological

age are supposed to be descended. llyp'irlrag%ilus is another form of

extinct Traguloid.

Eariv horses
"^ '^^ Perissodactyls or odd-toed Ungulates consisted of early horses,

»tc- primitive rhinoceroses, and titanotheres. The horses wore represented

by a form very similar to Mesokippus bairdi and a smaller species M.

rcestoni. M. bairdi was of about the size of a peccary and had three

toes. Hyracodon was a runiiing type of rhinoceros with teeth nearly
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resembling those of some of the early horses. Aceratherium included

species of hornless rhinoceroses of small size and with light limbs. The

Titanotheres were huge animals, with limbs shorter than those of an

elephant, and bore a pair of horns set transversely in advance of

the eyes.

The Rodents are represented by the following genera .

—

Ischyromub K'ldents.

belonging to the Squirrel family, Steneofiher a small form of early

beaver and Pahmlagtis antecedent to later hares and rabbits.

The flesh-eating animals belonged to the Creodonta and to the true Flesh eaters,

terrestrial carnivora of the families of Canidte (Dogs) and Felidte (Cats).

The Creodonta constituted a primitive group of flesh eaters. Hemip-

salodon grandis is the largest of this group and was an animal of

powerful build. According to Cope its jaw was "more robust than

that of any existing carnivore ". Amjyliicyon is a genus belonging to

the Canidse. Dinictis included early forms of the cat tribe.

The Insectivores are revealed to us by the teeth of a small animal Insect eaters.

belonging to the genus Mesodectes. This order has not been previously

known from our Oligocene rocks.

Twenty-five vertebrate species in all have hitherto constituted the

Oligocene fauna of the Cypress hills ; with the increased knowledge

gained from this year's collection this number is now raised to about

forty.

It is proposed to fully describe the Oligocene fauna of the Cypress

hills in a forthcoming illustrated memoir to form part IV of volume

III (quarto) of Contributions to Canadian Palaeontology.

Official correspondence connected with work in hand, and proof

reading, whilst reports were being printed, have been attended to as in

past years.

The Library. y

By Dr. John Thorburn, Librarian.

During the past year, from January 2 to December 31, 1904, there

were distributed 13,307 publications of theGeological Survey, comprising

reports, special reports and maps. Of these, 8,235 were distributed

in Canada ; the remainder, 5,072, in foreign countries, as exchanges

to universities, scientific and literary institutions and to a number of

individuals engaged in scientific pursuits.

26— 24i
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The sale of reports and maps during the year amounted to $642.71.

A large number of our earlier I'eports and maps are novv out of print

and can no longer be supplied.

There were received by the library, as donations or exchanges,

3,197 publications, including reports, transactions, proceedings, mem-

oirs, periodicals, pamphlets and maps. The publications purchased dur-

ing the year were 139, Foi'ty-six scientific periodicals were subscribed

for. The number of letters received in connection with the work in

the library was 2,684, besides 3,137 acknowledgments from exchanges

and individuals for publications sent to them. The number of letters

sent from the library was 2,083, besides 798 acknowledgments for pub-

lications received. There are now in the library about 14,000 volumes,

besides a large number of pamphlets. The number of volumes bound

during the year was 126.

I have been greatly helped in my duties as librarian by my able

assistant, Mrs. T. Alexander.

Note.—The books in the library are open for consultation during

office hours, by persons wishing to obtain information in regard to

scientific subjects.

Mines Section.

In regard to the operation of the mines section during 1905, Mr.

E. D. Ingall reports as follows :

Owing to ray absence on sick leave for four months, during the early

part of the year, and subsequently for four months on geological field-

work, the carrying on of the general work of ths section devolved

upon Mr. John McLeish assisted by Mrs. W. Sparks.

The preliminary summary of the mineral production of Canada for

1903 was issued February 23, 1903, and during the summer the

preparation of the annual report for 1903, giving statistical and other

details regarding the various mineral industries, was completed.

The collection of general data regarding the economic minerals of

the country and their discovery and development ; the answering

of many inquiries along these lines, and all the other work of a

similar nature devolving upon the section, have been carried on as

well as the small stafiF and means of disposal would permit.
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It is inevitable that in collecting technical data regarding our

mineral deposits and industries, mostly by circulars and correspond-

ence, the personal acquaintanceship with mining districts, &c.,

which is so necessary a prerequisite to the accomplishment of good

work, should need renewing from time to time, and field investigation

will be needed next season in several directions. With so large a

te/ritory as that presented by the whole Dominion, and, so few of the

mineral industries carried on in any well organized and regular way, it

becomes quite a problem to keep in touch with them, so as to have

always on hand reliable and detailed information to meet, without the

expenditure of large sums of money annually, the constant public

demand. In the United States the equivalent l)ranch of their

geological survey department absorbs amounts varying from 825,000

to $50,000 yearly.

The following pages present a summary of the progress. Arc, of the

various mineral industries during 1904, as completely and accurately

as the data, so far available, will permit.

As usual it will be followed later by the annual report in which

more complete and revised information will be given.
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SUMMARY OF THE MINERAL PRODUCTION OF CANADA
IN 1904.

(Subject to Eevision.)

Pkoduci.

Metallic.

Copper (b) Lbs.

Gold, Yukon )510,337,000

„ All other 6,063,000

Iron ore (exports) Tons.
* Pig iron from Canadian ore "

Lead (c) Lbs.

Nickel (d)
Silver ('ej Oz.

Zmc(i) Lbs.

Total metallic.

Non-Metallic.

Arsenic (exports) Tons.

Asbestus "

Asbestic "

Chromite "

Coal "

Coke (f)
Corundum "

Feldspar "

Graphite "

Grindstones "

Gypsum "

Limestone for flux <<

^Manganese ore (exports) h

Mica
Mineral pigments

—

Barytes _ .-
Tons.

Ochres "

Mineral waters
Moulding sand Tons.

Natural gas (ff).

Petroleum (h) Brls.

Phosphate Tons.

Pyrites "

Salt
Talc. "

Tripolite '

Quantity.
(a)
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Summary of the Mineral Production of Canada in 1904

—

Concluded.

1'roduct.
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REMARKS.

In the accompanying general table it is shown that the value of the

mineral products of Canada during 1904, aggregated over 860,000,000.

In comparing this record with that of previous years it must be borne

in mind that complete figures are never available at this time of the

year, so that in a number of items the data are necessarily partly

estimated.

Allowing for this, there nevertheless remains a falling-off of about

82,2-50,000 in the grand total. This does not necessarily indicate a

general slackening in the permanent mineral industries of the country,

but rather a gradual return to natural conditions after a few years of

abnormal inflation due to the rapid exploitation of the richer and

easily accessible portions of the Yukon placers. To this cause can be

attributed nearly .^2,000,000 of the decrease shown.

Taking the following figures of the actual variation in the values

of the metallic products, this feature will be quite apparent. The

items given aggregate nearly 85 per cent of the whole production, and

it will b3 seen that, if the Yukon gold yield be eliminated the decreases

in some industries are practically offset by increases in others, bringing

about practical equality.

Product.

Copijer
Gold, Yukon

" B.C., N.S. and Ont .

Pig iron (from Canadian ore)

Iron ore, exports
Lead
Nickel
Silver

Zinc
Asbestus . . .

.

Coal
Coke
Petroleum
Cement

Total

.

Net decrease

.

Increase.

194,042
16,811

868,858

418,217

250,487

i'4fl,8i5

"

"47,460

Decrease.

$

139,308
1,913,000
530,590

1,945,630

783,051

24 244

496, .333'

64,664

3,9.51,250

2,005,620
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The special features of the leading mineral industries which, taken

together, contribute close on S5 per cent of tlie i,'rand aggregate for

1904, are to be found in the table given below.

Product.
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The foregoing table is intended to illustrate the relative values of

the contributions to the grand total of the mineral output of Canada.

The figures given account for all but 6 "6 per cent of the whole. They

omit all those contributing less than 1 per cent, although some of these,

such as the mica and corundum industries, are otherwise interesting

and important.

As formerly, the coal and coke output, when added to the value of

the gold, constitute considerably more than half the mineral values

produced, whilst, if the whole of the metal producing industries

together with coa! and coke be considered, a little less that ten per

cent of the whole remains to be accounted for.

The per capita of the total mineral products for 1904 was about

110.40 as compared with $11.89, in 1903, and :^2. 23, in 1886, the

first year for which figures are available.

Qold.— Practically every province in Canada shows a falling off in

gold production, in 1904, as compared with 1903. Nova Scotia, which

ordinarily has an output of about half a million dollars, shows a

decrease of nearly half its production. Several reasons are given for

this, among which may be mentioned (1) the extreme drought during

the past season, (2) the closing down, owing to financial difficulties, of

a number of the best producing riciines, and (3) the cessation of pro-

duction at the Richardson mine owing to the destruction of the shaft

and workings by an extensive crush. ,

In Ontario, although a considerable amount of prospecting and

development work has been done, most of the mines that were for-

merly important producers were not operated during the year.

In British Columbia an increased output from placer mines is indi-

cated, while a smaller production was obtained from the lode mines.

The ore shipments from Rossland and vicinity, the chief gold produc-

ing district, were less than in 1903 by about 20,000 tons.

The Yukon output for the year ($10,337,000) is based on the

receipts of Canadian Yukon gold at the United States mint at San

Francisco and other receiving offices.

Silver.—The bounty granted by the Dominion Government on the

production of lead ores seems to have stimulated the operations of

the silrer-lead mines. The St. Eugene mine, in East Kootenay, was

reopened, and its production probably accounts for the greater part of

the increase.
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Silver -999 fine is now turned out at the refinery of tne Canadian

Smelting works at Trail, B.C., as is also gold, -994: fine. Refined silver

has been shipped to New York, San Francisco and to China.

The average price per ounce of fine silver in New York during the

year was .57 •221 cents, as compared with oSAb cents in 1903.

Lead.—Although over twice as much lead was produced in 1904 as

in 1903, the output is still far from its former maximum, viz , 31,584

tons in 1900. The production in 1904 was about 19,000 tons, as

compared with 9,070 tons in 1903. The exports of lead from Canada

in 1904 were 12,913 tons of lead in ore, ifcc, and about 21 tons of pig

lead. An electrolytic lead refinery is now in operat;on at the Can-

adian smelting works, Trail, B.C., producing pig lead, lead pipe, sheet

lead, Szc. It is said that lead corroding works are to be established

in Montreal, by a Chicago firm, for the manufacture of white-lead and

other pigments which will require a large amount of pig lead per

annum.

Copper.—The copper contained in ore, matte, &c., shipped from

Canadian mines in 1904 was about 21,485 tons, as compared with

21,342 tons in 1903.

In Ontario there was a falling otf of over a thousand tons, which

was more than made up by the increased production from the Bound-

ary district and the Coast district of British Columbia. From Sud-

bury district, Ontario, 10,154 tons of matte were shipped, containing

2,455 tons of copper (see further under nickel). In British Columbia,

shipments from the Boundary district were approximately 818,000

tons in 1904 and from Rossland 342,000 tons as compared with

697, 284. tons from the Boundary district and 360,786 tons from Ross-

land in 1903.

The average price per pound of electrolytic copper in New York in

1904 was 12.823 cents as compared with 13.235 cents in 1903.

Cobalt, etc —The discovery of certain cobalt, nickel, arsenic and

silver ores, which was made public in November 1903, promises to add,

in the near future, largely to the production of these metals. The

deposits were found during the building of the Timiskaming and

Northern Ontario Railway, the roadbed running almost over the top

of the first of the outcrops discovered. The ores are contained in a

series of almost vertical veins varying in width from eight inches up

to six feet, although the wider portions always contain rocky
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matter. The veins intersect the coaglooierate and slate, usually

classified as Huronian. All of the deposits thus far discovered possess

certain features in common. The minerals represented are chiefly

smaltite, niccolite and native silver, with smaller quantities of erythrite

dyscrasite, chloanthite and tetrahedrite. In some, the native silver is

very abundant and a sample which was fairly representative of one of

the smaller veins showed an assay value of 85,237.60 per ton. Analysis

of the ore from one of the veins composed mainly of smaltite showed

from 16 to 19 per cent of cobalt, 4 to 7 per cent of nickel, 60 to 66

per cent of arsenic, and 3 to 7 per cent of sulphur. The ores are thus

so rich, that comparatively small veins could be worked at a hand

some profit.

Although no returns have yet been received at this office it is stated

that several car loads of ore, which realized very high values, have been

shipped from this district.

Nickel.—The following were the results of operations on the nicke

copper deposits of Ontario in 1904.

Tons
Ore mined 203,388

Ore smelted 118,470

Matte produced 8,024

Matte shipped 10,154 .

Copper contents of matte .shipped 2,455

Nickel contents in matte 5,274

Value of matte .shipped .

.

$2,19o,198

According to customs returns exports of nickel in matte, etc. were

as follows :

Lbs.

To Great Britain 2.028,908

United States 9,204,961

Total Il,233,8(i9

The price of refined nickel in JNew York remained steady through-

out the year at from 40 to 47 cents per pound.

Zinc.—About 533 tons of zinc ore, worth ^3,700, were shipped

during the year from the Long Lake zinc mine in the County of

Frontenac, Ont. No returns have been received of zinc production in

British Columbia.

Iron.—Exports of iron ore were 168,828 tons, valued at .|!401,738.

In addition to the ore exported, about 180,932 tons of ore, worth

about $489,687, were mined in Canada and charged to Canadian

blast furnaces.
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Besides the above Canadian ore, 45-1,671 tons of imported ore,

valred at •$922,594, were used in Cana lian furnaces. The total amount

of pig iron manufactured from both Canadian and imported ores was

303,454 tons, of which 21,583 tons were made with charcoal as fuel,

and 281,871 tons with coke. The (juantity of charcoal used was

3,477,470 bushels and of coke 387,392 tons.

The pig iron was made by three firms in Nova Scotia, two in Quebec

and four in Ontario.

Coal and Coke. —With the exception of a small decrease in ship-

ments, coal production in Nova Scotia in 1904 shows but little

change. A smaller amount of coke was made, owing to the smaller

production of pig iron by the Dominion Iron and Steel Company.

Etiorts are being made to find new markets farther west in Ontario

as well as to increase the exportation. In the North-west Territories

many small mines have been opened, and the output shows a substan-

tial growth. Coke is now being made in Alberta. On December 31,

1904, 56 beehive-overs were in operation at Coleman, Alta., and 34

Belgian ovens, Bernard type, were in operation at Lille, Alta. In

British Columbia the output of the Western Fuel Company, in Van-

couver island, was considerably diminished, owing to the destruction

by fire of the head-works at No. 1 mine. The Crow's Nest Pass

Company, however, continued to increase its output, over 1,000,000

tons of coal being produced, of which more than half was used in

making coke. The company has now 1,128 coke ovens completed.

Asbestus.—The production of asbestus, divided into crude and mill

stock, was as follows :

—

Tons. Value.

Crude 4,239 .$ 509,001

Mill stock 31,396 658,277

Total .S5^<M.") .?! ,l(i7,27s

Exports of asbestus according to Customs returns were :

37,272 tons valued at $1,160,887.

Natural Gas.—There was a somewhat increased production of

natural gas in Ontario, due entirely to operations in the Welland

field, production in the Essex field having dropped to very small

amounts. The development of the gas field at ^Medicine Hat, Saskatch-

ewan, seems to have been constinued with such success. The gas

commission of the town of Medicine Hat has now six producing wells,

one of which has been put down to a depth of nearly a thousand feet,
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yielding 1^ million feet per twenty-four hours. The Canadian Pacific

Railway Company has just completed drillin»^ a well to a depth of 989

feet with 4| inch casing to 941 feet. The pressure per square inch

developed in eighteen hours was 525 pounds.

Cement —The production of natural rock cement, which has for a

number of years been small in comparison with the output of Portland

cement, shows another large decrease in 1904, the sales being only

56,814 barrels, valued at $49,397, as compared with 92,252 barrels

valued at $74,655 in 1903. Although a much larger quantity of Port-

land cement was sold in 1904 the total value, owing to the fall in price

is only slightly in excess of that in 1903. In the absence of complete

returns, Portland cement statistics have been partially estimated. The

following is, however, a close approximation :

—

Portland cement .^old i»00,35« brls. valued at Sl,272,l»Jt2

manufactured. . . 1)08,990 „

Stock on hand January 1, 1904. . . 124,919 ,.

December 31, 1904. 133,.")51 ..

'

The imports of Portland cement in 1904 were

iSi.x month.s ending June
'-. 1. December

Total

.cwt. 829,872 § 320,137

1,916,336 740,919

2,746,208 .?1, 061,056

This is equivalent to about 784,630 barrels of 350 pounds each, at

an average price per pound of .$1.35. The duty is twelve and a half

cents per hundred pounds.

Exports of Products of the Mine, Calendar Year 1904.

Product.

Aluminium
Arsenic . .

.

Asbestus .

.

Barytes . . .

.

Chromite .

Coal

in bars, ingrots, etc Lbs.

Tons.
Cwt.
T(ms.

Feldspar
Gold bearing quartz, dust, nuggets, etc

Cypsum. crude
Copper, fine in ore, &c

c, black or coarse, cement-cupi)er and cop-

per in pigs
Nickel in ore, matte, &c
Lead in ore. &c

„ pig. &c . .

Tons.
Lbs.

Quantity.

296,801
146.000
37,272
13,080
3,338

,.5.57,412

13,960

38
298,211

,.548,473

4,809
233,869
,82),413

42,410

Value

.59.260

6,900
1,160,887

5,178
60,336

4,0.36,373

29,263
15,7.37.477

31(),436

4,215,596

618
1,091,349
558,464

997
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Exports of Products of the Mine, Calendar Year 1904.

—

Con.

Product. Quantity. Value.

3S3

riatiinuii in ore, concentrates, &c Oz.

silver ill ore, &c "

Mica Lbs.

Mineril pigments i>

It waters Gals.

Oil-
crude - - '1

refined "

Ore.s-
Antimony Tons.

Iron II

Manganese n

Other I.

Phospluvte "

Plumbago, crude Cwt.
Pyrites . .

Tons.

Silt Lb?.

Sand and gravel Ton.s.

Stone, ornamental m

,1 building n

.1 for manufacture of grindstones n

Other products of the mine
Manufactures—
Bricks M.
Cement >?

Coke Tons.

Clay 8
Grindstones, mfd n

Gypsum, ground n

Iron and steel—
Stoves No.
Castings •?

Pig iron Tons.
Machinery, N.E.S S
Scrap iron or steel Cwt.
Hardware, N.E.S S
Steel and mfgs. of "

Sewing machines No.
Typewriters n

Lime S
Metals, N.O.P
Plumbago, mfg. of ... h

Stone, ornamental , <i

II building m

3,371,01.3

795,843
832,570

6,615

4,207
2,120

160
16S,828

123
8,579
191

3,.'>42

18,279
1.006,036
399,809

162
70,639

887

696

102,463

1,366

2i',6i6'

1.57,182

1,073

4,240

140
1.904.394

198,482
7,2(;o

2,917

213
470

7,237
401,738

2,706
222.117

5,348
9,(;09

49.911
4,186

129.803

1,082
16,720

8,717
18,523

5,357
5,494

345,031
2,722

26,895
2,333

17,642
61,624

200.3()3

.Syli, 808
76,125

120, 07n

.332,932

22.()63

13IM15
7.3.838

478,4.^")

6,9.58

4,722
38

VISITORS TO THE MUSEUM.

The number of visitors who signed the museum register during the

year 1904 was 32,844 being 5,007 more than in 1903.

STAFF, APPROPRIATION, EXPENDITURE AND CORRESPONDENCE.

The staff at present employed numbers 63.

During the year the following changes took place in the permanent

^taff :—

Mr. James A. McGee died.
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Mr. Charles Camsell was appointed to the technical staflF.

Messrs. O. E. Prud'homme, J. A. Robert and J. S. H. Lefebvre

were appointed as draughtsmen in the topographical branch.

Mr. John J. McGee was appointed as a Junior Second Class clerk,

vice Mr. James A. McGee, deceased.

The funds available for the work and expenditure of the Depart-

ment during the fiscal year ending .30th June, 1904, were :

—

Details.

Civil-list appropriation
General appropriation
Civil-list salaries

Explorations and Surveys.
Wages of temporary employees
Printing, engraving and lithographing.
Books and instruments
Chemicals and apparatus
Specimens for Museum
Stationery, mapping material, &c
Incidental and other expenses
Advances to explorers

Grant.

58,116 66
75,005 00

Deduct.—Advanced in 1902-03 on occount
of 190.3-04 .810,545 00

Less—unexpended and credited
Ca.snal Revenue 90 .55

Unexpended balance Civil-list appropriation.
II II General •<

133,121 66

Expenditure.

!$ CtS.

.52,952 14
16,719 21
23,553 00
18,696 32
1,585 88
496 55
65 20

1,669 17
2,899 09

19,202 50

l.'^7.,e.S<i 06

10,454 45

127,384 61
.5,164 .52

572 53

1.33,121 66

The correspondence of the Department shows a total of 12,86-1 letters

sent, and 13,762 received.

I have the honour to be. Sir,

Your obedient servant,

ROBERT BELL,
Actiny. Deputy Head and Director.

Ot'atva, May 1905.
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APPENDIX I.

ASSAYS, BY M. F. CONXOK, UF ORES REFERRET) TO TN Mr.
INGALL'S REPORT.

C. P. Smith property .

.

Lot 2, Con. Ill

Jolinson Tp., Algoma.

Rock lake mine, Algoma.
Bruce mines, Algoma
Cameron mines, Algoma.

.

Hinks mining location,

Johnson Tp., Algoma
South Echo Bay mine,
Algoma

King Edward mine, N. of

Bruce mines

Copper.

7o

0-25

Nil.

218

8 15
5-89

315

5-88

4-52

4-62

Silver.

(Oz. toton)

05

Nil.

014

0-26 1
Trace.

05

008

016

016 J

Gold. ' g
(Oz. toton)! 'S

Traces.

Nil.

Traces.

A verage
gold value,

15 cts. per
ton.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

Nil.

Remarks.

(1) Pit in west end
of property.

(2) Strijipingateast
end of property.

(3) Strii)iiingatcaKt

end of property.

Ore dump.

Quartz ores con-
taining copper
pyrites.

May 25th, 1905.

In view of the rumoured results of assays of ores in the district

showing considerable quantities of platinum and of the precious metals,

the above set of specimens, collected by Messrs. Ingall and Denis,

were examined in the laboratory of the Survey. Unfortunately, no

ore concentrations, from which more characteristic results might have

been obtained, were available, but the extent of the mineralization of

the hand specimens utilized can be judged from the copper contents, if

it be surmised, as is most probable, that the precious metals would be

associated vvith the chalcopyrite. In this set of guide assays, it will be

noted that platinom is altogether absent, whilst the quantity of gold is

insignificant, and silver is present in only unimportant quantities.

APPENDIX II.

N»tes on a collection oj organic remains from the ferruginous and

friable shales of Messenger Brook, Torhrook, near county-line,

between Kings and Annapolis, south of Kingston, in King^s county,

Nova Scotia, collected Xov. 2Jf.th, 1902, by Hugh Fletcher, deter-

mined by H. M. Ami Assistant Palceontologist.

In November, 1902, Mr. Hugh Fletcher, of the Geological Survey

staff, forwarded to Dr. J. F. Whiteaves a small collection of fossil

organic remains from the more or leas altered, rusty shales of Messenger
26—25
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Brook, Annapolis county, Nova Scotia, with a view of ascertaining the

precise geological horizon to which the strata, from which the speci-

mens were derived, belonged. " Dictyonema sociale (var. Wehsteri) "

was reported to have been found in the same beds with the fossils sent

for determination.

This collection was placed in my hands by Dr. Whiteaves and a

request was made by Mr. Fletcher for a list of the species which it con-

tained, together with the determination of the horizon indicated by the

entombed fuuna. I desire to submit the following notes made in a pre-

liminary examination of the obscure forms in the collection.

LIST OF SPECIES.

Echinodermata.

1—Obscure and imperfectly preserved fragments of crinoid stems,

too imperfect for identification.

Bryzoa.

2 3—Several species of monticuliporoids, mostly branching forms,

which require microscopical sections before they can be iden-

tified. Better material required.

4

—

Fenestella, sp. A few fragments of a specimen of Fenestella

are clearly discernable in the collection. Between four and five

fenestrules or openings between the rows or cells occur in the

space of five millimetres. Probably a new species.

Brachiopoda.

5

—

OrthisA\ke shell, too crushed to be recognized
;
possibly a

Rhipidomella.

6

—

IStrophomena, sp., indt.

7

—

Spirifer sp., several imperfect casts of a species of this genus,

too imperfectly preserved to be identified.

Pelecypoda.

8

—

Plerinea, sp. indt. two specimens occur in the collection

which can be referred to this genus. They are incomplete and

imperfectly preserved, but they exhibit strong radiating and

concentric lines which give to the shell a decided cancellate

appearance and structure. Appears to belong to the same

section as Pterinea textilis, var. arenaria, or a closely related

species.

Gasteropoda.

9—An obscure fragment of a gasteropod whose affinities appear

to place it near to Platyostoma, too imperfect for identification.
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Crustacea. (Trilobita and Merostomata.)

10—An imperfectly preserved portion of the pygidiura which ap'

pears to indicate the presence of a Phacops or a Homalonotns.

1 1 . Pterygotus ? Two crushed and flattened sac-like bodies which

appear on cne side of a slab of rock from the Messenger Brook
when examined under a lens exhibit crustacean-like structure

whose affinities appear to place them near to the above genus-

Close to these sac-like bodies are a large number of more or less

regularly disposed, rounded, or at times hexagonal structures,

spread out on the face of the slab which resemble the ova of

Pterygotus such as have been figured by Dr. Henry Woodward
in the PaUeontographical Society's Memoir on the " British

Fossil Merostomata," plate XVI, fig. 10.

The finely pitted, and crustacean, or horny-like character, of the

test of the sac-like bodies leads nie to conclude, in the absence of

further collections and study, that they are probably examples

of the sacs in which were enclosed the ova of a species allied to

Pterygotus.

The horizon indicated by the species and genera represented in this

small collection appears to me to be somewhere in the neighbourhood of

the base of the Devonian or the summit of the Silurian system. The

forms are practically all marine in character, and I have not been able

to detect any form in common between Messenger Brook fossils and

those from the Torbrook sandstones obtained Vjy Dr. W. L. Bailey in

the same county some years ago. It would, however, be interesting to

know the relation of the two series to each other in the succession of

the geological formation of South-western Nova Scotia. The sedimenta-

tion, as developed in the south-western part of Nova Scotia, appears

to be very similar to that of south-western England. From a compara.

tive study recently made by the writer, he was able to correlate a num-

ber of geological formations in common on both sides of the Atlantic,

both in the Silurian and Devonian systems, affording additional evi-

dence of the striking parallelism which exists between the different

members of the series, both as to their origin and condition of deposition.

Iron ores occur associated with these fossiliferous strata, and the

precise geological horizon of both the sandstones and the shales will

be determined when the collections made in 1904, and those which it is

hoped will follow in 1905, have been examined and reported upon.

The Torbrook sandstones are definitely of Eo-Devonian age ; and it is

not at all unlikely that the shales of the Messenger Brook are higher

in the series.

N.B.—Additional material is required from this locality—H. M. A.
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APPENDIX III.

Description of a species of Bythotrephis from the dark-gray calcareous

and indurated slates collected hy Mr. J. D. Tyrrell from a locality

along the Unihani river, seven miles north ofDalton's Post, Yukon

district, Canada. (By H. M. Ami, of the Geological Survey of

Canada.)

BYTHOTREPHIS, Hall, 1847.

BYTHOTREPHIS, YUKONESIS, N. Sp.

Description—This species is represented by a number of smooth,

slender shining, flattened and somewhat flexuous stems or branches of

an Alga which divide into a number of branchlets given off at various

angles, ranging from an acute angle of from 15° to 20° to an angle of

75° in the direction of the apex or extremity of the branch or stem.

The largest specimen in the collection—itself a fragment—measures

three centimetres in length, and one millimetre in breadth, giving off

three branches in the space of eight millimetres.

A smaller specimen, giving off a branch about five millimetres from

its distal extremity, measures one centimetre in length and is one milli-

metre across also, as in the largest specimen, the angle formed by the

branch and the stem proper being between seventy-five and eighty

degrees (75° to 80°). The extreme tips of the branches in this specimen

are abruptly pointed.

The twelve specimens in the collection are preserved in a matrix

of dark-gray indurated calcareous rock, as black shining stems on

the divisional planes of stratification. The roof is traversed by

numerous veinlets of calcite running at various angles to one another

and to the stratification, but usually at right angles to the latter or

nearly so.

Locality and Horizon.—Seven miles north of Dalton's Post, Unihani

river, Yukon district, Canada. Collected by Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, June

27th. Lower Palseozoic, not unlike forms from Lower Ordovician

Stationary Cambrian formations in other parts of the world.
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APPENDIX IV.

Determinations of fossil plants from various localities in British

Columbia and the Korth-tvest Territories, by Professor D. P.

Penhallow, of McGill University, Montreal, icith notes on the

geological horizons indicated, by H. M. Ami, Assistant-Paleonto-

logist, Geological Survey of Canada.

Since the demise of Sir "William Dawson, of McOill University,

to whom most of the fossil plant remains discovered by various geologists

in the different provinces and territories of the Dominion were wont

to be sent for determination and study by the officers of this Depart-

ment, this work has fallen upon the shoulders of Professor Penhallow

of McGill University, who succeeded Sir William Dawson in the Chair

of Botany in that Institution.

Five collections of fossil plants were recently forwarded from the

collections of the Geological Survey Museum to Prof. Penhallow, who,

at Dr. Bell's request, kindly undertook to determine the species

represented. They include the following :

—

A.—Leaves, stems of plants, seeds, fragments of cones kc, from the

brown shales of the Diamond Vale Coal Company's property at

Quilchenda, British Columbia, collected by Dr. R. W. Ells and R. A.

A. Johnston, 1904.

B.—Leaves, fragments of branches, from the gray shales of Coal

Gully, near Coutlee, British Columbia. These gray shales are some

400 feet below the horizon of the brown shales holding the abundant

flora at Quilchenna, B.C.

C—From the Valley of the Red Deer river, at the Mouth of the

Blind Man river, on Berry creek, and five miles below Matjiwin creek.

North-west Territories. Collected by Mr. L. M. Lambe, 1897.

D.—Remains of cycads, from the coal-bearing strata of the Crows

Nest coal-fields, Michel station, C.P.R., British Columbia. Collected

by J. McEVoy, 1900.

E.—Specimens collected by Mr. J. B. Tyrrell, Mining Engineer in

Dawson City, Yukon territory, from the Nordenskiold river, N.W.T.

A.

Plants from the Diamond Vale Company's property, Quilchenda,

B.C. :
—
Taxodium distichum miocenum, Heer.
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Taxodiuin occidentale, Newb.

Thuya interrvpta, Newb.

Ginkgo digitata, (Brongn.) Heer.

Sequoia Nordenskioldii, Heer.

Fragments of exogenous stems associated with leaves of

Taxodium distichum.

Taxodiuin distichum, in part.

Fruit of Betula heterodonta ? Newb. in part.

Pinus trunculus ? Dawson.

Alnites curta, Dawson. Cones.

Pojyulus obtrita, Dawson.

Carpinus grandis, Unger.

Sassafras cretaceum, n. sp.

Ultnus speciosa, Newb-

Quercus castanopsis, Newb,

Cornus Newherryi, Hollick.

Carya antiquorum, Newb.

Betula angustifolia, Newb.

Populus polymorpha, Newb.

Populus polymorpha, Newb, ^

Thuya interupta, Newb.

Pinus trunculus? Dawson.
j

Alnites curta, Dawson. Fragment of cone. I

Rhamnus 1 sp.

Salix orbicularis, n. sp.

Grass seeds.

Picea Quilchensis, n. sp.

Rharnus serrata, n. sp.

Magnolia sp.

HORIZON INDICATED.

The age of these brown shales, overlying the coal-bearing strata of

Quilchenna basin in the Nicola district of British Columbia, from the

flora determined by Professor Penhallow, would lead me to infer that

it is referable to the Miocene Tertiary. Populus obtrita, Alnites curta,

Carpinus grandis as well as Pinus trunculus were recorded by Sir

William Dawson from the brown and very similar shales of the

Similkameen valley in his paper on the fossil plants of the latter locality

in the Transactions of the Royal Society of Canada for 1890.

I have elsewhere (Trans. Roy. Soc. Can., 2nd Series, Vol. I\", Sect.

4, 1901-1902, p. 220) designated the strata holding the fossil plants

described by Sir William Dawson, and the fossil insects by Dr. S. H.
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Scudder, as the " Similkameen formation," and to this formation I

would also refer the brown plant-bearing shales of the Quilchena

coal basin, in the Nicola district of British Columbia. (See p. 42.)

B.

The following specimens are fron^ Coal Gully, near Coutlee, British

Columbia, and were collected by Dr. R. "W. Ells, and R. A. A. Johnston,

1904.

Taxodium distichum miocenum, Heer.

Ficus sp.

Ulmus sp.

Taxodium distichum.

HORIZON INDICATED.

Notwithstanding the fact, as stated by Dr. Ells, that these gray

shales are some 400 feet below the horizon of the brown shales of the

Similkameen formation in the Quilchena coal basin, they are never,

theless referable to the Miocene Tertiary. These gray strata, associated

as they are with the coal of the area in question, have as yet furnished

but a few specimen of fossil plants. On further examination, they may
be obtained from these strata, and may throw new light upon the

precise geological horizon to which they are to be referred. Until

such collections are available, it appears to be quite safe to refer these

gray shales to the lower portion or division of the Similkameen

formation.

C.

Red Deer river valley, mouth of the Blind Man river. North west

Territories, collected by Mr. L. M. Lambe, during his explorations in

vertebrate palaeontology.

Populus o6<Wia,Dawson.

Taxodium occidentaJe, Newb.

Sequoia Couttsiae, Heer.

Garya anticjuorum, Newb.

Caryaantiquorum, '^Q'wh.

Taxodium distichum miocenum, Heer.

Sphenopteris Blomstrandi, Heer.

Viburnum, ovatum., Penhallow.

Sphenozamites oblanceolatus, n. p.

Osmundite.s m.acrophyllus, n. sp.

Populus cuneata, Newb.

Sequoia Couttsice ?
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Corylus Macqiiarrii ?

Clintonia chlongifolia, Penhallow.

HORIZON INDICATED

The sandstones and associated strata from which these plant-remains

were derived on the Red Deer river, at the mouth of the Blind Man
river, are referable to the Laramie, and particularly to the upper

portion, which is of Tertiary age. This upper series in the Laramie,

Mr. Tyrrell has designated as the Paskapoo formation. To this

formation the above species of plants obtained by Mr. Lambe and

determined by Prof. Penhallow, are referred except Populus cuneata

and Sequoia CoiUtsue, which belong the Belly River series or formation

in the L^pper Cretaceous. These twa plant-remains came from (a) five

miles below the mouth of Matjiwin creek, and (b) Berry creek

respectively.

D.

Fossil plants from the coal-bearing stata of the Crows Nest coal

basin, Michel station, C.P.R., British Columbia, collected by W. W.
Leach, of the Geological Survey of Canada.

Fodozamites lanceolatus, Lindl.

Thyrsopteris sp.—approaching very closely to T maakiana, Heer.

Cladophlebis constricta ? Newb.

HORIZON INDICATED.

The age of the Crows Nest coal-bearing strata hav» been ascribed

by Sir William Dawson to the Kootanie series which is generally held

to be of Jurasso-Cretaceous age.

E.

Nordenskiold river. North-west territories, collected by Mr. J. B.

Tyrrell.

Cladophledis sphenopteroides, Font.

Cladophlebis rotundata, Font.

Cladophlebis ? sp.

Fragments from stipe of fern fronds, and Carpolithes.

Various fragments from stipes and rachises of ferns.

HORIZON INDICATED.

The specimens from this horizon appear to indicate a Ci'etaceous

flora not far removed from that of the Kootanie series of Sir William

Dawson.

The Geological Survey of Canada is under special obligations to

Professor Penhallow for his willingness to undertake the determination

of these various collections.
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Baiter, Leon,
Bastien, Antoine O.,

Batchawana Band. Ont..
Battleford Agency, N.W.T.,

" Industrial School,
Inspectorate—Agencies,
Inspectorate—Schools,

Bathurst Band, N.B.,
Bay of Quinte, Ont., Mohawks,
Beardy's Band, Duck Lake Agency, N.W.T.,
Beaulieu. Edouard.
Beaver Lake Band. Saddle Lake Agency, N.W.T.,
Beckwith. Chas. E..

Bell, Ewen,
Bersimis Agency, Que.,

Band,
Big Cove Band, N.B.,
Big Island Band, Man.,
Birdtail Sioux Band, Birtle Agency, Man.,
Birtle Agency, Man.,

" Boarding School,
Bishop Christie (Clayoquot) Industrial School,

B.C.,
Blackfoot Agency, N.W.T.,

" Boarding Schools,
Blain, Jean,
Blood Agency, N.W.T..

" C.E. Boarding School,
" R.C. Boarding School,

Blue Quill's Boarding School, Alta.,
Boening, Rev. H.,
Benin, L. \7.,

Brandon Industrial School. Man.,
British Columbia,

R. E. Loring 209

Blue Quill's Boarding School, N.W.T... 332

Hurons of Lorette, Que 44

Wm. L. Nichols 24

J. P. G. Day 127

Rev. E. Matheson 372

W. J. Chisholm 186

W. J. Chisholm 431

Wm. D. Carter 59

Wm. R. Aylsworth 20

J. Macarthur 151

Amalecites of Viger, Que 44

G. G. Mann 180

Micmacs of King's County, N.S 74

Williams Lake Agency, B.C 278

A. Gagnon 54

A. Gagnon 54

Wm. D. Carter 61

R. S. McKenzie 97

G. H. Wheatley 134

G. H. Wheatley 133

E. H. Crawford 327

Rev. P. Maurus .. .. 405

J. A. Markle 138

H. W. Gibbon Stocken 328

Iroquois of Caughnawaga 46

J. W. Jowett 141

Gervase Edward Gale 330

Rev. J. L. LeVern, O.M.I 331

Leon Baiter 332

Williams Lake Industrial School, B.C.. 422

Ojibbewas of Lake Superior,Western Div. 26

Rev. T. Ferrier 319

Superintendent Vowell 289
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Buctouche Band, N.B., Wm. D. Carter 62

Buffalo Bay Band, Man., R. S. McKenzie 97

Burnet, Peter, D.L.S., Survey Report, B.C 297

Burnt Church Band, N.B., Wm. D. Carter 60

Burwash, Adam, Timiskaming Agency, Que 58

Butchart, J. C, B.A., Ahousaht Boarding School, B.C 390

C.

Cacouna, Que., Amalecites, Same as ' Amalecites of Viger ' 44

Cahill, Rev. C, O.M.I., Rat Portage Boarding School, Ont 31.^

Calgary Industrial School, N.W.T., Rev. Geo. H. Hogbin 374

Cameron, Rev. A., Eskasoni Agency, N.S 68

Cameron, E. D., Siic Nation Indians, Ont 34

Cape Breton County, N.S., Micmacs, Rev, A Cameron, Rev. D. M. MacAdam.. 68-78

Cape Croker, Ont., Chippewas, John Mclver 3

Carlton Agency, N.W.T., J. H. Prtce 144

Carion, Rev. A. M., O.M.I., Kamloops Industrial School, B.C 411

Carruthers, H. A., Pelly Agency, N.W.T 169

Carter, Wm. D., Northeastern Division of New Brunswick. 59

Cattle, See ' Agricultural and Industrial Statis-

tics,' Part II, pages 85-149 ; also side

heading 'Stock' in each report
Caughnawaga, Que., Iroquois, J. Blain 46
Cecilia Jeffrey Boarding School, Ont., Austin G. McKitrick 312
Census, S'ee 'Census Return,' Part II, pages 61-84
Chaumont, Rev. W., Pine Creek Boarding School, Man 316
Charlebois, Rev. O.. O.M.I., Duck Lake Boarding School, Sask.. .. 338
Chlpewyan Band, Onion Lake Agency, N.W.T. , W. Sibbald 166

Saddle Lake Agency, N.W.T., G. G. Mann 180
Chippewas of Cape Croker, Ont., Same as 'Chippewas of Nawash ' 3

" Christian Island, Ont., Chas. McGibbon 1
" Georgina and Snake Islands, Ont., John Yates 2
" Nawash or Cape Croker, Ont., John Mclver 3

Rama, Ont., D. J. McPhee 4

Sarnia, Ont., A. English 5

Saugeen, Ont., John Scoffleld 33

Thames, Ont., S. Sutherland 6

Walpole Island, Ont., J. B. McDougall 40

Chisholm, W. J., Battleford Inspectorate,N.W.T.—Agencies 186

Battleford Inspectorate, N.W.T.—Schools 431

Christian Island Band, Ont., Chas. McGibbon 1

Church of England Mission, Ont., L. U. Bonin 28

Clandeboye Agency, Man., Rev. John Semmens 80

Clayoquot Industrial School, B.C.. Rev. P. Maurus 405

Christian Island Band, Ont., Chas. McGibbon 1

Coccola, Rev. N., Kootenay Industrial School, B.C 414

Cockburn, Geo. P., Sturgeon Falls Agency, Ont 36

Cockburn Island Band, Ont., Robert Thorburn 9

Colchester County, N.S., Micmacs, Thomas B. Smith 70

Comire, A. O., M.D., Abenakis of St. Francis, Que 41

Conroy, H. A., Treaty No. 8, N.W.T 200

Coqualeetza Industrial School, B.C., Rev. Joseph Hall 409

Corker, A. W., Alert Bay Girls' Home, B.C 394

Alert Bay Industrial School, B.C.. .. .. 403

Cote's Band, Pelly Agency, N.W.T., H. A. Carruthers 169

Courtney, Joseph, Pas Agency, Manitoba Superintendency.. 88

Couchiching Band, Ont., John P. Wright 84

Cowichan Agency, B.C., W. R. Robertson 218

Cowessess Band, Crooked Lake Agency, N.W.T., J. A. Sutherland 149

Boarding School, Rev. S. Perrault, O.M.I 336

Crawford, E. H., Birtle Boarding School 327

Crooked Lake Agency, N.W.T., J. A. Sutherland 148

Crops, See ' Agricultural and Industrial Statis-
tics,' Part II, pages 85-149, also side
headings in each report

Crowfoot Boarding School, N.W.T., Rev. J. Riou, O.M.I 333

Crowstand Boarding School, Assa., W. McWhinney 335

Cumberland County, N.S., Micmacs, P. A. Rand, M.D 71

Cunningham, Rev. E. J., O.M.I.,. Onion Lake R.C. Boarding School 357

D.

Bay, J. P. G., Battleford Agency, N.W.T 127

Delmas, Rev. H., O.M.I. , Thunderchild's Boarding School, N.W.T. 36G

DeBeck, G. W., Kwawkewlth Agency, B.C. 254
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Desert River, Que., Algonquius, W. J. McCaffrey 43

Digby County, N.S., Micmacs, Jas. H. Purdy 72

Ditcham, Rev. Geo., Lytton Industrial School, B.C 41S

Dokis Band, Ont., Geo. P. Cockburn 36

Donckele, Rev. G., Kuper Island Industrial School, B.C 416

Doucet, Rev. L., O.M.I. , Peigan R. C. Boarding School, Alta.. .. 360

Duck Lake Agency, Sask., J- Macarthur 150

Boarding School, Rev. O. Charlebois, O.M.I 338

E.

Eagle Lake Band, Ont., R. S. McKenzie 100

Edmonton Agency, N.W.T., Jas. Gibbons Ia2

Edmundston Band, N.B., Jas. Farrell 63

Education, . See page 301, also side heading ' Educa-
tion ' in each Indian agent's report ;

also Part II, pages 3-57.

Eel Ground Band, N.B. Wm. D. Carter 60

Eel River Band, N.B., Wm. D. Carter 59

Elkhorn Industrial School, Man., A. E. Wilson 321

Emmanuel College, Prince Albert, Sask., Rev. Jas. Taylor 341

Employees, See ' Officers and Employees,' Part II,

pages 151-166

English, Adam, Chippewas of Sarnia 5

Enoch's Band, Edmonton Agency, N.W.T., Jas. Gibbons 153

Ermineskin's Boarding School, Alta., Rev. G. Moulin 343

Escoumains Band, Que., A. Gagnon 54

Eskasoni Agency, N.S., Rev. A. Cameron 68

Falher. Rev. C, O.M.I.,
Farrell, James,

Ferrier, Rev. T.,

File Hills Band, Qu'Appelle Agency, N.W.T.
" Ex-pupil Colony,
" Boarding School,

Fleetham. T. J.,

Fort Frances Agency, Manitoba Suptcy.,
Fort William Band, Ont.,

Orphanage,
Fraser, Rev. John,
Eraser River Agency, B.C.,

Gagne, Rev. J.,

Gagnon, Adolphe,
Galbraith, R. L. T.,

Gale, Gervase Edward,
Gambler's Band, Birtle Agency, Man.,
Garden River Band, Ont.,
George, Rev. T. T.,

Georgina Island, Ont., Chippewas,
Gibbons, James,
Gibson or Watha Band, Ont.,
Gillespie, Kate,
Golden Lake Agency, Ont.,
Gooderham, J. H.,
Gordon's Boarding School, N.W.T.

,

Gore Bay Agency, Ont.,
Graham, W. M.,
Grant, W. S.,

Grassy Narrows Band, Ont.,
Guysborough County, N.S. Micmacs,

Hagan, Samuel,
Halifax County, N.S., Micmacs,
Hall, Rev. Jos.,
Hants County, N.S., Micmacs,
Harlow, Charles,
Hay River Boarding School. Mackenzie

District.

F.

Lesser Slave Lake R. C. Boarding School. 352

Northern and Southwestern Divisions of

New Brunswick 63

Brandon Industrial School 319

R. V- Ashdown 176

R. L. Ashdown 177

Kate Gillespie 344

Norway House Agency 86

J. P. Wright 82

L. U. Bonin 26

Sisters of St. Joseph 303

Micmacs of Richmond County, N.S.. .. 76

R. C. McDonald 226

G.

Micmacs of Maria. Que 48
Bersimis Agency, Lower St. Lawrence.. 54

Kootenay Agency, B.C 250

Blood C.E. Boarding School, N.W.T 330

G. H. Wheatley 135

Wm. L. Nichols 23

Mount Elgin Industrial Institute .306

John Yates 2

Edmonton Agency, N.W.T 152

W. B. Maclean 32

File Hills Boarding School, N.W.T.. .. 344

Martin Mullin 8

Peigan Agency, N.W.T 168

M. Williams 346

Robert Thorburn 9

Qu'Appelle Inspectorate—Schools 443

Hobbema Agency, N.W.T 157

R. S. McKenzie 102

John R. McDonald 68

H.

Thessalon Agency, Ont 38
Rev. Chas. E. McManus 72

Coqualeetza Industrial Institute, B.C 409
A. Wallace 73
Micmacs of Queen's County, N.S 76
Rev. Thos. J. Marsh 347
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Haynes, W, R., Peigan C. E. Boarding School, N.W.T.. Z59
Hendry, W. A., Portage la Prairie Boarding School, Man. 316
Henvey Inlet Band, Ont., W. B. Maclean 31
High River Industrial School, Alta., Rev. A. Naesens 387
Hobbema Agency, N.W.T., W. S. Grant 157
Hogbin, Rev. Geo. H., Calgary Industrial School, N.W.T 374
Holy Angels Boarding School, Lake Athabaska, Sister McDougall 350
Hugonard, Rev. J., Qu'Appelle Industrial School, N.W.T 377
Hungry Hall Bands, Ont., J. P. Wright 83
Hurons of Lorette, Que., A. O. Bastien 44

I.

Indian Commissioner for Manitoba and N.W.T., Hon. David Laird 201
Indian Island Band, N.B., Wm. D. Carter 61
Indian Supt. for British Columbia, A. W. Vowell ' 293
Indian Supt. for British Columbia, A. W. Vowell 289
Indian Trust Fund Accounts, See 'Return C,' Part II, page 169
Industries, See side heading in each report ' Occupa-

tions,' and names of industries
Inspection of Agencies, See ' W. J. Chisholm,' ' S. R. Marlatt '

and ' S. J. Jackson '.

Inspection of Schools, See ' W. J. Chisholm,' ' S. R. Marlatt '

and ' W. M. Graham '.

Inverness County, N.S., Micmacs, Rev. D. McPherson 74
Iroquois of Caughnawaga, Que., J. Blain 46

" of St. Regis, Que., George Long 47
Irwin, Archibald, Kamloops-Okanagan Agency, B.C 236
Irwin, R. G., Micmacs of Shelburne Coiinty, N.S.. .. 77
Islington Band, Man., R. S. McKenzie 99

J.

Jackson, S. J., Lake Winnipeg and Rat Portage Inspec-
torate—Agencies Ill

James Seenum's Band or Whitefish Lake Band, G. G. Mann 179
N.W.T.,

James Smith's Band, Duck Lake Agency, N.W.T. J. Macarthur 152
John Smith's Band, Duck Lake Agency, N.W.T., J. Macarthur • 151
Joseph's Band, Edmonton Agency, N.W.T., Jas. Gibbons 156
Jowett, J.W.. Blood Agency, Alta 141

K.

Kakewistahaw Band, Crooked Lake Agency, J. A. Sutherland 149
Kopwayawakenum's Band, Carlton Agency, J. H. Price 146
Kamloops Industrial School, B.C., Rev. A. M. Carlon, O.M.I 411
I^amloops-Gkanagan Agency, B.C., A. Irwin 236
Keeheewin's Band, Onion Lake Agency, N.W.T., W. Sibbald 165
Keeseekoowenin's Band, Birtle Agency, N.W.T. G. H. Wheatley 134
Kenemotayoo's Band, Oarlton Agency, N.W.T., J. H. Price 146
Key's Band, Pelly Agency, N.W.T., H. A. Carruthers 170
King, Geo. Ley, Shingwauk and Wawanosh Homes, Sault

St. Marie, Ont 307
King's County, N.S., Micmics, C. E. Beckwth 74
Kingsclear Band, N.B., Jas. Farrell 65

Kisickonse's Band, Pelly Agency, N.W.T., H. A. Carruthers 170
Kootenay Agency, B.C., R. L. T. Galbraith 250

" Industrial School, Rev. N. Coccola 414
Kuper Island Industrial School, B.C., Rev. G. Donckele 416
Kwawkewlth Agency, B.C., G. W. DeBeck 254

Lac des Mille Lacs Band, Ont., R. S. McKenzie 100
Lac la Biche, Saddle Lake Agency, N.W.T., G. G. Mann 180
Lac la Croix Band, Ont., J. P. Wright 86
Lac Seul Band, Ont., R. S. McKenzie 101
Lacy, John, Micmacs of Annapolis County, N.S 67
Laird, Hon. David, Indian Commissioner for Man. and N.W.T 201
Lake Manitoba Inspectorate—Agencies, S. R. Marlatt 103

' —Schools, S. R. Marlatt 423
Lake St. John, Que., Montagnais, Alphonse Marcoux 50

" Superior, Ojibbewas, S'ee Ojibbewas
" Timiskaming Band, Que., A. Burwash 58
" Two Mountains Band, Que., Jos. Perillard 47
" Winnipeg Inspectorate, Man.—Agencies, S.J.Jackson Ill
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Lands, 8ee Indian Land Statement, Part II, pp.
58-60

Lennox Island Band, P.E.I. , J. O. Arsenault 79

LeVern, Rev. J. L., O.M.I., Blood R. C. Boarding School, N.W.T... 331

Lesser Slave Lake C. E. Boarding School, C. D. White 351

R. C. Boarding School, Rev. C. Faiher, O.M.I 352

Little Forks Band, Ont., J. P. Wright 84

Little Pine's Band, Battleford Agency, N.W.,T., J. P. G. Day 129

Long, Geo., Iroquois of St. Regis 47

Long Lake Band, Ont., L. U. Benin 29

Long Sault Bands, Ont., J. P. Wright 83

Lorette, Que., Hurons, A. 0. Bastion 44

Loring, Richard E., Babine and Upper Skeena River Agency,
B.C 209

Lousley, J. A. G., Norway House Boarding School 314

Lytton Industrial School, B.C., Rev. Geo. Ditcham 418

Mac. or Mc.

Macarthur, J. A., Duck Lake Agency, N.W.T 150

McCaffrey, W. J., Algonquins of River Desert, Que.. .. 43

Macdonald, A. J., Micmacs of Victoria County, N.S 78

McDonald, A. R., Moravians of the Thames, Ont 22

McDonald, J. R., Micmacs of Antigonish and Guysborough
Counties, N.S 68

McDonald, R. C, Eraser River Agency 226

McDougall, J. B., Walpole Island Agency 40

McDougall Orphanage, Morley, Alta., J. W. Niddrie 356

McFarlane, Wm., Mississaguas of Rice and Mud Lakes, Ont. 18

McGibbon, Chas., Chippewas of Christian Island, Ont 1

Mclntyre, D. K., M.D., Sydney Agency, N.S 69

Mclver, John, Chippewas of Nawash, Cape Croker, Ont. 3

McKay, Rev. H., Round Lake Boarding School, N.W.T.. 362

McKenzie, Robert S., Rat Portage and Savanne Agencies.. .. 95

McKitrick, Austin G., Cecilia Jeffrey Boarding School 312

Maclean, W. B., Parry Sound Superintendency, Ont.. .. 30

McLeod, Rev. J. D., Micmacs of Pictou County, N.S 75

McManus, Rev. Chas. E., Micmacs of Halifax County, N.S 72

McNeill, A. J., Sarcee Agency, N.W.T 180

McPhee, D. J., Chippewas of Rama 4

McPherson, Rev. Donald, Micmacs of Inverness County, N.S 74

McWhinney, W., Crowstand Boarding School, Assa 335

M.

Maganettawan Band, Ont.,

Magnan. Rev. J. A.,

Manitoii Rapids Band, Ont.,
Manitoulin Island, unceded,
Manitowaning Agency, Ont.,
Manitowapah Agency, Man.,
Maniwaki Reserve, Que.,
Mann, George G.,

Maria, Que., Micmacs,
Marchal, Rev. Ch.,
Marcoux, Alphonse,
Markle, J. A.,
Marlatt, S. R.,

Marsh, Rev. Thos. J.,

Martineau, H.,
Matheson, Rev. E.,

Matheson, Rev. J. R.,
Maurus, Rev. P.,

Metlakahtla Industrial School, B.C.,
MicheTs Band, Edmonton Agency, N.W.T.
Michipicoten Band. Ont.,
Micmacs of Annapolis County, N.S..

" Antigonish County, N.S.,
" Cape Breton County, N.S.,
" Colchester County, N.S.,
" Cumberland County, N.S.,

Digby County, N.S.,
" Guysborough County, N.S.,

W. B. Maclean 33

C. L. D. Sims 13

Muscowequan's Boarding School, N.W.T. 354

J. P. Wright 83

C. L. D. Sims If

C. L. D. Sims H
S. Swinford 91

W. J. McCaffrey 43

Saddle Lake Agency, N.W.T 178

Rev. J. Gagng 48

St. Mary's Mission Boarding School, B.C. 398

Montagnais of Lake St. John 50

Blackfoot Agency, N.W.T 138

Lake Manitoba Inspectorate—Agencies.. 103

Lake Manitoba Inspectorate—Schools... 423

Hay River Boarding School, Mackenzie
District 347

Touchwood Hills Agency, N.W.T 183

Battleford Industrial School, Sask.. .. 372

Onion Lake C.E. Boarding School, Sask. 358

Clavoquot Industrial School 405

Job J R. Scott 4?0

Jas. Gibbons 154

Wm. L. Nichols 25

John Lacy 67

John R. McDonald 68

Rev. A. Cameron, D. K. Mclntyre, M.D. 68-69

Thomas B. Smith 70

F. A. Rand, M.D 71

Jas. Purdy 72

John R. McDonald 68
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Micmacs of Halifax County, N.S., Rev. Chas. E. McManus 72
Hants County, N.S., A. Wallace 73

" Inverness County, N.S., Rev. D. McPherson 74
king's County, N.S., Chas. E. Beckwith 74

" Lunenburg County, N.S., Charles Harlow 76
" Maria, Que., Rev. J. Gagne 48

Pictou County, N.S., Rev. J. D. McLeod 75
" Prince Edward Island, J. O. Arsenault 79

Queen's County, N.S., Charles Harlow 76
" Restigouche, Que., J. Pitre 49
" Richmond County, N.S., Rev. John Eraser 76

Shelburne County, N.S., R. G. Irwin 77
Yarmouth County, N.S., W. H. Whalen 79

" Victoria County, N.S., A. J. Macdonald 78
Mingan Band, Que., W. D. B. Scott 56
Mississagi River, Ont., Ojibbewas, S. Hagan 38
Mississaguas of Alnwick, Ont., John Thackeray 16

the Credit, Ont., W. C. Van Loon 17
Mud Lake, Ont., Wm. McFarlane 18

" Rice Lake, Ont., Wm. McFarlane 18
Scugog, Ont., A. W. Williams 20

Mistawasis Band, Carlton Agency, N.W.T., J. H. Price 145
Mohawk Institute, Brantford, Ont., Rev. R. Ashton 304
Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte, Ont., Wm. R. Aylsworth 20
Montagnais of Lower St. Lawrence, A. Gagnon 54

W. D. B. Scott b6
" Lake St. John. Que., Alphonse Marcoux 50

Moosejaw- Sioux, N.W.T., Thos. W. Aspdin 127
Moose Mountain Agency, N.W.T., W. Murison 161
Moosomin's Band, Battleford Agency, N.W.T., J. P. G. Day 131
Moravians of the Thames, Ont., A. R. McDonald 22
Morell Band, P.E.I., J. O. Arsenault 79
Morrow, Geo. W., Northwest Coast Agency, B.C 256
Motion, Jas. R., Alberni Boarding School, B.C 391
Moulin, Rev. G., Ermineskin's Boarding School, Alta.. .. 343
Mount Elgin Industrial Institute, Ont., Rev. T. T. George 306
Mud Lake, Ont., Mississaguas, Wm. McFarlane 18
Mullin, Martin, Golden Lake Agency, Ont 8
Munsees of the Thames, Ont., S. Sutherland 6
Murison, W., Moose Mountain Agency, N.W.T 161
Muscowequan's Boarding School, N.W.T.

,

Rev. J. A. Magnan 354
Muscowpetung's Band, Qu'Appelle Agency,N.W.T R. L. Ashdown 173

N.

Naessens, Rev. A., High River Industrial School 387
Neil!. Alan W., West Coast Agency, B.C 272
New Brunswick, Wm. D. Carter and Jas. Farrell 59-63
Niacatchewenin Band, Ont., J. P. Wright 85
Nichols, Wm. L., Ojibbewas of Lake Superior, Eastern Div. 23
Nickirkousemenecanning Band, Ont., J. P. Wright 85
Niddrie, J. W., McDougall Orphanage, Morley, Alta.... 356
Nipigon Band, Ont., L. U. Bonin 28
Nipissing Band, Ont.. Geo. P. Cockburn 36
North Sydney Band, N.S., D. K. Mclntyre, M.D 70
Northwest Angle Bands, Ont., R. S. McKenzie 97
Northwest Coast Agency, B.C., Geo. W. Morrow 256
Norway House Agency, Manitoba Suptcy., T. J. Fleetham 86
Norway House Boarding School, J. A. G. Lousley 314
Nova Scotia, See under names of counties, also under

' Micmacs '.

Oak Lake Sioux Band, Birtle Agency, Man.,
Oak River Sioux Band, Birtle Agency, Man.,
Obidgewong Band, Ont.,
Ochapowace's Band, Crooked Lake Agency,
N.W.T.,

Officers,

Ojibbewas of Lake Superior, Eastern Division,
" W^estern Division,

Ojibbewas of Mississagi River, Ont.,
Oka Band, Que.,
Okanagan Agency, B.C.,

G. H. Wheatley 134

G. H. WTieatley 134

Robert H. Thorburn 10

J. A. Sutherland 148

See OflBcers and Employees, Part II, pages
151-166.

Wm. L. Nichols 23

L. U. Bonin 26

S. Hagan 38

J. Perillard 47

A. Irwin 236
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Okemassis' Band, Duck Lake Agency, N.W.T., J. Macarthur 151

One Arrow's Band. Duck Lake Agency, N.W.T., J. Macarthur 150

Oneidas of the Thames, Ont., S. Sutherland 6

Onion Lake Agency, N.W.T., W. Sibbald 164

C. E. Boarding School, Rev. J. R. Matheson 358

R.C. Boarding School, Rev. E. J. Cunningham, O.M.I 357

Ooneepowhayo's Band, Onion Lake Agency, W. Sibbald 165

N.W.T.,
Oromocto Band, N.B., Jas. Farrell 66

P.

Paquin, Rev. J., S.J., Wikwemikong Industrial School 310

Parry island Band, Ont., W. B. Maclean 30

Parry Sound Superintendency, Ont., W. B. Maclean 30

Pas Agency, Sask., Jos. Courtney 88

Pasquah's Band, Qu'Appelle Agency, N.W.T., R. L. Ashdown 174

Paul (Miss), Hannah M., Port Simpson Girls' Home, B.C 396

Pauls Band, Edmonton Agency, N.W.T., Jas. Gibbons 156

Pays Plat Band, Ont., L. U. Bonin 28

Peigan Agency, N.W.T^,, J. H. Gooderham 168

C. E. Boarding School, W. R. Haynes 359

R.C. Boarding School, Rev. L. Doucet, O.M.I 360

Pelly Agency, N.W.T., H. A. Carruthers 169

Perillard, Jos., Lake of Two Mountains Band, Que.. .. 47

Perrault, Rev. S., O.M.I. , Cowessess Boarding School, Assa 336

Petaquakey's Band, Carlton Agency, N.W.T., J. H. Price 144

Piapot's Band, Qu'Appelle Agency, N.W.T., R. L. Ashdown 173

Pic Band, Ont., L- U. Bonin 29

Pictou County. N.S., Micmacs, Rev. J. D. McLeod 7o

Pine Creek Boarding School, Rev. W. Chaumont 316

Pitre, Jeremie, Micmacs of Restigouche, Que 49

Point GrondinBand, Ont., C. L. D. Sims 12

Population, 'Sfee ' Census Return,' Part II, pages 61-84

also side heading ' Vital Statistics ' in

each report.

Port Simpson Boys' Boarding School, B.C., Chas. M. Richards 395

Girls' Home, B.C., (Miss) Hannah M. Paul 396

Portage la Prairie Agency, Man., S. Swinford 31

Boarding School, W. A. Hendry 316

Pottawattamies of Walpole Island, Ont., J. B. McDougall 40

Poundmaker's Band, Battleford Agency, N.W.T., J. P. G. Day 129

Price, J. H., Carlton Agency 144

Prince Edward Island, J. O. Arsenault 79

Purdy, James H., Micmacs of Digby County, N.S 72

Puskeeahkeeweein Band, Onion Lake Agency, W. Sibbald 165

N.W.T.,

Q.

Qu'Appelle Agency, N.W.T.,
" Industrial School,
" Inspectorate—Schools,

Queen's County, N.S., Micmacs,

R
Rama, Ont., Chippewas,
Rand, F. A., M.D.,
Rat Portage Agency, Man. Superintendency.

Band, Ont.,
" Boarding School, Ont.,
" Inspectorate—Agencies,

Red Bank Band, N.B.,
Red Deer Industrial School, N.W.T.,
Red Pheasant's Band, Battleford Agency, N.W.T.
Red Rock Band, Ont.,
Regina Industrial School, N.W.T.,
Reid, J. Lestock, D.L.S.,
Religion,

Restigouche Band, Que.,
Rice, Rev. J. P.,

Rice Lake, Ont., Mississaguas,
Richards, Chas. M.,

R. L. Ashdown 172

Rev. J. Hugonard 377

W. M. Graham 443

Chas. Harlow 76

D. J. McPhee 4

Micmacs of Cumberland County, N.S.. .. 71

R. S. McKenzie 95

R. S. McKenzie 96

Rev. C. Cahill, O.M.I 318

S. J. Jackson Ill

Wm. D. Carter 60

Rev. J. P. Rice 380

J. P. G. Day 127

L. U. Bonin 27

Rev. J. A. Sinclair 383

Survey Report Manitoba and N.W.T. . .. 207

See side heading ' Religion ' in each re-

port. Part I ; also ' Census Return,'
Part II, pp. 61-84

J. Pitre 49

Red Deor Industrial School, Alta 380

Wm. McFarlane 18

Port Simpson Boys' Boarding School, B.C. 395
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Concluded.

Richmond County, N.S., Micmacs, Rev. John Fraser 76

Riou, Rev. J., O.M.I., Crowfoot Boarding School, N.W.T 333

River Desert Band, Que., W. J. McCaffrey 43

Robertson, W. R., Cowichan Agency, B.C 218

Rolling River Band, Birtle Agency, Man., G. H. Wheatley 135

Round Lalce Boarding School, Assa., Rev. H. McKay 362

Ruelle, Rev. N. A., St. Boniface Industrial School, Man.. .. 326

Rupert's Land, Industrial School, Man., J. Thompson 323

St.

St. Albert Boarding School, Alta., Sister L. A. Dandurand 365

St. Augustine Boarding School, Smoky River, Sister Sostene 364

N.W.T.,
St. Bernard's Mission Boarding School, Lesser Rev. C. Falher, O.M.I 352

Slave Lake, N.W.T.,
St. Boniface Industrial School, Man., Rev. N. A. Ruelle 326

St. Francis, Que., Abenakis, A. O. Comire, M.D 41

St. John's Homes, Blackfoot Reserve, N.W. T., H. W. Gibbon Stocken 328

St. Joseph's Indian Home, Fort William, Ont., Sisters of St. Joseph 303

St. Mary's Band, N.B., James Farrell.. ^ 65

St. Mary's Mission Boarding School, B.C., Rev. Ch. Marchal 398

St. Regis, Que., Iroquois, Geo. Long 47

S.

Saddle Lake Agency, N.W.T.

,

Geo. G. Mann 178

Band, Geo. G. Mann 178

Sakimay's Band, Crooked Lake Agency, N.W.T., J. A. Sutherland 149

Sanitation, ^ee side heading 'Health and Sanitation'
in each report.

Sarcee Agency, N.W.T., A. J. McNeill 180

Sarcee Boarding School, Alta., Ven. J. W. Tims 363

Sarnia, Ont., Chippewas, A English 5

Savanne Agency, Ont., R. S. McKenzie 100
Saugeen, Ont., Chippewas, John Scoffield 33

Schools, See side heading ' Education ' in each re-
port ; also page 301, Part I, and pages
3-57, Part II.

Scoffield, John, Chippewas of Saugeen 33

Scott, John R., Metlakahtla Industrial School. B.C 420

Scott, W. D. B., Montagnais of Lower St. Lawrence. .. 56

Scugog, Ont.. Mississaguas, A. W. Williams 20

Seekaskootch Band, Onion Lake Agency, N.W.T. w. Sibbald 164

Seine River Band, Ont., J. P. Wright 85

Semmens, Rev. John, Clandeboye Agency, Manitoba Suptcy 80

Serpent River Band, Ont., S. Hagan 39

Seven Islands Band, Que., A. Gagnon 55

Shawanaga Band, Ont., W. B. Maclean 31

Sheguiandah Band, Ont., C. L. D. Sims 15

Shelburne County, N.S., Micmacs, R. G. Irwin 77

Sheshegwaning Band, Ont., Robert Thorburn 10

Shingwauk and Wawanosh Homes, Sault Ste. Geo. Ley King 307

Marie, Ont.,

Shoal Lake Band, Man., R. S. McKenzie 96

Sibbald, W., Onion Lake Agency, N.W.T 164

Sibbald, H. E., Stony Agency, N.W.T 182

Sims, Chas. L. D., Manitowaning Agency, Ont 11

Sinclair, Rev. J. A., Regina Industrial School, Assa 383

Sister L. A. Dandurand, St. Albert Boarding School, N.W.T.. .. 365
" Mary Amy, Squamish Mission Boarding School, B.C. 400
" Matthias, Vermilion Boarding School, N.W.T.. .. 367

McDougall, Holy Angels Boarding School, N.W.T... 350

Sostene, Smoky River Boarding School, N.W.T... 364

Superior Amy, All Hallows Boarding School, Yale, B.C^ 401
" Tiburce, Wabiscow Lake R.C. Boarding School.. 368

Sisters of St. Joseph, St. Joseph's Indian Home, Ont 303

Six Nation Indians, Brantford, Ont., E. D. Cameron 34

Skinner, E. M., Survey Report, B.C 296

Smith, Thos. B., Micmacs of Colchester County, N.S.. .. 70

Smoky River Boarding School, N.W.T., Sister Sostene 364

Snake Island, Ont., Chippewas, John Yates 2

South Bay Band, Ont., C. L. D. Sims 15

Spanish River Band, Ont., S. Hagan and C. L. D. Sims 40-14

Squamish Mission Boarding School, B.C., Sister Mary Amy 400

Standing Buffalo Band, Qu'Appelle Agency, R. L. Ashdown 175

N.W.T..
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Concluded.

Stangecoming Band, Ont., J. P. Wright 85
Statistics, Agricultural and Industrial, See ' Agricultural and Industrial Statis-

tics," Part II, pages 85-149.
Vital, See side heading ' Vital Statistics ' in

each report, Part I ; also ' Census Re-
turn,' Part II, pages 61-84.

Stocken, H. W. Gibbon, Blackfoot Boarding Schools, N.W.T.. .. 328
Stony Agency, N.W.T., H. E. Sibbald 182

Band, Battleford Agency, N.W.T., J. P. G. Day 130
Sturgeon Falls Agency, Ont., Geo. P. Cockburn 36

Lake Band, Ont., J. P. Wright 86
Sucker Creek Band, Ont., C. L. D. Sims 14

Lake Band, Ont., C. L. D. Sims 14
Survey Report, British Columbia, E. M. Skinner 296

Sidney Williams 298
Peter Burnet, D.L.S 297

Survey Report, Manitoba and N.W.T., J. Lestock Reid, D.L.S 207
Sutherland, S., Chippewas, Munsees and Oneidas of the

Thames 6
Sutherland, J. A., Crooked Lake Agency, N.W.T 148
Sweet Grass Band, Battleford Agency, N.W.T. , J. P. G. Day 128
Swinford, S., Portage la Prairie and Manitowapah

Agencies 91
Sydney Band, N.S., D. K. Mclntyre, M.D 69

T.

Tahgaiwinini Band, Ont., C. L. D. Sims 13
Taylor, Rev. Jas., Emmanuel College, Prince Albert, Sask. 341
Temagaming Band, Ont., Geo. P. Cockburn 37
Thackeray, John, Mississaguas of Alnwick, Ont 16
Thames River, Ont., Chippewas, S. Sutherland 7

" Moravians, A. R. McDonald 22
" Munsees, S. Sutherland 7
" Oneidas, S. Sutherland 6

Thessalon Agency, Ont., S. Hagan 38
River Band, Ont., S. Hagan 38

Thompson, J., Rupert's Land Industrial School 323
Thorburn, Robert, Gore Bay Agency, Ont 9
Thunderchild's Boarding School, N.W.T., Rev. H. Delmas, O.M.I 366
Timiskaming Band, Que., A. Burwash 68
Tims, Ven. J. W., Sarcee Boarding School, Alta 363
Tobique Band, N.B., Jas. Farrell 63
Touchwood Hills Agency, N.W.T., H. Martineau 183
Treaty No. 8, N.W.T., H. A. Conroy 200
Turtle Mountain Sioux Band, Birtle Agency, G. H. Wheatley 134
Man., .

Tyendinaga Band, Ont., Wm. R. Aylsworth 20

V.

Valley River Band, Birtle Agency, Man., G. H. Wheatley 135
Van Loon, W.C, Mississaguas of the Credit, Ont 17
Vermilion Bearding School, Athabasca, Sister Matthias 367
Victoria County, N.S., Micmacs, A. J. Macdonald 78
Viger, Que., Amalecites, Edouard Beaulieu 44
Vowell, Arthur W., Indian Superintendent for B. Columbia.. 289

Indian Reserve Commissioner, B.C.. .. 293

Wabigoon Band, Ont.,
Wabiscow Lake C.E. Boarding School, N.W.T.

R.C. Boarding School, N.W.T
Wabuskang Band, Ont.,
Wahspaton's Band, Carlton Agency, N.W.T.,
W'allace, Alonzo,
Walpole Island Agency, Ont.,
Watha or Gibson Band, Ont.,
Wawanosh Home. Sault Ste. Marie, Ont.,
Waywayseecappo's Band, Birtle Agency, Man.
Weaver, Chas. Riley,

W^eemistikooseahwasis Band, Onion Lake
Agency,

W.
R. S. McKenzie 100

, Chas. Riley Weaver 369
Sister Tiburce 368
R. S. McKenzie 102
J. H. Price 147
Micmacs of Hants County, N.S 73
J. B. McDougall 40
W. B. Maclean 32
Geo. Ley King 307
G. H. Wheatley 135
Wabiscow Lake C. E. Boarding School,
N.W.T 369

W. Sibbald 165
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Concluded.

West Bay Band, Ont., Robert Thorburn 9

West Coast Agency, B.C., Alan W. Xeill 272

Whalen, W. H., Micmacs of Yarmouth County, N.S 73

Wheatley, G. H., Birtle Agency, Man 133

White, G. D., Lesser Slave Lake C. E. Boarding School. 351

Whiteflsh Bay Band, Man., R. S. McKenzie 98

Lake Band, Ont C. L. D. Sims 12

River Band, Ont., C. L. D. Sims 11

Wikwemikong Industrial School, Ont., Rev. J. Paquin, S.J 310

Wild Land Reserve, Out., J. P. Wright 84

William Twatt's Band, Carlton Agency, N.W.T., J. H. Price 144

Williams, M., Gordon's Boarding School, N.W.T 346

Williams, A. W., Mississaguas of Scugog, Ont 20

Williams, Sidney, Survey Report, B.C 298

Williams Lake Agency, B.C.. E. Bell 278
Industrial School, - Rev. H. Boening 422

Wilson, A. E., Elkhorn Industrial School, Man 321

Woodstock Band, N.B., Jas. Farrell 64

Wright, John P., Fort Frances Agency, Manitoba Suptcy. 82

Y.

Yale (All Hallows) Boarding School, B.C., Sister Superior Amy 401
Yarmouth County, N.S., Micmacs, W. H. Whalen.."..' 79

Yates, John, Chippewas of Georgina and Snake Islands,
Ont 2
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REPORT

DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1904

Department of Ixdux Affairs,

Ottawa, December 1, 1904.

•The Honourable Clifford Sifton,

Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the report of the Department of Indian AfEaira

for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904, the first complete year of my supervision of

Indian matters. The report will show that the Indians, composed of a variety of tribes

and bands, widely differing in their stages of social development and environment,

and scattered over a geographical range extending from the Pacific coast on 'the west,

to the Atlantic seaboard on the east, and from the United States on the south, to the

northern limit of Treaty No. 8, which touches the northeast angle of Great Slave

lake in about latitude 63 north, with hardly any exception have in their several spheres

enjoyed a fair average of prosperity.

A careful consideration of the reports and. statistical statements appended, to

which I beg to refer you for more detailed information, will dividge that although in

the province of Ontario there has been 'in almost all directions a slight decrease of the

material prosperity enjoyed during the preceding year, the cause of which is not ap-

parent, in all the other provinces there has been substantial progress, and while tliere

has been but small perceptible advance in any of them towards the acquisition of the

higher spirit of citizenship, to the absence of which reference was made last year,

none the less the standard of civilization already reached has been fully maintained.

It may be remarked here that however much further development may be desired,

still, should tlie Indians fall to make it, the country has no little reason to congratidate

itself upon a policy which has transformed its aboriginal population into a law-respect-

ing, prosperous and contented section of the community, which, so far from being a

menace to or burden ui>on the commonwealth, contributes in many ways to its welfare.

2Y—

B
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In the younger provinces among the bands in process of civilization, where pro-

gress is naturally more noticeable, there has not been wanting growth in all the direc-

tions which malve for independence, and as an example of the ultimate, cumulative

effect of these often hardly perceptible gradations, it is well worth noting what the

Indian Commissioner points out with reference to the Northwest Territories, as to

the stage having been reached at which the able-bodied in the mixed farming districts

have become practically self-supporting.

Looking back upon the time, well within the memory of many still engaged in the

work, when the sudden and complete disappearance of the buffalo deprived the Indians

ofihe plains of the main staple of their subsistence and created the inevitable necessity

for the transformation of hordes of destitute savages into self-supporting members of

tiie commonwealth, the attainment of the position to which the Commissioner refers,

affords ample proof of what can be done by a little here and a little there, and is full

of inspiration for the work which has yet to be accomplished in the direction of teach-

ing these Indians to emerge from the condition of tutelage, and continue without

support what they have learnt to do under close supervision. It may be observed here

that it need cause neither surprise nor discouragement should some temporary appear-

ance of retrogression attend the first steps of this further education.

Among the outlying bands remote from centres of civilization little change need

be looked for. Their fluctuating prosperity depends upon the abundance or scarcity of

fish, game and fur, and upon the clemency or inclemency of the winter season, and

fortunately it is rarely that they are called upon to endure any thing that from their

point of view could be called actual hardship.

The character of the districts inhabited by them for the most part precludes ex-

pectation of invasion by settlement, and such encroachment upon their solitudes by

civilization as does and is likely to take place is so gradual and of such kind that the

Indians concerned imi)erceptibly and without interference adapt themselves to any

changing conditions.

All that is attempted with respect to these bands is to protect them from such

unscrupulous traders as would use intoxicants as a medium for barter, to improve

their habits of living and their moral tone, and to give them such rudimentary educa-

tion as may be consistent with a due regard for the conditions tmder which they live,

and from which there is no apparent prospect of their escape.

VITAL STATISTICS, 1904.

^

Province.
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It will be observed from the foregoing that within treaty limits, the births during

the year have exceeded the deaths by 262.

For the preceding year the number of births was 2,311, and of deaths 2,143, so

that as compared with it there has been a net decrease of 6.

CENSUS.

Province.
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sumption, and still more to phthisis and other pulmonary, bronchial and catarrhal

affections more or less kindred. Upon this morbid constitutional condition the first

effect of civilization, apart from its vices, is injurious, the chief cause being the change

from the open-air life to the vitiated atmosphere of the small, over-crowded, dark and

ill-ventilated houses which are first substituted for the teepee or the wigwam, consti-

tuting a condition which, aggravated by unclean habits, particularly that of promis-

cuous expectoration, produces the necessary conditions for the development and propa-

gation of the diseases referred to. As a consequence the comparative sanitary state

of the Indians at this stage during any given year, resolves itself very much into

a question as to whether atmospheric conditions during the winter and the spring

liave been favourable or otherwise for the development of the diseases enumerated.

The unus'ual severity of last winter affected the general health detrimentally, and

increased the death-rate, but so far as the future preservation of the race is concerned

the hopeful feature is that the baneful effects were largely confined to bands which

have not yet come under the influence of improved food, dress, dwellings, personal

habits, &c., &c., which are so greatly alleviating, if not eradicating, the main cause of

excessive mortality.

Despite the unfavourable season it is encouraging to observe that in every province

c:Ncept:ng that of B-itish Columbia, the birth has exceeded the death rate, and of the

109 deaths in excess of births in the excepted province 84 occurred in the West Coast

agency, and the majority are directly attributable to the determined obstinacy with

which these particular Indians cling to their potlaches, and in connection therewith

congregate and crowd together in a manner which produces the most unsanitary con-

ditions.

As ameliorating circumstances continue to improve and to extend, and as the

excessive mortality among infants disappears through the discouragement of pre-

mature marriages and the education of the mothers, there seems no reason to doubt

that the Indian population, which for some years past has been fully holding its own

numerically, will enter upon a distinct and permanent era of increase.

In other respects there has been little concerning health to call for particular

notice.

Small-pox continued to infest certain districts. In the southeastern division of

New Brunswick it was carried to the reserve at the jiuiction of the Tobique and

St. John rivers, but was confined to five families, within three dwellings. At Saddle

Lake and Battleford it broke out in a somewhat severe type, with two attendant fatal-

ities at the former and three at the latter agency.

Whooping-cough was more or less epidemic in Prince Edward Island, and in the

Rainy River, Pas, Portage la Prairie, Birtle districts, and in the Babine, Eraser River

and Williams Lake agencies in British Colvunbia.

Heasles broke out in Halifax county, IST.S., at Maniwaki, Que., and in the Rainy

River district.

Scarlet fever was epidemic among the Six Nations, but without fatality resulting,

and was responsible for one death at the Pelican Narrows, on the border between the
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Saskatchewan district and Athabasca, and some cases occurred in the Rainy River

and Portage la Prairie districts.

AGRICULTURE AND LIVE STOCK.

Remarks relative to agriculture and the kindred industry of raising live stock

may be prefaced by the following table showing the relative extent to which the Indians

of the provinces mentioned engage in these occupations :

—

Ontario
Quebec
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Prince P^dward Island
Britisli Columbia
Manitoba
Northwest Territories.

Province.

1!)04.

Popu-
lation.

21,191

11,149
1,998

1,694
292

2.5,234

6,775
17,561

Acres.

18, 006J
4,601

140i
6221
69|

8,67.5i

1,024|
11,961

Horned
Stock.

6,558
2,019
296
48

7,575
2,479
18,852

Horses.

3,632
763
59
12

15,276
646

12,247

With regard to these industries as carried on by the farming communities in the

older provinces, there has been nothing during the year to call for particular comment.

On many of the reserves in Ontario the methods of cultivation and the supply as

well as quality of implements and of live stock are up to the average of the surround-

ing communities, and on others less advanced, steady progress is being made in the

direction of the same standard.

Live stock is held in numbers compatible with mixed farming, and dairy produce

is used for domestic consumption and for market, and where opportunity offers, milk

is disposed of to the factories.

Agricultural exhibitions are held on some of the most progressive reserves, and

the exhibits could compete with what are shown at any other provincial fairs.

The year's harvest of cereals and roots was a good average one, an extra yield of

v.heat, oats and corn having compensated for some lightness in other crops.

In Quebec there is not the same interest taken in husbandry. Some few years

ago a depression in the markets for the industries which these Indians prefer, some-

what stimulated interest in agriculture, but the increased demand for labour in

various directions and the revival of the markets for certain industries have tended

to check that movement.

In the prairie districts of the Northwest Territories the Indians are more ex-

clusively dependent upon agriculture and still more so on live stock than in any other

part of the Dominion.

In some districts, notably in Treaty No. 7, the want of moisture, which is now
being overcome by irrigation, and in others the erroneous impression engendered by

defective methods of cultivation, that the maturing of cereals could not be depended
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on, and again more generally the lack in earlier years of facilities for gristing and

markets for grain necessitated reliance to a large extent upon the raising of live stock.

As the Indians have gradually learnt the value of cattle they have come to mani-

fest strong practical interest in caring for them, as an example of which the fact may
be mentioned that the Peigans, one of the bands who not many years ago could not be

induced to take cattle on any consideration, have recently built some 11 miles of

fencing, having purchased for themselves the necessary wire and staples and hauled the

posts distances of from 12 to 15 miles.

For the most part the farming Indians throughout the territories have now as

many animals as they can properly handle, and the care exercised for years past by

the department in purchasing or inducing Indians to purchase good-class bulls has

resulted in grading up the stock to a high standard of excellence.

The horses shown in the preceding statement, at any rate in British Columbia

and the Northwest Territories, include a lot of inferior ponies, but the policy recently

adopted in the territories of introducing stallions into the reserves with a view to

grading up the native ponies to a marketable standard seems to be meeting with

success, and in the not far distant future profitable results may be expected to accrue.

As to husbandry the improvement of methods of cultivation is attended by many
difficulties, not the least of which has been the example set by the earlier settlers, who,

finding a practically unlimited area of easily broken prairie lands available, and being

handicapped by scarcity of labourers and labour-saving implements, adopted rough

and ready methods which the Indians were much more ready to imitate than to

abandon.

In some districts farming operations have been somewhat neglected in favour of

other employment connected with the influx of settlers, bi:t this interruption is only

a temporary one.

In the long run the Indians may be expected to largely benefit from better markets,

the cheapening of agricultural implements and machinery, as well as all other com-

modities, and the generally improved conditions which will result from the extension

of railways to meet the requirements of settlement, and even the curtailment of

their grazing and hay lands may ultimately prove to their advantage by preventing

much of that loss which is inevitable when live stock wandei^ far afield.

' Already the demand for lands in some districts is awakening the Indians to a

juster appreciation of the value of their reserves and the benefit to be derived from

cultivating them.

In so extensive a territory as that of the Northwest, uniformity of experience

can not be expected, but on the whole somewhat unfavourable conditions for the

maturing and harvesting of the grain disappointed the earlier promise of an excep-

tionally profitable yield.

In British Columbia the abundant and general natural resources of fish and game,

as well as the prevalence of other openings for profitable employment, render the
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Indians comparatively independent of agriculture and stock-raising, the prosecution

oi' which industries is further restricted by the relatively limited areas of cultivable

lands. Crops in the province were on the whole a fair success, although similar condi-

tions to those in tl;e Northwest Territcries retarded harvesting.

Hay, from the same cause, was hard to cure, but fortunately the abundance of

rain so improved the pasturage that the animals were in the best of condition to enter

upon the winter. For that reason, and because of the long continuance of fine weather,

which enabled stock to graze out well into the beginning of the new year, the hay held

out even in districts where the spring was long in arriving, and little if any unusual

loss occurred. Some of the farming communities in the province not only employ

advanced methods of cultivation, but are well equipped with the latest improved

implements for agriculture, and are generally augmenting the number of their live

stock. Some bands possess exceptionally well-bred horses, although among others the

number of somewhat worthless ponies is still too great.

The following table will show the comparative value of farm produce, including

hay, raised in the various provinces during the year under review and the preceding

one.

Province.
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FISHING.

Provinces.
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ber of them returned to their homes, while others went to the Fraser river, where they

found conditions little if any better. Fortunately the home runs in the early fall upon

which the Indians depend for securing their winter's supply were good, excepting in

the AVilliams Lake agency, where for some unexplained cause streams that as a rule

teem with fish remained unentered by them. Moreover, the Indians on the northwest

coast who went to the Nass river in the spring for the oulachon fishery, had a very suc-

cessful catch.

Those in the West Coast agency who accompany the sealing schooners to Cali-

fornia and other coasts as hunters, have been gradually faring worse and worse, and

last spring returned with little or nothing to show for a two months' absence. The

experience of the hunters who remained on their own coast was a happy con-

trast, as the seals not only arrived early, and in numbers unprecedented for many

preceding years, but also approached more closely to shore.

In Manitoba and the Northwest Territories the increased earnings from both fish

and fur are attributable to the waters having become restocked with fish, and the

multiplying of muskrats, as a consequence of a succession of wet seasons.

In addition to the two main natural resources afforded by fishing and hunting,

there are various minor ones, such as the making of maple sugar and the gathering of

wild rice and medicinal roots, also of wild fruits and berries, which form a by-no-

means unimportant addition to the larder, and moreover command a ready market

where there are adjoining settlements.

WAGES AND VARIOUS EARNINGS.

In no other way has the revenue so greatly expanded as from wages earned and

various industries, the increase from the former having aggregated $191,736.39, and

from the latter $36,500.14, a total aggregate increase of $228,236.44, distributed as

shown hereunder.

WAGES EARNED.

Provinces. I 1903. ' 1904. Increase. ' Decrea.se.

•S cts. § cts.
i

S cts. S cts.

Ontario 473,178 00 462,47fi 00
j

' 10,702 00

Quebec. . .

'

267,18(i 20
j

.377,091 00 I 109,904 80

New Brunswick 43,000 00 49,5.50 00
|

6,550 00
;

Nova Scotia I
20,170 00 i 27,750 00' 7,580 00

Prince Edward Island.- i
300 00 280 00 I

British Columbia 36'',495 00 425,694 00

Manitoba
'

30,564 00 1 38,875 00

Northwest Territories, 76,501 64 88,415 14

58,199 00
8,311 00

11,913 50

20 00

202,458 30 10,722 00
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OTHER INDUSTRIES.

Provinces.
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In the Northwest Territories there is a limited demand fur the same class of

labour, and a considerably greater call for farm labour, and in places a good deal is

made by freighting and by the sale of hay and fire-wood.

The increase in wages earned in the territories during the year is largely refer-

able to the demands of incomers during the initial stage of settlement.

In British Columbia the main sources of employment are in connection with the

lumbering, mining, fruit-growing and fishing industries (particularly the salmon can-

neries), also in packing and freighting and as cowboys on the cattle ranches, of all

of which the Indians manifest every desire to avail themselves as a means of self-

support, and further evince characteristic enterprise in entering upon business

ventures on their own account.

HOUSES.

The improvement taking place in the structure of dwellings has been referred to

incidentally in connection with its effect upon general health, and it may be observed

that the benefit extends to the moral as well as the physical condition of the residents,

by making better provision for the separation of the sexes and tlie decencies of family

life. Nor is this benefit limited to sexual morality, for improved residences tend to a

general elevation of the whole tone, to increase of self-respect, to a stronger attach-

ment to home life, and the development of a spirit of independence.

In the Northwest Territories the introduction of saw-mills into the agencies and

in all of the younger provinces other increasing facilities for securing lumber have

greatly contributed towards the improvement.

As to furniture, the substitution of cooking and heating stoves for the old open

fireplace, the use of bedsteads, tables, chairs and sewing-machines. &c., &c., indicate

a growing appreciation of the conveniences and comforts of civilization, and the

attempts at adornment of the homes with such pictures and simple ornaments as can

be picked up, and still more the not uncommon acquisition of musical instruments

such as organs, and autoharps give evidence of a decided advance upon the standard

of a bare utility.

EDUCATION.

With regard to education there has been no change during the year beyond the

usual slight fluctuation in the enrolment and average attendance of pupils, and the

,

opening of a few new schools.

The questions have been raised repeatedly as to whether the existing method of

education by day, boarding and industrial school as at present distributed and con-

ducted is the best that can be devised for the education of the Indian youth, and

again as to whether the potentialities of these schools are being exhausted.

The many difiiculties in the way of providing and inducing parents to accept for

their children such educational advantages as may seem best suited for their several

environments, their present requirements and future prospects, have been repeatedly

pointed out.
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Since, however, it is intended to go into these most important questions exhaus-

tively at an early date, there would not appear to be anything to be gained by a further

discussion of them now, but it may be added that valuable assistance towards the

solution of the problem is anticipated from the various religious denominations whose

experience, co-operation and interest in the work place them in the best possible

position to render it.

The following table will show the number of each class in operation in the different

provinces during the year:

—

Provinces.

Ontario
Quebec
Nova Scotia
New Brunswick
Prince Edward Island
British Columbia .

Manitoba
Northwest Territories (including Treaty No. 8) .

.

Outside Treaty Limits

Day. Boardinp Industrial.
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No doubt the highest and only immutable standard of ethics is that of real

Christianity, but the remembrance of the long course of preparation by which mankind

was enabled to reach the standard attained, even under the most favourable conditions,

should dictate the exercise of the utmost charity in atteiiipting to judge people who

have come comparatively recently into contact with them.

Among the difficulties to be contended against, particularly at the pioneer stage,

not the least is the class of white men with whom they come into contact, and whom
lack of discriminating power leads them to regard as the product rather than the

failures of Christian civilization.

Again, the pagan Indian who at the beginning, if indeed he ever attains it. com-

pletely lacks the capacity to appreciate the theological distinctions and their attendant

consequences between the various denominations, is called upon to make his selection,

and possibly with some intuitive apprehension of the fruitlessness of a doctrine which

exhorts the naked and destitute to be warmed and filled, while withholding the where-

;vithal, he decides upon the denomination which seems to offer the best prospects of

material advantage.

To this material element is added that of his strong natural superstitution, and

it is questionable whether despite the best efforts of the missionary, the pagan on the

border-land between darkness and light, does more than exchange his superstitions,

which at the most can only be productive of a negative form of morality.

However, the missionaries to the aborigines of this country are not peculiar with

respect to the experience of such difficulties, and have to exercise patience in the faith

of better things to come, and on the positive side of the matter it is pleasing to

notice among Indian communities a kindliness of intercourse and mutual helpfulness,

which is a nearer approach to Christian charity than is often to be found among

others who enjoy greater advantages, but of which the extent and duration bear a

distinct relation to the comparative simplicity or complexity of their social con-

ditions.

In some directions class legislation, whether intentional or otherwise, produces

as regards comparison a fictitious showing to the detriment of the Indians.

With regard to the marriage bond and other sexual relations, while the law with

the laudable desire for the enforcement of nuptial obligations recognizes the validity

of marriages contracted in accordance with tribal customs, in furtherance of the same

object it refuses to recognize kindred divorces among them, but as the Indians are

unable to appreciate such distinctions, it comes to pass that men and women are not

infrequently to be found living on the reserves in relations which are condemned as

illegal and immoral, although r^arded by those immediately concerned as quite cor-

i^ct, and would in other communities be remediable by recourse to the divorce courts.

Over and above this it can not be denied that considerable looseness exists in the

relations between the sexes, which is by no means confined to the younger provinces,

or outlying bands in the older provinces, but on the whole the morality of the Indians,

up to their light, is as good as that of their neighbours, and improvement is going on

in this as in other directions.
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To turn to another direction in which class legislation casts a deceptive shadow

upon the relative conduct of the Indians, it may be observed that the use or even the

abuse of intoxicants on the part of a member of any other class of the community

attracts comparatively little attention as compared with the same thing on the part

of an Indian, At the same time the contraband character of the traffic in intoxicants

with Indians offers such prospects of gain as results in special temptations being thrust

upon them, and it becomes quite impossible so long as liquor is manufactured and freely

sold in surrounding communities to prevent its reaching to some extent those of their

number who either go to look for it, or are without the necessary strength to resist

the importunity of those who press it upon their acceptance.

The department, however, does what it can, under the circumstances, to keep the

traffic within bounds, and in a great measure, owing to the good sense of the majority

of the Indians themselves, the percentage who suffer is not a large one.

During the first quarter of the current fiscal year, for which returns are at hand,

in the older provinces under direct and active supervision from headquarters, con

victions to the number of 122 have been obtained, and fines ranging from $5 to $300,

and aggregating $5,949, imposed, while in ten cases imprisonment for terms varying

from 30 days to 6 months' duration have been inflicted.

Special activity has been exercised to guard against intoxicants reaching the

Indians in the Northwest Territories, as a consequence of the influx of settlers ignor-

ant of the law, and of the special danger of letting them have access to alcohol, and

in British Columbia energetic steps have been taken in the same direction, more par-

ticularly in the neighbourhood of the canneries where the Indians congregate djaring

the fishing season.

The effects cf the crusade against the traffic with the hunting bands along the

lower St. Lawrence referred to in last year's report, have so far proved lasting and

nust beneficial to the Indians in every direction.

Should the strong efforts nuv; Iv^ing made for the further restriction of the sale

of 'ntoxicants, particularly in the province of Ontario, prove successful, the pre-

vcHion of the traffic with Indians will be greatly facilitated, not only by the removal

of c^irect temptation, but by the modification or destruction of the appearance of class

legislation with respect to the Indians, which largely alienates public sympathy from

the enforcement of the law.

LANDS.

Of surrendered, surveyed Indian lands during the past fiscal year 67,965*38 acres

were sold and realized the sum of $62,942.82. During the same period 321 patents

were issued and recorded; 43 returns of patents were forrv^arded to the different regis-

trars of counties and districts, and four returns were made to the Provincial Secretary

of Ontario of lands patented within the province.

The town plot of Fisher, in the township of Fisher, in the district of Algoma, wa^

subdivided into lots and placed in the hands of the local agent at Sault Ste. Marie,

for sale at upset prices fixed by the department.
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In April last, the Indians of tbe Nipissing band surrendered 10 square miles of

their reserve at the falls on the Sturgeon river, which were sold to the Occidental

Syndicate, Limited, for $10,000.

In October, 1903, the Indians of the Rice, Mud and Scugog Lake bands surrendered

islands Nos. Y4 and 108 in Dummer township, and 2, 3 and 7 in Harvey township, to

be disposed of for their benefit, and they were subsequently sold by public tender.

A portion of the Micliel reserve, iSTo. 132, situated west of Edmonton, containing

about 7,800 acres, was surrendered by the Indians in July, 1903, to be sold for their

benefit. Tenders were duly called for the quarter-sections comprised in the land

surrendered, but out of the 53 quarter-sections for which tenders were called, only

12 quarter-sections were tendered for and disposed of.

In May last, the town plot of Maniwaki, in the county of Wright, Quebec, having

been re-surveyed and subdivided, was placed in the local agent's hands for sale at

fixed upset prices.

MINERALS.

During the year a number of applications were received for the baser minerals oi»

lands in the Garden river and Batchawana bay districts.

The Indians of Manitoulin island, unceded, having surrendered oil and raining

privileges in connection therewith, the department, on October 2, 1903, granted to

Andre S. Poirier, of Shediac, the exclusive right to prospect for oil on the unceded

portion of Manitoulin island from July 16, 1903, until November 1, 1906, subject to

conditions specified in agreement.

LOCATIOX TICKETS.

Location tickets, granting title, under the provisions of the Indian Act, to in-

dividual Indians for land on reserves, were issued to the number of 188, and at the

end of the fiscal year there were cvirrent 1,330 location tickets. '

In July and August, 1903, location tickets to the number of 96 for the Port Simp-

son band, and 45 for the Metlakatla band were issued for lots in their town plots.

LEASES.

Leases to the number of 104 were issued to white men, at the request of the

Indian locatees, and at the end of the fiscal year there were 1,199 such leases current.

Of timber licenses renewed and in force there are 23,—of unworked berths for

which licenses have not been renewed there are 4, and of vacant berths 3.

SURVEYS.

Ontario.

The re-survey of the Moravian reserve, in the county of Kent, which was com-

menced two seasons ago, has been completed.
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The survey and subdivision of the Walpole Isiand reserve, in the county of Kent,

has been commenced.

All the limits of tke Rama reserve, in the county of Ontario, have been re-estab-

lished and posted.

The boundaries of the West Bay reserve, Manitoulin island, are being re-surveyed.

Quebec.

The southwest boundary of the Doncaster reserv,e, county of Montcalm, has been

defined by survey and marked vpith stone monuments.

The Quarante Arpents reserve, county of Quebec, surrendered by the Indians

to be sold for tlieir benefit, has been surveyed and subdivided into lots for the purpose.

The portion of the eastern boundary of the Eestigouche reserve, county of Bona-

venture, between the reserve and the lands of the Messrs. Fraser, has been finally

decided and marked with, stone monuments.

The boundaries of the Pierreville reserve, county of Yamaska, which had become

obliterated, and in some instances disputed, have been established by survey.

A tract of land for a reserve at Seven Islands, in the lower St. Lawrence, has

been granted by the provincial government, and the same surveyed for the Indians of

the locality.

The station ground of the Gatineau Valley Railway having been located in th.e

southern part of the town plot of Maniwaki, county of Ottawa, the same which was

previously blocked out has been re-arranged and surveyed into lots for sale.

Nova Scotia.

Forty acres of woodland, adjoining the Millbrook reserve, county of Colchester,

were purchased and surveyed into lots for the Indians of the said reserve.

The boundaries of the Ship Harbour reserve, county of Halifax, were re-surveyed.

New Brunswich.

The disputed boundaries of lot A, in the Big Hole Tract reserve, county of

Northumberland, were defined by survey.

The north part of the east boundary of the Tobique reserve, county of Victoria,

has been re-surveyed.

A number of lots in the Red Bank reserve, county of Northumberland, occupied

by squatters, have been surveyed.

British Columbia.

The following surveys were made in this province:

—

Disputed boundaries of the Kapilano and the Cowichan reserves.

The Laeb-kal-tsap townsite.

The subdivision of the Stony Point reserve, Nass river.
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Manitoba and Northwest Territories.

Survey of addition to White Bear reserve, No. TO, Moose Mountain.

Levels for draining' hay slough-, White Bear reserve. No. 70, Moose Mountain.

Retracing survey (boundaries) Sarcee reserve, No. 145, Calgary.

Retracing survey (boundaries) Saddle Lake reserve. No. 125.

Rfitraeing survey (boundaries) Frog Lake reserves, Nos. 121 and 122.

Re-adjusting survey Keheewin reserve. No. 123.

Re-adjusting survey La Corne reserve. No. 100.

Subdivision survey of portion of St. Peter's reserve. No. 1.

Survey and subdivision of the surrendered portion of the Michel reserve. No. 132.

Survey of the townsite of Kamsack, Cote reserve, No. 64.

Miscellaneous Surveys.

The following works were executed under the direction of the department:

—

The construction of pavilions, wharfs and boat-landings on six islands in the

'Thousand Islands,' River St. Lawrence, reserved as public parks.

A wagon road across the Doncaster reserve, Que.; and improvements on a new
road leading to the north end of the Restigouche reserve, in the same province.

In order to supply Walpole island with fresh water and for sanitary piirposes, an

extensive work of dredging is being executed on the island.

* Measures are being taken to prevent the Bella Coola river, B.C., froii oveTflowing

its banks and damaging the reserve of the same name.
t

FINANCIAL.

At the close of the fiscal year the capital of the Indian Trust Fund, which at the

end of the preceding year amounted to $4,408,912.57, had increased to $4,476,907.81.

The l)a]nnce sheet of this fund will b,^ found in Part 11 of this report.

The amount expended from the Consolidated Revenue Fund, voted hy parliament

for the purposes of the department, was $1,107,951.32.

On June 30 last, the balance to the credit of the Indian Savings Account, for the

funding of the annuity money and earnings of pupils at industrial schools, together

with collections from Indians for purchase of cattle and ranching expenses, was

?r36,494.23. Deposits and interest during the year ag"gregated $22,813.30, and with-

drawals amounting to $21,645. 89 were made during the same period.

I have the honour to be, sir,

Your obedient servant,

FRANK PEDLEY,
Deputy Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.

27-
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REPORTS

OF

SUPERINTENDENTS AND AGENTS

Province of Ontario,

Chippewas of Christian Island,

Penetanguishene, August 31, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report and statistical etatement

showing the condition and progress of the Indians under my supervision during the

year ended June 30, 1904.

Eesei-ve.—The reserve of this band is located on Christian island, situated at the

Bouthern end of Georgian bay, on the steamboat route from Collingwood to Parry

Sound and from Collingwood to Midland and Penetanguishene.

Tribe or Nation.—These Indians are called the Chippewas of * Beausoleil,' be-

cause they formerly resided on Beausoleil island.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 233, there having been 6 births

and 4 deaths, an increase of 2 over last year.

Health.—The health of the band has been good, no contagious diseases of any kind

having been prevalent during the year. The houses are clean and comfortable, sani-

tary regulations being strictly observed.

Occupations.—Farming is the chief occupation of the Indians of this reserve.

During the winter they take out wood for steamers, in summer the young men act as

guides to tourists. Large quantities of fish are caught in the bay close to the reserve.

The women make baskets and fancy-work, so that constant employment tends to make
them very comfortable.

Stock.—The Indians have good cattle; and abundance of excellent grass and water

keep them in good condition. The importation of a thoroughbred bull some few

years ago has proved very satisfactory.

Education.—The school on this reserve is taught by the Kev. Mr. Evans, under

whose efficient supervision the children make good progress.

Eeligion.—There are two churches on the reserve, the Methodist and Roman
Catholic. Both are well attended on each Sabbath, services being held twice on this

day. The Methodists are at present erecting a new brick church and the Roman
Catholics are contemplating extensive repairs to the present church. These two prac-

tically new up-to-date buildings will be a very attractive ornament to the island and

display a progressive spirit amongst these people.

Temperance and Morality.—The Indians as a rule are temperate and in this

respect are improving. The chief and councillors, particularly, being temperate and

27—i—
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very exemplary men, which tends to show that these Indians appreciate men of good

habits by electing them to office.

I have, &c.,

CHAS. McGIBBON,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

Chippewas of Georgina and Snake Island,

Vachell, July 3, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian ASairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated in the southern waters of Lake Simeoe, Geor-

gina island being five miles from Jackson's Point, a popular summer resort, where

large numbers spend the summer months each year. Snake island is a part of the re-

serve and is twelve miles further west and one mile from Morton Park, another sum-

mer resort. The reserve contains 3,497 acres and is a good clay soil and raises good

grain and roots, but has numerous swales running through it.

Tribe.—These Indians are nearly all Chippewas and are thoroughly civilized.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 114, 4 less than my last year's report ; con-

eisting of 34 men, 35 women, 26 boys and 19 girls ; there were 2 births and 7 deaths

and 1 woman joined the band through marriage during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been rather poor during the

past year. There were two deaths from consumption, which still carries off some each

year, notwithstanding that the Indians guard against it all they can by observing all

ordinary precautions such as keeping their houses and yards clean and dressing warmly

in winter.

Occupations.—Farming is the chief occupation of most of the Indians. Some
of them work out part of the time. Some go to the lumber camps ; a few work for

farmers, some sell fish and others take campers out fishing. Some sell a little fur such as

mink and miiskrat. The women make baskets and fancy-work of quills, birch-bark

roots and peel bark which they sell for medicine.

Buildings.—The buildings are all of wood. There are fourteen frame houses

end three frame barns ; the rest are built of logs. There is one frame barn being

built this summer and some repairing is also being done to houses.

Stock and Implements.—The stock is fair. There are some very good horses,

but not enough of them. There are also some fine cows and a few sheep. All the stock

is well cared for ; the implements are also very good. There is a horse-power thresh-

ing machine in good repair and sufficient wagons, sleighs, ploughs, harrows, buggies,

and cutters for the needs of the Indians.

Education.—There is a good school on Georgina island taught by Mr. H. L.

Tweed, who attends to the moral training as well as to the educational interests of his

pupils, and does his best to improve the habits and morals of the whole band.

Religion.—There is a Methodist church on the reserve and most of the Indians

are members ; there is at least one service held each Sabbath. The attendance is

good and the conduct of the Indians while at church is excellent. The church is

kept scrupulously clean and in splendid repair.
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Characteristics and Progress.—Most of the Indians are fairly industrious and
are making- fair progress. Those who stay on the reserve and farm get along best. A
few of them will not work till they are forced to, and always seem satisfied if they have
enough for present needs. A number of the Indians provide for the future like white

men ; among this class I might mention Alfred McCue, Thomas Port, James Charles,

Thomas Charles, G. H. Charles, Charles Bigcanoe, Daniel Bigcanoe and John E.

Bigcanoe, who are especially industrious and making good progress.

Temperance and Morality.—The great majority of the Indians of this band never
drink liquor nor use bad language, but I cannot say as much for all of them. There
is one old man and five or six young men who will drink every time they get a chance.

I do not think any of the women drink, and they are, as a rule, more industrious than
the men.

General Remarks.—Nearly all the Indians can read and write fairly weU ; all

of them can speak English pretty well, but use the Indian language in all their public
meetings. In council they discuss all questions fully before deciding them. Such
meetings are always orderly and quiet.

I have, &c.,

JOHN YATES,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

Chippewas of Nawash,
Cape Croker, July 8, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

lieserve.—There is only one resei-ve in the agency. It is situated in the extreme
northeast portion of the township of Albemarle, in the county of Bruce. This reserve

contains nearly 16,000 acres, about sixty per cent of which is good for cultivation and
pasture.

Tribe.—These Indians are nearly all Chippewas.
Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 386 on the pay-list, and about 25 non-treaty

Indians, who reside on the resen'e; on the pay-list are 113 men, 126 women, 89 boys

and 58 girls. There have been 9 births and 8 deaths and 5 women came in by mar-
riage, making an increase of 6 as compared with the census of last year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians has been very good during the

past year. There is a marked improvement in this respect. All sanitary measures are

carefully attended to, the dwellings whitewashed and in most cases kept neat and clean

and premises in good order, being kept free from rubbish and other refuse matter by
burning it. In their personal appearance the Indians are well dressed, neat and clean.

Occupations.—In agricultural pursuits this tribe is not doing as well as formerly.
Twenty-five families are working their holdings fairly well, they have nearly all the
farming implements required. On account of the high wages and good times, there
is a tendency for part of the families to work out, a number of the young men work
in saw-mills, loading vessels and rafting. Some work for white farmers, and in winter
in the lumber woods; a number of the women make baskets, pick berries and gather
ginseng-root for sale.

27—i—li
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There is a saw-mill and shingle-mill on the reserve, manufacturing out of the dead

and waste timber, and this year some green timber. The Indians derive a considerable

revenue from this industry. They have a good fishing reserve and annually catch

rbout $4,000 worth of fish.

Stock.—They have a number of very good horses, but the price of horses being^

high, they are induced to sell a number of them each year. The cattle are increasing

in numbers, ten more cows have been purchased during the past year. The Indians

raise a large number of hogs, and the sheep are increasing.

Education.—There are three day schools on this reserve, all of which are making
very good progress, the school-buildings are in good order and well equipped, being
supplied with good teachers.

Religion.—The Indians atteiid divine service well, they have two churches. The
Methodists, two hundred and forty in number, have a large stone church and a resident

missionary in the person of the Eev, Mr, Nelson, recently from Norway House in the

Northwest ; he understands the Indian work; while the Roman Catholics, numbering
about one hundred and twenty-eight, have a frame church. They are agitating for the

building of a new brick church of larger size ; they also have a resident missionary^

The Rev. Father Artus has been very energetic in his good work among the Indians,.

he goes to a larger field and is succeeded by the Rev. Father Catto from Sault Ste,

Marie. There are about fifteen members of the band leaning to the English Church,

but they have no church-building.

Temperance and Morality.—I am pleased to report that a large majority of this

band are strictly temperate and have temperance societies, there are still a few noted

characters that on days of large gatherings outside get unscrupulous white men to

procure them whisky. I have trouble with those, but on the whole there continue4

to be a decided improvement in this respect.

The Indians continue to improve in morality, but when an officer of the depart-

ment comes up from Ottawa, they tell everything on one another. This makes it appear

worse than it would be with an equal number of white people.

Characteristics and Progress.—The industrious Indians are getting along well and

making a good living and their progress on the whole is fair. They had a good crop

of hay this year and an abundance of pasture. Their grain crop is below the average,

potatoes and roots are looking well. There is a marked improvement in their buildings

and fences ; two good stone houses have been recently built, the Indians doing most
of the work themselves. They have good public buildings and they have all been put

under good repair this summer. The Nawash Indian fall agricultural show has been

held annually for the past seven years and is the means of creating a good deal of

liealthy rivalry in competition with each other in the products of their labour. It is

the only big day they all participate in for outside sport and amusement on their

own reserve.

I have, &c.,

JOHN McIVER,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

Chippewas of Rama,
Atherley, August 22, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report together with statistical

Btatement, showing the condition and progress of the Indians of this agency, for

the year ended June 30, last.
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Reserve.—The Eama reserve is situated in the northern extremity of the county

of Ontario, on the eastern shore of Lake Couchiching. The land is high and a fairly

good clay loam.

Tribe.—These Indians are of the Chippewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 231, composed of 50 men, 64 women, 60 boys

and 67 girls, a decrease of 3 since my last annual report.

Health and Sanitation.—In general the health of the Indians has been good. In

spite of the severe cold of last winter, no epidemic prevailed among them. Con-

eumption is the cause of death in the majority of cases. All sanitary precautions are

strictly observed and the houses are neat and clean,

Resources and Occupations.—A large majority of the Indians make a good liveli-

hood from agricultural pursuits, others hunt and trap in the fall and spring, gather

and dry bark and wood for fancy-work in the winter, and guide American tourists

during the summer months. Steady employment can be had at the Standard Chemical

Works at Longford. The women find ready sale for their baskets and fancy-work in

Orillia.

Stock and Farm Implements.—Most of the buildings are frame and are kept in

very good repair.

There are some good horses on the reserve and the other stock is of a fair class.

Some of the Indians are fairly well supplied with farm implements.

Education.—There is one school on the reserve, which is ably taught by the Rev.

J. Laurence. Those who attend regularly make good progress.

Religion.—These Indians are mostly Methodists. They have a beautiful stone

church equipped in modem style. Service is held each Sabbath, morning and evening,

by their pastor, the Rev. J. Laurence.

Characteristics and Progress.—Most of the Indians are industrious and law-abid-

ing. But, although they earn a good deal, they are in the majority of cases always

poor ; this is due to their lack of economy and to their improvidence.

Temperance and Morality,—I am pleased to report that a large majority of this

fcand are strictly temperate, and moral in their habits.

I have, &c.,

D. J. McPHEE,
Indian Agent.

Provence of Ontario,

Chippewas of Sarnia,

Sarnia, September 8, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report with statistical statement

showing the condition and progress of the Indians in my agency for the year ended

June 30, last.

Reserves.—There are three reserves belonging to this agency, Sarnia reserve,'

bordering on the River St. Clair for a distance of six miles, and Kettle Point and

Stony Point reserves, situated on Lake Huron in Lambton county. The combined

area of the three reserves is about 9,700 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the three is 450, consisting of 119 men, 123

women, and 208 young people and children; an increase of 4,

Health.—The health of these Indians has been fairly good this year. No epidemic
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has broken out among them. The deaths from consumption have been fewer this

year than last. Sanitary measures have been fairly well observed.

Education.—There is a school on each of the three reserves, only two of which

are open, that on Sarnia reserve and that on Kettle Point reserve. The teachers are Miss

Alice Matthews, and Miss Maud Erb, respectively. The attendance is not very good;

the parents seem to fail to see the necessity of making their children attend school.

Religion.—There are two churches on Sarnia reserve—a Methodist and an Ang-

lican—in which services are held regularly ; also a church on each of the other two

reserves, but the church at Stony Point has been closed for some time, service being

held at Kettle Point regularly.

The Indians attend these services fairly well.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians, as a rule, are quiet and law-abiding.

The progress in the way of farming has not been very great these last few years,

owing to the fact that so many of the men work at the oil refinery, and at the docks

at Sarnia. As they can make good wages at this work, they neglect the farming to do

so.

Temperance and Morality.—Some of the Indians are inclined to drunkenness ;

otherwise they live fairly moral lives.

T have, <tc.,

A. ENGLISH,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

Chippewas, Munsees axd Oxeidas of the Thames,,

Delaware, July 25, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report concerning the three bands

included in this agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

OXEIDAS OF THE THAMES.

Eeserve.—The Oneida reserve is situated in the township of Delaware, Middlesex

county. It contains 5,271 acres of choice farming land.

Tribe.—These Indians are a branch of the Oneida tribe, one of the confederacy

known as the Six Nations.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of this band is 770, consisting of 268 men,

202 women and 300 children. There were during the year 16 births and 18 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good during the

year. No epidemdc broke out. Consumption is the most prevalent disease.

Occupations.—The principal occupation is day labour. There are a few good

farmers. They have very good vegetable gardens. They earn a large amount of money

from pulling flax, berry-picking, cutting wood among the whites and from employ-

ment in connection with canning factories. A good deal of money is also realized from

basket-making and mat-making.
Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The dwelling-houses are principally

small frame or log buildings. These Indians do not raise much stock, but what they

have is of the average breeding. Those who farm are fairly well supplied with farm

implements.
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Education.—There are two day schools on this reserve. The attendance has been

fair and the progress made by the children during the year has been very satisfactory.

Religion.—There are four churches upon this reserve—two Methodist, one Angli-

can and one Baptist. The Indians take a lively interest in religious affairs. The
missionaries are doing excellent work.

Characteristics and Progress.—Generally speaking, the Oneida Indians are indus-

trious and law-abiding. There are a few members of the band who are progressing

very well, but as a whole, their progress is slow.

Temperance and Morality.—It is to be regretted that some of the Indians occa-

sionally use intoxicating liquors, and the marriage law is sometimes not observed as

well as it ought to be.

CHIPPEWAS OF THE THAMES.

Eeserve.—This band occupies a part of the Caradoc reserve, comprising about

8,702 acres, which for the most part is a beautiful, undulating, fertile tract of country.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Chippewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of this band is 484, consisting of 149 men,

137 women and 198 children. There were during the year 20 births and 13 deaths ;

5 women entered the band by marriage and 1 left.

Health and Sanitation.—Sanitary precautions have been fairly well observed.

No epidemic broke out during the year. Consumption is the most prevalent disease.

Occupations.—The occupations of this band are principally day-labouring and

farming. A good deal of money is earned by these Indians from pulling flax among
the whites and from employment in connection with canning factories.

Buildings and Stock.—The barns and stables, though generally small, are in fairly

good repair. The houses are principally small log or frame buildings. They do not

raise much stock. Their horses are fail*.

Education.—There are three day schools on the reserve. The schools are well

equipped. Owing to the very severe winter, the attendance has been smaller than usual.

Religion.—These Indians take a lively interest in religion. The church services

are well attended. A little more than half the population adheres to the Methodist

Church and the remainder to the Church of England.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are usually law-abiding and fairly

industrious. They are making little progress.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are usually temperate. The marriage

law, I regret to say, is not observed as well as it ought to be.

MUXSEES OF THE THAMES.

Reserve.—This band occupies 2,098 acres, a portion of the Caradoc reserve.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Munsee tribe ; the only band of this tribe

residing in Canada.
Vital Statistics.—The total population of the band is 122, consisting of 43 men,

29 women and 50 children. There were during the year 7 births and 3 deaths and t

woman married out of the band.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been fairly good. No
epidemic broke out during the year. Sanitary measures have been fairly well observed.

Occupations.—The occupations of this band are principally day-labouring and

farming.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings are not as good as could

be desired. They do not raise much stock. Those who farm are fairly well supplied

with farm implements.

Education.—There is one day school on this reserve. The attendance was small

during the winter months owing to the severity of the weather. The children have

made some progress in their studies.
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Keligion.—There are two churches on the reserve—one Methodist and one Angli-

can. Services are held in these regularly and are well attended.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians may be considered as fairly indus-

trious. Their progress is slow.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are generally temperate and fairly

moral.

I have, Sr.c,

S. SUTHERLAND,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

Golden Lake Agency,
KiLLALOE Station, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Eeserve.—This reserve is situated on the southern end of Golden lake, Renfrew
county.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Algonquin tribe.

Vital Statistics.—During the year there has been an increase of 1 in the ban^
under my care ; there were 2 births and 1 death, leaving the population of this band!
97.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians on the reserve has been very

good. Their houses are clean and compare favourably with those of any other class in

this respect.

Occupations.—The principal occupation of these Indians is working in the shanties

in winter and on the drives in the spring. Some of them are taking more interest in
farming lately, and I think that after a while, most of them will have to farm, as

game is getting scarce.

Education.—The children are learning fairly well under the management of Miss
Casey, who is a splendid teacher.

Religion.—The Indians on this reserve are all Roman Catholics.

Temperance.—I cannot say these Indians are all temperate, still by watching
them pretty well, I think they are no worse than at last report.

I have, &c.,

MARTIN MULLEN,
Indian Agent.
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Province of Ontario,

Gore Bay Agency,

Gore Bay, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report concerning" the' IndiansI of
my agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

COCKBURN ISLAND BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the north side of Cockbum island, which

lies immediately west of Manitoulin island. It has an area of about one thousand two
hundred and fifty acres.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa and Ottawa tribes.

Population.—Fifty-three is the population of the band.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band is generally good, no epidemic
having made any depredations on the reserve, but there were two deaths from pneu-
monia in a family that had left to have their children educated at Sheshegwaning.
The sanitary regulations are observed, and appreciated.

Occupations.—Forest, farm and stream are the resources of these Indians. They
farm on a small scale and have very good garden and root crops. Their principal

occupations are working in the lumber camps and making ties and posts in the winter

and loading boats and peeling ties and posts in the summer.
Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Their buildings are neat, clean and

•comfortable, and fairly well furnished. Their construction shows considerable skill

and adaptability to requirements.

They have few cattle and horses, in fact little stock of any kind ; but what imple-

ments and rolling stock they buy are good.

Education.—There is no school on this reserve.

Religion.—These Indians belong to the Roman Catholic faith and have a chur'chi

in which they worship under the guidance of the visiting missionary. They appear to

take much interest in religious matters, and seem to be a very intelligent band, ap-

preciating the teachings of the missionaries.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are sober and industrious and make
a good living.

Temperance and Morality.—The absence of liquor on the island has given these
'- r. ns ji obance to be exceptionally temperate, and their isolation has kept them in

their primitive state of morality, which is above the average.

General Remarks.—These Indians are industrious, sober and moral, adapting
themselves more and more to the ways of the white man, and are inclining more to

agricultural pursuits and manufacture of timber.

WEST bay band.

Reserve.—This reserve lies in the township of Billings, at the head of Honora
bay, Manitoulin island. The soil is sandy and clay loam, producing good crops ; it is

timbered with hardwood, with patches of cedar and soft woods, and comprises in all

thirteen square miles within its limits.

Tribe.—The Indians belong to the Ojibbewas and Ottawas of Manitoulin island.

Population.—The population of this band is 332, an increase of 7 in the year.
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Health and Sanitation.—Sanitary measures are being fairly well carried out ;

the houses are neat and clean and whitewashed outside and in.

Several deaths occurred on the reserve from old age and consumption and though

pneumonia and grippe were epidemic, owing to the medical precautions of Dr.

Crauthers and the good nursing and advice of Miss A. Peacock, the teacher, very little

harm was done.

Eesources and Occupations.—The chief occupation of these Indians is farming,

in which they are making good progress. They are quick to see the benefit of good

seeds and buy from the best farmers in Billings and Carnarvon townships. They also

work in the lumber camps in winter and load vessels and peel ties and posts in sum-

mer. Sugar-making, berry-picking and fancy wares are also sources of revenue.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings are mostly constructed of

logs. Their dwellings and outbuildings are neat and comfortable, many of the houses

being well furnished and comparing favourably with the average settler's both as to

cleanliness and interior fittings.

Their stock of cattle and horses is increasing both in number and quality, and

some implements are in use on the land, in which they are making good progress as

farmers.

Education.—A fine new school has been erected in the village of West Bay and

many of the pupils read and write well both in English and Indian. In addition to the

regular school courses, sewing and the making of all kinds of clothing are taught.

Religion.—These Indians are Roman Catholics. They have a fine church on the

reserve and a resident missionary from Wikwemikong. They are very devout and are

particularly attentive to the missionary's teachings.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and law-abiding

and are copying the white settlers in many respects and are doing away with the old

Indian ways of living.

Temperance and Morality.—Along the lines of temperance and morality there is

an improvement and few complaints are made in these respects.

General Remarks.—This band is progressive, following the lead of the white agri-

culturist they are improving their lands and are taking a great deal of interest iim

repairing their roads. They are well dressed and drive good vehicles and horses.

OBroGEWOKG BAKD.

This band consists of only six persons. Their reserve is located on the west shore

of Lake Wolseley, Manitoulin island. The area is about four hundred acres. Some of

it is exceptionally well timbered with hardwood.

The members of this band depend largely on the soil for maintenance. They are

good bushmen and in the winter-time make ties and posts and in summer earn quite(

a sum peeling posts and ties and loading vessels.

SHESHEGWAKIXG BAXD.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated in the northeast part of the township of Robin-

son, Manitoulin island. Its area is about 5,000 acres, fairly well timbered with hard-

wood, cedar, pine and spruce.

Tribe.—These Indians are another division of the Ojibbewas and Ottawas of

Manitoulin island.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 160. There were 4 births and 2 women mar-

ried into the band ; and 10 deaths and 1 removal, making a decrease of 5.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band for the past year has been poor.

Pneumonia and grippe were rampant and had it not been for precautions taken and
the timely assistance of the teacher. Miss Duhamel, who distributed medicines to all.
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grave results would have followed. The sanitary precautions are well carried out.

Their houses are clean and neat, and their clothing is well made and suitable for their

work.

Occupations.—Farming and gardening are the chief resources. Lumbering,

making ties and posts in winter and loading vessels and peeling posts in summer are

also sources of revenue.

Farming is the chief occupation of the band. Some of the Indians farm quite ex-

tensively, cultivating the land and raising stock. Others ai'e employed in the camps

and loading vessels.

Buildings, Stock and Implements.—Their buildings are mostly of logs hewed
outside and in and whitewashed. They are kept clean and neat, some being well

furnished with musical instruments, sewing-machines and other luxuries.

Their stock is increasing and is well cared for. Cattle, horses and pigs are numer-

ous. There are several buggies and democrats and heavy wagons and sleighs ; and

some good farm implements were purchased last year, including a threshing-machine.

Education.—The school is well attended. Good work is being done not only in •

teaching the usual courses, but practical housework and the cutting out and manufac-

ture of all clothing and garments are taught to the young girls and some of the work
shows unusual skill.

Religion.—These Indians are all adherents of the Roman Catholic Church. The
church is a very good structure, well attended, and the services are conducted by mis-

sionaries from Wikwemikong.
Characteristics and Progress.—Those of the band who are farmers are doing

well, but need more cleared lands. Their children are the best educated and appear

to have more inclination to steady pursuits.

Temperance and Morality.—As a whole the band is fairly temperate ; one or

two families have been rather unsettled, but appear to be improving.

General Remarks.—Some of the Indians of this band are good farmers, the

Sampsons and IsTigonnewenahs have erected good houses on their farms, where they

reside permanently. By thrift and industry these Indians keep themselves well sup-

plied with money;
I have, &c.,

ROBERT THORBURN",
Indian Agent.

Provi>'ce of Ontario,

Maxitowaxixg Agency,
Maxitowaning, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report concerning the Indians

of this agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

WHITEFISII RHER BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated near the mouth of the Whitefish

river on the north shore of the Georgian bay. It contains an area of about 10,600

acres.
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Tribe.— These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 95, consisting of 20 men, 22 women
and 53 children. During the year there were 3 births and 1 woman joined the band!

by marriage, and there were 3 deaths, making a total increase in the number of per-

sons comprising this band of 1 for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the band during the past year has

been good. All necessary precautions have been observed in respect to cleaning and

whitewashing their buildings.

Resources and Occupations.—A large portion of the land on this reserve is suitable

for agriculture ; the remainder is woodland. The occupations engaged in by these

Indians are farming, lumbering, hunting, berry-picking, fishing, basket-making and

sugar-making.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Their buildings are of log and frame

•construction and are kept in a fair state of repair. What stock they have is fairly

well cared for, and these Indians have all the farm implements they require.

Education.—There is a day school on the reserve, which is attended fairly well by

the children who live on the reserve.

Religion.—These Indians belong to the Anglican and Roman Catholic Churches.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are fairly industrious, and easily ob-

tain employment at good wages. They are law-abiding and are making fair progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are fairly temperate and up to the standard in

morality.

POIKT GROXDIN BAXD.

{

Reserve.—This reserve is located east of Collins inlet, on the north shore of

Georgian bay.

Tribe.—These Indians are Ojibbewas.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 51, consisting of 13 men, 18
women and 20 children. During the year there were 2 births and 1 woman joined the

band by marriage, there were 8 deaths, making a total decrease of 5 in this band
for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians for the past year has been

very good and the sanitary condition of their dwellings is satisfactory.

Resources and Occupations.—The resources of this reserve are timber, agriculture

and fishing. The Indians farm on a small scale, fish, hunt, pick berries in the summer
and work for the lumber firms in winter.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have comJortable log dwellings,

have very litle stock and few farm implements.

Education.—They have no school on this reserve ; the children attend school at

Wikwemikong.
Religion.—These Indians are Roman Catholics, and are spiritually ministered to

by visiting missionaries from Wikwemikong.
Characteristics and Progress.—As a rule these Indians are very industrious, but

they do not devote as much attention to agricultural pursuits as is desirable.

Temperance and Morality.—Temperance is very well observed, and the morality

of these Indians is excellent.

WHITEFISH LAKE BAKD.

Reserve,—The reserve of this band is situated about twelve miles from Sudbury,

on the Algoma branch of the Canadian Pacific railway, where there is a station called

Naughton. This reserve has an area of 43,755 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are of the Ojibbewa tribe.
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Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 157, consisting of 38 men, 43
women and 76 children. During the year there were 7 births and 8 deaths, making a
decrease of 1 in the population of this band for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians for the past year has been

above the average for this reserve, and they are all in very good health at present.

Resources and Occupations.—The resources of these Indians are gardening and
hunting. They plant small gardens, fish, hunt, act as guides to prospectors and work
in the lumber camps.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—IN'early all their buildings are con-

structed of logs. They have very little stock and but few farm implements.

Education.—They have two schools on the reserve, one at Naughton and the other

at the village, a distance of about four miles from Naughton. Both schools are fairly

well conducted, but the attendance is small, owing to the absence of a great number of

the Indians who devote their whole time to hunting.

Religion.—These Indians belong to the Methodist and Eoman Catholic Churches-
Characteristics and Progress.—They are fairly industrious and intelligent, but

take very little interest in anything but hunting.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are fairly temperate and are moral
in other ways,

TAHGAIWIXINI BAKD.

Reserve.—These Indians have a reserve at Wahuipitae on the north shore of

Georgian bay, but nearly all of the band reside on the unceded portion of Manitoulia
island, at or near Wikwemikong.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 194, consisting of 40 men, 51

women and 103 children. During the year there were 4 births, and 1 woman joined[

the band by marriage, there were 5 deaths and 3 women left the band by marriage,/

making a total decrease of 3 in this band for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The Indians of this band are, generally speaking, a

healthy lot. During the past year there were no epidemics. Their premises have been
thoroughly renovated and their dwellings and outbuildings whitewashed with lime.

Resources and Occupations.—The greater part of this reserve is woodland. The
timber on it has been sold under license and a good return secured to the Indians by
the department. General farming, lumbering, fishing, berry-picking, bark work and]

basket-making are the chief pursuits of this band.

Building-s, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings are mostly of logs. Their

stock is of the average quality and very well cared for. They have an ample supply

of farm implements for their requirements.

Education.—The children of this band attend school at Wikwemikong.
Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious, law-abiding and are

making good progress in farming.

Temperance and Morality.—In these respects their conduct leaves nothing to be

desired.

MAGANETTAWAN BAND.

The members of this band who reside within this agency number 56. They

live mostly at West Bay, on Manitoulin island, where they successfully farm and
garden. In winter they find employment in the lumber camps. This reserve together

with the affairs of its Indians, is under the control of the Parry Sound superinten-

dency.
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SPANISH RIVER BAND, DIVISION NO. 3.

The members of this band number 342, They all reside on the unceded portion,

of Manitoulin island, where they successfully farm and garden. Their general measure

of advancement is identical with that of the Indians of the unceded portion of Mani-

toulin island, with whom they are included in the agricultural arid industrial statistics.

SUCKER LAKE BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of these Indians is situated in the fourth concession of the

township of Assiginack, Manitoulin island. The area of the reserve is 599 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa and Ottawa tribes.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this reserve is 13, consisting of 4 men, 7 wo-

men and 2 children. During the year there was 1 death, making a decrease of 1 int

this band for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians for the past year has been

good, and sanitary precautions are encouraged in every respect.

Occupations.—Farming is the only occupation engaged in by these Indians.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Their buildings are in good condition,

and their live stock and farm implements sufficiently plentiful for their requirements.

Educatioru—There is no school on this reserve and there are no children in this

band of school age.

Religion.—These Indians are Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are both steady and industrious, and are

getting along well.

Temperance and Morality.—Their character in these respects is altogether satis-

factory.

SUCKER CREEK BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of these Indians is situated in the northern part of the

to\^nship of Howland, about four miles from the thriving town of Little Current. It

has an area of 1,665 acres.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band belong to the Ojibbewa and Ottawa tribes.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 99, consisting of 32 men, 80,

women, and 37 children. During the year there was 1 birth, and there were 3 deaths,

which makes a decrease of 2 in the number comprising this band for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians for the past year has been

fair and all their dwellings have been thoroughly cleaned and whitewashed.

Resources and Occupations.—Good farming land, that is unsurpassed, is the main
resources of this reserve. Their principal occupation is farming ; some of them

engage in getting out timber and loading vessels.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Most of these Indians have good dwell-

ing-houses and barns and stables, which compare favourably with those of their white

neighbours. Their stock is of a fair quality and well cared for. They have all kinds

of modern farm implements.

Education.—The school on this reserve is under the supervision of the Church

of England. It is competently conducted, and the children are making fair progress.

Religion.—The Indians of this band are adherents of the Church of England.

They attend well the church on the reserve, which is in chai-g© of the Chtir<c(h of

England missionary at Sheguiandah.

Characteristics and Progress.—As a rule these Indians are industrious and law-

abiding. Their chief is an intelligent and energetic man, who seems honestly and

satisfactorily to discharge the duties devolving upon him.
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Temperance and Morality.—During the year there has been very little inebriety,

for which the Indians deserve praise, as their ready access to the largest town on the

island, where there is no lack of unscrupulous men, ready by covert means to supply

them with liquor, is a constant menace to the moral barriers behind which they are

endeavouring to shield themselves.

SKEGUIAXDAH BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve lies in the northwestern part of the township of Shegui-

andah. It contains an area of 5,10G acres.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa and Ottawa tribes.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this reserve is 92, consisting of 27 men, 23

women and 42 children. During the year there was 1 birth, and there were 2 deaths,

making a decrease of 1 in the population of this band for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—This band is, generally speaking, one of the healthiest

in the agency, which fact is due in a great measure to the personal cleanliness of the

Indians. They are quite amenable to sanitary laws.

Resources and Occupations.—The farming done on this reserve is of a general

nature. Sugar-making, basket-making, berry-picking, are also engaged in at different

seasons of the year, and the Indians also find employment in loading lumber barges

at Little Current during the season of navigation.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings of these Indians are

comfortable and fairly well furnished. Their stock is well cared for, and they have

all the farm implements they require.

Education.—The progress of the children is satisfactory, and the average at-

tendance good.

Religion.—The Indians of this band are nearly all adherents of the Church of

England. They have a fine church on their reserve, which they attend well.

Characteristics and Progress.—On the whole these Indians may be said to be pro-

gressing. They are of average intelligence, and are a well-behaved and law-abiding

people.

Temperance and Morality.—They are moral and temperate in their habits.

SOUTH BAY BAXD.

Reserve.—This reserve is a portion of the unceded part of Manitoulin islands

about twelve miles from Manitowaning.
Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa and Ottawa tribes.

Vital Statistics.-^This band has a population of 67, consisting of 13 men, 22"

women and 32 children. During the year 1 woman joined the band by marriage and
there was 1 birth and 1 death, making an increase of 1 in the population of this band
for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been exceptionally good for

the past year. Sanitary precautions have been observed.

Resources and Occupations.—The chief resource of this reserve is agriculture.,

The Indians farm and fish in the summer and take out timber in the winter.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They mostly occupy log houses, which
are neatly built and are kept clean and comfortable. Their stock is well cared for,

and their supply of farm implements is ample for their requirements.

Education.—These Indians have a good day school on the reserve. It is com-

petently conducted and the children are making very satisfactory progress.

Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholic? and the visiting missionary

holds regular services on the reser^-e.

Temperance and Morality.—In this band the principles of temperance and mor-
ality are fairly well observed.
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rNDIANS OF MANITOULIN ISLAND, UNCEDED.

Reserve.—This reserve comprises the eastern end of Manitoulin island, east of the

township of Assiginack. It contains an area of 105,000 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa and Ottawa tribes.

Vital Statistics.—They number about 731.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians, generally, for the past year

has been good, no contagious disease, other than consiimption, has visited the reserve.

All necessary precautions have been taken in respect to cleaning premises.

Resources and Occupations.—The resources are large tracts of good land, well

adapted for agriculture, timber-land and fishing. These Indians are learning to follow

farming on an intelligent scale. Last winter they took out over 25,000 cedar railway

ties and 10,000 posts, all of which the department disposed of for them at the highest

market prices.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Their log and frame dwellings are gen-

erally very comfortable and neatly constructed. Stables and outbuildings are kept in

a good state of repair, and their stock is of fair quality. A goodly number of modern

farm implements are used to good advantage.

Education.—Facilities for education are within easy reach of all children of

school age on the reserve ; the boys' and girls' industrial institutions and boys' and

girls' day schools at Wikwemikong are conducted by a well-qualified staff of teachers.

Full particulars as to these matters will appear in the reverend principal's reports

There is also a day school at Wikwemikongsing and one at Buswah village.

Eeligion.—These Indians are all Eoman Catholics. The influence of the mis-

sionaries is a great factor in the advancement of the band.

Characteristics and Progress.—Most of these Indians are hard-working and in-

dustrious, and are quite up to the standard of advancement. Their chief is a good

man, who seems to take great interest in the government of the Indians under hisi

charge.

Temperance and Morality.—There are a few who indulge in strong drink occasion-

ally, but on the whole these people are law-abiding and moral.

I have, &c.,

C. L. D. SIMS,

Indian Agent.

PROVIXCE OF OkTARIO,

MiSSISSAGUAS OF AlNWICK,
RosENEATH, August 13, 1904.

The Honourable
Tihe Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit my report and statistical statement in con-

nection with the above Indians for the year ended June 30, last, and in gathering the

information I was very careful to have it as nearly correct as possible.

Reserve.—Of this reserve 3,308 "89 acres are in the township of Alnwick, in the

county of Northumberland ; the reserve also comprises Sugar and Hickory islands in

Rice lake, the former contains 100 acres and the latter 10 acres. Of the reserve pro-

per, about 1,400 acres are rented to white tenants.

Vital Statistics.—In April last, when I took the census, the band numbered 230,

being the same as in 1903. We had 9 births and 9 deaths during the year.
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Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band, with the exception of two cases

cf consumption, is good. Beyond the above-mentioned cases, there is not another case

of sickness in the band.

Occupations.—Several of the Indians are actively engaged in farming and dairy-

ing. Their crops are good, with the exception of wheat, and they receive considerable

amounts from the cheese factories where they send their milk. Besides farming and
dairying, wage-earning is the next occupation in importance, and, owing to the scarcity

of help, many get good w^ages.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings on the reserve, with few
exceptions, are frame, as a rule kept clean and tidy and in a good state of repair.

The stock in general is in good condition and many of the animals are valuable-
Those who farm are mostly provided with modern machinery.
Education.—The progress of the school is not all that could be desired, owing to

the irregularity of the attendance.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians as a rule are making considerable
progress in improving their places, buildings and fences, and in many other respects
I'.re doing fairly well.

Eeligion.—ISTearly all the members of this band are members or adherents of the
Methodist Church.

Temperance and Morality.—The moral status of the band in general is good, but
there are several who get liquor whenever they can.

I have, &c.,

^
JOHN THACKEEAY,

Indian Agenl.

Province of 0^TARI0, ,

MiSSISSAGUAS OF THE CkKDIT,

Hagersville, July 5, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report of the Mississaguas of the
Credit reserve for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Eeserve.—The reserve is situated partly in the township of Tuscarora, county of
Brant, and partly in the township of Oneida, coimty of Haldimand. It comprises
GjOOO acres, of which 4,800 are in the township of Tuscarora, the remaining 1,200
in the township of Oneida. The reserve is adjacent to and lies to the south and east
0+' the Grand River reservation; about eighty-five per cent of this land is good for
cultivation.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 249 on the pay-list, consisting of 72 men,
7S women, 59 boys and 40 girls. There have been 5 births and 4 deaths, 2 women
came in by marriage and 1 went out by marriage, making an increase of 2 since last
census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians has been good during the past
year. All sanitary measures are faithfully attended to. The dwelling-houses in most
cases are kept neat and clean and the premises in good order. Many of the house-
keepers ou this reserve would compare favourablj^ with their white sisters.

Occupations.—In agricultural pursuits this tribe is making some improvement.
Xf arly half of the men are working their own holdings, and many more are endeavour-
ing to get teams to do so. Quite a number of the women and some of the men snend

97—i_9
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most of the summer in the fruit-growing: district around St. Catharines and Grimsby,

and make good wages, and return to the reserve for the winter.

Buildings.—There has been very little improvement on buildings on this reserve

during the past year.

Stock.—The stock is mostly of common breed and requires improvement; it con-

sists of horses, cattle and swine.

Farm Implements.—These embrace a fair number of ploughs, harrows, hay-rakes,

fanning-mills, with a few reapers and mowers.

Education.—There is a good brick school-house situated in the centre of the

reserve on land adjoining the council-house, which is well equipped with modern con-

veniences.

The discipline is good and the pupils are making satisfactory progress under a

very efficient teacher, Miss Mary G. Bogle, Some of the pupils attend the high school

in the village of Hagersville. At the last entrance examination in Hagersville a pupil

of this school obtained the highest marks for writing.

Religion.—There are two Methodist churches on this reserve. These Indians

are nearly all members or adherents of this denomination.

Rev. C. F. G. Cole is the resident missionary and looks after the spiritual welfare

of the band. A majority of them attend church regularly. The Seventh Day Advent-

ists have a few followers among the members of the tribe.

Characteristics and Progress.—Quite a nvunber of this band are very industrious

and doing well, one member has three teams and twenty-eight head of cattle, sends

milk from eight cows to a cheese factory, has a good bank barn with first-class stone

etables under. Among the band there are quite a number who work only when neces-

sity demands and are inclined to be improvident. The majority of them are very

liberal, and when they have' plenty are always ready to share with a needy neighboiir.

They are all good citizens.

Temperance and Morality.—The members of this band as a rule are temperate

and moral, although occasionally infractions of the regulations occur.

I have, &c.,

W. C. VAN LOOX,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

MiSSISSAGUAS OF RiCE AND MUD LaKES,

Keene, July 20, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on Indian affairs in my
agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

RICE lake band.
^

Reserve.—The Rice Lake reserve is located on the north shore of Rice lake, in the

township of Otonabee, county of Peterborough. It contains some 1,750 acres of land,

of which about 775 acres are cleared ; about 300 of this is under lease to white ten-

ants, while the locatees cultivate the remainder of said cleared land.

Vital Statistics.—The total number shown by the present census is 83, composed

of 23 men, 23 women, and 37 young people under twenty-one years of age. During
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the year there were 3 births, 1 marriage, 1 death, and none left the band, so that there

is an increase of 2 since last report.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians, generally speaking, has been

fairly good. Sanitary measures are very well observed on this reserve.

Occupations.—The occupations of this band are trapping, gathering wild rice, and
basket-making. Some go to the lumber camps in winter and drives in the summer.,'

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings on this reserve, with few
exceptions, are frame, and are kept in a good state of repair. The stock is good, and
the Indians have a good supply of agricultural implements.

Education.—The children on this reserve are now attending the white school,

with Miss Crowley as teacher. They are progressing very well.

Religion.—The members of this band are all Methodists, and, with Rev. Mr.
Dunkley as their minister, are taking a deep interest in the services held in their

church each Sabbath evening.

Temperance and Morality.—The members of this band are well-behaved and law-

abiding, and it is very seldom any of them indulge in strong drink.

MUD LAKE BAXD.

Reserve.—This reserve is located on the shore of Mud lake, in the township of

Smith, coimty of Peterborough. It contains some 2,000 acres, of which about 300

are cleared.

Vital Statistics.—The total number shown by the present census is 177, composed
of 45 men, 43 women and 89 young people under twenty-one years of age. During the

past year there were 7 births, 2 deaths, and 3 joined the band by marriage, an increase

of 8 since last report.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been very good. Sani-

tary measures are very well observed, the houses present a clean and tidy appearance

tnd every precaution is taken to prevent contagion.

Occupations.—In agricultural pursuits these Indians are making steady improve-

ment. A good many of them work in the lumber camp in winter.

Buildings, Stock and Fann Implements.—The buildings on this reserve are of log

and frame, and are kept in good repair. The stock is fair indeed. Quite a number of

the Indians are supplied w'ith farm implements.

Education.—The children on this reserve are making very fair progress in their

studies. They have as teacher Mr. Alfred McCue, a member of the band.

Religion.—These Indians are all members or adherents of the Methodist Church.

A minister comes to the reserve every Sabbath, and the Indians attend the services

very regularly.

Temperance and Morality,—The members of this band are well-behaved and law-

abiding, there being very little intemperance among them.

I have, &c.,

WM, McFARLANE,
Indian AgeiiL

27—i—2i
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Province of Ontario,

mississaguas of scugog^

Port Perry, September 17, 1904.

The Honourable
TJie Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and tabular statement for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—The reserve of the Mississaguas is situated in the township of Scugog,

county of Ontario. The total area is 800 acres, of which 740 are reckoned of the

choicest grain-land, the remaining portion being wooded. About 500 acres are rented

to whites.

Vital Statistics.—The total population is 34, consisting of 11 men, 10 women,
6 boys and 9 girls. One death and one marriage occurred during the year, thus

leaving a decrease of two since my last report.

Health and Sanitation.—Good health generally prevails. One death from old age

occurred at the beginning of the year. The women are good housewives and take

extra precautions to prevent uncleanliness.

Resources and Occupations.—The older Indians iish and hunt for a living, while

the younger class turn their attention to agriculture. The women engage in basket-

making.
Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—One new residence is in course of

construction. The old log dwellings are being gradually replaced by neat and comfort-

able homes, until now only one of the old type remains. The stock is not improving,

while the implements, although good, are not too well cared for.

Education.—There is no separate school. The children associate with the whites

at a school close by, but their attendance is not of the best.

Religion.—The prevailing religious denomination is Methodist. The Indians

have a church of their own at which the Rev. Mr. McConnell officiates every afternoon.

About three parts of the band are members.
Characteristics and Progress.—A noticeable feature is industry, especially among

the younger class.

Temperance.—The Indians are for the most part temperate. Some of the older

ones iind it hard to abstain when temptations present themselves.

General Remarks.—In summing up the foregoing remarks, it is fair to assume
that advancement is going on, and this band is enjoying a fair share of prosperity.

I have, &c.,

A. W. WILLIAMS,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte,

Belleville, August 29, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Reserve.—The Mohawk reserve, in the township of Tyendinaga, county of Hast-

ings, on the north shore of the Bay of Quinte, extends from the town of Deseronto on

the east to the township of Thurlow on the west, and contains approximately 17,000

acres of land ; the greater part of this reserve is good tillable land, almost wholly

stripped of timber and largely under cultivation.
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Vital Statistics.-—The population of this band is 1,271, made up of 275 men, 301

women, and 095 yovmg people and children.

Quite a number of old people died during the year and two white girls married

into the band.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the dwellers on this reserve has

been good during the year, with remarkable freeness from contagious diseases ; but

last winter was an unusually trying one to many families on account of the continuous

cold weather, deep snow and high price of fuel.

Resources and Occupations.—The chief employment of the Indians of this reserve

is farming, and some of the farms are kept in a splendid state of cultivation and evei*y-

thing about them is neat and shows care and thrift.

Some forty white families occupy Indian lands on the reserve, under lease, and

the rents received from them are applied on improvements of the farms and are used

up in living expenses along with the wages the locatees earn working in the mills and

factories at Deseronto and elsewhere. One Indian girl is teaching, and quite a few
others are out at service. The hay and grain crops are quite equal this year to the

average, and there are most favourable prospects for abundant root crops.

Buildings.—A few new buildings were erected and others were repaired, but many
more need repairs. Arrangements were made during the year for repairing Christ

church by an expenditure out of the capital fund of the band of about $2,000. The
work is now being done.

Stock.—The horses and cattle on the reserve are of mixed breeds and of a pretty

good quality. Dairying in this county has grown into a most important industry and
the Indians contribute to the business ; their cows are well looked after and the milk
for the cheese factories is carefully attended to.

Farm Implements.—All kinds of modern machinery for farming purposes are used
en this reserve.

Education.—There are four public schools on this reserve, two Indian and two
union of whites and Indians.

The mission school is taught by an Indian girl, the other three schools are taught
by white teachers.

The schools were but indifferently attended last winter on account of the deep
snow and intense cold, but so far this summer they are doing well and the Indian
children are making fair progress.

Religion.—The Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte are all Protestants, and with but
few exceptions members of the Church of England. There are two Anglican churches
on the reserve, both stone. Christ church, near Deseronto, has connected with it a good
farm with comfortable dwelling-house and outbuildings thereon for the Church of

England missionary.

There are a few Presbyterians and they have a small frame church and burying-

uround. The Presbyterian minister from the West-end Mission of Deseronto conducts
services in this church.

Characteristics and Progress.—Most of the Indians, both men and women, are

industrious and law-abiding. All such are improving their circumstances and pro-

perties, but some still are indolent and they are getting poorer and more miserable

the longer they live ; with the exception of this indolent class, the members of this

band ae making progress in education, in home comforts and amenities of civilization.

Tempernnc^ and Morality.—Ear too many of the members of this band \ise liquor

to excess, and they are consequently shiftless and idle. Stringent measures have been
taken to punish those who furnish the liquor, but still the practice goes on, and I

cannot say that the drinking habit is less than it was years ago in this band. Some
Indians contract debts and then claim the protection the law gives them and thereby

injure the credit of the honest members. In other respects the morality of the band
is reasonably satisfactory.

I have. &c.,

WM. E. AYLSWORTH,
Acting Indian Agenh
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Province of Ontario,

Moravians of the Thaimes,

DuART, August 6, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report of the Moravians of the

Thames for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—The reserve is located in the northern part of the township of Orford
in the county of Kent, and contains about 3,010 acres of land.

Tribe.—These Indians are known as the ' Moravians of the Thames,' but belong to

the Delaware tribe.

Vital Statistics,—The population of the band is 321, consisting of 83 men, 83

women, 83 boys and 72 girls, an increase of 11 over last year.

Health and Sanitation.-—The health of the band has been excellent, no epidemic

or contagious disease having appeared. Their houses are cleaned and whitewashed
every year and the children vaccinated.

Occupations.—General farming is the chief occupation, but owing to the wet
weather for the last two years, and the scarcity of labourers, *the Indians have taken

advantage of the high wages offered and worked out among neighbouring farmers

and neglected their own farms. A few make some money by fishing, mat-making, and
basket-making.

Buildings and Stock.—Only two new houses have been erected on the reserve dur-

ing the year. The Indians are continually improving their stock, which adds greatly

to their bank account and makes living easier.

Implements.—Those who attend to farming use all the modern implements, such

as binders, mowers, horse-rakes, ploughs, disc-harrows and cultivators, while those

who do not farm much, use more primitive ones.

Education.—There is one good school on the reserve available to all, but I am
sorry to say that it is not so well attended as it should be. It is impossible to have

regular attendance.

There is an agricultural society on the reserve under the control of the Indians,

which holds a fair about the middle of October each year and thousands of people

vjisit it. Last year -over four thousand people were present on the opening day, and
the Indians realized about $1,200 from the two days' fair.

Roads.—Our roads are in good condition and under the supervision of eight

gathmasters ; they will compare favourably with those in the other parts of the town-

ship.

Religion.—We have two Methodist and one Anglican church. Services are con-

ducted regularly in each and the attendance is always good.

Temperance and Morality.—Upon the whole, the Indians are quite moral. The
marriage law is fairly well observed, but some of the younger people are inclined to

use liquor to excess.

I have^ &c.,

A. R. McDonald,
Indian Agent.
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Province of Ontario,

Ojibbewas of Lake Superior, Eastern Division,

Sault Ste. Marie, Ont., September 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement of

the several bands of Indians in this agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

garden river band.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated a short distance east of the town of Sault Ste.

Marie, comprising an area of upwards of forty-five square miles, on the north bank o:Q

St. Mary's river, extending in length along the river from east to west about ten

miles, and in width from north to south, from three to five miles.

It is traversed through its entire length by the Canadian Pacific Railway; Garden
River station being situated near its centre.

The soil near the river is sandy or sandy loam, a large portion along the river,

excepting those holdings under cultivation, is dotted with clumps of evergreens, form-
ing a scries of beautiful parks.

The portion of the reserve under cultivation is chiefly along the river, extending
back in some places about a mile.

North of the cultivated portion, it is timbered with mixed timber ; a portion o5

the timbered land is rough and rocky, the rest fair agricultural lands.

A number of mining locations within the limits of the reserve have been sur-

rendered and sold. Iron, copper, gold and marble have been discovered here.

Tribe.—This band belongs to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The band numbered 453 persons, consisting of 110 men, 12'?

women, 110 boys, and 106 girls, besides a number residing on the reserve belonging ta

other bands or not claiming to belong to any band.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the band has been good during
the past year, no epidemic has broken out. The situation is one of the healthiest im
the district. The majority of the dwellings are kept clean and neat, and sanitary con-

ditions are reasonably good.

Resources and Occupations.—Many of the people cultivate small plots of land

in the reserve, raising cattle and horses, and the coarser grains, roots and vegetables,

which are cultivated to a considerable extent. A few engage in hunting and trap-

ping in the winter, while some are employed in the lumber woods for a considerable

portion of the year ; others perform the duties of guides and prospectors, as well as

v.'orking with survey parties. During the winter months a number of the band usually

take out ties and saw-logs under contract, and make considerable money. Besides the

above industries, '=ugar-makirig and berry-picking are engaged in during their respect-

ive seasons. The women manufacture fancy articles from sweet grass, birch bark and
deer-skin.

Buildirjgs.—Tl e dwellings are either log or frame, generally whitewashed. Stables

and barns are mostly of log.

The public buildings consist of the large council-house of two stories, and a lock-

up.

Stock.—The stock consists of horses, cattle and swine, mostly of common breeds.

There is a great need that some improvement be made in the quality of stock, as it

is very inferior. A suggestion has been received from the department that it would
assist in providing a better class of animals for the purpose of improving the stock.
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Farm Implements.—This embraces the ordinary farm implements such a^

ploughs, harrows, hay-rakes, fanning-mills and ordinary tools, and a number of mow-
ing machines.

Education.—There are two schools on the reserve. The Roman Catholic school,

in charge of the resident priest, has two rooms, two lady assistants being employed.

The average for the quarter ended last June was 23 '7. Fair progress has been made
during the year by the pupils. A new Church of England school was built two years

ago, which is now under the charge of Mr. L. F. Hardyman. The building consists

of a schojl-room and living-room for the teacher. The school grounds consist of about

one acre, a portion of which is being cultivated by the teacher as a garden, and is em-
bellished by a very beautiful flower garden. The school grounds have been neatly

fenced with a wire fence by the supporters of the school, and the teacher has taken

great pnins to improve its appearance. The average attendance for the quarter ended
June 30, was 16 .04.

Religion.—The religious denominations of the band are Roman Catholic and
Church of England, the Roman Catholics are the more numerous. Both denomina-
1ions have neat churches, which are generally well attended. Rev. Father Drolet, S.J.,

is the priest in charge of the Roman Catholic church, and Rev. Mr. Frost of the

Anglican church.

Characteristics and Progress.—Most of the band are industrious, some work only

occasionally as necessity demands. As a rule they are rather inclined to be improvi-

dent, liberal to their friends and neighbours when they have plenty, and ready to

ehare with them to the last. They are generally good citizens.

Temperance and Morality.—A large number of the band are temperate and well-

behaved, but there are some who indulge freely in intoxication whenever the oppor-

tunity presents itself ; and complaints have been made during the year indicating

that intemperance was on the increase among them. There have been several cases of

drunkenness on the reserve which I found necessary to punish by fine or imprison-

ment.

BATCHAWANA BAXD.

Reserve.—The greater part of the reserve which originally belonged to the Batch-
awana band has been surrendered and placed in the market for sale. They- still retain

a portion of Whitefish island on the St. Mary's river, where two or three families still

reside. At Goulais bay, a small reserve has been purchased for them in the town-
ship of Kars, containing about 1,000 acres.

Tribe.—This band is also of the Ojibbewa tribe, a portion of them being half-

breeds of French extraction. The Agawa branch of this band nearly all reside on the
west shore of Batchawana bay, and are mostly pure Indians.

Vital Statistics.—T,he Batchawana band numbers about 373 persons, consisting

of 98 men, 111 women, 88 boys and 76 girls, of which the Agawa branch of the band
embraces 69 persons,—16 men, 12 women, 20 boys and 11 girls. There has been an
inci'ease in this band during the year of 6.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been very good during the

past year, no epidemic has appeared. The dwellings are usually clean and well kept,

and sanitary regulations are fairly well observed.

Resources and Occupations.—Those of the band who reside on the Garden River
reserve, of which there are upwards of one half, cultivate small patches of a few acres

each. They are engaged in the winter in working in the woods and hunting and trap-

ping, while in the summer they act as guides, explorers and river drivers. They also

manufacture baskets, moccasins and fancy articles. The Goulais bay and Batcha-
mana members of this band nearly all engage in fishing and hunting in the summer,
in fact some of them continue fishing during the winter, through the ice. No farm-
ing is done by them at either Goulais Bay or Batchawana.
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Buildings.—The houses are generally log with a few frame buildings and are

generally comfortable.

Stock and Implements.—The members of the band living at Garden River, raise

stock, consisting of cattle, horses and pigs. At Goulais Bay and Batchawana only a

few cows and pigs are kept. The implements are ploughs, harrows and other ordinary

farm and garden implements.

Education.—There are no schools belonging to this band. The children living

on the Garden River reserve attend the schools there. A petition has been forward-

!.'d to the department asking that a school be built at Goulais Bay, and it is expected

that in a short time a suitable building; will be supplied, as the people are very anxious

to have a school.

Religion.—The majority of the Batchawana band are Roman Catholics, especi-

ally those residing at Batchawana and Goulais Bay. A few residing at Garden Rivej?

attend the Anglican church. They have a small church at Goulais Bay, and one at

Batchawana, but no resident priest, a priest paying periodical visits.

Temperance and Mora'lity.—The members of the band who reside at Goulais Bay
and Batchawana are generally temperate and moral, some, however, who reside at or

near Sault Ste. Marie are addicted to drunkenness and immorality.

Character and Progress.—The majority of the members of this band appear to

be intelligent and industrious, but inclined to be improvident.

MICHIPICOTEN BAKD.

Reserve.—This band has had a small reserve set off for it a short distance west

of the mouth of the Michipicoten riyer on Lake Superior, embracing an area of be-

tween 8,000 and 10,000 acres. The lake terminus of the branch of the Algoma Cen-
tral and Hudson Bay Railway running to Helen mine is situated on a surrendered

portion of this reserve.

There are only five families on the reserve, the rest of the band reside at the

Mission, Michipicoten river, at Missinabie on the main line of the Canadian Pacific

Railway, and in the neighbourhood of Chapleau, also on the main line of the Cana-
dian Pacific Railway.

Tribe.—This band belongs to the Chippewa tribe, and embraces a few French,
English and Scotch half-breeds.

Vital Statistics.—There are 356 persons in the band—79 men, 93 women, 88 boys

and 96 girls.

Health and Sanitation.—Owing to the very severe winter of the past year, con-

siderable sickness and some hardship was undergone by the members of the band,

but generally the health for the year was good. No epidemic attacked any portion

of the band, with the exception of the four or five families living on the reserve.

Most of the Indians of the band reside in temporary habitations or tents during the

greater part of the year and these appear to be the stronger or healthier portion of

the band. Both at Missinabie and Chapleau, those residing there have petitioned the

department to have set apart for them one or two hundred acres of land in each

locality mentioned, for a permanent camping-ground, agreeing to pay for such land

out of the moneys coming to them from the annuity. It is probable that before an-

other year they will be in possession of such lands. The few residents on the reserve

appear to be clean and comfortable.

Occupations.—The chief employment engaged in by the members of this band is

hunting and trapping in the winter, canoeing, acting as guides for exploring and
surveying parties, and other like occupations during the summer season. They are

largely employed by the Hudson's Bay Company as well as by railway contractors
and others in like occupations.

Buildings.—There are only five houses on the reserve, one frame and four log.

Stock.—There is no stock of any kind on the reserve. At Michipicoten River
fome members of the band own a few cattle.
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Education.—Education is in, rather a backward state, there being only one small

school under the charge of the Roman Catholic priest at Michipicoten River. The
Indian children at Missirfabie attend the public school, having an arrangement to that

effect with the school authorities. A very fair attendance is the result.

Religion.—The members of this band at Michipicoten River are of the Roman
Catholic faith. They have on the reserve a neat frame church, where they have oc-

I'asional services. There is also a small Roman Catholic church at Michipicoten

River, where occasional services are held. The members of the band at Chapleau

and Missinabie, with the exception of three or four families, belong to the Church
of England. They have no place of worship of their own at this place, but attend the

English Church services at the regular churches, where special services in their

own language are held. The members of this band appear to be reasonably indus-

trious, contented and happy, those at Chapleau and Missinabie presenting about the

best type of race imder my supervision.

Temperance and Morality.—As a rule they are temperate and moral, although

occasional infractions of the regulations occur at Michipicoten River.

SHKCGWAUK AND WAWANOSH HOMES.

These homes are situated a short distance beyond the eastern limit of the town-

of Sault Ste. Marie. The Indian children are trained in regular school studies, and in'

various industries, the boys being taught farming, carpentry, shoemaking, tailoring

and other trades, and the girls sewing, baking, cooking, laundry work, &c., by skilled

instructors in the different arts, the whole being under the management of Principal

George Ley King and Mrs. King.

The Church of England controls this institution, and it is largely dependent upon
voluntary subscriptions, the per capita grant of $60 per annum received from the de-

partment not being adequate to cover all the necessary expenses.

The boys and girls are taught together in class-rooms, but are separate in their

playgrounds. Neatness and cleanliness prevail throughout every department, each

pupil performing a portion of the work. . The pupils appear to be progressing and
obtaining a training that will fit them for positions in after-life.

During the qiiarter just ended there were in the institutions fifty-seven pupils,

thirty-six boys and twenty-one girls.

I have, &e.,

WM. L. NICHOLS,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

Ojibbewas of Lake Superior, Western DnasiON,

Port Arthur, September 2, 1904. .

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report concerning the Indians of

this agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

FORT willia:\i ba5.d.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated along the Mission and Kaministi-

quia rivers, and is on the south side. It contains 13,500 acres. The quality of the
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land along the river is good, so much so that tlie laud next to the reserve is being

bought up for farming purposes.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 292, consisting of 64 men, 90 women, 72 boys,

and 66 girls. During the year there were 5 births and 9 deaths, and 5 joined the band

by marriage.

Health and Sanitation.—In the first part of the year there was considerable ty-

phoid among the band, but by great care they managed to get free from it. Almost

every year quite a number of houses are whitewashed ; they seem to take great in-

terest in keeping their homes clean.

Occupations.—The occupations of the band are exploring, farming, wood-cutting,

and a few of them engage in fishing. Some of them seem to prefer working at the

building of elevators, coal-docks, &c., and they can always get this kind of employment
at Port Arthur and Fort William, which places are not far distant from them.

Buildings.—Their homes are not as a class very large, but they build them well so

that they are comfortable. When found necessary, the members of the band will work
together in building a home for widows or others who are in need.

Stock.—They seem to be taking more interest in having good stock, and some of

them compete and take prizes for their cattle at the yearly exhibition held in Port
Arthur.

Farm Implements.—They have considerable machinery and buy more as they

need it.

Education.—There are two schools on the reserve, the Indian boys' and girls'"

day school and the St. Joseph's Orphanage. These schools are taught by Sisters of

St. Joseph, and the children are making very fair progress.

Religion.—There are two hundred and thirty-six Roman Catholics, and fifty-six

pagans in the band. There is one church on the reserve and the members of the*

band take great interest in it. It is well attended. There is one convent, kept by the

Sisters of St. Joseph.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this band are taking more interest

in agriculture than they used to in years gone by, and it is expected that before very
long they will not have to depend on outside work, but that they will reap more bene-

fit by devoting all their time to their farms.

Temperance and IMorality.—The morals of the Indians are good ; and as to tem-
perance their conduct is as good as can be expected.

RED ROCK BAND.

•

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the ISTipigon river near Lake Helen, and
contains 486 acres.

Tribe.— These Indians are also of the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 215, consisting of 47 men, 57 women, 62 boys,

and 49 girls. There were 6 births and 5 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the members of the band is and

has been good. The old rubbish has been burned, as it nearly always is, and some
of the houses have been whitewashed.

Occupations.—The chief occupation of the members of this band is serving as

guides for tourists and others who go up the Nipigon river fishing and exploring.

Some of them devote a little time to farming, but as yet they seem to cultivate

(.'nly enough land to serve as gardens for themselves. During the winter they depend
chiefly on their hunting, but in the last few years they seem to have cultivated a lik-

ing for lumbering and it is not difiicult for them to obtain good wages, as there are

many camps that need men.
Buildings.—Their buildings are quite comfortable.
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Stock.—They are gradually taking more interest in stock-raising and are getting

more and better stock.

Farm Implements.—As they do not cultivate large farms, they do not require

many farm implements, but they have as many as they need.

Education.—The school at the Lake Helen Mission is always fairly well attend-

ed, and the children are making good progress. The Red Rock school has been closed

for want of attendance, but the department has arranged to have it re-opened at the re-

quest of the parents, who promise a good attendance.

Religion.—There are thirty-five Anglicans and one hundred and eighty Roman
Catholics in this band ; they take great interest in their religion.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians also are industrious and get along

very well.

Temperance and Morality.—In these respects they are improving year by year.

CHURCH OF ENGLAND MISSION.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the west shore of Mclntyre's bay and is

occupied by part of the Red Rock band. It contains 580 acres.

Population.—The population is 23.

Tribe.—These Indians also belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Occupations.—These Indians do considerable farming and lumbering, but hunt-
ing and exploring seem to be their chief occupations.

Buildings.—The experience of the cold winters has taught the Indians to build

warm houses, and those of this band are very comfortable.

Religion.—These Indians are all Anglicans.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and are breaking
new land continually. They have built a house, which is now the home of a mis-
sionary.

;

NIPIGON BAND.

Reserve.—One part of this reserve is situated on Gull bay. Lake Nipigon, and con-

tains 9,825 acres. The soil on this part of the reserve is not the very best for farm-
ing purposes, but there is good timber on it and it is quite close to the river.

The other part of this reserve is situated at Jackfish island near the Hudson's
Bay Company's post, and contains 135| acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are also of the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 491, consisting of 76 men, 108
women, 165 boys, and 142 girls. There were 13 births and 19 deaths during the year.

Occupations.—The chief occupation of this band is serving as guides to tourists.

They do a little at farming, but as yet they do not seem to depend much on it. Dur-
ing the winter months they depend chiefly on hunting. »

Buildings.—There were a few buildings completed this year.

Farm Implements.—They have all the farm implements they need at present.)

Religion.—Of this band 12 are Anglicans, 175 are Roman Catholics, and 304 are

pagans. There is a Roman Catholic church on Jackfish island, where mass is held

occasionally.

Temperance and Morality.—Their morals are good and their temperance is fair.

PAYS PLAT BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the Pays Plat river. Lake Su-

perior, and contains 605 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians also belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.
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Vital Statistics.—The population is 42, consisting of 6 men, 12 women, 14 boys,

end 10 girls. There was one death during the year and there were no births.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good. The Indians

take considerable interest in keeping the reserve clean ; at different times during the

J ear they burn the old rubbish.

Occupations.—Their principal occupations are hunting, fishing and mining. A
few of them have small gardens and raise enough vegetables for their own use. In
berry season most of them pick berries and sell them to dealers close by.

Buildings.—They have built about four new houses this year and now they are

working together building one for one of the band who had the misfortune of having
bis home burned a short time ago.

Stock.^—Till this year they had no stock, but this year they have purchased two
horses.

Education.—The school has not been opened for two years. It was closed for

want of attendance, and even now the parents do not take any interest in the educa^
tion of their children.

Religion.—All the Indians of this band are Roman Catholics. There is a church
on the reserve and a missionary priest goes there at different times during the year

to say mass.

Characteristics and Progress,—They are industrious and do not seem to find any\

trouble in getting employment, as prospectors almost always require help, and general-

ly pay them good wages.

Temperance and Morality.—In both these respects there is nothing of which to

complain.

PIC BAXD.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the Pic river. Lake Superior, and contains

SCO acres, divided into twenty-five farms facing the river.

Tribe.—This band also belongs to the the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 213, consisting of 46 men, 57 women, 59 boys,

and 51 girls. There were 7 births, and 5 deaths, and 2 joined the band by marriagej

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good. The members)

of the band do a good deal every year towards keeping the reserve clean.

Occupations.^—The Indians of this band do considerable farming, but they de-

pend more on fishing and exploring, and in the winter some of them go into the lum-

ber camps, others depend chiefly on hunting.

Buildings.—The buildings they occupy are comfortable.

Farm Implements.—They have all the farm implements that they need.

Education.—There is a school on the reserve ; it is well attended.
' Religion.—Of this band six are Anglicans and two hundred and seven ar» Roman

Catholics. There is one church on the reserve and mass is held there occasionally.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are a very industrious people and are pros-

perous. They have broken a considerable quantity of new land during the year.

Temperance and Morality.—Their morals are very good and their t»mperance is

above the average.

LOXG LAKE BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the northwest corner of Long lake, and

contains 612 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are of the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 339, consisting of 60 men, 86 women, 83 boys,

and 110 girls. Theie were 11 births and 9 deaths during the year.

Health.—The health of the band has been good.
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Occupations.—This band depends generally on hunting, but this year most of

them are engaged in portaging supplies for the survey of the Grand Trunk Pacific.

Religion.—Of this band sixty-five are Anglicans and two hundred and seventy-

four Roman Catholics. There is one Roman Catholic church on the reserve and a

missionary priest goes there occasionally to say mass.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and are fairly prosperous.

The temperance and morals of the band are good.

I have, &c.,

L. U. BONIN,
Indian Acjent.

Province of Ontario,

Parry Sound Superintendency,

Parry Sound, August 20, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report and statistical statement

showing tlie condition and progress of the various bands in this superintendency,

for the year ended June 30, 1904.

parry island band.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the eastern shore of the Georgian bay,

near the town of Parry Sound. It contains an area of 27 square miles.

Tribe or Nation.—The Indians of this band belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this reserve (exclusive of those Indians

residing on the reserve who do not belong to the band) is 103, consisting of 21 men,j

37 women and 45 children. During the year there have been 2 deaths and 1 joined the

band, making a decrease in tli^ number of persons in the band of 1 for the year.

Health.—The health of the Indians of this band for the year has been very good,

only two deaths being recorded during that period.

Occupations.—The members of this band have exceptional means of earning a

livelihood. Besides their agricultural pursuits, which are gradually being improved,

they secure considerable employment acting as guides to tourists who visit the adjacent

svtmmer resorts during the season, they also find employment in the works of the

Canada Atlantic Railway at Deport Harbour, located on the reserve, and in winter

they can secure work in the lumbering camps located within easy reach of the reserve.

The also hunt and fish.

Buildings and Stock.—The improvements in these are not as noticeable as I could

wish. There is, however, one very good farm on the reserve owned by James
Walker, a former member of the Cape Croker band, but who now belongs to the Parry
Island band, and I am endeavouring to induce the other members of the band to

emulate this Indian in their agricultural pursuits.

Education.—The educational affairs of this band are in a fairly satisfactory con-

dition. There are two schools on the reserve, each taught by a female teacher hold-

ing a third-class certificate. There are twenty children of school age on the reserve,,

besides those children residing on the reserve who do not belong to the band, some of

whom attend school, so that the attendance has been fairly good during the past year.

The progress of the pupils has been as good as could be expected.
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Keligion.—In this baud religious deuomiuatious are represented as follows :

forty-five Methodists, thirty-nine Roman Catholics and nineteen pagans. The Method-

ists have a very good church on the reserve, and the services, which are conducted by

the Kev. Richard Black, the resident missionary on the reserve, are usually well at-

tended. The Roman Catholics receive occasional visits from one of their clergy ; the

services at such times being held in the church at Skene village.

Characteristics.—The Indians of this band are a very well-behaved and law-abid-

ing people, and morally they stand very high.

Temperance.—The members of this band are a most temperate body, as no case

of intemperance among them during the year has been reported to me ; their con-

duct in this respect has been quite satisfactory.

SHAWANAGA BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated about four miles inland from the eastern shore

of Shawanaga bay, on the east side of Georgian bay, and twenty-three miles north of

the town of Parry Sound. It contains an area of fourteen square miles.

Tribe or Xation.—The Indians of this band belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 111, consisting of 26 men, 32

women and 53 children. During the year there have been 3 births and 1 death, mak-

ing an increase in the band of 2 for the year.

Health.—The health of this band for the past year has been very good, only one

death being recorded.

Occupations.—Farming to a limited extent forms a part of the occupation of this

band. Fishing and hunting is, however, the means adopted by most of them in earn-

ing a living. The Buffalo Fish Company, which has a depot at Pointe au Baril, em-

ploys quite a few of the members of this band in the capacity of fishermen, at which

they make good wages. These Indians also gather and sell wild fruits, &c.

Buildings.—The buildings of this band, are small, and of an inferior type. Most

of them are built of log«, and of such dimensions that they do not allow of the proper

housing of the occupants.

Education.^The children of this band are taught in a school-house on the re-

serve, where the exercises are conducted by a female teacher holding a third-class

certificate. The course of studies is that authorized by the department. The number

of children of school age is twenty-eight. The progress of the pupils during the past

year has been very fair.

Religion."—Religious denominations are represented in this band as follows :

seventy-six Methodists and thirty-five Roman Catholics. There are two churches on

the reserve ; the one belonging to the Methodists, which is now completed, being a

very creditable structure ; the other, belonging to the Roman Catholics, is not near

completion yet. Services have frequently been held in the new Methodist church,

and they have been well attended.

Characceristics.—The Indians of this band, while not as industrious, collectively,

as they might be, appear to be a bright intelligent body of people. A few of them do

exceptionally well in their employment as fishermen for the Buffalo Fish Company
at Pointe au Baril, and if more of the band would apply themselves to work, they

would be able to earn a fair living.

Temperance and Morality.—I am pleased to be able to say that no case of in-

temperance among the band has been reported to me during the past year. Their

moral conduct has also been of a high order.

HENVEY IXLET BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on one of the arms or inlets of the Georgian

bay, almost midway between Byng inlet and French river. It contains an area of

thirty square miles.
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Tribe or Nation.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 172, consisting of 47 men, 60

women and 65 children. During the year there were 7 births and 4 deaths, which

makes an increase in the population of this band of 3 for the year.

Health.—The health of this band for the past year has been fairly good.

Occupations.—The members of this band engage in farming only to a limited

txtent. Eishing, hunting, and working in the lumber camps in the vicinity of the

leserve are the means adopted by most of them in earning a living.

Education.—The number of children of school age on this reserve is twenty-nine.

There is one school on the reserve conducted by a female teacher holding a third-class-

certificate. The course of studies is that authorized by the department. The attend-

ance and discipline are very good, and the pupils are making very good progress in

their studies.

Buildings, &c.—The buildings belonging to the members of this band are of a very

fair order, their dwelling houses being whitewashed and kept in a very neat conditio».

Their village is located on a high picturesque bluff, and I think, taking their houses

collectively, they form the most creditable group of Indian dwellings in this superin-

tendency.

Their agricultural implements are not numerous and comprise five ploughs and a

harrow.

Eeligicn.—Nearly three-fourths of the members of this band are Roman Catholics,

the remainder being Methodists. A very good Roman Catholic church is now com-

pleted, and services are occasionally held in it by the missionary priest who resides

at Byng Inlet. The Methodists have also erected a very good church and services are

frequently held in it by visiting clergy.

Characteristics.—The members of the band are of a superior character. They
are a stalwart body of men and their appearance indicates constant industry.

Temperance and Moralitj^—Their conduct in both these respects has been, dur-

ing the past year, all that could be desired.

WATIIA BAND (FORMERLY GIBSOX).

Reserve.—This reserve is situated between the southern end of Lake Muskoka
and the Georgian bay. It contains an area of 25,582 acres.

Tribe or Nation.—These Indians are Mohawks, or as they are more generally

known, Iroquois. They were originally residents of Oka, Quebec.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 139, consisting of 37 men, 32

women and 70 children. During the year there were 3 births, 1 joined the band, 2

died and 4 left the band, making a decrease of 2 in the number of persons compris-

ing the band for the year.

Health.—The health of this band for the year has been very good.

Occupations.—The members of this band depend chiefly on farming for a living.

During the winter months some of the younger men find occasional employment in

the lumber camps in the vicinity of the reserve, and in summer a number of them act

as guides to tourists who frequent the Muskoka lakes in large numbers.

Buildings.—The buildings belonging to the members of this band are superior

to those found on any of the other reserves in this superintendency.

Education.—There is one school on this reserve, conducted by a male teacher hold-

ing a third-class certificate. The number of children of school age is thirty-two. The
school is under the supervision of the Methodist Missionary Society, and very fair

progress is being made in the education of the children.

Religion.—There are three religious denominations represented in this band,
consisting of 123 Methodist-s, 14 Roman Catholics and 2 Plymouth Brethren. A'

Methodist missionary in the person of the school teacher, is stationed on the reserve,

and regular services are held in the church, which are well attended by the adherents
of this denomination.
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Characteristics.—This band may be considered the most industrious and progres-

sive of any in the superintendency, which is largely due to the interest taken in farm-

ing.

Temperance and Morality.—The conduct of this band in these respects is of an

exceptionally high order and leaves nothing to be desired.

MAGANETTAWAX BAND.

Keserve.—This reserve is situated about five miles from the mouth of the Maga-
nettawan river. It contains an area of 8,670 acres.

Tribe or Nation.—The Indians of this band belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—There are only 28 members of this band who reside permanently

on the reserve, the remainder reside on the Manitoulin island. The population of the

reserve consists of 6 men, 9 women and 13 children. During the past year no births nor

deaths were recorded, which leaves the population the same as last year.

Health.—The health of the resident members of this band for the past year has

been fairly good.

Occupations.—The members of this band engage in farming in a small way.
Their reserve lies adjacent to the large lumber mills of the Messrs. Holland & Graves
Company at Byng Inlet, which enables them to secure employment at any time they

may require it, so that if they want to work, they can easily earn a very fair living.

They also hunt and fish.

Buildings and Stock.—As the population of the resident members of this band is

small, their buildings are, of course, in proportion, and consist of two dwellings, two
etables and two other buildings. Their live stock is fairly numerous for the population
of the reserve.

Education.—There is no school on this reserve. The children who attend school
do so at Byng Inlet, about two miles distant from the reserve, where there is a large

and well conducted school.

Religion.—The members of this band are all Roman Catholics. They have no
church, as the population of the reserve is too small to build and support one.

Characteristics and Temperance.—The Indians of this band are an industrious

and well-behaved people, and are as temperate in their habits as any of the bands in
this superintendency.

I have, &c.,

W. B. MACLEAN,
Indian Superintendent,

Provixxe of Ontario,

Saugeex Agency,
Chippawa Hill, July 18, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30
1904.

Reserve.—The Saugeen reserve is located in the county of Bruce, on Lake Huron.
It comprises about 9,020 acres.

Tribe or Nation.—The Indians of this reserve are Chippewas.
27—i—

3
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Vital Statistics.—The population numbers 389 persons, consisting of 190 males

and 199 females. There has been a net increase of 3 persons during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians has been generally good dur-

ing the year. There have been no epidemics of any contagious disease, and the deaths

that occurred were either of aged people or of infants. The sanitary precautions con-

tained in the circular issued by the department are fairly well observed.

Occupations.—The chief occupation of the Indians is mixed farming. A limited

amount of timber is sold during the year. This quantity has been greatly decreased

in the last two years. A number of Indians of both sexes are engaged as hired help

among the white people. The Indians also derive a considerable income as dock and

mill hands, by teaming for lumber companies, by manufacturing baskets and rustic

work, and by berry-picking, and gathering medical herbs and roots.

Buildings.—The number of new buildings erected during the past year has not

been large, but many valuable improvements in buildings and fences have been made.

Stock.—The horses are the most valuable part of the live stock owned by the In-

dians. They also possess cattle, hogs and poultry of considerable value.

Farm Implements.—The farm implements owned by the Indians include all those

lequired in cultivating the land and in harvesting their crops.

Education.—This is a question of the greatest interest among the Indians.

There are three brick school-houses on the reserve. Each one is well equipped and is

kept open during the whole teaching year. The children are progressing very well.

Religion.—The Methodist, Roman Catholic and Congregationalist denominations

are each represented on this reserve. The Methodists have a resident missionary, and

three churches on this reserve. The Roman Catholics have a beautiful stone church

and are under the care of a missionary who does not reside on this reserve. All the

Indians manifest a commendable interest in religious affairs.

Characteristics and Progress.—Most of the Indians on this reserve are law-

abiding. Nevertheless almost without exception they possess those characteristics

common to their race, namely, lack of ambition and thrift. On account of this their

progress is not rapid.

Temperance and Morality.—As a rule the Indians of the reserve are temperate.

Unfortunately a few are addicted to the use of intoxicants and are not strictly moral.

I have, &c.,

JOHN SCOFFIELD,
Indian Agent.

Province of Oktario,

Six Nation Indians,

Brantford, July 27, 1904.

The Honourable \

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report of the Six Nations of the

Grand river, for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Keserve.

—

The reserve is located in the township of Tuscarora, and partly in the

township of Onondaga, in the county of Brant, with a portion in the township of

Oneida, in the county of Haldimand. It contains 43,696 acres.

Tribe.—The tribes consist of the Mohawks, Oneidas, Onondagas, Tuscaroras,

Cayugas, Senecas and Delawares, comprising the Six Nations of the Grand river. The
nvmber of tribes composing the Six Nation confederation wais not always the same ;
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prior to 1714 it was the Five Nations, when the Tuscaroras were admitted, since whichi
time it has been called the Six iSTations. Some one hundred and fifty Delawares were
adopted later.

Vital Statistics.—There are 1,177 men, 1,129 women, 943 boys, and 946 girls, mak-
ing a total of 4,195, being an increase of 63 over the previous year. The changes
curing the year were as follows : 143 births, 12 women were added to the band through
marriage, there were 86 deaths, 2 women ceased to be members by marrying into

other bands, and 4 women through residence in the United States for over five years.!

Health and Sanitation.—The general health has been usually good during the

year. During the first quarter there was an epidemic of scarlet fever of moderate
severity, but without fatal result in any case ; there were fifteen cases in one section,

which necessitated the closing of the school until the danger of infection was removed.
During the same quarter there were seven cases of typhoid fever and a considerable

number of cases of malarial fever. The rest of the year was free from disease of an
epidemic character. During the winter there was more than the usual number of pul-

monary afflictions, probably due to the severe weather.

There were 6,907 patients treated at the medical oflSice on the reserve ; 1,738
visits were made ; making 7,384 miles travelled by the physicians on the reserve
during the year.

The annual sanitary circular issued by the department was carefully explained

and interpreted at the general council held on April 5, and distributed among the

members of the band by the members of the board of health, which board greatly
assisted in enforcing the sanitary measures contained in the department's circular.

Occupations.—General farming is the chief occupation. The crops and stock

compare favourably with those of the white men surrounding the reserve. The crops

for the past year were generally good, wheat, oats and corn being a heavy crop, while
barley and pease were a light crop. Potatoes were a fairly good crop.

Buildings and Stock.—The Indians are continually improving their farms by en-

larging their barns for the better protection of their stock, crops and implements,
building wire fences and sinking of wells.

Education.—There are eleven schools on the reserve, all well attended. Six white
and five Indian teachers are employed. A most successful teachers' convention was
held in June. Officers were appointed and instructed to prepare rules and regulations
to include two meetings in each year.

Religion.—Great interest is manifested by the Indians in church and Sunday
school work, all the services are well attended, which are regularly held by the Church
of England in seven localities, the Baptists in three, the Methodists in four and the
Seventh Day Adventists in two. The three resident missionaries are very popular
and doing good work. Considerable labour and expense were contributed by the
Indians to improve their churches and meeting places.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians are constantly improving and taking
more interest in farming ; during the past year two large frame dwellings and twenty-
one large barns, mostly with stone basements, were erected, as well as many new wire
fences ; also a number of wells for the better and more convenient supply of water
for the stock were completed. The Farmers' Institute of the south riding of Brant
L-eld an afternoon and evening public meeting on the reserve in January ; both meet-
ings were largely attended by Indians. The Agricultural Society of the reserve, wholly
under the control of the Indians, held its three days' annual fair in October, which
was a great success.

The road-work under the direction of forty-seven pathmasters, who are appointed
annually by the chiefs in council, was well attended to.

Temperance and Morality.—There are several temperance societies on the reserve,
and meetings are regularly held.

I have, &c.,

E. D. camero:n',
Indian Superintendent.

27—i—3i
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Province of Ontario,

Sturgeon Falls Agency,
Sturgeon Falls, August 1, 1904.

The Honourable
TJie Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my first annual report and statistical state-

ment concerning the Indians of this agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

NIPISSING BAND.

Keserve.—This reserve is situated on the north shore of Lake Nipissing, two miles

west of the town of North Bay ; it formerly comprised an area of 80,640 acres, but

6,400 acres has been surrendered, still leaving 74,240 acres for the use of the band.

Tribe or JSTation.—The Indians of this band belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 213, consisting of 44 men, 61

women and 108 children. During the year there were 10 births and 1 death and 2

entered the band by marriage, making a total increase of 11 for the year.

Health.—The health of the members of this band for the past year has been ex-

ceptionally good ; there has not been any epidemic, and the cleanliness evidently

contributed to this.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of these Indians are hunting, fishing and
acting as guides to tourists and surveying parties ; some cultivate small farms along

the lake front and during the winter they engage in the lumber camps. At present

quite a number are engaged in taking supplies to surveying parties on the route of

the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway.

Buildings and Stock.—The Indians are continually improving their buildings,

particularly houses ; during the past year six new houses were completed. They are

kept clean and comfortable. The Indians have only a few small barns and stables,^

for they are not much in need of such. They have very little stock, only a few horses,

a few cows, pigs and poultry.

Farm Implements.—They have a few ploughs and harrows, and are well supplied

with spades, shovels, hoes and garden tools ; all the cultivation is done with theset

implements.

Education.—There is one school on the reserve, situated at Beaucage, presided

over by a female teacher holding a third-class certificate ; the attendance is goodi

and the progress of the pupils satisfactory.

Religion.—The members of this band are all Roman Catholics. They have a goodi

church on the reserve, where services are conducted by visiting missionaries, and tha

Indians appear to take a very active interest in religious instruction.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are very industrious and law-abiding and are

improving in their manners and show a desire to be well thought of in their business

methods.

Temperance and Morality.—With a few exceptions, temperance is now fairly well

observed ; the morality of these Indians is excellent.

DOKIS BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve belonging to this band is situated at the head of the

French river, where it leaves Lake Nipissing ; it contains an area of 30,300 acres,

consisting of the two large Okindawt islands. These Indians are the owiJers of a

valuable tract of pine timber, which if disposed of would place a large sum at the

credit of the band and would enable them to live comfortably on the interest.

Tribe or Nation.—These Indians nominally belong to the Ojibbewa nation, but

they are all half-breeds with a large admixture of French blood.
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Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 78, consisting of 19 men, 2G*

women and 33 children. During the year there were 2 births and 3 deaths, making'

a total decrease of 1 in the number of persons comprising this band for the year.

Health.—The health of this band for the year has been good.

Occupations.—The occupations of these Indians are hunting, fishing and work-

ing in adjacent lumber camps. Those who live on the reserve cultivate small gardens

and catch fish for their own use.

Buildings and Stock.—The buildings of this band are few in number and built of

logs. The stock comprises only a few cattle and ponies.

Education.—There is not any school on this reserve ; consequently, the children

are not getting an education.

Eeligion.—The Indians belonging to this band are all Roman Catholics ; they

liave no church on the reserve.

Characteristics.—The members of this band are not industrious and seem to live

contented in small cabins, they do not take to farming, but follow- their old mode of

living.

Temperance and Morality.—The conduct of this band in these respects is of ex-

ceptionally good order.

TEMAGAMING BAND,

Reserve.—Ko reserve has yet been given to this band; the members live around

the shores of Lake Temagaming, while quite a number live on Bear island, near the

Hudson's Bay Company's post. Lake Temagaming is situated seventy-two miles from

North Bay and is noted for its many beautiful islands and clear water, and is fast

becoming prominent as a tourist resort.

Tribe or Nation.—The members of this band are pure Ojibbewas.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 88, consisting of 24 men, 36

women and 28 children. During the year there were 2 births and 2 deaths and 1

woman entered the band by marriage, making a total increase of 1 in the number of

persons comprising this band for the past vear.

Health.—The health of the members of this band for the last year has been

good.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of these Indians are hunting, fishing and

acting as guides. They do not farm, as they say that they have no land of their own to

settle on.

Buildings and Stock.—The buildings of this band are very limited, a large number
living in tents and wigwams around the shore of the lake, and others having houses on

Bear island.

Education.—This band has a good school on Bear island. Lake Temagaming, in

charge of Mrs. Woods, a competent teacher, who is also a general favourite with the

members of the band. The children are a smart, intelligent class and are progressing

lapidly with their studies.

Eeligion.—This band is composed entirely of Roman Catholics ; they have

recently completed a new church near the Hudson's Bay Company's post on Bear

island, where services are conducted by visiting missionaries. These Indians appear

to take a very active interest in religion.

Characteristics.—The members of this band are a bright, intelligent body and

appear to take readily to the mode of living of the whites. They are noted as ex-

cellent canoemen, a number being employed by the Hudson's Bay Company for this

purpose.

Temperance and Morality.—As no cases of intemperance have been reported to me
during the past year, I conclude their conduct has, in this respect, been satisfactory,

while morally their conduct has been good, as usual.

I have, &c.,

GEO. P. COCKBURX,
Indian Agent.
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Province of Ontario,

Thessalon Agency,
Thessalon, August 12, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report relating to the affairs of the

s^everal bands of Indians in my agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

thessalon rh'ER band.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the north shore of the North channel of

Lake Huron, about six miles east of the town of Thessalon, and contains an area oJQ

2,307 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 142, consisting of 30 men, 42

women and 70 children. The numbers remain about stationary, there being a decrease,

of 1 since my last report.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good during the

year.

Occupations.—These Indians are chiefly employed as labourers on farms, and in

loading vessels in summer ; and many of them work in the lumber camps in the fall

and winter. The younger people do some fishing for their own use, and the women
make baskets and gather berries for sale.

Buildings.—No new buildings have been erected during the year ; but the dwell-

ings they have are kept clean and comfortable. They have a few barns and stables,

and at present are not in much need of any more.

Stock.—Their stock is limited. They have a few horses and cows, and some youngi

cattle, pigs and poultry.

Farm Implements.—They have a few ploughs and harrows, but most of their cul-

tivation of the soil is done with spades, shovels, hoes and hand-rakes.

Education.—There is a school-house on the reserve, but it remains closed owing to

the lack of interest taken by most of the parents in education. Several of the young
people are attending the neighbouring public school and are doing well.

Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics and are regularly attended by
a visiting missionary. They appear to take a considerable interest in their religious

instruction, more particularly since the completion of their new church over a year

ago.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are law-abiding and industrious,

and are generally improving in prosperity, and in their clothing and civilization.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are not addicted to the use of intoxi-

Icants ; in fact it would be difficult for them to get intoxicating liquors, and they are,

generally speaking, a moral community.

MISSISSAGI RWER BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the east side of the Mississagi river and on
the north shore of the North channel of Lake Huron, and comprises an area of 5,636

acres.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are of the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 162, consisting of 27 men, 49
women and 86 children.
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Health and Sanitation.—The health of many of this band is not satisfactory. A
few of them have scrofula and kindred diseases, and several are afflicted with con-

sumption. They keep their habitations clean and orderly.

Occupations.—These Indians are mostly labourers and work in the lumber camps

in the fall and winter. In the summer they are employed in the saw-mills near the

reserve and in loading lumber vessels, and earn good wages. The women and children

gather berries and make baskets for sale and realize some money.

Buildings.—For the most part their dwellings are log, in a fair state of repair and

comfort, and the few stables and outhouses they have are of little value.

Stock.—They have only a few horses, and a few cows, and some young cattle,

poultry and pigs.

Farm Implements.—They have one plough, a couple of harrows and a lot of

spades, hoes and rakes, and they have a few driving-sleighs.

Education.—There is a school-house on the reserve, but the attendance of the

children is not good. The parents do not seem to take much interest in education.

Eeligion.—These Indians are all Koman Catholics, and they obtain their religious

instruction from a visiting missionary.

Characteristics and Progress.—This band is, generally speaking, industrious. The

members are well clothed, and dress with care, and have an earrest desire to be con-

sidered respectable people.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a temperate communitj^ but some of them

are not moral, owing largely, it is believed, to the reserve being adjacent to large lum-

ber mills.

SERPENT RIVER BAND.

Eeserve.—The reserve lies east of the mouth of the Serpent river, and is bounded

on the south and west by the North channel of Lake Huron, and on the north by the

Serpent river, and contains 27,480 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are of the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 123, there being 23 men, 29

women and 71 children.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good during the

year ; 2 very old people and 3 young children accounting for the deaths.

Occupations.—These Indians are labourers, working mostly in the saw-mills on

the reserve in 1he summer, and in the lumber camps connected with the saw-mills in

the winter, and earn good wages. They cultivate plots of vegetables, and the women
and children gather berries for sale.

BuiFdings.—About one-half of the dwellings are a good class of frame, and an

extra good one has been added to the list during the year. The remainder of the

dwellings are a good class of log buildings and all are kept in good repair and clean

and neat. They have few outbuildings and little use for them.

Stock.—They have a few horses, mares and colts and a few pigs and some poultry,

and they express a strong determination to acquire more in the near future.

Farm Implements.—They have a few ploughs, and sufficient shovels, spades, hoes,

and rakes, for their requirements.

Education.—They have an excellent school and a good teacher ; and the parents

seem to take a lively interest in education.

Religion.—These Indians are Eoman Catholics. They have a nice church, and

;'they appear to take an interest in religious instruction.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are a happy, contented, law-abiding, indus-

trious and progressive people.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate, abstaining from intoxicants, and

are moral in their habits and conduct.
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SPANISH RIVER BAND.

Reserve.—This reseiTe is situated on the north shore of the North channel of

Lake Huron, along the south bank of the Spanish river. It is bounded on the south

and west by the waters of the said ISTorth channel and on the north by the Spanish

river, and contains 28,000 acres. As to residence, this band is divided into three com-

munities. Two of these are dwelling on the reserve and are in my charge, viz., at

Sagamook, a beautiful point running out into the North channel, and on the left bank
of the Spanish river in the easterly end of the reserve. The third community is on
Manitoulin island under the jurisdiction of Indian Agent Sims.

Tribe.—These Indians are of the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of these two communities is 322, consisting of

61 men, 75 women and 186 children.

Health and Sanitation.^—These Indians have continued healthy during the year;

and, as is their custom, keep their habitations clean and tidy.

Occupations.—Many of these Indians are employed as farm-hands, and many 33

ordinary labourers ; a few follow hunting and fishing for a living. The women and
children gather berries and make baskets for sale.

Buildings.—This band has exceptionally good buildings and outbuildings, all of

which are kept in a good state of repair; but no new buildings have been erected dur-

ing the year.

Stock.—This band has a very good assortment of stock, which comprises horses,

cattle, pigs and poultry, and there has been considerable improvement in this respect

during the past year.

Farm Implements.—They have a few ploughs and harrows and a lot of hoes and

rakes, all indeed that they need for the cultivation of their gardens.

Education.—They have a very good school at Sagamook, very well attended, and

the best school in my agency. The school at Spanish River has not been well attended

by the children during the past year.

Religion.—Those of the band designated No. 1, at Sagamook, are nearly all

Roman Catholics, and those of the band designated No. 2, at Spanish River, are nearly

all Anglicans.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious, peaceful and law-

abiding, and have made some progress in their improvement in habits and manners.

They are well clothed and make a comfortable living.

Temperance and Morals.—They are a temperate people—I might almost say total'

abstainers, and they are a moral people, I am led to believe.

I have, &c.,

SAMUEL HAGAN,
Indian Agent.

Province of Ontario,

Walpole Island Agency,
Walpole Island, September 8, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit my annual report on the Chippewas and
Pottawattamies of Walpole island for the year ended June 30, 1904, together with a

Statistical statement for the same period giving the census returns of both bands
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xaken in the months of August and September, showing the increase and decrease in

the population and progress in agriculture and other industries whereby the Indians

make their living.

Health and Sanitation.—The Indians have been generally healthy during the year,

no epidemics having appeared among them. The Indians are giving a good deal of at^

tention to cleanliness in and around their premises by frequent airings of the bedding

and wearing apparel.

Population.—There has been an increase in the Chippewa band of 1, there

being now (505. The Pottawattamics have decreased 5 during the year, and now have

a population of 181.

Education.—There are three schools on the reserve, taught by native-born teachers.

School No. 2 is well attended ; the other two are not so well attended. The parents

do not take the interest in education that they should. A number of the larger pupils

attend the different industrial schools.

Religion.—There are two churches on the reserve, an Anglican and a Methodist.

Divine service is held every Sunday both morning and evening. The Methodist

church is filled both morning and evening. The members of the Roman Catholic

Church attend divine service at Port Lambton and Algonac, Michigan.

Characteristics and Progress.—Generally speaking the Indians of this reserve are

law-abiding and fairly industrious. Most of the young men work among the whites

all the year round.

Temperance and Morality.—It is to be regretted that a few of the young men
and women indulge in intoxicating liquor, but it is a rare thing to see a middle-aged

person under the influence of liquor. There is a chance for improvement in their

morality ; the marriage law is not observed as well as it should be.

Agriculture.—The crops are poor this year on account of so much rain and cold

weather. There will not be enough for their wants, but they can find all the employ-
ment that they want among the whites.

Other Industries.—The women make fancy baskets, for which they have a good
market at home, selling to the people of the United States who come to the reserve in

large numbers and pay good prices for their wares. The men make bows, arrows,

canes and small canoes, which brings them in a large revenue.

Public Improvements.—There is a drainage canal now under construction which,

when completed, will be a great benefit to the reserve, not only for drainage purposes,

but also as a means of bringing pure water through the centre of the reserve.

I have, &c.,

J. B. McDOUGALL,
Indian Agent.

Province of Quebec,

Abexakis of St. Francis,

St. Francois du Lac, July 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement
for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—The reserve of the Abenakis of St. Francis consists of several pieces

of land situated in the seigniories of St. Frangois du Lac and Pierreville. Its total

area is 1,819 acres and 52 perches. The portion of the reserve inhabited by the In-

dians is designated by the No. 1,217 on the official plan of the parish of St. Thomas de
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Pierreville and contains 1,228 acres. The village is situated on the bank of the St.

Francis river, about six miles from its mouth on Lake St. Peter. It has a very

picturesque site.

Tribe.—The Indians of this tribe call themselves the Abenakis of St. Frangois

de Sales.

Vital Statistics.—This band is composed of 327 persons, consisting of 79 men and
86 women over twenty-one years of age, and 81 boys and 81 girls under that age.

There were during the year 19 births and 11 deaths.

Health.—There has not been any contagious disease or epidemic during the year.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of the Indians are basket-making and
fancy-work. They make baskets all winter, and about the month of June most of the

families go to the sea-^side resorts in the United States, especially to the Atlantic

coast and the White mountains, as well as to resorts in the province of Ontario, to

sell their wares. They return in autumn. This business is their chief source of
revenue. There are also some families that hunt as well as sell baskets ; but the num-
ber of those that follow this pursuit is diminishing each year more and more, in pro-

portion as game becomes rare.

Agriculture is only a secondary occupation among the Abenakis of St. Francis.

Some of them even do not farm at all ; others raise some vegetables, such as potatoes,

corn, &c. Some families cultivate a little more, but the sale of their baskets, which
compels them to be absent during the greater part of the summer, prevents them
from giving to agriculture the required attention.

The Abenakis own some horses, a large number of good cows, and some pigs.

They have very few farm implements.

Education.—The education of the children receives much attention. Most of the
Indians can read and write and a good many of them have taken a course at college

or at some other higher institution of learning. There are two schools on the reserve

:

the Protestant school under the direction of Eev. H. O. Loiselle and the Koman
Catholic school under the direction of the Grey Nuns.

Last autumn a wing was added to the Eoman Catholic school and this building

forms now a pretty little convent under the direction of four Sisters. These two
schools are well conducted, providing an excellent education for a large number o£
children.

Religion.—The Abenakis belong to various religious faiths : two himdred and
twenty-eight are Eoman Catholics, eighty-seven are Anglicans and twelve are Ad-
ventists.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Abenakis as a rule are hard-working and
industrious. The making and sale of baskets brings them enough money to permit
them to live comfortably, and some of them are very rich. Each family returns in
the fall with a pretty good sum, and if they were more economical and less improvi-
dent, they might put money aside for a rainy day. However, several of them have
built large comfortable houses for themselves, and the village presents a very pretty

aspect.

Temperance and Morality.—There has been very little disorder caused by the use
of liquor, and the conduct of the Abenakis is in general, good.

General Eemarks.—These Indians are as civilized as the white people pi the sur-

rounding district, and live in harmony with the latter. Very few of the members of
this band are pure-blooded Indians, all have more or less white blood in their veins.

Many of them have lost the characteristics of the red man, and it is very difficult for
those seeing them for the first time, to recognize them as Indians. Nearly all of them
speak English and French, and use one or other of these languages in their dealings
with white men, but in the family and in their meetings and council they speak
Abenakis, which they preserve with religious care.

I have, &c.,

A. O. COMIEE, M.D.,

Indian Agent.
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Province of Qlebec,
Algoxquins of En^ER Desert,

Maxiwaki, September 13, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement
for tbe year ended June 30, 1904.

Eeserve.—The Maniwaki reserve is situated on the River Desert at its confluence
with the Gatineau river, and contains an area of 44,547 acres and 20 perches. The
reserve is remarkably well situated for navigable streams, and is almost completely
surrounded by water, the Eagle river forming a greater part of its western boundary,
(be Desert river on the north and the Gatineau river on the east. These, with the Big
and Little Cedar lakes, the Bitobee and their tributaries, all combine to make Mani-
waki an exceptionally picturesque and beautiful township.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band belong to the Algonquin tribe.

Vital Statistics.—This band is composed of 386 persons, consisting of 98 men and
105 women over twenty-one years of age, and 81 boys and 102 girls imder twenty-one
years of age. During the year there were 10 births and 11 deaths, and 1 woman entered
1 he band by marriage. The causes of death were : 4 of consumption, 1 of cholera, 1 of
pneumonia, 1 by drowning, 1 of old age, 1 of typhoid fever, 1 of measles and 1 of

infantile disease.

Health and Sanitation.—There was an epidemic of measles last spring among
.the Indians. Luckily it did not spread to any great extent. Otherwise the health of

the Indians has been fairly good.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of the Indians are shantying, driving,

and hunting. Some of them farm and lumber on their own account, others make
canoes, snow-shoes and axe-handles, and the women make baskets, mittens, moccasins,

and other handiwork.

Agriculture.—There has been very little progress in farming among the Indians

during the past year, money being too easily earned at other occupations; their ser-

vices being greatly in demand by svirveyors, explorers and sportsmen.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—There has been very little change in

stock during the year. Cattle have been raised and sold, but the number on hand is

about the same. One horse died and one was sold, also one colt was sold.

There was only one new building—a dwelling-house—erected on the reserve dur-

ing the year; and one threshing-machine and buggy purchased during the year.

Education.—There are three schools on the reserve, but only one in operation.

The attendance of the pupils is falling off considerably on account of some families

moving away from the vicinity of the school, and in other cases the children growing
up. The teacher, Miss Annie O'Connor, is doing everything possible for the advance-

ment of her pupils.

Religion.—The Indians of this band are all Roman Catholics, and attend the

Oblate Mission at Maniwaki.
Characteristics and Progress.—There has not been the same progress in farming

this year as last year, the Indians being inclined to take advantage of the more ready]

iiR'iins of earning.

Temperance and Morality.—The Indians of this band are much addicted to drink-
ing intoxicants. Although a great deal has been done during the year and heavy
fines imposed, the evil is by no means stamped out.

The morals of the Indians have been fairly good for the past year, and with two
schools running, in the future I expect good results, as those who have attended
school are much better than those who could not,

I have, &c.,

w. J. McCaffrey,
Indian Aaent.
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PR0VI^"CE OF Quebec,
Amalecites of Viger,

Cacouna, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit my annual report accompanied by statistical

statement in respect to the Amalecites of Viger for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the shore of the St. Lawrence river, near

the village of Cacouna, but most of the Indians are scattered over various counties,

60 that it is difficult to take a census of them.

Vital Statistics.—There are 103 Indians on the reserve. There were no births nor

deaths this year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians is fairly good, except in the

case of some who are old. Sanitary precautions are well observed.

Occupations.—The principal occupation of these Indians is the making of

baskets, snow-shoes and fancy wares; these last are made by the women and sold to

tourists during the summer. The men do a little fishing and hunting ; they also make
snow-shoes in winter. Most of them are very poor. The government grants them a

little assistance, especially the widows, and they certainly are very thankful, for it is

a great act of charity to relieve these unfortunate people. Some families, I believe,

cultivate land in the valley of the Metapedia, but their progress is slow. I believe this

is due to their poverty, and I think they are more easily discouraged than the whites.

Education.—The children go to school and to the convent at Cacouna, but there

are not many on the reserve. As to the Indians scattered through the different coun-

ties, I am told they attend school fairly well.

Religion.—As far as I know, the Indians are all Roman Catholics.

Temperance and Morality.—With rare exceptions, temperance is well observed.

The morality of these Indians, especially the women, is excellent.

I have, &c.,

EDOUARD BEAULIEU,
Indian Agent.

Province of Quebec,

HURONS OF LORETTE,

Jeuke Lorette, August 23, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit my annual report in regard to the Huron
tribe of Lorette and other Indians settled in my agency, with a statistical statement,

for the year ended June 30, last.

Reserves.—The Huron tribe still owns three reserves as follows :

—

1. The reserve of the village of Lorette, containing thirty acres, where most of

the Indians reside, near their ancient chapel, which always attracts the atention of

strangers.

2. The Quarante Arpents reserve, containing 1,352 acres. The surrender of this

reserve to the Crown will soon be an accomplished fact. This reserve was originally
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given to the Huron Indians for the purpose of enabling them to obtain timber for
building and fuel required for their use, but now, as it does not bring them in any
profit, advantage or interest, as the timber has been taken off it, I believe that the sal©

of it in lots will be of benefit to the band.

3. The Rocmont reserve, in the county of Portneuf, containing an area of 9,600

acres, which was worked under license grantd to Mr. Henry Atkinson for the timber
on it, but which is- not so any longer, as this license was not renewed, and as the In-
dians have surrendered the same to the Crown for the purpose of sale.

Vital Statistics.—Since my last report the population has decreased by 1. Dur-
ing the year there were 8 births and 9 deaths, which makes the population 455. To
this number must be added the Indians of other tribes found in my agency, which
includes the counties of Quebec, Portneuf, Montmorency and Charlevoix.

At St. Pierre de Charlesbourg, county of Quebec, there is a family of Amalecites,
composed of nine persons, the head of which is employed as game warden by the Que-
bec government.

Twelve Abenakis also reside in the county of Quebec. Their chief occupation con-
sists in the manufacture of Indian fancy wares, by which they make a living.

The Abenakis of St. Urbain lead a miserable life. Abbe G. A. Girard, cure of the
parish in which they reside, is very attentive to their needs, and always ready to notify
me of their condition when necessity arises. Some of these Indians receive every year
assistance and seed-grain from the department.

The combined population of these four groups is 513.

Occupations.—There is again this year plenty of progress in the special industry
of the Hurons. The trade in moccasins and snow-shoes is flourishing. This year there
is much more demand than last year, and nearly all the families in the band have re-

mained in the village. Fancy wares, as well as moccasins and snow-shoes, have been
in great demand ; so that it can be said that these various sources of revenue have
been fairly remunerative for the Hurons.

I have observed this year that the number of tourists visiting the lakes in the
region of Lake St. John is somewhat smaller than last year. However, those who come
always encourage the Indians of Lorette, whose skill they admire.

Health and Sanitation.—The sanitary condition of the band in general is always
very good. There has not been any epidemic, and the cleanliness of the village con-
tributes much towards this state of affairs.

Education.—The Indians are satisfied with the teaching given to their children by
the Sisters, and they have a right to be proud of the education afforded their children.

'

The Sisters do their utmost for the children committed to their charge, and nothing
but praise is due to them. Nevertheless, I observe the children leave school too soon.
As soon as they have made their first communion, that is to say, arrived at the age of
eleven or twelve, the parents neglect to continue to send their children to school. This
is an anomaly for which the parents alone are responsible; but their indifference in
regard to their children has the result that the latter are unable to take any position
that requires a certain degree of education.

Religion.—As I said in my report for last year, with the exception of four Hurons
of Lorette, one of whom is an Anglican and the three others Presbyterians, the In-
dians of my agency profess the Roman Catholic religion. There is only one church
on the reserve ; it is Roman Catholic.

Temperance and Morality.—No serious reproach can be made against the Indians
of my agency in regard to morality. They are respectable people and know how to

conduct themselves. The same praise cannot be given them in respect to temperance.
In addition to the occasions that tempt them to take intoxicating liquor, some brewers
of Quebec send their employees to sell beer to the Indians. I have taken measures to

put a stop to the audacity of these brewers, and I hope to succeed.
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General Remarks.—The affairs of the band are satisfactory. The Indians are

peaceable and seem content with the form of life that they lead.

I have, &c.,

ANTOINE 0. BASTIEN,
Indian Agent.

Province of Quebec,

Iroquois of Caughxawaga,
Caughxawaga, July 20, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sib,—I have the honour to transmit my annual report in regard to the Caugh-
nawaga agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—The reserve is situated on the south shore of the St. Lawrence river,

opposite the town of Lachine, a distance of nine miles from Montreal ; it contains

an area of about 12,327 arpents, of which about 4,000 are in timber and underbrush and
the rest under cultivation and in pasture. The soil is good and compares favourably

with that of the French Canadian parishes surrounding it.

The village is surrounded by quarries, some of which are worked.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 2,074, an increase of 40 for the year. There
were during the year 94 births and 54 deaths.

Health.—The health of the Indians has been fairly good. There has been no epi-

demic among them, but consumption claimed several victims. Hygienic laws might

be better observed.

Occupations.—These consist of bead-work, making lacrosse-sticks and snow-shoes,

taking rafts down the Ottawa river and on the St. Lawrence river through the Lachine

rapids as far as Montreal. Several of them make a good profit selling patent medicines

in Canada and the United States. Many are employed by the Dominion Bridge Com-
pany, the Wire Works and the Cooper Machine Works at Lachine, and by the Machine
and Locomotive Company at Longue Pointe, while others are engaged in building

bridges in various parts of Canada and the United States. They are acknowledged

to be skilled workmen in all such work. Several are employed as farm-hands by white

men at Lachine and at Laprairie.

Buildings.—The Indians at the present time have comfortable houses and build-

ings of modern style.

Education.—There are two Roman Catholic school-houses, one for boys, with two

teachers, and one for girls, also with two teachers. The Protestants also have a

good school for boys and girls. The assiduity of the children at school is not generally

satisfactory, the parents are a little negligent in this respect, they do not pay enough

attention.

Religion.—The large majority of the Indians are Roman Catholics. They have

a nice church and two Jesuit missionaries. Rev. Fathers Granger and Melancon. The
Methodists also have a chapel, which serves as a school-house. Their missionary is the

Rev. Mr. Oke, an Indian from Oka. The Indians show great interest in their religious

exercises.

Characteristics and Progress.—Several of the Indians are industrious in theii-

work and in their education.

Temperance.—There has not been much progress in this respect, especially among
the young men. However, there seems to be a little more caution since the prosecution

of three hotel-keepers at Lachine for selling liquor to Indians.

Their morality is generally good.

I have, &c.,

J. BLAIN,
Indian Agent.
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Province of Quebec,

Iroquois of St. Eegis,

St. Eegis, June 25, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit my report and statistical statement for the

year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—This resei-ve is situated on the bank of the St. Lawrence river, in the

province of Quebec, opposite the town of Cornwall, Ontario, including islands a little

below Prescott, Ont., thence down stream opposite the village of Lancaster, Ontario.

On the opposite shore is the village of St. Anicet, in the province of Quebec. The
reserve contains an area of about 6,887 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 302 men, 313 women, and 811 young
people under twenty-one years of age, making a total of 1,426. There were 25 births

and 15 deaths during the year ; 7 went out by marriage, and 3 came in by marriage,

making an increase in population of 6.

Health and Sanitation.—There was no epidemic on the reserve during the year,

and {he sanitary condition of the Indians' homes has been good.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of these Indians are farming, hunting,
f]shing, trapping, acting as guides for tourists, running rafts of timber, doing monthly
and daily labour with farmers and on railways, also manufacturing lacrosse-sticks

and baskets to a large extent.

Education.—There are two schools in operation on the re^en'e ; one on Cornwall
island and the other at St. Regis village. Owing to the parents of the children not
taking an interest in sending them to school^ the attendance is not large. The schools

are well supplied with school material and good teachers.

Religion.—There are two churches on the reserve, a Roman Catholic and a Me-
thodist. The [Methodist church is on Cornwall island, and the Roman Catholic in St.

Regis village. There are two missionaries, one for each of the denominations mention-
ed. The Indians are attentive to their religion.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians are making fair progress in culti-

vating their lands and improving their buildings. They are well supplied with farm
implements.

Temperance and Morality.—There has been but little change in respect to tem-
perance.

The morality of the Indians is fairly good.

I have, &c.,

GEORGE LONG,
Indian Agent.

Province of Quebec,

Lake of Two Mountains Agency,
Oka, July 2, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my report for the year ended June 30, 1904.
Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the Lake of Two Mountains,

Ottawa river, in the province of Quebec.
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Tribe.—The Indians of this band belong to the Iroquois and Algonquin tribes.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 461, consisting of 143 men, 105 women and

213 children under twenty-one years of age. During the year there were 23 births and

deaths ; one new family numbering 5 came to the reserve ; a family of 3 left ; mak-

ing an increase of 16.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been fairly good during

the year. Their houses and outbuildings are kept fairly well.

Occupations.—These Indians farm, make staves, baskets, moccasins, mitts and

lacrosse-sticks ; many of them work in the shanties and by the day with the farmers.

Education.—There are two schools on the reserve, taught, one by Miss L. A. Car-

michael and the other by Miss Hodgson, both of whom have the necessary qualifica-

tions to teach successfully. But the laxness of the parents in sending their children

to school constitutes the greatest obstacle to success. This year, however, some of the

children have made fair progress.

Religion.—The Methodists worshipped this year in a small church which they

have recently built and which is very comfortable. The Roman Catholics go to the

parish church. These Indians take great interest in their spiritual affairs.

Buildings.—Some of the Indians have fairly comfortable buildings, but the

majority among them have poor ones. There are several who farm but have no barn,,

which occasions much loss to their crops. This is due to the poverty of the Indians.

Stock.—The majority of these Indians have good stock, including horses and

milch cows. These Indians are beginning to understand the dairy business ; several

of them take their milk to the creamery.

Temperance and Morality.—This year several of these Indians took to drinking,

amongst others the young men who came in from the shanties. During the year I

instituted six actions for the sale of liquor to the Indians ; most of these resulted in

convictions. This did a great deal of good in several families.

Most of these Indians observe the laws of morality.

I have, &c.,

JOSEPH PERILLARD,
Indian Agent.

Province of Quebec,

MiCMAcs OF Maria,

Maru, July 9, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my report for the year ended June 30, last, as

well as statistical statement in regard to the affairs of the Miomacs of this agency.

Reserve.—The reserve is situated on the shores of a magnificent river, the Great
Cascapedia, and of Chaleur bay. This reserve has a beautiful aspect. It contains 416
acres, 136 of which is under cultivation; the rest is covered with young trees. Kearly
the whole of the land is cultivatable and has a fairly fertile soil.

Vital Statistics.—The population is only 92 this year, there having been a decrease
of 18. There were 2 births and 2 deaths.

Health.—There was no contagious disease this year and the Indians enjoyed
fairly good health.

Occupations.—My Indians have many means of making a living ; they do a little

farming,- hunting and fishing. Sportsmen looking for salmon-fishing employ them aa
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canoemen on the Great Cascapedia. Some of them work in the shanties in the neigh-

bourhood, and at stream-driving in spring. Others are emploj^ed by farmers or work at

home making snow-shoes, snow-shovels and basl\^ets of all kinds, or in tanning green

skins with which they make a great number of shoepaeks for winter wear. These

articles alford them their chief source of revenue.

Buildings and Farm Implements.—With the exception of four or five which are

good, their houses are of small value.

Their farm implements are also few and not of much value.

Education.—There is a good school on the reserve, where the children who at-

tend regularly receive good instruction. The pupils learn English passably well ;

Erench is also taught. Unfortunately too many of the parents too often neglect to

send their children to school.

Eeligion.—All the Indians of my agency are Roman Catholics and attend to

their religious duties well. Converted by the first missionaries to the country, they

have always remained faithful to their religion.

Characteristics.—The Micmacs are generally very skilful and industrious ; but

although they earn much, they are always poor, owing to their lack of economy and to

their improvidence.

Temperance and Morality.—The Indians of my agency are generally intemperate,

even the women. Under a strict and continued watchfulness they will commit dis-

orderly acts ; but the presence of the constable and the lock-up built recently in the

centre of the reserve is a powerful hindrance, which generally prevents them from

indulging in drunkenness.

Their morality is good.

I have, &e.,

J. GAGNE, Priest,

Indian Agent.

Protixce of Quebec,

Micmacs of Restigouche,

PoixTE A LA Garde, July 26, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.—This reserve is situated on the north side of the Restigouche river, in

the township of Mann, in the county of Bonaventure, opposite the town of Campbell-

ton, N.B.
Tribe.—These Indians are all of the Micmac tribe with the exception of one who

is an Abenakis.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 486. During the past year there

were 25 births and 21 deaths and 11 left the reserve, making a decrease of 7 since last

year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been fair; sanitary measures
are well observed. These Indians are clean in their habits and dwellings.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of these Indians are agriculture, limiber-

ing, ship-loading, stream-driving, working in the mills, and acting as guides for

tourists, at which they get good pay. Some are employed as game wardens. A few of

the old people make baskets, snow-shoes and fancy-work.
27—i—
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Buildings.—The buildings are for the most part fairly good ; there are some very

^ood houses, with good furniture. Some have also very good barns.

Stock.—These Indians own a good many horses, which they use well, also a good

many cows, young cattle and pigs.

Farm Implements.—They have not in general many farm implements, but a

few of them are well supplied with them.

Education.—The education of the children receives much attention. The school

is under the direction of the Reverend Sisters of the Holy Jlosary, who have already

made good progress with the children who have attended regularly. Unfortunately

there is carelessness with respect to regular attendance, in spite of the encouragement

given them by the Reverend Father, the teacher, the chief and myself. I am glad to

say that there is some improvement, the attendance being better than last year.

Religion.—All the Indians of this reserve are Roman Catholics ; they are very

attentive to their religious duties. The Reverend Capuchin Fathers take a great in-

terest in them. They are about completing a very fine stone church, the old church

being too small. These reverend gentlemen have also completed a good residence for

the Sisters who have charge of the Indian school.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians as a rule are hard-working, indus-

trious and law-abiding. It is a pity they are not more economical and less impro-

vident, although some of them are getting on well. They have good residences, are

well supplied with the necessaries of life, own wagons, buggies, sewing-machines, or-

gans, &c. Of these I might mention Louis Michel, Peter Gray, Isaac Isaac, Polycarpe

Martin, Thomas Metallic, Thomas Germain and several others.

Nevertheless there are some very poor, old and sick people, especially widows.

The government has given them a good deal of assistance during the winter, which is

a great act of charity.

Temperance and Morality.—I regret to say that too many of our Indians are still

addicted to strong drink, though there appears to be a little improvement in this res-

pect recently.

In general their morals are fairly good, though with some of them the standard

is not as high as might be desired. Some of the white people are solely to be blamed

in this connection.

I have, &c.,

J. PITRE,
Indian Agent.

Provixce of Quebec,

MONTAGNAIS OF LaKE St. JOHN,
Points Bleue, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ending June
30, 1904, together with my statistical statement.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the northwest shore of Lake St. John,

in the county of Chicoutimi, province of Quebec, and about five miles • from the

village of Roberval. The reserve has an area of 22,423 acres, all in the township of

Ouiatchouan, of which 19,525 acres have been surrendered by the band, and part of

it sold and part still to be sold for the profit of the band, leaving for the use of the
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Indians 2,900 acres. This part of the reserve allotted to the Indians is magnificently

situated. From the top of a clilf a few feet from the shore, the view embraces the

whole of Lake St. John, around which there are to be seen everywhere flourishing

parishes. The monotony of the view is relieved by the daily passage of the numerous
steamers comprising the fleet of this inland sea, all of which pass only a few yards

from the shore, where the depth of the water is quite considerable. It is life, it is

activity, it is modern progress among the whites going on all the time under the eyes

of these children of the forest, and this is a constant school of cilivization to them all.

Tribe.—The Indians of Lake St. John are all Montagnais ; there are, however,

among them some Abenakis and Algonquins ; a long time ago these latter were
adopted by the great Montagnais family, whose customs and manners they quickly

followed and whose language they have adopted.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 522 ; two families came from the

regions -of the north, numbering 9 persons, and joined the band; the number of births

was 31 and of deaths 14. Among the Indians who have gone to that far-away country

of the infinite, where they will no longer meet on their journey portages to cross or

rapids to run, I regret to mention the names of two very old and very respectable mem-
bers of the band : Frangois Jourdin, former chief, who died at the advanced age of

eighty-six ; he had followed up to his death the old customs of his forefathers,

he was an exact type of the Indians of former times ; Charlie Robertson, another old

Montagnais, passed away during the course of the year at the age of seventy-five.

Although married to a Roman Catholic Indian woman, he belonged to the Anglican
Church, of which he was one of the most fervent followers on the reserve. In ad-

dition to these, among those that have passed away, there were four adults, including
one woman, the rest being young children. During the last twelve months nine
couples have been united in the sacred bonds of marriage.

Health and Sanitation.—Nearly all the members of the band have enjoyed ex-

cellent health this year, and it affords me real pleasure to know that there has not been
a single death from consumption, that disease so fatal and so common among these

poor Indians. The reserve was not visited by any epidemic. The whole population^

—

men, women and children—has been vaccinated, and all trace of small-pox seems to

iiave disappeared for ever. The laws of health are beginning to be understood by the

Indians, and the chief sanitary regulations are well observed. In the latter respect

I believe that some of our Indians are as advanced as a great many persons among
the surrounding whites. In spring, as soon as the weather is favourable, the great
-majority of the inhabitants of the reserve hasten to burn all the rubbish and dirt ac-

cumulated during the winter, and all make it a duty to ventilate their houses properly.

It is unfortunate, however, that the water from the lake, which the Indians are obliged

to drink and to use for cooking during the summer, is not fit for drinldng and is full

of dirt. This water, during the summer heat, becomes so nearly warm as to produce
disgust. It is very difiicult, not to say impossible, to remedy this. Springs are rare

rnd the few that rre met with are too far from the Indian village to be of use. The
medical service of the reserve rendered by Dr. J. Constantin, of Roberval, is excel-

lent, and all the sick Indians have been treated by him with care and diligence.

Occupations.—The great majority of the Indians of this reserve live by the chase.

As a rule they leave the village in the month of September, and do not return until

June. This year the hunt was generally good, but the price of furs went down more
than one-third compared with the prices paid last year for the same skins. In spite

of that, nearly all the Indians have paid the debts that they contracted when starting
cut, and several of them have been able to put away sufficient money to live very com-
fortably and independently during the summer. A number of other Indians act as
guides to sportsmen, and work in the shanties in winter and in stream-driving in
spring ; they are very much sought after for this work. Last of all, some of our
Montagnais live exclusively on the products of their lands, which they cultivate with
care and in the same manner as the most experienced white farmers. The soil is of

2Y—i—4^
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first-class quality and suitable for all kinds of crops; wheat, barley, oats, rye, potatoes

and other vegetables. The fences between neighbours are well maintained. Al-

>together the development of industry and agricultural work is advancing.

Buildings.—The houses are sufficiently isolated from each other ; nearly all of

them are very suitable and quite comfortable, many and important repairs were made-

to several buildings during the course of the spring ; some of the Indian houses

now resemble in all respects pretty cottages with their large verandas and piazzas as

well as on account of their being painted both outside and inside. Three new houses

have been built during the course of the year.

Stock.—The quality of the stock has not been much improved this year ; but

there is a tendency to buy a better and better class. Several Indian families make
butter and it is a product of excellent quality, which they easily dispose of on the

reserve itself. Other families also sell milk and cream in considerable quantities.

The herds are in good condition, well and regularly cared for. There are also some
good horses, and a fact worth mentioning is that in the races open to all the horses

in the county of Chicoutimi it was a horse belonging to an Indian of the reserve and

raised by him that carried off the greatest number of prizes and that has been con-

sidered one of the best trotters in the county.

Farm Implements.—The Indians of the reserve who engage in agriculture are

well provided with modern farm implements, of which they make excellent use. They

take such good care of them as to ensure their lasting as long as possible.

Education.—The school-house is situated in the centre of the reserve. It is

spacious, comfortable, well lighted and well ventilated. The teaehing, which is car-

ried on in French only, was done by Mrs. O. P. Dufresne until about the middle of

the winter, when illness compelled her to resign. She was immediately replaced by

another certificated teacher. Miss Marie Girard, who has been able to keep this school

on a good footing. There are one hundred and twenty-nine children of school age.

The number of pupils on the roll is fifty-five, which is a very satisfactory figure, con-

sidering the fact that many of the children accompany their parents to the hunt in

the woods. The average attendance was thirty during the first part of the school year

and forty-three during the last six months. In spite of the change of teacher the gen-

eral progress is satisfactory. Discipline without being severe, though energetic, is well

observed. The children who attend school are remarked for their politeness and their

good education, both at home and in public.

Eeligion.—The Indians of Pointe Bleue are all Eoman Catholics with the excep-

tion of about ten families who belong to the Anglican Church. There are two churches

on the reseiwe, the Roman Catholic under the direction of the Oblate Fathers, and an-

Anglican under the control of the Archbishop of Quebec. Divine service is conducted

every day in the former building and once a fortnight in the latter. Each of the re-

ligious denominations has also a cemetery. The Indians of both faiths are fervently

attached to their religion, and there must be grave reason to keep them from attending

religious services.

Characteristics and Progress.—A good number of the Indians are active, indus-

trious, hard-working and economical ; the indolent and improvident are in the m.in-

ority. The financial condition of the Montagnais appears to improve year by year

and all now seem to understand that it is their duty to pay their debts. I know two

or three Indians who have fairly considerable amounts deposited in the savings branch

of the Banque jSTationale at Roberval. Last Easter an Indian took advantage of a

trip to Roberval, where he sold a lot of skins and deposited in the savings bank the sum
of one hundred dollars, which he will apply durinff the course of the summer to the

building of a house. The Indians, as a general rule, are more intelligent than one iS

led to believe and they are not easily deceived by the whites; last fall before going off

hunting, an Indian made an arrangement with a workman of Roberval to build him
a house which was to be ready for occupation on his return. The Indian 'having re-

turned sooner than was expected, the house was not yet finished. He watched the
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workman at his work during these last days, when, in the frame of the building he

saw an opening caused by two boards not properly joined. ' That will not be warm,'

he said to the carpenter, ' it is badly done.' The workman annoyed at this remark

asked him in a mocking manner what he knew about the work. ' I do not know much

about your trade, it is true,' retorted the Indian, ' but when I see a hole i know well

that it is a hole.' Several members of the tribe can read, write and speak both French

-and English. General and marked progress is shown every year.

Temperance and Morality.—Whisky ! That is the only and real enemy of public

order, peace and tranquillity and the cause of the violation of the law on the reserve.

When sober the Montagnais are excellent citizens in all respects. Unfortunately a

great many of them are addicted to alcohol, and more unfortunately still the latter

always know how to meet at the house of white men, low creatures without conscience,

who, for the sake of making a few cents, are always ready to supply their wants and

that in the greatest contempt of the law. These persons, without feeling, cannot know

what they do, or they would act otherwise. Alcohol kills the Indian ; it makes him con-

tract incurable diseases that kill him when he is still in the flower of his age. A few

glasses of whisky are sufiicient to rouse in the Indian his real savage instincts. After

having tasted this liquid, poisonous for him, he must have some more^ and he cannot

assuage his thirst vmtil he reaches the point of losing his senses; the passion seizes him

and leads him to all possible excesses. So it was with joy, with pleasure, that I saw the

depai-tment take rigorous and energetic measures in sending to the region of Lake

St. John last summer a Dominion police constable to perform secret service in order

to discover more certainly the distributers of alcohol to the Indians. The result of

,this campaign has been very fruitful. Effort has been made to get at the root of the

evil and success has been attained in great measure. Several white men have been

caught in the act and have suffered rigorous but well merited punishment. May the

hard lesson that has been given them be salutory and serve as an example to those

who would be tempted to imitate them in this nefarious business ! Magnificent results

have been attained, but we cannot rest on the success attained ; a war to the finish

and without mercy must be carried on against these contemptuous violaters of the

law. The ranks of this army of assassins have been cleared out, but there are still

some of them who must be got rid of.

Cases of immorality are rare, and when they do happen they are always due to

the abuse of liquor.

Loyalty.—Our Indians love their Kinsr and native land. Last summer a

whole company of the 18th Eegiment of Saguenay was recruited among the Montag-

nais of Pointe Bleue and put in its military service at the camp at Tbree Kivers. I

have learned with pleasure that all these Indian volunteers conducted themselves ex-

cellently and were remarked by all their superior officers for their soldierly qualities.

Like old troopers they easily complied with all the requirements of the discipline and

regulations of the Canadian militia. I have observed that military exercises have

done great good to these Indians in opening a new horizon in the development of their

intelligence. They learnt down there in the camp that they had to submit to discip-

line, to the regulations and the laws established by authority. They learnt, moreover,

that they ought to love their country, and this sentiment is so well inculcated in them
that in the event of a danger to the native land, I am sure that our Indians would not

be the last to respond to the call.

I have, &c.,

ALPHONSE MAKCOUX,
Indian Agent.
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Province of Quebec,

MONTAGNAIS OP LoWER ST. LaWRENCE—BeRSIMIS AgENCY,

Bersimis, August 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

SiR^—^I have the honour to submit my annual report for the fiscal year ended

June 30, 1904, for my agency, comprising the bands residing at Escoumains, Bersimis

£<nd Seven Islands.

ESCOUMAINS BAND.

Eeserve.—This reserve is situated on the southwest side of Escoumains river,,

on the north shore of the St. Lawrence, in the county of Saguenay, and comprises

an area of 97 acres. The soil is sandy and not verv a-ood for cultivation except for

potatoes, of which the Indians generally reap a fairly good crop each year. In June

this summer the Indians surrendered to His Majesty the King, the right of way for a

public road which passes over part of the reserve, to a wharf which is being built in,

deep water, so that all kinds of vessels will be able to come to this wharf. It is thought

by everybody that this will add great value to the reserve, as the site is very nice,,

fronting on the St. Lawrence.

Escoumains is a very good place for fishiner and hunting, whilst there are good

roads for driving west to Tadousac, and for thirty miles east to Hamilton Cove, whicK

is a good place for trout fishing. It is expected that tourists will flock there as soon as

the wharf is finished, and hotel accommodation provided, which will be in the near

future. The Indians of Escoumains, who are all very good guides, will then be em-
ployed all summer.

Tribe.—All the Indians of this band are of the Montagnais tribe, with a dash of

white blood in their veins.

Vital Statistics.—The population this year is 43, consisting of 11 men, 11 women
and 21 children. The increase is due to Indians joining the band.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good throughout the

year ; their houses and premises are kept clean, in fact they live as far as they can.

like white people.

Occupations.—The occupations of these Indians are various, such as fur-hunting

in winter, planting potatoes in the spring, acting as guides to sportsmen, fishing in

summer. Some of the young men sometimes work in the lumber camps of Escoumains

in winter, and in the saw-mills in summer.

Education.—There is no school on the reserve, but all can read and write theii"!

own language, and all can speak French. In summer-time some of the children attend

the school for the whites in the village of Escoumains.

Religion.—All the Indians of this band are Roman Catholics, and attend churcli

in the village of Escoumains.

Progress.—I regret to say that this band, although living better in some respects

than Indians of other bands, does not make much progress.

Temperance and Morality.—All the Indians of this band are very temperate,

none are addicted to strong drink, all are very moral.

bersimis BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the east side of Bersimis river, on the north

shore of the St. Lawrence, in the county of Saguenay, and comprises an area of 63,100
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acres. There is some good farming land on the reserve, if it were cleared, but tha

Indians do not care about farming. Within the last two years two or three hav©

planted a few potatoes.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are all of the Montagnais tribe, but quite a

large number have a dash of white blood in their veins, indeed not many are full-

blooded Indians.

Vital Statistics.—The population this year is 476, consisting of 115 men, 103

women, and 258 children under twenty-one years of age. The increase in population

is due to Indians coming here from Lake St. John and Seven Islands.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band is not very good at any time;

many are consumptives. Their way of living is the cause of this. So many people

live tog-ether in the same house that it is almost impossible for them to keep their

houses clean. Sick people are to be found on the reserve almost at any time of the

year. The Indians cannot understand that their way of living is the cause of nearly

all their diseases. The oldest Indian on the reserve died a few weeks ago ; he was

over ninety years of age.

Occupations.—The only occupations of these Indians are fur-hunting in winter,

in summer making their own canoes for their next hunting trip. They also catch

some salmon in Bersimis river without much trouble, as the river is a good one for

salmon. This year many Indians came out of the bush only in the beginning of July.

This year the Indians will not make as much as usual with their hunt, as the prices

of raw furs have fallen nearly one half. The prohibition of beaver is also a great

hindrance to the Indians making good hunts.

Education.—There is a good school on the reserve conducted by two nuns, and all

the cMIdren attending school regularly are making fair progress ; but a great number
of children cannot attend school, being at Bersimis only a couple of months every year

and just at the time the school is closed for the holidays.

Religion.—All the Indians of this band are Roman Catholics. They have a very

rice little church. The services are conducted by three Roman Catholic missionaries

who reside at Bersimis.

Progress.—I cannot say that they are makiner much progress, they think of

nothing but making a good hunt, and of spending their money as quickly as possible.

Temperance and Morality.--! am sorry to say that the greater number of this band

cannot understand that the use of intoxicants is the cause of many of their troubles,

although I must say that this year they have behaved far better than usual. Whislcy

traders are not so plentiful here this summer as in the past, they are afraid of being

caught, hence the Indians have to keep quieter. As to morality they compare favoui'-

ably with other bands.

SEVEX ISLANDS BAXD.

Reserve.—A reserve was surveyed for this band last summer.
Tribe.—All the Indians of this band are of the Montagnais tribe, and like the

other Indians of my agency, a great many have white blood in their veins.

Vital Statistics.

—

The population of this band is 377.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the members of this band has been fairly

good this year. Their houses, some of which are very good, are kept clean, as also

their premises.

Occupations.—The only occupation of this band is fur-hunting.

Education.—These Indians have no school on the reserve. Some of them can

speak both English and Erench.
Religion.—All the- Indians of this band are Roman Catholics, and have a church

for their own use.

Temperance and Morality.—A great number of the Indians of this band are

addicted to intoxicants, which they can easily procure, there being so many traders

who carry whisky that the Indians generally can get as much as they want, although
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1 must say that the fines imposed on white men and Indians alike last summer seem

to have had a salutary effect. In other respects they are fairly moral.

I have^ &c.,

ADOLPHE GAGISTON,
Indian Agent.

Provixce of Quebec,

]\[ONTAG\AIS OF THE LoWER St. LaWREXCE MiXGAN AOENCY,

MixGAX, August 26, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904. The statistical statements will be forwarded later, as they are not quite com-

pleted. This report %vill reach you somewhat earlier than last year. Owing to the num-
ber of Indians in this agency, and theii; living during the summer along the coast any-

where for a distance of 300 miles, it is not an easy matter to visit them all and have

my report earlier in the year. By the time I have visited the different places in the

agency and met the Indians, previous to their departure for the interior, it is generally

the end of August, and although this report has been ready some time, on our return

from St. Augustine, having missed the mail steamer that trip, I have been obliged to

wait for the next, due now.

Reserves.—In this agency, which includes Mingan, ISTatashquan, Romaine, and St.

Augustine, and extends a distance of three hundred miles east of here to the Strait of

Belle Isle, there has never been any special reservation of land made for the Indians

at the above places ; when they arrive from the interior they generally camp near the

Hudson's Bay posts, which has always been the custom.

Tribes.—All the Indians in this agency belonsr to the Montagnais tribe.

Vital Statistics.—At Mingan the band consists of thirty-nine families, a total

of 236 individuals ; the number of births during the year has been 6 and deaths, 3

young children under one year and 2 adults, this shows an increase of 1.

At Natashquan the band consists of eighteen families, with a total nmnber of 72,

an increase of 3 this year ; births have been 7, deaths, 2 adults and 2 children under

one year.

At Romaine there are thirty-nine families, numbering 157, an increase of 3 ;

births have been 8, deaths, 3 adults and 2 children under one year.

At St. Augustine, the band consists of fifty-two families, a total of 198, the in-

crease being 4 ; during the year there have been 9 births, and 5 deaths, three children

of from two to four years and one adult. The increase is not much, but they generally

more than hold their number, except when some epidemic passes among them, they

are all and have been in excellent health this year, which is owing to a very great,

extent to their halving been obliged to give up the use of intoxicating liquor for the last

two years, the usual traffic in liquor which was the rule in former years being stopped,

no where on this agency has an Indian been seen intoxicated or under the influence of

liquor during the year, and I have reason to believe that none has been made use of

by any Indian under my supervision within the year just closed. They all see how

much better they are without it, and I do not expect to have any further trouble in

this connection in future : since the severe sentences imposed on a number of these

liquor-sellers last season, they have given up the business, and the Indians are quito

satisfied that it should be so, as they know that no person will risk selling any to them.
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these persons have been warned that if again caught selling liquor to Indians, they

will be fined and imprisoned.

Health and Sanitation.—The camps and houseo at each place are kept clean, and

in a healthy condition, and improvement in this respect is noticeable from year to

jear.

Kesources and Occupations.—The members of these bands are fur-hunters, hunt-

ing being their only means of making a living. They have not done so well as last

year, the number of skins taken being less, and prices realized much less ;
the

prices paid this year are from forty to fifty per cent less than last, owing to the heavy

decline in value of all kinds of furs, in comparison with prices which have prevailed

for sume time past ; many of them in consequence who do business with the Hudson's

Bay Company at the several places mentioned above, have been unable to pay their

accounts.

They did not suffer for want of food during the winter while in the interior, hav-

ing been successful in killing deer in sufficient numbers to keep them from want.

Owing to the heavy decline in the price of furs, and failure of hunt, the Hudson's

Bay Company, and others on the coast dealing with the Indians, have during the

present season been obliged to reduce the outfits given them, but they have come

through the summer well, and have been able to live fairly comfortably while on the

coast. The majority of them have now left for the interior, most of them left early

in August, and are not likely to return to the coast till May or June next year ; a

few old persons who are unable to follow the others, as usual remain out, around or

near. the posts during the winter ; these are well looked after, and do not suffer from

want.

Buildings.—There are twelve nice comfortable houses owned by the Indians here,

and several others under construction, which will be finished next year. Many of

these are well furnished, and look quite neat with the outbuildings, all well painted

in bright colours. Except here, and one each at ISTatashquan and St. Augustine, there

are no other houses owned by Indians in the agency.

Stock and Farming.—No stock of any kind is kept by the Indians, nor do they

attempt any kind of farming, except one half-breed, at Mingan, who has a small plot

of potatoes each season. He, however, is not a hunter, and thus has time to attend to

them. The land is not suitable for cultivation, nor would their mode of life permit

them to undertake any kind of farming in the agency.-

Education.—There are no schools, their only means of instruction being

duriug the annual visit of the missionary, which lasts two weeks at each place.

Religion.—All the Indians belong to the Eoman Catholic Church, and show much
attention to matters pertaining to their faith. There are two churches in use in this

district, one at Mingan, and a new one at Muskwaro, finished last year.

Characteristics and Progress.—There are not many changes to note, except prac-

tically no liquor being made use of by any of the Indians ; no prosecutions have

been taken against anyone this season for selling liquor, or supplying other intoxicating

liquids to Indians. There were several persons who were accused last year of having

done so, but there was not time to take these up then, and this year we could not get

sufficient proof to convict this season, and in future they are not likely to offend in this

way again.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians, not coming in contact with the whites

much, are very moral, and especially so among themselves, a case of immorality among
them being seldom or never heard of.

I was again successful this year in preventing any liquor being consigned direct

to Indians, by steamer or vessels from Quebec ; this was one of the ways by which

large quantities were obtained by thom formerly.

I have, &c.,

W. D. B. SCOTT,
Indian Agent
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Provixce of Quebec,

TiMisKAMixG Agency,
North Timiskaming, September 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The SuperinteuJent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report of the Timiskaming band
for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—The Timiskaming reserve is situated on the north bank of the river

Quinze at the head of Lake Timiskaming, county of Pontiac. It formerly comprised

an area of 38,400 acres, but 23,046 acres have been surrendered, leaving 15,354 acres

for the use of the band. Of the above quantity the Indians have located 3,270 acres.

Tribe.—The Indians belong to the Algonquin tribe, though a large percentage of

them to have an admixture of Scotch blood.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the band is 220, consisting of 46 men, 60

women and 114 children. During the year there were 8 births and 1 death, and 1

joined the band through marriag-e, making a total increase of 8 during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been better than for years

past, sanitary measures are tolerably well observed.

Occupations.—The principal industries engaged in by the greater part of the

band are agriculture, acting as guides to tourists or sportsmen in the summer, work-

ing in lumber camps during winter and on timber drives in spring. A few of the

Indians build canoes for sale ; others do some trapping, but fur-bearing animals are

becoming' scarce in the immediate vicinity.

Buildings.—There have been no buildinsrs erected during the year, but some im-

provements have been made to some already erected.

Stock.—There has not been much change in the number or in quality of their

stock during the year.

Farm Implements.—The band is very well supplied with farm implements.

Education.—There is one school on the reserve; the majority of the children

attend very irregularly, a few not at all. Those that do attend regularly learn toler-

ably well.

Religion.—The Indians of this reserve are all Roman Catholics, they attend

church very regularly. Rev. Father Plan is in charge of the mission here.

Characteristics and Progress.—Some of the Indians are making fair progress,

others are doing but little.

Temperance and Morality.—A large majority of this band are very temperate in

their habits ; there are a few individuals that are somewhat addicted to drinking liquor

when they can get it, but they are the exception. In morals, there are a few that are

not quite what they should be.

I have, &c.,

ADAM BURWASH,
Indian Agent.
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New Brukswick,
Northeastern' Division',

RiCHiBucTO, July 27. 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to submit my annual report and statistical statement for the year

ended June 30, 1904.

Location of Agency.—This agency is in northeastern New Brunswick, and em-
braces all the Indian reserves in the counties of Restigouche, Gloucester, Northumber-

land, Kent and Westmoreland.

Tribe.—The Indians of this agency all belong to the Miomac tribe.

EEL Rn'ER BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is in Restigouche county, about four miles from the town

of Dalhousie and about the same distance from the main line of the Intercolonial

Railway. It contains 220 acres, of which but a small portion is cleared, the remainder

being woodland and bog-land.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 71, an increase of 2 since last

year ; there have been 4 births and 2 deaths.

Occupations.—These Indians work in the lumber woods, in stream-driving and

in the saw-mills, where they command good wages. They also fish, and manufacture

Indian wares. The only attention they give to farming is to plant a few barrels of

potatoes and some garden vegetables. They do some hunting. Most of the women
beg.

Stock and Farm Implements.—They have no stock or farm implements.

Education.—They pay no attention whatever to education.

Characteristics and Progress. They are not making much progress.

BATHURST BAND.

Reserves.—These Indians have two reserves, one, the Pabineau reserve, seven

miles from the town of Bathurst, and the other, St. Peter's Island, about half a mile

from the town, both in the county of Gloucester. The Pabineau reserve contains

about 1,000 acres, chiefly woodland. Formerly all the Bathurst Indians lived on this

reserve, but they have nearly all moved off, some settling on St. Peter's island and

others on the mainland adjoining, near the town of Bathurst. The island contains

16 acres, mostly cleared land. It is separated from the mainland by a passage about

half a mile wide.

Vital Statistics.— The population of this band is 31, an increase of 3 for the

year ; there have been 4 births and 1 death.

Occupations.—These Indians live by fishing, manufacturing and selling Indian

wares, and by working in the woods and lumber mills. They do a little farming and

the women engage in begging.

Stock and Farm Implements.—They have no stock or farm implements.

Education.—They pay no attention to education.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are not making any progress.
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BURNT CHURCH BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the north side of the Miramichi bay, about

SO miles from the town of Chatham. The shore is at this point high and the reserve

pleasantly located. It contains about 2,058 acres. The Indians occupy about 250

acres ; the remainder is covered with woods and bushes. There is some timber.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 215, a decrease of 3 since my
last report ; there have been 10 births and 13 deaths during the year ; one Indian
woman from this reserve married and removed to Restigouche and one of the Eel
Ground women married and moved to this reserve. Of the total population there

are 62 men and 51 women. There are 52 children of school age on the reserve.

Occupations.—These Indians chiefly engage in fishing. They also do some farm-
ing and manufacture Indian wares.

Stock and Farm Implements.—[N'ot more than a dozen of these Indians have any
stock or farm implements.

Education.—There is a school-house on this reserve and the school has been kept
open for several years past. Many of the younger Indians can read and write, and
more interest is taken by them in education than in former years.

Characteristics and Progress.—A few of these Indians are progressing, but the
greater number have not made much progress of late years. Many of them are in-

dustrious, but sickness has kept them back.

EEL GROUND BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the north bank of the northwest branch of

the Miramichi river, Northumberland county, about six miles above the town of

JSTewcastle. It contains 2,682 acres, about 225 of which are cleared, the remainder
being wood and timber land. The soil is fertile.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 153, an increase of 5 since last year ; there

were 11 births and 5 deaths during the year ; one woman of this reserve married and
removed to Burnt Church.

Occupations.—These Indians all do a little farming and fishing. They also manu-
facture Indian wares. The principal industry, however, is working in the lumber
mills and at stream-driving and in the woods in the winter. Their services are always
in demand in lumbering and they command good wages.

Stock and Farm Implements.—Only about a dozen of these Indians have any
stock or farm implements.

Education.—The school-building, which was burned about two years ago, has
not yet been rebuilt, but the school is still kept in a building rented for that purpose.

About a dozen children attend regularly and are making good progress.

Characteristics and Progress.—A number of these Indians continue to progress,

but a large number of them are too indolent to make much advance. They are, how-
ever, in better circumstances than they were a few years ago.

RED BANK BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on both sides of the Little Southwest Mira-
michi river, jSTorthumberland county, about fifteen miles above jSTewcastle. It is well

wooded with soft and hardwood timber, and fire-wood. It contains 6,150 acres. The
land near the river is fertile, but in the rear it is poor and stony. The Indians occupy
about fifty acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 50, an increase of 1. There have been no
deaths and only 1 birth.

Occupations.—These Indians engage in farming to a greater extent than the other
Indians of this agency. They also lumber and do some fishing and a little hunting.
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Some of them engage in guiding sporting parties, fishing and hunting, at which they
make good wages.

Stock and Farm Implements.—A number of these Indians have provided them-
selves with horses, cattle and agricultural implements.

Education.—Very little attention is given to education.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are amongst the most progressive
in this agency.

BIG COVE BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the north bank of the Richibucto river in

Kent county, and contains 2,002|- acres, a great part of which is fertile land. The
Indians have cleared and occupy about 300 acres. The remainder is woodland and a
tract of bog-land.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 295, an increase of 4 ; there

have been 20 births and 16 deaths during the year. The Big Cove band is the largest

band of Indians in the maritime provinces. There are 84 men and 75 women in the
band. There are 66 children of school age.

Occupations.—These Indians all engage to a small extent in farming. They are

also expert fishermen, and engage in all kinds of fishing. Many of them leave the
reser^^e in the summer and live in shanties at Eexton, Jardineville and Bass River,

where they obtain employment at good wages in the mills and at the wharfs loading

lumber. In the winter they return to their reserve. They also engage in the manu-
facture of Indian wares.

Stock and Farm Implements.—A number of these Indians have provided them-

selves with horses and cattle and also the more necessary farm implements.

Education.—There is a school on the reserve and many of the younger IndianSi

are learning to read and write. Last term Miss Babain, who had been teaching the

school for the past three years, was obliged to give it up on account of ill health. She
was succeeded by Miss Isaac, a young lady of the Micmac tribe from Restigouche,

Quebec. The Indians are greatly pleased at having a teacher of their own nationality

and are consequently taking more interest in education than they formerly did.

Characteristics and Progress.—Some of these Indians are making progress, but

the greater number are content to live a hand-to-mouth existence, without taking any

thought of the future so long as their present necessities are provided.

INDIAN ISLAND BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the mouth of the Richibucto river in Kent
county, and contains 100 acres. The land is dry and sandy. About 25 acres are under

cultivation, the remainder being covered with small spruce and fir.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 3?, a decrease of 1, caused by the

death of a member of the band. There were no births during the year.

Occupations.—These Indians engage chiefly in fishing, but they all do some faiTti-

ing. Their reserve is near the sea and they are aU expert fishermen.

Stock and Farm Implements.—They keep very little stock and have but few farm

implements.

Education.—These Indians take more interest in education than most other

Indians of this agency. They have no school on the reserve, but nearly all the child-

ren of school age attend a white school in the vicinity. One, an Indian boy, is attend-

ing the grammar school of the county at Richibucto.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians with few exceptions are industrious

and are progressing.
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BUCTOUCHE BAXD.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the north side of the Buctouehe river about

three miles above the village of Buctouche, in Kent county. It contains about 350

acres, of which about 50 are cleared. The soil is fertile.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 18, the same as last year. There have been

no births and no deaths.

Occupations.—These Indians do a little farming, but they chiefly engage in the

manufacture of Indian wares and in begging.

Education.—Education is altogether neglected by these Indians.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are making no progress.

OTHER RESERVES.

The remaining reserves in this agency are not occupied by Indians, except Fort

Folly reserve, in Westmoreland, on which three Indian families reside. Pockmouche
reserve, in Gloucester county, and Tabusintac reserve, in ZSTorthumberland county, be-

long to the Burnt Church band. Pockmouche reserve contains 2,477 acres chiefly wood-

land growing small pine and spruce and also some bog-land. Tabusintac reserve con-

tains 8,070 acres of woodland and timber-land, growing spruce, pine, cedar, hemlock and

hardwoods. Half of the Big Hole reseiwe, in Northumberland county, belongs to the

Eed Bank band and half to the Eel Ground band. It contains 6,303 acres, part of

which is covered with wcod and timber and part with scrub pine. There is a valuable

salmon-fishing privilege in connection with this reserve, and also one in connection

with the Pabineau reserve, in Gloucester county. Eenous reserve contains 100 acres

of woodland and belongs to the Eel Ground band. Indian Point reserve also contains

100 acres of woodland and belongs to the Red Bank band. Both these reserves are in

jSTorthumberland county. Fort Folly reserve, on the Petitcodiac river in Westmoreland
cf-unty, contains 62^ acres, only a strip of which along the river is fit for agriculture,

the remainder consists of high, stony land covered with spruce bushes.

IXDIAXS XOT SETTLED ON RESERVES.

There are a number of Indians at Dorchester, Shediac, Painsec, Moncton, Salis-

bury and other places in Westmoreland county not settled on reserves. They number
68, a decrease of 4 since last year, caused by the death of four of their number.
They reside in shanties and live by begging and the manufacture of Indian wares,

They have no stock or farm implements, pay no attention to the education of their

children, and are making no progress whatever. The three Indian families residing ou
Fort Folly reserve live in frame houses and do a little farming.

Heath and Sanitation.—The severity of last winter was much felt among the

Indians of this agency and there was a great deal of sickness among them. The death-
rate was higher than that of last year, chiefly from pulmonary and bronchial diseases.

They have been free from epidemics or contagious diseases. In the spring, care was
taken on all the reserves to remove the filth and garbage that had accumulated near
their dwellings during the winter. Many of them limewashed and disinfected their

buildings.

Buildings.—^Nearly all the Indians of this agency living on reserves have small
frame dwelling-houses. Some of them are small, cheaply built and badly ventilated;
but they are much superior to the shanties of those Indians who are not living on
reserves. Those who keep stock have small frame barns. The Burnt Church band
has a school-house, church and council-house built on its reseiwe. The Eel Ground
band has a church and lock-up, and the Eed Bank band has a church on the reserve.

The Big Cove band has a church, school-house and lock-up erected on its reserve and a
council-house in course of erection. The Indian Island Indians have a church on their
reserve and the Fort Folly Indians have also a church on their reserve.
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Religion.—These Indians are all Eoman Catholics. They are deeply attached to

their religion, and their clergymen have much influence with them.

Temperance and Morality.—Many of these Indians are temperate ; others get

drunk whenever they can get the liquor. In this respect there is, howevei*, a steady

improvement. They are as a general rule moral, peaceable and law-abiding.

I have, &c.,

WM. D. CARXER.
Indian Superintendent.

New Brunswick,
Northern and Southwesterx Dnisioxs,

Fredericton, July 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Afiairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

NORTHERN DIVISION.

edmuxdston baxd.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated in the county of Madawaska. It consists of

720 acres, of which 518 are forest-lands. The remainder comprises intervale, pasturage
and high lands that are well adapted for farming pui^poses.

Vital Statistics.^The population of the band is 49, an increase of 2, due to the

births being in excess of deaths for the year.

Occupations.—The employments engaged in by the Indians for a livelihood are

hunting, acting as guides, milling, stream-driving, and the manufacture of Indian
wares. Owing to the time taken up at the several employments mentioned, farming, al-

though the soil is fertile, free from stone and in every way well adapted for this busi-

ness, is not engaged in to any extent by the band.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians for the past year was excep-
tioally good. The situation of their dwellings is favourable to good sanitation. All

accumulations of winter refuse were removed in the month of May last.

Temperance and Morality.—Intoxicants are not indulged in by the members of
this band with but one exception, and their morals are good.

Education.—A few of the children attend the free school of the village ; others

cannot be induced to do so.

Religion.—All these Indian are Roman Catholics, their spiritual affairs are at-

tended to by the Rev. L. C. Damour, of Edmundston.

TOBIQUE BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the junction of the Tobique and St. John
rivers in the county of Victoria. It consists of about 15,000 acres of forest and farm-
ing lands. The land north of Tobique river offers every facility for farming, but the

Indians with few exceptions will not give the time required to this industry.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 187, a decrease of 8 for the fiscal

yeai-, due to the removal of Indians from the reserve to parts of the State of Maine.
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Occupations.—The employments engaged in by these Indians are hunting, acting

as guides, stream-driving, working in the lumber woods, rafting lumber, running rafts

from Tobique river to Eredericton, farming and the manufacture of Indian wares.

Work as related is plentiful in this section of New Brunswick. The services of the

Indians, they being an active claSiS of men, are at all seasons in good demand and ai

good wages, A number of the band devote a part of their time to farming ; they raise

sufficient crops to meet their wants, but, owing to the time taken up at the employ-

ments referred to, farming in most cases is not practically engaged in.

Health and Sanitation.—This band during the past year was subject to con^

siderable sickness such as grippe, consumption, scrofula, an-d many other ailments.

During the month of July last a case of small-pox was brought to the reserve by an

Indian who was working where the disease was. As soon as the case was aiscovered,

prompt measures were adopted to prevent the spread of the disease, and I am pleased

to report that by strict enfoi'cement of the quarantine regulations, the disease was

confined to three dwellings containing five families, all of whom recovered. Sanitary

regulations were attended to in the spring by the removal of all garbage and winter

refuse from their dwellings. The houses of the Indians are of modern style, isolated

from each other, are neatly painted and the interior of them and the surroundings are

kept neat and clean. The water used for domestic purposes cannot be surpassed in

the interest of health, as it is conveyed by two aqueducts from springs located on a

hillside at the rear of the reserve.

Temperance and Morality.—The morals of the band are good. The majority of

the Indians avoid the use of intoxicants, there arc some of them, however, that will,

from time to time, indulge to excess in the use of .intoxicants.

Religion.—All the members of this band are Roman Catholics. Their church is

situated on the reserve, and their spiritual affairs are attended to by a resident clergy-

man, the Rev. A. Morine.

Education.—The day school for the two first quarters of the fiscal year, was under

'the supervision of Miss P. M. Goodine, who retired from teaching on December 31,^

last. Since then Miss E. H. Costigan is their teacher. The pupils in regular attend-

ance are making good progress in their respective studies. A number of children fail

to attend school owing in a great measure to the removal of their parents to adjoining

villages.

Characteristics and Progress.—The majority of the band are industrious and pro-

gressive ; there have been quite a niomber of improvements to dwellings and several

new buildings have been put up during the year. The Indians are peaceable and
command the respect of their white neighbours.

SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION.

WOODSTOCK BAKD.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the St. John river, three miles below the town
of Woodstock. It consists of 200 acres, of which 30 acres are used as farming and
pasturage lands, the remainder being forest lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this reserve including Indians of Upper
Woodstock, is 75, an increase of 3 for the year.

Occupations.—The industries engaged in are chiefly the manufacture of Indian
wares. A few of the young men work in winter season in the lumber woods, and at
stream-driving. Others find labouring work with farmers in the vicinity of the
reserve. Earming is not engaged in to any extent, as most of the cleared land is used
for pasturage ; as a rule a quick return for their labour is what is required by all of

the band.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians for the past year has been
lairly good. Their attention was called to the department's regulation in the month'
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of May last as to the removal of winter refuse from within and about their dwellings;

this duty has been attended to. Happily there were no deaths among them during
the fiscal year.

Temperance and Morality.—Their habits and morals are generally good, though
occasionally a few may be found who indulge excessively in the use of liquor.

Education.—There is a free school in the district, about a mile from the resei-ve,

at which the Indian children are welcome to attend ; but, owing to their peculiar

habits, thej' cannot be induced to take advantage of the facilities offered.

Religion.—All of this band are Roman Catholics. The Rev. Father McMurray,
of the town of Woodstcck, attends to their spiritual affairs.

KIKGSCLEAR BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated in the parish of Kingsclear, York county, and
is eleven miles from the city of Fredericton. It comprises 460 acres, of which 3G0 are

forest lands, that is covered with a second growth of soft wood. The remainder of the

reserve consists of farming and pasturage lands.

Occupations.—The manufacture of Indian wares is the principal occupation of

these Indians. Their wares are sold at Fredericton and to farmers in the vicinity of

the reserve ; if cash is not available, they take farm produce in return. Quite a num-
ber of families in the summer season visit the watering resorts along the River St..

John, where they sell their fancy wares to tourists at double the price they can realize

at home. A few of the band give considerable attention to farming. Others, especially

young men, prefer labour such as working in the lumber woods, stream-driving, hunt-

ing, working in saw-mills, or any, other employment that offers fair wages and a speedy

leturn for the same.

Temperance and Morals.—Their habits and morals are good. They are indus-

trious and law-abiding and live in peace and harmony with each other. They avoid

the use of intoxicants, and are respected by their white neighbours.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been fairly good during

the past year. Sanitary measures are carefully looked after. The reserve is located

on a hillside with ample means for good drainage. Their buildings are comfortable,

neat and clean, several of them have been further improved in the past year by thei

erection of additions, such as kitchens, and the reshingling of dwellings whenever
required.

Education.—There is on this reserve a day school, at which the attendance of

pupils was most satisfactory. This is due to the lively interest manifested by both

teacher and parents in the education of their children. The results are that all the

pupils are making rapid progress in their respective studies.

Religion.—All the members of this band are Roman Catholics. The church
situated on the reserve, at which they were regular attendants, was totally destroyed

by fire in May last. Their spiritual director, the Rev. Father LeBlanc, is using eveiy

efi'ort to have a church erected in its place.

ST. Mary's band.

Reserve.—This reserve comprises but two acres of land, and is situated in St.

Mary's parish directly opposite the city of Fredericton.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this reserve is 126, an increase of 9, due to

births in excess of deaths, and the removal of Indians from Oromocto reserve to this

place.

Occupations.—The Indians of this reserve, with the exception of a few families

who devote all their time to the making of Indian wares, which are disposed of in

the city of Fredericton at poor prices, engage in various forms of labour, such as act-

ing as guides, hunting, stream-driving, loading deals and scows at the Nashwaak, mill-
27—i—
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ing, and any other employment that ofiers in the vicinity of the reserve. The services

of the young men and those of middle age are always in good demand at fair

wages. None of this band engage in farming outside of a few who have garden

patches that produce vegetables for immediate use.

Health and Sanitation.—Apart from sickness of an ordinary nature that most

Indians are subject to, the health of the band has been fairly good. They were free

from epidemics and diseases of a- contagious nature during the year. Sanitary measures

were strictly attended to in the early part of May last, by the removal and destruction

of all offensive matter considered injurious to health.

Temperance and Morals.—Owing to this reserve being situated in close proximity

to the city of Fredericton, at the approach of a public bridge leading from St. Mary's

td Fredericton, and also situated directly in the centre of the villages of St. Mary's

and Gibson, the Indians are subject to greater temptations than are those of any other

band in this agency. It is, therefore, not surprising, considering the area of the re-

serve, and the number living thereon, that many of them indulge to excess in intoxi-

cating liquors, the result being that there is much strife and quarrelling among
families, coupled with other misconduct that is not only unedifying to the rising gen-

eration, but often necessitates the assistance of the Fredericton police force to quell

disturbances.

Education.—There is a day school on this reserve under the supervision of Miss

M. I. Rush, a teacher holding a second-class certificate. The attendance has been

fairly good, and the children are making fair progress in their studies.

Religion.—All the members of the band are Roman Catholics. The church at

which they attend is in the vicinity of the reserve. Their spiritual affairs are attended

to by the Rev. J. J. Ryan, of St. Mary's.

OROMOCTO BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the village of Oromocto, eleven miles below

the city of Fredericton^ It fronts on the St. John river and contains 125 acres, 30 of

which are farming and pasturage lands, the remainder being forest lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the band is 72, being an increase of 10, due to

the removal of a number of Indians from Upper Gagetown to the reserve.

Occupations.—Most of the band follow labouring work for a living. In the winter

season, some work in the lumber woods, others cut cord-wood. Only a few engage in

the manufacture of Indian wares, while a few devote some attention to farming, which

consists only of the raising of sufficient potatoes and vegetables to answer their

immediate wants.

Health and Sanitation.— This reserve is most favourably situated in the interest

of health. The health of the band, apart from such diseases as grippe, scrofula, con-

sumption and other ailments that Indians are subject to, has been fairly good. All

of the band were free from contagious diseases. The sanitary condition of the reserve

is good, and the water used for domestic purposes is supplied from several springs on

the reserve.

Temperance and Morality.—The habits and morals of all these Indians are excep-

tionally good.

Education.—There is a new school in the district at which the children are wel-

come to attend. None, however, owing to their peculiar habits, have attended during

the past year. During a recent visit to the reserve a number of the parents promised

me that after the summer holidays, they would send their children to school. It is

to be hoped that they will do so, as it is to be regretted that these children should grow

up without an education, as many of them are bright and intelligent in other respects.

Religion.—All of these Indians are Roman Catholics. There is a church in the

vicinity of the reserve at which they attend. Their spiritual affairs are attended to

by the Rev. Father McDermott, of Queen's county.
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General Remarks.—The remainder of the Indians of this agency are located in

the counties of King's, Queen's, St. John and Charlotte. Their occupations are

chiefly the same as above related.

In conclusion, I have to state that the great majority of the Indians of this agency

are industrious, law-abiding and are using every effort to better their situation in life.

I have, &c..

JAMES FAREELL,
Indian Agent.

ISTovA Scotia,

MiCMACS OF AXXAPOLIS CoUNTY,
Annapolis, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit my annual report and tabular statement for

the year ended this day.

Resei-ve.—There are two reserves in Annapolis county, containing a combined

area of 972 acres. The one situated on the Liverpool road has no land suitable for

agriculture ; a part of the one at Chemagha or Fairy lake, on the boundary line be-

tween Annapolis and Queen's counties, is fairly good soil and parts are covered with

a good growth of timber. There are some low meadows around the borders of the lake

upon which wild grapes grow. There are no Indians living on either of the reserves

nor do they derive any benefit from them.

Vital Statistics.—During the past year there has been a decrease in the Indian
population of 8, making the present population 60 instead of 68 as last year. This

decrease was partly due to emigration ; more Indians leaving the county than came
in. There were 8 births and 4 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians, with two exceptions, has been

good ; there were two deaths from consumption, but none from other contagious

diseases. Their dwellings are all frame buildings, and are generally kept neat and
clean, they willingly comply with sanitary regulations.

Occupations.—Their principal occupations are : basket-making, coopering, hunt-

ing, salmon-fishing and acting as guides to hunting and fishing parties. Some few
live by farming.

Education.—Some of the children attend the public schools at Lequille and Mid-

dleton ; but make slow progress.

Religion.—All the Indians in this agency are Roman Catholics, they attend

church at Annapolis and Bridgetown.
Characteristics and Progress.—The majority of the Indians are industrious. All

of them are law-abiding and temperate, and while enjoying good health make a com-

fortable living. They are not a saving people as a rule and sickness generally finds

them without any reserve to draw from ; then they expect assistance from the depart-

ment. They live on friendly terms with their white neighbours and are noted for

their honesty.

I have, itc,

JOHN LACY,
Indian Agenh

27—i—5i
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Nova Scotia,

MiCMACS OP Antigoxish and Guysboro' Counties,

Heathertok, September 12, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement

for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Vital Statistics.—During the past year there has been an increase of 6 in the

band, making the population of this agency 215. There have been 13 births and 7

deaths. Consumption is the main cause of the deaths.

Eeligion.—They are all Roman Catholics and are very attentive to their religious

duties.

Temperance.—As a rule the Indians are temperate, and not inclined to im-

morality.

I have, &c.,

J. R. McDonald,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

MiCMACS OF Cape Breton—Eskasoni Agency,
Christmas Island, October 4, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and tabular statement for the

year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the north side of East bay, on the Bras d'Or

lake. It contains 2,800 acres of land, but of this less than one-third is fit for cultiva-

tion, the remainder being rocky mountains. Hay and potatoes ai-e the only crops

grown. None of the Indians live exclusively by farming.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the band is 122, being an increase of 22 over

last year; but this was owing to migration. There were 6 births and 6 deaths in the

band. No sickness of a contagious or infectious character afflicted them during the

year.

Education.—They have a good school, and they take advantage of it better now
than for many years past.

Occupations.—Their occupations, besides farming, are fishing, hunting, coopering,

basket-making, &c., and this constitutes three-fourths of their means of sustenance.

Religion.—In religion they are Roman Catholics, and their morals are exception-

ally good.

I have, &c.,

A. CAMERON, P.P.,

Indian Agent.
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Province of Nova Scotu,
MiCMAcs of Cape Breton County—Sydney Agency,

Sydney, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

SYDNEY BAND.

Reserves.—The Indians of the Sydney band have two reserves. One is situated

within the limits of the city of Sydney, and contains about two and three-quarter acres

of land. On this reserve all the Indians of the Sydney band reside. The other reserve

is situated at Caribou marsh, six miles from the city, and contains about six hundred
acres. This reserve is mostly timber-land, and the Indians obtain their timber-supply

from it. There are a few acres of intervale, which, if fenced and carefully looked after,

would produce quite a quantity of hay, but the Indians do not take kindly to agricul-

tural pursuits; so the hay is, year after year, appropriated by white people living in

the neighbourhood of the reserve, and the Indians do not munnur.
Tribe.—All the Indians of this agency belong to the Micmac tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 83, consistina: of 14 men and 15 women, and 54
under twenty-one years of age. The population has been increased by 6 during the year,

4 having migrated from Prince Edward Island and 2 from St. Peter's, C.B, There
were 2 births and 2 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been fairly good. There are

two cases of consumption (one of which came from Prince Edward Island in an ad-

vanced stage) and one case of cancer. These three patients are under regular treat-

ment and receiving instructions as to the methods to be adopted for the prevention of
the spread of infectious diseases. The sanitary conditions are improving. The grounds
and houses are better kept than heretofore. The department has furnished means of
sewerage and general water-supply for the reserve. The water was to be supplied by
the city, but owing to some diificulties in the way, the connection has not been made
yet. When a proper supply of water has been obtained, the sanitary conditions will be
greatly improved.

Occupations.—The men have not done much work during the past year, not that

tliey are more indolent than the usual run of Indians, but because times'have been
quite dull, and the kind of employment to which they are accustomed was not easily

obtained. The women are very industrious, and, I believe, have done more during the
past year to support the band than the men.

Buildings.—Improvement is steadily going on in this direction. Although no new
buildings have been lately constructed, many chaneres have been made in those already
built, with a view to making them more comfortable.

Education.—There never had been any educational advantages on this reserve
until nearly a year ago, when a new school-house was built and a competent teacher
engaged. The school has been in operation for about nine months, and so far is suc-
ceeding admirably. The teacher is earnest and painstaking, and not only is she mis-
tress of the school, but the beneficial effects of her influence are becoming apparent
in the whole band.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics on this reserve.
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Temperance and Morality.—Drunkenness has been greatly on the decrease among

the Indians lately. Whether this- very desirable change is due to the efforts of the Rev.

Father ]\IcAdam and his curate (who are alwavs zealous for their spiritual and temporal

welfare) and the moral influence of the school teacher, or to the fact that the Indians

are not earning as much money as they used to, I cannot positively say, but I am in-

clined to the belief that the former is the principal cause. In proportion as drunken-

ness decreases, the standard of morality ascends.

NORTH SYDJv'EY BA\D.

The Indians have no reserve at North Sydney, they are simply squatted in the

woods on private property, about a mile and a half from the town of North Sydney.

Tribe.—They are all Miomacs.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 32, consisting of 7 men, 9 women and 16

young people under fifteen years of age. The number of births during the year was

1, and the number of deaths 2. A decrease of 3 took place in the population, due to

migration.

Health and Sanitation.—These Indians have been fairly healthy during the year,

only two among them are chronically ill. Their houses, though not of the best, are

cleanly kept.

Occupations.—Their chief occupations are basket-making and coopering, and they

earn some money by labouring around the town.

Buildings.—The buildings are small, but on the whole somewhat comfortable.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics.

Temperance and Morality.—They are all sober and regular in their habits, with

the exception of two, and these are women.

I have, &c.,

D. K. McINTYRE,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

Miomacs of Colchester County,
Truro, July 25, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report with accompanying agri-

cultural and industrial statistics for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—The Millbrooke reserve is situated three miles south of Truro. It con-

tains an area of thirty-five acres ; also a wood-lot, one-half mile from the reserve,

consisting of forty acres, purchased by the department last year.

Vital Statistics.—There have been 3 deaths and 4 births. The population is 85.

Health.—The health of the Indians has been good.

Occupations,—The principal occupations of the Indians are coopering, making

rustic work, basket-making, berry-picking and bead-work. A number of men are busy

making hockey-sticks. In spring-time they raft logs, chop cord-wood, &c.

Education.—The Indians of the reserve have enjoyed the privilege of a school

for over five years, and are making fair progress.
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Characteristics and Progress.—A number of the Indians have some land, and
grow crops such as potatoes and oats. They do very well, but on account of being able

to obtain good wages at other occupations, agriculture is somewhat neglected.

Religion.—The Indians on this reserve belong to the Roman Catholic Church.

I have, &c.,

THOS. B. SMITH,
Indian Agent.

Province of Nova Scotia,

MiCMACs OF Cumberland County,
Parrsboro, September 12, 1904.

Tlie Honourable .

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report, together with the accom-
panying agricultural and industrial statistics, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—This agency comprises the whole of Cumberland county. The head-
quarters of the Indians, howevei*, is at the Franklin Manor reserve at Halfway river.

This resei"ve consists of 1,000 aci-es of good land and is situated far from any town,

being about fourteen miles from Parrsboro, and about thirty-five miles from Amherst.
Some of the Indians preferring to live neai*er a town, or railroad, have settled near
Southampton ; a still larger number reside at Springhill Jnuction, and a few may
be found in the vicinity of Amherst.

Vital Statistics.—During the year there has been an increase of 5 in the Indian
population in this county, making the number at present 96. There were 8 births and
6 deaths and 3 left the county.

Health and Sanitation.—In spite of the fact that the sanitary precautions recom-

mended by the department have been, as far as possible, carefully carried out, nearly

all the deaths that have occurred were caused by some form of tuberculosis.

Resources and Occupations.—The Indians living on the reserve, or in that vicinity

depend, partially, on the produce of their farms for a living. Some of them, however,

work in the lumber woods in the winter and the mills in summer. Some make baskets

and tubs and mast-hoops, and all hunt and fish more or less. Several of the young
Indans act as guides for hunting parties, and in this way make quite a lot of money.

Those living at Springhill Junction make large numbers of pick-handles for use in the

Springhill coal mines. The women and children pick berries, and many of them beg
more or less clothes and food from the whites.

Education.—Nearly or quite all the young Indians in the vicinitj^ of the reserve

can read and write. They are taught in tlie Halfway river school, to which the

department kindly makes a quarterly grant to pay for this privilege.

Religion.—All the Indians in this vicinity are Roman Catholics. They have a

chapel of their own, in which they worship.
,

Temperance and Morality.—I am glad to be able to report that during the past

year there has been no drunkenness among these Indians ; morally, too, they are

much improved.

I have, &c.,

F. A. RAND,
Indian Agent.
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Nova Scotia,

MiCMACS OF DiGBY CoUNTY,
Bear Eiver, July 13, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to submit my annual report and tabular statement for the year ended

June 30, 1904.

Eeserve.—The reserve is situated one and a half miles from the village of Bear

Eiver, and contains 1,600 acres, of which 48 are cultivated, 200 are natural pasture, the

remainder is underwood, chiefly second growth.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 125; 35 live in Weymouth. There have been

5 births and 5 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—There has been no contagious disease amongst these

Indians during the year. Their general health has been very good with a few excep-

tions. Sanitary regulations have been observed. The houses and premises are kept

clean.

Buildings.—The buildings are frame, most of them are in good repair, and com-

fortable.

Occupations.—They derive their support by hunting, acting as guides for sports-

men, river-driving, farming, making canoes, baskets and fancy-work of different kinds,

and some as day labourers.

Education.—They have one school-house on the reserve. The attendance is very

good. The pupils learn quickly and their narents are taking quite aoi interest in their

education.

Religion.—The Indians of this band are all Eoman Catholics. They have one
church on the reserve, where they attend worship.

Characteristics.—With few exceptions, they are industrious and law-abiding.

Temperance.—With few exceptions they are temperate. Measures have been

ttJjen to prevent liquor being sold on the reserve.

I have, &c.,

JAS. H. PUEDY,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

MiCMAcs OF Halifax County,
Sheet Harbour, August 22, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa,

Sir,—I beg to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—This agency embraces the Indians who reside within the confines of

Halifax county. The principal points at which Indians are settled are : Sheet Har-
bour, Elmisdale, Wellington, Windsor Junction, Bedford, Dartmouth and Cow Bay.
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Vital Statistics.—The 'population of this band is 174, consisting of 35 men, 35
women and 104 children.

Health.—There have been no epidemics among the Indians of this agency during

the past year, though they suffer considerably from ordinary ailments.

Education.—No distinctively Indian school is in existence within the county ;

where possible the Indian children generally avail themselves of regular schools

provided for whites, though at the same time some are too careless to appreciate the

benefit of a school.

Occupatiotis.—Baaket-making, lumbering and fislijing constitute the regular

Bources of income for the Indians of this agency. Of late years the manufacture of

hockey-sticks has contributed substantially to their income.

Religion and Morality.—The Indians are all of the Roman Catholic faith. They
are well-behaved as a class. Instances of over-indulgence in liquor are sometimes
remarked, but considering the fact that very many Indians find the market for their

goods in the city of Halifax and are, therefore, more exposed in such a place to the

dangers of intoxication than in iheir own homes in the country, we wonder that they
do as well as they do.

I have, &c.,

CHAS. E. McMANUS,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

MiCMAcs OF Hants County,
Shubenacadie, October 8, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Afl'airs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Reserve.—The reserve is situated in the north part of the county of Plants. There

18 only part of the band living on the reserve, the remainder are scattered through the

county.

Vital Statistics.—The population is now 94, a decrease of 1 during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been fairly good and I am
pleased to be able to state that there have been no deaths reported on account of con-

sumption ; this is exceptional, as it is the one great scourge of the band which hither-

to has carried off the greater part of those dying before middle age.

Occupations.—The Indians are engaged principally in making goods for the fancy

and sport market, but several families are engaged in farming and are apparently

doing better than any who follow any other calling.

Education.—Education is surely but slowly having its effect as can be seen by the

children who go to school. They are apt to learn, and remember well what they have
acquired at school even although absent for a long time.

Religion.—All are Roman Catholics and attend divine service, which they enjoy
in the church on the reserve and which is under the charge of Rev. Father Young.

General Remarks.—With one exception there has been no cause to regret their con-

duct during the year, and intemperance is held in check by the better-meaning ones
assisted by the fear of exposure by law.

I have, &c.,

ALONZO WALLACE,
Indian Agent.
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Nova Scotia,

MicMACs OF Inverness County,
Glendale, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and tabular statement for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—In this agency there are two reserves : Whycocomagh, containing 1,655

acres, and Malagawatch, containing 1,200 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population at Whycocomagh remains at 135. During the

year there were 8 births, 2 joined the band, 6 died and 4 went away. At Malagawatch
the population numbers 43. There were 2 births during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Measles was epidemic at Whycocomagh during the early

spring, as a consequence of which school was closed for a time. Nearly all the

mortality was among small children. Of the two adults one was the victim of con-
sumption. Small-pox came near to the Indians of this agency both at Whycocomagh
and Malagawatch ; but, fortunately, no cases were reported among them. The In-

dians at Whycocomagh were nearly all vaccinated.

Occupations.—One or -^two families earn their living by farming. Previously to

last year the Whycocomagh reserve was used by the surrounding white people to pasture
their cattle, but the Indians put up warnings of ' No Trespass ' in the shape of fences,

{ nd now their own cattle profit by such enereretic action. Basket-making, moccasin-
making, woodwork, fishing, hiring out to service and begging support these people.

Buildings.—Mostly all the homes are frame houses.

Education.—Progress in this particular is slow owing to irregularity of attend-

ance at school.

Eeligion.^—All the Indians of this agency are Roman Catholics.

Temperance and Morality.—With a noted exception or two, these Indians are
sober and well-behaved.

I have, &c.,

DONALD MacPHERSON, P.P.,

Indian Agent.

Province of Nova Scotia,

Micmacs of King's County,
Steam Mills, August 13, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report with statistical statement for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—The Indians of this agency are scattered throughout the county, there

being but two families on the reserve at Cambridge. It contains about nine and three-
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quarters acres of sandy plain with some scrub pine, lying on the Cornwallis river not

far from the line of D. A. R. Railway.

Vital Statistics.—The population is SO. There were 5 births and 8 joined the

band.

Health.—The health of the Indians is good. There have been no infectious

diseases.

Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics.

Occupations.—They do but little farmings but are engaged in basket-making,
coopering, hunting and acting as guides.

Temperance.—There is but very little drinking amongst them : I have seen no-
thing in excess ; they are naturally fond of strong drink, but see the evils of it.

Morality.—Their morals are good and they are fairly industrious.

Education.—There are no Indian schools, but the children attend school with the

white children.

I have, &c.,

C. E. BECKWITH,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

MiCMACS OF PiCTOU CoUNTY,
New Glasgow, July 23, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserves.—There are two reserves in this agency, the Indian Island reserve and
the reserve at Fisher's Grant. A piece of land adjoining the Fishers Grant reserve

was bought by the department during the past year, enlarging the reserve by 36 acres.

The Fishers Grant reserve has now an area of 200 acres. This increased land proi>erty

should prove a boon to the Indians here.

Vital Statistics.—The combined population of the two reserves is 155. There
were 5 deaths and 5 births during the year. A family of 5 moved to the Fisher's Grant
leserve from Cape Breton.

Health.—The health of the Indians has been good. A few deaths from con-

.=umption occurred during the year.

Occupations.—Farming, fishing, coopering and the making of baskets and pick-

handles are the avocations in which the Indians are employed. Many of the Indians

get work at Pictou Landing during the summer months, loading and unloading
steamers.

Buildings.—The houses of the Indians are fairly large and comfortable. The
Indians are ever anxious to improve their houses and their village at Fisher's Grant
presents a pretty appearance from the highway.

Education.—The school at Fisher's Grant is keeping up the good record it has
made. The attendance during the winter months was good, and the children under
the tuition of Miss Carrie A. McDonald, have made much progress. The work done
in this school has been lately most favourably commented upon by the public pressw

Religion.—All the Indians of this agency are Roman Catholics and much attached
to their faith.
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Temperance and Morality.—With a few exceptions, the Indians of Pictou county-

are sober and industrious. In their simple unworldly minds, religion is deeply rooted

and it is edifying to observe the honesty and purity of their secluded lives.

I have, &c.,

J. D. McLEOD,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

MicMACs OF Queen's a>:d Siielburne Counties,

Caledonia, September 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement

for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserves.—There are three reserves in this agency of 1,000 acres each, two in

Lunenburg county, and one in Queen's county. There are Indians living on all three

of these reserves who are making their living chiefly by farming. There are others

living in Lunenburg and Bridgewater, in Lunenburg county, and at Milton Mill village,

and Caledonia, in Queen's county. Those not residing on the reserves live by fishing,

hunting, basket making and working in the lumber woods.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this agency is 177, a decrease of 8.

Health.—The health of the Indians of this agency has been good, most of the

deaths being from old age.

Education.—There is only one school in the agency, at New Germany, under

the charge of Miss Shea. The Indians of this reserve enjoy the advantage of a school

and are making good progress.

Religion.—All the Indians of this agency are Roman Catholics.

Characteristics.—The Indians in this agency are law-abiding and live peaceably

and quietly.

I have, &c.,

CHARLES HARLOW,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

MicMACS OF Richmond County,
Brook Village, July 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement

for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Reserve.—Chapel Island reserve is situated on the shore of the Bras d'Or lake,

in Richmond county, and contains an area of 1,200 acres of good soil.
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Vital Statistics.—The population of the reserve is 116, consisting of 30 men, 29

women and 57 young- 1 eople under twenty-one years of age. There is an increase since

last year of 4, the births having been 5, the new comers 7, while 8 have died, of whom
one was old Francis Scotchman, whose age at the time of his death was one hundred

and six.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians during the past year was com-
paratively good, only two having died of consumption, one of old age, one of scarlet

fever, and five children from infantile debility.

Occupations.—The majority of the Indians engage in farming, while a good por-

tion go fishing and hunting during the summer and in winter are occupied in making
baskets, tubs, axe-handles and cutting pit-props and sleepers.

Buildings.—The buildings are, on the whole, good, strong and serviceable frame
dwellings. The bams are in good condition, and two new ones and new houses are

in course of erection.

Stock.—Tlie stock consists principally of horses, cattle and poultry, which are all

in a fair condition.

Farm Implements.—The farm implements are in fair condition, and consist of

some ploughs, harrows, &c.

Education.—There is one school, which is situated about the centre of the reserve.

The interest taken by the Indians in the educational progress of their children is not

all that could be desired ; yet the progress is very fair under the painstaking teacher,

Joseph L. McDonald.
Religion.^All the Indians of the reserve are Roman Catholics. They have a

beautiful church on Chapel island, where they gather together from all parts of Cape
Breton every year during the month of July to enact laws, to make a spiritual retreat

and celebrate most solemnly the festival of their patron staint, St. Ann.
Characteristics and Progress.—The majority of the band are becoming very in-

dustrious. The policy adopted by the department in withholding aid from those who
are strong und l.ealthy and quite able to earn their own livelihood is beginning to have
good results in so far as to make them more industrious and more self-reliant, as has
been decidedly the case dui'ing the past year.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are most temperate and moral in their

habits find law-abiding, living together peaceably and quietly.

I have, &c.,

JOHN FEASER,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

MiCMACS OF Shelburxe County.
Shelburne, July 26, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Vital Statistics.—The population on June 30, last, consisted of 32 persons, an in-

crease of only 1 over the former year ; 2 were added by marriage, and there were 2

births and 3 deaths.

Religion.—The Indians in this agency are Roraan Catholics, with the exception

of one, who is a Baptist.
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Health and Sanitation.—A young wife and her child of six months died of con-

sumption at Joixian Falls. The sanitary conditions of the premises they occupied were

bad, a family of twelve in very small quarters. During the month of July this family

sold their premises to a white man, and moved to Tusket, in the county of Yarmouth.

The health of two of the eastern families is not srood.

Occupations.—The chief source of income is from a monthly wage earned in the

lumbering business. But little time is now expended, as of old, in fishing, hunting,

furring and basket-making.

Temperance.—The Indians in this agency are all temperate except one, and that

one will probably continue to offend in this line so long as the greater offenders, who
sell to him, cannot be found.

Characteristics.-7-The Indians are industrious and law-abiding, and although their

progress is not very marked, yet they are gradually bettering their condition.

I have, &c.,

EOB. G. IKWIN,
Indian Agent.

Nova Scotia,

MiCMACs OF Victoria County,
Baddeck, August 25, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report and statistical statement for

the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Eeserve.—There is only one reserve in this county, situated at Middle River. It

contains 650 acres, near'ly 400 acres of which is under wood. The wood consists of

second growth of light timber. The soil is very fertile, being specially adapted for

raising hay.

Tribe.—These Indians are Micmacs.
Vital Statistics.—The population is 95, a decrease of 3 since last year, there having

been 1 birth and 4 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians for the past year has been

good. Owing to the prevalence of small-nox in the vicinity of the reserve last spring,

the Indians were vaccinated, their dwelling-houses cleaned, and all refuse and garbage
burned. Owing to the precautions taken, none of the Indians took the disease.

Occupations.—The principal pursuits are farming, coopering, basket-making, hunt-

ing, fishing and hiring out as labourers. A less number of them hired out as labourers

than in former years.

Education.—There is a new school-house on the reserve. The attendance for the

past year shows a slight increase over the previous year.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. There is no church on the reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians here are an industrious and law-abid-

ing class of people. They seem to be materially improving in their manner of living.

They live in neat, comfortable, dwelling-houses. A number of them are becoming in-

terested in farming.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are temperate and are moral in their

habits.

I have, &c.,

A. J. MACDONALD,
Indian Agent.
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Nova Scotia,

MiCMAcs OF Yarmouth Couxty,
Yarmouth, August 8, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June
30, 1904.

Reserve.—The reserve is situated on the north side of Starrs' road about two miles

from the town. It contains twenty-one and a quarter acres. There are four families
living on the reserve; the i-est are scattered all over the county, some at Salmon river,

Tusket, Tusket Forks, Hectanoogo and Pubnico Head.
Vital Statistics.—The population of this agency is 80, decrease of 1. There were

2 births and 3 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians is poor ; they observe the

sanitary regulations with regard to their dwellings fairly well.

Occupations.—The Indians are engaged in saw-mills, log-driving, making baskets,

mast-hoops and axe-handlcs. Some go as guides for hunting and fishing parties, and
some do general work.

Education.—The children attend school fairly well when they have a chance.
Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.^—-Within the last year or two the Indians show an
inclination to settle down and make homes for themselves.

Temperance and Morality.
—

"With few exceptions they are temperate and law-
abiding.

I have, &c.,

W. H. WHALEN,
Indian Agent.

Pres'CE Edward Island,

MiCMACs OF Prince Edward Island,

HiGGiNS Road, August 24, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit my report and tabular statement for the year

ended June 30, 1904.

Reserves.—There are two reserves in this superintendency, viz., Lennox Island

reserve and the Morell reserve. The former is an island in Richmond bay ; it con-

tains 1,320 acres. The Morell reserve is situated on lot 39 in King's county ; it con-

tains 204 acres of good land.

Vital Statistics.—The population comprising the two reserves and other localities

in Prince Edward Island, consists of SO men, 77 women and 135 children, making a

total of 292. There were during the year 17 births and 13 deaths.
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Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been fairly good. There

was, however, an epidemic of whooping-cough among the children in the winter.

Occupations.—The principal occupations are farming, fishing and the manufac-

lure of Indian wares.

Buildings, Stock and Implements.—The Indians who reside on the reserves live

in comfortable houses ; several of them keep horses, cattle, pigs and poultry. They

are fairly provided with farm implements, such as ploughs, spring-tooth harrows, &c.

Education.—Thei-e is but one school, situated on Lennox Island reserve. The

children who attend regularly are making fair progress.

Religion.—The Indians of this superintendency are all Roman Catholics, and are

attentive to their religious duties.

Temperance.—On this subject I am pleased to be able to report that the Indians

residing on the Lennox Island reserve are sober. They organized some years ago a

(temperance society. The members meet monthly under the presidency of Mr. Anthony

Mitchell ; this society has done a great deal of good on this reserve.

I have, &c.,

JOHN O. ARSENAULT,
Indian Superintendent.

Manitoba Superintendency^

Clandeboye Agency,

West Selkirk, August 17, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent Greneral of Indian Affairs.

Ottawa.

Sijj^—I liave the honour to submit for your information my report of the Clande-

boye agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

The office and headquarters of the agency are situated in the thriving town of

West Selkirk and are immediately adjacent to the most important section of my work.

Reserves.—The agency has in it three reserves, viz.: Saint Peter's, Brokenhead

River and Fort Alexander. The first-mentioned has an area of about 80 square

ir iles, Brokenhead 22 square miles, and Fort Alexander 32 square miles.

The distance from south to north across the aerencv is about 100 miles, and tha

Teserves can be reached in summer by canoe or steamer, and in winter by dog-train or

by horses.

All three of these places named are situated in areas of excellent land suitable for

grain-growing and for stock-raising purposes. The erround is covered with oak, poplar

or spruce trees, affording fine shelter in the winter months ; and vivers flowing through

each reserve afford opportunities for boating and fishine. All conditions conspire to

make the welfare and happiness of the people complete.

Vital Statistics.—At St. Peter's are found 262 men, 280 women, 299 boys, and 268

girls, making a total of 1,109.

At Brokenhead River are 47 men, 50 women, 29 boys and 35 girls, making a total

of 161.

At Fort Alexander there are 119 men, 132 women, 130 boys, and 103 girls, making
an aggregate of 484.

The grand total in the whole agency is 1,754, a decrease from various sources of 23.

Health and Sanitation.—Excellent health has prevailed throughout the agency

this year. Conditions have been favourable to the general physical condition of the
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people ; (30 deaths have occurred, outbalanced bj- 82 births. Several have obtained

coinniutation and there was an unusual number of absentees this year.

Dr. J. E. Steep lias made eighteen visits to St. Peter's and two each to Fort Alex-

ai.der and Brokcnhead, giving relief to special cases and supplying medicines for the

use of the dispensers in cases of emergency.

Most of the Indians of this agency are well-to-do. They live in well-built, well-

ventilated houses and have about them everv evidence of thrift and comfort. We have

endeavoured to teach them to observe the resrulations of the department referring to

the preservation of health, and for the most part have had their co-operation.

Occupations.—St. Peter's reserve has some of the best land in the province of

Manitoba. It has the advantage of being very near to an excellent market. It also

has the best shelter from north and west winds offered to any locality. It is safe to

say that, properlj cultivated, it might produce one hundred thousand bushels of the

best wheat per year. As a matter of fact, however, the whole output will scarceily

measure up to one thousan/1 bushels. It should be said that considerable oats and
barley are sown this year.

The reasons why so little agricultural work is done are not hard to find. The same
instinct which leads Indians to disregard right angles in their haste to find the shortest

road between two points, actuates them in this line of activity. A net put in at night-

fall gives at dawn a full day's eating. A crop put in during early April must be

v,-atched and tended for three months and a half before the time of harvest.

Fishing is the time-honoured pursuit of the fathers, an easy and inexpensive

nethod of supplying the wants of the family. Farming is i*egarded as hard, menial

and foreign work, good enough for white men who are familiar with the short cuts

to plenty and ease.

Besides this, Selkirk is the headquarters of an extensive navigation. As soon as

the waters flow free, all the young men of the tribe are in demand as boatmen.

Steamers, schoonei-s, fishing smacks and tugs must all be manned and for the most part

from St. Peter's. This draws so heavily on the vim and muscle of the reserve that only

the infirm are left to take care of the women and children and carry on farm work.

This continues mitil October. At this time comes the winter draft of men to the

shanties and lumber mills, where they are enioloved from Xovember until April. The
short spaces of time spent at home by such people are regarded as holidays, and I am
sorry to say axe spent in carousals of the most hurtful character.

The Brokenhead Eiver band is not thriftj^ along agricultural lines. Some garden-
ing has been done, but fishing and hmiting are the main sources of income.

The Fort Alexander band is more progressive, and a number of improvements are
in evidence, but the main industry is fishing. Very little farming has been done and
crops are weed-grown.

Throug-^hout the agency much money is earned from one source and another, but
as soon as there is a small supply of money on hand, it is wasted in selfish pleasure, and
the dark days coming are for the time forgotten. Most of the people seem to have
no ambition to do more than live from hand to mouth. I am glad to say that there
are honourable exceptions who deserve great praise. There is work for all and good
wages for all, and the best of success is possible to all.

Buildings and Stock.—I have carefully noted the class of animals owned by our
people and also the character of the places where thej- are housed. I find that no at-

tention is paid to the improvement of the stock, and there is a great deal of careless-

ness in providing what I think to be necessary to preserve their animals in the best
condition. There was great difficulty in obtaininsr sufficient hay last year, and the
spring was unusually long and the cattle suffered much before the grass was green.
Only a few of the more enterprising have proper buildings for the accommodation of
stock, and many deaths have been reported, plainly traceable to these and similar
causes. Sheep are not extensively raised. Almost every one has a horse, and not a
few good buggies are noticed on St. Peter's reserve.

27—i—
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Education.—There are eight schools in operation in the agency. The attendance

at St. Peter's is only fair. At Brokenhead there are discouraging influences at work

which have reduced attendance. At Fort Alexander there is a very fair attendance.

Educational work is under the direction of the Anglican and Roman Catholic

Churches, the former having five schools and the latter three. A new boarding school

is in course of erection under the auspices of the Roman Catholics, which promises

to meet the educational wants of the children of this locality associated with this faith.

Many of the children of this agency are at present found in the St. Paul's indus-

trial school at Middlechurch, or at those of St. Boniface and Elkhom, A goodly num-

ber of ex-pupils are living at St. Peter's and elsewhere, who reflect credit on their train-

ing. Others have unfortunately made shipwreck of themselves and their advantages..

The question of funding the money of the children attending the industrial schools

continues to awaken opposition. This is intensified by the fact that the parents who
desire that their children return for a brief holiday have been asked to pay the return

fare.

Religion.—Anglicans, Baptists, Roman Catholics and minor sects, such as Seventh

Day Adventists and Plymouth Brethren, have undertaken religious work in this

agency. The three first mentioned have beautiful churches with resident clergymen

and organized work. The smaller bodies hold occasional services conducted by lay

agents.

The Indian, as I have found him, is a religious person, well disposed to that which

is good, but the number of religious denominations renresented with the consequent

introduction of new doctrines, or the over-emphasis of minor doctrines, has an un-

favourable effect. I cannot but perceive a gradual departure from the faith and prac-

tice of the fathers. Evil practices are all too popular and the restraining influences

eeem to become weaker.

Temperance.—The one vice prevalent here is the curse of strong drink; intemper-

ance is rampant. This is not only true of the men, but also of the women to some
extent. In this wretched habit I find that young men, from whom we might naturally

expect the best things, are the very ones who manifest the most lawlessness. They are

often fined for being drunk and disorderly on the streets of Selkirk, and the fines

imposed only seem to make them careless, even desperate, in the mad race for liquor.

Morality.—Although we should not judge the Indian by the standards used in

judging white people, yet the Indian as he is known here might be a great deal better

than he is. He is not as honest as he should be. There is much immorality. There

jiTe many good people, but it is evident that the rising generation have very low ideals

of life. I am not disposed to prophesy disaster, but I see the need of radical reforms

both in church and social life. Progress in industrial and commercial life is marked
by mental and moral retrogression. The outlook is scarcely hopeful.

I have, &c.,

JOHN SEMMENS,
Indian Agent.

Manitoba Superentekdency,

Rainy River District—Fort Frances Agency,

Fort Frances, Ont., July 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for this agency for the year

ended June 30, 1904.
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Agency.—The agency buildings are situated at the moutli of Kainy lake on what

is known as Pither's point, about three miles east of Fort Frances, and the agency

icomprises the following bands, viz. :—Hungry Hall, Nos. 1 and 2 ; Long Sault, jSTos. 1

and 2 ; Manitou Eapids, Nos. 1 and 2 ; Little Forks, Couchiching, Stangecoming, Nia-

catchewenin, Nickickousemenecanning, Seine River, Lac la Croix and Sturgeon Lake,

being fourteen in all.

HUNGRY HALL BANDS, NOS. 1 AND 2.

E^serves.—These reserves, Nos. 14 and 15, are situated at the mouth of Rainy

(river and contain 6,280 acres. The timber on reserve No. 15 is of poor quality, as fires

have frequently run through it during past years and destroyed most of the merchant-

able timber ; but on reserve 14 there are large quantities of tamarack, spruce, cedar

and poplar. The land is a rich clay loam.

Tribe.—All the Indians in these bands belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the two bands is 48, consisting of 13 men, 18

women, 9 boys and 8 girls. There were 3 births and 1 death during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of all the bands in this agency has

been good. All the Indians have been vaccinated.

Occupations.—The majority of these Indians work at the saw-mills and timber

camps, and can always get employment at good wages.

Religion.—The majority of these Indians are pagans ; a few belong to the Church

of England.

Education.—There is no school in operation on these reserves.

Temperance.—These Indians are addicted to the use of intoxicants, which they

usually get on the American side.

LONG SAULT RAPIDS BANDS, NOS. 1 AND 2.

Reserves.—These reserves, Nos. 12 and 13, are situated on the north bank of

Rainy river, opposite the rapids of that name. Their combined area is 11,413 acres.

The land is a rich black loam with a clay bottom and is well adapted for farming and

stock-raising.

Vital Statistics.—There are 22 men, 25 women, 12 boys and 17 girls in these

bands, making a total of 76 in all. There were 3 births and 4 deaths.

Occupations.—They work at saw-mills, lumber camps and on steamboats, clear-

ing land for settlers, and last winter they took out a large quantity of dry cord-wood

and some ties and dry saw-logs.

Education.—There is a very good day school here under the auspices of the

Church of England. The attendance has been fairly regular. The school-house has

been recently re-shingled. Miss Jeanet McLeod is the teacher and is giving very good

satisfaction.

Religion.—The Church of England has a very good church here with a resident

missionary. Rev. J. Johnston, who looks after the religious welfare of all the bands on

Rainy river.

Temperance.—I regret to state that these Indians are very intemperate and,

owing to their close proximity to the American boundary whei-e a number of ' blind

pigs ' are kept, can get all the liquor they want.

MANITOU RAPIDS BANDS, NOS. 1 AND 2.

Reserve.—These bands occupy reserve No. 11, which is situated on the north bank

of Rainy river, opposite the rapids of that name. The area is 5,736 acres. The land

is a rich clay loam. The merchantable timber sold by public auction to the Rat Por-

tage Lumber Company has now been all taken o£E. Dues amounting to $1,391.43 have

27—i—6i
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been collected and placed to the credit of these bands for the timber cut last winter.

This makes a total of $2,343.25 for dues collected during the past two years for this

^timber.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 25 men, 30 women, 30 boys and 26

girls, making a total of 111. During the year there were 7 births and 3 deaths.

Occupations.—These Indians are good axemen and good workers and can always

get employment in lumber and tie camps at good, wages. They also make considerable

money working for settlers, fishing and hunting, and selling dry cord-wood.

Education.—There is a day school on this reserve under the auspices of the

Church of England, which is taught by Mr. R. H. Bagshaw.
Religion.—They ai-e all pagans in these two bands.

Temperance.—These Indians are very much addicted to the use of intoxicants.

LITTLE FORKS BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the north bank of the Rainy
river, twelve miles east of Fort Frances and opposite the mouth of the Little Forks

river and is designated as reserve 'Ro. 10. It contains an area of 1,920 acres. The
land is a rich clay loam.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 11 men, 16 women, 10 boys and 11

girls, making a total of 48. There was 1 birth and 1 death during the year.

Occupations.—These Indians were employed last winter in taking out saw-logs,

ties and cord-wood on the American side, and in running timber down the river in the

spring, and made very good wages. The men, can always get work at good wages in

working for settlers, on steamboats and in lumber camps. The fishing and hunting is

very good.

Temperance.—These Indians are intemperate, and as there is a ' blind pig ' kept

on the American side of the river, opposite the reserve, and also one a few miles down
the river, they can get all the liquor they can pay for, consequently a great deal of

their money is spent in liquor.

AVILD LAND RESERVE, NO. 15 M.

This reserve, consisting of 20,671 acres, is owned in common by all the above men-
tioned Rainy river bands. It adjoins the Hungry Hall reserves near the mouth of

Rainy river. This reserve is well timbered with pine, spruce, tamarack, cedar and

poplar. The land is a rich clay loam.

COUCHICHING BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are situated on Rainy lake and Stangecoming
bay, three miles north of Fort Frances, and are designated as 16A, 16D and 18B.

They contain an area of 15,947 acres. There is considerable good land, but the greater

portion is rocky and broken. There is very little merchantable timber on these re-

serves, owing to frequent fires in the past having destroyed the best of the timber.

During the winber the department leased 155 acres of this resei-ve for a mill-site for a

term of twenty years at $300 per year. A saw-mill has been built and is now running,

owned by Messrs. Preston & Bell.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 142, consisting of 37 men, 43

women, 31 boys and 31 girls. There were 4 births and 2 deaths during the year.

Occupations.—The resources of this band are many, consisting of working in

lumber camps, saw-mills, cutting and hauling cord-wood, river-driving, working on
steamboats and for settlers, fishing and hunting, at good wages. A number of the In-

dian women get considerable work at washing and scrubbing at Fort Frances.
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Buildings.—The houses are well built and very comfortably furnished, and all

are kept clean and neat.

Education.—There is a good day school here. It is under the auspices of the

Koman Catholic Church. The attendance has been good and progress fair.

Religion.—The majority of this band are Roman Catholics. They have a very

good, large church, which they built themselves. The Rev. Father Bresseau has charge

of this mission.

Progress.—These Indians are principally French half-breeds and are an indus-

trious and law-abiding people.

Temperance and Morality.—On the whole, this band is a fairly temperate and.

moral community.

STANGECOMING BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve, Xo. 18C, is situated on Rainy lake about eight miles north

of Fort Frances and contains 3,861 acres, the greater portion being barren rock' and

the timber of poor quality.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 6 men, 8 women, l-i boys and 20

girls, making a total of 48 in the band. During the year there were 2 births and no

deaths.

Occupations.—These Indians live principally by fishing, hunting and working

in Ivimber camps.

Education.—There is a day school here under the control of the Roman Catholic

Church, but it has been closed since last September.

Religion.—Excepting about ten persons, all the Indians in this and the following

bands are pagans.

NIACATCHEWEXIX BAND.

Reserve.—The reserves attached to this band are ITA and ITB and are situated

about twenty-six miles northwest of Fort Frances, on the Xorthwest bay in Rainy

lake. The area of these reserves is 6,201 acres. The greater portion is rocky and

broken. There is considerable good timber, especially on ITB.

Vital Statistics.—There are 11 men, 13 women, 14 boys and 21 girls in this band,

making a total of 59. There were 2 births and no deaths during the year.

Occupations.—The able-bodied men in this band get employment in lumber

camps, but they principally make their living by fishing and hunting.

Education.—There is no school on this reserve.

NICKICKOUSEMENECAXNING BAND.

Reserve.—This band owns reserve 26A on Red Gut bay, reserve 26B on Porter's

inlet and reserve 26C on Sand Island river and Rainy lake. The combined area is

10,227 acres, a considerable portion of which is heavily timbered, but the greater por-

tion of the land is rocky and broken.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band consists of 5 men, 13 women, 17

boys and 10 girls, making a total of 45. There were 2 deaths and 1 birth.

Occupations.—This band lives principally by fishing and hunting.

SEINE RHER BAND.

Reserves.—This band has two reserves: jSTo. 23A, extending from Wild Potato

lake to Sturgeon Falls on the Seine river ; Xo. 23B is at the mouth of the Seine river.

They contain a combined area of 11,063 acres.

Vital Statistics.—There are 28 men, 33 women, 30 boys and 34 girls, making a

total of 125. There were 2 births and 2 deaths.
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Occupations.—Only a few Indians reside on these reserves. They live princi-

pally by fishing and hunting.

Education.—A new school-house has been built at Wild Potato lake, but has not

yet been opened.

LAO LA CROIX BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve, No. 25D, belonging to this band, is situated on Lac la

Croix, near the boundary and contains 16,353 acres.

Vital Statistics.—There are 20 men, 31 women, 29 boys and 33 girls in this band,

making a total of 113 persons. During the year there were 4 births and 3 deaths.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of these Indians are trapping, hunting

and fishing.

STURGEON LAKE BAND.

Eeserve.—The reserve allotted to this band is situated on Kawawiagamak lake^

and contains an area of 5,948 acres.

Vital Statistics.— There are 8 men, 8 women, 10 boys and 4 girls, making a total

of 30. There was 1 birth and 2 deaths during the year.

Occupations.—These Indians depend entirely upon hunting and fishing for their

subsistence.

I have, &c.,

JNO. P. WRIGHT,
Indian Agent.

Manitoba Superintendency,

Norway House Agency,
Winnipeg, Man., June 25, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my report for the above agency for the time I

was in charge. Being appointed agent on December 1, 1903, I left the Blood agency

on the 21st of that month for Winnipeg, making that place my headquarters.

On February 6, 1904, I left Winnipeg, visiting all the reserves, with the exception

of Little Grand Rapids and Pekangekum, my trip being with dog trains, returning to

Winnipeg on April 1.

Reserves.—There are eleven reserves in the Norway House agency, which, counted

from the south' are named as follows : Black River, 2,000 acres; Hollowwater River,

3,816 acres; Bloodvein River, 1,185 acres; these three occupied by Saulteaux Indians;

Fisher River, 9,000 acres, occupied by Crees; Jackhead River, 2,850 acres; Berens

River, 7,400 acres ; Little Grand Rapids, 4,920 acres ; Pekangekum, 2,080 acres ; Poplar

River, 3,800 acres, these five occupied by Saulteaux, and Norway House, 10,840 acres,

»jiu Cross Lake, 7,760 acres, occupied by Crees.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of the agency is 2,224, consisting of 482

men, 597 women and 1,145 children.

Health.—The general health of the whole agency has been good, with of course

the usual exception of consumption and scrofula, cases which are always found on
every reserve.
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Provision has been made for a good supply of medicines at each reserve, and care-

fnl dispensers have done their best to treat the various sufferers.

Occupations.—Most of the Indians have ample chances to earn money at almost

every season of the year. There are saw-mills or cord-wood camps. Fishing has been

increasing and boatmen are in good demand.

Hunting last winter was particularly good, so that every man can make a good

living if he wants to work.

Buildings.—The houses on the reserve are improving, many new ones having been

erected during the last three or four years. Many are nicely furnished. These im-

provements apply principally to the Fisher Kiver Indians, who are decidedly progres-

sive.

Stock.—Cattle-stables are fairly well built, but the cattle industry, with the excep-

tion of Fisher Eiver reserve, shows no progress whatever. Hay is very difficult to

obtain on the east side of the lake; in most cases, especially at Norway House, the

Indians have to cut hay standing up to their waists in wa-ter, consequently there is

always a shortage of feed, and cattle die every spring. Another thing is that at the

time they should be making hay, they are either making good wages at the fisheries or

wasting several days doing nothing before and after treaty payments, which take

place at the busy time of the year.

Education.—The boarding school at Norway House is doing good work, and credit

must be given to the principal, Mr. Lousley, and the matron, Miss Yeomans, who have

their hearts in the work.

Day schools at Fisher River and Berens River, both Methodist, are doing well,

and Cross Lake, Roman Catholic, which has not long been opened, shows splendid

progress, there being an average attendance of over twenty; the missionary there sees

that the children do attend school. As to the rest of the day schools in this agency, the

progress is nil and attendance very irregular, partly accounted for by the parents tak-

ing their families with them when fishing and hunting.

While on this subject, I should mention that there is a day school at Norway
House, under the Church of England, doing good work, but not supported by the de-

partment.

Religion.—The Methodists have missionaries at Norway House, Cross Lake, Poplar

River, Berens River, Fisher River and Bloodvein River; the Church of England at

Norway House, Jackhead, Hollowwater River and Black River; the Roman Catholics

at Cross Lake, and occasionally a priest visiting reserves from Black River, as far as

Poplar River. Regular services are held at all the above places, well attended, and
with, I trust, good results.

Characteristics.—The Indians of this agency are, as a rule, law-abiding and indus-
trious. Some do not work, but the great majority do work and have enough to keep
them very comfortable in every respect. Intemperance, I am glad to say, is not gen-
eral, but at the same time large quantities of liquor are taken into several of the rivers

and fishing stations where Indians are engaged, and it is well known that some obtain.

it frequently from the whites, who should know better, either as a present or trade
for labour at fishing, &c. I am very glad to see that the department has taken action,
after receiving my special report, and has arranged to send a detachment of Northwest
Mounted Police to the northern end of the lake, which action I feel sure will at least
lessen the evil of this abominable traffic with the Indians.

The morality of the Indians is fairly good, and no doubt will be much better when
intemperance is reduced, as no doubt this evil leads to immorality, at least in many
ca.ses.

I have, &c.,

T. J. FLEETHAM,
Indian Agent.
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Manitoba Superixtexdexcv,

Pas Agexcy,
The Pas, Sask., July 12. 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—1 hare the honour to submit the annual report of the Pas agency for the

year ended June 30, 1904.

This agency comprises eight bands, but only seven reserves. Four of the reserves

are situated on the banks of the Great Saskatchewan river, viz.: Grand Kapids,

at the mouth where the river empties into Lake Winnipeg, Chemawawin, seventy

miles upwards, adjoining Cedar lake ; the Pas, which is the headquarters of the

agency, seventy-seven miles up from Chemawawin, and Cumberland, adjoining Pine

Island lake, seventy miles west of the Pas. The other reserves are Moose Lake, situated

on the shores of Moose lake, which is about fifty miles north by west from Chemawa-
win, and Shoal Lake and Red Earth on the northwest slope of the Pas mountain,

which are reached by ascending the Carrot river, which enters the Great Saskatche-

wan one mile west of the Pas, from which point they are distant, respectively, about

one hundred and one hundred and twelve miles.

Although there is a stretch of country- two hundred and fifty miles in extent be-

tween Grand Rai^ids in the east and Red Earth in the west, yet the natural features

are much the same throughout, being composed of hay swamps, marshes and muskegs,
fringed by low ridges covered with spruce, birch, poplar, willow and elder, with an
occasional bluff of cedar, and interspersed with innumerable lakes and streams which
find their outlet into the Great Saskatchewan. The unusually high water which
has prevailed for these last four years seems to have restocked these streams and lakes

with fish, and at present they are literally teeming with sturgeon, troi7t, whitefish,

perch and pike.

Aquatic birds in great variety are also very numerous during open water, and
any time during the open season the sportsman can have full satisfaction stalking the
moose and deer or hunting the fur-bearing animals, of which nearly every variety

known in North America is to be found in the district.

In the distant future when the channel of the Great Saskatchewan wears deep

enough to drain this district or a canal is constructed between Cedar lake and Winni-
pegosis, this large extent of country, instead of being the hunter's paradise, will be the
home of the husbandman, the richest prairie-land of Canada. Such is the country at

present in which the seven reserves of the Pas agency are located.

The individual members of Peter Ballendine's band are scattered over the north-

ern country from Beaver lake to the Churchill river. They have no reserve, but meet
at Pelican Narrows to receive their annuity payments. This band formerly belonged
to the Carlton agency, but owing to its being in closer touch with the Pas, was trans-

ferred after the payments of 1902.

Pelican Narrows is an old established Hudson's Bay Company's post, situated on
the boundaiy between Saskatchewan and Athabasca.

In the month of August, 1903, we made our first visit and were much impressed
with the complete and striking contrast between that part of the country and the rest

of the agency. It is high and dry, hilly and rocky, up to Beaver lake it is a limestone,
formation and from there north can be found all the varieties of granite, lined every-

where with veins of quartz. From Beaver lake to the Narrows is a long chain of lakes
with narrow channels between. The shores of these lakes are very romantic, being rag-
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gcd and threatening with protruding rocks and boulders, which through the persistent

nctiou of the waves have detached themselves and collapsed. The course of the river

nearly all the way is encased within banks of solid rock and offers many formidable
rapids and in many places terminates in real waterfalls which necessitate the canoes
and their contents being carried across many portages.

The laborious ascension of these rapids, inch by inch, with alternating stretches

of smooth water, the thundering noise of the falls, at the foot of which delicious white-

fish can be caught, the magnificent and ever changing views of lakes dotted over with

projecting quartz rock, the small islands and distant hills covered with young timber
v.nving on the breeze and harmonizing with the rapid flow of the pure limpid waters,

firm a pleasing contrast with the low, damp and monotonous country in which the

agency headquarters is situated.

After four days' hard work our party, composed of Inspector Marlatt, Dr. Larose

and myself, with two canoes and six boatmen, reached Pelican Narrows at sunset.

The Roman Catholic church, newly finished in substantial and artistic style, built on

ix gentle elevation and surrounded by a few small but neatly built cottages, ensconsed

in the shelter of a sandy bay at the foot of a towering hill overlooking a lake with a

thousand islands, formed a most delightful picture. A little to the east the eye was

attracted by a square yellowish white spot offset above and beyond by the dark green

spruce woods; this to our surprise was nothing less than a field of barley, a heavy crop

and iSTo. 1 quality, cultivated by Mr. Belanger, chief of the Hudson's Bay Company's
post.

These, together with numerous little gardens of potatoes and vegetables, made us

question if it were possible that we were four hundred and fifty miles north of the

international boundary.

On our return trip, most of the rapids, twenty-four in number, were shot over with

the canoes ; this was much quicker and very much more exciting than the slow labor-

ious time we had in getting up, and would be a very risky undertaking except under

the guidance of the most skilled, experienced and watchful canoemen.

The area of each reserve and the population of each band are as follows :

—

Grand Rapids.—4,646 acres, with a population of 118, consisting of 21 men, 26

women, 40 boys and 31 girls ; an increase of 10 over last year.

Chemawawin.—3,040 acres, with a population of. 153, consisting of 34 men, 45

women, 43 boys and 31 girls ; a decrease of 9 during the year.

Moose Lake.—6,342 acres, with a population of 138, consisting of 30 men, 42

women, 31 boys and 35 girls ; an increase of 3 over last vear.

The Pas.—8,128 acres, with a population of 428, consisting of 94 men, 114 women,

108 boys and 112 girls; an increase of 2 over last vear.

Shoal Lake.— 2,240 acres, with a population of 60, consisting of 14 men, 14 womeai,

19 boys, and 13 gii4s ; a decrease of 3 during the year.

Red Earth.—4,Y69 acres, with a population of 117, consisting of 28 men, 31 women,

29 boys, and 29 girls ; a decrease of 2 during the year.

Cumberland.—4,025 acres, with a population of 161, consisting of 32 men, 48

women, 42 boys and 39 girls ; an increase of 9 during the year.

Peter Ballendine's band has a population of close on 400, but, owing to the long

distances they have to come for their annuities, manv of them only attend every alter-

nate year. Only 266 were paid last year.

Tribe and Occupation.—ISTearly all the Indians of this agency are of the Cree

family, with a goodly admixture of white blood. They live by hunting and fishing,

and many find employment with the Hudson's Bay Company and the Dominion and
North West fish companies.

Buildings and Progress.—During the summer months many of them live in tents,

but on some of the reserves they have now crot comfortable houses and have discarded
the tent altogether. There has been a rapid progress in the size, comfort and cleanli-
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ness of their habitations. The old-fashioned fireplace is supplemented with a box-

stove, and cooking stoves are getting quite common, as are also sewing-machines, auto-

harps and phonographs. In these and many other things the Indians are rapidly

adopting the ways of the white man.

The muskrats, which are the most profitable animals the Indians can hunt, owing

to their food value as well as their fur, have been rapidly decreasing, as they do

periodically, yet the year has been a fairly prosperous one, owing to the higher prices

paid for other furg in the fore part of the season, and the many benefits accruing from

the fishing industry.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians has been comparatively good

throughout the agency. There was an epidemic of whooping-cough at the Pas, but it

was of a mild form, and no deaths were attributable to that cause. Scarlet fever was

prevalent in the far north for a while, and a number of Peter Ballendine's band, both

adults and children, had it, but being of a mild character only one child died from a

relapse ; no new cases have been reported since last April.

Scrofula is much less met with than formerly, owing to a proper treatment under

the supervision of Dr. Larose. In nearly every case where his instructions are carried

out a vast improvement is noticeable. The most frequent causes of death amongst

the children are capillary bronchitis and protracted disorders of the digestive system,

due to bad hygiene, carelessness, and improper feedinsr. It has been customary among

the Indians, no matter what the disease might be, to have the house heated to the

point of sufTocation, and filled with sympathetic neighbours, causing the patient to die

asphyxiated. These and many other such habits are persistently fought against with

a fair degree of success.

Education.—The progress in the day schools is far from satisfactory, owing prin-

cipally to the difficulty in getting teachers who understand how to teach Indian chil-

dren. It is often said that the roving habits of the Indians are against any lasting

benefit being derived by their children from the day school, but experience has shown
that in every case where there was a teacher who had the proper qualifications, he
could always show good results and have a fair average attendance all the year round.
Unfortunately, teachers of this kind are not plentiful, for the simple reason that an
Indian teacher, like many other complex organisms, must be born—they cannot be
merely made. Our schools are far away from civilization, and the teacher's salary is

small, and consequently there is no inducement for a man of ability to remain at the
work. ITnder these circumstances, the industrial or boarding school is the only remedy.
We have eight schools in this agency, and at present only three teachers, one having
jleft in January and four at the end of the year. Fortunately, the three that are
remaining are above the average. Mr. Macdougall, at the Pas, has all the required
qualifications, and is, no doubt, one of the best Indian school teachers in the Terri-
tories

; Mr. Seymour, of Cumberland, has only been a year at the work, and out of
the material he had to begin with has shown as erood results as could be expected ; Mr.
Oachrane, of Shoal Lake, has had some years of exi^erience, and, under the circum-
stances, gets along fairly well.

Eeligion and Morality.—The Indians of this as:eney are all Christians, except a
few at Eed Earth, who are modern pagans, but their numbers are rapidly decreasing.
The great majority on all the reserves belonar to the Church of England. In Peter
Ballendine's band the Eoman Catholics predominate. They all attend their religious

services with gTeat regularity. Their morals are comparatively good, and no intem-
perance has been so far reliably reported.

I have, &c.,

JOSEPH COURTNEY,
Indian Agent.
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Province of Manitoba,

Portage la Prairie and Manitowapah Agencies,

September 7, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following annual repoi-t of my agencies for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

t'ORTAGE LA PRAIRIE AGENCY.

Treaty No. 1.

Reserves.—There are five reserves in this agency.

Roseau River reserve, situated at the confluence of the Red and Roseau rivers, has

an area of about 5,670 acres. It is well adapted for grain and stock raising, as the soil

is rich, and there is plenty of hay in ordinary seasons ; but last spring there was too

much rain in ihat district, and consequently some of the crop was drowned out and

hay-lands were under water until late in the season. Along the streams there is

enough wood fcr fuel, and timber for small buildings.

Roseau River Rapids reserve, situated on the Roseau river, about eighteen miles

from the mouth, has an area of 800 acre^, and at present the department is negotiating

for the purchase of about two sections more in compliance with a request made by

these Indians when they agreed to dispose of the twelve sections on the reserve at the

mouth of the river. This reserve is well adapted for grain-growing ; and the addi-

tion will give them good pasture and hay land.

Long Plain reserve is situated about fifteen miles southwest of Portage la Prairie

on the north side of the Assiniboine river, in township 10, range 8, west of he 1st

meridian. It has an area of 10,816 acres, is well wooded, and there is some good farm-

ing land.

Swan Lake reserve is situated on the north side of Swan lake, in township 5, range

11, west of the 1st meridian, and contains 9,634 acres. It is well adapted for grain

and stock raising, as there is plenty of hay and water, and sufficient high land for

farming.

Indian Gardens reserve is situated near the south bank of the Assiniboine river.

It comprises section 11, in township 9, range 9, west of the 1st meridian, and contains

640 acres. It is all first-class arable land without any wood and veiy little hay.

Tribe.—The Indians of this agency are all of the Ojibbewa tribe, with more or

less strain of white man's blood.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the different bands is as follows :—Roseau,

including the Rapids 196; Long Plain, 133; Swan Lake, 104, making a grand total of

433 according to the pay-sheets at date of writing. At Roseau River and Rapids there

Avere 4 births, and 16 deaths; at Long Plain, 9 births and 7 deaths; and at Swan Lake
and Indian Gardens, 2 births and 2 deaths.

Health find Sanitation.—The health of the Indians this year has been about as

usual, there have been no epidemics, but the late spring made it very hard for those

affected with tubercular troubles, and to this disease can be charge-] the majority of

the deaths.

The usual sanitary precautions of cleaning up and burning rubbish on all the

reserves have been taken, but at the earliest possible date in the spring the Indians
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move out of their houses into tents, which they move from place to place and thus take

advantage of natural sanitation, and an improvement can be noted in their health

from the time they go into tents.

Occupations.—On the Roseau River reserve, grain and stock raising are both car-

ried on, but not on a sufficient extent to render the Indians an independence. How-
ever^ there is always a demand for farm labour that brings a cash return, which to

the Indian is much surer than taking chances on a crop, and consequently his farming

suffers proportionately. At the Roseau Rapids grain-growings followed principally,

but the attraction of cash wages held out by the surrounding farmers is detrimental

to good steady work on the Indian farms. However, in working for the settlers the

Inciians are learning good practical farming, and in time I think they will derive the

benefit. All these Indians are good hunters, and in ordinary seasons seem to make a

good living without very great exertion.

On the Indian Gardens resei"ve, grain-growing, only, is carried on. At Swan Lake
both grain and stock raising are followed with success. At Long Plain grain farming

is carried on, but only on a small scale. The Indians of all these reserves can get all

the work they want for cash wages with the surrounding settlers. Together with hunt-

ing, fishing, gathering snakeroot, picking berries, &c., they make a good living, and

we seldom hear of their being hard up except when they are living on their reserves

continuously.

Buildings, Stock, and Farm Implements.—Log buildings with pole and mud roof

predominate on all the reserves ; nearly all have lumber floors, and shingle roofs are

increasing very fast.

Those that take an interest in their cattle, provide plenty of hay and take goo(|

care of them ; but those who keep only a few head simply to gratify the desire of the

department, take no interest in their cattle, often run short of fodder, lose a large per

centage of their calves every year, and might as well be out of the business altogether.

Their supply of implements and tools is sufficient for their requirements, except

in a few instances, and year by year they buy more of these articles for themselves.

Education.—There are two day schools in the agency, one at Swan Lake, at which
it has been most difficult to get a regular attendance ; and a new day school wasi

opened at Roseau Rapids reserve in October, 1903, at.which the attendance has been

very good.

Religion.—At Swan Lake the teacher looks after the spiritual welfare of the

Indians, under the auspices of the Presbyterian Church.

At Roseau River reserve, a priest of the Roman Catholic Church visits periodi-

cally, and attends to the spiritual wants of the Indians.

At Roseau Rapids, Indian Gardens, and Long Plain reserves the old forms of

pagan worship still prevail, and the Indians have expressed a desire not to be inter-

fered with by a minist9r of any Christian denomination.

Characteristics and Progress.—Progress on the reserve is apparently very slow,

but there are many reasons for this. An Indian will work for a white settler from
seven in the morning till six in the evening without thought of shirking his work,

but a few hours a day is the best effort he can put forth for himself on the reserve.

The majority of the older generation are opposed to progress, and a progressive Indian,

has too many relatives and friends to participate iii his prosperity. Until the men of

the present generation learn to do hard work continuously, I think they do better

working for the settlers, and in the lumber and cord-wood camps.

Temperance and Morality.—Intemperance and immorality run hand in hand, and

as far as my experience goes, where there is one there is also the other. The Indians

of all these reserves squander a lot of money buying liquor, and paying fines at the

police court ; but punishment and fines will not stop them, neither will it make them
tell where they got it, "there are always a class of white men and half-breeds around
who will supply them with liquor, not altogether for the profit there is in it, but simply

because it is prohibited by law. Contact with the whites certainly has a degenerating
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effect upon the Indian, physically and morally ; and although mentally he develops

greatly, there seems to be a lack of character to withstand almost any kind of evil

temptation.

General Kemarks.—Although the Indians made a good living all winter by hunt-

ing and the sale of dry wood, yet on account of the long winter, late spring, and their

unfortunate characteristic of not providing ahead, they were very hard up in the

spring, although they soon recovered when the weather opened sufficiently to trap

muskrats.

PORTAGK LA PRAIRIE SIOUX.

These Indians own and live on a tract of land, about 26 acres^ purchased by them-

selves within the town limits. They also have lot No. 14 of the parish of Portage la

Prairie, given to them by the Dominion goveniment, but up to date they have refused

to make any use of it. The adults are a big strapping type of Indian, but many of the

children show signs of tubercular troubles. They have good houses and gardens and
make a good living working for the fanners in the district. When they all return

home in the fall, they usually squander a lot of money in intoxicating liquor and pay-

ing fines in the police court, but they will very seldom give any information as to

where they got the liquor. I should like to see them on a reserve away from town in-

fluence, and I believe there are some of them who would develop into farmers.

There is a Siovix boarding school in the town with accommodation for forty

pupils, and the government allows a per capita grant for twenty. There are usually

from twenty-two to twenty-five pupils in the school, and more could be obtained, did

the per capita grant allow.

Mr. W. A. Hendry is principal of the school, and his sister has charge of the teach-

ing. They are much interested in the work and have the confidence of the pupils and

their parents to an extraordinaiy extent, in fact it is like a family affair.

The principal, his wife, and Miss Hendry are all interested in the spiritual wel-

fare of the little band, under the auspices of the Presbyterian Church, and hold a

weekly service in the village church, as well as many other meetings.

MANITOWAPAH AGENCY.

There are ten reserves in this agency, of which Sandy Bay is in Treaty No, 1,

Shoal River in No. 4; and the rest are in No. 2.

Reserves.—Sandy Bay reserve is situated on the southwest shore of Lake Mani-
toba, in township 18, range 9, west of the 1st meridian. It has an area of 12,160 acres,

the greater part of which is covered with scrub and bush. It is not suitable for grain

farming, although there is sufficient good land for gardens and a good supply of hay.

Lake Manitoba reserve is situated on the northeast shore of Lake Manitoba, in

township 22, ranges 8 and 9, west of the 1st meridian. It has an area of 9,472 acres.

It is much broken by arms of the lake, is covered by a heavy growth of brush and tim-

ber, and quite unsuited for farming. There is enough good land for gardens and a

good supply of hay.

Ebb and Flow Lake reserve is situated on the west shore of Ebb and Flow lake

in townships 23 and 24, ranges 11 and 12, west of the 1st meridian. It has an area of

10,816 acres. It is unsuitable for farming, but has a good supply of hay and plenty

of timber.

Fairford reserve is situated on the Fairford rivei', in townships 30 and 31, range

9, west of the 1st meridian. It has an area of 11,712 acres. It is well supplied with

good timber and hay, and has plenty of good land for gardens, .

Little Saskatchewan reserve is situated on the west shore of Lake St. Martin, in

township 31, range 8 west of the 1st meridian, and has an area of 3,200. It is well

supplied with wood and hay, but is not adapted for farming.
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Lake St. Martin reserve is situated on the north end of Lake St. Martin, in town-

ship 32, ranges 7 and 8, west of the 1st meridian, and has an area of 4,032 acres ; is

well wooded, and has a fair supply of hay, but is not adapted for farming.

Crane River reserve is situated on the east side of Crane river, in township 29,

range 13, west of the 1st meridian. It contains 7,936 acres. There is a quantity of

good spruce timber and sufficient good land for srardens. Being a little short of hay

land, a piece of land across the river, with good hay meadows, has been reserved for

the use of the band.

Waterhen River reserve is situated on the south end of Waterhen lake, in town-

ship 34, rang'e 13, west of the 1st meridian. It has an area of 4,608 acres. It has a

good supply of timber and hay, but is unsuited for farming.

Pine Creek reserve is situated on the west shore of Lake Winnipegosis, in town-

ship 35, ranges 19 and 20, west of the 1st meridian. It has an area of about 12,000

acres, is well supplied with hay and timber, but is not adapted to farming.

Shoal River reserve is composed of one small reserve on Swan lake, and four

small reserves near the mouth of Shoal river, which is situated on the south end of

Dawson bay, on Lake Winnipegosis. They have an area altogether of about 5,500

acres. They are all well wooded with poplar arid some spruce intermixed; they have

sufficient hay-land, but are not adapted for farming.

Tribe.—Nearly all the Indians in this agency are Saulteaux, but the members of

the Shoal River band are principally Crees. There are many French, English and

Scotch half-breeds, in fact there are very few pure-blooded Indians in the agency.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the whole agency is 1,376, according to the

last annuity payments ; during the year there were 52 births and 30 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the luilians generally has been good

during the year. On the Fairford reserves there has been an epidemic of whooping

cough this spring and summer, but they are getting well over it now, with but few

fatalities. On Lake Manitoba reserve and Sandy Bay there has been quite a lot of

itch, but it is disappearing through treatment. The usual coughs, colds, scrofula and

consumptive cases prevailed on all the reserves, but not to any greater extent than in

other years.

The usual sanitary precautions have been carried out, such as cleaning up and

burning rubbish, and as nearly all the Indians move into tents in the spring, they thus

practise the best of sanitation. '

' ?,
j

Resources and Occupations.—Nearly all the Indians have small gardens, and over

and above that, the raising of live stock is about the only civilized indvistry they can

take up on the reserves, as the land is not suitable for grain-raising. The Indians

that take an interest in their cattle do pretty well, and are increasing their herds, but

those who only keep a few head to please the depai-tment would do better if they

w^cnt out of the business altogether and followed something they had more liking for.

There is plenty of fish and game yet, and there is little need for the Indians to go
hungry in the winter-time. Year by year they are learning how to earn more money
catting wood, rails, and in the lumber camps : and at Fairford the gypsum mine and
mill are a regular Ophir to the Indians there, as they can get all the work they want
winter and summer at good wages. Thev also earn a lot of money in the hay and
harvest fields and during the threshing season. Digging senega-root, picking berries

and fishing are other resources from which they earn considerable money.
Buildings and Stock.—All buildings are of log, some houses have shingle roofs,

and nearly all have lumber floors. The stables have log walls with poles and hay on
the roof, and when they are mudded or plastered in the autumn they fulfil the purpose

for which they are intended admirably.

On account of the unusually long winter I expected a great loss amongst the

cattle, but I am glad to say that the Indians did much better than many of their half-

breed and white neighbours, and their loss of grown cattle was not heavy although a

number of calves died shortly after birth. Strange as it may appear, the Indians that
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had the biggest herds and took an interest in their cattle did not lose any, while those

that had only a few head did not provide sufficient for them, simply because they ar©

not interested, and only keep them to please the department or its officials.

Education.—There are day schools in operation on each reserve, except Crane
River and two at Fairford. But as the parents have to keep moving from place to

place either getting work or hunting, it is impossible for the attendance at the schools

to be anything but irregular, consequently the state of education is not advanced.

There is a very fine large stone boarding school adjoining the Pine Creek reserve

owned and conducted by the Roman Catholic Church, with a staff of professional

teachers from the Order of the Rev. Franciscan Sisters. The department allows this

school a per capita grant for fifty-five boarding, and fifteen day scholars. The advan-

tage of professional teaching can be noticed here in all branches, in fact in the order

of the whole institution. A pupil attending a school like this will receive more benefit

in one year than he will in five at the ordinary Indian day school. I am glad to say
there is another large boarding school being built on the Sandy Bay reserve. This

also will be conducted under the auspices of the Roman Catholic Church.

Religion.—The Church of England has churches at Upper Fairford, Little Sas-

katchewan, and Shoal River, and also a catechist at St. Martins; the Baptists have
churches at Lower Fairford and St. Martins ; and the Roman Catholics at Sandy
Bay, Lake Manitoba, Ebb and Fow, Waterhen and Pine Creek.

Progress.—The progress of the Indians is certainly slow, but as long as they can
make their living so easily by hunting and fishing and working a day or two when
ever they feel like it, they cannot be expected to show anything very wonderful in the

way of advancement. However, they dress better, live better, talk better, than when
I came here five years ago, and, best of all, they have given up begging for everything

they could think of.

Temperance and Morality.—I am pleased to say that not a single case of intoxi-

cation on the reserves has been reported to me during the year, not that I am not per-

fectly certain that they do get liquor, but they keep it so quiet that I only hear of it

through some round-about source a long time afterwards, and it is impossible to get

any proof. Many of the Indians can now get work up the lake or with settlei*s near
their reserves, and thus avoid coming down to the railway towns for haying and har-

vest, and mixing up with tough drinliing crews at the threshings.

I have only heard of one case of immorality on the reserves and that was settled

amongst themselves.

General Remarks.—When visiting the reserves this year to make the annuity pay-

ments we found all the Indians well clothed, healthy generally, and in a contented

state of mind. I have no hesitation in stating that I consider them as progressing

satisfactorily.

The day school teachers on all the reseiwes have give:^. me all assistance that lay
>in their power.

I have, &c.,

S. SWINFORD,
Indian Agent.

Manitoba Superiktendency,

Rainy River District.

Rat Portage Agexcy,
Rat Portage, Qnt., September 8, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the Rat Portage and
Savanne agencies for the year ended June 30, 1904.
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The headquarters of these agencies is situated in the town of Rat Portage, in the

post office building.

RAT PORTAGE AGENCY.

This agency comprises the following bands, viz.:—Rat Portage, Shoal Lake, Nos.
39 and 4Pj Northwest Angle, Nos. 33, 34 and 37. Buffalo Bay, Big Island, Assabaskay
Whitefish Bay and Islington, making a total of eleven bands.

RAT PORTAGE BAND.

Resei*ves.—The reserves of this band are No. 38 A, B and C. The first named is

situated on Clearwater bay. Lake of the Woods ; its area is 8,000 acres ; 38 B is

situated on Matheson's bay, near the town of Rat Portage, its ai-ea is 5,280 acres ; and
38 C is situated at the Dalles, on the Winnipeg river, a distance of about ten miles

north of the town of Rat Portage ; its area is 800 acres. These reserves are well

timbered with spruce, poplar and jack and Norway pine. On reserves A and B there
are several veins of rich gold-bearing quartz ; the remainder consists of hay-lands.

Tribe.—All the Indians of this agency belong to the Ojibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 139, consisting of 35 men, 43
women, 36 boys and 25 girls. There were 9 births and no deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good; all the Indians
have been vaccinated and regularly attended to by Dr. Hanson.

Occupations.—Fishing, hunting, berry-picking and wild-rice harvesting and, in

the winter, cutting cord-wood are the principal occupations of this band. A few of

them put in fairly good gardens.

Buildings.—Their buildings are of log, and are small and of an inferior class.

Two new houses of a better class have been built during the year.

Education.—There is no day school on these reserves, but a number of the chil-

dren are attending the Rat Portage boarding school.

Religion.—There are 39 Anglicans, 35 Roman Catholics and 65 pagans in this

band.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are very much addicted to the use

of intoxicants and will use them to excess whenever they can possibly procure them;

otherwise they are fairly moral.

SHOAL LAKE BANDS, NOS. 39 AND 40.

Reserves.—The reserves of these bands are on the west and northwest shore ofi

Shoal lake and partly in the province of Manitoba. Their area is 16,205 acres, andl

they are timbered with sp»uce, cedar and poplar; there is a considerable amount ofi

good agricultural land on these reserves.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the two bands consists of 32 men, 40 women,
40 boys and 32 girls, making a total of 144. There were 5 births and 5 deaths duringi

the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good; all the Indians

have been vaccinated.

Occupations.—Working in lumber camps and on steamboats, hunting, berry andi

wild-rice picking are the principal occupations of these Indians. Some few of them
have had good gardens of potatoes and other vegetables.

Education.—There is no day school on these reserves, but there is a good board-

ing school, and most of the children attend this school.

Temperance and Morality.—All these Indians are addicted to the use of intoxi-

cants and, although a strict watch is kept on them, yet they appear to be able to get

liquor when they want to do so or have money to pay for it; otherwise they are fairly

moral.
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NORTH-WEST ANGLE BANDS, NOS. 33, 34 AND 37.

Resei-ves.—These bands hold reserves, 33 A, on Whitefish bay, 33 B, at North-

west Angle, 34, on Lake of the Woods, 34 A, on Whitefish bay, 34 B, on Shoal lake,

34 C at Northwest angle ; also 34 C on Lake of the Woods, No. 37 on Big island,

37 Rainy river, 37 A, Shoal lake, 37 B, Northwest angle. Lake of the Woods, and

37 C, at Northwest Angle river, in Manitoba. The combined area is 20,983 acres.

On all the reserves there is a quantity of good timber, namely, pine, tamarack, spruce,

cedar and poplar.

Vital Statistics.—The combined population of the bands consists of 37 men, 52

women, 31 boys and 42 girls. There were 4 births and 9 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the Indians has been good ; a few
cases of consumption and scrofula exist, which in most instances result fatally. All the

Indians have been attended to by Dr. Hanson, and vaccinated.

Occupations.—A number of these Indians put in good gardens with good results.

They generally make their living by working in the lumber and mining camps and
on steamboats, hunting, fishing, picking berries and wild rice ; and in this way they

earn a large amount of money and live well.

Education.—There are no schools on these reseiwes, as the Indians are very much
opposed to having their children educated ; thev are particularly opposed to any form
of religion. However, some of them have sent their children to the boarding schools

at Shoal Lake and Rat Portage.

Religion.—There are 4 Christians and 158 pagans in these bands.

Temperance and Morality.—All these Indians are more or less addicted to the
use of intoxicants when they can in any way nrocure them, but otherwise they are
fairly moral and law-abiding.

BUFFALO BAY BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on Buffalo bay. Lake of the Woods, in the
province of Manitoba; its area is 5,763 acres, and it is well timbered with different

kinds of wood, interspersed with hay meadows and swamps.
Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 29, consisting of 9 men, 10

^vomen, 8 boys and 2 girls. There were 5 deaths and no births during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band was not good; measles and
chicken-pox visited the reserve during the fall and winter, and, although they were
attended by the medical ofiicer, yet three or four cases resulted fatally; but with the
warm weather these diseases disappeared. All the Indians have been vaccinated, and
sanitary precautions are fairly well attended to.

Occupations.—Hunting, fishing, berry and wild rice picking are the principal
occupations of this band. A few of them do a small amount of gardening.

Education.—These Indians, being pagans, object to any form of education,
and consequently there is no school on the reserve.

Religion.—All these Indians are pagans.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians ai*e in the habit of using intoxicants
to excess whenever they can procure them, and as they live near the boundary line
they can always get liquor at Warroad, on the American side; otheiwise they are
fairly moral.

BIG ISLAND BAND.

Reserves.—This band has the followinsr reserves allotted to it : 31 A, on Nan-
gashing bay ; 31 B and 31 C, on Lake of the Woods; 31 D, E, F, G and H, on Big
island. Lake of the Woods. The combined area is 8,737 acres. These reserves are
timbered with a large quantity of merchantable timber and mixed wood, and an im-
mense quantity of dry wood. There are also hay swamps.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 159, as follows : 33 men, 40
women, 50 boys and 36 girls. There were 8 births and 6 deaths during the year.

27—i—

7
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Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the band has been good, no epi-

demic having visited the reserve; all the Indians are vaccinated, and sanitary mea-
eures have been fairly well complied with. A few cases of scrofula and consumption

exist in the band, for which nothing can be done.

Occupations,—A number of the band have very fair gardens of potatoes and other

vc-getables ; some work in the lumber oamps and on the steamers during the summer
months, but their principal occupations are hunting, fishing and packing berries and
wild rice, in which way they make a good living.

Education.—There is no school on these reserves, as the majority of the Indians
are pagans, and very much opposed to having their children educated.

Religion.—There are 152 pagans, 2 Anglicans, 2 Roman Catholics and 3 Presby-

terians in this band.

Temperance and Morality.—While the Indians of this band are fairly moral and
law-atbiding, still they are addicted to the use of intoxicants.

WHITEFISH BAY BAND.

Reserves.—The following reserves have been allotted to this band:—32A, on
Whitefish bay; 32B, on Yellow Girl bay; and 32C, on Sabasking bay, the combined
area of which is 10,599 acres, all heavily interspersed with good merchantable timber*

and hay swamps.
Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 63, as follows:—15 men, 17

women, 7 boys and 14 girls. There were 4 births and 3 deaths in this band during the
year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been fairly good. Sanitary
measures have been fairly well carried out and all the Indians vaccinated.

Occupations.—Some of these Indians do a little gardening and have also put in a
lot of potatoes, but their chief occupations are hunting, fishing and berry-picking.

Education.—There is no school on this reserve, but a number of the children are
at the Rat Portage and Shoal Lake boarding schools.

Religion.—There are 10 Roman Catholics, 1 Anglican, 2 Presbyterians and 40
pagans in this band.

Temperance and Morality.—Generally speaking, these Indians are moral, but the

majority of them are fond of liquor.

ASSABASKA BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are nine in number, as follows :—35A, on,

Nangashing bay; 35B, on Obabeiking bay; 35C, 35D, 35F, 35H, 35J, on Sabasking
bay; 35E, Little Grassy river, and 35G, Big Grassy river, are on Lake of the Woods.
The combined area is 21,241 acres. All these reserves have a large quantity of mer-
chantable timber on them, and the soil in many places is well adapted for cultivation

if properly cleared up.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 147, as follows:—36 men, 41

women, 31 boys and 39 girls. There were 4 births and 8 deaths in this band during

the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians has been good,

although they were visited by measles and chicken-pox. These, however, have com-
pletely disappeared. Sanitary measures have been taken, and all the Indians vac-

cinated.

Occupations.—Hunting, fishing and berry-picking are their principal occupa-

tions. A number of the men are employed by the lumber and mining companies.

Their gardens are well cultivated.

Buildings.—The buildings are of log, small but clean and comfortable.

Education.—There is a day school on reserve 35H, with a fair attendance. The
teacher is taking considerable interest in his work and making fair progress.
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Religion.—There are 142 pagans and 5 Christians in this band.
Temperance and Morality.—The majority of this band are very fond of intoxi-r

cants whenever they can possibly get them; on the whole they are fairly moral.

ISLINGTON BAND.

Reserves.—This band has three reserves, as follows :—Islington, on the Winnipeg
and White Dog rivers; Swan Lake reserve, on Swan lake; and One Man's Lake re-,

serve. The combined area is 24,899 acres. These reserves are well timbered with
tamarack, spruce, jack pine and poplar. The ground is rough and stony; the soil ia\

good, and grain and vegetables can be successfully grown when properly cultivated;
there is also a large quantity of hay on these reserves.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 159, as follows:—45 men, 42^

women, 40 boys and 32 girls. There were 6 births and 8 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—There are a number of cases of consumption and scro-i

fula in this band; otherwise the health of the band is good. Sanitary measures have

been well attended to, and all the Indians have been vaccinated; their houses are^

neat and clean, and all necessary precautions have been taken against the spread of(

disease.

Occupations.—The majority of the men work for the railroad and steamboat;

companies and as guides to explorers; also at hunting, fishing, picking berries and
wild rice. A number of the band put in nice patches of potatoes and vegetable gar-

dens. Their stock is well taken care of; abundance of hay is supplied and good
stablee.

Buildings.—The buildings are of log, of a good size, well finished, with shingled

roofs, and in most cases painted, and present a neat and tidy appearance. Their fields

are well fenced, in most cases with barbed wire.

Education.—There is a good day school on this reserve under the auspices of the

Church of England. The school was opened in October last, with Mr. D. W. Wood
as teacher, and a good attendance, and the pupils are making fair progress.

Religion.—On this reserve there is a nice church built by the Anglican denomina-

tion, and services and Sunday school are regularly held. There are 152 Anglicans, 2

Roman Catholics and 5 pagans in the band.

Temperance and Morality.—I regret to say that the majority of this band are

both intemperate and immoral to a certain extent, and require to be constantly watched
while in town.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The Indians in this agency make a good livins: by hunting, fishing, beiTy-picking,

cutting cord-wood, working in the lumber and mining camps and as guides and steam-
boat men. They could save money if they were not so much addicted to the use of
intoxicants. There are two Indians of the Islington band who deserve mention ; they
have been working for the railway survey party. Their names are James Land and
Moses Land. The former has $183 and the latter $70 in the Post Office savings bank,
and I trust they will continue to put in more.

The principal drawback we have to contend with in this place is the frequent
supplying of liquor to Indians by unscrupulous persons, and although several have
been severely punished for so doing, still I find it very difficult to suppress this evil,

but stringent efforts are being made to do so.

During the year four Indians have been drowned through being intoxicated, and
one killed on the railway by accident.

2Y—i—Yi
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SAVANNE AGENCY.

This agency comprises the following bands, viz. :—Lac des Mill© Lacs, Wabigoon,
Eagle Lake, Lac Seul, Wabuskang and Grassy Narrows bands.

LAC DES MILLE LACS BAND.

Reserve.—The reserves of this band are 22 A I, on Lac des Mille Lacs, and 22 A 2,

on Seine river ; their corabined area is 12,227 acres.

Tribe.—All the Indiaxis of this agency belona- to the O.iibbewa tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 70, as follows : 11 men, 13 women,
19 boys and 27 girls. There were 3 births and 4 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has on the whole been good.

There has been no epidemic of any kind amonarst them. Sanitary measures have been
v/ell carried out, and all the Indians vaccinated.

Occupations.—Working at the logging camps and saw-mills, hunting, fishing and
picking berries and wild rice are their principal occupations, while a few of them put
in gardens and potatoes.

Buildings.—Their buildings are of log, of good size, and well finished. They are

fairly well furnished and kept clean and neat.

Stock.—Their stock is in fine order and well cared for, but they have not much.
Education.—There is no school on this reserve, all the Indians being pagans ; they

are opposed to having their children educated.

Religion.—All these Indians are pagans.

Temperance and Morality.—The morals of the band are very good ; no complakits

have been received or made against any of them. They will make use of intoxicants

whenever they can possibly procure them, but as no liquor is sold in Savanne, the

temptation does not often occur. They are law-abiding and civil.

"WABIGOON BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on Little Wabigoon lake, the area is 12,872

acres, well timbered with spruce, tamarack and poplar.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 88 as follows : 16 men, 26 women,
20 boys and 26 girls. There was 1 birth and 2 deaths in the band during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Measles and scarlatina were on the reserve, but without
any fatal results; otherwise the health of the band has been good. All the Indians

have been vaeoinated.

Occupations.—A few of this band put in vegetable gardens and potatoes; some
work in the lumber and mining camps, but their principal occupations are hunting,,

fishing and berry-picking.

Buildings.—Their buildings are of log, and of an inferior class, but clean and
comfortable.

Education.—There is a good school on this reserve under the auspices of the

Church of England, Mr. Newton being teacher. There is a good attendance, and fair

progress is being made by the pupils.

Religion.—There are 83 pagans, 4 Roman Catholics and 1 Anglican in this band.

Temperance and Morality.—While I have not heard any complaint as to their

morality, still they are all, both men and women, very much addicted to the excessive

use of liquor, which they can procure when visitiner the small towns in the vicinity

of the reserves, and although several of them have been punished for so doing, yet it

appears to have no good effect on the majority of the band.

EAGLE LAKE BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the east side of Eagle lake, and contains an
area of 8,882 acres. There was a quantity of merchantable timber on this reserve.
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whieli was cut during the winter, and dues amountinec to $1,424.28 have been col-

lected and placed to the credit of the band. The soil is of a good quality for roots,

grain and vegetables.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 69, as follows: 18 men, 16

women, 20 boys and 15 girls. There were 2 births and 6 deaths in the band during

the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Sanitary measures have been carried out, and all the

Indians have been vaccinated; consumption and scrofula are the principal diseases

these Indians are subject to. The general health has been fair.

Occupations.—Some of the Indians find employment in the lumber camps, but

their chief occupations are hunting, fishing and berry-picking, while a few of them

have very good gardens and patches of potatoes.

Buildings.—Their buildings are of log, of fair size, and well finished. They are

fairly well furnished and clean and comfortable.

Stock.—They are totally destitute of cattle.

Farm Implements.—They have all the implements they require.

Education.—There is no school on the reserve at present, as it had to be closedj

owing to the lack of interest taken by the Indians in the education of their children.

Religion.—There are 4 Anglicans, 5 Roman Catholics and 60 pagans in the band.

Temperance and Morality.—The majority of this band are mijch addicted to the

abuse of intoxicants, which I am given to understand are frequently supplied them

by unscrupulous white men and half-breeds. Their morality is fair.

LAC SEUL BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the southeast shore of Lac Seul or Lonely

lake ; a fragment of this band known as 'Frenchman's Head,' is situated about fifteen

miles south. There is also another fragment of this band on Sawbill lake, four miles

north of Ignace station; these have been ordered to return to their reserve, as they

have no right there. The Lac Seul reserve has an area of 49,000 acres, the greater

portion of which is well timbered with pine, spruce, tamarack, birch and poplar, and a

portion of the reserve is well adapted for cultivation. The remainder is rough and
stony, with some good hay swamps and meadows.

Vital Statistics.—The combined population of this band is 571, as follows :—130

men, 125 women, 166 boys and 149 girls. There were 19 births and 1 death during

the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been fair, the chief trouble

being scrofula and consumption. All the Indians have been vaccinated and all neces-

sary precautions taken against the spread of the disease.

Occupations.—Hunting, fishing, berry-picking, cultivating their gardens, working

for the Hudson's Bay Company and travellers, are their principal ways of making

a living.

Buildings,—Their buildings are of log, of fair size, well built and the majority

with shingled roofs of their own make ; they are fairly well furnished and comfortable.

Stock.—Their stock is all in good condition and well cared for both as to stabling

and feed.

Education.—The day school at Canoe River has been indefinitely closed owing to

lack of pupils. The school at Frenchman's Head was opened on August 11, 1903, with

a good attendance ; this, however, has been gradually falling oif for the past three

months and this school will eventually have to be closed, as, owing to the Indians' mode

of life, it is impossible to have a good attendance.

Religion.—There are 428 Anglicans, 102 Roman Catholics and 41 pagans. There

is a church at Frenchman's Head, and services are regularly held by a Church of Eng-

land clergyman, and the Indians attend very regularly.
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Temperance and Morality.—Tlie majority of these Indians are addicted to strong

drink ; during the winter two persons were punished for supplying them with liquor.

They are fairly moral,

WABUSKANG BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on Wabuskang lake, its area being 8,042 acres,

timbered with spruce, jackpine, poplar and other species of wood. There are also small

hay swamps.
Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 55, as follows :—11 men, 15

women, 15 boys and 14 girls ; there were 2 births and 5 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has not been a good as could be
desired ; scarlatina, measles and chicken-pox were prevalent on the reserve for a time,

resulting fatally in some cases. Sanitary precautions have been taken and all the

Indians vaccinated^ and at present their health is good.

Occupations.—Fishing, hunting and picking berries and rice are the principal

occupations of this band; a few of them put in a small quantity of potatoes and vege-

tables.

Education.—There is a school on the reserve, but owing to a very small and irre-

gular attendance, it was closed at the end of the present fiscal year.

Religion.—There are 28 Anglicans, 8 Roman Catholics and 19 pagans in the band.
Temperance and Morality.—The Indians of this band are intemperate, and as

they frequently visit the towns on the line of the Canadian Pacific railway, they are

sure to meet with some one that will procure liquor for them. Their sense of morality

is doubtful.

GRASSY NARROWS BAND.

This band is a fragment of the Wabuskang band, but treated separately.

Reserve.—The reserve is situated on the English river ; its area is 10,244 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 119, as follows :—28 men, 32

women, 32 boys and 27 girls. There were 4 births and 4 deaths during the year and 5

joined this band by marriage.

Health and Sanitation.—Sanitary measures have been fairly well carried out ; all

rubbish has been raked up and burnt and all Indians have been vaccinated.

Buildings.—Their buildings are small but clean and in a measure comfortable.

Occupations.—There are a number of these Indians working for the railway sur-

vey parties and traders and some of them put in good patches of potatoes and vege-

table gardens, but their main occupations are fishing, hunting and picking berries and

rice, in which they make a good living.

Education.—There is a good school-house on the reserve, but it has been closed

for some time, as the attendance was so small and irregular.

Religion.—There are 9 Anglicans, 67 Roman Catholics and 43 pagans in this band.

Temperance and Morality.—A noimber of these Indians are intemperate whenever

they can possibly get liquor; a few of them, however, are temperate. They are law-

abiding, civil and in a manner moral.

Genera] Remarks.—I regret to say that I find the Indians of these agencies mak-

ing but very slow progress; they appear to go on from year to year in the old pagan

way. The chief drawback is the liquor question; it makes no difference how strict a

watch is kept on them, they appear to have but little trouble to get all they want. Dur-

ing the year several have been punished by imprisonment and fines, yet the traffic goes

on. I have had six convictions against whites for supplying liquor to Indians, and

three Indians ha-\^ been convicted before me and quite a number before the police

magistrate of the town. It is very difficult to put a stop to this evil, but every effort

possible is being made to do so.
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During the annuity payments I was assisted by Agent Wright, of Fort Frances

agency, and I accompanied him on the payments in his agency, all passing off satis-

factorily.

I have, &c.,

R. S. McKENZIE,
Indian Agent.

Manitoba Superintendency,

Lake Manitoba Inspectorate,

Portage la Prairie, October 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to present my seventh annual report upon Indian affairs

in this inspectorate during the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904, and to the date above

mentioned in the present fiscal term.

This inspectorate includes four agencies, namely: Portage la Prairie, Manito-

wapah, Birtle and the Pas. The first three are in the province of Manitoba, the last

in the district of Saskatchewan, with the exception of one band, which takes its annu-

ity at Pelican Narrows, in the district of Athabasca. This band has no regular re-

serve, but congregates at Pelican Narrows, in unceded territory, once a year to receive

its annuities.

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE AGENCY.

There are five reserves in this agency, viz.: Long Plain, Indian Gardens, Swan

Lake, Roseau and Roseau Rapids.

The population at the latest annuity payment was 427, as compared with 424 last

year.

The Indians of this agency are of the Ojibbewa tribe, with a considerable straiu

of white blood.

LONG PLAIN BAND.

Reserve,—This reserve is situated on the Assiniboine river, in range 8, townshipa

9 and 10, west of the first principal meridian, about fifteen miles southwest of Port-

i'.ge la Prairie. The reserve was formerly all heavily timbered, but forest fires at

different times have destroyed a considerable area of it. Iji the valley of the Assini-

boine the soil is very productive; on the higher table-lands it is sandy, and not pro-

ductive except in vei-y favourable seasons. About 140 acres of land is under cultiva-

tion.

A branch of the Canadian Northern railway has been completed adjacent to the

reserve on the north side, thus giving the band good shipping facilities.

The reserve is valuable on account of its wood; being so close to a good market,

ready sale can always be found for this product.

Population.—The population of this band is 131.

Resources and Occupations.—During the spring and summer months the greater

part of the male population are engaged as farm labourers in the surrounding dis-

tricts. Very few of them care to farm on the reserve. During the winter they live
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on the resei-ve, chopping and selling dry wood. They make a veiy good living all the

year round and are quite independent of departmental aid, except a few very aged!

persons.

They are very improvident, and it matters not how much they make, they spend

it as fast as they get is. Repeated efforts have been made to influence them to change

their ways, but without avail. They think that as long as they do not trouble the

department, they are quite independent of advice. They will have nothing to do with

cattle, but are very fond of horses, of which they have a considerable nmnber.
Buildings.—Their dwellings are log shanties made fairly comfortable for winter

use. In sunamer they live mostly in tents.

Religion and Education.—All are pagans ; they will have nothing to do with

missionaries or schools. I have to confess that after some seven years' trial I am
vnable to advance these Indians. I see no future for them; they are utterly deprav-

ed, and have no wish or inclination to improve their condition.

INDIAN GARDENS.

This reserve is beautifully situated on the bank of the Assiniboine, and consists

of 640 acres, being section 2, township 9, range 9, west of the principal meridian. It

is nearly all prairie and well adapted for agricultural purposes. It is the home of

Chief Yellow Quill and members of his family. They crop about 150 acres, which

looked remarkably well at the time of my inspection, on July 2. This reserve is an
auxiliary of the Swan Lake reserve.

SWAN LAKE BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the Morris and Brandon branch of the

Caniadian jSTorthem railway, in township 5, range 11, west of the principal meridian.

The railway runs through the reserve, and Indian Springs station and post office are

located about the centre. The land is high, rolling praii-ie, interspersed with poplar

and willow bluffs, with extensive hay meadows in the valley of the lake. In every way
it is well adapted for mixed fanning ; the soil is good, with plenty of hay and excellent

water.

Population.—The population is 102, including those who reside at Indian Gar-

dens, a decrease of 8 from last year. This decrease is caused by the migration of a

number to other reserves.

Progress.—I am pleased to report that this band is making considerable progress.

They have improved their dwellings, and a few of them have comfortable houses and
outbuildings. This year they have nearly 300 acres under crop, with excellent pros-

pects of an abundant harvest. This band has auite a nice herd of well-bred cattle,

and a number of horses. Members of the band, when not engaged at home in farming
operations, make considerable as farm labourers in the immediate vicinity. They
also derive quite a revenue from the sale of senega-root.

Religion and Education,—A majority of the band are pagans, but are gradually

but surely embracing Christianity. This applies more especially to the younger mem-
bers of the band. Mr. Kemper Garrioch acts as missionary for the Presbyterian

Church and also as day-sohool teacher. Mr. Malcolm Campbell is farm instructor.

Departmental and other Buildings.—The department has a very comfortable log

dwelling for the farmer, also stable and granary. A good frame school-house with
rooms above for storage. The Presbyterian Missionary Society has built a comfortable

house as a residence for the missionary and school teacher.
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ROSEAU BAND.

Eeserve.—This reserve is situated at the confluence of the Red and Roseau rivers

in the famous Red River valley. The soil is a heavy black loam. Wood and hay are

abundant, with plenty of open prairie for agricultural purposes.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 194 ; there were 6 births and 17 deaths

(Roseau Rapids reserve included).

Progress.—I cannot report any material progress in this band. With a few excep-

"tions they are a demoralized lot, lazy and indifferent to the future. A few of the

younger men are making some progress. My experience with the Indians is that very

little can be made of them when surrounded by a community that is considered a little

* tough,' and adjacent to towns and villages. The band put in 125 acres of crop this

spring, but owing to the overflow of the Red river, and, continuous rains in June, it

4vas badly damaged. I have not yet received the threshing reports for 1904. They
have 40 head of cattle and 26 horses.

Religion and Education.—About a third of the band are Roman Catholics. The
reet are pagans. The Roman Catholics have a good church, but no regular missionary.

They are visited occasionally by priests from the neighbouring settlements. There is no
school on the reserve, and the people do not desire one. The chief and councillors are

old style Indians degenerated.

ROSEAU RAPIDS RESERVE.

This reserve contains 2,080 acres, and is situated on the Roseau river about 11

miles from its mouth. This reserve has been enlarged by the purchase, from the

capital funds of the band, of 1,280 acres of pasture and hay-land. The old reserve

of 800 acres is nearly all grain-land, with plenty of wood in the river valley.

Progress.—This is a more progressive band than the last-mentioned, being sur-

rounded by better farmers. This year they have 107 acres under crop, which promised

a beautiful yield at the time of my inspection. They have twenty-nine head of cattle

and ten horses. There is plenty of outside labour for all who are able and willing to

work at good wages. In fact they derive most of their living in this way, and by dig-

ging senega-root.

Religion and Education.—With two or three exceptions they are all pagans, and
will not listen to religious instruction. Last year a school-building was erected, and I

am pleased to report that it has been well attended and considerable progress made by

the pupils.

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE SIOUX.

This band numbers about 150. They live on a piece of land containing twenty-six

acres, purchased by themselves, situated on the Assiniboine river, within the corpora-

tion limits of this town. They are industrious and thrifty. Most of them have good

houses and gardens. I regret to say that their village was again this year, as in 1902,

ii undated by the overflow of the river, causing considerable loss and inconvenience to

the band.

They make a comfortable living, the men as farm labourers, and the women at

laundry work, &c., in the town.

The mission church in this village is well attended. It is under the auspices of

the Presbyterian Church. Mr. W. A. Hendry, of the Sioux boarding school, acts as

missionary. The boarding school continues to do excellent work under the manage-

ment of Mr. Hendry.

BIRTLE AGENCY.

G. H. Wheatley is agent, S. M. Dickenson, clerk, and E. H. Yeomans, farmer in

charge of Sioux work. The agency oflSce is at the town of Birtle, Man.
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This agency consists of nine reserves, namely : Rolling River, Keeseekoowinin's,

Gambler's, Waywayseecappo's, "Valley River, and the Sioux reserves of Birdtail, Oak

River, Oak Lake and Turtle Mountain.

ROLLING BrV'ER BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is beautifully situated on the river from which it takes its

name, distant about eighteen miles northwest of Minnedosa. The river runs from

north to south through the reserve. The land is undulating and in parts is oovered with

a strong growth of poplar timber.

The soil is a rich black loam, but I should judge that owing to its altitude it would

bo better adapted for stock-rasing than for grain-growing. It is all right for coarse

grains and the harder varieties of vegetables. The crops this year are not very good,

the fore part of the season was too dry.

There are a number of small lakes on the reserve, some of them stocked with fish.

There are also a nimiber of good hay meadows; the Olanwilliam extension of the Cana-

dian Northern railway runs adjacent to the reserve.

Vital Statistics.—The population at the annuity payments was 97 ; there were only

2 deaths during the year.

Progress.—As it was my first visit to this band, I cannot say much about its pro-

gress. I was much impressed by the superior class of dwellings. This year they have

116 acres under crop, mostly oats and garden truck. They have about seventy head of

oattle and sixty horses.

Religion and Education.—Dr. Gilbart is in charge of mission work for the Presby-

terian Church. He also attends to their medical requirements. I regret to say that the

missionary reports very little progress in his work. Results may be better than he

anticipates.

Education is sadly neglected. There is no day school on the reserve, and only one

child from the reserve attending the boarding school -at Birtle. The band has no chief

or council. This may account for the small degree of interest taken in education by

the members of the band. My experience is that a good chief and council are a great

factor in school matters. The missionary has a comfortable house at the south end of

the. reserve, and apipears-to be engrossed in his work.

Health.—The general health of the band is good. They are all well clothed and

present a robust appearance.

keeseekoowinin's or riding mountain band.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the Little Saskatchewan river, in the Riding

Mountain district, about twelve miles from Strathclair station, on the M. & N. W.
railway. A branch of the Canadian Northern railway has been graded by the reserve

and was expected to be in operation this fall.

The soil is first-class and well adapted for mixed fanning. There is considerable

hay-land, but not sufiicient for increased herds of cattle. Additional hay-lands are

desirable. There is sufficient wood for the requirements of the Indians.

Vital Statistics.—The population at the last annuity payments was 133; there

were 6 births and 7 deaths.

Progress.—I should judge that this band is making considerable progress. The

bouses as a general thing are good, and the Indians present a thrifty appearance. This

year they have 175 acres under crop. They have 168 head of cattle and 60 horses.

The band is almost entirely self-supporting.

Religion and Education.—Rev. Mr. Macalister (Presbyterian) is the missionary

teacher. I regret that he was absent from home at the time of my visit. I understand

that nominally the members of his band are all Christians. Religious services are held

in the school-house. The missionary has a very comfortable dwelling on the reserve.
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T understand that the day school is fairly well attended, and that considerable progress

is being made by the pupils. I am sorry that Mr. Macalister was away. I should hav©

liked to inspect the school. This band sends seven pupils to outside institutions for

education.

gambler's reserve.

This reserve is situated on Silver creek, five miles from the village of Binscarthy

and contains 820 acres of beautiful farming land. There is. only one family resident

on the reserve, that of John Tanner. This man is a very progressive farmer and haa

everything around him that is to be found amongst our best white farmers ; fine crop

of eighty-one acres ; twenty-five head of cattle, eight good farm horses, full line o£

agricultural implements, hogs, poultry, &c. He has comfortable dwelling and out-

buildings, and is part owner of a valuable syndicate stallion. It seems an absurdity

to class this man as a treaty Indian.

WAYAyAYSEECAPPO'S BAXD.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the Birdtail creek about eighteen miles

northeast of Birtle. It is the largest reserve in this agency. It contains 25,000 acres.

It has a population of 169. This reserve is particularly well adapted for stock-raising.

There is wild hay in plenty, and the grazing on the high land is first-class. It is a
rolling prairie, with scattered ponds, small lakes and bluffs of willow and poplar.

Progress.—Farming is carried on in a very small way, and from my own observa-

tion I do not think that the band is making very gratifying progress. They have not

nearly the number of cattle that they should have, considering their advantages in

this respect. Their dwellings are comfortable and the Indians appear satisfied with
their present condition. This year they have 72 acres under crop and garden ; 110

cattle and 41 horses.

VALLEY RIA'ER BAXD.

Reserve.—This resei-ve is situated on the Kamsack branch of the Canadian North-
ern railway, forty-three miles west of the town of Dauphin. Strevel station is located

on the reserve. The Valley river runs through it. The soil in parts is stony andi

gravelly. There is plenty of good land for agricultural purposes ; fairly well wooded
with spruce, poplar and tamarack. Forest fires have destroyed considerable timber.

There is not much hay-land.

Vital Statistics.—The population was 75 at the last annuity payments. There
were 2 births and 7 deaths during the year.

Progress.—The band appears to be progressive. As yet these Indians have done
but little fanning. The able-bodied male population make good wages as lumbermen
and river-drivers. They also do a great deal of hunting. The houses are good and are

kept very clean and neat. A few of them have good gardens of potatoes and other

vegetables. This year they have onlv threa acres under cultivation. They have
seventy-five head of cattle and thirty-two horses.

Education and Religion.—Thei-e is no school on the resei've. Five pupils from this

band are sent to boarding schools. In religion these Indians are almost equally divid-

ed among Presbyterians, Roman Catholics and pagans, the first slightly predominat-
ing. I understand that no regular mission work is done on this reserve.

SIOUX OF BIRTLE AGEXCY.

These embrace the Oak River, Oak Lake, Birdtail and Turtle.

The small reserve at Turtle mountain I have not yet visited since it "yas added
to my inspectorate.
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The three bands visited are making excellent progress, the thrifty appearance of

the Indian^ excellent houses and stables, good horses, well-bred cattle, and lai-ge stock

of up-to-date farm implements, was a revelation to me, so different from the Sault-

eaux and Cree reserves that I am more familiar with. These Indians may be said to

be almost self-sustaining. They do not receive annuity, and get very little aid from

the department in other ways. The reserve at Oak River is the banner one, and under

the excellent management of Mr. E. H. Yoemans, as farm instructor, is making rapid

progress. Birdtail is a close second, and Oak Kiver is not far behind.

All are situated in good agricultural districts, and the Indians vie with their white

brothers in their farming operations. Under a little supervision by the department,

I am of the opinion that the future of these bands is assured. They have settled down
to agricultural pursuits in a manner that almost warrants success. It is on these

reserves that the training of industrial and boarding schools is most apparent. Many
of the younger generation now a^ work on the reserves received their idea of thrift

and agricultural knowledge at these institutions, besides having been taught a know-

ledge of English, reading and writing, the possession of which is invaluable to them.

To give an idea of the advanced condition of some of these Indians, I have only

to state that I found in several houses copies of weekly newspapers, subscribed for by
the occupants. This is surely keeping abreast of the times.

Religion and Education.—On the Oak River reserve the Church of England has

a church and dwelling for the missionary. Services are held every Sunday. The
joung men of the band have a live Young Men's Christian Association. There is an

excellent school-house on the reserve, but I understand it was closed a few years ago

for lack of attendance. Elkhorn industrial and Birtle boarding school, recruit largely,

from these reserves. At Birdtail and Oak Lake the Presbyterians ha-ve churches with

regular services. At Birdtail reserve the Indian women have a branch of the Presby-

terian Foreign Missionary Society, and I am informed that they contributed the sum
of $60 last year to the Society. The money was raised principally by the sale of bead-

work.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the four reserves is about 400, of which more
than one-half reside at Oak River.

MANITOWAPAH AGENCY.

The total population of this agency is 1,364 ; during the year there were 59

births and 32 deaths.

As the physical conditions are so similar in the different reserves of this agency,

I shall report on them as a whole, and not individually, as has been done with regard

to the other agencies.

There are ten reserves in this agency, viz : Sandy Bay, situated on the west side

of Lake Manitoba ; Lake Manitoba reserve, on the east side of the lake, 20 miles

northeast from Sandy Bay reserve ; Ebb and Flow reserve, on the lake of the same
name at the northeast comer of Lake Manitoba ; Little Saskatchewan reserve on

Sandy bay. Lake St. Martin ; Lake St. Martin reserve on Lake St. Martin ; Crane

River reserve at the junction of Crane river with Lake Manitoba; Waterhen reserve,

at the south end of Waterhen lake ; Pine Creek reserve, on the west side of Lake
Winnipegosis ; and Shoal River reserve, at the mouth of Shoal river, where it empties

into Dawson bay, Lake Winnipegosis.

The Indians of this agency are all Saulteaux, except a few Crees at Shoal River.

They may all be classified as Lake Indians, making the principal part of their living

by fishing and hunting and as labourers at the gypsum mines.

There is very little agricultural land on any of the reserves. Wild hay is plenti-

ful, and each band has quite a large herd of cattle, in which they are taking more and
more interest. They also have excellent gardens of potatoes and other vegetables.
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During the past year Lake Manitoba and Lake Winnipegosis and their tributary

waters have lowered considerably, much to the benefit of the reserves. For several

years past these lakes have been so high that most of these reserves have been partly

inundated, greatly to the detriment and discomfort of the Indians.

Progress.—I cannot report progress very marked, but they are certainly advanc-

ing. They are becoming more self-reliant and independent year by yeiar ; their

houses and outbuildings are better, they are better clothed and fed and in every year

more advanced in the arts of civilization. For Indians who will not abandon the old

modes of life to become agriculturists the agency is ideal. They need never go hungi'y

if they will take the trouble to set their nets.

Religion and Education.—The Indians of this agency are mostly christianized.

The denominations represented are the Church of England, Roman Catholic and
Baptist. They are represented as follows : Roman Catholics, 660 ; Anglicans, 500

;

Baptists, 63 ; pagans, 141. The Roman Catholics have churches at Sandy Bay, Lake
Manitoba, Waterhen River and Pine Creek reserves. The Anglicans have churches

at Fairford and Little Saskatchewan, and Shoal River reserves. The Baptists have
missions at Lower Fairford and Lake St. Martin. On the other reserves the services

are held in the school-houses.

There are schools in operation on all the reserves but Crane River. It was found
necessary to close this school through lack of attendance. All are day schools except

Pine Creek, which has a boarding school. A boarding school with accommodation for

one hundred pupils is now being erected on Sandy Bay reserve, and it is expected to be

opened this fall. Of the ten schools now open, five are Roman Catholic and five are

Protestant.

PAS AGENCY.

I have just returned from my annual trip of inspection to the reserves and bands
of this agency.

Reserves.—A marked similarity exists between all the reserve? ci the agene.y.

The agency consists of seven reserves, viz. : Grand Rapids, Chemawawin, Moose Lake,
the Pas, Shoal Lake, Red Earth, and Cumberland. In addition to these, payments
are made at Pelican Narrows to a band of Indians in unceded territory in the dis-

trict of Athabasca. All the reserves of the agency are situated on the lower Saskat-
chewan river, or waters tributary thereto. This section of the district of Saskatchewan

contains little or no agricultural lands, but is ideal for Indians who have no inclina-

tion to change their mode of life by assuming the white man's ways. Fish, water-fowl,

and fur-bearing animals are still abundant. The Indian leads a careless indolent

life, and it requires but little exertion on his part to provide for the simple require-,

ments of his family. The life he leads is anything but conducive to thrift, and the

development of those qualities which go to build up a vigorous, independent manhood.
Transportation is all by water during the open season, and by dog train in the winter.

Some of the bands have a few cattle. I regret to say that these herds have become
very much depleted during the last few years, owing to the abnormally high water of

the Saskatchewan, which overflowed the whole country, flooding the hay swamps to

such a degree that it was impossible to provide suflScient hay to keep the cattle alive^

I am pleased to be able to say that this year the waters have receded to their normal
level, and it is hoped that they will not rise sufliciently to menace the herds of the peo-

ple iot a good many years to come.

The loss of cattle is not of so much consequence in this agency as it is in some
others, for the reason that they are too far from market to dispose of them, and as a

food-supply to the owners, of little value in a country where moose, bear and fish are

so plentiful. They do not make butter and only a few of them use milk. As a matter
of fact, they would not raise cattle at all if it were not their desire to please the de-

partment, for whose desires and wishes they appear to have the most profound respect.
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Progress.—As in the former agency, the Indians are making gradual progress.

They are improving their dwellings year by year, and furnishing them with more com-

forts of life. It should be remembered that thev do not live on the reserves all the

time; in fact, not more than half the time. They go away long distances, taking their

families with them, on hunting trips, and are sometimes away months at a time.

The Pas band is an example to the other bands of the agency.

This reserve is the agency headquarters, and also the centre of mission work in

the district. It is the largest band in the agency, and the paragon to which the other

bands look for an example.

This year, at the urgent request of the Pas band, the department purchased for

them a saw mill, the Indians agreeing to pay a third of the cost, wliieh amounted to

$600. They were to pay one-sixth this year, and the balance next year by an equal

Assessment on their annuity money. This assessment amounted to 14 per cent of their

annuity, and I am pleased to report that it was paid without one dissenting voice. It

is expected that the mill will be of great benefit to them, and the surrounding bands.

It will be in operation next spring. Heretofore they have had to whipsaw all the lum-

ber they used.

Beligion and Education.—The bands of this agency are nominally all Christians

of the Church of England, except the Pelican Narrows band, which is about two-

thirds Roman Catholic, and one-third Anglican. They are a law-abiding, moral people.

Serious crime is almost unknown. Previously to last year there had been little trouble

with them through the use of liquor. I am informed that during last winter the fisher-

men operating on Cedar and Moose lakes took in liquor at different times, and a few

of the Indians were supplied with it. The agent made an investigation, but could not

get sufficient evidence to make a conviction.' Again at Cumberland, there is a large

half-breed population engaged as boatmen during the summer months. The route is

from Prince Albert down to Cumberland and the Pas. These men sometimes bring

down liquor, and give, or sell it to the Indians. But in both cases I found the reports

exaggerated. However, it might be well to station a small detachment of police at

Cedar Lake and Moose Lake reserves during the winter months to protect the Indians.

The winter fishing on these lakes has become quite extensive, and the men engaged in

the work are naturally inclined to the use of liquor. If unchecked, and the Indians

onoe acquire the habit or appetite, it is hard to say what the consequences may be. The

Church Missionary Society maintains ordained missionaries at Cumberland, the Pas,

Chemawawin. and Grand Rapids, and lay readers at the other three reserves. They

have churches at all the reserves, and hold services, which are well attended. Each re-

serve has its day school ; of the utility of these in most oases, I am somewhat doubtful.

If the idea is to teach the children the English language, they are a decided failure.

It is Cree, first, last and always, except a little parrot English in the class-room, Cree

is the language of the country. An exception to this may be taken at the Pas reserve,

where I do think they understand a little English, but it is almost impossible to get

any of them to give expression to it. Mr. R. A. McDougall, the teacher of this school,

is indefatigable in his efforts to promote the use of English outside the school. If the

missionaries would exercise the same zeal in their work, it would be easier for the

teachers. Instead of this, they consider it their duty to master the Cree and to use

it on all possible occasions when talking to Indians. This, I consider is a great mis-

take. The Indians will never become truly enlightened, loyal subjects, until they can

understand the language of the country. They look on all white men with suspicion

and distnist, and cannot believe the most benevolent action is disinterested. As for

gratitude or thankfulness for a favour received from the department, or other sources,

it is out of the question ; everything is accepted as a matter of course, and they think

much more is coming to them.

Vital Statistics.—The total population at the last annuity payment, 1903, was
3 ,441 ; and there had been 66 births and 49 deaths.
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I regret that I have not yet secured the above statistics for 1904, but the propor-

tions will be about the same.

The past year has been uneventful in this inspectorate. The general health in all

agencies has been good. There have been no serious cases of crime. In Portage la

Prairie and Birtle agencies the use of intoxicants has caused considerable trouble. I

see no remedy for this while the liquor traffic continues in the country. If liquor is

to be bought, and the Indian wants it, he will find a way to get it in spite of the most
careful watching, fines and imprisonment notwithstanding. I see no way of remedy-
ing this evil, all we can do is to try to minimize it.

I have one very gi-atifying matter to report, that is, the marked decrease of tuber-

cular diseases among the Indians, more particularly in the Manitowapah agency, and
•in a lesser degree in the Pas agency.

Last year it was apparent, this year it is striking. I can only account for this de-

sirable condition by the fact that the Indians, owing to the prosperous times, have

been living much better the last few years than formerly, and under better sanitary

conditions, a diet composed of more vegetables; and to less intermarriage.

Materially all the Indians of this inspectorate are prosperous. They are almost

self-sustaining. The only assistance in the shape of food or clothing, is to a few very

aged and sick.

A few implements are also supplied, but the quantity is being reduced year by
year.

During the past three months, I have visited eveiy reserve and band of annuit-

ants in the inspectorate, and I am glad to report the work accomplished.

I have, &c.,

S. R. MARLATT,
Inspector of Indian Agencies.

Manitoba Superintendency,

Lake Winnipeg and Rat Portage Inspectorate,

Stonewall, Man., September 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

.

Ottawa.

Sir,—^In submitting my second annual report of inspection, I have the honour to

be again able to congratulate the department upon the great prosperity and feeling of

contentment which prevail among the Indians of the Clandeboye and ISToi-way House
agencies.

The demand for labour by the various fish companies still keeps up, and all the

Indians wanting work have no trouble in getting employment, either at day work or

work at the jfishing themselves, and sell to the companies at so mvieh per fish. Pish of

all kinds have been very plentiful this season, and the Indians have been making
large wages and will continue to do so while the season lasts.

The winter demand for Indian labour during the past season was good and a very

large number of the younger men got good wages from all the different lumber com-
panies that are operating around Lake Winnipeg. This work started last year in

Xovember and lasted till April. A large number of Indians are employed in chopping

cord-wood, one firm on Snake Island employs about twenty the year round in getting

out wood to supply the steamboat lines. All the hunters of the various reserves also
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report a fair catch of fur, during the past winter, though the prices were lower than

usual.

As requested by the department, I made the annuity payments in the Norway
House agency, assisted by the new agent, the Rev. Neil Gilmour, and in doing so came
into contact again with all the Indians of the agency, and in general am able to report

that all the Indians are well dressed in civilized attire, and evidently have been well

fed during the past year judging by their appearance, also there were no complaints

as to shortage of food. I held a council or band meeting on all the reserves, and found

that only in some minor matters were there any complaints, the one general complaint

being the taking away of the provisions they received at treaty time for about twenty

years and which they say were promised them should continue as long as the sun

shines and the water runs.

NOEWAY HOUSE AGENCY.

This agency is partly in the province of Manitoba and partly in the district of

Keewatin. It consists of eleven reserves, of which Black River, Hollowwater River,

Bloodvein River, Fisher River, Jackhead River, Berens River and L,ittle Grand
Rapids, are in the province of Manitoba, and, with the exception of the last named, at

or near the shores of Lake Winnipeg; Little Grand Rapids reserve is situated on the

Berens river, about 120 miles east of the mouth. Pekangekum, Poplar River, Norway
House, and Cross Lake reserves are in the district of Keewatin. Poplar River reserve

is situated on Lake Winnipeg. Norway House and Cross Lake reserves are situated

en the Nelson river, the first named about twenty miles from its rise and Cross Lake,

about eighty miles. Pekangekum reserve is situated about two hundred miles inland

from the mouth of the Berens river, and is a most difiicult reserve to get at for the

annuity payment. The area of the named reserves is about 58,000 acres, and is a very

poor district for farming with the exception of the Fisher River reserve, which is on

Fisher bay and has a lot of excellent land on the reserve. Notwithstanding the poor

character of all the other reserves, good land can be found on all of them more than

sufficient to furnish good gardens to each of the Indian families residing thereon.

BLACK RIVER BAXD.

Reserve.—The reserve belonging to this band is on the east shore of the lake,

where the Black river empties into the lake. There is a great deal of swamp and rock,

but all over can be found patches of fairly good land which are or can be used for

gardens; as a rule, where the bush is cleared off the land is good. There is a con-

siderable amount of good timber (spruce) on this reserve which can be utilized for

lumber. The area of this reserve is about 2,000 acres.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are nearly all Ojibbewas, their language is also

the same as in the adjoining Clandeboye agency.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band at last treaty payment was 64, made
up as follows : 15 men, 19 women, 15 boys, and 15 girls. There were 2 deaths (1

woman and 1 boy) and 5 births (3 boys and 2 girls).

Health and Sanitation.—The health on this reseiwe has been good during the year,

and the doctor reports the band as being healthy and only suffering from minor ail-

ments.

Resources and Occupations.—A number of Indians of this band worked for the

fishing companies, principally in catching fish, for which they receive a price fixed

by the companies, which send a tug around to collect the fish. The men work in the

bush during the winter at the lumber camps, and make quite a lot of money in this

way. This cannot be called an employment that is likely to be x>ermanent, as the tim-

ber is being cut so fast that the work will be done in a veiy few years in this particular
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locality. Very little gardening is done on this reserve, a few potatoes, not nearly

enough for the band consumption. They have a few head of cattle and look after

them well. They catch some game, which helps to keep the pot boiling.

Buildings.—Their houses are made of spruce and poplar logs, sometimes hewed in-

side and out; they are chinked and nlastered on the outside with mud and an occa-

sional one with lime plaster; they are also as a rule plastered inside between the logs.

With a good stove these houses are very comfortable. On this reserve there is very little

provision for wintering cattle, the stables being small anl poor. The school-building i#

good and the teacher reports it as being very comfortable in the winter.

Stock.—They keep very few cattle on this reserve, pasture and hay being scarce;

what they have, the chief informed me, are in good order. The Indians on this reserve

iire within easy reach of cattle; if they would only make an eflFort, save their money
and buy some cows, they would soon increase their stock.

Farm Implements.—They have as many implements as they require to work the

very small area of land under cultivation.

Education.—There is a day school on the reserve, taught by George Slater, an
Indian who was educated at St. John's College, Winnipeg, and is doing fairly well.

The attendance during the summer months is very poor, but increases well after

winter sets in.

Religion.—The members of this band are nearly all Anglicans, the few outside

that church being pagans. There is a church on the reserve, at which there is a good
attendance at times.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians on this reserve are an honest and
fairly moral people who try to do l)y their neighbours as they would be done by.

They are not making much progress, but seem satisfied in holding their own.

Temperance and Morality.—The members of this band do not get a great quantity

of liquor, though an occasional bottle reaches the reserve; though knowing the evils

resulting from the use of whisky, they find it hard to resist taking a drink if it is

aft'orded to them. Their morals among themselves are as good as in the average white

settlement.

General Remarks.—At the council meeting, they had no new complaints to make,

having had peace and quietness during the year. They were much pleased to see the

mounted police, which they thought showed the interest the government is taking in

the Indians.

HOLLOWWATER RIVER BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the Wanipigow or Hollowwater river, which
flows into Lake Winnipeg on the east shore not far from Black island. As usual on

the east shore of this lake, it is mostly granite rock, swamp, and bush. There is a loti

of scrvib timber growing on the rocky parts in the depressions. Where not under water,

there is as a rule a good growth of white poplar and birch timber, and where the white

poplar is found the land is good for gardens when cleared and cultivated. The area

cf the reserve is 3,316 acres.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are a branch of the Ojibbewas, and speak the

same language.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band at the last treaty payment was 103,

consisting of : 28 men, 28 women, 30 boys and 22 girls. There were 4 deaths (4

boys) and 7 births (3 boys and 4 girls) during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the band is good. Of the four

deaths during the year, three were infants who had never received treaty money.
Sanitation is good, the people for six months of the year live in tents and in con-

sequence get plenty of fresh air.

Resources and Occupations.—Fishing in the summer and hunting in the fall,

winter and spring take up most of their time, and as well quite a number of the
27—i—
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younger men work in the logging camps during the winter months. They are valued

by the lumber companies and are in great demand. Only a few of the band grow any
potatoes. One Indian, in answer to the inquiry why he did not grow potatoes, said that

he and the family were nearly always away during the growing season and he could

buy potatoes cheaper than he could raise them. Fish have been plentiful during the

past season and all that the Indians catch can be disposed of by them at good prices.-

They get flour and other provisions at a reasonable rate from the fish and lumber
companies.

Buildings.—The houses are in good condition, being nearly all built of logs,

and a number of them have shingled roofs and board floors. The school-house is a)

very good comfortable building and is a credit to the reserve. The stables and out-}

buildings are of logs and of a very primitive appearance, only a few of the Indians

having any stock.

Stock.—There are a few cows on the reserve and the Indians intend to get enough
hay to keep them through the winter.

Farm Implements.—They have all the implements they want and they are kept

out of doors in the weather. I have pointed out to them the benefit of putting their

tools under cover.

Education.—They have a fairly good school on the reserve and the teacher, Mr.
Sinclair, says the only difliculty is the irregular attendance. Mr^ Sinclair is not in

good health, he is getting old and is thinking of quitting the work, which will be

quite a loss to the band.

Religion.—All the people of this band are Anglicans, and Mr, Sinclair, the school

teacher, holds the Sunday services, and acts as missionary for that church.

Characteristics and Progress.—These people are making slow but sure progress,

every year one can see some little improvement, more particularly in the appearance

of the younger people. They are also improving in thir methods of housekeeping,

most of the houses being neat and tidy. They are a people easily satisfied, and make
little or no complaint when provisions have been plentiful as they have been during

the past year.

Temperance and Morality.—This band impressed me very much, as being a sober

and moral people. Having a resident missionary of the Church of England, has helped

a good deal to civilize this band of Indians. Mr. Sinclair, the missionary teacher, re-

ports a good attendance at all the religious services.

BLOODVEIN RR'ER BAND.

Reserve.—This resei-ve is situated on the Bloodvein river, just northeast of the

narrows of Lake Winnipeg, and is very low and swampy where the treaty payments

are made, nothing but rock and water in sight. Accompanied by the new agent, Mr.

Gilmour, and Councillor Fisher, I made a trip up the Bloodvein river, to take a look

over the reserve, and we found that as one gets away from the mouth of the river,

the rocks disappear and good land and bush take their place. The Indians are also

trying to improve the looks of the reserve, by making some clearings on the bank of

the river. The area of the reserve is 3,369 acres.

Tribe.—The Indians are of the same tribe as the HoUowwater River and Jack-*

head River bands, and at one time there was a chief for three resei'ves, but at the

present time they have only a councillor for each of the bands.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band at the last treaty payment was 57,

made up as follows : 10 men, 23 women, 15 boys and 9 girls. There were 3 deaths

(2 boys and 1 girl) and 2 births (both girls) during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band was very good during the year,

very little sickness was reported to the doctor.

Resources and Occupations.—^Hunting and fishing are the main sources of re-'

venue. There is a good deal of fur stiU to be had by the hunter in the country east
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of Lake Winnipeg, and tributary to this resei*ve, and full advantage is taken of it by
the Indians. Some of the men also work for the fish companies during the summei!
months, and in the winter a few go into the camps where the logging is done, as a rule

taking their families with them. It seems almost impossible to get these people to

raise vegetables ; on making inquiry as to the reason, they say it would not pay them
to stay away from the work they can get for the sake of raising a few potatoes. They
very often plant potatoes, but do not stay at home to attend to them, and in conse-",

quence their small garden plots are all grown up in weeds. They have no stock what-
ever on this resei've. Two or three new houses are being built, which is furnishing

some little occupation to members of the band.

Buildings.—All the houses on this reserve are built of logs, with thatched roofs;

and can be made very comfortable in the winter. The school-building is a very good
one, and the teacher and his family also live in it, having their cook-stove in the

school-room.

Stock.—iSTo cattle or horses are owned by the Indians of this band ; they ex-

press a desire to have some, but so far have not been able to secure any, owing to the

expense of getting them to the reserve.

Farm Implements.—They have all the implements necessary for the small quan-
tity of land they have under cultivation. They consist of the small tools such a$

grub-hoes, rakes, spades, garden-hoes, &c.

Education.—There is a school now on the reserve taught by an educated Indian
named Jerry Bundle ; he is from the Fisher River band, and is doing fairly well

considering the irregular attendance. This teacher was sent by the Methodist Church
of Canada, and conducts services for that denomination.

Religion.—The greater number of this band are very indifferent about the Christ-

ian religion, but now that they have a native Methodist missionary living among
them, it is expected that they will quit Jheir pagan habits, and most of them will

join that church. Mr. Rundle reported that quite an interest w'as taken in all the

services held by him.

Characteristics and Progress.—The members of this band are making very little

progress, they are about holding their own, and appear perfectly satisfied with that.

They are an honest, law-abiding people, and from all the indications wish to provide

well for their families.

T^perance and Morality.—There are a number of the Indians of this band who
have no idea of morality, from the civilized standpoint, and when they are tempted,

cannot say no, and the consequence is, living as near as they do to a floating white

population, there will be more or less immorality for some time yet.

FISHER RIVER BAND.

Reserve.— This reserve is located on the Fisher river, which empties into Fisher
bay, a large bay on the west shore of Lake Winnipeg, and just north of what is known
as the narrows of that lake. The resei-ve extends from near the bay inland for several

miles on both sides of the river, and is a very good location for mixed farming. The
land wall grow any kind of grain or vegetable that can be grown in the province of

Manitoba ; the only drawback being that when the water is high in the lake, it flooda

their hay-land, which lies at the lower part of the reserve, near the lake. In 1879, on
July 17, 1 was on this reserve and saw a small field of wheat fully headed out, and four

feet high ; we also had potatoes from Chief Bundle's garden which were as large as

a cricket ball. The area of the reserve is about 9,000 acres.

Tribe.—All the Indians of this band are Crees, they originally came to this reserve

from th.e territory surrounding Norway House, and are related to that band.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the band at the last treaty payment was 388,

consisting of 94 men, 105 women, 97 boys, and 92 girls ; there were 21 deaths (3 men,
3 women. 9 boys, and 6 girls) and 23 births (10 boys and 13 girls) during the yeai*.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band is fairly good, they lost a num-
ber during the year, but still there was no epidemic of any sort, just the ordinary ail-

27—i—8i J
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ments that afflict all sorts and conditions of people. The houses are kept very neat

snd clean, an.d show the effect of the education that the young people are getting, the

houses are as well ventilated as the average house in the newer white settlements.

Resources and Occupations.—jSTearly all the younger members of this band are

working out with the numerous fish and lumber companies that are operating on and

around this lake. They are earning a large amount of money, which they are spending

i'or clothes and provisions for themselves and families. There is no scarcity of work,

and as long as the fish and lumber lasts, this band will have no trouble in making

a living. Till that time arrives, there will be great difficulty in getting them to take

very much interest in their gardens on in their stock. There are a few exceptions on
the reserve who ttre making a living by farming, and these people are doing well ; they

have a lot of good stock and comfortable barns to house them in. Mosquitoes and a

fly called the ' bulldog,' are very bad here during the summer months, and will be till

1he members of the band get more land cleared up. There are a number of very good

hunters, who make a good deal of money out of the fur they catch in the fall and
winter months.

Buildings.—Nearly every family on this reserve has a good log house, and both

sides of the river for several miles are thickly covered with houses and stables, which

present a very nice appearance, as most of them are whitewashed on the logs.

Stock.—In the aggregate they have a large number of horses and cattle, and now
the complaint is that it will not be long before they will have trouble in securing

enough hay to feed them. They have made a request of the government for some hay-

ground which adjoins their reserve to the west.

Implements.—They have ploughs, harrows, and all sorts of smaller garden tools

in great plenty, and as well some mowers and hay-rakes. In nearly every instance the

implements while not in use are out in the weather, notwithstanding it has been

pointed out to them again and again, the damage that accrues to all such tools.

Education.—There is a good school on this reserve, and it is attended by all the

children on the reserve at some time or other during the year; the trouble is thei

irregular attendance, the parents having to go away owing to their engagements

\7(irking out, take the family with them, and the children are only sent to school when
the parents are at home, and not always then. The holidays being on at the time of

my visit, and the teacher away, I had no chance this year to see whether there was
any improvement over the last visit.

Religion.—Nearly all the members of the band belong to the Methodist Church.

There is a large church and parsonage, centrally situated with a fine site on the banks

of the river, near the first rapids, the point where navigation by lake boats ceases.

This mission is in charge of the Rev. E. R. Steinhauer, who has been stationed here

by the Methodist Church of Canada. He speaks the Indian language fluently, and
has from all appearances a great influence for good on this reserve. Mr. Steinhauer

also has charge of the medicines, and does the dispensing. Dr. Anderson, (acting for

Bi. Jamieson) left him a supply of medicines sufficient, under ordinary circumstances,

to last till next treaty payment.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this band are of a good stamp,,

religious and law-abiding ; they have some weaknesses, but will average high for an
Ii dian population ; they are also an industrious and fairly hard-working people, all

of them seem to have work to do. They are making a good deal of progress in a good
many directions, building new houses, and getting more land under cultivation, though

they do not pay that attention to their gardens that should be given. This is one of the

reserves where a competent farm instructor could do a great work, if the right man
could be obtained.

Temperance and Morality.—Considering their many opportunities to get liquor,

these people are of a very temperate character ; there are a great many industries

where white men are employed in their immediate vicinity, and in consequence more
o. less liquor gets into their reserve. Several of the Indians have told me that they
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are temperance men, and on aJl occasions where it is offered to them refuse to touch

or taste.

With reg-ard to morals, I am able to rei^rt that the members of the band gener-

flly are moral with some few exceptions: the Indians feel very bad when any lai)ses

are reported at the council meetings, and wish the guilty persons punished.

General Remarks.—There is a resident trader on the reserve, who sells goods to

the Indians at a reasonable price. He reports that the Indians are very good pay when
he lets them have any goods on credit. Since my previous visit, the late chief, David

Rundle, has died and all the responsibility of looking after the affairs of the band is

resting upon the shouldei-s of Henry Coustatak, the only councillor belonging to this

band.

JACKHEAD BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve for this band is situated on a small river of the same name,

about forty miles north of Fisher river on the west side of Lake Winnipeg. A good

deal of the land is low, but there is plenty of high land to give each head of a family

enough for a large garden, and also, if he so desires, a good big field of grain ; all

it requires is to be cleared of the bush that grows thereon. There is a great plenty

of wood suitable for building purposes, and also for fire-wood.

Tribe.—This is a portion of the band living at Hollowwater River and Bloodvein,

and speak the same language (Saulteaux). This band has no chief.

Vital Statistics.—The population at the last treaty payment consisted of 16 men,

21 women, 20 boys and 8 girls, making a total of 65. There were 4 deaths (3 boys and

1 girl), and 2 births (both boys) during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band in the course of the past year

has been veiy good, just the ordinaiy ailments, colds, rheumatism, &c. The qtiestion

of sanitation is not considered very important, as for seven or eight months the In-

dians live in tents, and have for that time at least plenty of fresh air, and when they

do live in their houses, as a usual thing there is good ventilation through the cracks

left open.

Resources and Occupations.—The Indians of this band live principally by hunt-

ing and fishing, there is a large section of unoccupied government land situated adja-

cent to the reserve to the west, and it is one of the best hunting regions left in the

province, in the woods can be found all sorts of game, both large and small ; it is a

well watered country, so every species of fur can be caught. A number of families

from this band are at the present time cutting cord-wood on an island (Snake) about

thirty miles southeast of the reseiwe; they are cutting at so much the cord, for a firm

that contracts to supply wood to the different steamboat companies which navigate

Lake Winnipeg. The man in charge at the island informs me that they give work for

the year round to a large number of the Indians who live on the adjacent reserves.

Buildings.—There are a number of very comfortable log houses on this reserve,

they are neatly built and are quite warm in the winter-time. Their school-building is

io2-. plastered inside and out with mud. I was there the day after a heavy rain, and

the building was in a very bad condition, floors all over mud, which had been washed

out of the cracks. I advised them to try and get some lime and make a decent job of

the school-building.

Stock.—They keep a few cattle, but do not depend much upon this branch of

industry ; hay is scarce and hard to get, which prevents their making- much of an

effort to increase their herd. What cattle they have are in fine order, in fact rolling

fat.

Farm Implements.—The members of this band have very few implements, and do

not require many, except of the smaller kind. They claim that a plough is coming to

them from one of the Fisher River band, and the new agent has promised to look into

the matter.
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Education.—There is a teacher novv on the reserve, which is satisfactory to the

councillor and band. I went over to the school with the teacher, Louis Larond, and

looked over the register. There are enough children on the reserve to make a good

school, but owing to the nomadic habits of the people, the attendance is poor. We
arrived at this reserve on Friday evening and left on Sunday morning, so I had no

opportunity to examine the children; the teacher reports that those who attend regu-

larly are doing well.

Religion.—The school teacher, who is a student from St. John's College, holds an

Anglican service every Sunday, and reports some interest; but as at least haK of the

people are pagan, the attendance is small.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this band are an intelligent and
fairly bright people, who think they have a good reserve, and would welcome an addi-

tion to their numbers, if it could be arranged by the department. They are not mak-
ing very much progress at present, but are just about holding their own, they are mak-
ing a good living, and have plenty of provisions, and are well clothed.

Temperance and Morality.—Nothing much can be said against their temperance,

very little liquor gets to this reserve in the summer-time, and in the winter an odd
bottle gets in because the resei-ve is on the line of travel for the men who are freight-

ing fish; but the Indians as a rule are not looking for liquor, and do not get very

much. Their morals are fair, and no complaints were made to me by any one at this

visit.

BERENS RIVER BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the Berens river, near where it empties into

Lake Winnipeg. It is a very rocky and bold-looking country on the banks of the river,

but half a mile back from the river the land gets low and swampy, and nearly all the

country is covered with a heavy growth of small timber, poplar, spruce, birch and
tamarack. As a rule where one finds the poplar bush, the land is good, and when it is

cleared off it makes as good a gal:den plot as could be desired. The area of the reserve

is 7,400 acres.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are of the Ojibbewa tribe, and speak the Sault-

eaux language.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band at last treaty payment was 289,

made up as follows : 59 men, 64 women, 97 boys and 69 girls. There were 14 deaths

(1 man, 1 woman, 100 boys and 2 girls), and 7 births (5 boys and 2 girls), during the

year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been fairly good throughout
the year, of the fourteen deaths reported, seven were from drowning, six children and
one man, who were drowned by the upsetting of a sail-boat in Lake Winnipeg. They
were accompanied by the Rev. J. McLachlan, and the children were on the way to

the Brandon industrial school. The chief and band feel very bad over this affliction.

The houses on the reserve are very good, and a credit to the owners, who in almost

all cases are the builders, they have doors and windows and are well ventilated through

chimneys. The chief, Jacob Berens, who is an old and reliable man, tells me that he
has impressed on all, the desirability of keeping their houses neat and clean.

Resources and Occupations.—The Indians of this band are doing very little in

the way of cultivating the ground, their other occupations seem to take them away from
home at the season of the year when they should be at home looking after the garden
plot. The fisheries are responsible to a very large extent for this neglect of their gar-

dens ; one Indian told me that it did not pay him to stay at home and bother with

a garden, as he could make so much more money in other ways, and he could buy his

potatoes in the fall. The chief informs me that as soon as the treaty payment is over,

his band scatter in every direction, some of them going to work for the different fish

companies, some go inland hunting, not for fur, but simply for game that they eat.
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they can get plenty of iish anywhere in the rivers that abound in this country. When
I was coming back after paying the Little Grand Kapids band, I met five families of

the Bereus River band about fifty miles east of their reserve ; they were going out

to camp for a couple of months, where game could be found easily. There is a Hud-
son's Bay Company post at the reserve, where the Indians do most of their trading ;

but Mr. Disbrowe, the officer in charge, tells me that the old system of giving credit

at this point has been altogether done away with, the Indians not requiring it now ;

previously to the treatj- payments some of the Indians get a little credit, but it is

always paid out of their annuity money.
Buildings.—The houses are extra good on this reserve, the members of the band

seem to take a great pride in their houses ; when we were going up the river in

canoes, the men in our party were telling us who owned, the different houses, and when
they came to their own, they would say ' That is my house.' Nearly all their build-*

ings are neat and clean-looking. There is a school-building on this reserve newly built

just by the old log school. The old building is used by the band for storing their in-

digent supplies, school biscuits, &c. The new building is well suited for the purpose

of teaching, being warm and well lighted, and in a good location on a high bank of

the river ; it has a fine belt of timber on the north, which is a great shelter in the

winter-time. The Methodist Church of Canada has a good church and parsonage at

this point, w^ith a resident minister.

Stock.—They have a few head of stock on the reserve, but on account of

the difficulty of getting hay, this reserve will never be able to depend much on that

branch of industry, a few cows will be kept for milk, but outside of this, very little

can be done till some of the swamps on the back parts of the reserve are cleared up,

and made into hay-grounds.

Farm Implements.—They have all the implements that they require for the small

gardens cultivated.

Education.—They have a very good school, and a competent teacher. She was
away at treaty time, the holidays being on, so in consequence I was not able to ex-

amine the school. Later when I passed through on my way back from Little Grand
Eapids, I saw the teacher, Miss Eliza Postell, who holds a third-class certificate from
Ontario. She informed me that she had twenty-five children on the roll, with an
average attendance of ten. As on all the other reserves, the irregular attendance is

what makes progress poor.

Religion.—More than two-thirds of the members of this band belong to the Me--

thodist Church, the rest being Roman Catholics and pagans. The Methodists have in

in the past done a great work at this point, and are doing fairly well at the present

time. The Indians of this band with whom I have come in contact, through having

them in my employ as canoemen, show the effects of their early religious training,

and put to shame a great many of our, so-called. Christian people. Every night before

going to their beds, they hold a short service, and have prayer. They appear to think

that this is the proper thing to do and have no hesitancy in doing it. They felt very)

bad over the loss of their late minister, the Rev. James McLachlan^ who was drowned
in Lake Winnipeg last fall.

Characteristics and Progress.—The members of this band are making progress,

slow it may be, but sure; quite a number of them speak good English, they dress

vrell and keep their children neat and clean, they are obedient to those in authority,

attentive to their religious duties, and anxious to pay their debts.

Temperance and Morality.—The morals of the band are fairly good; there are a

few women of bad character who cause quite a lot of trouble on the reserve. The chief

and councilloi-s have a lot of difficulty in keeping their young people from being con-

taminated. There is some drinking on the outer edge of the reserve, where the fish

companies have their headquarters, but very little liquor gets on the reserve, and they

can be called a very temperate and sober people. The chief, Jacob Berens, is very an-

xious that all kinds of intoxicants should be kept away from the reserve, and was de-
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lighted to hear that a member of the North West Mounted Police would in all pro-

bability be stationed somewhere in the vicinity of the Berens and Poplar rivers.

POPLAR RIVER BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve for this band is situated in the district of Keewatin, on the

east shore of Lalve Winnipeg, at the mouth of the Poplar river, and about forty-five

miles north of Berens river. There is a great deal of rocky country on this reserve,

but there is also a lot of good land, pockets between the rocks, where the Indians can

get plenty of good land suitable for gardens. There is also a fine lot of wood on the

good land, and it will be a long time before there is any shortage of fire-wood among
this band. The area of the reserve is 3,800 acres.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are of kin with the Berens River band, Ojib-

bewas, and speak the same tongue.

Vital Statistics.—The population at treaty payment was 152, consisting of 35 men,

39 women, 43 boys and 35 girls. There were 4 deaths (2 women and 2 boys) and
5 births (2 boys and 3 girls) during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been fair for the twelve

conths preceding the aainual payment.

Resources and Occupations.—The members of the band have fairly good gardens,

but do not depend much upon them ; if they manage to raise a few potatoes, they think

their duty in that line is done. They have lots of work in the summer-time fishing for

tleir own consumption and for various fish companies that operate in their vicinity.

J- the winter a number of the older men do a lot of hunting and get a considerable

i-mount of fur, the younger men going into the logging camps at good wages.

Buildings.—There is a large number of new houses completed during the year,

z-nd they present a very nice appearance ; they are all log and a number of them have

good floors and shingle roofs. There are few stables, as stock is not kept to any extent

ard no dependence is placed on that branch of industry. There is a good school-house

on the reserve ; it is neat and comfortable.

Stock.—Only four or five animals are kept, hay is scarce and hard to get, and in

consequence there is not much encouragement for the Indians to spend their money in

buying cattle, and as long as other work remains open, lack of feed will remain a great

'obstacle to this branch of industry.

Farm Implements.—They do not need many implements, and what they have are

principally for garden use.

Education.—They have a good school with a capable teacher, James F. Blackford.

Of 40 children in the vicinity of the school he has 36 (23 boys and 13 girls) on the

register, and for the three months ended. June 30, 1904, he had an average attendance

of 13.

Religion.—Nearly all the Indians of this hand are Methodists; there are a few

pagans, but as reported to me, they are getting less every year. Mr. Blackford holds

Sunday services, and he reports a fair attendance. The Methodist minister at Berens

River has charge of and visits this reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—This band is making good progress in a good many
ways. Situated as these Indians are, they make a good lot of money and they are

spending it in bettering their houses and improving their ways of living. They are of

9 quiet and honest disposition, and, if treated right, do not desire any special favours.

Temperance and Moi-ality.—I am informed that owing to the proximity of a fish-

ing station to this reserve (Black River), the morals of the younger women are not as

good as they should be. The band does not get much intoxicating drink, and will get

less if the R.N.W.M. Police are stationed on the lake. Though they will all take liquor

if they can get it, they know the evils, and desire that the traffic be stopped, and then

they would be kept out of temptation.
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NORWAY HOUSE BAM).

Reserve.—This reserve is in the district of Keewatin. It is on the east branch of

the jSTelson river, about twenty-four miles from its source and also partly on Little

Playgreen lake. There is plenty of rock and water, but also plenty of good land in

pockets, not large, but having a good depth of soil. The finest garden seen by me on

the trip was at the Hudson's Bay post at Norway House, which adjoins this reserve.

They had, in perfection, every vegetable usually grown in Manitoba. The area of this

reserve is 10,840 acres.

Tribe.—The members of this band arc principally Swampy Crees, and speak the

same language as the Fisher River band. There is a great deal of white blood in this

band, some of the Indians taking treaty being almost pure white in appearance.

Vital Statistics.—The population at the last treaty payment was 525, consisting of

117 men, 154 women, 130 boys, and 124 girls. There were 12 births (7 boys and 5

girls) and 19 deaths (1 man, 11 boys and 7 girls) since my last visit, during the 1903

treaty payment.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been fairly good, nothing

to cause remark on the part of the chief and councillor, though the band decreased

•seven during the year. There is nothing wrong with their houses. They are similar

to the log houses used by the homesteaders settling in Manitoba, and as a rule lots of

fresh air is admitted both winter and summer.

Resources and Occupations.—I have to report similarly to last year that a very

lai-ge number of the members of this band work for the fish companies that are oper-

ating at or near Warren's Landing, which is situated at the point where the iSTelson

jiver leaves Lake Winnipeg, and about twenty-four miles from the centre of the re-

serve. A large number also work for Ewing & Fryer, who have a freezer at Spider

islands, which lie about thirty miles south of Warren's Landing, near the east shore

of Lake Winnipeg. While the fish last, the Indians of this i-eserve have plenty of work

and provision in sight. The Indians think that the fish are more plentiful now than

they were ten years ago, which I have no doubt is accounted for by the fish hatchery

at Selkirk, which is doing a great work for the fish interests of the lake.

Buildings.—The houses are all of log and a great number of them are very well

built, and of neat appearance. They use the pit-saw to make nearly all their lumber, as

the freight to the reserve is prohibitive to the Indian on lumber. The buildings used

by the Methodists for the Indian boarding school are very well located on a high point

on Little Playgreen lake, at Rossville, on the reseiwe, and from the lake present a

fine appearance. The main building has a dining-room, two play-rooms, kitchen, prin-

cipal's apartments, small rooms for ithe staff, and the dormitories for the boys and girls.

They are going to build an addition, which will cost $800 ; it will contain a sick

ward and more accommodation for the staff. The principal. Rev.. J. A. G. Lousley, has

since my last visit completed a new log stable, 28x30, and all the material was manu-

factured by himself and the boys. The boarding school has a good school-building,

separate from the main building and in close proximity to the regular day school

building belonging to the reserve.

Stock.—They keep a few' head of stock, but they do not depend at all on this

branch of industry. All the hay has to be cut in water and carried out on the rocks

to dry ; such being the case we can not expect this band to do much in the way of stock.

Farm Implements.—They have a number of ploughs and harrows, and plenty of

the smaller implements for the garden.

Education.—The holidays were on at the time of my visit and the boarding school

was closed, all the pupils being sent to their homes, so I was unable to inspect either

the boarding school or the day school. The principal of the boarding school was also

away in Ontario, and as a result no official insnection was made by me. I visited the

buildings and found everything in good order and very little or no change from my
last visit in the fall of 1903.
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Religion.—Nearly all the members of this band are Methodists, a few being

Anglicans. The Methodists have a large church and a good parsonage. Rev. J. A.

G. Lousley is the pastor. The Anglicans have no church, but the teacher of a school

about three miles from Norway House holds a Sunday service, which is well attended.

Characteristics and Progress.—The great bulk of the members of this band are

of a law-abiding and industrious character, they want to see the laws against drink-

ing and immorality enforced. They are also progressing in the way of becoming

more settled in the homes they have built and are now building on the reserve. They
also see the benefits that are accruing to their children through the department's

spending large amounts of money to educate their children, and this year at the band
meeting they expressed their pleasure at the way in which the government was carry-

ing out its promises and are particularly well pleased to have their reserve made the

headquarters of the agency. They also desired me to say that they will welcome the

police that the government thinks of stationing among them to enforce the laws.

General Remarks.—The chief and councillor, also the band generally, were well

pleased at the action of the government in sparing no expense to have the killing of

one of the members of the band (Beacham) inv^tigated and a proper trial held at

Norway House—and from whatj:hey said, were satisfied.

CROSS LAKE BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on Cross lake, about seventy miles down the

Nelson river. There is a good deal of rock in this country and all the garden patches

are just pockets among the rocks. There is any quantity of bush suitable for fire-wood,

but trees big enough for lumber are the exception. The area of this reserve is 7,760

acres, of which a portion is swamp.
Tribe.—The Indians of this band are also Crees, with an admixture of white

blood.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band consists of 74 men, 93 women, 86

boys and 78 girls, in all 331 people. There were 12 births (8 "boys and 4 girls) and 4
deaths (1 boy and 3 girls) during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good through the

past year, they live so much in the open air during their work in making a living that

their health cannot but be good. Their dwellings have doors and windows and some
of them that I was in were extremely well ventilated, the chinks in the logs being left

open. On my pointing this out, they said that when winter comes they close them
up when it gets too cold.

Resources and Occupations.—Fishing for sale and home consumption is one of

the main summer occupations. Ewirg & Fryer, a fish firm with headquarters at Sel-

kirk, have a gasoline tug plying from the reserve to Whisky Jack portage, where it

connects with a steam tug which carries the fish to Spider island. They buy sturgeon

from the Indians, who make a large amount of money from the catching of that one
fish alone, and if the government should open this territory for the catching of the

whitefish, it will still further improve the Indians' chances for making a living.

Buildings,—The houses are all of log and just about equal to the houses on the

other reserves in the agency. Quite a number of new houses are being built this sum-
mer. The school-house is quite a large building, but is in an unfinished state and
needs to be sheeted inside at least to make it fit to teach in during the winter. The
Roman Catholics have a very comfortable churcli and a new school-building, which
is fitted up so that the children can go there in the winter without suffering any dis-

comfort. The Methodists are about to build a new church. The Rev. Mr. Ferrier was
at Cross lake during the treaty time arranging for the construction, and he told me
that $1,000 was the amount at his disposal for that purpose and it was the intention to

build this year.
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Stock.—They keep very little stock en this reserve, not being able to get hay to

put the animals through the winter.

Farm Implements.—They have enough implements for all the land broken up,

which is all in small plots. ^

General Remarks.—The Hudson's Bay Company and a Mr. Hyer have posts here

as \vell as Ewing & Fryer. Goods are sold to the Indians at reasonable rates. There

is also a lot of fur caught by the Indians of this band during the fall, winter and

spring, which helps them to make a comfortable living. They as a rule have good

gardens on this reserve and raise a lot of potatoes.

Education.—The Eoman Catholics have Mrs. Deschambault as a teacher, and the

Methodists have engaged a Miss Armstrong, who will teach in the old school-building.

Neither school was in operation during my visit, but the chief and council are satist-

td now that they know both schools will soon be in operation. There are a large

number of children in the vicinity of these schools and they will be well attended.

Religion.—The members of this band are nearly equally divided between the

Methodists and Eoman Catholics, two priests being there, living at the Roman Catholic

mission, and the ]\Iethodists have a resident minister. They report a good attendance

at the Sunday services.

Temperance and Morality.—The members of this band are very temperate, very

little liquor gets as far as this from the lake, and from what I saw and heard, the

Indians would prefer that none should come in.

The morals of the band will average up with that of any other reserve in the

agency. One case came up before the agent and myself against a white man living

near the reserve. The Indian girl had a child by him, he acknowledged that he wag

the father, and we fined him $100 or three months in jail. The band was much pleased

and said it wotdd be a warning to others.

LITTLE GRAND RAPIDS BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated about one hundred and thirty miles up the

Berens river. There is plenty of rock and also plenty of pockets of good land. The
area is 4,920 acres.

'

Tribe.—The members of this band are Ojibbewas, and they have some relatives

in the Lac Seul band, Savanne agency.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band consists of 27 men, 34 women, 46

boys, and 29 girls, a total of 136. There were 5 births, (2 boys and 3 girls), and 5

deaths, (4 boys and 1 girl), during the year; of the 5 deaths, 3 were infants.

Health and Sanitation.—This is a healthy band. I never saw a finer or a healthier

lot of children than in this band. These Indians live mostly in tents.

Resources and Occupations.—They depend altogether on fur to procure them
clothing and groceries. They have plenty of fish and small game, so they are never

at a loss for something to eat. There is a Hudson's Bay post here, and most of the

Indians work for the company, directly or indirectly. Last year they raised 110 bushels

of potatoes.

Buildings.—There are very few houses on the reserve. The Indians would like

to assist in building a school at some central point.

Stock.—The Indians of this reserve have no stock.

Farm Implements.—They have some garden tools, such as rakes, hoes and spades,

which they use in their gardens.

Education.—A school teacher has been sent into the reserve by the Methodist

Church of Canada. A building has been rented from the Hudson's Bay Company,

and Mr. Wm. Ivens, the teacher, expects to have quite a large attendance, at least

during the summer months. The acting councillor and the band are very much pleas-

ed at the school opening and would like if possible to have a school-house built.
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Religion.—Two-thirds of these Indians are Methodists, the rest pagans. The

missionary from Berens Eiver visits them occasionally.

Characteristics and Progress.—The members of this band are not making much
progress. They have plenty to eat and drink and are well clothed. The acting coun-

cillor informed me that they do not want to change their reserve, as they can do well

where they are. On inquiry later, I found that the chief, Jacob Berens, desires that,

this part of his band change to where the Pigeon river empties into Lake Winnipeg.

Temperance and Morality.—None of the Indians of this band have much chance

to taste liquor, they are so far inland. They are a fairly moral people, and have very

little contact with the whites, outside of the Hudson's Bay Company's officials.

General Remarks.—We made the trip to this reserve in canoes ; it took nearly

four days from Berens River reserve, and we had to unload and portage everything

thirty-nine times, besides we tracked the canoes up five or six more rapids. There are

fifty-two rapids between Berens River reserve and this one. The Indians of this band

own 33 canoes, 45 nets, 126 traps, and 19 shot guns. They had 110 bushels of potatoes

last fall and planted 20 bushels this spring.

PEKANGEKUM BAND.

This reserve is situated about one hundred miles east of Little Grand Rapids, ou
the Berens river. The heads of the families came down to meet us, and we paid them

at that point. The population consists of 22 men, 27 women, 26 boys and 40 girls, a

total of 115. There were 3 births (3 boys), and 1 death (1 boy), during the year.

They report having raised 356 bushels of potatoes, and having plenty of game and

fish during the year. The Hudson's Bay Company gives employment to most of the

people. They are nearly all pagans. They ask that a councillor be appointed so that

they will have some one they can hold responsible for the^opsr division of the sup-

plies that are sent to the destitute by the department.

GENERAL REMARKS.

I left Stonewall on July 4, and arrived back on August 12, taking just forty days

to make the trip. We were on schedule time at all the reserves, except Poplar River,

where we were one day late. We had an extremely rough and stormy vo^^age in the

schooner ' Hustler.' We had our two-inch oak centreboard broken clean olf even with

the keel, and had twelve feet of the our foremast blown overboard in a heavy wind,

ai.d had to run thirty miles for shelter. Inspector Worsley, of the R.N.W.M.P., and

two constables, accompanied us to all the reserves, and they searched all the boats

belonging to the traders. In aU they found four bottles of whisky, the liquor was

poured out and the trader was fined $10. The Indians at all the reserves welcomed

the police, and trusted that a numbefr of them would be stationed at different points

or. the lake. There is no question that it would be of great benefit to all the Indians,

who reside near the lake, to have a detachment of that body sent out to see that all the

laws are observed.

RAT PORTAGE AGEXCY.

The headquarters of this agency is situated at the town of Rat Portage, the office

is on the second floor of the post office building, and the agent has two very comfortable

rooms, with a vault attached, and there is nothing to be desired as to location. The
storehouse is located near the Lake of the Woods, a.nd is a small frame building owned
by Mr. Pither, and is fairly suitable for the purpose. I inspected Agent R. S. Mc-
Kenzie's books, and found his cash-book correctly and neatly kept; all the other books

.snd papers connected with the office were also in good order. Mr. ]\IcKcr.>;i'.' jypears
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to be in touch with all the reserves in the agency, and reports the Indians in a) fairly

prosperous condition. I inspected the Kat Portage boarding school and found every-

thing working to the best interests of the Indian children who are residents of the

school. My full report on this school has been sent to the Indian commissioner, Win-
nipeg. I interviewed Dr. Hanson as to the health of the Indians of this agency, and
lie makes a very good report.

FORT FEAXCES AGENCY.

The headquarters of this agency is sitiiated at a point at the mouth of Rainy lake,

and is a very choice location. The agency buildings are good and comprise a very com-
fcrtable house for the agent, an office and store-room, and also a small stable. Mr. J.

P. Wright, the agent, has a very fine garden, with every kind of vegetable growing
luxuriously, which ought to be a great object lesson to all the Indians who come to

A'isit him. On my trip in on the boat, very fortunately for me, Mr. Wright happened
to get on the boat in the morning, having been down the river on business connected
with the agency, and as we travelled up the river he pointed out all the different re-

serves that are situated on the Rainy river. The bands settled along this river have
certainly a very choice location, and ought to do well, but as I was shown as well a

number of new houses erected for the especial purpose of selling liquor, tffese being
all located on the American side of the river, it will be seen that there is an overpower-

ing temptation placed before our Indians, and the results are very bad. I understand
that most of these places are running without any license, which makes it all the worse,

as they are under no sort of control.

I inspected the stores on hand, and also the books of the agency. Tlie cash-book

was found correct, and everything connected with the agency was in good order.

I have, &c.,

S. J. JACKSON,
Inspector of Indian Agenci&s.

Northwest Tekritories,

ASSIXIBOIA—ASSINIBOINE AgEN'CY,

SiNTALUTA, August 15, 1904.

The Honourable,

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report together with a statistical

statement and inventory of government property under my charge for the year ended
June 30, 1904.

ASSINIBOINE BAND, NO, 76.

Reseive.—The reserve is a block of land, in size nine by eight miles, lying south
and in distance about seven miles from the village of Sintaluta on the Canadian Pa-
cific main line. It is rolling land and made up roughly speaking of about half brush
and scrub and the remainder clear prairie containing many sloughs. The wood is

poplar, balm of Gilead and willow.

Resources.—The natural resources are hay, wood ai^d some senega-root. The
Indians sell quantities of each to the settlers.
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'j'j4be_—Xhe Indians on this reserve are Assiniboines, sometimes, called Stonies,

a branch, of the Sioux.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians during the year has been good

on the whole^ and the calls upon the doctor and for medicines have been correspond-

ingly few. Dr. Boujou, who lives in Sintaluta, visits cases upon the reserve when
called upon. Some of the older Indians still prefer their own medicine man, but this

class is getting less in numbers and losing its hold on the younger generation.

Population.—The population of the Assiniboines is 210, of which some are in the

United States.

Occupations.—About fifteen families are engaged in farming and stock-raising

and others work for wages among the settlers, whilst some engage in selling wood,

fence-pickets, &c., and also in tanning hides, and other sundry work of all kinds.

Buildings.—The buildings occupied by the Indians are mostly of log. As the logs

as a rule are small, some ingenuity is required to make a good house, but they make
them fairly comfortable and generally keep them clean. Their stables are also made
of logs, and whilst most are not much to boast of in appearance they are warm and

comfortable in winter.

Stock.—The cattle are doing^ very well. We had some losses last winter owing to

the cattle being taken up thin in the fall, caused by the close manner in which they

had to be^hei'ded in the day-time and corralled at night to keep them out of the crops.

A number of the settlei-s had heavier losses, as the winter was long and severe. The
herding is now a thing of the past, as, owing to the department's having kindly loaned

the money, a pasture about three miles and a quarter square has been fenced in by the

Indians and the cattle roam practically at will on the best of feed, night and day. I

may say that the Indians have already made a substantial repayment of the money

advanced. It is difficult to get many of the Indians to take hold of stock from the

fact that there is an increasing cash market for hay, which they prefer selling to

feeding to stock.

Implements.—The Indians own a considerable nmnber of implements, which they

have purchased with their own money, such as mowers, binders, seeders, &c.

Education.—There is no school on the reserve; the children of school age attend

the industrial schools at Regina and Fort Qu'Appelle, respectively.

Keligion.—The religious wants of the Indians are attended to by the Presbyterian

Church, which has a good stone building on the reserve and a resident missionary.

The Roman Catholics also have a frame building on the reseiwe, which is used occa-

sionally for services.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians are steadily progressing towards

self-support and no rations are issued to the able-bodied. In fact with the exception

of a few old and sick, I am glad to report that the band is seK-sustaining and the

ration-house is a thing of the past.

Whilst the increase in the quantity of grain raised and also the cattle, has been

steady, it would have been more so if some of the older Indians had continued farm-
ing, but these, finding that they could make what to them is a more congenial living

by working for settlers, selling wood, &c., have given up fanning. In the past thei

rations usually given to working Indians from the agency acted as a loadstone to keep

them farming in a manner, but as they found the rations cease, they preferred other

modes of making a living to tilling the soil. The younger generation will in time
no doubt, increase the number engaged in agriculture. The dress and habits of the

Indians have undergone a marked change in the last few years, and the blanket, long

hair, paint, &c., are gradually giving way to a more civilized attire. The heathen

dances are stopped, and although at first their suppression caused some grumbling, I

think the Indians have become reconciled to the change. On first settling on reserves

the Assiniboines split up ;
part remaining in Canada and part settling in the United

States. A close relationship has existed and their visits to each other have been
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much against their progress. Endeavours are being made to curtail these in the in-

terest of the Indians themselves.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians do not trouble to get liquor as a rule.

There are a few members of the band who will take it if it comes in their way, but
on the whole their behaviour in this respect is as good as that of any white commun-
ity of the same number. Regarding their morals, there are one or two who are not as

good as might be, but the band as a whole are well-behaved.

General Remarks.—The crop last season was a banner one and far exceeded any
previous one in quantity. Unfortunately, owing to the prolonged wet weather, hinder-
ing the grain from ripening, it was all frozen. This was most discouraging, as it not
only reduced the quantity but the quality as well, some of i. being totally unsaleable.
The band has just taken prizes for work at the Sintaluta and Kegina fairs respec-

tively. A larger exhibit at both places could have been made, had time permitted.
In conclusion, I am glad to say that the progress of the Assiniboines towards civil-

ization and self-support is steady and I believe permanent, and in the future the calls

upon the department for assistance will be strictly confined to a very few old and sick

people and the expense very small.

MOOSEJAW SIOUX.

These Indians, commonly called the Moosejaw Sioux, are a remnant of Sitting
Bull's band who came from the United States during the hostilities in 1876-7. For
some yeai-s they hunted about Wood mountain and with the disappearance of the
buffalo, came to Moosejaw, making a living by doing work around town, selling bead-
work, &c. Whilst they do not i-eceive much from the government, they are non-ijro-

gressive, living in tents the year round. Some of them are fond of liquor and not-
withstanding that several persons have been fined for supplying liquor to them, they
no doubt still get it frequently. They would be better settled on a reserve away from
the town.

The population of the Sioux at Moosejaw and vicinity is 112.

I have, &c.,

THOS. W. ASPDESr,

Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,
Battleford Agexcy,

Battleford, September 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent Greneral of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the affairs of the Battle-
ford agency, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

This agency comprises seven reserves, situated at distances of from fourteen to

forty-four miles from the town of Battleford.

The buildings of the agency headquartei-s are conveniently and centrally located
on the Battle river, about two miles south of the town.

RED pheasant BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve consists of 24,320 acres, and is located twenty-two miles

southeast from Battleford, in the Eagle hills.
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Tribe and Population.—These Indians are Ci-ees, and number 40 men, 38 women,

3G boys, and 36 girls, making a total of 150.

Resources and Occupations.—Oats and barley are a sure crop on this reserve, but

hitherto it has always been regarded as unsuitable for the raising of wheat, as, owing

to the situation, it is so liable to summer frosts ; this year, however, we have three or

four fields of wheat which have the appearance of fully maturing.

The soil is excellent and hay is abundant; water is plentifully distributed, in the

shape of lakes, all over the reserve.

Much wood has of late years been destroyed by fire, but there yet remains suffi-

cient for present needs.

These Indians make a good living by raising stock, freighting, burning lime and

charcoal, working for settlers, and from the sale of muskrat skins.

The crops on this reserve were very measrre last season.

Stock.—There are 365 head of cattle owned by this band ; they are well cared for,

and are quite a source of revenue.

Farm Implements.—These people are well equipped with wagons, mowers, rakes>

binders, and all other necessary implements ; they have paid for these things out of the

proceeds derived from the sale of hay and fat cattle.

Education.—There is a very good day school on this i-eserve; it is conducted under

the auspices of the Church of England: the attendance is regular, the teacher takes

great interest and pride in her work, and the children make fairly good headway witih

Their studies; they also look neat, cleaji, and cheerful.

I am glad to say that a few of the parents are beginning to appreciate the value

of some education for their children, and I trust that the number will yearly gro\f

larger.

Religion.—The major portion of this band are Anglicans, the rest being Roman
Oatholies.

Services are regularly held in the church on the reserve, by the Rev. Mr. Inkster,

and the attendance is very good.

Charasteristics and Progress.—The men of this band are very steady and indus-

irious; they are striving to make an independent livelihood, and are making very satis-

factory progress in that direction.

Their houses, for the most part, are clean, tidy, and comfortable; and a number of

them have shingle roofs, and good lumber flooi-s, with a very fair quantity of furniture.

As to their morals, I think I am safe in saying that they are distinctly higher than

those of the average Indian.

Temperance is, perforce of circumstances, strictly adhered to on this reserve; al-

though it is only by constant supervision, and advice, that the inclinations of some of

the vounger members are curbed.

SWEET GRASS BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve has an area of 42,528 acres, and is located on the south side

of Battle river, twenty miles west of Battleford.

Tribe and Population.—All these people are Crees ; there are 24 men, 35 women, 17

boys, and 16 girls, a total of 92 souls.

Resources and Occupations.—Devil's Drum creek runs through this reserve, and
as it is open winter and summer, a plentiful supply of water is always obtainable.

There is enough hay for their cattle and horses, and also timber for their own require-

ments.

The land is well suited for the raising of wheat and oats.

Live stock and grain are the principal means hj which these people make a living;

they also do some work for settlers, a little freighting, burn lime and occasionally haul
a few loads of fire-wood to town. • Mli
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The crops last year were very poor; yet these people lived just about as comfort-

ably as usual, which shows that they have already a knowledge of providing their own

sustenance.

During the early part of this year these men erected a good substantial bridge

across Devil's Drum creek, and also made considerable improvements on the Cut

Knife trail, which work was paid for by the Northwest government.

They also completed fencing a pasture-field, of about 3,000 acres, for their cattle.

Stock.—The cattle here are a very well-bred bunch of animals, and are carefully

tended; they number, in all, 333 head.

Buildings.—The houses are all built of logs, and are raudded; they are white-

washed at least once a year; they are warm and comfortable in the winter-time, when

they are mostly used, but there is a tendency towards overcrowding ; this I hope to

remedy, in the near future, by inducing them to build additional dwellings, and of a

better class.

Farm Implements.—These Indians are well off for farm implements of every

description, and by the way they take care of them show that they appreciate their

worth.

Education.—Education for the children of this band is amply provided for by the

industrial and boarding schools.

The day school here was closed more than a year ago on account of insufficient

attendance.

Eeligion.—A few pagans still exist in this band, but the greater portion of these

Indians belong to either the Eoman Catholic or Anglican Churches.

Services are seldom held on the reserve; so the Indians may be somewhat excus-

able if they are not quite up-to-date on religious topics.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very law-abiding and indus-

trious; a few of them have a hankering after spirituous liquors, but when detected,

arc promptly and severely punished, which has a most wholesome effect on their

future behaviour.

Their morals are fairly good ; although some of the young folks have an elastic

code of ethics, which needs constant watchfulness on the part of the officials to keep

Ihem out of mischief.

POUNDMAKER AND LITTLE PINE BANDS.

Reserves.—There are two reserves here, which adjoin one another; they are situ-

ated on the south side of Battle river, about forty miles west of Battleford. The com-

bined area is 85,200 acres; the main part of which is splendid agricultural land, the

remainder being well suited for grazing purposes. Wood and water are plentiful. Of
hay there is only a limited quantity; and it taxes all the efforts of these Indians to

procure enough for their large number of cattle; we have hitherto been successful in

this measure, but it was by gathering a good deal of the hay on lands outside the

reserves; now, however, that the district is being settled so rapidly, we shall have to

grow fodder, in order to supplement our crop of wild hay.

Tribe.—These Indians are Plain Crees. The combined population of the two bands

consists of 62 men, 66 women, 51 boys and 40 girls, making a total of 219 souls.

Resources and Occupations.—Grain and stock raising are the staple indxistries on

these reserves. The Indians also do some work for settlers, arid a little freighting; they

make a good comfortable living, and will soon be totally independent of the store-

houses; even last year when the crops were a partial failure, they earned their flour by

working in some other manner; the only drawback being a scarcity of good seed wheat

for this spring.

Stock.—The cattle owned by these bands are of extra good quality, and they are

doing well, as the Indians are very particular in the care of them. A noticeable im-

27—i—
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provement is observed in the horses belonging to these bands; there is a strong ten-

dency to get rid of their smaller ponies, and replace them with general pui-pose horses;

in this endeavour they are receiving every encouragement^ as I consider that good
strong horses are an indispensable necessity to run their binders and mowers. Some
of these men are very successful in the rearing of sheep and pigs.

Education.—Two day schools are in operation here ; the one on Poundmaker re-

serve being under the management of the Roman Catholic Church ; the other is situ-

ated on Little Pine reserve, and is controlled by the Church of England authorities.

During the past year the attendance has not been what might be called quite satis-

factory; some progress, however, has been made, and I trust that in the future a
larger number of children will attend regularly at 'both of these schools.

Buildings.—All the houses are built of logs, mudded, and whitewashed ; a few of

them have shingled roofs, the rest being covered with poles and sods. Every year sees

a great improyement in the class of houses erected, and also in the manner in which
they are furnished, and kept. A good deal of this better state of affairs, is due to the

Indians' noticing and copying from their white neighbours, who are getting to be
quite numerous.

Farm Implements.—These bands have a full complement of farm implements,
which they carefully look after, and keep in good working condition.

They have paid for all these implements out of their own earnings, and by the

sale of cattle and beef.

Religion.—Paganism is dying out slowly, but surely; some of the older folks still

cling tenaciously to sun worship; the majority, however, are just as earnest in their

endeavour to live a Christian life.

Services are occasionally held in the Roman Catholic church, and the Church of

England school; these services are well patronized bv the Indians, who are attentive

listeners to the expounding of religion.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very frugal, and domesticated in

their habits; they are farmers and stockmen, and to give an instance of how they are

becoming self-sustaining, I may say that during the fiscal year 1898-9 these bands re-

ceived 151 sacks of flour from the government; in 1902-3 they received 60 sacks, and
in 1903-4, 61 sacks were issued to them, and notwithstanding this very large reduction.

of rations, they are more cheerful and contented now than wa.s the case when they

were spoon-fed.

The morals of these Indians will favourably bear comparison with many communi-
ties of white people; and I am glad to say that no intemperance exists on either of these

reserves,

STONY BANDS.

Reserve.—At this point there are two reserves, which join one another. They are

t?bout 14 miles south of Battleford.

The Mosquito reserve consists of 23,040 acres.

Grizzly Bear's Head and Lean Man bands are on the other reserve, which contains

23,168 acres.

These reserves are made up of high rolling country, partially wooded with poplar

end balm of Gilead; there are stretches of open prairie, containing a rich black soil

w^ll adapted for cultivation, but also very liable to summer frost. There are other

portions where the surface is undulating, and in the hollows and flats around the

larger lakes there are excellent hay-grounds, and large tracts are well suited for

grazing and stock-raising.

Tribe and Population.—The members of these bands are all Stonies. There are

24 men, 26 women, 14 boys and 5 girls ; a total of 69.

Resources and Occupations.—These Indians are not good farmers; it is very diffi--

cult to get them to work steadily. They make a good living by freighting, and the

sale of hay and fire-wood, also by hunting small game.
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Buildings.—The Stony houses are the poorest and dirtiest in the agency. We are

constantly advising them to improve their domiciles, but I can only "notice an improve-

liient in one or two places.

I am thinking of inducing them to tear all their old houses down and erect new
ones that would be more substantial, comfortable and healthy in their structure.

Stock.—The cattle belonging to these bands are of first-class quality, although

they only number seventy-four head.

A pasture-field of 2,600 acres is now being prepared, so that when the fence is

•completed, I trust that we shall be able to keep the stock from wandering all over the

prairie, and that it will also be an aid to increasing the herd.

Farm Implements.—As at present the Stonies do not go in extensively for agri-

culture, they have all the implements they need; besides these they are well equipped
with wagons, mowers and rakes.

Education.—The day school under the control of the Church of England authori-

ties, has given very poor results so far, chiefly I consider on account of the teachers

being no good. ; a change of teacher is now taking place, so that I hope a very great

change for the better will be shown at this school.

Religion.—Paganism still continues to be the general belief among these bands,

although there are about twelve or fifteen people who are nominal members of the

Roman Catholic and Anglican Churches.

MOOSOMIN BAND.

Reserve.—Moosomin reserve is twelve miles west of Battleford. It contains 14,720

acres. This land lies between the Saskatchewan and Battle rivers; the country is roll-

ing and partially wooded with bluffs of poplar; the soil is a sandy loam, and is well

adapted for both agriculture and stock-raising.

There is also a hay reserve, for both Moosomin and Thunderchild bands, of 960

acres, at Round hill, twenty miles northeast of Battleford.

Tribe and Population.—The majority of these Indians are Crees, the rest being

Saulteaux. There are 30 men, 28 women, 28 boys and 28 girls, a total of 114.

Resources and Occupations.—Mixed farming is successfully carried on by the

members of this band. These Indians are very progressive; in addition to farming,

they do a lot of work for settlers, haul fire-wood to town, and in fact make a very
good living. Last year's crops were very poor, but they made up for this shortage by
earning money in other ways.

Stock.—The stock belonging to this band is very well bred, and is in fine condition;
there are 239 head. The horses, with few exceptions, are small; but I look for a great

improvement in the near future, as the stallion provided by the department last year

has produced some good-looking colts.

The houses and stables on this reserve have been somewhat improved and repaired,

they are in fair condition and more comfortable than was previously the case.

Farm Implements.—All the members of this band are completely equipp'ed with
farm implements, which, when not in use, are carefully kept under cover.

Education.—There is no day school in operation on this reserve, but the boarding
and industrial schools in this district can amply accommodate any children of school

age on this reserve.

Religion.—There are still a few pagans here, but I am glad to say that their num-
bers are steadily decreasing. The remainder of this band are members of either the
Roman Catholic or Anglican Churches.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are becoming self-reliant and in-
dependent in their character; they are steady and very industrious.

Law and order prevail here; a good moral tone is also observed by these people.

Reserve.—The Thunderchild reserve adjoins that of Moosomin, and is eighteen
miles west of Battleford. It comprises 15,360 acres on the south side of the North:
Saskatchewan river, and 5,440 acres on the north side of the same river.

27—i—9i
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In addition to this, they have a share of the hay reserve at Round hill.

The land is rolling prairie of black loam with scattered bluffs of poplar and
willow.

The reserve is very well adapted for mixed farming.

Tribe and Population.—Nearly all the members of this band are Crees ; the others

are Saulteaux.

There are 39 men, 36 women, 24 boys and 24 girls, making a total population of
123 Indians.

Resources and Occupations.—Mixed farming is practised with more or less success-

by these Indians ; they also do a good deal of work for settlers, freighting for the mer-
chants, and hauling fire-wood to town.

Buildings.—The buildings on this reserve are not of first-class quality, yet a num-
ber of them are kept clean and comfortable while they are inhabited during the winter

time.

Stock.—There are 213 head of cattle belonging to the members of this band^

They are a fine bunch of animals, and are in prime condition.

Farm Implements.—These Indians have sufficient farm implements for their re-

quirements. They have paid for them out of their own earnings, and look after them
very carefully.

Education.—The day school, managed by the Church of England authorities, is-

still in operation, but the attendance is small.

The boarding school, adjacent to this reserve, conducted by the Sisters of the

Assumption, still continues to do excellent service. I cannot speak too highly of the

manner in which this institution is conducted. The children all look clean, happy and
intelligent. They are making splendid progress, and I think that when these children

are discharged from school, the training they have undergone will have a very bene-

ficial effect in their own future lives, and also in those of their brethren.

The proximity of this school to the reserve is also a present, potent and good
example to these Indians.

Religion.—Regular services are conducted in the Church of England day school,.

and at the Roman Catholic mission adjoining the reserve. Both these services are well

attended, and the Indians appear to be devout and attentive in their manner of

worship.

Characteristics and Progress.—The younar men of this band are veiy good workers,,

and are quite alive to the fact that they must make their own way in the world.

They are inclined to be somewhat lazy at times, and need to be continually

spurred and encouraged to keep them moving in the right direction.

I am sorry to say that they have not made any advancement in their farming dur-

ing the past year, but as a change of farming instructors is taking place, I hope that

these people will soon make up for lost time in this direction.

The morals of these Indians are good, and they are, perforce of circxunstances^

total abstainers.

REMARKS APPLYING TO THE WHOLE AGENCY.

Vital Statistics.—We paid 767 Indians this year, which is an increase of 2 over
last payments.

There were 34 births and 50 deaths during the fiscal year.

Health and Sanitation.—^During the nast winter the bands of Moosomin, Thunder-
child, Sweet Grass and the Stonies, and the boarding school, were heavily scourged by
emall-pox. Only three deaths occurred, but the disease was, generally, of a very severe

form, and hideously marlced a number of the Indians.

It was only by the most strenuous exertions on the part of the employees that this

disease was confined to these bands.
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With the exception of the small-pox €<pidemic, the Indians have had excellent

liealth.

Stock.—As cattle are one of the main staples of industry here, they are also the

chief object of care. They are like a well and judiciously handled investment, a source

ol food, revenue and profit.

Our calf crop is a good average one, and they are all strong and hearty.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this agency are an intelligent, in-

dustrious find law-abiding people.

They are up-to-date in their ideas and methpds of making a living; and I do not

think that the date is far distant when they will be totally independent of government

iiid, although they will, for a number of years, have to be carefully supervised, in order

that they may be kept in the right path.

During the year we got the saw-mill, supplied by the department, into active opera-

tion, and cut about 80,000 feet of lumber. This will be a great and much-needed help

for roofing and flooring the Indians' houses, also for making bedsteads, tables and other

articles of furniture.

The amount realized during the past fiscal year from the sale of cattle and beef

was $6,453, the greater portion of which was invested in farm implements.

The above-mentioned sum would represent about two-thirds of their income, the

balance being earned by the sale of lime, fire-wood and furs, and freighting.

I am having large pasturages made on all the reserves, averaging about 3,000 acres

on each of the seven reserves. This is so that the cattle may be able to range, under
©asy control, from the time they are turned out of the stables in the spring until it

is again time for them to be talcen into winter quarters.

I am glad to say that there are no cases of crime to report.

Cases of immorality are very rare, much improvement having been shown in this

direction.

Several cases of Indians having received intoxicating liquors, have taken place

during the year ; but in every instance a very severe punishment has been meted out to

both the Indians and the persons who supplied the whisky.

Miscellaneous.—The advent of railroad construction, and a very large influx of

new settlers into this district, have opened new fields and possibilities for the advance-

jnent of our Indians ; they have also brought in their train fresh means of temptation

and demoralizing effects, which will have to be overcome by increased care and watch-

fulness on the part of the department's officials.

My staff has done its utmost to aid me in carrying on the work of the agency.

I have, &c.,

J. P. G. DAY,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Superixtexdency,

BiRTLE Agency,
BiRTLE, August 29, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following annual report, together with agri-

cultural and industrial statistics for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Headquarters.—The headquarters of this agency are located in the town of Birtle,

Manitoba, which is on the northwestern branch of the Canadian Pacific railway.
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Tribes.—There are nine reserves in this agency. Five are occupied by the Saul-

teaux and four by the Dakota or Sioux, who receive no annuity, but were given re-

serves and assistance in cattle and farm implements.

The Saulteaus are a branch of the Ojibbewa tribe and receive an annuity of $5

for each Indian and for each chief $25 and headman or councillor $15.

BIRDTAIL SIOUX BAND, NO. 57.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of 6,400 acres and is located at the junction of
the Birdtail creek and the Assiniboine river. The soil is a light loam and well adapted
for wheat-growing and root crops. The soil in the valley is clay loam and suitable for
grain-growing. The hay-supply is secured in the valley along the Assiniboine '^-iver^

Birdtail creek in section 28, township 14, range 27, west of the 1st meridian. Wheat
and oat straw is also saved after the harvest and fed to stock during the winter months.

There are about six hundred acres in wood, mostly scrub, consisting of oak, elm^
maple and small poplar. The Assiniboine river borders the south and west and the
Birdtail creek runs through the northwest portion of the reserve.

OAK RIVER SIOUX BAND, NO. 68.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of 9,700 acres, and is located about eight miles
north from Griswold, Manitoba, a town situated on the main line of the Canadian Pa-
cific railway, and the reserve post office. The soil on the reserve is a mixture of light and
heavy loam, and is well adapted for the raising of wheat and roots of all kinds. Wheat
grown on this reserve generally grades No. 1 hard. On some of the hills the land is-

stony and sandy and is only suitable for pasture. There is about 1,000 acres in wood,^

mostly elm, oak and poplar. With the exception of elm the growth is small. The Oak
river runs through the northeast corner and empties into the Assiniboine river. The
Assiniboine river is the southern, and part of the eastern boundary of the reserve. The
hay-supply is cut on the river flats.

OAK LAKE SIOUX BAND, NO. 59.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of 2,560 acres and is located about four miles
north of Pipestone, Manitoba, a small town on a branch of the Canadian Pacific rail-

way. The soil is a sandy loam and there is about 1,050 acres suitable for cultivation.

There is about 150 acres in wood, principally ash, elm, maple and poplar, and 1,450

acres in pasture and hay-lands. The Pipestone creek flows through the eastern por-
tion of the reserve.

TURTLE MOUNTAIN SIOUX BAND, NO. 60.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of 640 acres and is located on the northerrt

base of the Turtle mountains. There are 10 acres in wood and the remainder is suit-

able for cultivation and pasture-land. Deloraine, Manitoba, a small town on the Pem-
bina branch of the Candian Pacific railway, is the nearest town and post office.

keeseekoowenin's band, no. 61.

Reserve.—This reserve is located on the Little Saskatchewan river and on the

southern base of the Riding mountains, and has an area of 6,660 acres. The Indians
of this reserve have also a fishing station on the northern shores of Clear Water lake,

about 12 miles northeast of the reserve. The soil is a rich black loam and suitable-

for raising grain and rodts of all kinds. In the flats along the river there are large hay
meadows irrigated by the Little Saskatchewan river, which runs through the reserve

from north to south. There are numerous small lakes and ponds on this reserve. There
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are 1,000 acres in wood, mostly small poplar. Fires have destroyed most of the large

limber. The Canadian. Northern railway, from Neepawa, Manitoba, has its line graded

through the southeast corner of the resei-ve, Strathclair is the nearest town to the

reserve, being located 10 miles south, on the northwestern branch of the Canadian
Pacific railway.

WAYWAYSEECAPPO'S BAND, NO. 62.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of 24,960 acres and is located about 15 rriiles

in a northeasterly direction from Birtle, and on the Birdtail creek, which runs through

the northeast comer of the reserve. In the southern and western portions there are

numerous lakes, ponds and hay meadows. The soil is a heavy black loam and suitable

for raising grain and root crops; and an ideal reserve for stock-raising. Rossburn is

the nearest village to the reserve, being about 5 miles east.

VALLEY RIVER BAND, NO. 62i.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of 11,680 acres, and is located at the junction

of the Valley river and Short creek, and about 15 miles west of Grand View, Manitoba,
a small town on the Canadian Northern railway. This line is now completed and trains

run through the reserve to a point 60 miles further west. Strevel is the name of the

station on the I'eserve. There is a section-house built at this point. The soil is a light

loam suitable for grain-growing, but owing to the hilly nature of the land it is best

adapted to stock-raising. There are about 2,460 acres in wood, mostly spruce and
pcplar. Fire has done great damage to the timber on this reserve. There is still good
timber on the resei-ve suitable for lumber, railway ties, &c., also large quantities of
fire-wood. The hay-supply is secured along the Short creek and sloughs on the reserve.

The lumber industry is carried on to a larere extent in the vicinity of the reserve,

and gives employment to the Indians.

gambler's BAND, NO. 63.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of 774 acres, and is situated on Silver creek.

The Assiniboine river is on the west side, and Binscarth, a small village on the north-

western branch of the Canadian Pacific railway, is 5 miles northeast from the reserve.

The soil is a black sandy loam, with poplar bluffs and some scrub oak, and well adapted

to the growing of grain and root crops.

ROLLING RIVER BAND, NO. 67.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of 12,800 acres, and is located about 8 miles

north of Basswood, Manitoba, a small village on the northwestern branch of the

Canadian Pacific railway. The reserve is undulatinsr. with a groat deal of poplar and
willow brush. There are numerous lakes Cfour of which contain fish), ponds and hay
meadows. The soil is a rich black loam, suitable for grain-growing and raising stock.

There are 4,500 acres in wood. The Rolline river runs through the eastern portion of

the reserve from north to south. The branch line from Neepawa, of the Canadian
Northern railway, runs past the northern boundary of the reserve.

REMARKS APPLYING TO THE WHOLE AGENCY.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the bands in this agency is as follows : 221

men, 269 women, and 390 young i)eople under twenty years of age. There was a

decrease of 10 in the population during the year, accounted for as follows: 25 births

and 39 deaths, 17 joined this agency, transfers from other agencies, 13 left this

agency, transfers to Portage la Prairie and Crooked Lake agencies.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians during the year has been fair.

Whooping-cough was prevalent on the Keeseekoowenin's reserve; one death resulted
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from this disease. The majority of the deaths were among children, and the principal

cause of death was tubercu'losis, in some one of its many forms. The dwellings in

this agency are kept in good order ; of course there are some who will not improve their

houses, which are not what they should be, but on the whole, the majority keep them
in fairly good order and take delight in doing to. All the refuse that accumulates dur-

ing the winter months is raked up and burned. Most of their houses are whitewashed

en the inside.

Kesourcts and Occupations.—The Sioux Indians of the Oak River, Birdtail and
Oak Lake Sioux bands, earn their living by fanning. This season, 1904, the Indians/

of the above bands have under cultivation 2,885 acres in wheat, oats, barley, corn,

potatoes and garden stuff. The prospects for a bountiful harvest are very assuring

and much brighter than last season. Considerable money is also earned by the sale

of ponies, cattle, fish, wild fruits, baskets, mats and bead-work, which they sell to mer-

chants and white settlers in the vicinity of their reserves. The value of the wheat,

cats and barley raised last season, 1903, by the Sioux bands, amounted to over $24,000.

A new source of revenue, commenced last year, was from contracts taken by the owners

of two threshing-machines, who, after finishing in a very satisfactory way all the

threshing on the reserve, undertook threshing for the white settlers in the vicinity.

They gave good satisfaction in every instance, and in this way realized snug sums from
their new venture. The Saulteaux Indians fa^rm on a small scale and raise a little

grain, and nearly all have small gardens of potatoes and other vegetables. They add

to their income by the sale of cattle, wood, hay, baskets, mats, senega-root, working

on the river drives and for farmers in the vicinity of their reserves. The heads of

families succeed in making a good living for them during the year.

Buildings.—The houses in this agency, are mostly built of logs, hewn on both

sides with dovetailed corners and gabled roofs and of good size, and in most cases have

a kitchen annex. We have also twenty-two frame houses, and a number of these have

been built on stone foundations, with kitchens annexed. These frame houses have

been neatly and well built and the work has been done by the Indians themselves.

Several frame stables and barns have also been built on the Oak River Sioux reserve.

The cattle and horse stables are mostly built with logs, with earth and board roofs,

and make good warm buildings for their stock during the winter months.

Stock.—The stock in this agency is in good condition. On most of the reserves

larger-sized horses are being purchased by the progressive Indians, for farming pur-

poses. The Indians take good care of the thoroughbred bulls furnished by the depart-

ment and, notwithstanding the past long winter and hay running short, all the bulls,

fourteen in number, came through in good condition. March and April were two

hard months on cattle, feed running short; and these months being cold and stormy,

iind the animals being in a weak state, the casualties amongst the cows and young
stock were heavy. The animals suffered from indigestion, caused by poor feed and

drinking too much snow water.

Farm Implements.—All the reserves in this agency are well supplied with farm

machinery, and the progressive Indian, each season, if he requires a new implement,

purchases only an up-to-date plough, binder, seeder, &c., as required, at his own ex-

pense. There are two steam threshing outfits in this agency owned by individual

Indians. The implements in this agency comprise walking, gang and sulky ploughs,

seeders, binders, disc and drag harrows, cultivators, land-rollers, mowing-machines and

rakes, wagons and bob-sleighs. In most cases good care is taken of their farm

machinery.

Education.—In this agency there is one boarding and one day school. The boarding

Bchool is in the town of Birtle and has an average attendance of forty-two pupils. The

staff is as follows :—^principal, matron, assistant matron and teacher. The progress

made during the year is very satisfactory. The girls are taught general housework,

cooking, &c., and the boys gardening, use of carpenter's tools and the care of stock,

besides their usual school studies. The members of the staff are to be commended for
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their strict attention to their duties and the interest they take in their pupils. The
day school is on the Keeseekoowenin's reserve and is called the Okanase day school ; it

is fairly well attended and the pupils, who are very bright, are making progress in

reading and speaking English. Thei-e are a number of children from this agency who
are pupils of the Kegina, Elkhorn, Brandon and Qu'Appelle industrial schools, also

the Pine Creek and Cowessess boarding schools. The Indians, with some exceptions

of course, are taking more interest in the education of their children, and prefer the
boarding and day schools to the industrial. This is, I believe, on account of the board-
ing and day schools being nearer and in closer touch with the reserves.

Eeligion.—Religious services are held regularly by the Presbyterians on the Bird-
tail Sioux, Oak Lake Sioux, Waywayseecappo's, Keeseekoowenin's and the Rolling

River reserves, and an Anglican service on the Oak River Sioux reserve. The attendance

at the Presbyterian services by the Indians of the Birdtail Sioux and Keeseekoowenin's

reserves is very encouraging, and nearly all the adults take an interest in the services.

On the Waywayseecappo's and Rolling River reserves the Indians take very little in-

terest in religious matters. On the Valley River reserve no religious services of any
kind are held, although a number of the Indians are interested and desire to have a

minister to perform religious services for them, offering to erec't a log building, to be

used for church purposes. The attendance of the Oak River Sioux Indians at the

Anglican services is small. Sunday school is also held every Sunday afternoon, pre-

sided over by a native lay teacher, Itoyetanka; a number of the young men attend.

Birdtail Sioux, Oak Lake Sioiix, and Waywayseecappo's, have each a church-building

•on their resei*ves. At Rolling River services are held in the missionary's house, on
the reserve, and at Keeseekoowenin's in the school-house, all Presbyterian. The Angli-
can services for- the Oak River Sioux Indians, are held in the mission church, a short

distance east of the reserve. As an evidence of interest in religious matters, the In-
dians of the Birdtail Sioux reseiwe contributed the sum of $86 towards the Home and
Foreign mission funds of the Presbyterian Church.

Progress.—I am very pleased to report that the Indians of this agency are pro-

gressing. The acreage under crop this season, 1904, is 3,284 acres, mostly in wheat,

oats and potatoes. The grain return last season amounted to 59,749 bushels, and
graded mostly No. 1 and 2 northern, and potatoes 4,098 bush'fels. Among the progres-

sive Indians are Jos. Boyer and Geo. Bone 5f the Keeseekoowenin's reserve, who are

good farmers and have this season 86 acres in wheat and oats, have good houses and
stables and have over 56 head of cattle and 9 horses between them. Sunkahonahon,
Moses Bunn and John Thunder of the Birdtail Sioux reserve have this season ajnong

them 270 acres of wheat and 62 acres in oats and 5 acres in barley, besides gardens.

They have good comfortable houses and stables and have 26 head of cattle and 23

horses. Tunkancekiyana, Kinyanwakan, Caskehanska, Itoyetanka, Harry Hotanina
and Mahpikaska of the Oak Rivea* Sioux resei-ves have all good frame hovises with

kitchens annexed. Itoyetanka and Kinyanwakan have good frame stables, and the

others good log stables. They have also the necessary farm machinery and two steam
threshing outfits. They have among them, under cultivation, 626 acres in wheat and
oats, besides gardens. A number of horses, granaries and stables have been built dur-

ing the year.

Temperance and Morality.—There were five liquor cases during the year; four re-

sxJted in convictions and one ease was dismissed for lack of evidence. The liquor is

generally obtained during visits to the towns and villages in the vicinity of reserves.

The morals of the Indians in this agency axe very good; of course there are a few
who might improve in this respect, but, on the whole, the standard is improving.

Crops.—Ploughing and seeding were retarded by the late cold spring, and some
of the grain was late in being sown. The summer months, however, were excellent for
growing crops, although in June the grain suffered for want of moisture; rain fell,

however, in time, and the prospects for a bountiful harvest are very bright indeed. The
kte-sown grain will not be ready to cut before September, but the early-sown should
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be ready for the binder in August. Some cuttinar was done on August 15, but cutting

will not be general until about August 25. The sample will be much better than last

season.

General Eemarks.—During the past year at the _agency headquarters, a new office

Las been built, 18 x 21 feet, frame, and painted outside and oiled inside. It is a neat

substantial building. There has also been built and painted outside, a kitchen, at-

tached to the agency house, 16 x 18 feet, one story and a half. It requires to be sheeted

on the inside. The Sioux Indian Young Men's Christian convention was held on the

Birdtail Sioux reserve in June, and the Indians from the surrounding reserves as-

sembled there for their mutual benefit and imorovement. I think that an occasion of

this kind, in which so much good feeling and religious fervour is shown, is a very

great evidence of progress, both in religious and material matters, for unless they were

improving along both lines, there would be wanting both the feeling of good fellowship

and the spirit of hospitality which were marked features of this convention. There

h?is been no change in the staff since my last report, and they continue to discharge

their duties satisfactorily.

I have, &c.,

G. H. WHEATLEY,
Indian Agent,

Northwest Territories,

Alberta—^Blackfoot Agency,
Gleichen, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the report of this agency for the fiscal year

ended June 30, last.

Reserve.—The Blackfoot reserve, with its area of 470 square miles, is situated

just south of the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway, about 50 miles east of the

city of Calgary.

The Bow river enters the reserve near the northwestern boundary, runs in a south-

easterly direction, and leaves the reserve very near the southeast corner. Crowfoot
creek enters on the northern boundary and empties into the Bow river within 10 miles

of the eastern limit. In the southwestern portion of the reserve lhe two Ari'ow-wood

creeks rise, and, flowing northerly, also empty into the Bow river.

On both the north and south sides of the Bow, are ridges of low sandy dunes. Som.a

scrub and small timber grows on these sandv dunes and along the river and creeks.

The banks of the Bow river average about 150 feet in height, in some places slop-

ing gradually for a mile or more back from the stream, but in others rising almost per-

pendicularly, when they are known as * cut banks.'

This river valley consists of not onlj'- the river bed, but, at intervals, fertile valleys

and plains covered with scrub or heavier timber. The uplands on both sides of the

Bow are rolling prairie, broken in places by ponds and the sandy dunes before referred

to. Both valley and upland produce rich pasturage for stock, and it is only rarely that

the snow lies so deep as to prevent the gaining of a subsistence thereon by cattle or

horses.

Tribe.—Only the historic Blackfeet reside on this reserve.

Vital Statistics.—The men number 233, the women 253, and the young people, un-
der twenty-one years of age, 359, making a total population of 845.
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Health and Sanitation.—There was no serious epidemic during the year, but too

many succumb to pulmonary ailments that evidently lurk in the system of many of

these people.

Eefuse matter that collects about their habitations during the winter months is

regularly collected and burned. Most of these Indians abandon their winter quarters

on the advent of spring and take to the teepees.

There is a hospital containing two wards on the reserve. A resident doctor and

two nurses are in charge. This hospital is under the auspices of the English Churcli,

but it is open to all Indians.

Dr. Laffcrty, of Calgarj^ supervises the medical work for the department.

Occupations.—Ranching or stock-raising, mining and haiding coal, farming and
putting up hay for the near ranchers and various kinds of day labour, are the cliief

occupations of these Indians. As their cattle now number over 1,800 head, and are

yearly increasing, a considerable quantity of hay must be cut and stacked each year

for winter use for them, besides a supply for their work horses.

The coal mine was operated for five months last wintei', and during that time these

Indians mined and hauled over 3,800 tons of coal and earned from this work alone over

$5,000. * The most easily worked seam lies just south of the Bow river, on the opposite

side from the line of railway. The only season that it can be reached is when the ice

forms on the river and is used in lieu of a bridsre. The nearest point where coal

can be loaded on the railway cars is three miles from the mine, and the hauling of

the coal from the pit to the cars, and to the Gleichen market, sixteen miles distant,

gave a good deal of employment to the Indians and to their teams, besides those

employed at mining the coal. These operations were carried on under mv man-
agement, and I employed a practical miner to directly sujpervise the mining

operations, hauling and the other work in connection therewith. The Indians

were paid for hauling by the estimated ton and for mining, some at a rate

per yard and others at a rate per day. All were paid weekly in cash and

they viewed the .operations as of great importance and magnitude and one and all

were very sory when, at the end of March, the work had to be abandoned, owing to

the fact that the ice bridge was flooded and soon after broken up by the elements.

A surrender of this coal area was made to the department, to be leased on condi-

tions that were embodied in the surrender. It is to be hoped that capitalists will be

found who will undertake the operation of this valuable property. It is too vast an

undertaking for these Indians to operate successfiilly. The surrender is amply pro-

tected and, to my judgment, particularly favourable to the Indians.

The Indians who took cattle some years ago are now reaping the benefits of their

labour. Each season some of them have from one to ten head to sell and yet their

holdings are growing in number.
At the beginning of the fiscal year a system was inaugurated here by which mem-

bers of the band having marketable cattle could, if so disposed, turn a portion of these

animals towards providing a supply of fresh meat for their own use. The working of

this plan in short is: any Indian has the privilege of turning a beef animal into the

reserve abattoir and having his account credited with the quantity of beef so delivered.

This individual is allowed to withdraw, weekly, such quantities of meat as will amount

by the end of the year to the quantity turned in. The plan has worked admirably, and

as the cattle increase in the hands of individual Indians, the greater will be the num-
ber who can provide for themselves in a similar manner. It is, so I think, the wedge
that may be used to sever gently the able-bodied from that free ration system that has

prevailed here since the making of the treaty.

The gratuitous issue of beef for the fiscal year was about-280,000 pounds less than

it was four years ago, and this saving was brought about, partially at least, by this

self-support system.

Previously to three years ago, the cattle of this reserve were in few hands, but

since that time a number accepted heifers under the loan system, i.e., accepted them
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on the condition of returning a like number at the expiration of several years, but re-

taining the increase for their own benefit. These heifers have since had progeny, and

in the course of a few years the holders will have matured animals available either for

the market or for providing meat for their own requirements. I foresee no reason

then why all able-bodied members of this reserve and their dependents cannot be

struck from the free ration list, and only the aged, infirm and their dependents, left

to the charity of the government.

Buildings.—While no great strides have been made towards the improvement of

their buildings, a few better dwellings and stables have been erected and a few others

<!onsiderably improved.

Education.—The two boarding schools, one under the auspices of the Roman
Catholic Church and the other under those of the Anglican Church, are still in oper-

ation and doing very good work.

There are yet within the reserve a number of children of school age who have
never attended any school, but in our opinion the objections to education are gradually

<iying out.

Religion.—There are two missions on this reserve, one Roman Catholic, the other

Anglican. Both denominations have splendid edifices in which the Indians may
worship.

Religious services of both are fairly well attended, but a great majority of the

Indians still cling to the religion of their forefathers.

Characteristics.—To get as much as they can for nothing out of every one, and
the government in particular, is said to be one of the chief characteristics of the In-

dian. This begging habit is encouraged by indiscreet people giving them letters of in-

troduction to the public asking for donations. While the begging characteristic may
be great, I have found some who view it with disfavour and I think if it were generally

discountenanced it would soon die out.

Another characteristic is, and I do not think they differ much in this respect from
many of their white brethren either, that they expect their preceptor to be an example
of his or her own precepts, or in other words they are great believers in consistency.

Progress.—While being unable to report great progress, I think that I can hon-

estly claim some, and on foundations that to my mind are the ones most lasting and
productive of advancement in other lines. I refer particularly to their efforts towards

self-support, which is very amply exemplified in the fact that the free food issue is now
costing the government about $20,000 less than it did a few years ago. I think, too,

that it is a fact that the great majority of the Indians are in a much better financial

position than ever before. They are more anxious to work now, and I think it a
truism that does not except even an Indian, that money earned is more wisely ex-

pended than money acquired without labour. I do not wish to be understood to say

that they do not squander any of their gains now, for a great deal of their spendings

is yet misdirected; sufficient is, I believe, still ill-spent to cover the cost of the food

they get gratuitously. Steps have been taken, I am sure, in the right direction and I

trust will continue so until the goal of self-support is finally reached.

Temperance and Morality.—There are, I regret to say, too many addicted to the

use of intoxicants of one kind or another. A number have been fined and im-

prisoned during the year for indulging in decoctions put up and sold under the mislead-

ing names of flavouring extracts and medicines, when in reality they contain a much
greater per centage of alcohol than does the ordinary whisky. Whenever the vendors

of any kind of intoxicants could be convicted, they were prosecuted and a few hundred
dollars was collected and sent to the department during the year. While such action

apparently does not entirely eradicate the evil, it goes without saying that it tends to

diminish it.

These Indians seem to be as moral as most Indians similarly situated.
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General Kemarks.—While the advancement has not been as marked as one would

desire, there have been many encouraging features, and I think the year one of sub-

stantial progress.

I have, &c.,

J. A. MARKLE,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

Alberta—Blood Agency,

MACLEOD, October 5, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report of this agency, together with

agricultural and industrial statistics and inventory of government property for the

fiscal year ended 'Jtine 30, 1904.

Reserve.—The reserve is situated between the Belly and St. Mary's rivers, and

runs in a southern direction for about forty miles to within fourteen miles of the

international boundary. It contains an area of over 540 square miles, or some 354,000

acres of splendid grazing land. The two rivers form our boundary lines on the north,

east and west sides and give an abundant supply of fresh clear water.

There is no timber upon the reserve, but the river bottoms in places have a few

cotton-wood trees and a fair growth of willow, which form good cattle-shelters during

the cold weather.

It is the largest Indian reserve in the Dominion.
Tribe.—These Indians are a branch of the Blackfoot nation, which comprises the

Blackfeet at Gleichen, Xorth Peigans, near Macleod, and the South Peigans, in Mon-
tana, U.S.A.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the reserve at the annuity payments in

November last, was 1,196, (an increase of 11 over the preceding year), consisting of

294 men, 408 women, 281 boys and 213 girls.

The births numbered 56, the deaths 46 and 1 Indian returaed to the reserve.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the Indians has been very good
during the year, the deaths being less than half what they were last year. As usual

among Indians, there are a number afflicted with scrofula and consumption, but

every care and precaution is taken with them. They are all instructed to keep their

houses well ventilated and whitewashed, also to burn up all refuse, especially in spring.

During the summer most of the Indians vacate their houses and live in tents, which
is very beneficial to their health. The hospital continues to be of great benefit to the

Indians, and is under the care of the medical officer. Dr. Edwards. A great number
of the Indians are also treated for minor ailments in the dispensary of the hospital

every week. On my visit in June last, I found the hospital in splendid order and
spotlessly clean. The Reverend Sisters in charge desei-ve every credit for their good
work here.

Resources and Occupations.—The Indians have as yet not engaged much in farm-
ing, this being more of a stock-raising district, so that the principal sources of our
Indians' revenue are cattle, cattle-raising, sale of hay and freighting hay, coal and
other supplies for the reserve and the neighbouring ranchers.

Some 3,500 tons of hay were put up by the Indians for their own use and about

1,200 tons Bold to the police and surrounding settlers at from $4.50 to $7.50 per ton.
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according to the distance hauled. A large quantity of €oal was also freighted from the

Oalt mine at Lethbridge to the agency headquarters, to the several police posts and

to settlers, at which the Indians earned between $1,500 and $1,600.

An Indian named Black Horses, assisted by his son, is working a coal mine on the

banks of St. Maiy's river, by which he makes a good living. The coal is apparently

of the same vein as the Gait mine at Lethbridge, which is about fifteen miles from

Black Horses' mine.

Our Indians also earned $2,182.25 for topping and hauling beets for the Knight
Sugar Company, Raymond.

Stock.—Stock-raising is the principal pursuit of our Indians and their herds are

growing rapidly. By our records I find that they began stock-raising with the assist-

ance of the department some ten years ago, and their herd now consists of nearly 5,000

head. Nearly 900 calves were branded this summer. The Indians are now realizing

the great value of this industry, and this year there were a great many applications

for stock from those who had hitherto not asked for any. The department very kindly

sent in over 900 head of young heifers in June, which were mostly issued on loan to

those Indians who wished to begin cattle-raising, and the remainder were issued to

those who had had one or two issued to them in previous years, so that now every

Indian who expressed a desire to start in the stock business has had breeding stock

loaned to him.

There are, of course, some of them who have not yet realized the benefit of own-
ing cattle, but they will no doubt soon fall into line.

Thirty-nine pure-bred shorthorn and Hereford bulls were sent in by the depart-

ment, so that now we have 100 fine pure-bred bulls on the reserve. We have also six

good stallions, which were supplied by the department to improve the breed of the

Indian ponies. A great many of the Indians have fine teams of horses, very different

in breed and build from the cayuse which was formerly their chief possession.

Our Indians supplied the department with over $11,000 worth of beef last wintei^

nearly all being prime three-year-old steers. The barren cows were also cleared out of

the herd and killed for beef.

The Indians have still a large number of ponies, which they keep selling from
time to time, realizing a good addition to their income.

Buildings.^Many of the Indians have much improved their dwelling-houses by
putting in new floors and shingle roofs.

A new house was erected for the herder and a large cattle-shed was built in one
of the agency pastures for shelter for the bulls and beef steers.

An addition of two rooms was built to the agent's house, which much improves it

in appearance and convenience.

A commodious and comfortable house was built for the use of the resident med-
ical ofiicer. Dr. Edwards.

AH the agency buildings are in process of being painted white, which they needed
very much, as it is many years since they were last painted.

Several of the Indians have done a large amount of fencing during the year,

an areo of 500 acres having been inclosed in the various fields and corrals with sub-

stantial fences of posts and barb wire.

Implements.—The Indians have purchased during the year 12 mowers, 14 rakes,

4 ploughs, 21 wagons, 42 sets of harness, 28 saddles and 6 democrat wagons, to be

pail for out of their earnings. They are thus getting together a good working outfit.

Education and Religion.—There are two boarding schools and one day school be-

longing to this reserve.

The Roman Catholic boarding school has an attendance of 33 pupils and the

Church of England boarding school an average of 47 pupils in residence. The
Church of England day school at Bull Horns has between 20 and 30 pupils on the

register, but the attendance fluctuates very much, as it is exceedingly difficult to get
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those pupils to attend regularly clay by day, their parents taking very little interest

in the matter.

Pupils from this reserve are in attendance at the Calgary and Dunbow industrial

schools.

The large majority of the Indians are pagans ; some few attend one of the two
churches here, where services are regularly held, together with the pupils of the

schools.

Characteristics and Progress.—There is no reason to complain of the progress of

these Indians. The majority aie good workers, although as in every community,
both civilized and uncivilized, there are indolent ones to be found, who, however-
much they are urged, will make little or no effort towards earning money and better-

ing their condition.

Many of our Indians are gathering together good herds of cattle, so much so

that in March last a wr.ew movement was begun here, that of making the cattle-owners

who had sufficient stock provide beef out of their own herds for the support of them-
selves and families. There are 19 families, consisting of 76 persons, who are doing
this wholly or in part.

When their beef animals are killed, a certain proportion of the beef sufficient for

their requirements is credited to them and entered in a pass-book, which is given to

each owner. Each ration-day they draw their usual ration of beef, which is entered

to their debit in their pass-books, and so each Indian knows how much beef he had,

how much he draws each ration-day and how much is still left to his credit.

Preference is also given to these Indians who are trying to become self-support-

ing, when we have any work to be done whereby they can earn money. The other

Indians, therefore, see that there is a great advantage in it in many ways, and will

no doubt in a short time, when able, follow the example. Of course it is a work of

time to educate the Indian in these ideas of self-betterment.

Our Indians are becoming alive to the possibilities of grain-growing. During
past years it seems to have been the idea that this part of the country was only suited

to stock-raising. In the past two or three years many white settlers have raised good
crops of grain, and now it is a topic of conversation among the Indians that they

should try to do likewise. This year they broke about 25 acres of land, which were

sown with potatoes. If it is foimd that grain can be grown successfully, they talk

about building a grist-mill for themselves and providing their own flour.

Temperance and Morality.—Their morals are, I think, as good as any of the

other bands of Indians that I know, and there is not much to complain of in this

direction. In spite of the strict law, some of them manage to procure intoxicating

liquor. Four Indians were convicted of being drunk on the reserve and sentenced to

one month each with hard labour, without the option' of a fine. A fine is little or no

punishment to an Indian ; he pays it and then forgets, but he decidedly remembers a
teiTQ of imprisonment.

General Remarks.—We had a very favourable winter for stock and our casualties

were very small. We had no severe storm such as occurred in May, 1903. There

tas been a general improvement towards the betterment of the Indian, There has
been a substantial increase in their stock and working outfits, which thus increases

their earning powei-s. I think the agent and staff are to be congratulated upon their

work in assisting the Indians towards this end.

I regret to say that at this time of writing our agent and his wife, Mr. and Mrs.

R. N. Wilson, are in Macleod hospital, suffering from typhoid fever. I am glad to

state they are now on the way towards recovery. Mr. Wilson was, therefore, unable to

write his annual report, and, as I was only transfen-ed from Crooked Lake agency

to this agency last December, I must ask indulgence for any shortcomings there

may be in this report.

I have, &-C..

31^0. W. JOWETT,
Acting Indian Agent.
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Northwest Territories,

Saskatchewan—Carlton Agency,,

MiSTAWASis, September 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report of this agency for the year

ended June 30, 1904.

WILLIA3I TWATT's BAND, NO. 101.

Reserve.—This reserve lies to the north of, and 20 miles distant, from the town of

Prince Albert. It contains some 20,000 acres. Its northern portion is heavily tim-

bered with spruce and poplar, while the southern part of the reserve is suitable for

agricultural purposes.

Tribe.—These Indians are Crees.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 36 men, 47 women, 43 boys and 19

girls, a total of 145.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians is generally good. As for

sanitary precautions, there is no trouble, as they now fully understand the necessity

for them.

Resources and Occupations.—The members of this band depend to some extent

on hunting and fishing; they are good workers and earn very considerable in the lum-

ber woods and at log-driving; they farm but little in consequence.

Buildings.—A number of these Indians have good shingle-roofed houses, which

are very comfortable; while others are contented with flat-roofed shanties.

Stock.—They have a fine herd of cattle, of which they take fair care. They have

110 surplus stock this year beyond what beef will be required on the reserve.

Education.—There is a day school on the reserve, at which the attendance is fair.

Some four or five pupils also attend Emmanuel Colleare.

Progress.—These Indians are progressing slowly, but, with the advantages they

have, should do much better. '

Religion.—Those who are not pagans attend the Church of England service.

Temperance and Morality.—The members of this band, while working in the lum-

ber camps and at log-driving, come a great deal in contact with the white man and

liquor; the temptation is very great, yet they behave fairly well. Their morality is

not below the average.

petaquakey's band, NO. 102.

Reserve.—This reserve has an area of forty-two square miles northwest of Carlton

;

the soil is rich and suitable for mixed farming.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Cree nation.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 18 men, 23 women, 25 boys and 22

girls, a total of 88 souls.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been very good. The houses

are kept very clean, and sanitary precautions are well carried out.

Resources and Occupations.—Farminsr and cattle-raising constitute the chief occu-

pation of the band, little or no hunting being done.

Buildings.—All the houses are substantial, and some are very comfortable.
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Stock.—The cattle of this reserve are of a good class and are well cared for.

Farm Implements.—These Indians are well supolied with all implements that arc

required. These are purchased in most cases from their own earnings.

Education.—There is no day school on this reserve, the children are sent at an

early age to the Duck Lake boarding school.

Eeligion.—These Indians are Eoman Catholics, they have a church on the reserve,

their spiritual welfare being looked after by the Eev. Father Paquette, who, although

at present in poor health, takes great interest in these Indians.

Progress.—They are doing very well, are Cfood workers, and should be in a very

short time self-supporting.

Temperance and Morality.—The members of this band are very temperate and

moral.

MISTAWASIS' BAND, KO. 103.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated twenty-five miles north of Oarlton, and has an

area of 77 square miles. It is well watered, hay is plentiful, and the grazing is magni-

ticent.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are Crees.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 35 men, 40 women, 26 boys and 25

girls, a total of 126 souls.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been very good, they

are intelligent and as a rule eariy out the instructions given them by the medical at-

tendant ; they also observe sanitary measures.

Resources and Occupations.—Farming and stock-i'aising are the chief occupations

on this reserve; there are but few hunters.

Buildings.—The majority of the Indians of this reserve have good comfortable

shingle-roofed buildings.

Stock.—The cattle are of a jgood class, the Indians are poor feeders and it is diflS.-

cult to get them to put up sufficient fodder; the majority of them were short of hay last

winter, consequently the cattle went to the grass this spring in poor condition.

Implements.—These Indians have all the implements they require for farming

purposes.

Religion.—There are several families that belong to the Roman Catholic faith,

but the majority profess to belong to the Presbyterian Church; they attend service

well. The Rev. Mr. Moore is the incumbent and is doing good work.

Education.—There is a day school on the reserve; the attendance is very good.

They have an excellent teacher in Mrs. Moore ; under her tuition the pupils are making

rapid progress. Nine children are at present attending the Regina industrial and

Duck Lake boarding schools.

Characteristics and Progress.—Some of these Indians are doing fairly well; they

have, however, been too much indulged ?jid lean too much on the ration-house, but if

properly handled, there is no reason why they should not become more thrifty.

Temperance and Morality.—Although I have been here but a short time, I have

learned that the Indians of this band are neither as temperate or moral as they

should be.

AHTAHKAKOOP'S BAND, NO. lOL

Reserve.—This reserve lies 18 miles north of Mistawasis, and contains an area of

67 square miles, much of which is heavily wooded, but sufficient land is to be found

for the raising of grain.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Cree nation.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 42 men, 58 women, 46 boys and IJ8

girls, a total of 202 souls.

27—i—10
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ITealth and Sanitation.—The general health of this band has been good, they keep

their houses fairly clean, and follow the instructions given them as to sanitary mea-

fiures very well.

Resources and Occupations.—Grain-growing and stock-raising are their principal

means of support, which they supplement to some extent with that of hunting.

Buildings.—Most of the houses are very good, shingle roof log buildings, some of

which are very creditable and will compare veiy favourably with the best of log houses

put up by white settlers.

Stock.—They have a fine herd of cattle, which wintered fairly well ; they also

own some good horses.

Education.—There is a day school on the reserve, Avith a fair attendance ; the

progress made, however, is not encouraging. About twenty ch Idren attend the indus-

trial schools.

Religion.-^The majority of the band are members of tlie Church of England,

their spiritual welfare being looked after by the Rev. Mr. Cook.

Progress.—A number of the Indians are making fair progress and are indus-

trious ; most of them are young and able-bodied, and, if properly handled, should

soon be on the way to becoming self-supporting.

Temperance and Morality.—They are very moral, but some of them will drink

whenever they can procure any whisky.

kopwayawakexum's baxd, xo. 105.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the northern shore of Meadow
lake, about one hundred and twenty miles north of the town of Battleford, and has

an area of fourteen square miles. The Meadow river flows through the eastern

portion of the resei've, which as a whole contains excellent soil, plenty of timber and
good water, and possesses in its waters an abundance of excellent fish. On the reserve

there is one of the largest hay meadows in the Territories.

Tribe.—These Indians are of the Cree nation.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 15 men, 23 women, 23 boys and 20

girls, a total of 81 souls.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been very good, fair atten-

tion is paid to sanitary measures.

Resources and Occupations.—These Indians are hunters ; they put in a few
gardens, but that is all, they are \oo far from a market or mill to go into grain-rais-

ing, they derive a good living from hunting and fishing.

Buildings.—There are but few buildings on the reserve, they are of the poorest

class and are veiy seldom occupied, the Indians being but very little on the reserve.

Stock.—They have about eighteen or twenty head of cattle and twenty ponies.

Implements.—They have but few farm implements.

Education.—There is a day school on the reserve, but, owing to the Indians being

continually away hunting, the attendance is poor and progress slow.

Religion.—These Indians are Roman Catholics, their spiritual welfare being look-

ed after by the Rev. Father Testo of Green Lake.

Characteristics and Progress.—They make a good living by hunting and fishing,

they may in time be prosperous cattle-raisers ; but beyond their gardens, agricultural

pursuits cannot, be attempted for want of a market. They are industrious and law-

abiding, and very clean and neat in their appearance.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

KENEMOTAYOO'S BAXD, XO. 118.

Reserve.—This reserve is located along the Green Lake trail and lies twelve miles

north of Sandy lake. It has an area of forty-six square miles.
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Tribe.—These Indians are of the Cree nation.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of the Big Eiver and Pelican Lake sec-

tions of Kenemotayoo's band is 34 men, 44 women, 48 boys and 51 girls, a total of 177

souls.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these bands has been very good, sanitary

precautions are fairly well carried out.

Eesources and Occupations.—These bands depend for a livelihood principally on

hunting and fishing" ; they have been farming for some two or three years, but the

reserve is not adapted to the raising of grain, it being too light ; after being croppad

one or two years, the soil becomes exhausted ; the raising of grain successfully on

this reserve is out of the question.

Buildings.—Their houses are very poor, but they intend building better ones, and

a number of logs have been got out for that purpose.

Stock.—Their herd is not large, although a good class of cattle.

Implements.—They have been furnished with such implements as they require.

Education.—The day school on this reserve is well attended and good progress has

been made.
Religion.—But little progress has been made in this direction, but the efforts

made by the missions of both the Roman Catholic and Anglican Churches may in

time produce good results.

Progress.—They are fair workers, obedient, and are slowly advancing ; an earn-

est and persistent effort on the part of the agent and farmer will, I have no doubt,

be rewarded.

Temperance and Morality.—They^are temperate and moral.

wahspaton's band (sioux), no. 94a.

Reserve.—The reserve contains 2,400 acres, and is 9 miles northwest of the town
of Prince Albert; the soil is light and sandy; about three-fourths of the reserve is

covered with brush, scrub, jack pine and poplar.

Tribe.—These Indians are of the Sioux nation.

Vital Statistics.—The band numbers about 100 souls, but only some seven

families dwell on the reserve, the remainder live near Prince Albert ; exact details

are not available.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good; sanitary precau-

tions are well carried out.

Resources and Occupations.—These Indians have about two acres in gardens and
about 30 acres in oats and barley. Their chief support is derived from the sale of roots,

berries, wood aii^ hay, to the convenient market at Prince Albert.

Buildings.—Their buildings are substantial and comfortable, and are neatly kept.

Stock.—Their cattle and ponies, although small, are of a good class and are well

looked after.

Implements.—The supply on hand is adequate, and they are very careful of them.

Education.^—There is a day school on the reserve, but the attendance is very small

and progress slow.

Religion.—These Indians are adherents of the Presbyterian Church, and divine

services are held every Sunday in their native tongue by the missionary.

Progress.—They are very industrious and are steadily advancing.

Temperance and Morality.—In these respects they compare very favourably with

the other hands.

GENERAL REMARKS.

From the returns on file in this office, I find that this agency has been fairly suc-

cessful during the past year, fur and game of all kinds have been plentiful, the crops

27—i—lOA
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were fairly good, although the average yield was small, the agency mill ground over

-.1,000 sacks of flour for the Indians, besides which some grain was sold at Duck Lake

and to passing freighters.

Some 1,500 logs were taken out by the Indians at Sandy Lake reserve, and were

converted into lumber.

It is satisfactory to state that the rules laid down by the department are strictly

adhered to.'

I have, &c.,

J. H. PRICE,
Acting Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

Eastern Assiniboia—Crooked Lake Agency,
Near Broadview, August 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my first annual report from this agency, with

agricultural and industrial statistics, together with the inventory of government pro-

perty under my charge to June 30, 1904.

I have had temporary charge of this agency since April 20, 1904, the date that the

late Mr. Magnus Begg, the former agent, died.

Agency Office.—The agency buildings are situated on the northeast quarter of

section 4, township 18, range 5, west of the 2nd meridian, about 9 miles northwest of

the town of Broadview, on the main line of the Canadian Pacific railway.

Reserves.—The reserves are as follows : Ochapowace, No. 71; Kahkewistahaw,

No. 72 and 72A; Cowessess, No. 73; Sakimay and Shesheep, No. 74 and 74A, and Little

Bone reserve. No. 73A, lying north of the Canadian Pacific railway, and extending

from Whitewood, on the east, to Grenf ell, on the west. The total area of these reserves

Is 181,676 acres. The reserves are all well watered, being broken up by sloughs and

creeks, the latter emptying themselves into the Qu'Appelle river.

Most of the soil is sandy and clay loam. The country in general is rolling and

parts of it are very picturesque.

ochapowace' band, no. 71.

Reserve.—This reserve lies to the east of the agency headquarters and is north-

west of Whitewood. It contains 52,864 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are Crees.

Vital Statistics.—There are on this reserve 34 men, 30 women and 40 children,

making a total of 104. There were seven deaths on this reserve during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—There are a number of old people on this reserve, but on

the whole the health has been good. Dr. J. R. Bird, the medical attendant, has been

very attentive to his duties.

Education.—The children of this reserve attend the Round Lake boarding school,

which is conducted by the Rev. H. McKay.
Religion.—A few of these Indians are Presbyterians, under Rev. H. McKay's care,

tlie remainder being mostly Roman Catholics and pagans.
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KAKEWISTAHAW BAND, NO. 72 AND 72a,

Reserve.—This reserve lies north of Broadview ; it contains an area of 46,816

acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are Crees.

Vital Statistics.—This band Has a population of 98, consisting of 31 men, 33
women and 34 children. There were 5 births on this reserve.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians has been good,

except for a few cases of scrofula.

Education.—Six of these children are attending the Qu'Appelle industrial school,

2 at Cowessess boarding school, and 13 at Round Lake boarding school.

Religion.—The majority of these Indians who are Roman Catholics attend service

at the mission in Qu'Appelle under Rev. S. Perrault, and a few Presbyterians attend

services held by the Rev. IT. McKay.

COWESSESS band, NO. 73.

Reserve.—This reserve lies to the west of Kahkewistahaw reserve and^ north of

the Canadian Pacific railway between Broadview and Grenfell. Its area is 49,920
acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are mostly half-breeds, the remainder being Crees and
Saulteaux.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 190, consisting of 41 men, 55

women and 04 children. During the year there have been 7 births and 6 deaths.

Health.—The health of the members of this band has been fairly good.

Education.—Seventeen of these children are attending the Qu'Appelle industrial

school, 2 at Regina industrial school and 19 at Cowessess boarding school.

Religion.—The majority of this band are half-breeds an<i attend services at the

Roman Catholic mission, which is on the reserve, in charge of Rev. S. Perrault.

SAKIMAY BAND, NO. 74.

Reserve.—This reserve is on the west side of the north half of Cowessess reserve

and bounded on the north by the Qu'x\ppelle valley, a small portion of the reserve (No.
74A) being on the north side of the river.

The area of this reserve is 25,208 acres. These Indians have the Leech Lake (No.

73A) reserve 40 miles north containing 6,976 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are mostly Saulteaux, but a few are Crees,

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 166 ; there are 35 men, 41
women and 90 children. There were 10 deaths in this band during the year.

Health.—The health of the majority of these Indians has been fairly good ; there

has been no epidemic of any kind.

Education.—Six of these children attend the Qu'Appelle industrial school, 2 at

Cowessess boarding school and 3 at Round Lake boarding school.

Religion.—A few of these Indians attend sen-ice held by Rev, H, McKay and
the remainder are nearly all pagans.

Occupations.—Mixed farming is carried on by most of these Indians with a fair

amount of success. They also make quite a little extra by selling wood and hay in

Broadview and Whitewood and also by digging senega-root, for which they obtain a

good price.

Stock.—The Indians of these different reserves have some very good cattle and

cut sufficient hay to carry them safely through the winter. They have also quite a

nimiher of good horses.

Farm Implements.—The Indians of these reserves are pretty well supplied with

ploughs, harrows and other farm implements. Some of the more advanced Indiana
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have purchased some of the later improved implements, which are their own property.

Building.—The dwelling-houses and stables on these different reserves are not

very good. Improvements are going on all the time whenever they have the money to

spend, but building material costs a lot of money and no debt for anything is en-

couraged.

Characteristics and Progress.—Quite a number of these Indians are progressing.

They like money and they know they have to work for it and also have realized that

it comes by raising crops and raising cattle for market.

Some of them raised over a thousand bushels of grain and they were the ones

that were well off and a large number are following their example.

Temperance and Morality.—The character of these Indans has improved, al-

though I may say their temperance is not as good as their morality ; but on the

whole they have conducted themselves very well.

I have, &c.,

J. A. SITTHEKLAND,
Acting Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

Saskatchewan—Duck Lake Agency,
Duck Lake, September 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,-—I have the honour to submit my annual report of this agency for the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1904.

ONE arrow's band, NO. 95.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is located to the east of the south branch of

the Saskatchewan river, about 13 miles from the agency headquarters, and has an area

of 16 square miles. It is considerably broken up with small lakes and sloughs. The
soil is sandy and cannot be depended on during dry seasons.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are Plain Ci-^es.

Vital Statistics.—The number of souls in this band is 103, composed of 22 men,
29 women, 36 boys and 16 girls. There have been 4 births and 3 deaths, 1 absent and

2 returned t6 the band, making an increase of 2.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been very good. They are

attentive to sanitary instructions and keen their houses fairly clean.

Resources and Occupations.—Farming and stock-raising occupy some of their

time, but the older men have never seriously taken hold; still, what from sale of cattle

and produce, along with gathering roots in summer and hunting in winter, they make
a good living, receiving little assistance from the department.

Buildings.—Their buildings are not as good as might be, but improvement along

that line is going on.

Stock.—Their stock of cattle wintered very well and without loss, but they do not

take sufficient interest in the increase.

Religion.—These Indians belong to the Roman Catholic Church.

Education.—There is no day-school on this i-eserve. the children being sent to the

Duck Lake boarding school.
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Characteristics and Progress.—Having got to a stage that procures them a living

they do not show much desire to go beyond this.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are moral and fairly temperate.

OKEMASIS AND BEARDY'S BANDS, NOS. 96 AND 97.

Reserves.—The reserves for these bands border chiefly on Duck lake, and its hay

marshes, being about three miles from the town of Duck Lake, which, having its flour

mill and good market, adds considerably to the advantages these bands have. The
total area is 44 square miles. On Okemasis' and part of Beardy's, the soil is sandy and
i)oor, but the remainder is very good on the south and west sides; these sections the

Indians are now going to, for cultivation, with favourable results.

Tribe.—These two bands are Plain Crees.

Vital Statistics.—The number in Okemasis' band is 28, composed of 7 men, 10

women, 4 boys and 7 girls. There werie 2 births and no deaths; 1 joined and 2 left the

band, making an increase of 1.

In Beardy's band there are 144 souls, composed of 32 men, 38 women, 32 boys and
42 girls. There have been 7 births and 2 deaths, 5 have returned and 1 left the band,

making an increase of 9.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good, and they pay

attention to sanitary measures.

Resources and Oceupations.—Farminsr and stock-raising occupy most of their

time. The younger men, having taken hold with a will, are fast making themselves

self-supporting and independent. Having excellent hay-grounds on these reserves and
being near the village of Duck Lake, they have always a surplus of hay on hand, for

v.'hich they find a ready cash market.

Buildings.-—Some have good shingle-roofed houses; others not so good; but the

general trend is towards a better order of thinars.

Stock.—They own a fine herd of cattle, of which they take good care.

Religion.—Most of these Indians belon^or to the Roman Catholic Church, a few to

the Presbyterian Church.

Education.—There is no day school on this reserve. The children belonging to

Roman Catholic parents go to the Duck Lake boarding school, while those who belong

to the Presbyterians go to the Regina industrial school.

Temperance and Morality.—They are, for Indians, moral, and considering their

proximity to the village of Duck Lake, are fairly temperate.

JOHN smith's BAND, NO. 99.

Reserve.—The reserve for this band lies on both sides of the south branch of the

Saskatchewan river, 14 miles from the town of Prince Albert, and consists of 37 square

miles. The soil is all that could be desired, with plenty of sloughs and upland hay,

also having a large quantity of poplar timber for building purposes.

Tribe.—This band consists of half-breeds and Swampy Crees.

Vital Statistics.—John Smith's band consists of 143 souls, composed of 40 men,
36 women, 32 boys and 35 girls. There have been 8 births and 3 deaths; 5 left and 10

returned to the band, making an increase of 10.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of this band has been good. They
keep their houses clean and attend to sanitarv ^esrulations.

Resources and Occupations.—Grain-growincr and stock-raising occupy most of

ihcir time, while they supplement this by hunting.

Buildings.—In most cases the buildings are srood.

Stock.—These Indians have a fine herd of over 300 cattle.

Implements.—These Indians have all the implements they require for their work
Education.—There is a day school on this reserve, which has a fair attendance.
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Religion.—The Indians of this band belong to the Church of England.

Progress.—These Indians may be said to be self-supporting.

Temperance and Morality.—They are moral and fairly temperate.

JAMES smith's band, KG. 100.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the Big Saskatchewan river, near Fort a la

Come, and contains a fraction over 56 square miles. There is a strip of it on the

ncrth side, where the land is poor and sandy; otherwise the soil on the rest of the

reserve is of very good quality, interspersed with small lakes, sloughs and hay mea-

dows, but in all, a splendid property.

Tribe.—These Indians are Plain and Swampy Crees.

Vital Statistics.—James Smith's band has 220 souls composed of 60 men, 55

women, 51 boys and 54 girls. There have been 13 births and 5 deaths, 1 has left and
2 returned to the band, making an increase of 9.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of this band has been fairly good.

They keep their houses clean and attend to sanitary regulations.

Buildings.—On this reserve nearly all have good shingle-roofed houses ; 6 new
ones having been built during the past year.

Stock.—These Indians have a nice herd of cattle ; but from various reasons in

the pasl they have not increased as they should have done. An improvement in this

line may now be looked for, as they have had two large pastures made, where constant

care during summer and fall can be given the animals.

Implements.—These Indians were rather short of implements until this season,

They have now been supplied with evei-ything necessary in that line
;
payment for

the same being made fyom funds in hands of the department belonging to the band
from the sale of reserve lands.

Education.-—There are two day schools on this reserve, both of which are fairly

well attended.

Religion,—The Indians of this band belong to the Church of England.
Progress.—These Indians are making fair progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are moral and temperate.

_ GENERAL REMARKS.

During the past year the Indians of this agency met with a fair measure of

success in farming and stock-raising, while the plentifulness of both fur and game
materially assisted them in making a comfortable living. A slow but steady improve-

ment is going on in all the reserves ; which at no distant date will leave them self-

supporting.

I have, &e.,

J. MACARTHUR,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

Alberta—Edmonton Agency,
Edmonton, Juljy 27, 190-4.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on this agency for the fiscal

year ended June 30, 1904, together with the statistical return and an inventory of

the government property under my charge at that date.
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The affairs of five reserves are managed at this agency, and while each of them
will be dealt with separately in this report, a general reference to such matters as are

common to all will save repetition.

If we leave Michel's band out of the survey, the remaining Indians, although be-

longing to two different tribes, may be treated of here, as one i)ec)ple, continual inter-

course between the bands, similarity of pursuits and of environment having made them
so. They are hunters and trappers by choice and by inherite<l tendency and become
fanners only through official persuasion or pressure. As long, therefore, as their

chosen avocations assure them prosperity, the less esteemed methods of obtaining a

livelihood which we are asking them to adopt will be avoided.

An abundant catch of fur, with high prices for the product, made this a prosper-

ous year for the Indians; but various causes intervened to hinder their progress.

The prophecies of an abundant harvest, based on the conditions of the early season

of 1903, were destined to remain unfulfilled.

The rain whicli set in at the beginning of haying delayed work and damaged the

hay to an extent that resulted in quite a serious mortality among the cattle which had
to subsist the winter on it. This wet weather continuing into the harvest, prolonged

the growing season till frost overtook the crop and caused additional loss in this

respect. It is gratifying to note that, in spite of these reverses there are no evidences

of discouragement among the Indians, the area now under crop being somewhat more
than in 1903.

The health of the Indians has been good. The usual sanitary measures are incul-

cated and generally well obsei-ved. The visits of the medical officer have been, regularly

made and professional aid ungrucjgingly given to all who sought it. To avoid any
risk of contagion from small-pox, which was said to exist in the vicinity, the Indians

were confined, as far as possible, to their reserves, and the protection of vaccination

was extended to all the bands. N'either this nor any other contagious disease has ap-

peared among them during the year.

In the early part of last winter gossip was current of excessive drinking among
the Indians and, on the Mounted Police being appealed to, the authorities were good

enough to direct an investigation. The duty was assigned to Insi>ector Belcher, who
made a tour of all the reseiwes. While Inspector Belcher was honestly anxious to

attain the end aimed at by the investigation, all the information he was able to elicit

was, that those who disseminated the reports were more anxious to publish than will-

ing to aid in suppressing the evil by giving any information whereby it might be

effectively dealt with. It is undeniable that drinking exists, but I have no reason to

believe it is increasing.

exoch'.s BAxn, NO. 135.

Reserve.—The reserve is situated about eight miles west of Edmonton. It con-

tains 19,520 acres of land. It is well supplied with timber of good quality for all

purposes, is well watered and produces natural hay in profusion both for pasture in

summer and fodder for winter. There are large areas of open country which require

little, if any, clearing to render them fit for the plough. All the natural requirements

for successful diversified farming appear to be assembled here.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are Crees.

Vital Statistics.—At the last annuity payments held in October, 1903, 123 persons

were paid, of whom 33 were men, 41 women, 26 boys and 23 girls. The deaths for

Iho year were 9 and the births were 5.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good ; medical attend-

ance has been satisfactory and sanitation well attended to.

Occupations.—The principal occupation of this band is mixed farming. Besides
the returns from sales of hay, grain and beef, they make considerable money from the
sale of dry timber for fence-posts, fuel and such purposes. They operate a saw-mill
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of their own^ but, being required to provide themselves with adequate buildings be-

fore disposing of any considerable part of the output, their income from this source

is not much as yet. The construction of a telephone line from Edmonton to the

agency office sent nearly $400 their way for poles delivered along the route last winter.

Money is also earned by the women selling berries and charring, but none of them go
into domestic service. A few of the young men earn wages in the lumber woods and
running the river, but none hire out with farmers.

Stock.—The provision of hay made was, iii respect of quantity, ample, but, as

has beea said elsewhere, the quality was bad. Outdoor grazing having continued till

after the sources of water-supply had frozen up in the early winter and an icy condi-

rion of the ground prevailing at the same time, stock went into winter quarters in no
very good condition to withstand the ill effects of bad fodder. Unauthorized killing

and selling are not increasing and such cases as occur are confined to old offenders.

Four of the pedigreed shorthorn bulls purchased for the agency this year have been
assigned for service to this band. Hitherto these people have been indifferent to the

possession of cattle, but the closing of the ration-house will, doubtless, stimulate their

interest.

Buildings.—In this direction there is quite an awakening, due largely to their

ability to secure the material by their own efforts from their saw-mill. Three dwel-

lings are well on the way to completion. and the material is on the ground for five

more to be built this season. One frame and two log stables will also be built by
winter. The class of buildings being erected is a great improvement on the past. All

will have shingled roofs and boarded gables, with lumber floors. They will be well

lighted and more commodious than has been common.
Farm Implements.—The extensive purchases made from the funds of the band

give them an ample equipment of modern and approved implements and machinery.

Education.—There is no day school on the reserve. The children are sent to such
of the boarding schools as their parents may elect.

Religion.—The majority of the band are Koman Catholics ministered to by a

resident priest. The minority are Methodists without a missionary at present.

Characteristics and Progress.—Notwithstanding the buffeting they endured at all

points during the year under review, they have uttered no complaint and have taken
up the work of the present, undiscouraged and undismayed. They sawed about one
hundred thousand feet of lumber at their mill last winter and with the product are

busy building, while carrying on their farm work as extensively as in the past. Only
these whcr by reason of old age or other infirmities, would be considered a public

charge in any community will for the coming year be rationed, and those eut off, ap-

pear to face the prospect with equanimity. Hunting is practically a thing of the

past and progress may be expected from year to year.

Temperance and Morality.—Measured by the commonly accepted standards, they

would not rank high in these virtues, but, compared with Indians in similar circum-
stances, their standing is fair. I may say that, within my own knowledge, there have
been no accessions to the ranks of the intemperate within the year.

Michel's band, no. 132.

Reserve.—This reserve lies about seven miles west of St. Albert. The present

area of the reserve is 17, 834| acres ; 7,665| acres having been surrendered to the

Crown within the year, to be sold for the benefit of the band. What remains to the

band is good agricultural land, carrying sufficient timber for all their needs.

Tribe.—The band is an intermixture of Iroquois, Cree and French blood, with the

appearance and characteristics of half-breeds.

Vital Statistics.—At the annuity payments in October, 1903, the number paid, as

of this band, was 93, made up of 16 men, 20 women, 26 boys and 31 girls. Iso deaths

had occurred during the year and the band was increased by 5 births.
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Health and Sanitation.—Although they live under conditions of cleanliness and

sanitation which compare favourably with those of their white neighbours, consump-

tion has fastened on them and claimed two of their young men this spring as victims.

A few cases of tubercular and bronchial troubles had the medical officer's attention,

apart from which their health has been good.

Occupations.—Mixed farming is their principal calling. They dispose of a good
deal of dry timber for fuel, fencing and such purposes. They earn money freighting

in winter, and their young men engage with surveyors, lumbermen and others for

wages. Some of the old men still follow the chase, perhaps for pleasure as much as

profit, and this year did well at it financially.

Buildings.—Their dwelling-houses, in general, are good and tidily kept. The
stables and outbuildings are fair and ai'e being improved.

Stock.—The care they bestow on their stock is commendable, but improvement in

quality was greatly to be desired. The remedy has been provided by the issue of two

pedigreed bulls for service in their herds. They suffered, in common with other re-

serves, from untoward effects of the weather.

Education and Eeligion.—The ability to read and write is general among the

young people and the desire of the elders to have the children taught is quite marked.
The boarding school at St. Albert affords them every facility to this end. In religion

they are Roman Catholics.

Temperance and Morality.—The practice of these virtues is abreast of their stand-

ing in other respects.

Progress.—They have been seriously hindered by want of horses with which to

farm. This and a scarcity of implements, it is hoped, will be overcome when the pro-

ceeds of the sale of their land become available. Although these causes are making
apparent a little stagnation for the time being, the general tone of the band is pro-

gressive. Pigs and poultry are seen at most of the places, cows are milked, implements
sheltered and a general air of thrift prevails.

, Alexander's bakd, no. 134.

Reserve.—This reserve lies four miles north of Michel's and contains 26,240 acres

of land, about half of which is covered with timber.

Tribe.—With the exception of a few Stonies the members of the band are Crees.

Vital Statistics.—At tlie annuity payments in October, 1903, the number paid was

182, made up of 48 men, 55 women, 43 boys and 36 girls ; S had died during the year

and 6 births had occurred.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good. The sanitary

measures are well observed and the doctor's visits are regularly made.

Occupations.—Hunting and fishinar are their main dependence. They are fairly

supplied with cattle, and farm but little. Operating their saw-mill gives them em-
ployment and the product rewards them for their labour.

Buildings.—The character and condition of these have been a reproach to the

band in the past, but the diligence and vim with which they went to work to stock

and operate the saw-mill warrants the belief that the stigma will soon be removed.

Stock.—The Indians had made ample provision of forage for the winter, but the

feeding of damaged hay and accidents arising from the icy conditions of the early

winter made inroads on the herd and adversely affected the prospective increase

through injuries to the mothers. A number of new stables will be built before winter

and beneficial results are looked for. Unauthorized killing is still too common and,

though carefully watched, is hard to prevent. It is regarded by the Indian as coming

in the same category as infractions of the game laws. Three of the pedigreed short-

horn bulls were sent for the improvement of the stock here.

Education and Eeligion.—These Indians are averse to sending the children to

boarding schools and are asking for a day school. As regularity of attendance and
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submission to restraint are requisite to success in teaching Indians, the nomadic habits

of the band offer no warrant that these conditions will be fulfilled, and. the value of

the experiment would be doubtful. They belong to the Roman Catholic Church and
have a resident missionary of that faith.

Progress.—Under the guidance of the farmer, Mr, Bard, who enjoys their con-

fidence and has them well in hand, they show some progress. They bought a saw-
mill and are paying for it by their own exertions. One hundred thousand feet of
lumber were sawn this winter and half of it will be used to better their buildings. The
returns from farming are precarious and the occupation itself is distasteful. Markets
for produce are distant and the road, to them good only at the time fur is at its best.

The inducements to persevere are, therefore, slight, but on the whole they are going
as far and as fast as can be reasonably expected. With cattle they do better, for hay
is put up at a season when the call of the wild is not so alluring and they arrange
among themselves to assist each other in feeding during winter so that all the owners
do not have to stay at home.

Joseph's band, no. 133.

Resei-ve.—The reserve is situated on the shore of Lake Ste. Anne, near the village

of that name. It contains 14,720 acres of land almost wholly covered with timber.

Tribe.—Excepting a few Crees, the Indians of the reseiwe are Stonies.

Vital Statistics.—In October, 1903, 142 members of this band were paid, of whom
28 were men, 36 women, 40 boys and 38 girls. The births reported for the year were

7 and the deaths were 6.

Health and Sanitation.—Leading an open air life, their health is good. The
doctor visits the reserve regularly and attends all who need his aid.

Occupations.—Although the band, among them, keep some 20 head of cattle, the

members look to hunting and fishing for their living.

In the latter callings they are expert and in consequence prosperous. This year
the proceeds of these pursuits were sufiicient to give every man, woman and child in

the band $25. As they get their meat by the same means and at the same time that

they secure this revenue, it will be seen they are in very good case and need be but a

very light charge on the stores at the agency.

Stock.—The cattle seem to be held more as a good-natured concession to our

prejudices and importunities than from any -conviction that they afford a desirable

X-ay of making a living. They put up enough hay to keep them, and live on the

increase while doing so. They relegate the winter care' of them to a few of the

women who, it must be said, discharge the trust very satisfactorily.

Buildings.—Their houses are, in general, poor, being only occupied occasionally.

Their stables seiwe well enough what stock they have.

Education and Religion.—There is a day school on the reserve, which is fairly

well attended while the Indians are at home. In religion they are Roman Catholics.

Temperance and Morality.—Owing to their roving habits, their standing in these

respects is hard to arrive at. Drinking exists, but as it leads to no reported breaches

of the law, its extent can only be a matter of conjecture.

Paul's band, no. 133a.

Reserve.—Paul's reserve is situated on the shore of White Whale lake about

20 miles west of the agency oflfices. It contains 20,920 acres, three-fourths of which
is timbered..

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are Stonies.

Vital Statistics.—In October, 1903, 154 persons were paid annuity, of whom 34

were^men, 43 were women, 42 boys and 35 girls. There were 7 deaths and 5 births

recorded for the year.
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Healtk and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good ; sanitary regula-

tions were well carried out and the medical attendance was satisfactory.

Occupations.—Hunting and fishing are the main sources of their livelihood,

cattle-raising comes next, and farming follows quite a bit behind and in a small way.
They are far from markets for their produce and find difficulty in getting what grain
they raise threshed. They earn wages working for surveyors, lumbermen and among
farmers.

Building.—Their houses are small ; and light, ventilation and privacy are but
little considered in their construction. The stables are, also, poor.

Stock.—Hay was secured in better condition than at the other reserves, but the

icy ground claimed its victims. Unauthorized killing was more rife than usual, the
severe weather which caught them at home about Xew Year, after their first hunt,
preventing their going out again, and leaving them without meat from their usual

source of supply.

Fann Ipiplements.—They have sufiicient for their requirements and are always
provided when needed.

Education and Religion.—A day school is maintained under the direction of the

Methodist Church. Owing to the lamented death of Mrs. Hopkins, the teacher, last

winter, it has not flourished, but revival is looked for under Mr. Blewett, whose
engagement opens July 1. These Indians are Methodists and have a resident mis-

sionary.

Characteristics and Progress.—With whitefish at their doors and fur-bearing
animals at hand, they are prosperous, and because of their prosperity they are unpro-

gressive. Mr. Pattison, the farmer, is assiduous in his efforts to advance them, in

the way of civilization, with as good results as the conditions make possible.

Temperance and Morality.—While they remain at the reserve, there is little to

complain of in their conduct in both respects. When they are abroad it may be

different, but then we only hear vague rumours, which no one appears willing to sub-

stantiate.

General Remarks.—In the course of the year t.he cattle stable at the agency

headquarters was removed to a more convenient and less unsightly location and addi-

tional shed-room for stock was providjed. The houses of the agent and clerk have

been objects of restoration and repair and the appropriation made to rcshingle the

storehouses has been utilized. At both Paul's and Alexander's reserves the farm

buildings have been repaired and a new ration-house is under construction at the

latter place.

Apart from the resignation of Mr. Blewett as farmer at Enoch's reserve, which

took effect June 30, the staff remains unchanged and I beg to record my appreciation

of the hearty co-operation of the members in all that makes for the welfare of those

committed to our charge.

I have, &c.,

JAS. GIBBONS,
Indian Agent.

northavest territories,

Alberta—Hobbema Agency.

HoLLBROKE, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my report of the affairs of this agency
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.
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Headquarters.—The iheadquarters of this agency is prettily situated on the left

bank of the Battle river, about 10 miles down from Ponoka.

Eeserves.—The following reserves, with their location, are comprised and within

the jurisdiction of this agency : Samson's reserve, No. 137, lies to the southeast of

llobbema, on the Calgary and Edmonton railway, about half-way between the towns of

Wetaskiwin and Ponoka, and contains 39,360 acres. Ermineskin reserve. No. 138, lies

to the northwest of Samson's, commencing a little east of and near the railway line,

extends westerly across the railway to the Bear's Hill lake; it also contains 39,360

acres. Louis Bull's reserve lies to the northwest of Ermineskin's, and is not

yet apportioned to the band.

Montana reserve. No. 139, also called the Bobtail reserve, lies to the south of Sam-

eor's reserve and the Battle river, and to the northeast of Ponoka. It contains 19,520

acres.

Pigeon Lake resei-ve lies at the south end of Pigeon 'lake and contains 4,800 acres.

This reserve is for the use of all the Indians within the jurisdiction of this agency.

The total area of these reserves is 103,860 acres, or 162 square miles. The whole,

of course, excepting Pigeon Lake resei*ve, forms an irregular figure with the Calgary

and Edmonton railway line, running diagonally through it, north and south for fifteen

miles. Its surface consists of swamps, timber-lands, willow brush, hay-lands, and

prairie knolls ; all very much mixed.

Tribe.—All, or very nearly so, of these Indians, are Crees.

Vital Statistics.—At the annual payment of annuities there was a total of 645

sculs; that is, there were 162 men, 188 women, 151 boys and 144 girls. The total

increase by births alone was 38.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians generally has not been alto-

gether satisfactory. It is true, there were no contagious disease, unless colds, catarrh,

influenza and consumption be contagious. There were victims to one or other of these

atfliotions every month of the year. Everything was done that could be done to alle-

viate the distress of the afilicted, and also to prevent any possible contagion. During

the fall of the year, before winter set in, and while the families were living in tents,

every Indian house was lime-washed inside and outside. After the winter was over

and as early as possible, all the accumulated garbage from around all the dwellings

was gathered and burned; the refuse around stables and sheds was hauled away. The
Indian custom of living in tents or lodges during the stunmer is probably more con-

ducive to health than otherwise. It is habitual also to chanare localities once or twice

a month. But cleanliness of person, cleanly habits, cleanliness in the household, so that

the women and childiren shall partake and be a pai't of it, is something not yet attained.

Expectoi-ation, anywhere and everywhere at any time, is the pernicious habit of nearly

all. Moreover, there is the ancient customarv habit from times prehistoric of passing

the same long medicine pipe from mouth to mouth when in council convened, keeping

alight and glowing the pipe of peace and brotherhood, and at the same time keeping

active methods of infection of their throat diseases.

There is no resident physician, but Dr. Robertson, of Wetaskiwin, is the medical

attendant when required, and promptly responds when any call is made for his ser-

vices.

Resources and Occupations.—The resources and occupations have been very varied

and numerous.
Quite a number, probably twenty, found occupation and fair remuneration near

the reseiwes by clearing brush-land for new settlers. The fishing at Pigeon lake was a

fruitful source of income. The new settlers and the little towns on the Calgary and
Edmonton railway are capital markets for whitefish, of which- the Indians have
reaped their share of benefit. Last November about forty families cleared for Buf-
.falo lake and for two months were engaged catching muskrats, when the demand for

skins by merchants stopped, prices fell, and the Indians returned to their homos.
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A few were engaged in butchering and a few others were employed by merchants as

traders. After the winter and as soon as the ice was gone out of the Battle river,

about twenty-four men were engaged by saw-mill owners to drive saw-logs down from
Pigeon lake to the Ponoka saw-mills. But the chief and main resource for all the

Indians, if they could only thoroughly be brought to realize it, is the land with its

productions. From this source more supplies and steady comforts were realized than

from all outside resources combined. The particulars of all these resources are found

in the agricultural and industrial statistics now being forwarded to the department.

I might add that, notwithstandjing some severe and milooked for losses among the

crops, the total gains were $5,000 greater than the previous year. The most of this

increase was received from the sale of hay, of which all over the reserves there was a

bountiful crop.

Buildings.—The progress made in building new houses and stables was satisfac-

tory. The plan pursued was to build with hewed logs one story, and put on a half

story made of lumber and cover with shingles. The lumber is procured from the

Indian saw-mill at the agency headquarters. The saw-logs were hauled to the mill

during the winter by such Indians as required lumber and shingles during the ensu-

ing summer. At a convenient and suitable time these logs were sawn into dimension
stuff and lumber as required by their respective owners. The department p^id the

expenses for a sawyer, and the Indians did the remainder of the necessary work.

The saw-mill, a small turbine water-power, has been an exceedingly useful conven-

ience to all the Indians.

Cattle.—A fine lot of cattle, having one hundred and thirty owners, are evenly

distributed over the reserves ; and equally distributed among them are thirty

thoroughbred bulls, purchased by the department. This method of assisting indus-

trious Indians has proved an excellent one ; and even promises as good results, if not
greater, for the future. The quality of the beef raised by the cattle-owners and sold

to the department for the use and benefit of destitute Indians, unfitted by infirmity

to help themselves, was excellent and equal to any beef sold in the towns on the rail-

way. The amount sold for this purpose was thirty-seven thousand pounds ; an ad-

ditional amount for family use, and so used, equalled forty-eight thousand pounds.
The cattle are a promising lot of a thousand head. Even now I see waddling past the

agency headquarters a bunch, rolling fat, the picture of health and development.

Equipment.—At the present time the implements in use meet the requirements

of the Indians. The care of implements of all kinds when not in use is a difficult mat-
ter to impress upon them.

They seem utterly unconcerned either as to the fragile nature, or as to the cost

of any implement. Where it was used there it can remain until it is wanted to be

used again. They know then where it is. Of course this improvidence and waste is a

great impediment to their progress. My farmers are constantly trying to make them
care for their harness and wagons and implements in use by putting them away under
cover after the day's toil, but the lesson only lasts the one day. Even after a whole

season or even after years of line upon line, precept upon precept, example upon ex-

ample, the same thing has to be gone all over again.

Education.—The Roman Catholic and Methodist Churches have charge of the

education of the children. Each denomination is of course assisted to a large extent

by the department. The former has a missionary living on Ermineskin's reserve

who is in charge of Ermineskin's boarding school, where 50 pupils of school age are

being cared for, and are taught the precepts of the Roman Catholic Church. They
also receive an elementary education including manners and the necessary discipline

children generally require. The success of the Sisters as teachers, in moulding into

shape the extremely raw material with which they have to deal, reflects credit of no
ordinary kind upon their untiring zeal and patience in the work they have voluntarily

taken upon themselves to perform. The fact that four pupils have attained and com-
pleted the fifth standard this year, shows the good and great work that is being accom-
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plished in this Indian boardng school. The latter, or Methodist Church, has a mis-

sionary and two teachers in charge of two day schools, one on the Samson reserve near

the agency headquarters, the other on Louis Bull's reserve twelve miles from head-

quarters. The progress in these day schools is not equal to general expectation. The

greatest drawback is the irregularity of attendance. When an Indian whose children

are attending one of these day schools, leaves the reserve for a time to seek a liveli-

hood, say fishing or hunting, he takes his family with him and school education must

perforce for a time cease or until his return to the reserve; for he has no one with

whom he can leave his children while away at his employment.

The teachers are very painstaking and industrious, and even anxious to do their

utmost for those in their charge, but are handicapped by this irregular attendance.

The difference too in the mental attainments of the children at the boarding school

and those at the day schools is an object lesson in itself. Some of the children, never-

theless, in these day schools show keen intelligence, are quick to learn and, under the

conditions, make good progress.

Religion.—The religious requirements of the Indians are supplied by two well

built good-sized church edifices, and by two missionaries. On all holy days and

every Sunday, there is a regular attendance at the churches for divine service. This

is especially so at the Roman Catholic church, where the missionary is constant in

his devotion to his work of instructing his hearers in their duty towards God, and in

their duty towards their neighbour. Due respect and attention is paid to the rites

and ceremonies by the Indian so far as he knows.

The missionary of the Methodist Church continues untiringly in his attempts to

raise the Indian adherents to the practice of the virtues that he teaches them. Of

course it is to be expected that profession of religion will for some time yet be ahead

of its practice. All the Indians of Ermineskin's ba:id with a portion of Samsons

band are Roman Catholics ; while Louis Bull's band and three-fourths of Samson's

are Methodists.

A few of the Montana band are pagans; but in their daily life and practice they

could not be selected from the others.

Characteristics and Progress.—In many ways the characteristics of these Cree

Indians are very peculiar and in some indeed are past finding out. For instance,

love of physical ease, of indolence, appears as one of them. I have an experience as

fellows : One day upon the prairie, after considerable persuasion with an Indian to

go to work, he attached his two horses to his mower, climbed into his seat and com-

menced cutting grass. The sun, never overpoweringly hot in this far north, came out

warm and comfortable. The Indian enjoyed it and continued cutting. As the day

proceeded, his enjoyment increased until it became overwhelmingly comfortable. He
stopped his horses, got down from his seat, and lay in the grass to luxuriate in com-
fort and more ease, till he would be off to sleep and perchance to dream. After a

short time of quietness, a fair-sized gopher, with its usual inquisitiveness, bobbed up
like a picket pin, chirped at the outfit land curiously watched the Indian; motionless for

£. time the Indian in return watched the gopher, then stealthily and gradually, he cut

off the gopher from his lair and retreat. The chance to kill something aroused his

sporting instincts—his indolence vanished, he becamt alert, active, imbued with energy

and after that gopher he went with all his might and main, in and out and around
that machine and horses and finally having a chance at the little brute, he made a

quick swish with his whip, when, away went the team. For a short period hay was
cut with lightning rapidity, but quickly with a bang and a smash the machine struck

a rock and over it machine and horses were tossed into a tangled heap. Once more
inertness had come upon him. Easily, cooly and quietly he watched the destruction

of his fifty-dollar machine, lazily he walked over to the chaos of matter, succeeded

in setting free his horses, tossed! the harness on to the heap of the ruins, and went
home to rest. Ko gopher. 'No • mower.
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Here we have characteristics not easily extracted or explained. I have another ex-

perience, but of a different nature, with an Indian of Ennineskin's band, Alexis

White Bear, No. 98, whose career is an illustration of industry well directed. Eight

years ago, this young man came from Saddle Lake, being transferred at his own re-

quest to Erniineskin's band. He married a daughter of old Grasshopper, No. 22, and
started on his career. For two years he worked for others, among whom, one was
Ermincskin, the chief. Then he comni'^nced to farm for himself and started a home
on his own account. To-day after six years steady work he has a good house, a good
stable and cattle-sheds with corrals; a growing crop of thirty-five acres in a field of

sixty acres well fenced with wire. He used his own four good horses to cultivate his

field, has a heavy farm wagon, a bob-sleigh, harness and all the necessary equipment
of a small farmer ; keeps himself and family comfortably, has thirty head of cattle,

and after wintering them had fifty tons of hay which he sold in Wetaskiwin at a good
price. There are others, I am glad to report, nearly equally as successful. The yearly
progressive step is most marked by those in closest contact with them. While Alexis

bought a wagon, there were eleven others who did the same thing. Six other Indians
bought as many mowers, and four horse-rakes. During the winter fourteen Indians
purchased as many bob-sleighs and as many bought double heavy harness and other

equipment that could, be used as a means of further production and progress. As the

years roll on, less and less do the industrious Indians need the help of the depart-

ment. However, there is a large class of sick old cripples, infirm in one way or other
and destitute, for whom the department still makes pi'ovision. Then there is another
class—the lazy and wayward—those who have parasitical habits, who can only be
saved by being brought over to industrial ways. It is this class that worries an agent
and occupies the most of his time with the least results. This is the class that does
nothing in the proper way or at the proper time. The destitute can be rationed; the

industrious can be left alone ; while the shiftless, the most unsatisfactory, get the

most of attention.

Temperance and Morality.—That the majority of these Indians have a fairly

strong taste for intoxicants there can be no doubt. The scheming and dodging to

secure the vile fluid, and the lying to protect and hide the seller, are ample proof of the
subjection to its seductive wiles. But there are Indians, I am glad to report, who will

in nowise have anything to do with it in any shape or form. The leaders of this as

yet small band are Ermineskin, the chief of Ermineskin's band, and Samson, the chief
of Samson's band. This surely is real proerress for an Indian. In a general way the
law protects the Indians and they are temperate; and very seldom is anything heard
of any immorality amongst them.

I have, &c.,

W. S. GEANT,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,
Eastern Assiniboia—Moose Mountain Agency,

Carlyle, .luly 6, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report, together with a statistical

statement and inventory of all government property under my charge for the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1904.

27—i—11
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WHITE bear's band.

Eesei've.—The White Bear's iieserve is situated at the east end of the Moose moun-
tains, about nine miles north of the town of Oarlyle, and comprises an area of 30,288

acres. A large portion of the resei^ve is covered with hay meadows and lakes. Fish

such as pike, pickerel and mullet are abundant in two of the larger lakes. The reserve

is well adapted for mixed farming. The soil is heavy clay loam, and a portion of the

southeastern part is fairly level, and suited to grain-raising. Good building logs are

easily obtained in the bush.

Tribe.—The Indians occupying this reserve are a mixture of Crees, Saulteaux

acd Assiniboines.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 54 men, 61 women, 39 boys and
42 girls, making a totai of 196. There were 10 births and 8 deaths during the year.

One adult died from heart failure and 7 children died, mostly from consumption.

One woman was transferred to the Birtle agency.

The population, according to former statements, ought to be 202, but after taking

a careful census, I find that 196 is the correct number.
Health and Sanitation.—The health, generally speaking, has been good during the

past year. ISTo disease of an infectious nature has shown itself on the reserve. A num-
ber of Indians suffered from the grippe during the winter, but only one death was
caused by this disease.

Dr. Hardy has been attentive in the performance of his duties, and, in addition

tc the work done while on the reserve making his monthly visits, he prescribed for

x.j9ny who called at his office in town.

The sanitary measures as prescribed by the department are carried out as far as

it is possible to do so. The houses are with few exceptions kept in a cleanly condition.

All the Indians requiring vaccination have been attended to. No trouble is now ex-

perienced in having this operation performed.

Occupations.—The Indians derive much of their support from the sale of dry

fire-wood, willow pickets, logs, fish and wild fruit. The women make bead-work, and
tan cow-skins for the white settlers. ^

They have been very industrious during the present season. Over 200 acres of

spring ploughing was done, and in addition to their farming operations, the work of

draining hay sloughs, and fencing the reseiwe, provides them with steady employment.
The prospects for a bountiful harvest were spoiled by a heavy snowstorm which

came before grain was all cut, and as it was followed by heavy frost, the grain threshed

was unfit for sale. The grain was used to good advantage as feed for the stock during

the winter.

The acreage under crop this spring is the largest they ever had. The grain is grow-

ing rapidly, and looks well. The prospects so far are good if the grain is not caught

by early frosts.

Stock.—These Indians have now all the cattle they can provide feed for. Owing
to the past few seasons being so wet, the hay sloughs are all full of water, and as the

uplands have all been cut over during the past few years, it will not be wise to increase

the herd until conditions change.

The hay-supply put up last year had to be largely supplemented by the use of

straw, and as the weather conditions were very bad, the losses sustained were heavier

than usual.

Twenty-six head of cattle were butchered for the Indians' own consiunption and
for the requirements of the agency. Four steers were sold to the department for work
oxen. Four thoroughbred bulls are now used in the herd. Two bulls were transferred

to File Hills in June. These animals were all well cared for during the winter at the

agency headquarters.

Buildings.—The Indian houses are on the whole warm and comfortable, and
are well lighted with windows, and floored with lumber.
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Owing to the high i^rice of lumber and shingles the majority of the houses have

to be roofed with sods. Another drawback to progress in the matter of dwellings is

the custom of abandoning, and tearing down, the house when the death of one of the

family occurs. It will take time and patience to overcome this practice.

Farm Implements.—The Indians are now provided with a good supply of farm
implements, such as wagons, mowers, &c.

A threshing-engine, separator and tank, and also a grain-crusher were pur-

chased during the year, and will be a great benefit to the band.

Education,—The day school is now in charge of Miss E. Scott as teacher, Miss
McDonald having resigned in February.

There are 20 pupils on the roll, 13 boys and 7 girls.

The pupils are classified as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 10
" II 7

." Ill 3

The average attendance for the past year was a little over 10.

Miss Scott is getting along very well and keeps good order in the school. Sewing
and knitting are taught in addition to their studies.

The school-building was wann and comfortable during the past winter, and as it

is well ventilated and kept in a cleanly condition, the sanitary condition of the build-

ing is excellent.

Religion.—The resident Presbyterian missionary, Mr. Dodds, holds services

regularly at the mission-house every Sunday, and the attendance at these services is

good. He also visits the day school and instructs the children on religious subjects.

Mr. Dodds is ably seconded by his wife, and together they are doing good work.

Eev. Father Morard, of Forget, visited the reserve twice during the year, and held
services for those of the Roman Catholic persuasion.

Temperance and Morality.—No cases of intemperance or immoral conduct have
been brought to my notice during the past year.

Dancing of all kinds has been stopped on the reserve.

The introduction of athletic sports and football as a recreation does much to

keep their minds off the dance question.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians in this agency are making fair pro-

gress towards civilization. The moral and social life on the reserve shows marked
improvement. The whole tone of the Indians is changing for the better. They are

law-abiding and civil, and are not given to loafing around the towns.

They still require constant sui)ei'vision when engaged at their farm work, but

they are steadily increasing their acreage for crop, and less trouble is experienced

than formerly in getting them to perform farm work.

The following is a statement of the acreage sown this year by a few of the Assini-

boines who were removed here from the West reserves in 1901 :

—

Acres.

Echwayatonka, wheat 24

X. J. McArthur, wheat 26

Washtay Oakshid, wheat 22

Rupert, wheat 14

The Indians are steadily increasing in personal possessions.

General Remarks.—A good implement-house, in which the threshing-machine,

binders and other machinery are stored, has been erected at the agency headquarters.

An engine-house, which is also used as a workshop, has also been built, and is a

great benefit, as the engine can be used during the winter.

27—i—Hi
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I am teaching Emile Allan, oue of the Qu'Appelle school graduates, to run th&

engine, and, as Mr. Jack, my assistant, is a capable separator man, we shall not have
to depend on outside help during the threshing season.

Mr. J, Lestock Eeid, Dominion Land Surveyor, surveyed the addition to the
north side of the reserve in May. He also took the levels of several of the hay sloughs

with a view to draining them. This work is now well under way, and although very

little benefit will be derived from them this year, owing to the grass being killed by
water, it will in time prove a great benefit.

The question of securing a permanent source of hay-supply is an important one
for the Indians.

The work of fencing the reserve is progressing favourably, and about two-thirds

of this work is now done. The labour of cutting roads through the bush, and along

the line where the fence has to go, is much greater than the actual work of fence-

building.

Mr. W. M. Graham, Inspector of Indian agencies, made a -general inspection of

the stock and audited the books in April.

The stafF in this agency consists of Mr. James Jack as general help, and. myself.

I have, &c.,

W. MURISON,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

Saskatchewan?—Oxion Lake Agency,
Onion Lake, September 27, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the affairs of this agency

for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904, which will be followed by an inventory of gov-

ernment property under my charge, also a tabular statement.

The bands of Indians comprised in this agency are six, known by the following

names and numbers : Seekaskootch, 'No. 119 ; Weemisticooseahwasis, No, 120 ; Onee-

powhayo's, No. 121 ; Puskeeahkeewin's, No. 122 ; Keehewin's, No. 123 ; and Chipe-

wyan, No. 124.

seekaskootch band, no. 119.

This reserve is situated north of the Saskatchewan river and about directly north

of Fort Pitt. It contains an area of 38,400 acres and varies very much in regard to

natural features. The northern portion is wooded with poplar and pine interspersed

with patches of prairie. The centre is flat, studded with groves of poplar and willow

and at present well supplied with water in the form of small lakes and ponds, and m
favourable seasons hay is plentiful. The southern portion is wooded with poplar and

pine and has some fine pasture-land and hay swamps. The predominating character of

the soil is sandy.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 294. Since the previous pay-

ments 17 births and 10 deaths have taken place.
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WEEMISTICOOSEAHWASIS BXSD, NO. 120.

Reserve.—This reserve contains an area of 14,080 acres and is situated on the west

side of the Seekaskootch resei-ve, which it adjoins, and the southern boundary of each,

reserve runs on the same line of longitude. The surface is rolling and poplar groves

and hay swamps are plentiful. The soil is light and any profitable yield of grain can

be looked for only in seasons when there is plenty of rain during the summer.
Vital Statistics.—The population is 94. During the twelve months 2 births

and 6 deaths took place.

ONEEPOWIIAYO^S BAND^ KO. 121.

Reserve.—This reserve is also known as Frog Lake reserve, deriving its name
from the large lake which pierces it from the north. In extent it is 21,120 acres.

Poplar groves are numerous, with here and there a few pines, and the soil is sandy
loam.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 101. There were 8 births and 3 deaths during

the fiscal year.

puskeeahkeeweeik's band, no. 122.

Reserve.—This reserve is joined to Oneepowhayo's, the northwest corner of

which forms part of its boundary. On the eastern side it is partly bounded by Frog
lake. Its area is 25,600 acres and it abounds with, poplar groves and has some good

stretches of hay. Towards the north it is more heavily timbered. The general

character of the soil is sandy loam.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 31 ; 2 births and 1 death occurred.

keeheewin's band, no 123.

Reserve.—This reserve lies northwest of Frog lake about 35 miles and. covers an
area of 17,920 acres. There is a large alkali lake extending into the northern portion

and a long stretch of the western boundary, to the south, is formed by the shore of a

fresh-water lake known as Long lake. The area of the reserve is 17,900 acres. The
<entral and northern portion abounds with hay swamps and has some good-sized poplar
groves. The southern portion is hilly and well timbered with poplar and pine.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the reserve is 124 and during the year there

were 9 births and 5 deaths.

REMARKS APPLYING TO FOREGOING BANDS.

Tribe.—In the foregoing, five bands have been referred to, all of them being of the

Cree nation ; these will be dealt with as one because the most industrious of the mem-
bers have been located on the reserves close to the agency headquarters, viz. : See-

kaskootch and Weemisticooseahwasis, and treated as one band under the head of

Seekaskootch band, No. 119.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians during the past year has
been good, no epidemics having visited any of the reserves. Precautions are taken

at the oi>ening of spring to have the filth and rubbish that accumulates round the

houses during the winter burnt, and the premises generally cleaned up. There is a

general improvement in regard to cleanliness to be noticed among these Indians.

Occupations.—Grain-raising never has proved an actual success here and dur-

ing the past season not much attention has been given to this industry. There
has been a steady demand for labour in the district and during the spring many of the

Indians earned their own living freighting from Fort Pitt to Lloydminster and in

bringing supplies down the Saskatchewan from Edmonton. The principal industry-
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followed by the Indians is cattle-raising and in this they generally have good suc-

cess ; the past season has, however, not been so profitable as usual. A considerable

income was also derived from the sale of furs, not only by the hunting Indians, but

by those termed 'working Indians,' as muskrats were plentiful and the latter could
trap them without seriously interfering with their other occupations, and the demand
for rat-skins was good. The Indian women are seldom found idle at their homes ;

they make clothing for themselves and their children, a very common occupation is

tanning hides, from which they make moccasins for themselves and the family ;

they also receive a number of hides from settlers to be tanned for use as robes. Some
of the women also assist in the hay-fields.

Buildings.—The Indian houses are small but warm and comfortable ; they are

seldom occupied in the summer, as Indians find it healthier and in some ways more
comfortable, under canvas. In the fall the houses are repaired for the winter and are

whitewashed with ' whitemud ' or lime when procurable. Besides open mud fireplaces

many have cooking stoves, and modern cooking utensils are in general use, and

there are but few houses one enters where one is not offered a chair ; tables are no
rarity, but strangely enough it is a rarity to see them used at meal-time, most
Indians still prefer the floor, but the cups and plates are usually spread upon a piece

of oilcloth or something of the kind.

Some of the Indian stables are much improved and I look for further improve-

ments next fall.

Stock.—The cattle owned by these Indians are of a very good class, and three

thoroughbred bulls are being supplied to add to the service of the open season. The
number of cattle in the hands of Indians has been increased by the distribution

amongst them of stock by the department, most of which has been given on the loan

system.

Farm Implements.—The Indians are 'well provided with mowers, rakes, wagons
and sleighs, most of them being their own property purchased out of earnings and sale

of cattle ; many of the sleighs are, however, of their own make.
Education.—There are two boarding schools situated convenient to the agency,

which are attended by children from the neighbouring reserves as well as by
some from the Chipewyan reserve thirty-six miles north ; there are also some non-

treaty children that come from a distance. One school is under the auspices of the

Roman Catholic Church and the other of the Church of England. Both schools are

making progress, but the greatest sign of the parents not taking sufiicient interest in

the education of their children is a desire to take them away while they are yet too

young.

Religion.—There are two missions, one connected with each school, Roman Catho-

lic and Church of England. The former is the one most largely attended, having
the greater number of adherents; the members of both churches seem to be devout in

their worship.

Characteristics and Progress.—The majority of these Indians are industrious and
seldom lose the opportunity of earning money w-hen such presents itself; they wish to

be self-supporting and there is an instance of two families having left the Onion Lake
reserve, taking their cattle with them, and locating on Keehewin's reserve, and they

are only allowed to do so provided they will not expect assistance from the department.

.

So far it has succeeded satisfactorily, and two other families are expected to follow

during the year we have now entered.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are not addicted to the use of intoxi-

cants, and in other moral respects they compare favourably with the rest of their

race.

CHIPEWYAX BAXD, XO. 124.

Reserve.—During the past year a reserve containing 46,720 acres was surveyed for

this band of Indians. It is situated about thirty-six miles north by seven miles west
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of the agency headquarters; at least that direction finds the southeast corner. The
Beaver river to the north flows in a southeasterly direction and cuts off the north-

easterly corner of what otherwise would be a rectangular reserve. The centre is flat,

and in wet seasons somewhat marshy in places; the wild vetch grows luxuriantly and
there are long stretches of excellent hay intermixed with vetch. The whole is inter-

spersed with poplar groves, and to the south and west it is more heavily timbered with
poplar and spruce. The soil is rich loam.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 264, and during the year 10 births and 11
deaths occurred.

Tribe.—These Indians are Chipewyans.
Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been fairly good, no

epidemics have attacked them. Consumption, as with other Indians, is their greatest)

trouble and among the old there is a good deal of blindness. In spring there is a gen-;

eral cleaning-up around the houses and the rubbish collected is burnt.

Occupations.—It is the exception when any of these Indians require assistance

from the department, they are almost altogether a hunting band. They raise potatoes

and other vegetables, but, as the district is subject to early frosts, the growing of grain
is not profitable. They ha\'e a number of cattle, which in winter occupy the attention of

those not away hunting. The women take part in attending to the cattle during the

•winter.

Buildings.—The houses are larger and more substantially built than those of the

Crees. Their stables are as good and are generally well prepared for the winter.

Stock.—The class of cattle is inferior to that of the Crees; they have refused to

accept thoroughbred bulls which would be loaned them if they would do away with

those of their own raising. Considering that these Indians beyond the treaty annuities

they receive, are little expense to the department, they look after their affairs fairly

well.

Farm Implements.—Thiey have a sufficient number of mowers, rakes, wagons and
sleighs for their requii-ements, all of which are their own property.

Education.—There is no school nearer than Onion Lake, where there are six pupils

at the Roman Catholic boarding school. They are apt pupils, but, like the Crees, the

parents are anxious to take them home before they have derived full benefit.

Religion.—The band is altogether Roman Catholic and under the auspices of that

church there has been a mission of long standing which comes within the limits of the

reserve. The Sunday services are well attended when the Indians are not away hunt-

ing.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Chipewyans are, generally speaking, comfort-

ably off; they have had a successful year's hunting and in that way can derive a liv-

ing so long as the hunt lasts.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are not given to the use of intoxicants;

and, taking them as a whole, they are a well-behaved and law-abiding people.

I have, &c.,

W. SIBBALD,
Indian Afjont
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jSTorthwest Territories,

Alberta—Peigan Agency,

MACLEOD, August 13, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the report of this agency for the fiscal year

ended June 30, 1904, together with the usual statement of agricultural and industrial

statistics covering the same period.

Reserve.—The Peigan reserve is situated on the Old Man river, west of Macleod.

Its form is almost square, and its area 181f square miles, or more than 116,000 acres.

In addition to the reserve proper, the Peigans have in the Porcupine hills a timber

limit containing eleven and a half square miles. The Crow's Nest Pass railway passes

throu^gh the reserve from northeast to southwest corners, there being fifteen miles of

track and two sidings (Nos. 5 and 6) within the reserve limits. This reserve is com-

posed of undulating prairie and untimbered hills, all being suitable for grazing pur-

poses. Favourably situated among the hills, are several large springs of good water, to

which the range cattle have easy access throuerhout the whole year, while the Old Man
river, which flows through the reserve, and Beaver creek, which enters from the north,

afford an abundance of water during the open seasons.

Tribe.—The Peigans are a portion of the three tribes, Blackfeet, Bloods and Pei-

gans, that form the Blackfoot nation or family in the great Algonkian linguistic stock.

These Peigans are commonly called the ISTorth Peigans, in order to distinguish them

from the larger branch of the tribe, the South Peigans, who are United States Indians

located in Montana.
Population.—The population of the reserve is 506, of which total number 151 are

men and 163 are women, and 192 are chldren under sixteen years of age. Further

details in connection with this subject are shown in the tabular statement.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the Indians has been good, and

improvement is noticeable in the cleanliness of their dwellings.

Occupations.—The cattle and horse industries are the principal occupations of this

band, for the reason that they take more kindly to this work, and the natural facilities,

c'imate and soil, are better adapted for stock than grain. They have, however, fenced

in this spring two hundred acres and broken thirty-five acres, and intend going into

grain-raising on a limited scale.

Buildings.—More or less building is continually in operation; among these are

Good Prairie Chicken's frame house, one and a half story ; Joe Pott's frame house,

I'ittle Bear's house, of log wall, with lumber srables and shingle roof.

Cattle.—The year was a prosperous one. For the animals butchered the Indians

received $3,897.30, most of which was expended, as in previous years, upon wagons, har-

ness, saddles, ploughs, mowers, rakes, lumber, food and clothing. Last year 363 calves

were branded at the spring round-up. This year we branded 468, an increase of 105.

Fencing.—We have built 11 miles of wire fencing this sprins-. '"^h'- "-institutes

considerable work, as the timber for posts, of which we used several hundred, was
hauled from 12 to 15 miles. The wire and staples were paid for by the Indians out of

their own earnings from various sources.

Education.—The Church of England and Roman Catholic boarding schools still

continue in their efforts to improve the mental and moral condition of the children.
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Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are more or less fond of whisky, and
although every means is used to try to stop the traffic in liquor, there are still a few
who manage to get it. In other respects the Peigans are a moral lot of people.

I have, &c.,

J. H. GOODERIIAM,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

AssiNiBOiA

—

Pelly Agency,
Cote, August 19, 1904.

The Honourable

The Superintendent General of Indian ASairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my second annual report for this agency,

together with agricultural and industrial statistics and inventory of government
property under my charge up to June 30, 1904.

Reserves.—The total area of the three reserves in this agency is 78,784 acres ;

about 31,000 of this is covered with small poplar, unfit for timbet', except on the north-

west of Key's reserve, where there is considerable good spruce and tamarack from
which building logs can be obtained. The soil in most places is deep clay loam,

producing a rank vegetation, and the reserves, being well watered with small lakes

and creeks, the latter running from the Duck mountains to the Assiniboine river,

provide ideal runs for cattle ; while the whole country, being rolling and dotted with

bluffs, is most picturesque,

cote's band, no. 64.

Reserve.—In my last report I designated Yorkton as the locating point to find

this resei've; since then Kamsack, a new divisional point on the main line of the

Canadian ISTorthern railway, has been started on the southwestern part of it ; the

reserve comprises 56 square miles.

Tiibe.—The Indians of this band are Saulteaux.

Vital Statistics.—At the annuity payments completed last month, there were 252

souls in this band, consisting of 55 men, 61 women, 73 boys and 63 girls. There were

during the year 9 births and 12 deaths ; five of the latter were adults, all of whom died

from consumption.
Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians in this agency has been good

during the year, there having been no epidemic ; 19 were born, a birth-rate of forty per

thousand, and 20 died, a death-rate of forty-two per thousand, 9 out of the 20 who died

were adults, 6 of whom died from consumption, 2 from old age and 1 from accident ;

all the children died from lung trouble, chiefly scrofulistic tuberculosis. These people

look after sanitation closely, keeping the surroundings of their houses clean and tidy,

while as to the interiors, I always find them clean and neat. Most of the houses that I

eat my Ivmch in, when visiting the reserves, lay the table with a nice white table-cloth

and other table necessaries. A doctor who accompanied me when visiting the reserves

last winter was astonished at the neat clean appearance of the interiors of their

homes. I had to request Dr. Cash, the medical attendant, to visit the agency five

times during the year, as against thirteen visits the previous year.

Education.—The children of this reserve are educated at the Ci'owstand boarding

school, which is situated in the southeast corner of the reserve. The department
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allows a grant for 40 pupils, but 45 are generally on the roll. I cannot speak too

favourably of the excellent work being done at this school by the Rev. Mr. McWhin-
ney, the principal, the staff of four ladies and the farming instructor. The gii'ls get

a thorough training in all kinds of housework, while the boys are well drilled in good

farming and the best ways of feeding and caring for cattle, horses, pigs and poultry.

Can it therefore be wondered at, that the parents, seeing that their children can get

such an educational and farm training on their reserve, object more and more to

being severed from them, by sending them to industrial schools ? Four children at-

tend the Regina industrial school.

Religion:—One hundred and sixty-three of these people are Presbyterians ; they

attend their church on the reserve very regularly ; there are twenty-three Roman
Catholics, who attend the church on Kisickonse's reserve, one Anglican and sixty-five

pagans.

Characteristics and Progress.—Now that I have been here long enough to know

these people individually, I consider them, taking them as a whole, the most indus-

trious, law-abiding band I have ever come in contact with ; they never let a chance

slip by of earning money ; they are most willing to advance themselves ; as an ex-

ample of this : a number subscribe for a large eastern paper and Manitoba monthly

agricultural papers. I attended a concert in their school-room at Xew Year's, where

about two hundred of as quiet, well-dressed, orderly people as one would wish to find

were present, most of the men being in black suits with collars and neck-ties. A
blanket Indian is unknown in this band. Physically and mentally this band is much
superior to the others ; the men are a shrewd, sharp lot, and now that they have rail-

way facilities, I expect to see them go ahead financially.

key's band, so. 65.

Reserve.—This reserve is three miles west of Fort Pelly and twenty northwest of

Kamsack ; its area is thirty-eight square miles. The Assiniboine river forms its

western boundary.

Tribe,—The people of this band are Swampy Crees.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 79, made up of 19 men, 19 wo-

men, 18 boys and 23 girls. There were during the past year, from annuity payment ta

annuity payment, 2 deaths and 3 births, both deaths were from consumption.

Education.—The children attend the day school on the reserve very regularly.

Religion.—Rev. Owen Owens is the Anglican missionary. Thirty-two members
of the band attend his church, which is a substantial building on the reserve, close to

the mission and school-house. There are also 8 Roman Catholics, 1 Presbyterian and
38 pagans, the latter being the pure Indian part of the population, the others being

treaty half-breeds.

Characteristics and Progress.—I can report little progress during the year. The
reserve is, owing to its broken formation, unsuitable for farming, which work I am
not urging on this reserve, until the question of a piece of good farming land I am
trying to obtain for these people is settled ; but it is admirably suited for stock-

raising, being well watered and sheltered, with abundance of hay.

kisickonse's- band, no. 66.

Reserve.—The southern part of this reserve is nine miles from Kamsack, while its

northern boundary is twenty miles; its greatest width is six miles. It is bounded
on the west by the Assiniboine river and on the east bv the Duck mountains and
Lac la Course. It contains twenty-eight and a half square miles.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Saulteaux nation.

Vital Statistics.—At the census taken last month there were 138 souls in the

band, consisting of 29 men, 41 women, 34 boys and 34 girls ; this makes the total popu-
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iation of the agency 469 souls, or 103 men, 121 women, 125 boys and 120 girls. There

vere 6 deaths and 7 births during the year ; one of the deaths was that of Chief

Kisiekonse, from old age, a most polite old man and a staunch friend to the govern-

ment during the rebellion in 1885. lie directed in his will that a marble tombstone

be erected to his memory, which I have had done.

Education.—Rev. Father de Corby, the Roman Catholic missionary, has com-

pleted his large boarding school, situated just off the east edge of the reserve, and

has it in operation with seventeen of the children in attendance ; the pupils are

making excellent progress; when the school comes under the usual government grant

and farming operations start, the boys will be able to get a thorough training.

Religion.—The rev. father above mentioned, has a neat little church in the centre

of the reserve, which is well attended by sixty-one of the population ; there are also

twelve Anglicans, sixteen Presbyterians and forty-nine pagans.

Characteristics and Progress.—This band is very willing to work and compares

favourably in some ways with Cote's ; although their reserve is not so well adapted for

farming operations, they have broken a number of new fields this year and aje mak-

ing the best use of the opportunities they have.

Buildings.—Taking them as a whole, they are a fair class and are j-early improv-

ing. A number of Cote's band is now building a good two-story frame house, paying

for all the material and labour from his farm, cattle and work earnings. All other

houses on the three reserves are log, mostly a storj^ and a half, chiefly with thatched

roofs ; six have shingled roofs. The interiors are all kept very clean and neat, many
of them being comfortably furnished.

Cattle.—Although the past winter was the most severe we have had since 1892,

the stock came through in good condition, there being a sufficient supply of hay and

to spare. There were thirty-three losses, from accidents, cows calving, A:c. The total

stock on the three reserves on June 30, was 746 head. I started inoculating for

anthrax last year, operating on all young stock under two years old with the result that

I have not heard of the death of one that was inoculated. The Indians sold last year one

hundred and one head, comprising seventy-two steers, three years old, twenty-six cows

and three oxen; these realized $3,685.92, besides these, nine head were killed for pri-

vate use. The heaviest steer sold weighed 1,490 pounds, and cow 1,470 pounds. The
previous year one hundred and ninety-seven head were disposed of. There are eigh-

teen pure-bred shorthorn bulls on the reserve.

Parm Implements and Agricultural Progress.—As an example of how these people

are willing to help themselves toward farming, during the fourteen months I have
been with them, they have purchased out of their own earnings, implements to the

value of $1,186.18, comprising ploughs, wagons, mowers, a twelve-horse power, and
barbed wire for fencing. During the time mentioned the acreage under cultivation

has been doubled, 321 acres being under crop in 1903, during which year 106 acres were
broken, and 236 acres this year; 8,484 bushels of oats were threshed last year, all good

ripe again. Wheat is being tried for the first time this year, some 40 acres being put

in; at date of writing it is a fine crop and will be cut in a few days. The Indians were

the first to start seeding in this district last spring. The department assisted five school

graduates to start farming this spring ; they have all done well, having broken up good
large fields. These people lack the necessary horse and ox power to work with, which
if they had, they would soon be in an independent position, as they are very willing

to work if they had the withal to do it; the trouble is not to make them work, as in

other agencies I know, but to get them something to work with. A farmer, Mr. W. S.

Rattray, was supplied this agency last spring, who is proving a great assistance to me
in my work.

Temperance and Morality.—I am pleased to be able to state that, with the excep-

lion of the five cases which arose shortly after I arrived here, I have had no case of in-

temperance brought to my notice, yet I expect to have trouble in this respect, with

the growth of the new town, right in our midst.
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Taking them as a whole, I consider them a moral, truthful and as honest a lot of

people as one would wish to work with, easily led but not driven, who compare most
faA'ourably with several classes of the white population.

General Remarks.—In conclusion I beg to say that I am fairly pleased with the

advancement made during the past year, not only as regards work done but in respect

to reduction of rations and general progress. Although there has not been, for a

number of years, a regular issue of rations, a certain amount of help has been given,

to assist people to work. I am steadily reducing this, having issued seventy-nine

sacks of flour less than the previous year, and hope much further to reduce the issue

this year, imtil shortly it will be a thing of the past amongst those who can work ;

of course there are a number of old men and women too old and feeble to better their

condition who will always require a little relief. Eleven men from the three bands
paid their own expenses to the Dominion Exhibition in Winnipeg last month, and

will be much benefited by what they saw. Another sign of better prosperity is that

at the last two annuity pajonents, I have, with the parents' consent, been able to in-

•crease largely the number of the children who have their annuity money funded for

them, which children are attending industrial and boarding schools.

I am also pleased to be able to report that so far my agreement with these

people over that very troublesome problem, the dance question, has been carried out

faithfully ; my agreement is, that no dance whatever, except fiddle dances, are to be

held, and none of these between April 1 and November 1, the work season, and only

two of these to be held in any one house during the other five months.
The agency has been much improved by replacing all the old rail fences with

good tamarack post, wire and top-rail fences, with new gates and posts painted green
and white.

During the year, visiting the reserves and in connection with my work, I drove
with the same pair of horses, 4,028 miles.

Before closing I should like to testify to the willing and great help I have received
from my clerk, Mr. F. Fisher, who also acts as interpreter, storekeeper and dispenser
of medicines.

I have, &c.,

H. A. CARRUTHERS,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

AssiNiBoiA

—

Qu'Appelle Agency,
Qu'Appelle, August 25, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith a report on this agency for the past

fiscal year, together with statistical statement and inventory of government property
in my charge.

Eight reserves are included in this agency, viz. : Piapot. No. 75 ; Standing
Buffalo, No. 78 ; Pasquah, No. 79 ; Muscowpetung, No. 80 ; Peepeekesis, No. 81 ;

Okanees, No. 82 ; Star Blanket, No. 83 ; and Little Black Bear, No. 84.

I was placed in charge of this agency on February 17 last, and my report will not
therefore be a complete review of the work performed and the progress made by the
I];idians during the fiscal year under review.
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I'lAPOT BAND, NO. 75.

Eeserve.—This reserve comprises the whole of township 20, in range 18, west

of the 2nd meridian, and contains in all some 34,547 acres. The soil is verj- light

and will only grow good crops in favourable years. In dry seasons it is difficult to

grow grain at all. • That portion of the reserve, however, which lies in the valley, con-

tains a large quantity of grass, which when cut early and well cured makes the best

of hay.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band nearly all belong to the Cree tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 144, composed of 35 men, 52

women and 35 boys and 22 girls under twenty-one years of age. There occurred

during the 3'ear 1 birth and 4 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—The Indians of this band appear to be a healthy lot. No
infectious disease appeared amongst them during the year. The sanitary precautions

of the departrnent are carried out in a few cases.

Occupations.—Mixed farming is carried on with a good measure of success by the

majority of these Indians. A good living is also made by the putting up and seUing

of hay in addition to what is needed for their cattle. A small quantity of dry wood

for fuel is also sold, but owing to the very small supply of dry wood now left on the

reserve, this industry is decreasing year by yeai". During the summer the women dig

a large quantity of senega-root, for which they obtain good prices. The women also

do quite a lot of tanning for the surrounding: settlers.

Buildings.^The buildings, which are of log, although small, are well built, and,

being in the shelter of the valley, afford the live stock comfortable quarters for the

winter.

Stock.—The cattle on this reserve are of good quality, and although the natural

ir^crease is very satisfactory, there is plenty of room and hay for a far larger herd

of cattle than these Indians now possess. During the year the government herd, which
was located on Muscowpetung's reserve, was disbanded, and the government loaned

the Piapot Indians some 78 head of females, so that these Indians now possess a fine

lot of breeding stock.

Education.—Little interest is taken bv these Indians in the education of their

children, although the opposition to schools that formerly existed appears to be dying
out.

Religion.—These Indians are mostly pagans and evince little or no interest in

Christianity.

Implements.—These Indians are well supplied with all necessary implements.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are making fair progress. They had
a good crop last year and although the number of bushels threshed was only a little

larger than that of the previous year, the crop itself was much more valuable ; in fact,

some of the best wheat that went into Eesrina last winter came from this reseiwe. In
addition to their crop, they sold quite a number of steers. These Indians appear to

spend their money wisely, as is evidenced bv the number of new implements and wagons
owned by them, and also by the way in which they are improving their own dwellings.

They are quite independent of material help from the government now, with the ex-

ception of a few very old and infirm, who receive a ration and some clothing for the
printer. Nearly every cultivated field is inclosed with a wire fence, all of which has
heen paid for by the Indians.

Temperance and Morality.—No cases of intemperance or immorality have been
brought to my notice.

MUSC0WPETUNG''S BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the Qu'Appelle river, between Piapot and
Pasquah reserves, and contains in all 38,080 acres. The ' bench ' or upland consists
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mainly of first-olass fanning land, whilst that portion that lies in the valley contains

some very valuable hay-land. The timber is nearly all small and of very little use

for building.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 86, consisting of 21 men, 27 women, and 19

boys and 19 girls under twenty-one years of age. One birth and two. deaths were re-

corded during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians throughout the year

does not api>ear to have been good, consumption being the main cause of what sick-

ness there was. The sanitary condition of the resei-ve is good, the Indians carrying

out the department's regulations very well.

Occupations.— The occupations of these Indians consist mostly of grain farming,

stock-raising and putting up hay for sale. A small quantity of wood is also marketed.

Stock.—These Indians possess a very fine herd of cattle, numbering some 248 head,

which is a substantial increase over last year's total. This year's calves appear to be

a very fine lot and are numerous.

Buildings.—Owing to lack of suitable building material, the buildings on this

reserve are small, but nevertheless they appear to be very comfortable and well-suited

to the requirements of the stock. Throughout the severe winter of 1903-1 these Indians

lost only three head of cattle.

Education.—All children of school age.belonging to this band are attending school,

but still I cannot say that the Indians themselves take much interest in the education

of their children.

Implements.—These Indians are well equipped with such implements as they

require for their agricultural pursuits. During the year they purchased another seed

drill.

Religion.—The majority of these Indians are pagans, and appear to take little or

no interest in Christianity.

Characteristics and Progress.—In comparing this year's statistics with those

of previous years, it is at once evident that progress made in the past two

years has continued, and in fact one has only to go amongst them to note that they are

an industrious lot of Indians. For the same reason that their stables are small, their

dwellings are also small, bvit comfortablv furnished inside. These Indians have a

large field fenced in, containing some nine sauare miles, in which the cattle ran all

the summer. Most of the fields are fenced with wire, and it is gratifying to note the

oare that they take of their implements. A portion of the crop on this reserve was

frozen last year, but, all round, these Indians realized a fair amount for their labour,

and this, together with the sum realized from the sale of their cattle, has enabled

them to live well.

Temperance and Morality.

—

'No cases of intemperance or immorality have been

brought to my notice.

PASQUAH BAND, KO. 79.

Reserve.—This reserve lies about six miles west of the village of Fort. Qu'Appelle

and has for its northern boundary the Qu'Appelle lake. It extends back about eight

miles and contains some 38,496 acres of land. A large jwrtion of this reserve lies in

the Qu'Appelle valley, which yields but little hay, however. Most of the hay is cut

from sloughs on the uplands supplemented with ' prairie wool.' The upland consists

for the greater part of first-class farming land. This reserve also contains a fair

amount of good building material.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Saulteaux tribe, there being a slight admix-

ture of Cree.

Vital Statistics.—The population, which is 132, consists of 29 men, 47 women and

22 boys and 34 girls under twenty-one years of age. There were recorded during the

year 4 births and 7 deaths.
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Health and Sanitation.—Tiie health of these Indians appears to have been good
throughout the year, the band having been entirely free from an epidemic of any kind.

The departmental sanitary regulations are well carried out here, and most of the

houses, which are well built, are kept very clean and tidy. These Indians also appear

to keep themselves better dressed and cleanlier than either of the two bands above re-

ferred to.

Resources and Occupations.—From the nature of the reserve these Indians must
depend almost entirely (Tn grain-growing for a livelihood. Owing to the supply of hay
being limited, only a small bunch of cattle can profitably be kept. The herd, as now
owned by these Indians, numbei-s some 161 head, and a very fine lot of cattle they

are. Quite a large quantity of fire-wood is sold by these Indians.

Buildings.—The buildings on this reserve are well constructed and comfortable.

Many of the houses have shingle roofs with lean-to kitchens.

Implements.—These Indians are well equipped with implements, and are con-

tinually adding new machinery to their equipment.

Education.—All children of school age belonging to this reserve are attending

school, and there is very little trouble in getting the parents to allow them to do so.

Stock.—The cattle here are nearly all well-graded shorthonis, and, as I have said

before, are a very fine lot. Several of the Indians also own some very fine work horses.

Keligion.—Many of these Indians profess Christianity. There are two churches

on the reserve, one owned by the Roman Catholic Church and the other by the Pres-

byterian Church. The latter, however, I believe is not now usetl.

Characteristics and Progress.—There are some five or six Indians on this reserve

who are making good progress year by year and who may now be classed as well-to-do

farmers. On the other hand there are a lot of young fellows on this reserve who might
do a good deal more than they do, in fact it is hard work to sret them to do what little

they do. This reserve is surrounded by three or four small towns and it is a erreat temp-

tation to these young fellows to attend all the many celebrations that are con-

tinually taking place, of course much to the detriment of the farm work they might
otherwise do.

Temi)erance and Morality.—Since taking charge of this agency three cases of in-

temperance have come to my notice on this reserve. However, I am glad to say that

in each case the person who gave the liquor to the Indian, as well as the Indian,

was convicted and punished, in two cases by imprisonment and one by a fine of $75

and costs ; and it is to be hoped that these sentences will considerably lessen the desire

of these Indians for liquor.

STANDING BUFFALO BAXD, NO. 78.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band covers an area of seven square miles and is

situated in townships 21 and 22, range 14, west of the 2nd meridian.

The soil is of a sandy loam and rather too light for successful grain-growing.

Roots, however, as a rule do well. The reserve is deficient in hay, and what hay is

required is usually cut under permit on land belonging to the Dominion government.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Sioux or Dakota nation, and many of them
belonged formerly to the United States population.

This band has a population of 211, consisting of 99 males and 112 females.

Health and Sanitation.—The past year appears to have shown a continued state

of the \isual good health enjoyed by these Indians. Consumption and scrofula, so com-

mon amongst the other bands of this agency, are conspicuous by their absence here, and

this, no doubt, may in part be attributed to their cleanly mode of living and the neat

and clean condition of their houses and surrounding premises.

Occupations.^Grain-growing is carried on very extensively by these Indians, sup-

plemented by a small herd of cattle. A very large number of them work out for the

farmers in the surrounding districts and so capable ^^re they as farm labourers that
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they are much sought after and command good wages. A special feature of this re-

serve is the fine gardens owned by many of the Indians, the soil appearing to be par-

ticularly adapted to this branch of farm work. Little or no wood is sold by these

Indians, in fact, many of them go off the reserve for their own supply. A large

amount of fish is caught and sold during the season. Every crop is now fenced with

wire^ in addition to a large pasture, which has been wired in for the cattle, and the

whole reserve has a thrifty and neat appearance.

Buildings.—Owing to lack of suitable material, the buildirfgs on this reserve are

small. They are, however, comfortable and as far as the dwellings are concerned

beautifully kept.

Implements.—This band is well supplied with agricultural machinery, which is

well cared for. During the year, in company with the three bands above mentioned,

these Indians purchased a J. I. Case 32-54 separator and 15 horse-power engine at a

cost of $1,900, to be paid for entirely by themselves, as well as the cost of operating

the same.

Religion.—Most of these Indians are nominally Roman Catholics.

Education.—The Indians of this band appear to be more interested in the edu-

cation of their children than the Indians of the bands above referred to, and most of

the children of school age are attending school.

Temperance and Morality.—No cases of intemperance or immorality have been
brought to my notice.

FILE HILLS BANDS.

Resei-ves.—The Indians of these bands occupy four reserves, viz. : Peepeekesis

reserve, JSTo. 81; Okanees reserve, No. 82; Star Blanket reserve. No. S3; and Little

Black Bear reserve. No. 84. The total area of the four reserves is 126 square miles

and they are situated some 20 miles northeast of Fort Qu'Appelle.

Tribe.—The Indians of the four bands belong to the Cree tribe.

Vital Statistics.-—The population of the four bands is 245, composed of 72 men,
62 women, and 45 boys and 66 girls under twenty-one years of age.

Resources and Occupation.—The natural resources of these reserves are hay and
wood, of which there is an abundant supply. The main occupation of these Indians

is mixed farming, at which they continue to be very successful. They also own a

large herd of excellent cattle, which, together with their farming operations, keeps

them very busy all the year round. They are, however, as a rule, able to put up
sufficient hay for sale, in addition to what they feed to their stock. A very large

quantity of dry wood for fuel is also cut and sold to the surrounding settlers.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians has been fairly

good throughout the year. No epidemic of any kind has visited them. Consumption
and scrofula appear to be the main causes of what sickness there is amongst them.

On Okanees and Peepeekesis reserves the sanitary condition of the houses is good,

quite a few of the houses being comfortable log dwellings with shingle roofs.

Buildings.—There being an adundance of building material on all the reserves,

most of the buildings are of a good size and well built and there seems to be a tend-
ency amongst the Indians to build better houses for themselves than formerly. They
arc also well equipped with granaries.

Stock.—The large herd of these Indians is in excellent condition, both as to quan-
tity and quality. The natural increase this year shows an excellent average.

During the year the government ranch on Muscowpetung's reserve was disbanded
and a number of the females loaned to Piapot Indians. The rest of the herd was
transferred to the File Hills government ranch, where new buildings were erected and
everything is now in first-class order.

Implements.—These Indians are all well supplied with agricultural implements.
Nearly every Indian who farms owns a complete set of implements for his own use.
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Education.—Little or no opposition is shown to schools by these Indians, and

every child who is of school age is attending school.

Characteristics and Progress.—From statistical information it would appear that

these Indians are making steady progress year by year. Their threshing retui-ns show
a large increase, as does also the large number of cattle owned by them. Most of the

farming Indians own first-class teams and up-to-date machinery, and nearly all their

grain is stored in good granaries. They own a complete threshing outfit of their own.

The Kirkella extension of the C. P. Railway now runs along the southeast boun-

dary of the Peepeekesis reserve, and the towns that are springing up along the line

will open fine markets for the sale of wood and hay for these Indians, besides a close

market for their grain and stock. This last will be a great consideration, as formerly

these Indians had to haul all their grain to Indian Head, a round trip of some 80

miles. Besides being a very hard and trying trip in winter, it considerably curtailed

the profits of their labour. However, this is all changed now and it will probably be

a great incentive to the Indians to do even better than they have done.

Religion.—Most of these Indians are pagans, although a few of them profess the

Roman Catholic faith and some again adhere to the Presbyterian Church. There is

a Roman Catholic chui'ch on the reserve, which is well attended, and the missionary

from the Presbyterian boarding school, which adjoins Okanees reserve, holds services

regularly each Sunday.

THE FILE HILLS EX-PL'PIL COLOXY.

The File Hills ex-pupil colony was started in the spring of 1901 with the idea of

placing the ex-pupils, as soon as they had left school, on farms of their own, instead

of allowing them to return to the teepee as formerly. For this purpose a portion of

the Peepeekesis reserve was surveyed into 80 acre lots. There are now seven ex-

pupils located in the colony, all of whom are doing well. Three of these young men
are married and have comfortable homes, with good outbuildings. Amongst them
may be mentioned Fred Deiter^ who owns a fine three-horse team, a good log, one
and a-half story dwelling, with shingle roof, log stable 28 x 16 feet with shingle roof

and lumber granary. Last year he threshed nearly 2,000 bushels of grain, and it is

safe to say that had it not been for frost, his crop would have been much larger than
this.

John R. Thomas, who took off his first crop last season, threshed 982 bushels of
grain. This young man is married, and has a comfortable home with outbuildings

similar to those of Fred Deiter. His crop this year promises to be more than double
that of last year.

Ben Stone Child, who is also married, has stock, implements and buildings similar

to those of the two young men above mentioned. Last year he threshed 2,389 bushels

of grain. This year he has about one hundred and twelve acres in crop, which
promises to do well.

The remainder of the boys are doing equally well, but are only taking off their first

crop this year. The colony is only some six miles from the railroad now, so that their
grain market is very handy, and will no doubt help to encourage these young men.

Temperance and Morality.—There have been no cases of intemperance or immo-
rality brought to my notice from any one of the four reserves.

I have, &c.,

R. L. ASHDOWN,
Indian Agent.

27—i—12
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XoRTiiwEST Territories,
Alberta—Saddle Lake Age>-cy,

Sa-ddle Lake, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the affairs of this agency
for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904, together with statistic;;! statement and inven-

tory of government property under my charge.

SADDLE LAKE BAND, ^O. 125.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated in townships 57 and 58, ranges 10,

11, 12 and 13, west of the 4th meridian. The area, including the southwestern portion

occupied by Blue Quill's band, Xo. 127, is 82,560 acres.

The north and west portions of the reserve are undulating prairie-land, while to

the southeast it is more level. There are nimierous small hay swamps scattered

throughout the reserve, some of which produce a good supply of hay, in seasonable

years. Poplar groves abound all over, with here and there an occasional clump of

spruce. One of the most attractive features of the reserve is its adaptability for stock-

raising. The lake from which the reserve derives its name is situated close to the

northern boundary, about half-way between the northwest and northeast corners.

Tribe.—The inhabitants of this reserve belong to the Cree nation.

Vital Statistics.—The population inclusive of Blue Quill's band, No. 127, is 244,

consisting of 80 men, 80 women and 84 children. There is a decrease of one person as

compared with the previous year, accounted for as follows: births 11, deaths 9, 2 In-

dians left the band through marriage and 2 were transferred to other bands, 1 person

also joined this band by transfer.

Llealth and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians, generally speaking, has been

good. An epidemic of small-pox prevailed during the winter. In some instances the

form was severe, but notwithstanding the large number of cases, only two deaths oc-

curred, and not altogether from the disease itself. The quarantine rules were well

observed by the Indians, and by the careful attention of the medical officer. Dr. Ayleu,

the disease was checked early in the spring. During the year a large number of tht

Indians were successfully vaccinated. The whitewashing of the houses in the fall, and
the cleaning up of the premises in the spring are generally atteiMJeii

Occupations.—The industries followed bv these Indians, are stock-raising and
farming. Particular attention is directed to the former occupation, from which the

Indians derive a good portion of their 'living. Farming operations on this reserve are

Being carried on more extensively than formerly ; this spring the area under cultiva-

tion was increased nearly 114 acres over last year. During the spring the Indians im-

proved their places by considerable new fencing. "When not engaged in farming pur-

suits, some of them get work freighting on the, river.

Buildings.—The houses on this reserve are of log and well built ; several of them
hnve shingle roofs, and with one or two exceptions are clean and comfortable. In

Slimmer few are occupied, as the Indians prefer living in tents, finding them more
conducive to health and comfort during the warm weather.

Stock.—The cattle belonging to this band are in good condition, and during the

rear there has been a fair increase.
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Education.—The boarding school is situated on the portion of the reserve occupied

by Blue Quill's band, and is under the management of the Roman Catholic mission.

During the year the pupils have made good progress in their class work, and in the

various industries taught in the institution.

The day school located on the Saddle Lake portion of the reserve, and under the

auspices of the Methodist Church, has been closed during the year, on account of nou-

attendance.

Religion.—The members of the Saddle Lake band are Methodists and Roman
Catholics, the former denomination having the majority, and Sunday services are held

in the school-house. The Indians of Blue Quill's band nearly all belong to the Roman
Catholic faith, and regularly attend the services conducted by the Rev. Father Baiter,

at the mission, situated on the reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are steadily progressing, this year

Peepeekesis purchased a binder, and Thomas Makookis has placed a barb-wire fence

around his twenty-acre field. Other Indians have added to their equipment during th«

spring the following : 2 mowers, 4 ploughs, 2 sets of harrows, and several sets of har-

ness, paying for them with the proceeds of earnings. They have improved their mode
of living, and are neatly and well dressed. Many of the young men are at the present

time engaged in breaking new land, for next year's seeding.

Temperance and Morality.—During the year no cases of intemperance have come
before my notice, and the general moralitv of these Indians is fair.

JAMES SEEXUM'S BAND, NO. 128.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated north of Saddle lake, in townships 61 and 62,

ranges 12 and 13, west of the 4th meridian. It is a long strip of land about 12 miles

in length, running north and south, along the shores of Goodfish and Whitefish lakes,

^nd has an area of 11,200 acres.

Most of the land is rolling, and wooded with poplar and a few patches of spruce.

In parts the soil is stony, but in favourable seasons grain can be successfully grown.

AYhitefish lake is an extensive sheet of watei', and produces whitefish and jackfish.

Tribe.—The Indians occupying this reserve belong to the Cree tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The Indians inhabiting this reserve have a population of 331,

made up of 97 men, 116 women, and 118 children. Since the last census there has

been an increase of 4 in the population, the births numbered 19, deaths 15, one Indian
joined the band by transfer and one left.

Health and Sanitation.—During the year the general health of these Indians has

been much better than in previous years. Last winter small-pox visited this reserve

also, but owing to quarantine being enforced and sanitary precautions taken, the

disease was confined to only a few houses, and the quarantine was raised on April 1.

Occupations.—Stock-raising and mixed farming are the industries followed by
the Indians of this reserve ; the former is the chief source of livelihood for them, and

the country is well adapted for it. The grain crops of last season were only fair, and
from a portion of the wheat grown, one hundred sacks of flour were ground for the

Indians at the grist-mill on the reserve. Fur was plentiful and a high price obtained

all fall, and those who engaged in hunting earned a good deal in this line. During
the winter a number of the Indians got out logs for buildings and lumber. In winter

a good supply of fish is taken from the lakes, which contributes largely towards their

maintenance. When not employed in their usual farm work on the reserve, many of

the Indians engage in trading, freighting, and working on the Hudson's Bay Com-
pany's boats in the north.

Buildings.—Four new dwelling-houses have been erected on this reserve during
the year.

Stock and Implements.—The cattle held by this band are in good condition, and
generally well cared for. These Indians have a good supply of machinery,

27—i—12i
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Education.—Two day schools are supported on this reserve, one at Goodfish lake,

towards the south end, and the other at Whitefish lake, at the north end of the re-

serve. Both schools are under the direction of the Methodist Church, and during

the year the attendance at each has been fair.

Religion.—The Methodist mission is situated at the north end of the reserve,

where there is a church, in which services are held by the missionary, Rev. R. B. Stein-

hauer. There is also a church of this denomination near Goodfish lake.

The Roman Catholic church is located near Goodfish lake, about the centre of

the reserve. The Rev. Father Comire is in charge of this mission. The Indians at-

tend their respective places of worship regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—Several of the Indians of this reserve have moved
to Saddle lake, where they intend to go in more extensively for farming, as the

Saddle Lake reserve affords better facilities. These people are fairly industrious,

law-abiding, and in their personal appearance well dressed.

LAC LA BICHE BAND, NO. 129.

This band has a population of 11, consisting of 4 men, 2 women and 5 children.

During the year there has been 1 death, and 2 Indians left the band through marriage,

making a decrease of 3. They are all half-breeds, and live by hunting, trapping

and freighting.

CHIPEWYAN BAND, NO. 130.

At the last annuity payments the population of this band was 79 persons, com-
posed of 24 men, 25 women, and 30 children ; 4 births and 4 deaths occurred during

the year. These Indians live altogether by hunting, trapping and fishing ; they

occupy the district surrounding Heart lake, which is about one hundred and five

miles north of the agency headquarters.

BEAVER LAKE BAND, NO. 131.

This band of Cree Indians live in the neighbourhood of Beaver lake, about twelve

miles from Lac la Biche, and make a living by hunting and fishing. The population

at the last annuity payments was 92, made up of 30 men, 31 women and 31 children.

There have been 5 births, 4 deaths, and 2 Indians joined the band through marriage,

making an increase of 3 persons over the previous year.

I have, &c.,

GEO. G. MANN,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

Alberta—Sarcee Agency,

Calgary, September 2, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report for the year ended June
30, 1904, together with agricultural and industrial statistics and inventory of all

government property.
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Reserve.—The Sarcee reserve comprises township 23, range 2, 3 and 4, west of

the 5th principal meridian, and contains an area of 69,120 acres. The land is of first-

class quality and good, crops are raised by the Indians each year. It is a good stock

range, and ranchers are given the privilege of putting their stock on by paying grazing

dues. The exterior boundaries of this reserve were run last spring by Mr. J. Lestock

Reid, preparatory to fencing in the reserve.

The Indians are now busily engaged at this work, and are building a fence of

barbed wire, three strands, with wooden droppers of willow, posts set 15 feet apart, and

sunk to a depth of 2i feet ; the posts are of willow and white poplar. The Indians are

making a good job of it, and when completed will have 50 miles of fence, inclosing

(39,120 acres. The Indians are also busily engaged in putting up a large quantity of

hay to provide for a btftich of cattle they are getting this fall.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Beaver tribe from the far north.

Health.—The general health of the band is good.

Occupations.—Stock-raising, farming, working for ranchers and the sale of hay

f>7id wood, comprise the principal industries of this band.

Buildings.—The Indian houses are principally built of logs with frame roofs, and

in most cases are very comfortable; several new ones have been erected this year.

Stock.—The Indians are becoming more interested in this industry each year.

This is the industry that they have now to look forward to for a livelihood, and they

should in a short time be independent of the government. The climate and range
here cannot be surpassed for stock purposes. Last spring there were no spring storms

ajid the mild winter put the cows through in good condition, and the calves, in conse-

quence, came stronger. This year's branding is without doubt the best experienced

in Alberta.

Education.—We have a boarding school on the reserve under the auspices of the

Church of England, and. an industrial school six miles from the reserve, which is xm-

denominational; the pupils in these institutions are progressing.

Religion.—The Church of England has a mission on this resei've and a number
of Sarcees are members.

Progress.—Progress is observable among many of the Indians, and some are get-

ting better off each year, while a few remain in^the same old groove.

Temperance.—The traffic in liquor is slowly but gradually disappearing; this is

ro doubt owing to the strong measures adopted for putting it down.

General Remarks.—We have had more than the usual nvmiber of tourists visiting

the reserve this year, attracted by the Indians as well as by the scenery. The North
.\merican Indian seems to be as much of a curiosity as ever to foreigners.

Before concluding this report, I must, on my own behalf and also on behalf of the

Indians, express my deep sorrow on the death of Major McGibbon, our late inspeclcr,

and the loss sustained by the department through the death of so capable and efficient

fin officer.

I have, &c.,

A. J. McNeill,
Indian Agent.
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XoRTHWEST Territories,

Alberta—Stoxy Agency,
MoRLEY, Alta., July 26, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904, together with tabular statement and inventory of government property.

Reserve.—The Stony reserve is situated in the foot-hills of the Eockies, about 40
miles west of CaJgary, on the line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and is divided by
the Bow river, Peter Wesley's band residing on the north, and Chiniquay's and !Moses

Bearspaw's bands on the south side of the river.

Morley station is about half a mile from the agency headquarters. With the ex-

ception of the southeast comer, nearly all the resei-ve is gravelly and hilly, a great

jiortion being covered with large fir-trees. The area is 69,720 acres. It is estimated

tliat nearly two-thirds is covered with timber, fir, spruce and poplar.

Tribe.—These Indians are Stonies, a branch of the Sioux nation.

Vital Statistics.—The present population is 641, composed of 81 men, 130 women,
and 430 young people under the age of twenty-one.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been very good, in fact

they have not been so free from disease for years. As a rule, they are very careful

regarding the cleanlines^s of their houses, living in them in the winter and in tents

during the summer months.
Dr. Lafferty makes frequent visits to the rcserve and prescribes for those under

his care.

Occupations.—These Indians raise cattle and horses, sell timber, furs and bead-

work and work for ranchers.

Buildings.—The buildings have been greatly improved during the past year; the

Indians, having their own lumber, have been able to repair their houses, some having
replaced the old one^ by larger and more sanitary buildings.

Stock.—The stock has done well, the only difliculty being that a number of the

cattle are owned by widows and old men who are not able to take proper care of them;
consequently, they have to be helped by the department.

The stallions have done well and the Indians take more interest in their horses

after seeing the improvement from breeding to good sires.

Farm Implements.—In addition to those already on hand, I purchased six new
ploughs this spring, for some of the cattle-owners, these to be paid from proceeds from
the sale of beef ; about half a dozen wagons have also been added to the list.

Education.—The McDougall boarding school has been accommodating 48 pupils.

The school is conducted in a very satisfactory manner. I would make special mention
of the teacher. Miss M. Walsh, who has taken a great interest in her work. In addi-

tion to her other duties, she has taught a number of the girls music.

Religion.—These Indians all attend the Methodist church.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians on this reserve are steadily progress-

ing, and if sufficient employment can be found, the able-bodied will require very little

help from the department.

Temperance and Morality.—As a rule, these Indians are temperate; and morally

they are above the average Indian.

General Remarks.—These Indians, in general, have behaved very well, giving very

little trouble, and so long as they find work and reasonable pay for it, are satisfied ;
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owing to the reserve being awaj' from a town, there are not so many chances of mak-

ing money, but it is better for the Indians morally.

I have, &c.,

H. E. SIBBALD,
Indian Agent

Northwest Tekkitories,
AssiNiBoi.\

—

Touchwood Hills Age>xy,
Kutawa. July 4. 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—1 have the honour to submit the following annual report for the year ended

June 30 last, together with statistical statement and invcntoi-y of government property

under my charge.

Reserves.—The agency is situated near small poplar bluffs on the north side, and
a large clearing to the south and west. It is some eighty-five miles to Qu'Appelle

station on the Canadian Pacific railway; from this point all our freight is drawn. The
Dominion Telegraph Company has an office within five hundred yards of the agency

buildings. A good district school is close by and a few of the older settlers are in

proximity to the agency.

Muscowequan's reserve, No. 85, is situated nine miles from the Kutawa post office-

The land on this reserve is not very attractive, being broken with small poplar and
willow bluffs and ponds; the soil is rich and there are some fine tracts of land suited

for farming.

Gordon's reserve, Xo. 86, is situated about twelve miles from Kutawa post oflBce.

The land is of very good quality. The greater portion of the reseiwe consists of bush,

a good deal of which is of a dimension sufficiently large to make the best house logs,

many small poplar and willow bluffs interspersed with ponds together witli hay marshes

the former taking up a large poi'tion of the area, whilst the hay swamps are indispen-

sable.

Day Star's reseiwe. No. 87, is situated six miles north of Kutawa. There is some
very good farming land on the reserve. Two-thirds of the country is small poplar

bush and sloughs, which are of no use in the wet seasons, but in dry seasons hoy can

be secured in abundance. The soil has very excellent qualities, but f?osts are so pre-

valent that so far grain-growing has not been a success.

Poor Man's reserve. No. 88, is situated nine miles west of Kutawa. The country

around here is rolling prairie, in some narts much broken by hills and sloughs. There

are many large tracts admirably suited for farming, and the soil is of the best. Hay
meadows are numerous.

Fishing Lake, No. 89, and Nut Lake, No. 90, rtserves, are combined, und-n- ihe

name of the old chief, Yellow Quill. Fishing lake lies about .50 miles northeast of

Kutawa post office. This reserve has a large area of arable land ; much bush is to be

found around the lake, with timber sufficiently large for building purposes, and the

other part of the reserve is intermixed with poplar bluffs and prairie. The lake is

large and affords fish, pike and pickerel.

Nut Lake reserve is some 40 miles north of Fishing lake; it is well wooded with

spruce and poplar, some of which is very valuable, especially for building purposes.

The lake is long and narrow and bounds the west side of the reserve; this lake supplies
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fisli, pike and pickerel. The country is well adapted for ranching; large hay marshes

are plentiful.

Kinistino reserve, No. 91, is again some 60 miles from Nut lake. The trail be-

tween the two reserves is very rough and winding; it lies in a northwesterly direction

from ISTut lake, and is on the Barriere river. White spruce grows on this reserve, large

enough for saw-logs. The soil is of a light sandy loam. There is a lake, too, with an

abundance of pike and pickerel.

Tribes.—The Indians of Muscowequan's band are Saulteaux, with the exception

of a few half-breeds. Those of Gordon's band are Crees, with the exception of some

half-breeds. The Indians of Day Star's band are Crees. Poor Man's band consists of

Crees, with the exception of three families of Saulteaux. The members of Yellow

Quill's band are all Saulteaux. Kinistino's band is connected with the Yellow Quill

band. These Indians are Saulteaux.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the Indians in this agency is as follows : 204

men^ 224 women and 424 young people and children, making a total of 852.

The number of births' during the year was 42, and the number of deaths 24 ; 15

Indians joined this agency, and 9 left it. Most of these cases were marriages, making

an increase of 24.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the Indians has been very good,

with the exceptions of some chronic cases of scrofula, which is more prevalent on Mus-
cowequan's and Gordon's reserves, owing to intermarrying. The department's doctor

was called, impromptu, to visit the schools, but the ailment was not of such a serious

ij£ture as at first anticipated. Bad colds with feverish attacks was the trouble. One
girl pupil died this winter at Muscowequan's boarding sehool.

Sanitary precautions are strictly observed, and the Indians' houses are kept as clean

as possible for an agent and farmers to superintend. The doctor on his rounds also

inspects and reports. In the spring, especially, Indians are compelled to burn all rub-

bish accumulations and whitewash their houses, and make a thorough cleaning before

moving out to live in tents; and last fall, before re-entering their houses, the same

process was gone through, preparatory to living in the houses the past winter.

Occupations.—These Indians' time is occupied in the summer months at farming,

putting up fences, haying, rounding up cattle, branding and castrating bull calves,

working out for settlers and ranchers, freighting, hauling hay, repairing houses and

otables, and hunting.

In the winter months these Indians are occupied principally in feeding and caring

for their stock, cleaning stables, hauling hay and wood, cutting fire-wood, freighting,

tJelivering hay and wood at the agency headquarters, and doing odd jobs, such as, re-

pairing harness and breakages. The women engage in housekeeping, sewing,* cooking,

mending, washing, scrubbing and dressing hides. There is nothing they do not avail

themselves of.

Buildings.—These buildings of the Indians are principally log shanties made warm
and comfortable. The majority of these people only occupy their houses in the winter-

time. The more civilized of them, such as one meets on Muscowequan's reserve and

Gordon's reserve, have very creditable dwellings, being two stories high, made of logs

18 X 24 feet (approximately), with shingled roofs.

The stables on the reserves are half-pitch with sod roofs, others are flat roofs.

They range from 16 feet square to about, 30 feet square.

Implements.—Yearly the demand for implements is increasing. The Indians are

becoming perfectly acquainted with their use. The great drawback of late years has

been to get the power to run machinery. Oxen were too jerky, and the Indian pony

woi-thless for work. Some good teams have been purchased this year, and the Indians

are now commencing to find out the value of the same on a farm, and are using more

judgment in driving and taking care of horses than heretofore.

Education.—Mrs. S. E. Smythe, teacher in charge of Day Star's day school, has

13 names on the register; the average attendance is very good. Mrs. Smythe is very
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painstaking and her pupils are advancing steadily in their studies, and the sewing,

knitting and mending done by them is most creditable.

Gordon's boarding school is under the auspices of the Church of England, and a

committee appointed. Mr. Mark Williams is principal, and Mrs. Williams, matron.

There are 24 names on the register. The school-house is a stone building, large, spa-

cious and well ventilated. The pupils are kept scrupulously clean and well looked after

in every respect. Mr. Williams has the grounds beautifully laid out with flower beds

and a shrub nursery, also two large vegetable gardens, where he has always abundance.

It is to be regretted that Mr. and Mrs. Williams are about to resign their positions

in the school, and the Indians are very much averse to their doing so, as they are both

most painstaking, and carried order to perfection; at the same time the children are

happy and contented; consequently the progress is good, and the parents more inter-

ested.

At Muscowequan's boarding school there are thirty names on the register. The
Rev. Father Magnant is principal. The work of the matron is looked after by three

Sisters of Charity, Sister Valade is the teacher. There are two lay brothers, one of

whom attends to the boys, and one to the outdoor and farm work. The children are

taught all the different branches on the model farm, worked by the boys under the lay

brother in charge of them, and this farm is kept in splendid order,, the crop being the

best in the district last year. The school-house is a large stone building. There is

good accommodation, and it is kept in the best of order; the grounds and gardens

show the great care and attention thev have received from those in charge ; the boys are

also taught how to care for stock. The brother is a good all-round farmer and mechanic,

a valuable man to the school. Pupils attend school under Sister Valade, who is a

very clever and painstaking teacher. Therefore, sewing, knitting, baking, cooking,

scrubbing and all duties in connection with housekeeping are successfully taught the

girls.

Fishing Lake school, on Fishing Lake reserve, is a new log building which has been

opened under the auspices of the Church o£ England. The building is neat and com-

fortable. Mr. Andrew W. Anderson (a late pupil of Elkhorn industrial school) is the

leacher. There was some difficulty at first to persuade the Indians to send their child-

ren, but I am pleased to say their aversion has been overcome, and the attendance is

rapidly increasing. As the school was only opened in March last, little can be said as

to progress.

Religion.—There are two denominations on the reserve, the Church of England

and the Roman Catholic. Services are held in the two churches and three school-

houses. The majority of the Indians are still pagans, but they keep thoir ceremonies

very quiet, and have given up their past extremes.

Characteristics and Progress.—The natural inclination of Indians is towards in-

dolence, but I am happy to say, there is yearly a more noticeable tendency to industry.

As a race they are most law-abiding.

The Indians, generally, are becoming richer yearly, and better off in every way.

The following are a few instances of success : Joe Iron Quill, of Goi-don's band,

started out on his own account, and has now a good two-storied house with shingled

roof, about 30 head of cattle, 3 teams of work-horses, 2 double sets of heavy hai-ness

and one light set, 2 wagons, 2 sets of sleighs, and a crop of oats.

Willie Favel, of Poor Man's band, who started a few years ago in a small way, has

a good two-storied house, with shingled roof, a heavy work team, about 30 head of

cattle, mower, rake, wagon, harness, and a crop of wheat and oats.

Little Cree, of Nut lake, has all to go ahead with on a ranch, and there are several

other Indians who are making rapid strides to better their past situation.

Temperance and Morality.—There was onlv one case of intemperance brought be-

fore my notice the past year, and this offender got severely punished for the same. One
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woman was seii-tenced to six months in gaol for prostitution. Tht'-e are the only cases

that we know of.

1 have, &c.,

H. MAETIXEAU,
Indian Agent.

Northwest Territories,

Battleford Inspectorate,

Battleford, August 2, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the inspection of Indian
agencies and reserves.

DUCK LAKE AGENCY.

On October 31 the management of this agency was transferred from Mr. W. E.
Jones to Mr. James Macarthur. Inventories of all government property and of the
Indians' live stock were made and, after being duly certified to, were transmitted to

the Commissioner in duplicate.

The affairs of this ag'ency have been well and capably administered; business has
been conducted, with promptness; the Indians have been restrained from incurring
debts nnnecessarily, and in general the policy of the department has been adhered to.

Mr. J. H. Price, agency clerk, deserves credit for the punctuality with which he

has kept the office records entered up, in addition to his other duties.

beardy's and okemahsis' bands.

These reserves are under the direction of Mr. Price, who combines the duties
of farmer with those of clerk.

These Indians are making good progress. Interest in agriculture grows. The
crops show a further increase both in area and in product, the result of breaking up
additional land of a better class than that which has been under cultivation for years

past. One Indian of Beardy's band had last season over two thousand bushels of

grain. The threshing was performed by the Indians almost without direction and in

a manner most creditable.

The net increase in the Indians' herds is but small. This is due in part to the

increasing draft for the Indians' beef supply and to the sale of all surplus fat cattle,

but also in no small degree to losses upon the prairie through straying and accidents.

This reserve has fortunately an abundant supply of hay within its limits for the

present stock, or even sufficient for a somewhat larger number. Consequently, the

Indians have no need, as they have in some localities, to be alarmed on this account

at the approach of settlement. In order, however, to prevent loss of cattle and at

the same time to protect their own and their neighbour's crops, it is evident that the

fencing of a portion of the reserve for pasturage is becoming imperative.

A noteworthy feature of the progress of these bands is the good conduct and in-

dustry of a half dozen boys, graduates of the Battleford and Regina schools, and a

number of equally deserving girls from the Duck Lake boarding school. While much
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credit is due to these young men and. women and to the institutions at which they have

been trained, yet it is clear that their success on the reserve is largely due to the

wise counsel and kindly supervision of the officials in charge.

ONE arrow's band.

This band is located on a I'eserve six miles east of Batoche and fifteen miles

from the agency headquarters on Beardy's i-eserve. Mr. Louis Marion continues in

charge as farmer.

There is no material change in the condition of the band, whose livelihood con-

tinues to be derived in large part from hunting and the sale of senega-root.

ISTotwithstanding the addition of the season's calf crop, the net increase of cattle

between March 1 and October 31 was only nine head.

The members of this band, which has figured prominently among Indians in the

history of the west, are of almost pure Indian blood, and though not progressive in

the industries, yet they make a fair living, and they are peaceful and law-abiding in

almost every particular.

JOHN smith's band.

At the dato of inspection and until quite recently Mr. J. S. Letellier was in

charge of this band. The reserve they occupy is located on both sides of the South

Saskatchewan, about fifteen miles from Prince Albert.

Most of these people came from St. Peter's reserve, near Selkirk, in earlier days,

and are half-breeds rather than ordinary Indians. They are thoroughly christianized

and observe very generallj' the marriage laws of the country, the keeping of the

Sabbath, attendance at divine service, and the other moral and religious customs of

the land.

Agriculture and stock-raising furnish their main support. A few only engage in

hunting and a few in freighting.

Farming has been fairly successful. An effort has been made to clean the fields

of some very troublesome weeds with which they had become infested.

The Indians have deriA^ed a large benefit from their herds, and there is also a

substantial increase.

The majority of the Indians of this band milk their cows and make butter, cul-

tivate good gardens, keep poultry, and in fact employ much the same economy as

white settlers. There is, however, much room for improvement in regard to the ex-

tent and thoroughness of the methods of cultivation.

JAMES smith's band.

This band is composed of what were formerly two bands, namely, James Smith's

and Cumberland, which occupied adjacent reserves at Fort a la Corne, and which by

mutual consent were amalgamated in 1902, their reserves also being combined.

Mr. Horace Adams took charge of this reserve early in 1903. He is well qualified

for his duties and should be successful.

Many of these Indians are hunters and can only with the greatest difficulty be

induced to attend to their farms and stock, even during the season when closest

attention is required.

The discouragements to grain-growing which have existed in the past, in remote-

ness from markets and want of gristing facilities, are now on the point of being

removed in consequence of railway construction through the district, and the efforts

of the farmer should now be attended with greater success than in the past.
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In spite of the best facilities for stock-raising, the Indians' herds show no in-

crease during the past year.

In other directions signs of progress are not entirely wanting. Several new

houses of an improved description have been built. These are located in two sections

of the reserve, convenient for attendance at the two day schools, which are reaping an

advantage in consequence.

CAELTON AGENCY.

On November 30 the management of this agency was transferred from Mr. James
Macarthur, who had been in charge since June, 1902, to Mr, W. E, Jones, The re-

mainder of the staff is composed as follows : T. E, Jackson, clerk; Rupert Pratt, inter-

I)reter; John McKenzie, engineer and blacksmith; Joseph Savard, farmer on Ahtah-

kakoop's reserve; James Dreaver, farmer on Kenemotayoo's reserve; Patrick Anderson,

farmer on Sturgeon Lake reserve, and Peter Villebrun, overseer and teacher on Mea-
dow Lake reserve.

During November and December, a careful inspection was made of the reserves,

schools and agency records, and a report covei'ing three years, accompanied by state-

ments and inventories, was submitted to the Commissioner in duplicate.

The agency buildings consist of dwellings for the agent, the clerk, the miller, and
the interpreter, an office, a storehouse, a granary, a blacksmith's shop, and a stable.

A furnace has recently been placed in the agent's dwelling. The buildings are in good
repair, with the exception of the office, which should be replaced by a new one,

I found the office records for the most part in tolerably good order except that in

connection with the store ledger there were numerous minor discrepancies between the

balances shown there and those actually on hand. There was also a system of Indians'

iicoounts which was quite in arrears as regards entering up, and required some days

to complete.

The grist and saw-mills continue to be skilfully handled by Mr. McKenzie. A
new engine and separator, which have recently been supplied by the department, should

prove a great encouragement to farming throughout the agency, and the old engine, a

cumbersome arlicle, can now be left stationary in the grist-mill.

MISTAWASIS' BAND.

This band is under the immediate supervision of the agent. It is composed largely

O-^ half-breeds, who for many years past have been christianized and to a fair degree

civilized. For a time they made considerable progress in developing their industries,

acquiring property, and improving their dwellings. Latterly, however, with two or

three exceptions, their condition has been one of retrogression. They have had. con-

siderable employment from the agency headquarters in the shape of freighting sup-

plies and material for buildings, working on buildings and fences, hauling hay and

wood. &c., and the whole effect seems to have been to divert their attention from in-

dustries of a more permanent character. A few have left the reserve in recent years to

pursue a livelihood abroad.

There has been no improvement in the Indians' houses in the past three years, A
few have moved from decent dwellings to houses of a poorer class.

The crop area has been reduced to about half its former pi-oportions, but the land

thus thrown idle has not been kept under cultivation.

The Indians' cattle show a net decrease in three years of forty-eight head, due

mainly to disposing of cattle without replacing, and to replacing by purchase from
other Indians, instead of outside the reserve, when none of the Indians had young
stock to spare.
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The agency saw-mill has again been operated for the benefit of this band, the cut
amounting to upwards of seventy-five thousand feet. The demand made upon the In-
dians' time in connection with the sawing has, however, been made a pretext by them
for neglecting to do any breaking or summer-fallowing, notwithstanding the urgent
need for both. Unfortunately also, thev value the lumber more for sale and for the
temporary help afforded in this way than for improving their houses or other buildings.
There is still a want of granaries and of shelter for implements as great as on re-

resbrves that have neither timber nor saw-mills.

The ex-pupils of industrial schools on this reserve have not been more than at the
best, a very moderate success, in some cases a decided failure; but something better
may yet be expected of them. In almost every instance they have lost three or four
years before settling down to any definite mode of life. Two of Joseph Ledoux's boys
.'re settled and working pretty steadily and are acquiring some stock and other pro-
perty. In Jacob Badger, son of the late chief, there is a decided improvement of late,

and he is likely to become a steady and industrious man. Willie Dreaver, son of the
present chief, is a bright youth, but in the three years that he has now spent on the
reserve since returning from school, he has accomplished nothing definite towards a

permanent livelihood.

petaquakey's baxd.

This band is also under the direct supervision, of the agent. It is located on a re-

serve, at Muskeg lake, about 12 miles from the agency headquarters, which are on Mis-
tawasis' reserve.

These people are all half-breeds and several of them speak English almost as well

as Cree. They have been christianized for many years, and their appreciation of edu-

cational advantages is evidenced by the fact that as soon as their children arrive at six

years of age the parents take them without solicitation to the boarding school at Duck
i^ake. Accordingly, at present every healthy child of school age is at school.

J. B. Lafond and his sons and the two Gray-eyes boys constitute the progressive

element, and are fairly prosperous. Samuel and Daniel Wolfe, though good workers

at times, require much direction and are going back, as are also a few others, in respect

to their industries. It is true here, as in several other reserves, that the support they

have failed to derive from their faiTns and stock,they have o'l' '

•
^ I'ily from

rat-hunting, which has for a couple of years past been very profitable.

The cattle on th'ls reserve number 100 head, and show neither increase nor decrease.

There is no scarcity of hay and the cattle have been well provided for. At least 50

head more could be kept here conveniently.

AHTAHKAKOOP'S BAND.

This band is located on the reserve at Sandy lake, north of Mistawasis, the farm-

house being about 18 miles from the agency headquarters.

William McBeath was farmer until July 31, 1902, when he resigned and was re-

placed shortly after by Joseph Savard.

The band is for the most part of pure Indian blood. They are nearly all Chris-

tians and observe the various rites of the Christian religion, a few only still leaning to-

ward the heathen dances, which are occasionally held amoiii;- their loss civilized neigh-

bours.

Hunting has of recent years in this locality been very profitable, as the particu-

lar kinds of fur that are most plentiful have been in great demand. Chief Kal-

meostotin returned in the middle of December from a four weeks' hunt, having killed

during that time nearly $100 worth of fur besides a large quantity of meat. It is not

surprising under such circumstances that the interest of the Indians in agricultural
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pursuits should for a time be difficult to maintain. The acreage of cultivation has

decreased and the product correspondingly. Garden products also are but small.

The fall continued very open until after New Year's and the Indians took ad-

vantage of tlio cpp^rlunity to hunt, neglecting to gather up their cattle. In con-

sequence the inventory showed twenty-two head missing, some or all of which would

probably be recovered. Assuming these to be on hand, there is still a decrease of

seventy-three head in three years. The industry has not been a success.

The management of the reserve has baen hampered for a few seasons through

the swollen condition of the Shell river, which traverses the reserve. The difficulty

has now been overcome by the construction of a suitable bridge, which was an urgent

necessity and is a creditable work.

KENEMOTAYOO'S BAND.

The reserve of this band, commonly known as Big River reserve, is situated about

fifteen miles north of Sandy lake. It is in charge of James Dreaver as farmer.

This is a hunting band, for whom a reserve was set apart in 1898 on their ex-

pressing repeatedly a desire to engage in farming. They are mostly pagans and

show as yet but little interest in religion or education.

The houses, though warm, are but small, flat-roofed shanties. Although the saw-

mill has been operated for the older bands, who have sold a considerable portion of

their lumber, yet these Indians have had no benefit from it even for the improvement

of their houses.

Bridges recently constructed by the Northwest government over the Shell river

and Big river on the Green Lake trail will greatly facilitate the management of this

reserve.

The crop of 1903, though not threshed at the time of my visit, was well stacked

and contained apparently between 400 and 500 bvishels of grain. Considerable break-

ing and fall ploughing was done, so that this season's crop should be at least twice

as large.

The cattle numbered sixty head and full provision was made for their wintering.

The farm buildings, including dwelling, storehouse and stable, together with the

day school and teacher's dwelling, were all in good repair and whitewashed and present

an attractive appearance, occupying as they do a delightful location, facing eastward

and overlooking a beautiful lake.

STURGEON LAKE BAND.

This band continues in charge of Patrick Anderson, who was appointed to this

position in July, 1898.

The band is located in two sections, one at the lower or east end of the lake,

which stretches from west to east through the reserve, and the other from the Narrows
to the west end. The latter is the more advanced and prosperous section, occupying

more respectable and more comfortable houses. In all parts of the reserve, but parti-

cularly at the east end, where the main road to lumber camps and other northern

points crosses the reserve at the foot of the lake, there are such opportunities at cer-

tain seasons lor the Indians to get liquor that the farmer's watchfulness is scarcely

able to prevent it. Mr. Anderson has, however, made a creditable attempt in this

direation without fear of unpopularity with the Indians or others, and his presence

has served to keep breaches of the law in this regard in check.

These Indians, with a few exceptions, are pagans and have very little regard for

religion or religious services. On the contrary they engage in dances, incantations,

and other heathen practices. The day school has been moved recently from a point

outside, where it was poorly attended, to a central location within, while five children
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are in attenduncc at Einmanuel Cullege, Prince Albert, and it is hoped that in time
the influences of education will be felt.

Grain-growing has been pursued with indifferent success and under the greatest

discouragements on account of the difficulty in getting the agency engine and sep-

arator to the resei-ve, over forty-five miles of bad road, to do the threshing, and the
want of any nearer threshing outfit which could be hired. In consequence tlieir crops

have more than once been fed in the straw, though there was good demand for oats at

the lumber camps not far distant.

The Indians' cattle show a fair increase and they have for the most part been
wintered securely, but only through the utmost vigilance on the part of the farmer
in pi-evcnting the Indians from selling themselves short of hay.

Notwithstanding that there is large and ready demand throughout the fall and
winter for all their surplus farm products, hay, grain, and roots, many continue to

derive their chief livelihood from hunting and from teaming for the lumber camps
and the traders to the north.

The farm buildings and surroundings show a marked improvement, not so much
in what has been added as in the order into which things have been brought. The
farmhouse is well kept and comfortable. There are convenient and comfortable
house and cow-stables and poultry-house. There is a model branding corral, strongly
built and furnished with three strong snubbing posts ; and a slaughtering corral ad-

joining with a windlass most conveniently constructed. The hay-yard and the farm
garden and oat-fields are well fenced. All this is an excellent example to the Indians

and has been provided with practically no cash outlay.

WILLIAM CHARLES' RESERVE, NO. 106a.

This reserve, which lies to the northeast of Sturgeon lake, to which it is almost
eontiguous, is also under the direction of Farmer Anderson, and is occupied by a few

families belonging to William Charles' and James Roberts' two bands.

They are, like the bands to which they belong, a completely christianized class

of Indians and live very respectably with the exception of one family in which both

man and wife are degraded by the use of liquor, which they appear to have little

difficulty in obtaining. Their chiklren, fortunately, are at a boarding school, and are

thus for the time removed from such influences.

Their chief livelihood is similar to that of the Sturgeon Lake band. They have

a small herd of cattle, but thei-e is praetioally no increase nor yet any benefit to the
owners from beef or sales. Their industries have been thus far neglected.

WAHSPATOX SIOUX RESERVE.

This reserve is located nine miles northwest of Prince Albert, and is setttled by

about forty Sioux Indians, a portion of a band the remainder of whom occupy an en-

campment near the town.

They are nominally under the supervision of Fanner Anderson of Sturgeon lake,

but practically they receive very little attention or direction except from Miss Baker,

the missionary-teacher resident on the reserve, who is self-sacrificing in her efforts in

their behalf.

These Indians receive but little assistance from the government, and what they

have received, mainly in the shape of implements and cattle, they have made good use

of. They continue to cultivate small fields and pay for the threshing of their grain.

Their crops for 1903, mainly oats, amounted to five hundi-ed bushels. Gardens have

been cultivated and the product is sufficient for home use.

Their cattle, as yet only seventeen head, are handled with great care ; losses have

been slight ; and they have already had some benefit from sales. The thoroughbred
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bull supplied by the department has been stabled and cared for in a manner equal to

the best of the Cree reserves.

About eighty remain at the encampment near town, and live by day labour in

town and among the settlers of the neighbom-hood. They earn enough to eat and to

wear, but apart from this live very miserably. They have no school nor are they sus-

ceptible to religious influences, and the heathen dances which they hold occasionally

and which are attended more or less by the Christian Indians of the reserve are de-

trimental to the latter. In relation, however, to the white popvJation of the town and

vicinity they are law-abiding and entirely inoffensive, while on the other hand their

work is much valued by those who have occasion to employ them.

OTHER CREE BANDS.

Kahpahawekenum's band is located on a reserve at Meadow lake, about forty

miles west of Green lake. As the name of the reserve indicates, there are large oppor-

tunities for cattle-raising in the vicinity. The band, however, numbers only sixty in

all and have only recently manifested any desire to farm, having hitherto lived entirely

by hunting. They are partially christianized and are under the spiritual supervision

of the Roman Catholic missionary at Green lake. Mr. Peter Villebrun was appointed

teacher and overseer to this band in January last.

William Charles' band has a reserve on Montreal lake, ninety-five miles north of

Prince Albert. James Roberts' band has no resei've set apart as yet, but occupies for

hunting purposes a large tract of country around Lac la Ronge on the northern border

of Saskatchewan.

I did not visit these bands during the past year.

MOOSE WOODS RESERVE.

This reserve is situated about eighteen miles southwest of Saskatoon, on the south

side of the river. It is occupied by about forty Sioux, the remnant of the band of the

late Chief Whitecap.

The resei've is in charge of Mr. W. R. Tucker, who acts as overseer, teacher and
missionary.

The population is somewhat reduced through deaths and through the removal of

one family to the Wahspaton reserve near Prince Albert.

There is no noticeable change in the condition of these Indians. They continue

to live, practically without assistance, by means of their cattle, their gardens, and the

sale of wood and hay, there being good demand for these in Saskatoon.

The reserve was inspected on February 4, and the Indians were found very com-

fortable although the weather was unusually severe. Their cattle were in excellent

condition, and there was an abundant supply of hay of prime quality on hand. Stabl- •

ing and other shelter was sufficient and the calves were well handled and were in fine

growing condition.

The beef steers, all three-year-olds, were sold in July, 1903, at $40.50 per head, the

market being rather low at the time.

Each Indian beefs one steer or fat cow every fall, by direction of the overseer ;

and they do not asjc, nor apparently wish, to kill more than the one animal in a year,

depending for the rest of their meat-supply upon game.
The strength of the herd has thus far been kept up to two hundred head, but only

with difficulty, as there are now only six working men and some of them scarcely to be

classed as able-bodied.

The day school was closed for the winter months on account of the distance of the
Indians from it, namely, from two to three miles. They were once near by, but of

late years were obliged to move to a greater distance in order to be closer to their hay.
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The results of school work on the reserve are very evident and vei-y satisfactory.

Nearly every young man and woman can speak and can write intelligently in English,

r.nd can make all necessary calculations.

ONION LAKE AGENCY.

This agency includes five bands of Cree Indians and one band of Chipewyans.

Mr. Wm. Sibbald is agent and has the assistance of L. G. Lovell as farmer and

engineer, and Joseph Taylor as interpreter and carpenter.

The inspection was made during March, and the difficulties from deep snow and

severe storms were greater than I have experienced at any other time.

The office records were complete and accurate with exception of the live stoclc

bock, which required considerable time to write up fully.

CREE BAKDS.

For a number of years the five Cree bands of this agency were, for convenience

in the management of their industries, located together on the two reserves adjacent

to the agency headquarters, namely, Seekaskootch's and Makaoo's. There were, how-

ever, a considerable number of Indians who continued to live on their own reserves

and who lived by the hunt. These are now engaging more or less in farming and stock-

raising, cattle having been issued on loan from the agency herd. Others who dwelt for

a time on the reserves at Onion lake, but who belong properly to the outlying reserves,

have recently removed thither. This movement has been directed in the interest of the

stock industry since the necessary hay-supply for a large herd of cattle is no longer

obtainable in the immediate vicinity of Onion lake, a portion of the hay-lands which
the Indians formerly utilized being now taken up bj- settlement.

Regularly settled on the reseiwe, engaging in agricultural industries, and exclusive

of hunters, there are approximately as follows : on the reserves at Onion lake, 325 In-

dians, including men, women and children; at Frog lake, 55, and at Long lake, 40.

The only well-established industry among the Indians is cattle-raising, and some
of the middle-aged who have been in training for nearly twenty years are very credit-

able stockmen and require but little direction, making provision of both feed and
shelter for the winter in a thorough-going fashion and attending to their stock well in
every respect.

The most unsatisfactory element are those who were formerly employed a great
part of their time in the care of the agency herd and who grew into habits of indolence
and of dependence upon rations. There are quite a number of these men, ranging from
twenty to thirty years of age, and having had neither cattle nor other industries they
are now being initiated in these and are a much heavier care to the agent than the
ot-her Indians, who show distinctly by contrast with these the results of years of train-
ing in connection with their own industries.

In the fall of 1903, the greater part of the agency herd was issued to the Indians,
a considerable portion being allotted to the Indians just mentioned, who had spent
some years for trifling remuneration in helping to maintain this herd for the benefit
of the agency at large. The cattle issued, chiefly cows and heifers, had come through
the preceding winter rather thin ; they were very wild and suffered severely from occa-
sional round-ups during the following summer, and particularly from the run:ping in-
volved during November and December in cutting them out of the bunch and bringing
them to their various winter quarters. In consequence, they began the winter in such
a condition that they required special care, which in some cases, as intimated in the
last paragraph, they received, and accordingly came through safely, while in other
cases there was a loss running up as bight as eight per cent.

27—i—13
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The weather during the last haying season was extremely unfavourable; neverthe-

less there was a fair quantity of hay secured, and the loss of cattle was due rather

to carelessness in handling the feed and in housing the stock than to scarcity of feed.

The Indians who deserve most credit in connection with the wintering of their

cattle are, Alexis Crossarms, Sam Waskawitch, Young Chief, Albert, Pathagan, Me&-
seehayo and Kaneepahtatayo. Some of these were able in the spring to furnish hay

to less thrifty Indians, at $5 a load.

With regard to the cultivation of the soil, whether for grain, roots, or vegetables,

there is absolutely no progress. The area under cultivation is diminished, partly from
scarcity of good seed, and partly on account of the worn-out condition of a number of

the old fields, which necessitated their being thrown out of use. The Indians fully be-

lieve in discarding old fields, but not in renewing them, nor do they seem anxious to re-

place them with new ones. The method in vogue among good farmers of oi'opping only

one-third or one-half of a farm each season and cultivating and fertilizing the rest

preparatory to seeding the following spring, has never been adopted here, nor has any
attempt been made to adopt it.

Xo cultivated hay of any description is raised on these reserves. When the In-

dians are confined strictly to the limits of their reserves for their hay-supply, as they

must necessarily be in the near future, the cultivation of hay, as well as grain and
roots, will be an absolute necessity for the maintenance of their herds.

At the present time, though their cattle are quite insufiicient for them to live by,

and the product of farms and gardens is meagre, yet they are making a very comfort-

able liA'ing, supplementing the product of these industries by profits derived mainly

from trips overland or by river to Edmonton, bringing back supplies for the agency,

the Hudson's Bay Company, the merchants of Lloydminister, or the missions on the

reserve.

Among the Indians settled on the reserves there is a gradual improvement in man-
ners and morals, due largely, no doubt, to the influence of the missions, between whom
and the officers of the department there is a cordial co-operation in all matters affect-

ing the welfare of the Indians. Among those less settled, however, and passing be-

tween Island lake, Cold lake and Frog lake, there is an element of obstinate heathen-

ism, still strongly imbued with its ancient superstitions.

The Indians' dwellings are of a poor description and continue from year to year

with but slight improvement, notwithstanding that they have skill in dressing house-

logs and in building walls, and have a saw-mill at the agency headquarters and a tim-

ber limit but a few miles away. This is partly due to the practice which has prevailed

of moving frequently from one part of the reserve to another. Granaries and shelter

for implements are also wanting.

SADDLE LAKE AGENCY.

There are included in this agency .Little Hunter's, Blue Quill's, and James See-

num's bands, besides the Beaver Lake band of Crees and a small band of Chipewyans;

the two latter bands inhabiting the country further north and living entirely by

hunting and working on the Hudson's Bay Company's boats.

The agency headquarters are situated near the centre of the Saddle Lake reserve,

and about nine miles from the Saskatchewn river.

The agency staff consists of G. G. Mann, agent; Miss B. E. Mann, clerk; Sam.

Whitford, interpreter; J. Batty, farmer on Saddle Lake reserve; and P. Tomkins,

farmer on Whitefish Lake reserve and agency engineer.

A new office, now on the point of completion, will afford many conveniences, the

want of which has been much felt.

The inspection was begun on May 2.
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SADDLE LAKE AXD BLUE QLILL's BANDS.

These bands occupy a large reserve^ of varied physical features, affording excel-

lent facilities for every branch of agriculture.

The Indians' dwellings and surroundings were inspected between May 9 and 13.

On the 10th and 11th there was a heavy fall of snow and rain, the effect of which was
extremely unfavourable to the cleanliness of the houses as well as to the progress of

the spring work.

The women were generally well occupied, in some instances i-emoving potatoes

from tJae cellars and sorting them over preparatory to planting.

The cellars here, as everywhere on the reserves, require to be larger and deeper

and to have better provision for ventilation. As they are at present, they become too

warm at times and roots keep but poorly.

Apart from this, the houses continue to improve and about one-third, of them are

of a very respectable class.

Small-pox visited these bands during the fall and winter. It is thought to have

been introduced by a non-treaty Indian coming from the neighbourhood of Battleford,

where the disease had been prevalent on some of the resei-ves. A few deaths occurred

and the reserve was quarantined from early in January to the end of March, when,

after a thorough process of disinfection, the quarantine was raised.

Xotwithstanding the sickness and quarantine, the Indians were able to attend to

various domestic duties during the winter, to provide fuel, to haul hay, and to attend

to their stock, and in addition to cut in all upwards of 15,000 rails and tamarack

pickets for fences, which were put up as seeding went on and were completed by the

end of May.
Regarding fences I may add that I find them at present, as on several former

visits, particularly strong and substantial, both here and at Whitefish lake. They are

such as would be a credit to any farm, and the Indians' crops seldom suffer from any

defect in this regard. One Indian, not satisfied with rails, has just completed the

fencing of a thirty-acre field with wire.

The cattle wintered with but slight loss, though they came through much thinner

than usual. The stock of the Indians individually is with a few exceptions so small

that it is but a trivial matter fox any able-bodied man to make necessary provision

and properly care for his cattle.

The Indians are fairly well equipped with farm implements, having at the time

of inspection nine new combined ploughs besides several breaking and stubble ploughs

supplied by the department some years ago but still serviceable ; also thirteen sets of

iron harrows, three sets of disc-harrows, one grain-drill, three binders, fourteen

mowers, thirteen rakes, and thirty-ihwe v.agcns.

Last season fifty-five acres of new land was broken and a few acres of fall plough-

ing done. This land was carefully put in this spring and in good time, while further

ploughing was done in the spring for oats and barley. A good deal of the seed had to

he bought, as only a few had raised grain fit for seed, and they had sold during the

winter, though at a compartively low figure, all above their own requirements.

There is a great scarcity of working teams, especially oxen, the stock having run

down while the need for them is increasing. The want will be partially supplied by

the action of the department in authorizing the purchase of a few teams for ex-

pupils of the schools.

The thriftier class have done no hunting this spring, chiefly on account of the

fall during the winter in the price of furs, particularly rat-skins. Moreover, the op-

portunities for profitable employment outside the reserve have been more numerous
than every before, and are tending to divert attention from agricultural pursuits as

well. Six men have been engaged on survey parties during the earlier part of the

summer at from $30 to $35 per month and boai-d. The services of those familiar

with the river,' of whom there are many, are in demand as pilots. A few of the most
27—i—13*
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prosperous, however, namely, Thomas Hunter and liis sons, Thomas Mahkokis, Augus-

tine SteinJiauer, and Peepeekeesis, support themselves mainly by their own industries

and seldom work abroad.

JAMES SEENUM'S BAND.

This band is located for the most part on the Whitefish Lake reserve, a strip of

land lying along the east shore of the Whitefish and Goodfish lakes. A few, with a

view to farming, have moved recently to Saddle Lake reserve, of which these Indians

are joint owners with the bands settled there.

The inspection occupied from May 17 to 20. The weather was fine and favourable
in every way. A large number of the Indians had moved into their tents for the

summer, but those houses that were still occupied were clean and well kept within

and around. One good house, which was in course of construction in June, 1903, is

now completed, and further improvements to houses are in progress.

The crop area is diminished and part of what is sown is so late as to have little

prospect of maturing. This is on account of the failure to prepare land last season,

and also because seed grain had to be freighted in over miry trails at a time when it

should have been in the ground. In a few cases in which the Indians had saved good

seed it was sown in reasonably good time, although on spring ploughing, and at the
time of inspection the grain was well above ground and was very promising, as the

season though opening late has been most favourable for rapid growth.

The band is but poorly equipped with farming implements as well as with work
teams.

Among those ^yho have removed to Saddle lake are some of the best farmers on

the reserve, namely, Enoch Wood, Lazarus Shirt and Charles Jackson ; and their

removal appears to be in their own interest as well as in that of the band, provided

the lands formerly cultivated by them are now occupied by others, since good farming

locations are scarce on this reserve on account of the.broken character of the surface.

The Indians' cattle are not numerous. Chief Pakan has twenty-one head ; seven
other Indians have between ten and twenty head each ; ten have between five and
ten head ; while twenty-five have less than five head.

Feed was scarce and the cattle wintered but poorly and were thin even at the

end of May.
A number of the younger and middle-aged men occupy themselves during summer

working on the York boats out north, and during the spring and fall with hunting.

BATTLEFORD AGENCY.

This agency comprises seven bands occupying as many reserves, at distances of

from twelve to thirty-five miles from the town of Battleford, near which the head-

quarters of the agency are located.

The inspection was made during June and July.

The agency staff is composed as follows : J. P. G. Day, agent ; C. J. Johnson,

clerk ; Solomon Desjardins, interpreter ; and five farmers, who will be mentioned
individually in connection with their respective duties.

While the different reserves will be treated separately below, it may be remarked
here regarding the agency in general that the Indians live almost solely by farming
and stock-raising, as there is practically no hunting in the district, and they have
little employment as rivermen or freighters.

In the interest of the cattle industry, a step is being taken this season which
cannot be too strongly commended, in the construction on each of the seven reserves

of a fence inclosing from four to nine square miles of excellent pasturage. The area

thus inclosed will aggregate about 20,000 acres for the agency, and will afford an
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average of about ten acres per head of the stock to be pastured. It may be calculated
that by pasturing the herds in this way losses in cattle and waste of time in rounding
up cattle to a value of several hundred dollars annually will be saved. The fences
will be of wire except that on Sweet Grass reserve, which is completed and is of rails.

With the possible exception of the Stony reserve, the entire expense will be borne by
the Indians.

moosomin's band.

Moise L'Heureux has been in charge of this band as farmer for the past three

years.

Apai-t from small-pox, which visited the reserve during the winter and from which
two deaths resulted, the health of the band has been unusually good.

There has been no improvement in house-building for several years, and there is

only one resi>ectable house on the reserve. As the Indians were all in tents, the interior

of their houses was not examined.

There is a considerable decrease in the crop area, due mainly to scarcity of seed.

Moreover, here as elsewhere throughout the agency, much of the seed used, particularly

oats, was of poor quality and will give a mediiun or very light crop, even on ground
Vi'hich otherwise would give a good one.

The grain for the most part appears to have been sown in good time ; considering
that the spring was backward, and growth having been rapid, the grain bids fair to be
ready for harvesting in good season.

A few of the oldest fields are in the worst need of thorough fallowing, or failing

that, of being discarded entirely ; but no fallowing nor breaking of new land had b'een

done on July 13, when I made a second visit to the reserve.

There is five acres of very fair brome hay at the farm, and one Indian, Estowe-
wesick, has a similar field from seed which he procured at his own expense two years
ago.

Gardens are still badly neglected both as to the preparation of the soil and as to

its cultivation during the season of growth.

Grading for the Canadian Northern railway began on this and Thunderchild's
reserves early in July, and owing to the employment iiicidcntially afforded to the In-
dians in connection with the work, it has proved difficult to maintain interest in farm-
ing since that time. However, all summer ploughing, both breaking and fallowing,
sliould have been well advanced or completed by the middle of July, especially on our
reserves, where treaty mayments, coming on as they do about that time, are frequently
taken as a signal to terminate such work, whether finished or not.

thunderchild's baxd.

This band occupies a reserve immediately west of Moosomin's. William Dewan
is the farmer.

Last season's crop was poor, and, such as it was, it was mostly disposed of during
the winter, without permit, leaving a scarcity of seed in the spring. There is on this

account a heavy decrease in the acreage of crop. The wheat is well advanced and pro-

mises a good return. The oats are thin and poor on account ojF poor seed.

Of the large area thrown idle this season for want of seed, only a few acres has
been fallowed, while the I'est is growing: rank with weeds.

SWEET GRASS BAND.

The reserve of this band is situated on the south side of the Battle river, eighteen
miles west of Battleford.

Adolphus Nolan is the farmer.
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These Indians attend to their industries with much regularity, and consequently

are receiving good returns from them. Last season's crop, though not good, was not

a failure and gave a fair profit. This year the crops look well except that some fields

are infested with weeds, which should be destroyed without further delay. While, as

on all the other resei-ves of the agency, there is a decreased area under crop, yet here

forty or fifty acres of the vacant land has been ploughed, and if harrowed occasionally

during the summer and fall, will be in srood condition for sowing early next spring.

There is a four-acre field of brome, the seed from which may be used for seeding down
some worn-out and dirty fields which are no longer fit for cropping.

The cattle wintered well and are now in good condition. For convenience the

herds of the twenty-one owners were grouped in six bunches during the winter, a plan

which has continued to work well here, though it has frequently proved a failure else-

where on account of the opportunity it affords to lazy men to shirk their share of work
and responsibility.

The Indians' gardens are fairly well kept, but will not be as productive as they

should be for want of the use of manure in the preparation of the ground. The far-

mer's garden consists of a very fertile piece of land, but its condition in other respects

i= by no means an example, and is an evidence of lack of interest in the subject.

These are no longer the dependent, begging Indians they were only a few yeajs

ago. They live comfortably, and with the exception of a few of the old and helpless,

they provide themselves with everything they require. An Indian, Achanum, recently

had his boy home for a week's holiday from the boarding school. He returned him
promptly at the expiration of the term of leave, nor did he send him back stripped of

the best of his clothing, as frequently happened in former times, but he provided tha

the best of hi.s clothing, as frequently happened in fonner times, but he provided the

boy with a complete new suit in addition to the clothes he wore on coming home-

poundmaker's and little peve's bands.

These bands occupy adjacent resei'ves, siluaied on the Battle river, about tnirt/-

six miles west of Battleford.

S. Warden is in charge of both.

These Indians take considerable interest in farming, and the condition of their

crops is much the same as on Sweet Grass's reserve. Though the acreage is small, th©

yield is likely to be rather good, and the majority of the Indians are now practically

assured of a liberal supply of flour for a year to come, besides considerable grain to

sell, both wheat and oats.

As a fair indication of the rapid progress of these bands in agriculture during re-

cent years, I may mention that, notwithstanding that last season's crop was a partial

failure, the entire issue of government flour to the two bands was only sixty sacks,

while for the year ended June 30, 1899, the issue amounted to five htmdred and fifty

sacks ; and I may add that the Indians were complaining then more than they are now

regarding scarcity of food.

Here again the cattle wintered badly. There was some loss of hay through fires

in the fall, and feed ran short early in the spring. There was, in consequence, a loss

of a few cattle, and had it not been for the careful saving of the season's straw for

such an emergency, the case would have proved much more serious. The effects of

insufficient protection for the stock against the severe cold and storms of Febniary

and ]\Iarch were apparent even in June.

The farmer's garden was well cultivated and in every respect a model. The In-

dians' gardens are from medium to poor and in every case show the want of fertilizing-

and otherwise properly preparing the soil.

These bands took up the idea of fencing pasturage for their herds with great en-

thusiasm and were but a few days in putting down fifteen miles of posts ready for the

wire.
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RED pheasant's BAND.

E.. Jefferson is in charge of this band as farmer.

Their reserve is located on the Eagle hills, twenty miles southeast of Battleford.

Two new houses of a distinctly improved description have been built. This is the

only reserve in the agency that shows any progress in this respect during the year.

More may, however, be expected during the coming year, as some 75,000 feet of lumber

were cut by the Indians in May and June with the saw-mill supplied recently by the

department. The logs were obtained and the sawing done at Birch lake, fifty miles

north of Battleford.

The crops are fair; but better methods of cultivation are needed before good re-

sults can be had ; and the acreage is entirely too small.

In gardening there is the same defect as has been noticed in connection with the

other reserves; the ground is too poor. The farmers know the value of manure and

u=e a dressing for their gardens amounting to forty or fifty tons to the acre, while the

Indians use none. A few of the gardens on this reserve were in a vei'y creditable state

as regards the cultivation of the surface.

There was here also a slight loss in connection with the wintering of the cattle, al-

though only a few of the Indians were actually -short of hay, while some had hay to

spare. The hauling of feed during the latter part of the winter proved a great hard-

ship to men and teams.

Headman Wattannee died on July 8, and was buried on Sunday the 10th. For

some years he had been feeble and had taken but little interest in the affairs of the

band, but in former times his influence among his people was valuable, and he was

held in much esteem and reverence by them. In company with the agent and farmer

I attended the funeral of the deceased headman. His seven sons and five daughters

were present, and the funeral ceremonies were carried out at the tent, at the mission

church, and at the grave, in every respect in a most becoming manner, and quite after

the customs of white communities.

STONY BAND.

The reserve belonging to this band lies immediately west of Ked Pheasant's and

is also under Mr. Jefferson's direction.

The band consists of twenty-two families, whose dwellings are situated in a group,

which with garden plots and cattle corrals covers about a quarter-section of land.

There is no noticeable change in the condition of these people since my last visit.

They adhere very obstinately to their old ways. They are practically all heathens, but

there is reason to hope for a change in their attitude towards religion and education

from the efforts of Mr. Lefiler, a teacher who has just now arrived to take charge of

their day school, and who seems qualified to gain their confidence and to interest them
in some things that may tend to their uplifting.

They have practically no crop this season, nor have they made any preparations

for next season's crop. Their gardens, however, are clean and somewhat better than

those of the Crees.

The cattle- of this reserve are the fattest in the agency. This, however, seems to

be due not so much to superior care in wintering as to the large percentage of dry

cows in the herd, which winter easily and fatten quickly. The increase for the sea-

son will be extremely small, not more than thirty per cent of a full calf crop. This

is due to lack of herding during the past summer, arid is merely a repetition of

former experience on this and other ranges. It is hoped the provision now being

made for a pasture-field will overcome this constant loss.
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1 am at present engaged on my report to the Indian Commissioner on ihe in-

spection of the Battleford agency, on the completion of which I expect to return to my
lieadquarters at Prince Albert and to further work in that vicinity.

I have, &c.,

W. J. CHISHOLM,
Inspector of Indian Agencies.

EEPOKT OF INSPECTOR FOR TREATY No. 8.

Ottawa, October 12, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour herein to submit my annual report of Treaty No. 8.

I left Edmonton on May 4 for Athabasca Landing, about two and a-half days'

journey. After completing arrangement here, I left with the party for Lesser Slave

lalce on Bredin & Cornwall's transport. I had engaged a pack train to meet us at

the end of the lake, but, on reaching there, found that the ice in the lake was almost

clear. I immediately made arrangements to cross the lake by boat, and, after a wait

of two or three days, got fair wind and sailed across. This was the first time that

tlie Indians had ever seen the ice out of the lake at that season of the year.

We arrived at Lesser Slave lake on the l7th, then made ready to cross the portage,

the trail being in horrible condition. Four good business horses with the ordinary

lumber wagon were stuck, with between seven and eight hundred pounds of freight,

"^'e were met there by one of the firm, Mr. Roberts, and aranged with him to take the

greater part of our freight across on pack horses. We arrived at Peace River Landing

on the 26th, and engaged transportation from Bishop Grouard on a mission steamer

to Fort St. John, which place we reached on June 2, making the trip in four days of

actual running. We settled with the St. John Indians and several new ones coming
into the band. I found the Indians here not in a very healthy condition, as a large

number were afflicted with scrofula. However, they are very independent and do not

c&re about coming into treaty.

We reached Dunvegan on the 7th and made payments to the Indians. These
Indians* are also rather sickly, and quite a number of them old, decrepit and unable

to work. Now that the white man is going into their country, they want to build

houses and cultivate their ground and want tools to work with—carpenter's tools and
gardening implements—as they say they wish to raise a few potatoes, which would

add considerably to their comfort. They are perfectly satisfied to live in the old way,

but now, since game is not over-abundant, they will have to think about tilling the

land. I advised that the best thing they could do would be to raise a few vegetables

to commence with. I would recommend that the department furnish garden imple-

ments and a tool chest.

On the 8th we arrived at Duncan's band, Peace River Crossing. There the

Indians have made good progress and the headman, Duncan, has a number of cattle

and horses and last year had thirty or forty acres of grain sown ; unfortunately the

grain was sown a little late in the season, and the drought prevented him from
having a very good harvest ; nevertheless, under the conditions he had a fair crop.

The Indians received their annuities here on the 9th. They are anxious to have their

reserve, already staked out, surveyed.

On the day appointed we arrived at Vermilion, where we met the Crees, Slaves
and Beavers. These Indians live by the hunt and are very healthy and well-to-do.
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I'ur was plentiful and there was no real want amongst them. The Crees of Little Red
River were very euccessful this year and are very healthy, there being no epidemics
aiuongst them.

We arrived at Fort Chipewyan a day late and found the Indians all in, and set-

tled with them. They were also in a healthy condition. Reindeer and fish were both
plentiful, so they had sufficient food. The Indians at Fond du Lac were very much
•r^orked up over the close season for beaver and other game, but, after hearing an ex-

planation, were satisfied. They had an abundance of dried meat and the lake afforded

them plenty of whitefish. Taken on the whole, they were the best dressed lot of In-
dians in my inspectorate.

We left Fond du Lac for Fort Smith, where we arrived a day before the day ap-

pointed. The Indians here were healthy and had plenty of dried meat.

From Fort Smith w6 took transportation with Hislop & Nagle's steamer for Re-
solution. We met the Indians here two days before the time appointed. There were
three bands of Indians here, viz. : Chipewyan, Yellow-knives and Dog-ribs.

We then went to Hay river and met the Slaves. These Indians, though probably
not as strong physically as some of their brothers, are very energetic and have produc-
tive gardens, which add much to their comfort. They also had plenty of fish this season.

We crossed back to Resolution with the York boat of Messrs. Folk & Swiggart.

iWe had very stonny weather in the far north, in fact the wildest that I have seen

ncrth of Fort Smith. We engaged passage with the Hudson's Bay Company trans-

])ortation steamer ' Wrigley,' and travelled south, arriving at Fort McMurray, August
10. We settled with the Indians here. There were three families of McMurray Indians
at Isle a la Crosse, who had small-pox, and I thought it better not to allow them to

come into camp, but to remain a little distance down the river, where I had food sent
and paid them their annuities.

Owing to the prohibition of beaver., I think it would be well to make the payments
to the Wabiscow, Whitefish lake. Sturgeon lake and Lesser Slave lake Indians in the
fall, which I could do on my way out from McMurray. The journey could be made
with Peterborough canoes by the Peigan river to Wabiscow, and from Wabiscow to

Sturgeon lake by pack horses. I could get back some time in the latter part of October
or early in l^ovember.

The supplies furnished by Revillon Freres, especially the bacon, were of very
£?ood quality.

I have, &c.,

H. A. COIs^ROY,

Inspector, Treaty No. 8.

Manitoba and the Northwest Territories^

Office of the Indian Commissioner,

Winnipeg, October 22, 1904.

The Honourable,

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,-—I have the honour to submit my report upon Indian affairs in Manitoba

and the Northwest Territories for the past year.

When the government assumed the management of Indian affairs in the west it

Lad to organize an elaborate system for rationing the Indians, who by the changed
conditions were deprived of their natural means of support, and had to become adapted
to the altered circumstances before being able to provide for themselves. To-day we
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have reached a stage at which the Indians of the mixed farming districts, who are

able-bodied, are practically self-supporting, and our rationing is being largely confined

to those who are destitute through age or infirmity. We must be prepared to continue

provision for this class either by the appropriation for relief or, as is done in the
Qu'Appelle agency, the producing on agency farms of the food-supplies necessary for

the destitute. There are agencies, particularly in Saskatchewan and Northern Alberta,

in which there is still room for reduction in food-issues ; but when it is remembered
that the estimates for relief last year were reduced $20,000 below those of the pre-

ceding year, it will be evident that there is over the whole territory a marked advance
in the direction of self-support. Attention having been called to the fact that a con-

siderable portion of the provisions provided for the relief of the destitute

was being used in payment for work at agencies which should properly be
chargeable to management, and as it was considered that the practice tended to
pauperize the Indians and was a misuse of the appropriation, instructions were
issued that it was to be discontinued, and that agents were to estimate under
the head of general expenses for necessary work, and when Indians were em-
ployed to do work to pay them the going wage in cash instead of remuneration in the

shape of food. In mixed farming districts it was much easier to do away with the

old system of free rationing than in the ranching country in Southern Alberta ; but

1 am glad to be able to report that a very marked advance has been made in the

direction of self-support upon the Blackfoot, Blood, Peigan, Sarcee, and Stony re-

serves. We have purchased beef from those Indians on these reserves who had mar-
'Icetable steers to dispose of, paying them five cents a pound and feeding the beef

back to them free, irrespective of their material condition and physical capacity for

labour. Some of them had accumulated money and had large herds, but the difficulty

in dealing with the situation was that, if the progressive Indian were cut off from
free rations, the non-progressive would be encouraged in idleness by regarding the

cutting off of the others as a fine imposed on advancement. At conferences with these

Indians the matter was discussed, and an offer was made to pay those Indians who
undertook to support themselves the going price of beef, instead of the arbitrary

price of five cents a pound, and it was shown that their increased earnings through
Vhe increased price would really more than compensate for the cutting off of free rations.

There was some doubt as to the Blood Indians, the largest band in the west,

voluntarily giving up the rations which had come to be regarded as a treaty right.

Last March, however, a number of heads of families agreed to adopt what is known
as the self-support plan. In that month payment was being made for beef supplied,

and the heads of those families handed back to the agent $50 each, which was to go

to their credit on the meat account, undertaking at the same time to turn in animals

to be butchered for themselves after June 30. To-day on the Blood reserve there are

twenty-five men, with seventy-five women and children dependent on them, who are

self-supporting; 166 men, with 362 dependents, are partially self-supporting, and we
ai-e supplying full rations to only 574 men, women, and children out of the population
of 1,200 on that reserve. The earnings of the Blood Indians for the year ended June
30 from the sale of beef, hay and ponies, freighting, and the mining of coal, which
last is carried on by one Indian and his son, amount to $36,154.78. Last year 900
heifers were supplied to the Blood Indians to complete the number of cattle which the
treaty provided should be supplied them, but which were not given for the reason that
many of the Indians refused to take cattle. These men, seeing the advance made by
the cattle-holders, have changed their minds.

A similar system is in operation on the Blackfoot reserve. It is working well.

The gratuitous issue of beef for the past fiscal year was about 280,000 pounds less

than the issue of four j^ears ago.

On the Sarcee reserve there has been developed among the Indians such an in-

terest in cattle that special provision was made this year to supply heifers to those who
had previously refused to consider the taking of cattle.
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On the Stony reserve the system has been put in operation, and there are now
forty families on the self-support list. The gratuitous issue of beef on this reserve

for the three months ended September 30, 1903, was 34,737 pounds; for the three

months ending September 30, 1904, the issue only amounted to 17,463 pounds. Eight

Stony Indians have been employed on surveys at from $35 to $40 a month with board.

At present others are earning $4 a day hauling material for the bridge being con-

structed by the Territorial government across the Bow river at the reserve.

On the Peigan reserve there was in the six months ended June 30, a reduction of

22,195 pounds in the gratuitous issue of beef.

While a review of the work discloses discouraging features at certain points, there

are striking examples of energy and thrift on the part of Indians all c^ver the country.

On Beardy's i-eserve one Indian last year raised 2,000 bushels of grain. Some of the

best wheat brought into Eegina for shipment last year was raised by Indians on Pia-

pot's reserve; 2,389 bushels of grain were threshed last year by one of the young In-

dians at the File Hills colony; this year he had 112 acres in crop. Alexis White, who
married and settled on Ermineskin's reserve eight years ago, has by his own eiforts put
himself in the position of an independent farmer. After wintering his thirty-five head
of cattle he had fifty tons of hay, which he sold in the spring in Wetaskiwin at a good
price. In his report for the year. Agent Carruthers writes thus of the Indians on
Cote's reserve :

—
' I consider them, taking them as a whole, the most industrious, law-

abiding band I have come in contact with ; they never let a chance slip by of earning
money ; they are most willing to advance themselves ; as an example of this, a number
of them subscribe for an eastern paper and for Manitoba monthly agricultural papers.

I attended a concert in their school-room about New Year's, where about two hundred
of as quiet, well-dressed, orderly people, as one would wish to find were present.' Chief
Cote and a number of his Indians visited the Winnipeg exhibition, as did Little Axe
and a couple of members of the Blackfoot band. Some of the Blood Indians availed

themselves of the recently established sugar-beet industry, and earned over $2,000 in
topping and hauling beets to the factory at Raymond. John Tanner, who lives on
Gambler's reserve, had a crop of eighty-one acres, has twenty-five head of cattle, eight

good farm horses, hogs, barnyard fowls, a full line of agricultural implements, and is

part owner with white farmers in a valuable syndicate stallion. Sinquish, one of the

group on Cote's reserve who some years ago were given unrestricted control of their

property other than land, has so well administered his affairs that he this year, of his

own initiative, erected a large two-and-a-half story frame house.

The time has come when special care should be given to the improvement of the
dwellings of the Indians. At points there has been in recent years a betterment; but
a general review of the reserves in the west compels to the conclusion that further im-
provement in housing might be made.

The extension of railways through the west has afforded a market for produce to
Indians whose reserves were previously so far from centres of population as to make
it impossible for them to dispose of anything that they raised beyond what was neces-
sary for their own support. Others were at such a distance from railways as to make
the hlauling of grain a severe tax upon them. The Indians of File Hills had to haul
their grain forty miles for shipment, but now the Kirkella branch of the Canadian
Pacific Railway extends along the southeast boundary of Peepeekesis reserve. The ex-

tension of the Manitoba and ISTorthwestern passes through the I^Tut Lake reserve. The
main line of the Canadian Xorthern Railway passes through Cote's reserve, Fishing
Lake reserve, and Moosomin's and Thunderchild's reserves. On Cote's reserve there is a

terminal point, and the town of Kamsack has been founded. The settlement of the
country makes it increasingly difficult for Indians to make a living by following their

own mode of life, but the opening up of new markets and the accessibility of shipping

points, enable them to dispose more readily of the products of their farms.

The leading of the Indians into the way of self-support, necessitates a larger expen-

diture for management while reducing the volume, and therefore the cost of free
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rations. It would not be economy to stint the expenditure where there is evidence of

results which in a measureable time should admit of large and permanent economy.

At the same time care is to be exercised lest the expenditure should become too high,

and the Indian made too dependent by too close and continuous tutelage.

Vital Statistics.—The total population in Manitoba and the Northwest Territor-

ies within treaty limits, at the close of the fiscal year was 24,336. As there were 800

births and 709 deaths during the year, it is apparent that the birth-rate has consider-

ably exceeded the death-rate.

In the death of Mr. Alex. McGibbon, who was inspector at Calgary, and of Mr.

J. Arthur Leveque, who was inspector at Qu'Appelle, and Mr. W. E. Jones, who was
ngent at Carlton, the service has been deprived of three conscientious and capable

officials, who were devoted to the work of advancing the aborigines.

Education.—It is difficult to add much that is interesting to what has been said

ill prior reports. The same policy has been carried out in regard to all kinds of schools

and on the whole appears to be the best.

Day Schools.—I am not very satisfied with the standing of a certain number of

the day schools. It is almost useless to repeat the reasons therefor. In the first place

}iot only are the parents obliged to be away from the reserves at various times, for

very legitimate purposes I must allow; but when at home, they take little interest in

the schools, and needless to say, the children are even more indifferent. The salary

paid to the teachers on reserves may have been large enough some years ago, but those

days are ended and there is so much lucrative work to be found all over this western

country that the remuneration offered will scarcely tempt good, qualified persons to

engage in teaching Indian schools.

Boarding Schools.—Eespecting boarding schools, I wish to say in particular that

they are all, or mostly all, in splendid condition. For one thing, the recruiting has
been good, and they have almost without exception the full number of pupils provided
for, and in some cases above. I may add that some of our buildings have more accom-
modation than the number paid for can occupy; and in some cases where pupils are

offering, it would seem advisable to increase the per capita grant number.
Our inspectors have reported very favourably in most cases as to efficiency of

staffs, teachableness and behaviour of pupils, and upon general questions respecting
riianagement. In a few cases, however, the equipment of schools is deficient.

The sites of some of the buildings seem to have been selected without proper
regard for either water-supply or drainage. I need not mention any school in par-

ticular, but I have urged improvement in several cases in regard to fire-protection.

The question of expenditure in this connection is one that should concern the school

authorities as well as the department. From year to year I have asked from the

government such help as appeared to be justifiable, but the schools ought to find the

means of supplying part of the requirements.

The training of the children in perhaps half of these schools may be said to be

almost equal to that given in the industrial schools. Especial attention is paid to

agriculture, which, it must be remarked, is the most likely outside training for

children who will eventually return to their resei-ves, where tinsmithing, printing and
the like will be of little use. All vegetable stuff is grown on the premises and the

cliildren are amply provided in this respect. The pupils also look after live stock of

different kinds from horses down to poultry, and are prepared to attend to similar

duties after their discharge.

The Indians naturally prefer to see their children near them, either on or near
their reserves, and consequently object less to their admission to boarding schools

so placed than to have them sent away to the larger schools. However, I think 1

have succeeded in a fair measure to further the desire of the department by removing
a number of them from boarding to industrial schools, when they attain a certain age.

1 may say that I have noticed of late more co-operation from the principals of board-
ing schools in this regard, which is probably due to the influence of the higher church
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authorities, who from time to time have been asked to use the same for the benefit

of the industrial schools as well as the individual pupils.

In several cases during the year where conditions were favourable, the number
of pupils was increased slightly, whilst one new school was opened at Fort liesolution.

One important change in course of being carried out is the closing of the St. Boniface

industrial school, to be replaced hy several boarding schools on reserves ; this substi-

tution only awaits the completion of certain boarding school buildings. I have paid

particular attention to these buildings and have insisted that, consistent with the

experience of the past, proper attention be paid to a plentiful water-supply, proper

drainage, facilities to protect pupils against fire emergencies, adequate heating appa-

ratus, and, in general, good and safe quarters.

Industrial Schools.—Of these there are four in Manitoba, six in the Territories,

not including Emmanuel College at Prince Albert, the boarding school at Duck Lake
and St. Albert Orphanage, the three last being ijractically industrial schools.

In all of these the class work is of a superior character relatively, and the persons

charged with the teaching are exceptionally capable to do justice to the work ; they
are trained for the purpose and as a rule enthusiastic in their work. The children in

cei-tain branches of study succeed well, better possibly than white children, whilst in

others they may not be quite as much at home. Their perceptive faculties are more
aciite than those of white children, whilst they do not think as deeply or as accurately

;

or in other words, they live more in the concrete than the abstract. Higher mathe-
matics or reasoned morals would not appeal to them, whilst handiwork, writing and
drawing come to them naturally. The teachers have to distribute their efforts so that

some equilibrium may be established between the strong and the weak qualities. This
duty requires some experience, very much the same as with white children. Credit-

able Indian teachers have been turned out of our schools, although as a rule a white

teacher has more influence on the young Indians.

The children take well to outside work and succeed well in carpentry, blacksmith-

ing, &c. There have been a smaller number of trades taught of late, owing to the

fact that most of the pupils are to go back to reserves, where this training would be

of little use. The girls are taken special care of and are trained mainly as house-

keepers. They are in demand among white people, but the greatest care is needed to

have them placed with respectable families. We prefer to have them married to re-

spectable ex-pupils and settled on reserves.

The conduct of the pupils is good when at school, with very few exceptions, and

the majority continue well-behaved after discharge. Of course, as may be expected,

there are some serioxis" lapses.

The standard of health is fair, but I am sorry to say that we had to go through

small-pox and measles at several schools. It has interfered with the work; but, for-

tunately, very few deaths occurred. Our greatest trouble is with tuberculosis. I am
afraid it will be some time before much can be done to eradicate the disease. All

preautions needed are taken; good ventilation, plenty of open air, good food and cloth-

ing and general cleanliness ; but many of them have scrofula, which develops into con-

sumption. The medical attendance is generally satisfactory; the principals being well

satisfied in this respect.

There is plenty of accommodation in the industrial schools, as the place of dis-

charged pupils is not so easily filled as formerly by new comers. I have already point-

ed out the unwillingness of the parents to let their children go a considerable distance

from their abode. They cannot conveniently visit their children, and vice versa, on

account of the expense. I may say, however, that the recruiting has been somewhat
better than in former years, due partly to transfers from boarding schools. The in-

dustrial schools are doing excellent work and I hope the transfer, especially of boys, to

them from boarding and day schools, will increase.

I have regretfully to record the calamity that befell the main building of the Qu'-

Appelle industrial school, which was burnt down ai the beginning of January last.
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Nothing of. the building remained standing. The rescue of some of the children was

done under the greatest difficulties, and at least two members of the staff nearly lost

their lives in tMs generous work. Happily, nobody perished and save for a consider-

able shake up, no bodily harm was experienced.

The building was considered well provided for in regard to fire-protection and

efloape, but was very inflammable, and the fire, starting almost at the centre of the

ground floor, was all over the structure in a very few minutes. Fortunately, the fire

took place at noon; if it had been at night, the loss would have been greater. As it

was, very little of the contents of the school were saved besides what the staff and

children happened to wear at the time. The cause of the fire can only be guesed at.

Attendance at Boarding Schools.

Name of School.

Norway House (Meth. )

Pine Creek (R.C.)
Rat Portagy (R.C.)
Cecilia Jeffrey, Shoal Lake (Presb,

Crowstand (Presb. )

Birtle (Presb. )

Round Lake (Presb.)

Cowessess (R.C.)
File Hills (Presb.)

Gordon (C.E.)
Muscowequan (R.C. )

Duck Lake (R.C.)
Emmanuel College (C.E.)

Isle a la Crosse (R.C.)..
Thundetcliild (R.C.)
Onion Lake (R. C. )

(C.E.)
Blue Quill's (R.C.)
St. Albert (R.C.)
Ermineskin (R.C.)
McDougall Orphanage (Meth.).. . .

Sarcee (C. E. )

Old Sun's (C.E.)
Crowfoot (R.C.)
Blood (C.E.)

M (R.C.)
Peigan(C.E.)

.. (R.C.)
Lesser Slave Lake (C.E.)

(R.C.)
Smoky River (R.C.)
Fort Chipewyan (R.C.)
Portage la Prairie (Presb.)

Wabiscow (R.C).
(C.E.)

Hay River (C.E.)
Ft. Vermilion (R.C.)
Ft. Resolution (R.C.) New

Provided for.

1902-1903. 1903-1904.

50
55
30
30
40
40
40
40
15
30
30
100
52
12
15
50
16
45
80
50
40
15
50
25
50
25
30
20
15
40
15
40

20
15
15
20
15

1,270

50
55
30
30
40
40
40
40
15
30
30
100
52
20
20
50
16
45
80
50
40
15
50
25
50*

25
30
20
15
40
15
40
25
15
15
20
15
25

1,308

On Roll.

June 1903.

53
59
31

17
42
45
30
40
16
30
30
103
49
12
15
51
23
50
70
50
39
14
42
17
49
28
26
21
33
41
18
35
20
27
15
33

1,274

June 1904.

57
57
30
21
45
43
26
40
16
24
28
102
54
20
20
45
20
39
72
52
48
17
40
24
47
33
22
20
30
39
11
36
22
25
15

no return.

2
13

1,255
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Name of School.

St. Boniface . .

.

Rupert's Land.
Elkhorn
Brandon
Qu'Appelle. . .

.

Retina
Battleford
Red Deer
Calgary
Dunbow

Provided for

1902-1903.

100
120
100
100
225
125
120
80
50
120

1,140

1903-1904.

100
120
100
115
225
125
120
80
50
120

1,155

On Roll.

June 1903.

75
95
83
103
234
V3
83
68
41
82

June 1904.

977

80
89
75
105
225
111
87
92
27
81

9G2

I have, &c.,

DAVID LAIKD,
Indian Commissioner.

EEPORT OF SURVEYS IN MAXITOBA AXD THE XORTHWEST TER-
RITORIES.

Ottawa, December 14, 1903.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian AfFairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report for the past season's work
in connection with Indian surveys in Manitoba and the Northwest Territories:

In compliance with your instructions, I left Ottawa on March 11, and, having re-

ported to the Indian Commissioner at Winnipeg, I proceeded to the Roseau reseiwe and
subdivided the portions designated in your instructions.

Having completed the subdivison of that portion of the Roseau reserve, I went on
to Prince Albert and from there to La Corne, to mound that portion of the Cumber-
land reserve, subdivided under your instructions of last winter, but found there was
too naueh water, and decided it would be advisable to wait until the autumn, when the

suiface water would have run off and the ground be more dry. Returning to Prince
Albert, I organized a party for the season's work in the Battleford and Onion Lake
iigencies.

In compliance with your instructions, I have established and permanently marked
the boundaries of all Indian reserves in the Battleford agency, and two reserv'es in the
Onion Lake agency; also laid out a reserve for the Cold Lake Indians in the same
agency.

The past season was most unfavourable for carrying out surveys, owing to the
cold rains and most disagreeable weather; but in spite of these drawbacks my party
had completed a large amount of work.
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I notice more particularly this season a marked encroachment of scrub, willow and

poplar on the prairie country, owing no doubt to the absence of prairie fires, through

tilt stringent regulations regarding the same.

The following is a list of Indian reserves, the boundaries of which have been re-

siirveyed and established :

—

(1) Eeserre Xo. 112 Moosomin.

(2)
" 112A " and Thunderchild.

(3)
" 115 Thunderchild.

(4)
" 115A "

(5)
" 113 Sweet Grass.

(6)
" 113A "

(7)
" 113B "

(^8)
" 114 Poundmaker.

(9)
" 116 Little Pine.

(10)
" 110 and 111 Grizzly Bear and Lean Man.

(11)
" 108 Eed Pheasant.

(12)
" 109 Mosquito.

(13)
" 119 Seekaskootch.

(14)
" 120 Makaoo.

In addition to the foregoing, a reserve for the Cold Lake Indians has been sur-

veyed.

I may mention that, owing to the increased demand for labour and the general

prosperity of the country, wages and transport are very much higher than formerly.

I have, &e.,

J. LESTOCK EEID,

In charge of Indian Reserve Surveys^

Manitoba and N.W.T.
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British Columbia,
Babine and Upper Skeena Kiver Agency.

Hazelton, July 9, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report and statistical state-

ment, also list of government property in my keeping, to June 30, 1904.

Agency.—This agency is the most northerly situated, and is bounded towards the

north and west by the Northwest Coast agency, towards the south by the Williams

Lake agency, and on the east by the Rocky mountains.

For geographical reasons and distinction of entirely different characteristics of

nations, this agency is treated under two divisions.

THE KITSUN DIVISION.

Language.—The language of the Kitsuus is the original of such spoken under
different dialects by the Tsimpsians of the coast and. the Indians of the JSTass river.

Location.—The supervision of this part of the district begins from the Kitselas

canyon of the Skeena river, and about ninety miles below Hazelton, terminating

beyond its head-waters, covering a distance of about one hundred and sixty miles,

exclusive of Kitwankool, situated on the trail to Ayensk, Nass river, and Kisgegas,

on the Babine river, three miles beyond its confluence with the Skeena. The other

six villages are on both banks of the latter river and end towards its source with that

of Kuldoe. With the exception of Hazelton, all the villages are connected by trails

with the ISTass where they converge at Ayensk.

Reserves.—The reserves of this division contain, collectively, an aggregate of

19,570 acres of agricultural, grazing, hay and timber land.

The areas comprise in their contents mainly natural meadows with growths of

balm of Gilead, poplar, willow, alder and hazel, and rolling timber-covered knolls.

Population.—The division has a total population of 1,120 men, women and

children, being an increase of 9 over last vear's count.

Nation.—The Indians under this heading are of the Ksun nation. Its bands will

be dealt with in the order towards the source of the Skeena.

kitwangar band.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are about equally located on both banks of

the Skeena and comprise an area of 4,275 acres. With these are here included five

unsurveyed allotments for fishing grounds.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 154, consisting of 56 men, 58 women and 40

children. There occurred 5 births and 4 deaths, making an increase of 1.

Health and Sanitation.—The Indians experienced the best of health, and care is

being taken to preserve it by a system of keeping clean all premises and their envi-

rons. During the year more of the Indians were vaccinated.

Resources and Occupations.—The resources are fishing, hunting and trapping and
keeping some stock. These Indians occupy themselves with cutting cord-wood, tilling

their gardens and working for the canneries on the coast. The women and children

gather a large quantity of wild berries, and dry them. The berries being spread on
27—i—14
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willow-grates with a clear fire underneath and the sun from above, become evaporated.

In this state the substance is baked into a sheet-like elastic mass and then cut up

into board shape of two feet in length, and tons of it are put up for winter use.

Buildings.—Care is being taken that all buildings are located on dry and healthy-

ground and are spaciously arranged to combine comfort with privacy, also with win-

dows enough to ensure the admission of plenty of sunlight and fresh air.

Stock.—This band's cattle and hoi-ses wintered without loss, and increased atten-

tion is constantly being given them.

Farm Implements.—The implements used are not such as would be used in actual

farming, but suffice in clearing and tilling land for the potato and other root-crops,

and in reaping and stowing hay.

Education.—The school here is under the auspices of the Anglican Church

Missionary Society and is centrally located in the village. The school is endowed

with the usual grant for day schools and is making good progress. Much attention

is given the pupils, and the parents of the latter are alive to the advantage thus

afforded them. To the energy of the missionary, the Rev. A. E. Price, credit is like-

wise due for the well-lighted and equipped school-house.

Religion.—Much interest is being taken in Christian teaching, and the church,

which is also a model of structure, is well and regularly attended by the people.

Characteristics and Progress.—The people of this band are honest in their deal-

ings, well meaning and law-abiding. Some of the old of their number still persist

in going to feasts, but that is a racial, rather than individual characteristic. The

majority of them are good at carpentry and equally so at other handiwork. Additional

land is constantly being broken up, and correspondingly more care is bestowed upon

growing potatoes, other root-crops and hay, and as conditions and opportunities de-

velop, they promptly avail themselves of them.

Temperance and Morality.—The people are temperate and moral.

KITWANKOOL BAND.

Reserve.—The village of this band, for which no reserve has yet been allotted, is

the only one remotely situate from the Skeena, and is located on the right bank of

the Kitwangar river, twenty-five miles from Kitwangar and four miles below Lake
Kitwankool and on the trail from Kitwangar and Kitsegukla to Ayensk, Kass river.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band—exclusive of its quota of 115 liv-

ing at Ayensk, Kincolith and Fishery bay, Nass—numbers 67, and is composed of 21

men, 21 women, and 25 children. During the year there were 3 births and 4 deaths,

making a decrease of 1.

Health and Sanitation—There is no illness to record. Sanitary measures are

fairly well observed, and more of this band have been vaccinated.

Resources and Occupations.—To this band the lake of its name yields an un-

limited supply of salmon. Hiinting and trapping bring good returns, and the gather-

ing of wild berries by the women and children. Though somewhat isolated, these

Indians, like their kindred, display a great facility in seizing opportunities for

making money. Generally, during the season, they work in the salmon canneries

of the coast and earn fair wages, when conditions permit.

Buildings.—Buildings recently erected are, as elsewhere, of modern make and

well located.

Stock.—Cattle and horses wintered well and without loss, and better provision is

being made for their keep.

Farm Implements.—Only the tools for clearing, gardening and weeding are in

use.

Education.—There is no school in this village. Some of the children periodically

attend school at Kitwangar and also at Kincolith and Ayensk, Nass.
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Eeligion.—No missionary is stationed here and no church adorns the village,

but the people more or less receive religious instruction in the localities last men-
tioned.

Characteristics and Progress.—This band, though still somewhat divided by the
perverseness of the old people in regard to the ideas prevailing among the younger
and progressive of its number, is steadily improving its condition ; as these people are

naturally industrious, the diversity of opinion will gradually cease.

Temperance and Morality.—There are few complaints in regard to either intem-
perance or immorality.

KITSEGUKLA BAND.

Eeeerves.—The reserves of this band are located on both banks of the Skeena and
contain an area of 3,732 acres. The new and old villages are both situated on the

left bank of the river ; the latter about nine miles below the first. Since reserve No.
2, containing the hew village, inclusive of the part on the opposite bank, became sub-

divided, the old village can be considered to be almost abandoned.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band's two villages is 91, made up of 30
men, 30 women and 31 children. There were 4 births and 2 deaths, causing an in-

crease of 2.

Health and Sanitation.—During the year the Indians were in perfect health. In
the new village, the premises and their surroundings are kept very clean, and in the
old village fairly so ; more of its people were vaccinated.

Eesources and Occupations.—This band's main resources are fishing, hunting and
trapping and its members are occupied in working in the canneries of the coast, also

in cutting cord-wood, improving their homes in severalty and in raising produce of the
soil other than grain, for part of their subsistence.

Buildings.—All buildings, exclusive of those of the old village, are constructed in

conformity with modern principles, modified by local requirements.

Farm Implements.—With the exception of a good plough, only ordinary imple-

ments required for breaking up land, clearing and tilling the soil, and for haying, are

yet in use.

Education.—Here, fair progress is being made at the school ; but contrary to what
I naturally expected, the school still remains at the old village, in which it is centrally

located. .

Eeligion.—The members of this band belong to the Methodist Church. The
church-building also still remains at the old place, but will, no doubt, likewise be re-

moved to form part of the new settlement, and thereby contribute still more effectively

towards its well-being.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this band are law-abiding, diligent

and continuous workers, and in contrast between newly-acquired tastes and old inher-

ent habits, have vastly discarded the latter for an adjustment of conditions much
desired.

On their No. 2 reserve more work has been accomplished on the locations in
severalty during last fall than previously for many months ; and more complete would
have been the result, but for the failure in earning of wages during the past season
at the canneries of the coast. Since making it an indispensable condition that the
holder of a location must be an actual inhabitant, to the exclusion of any other home,
the results have been much more expeditious.

Temperance and Morality.—Under both terms their conduct is excellent.

GETANMAX BAND, HAZELTON.

Eeserve.—The reserve lands of this band are located, with the exception of a tim-
ber reserve, on Two-mile creek, on both banks of the Skeena, and inclusive of Eocher

27—i—14i
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Dcboule, also assigned to this hand, and on both banks of the Bulkley river, comprise

a total area of 3,791 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population, largely composed originally of other villages,

is 241, consisting of 93 men, 94 women, and 54 children. There were 11 births and 7

deaths, making an increase of 4.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians was very good. The usual pre-

cautionary measures were observed, and in addition more of the people were vaccin-

ated. No trace of any contagion made itself apparent. Cases of illness are being

treated by Dr. H. C. Wrinch, and by his services many desperate cases among the In-

dians were most successfully treated by surgical operations and proper treatment.

Attention is given to cleanliness of person, premises and their surroundings. In

the latter respect the elective councils of the three preceding bands and the one of

this village, deserve credit for assisting.

Resources and Occupations.—Fishing, hunting and trapping are more and more
becoming less and less a means of resource. Hazelton being the terminus of communi-

cation of the larger part of this district, and the entrepot of supplies for the interior,

the Indians of this band, with those nearby, readily find employment of all sorts at

high wages.

Buildings.—All buildings outside of the old village, are well placed, of good pat-

tern, well lighted and commodious.

Stock.—The cattle and horses wintered well ; they were fairly well provided for.

Farm Implements.—With the exception of a harrow, the implements are such as

are generally used for clearing, gardening and haying.

Education.—The school here is under the auspices of the Anglican Church Mis-

sionary Society. It is well attended during the season, and the parents of the pupils

are taking more interest in having them attend. The school-house occupies the north

end of the Hazelton townsite, near the old Indian village.

Religion.—Interest is taken in religious matters and a fine church-building stands

on the townsite, in which the Church of England service is conducted.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this band are law-abiding, indus-

trious and provident. What they earn in wages is generally put to good use. Subdivi-

sions of their reserves are steadily being taken up and improved, and inquiries are

constantly made for more.

Temperance and Morality.—Though, here, the temptations to transgress in both

respects are many, the complaints are few.

GLEN VOWELL BAND.

Reserve.—The village of this band is located about four miles above here, on the

special reserve of Sikedach, on the right bank of the Skeena. This reserve contains 900

acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 73, consisting of 20 men, 20 women and 33

children. During the year there was 1 birth and 1 death, causing no change in the

population.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians was excellent; the necessary

precautions are well observed, and more of the people were vaccinated.

Resources and Occupations.—In addition to doing some fishing and hunting, the

people keep some stock. In other respects they usually earn good wages at the various

employments afforded. Much of their time is also given to the improvement of their

holdings.

Buildings.—The buildings of this settlement are largely of uniform pattern, com-
modious and well lighted.

Stock.—The cattle and horses are properly looked after, and fair provision is

made for their keep.
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Farm Implements.—Only the necessary implements for breaking up land, garden-

ing and haying are in use here.

Education.—There is good progress made with the school; its premises are cen-

trally located to the village and the pupils are being well taken care of.

Religion.—There is a meeting-house in which Salvation Army sei-vice is conduct-

ed, and its location is likwise central.

Characteristics and Progress.—The people are law-abiding, industrious and per-

severing. Much of their land has been converted into pasture and gaixlens, and more

is being cleared and well fenced. All that is accomplished, in so short a time, de-

notes a record not easily surpassed.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a temperate and moral community.

KISPIAX BAND.

Reserve.—The village of this band is situated about eight miles above here on th©

right bank of the Skeena and on the left bank of the mouth of the Kispiax river. The
main reserve is allotted on that side of the former river, with a special reserve north

from the village, and, inclusive of Sikedach, connected with the preceding band, con-

tains an area of 4,916 acres.

Vital Statistics.—»-This band has a population of 216, composed of 74 men, 77

women and 65 children. There were 11 births and 4 deaths, making an increase of 7.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been very good. The
usual precautions are taken to preserve it, and some of the people were vaccinated.

Resources and Occupations.—The resources are hunting and trapping in winter

and catching salmon during the summer. Working in the canneries of the coast,

and for wages at general employment, here, occupy the better part of the season.

Buildings.—All buildings erected here of recent years are of very superior quality,

being in striking contrast to the old ones.

Stock.—The cattle and horses wintered well and better care is being bestowed upon
them from year to year.

Farm Implements.—With the exception of two harrows, only the ordinai-y tools

fo clearing land, gardening and haying are in use.

Education.—School is being tauglijt in a house fairly centi-ally located and im-

provised for that purpose. During the season it is well attended. Good progress is

made by the pupils. The parents of the latter take an interest in the matter by en-

forcing their attendance, when conditions at all jjermit.

Religion.—The people are of the Methodist denomination. A nice and commo-
dious church-building serves for religious devotions and is generally well attended.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians were known to be of rather a frac-

tious and obdurate disposition, but are improving, A relapse, however, into the old

conditions must occasionally be met again, and again, and again; and in this it is

hard to keep the odds uniform with the rest.

Temperance and Morality.—Regarding the fonner, violations periodically occur,

but are promptly punished ; morally, their conduct is fair.

KISGEGAS BAND,

Reserve.—The home of this band is about sixty-eight miles to the north of here,

on the right bank of the Babine river, and three miles above its confluence with the

Skeena. The reserve embraces both sides of the Babine river with an area of 2,415

acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 241, consisting of 89 men, 91 women and 61

children. There were 3 births and 5 deaths, resulting in a decrease of 2.
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Health and Sanitation.—The Indians' health has been excellent. Sanitary meas-

ures are observed and an additional number of the people and their children have

been vaccinated.

Resources and Occupations.—The resources of this band are : catching salmon^

mainly in the canyon below the village, and hunting and trapping. These Indians of

late years are more occupied in tilling their potato-patches. The women and children

gather wild berries and dry them for winter use.

Buildings.—Here also, only buildings of modern pattern are supplanting the old.

Stock.—The stock, consisting only of horses, wintered well.

Farm Implements.—Only the ordinary tools for clearing land, gardening and hay-

ing are used.

Education.—The mission-building, conveniently located, is used for school pur-

poses. The children are making fair progress and their parents encourage attendance.

Eeligion.—These Indians are Anglicans.

Characteristics and Progress.—These people are very intelligent and industrious,

but their energies are still mainly applied to the fishing, hunting and trapping^

grounds. As a whole, much improvement of their condition is steadily going on.

Temperance and Morality,—These Indians are temperate and moral.

KULDOE BAND,

Reserve.—The village of this band is situated on the right banli of the Skeena

river. The reserve contains 446 acres, almost equally divided in area on both banks

of the Skeena.

Vital Statistics,—This band has a population of 37, made up of 11 men, 12 women
and 14 children. There occurred 1 birth and 3 deaths from natural causes, resulting

in a decrease of. 2.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been very good. The usual

sanitary measures are heeded and more of the people were vaccinated.

Resources and Occupations.—The river furnishes a goodly supply of salmon.

I'"or so few people, the large hunting-grounds give large returns. Of late, more of

their time is occupied in attending to their gardens.

Buildings.—The buildings here are still made of split cedar and are of the

primitive kind.

Stock.—Of stock these Indians have none.

Farm Implements.—Tools for breaking up land, gardening and weeding are em-
ployed.

Education.—There is no school at this village, but the children periodically at-

tend that of Kisgegas.

Religion.—There is no church, but ten people take an interest in Christian

teaching.

Characteristics and Progress.—The people are law-abiding and intelligent ;

though remotely situated, they are striving for the better by extending and improving

their potato-grounds, and in breaking up more land.

Temperance and Morality.—This band observes temperate and moral habits.

HAGWILGET DIVISION.

Language.—Hagwilget or the Dene, a language of a small but plastic vocabulary,

is spoken by the tribes of Indians of that nation, ranging from within three miles to

the southeast of here to beyond the Rocky mountains in that direction.

Location.—This division begins within three miles to the southeast of Hazelton^
and extends in that bearing for a distance computed at 325 miles, and ends at Fort
(leorge, on the Eraser river.
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Reserves.—The reserves of this division embrace an area of 29,510 acres of agri-

cultural, grazing, hay and timber land, with seventeen villages under the Babine and
Carrier groups.

The natural features of the reserves consist in the main of flat-lying meadows that

are backed by recurring benches more or less timbered.

Vital Statistics.—The total population is 1,831 men, women and children, show-
ing an increase of 13 over last year's census, which will be accounted for later on, in

detail.

Nation.—The following bands are of the Dene nation :

—

ROCHER DEBOULE BAND.

In dealing with the following, I deem it admissible to reserve for the summing up,
r(3marks in regard to localities identical in feature and conditions from beginning to

end.

Reserve.—The village of this band is located three miles to the southeast of Hazel-
ton, on the lofty left bank of the Bulkley river. The reserve comprises both sides of
that river, and contains an area of 443 acres, which is assigned to the Getanmax
(Hazelton) band.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 161, consisting of 60 men, 59 women and 42
children. There were 2 births and 4 deaths, causing a decrease of 2.

MORICETOWN BAKD.

Reserve.—The village of this band is situated on the left bank of the Bulkley
river, and at its main canyon. In area, the reserve is almost evenly divided on both

sides of the river, and contains 1,853 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 157, made up of 58 men, 58

women and 41 children. There were 5 births and 3 deaths, making an increase of 2.

FORT BABIXE BAND.

Reserve.—The village is situated on the right shore of Babine lake, near its dis-

charge, the Babine river, where there is a bridge of about 200 feet in length. The re-

serve has an area of 894 acres, partly distributed on each bank.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 151, consisting of 55 men, 57 women and 39
children. There were 2 births and 3 deaths, resulting in a decrease of 1.

OLD FORT BABINE BAND.

Reserve.—The village is on the right and the reserves are on both shores of the

lake, and comprise an area of 359 acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 137, composed of 49 men, 48
women and 40 children. There were 2 births and 4 deaths, making a decrease of 2.

YUCUTCE BAND,

Reserve.—The village and reserve are situated at the head of Stuart's lake, on the

intervening nine miles of land between Babine and Stuart's lakes, or portage. The
reserve area amounts to 817 acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbera 17, made up of 6 men, 5 women and ft

children. There were no births and 1 death, resulting in a decrease of 1.
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TACHE BAND.

Kaserve.—The village and reserve are situated on tlie left bank of Stuart's lake,

with the fai-mer at the mouth and left bank of the Tache river. The reserve area

amounts to 1,7Y9 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 61, consisting of 19 men, 20 women and 22

cliildren. There were 4 births and 2 deaths, making an increase of 2.

PINTCE BAND.

Reserve.—The village and reserve are on the left bank of Stuart's lake, and the

former at the mouth and right bank of the Pintce river. The reserve contains 728

acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 41^ made up of 14 men, 15 women, and 12

children. There were 3 births and 1 death, causing an increase of 2.

GRAND RAPIDS BAND.

Reserve.—The village and reserve of this band are on the right bank of Tache
river, at the point commonly called Trembleur river. The reserve contains 584 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 24, composed of 8 men, 6 women and 10 child-

ren. There were no births, but 2 deaths, resulting in a decrease of 2.

TSISTLAINLI WITH TSISLY BAND.

Reserve.—The two villages and reserves of these, the people of one and the same
band, are at the head of Trembleur lake and left bank and mouth of Tatla river. The
reserves contain an area of 1,291 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 17, consisting of 6 men, 5 women and 6

children. There were 2 births and no deaths, making an increase of 2.

Stuart's lake band.

Reserve.—The village and reserve of this band are on the left shore of Stuart's

lake, and at its discharge, Stuart's river. The area of the reserve is 2,875 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 195, consisting of 72 men, 71 women and 52
children. There were 16 births and 5 deaths, making an increase of 11.

STELLA BAND.

Reserve.—The village and reserve of this band are on the right bank of the

Stella river and near its discharge into Fraser lake. The reserve comprises an area

of 2,077 acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 55, composed of 16 men, 16 women and 23

children. There were 11 births and 2 deaths, resulting in an increase of 9.

fraser lake BAND.

Reserve.—The village and reserve of this band are on the left shore of Fraser

lake and at its discharge, the ISTatleh river. The reserve area consists of 1,949 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 63, made up of 20 men, 19 women and 24
children. There were 5 births and 1 death, causing an increase of 4.

STONY creek band.

Reserve.—The village is located on the right bank of Stony creek, and the reserve

on both of its banks extends down to its discharge into Noolka lake. The reserve

comprises an area of 7,488 acres.
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Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 105, composed of 37 men, 39 women and 29

children. There were 6 births and 4 deaths, resulting in an increase of 2.

FORT GEORGE BAND.

Eeserve.—The village is -on reserve No. 1, on the right bank of the Fraser river ;

No. 2 is located on the same side of that river. No. 3 is located on the left bank. No.

4 is located on the left bank on the latter's right bank, and also on the right bank

and mouth of Mud river, one of its eastern affluents. In area they amount to 3,095

acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 121, consisting of 42 men, 44

women and 35 children. There were 5 births and 3 deaths, making an increase of 2.

TSISTLATHO BAND.

Reserve.—Eeserve No. 1 is located on the right bank of the Fraser river ; No.

2, on the left bank of the Blackwater river, and No. 3, on the eastern shore of Nat-

tesley or Bobtail lake ; altogether amounting in area to 537 acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band numbers 67, made up of 25 men, 24 women and 18

children. There were 2 births and 4 deaths, causing a decrease of 2.

MCLEOD'S LAKE BAND,

Eeserve.—The village is located on the western shore of McLeod's lake, and the

reserve on both banks of Long river. The reserve contains an area of 286 acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 96, composed of 31 men, 31

women and 34 children. There were 3 births and 2 deaths, resulting in an increase

of 1.

FORT GRAHAME AXD LAKE CONNELLY BANDS OF SIKANEES.

Location.—Members of the former band of Sikanees occasionally come into

Fort Grahame to trade, and the latter to Connelly lake outpost. Being nomadic and

depending entirely on fresh and smoked cariboo and moose-meat, conditions do not

permit their travelling and camping in numbers beyond those of single families.

Thus they roam over a range of about four hundred miles of mountains, lakes and

swamps to the east of their respective trading posts.

Vital Statistics.—From the best information at my disposal, the Fort Grahame
band numbers about 93, consisting of 30 men, 31 women and 32 children. There were

reported 1 birth and 4 deaths, which would cause a decrease of 3.

The Connelly Lake band numbers about 119, said to be composed of 44 men, 44

women and 31 children. There were supposed to have been 3 births and 7 deaths,

which would result in a decrease of 4.

CONNELLY LAKE BANDS OF NA-ANEES.

Two semi-nomadic bands of Na-anees likewise roam under above conditions over

a large expanse of mountains and lakes to the north of Lake Connelly.

Vital Statistics.—The population of these two bands of Indians is about 151, re-

ported to consist of 55 men, 53 women and 43 children; with 2 births and 5 deaths,

making a decrease of 3 in these two bands.

GENEEAL EEMAEKS CONCEENTNG HAGWILGET DIVISION.

Health and Sanitation.—During the year the Indians experienced the best of

health, and with the exception of some cases of whooping-cough among the children
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of Fort Babine, late this spring, no semblance of anything contagious appeared; and

that affliction must have sprung from some local cause, as it cannot be traced to any

source whatever. The Indians are advised of the necessity of cleanliness, and many

have been vaccinated.

Resources and Occupations.—The main resources are -hunting, trapping and fish-

ing, and keeping some stock. The bands of Rocher Deboule, Moricetown and Fort

Babine do packing with their horses. At Stuart's lake and Fort George, the Indians

earn some money by canoeing and packing with their horsesj the latter as an occupa-

tion applies likewise to those of Stony creek. As a whole, of late they occupy more of

their time in attending to their gardens.

Buildings.—They are taking an interest in building better houses and are more

concerned in choosing the ground.

Timber and Bush Fires.—Of late years, the Indians have become more cautious in

prevention of the same. Fire notices are posted in the most conspicuous localities

through the district. The few fires that became at all evident, were of short duration

by the timely intervention of rains.

Stock.—The stock of the Indians wintered fairly well with the exception in the

Stony Creek range, where losses occurred from protracted snows.

Farm Implements.—The implements consist of such as are used in breaking up

land, gardening and haying.

Education.—There are no schools on any of the reserves of this division, but the

people have leamt to use the syllabic writing in their own language.

Religion.—The Indians of this division are adherents of the Roman Catholic

Church. The home mission of this district is at Stuart's Lake, and there are churches

at Rocher Deboule, Moricetown, Fort Babine, Old Fort Babine, Tache, Pintce, Fraser

Lake, Stella, Stony Creek, Fort George, McLeod's Lake and Blackwater.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians are of good disposition and tractable.

The most ambitious are those of Rocher Deboule and Moricetown. All are prepared

to meet the new conditions that a movement of settlers into the valleys and prairies

aiound them will create. Though this innovation may not be up to their conception

of things, at present, it surely will prove in expedient the missing link of a change

substantially for the better.

Temperance and Morality.—During the year, no information on infraction of

either temperance or morality came from within this division.

I have, &c.,

R. E. LORING,
Indian Agent.

British Columbu,
CowiCHAN Agency,

QuAMiCHAN, August 5, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report and statistical

statement for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Agency.—This agency is situated on the east coast of Vancouver island and ex-

tends from Cape Mudge on the north to Sooke on the south, including the reserves

on the different islands in the gulf of Georgia.
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The total area of tlie reserves in this agency is 19,893 acres, forming a portion of

the territory occupied by the Cowichan nation, whose language and influence for-

merly extended to the bays and sounds on the American side of the gulf, and up

the Fraser river as far as Yale; which reserves are occupied by the following bands :

—

SOOKE BAKD.

Reserves.—(Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.) The reserves of this band are situated on the

straits of Juan de Fuca, about twenty-five miles southwest of the city of Victoria ;

and contain an area of 166 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population numbers 24, consisting of 6 men, 7 women and

11 children. During the year there has been 1 death and no births, making a decrease

of 1.

Health and Sanitation.—These Indians all enjoy good health, and their premises

are kept clean.

Occupations.—The Indians are chiefly engaged in farming and fishing. During

the summer they go to the Fraser river for the salmon-fishing and in the fall to the

hop-fields in the State of Washington.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have all good implements and

stock ; their buildings are in good repair. They take good care of their stock.

Eeligion.—They are all Eoman Catholics.

Education.—There is no school on the reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and well behaved.

Year by year they pay more attention to the cultivation of their farms.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

CHEERNO BAND (BEECHER BAY).

Reserves.—(Nos. 1 to 11 inclusive.) These reserves are situated on the straits

of Juan de Fuca, about fifteen miles southwest of Victoria, and contain 779 acres. As

most of the land in these reserves is hilly and rocky, very little of it is fit for farming.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band numbers 45 ; consisting of 9 men,

17 women and 19 children. During the year there has been 1 birth and 2 deaths,

making a decrease of 1 for the j-ear.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good. They have been

careful to keep their buildings clean.

Occupations.—These Indians do a little farming on such land as they can culti-

vate; they also fish for the Victoria market. Some of them go to the hop-fields in

the State of Washington.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Their houses are fairly good. They

hj^ve some cattle of medium quality, also some horses. They possess a few farm

implements of fair quality.

Education.—There is no school on these reserves.

Religion.—Most of these Indians are Roman Catholics. A few are pagans and

Shakers.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are fairly industrious and show a

desire to better their condition.

Temperance and Morality.—Although a small number of these Indians give way

to drink, yet they are not what may be termed immoral.

SONQHEES BAND.

This band comprises the following sub-families, the Esquimalt and Discovery

Island Indians as well as the Songhees Indians.
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Reserves.— (Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4.) These reserves are situated on the harbours of

Victoria and Esquimalt ; and on the islands in the straits of Juan de Fuca ; the

total area of these reserves is 306 acres. Very little of the land is fit for cultivation.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of this band is 154 ; consisting of 36 men,

45 women and 73 children ; during the year there have been 2 births and 4 deaths ;

there have also been 7 migrations into the band, making an increase in population of

5 for the year.

Health and Sanitation.—These Indians enjoy pretty good health. Owing to their

proximity to Victoria they keep their houses neat and in good condition.

Occupations.—Fishing and working for white men in the city of Victoria form

their chief means of livelihood.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Their dwellings and outbuildings are

in a fair condition. They keep very little stock. As to farm implements, they have

very few.

Education.—There is a school on these reserves, which is fairly well attended.

Religion.—These Indians are all either Roman Catholics or Methodists.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are fairly industrious and law-abiding and

show a desire to improve their condition.

Temperance and Morality.—They are fairly temperate and moral, but, living so

near to the city of Victoria, unfortunately a few are addicted to intemperate habits.

BANDS IN THE SAANICH DISTRICT.

Reserves.—The following bands occupy reserves numbered 1 to 13 inclusive, in

Saanich district, viz. : Malakut, Tsekum, Pauquachin, Tsartlip and Tsawout ; the total

area of the said reserves being 3,318 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The total population is 260, consisting of 64 men, 79 women and
117 children. During the year there have been 5 births and 4 deaths; 1 joined the band
and 5 left, making a decrease of 3.

Occupations.—The chief occupations of the Indians are general farming, fishing

and hop-picking; also working.among the adjoining white settlers.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good during the

past year and their premises are kept clean.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Some of these Indians have good com-
fortable dwellings, fairly well furnished, and their outbuildings are fairly good. They
have some improved breeds of stock, and take care of them. Their implements, of

which they have a good supply, are in good condition.

Education.—There are two schools provided for these Indians, one situated on the

Tsawout resei-ve, the other at Tsartlip. They take considerable interest in educa-

tional matters.

Religion.—The Indians of this band are all Roman Catholics and regularly attend

church.

Characteristics and Progress.—The majority of these Indians are industrious and
law-abiding; unfortunately a few of them get into trouble through violation of the law.

Temperance and Morality.—When the Indians get into the city of Victoria they

are exposed to great temptation and fall easy victims to the schemes of unscrupulous

sellers of whisky, and the result is several of them get drunk. The band, taken as a

whole, is well-behaved.

BANDS IN COWICHAN DISTRICT.

Reserves.—The following bands occupy reserves numbered 1 to 8 inclusive, in

Cowichan valley, which is situated on the east coast of Vancouver island, about forty

miles north of the city of Victoria, viz. :—Kilpaulus, Comeakin, Clemclemaluts, Khe-
nipsin, Koksilah, Quamichan and Somenos. The total area of these reserves is 6,088

acres.
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Vital Statistics.— The combined population of the seven bands is 679, consisting

of 202 men, 208 women and 269 children. Diiring the past year there have been 8

births and 11 deaths, making a decrease of 3.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been fair; there have
been no epidemics nor contagious diseases among them during the past year. Their
chief maladies are scrofula, consumption and rheumatism. As there is an abundance
of fresh water running through their lands, the sanitary conditions are good.

Occupations.—The chief occupation of these Indians is farming, although during
the summer and autumn they earn a lot of money from the fisheries on the Fraser
river, and from the hop-fields in thte State of Washington. In addition to this, they

do a great deal of work for the white farmers in the neighbourhood and are enabled

thereby to earn considerable cash, especially in harvest-time.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The character and number of their

buildings continue to improve. Their dwelling-houses become more comfortable each
year. Their stock is very good ; the horses are of larger and better breed than formerly,

1he cattle are improving fast in quality and quantity. Several of the Indians own
mowers, reapers, binders and threshing-machines both steam and horse-power, with
which they earn a great deal of money harvesting and threshing the crops of the
white fai-mers of the surrounding district. Their farm machinery is of the most im-
proved pattern.

Education.—There are two schools provided for these Indians : one situated in the
Somenos village, the other between the Clemclemaluts and Quamichan villages. Both
schools are doing well and the pupils show good progress. The older children attend
tjie Kuper Island industrial school.

Eeligion.—The majority of these Indians are Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians in this district are industrious and
law-abiding, seldom violating the law and as a whole are very progressive.

Temperance and Morality.—Taking them all round, these Indians are of temper-
ate habits, a few being fond of liquor. They are very moral and compare favourably
with any Indians on the coast.

HELLELT BAKD.

Eesei-ves.— (Xos. 1 and 2 of the Chemainus band.) One reserve is situated! on.

the south bank of the Chemainus river, about a mile and a half from its mouth; the
other on an island at the mouth of the same river. The two reserves contain a com-
bined area of 427 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 28; consisting of 8 men, 9 women and 11 child-
ren. There has been one death during the year but no births, making a decrease of
one.

Health and Sanitation.—These Indians have been very healthy; no sickness of a
contagious nature has prevailed among them: they all live during the summer months
in their private houses.

Occupations.—The Indians of this band engage chiefly in farming and fishing and
they earn a little money occasionally by clearing land for the white settlers.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings are neat and of good con-
struction ; the Indians do not own much stock, but what few they have are well taken
care of; so also are their farm implements.

Education.—There is no school on these reserves; as soon as the children are old
enough, they attend the Kuper Island industrial school.

Eeligion.—Many of these Indians are Roman Catholics ; those that are not Roman
Catholics are semi-pagans.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious ; seldom do they get
into trouble.
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Temperance and Morality.—Tbey are temperate and moral. A few occasionally

indulge in whisky.

THE SICCAMEEN AND KULLEETS BAND.

Reserve.—(Nos. 10, 11, 12 and 13, of the Chemainus band.) The main reserve

is situated between Oyster harbour and Chemainus bay. One reserve is on the western

phore of Oyster harbour, a fishing station on the left bank of the Chemainus river near

its mouth, the total area of which is 3,084 acres. There are no lines dividing the lands

of the two bands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 105, made up of 29 men, 32 women and 44

children. One birth and 1 death occurred during the past year.

Health and Sanitation.—Like the other reserves, there is a good supply of eloa?

spring water on the beach. There has been no sickness among the Indians of this band

during the past year.

Occupations."—These Indians do very little farming, fishing and boat-building

being their chief occupations. A number are employed in the town of Ladysmith.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—These Indians keep very little stock,

but what few they have are well taken care of. Their houses are in pretty fair condi-

tion, especially the larger ranch houses.

Education.-—There is no school on these reserves. The children of school age at-

• end the Kuper Island industrial school.

Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and law-abiding.

Some of them are above the average in intelligence.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are temperate and seldom get into

trouble.

LYACKSUN BAND.

Reserve.—(Nos. 3, 4 and 5 of the Chemainus band.) These resei'ves are situated

on Valdez island, and consist of three reserves, which have a combined area of 1,840

acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 85, made up of 18 men, 19 women and 48

children. During the past year there have been 2 deaths but no births, making a

decrease for the year of 2.

Health aad Sanitation.—Owing to the location of these reserves, these Indiana

have enjoyed very good health.

Occupations.—These reserves are nearly all covered with rock and heavy timber.

The Indians do very little farming, their chief occupations being fishing and boat-

building.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings are all well kept and

are of superior construction. The Indians do not now live in the old rancherie

houses as formerly. They have added to the number of their stock by purchasing

several well-bred animals. Although they have not many farm implements, yet

what they have are good.

Education.—There being no school on this reserve, the children of school age at-

tend the Kuper Island industrial school.

Religion.—All these Indians are either Roman Catholics or pagans.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are law-abiding and very indus-

trious.

Temperance and Morality.—Situated as they are at some distance from a town
and all its evil associations and snares, they are temperate and moral.
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PENELAKUT BAXD.

Eeserve.— (Nos. 6, Y, 8 and 9.) This reserve includes the Llmalche and Tsussie
bands. These reserves are situated on Kuper island and Tent island and on the north-
west extremity of Galiano island. There is also a small reserve belonging to this

band situated at the mouth of the Chemainus river ; the total area of these reserves

is 2,332 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The total population numbers 217, being made up of 64 men,
63 women and 90 children. During the year there have been 5 deaths and 1 left

the band, but no births have taken place, making a decrease of C.

Health and Sanitation.—These Indians have enjoyed pretty good health during
the past year. .The sanitary conditions are excellent.

Occupations.—Fishing and boat-building are the chief occupations of these

Indians. Not very much farming is done by them.
Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings are in pretty fair con-

dition. They keep little, if any, stock. They have very few farm implements.
Education.—The Kuper Island industrial school is situated on one of the re-

serves belonging to this band.

Religion.—All the Indians on this reserve are Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—The condition of these Indians has greatly im-
proved, which is due in no small measure to the missionaries, Protestant and Roman
Catholic, on the island.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are fairly temperate and moral.

NANAIMO BAND.

Reserve.—(Nos. 1 to 6 inclusive of the Nanaimo band.) This reserve consists of

a reserve on the Nanaimo harbour and one on the Nanaimo river with a small fishing

station on the southern shore of Gabriola island ; the total area of these reserves is

637 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 165, consisting of 28 men, 38 women and 99

children. During the past year there have been 4 births and 3 deaths, making an
increase of 1.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been very good during

the past year. There have been no epidemics amongst them.

Occupations.—These Indians farm, work in the coal mines and also earn a lot of

money trimming coal in the ships in Nanaimo harbour.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—The buildings have greatly improved in

(juality. Their stock is increasing in number and are well taken care of.

They have some good farm machinery and take care of it.

Education.—There is a school provided for the children of this band and the

Indians take great interest in it.

Religion.—These Indians are all Methodists.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and law-abiding

and seem very anxious to improve their condition.

Temperance and Morality.—Considering their proximity to the city of ISTanaimo,

they are temperate and moral.

SNONOWAS BAND (nANOOSE).

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the southern shore of the Nanoose harbour

and has a total area of 209 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 13, consisting of 4 men, 7 women and 2

children. There has been no change in the population this past year ; no births nor
deaths have occurred.
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Occupations.—The principal employments of these Indians are fishing and the

manufacture of dog-fish oil.

Health and Sanitation,—These Indians are fairly healthy. The sanitary condi-

tions are good.

Education.—There is no school on the reserve.

Religion.—These Indians are either Methodists or pagans.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and are very pro-

gressive.

Temperance and Morality.—They are not very temperate, being rather addicted

to the use of intoxicating liquors.

QUALICUM BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the mouth of the Qualicum river. It has

an area of 197 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 13, consisting of 4 : aen, 4 women
and 5 children. During the year there have been no births nor deaths.

Health and Sanitation,—These Indians enjoy pretty good health. The sanitary

conditions are good.

Occupations.—Not much farming is done by these Indians ; they fish a little and

act as guides for fishing and hunting parties.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements,—The buildings are fair. They have

pretty fair stock. They have not many farm implements, but what they have are

well cared for.

Education,—There is no school on this reserve.

Religion.—All the Indians on this reserve are Methodists.

Characteristics and Progress.—The condition of the Indians of this band has

improved very much.
Temperance and Morality.—The Indians on this reserve are temperate and moral.

COMox BAND.

Reserve.— (ISTos. 1, 2 and 3.) This reserve is situated on the northern shore of

Comox harbour and on the left bank of the Pentledge river and at its confluence with

the Tsolum river. In connection with the reserve is a graven ard on Goose spit, Comox
harbour. The area of the reserve is 378 acres.

Vital Statistics,—The population is 58, consisting of 20 men, 18 women and 20

children. During the year there has been 1 birth and 2 deaths, making a decrease of 1.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the band has been good. There have been

no epidemics during the year nor any diseases of a contagious character. The sani-

tary conditions are fair.

Occupations.—The chief occupations are farming, fishing and hunting.

Religion.—The majority of the band are Presbyterians.

Education.—There is no school on this reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians .^re industrious and law-abiding and

have made a great deal of progress this year.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements,—The buildings, though few in number,

are in fair condition. The quality of the Indians' stock is fair. They do not possess

many farm implements.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are temperate; very few of them drink

to excess. Their morality is on a par with that of other Indians.
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QALIANO ISLAND BAXD.

Reserve.—(No. 9 of the Penelakut band.) This reserve is located on the north-

west extremity of Galiano island, and is included in the area of the reserves of the

Penelakut band.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 8 men, 8 women and 16 children; 32

in all. During the year there has been 1 birth and no deaths, making an increase of

1 in the population.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians in this band has been good.

Sanitary conditions are fair.

Occupations.—The chief occupations' of these Indians are boat-building and fish-

ing. There is no farming done on this reserve; a few gardens are cultivated.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—There are a few buildings on this re-

serve, but no stock.

Education.—The children attend the Kuper Island industrial school.

Religion.—All these Indians are Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding.

Temperance and Morality.—They are also temperate and moral.

MAYNE ISLAND BAND.

Reserve.—(Xo. 6 of the Saanich band.) This reseiwe is situated on the northwest

extremity of Mayne island. The area of the reserve is included in that of the reserves

of the Saanich band.

Vital Statistics.—The total population is 28, made up of 6 men, 6 women and 16

children. During the year there have been no births nor deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good during the

year. The sanitary conditions are fair.

Occupations.—Fishing for the Victoria and Vancouver markets is their only

occupation.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—As this is only a fishing station, their

buildings are mere shanties, constructed of cedar slabs. For the same reason there is

no stock nor farm implements on the reserve.

Education.—There is no school on the reserve.

Religion.—All the Indians of this band are Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and law-abiding and
make a good living by fishing.

COWICHAN LAKE BAND.

This reserve is situated on the northern shore of Cowichan lake, near its outlet;

it has a total area of 130 acres. There is at present only 1 man and 1 woman occupy-

ing this reserve, and that only during the summer months. They spend the winter
among their relartves on the west coast of the island. There have been no births nor
deaths during the year.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The Indians of this agency are industrious and considerably improved in every

way. The employment of oriental labour has displaced the Indian in certain lines, such
as cutting of cord-wood, farm work, ttec. Being unable to procure work away
from home except during the fishing season, when they are in demand, the Indians are

rapidly copying the methods of the white man. and remain at home to cultivate the
land and attend to their stock. They use the latest improved machinery on their farms
and earn a great deal of money by cutting and harvesting the crops of the white set-

tlers: especially is this the case in Cowichan district. In this last-mentioned district

27—i—15
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they own no less than seven self-binders and cue steam thresher. Their stock is

greatly improved in quality, which is due to the introduction into the province of hsK-

tei breeds of cattle, horses, swine and shocp-. dveat praise is due to the missionarie5

Throughout the agency for their inde"*^atigable efforts to improve the condition of the
Indians. Their education is well attended to by the various teachers employed and tlie

result of their work is to be seen in a higher tone of morality being observed by the

Indians.

I have, &c.,

W. R ROBERTSON",
Indian Agent.

British Columbia,

Eraser River Agency,
New Westminster, July 19, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the affairs of this agency

for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Tribe or Nation.—All the Indians of this agency belong to branches of the Salish

nation.

BANDS IN THE CHILLIWACK DISTRICT.

Reserves.—The following bands occupy reserves in close proximity to each other

in this district, comprising a total area of 3,841 acres, viz.: Aitchelitz, Kwawkwaw-
apilt, Squiahla, Skwah, Skulkayn, Skway, Tsoowalie, Tzeachten and Kukkwewwioose.

Vital Statistics.—The nine bands named have a combined population of 321.

There were 15 births and 10 deaths during the year, making an increase of 5 since

last census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good, no contagious

disease appearing among them during the year. Their houses and surroundings are

kept clean, and vaccination has been attended to from time to time.

Occupations.—Thei? chief occupations are farming and fishing ; they also earn

some money hop-picking and working as farm-hands for their white neighbours.

Buildings, Stock and Earm Implements.—They nearly all have very comfortable

dwellings, and good barns and outbuildings, which are kept in good repair. Their

stock is of good breed, and is being improved from year to year. Many of them have

farm implements of their own, which are always well looked after.

Education.—These Indians take a great interest in the educati^on of their child-

ren, some of whom attend school at the Coqualeetza Institute, Chilliwack, and others

at St. Mary's Mission boarding school.

Religion.—These Indians take much interest in their respective churches, viz.:

Roman Catholic, Methodist and Anglican.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and are

making steady progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

BANDS ON HOWE SOUND, BURRARD INLET AND SQUAIMISH RIVER.

Reserves.—These bands, known as the Squamish Indians, and occupying reserves

containing a total area of 6,806 acres, are as follows :—Burrard Inlet, No. 3, Kapilano,

Squamish (Howe Sound), Seymour Creek, Mission (Burrard Inlet), and Ealse Creek.
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Vital Statistics.—The six bands have a combined population of 373. During the

year there were 9 births and 9 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good during the

year. The sanitary condition of their villages is very good ; and vaccination has

been attended to.

Occupations.—Their chief occupations are fishing, hand-logging, and loading

lumber in ships at the saw-mills ; they also do some farming and gardening.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good frame dwellings ; and

their barns and outbuildings are fairly good. They take good care of their stock

during the winter ; they are also careful of their implements.

Education.—During last summer a large addition to the Squamish Mission

boarding school was completed, and the increased accommodation thus provided is a

very material benefit to the pupils attending this institution. These Indians fully

appreciate the advantages of education, and are most earnest in their desire to have

their children educated.

Religion.—With the exception of a few who are not yet christianized, they are

all Roman Catholics. They have a nice church on the Mission reserve, and are most
attentive to their religious duties.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and are

making satisfactory advancement.

Temperance and Morality.—A majority of them are strictly temperate, and they

are also a moral people.

CHEAM BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the south banlc of the Fraser
rii'er, and about eighty miles from its mouth. It contains an area of 1,433 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 105, an increase of 3 since last

census. There were 5 births and 2 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good, no sickness
of a serious or contagious nature appearing among them. They keep their village

clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has been attended to.

Occupations.—The Indians of this band engage chiefly in agricultural and fish-

ing pursuits ; a little is also earned by them at hop-picking and working as farm-
hands for their white neighbours.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—These Indians all have fairly good
dwellings, bams and outbuildings. Their stock is well taken care of, as are also their

farm implements.

Education.—They take a lively interest in education. Most of the children of

school age attend St. Mary's Mission Indian boarding school.

Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics, with the exception of one, who
is a Methodist. They have a nice church in their village, which they attend regu-
larly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate, with a few exceptions, and moral.

CHEHALIS AND SCOWLITZ BANDS. v

Reserves.—The Chehalis and Scowlitz Indians occupy reserves on Harrison river

;

Scowlitz reserve being at its mouth, and Chehalis about four miles up stream; they
have a total area of 3,144 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of these two bands is 165. There were 9 births

and 5 deaths during the year, an increase of 4 since last census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good during the
year; their villages are kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has
been attended to.

27—i—15i
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Occupations.—They .engage in farming, dairying, fishing and hunting; some of

them have splendid fai-ms, competing closely with their white neighbours.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Most of these Indians have comfortable

frame dwellings and fairly good stables and barns. They have some good stock, which

is properly cared for. They have good farm implements, and take good care of them.

Education.—^Most of the children of school age attend the Indian boarding schjool

at St. Mary's Mission.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, with the exception of five who belong to

the Anglican Church. They are attentive to the instruction given by their spiritual

advisers.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and making
steady progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a temperate and moral people.

COQUITLAM BAKD.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the Coquitlam river, about six

miles from New Westminster; it contains an area of 208 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 25; there were no births and but 1 death
during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good ; their village

is kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has been attended to.

Occupations.—They engage chiefly in fishing and hunting; being near to New
Westminster, they supply the local market with most of the fish and game required.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Most of them have fairly good dwell-

ings ; they do not keep much stock, preferring to make their living by fishing and hunt-

ing.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, and have a nice church on their re-

serve, which they attend regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

DOUGLAS, SKOOKUM CHUCK, SAMAHQUAM AND PEMBERTON MEADOWS BANDS.

Reserves.—These bands occupy reserves situated between the head of Harrison
lake, along the Lillooet portage to Pemberton and contain a combined area of 3,485

acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of these bands is 603. There were 19 births

and 22 deaths during the year ; being a decrease of 3 since last census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians on the whole has been good,

most of the deaths being from whooping-cough, which appeared among the children, in

October and November last, after their return home from the fishing on the lower

T'raser river. Their villages are kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccina-

tion ha'i been duly attended to.

Occupations.—Fishing, hunting, packing and acting as guides for mining pros-

pectors, also agricultural pursuits, constitute the occupations of these people.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have fairly good dwellings, barns

and outhouses, many of the latter, however, being of log construction. Their horses

are mostly Indian ponies ; but their cattle are of good breeds, and are well cared for

as are also their farm implements.

Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics; they have three churches

located at Douglas, Skookum Chuck and Pemberton Meadows, respectively, all of

which aro attended regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are an industrious, law-abiding, simple,

good people; notable among them might be mentioned Chief James, of Pemberton
Meadows, to whom is largely due the credit for their progress and prosperity.
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Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are temperate and moral, and strictly

honest.

EWAWOOS AND TEXAS LAKE BANDS.

Keserves.—The reserves of these bands are situated, the former on the south bank
of the Fraser river about two miles east of Hope, and the latter on the north bank of

the Fraser river, about seven miles east of Hope. They contain a combined area of

893 acres.

Vital Statistics.^The population of the two bands is 63 ; there was 1 birth and
no deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good, their villages

are kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has been attended to from
time to time.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of these Indians are fishing, hunting
and agriculture, a little mixed farniing being done by each family.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Nearly all of them have comfortable

dwellings, and good outbuildings, which they keep in good repair. Their farm imple-

ments are suitable for their requirements, and are well taken care of. Their stock is

well cared for.

Education.—These Indians take a keen interest in education ; many of their

children attend the Indian school at St. Mary's Mission.

Religion.—They are mostly Roman Catholics, a few being members of the Angli-
can Church ; all attend church regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are an industrious and good people, living

on good terms with their white neighbours.

Temi>erance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

HOPE BAND.

Reserve.—These Indians occupy a reserve on the north bank of the Fraser river,

and about one hundred miles from its mouth, containing an area of 1,400 aci'es.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 87. There were 2 births and 1

death during the year, being an increase of 1 since last census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good. Their vil-

lage is kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and most of them have been vaccinated.

Occupations.—They engage chiefly in agriculture and fishing ; each family does

more or less mixed fanning, and fruit-culture is also carried on, as is also poultry-

raising.
,

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have comfortable dwellings, and
fairly good barns and outhouses. Their stock is well cared for, and they put up a

good supply of hay to last them during the winter. They have a good supply of farm
implements, including a threshing-machine, all of which are carefully housed when
not in use.

Education.—Many of the younger members of the band have been educated at

the Indian boarding school at St. Mary's Mission ; they take a lively interest in

education.

Religion.—These Indians are nearly all Roman Catholics ; they have a nice

church on their reserve, where they attend regularly to their religious duties.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding and fairly

prosperous. The chief of the band, Pierre Ayessik, who was one of the first pupils

educated at St. Mary's Mission school, is a very intelligent Indian, and much credit

is due him for the advancement of the Hope Indians.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a temperate, moral, good people.
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HOMALCO AND KLAHOOSE BANDS.

Reserves.—The regerves of these bands are situated in the vicinity of Bute inlet

and Malaspina strait ; they contain a total area of 4,738 acres.

Vital Statistics.—These bands have a population of 162 ; there were 7 births and

5 deaths during the year, an increase of 2 since l&st census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good ; their vil-

lages are kept in a sanitary condition and vaccination has been attended to from time

to time.

Occupations.—Fishing, hunting, farming and logging constitute the occupations

of these Indians, their farming being on a small scale.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Their buildings are mostly good frame

dwellings ; they do not house their stock, which does fairly well, as the climate is less

severe in winter than in some other parts of the agency. They keep no horses and

have no implements except those used by hand.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, and have a nice church at Squirrel

cove and another at the mouth of Bute inlet, which they attend regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are a simple-minded, kind-hearted, good

people, and generally provide for all their requirements, seldom asking for assistance.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral, not a half-breed

being in their band.

KATSEY BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the north bank of the Fraser

river, about ten miles from New Westminster. It contains 385 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 79 ; there were no changes

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good. Their vil-

lage is kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has been attended to

from time to time.

Occupations.—These Indians engage chiefly in fishing, hunting and farming,

each family doing some mixed farming.

Bviildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have fairly good dwellings, barns

and outbuildings, which are kept in good repair. They take good care of their stock

;

and also of their farm implements, which are all carefully hoxised when not in use.

Education.—They take much interest in education and send their children to St.

Mary's Mission boarding school.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, and have a small church on their re-

serve, which they attend regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are temperate and moral, a few only are fond

of liquor.

LANGLEY AND WHONOCK BANDS.

Reserves.—The reserves of these bands are situated, the former on McMillan

island, in the Fraser river, about twenty miles east of New Westminster; and the latter

on the north bank of the Fraser river, about twenty-four miles east of New West-

minster; they contain a combined area of 1,452 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of these two bands is 62, there being no change

in the population since last census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good ; their village

is kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has been attended to from

time to time.

Occupations.—They do considerable mixed farming, and fish for the canneries

during the salmon-canning season.
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Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have comfortable dwellings, and
good barns and outbuildings, which are kept in good repair. Their stock is of good
breed and well cared for, and their farm implements are carefully placed under cover

v/hen not in use.

Education.—They take a great interest in education, many of them having at-

tended St. Mary's Mission boarding school.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church on each re-

serve, where they attend regularly to their religious duties.

Temperance and Morality.—They are strictly temperate and moral people.

MUSQUEAM BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the north arm of the Fraser

river, about one mile from its mouth; it contains an area of 452 acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 97; there was 1 birth and 1 death
during the

_
year.

Health and Sanitation.—Their health has been good; their village is kept clean

and in a sanitary condition, and most of them have been vaccinated from time to time.

Occupations.—They do considerable mixed farming, and also fish for the canneries

during the canning season.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings, and fairly

good outbuildings. They take good care of their horses and cattle, and their farm
implements are carefully housed when not in use.

Education.—They send some of their children to the Coqualeetza Institute, and
others to Kuper Island, and St. Mary's Mission schools.

Religion.—These Indians are mostly Roman Catholics, a few being Methodists.
Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and making

fair progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral, a few only are fond of
liquor.

MATSQUI BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the south bank of the Fraser
river, about thirty miles from New Westminster, and contains an area of 1,072 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 44, being a decrease of 2 since

the last census ; there were 2 births and 4 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good; their village

is kept in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has been attended to.

Occupations.—They all do more or less mixed farming, and also fish for the can-

neries during the salmonrcanning season.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Most of them have comfortable dwell-

ings, and fairly good barns and outhouses; their horses and cattle are well looked after,

r\nd their farm implements are properly kept.

Education.—They take a keen interest in education, the young people having at-

tended St. Mary's Mission school.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics and are attentive to their religious

duties.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and strictly moral.

NEW WESTMINSTER BAND.

Reserves.—These Indians have reserves at New Westminster and at Brownsville,

comprising an area of 32 acres.

Vital Statistics.—These Indians have a population of 63; there were 2 births and
2 deaths during the year.
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Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good; their dwell-

ings and surroundings are kept clean and in a sanitary condition.

Occupations.—They engage mostly in fishing and hunting and supply the local

market with much of the fresh fish and game required; they also do some work for

white people in the city.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Most of these Indians have comfort-
able dwellings, some few own houses outside the reserve, on which they pay taxes ;

very little farming is done by them, just a little gardening, and they do not keep much
stock.

Education.—They have a good desire to educate their children.

Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics. They have a nice church on
their reserve at Brownsville, where divine service is held regularly.

Temperance and Morality.—With but few exceptions they are temperate and
moral.

NICOMEN AND SKWEAHM BANDS.

Reserve.—These Indians occupy two reserves on the north^bank of the Fraser
river, about forty-four miles from New Westminster, containing an area of 6o6 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The combined population of these two bands is 47, an increase

of 1 since the last census. There were 2 births and 1 death during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians during the past year has
been good. Their villages are kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccination

has been attended to.

Occupations.—The chief occupations of these Indians are farming and fishing.

Nearly all of them do a little mixed farming, and they fish for the canneries during
the fishing season.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—These Indians have fairly good dwell-

ings and outbuildings. Their stock- is well cared for, as are also their fann imple-

ments.
Education.—They do not take much interest in education, and only very few of

them can read or write.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, but pay very little attention to religious

matters. They have k small church at Skweahm, but it is used very seldom.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are a simple-minded people and in many
respects follow old customs ; but they are improving a little.

Temperance and Morality.—Most of them are fond of liquor, but are fairly

moral.

SEMIAHJiIOO BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band borders on the international boundary line,

and fronts on Semiamu bay; it contains an area of 392 acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 30. There was no change dur-

ing the year in population.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good ; their

village is kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and all of them have been vaccinated.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—^Most of them have comfortable dwell-

ings and outbuildings, which are kept in good repair. Their horses and cattle are

similar to those of their white neighbours, and are well cared for ; they also take

proper care of their farm implements.

Education.—Only very few of them have received any education.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, and have a small church on their re
serve, in which they take a deep interest and attend regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are an easy-going, simple people, who give

very little trouble.
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Temperance and Morality.—They are, on the whole, temperate and moral ; but

owing to their proximity to the American boundary line, they have many temptations

as to the ease with which liquor can be procured ; however their conduct gives very

little cause for complaint.

OHAMIL BAND.

Keserve.—The resei-ve of this band is situated on the south bank of the Fraser

river, about seventy-four miles east of New Westminster, and contains an area of

629 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 56. There were 2 deaths and
] birth during the year, making a decrease of 1 since last census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good ; their

village is kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and they have been vaccinated from
time to time.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—These Indians have good dwellings,

barns and outbuildings, which they keep in good repair. Their horses and cattle are

of good breed, and are well cared for. They are careful to keep their farm imple-

ments under cover when not in use.

Occupations.—The diief occupations of these Indians are farming and fishing
;

most of them do more or less mixed farming.

Education.—They all take a lively interest in the education of their children, who
attend St. Clary's Mission boarding school.

Religion.—They manifest an earnest interest in religion. They have twr. ?in;.:

churches on the reserve ; one Anglican and the other Roman Catholic.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and are

making fair progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a temperate and moral people.

POPKUM 'AND SQUAWTITS BANDS.

Reserves.—The reserves of these bands are situated on the south bank of the

Fraser river, about sixty-five miles east of Xew Westminster, and contain a combined
area of 5,326 acres.

Vital Statistics.—^The population of these two bands is 56. There was 1 birth

and no deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good, and sanitary

regulations are well obsei*ved.

Occupations.—The chief occupations of these Indians are farming and fishing,

each family doing considerable mixed farming.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Nearly all of them have good dwellings,

and outbuildings, which they keep in good repair. They take good care of their stock,

and also their farm implements.

Education.—Much interest is taken by them in education, the parents being

anxious to send their children to school.

Religion.—They belong to the Roman Catholic, Anglican and Methodist

Churches, respectively. Eeach denomination has its own church, which is attended

regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and seldom

cause any trouble.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate, with but few exceptions, and

moral.

SECHELT BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on Sechelt peninsula, Malaspina

strait, and contains an area of 1,800 acres.
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Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 238 ; during the year there were

10 births and 8 deaths, making an increase of 2 since last census.

Health and Sanitation.—Their health has been good. Sanitary regulations are

strictly observed in their village, and most of them have been vaccinated from time

to time.

Occupations.—They engage largely in hand-logging ; they also do considerable

fishing and hunting ; most of them have small gardens.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—All of them have comfortable dwellings,

which are kept in good repair. Their stock runs at large the year round, and does

fairly well.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, and have a very fine church on their

reserve. They are most attentive to their religious duties.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are an industrious, law-abiding and strictly

honest people, and are making fair progress.

Education.—The parents are most anxious to see their children educated, but so

far very few of them have attended school. During the past year they erected, on

their Sechelt reserve (No. 2), a large boarding school which cost upwards of $8,000,

and has accommodation for fifty pupils. This school, which is conducted by seven

Roman Catholic Sisters, was opened on June 28, last, with an attendance of forty-two

pupils to commence with.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral, and although liquor

is sold on the property adjoining the reserve, drunkenness is unknown among them.

SUMASS BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are situated at Miller's landing on the south

bank of the Eraser river, and at Upper Sumass on Sumass lake ; and contain an area

of 1,370 acres.

Vital Statistics.-—This band has a population of 50 ; there was 1 death and no

births during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good ; their vil-

lages are kept in a sanitary condition, and they have all been vaccinated.

Occiipations.—Their chief occupations are mixed farming, fishing and hunting.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They all have good dwellings, barns

and outbuildings ; their stock is of good breed and well cared for. Their farm imple-

ments are carefully housed when not in use.

Education.—Only a small number of these Indians have attended school, and
they do not take as much interest in education as most of the other bands in the

agency.

Religion.—In this band there are twenty-seven Methodists and twenty-three

Roman Catholics. Each denomination has its own church, and the Indians take

much interest in religious matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are an easy-going people, rather indolent, but
are not troublesome.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

SLIAMMON BAXD.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on Malaspina strait, and contains

an area of 4,712 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band in 106 ; there were 5 births and 3

deaths during the year, making an increase of 2 since last census.

Health and Sanitation.—Their health has been good ; their village is kept clean

and in a sanitary condition, and they have been vaccinated from time to time.
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Occupations.—Their chief occupations are fishing, hunting and hand-logging ;

they also do some farming in a small way.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have fairly good dwellings, which
they keep in good repair. They have very little stock.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, and are much attached to their religion.

They have a small church on their reserve, which they attend regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding and strictly

honest.

Teriiperance and Morality.—They are temperate, with but few exceptions, and

moral.

SKAWAIILOOK BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the north bank of the Fraser
river, between Ruby creek and Hope ; it contains an area of 196 acres.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 23 ; there were 2 births and
1 death during the year, making an increase of 1 since last census.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good ; their

village is kept in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has been duly attended to from
time to time.

Occupations.—^Mixed farming and fishing constitute the chief occupations of

this band.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—These Indians have fairly good dwell-

ings and outbuildings ; they take good care of their stock ; their farm implements

also are properly taken care of.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, and are much attached to their religion;

they have a small church on their reserve, where divine service is held regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are a simple-minded and law-abiding people,

living on good terms with their neighbours.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

TCHEWASSAN BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the gulf of Georgia, near Point

Roberts, and contains an area of 604 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 45 ; there were 2 deaths and 1

birth during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been good ; their

village is kept clean and in a sanitary condition, and vaccination has been attended

to.

Occupations.—Farming and fishing are the chief occupations of these Indians.

They fish for the canneries during the canning season, and work on their farms dur-

ing the rest of the year.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have comfortable dwellings and
fairly good barns and outbuildings. Their horses and cattle are of good breed, and

are well taken care of during the winter. They have some good farm implements,

which are well cared for.

Education.—A few of them have attended Kuper Island school.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics, and are now much more attentive to

their religious duties than in the past.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are a simple, good-natured people, and
usually provide well for those depending on them.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a moral people, but some of them are fond

of liquor.
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YALE BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the Fraser river about one

hundred and twelve miles from its mouth. It contains an area of 1,100 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 83. During the year there was

1 birth and 3 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians has been fairly good. Sani-

tary regulations are well observed, and vaccination has been attended to from time to

time.

Occupations.—The chief occupations of these Indians are fishing, hunting and
farming. A few of them are employed by the Canadian Pacific Railway Company
as sectionmen.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They all have fairly good dwellings

and outbuildings. Their stock is well cared for. Their farm implements are care-

fully kept under cover when not in use.

Education.—They take considerable interest in education ; some of their children

attend All Hallows school, and others St. Mary's Mission school.

Religion.—Sixty-four of these Indians belong to the Roman Catholic Church, and

nineteen to the Anglican. Each denomination has its own church in the village,

where divine service is held regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and law-abiding,

and live on good terms with their neighbours.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a temperate and moral people.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The Indians of this agency are, as a rule, making steady progress. Their houses

are being improved, better furnished and more neatly kept. They dress well and live

more like their white neighbours than was formerly the case. These improvements

are more noticeable among those who have attended school.

The Coqualeetza industrial school at Chilliwack, and the boarding schools at St.

Mary's Mission, Yale, and Squamish Mission, all continue to do excellent work.

To the devoted principals of these schools, and their painstaking assistants, too

much praise cannot be given for the care and attention bestowed upon the children

under their charge.

I have, &c.,

R. c. McDonald,
Indian Agent.

British Columbia,

Kamloops-Okanagan Agency,

Kamloops, July 26, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the affairs of this agency

for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The Kamloops-Okanagan agency is located in and scattered over the

gi^ater portion of Yale district, immediately north of the international boundary line;

the district contains approximately 24,000 square miles. The agency contains an ag-

gregate acreage of 333,570 acres.
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Tribe or ISalion.—These Indians are said to belong to the Salish and Tinneh
nations. Locally they are classified as Thompson River, Shuswap and Okanagan
tribes, and speak dialects known by these terms.

Most of the younger one understand and speak English fairly well.

Natural Sulxlivisions.—The agency is divided naturally by the rivers which drain

it, into the Fraser, Thompson, Xicola, Similkameen and Okanagan districts.

ADAMS LAKE OR HALTKAM BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are situated near the foot of Little Shuswap
lake and at Adams lake. They contain an area of 7,188 acres, comprising agricultural,

grazing and timber lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 90. There have been 9 deaths and 10 births

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians dui'ing the year has been
good. No epidemic has appeared among them, and they have had little medical at-

tendance. A great majority of them have been vaccinated from time to time; they keep

their bouses and persons fairly clean.

Occupations.—These Indians, since procuring water for irrigation purposes, have

devoted themselves largely to farming, for which purpose a considerable portion of

their land is well adapted. They raise horses and cattle, and add to these industries

by fishing, hunting and working as labourers in different capacities.

Buildings.—Their houses and other buildings are mostly of logs, and while com-
fortable enough, they are not of a very good quality. Tljjey have under consideration

the means of procuring lumber and improving these.

Stock.—These Indians have good horses for farm and saddle purposes, which they

continue to improve, and some cattle and other domestic stock.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with fai-m implements and machinery

of nearly every kind usually found on well regulated and up-to-date farms, self-bind-

ers, mowers, horse-rakes, disc-harrows, ploughs, wagons, democrats and a small thresh^

ing-machine.

Education.—There are no schools among them. Some children have attended the

industrial school at Kamloops, and some have been taught to read and write short-

hand Chinook.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church, have one church build-

ing, and are religiously inclined.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very industrious, and have

made rapid progress in farming in recent years. They are law-abiding, peaceable

people.

Temperance and Morality.—They are usually temperate and moral. It is rarely

that they indulge in intoxicants.

ASHCROFT OR STLAHL BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, three in number, are located on a plateau on
the right bank of the Thompson river, opposite to the town of Ashcroft, and at Mc-
Lean's lake. They contain an aggregate area of 5,243 acres, combining agi-icultural,

grazing and timber lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 51. There were 2 births and 1 death during

the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians has been fair. jSTo

epidemic has appeared among them. Sanitary precautions are fairly well observed.

The Indians have been vaccinated. Their dwelling-houses are mostly deserted in the

wann season, and their drinking water is good.
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Occupations.—These Indians carry on a system of mixed farming and stock-rais-

ing. The supply of water for irrigation purposes is too limited for extensive farm-
ing. They also fish and hunt, and are employed as freighters and packers, and. as

labourers on farms and as cowboys.

Buildings.—They have log buildings, mostly of the early class of such. A few fairly

good dwellings have been more recently constructed.

Stock.—They have some good horses for farming and team work, and others suit-

able for pack and riding' purposes ; also some cattle.

Farm Implements.—They are fairly well supplied with fann implements for their

requirements.

Education.—They have no system of education among them.

Religion.—They all belong to the Anglican Church; they have a substantial log

church, and take a lively interest in religious matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are fairly industrious, but as they

work quite largely for wages, they do not as a rule accumulate much. The band has

improved the reserve veiy much by fencing.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are fairly temperat-e and moral.

BONAPARTE OR TLUHTAUS BAND.

Resei'ves.—The reserves of this band, five in number, are located on the Thompson
and Bonaparte rivers, on Hat creek and Loon lake. They contain 61,113 acres approxi-

mately.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 158. There have been 5 births and 5 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health has been usually good. No con-

lagious disease has broken out among them. Many of them have been vaccinated;

their houses, as to cleanliness and ventilation, are not up to the average of Indian

houses. In the summer season the houses are not in constant occupation.

Occupations.—They raise some farm produce, chiefly on Hat creek, have a good-

sized herd of horses and some cattle, but they depend more for a living on fishing and

hunting, working as labourers and cowboys, with their horses for white settlers, than

on what they can produce from their small farms.

Buildings.—They have log buildings of an inferior class. More recently the chief

has built a fairly good dwelling, and they have an imposing church edifice, which gives

a better appearance to the village.

Stock.—They have a number of horses, some suitable for farm purposes, but

mostly a fair class of saddle horse ; and some cattle.

Farm Implements.—They have farm implements suited to their present needs.

Education.—They have no means of education other than that afforded some of

them at the Kamloops industrial school, and the instruction some of them have re-

ceived in shorthand Chinook.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church, and they devote con-

siderable time to church matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—Many of these Indians are good workers, but they

are nomadic in their habits, never continuing long at one occupation, and consequently

have not laid up much for a future time. They have made some progress recently in

the direction of fencing and otherwise improving the reserve at Bonaparte.

Tempei-ance and Morality.—They have in the past been too much addicted to the

use of intoxicants, when they could be procured, and unfortunately in their position

such were too easily obtainable. I am pleased to report, however, that in this respect

the condition of these Indians has improved with improved facilities for enforcing

the Liquor Act.
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BOOTHROYD (SUUK, KAMOOS, NKATSAM AND CHINOOK) BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, ten in number, are located, slightly on the

left bank of the Fra&er river. They contain an area of 1,600 aci^s. A small portion of

this land, chiefly about Nkatsam, when cleared, produces good crops. The greater por-

tion of the land is heavily timbered and rocky.

Vital Statistics.—The population is now 154. There have been 4 births and 6

deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—There has been no epidemic among these Indians; they

have been vaccinated and their houses are fairly clean and well ventilated.

Occupations.—These Indians raise considerable quantities of vegetables and fruit

on their small farms. They procure large quantities of fish, and do considerable hunt-

ing and trapping; they also mine quite extensively, and work as labourers on the rail-

way and otherwise.

Buildings.—They have a fair class of log houses, which they keep improving.

Stock.—They have some small horses, used for riding and packing, and a better

class of cattle than usually found among Indians on this section of the Fraser river.

Faitn Implements.—Their requirements in this respect are pretty well supplied.

Education.-^They have no means of education.

Religion.—All these Indians belong to the Anglican Church. They have one small

church-building, much improved during the year, and they are good-living people.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very industrious and good
workers. As such they are very highly spoken of by employers. Those living at Nkat-
sam are comparatively well-to-do, and alwaj-s appear to have money.

Temperance and Morality.—They are exceptionally temperate and moral people.

BOSTON BAR BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band number seven, located around Boston Bar,

North Bend and Scaucy. They contain 628 acres. They consist of small patches of

tillable land, the rest being rocks and timber.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 15^. There have been 6 births and 9 deaths
during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—I^o epidemic has visited these Indians, and for the most
part, especially those living in the vicinity of North Bend, they keep their houses very
clean and well ventilated. The large jjercentage of deaths arises apparently from
natural causes. These Indians get little medical attendance or medicines. Sanitary
conditions generally are good.

Occupations.—These Indians raise hay, fruit, and vegetables. They depend more,
however, on mining, fishing and hunting, working on the railway, and basket-making
among the women, for a living.

Buildings.—About North Bend the Indians have a rather good class of buildings.

The majoi'ity of them are frame; in other places they are not so good, although consid-

erable improvements have recently been made.
Stock.—They have a number of saddle and pack horses, but very few cattle. They

are unable to provide winter feed for stock, and winter most of their horses in the

Nicola country.

Farm Implements.—They have enough for their needs.

Education.—Some have been educated in the industrial school at Kamloops
;

otherwise ihey have no means of education.

Religion.—They are about evenly divided between Roman Catholics and Angli-
cans. The latter have a good church at North Bend and all evince considerable interest

in church matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are steady, good-working Indians, but are un-
oble to make much progress in the direction of acquiring wealth. Chief George, of
North Bend, appears to lead in this respect.
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Temperance and Morality.—In these respects they compare well with other bands.

cook's ferry BA2s"D.

Keserves.—The reserves of this band, num.bering fifteen, are located on both banks

of the Thompson river, around Cook's Ferry and Spatsum, and in Tmle and Highland

valleys. They consist of bench-lands along the river, containing farming and grazing

lands, with si^arsely timbered land higher up and some meadow-land in the valleys.

The aggregate area is 9,110 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 204. There have been 10 births and 11 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—No epidemic has visited the band and the general health

has been good. The Indians have been vaccinated, and sanitation is good.

Occupations.—These Indians carry on mixed farming and stock-raising, iish and.

hunt a little, and work as labouring hands on farms and on the railway, and as cow-

boys. In the immediate vicinity of Cook's Ferry the soil is too dry for successful crop-

growing. Further up the river, on the Pemjmoos reserve, conditions are better, and
considerable produce is grown.

Building-s.—Their buildings are mostly of logs, and while fairly comfortable, can-

not be classed as good.

Stock.—They possesss a fairly good lot of horses for farming and saddle purposes,

and some of the Indians have nice herds of cattle and some pigs and sheep.

Farm Implements.—They are well provided with farm implements.

Education.—There is no system of education among them.

Religion.—They all belong to the Anglican Church. They have two church build-

ings—one at Cook's Ferry and one at Pemynoos—and they take an active interest in

church matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious. Around Cook's

Ferry they do not make much progress. On Pemynoos some of them are well-to-do.

Kyume and Johnny Pasco have more stock and are in advance of the others in farm-

ing. The Indians are law-abiding.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are temperate and moral.

DEADMAX'S CREEK OR STICHISTAN BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on Deadman's creek. It contains

an area of 20,134 acres, composed of farming, fine grazing and timber lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 118. There have been 4 births and 2 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the Indians has been good, and no
infectious disease has appeared among them. They have been vaccinated. Their

Louses are too small, and being mud-roofed for the most part, do not admit of good,'

ventilation. During the heat of summer they are not much occupied and their sani-

tary conditions are good.

Occupations.—These Indians farm, a little, and raise some stock, chiefly horses,

fish and hunt, and work as day labourers. The chief occupation of the younger men
is that of cowboys, and they are good at the work.

Buildings.—Their buildings are of logs, and all the older ones are mud-roofed. A
number of them might be classed as huts. They are warm in winter, but do not ad-

mit of good ventilation. Lately a few substantial, shingled houses have been built.

Stock.—They have a fair number of horses, a few being suitable for farming and
teaming, but the majority are good saddle horses. They also raise cattle.

Farm Implements.—They have sufiicient farm implements.
Education.—They have no schools. Several children have attended the Kamloops

industrial school, and some can write shorthand Chinook.
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Religion.—They all belong to the Eoman Catholic Church. They have one fairly

good church-building, and attend service regularly.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians have not enjoyed the reputation of

being industrious, though they have been considered good cowboys, as nearly all In-

dians are. During the past two or three years they have shown a disposition to devote

themselves more to farming, and there has become a very marked improvement in the

appearance of their reserve. An irrigation ditch of nearly three miles has been built,

and the land cleared and cropped and a large extent of fencing done.

Temperance and Morality.—In the matter of abstaining from intoxicants, these

Indians are a long way in advance of a few years ago. For the past year there has

been nothing serious in this respect to complain of.

KAMLOOPS BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, numbering five, are situated mainly at the
confluence of the North and South Thompson rivers, -immediately opposite the city of
Kamloops. They contain an area of 33,379 acres, comprising good agricultural, graz-
ing, meadow and timber lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 244. There have been 12 births and 11 deaths
during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians has been usually

good. No epidemic has prevailed. They have been vaccinated, and sanitary condi-
tions are favourable. Care is taken in spring to remove and burn any accumulation
of garbage which may have collected about the village during the winter season. They
are building larger houses, better ventilated and divided into compartments. Cleanli-
ness in houses and persons is receiving more attention. The sources of water-supply

are running streams which are free from impurities.

Occupations.—These Indians grow considerable hay and vegetables, raise stock,

chiefly licrses, fish and hunt, and work as farm labourers and cowboys, in the latter

occupation employing their horses.

Buildings.—The older class of their buildings was of a rather poor ordei'. More
recent ones are of better design and more up-to-date, being shingle-roofed, larger in

every respect, and better lighted and ventilated. A good deal of attention is now
being given to improvement in this direction.

Stock.—They have large herds of horses, which are becoming much improved
;

and some cattle. The demand for horses of all classes here has been good, and the

Indians have taken the opportunity to dispose of a good many of their smaller stock.

Farm Implements.—They have a good supply of wagons, democrats, buggies,

ploughs, mowers, horse-rakes, harness and saddles.

Education.—A good many children have attended, and are attending the indus-

trial school on the reserve.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church ; they have one fine

church-building, and are faithful adherents.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are fairly industrious, but travel

about a good deal and spend as they go ; consequently they have never much in store

for a rainy day. They succeed in ruaking a comfortable living.

Temperance and Morality.—Too many of these Indians have acquired a fondness
for intoxicants, and whenever possible they will procure such. I am, however, pleased

to report that the nuisance has been kept pretty well under control by the authorities,

assisted by the better class of Indians themselves ; and that in the great majority of

cases where liquor has been supplied, the offenders have been brought to speedy trial

and conviction ; old Chief Louie has rendered valuable assistance. These Indians are

fairly moral in other respects.

27—1—16
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KANAKA BAR BAND.

Keserves.—The reserves of this baud, four in uumber, are located ou both banks

of the Fraser, ten miles below Lytton. Their area is 500 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 56. There have been 2 births and 2 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health has been good ; no epidemics have

appeared among them. Their houses are small and not well ventilated, nor are they

as well kept as many Indian houses.

Occupations.—These Indians can produce very little from the soil. Fishing and
mining are their chief occupations.

Buildings.—They have a comparatively poor class of log buildings.

Stock.—They have a few horses for saddle and packing purposes, and a few cattle.

Farm Implements.—They are supplied with implements for their requirements.

Education.—They have no means of education.

Religion.—They all belong to the Anglican Church. They have no cliurch-

building. When they can, they .attend at Lytton.

Characteristics and Progress.—A number of them are hard workers in those

jmrsuits which they follow, but they are unable to make much progress. They are

inoffensive and law-abiding.

Temi>erance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

LYTTON BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves, twenty-seven, of this band, which is composed of sev-

eral small bands, are dotted along both banks of the Fraser from Lytton to Xesikeep,

twenty-five miles above. The combined area is 10,292 acres, composed of table-land

and mountain slopes, where fruits, cereals and vegetables grow well with irrigation.

Further up from Lytton there is a fair amount of pasturage.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 463. There have been 18 births and 20

deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—No epidemic has visited these Indians. They have been

vaccinated. Their houses for the most part are roomy, well ventilated and lighted

and clean. Sanitary conditions are pretty well observed and water is pure.

Occupations.—These Indians are able to produce a good deal of grain, hay,

vegetables and fruit. They raise considerable stock, fish and hunt, mine, and work

as labourers, freighters and section-hands in various ways.

Buildings.—They have a very fair class of buildings, among them a number of

frame ones.

Stock.—They have horses—^some good work horses—but mostly of lighter build,

for pack and saddle horses, and some cattle.

Farm Implements.—They have a good supply* of such.

Education.—They have no means of education, except that afforded by an at-

tendance at All Harrows, Yale, and St. George's school, the latter started over a year

ago, near Lytton.

Religion.—They all belong to the Anglican Church. Their chief building is at

Lytton. They are very attentive.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are mostly very industrious Indians, and
they are making good progress in the cultivation of their land and improving their

dwellings.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

NICOMEN BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves, five in number, of this band are situated on both banks

of the Thompson river between Lytton and Cook's Ferry. They contain an area of

2,976 acres, consisting of bench and mountain lands of poor quality.
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Vital Statistics.—The population is 48. There have been 2 births and 2 deaths

during- the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Xo epidemic has visited these Indians, and their health

has been good. They have been vaccinated, and sanitary conditicms are favourable.

Occupations.—These Indians raise small quantities of grain, hay and vegetables;

fish and hunt, and raise a little stock. One of their chief means of living is mining
for gold.

Buildings.—Their buildings are of logs, and only of fair quality.

Stock.—They have a limited number of pack and saddle ponies, and a few cattle.

Education.—They have no means of education.

Religion.—They all belong to the Anglicai> Church, but have no building.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious in their way, but

little progress is apparent.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

NICOLA (lower) band.

Reserves.—The resei-ves of this band, to the number of thirteen, are located along

the Xicola river from near its mouth to Nicola lake. Hamilton Creek resea*ve is also

included. The total area is 3,191 acres, containing a good percentage of agricultural

and grazing lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 366. There have been 16 births and 15 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians has been good. No
contagious diseases have appeared among them. They have been vaccinated ; their

houses are well kept, and sanitary conditions generally are good.

Occupations.—These Indians farm and raise stock extensively. They fish and
hunt but little, and engage as labourers and cowboys. Their chief occupation, apart

from tilling their farms, is freight-hauling, for which they are well equipped with

horses and wagons. They do most of the freighting carried on between Cook's Ferrj'

and Similkameen.

Buildings.—They have a good class of buildings.

Stock.—They have good herds of superior horses. Some of them can turn out
as fine a four-horse freight team as can be found anywhere. They have also a num-
ber of good cattle. They have some fine stallions and mares for breeding purposes.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with all kinds of farm implements
usually required.

Education.—Xo means of education exists among them.
Religion.—The majority of them—three hundi-ed and thirty—are Anglicans

;

the remainder are Roman Catholics. The former have a good church at Mammet
reserve, and a small one at Zoht. The Roman Catholics have no building. All mani-
fest considerable interest in religious matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very industrious. Those occupy-
ing the Mammet reserve are among the most advanced in the agency in the cultivation
of their land. They are making substantial progress, and are improving their condi-
tion. They are law-abiding.

Temperance and Morality.—They are fairly temperate and moral.

NICOLA (upper) or SPAIIAMIX BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves, eight in number, of this band are located near the head
of Xicola lake and around Douglas lake. They have an area of 30,888 acres, com-
prising good farming land and some of the best grazing lands in the province.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 192. There have been 10 births and 10 deaths
during the year.

27—i—16*
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Health and Sanitation.—No epidemic has visited these Indians, and their general

health has been good. Sanitary conditions are most favourable. They have been

vaccinated.

. Occupations.—These Indians carry on mixed farming, and quite extensive stock-

raising ; they fish and hunt to some extent, and engage in freighting, and as labour-

ers and cowboys.

Buildings.—They have a good class of buildings, and are improving the same^i

Stock.—They have large herds of superior horses, and good herds of well-bred

cattle ; as good animals can be procured from these Indians as can be found any-

where in the coiintry.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with all necessary farm implements.

Education.—There are no schools among them. Some of them have been edu-
cated in the Kamloops industrial school.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church ; they have two good
churches, and they show a great interest in religious matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very industrious and up-to-date.

Many of them are in consequence well-off. Johnny Chilliheetsa, the chief, a model
Indian in every respect, has upwards of a thousand head of as good horses and cattle

as can be found on the majority of stock ranches. Jimmy Michell is also a well-to-do

Indian, and others in a lesser way could be mentioned.

Temperance and Morality.—They are exceptionally temperate and moral.

NESKAINLITH OR HALANT BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, numbering three, are located on the Thomp-
son river near Shuswap lake. They have an area of 6,996 acres, composed of good agri-

cultural, grazing and timber-lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 152. There have been 8 births and 10 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health has been good. Xo epidemic has ap-

peared, and sanitary conditions are good.

Occupations.—These Indians now farm extensively, and raise considerable stock.

They fish and hunt to some extent, and are employed as labourers in various ways.

Farming is their chief means of living.

Buildings.—They have a fair class of buildings, and are improving the same.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with all modern farm implements

and machinery.
Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very industrious, up-to-date,

peaceable and law-abiding. They have made very marked advancement in farming

since the completion of the irrigation ditches.

Temperance and Morality.—They are very temperate and moral.

NORTH THOMPSON OR CHUCHUQUALK BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are situated on the North Thompson river,

about fifty miles from Kamloops. The total area is 3,239 acres, comprising good farm-

ing and timber lands.

Health and Sanitation.—There has been no epidemic among these Indians. Their

houses are not' so roomy nor welL ventilated and kept as the majority of other bands.

The Indians do not occupy them much during the warm season.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 130. There have been 5 births and 5 deaths

during the year.

Occupations.—These Indians farm to some extent, mostly hay and vegetables.

They have no convenient market for produce. They raise soma stock. Fishing and

hunting, chiefly the latter, occupy much of their time as compared with other Indians.

They are employed as packers, labourers and cowboys.
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Buildings.—They have a comparatively poor class of buildings. Some little im-

provement is apparent lately. Lumber is scarce with them.
Stock.—They possess a number of fairly good hoi-ses and cattle.

Farm Implements.—They have sufficient farm implements.

Education.—They have no schools. Some have received instruction at the Kam-
loops industrial school.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church ; have one compara-

tively good building, and are among the most faithful adherents.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious in their way, but

somewhat nomadic, roaming a good deal through the wilds of this country. They are

making some progress in farming. They are a very peaceable and law-abiding people.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a highly temperate and moral band.

OKANAGAN OR NKAMAPLIX BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves, ten in number, of this band are located around the

head and both sides of Okanagan lake. They have an area of 29,790 acres, good farm-
ing and grazing land.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 238. There have been 12 births and 13 deaths
during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health has been very good. No epidemic
has prevailed. Sanitary conditions about their houses and villages are fair.

Occupations.—These Indians farm very extensively ; fish a little, work as farm-
hands and cowboys, and derive quite a revenue yearly from hop-picking in the vici-

nity ; they also raise considerable stock. They are the largest grain-producers in the

agency.

Buildings.—They have a very fair class of buildings, a good number of them
frame.

Stock.—They have numerous horses, adapted for all purposes, and some cattle.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with all kinds of farm implements,
including self-binders and a steam thresher.

Education.—There are no schools among them. Some attend the Kamloops indus-

trial school.

Religion.—All but one, the chief, Louis Jim, are considered Roman Catholics.

The chief appears to have a form of religion of his own—semi-pagan and Christian.

They have two churches at the head of the lake, and one at Duck lake. Those of one

section of them are strict adherents ; those of another pay little attention to church

matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very industrious, and they

farm very well. Some of them are inclined to be wild, and infractions of the law

have been frequent. They have improved considerably in this respect, and have a

wholesome dread of the consequences of disregarding the law. The profits from grain-
growing are not large, and consequently they do not do much beyond making a good

living.

Temperance and Morality.—Some of them have become addicted to the use of

intoxicants when such can be procured. Infractions of the law in this respect are,

however, pretty well looked after, and such offences kept at a minimum. The standard

of morality among them is probably not much above the average of Indians.

OREGON JACK CREEK (PASCO NEPA) BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, numbering seven, are situated on both

sides of the Thompson river, a short distance below Ashcroft, and on Oregon Jack
creek. The area is 2,380 acres, mostly inferior in quality.
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Vital Statistics.—The population is 20. There has been 1 birth and 1 death

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians has been good, and

sanitation is also good.

Occupations.—-These Indians raise some farm produce. They tish and hunt, and
work as labourers.

Buildings.—They have a fair class of log buildings.

Stock.—They have a fair proportion of stock, chiefly horses.

Farm Implements.—They have sufficient implements.

Education.—These Indians have no means of education.

Keligion.—They all belong to the Anglican Church. They have no building.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious, but are unable to produce

much from their land. They make a comfortable living.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

OSOYOOS OR KKAMIP BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, two in number, are located at the head of

Osoyoos lake and at the foot of Dog lake. They contain an area of 32,168 acres ;

there are some fair farming and fruit-growing lands, but the greater portion is

grazing.

Vital Statistics.—The population is TO. There have been 5 births and no deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—No contagious disease has visited this band. The death-

rate has been unusually low. Their houses are fairly clean, and other sanitary con-

ditions are good. The Indians have recently been vaccinated.

Occupations.—These Indians produce cereals, vegetables, and fruit, and raise

stock ; they fish and hunt, and work in various capacities.

Buildings.—The older style of buildings are poor log structures. More recent

ones show a decided improvement.

Stock.—These Indians have a good number of fair horses, and some cattle.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with farm implements.

Education.—They have no schools.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church, have one old-time

building, and are strict observers of religious duties.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are fairly industrious. Some of

them have nice fruit orchards, and raise considerable fruit, which commands a high

market. Within the year considerable planting has been done. Baptise and John
Stilkiah are the best examples in this respect. They are law-abiding.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

PENTICTON BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, .numbering three, are located at the foot

of Okanagan lake. No. 3 being on the west side of the lake twelve miles from No. 1 ;

they contain good natural meadows, excellent farming and fruit-growing lands, and
fine grazing lands. The total area is 48,694 acres.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 152. There have been 9 births and 4 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—No epidemic has visited these Indians, and there has

not been much sickness among them. Their houses are well kept, and sanitation is

good. They have been vaccinated.

Occupations.—These Indians engage in general farming, stock-raising and fruit-

growing ; fish and hunt, freight and pack and work as labourers and cowboys.
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Buildings.—Their dwellings of the older class are but medium. More recently

some very neat and comfortable houses have been built.

Stock.—They possess a goodly number of fair-class horses for different purposes,

and cattle of good quality.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with farm implements.

Education.—They have no schools.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church. They have one
respectable church-building, and show much interest in church matters.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and many of them are well-

to-do. They are located in the garden of the country. They are devoting considerable

attention to fruit-growing. Their condition has very much improved within the last

year or two, and better progress is being made.
Temperance and Morality.—Their habits of temperance have become decidedly

better, and thej' are a fairly moral people.

SHUSWAP (little LAKE) OR KUAAT BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves, five in number, of this band are located at the head of

Little Shuswap lake and on Salmon Arm. Their total area is 7,840 acres, the larger

proportion of which is timbered ; some open country and grazing- lands exist around
the head of Little lake.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 83. There has been 1 birth and 1 death
during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—There has been no contagious disease among them, and
their health has been unusually good. Sanitary conditions are good, and the Indians
have been vaccinated.

Occupations.—These Indians farm a little, chiefly on land which they have
cleared, raise some slock, hunt and fish ; sell wood from land which they are clearing,

or hold under permit, and work as labourers in various ways.

Buildings.—They have a good class of log and frame buildings.

Stock.—They have a limited number of suitable horses, and a few cattle.

Farm Implements.—They have a fair supply of farm implements.
Education.—There are no schools among them.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church ; have one excellent

church-building, and are good attendants.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are very industrious and law-
abiding. They are making good progress in the clearing of farms for themselves,
but they have not the advantages in this respect of many Indians.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a very temperate and moral band.

'.SIMILKAMEEN, LOWER AND UPPER BAXDS (CHUCHUWAYHA, ASHNOLA AND SHENNOSQUANKIN).

Reserves.—The reserves of these bands, numbering seventeen, are located along
the Similkameen river, from the boundary line to Princeton. The area of the lower
reserves is 19,472 acres ; and that of the upper reserves is 6,438, containing generally

good bottom, bench and grazing lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the Lower Similkameen band is 133. There
have been 5 births and 3 deaths during the year. The population of the Upper
Siniilkameen band is 49. There has been 1 birth and 2 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these bands has been good; no epidemic
has yisited then). They have been vaccinated, and sanitation is good.

Occupations.—These Indians faiTU and raise stock quite extensively, fish and hunt,

freight and pack and work as labourers and cowboys.

Buildings.— They hftve a moderately fair class of buildings, mostly of logs. Lum-
ber is now coming more into use in the construction of their dwellings.

Stock.—They possess a number of good horses and cattle.

Farm Implements.—They are supplied with all necessary farm implements.
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Religion.—They are all Eoman Catholics ; they have two churches, one at Chuch-

uwayha, and one at Shennosquankin, and they are religiously inclined.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and law-abiding
;

they are making good progress in farming and stock-raising. In the latter occupa-

tion, the brothers, William and Paul Terrobaskett, and Ashnola John take the lead.

Temperance and Morality.—They are fairly temperate and moral.

SISKA BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves, seven in number, are located on the Fraser river, a short

distance below Lytton. The area is 559 acres, mostly unproductive.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 32 ; there has been 1 birth and 1 death during

the year.

Health and Sanitation.—No epidemic has prevailed. Their houses are small and
not well ventilated. They are not much occupied during the warm season.

Occupations.—These Indians produce little from their lands; their chief occupa-

tions are fishing and mining.

Buildings.—They have not a good class of buildings.

Stock.—They have not much stock. The horses they have are for riding and
packing.

Farm Irhplements.—They have use for few.

Religion.—They all belong to the Anglican Church, and they attend the church

at Lytton, some six miles distant.

Characteristics and Progress.—There are a few able-bodied Indians among them,

and they do little more than get a living. They are law-abiding.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

SKUPPA BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are on the left bank of the Fraser river, be-

tween Lytton and Siska. They have an area of 268 acres, and are capable of pro-

ducing little.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 17. Other statistics have been included in

the Lytton band, with which they are identified.

SPALLUMCHEEN BAND,

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, three in number, are located on the Spallum-

cheen and Salmon rivers. They contain an area of 679 acres, mostly agricultural and
timbered lands. There are some good pasture-lands on Salmon river.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 144. There have been 8 births and 4 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—No epidemic has visited these Indians, their houses are

well kept, and sanitation is good. They have been vaccinated.

Occupations.—These Indians farm extensively, and raise some stock, fish and
hunt, and work as labourers in various ways. Their chief means of living is by farm-
ing.

Enildiiigs.—They have a good class of houses.

Stock.—They have a good class of horses, suitable for farm work, and a few good
cattle.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with modern farm implements and
machinery.

Education.—They have no schools.

Religion.— Tlicy are all Roman Catholics ; have a good church-building, and are

good-living people.
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Characteristics and Progress.—They are a very industrious band, and most of

them are comfortably well-off. They have adopted a civilized mode of life to a greater

extent than any of the other bands in this agency. They are peaceable and law-

abiding, associate and mingle more with the white population, and take an interest in

sport and matters generally affecting the community.

Temperance and Morality.—They are exceptionally temperate and moral.

SPUZZUM BAND.

]u^serves--The reserves, numbering six, of this band are on the Fraser river, some
distance above Yale. They have an area of 456 acres, containing small patches of

tillable land.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 15S. There have been 5 births and 7 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—No epidemic has visited them and generally their health

has been good. They have been vaccinated. Their houses are clean, and sanitation

is good.

Occupations.—These Indians produce small quantities of hay, fruit and vege-

tables. Their chief occupations are fishing, mining and working on the railroad.

Buildings.—They have a fair class of dwelling-houses.

Stock.—Their stock consists of a few small horses, for riding and packing, and a

few cattle.

Farm Implements.—They have sufficient farm implements for their requii;ements.

Education.—They have no schools on the reserve. Some have attended the public

school established at Spuzzum station, and at All Hallows, Yale. They have made
good progress, and are well-behaved and cleanly.

Religion.—They are about equally divided between Roman Catholics and Angli-

cans • they have two church-buildings, and are a good-living people.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious and law-abiding.

Their means of acquiring a living are limited, and progress is consequently slow.

Temperance and Morality.—They are very temperate and moral.

COLDWATER BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band, three in number, are located on the Cold-

water river, in the Nicola valley. They have an area of 6,276 acres, containing

farming, grazing and timber lands. ,

Vital Statistics.—The population is 110. There have been 7 births and 7 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—No epidemic has appeared among them, and the general

health has been good. The Indians have l)een vaccinated, and sanitation about their

houses and village is good.

Occupations.—These Indians farai and raise stock, fish and hunt, freight and

pack, and work in various ways as labourers.

Buildings.—They have a good class of buildings.

Stock.—Thjey have a number of good horses and cattle.

Farm Implements.—They are well furnished with farm implements.

Education.—They have no schools. Some have attended the Kamloops industrial

school.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church ; have a good church-
building, and are a very religious people.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are very industrious, steady and law-abiding

Indians. Violation of the law is almost unknown among them. They are making'
good progress in farming and improvements.

Temperance and Morality.—They are highly temperate and moral.
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GENERAL REMARKS.

The Indians throughout this agency are making steady progress in farming and

stock-raising. They have as good a class of stock generally as the average settler, and

take pride in having a good equipment. The Indian women as a rule are very in-

dustrious and assist materially towards the maintenance of the household by gathering

and preserving, in season, wild berries, which grow abundantly in all sections; Ly

the maniifacture of buckskin, and especially among the Fraser Indians of a very high

grade of cedar-root basket, and by working as domestic servants for white settlers.

The industrial school at Kamloops has been kept fully supplied with pupils, and

has been conducted very efficiently by the Rev. A. M. Carion, principal, and the various

departmental teachers and instructors under him. More particularly would I note

the care and f;t1eiitif.n given to the girls attending this institution. I do not think an

institution of this kind could be conducted under better management or kept in better

order than this has been.

The St. George's school for Indian boys, opened over a year ago, is an up-to-date

institution in every respect, and is well conducted. The attendance during the year

has considerably increased.

The Lytton Indian hospital has received and cared for more than the usual num-
ber of prfiients. Indians who have occasion to go to this institution receive the best

of skilled treatment and nursing. Dr. Wade, of Kamloops, is the monthly attending

physician. The assistant missionary, Mr. Peigh, is a medical student, and renders)

much assistance to the Indians in districts where the services of a i^hysician are not

available ; nor must I omit to mention the unvarying effort of the Venerable Arch-

deacon Small, for the benefit, comfort and uplifting of the Indians.

I have, &c.,

A. IRWIIT,

Indian Agent.

British Columbia.

KooTEXAY Agency,
Fort Steele, July 20, 190-4.

The Honourable ,

The Supeimtendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location of Agency.—This agency is situated in the southeast portion of British

Columbia, and is bounded by the Eocky mountains on the nortltand east, by United

States territory on the south, and by the Okanagan agency qti the west.

There are six reserves in the agency ; in addition, there is a reserve at the

Kootenay industrial school, and one at the agency office at Fort Steele.

ST. Mary's band, no. 1.

Eeserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the right bank of the

Kootenay river at the mouth of the St. Mary's river, and has an area of 17,425 acres.

Isidore's ranch, south of Fort Steele, contains 680 acres ;
Cassimayook's, south of

Fort Steele Junction, on the Crow's Nest Pass railway, 160 acres, mostly meadow-

land ; Bummer's Flat hay reserve contains 190 acres ; the Kootenay industrial school

reservj 33 acres ; and the agency office reserve, at Fort Steele, 11^ acres.
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Tribe.—The Indians of this band are Kootenays.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the band is 216, There were 7 births and 4

deaths, making an increase of 3 since my last rei)ort.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians has been good, and they have

been free from epidemics. The St. Eugene village, where the several bands usually

gather to attend the festivals of the Roman Catholic Church, was kept clean and free

from refuse, and vaccination was carefully looked after.

Occupations.—The Indians follow farming, stock-raising, packing, trapping,

hunting. and fishing, and the majority make a good living.

Buildings.—The buildings on the reserve are mostly of logs, some hewn very

neatly, and at the St. Eugene village new frame dwellings are yearly taking the place

of the unsightly and unsanitary shacks formerly occupied.

Stock.—Of late years these Indians improved their stock a good deal by the

intrf duction of a better class of stallions. They have a fairly large herd of cattle.

Farm Implements.—They are well supplied with farm implements, consisting of

ploughs, harrows, wagons, sleighs, mowers and rakes.

Education.—The Kootenay industrial school continues to do excellent work under
the care of the Rev. N. Coccola, O.M.I., as principal, with the Sisters of Charity as

co-workers. The pupils are taught reading, writing, arithmetic, spelling, geography
grammar, history and singing. The boys learn useful trades,—carpentry, shoemaking,
farming and the care of stock ; the girls, housekeeping, dairying, the use of the

sewing-machine, knitting and sewing. When at the village, the parents visit the school

regularly and appear to take an interest in the progress made by their children. The
principal finds no difficulty in keeping up the attendance, as there are usually a num-
ber of applicants seeking admission when a vacancy occurs.

Religion.—The Indians of this band are Roman Catholics, are most attentive to

their religious duties. At the village church of St. Eugene there is generally found
every Sunday a large and attentive congregation.

Chai'acteristics and Progress.—These Indians are industrious, and they are de-

voting more attention to their farms and stock.

Temperance and Morality.—They are very temperate, moral and law-abiding.

TOBACCO PLAINS BAND. XO. 2.

Reserve.—The reserve is at the international boundary, adjoining the State of

Montana. It has an area of 10,560 acres. It is mostly j>rairie-land that requires irri-

gation.

Tribe.—The Indians of this band are Kootenays.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 61. There were no births and 1

death, which makes a decrease of 1 during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians has been good, there having

been very little sickness amongst them. They kept their houses and the village very

clean, which in a great measure accounts for there being so few deaths.

Resources and Occupations.—They follow farming and stock-raising. A few trap,

hunt and fish.

Buildings.—The dwellings are of logs, and are warm and comfortable. They have

barns and sheds for their horses and cattle.

Stock.—They have a fairly good band of horses and cattle, which they are adding
to and improving from year to year.

Farm Implements.—They own ploughs, harrows, wagons, mowers and rakes, which
they carefully put under cover when not in use.

Religion.—These Indians are Roman Catholics, and arc zealous adherents to their

religion and attentive to their religious duties. They have a neat frame church in

their village, in which services are regularly held.
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Characteristics and Progress.—They are good farmers, keep their fences renewed,

and look carefully after the irrigation of their crops.

Temperance and Morality.—With the exception of one or two of the younger

men, these Indians are very temperate, and are a good moral living people.

LOWER COLUMBIA LAKE BAND, NO. 3.

Reserve.—The reserve is located in the Columbia valley, between Lakes Fairmont

and "Windermere and the Rocky mountains, and has an area of 8,456 acres. The land

slopes towards the lakes, and is easily irrigated, and is well watered by several creeks

nmning through it.

Tribe.—These Indians are Kootenays.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 80. There were 4 births and 2 deaths, making

an increase of 2 during the year. The deaths that occurred were from old age.

Health and Sanitation.—There was very little sickness in the band. The sanitary

condition of their houses is very good. During the summer months many of them live

in tents, which they move frequently, which accounts for their general good health.

Occupations.—They depend chiefly on farming for a livelihood. A few of the

older Indians follow trapping and hunting. During the harvest and threshing season

a number are employed to assist the white settlers.

Buildings.—Owing to the scarcity of lumber and the price asked for it, the houses

are principally of hewn logs, and they are very comfortable and convenient.

Farm Implements.—These Indians are well supplied with ploughs, harrows, mow-
ers, rakes and wagons, which are put away and protected when not in use.

Stock.—They have a nice band of cattle and horses and have several well-bred

stallions and bulls amongst their stack.

Religion.—They are Roman Catholics, and are most attentive to their religious

duties. They have a nice frame church on the reserve, where services are held regu-

larly every Sunday.

Temperance and Morality.—They are not given to intoxicants and are a moral
and law-observing band.

LOWER KOOTENAY BAND, NO. 4.

Reserve.—This reserve is in the "West Kootenay district, on the right bank of the

Kootenay river, three miles north of the international boundary line, at Port Hill,

Idaho. It has an area of 1,831J acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are Kootenays, and speak the same language as those on the

reserves in East Kootenay.
Vital Statistics.—The population is 1Y2, an increase of 4. There were 14 births

and 10 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—During the spring, grippe and pneumonia were prevalent,

which proved very fatal, especially amongst the children of the band. There is less

consumption than formerly, owing to the location of the new village, which is on a
high dry bench, and the better class of houses which have recently been built there.

Occupations.—They do some farming, but their principal industry is stock-rais-

ing. They hunt, trap and fish, and during the berry season they visit the different

towns around the Kootenay Lake camp and pick berries, which are readily disposed of.

In the neighbourhood of Creston, a town a short distance from the reserve, many get

employment clearing land. The Kootenay Reclamation Company employs a number
cattle-herding and haying.

Buildings.—During the year these Indians put up several new dwellings, a great
improvement compared with those they formerly lived in. They have a number of
fairly good sheds for their cattle.
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Stock.—They have a nice herd of cattle, which they provide well for by putting

up hay to feed them during the winter. They have a good local market for all the
beef they can raise.

Their ponies are not very valuable, and they are making but little effort to im-
prove them.

Fann Implements.—These consist of a number of mowers and rakes, a few
ploughs, wagons and sleighs.

Eeligion.—They are Eoman Catholics and are most devout and attentive to their
religion. They have now a nice new church at the village, where they assemble regu-

larly for worship.

Temperance and Morality.—As a rule they are a temperate and moral people,

SHUSWAP OR KINBASKET's BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the right bank of the Columbia river op-

posite Toby creek, in the Windermere district, and has an area of 2,759 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are Shuswaps who came from the Shuswap lake country
in the Okanagan agency many years ago. They speak the Shuswap language, and
many understand English.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 56. There were 2 births and 2 deaths.
Health and Sanitation.—These Indians have enjoyed good health. They have

very comfortable dwellings, which are well kept, and they wear suitable clothing for
the different seasons, which is the means of preventing chest and lung diseases, which
lead to consumption.

Occupations.—Their principal industries are farming, stock-raising, freighting,

hauling and packing ore. A few still trap and hunt during the winter and spring.

Buildings.—Their dwellings, barns and sheds are the best in the agency, and
compare favourably with those of their white neighbours.

Stock.—They have a good herd of cattle, and they take a great interest in their

horses, which they have much improved by the purchase of several good stallions.

Farm Implements.—They have the latest improved farm implements, such as
threshers, mowers, rakes, wagons, sleighs, ploughs and harrows, which are put under
sheds when not in use.

Eeligion.—They are Eoman Catholics and attend strictly to their religion. At
the church on the reserve services are held regularly and are well attended.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians continue to keep the lead as the

best farmers in the agency. They imderstand routin« cropping, and keep their fences

renewed from time to time.

Temperance and Morality.—They are very temperate and lead moral lives.

ARROW LAKE BAND^ NO. 6.

Eeserve.—The reserve is located on the west side of Arrow lake in the West Koot-
enay district, and has an area of 255 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians are Shuswaps and have lived and hunted for years along
the Columbia. They formerly made Fort Shepherd their camping-ground. They
speak the Shuswap and Okanagam languages, and understand English fairly welL

Vital Statistics.—The population of the band is 24. There were no births. Two
deaths from consumption occurred during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—With the exception of the two deaths mentioned, these

Indians enjoyed good health, and were free from sickness.

Occupations.—They follow hunting, trapping, fishing and berry-picking. They
occasionally get work on the steamers that run on the river, Eecently they have
been given several contracts for clearing and grubbing land, by an Englishman of

means, who purchased a farm adjoining the reserve. He expressed himself well satis-

fied with their work, and they afe likely to be employed by him from time to time.
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Buildings.—Their dwellings are very comfortable. They have no sheds or stables.

Stock.—They have no stock of any kind.

Fann Implements.—These consist of shovels, rakes and hoes.

Religion.—They are Roman Catholics, and when at Trail, Revelstoke or Nelson,

they attend church and strictly observe their religious duties.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are very industrious, and work when they can

get anything to do. They only cultivate small gardens.

Temperance and Morality.—They are strictly temperate, and are moral and law-

abiding.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The Indians, as a rule, are in a better condition than they have been for many
jears. They live well, and are clothed better than formerly, and there has been a

marked decrease in the deaths from consumption. They are steadily improving, and
are depending upon their own efforts to make a living.

The ex-pupils of the Kootenay industrial school have proved a great help to the

different bands to which they belong. They are good fanners, and handy with tools,

and find plenty of employment among their people.

I cannot close the report without bearing testimony to the support I have had
at all times from the Rev, N. Coccola, O.M.I., and his assistants at the St. Eugene's

mission, and also to the valued services rendei-ed to the Indians by the medical officer

of the agency. Dr. Hugh Watt.

I have, (fee,

R. L. T. GALBRAITH,
Indian Agent.

British Columbia,

KWAWKEWLTH AGENCY,
Alert Bay, July 12, 1904.

The Honourable, •

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my report on the affairs of this agency for the
fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location of Agency.—This agency extends from Cape Mudge on the south, to

Smith's inlet on the north; including all the islands between these two points; the
mainland from Bute inlet to Smith's inlet ; the east side of Vancouver island from the
50th parallel of latitude to Cape Scott, the extreme northwest point of the island.

Reserves.—The total area of the reserves in this agency is 17,052 acres. Although
nearly all the reserves are heavily timbered, the soil for the most part is rocky and
worthless for agricultural purposes.

Tribe or Nation.—All these Indians belong to and are branches of the Kwaw-
kewlth nation.

Vital Statistics.—The combined population of all the bands in this agency is 1,317
including men, women, and children ; showing a decrease of 28 for the past year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians during the past year has
been very poor. There has been no epidemic of any kind, the principal ailments being
pneumonia, bronchitis and consumfption. It will be noticed in the statistics that, al-
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though there has been quite a large number of births, there has been a still greater

number of deaths, resulting in a decrease in population throughout the agency of

twenty-eight. Every effort has been made to inculcate habits of cleanliness, and I am
pleased to be able to report considerable improvement in that direction during the past

year. The water-supply has been cai-efully looked after, and is now as good as one could

wish ; the absence of typhoid fever and similar diseases is pretty good evidence that

there is little or no sickness resulting from that source. Vaccination has been attended

to. but the effects of it on these Indians is so severe that it is most difficult to carry

out a thorough system in that direction. The principal cause of so much sickness and
the decrease in the population can be largely attributed to the habit of the Indians of

ccngregating in large numbers during the winter months; the insufficient shelter, and,

at times, scarcity of food leaves them in the spring, after a long siege, in a more or

less debilitated condition. An effort was made last April to break up this practice

and get the Indians back to their several homes, but the result was not altogether suc-

cessful.

Resources and Occupations.—The .principal occupation of these Indians is fishing.

During the salmon-run they fish for the canneries; the men handle the boats and nets

while the women and children work inside the canneries. They also do a little hand-
logging, cutting cord-wood, making canoes, and drying halibut and sea-weed, the latter

being one of their staple articles of food during the winter months. There is little

or nothing done in the way of farming as yet, although the Indians are beginning to

plant more gai'den stuff; being away from their homes during most of the summer
l)re('ludo5 the possibility of doing much in this line.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—Most of the houses of these Indians are

nothing more than shacks, being built of split cedar boards. The buildings are very
large, and are sometimes occupied by ten or a dozen families. There are several small
frame houses in almost every village, and they are, I am pleased to be able to say, in-

creasing in number; it is noticeable that those Indians living in small houses are much
more cleanly in their habits. These Indians have no farming implements and very little

stock. There are a few pigs, chickens, and ducks, owned by some of the Indians in
almost every band ; but the Indians of this agency depend almost entirely on hunting,
fishing and day-labour for a livelihood.

Education.—There are three day schools in this agency, besides a girls' home and
an industrial school for boys. The industrial school is situated at Alert Bay, Cormor-
ant island, on a reserve which has been set apart by the dspartmaut spacially for
school purposes, and is under the superintendency of Mr. A. W. Corker, Anglican
missionary, who is also school teacher and trade-instraetor. This school for some
reason did not do as well during the year just closed as formerly, there being less than
one-half the number of boys in attendance that there was during the preceding j-ear.

Mrs. Corker most efficiently fills the position of matron, the premises being kept scru-

pulously clean. The Alert Bay Girl's Home is situated within a quarter of a mile
from the industrial school, on mission proi^erty, and is also under the same superin-

tendent, Mr. A. \V. Corker, with Miss L. Humphreys in the capacity of matron. The
day school, situated on the Nimkish reserve at Alert Bay, is under the able

management of ]\[rs. E. J. Hall. This school has had a very good attendance during
the past year, and, although the attendance has been somewhat irregular, ihe effects

of the teaching are quite manifest. The children from the girls' home attend this

school. During the first half of the past year the Quaee day school has been presided

over by Miss L. Edwards, Anglican missionary; during the latter half, ^Mr. D. Wilson
has been in charge. Mi\ R. J. Walker, Methodist missionary, has, until within the last

few months, p'resided over the Cape ]\[udge day school. He retired about May 1, and
was succeeded by the Rev. Mr. Rendle. There has been anything but a good attend-

ance during the year.

Religion.—There is quite a commodious church at Alert Bay under the care and
management of the Rev. Mr. Hall, where quite a few Indians attend divine worship.
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Mr. D. Wilson, Anglican school teacher at Quaee, and Mr. K. I. Walker, Methodist

teacher at Cape Mudge, regularly conduct divine worship in their respective villages.

Temperance and Morality.—In respect to temperance, it is a pleasure to be able

to report a most decided improvement among the Indians. Vigorous action has largely

put a stop to the liquor traffic, and it is particularly gratifying to know that the In-

dians or, at least, quite a number of them, take a strong interest in trying to protect

their people from unprincipled white men engaged in this nefarious traffic. The same

may be said with regard to morality ; owing to the large number of logging camps and

licensed saloons scattered throughout the agency and the inefficiency of the police pro-

tection, it is almost impossible to keep liquor from them.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this agency have been quite peace-

able and quiet during the past year, except on one occasion, when an attempt was made

to break up their potlach at Fort Kupert; otherwise they have been doing very well.

As long as the different bands are kept separate and confined to their reserves, there is

no trouble; but when they all congregate in one village, as they are in the habit of

doing in the winter months, they are rather difficult to manage. It is pleasing, how-

ever, to note that the grip of their old heathenish customs is gradually weakening, and

that especially among the younger people there seems to be a growing disposition to

become more like white men.

General Eemarks.—These Indians always have been, and are yet, for that matter,

most antagonistic to the white race. The reason is probably because they have come

more in contact with the undesirable class of whites than any other of our Indians.

However, the effects of education, although very limited as yet, seem to be having an

influence on their minds, and will, no doubt, eventually solve the problem of civilizing

these Indians. In physique and intelligence these Indians are inferior to none on the

coast. The Indians of the Wewaiaikum and Wewaiaikai bands, located in the most

southern position in the agency, and who have probably suffered more from the proxim-

ity of logging camps and saloons than any others, seem to be the first to attempt

reform; and I am pleased to be able to say that during the past year they made most

praiseworthy efforts in that direction. Althoush none of the others have done as well,

I look confidently forward to a general advance during the ensuing year.

I have, &c.,

G. W. DeBECK,
Indian Agent.

British Columbia,

Northwest Coast Agency,

Metlakatla, July 25, 19044.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report respecting the affairs of this

agency for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—This agency extends from the head of Rivers inlet in the south to the

head of Nass river in the north, including all the islands and inlets on the coast and

extending up the Skeena river as far as the Kitsilas canyon ; it also includes Dolphin

island and the Queen Charlotte islands.

The total area of the reserves in this agency is 101,756 acres.
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SKIDEGATE BAND.

Eeserves.—The reserves of this band are situated on the Queen Charlotte islands,

and in close proximity to Skidegate inlet and have a total acreage of 1,551 acres. The
land generally is rough and unsuitable for agricultural purposes. The greater num-
ber of the small reserves are laid oft' for fishing stations.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Haida nation.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of this band is 233f the number of births

being 13 and deaths 7, showing a natural increase of 6 during the past year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the people in this tribe has been fairly

good during the past year, and no epidemic of a serious nature has appeared among
them and as usual most of the deaths have been from tuberculosis. During the latter

portion of the year a great many of them have been vaccinated and sanitary pre-

cautions have been taken at all times, and in general, their houses and surroundings

are kept fairly clean.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of these people are fishing, during the

spring and summer months, and hunting the rest of the year. They are particularly

fortunate in regard to employment, as at pi-esent two dog-fish oileries, one of which

is owned and controlled by themselves, are in operation, and a halibut saltery has been

established by some Nanaimo people this season ; besides this, a great many of the

people come to the Skeena river every season for the salmon fisheries ; the men readily

obtain employment fishing and the women are employed in the canneries filling cans,

&c., &c.

Buildings.— Considering that the Indians of this place are obliged to purchase

all their lumber from the mainland, and pay heavy freights for carrying it to the island,

they are to be commended for the substantial, warm and comfortable houses they have,

for, while it is time that abundance of timber is to be found on the Queen Charlotte

islands, no mill of any description has so far been built there.

Stock.—These Indians have very few cattle.

Farm Implements.—These people take little or no interest in agHcultural pur-

suits, therefore there is nothing to enumerate under this head.

Education.—On this reserve one Indian day school, under the direction of the

Methodist Church, is carried on. I regret to say that the parents in general do not

take the interest they should in education and that consequently the teachers encounter

more or less discouragement in this branch of the work ; however, the children of this

reserve are as bright and intelligent as other tribes in this agency, and, speaking gen-

erally, they are learning to speak English fairly well, and those that attend school are

making fair progress. Like all other day schools, the great drawback to advancement
is, that the parents are away so much of the year, hunting and fishing, &c., and that

therefore the children do not have a fair chance, many forgetting during the time
they are away the greater part of what they had learned, and to a large extent, particu-

larly with the younger children, the work has to be done over again, thereby giving

the teacher a great deal of unsatisfactory work.

Religion.—These Indians belong to the Methodist Church and have a good church
nicely situated on the Skidegate reserve. At present the pulpit is occupied by the

Rev. A. E. Watson, B.A., who acts as minister, doctor, and teacher, at this place.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Skidegate Indians in general may be classed as

fairly industrious, and are self-supporting, with the exception of a few old and sick

people. They are law-abiding and get along among themselves with but few domestic
troubles, which are common to all Indians.

Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are temperate and very little or no
trouble has arisen during the past year through immorality, and I am pleased to say
marked progress under this head has been made in recent years.'

27—i—17
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MASSETT BAND.

Heserves.—The reserves of this band are all situated on Graham island, one of

the Queen Charlotte group, and have a total acreage of 1,871^ acres. The principal

reserve is Massett, at the mouth of Massett inlet, on which the village of Massett

stands and where the people of all the reserves reside. The land in general is of a

level nature and in many cases well adapted for agriculture. Small reserves are

laid off at the mouths ftf the rivers for fishing purposes. Abundance of choice timber

of all kinds is to be found in close proximity to Massett.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of this band is 354, the number of births

being 26 and deaths 10, showing a natural increase of 16. This band shows the lar-

gest percentage of increase of population in the agency during the fiscal year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the people among this tribe has been ex-

ceptionally good during the past year, and no epidemic has visited them, outside of

grippe, mumps and children's diseases, common to Indians and whites alike, and most

of the deaths have been from old age and a case or two of tuberculosis. The natural

sanitary conditions are favourable. The Rev. W. E. Collison, the resident clergyman,

also gives this important matter his attention and the houses and suroundings are

therefore kept clean.

Occupations.—Like the Skidegate people the principal occupations of the Massett

.Indians consist of hunting and fishing, but they are less fortunate, I regret to say,

than their southern neighbours, as no fishing industries of any description have up to

Ihe present time been started in the vicinity of their homes, consequently they are

obliged to seek employment in other places during the entire fishing season. A num-
ber of them go to Southern Alaska, ISTass and Skeena rivers for the salmon fisheries.

As there are excellent halibut banks in the vicinity of Massett, and good dog-fish fish-

ing grounds, I trust in the near future some enterprising parties may turn their atten-

tion to this district, where they will find a people most willing to afPord them ample

help, and encouragement to start in diii'erent enterprises. Besides this the finest

quality of timber of all kinds is to be found there, and before long the timber industry

will open up on the island, and that will give other employment to these people. Many
of these people are also engaged fur-hunting and in the early spring fur-seal and sea-

otter hunting. The present year has been a failure as far as seal-hunting is con-

cerned, but some six or seven sea-otters have been taken and, the skins now being worth

about $500 each, this has greatly assisted them. Canoe-building, at one time a great

industry among these people and from which they derived a large source of income,

has gradually decreased, and is now largely a thing of the past, as the Columbia fish-

ing boat, universally used, has taken its place; therefore this source of revenue or in-

come cannot be counted upon in the future. More or less wood, silver, and gold carv-

ing, and fancy baskets are made by the older people during the winter months and

sold to traders and curio-seekers at fairly good prices.

Buildings.—Many good comfortable buildings are to be found on this reserve.

Stock.—A few of the Indians have taken advantage of the good grass-lands and

have quite a few horses and cattle, but up to the present they are of little or no

market value.

Farm Implements.—Under this head there is nothing of interest to state.

Education.—Here is to be found one of the largest Indian day schools in the

agency under the direction of Eev. W. E. Collison, who is ably assisted by Henry

Edenshaw, a native teacher of Massett. The interest taken by the parents in the edu-

cation of their children is more apparent than in most places and the children are

making fair progress. The building used for a school at present is totally inadequate,

but application has been made to the department for assistance in this direction this

year.

Religion.—The people of Massett all belong to the Church of England and a

splendid church stands on this reserve. The Rev. Mr. Collison, a native of British
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Columbia, who was born at Metlakatla, is the resident clergyman, physician and
teacher. This gentleman is esteemed by his people, as he speaks the Haida, Nishgar,

and Tsimpshean languages fluently, and has a thorough knowledge of medicine and
understands the Indian traits and characteristics, as only a man born and raised

among them can ; his work is very successful.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are fairly industrious and are pro-

gressing rapidly along the lines of civilization. They are a law-abiding, peaceful

people.

Temperance and Morality.—They are in general temperate, and very little trouble

is experienced among them from whisky. More or less immorality is to be found among
the Massett people, but they are improving greatly in this respect.

KINCOLITH BA^•D.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are situated on the lower Nass river, Port-

land canal, and Observatory inlet, and contain a total acreage of 5,135 acres, combining
a limited quantity of agricultural, grazing and timber lands, but largely mountainous
and rugged and of little or no use except for hunting. The smaller reserves are laid

elf principally for fishing purposes.

Tribe.—These people are all of the Nishgar nation.

Vital Statistics.—The total population is 251, and during the year there were
10 births and 10 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians during the past year has

been good, no epidemic of any kind appearing among them. Sanitary precautions

tinder the direction of the Ven. Archdeacon Collison are well observed ; Kincolith

compares in this respect favourably with any of the villages in this agency. Their

houses and surroundings are kept clean and in cases of sickness the Archdeacon, who
is their trusted physician, exercises every care in having destroyed all putrid or offen-

sive matter that would have a tendency to impair the health of others.

Occupations.—The principal occupations of these people are, fishing, hunting
and logging. During the cannery season the women are all employed in the several

salmon-canneries washing fish, filling cans, &e., &c.

Buildings.—The Indians on this reserve own many fine dwellings, and they are
quite modern in appearance and construction, and in many cases well finished both
as regards the exterior and the interior, and are warm and comfortable.

Stock.—Under this head nothing can be said, as such a thing as stock is unknown
on this reserve.

Farm Implements.—Outside of hoes, rakes, and garden tools, no implements
are owned by this band.

Education.—One Indian day school conducted under the direction of the Church
of England is situated on this reserve. As in most cases, the parents do not take the

interest they should in the education of their children, but a fair average attendance
is siiown from the quarterly returns, considering that the people are away so much
from home. The children of this reserve compare favourably with the children of

other reserves in the agency and make as good progress as most of the pupils in other

day schools.

Religion.—The members of this band are aU Church of England people, and have
one of the finest churches on the coast. The interior of the building is finished

throughout, a great portion of the work having been done by the Indians themselves,

and it certainly is a most creditable edifice. The Ven. Archdeacon Collison, who has
been associated with Indian work for over thirty years and who is beloved by his

people, and so highly respected on this coast by all classes and creeds, is their

pastor, doctor and teacher ; having a thorough knowledge of the language, speaking
it the same as a native, and having spent his lifetime among the Indians, he has
great influence among them for good.

27—i—I7i
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Characteristics and Progress.—The Kincolith Indians are on the whole a fairly-

industrious people, and, with the exception of a few old, blind or sick, are self-sup-

porting, and are making good progress along the line of civilization. While it is true-

that they are not accumulating any great amount of wealth, nevertheless they are-

surrounding themselves with more of the comforts enjoyed by the white man, wearing

good warm clothing and using the best of food and to a large extent enjoying many-
luxuries. Although they have no serious trouble among themselves, their nature is

to use any authority vested in them to the limit, and on this account more or less

jealousy often exists among them and domestic troubles of a trivial nature cause them
unnecessary anxiety.

Temi)erance and Morality.—Very little drunkenness has occurred among these

people during the past year, the principal reason being that special attention has been
given to guard closely and shut off any possible sources or means of supply ; if they

could easily obtain liquor, I have no doubt there would be more trouble than there-

has been. Morally this band, with one or two exceptions, stands high, and under
this head I must class them among the best in the agency.

LACHKALTSAP BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band is the Lachkaltsap reserve, having^

a total acreage of 3,955 acres, on which the village of Lachkaltsap stands, as well as

the villages of Andegulay and Kittex. Besides these large reserves several smaller
ones have been set aside for the people of the three villages mentioned, which are

used principally for fishing purposes. More or less of this land would be suitable for

mixed farming if cleared and cultivated, and some fair-sized timber is to be found on.

portions of it.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Nishgar nation.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of this band is 145, the number of birtha

being 7 and deaths 9, showing a decrease of 2 during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the people in this tribe has been only fair

during the year and some sickness during the spring was reported, particularly among
the children. Unfortunately during the past year they have had no clergyman, as the

Methodist Church has been unable to obtain a suitable man for this place ; therefore

the Indians had no one to advise them and dispense medicines at their villages, but

the Ven. Archdeacon Collison, of Kincolith, has always been ready and willing to

supply them with anything required when they come to him for treatment. No epi-

denvic of a serious nature has visited them during the year. Necessary sanitary regu-

lations are enforced by the council, and on my visits to the reserve, I found the

houses and surroundings fully up to the average.

Occupations.—In common with other Nass Indians, the principal occupation of

this band is fishing. During the early spring they are engaged in the oulachon fishing,

and extracting the grease from this fish, for which they find a ready market among
the traders and the interior Indians. The summer season they spend at the salmon

canneries, principally on the Nass river, where the men are engaged fishing, and the

women assisting to put the fish up. The rest of the year is spent in hunting and a few
are engaged attending to their gardens and they have some very good ones.

Buildings.—The dwelling-houses on this reserve are fully equal to those of any

of their civilized neighbours, one or two exceptionally fine dwellings being built on this

reserve.

Farm Implements.—Some little farm work is done on a very small scale by a

few of these people, but farming is still in its infancy, therefore no farm implements
of any account are owned by them.

Stock.—One or two enterprising Indians have started raising cattle on this re-

serve ; their success may induce others to make a start.
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Education.—On this reserve during the past year education has not received much
:attention, owing to the fact that they have no resident missionary. The Indian day
school on tlie reserve has been kept open, however, during a portion of the year, under
the direction of a native teacher.

Religion.—These Indians belong to the Methodist Church, and have a church and
manse on the reserve, which were built by the society; but having no resident mis-

sionary, they conduct their own services.

Chai-acteristics and Progress.—They are a fairly industrious people and are self-'

supporting. They are law-abiding, possibly a little over-anxious to exercise the au-

thority vested in them, and at times would like to exceed even that, but on informing
them how far their authority goes, I have had no further trouble with them on that

score ; however like most Indians, they require watching in that respect and at

times need a little sharp checking.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a very temperate band and little or no
trouble arose through intemperance last year among them. Morally there is no fault

to find with them.

ANDEGULAY. KITTEX AND KITWILLUCHSHILT BANDS.

Resei-ves.—Andegulay and Kittex are both situated on the Lachkaltsap reserve,

-and Kitwilluchshilt on the reserve of the same name, all being on the Nass.
Besides these reserves they have allotted to them a number of fishing stations. The

land in some places or patches is suitable for gardens, but speaking generally of it,

outside of the Lachkaltsap reserve, it is not suited to any extent for agriculture, and
no timber of any size is to be found except cottonwood.

Tribe.—The Indians on these reserves are all of the Nishgar nation.
Vital Statistics.—The total population of the three small villages and the number

of births and deaths during the past year are about equal.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians during the year has been good,
no epidemic of any kind visiting them.

In these villages sanitary conditions are fairly satisfactory, as the buildings are
situated close to the edge of the Nass river, and the Indians themselves take more
interest in having their homes clean than in former years.

Occupations.—Like all other ISTass river Indans, the principal occupations are
hunting and fishing, and the cannery managers have always given me to understand
that the Indians from these villages are exceptionally good workers and fishermen.
During the spring season they are also engaged in the oulachon fishing, and a large
amount of gi'ease is prepared for sale by them.

Stock.—No stock of any kind is raised by these Indians.

Education.

—

'No school or teachers are located in the villages of these reserves,

and apparently there is no desire by the Indians that there should be, as they are
quite satisfied with the old state of affairs as far as education is concerned.

Religion.—These Indians make no profession of any religion. They have no
clergyman living with them, neither do they attend services while away from their

homes, persistently sticking to their old ideas and customs ; nevertheless they are
just as honest and honourable as their Christian friends, but lack the advance-
ment and civilization of the Indians that have been taught under the direction and
teaching of the missionary and schools.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and absolutely self-support-

ing, but during the winter months they at times congregate and hold the old-time

festivities. They are law-abiding, harmless people and are ruled over at Andegulay
and Kittex by Chief Clather, a very fine old Indian, and at Kitwilluchshilt by Chief
We-ha, a man very much respected by his people; but, generally speaking, they are

making little or no progress.
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Temperance and Morality.—These Indians are reputed to be exceedingly fond of

liquor or substitutes made by themselves when they can obtain the necessary in-

gredients, but I must say that very few cases of drunkenness have been brought to my
notice among them, and no trouble of a serious nature. They are a fairly moral

people.

AIYANSH BAKD.

Reserves.—This band is located on the lower portion of the Kitlacdamax reserye,

•which has a total area of almost. 4,000 acres. Here we find one of the fiaiest re-

serves in this agency from an agricultural standpoint, the land being level and easily

cleared and the soil possessing all the qualities for mixed farming. Besides this they

have several small fishing stations that they use for taking salmon for food.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this village I have not yet recevied, but the
Kev. Mr. McCullagh informed me recently that they had a good increase from births

this year.

Health and Sanitation,—The health of this band during the year has been excep-

tionally good, no serious illness of any kind being among them. The sanitary arrange-

ments of this village are on modern lines and are as nearly perfect as can be made
among Indians. Their houses are well located, all having nice gardens, and the sur-

roundings present a healthy appearance.

Occupations.—In common with other Nass river Indians, the members of this-

band depend largely on fishing for a livelihood, and every spring take advantage of the

oulachon fishing, and during the summer months go to the canneries. During the

last few years the Rev. J. B. McCullagh has induced many of them to leave their

wives and children at home, to attend to the gardens or small farms which they are

slowly but surely getting under cultivation. After they return from the fishing, mostly

all of them are engaged clearing up their allotments, and I look for good results front

an agricultural standpoint on this reserve in the near future.

Buildings.—On this reserve, through the energy and enterprise of Mr. McCullagh
the Indians have a small saw-mill, and on all sides can be seen the wisdom of the out-

lay, for, removed from the mouth of the Nass river some sixty miles, it would be an

expensive and labourious work 'to get lumber up the river. The dwellings on this

reserve compare very favourably with the other villages; they are well built, warm,

and comfortable.

Stock.—These Indians have quite a few horses, cattle and sheep, and are making
a good start along the lines adapted to mixed farming.

Farm Implements.—The Indians of this reserve have some few farm implements^

Education.—On this reserve under the direction of the Church of England, one

day school is carried on, which is taught by a native teacher, and superintended by

Eev. J. B. McCullagh. The children are bright and intelligent and compare favour-

ably with other Indian day school pupils, but, as in the case of most pupils taught by
native teachers, they learn to speak very little English through the medium of the

schools.

Religion.—These Indians belong to the Church of England, and on this resei-ve

one of the finest churches in Northern British Columbia has been erected. The Rev.

J. B. McCullagh, who hase been pastor, physician and teacher for the last twenty years,,

ministers to these people, and there is no question of doubt that his work among the

Indians from all standpoints has been a marked success. On the opening of the

Aiyansh church the sum of $1,389 in cash was taken up at the opening services, every

dollar being subscribed by the Indians of this place.

Characteristics and Progi-ess.—The Indians of Aiyansh are among the most in-

dustrious in the agency, and no demands for relief have come from them during the

year. They are advancing step by step and in many instances have accumulated

some monej^ and, as before stated, have good comfortable homes.
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Temperance and Morality.—Little or no intemperance was reported among them

during the year, and morally they have an excellent record, all of which is largely due

to the strict regulations enforced by the Rev. Mr. McCullagh, J.P.

KITLACDAMAX BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are all situated at the head of the IN'ass river,

the principal reserve being the northern portion of the Kitlacdamax reserve, a divi-

sion having been made on this reserve last season between these Indians and the

Aiyansh band. Like the Aiyansh portion of this reserve, the land is superior agri-

culturally to any other reserve in the agency.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Nishgar nation.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of this band is 126 souls, 2 births and 3

deaths taking place during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band during the past year has been

good. The village being situated on high ground close to the river bank, the natural

sanitary conditions are favourable, and though these Indians have not yet come under

the influence of any religious denomination, they keep their houses clean and the

surroundings present a favourable appearance.

Occupations.—Fishing during the spring and summer season and hunting the

rest of the year comprise the actual employments of the Kitlacdamax Indians. A few
of them have gardens and raise small quantities of potatoes of the finest quality for

their own use, but up to the present they have paid very little attention to farming.

Buildings.^—Little advancement has been made under this head towards the erec-

tion of modern dwellings, but the old style Indian houses substantially built, airy and

comfortable apparently satisfy the Kitlacdamax Indians.

Stock.—A few horses and cattle are owned by them.
Farm Implements.—They own no farm implements.

Education.—There are no schools or teachers on this reserve and no desire is ex-

pressed by the Indians for them.

Eeilgion.—Xo churches or missionaries are to be found here and the Indians take

no interest in religion of any kind, and seldom, if ever, visit the church presided
over by Rev. J. B. McCullagh, at Aiyansh, although they respect and fear him, and in

many cases come to him for medical treatment and to transact business for them.
Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians, although termed heathens by their

Christian neighbours, are a fairly industrious people and are self-supporting, and to

my knowledge have never asked for relief. While it is true that they are less pro-
gressive than many of the Christian Indians, nevertheless they are above the average

heathen Indian. They at times show a disposition to be unfriendly with the Christian
Indians, but in some cases, possibly, the over-anxious Indian constxible, desirous to ex-

ercise his authority, may provoke them. I have found a tendency among some Indian
councils to try and carry their authoi'ity beyond their own reserves. I have always

dealt sharply with intruders.

Temperance and Morality.—Under the heading of temperance, I cannot report

as favourably on this band as I should wish, as they have been represented to me as

exceedingly fond of liquors, and as the sources of supply have been shut off from them
effectively, I am informed they make wine from the native berries and at times indulge

very freely in it. I have done my best on my visit to this distant reserve to locate

the supply, but without success.

Morally, they are, I consider, very good, as little or no domestic troubles of any

kind have been brought before me by them.

PORT SniPSOX BAND.

Reserves.—The principal Indian reserve in this agency from the standpoint of

size is the Tsimpsean reserve, which contains a total acreage of 57,742 acres, the
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northern half having been laid off for the Port Simpson band. Besides this large

leserve, they have" had many fishing stations laid off and surveyed for them on the

Skeena river and other points. While it is trne that these Indians have a large stretch

of country, the land in general is unfit for cultivation and contains little or no market-

able timber. Portions of it, however, would be suitable for raising cattle, but the long

Avinters would not permit of its being profitably turned to this account.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Tsimpsean nation.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band during the year has been ex-

ceptionally good, and although small-pox suspects on two different occasions were land-

ed within the borders of the reserve, and many of the Indians came in direct contact

Avith it, not a single case developed, largely due to the strict quarantine regulations

enforced and the thorough fumigation of all clothing. Many of these people werte

also vaccinated during the scare.

Occupations.—In common Avith all Coast Indians, the Tsimpseans depend largely

for a living on fishing. During the spring many of them go to the Nass for the

oulachon fishing, and about June 1, commence to prepare for the salmon operations

on the Skeena. The men are good fishermen and the women earn good wages in the

canneries ; consequently they are much sought after and the demand for them i!g

always in excess of the supply. They also to some extent are engaged in logging for

the local mills and many of them follow hunting during the winter. Outside of a

few gardens these people take no interest in agriculture.

Buildings.—Under this head the band stands pre-eminent among the Indians of

this agency, and I believe in the province, having in the vicinity of two hundred

modern, substantial, and in numerous cases handsome dwellings. The workmanship
on many of the buildings is most creditable.

Stock.—This is an unknown quantity in this band.

Farm Implements.—They have no farm implements.

Education.—This reserve may be termed the home of the schools in this agency

under the direction of the Methodist Church, at Port Simpson, for here are the

Crosby Girls' boarding school, the Indian Boys' boarding school and a large Indian

day school. The work of the Crosby Girls' Home among the Indian girls of this

agency is second to none, as under the direction of Miss Paul, the principal, and a

capable staff of assistants, this excellent and well-appointed institution is doing a

grand work among them, in preparing them and advancing them in all branches of

learning and industrial Avork, more particularly in training and fitting them for the

duty of wives and mothers. At the present time forty-five Indian girls are domiciled

in this home.

The Port Simpson Indian Boys' boarding school, with some twenty odd pupils,

under the direction of Principal Richards, is also situated here and is doing good

Avork among the boys.

The Indian day school is at present under the direction of Miss Stevenson, a most

capable teacher. The building now used for this Avork is not suitable, being very old

and not adapted for this Avork.

Religion.—On this reser\'e the Methodist denomination has for many years car-

ried on religious work among the people, and has a fine church on the reserve. The
Salvation Army also has a large following here and a good building in Avhich serAdces

are held. This year religious work has also been started among these Indians by the

Seventh Day Adventist society of British Columbia, Besides this the Indians them-

selves conduct a Church Army, Epworth League, Band of Workers, and other reli-

gious services. In connection with the Methodist Church work here it Avill be in

order to state that the Port Simpson Indian hospital, situated close to the reserve,

Tinder the direction of W. T. Kergin, Esq., M.D., Medical Superintendent, and a most
efficient staff of nurses, is doing a good work among the Indians of the northern por-

tion of this agency. At all seasons of the j-^ear Indian invalids can be found receiving

treatment at this modern and Avell-equipped institution.
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Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians, as is well known, are among the

most enlightened and advanced Indians in the west, and are self-supporting and live

in a condition of comfort and independence. They are good workers, and, if they had

an opportunity of working the year round, would accumulate property and money ;

but the great drawback to them is the short season, and the lack of employment after

the fishing season ends. With the prospect of a railway coming to this vicinity, I

look for many of them to turn their attention to railway w'ork, and they will be found

capable and reliable workmen once they become acquainted with the work.

Some few of them own and operate a small salmon cannery on the Skeena river,

and another company owns a small saw-mill on "Works canal.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a sober people and my impression is would

not be addicted to the use of liquor to excess if they had the privilege of obtaining it

the same as whites. Morally they are fully equal to any Indians in the agency and

have a good record for the past year.

METLAKATLA BAXD.

Reserves.—Occupying the southern half of Tsimpsean reserve and situated on

Metlakatla bay is the old historic village of Metlakatla, the home of the Metlakatla

Indians. This reserve being the southern half of the Tsimpsean reserve including

Digby, and Tugwell islands, has an acreage of something over 25,000 acres. The land

to a great extent might be called worthless, a great portion of it being of a swampy
muskeg nature ; but on the small islands in Venn passage and on Digby island some

excellent soil is to be found and on these many good vegetable gardens are located.

Some fair-sized timber can also be found in patches on this reserve.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Tsimpsean nation.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good during the year

and no serious sickness, outside of the ordinary children's diseases and one or two

cases of tuberculosis, has prevailed here. The sanitary conditions here are equal to

if not in advance of those of most Indian villages. The Rev. J. H. Keen and Princi-

pal John R. Scott of the Metlakatla industrial school attend to the requirements of

the sick from a medical standpoint, with much success. Many of this band have been

vaccinated this year.

Occupations.—Fishing forms the principal occupation ; a few of them are en-

gaged logging and working in the mills and most of them have potato gardens. This

with the time spent in securing food is about the extent of the work they do. Pos-

sibly a little boat-building and carpenter work may be added, but this is carried on
to no great extent.

Buildings.—The buildings of the people on this reserve are in most cases modern,
warm and comfortable, but in appearance they do not compare with the homes of their

Port Simpson friends.

Stock.

—

"No stock is now owned by the Indians on this reserve.

Farm Implements.—Outside of garden tools, no farm implements are owned by
them.

Education.—This reserve may well be described as the seat of learning in Northern
British Columbia, for the government industrial school for boys and girls is located

here, under the direction of Mr. Scott, principal, who has ruled the destinies of this

school for a number of years and has laid the foundation of learning for so many In-

dian youths. Miss Davies, the matron, a lady who gives her services without any pe-

cuniary reward, and sevei-al lady assistants, attend to the girls' branch of this institu-

tion. They are taught by Miss Jackson at the Indian day school, a most competent

teacher. Besides these schools, the White Home for the education of white and half-

breed children is located here, and during the school tenn, from all the schools about 150

children can be seen daily.
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Vital Statistics.—The total population is 194. There were during the year 5

births and 6 deaths.

Religion.—True to their first love, the Indians of this band remain faithful to the

Church of England. The Eev. J. H. Keen, their pastor, who fonnerly was associated

with Indian religious work at Massett, who has mastered both the Haida and Tsimpsean

languages and who has devoted his life to this work, takes a deep interest in the wel-

fare of the Indians.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians on this reserve are not as energetic

and enterprising a body as many other bands in the agency ; being naturally of a con-

tented and happy frame of mind, and many of them being descendants of parents of

rank, they do not take to hard work, in many cases, with any degree of friendship.

They are making little progress in the way of accumulating weath or improving their

property, but there are individual cases of enterprise among them. Two small clam-

canning canneries are owned by them and operated during the winter months. They

have also two fairly well-stocked stores in this village.

Temperance and Morality.—ISTo trouble of any description has arisen in this band

this year through intemperance; morally they are practically without fault.

KITKATLA BAKD.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band is situated on Dolphin island, sur-

roimded by the waters of Hecate strait and Ogden channel, and with eighteen smaller

fiphing reserves, makes a total area of 4,640 acres allotted to this band. The land com-
prising these reserves is suitable only for hunting, and fishing operations at the mouths

of the streams. No timber of any size or value is to be found on them.

Vital Statistics.—The total population is 208, the number of births and deaths

during the year being equal.

Tribe.—This Band belongs to the Tsimpsean nation.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been fully up to the average,

and while there is still room for sanitary improvements, they keep their houses fairly

clean.

Occupations.—These Indians may be called hunters, although they follow fishing

during the salmon season, and their women are engaged in common with other Indian

women working in the canneries during that period. Nevertheless, the principal earn-

ings of the Kitkatla Indians are derived from hunting fur-seal and other animals. A
few of them engage in hand-logging at certain seasons.

Buildings.-—In this respect the Indians of this band are deserving of credit. They
have some very good comfortable houses of modern build and one or two good public

buildings.

Stock.—No stock is owned by these people.

Farm Implements.—They have no farm implements.

Education.—One day school, under the direction of the Church of England, is

located on this reserve. The parents take little or no interest in education; the prin-

cipal reason for this is that they are away the greater portion of the year. Therefore

the teacher receives many set-backs in trying to teach the children under these cir-

cumstances.

Religion.—The Church of England, under the direction of Rev. R. W. Gurd,

who acts in the capacity of pastor, physician and teacher to this band, flourishes here,

and is the sole religion of these people. A fine church, well appointed, is situated

on this reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this reserve are a very industrious

class of people. They are proud and haughty and often desire to exceed the authority

granted them. Their disposition is not particularly amiable; while they have advanced
in many ways, the Indian nature and traits largely dominate them.
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Temperance and Morality.—They are not given to the use of alcohol to any great
extent. Morally they are quite up to the average.

PORT ESSINGTON, KITSUMKELUM AXD KITSELAS BANDS.

Reserves.—The reserves of these Indians are all situated on the Skeena river. The
Port Essington special resei've adjoins the town of Port Essington, and in time may
become valuable property, as this point is looked upon as the gateway to the interior

of JSTortheru British Columbia. Kitsumkelum reserve is situated up the Skeena river

some seventy miles, and at Kitselas canyon is the i-eserve of the same name. Some
good agricultural land as well as timber of fairly good size is to be found on these

reserves; more especially is thi"s the case with the Kitselas reserve.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these bands has been good during the

year. Sanitary conditions have not been as satisfactory at Port Essington as I should

wish, but during the coming year I purpose forming a council at this place and in this

manner will improve existing conditions.

Occupations.—These Indians depend on fishing and hunting, working at the can-

neries, saw-mills and on river steamboats. Some of them are engaged at hand-log-

ing and other work.

Buildings.—They have very good comfortable dwellings.

Stock.—They have no cattle or horses.

Farm Implements.—They have no farm implements.

Education.—On the Port Essington reserve one of the best Indian day schools

in this agency is conducted under the direction of Miss Tranter. The children at-

tending this school remain home the greater portion of the year and the advancement

they have made under Miss Tranter's teaching is absolute proof that with a good

teacher and good attendance Indian children are capable of learning rapidly and

thoroughly.

Eeligion.—The Methodist Church under Rev. D. Jennings, and the Salvation Army
carry on religious work here.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians in this band residing at Port Essing-

ton are not disposed to be troublesome, and are a fairly liberal-minded lot, and are

making slow progress. The Indians of Kitsumkelum and Kitselas are only average,

and easily disturbed over their own religious and domestic troubles. They are mak-

ing slow progress.

HARTLEY BAY AXD CHINA HAT BANDS, OR KITKAHTA AND KITASOO BANDS.

Reserves.—The reserves of these bands are situated in the Coast district, and are

not adapted for agriculture. Some good timber is scattered over some of them and
they are all good hunting-grounds.

Health and Sanitation.—The Indians living in these villages have been healthy,

and sanitary arrangements satisfactory. No epidemic or serious illness has been among
them during the year.

Buildings.—They have good comfortable modern and well-built dwellings in both

villages, mostly of the cottage type, which are well adapted for Indian houses.

Occupations.—The Indians living on these reserves are occupied almost constantly,

fishing in season, at other times logging and hunting. All have small gardens, from
which they produce potatoes enough for their own use.

Education.—Indian day schools conducted by Rev. George Reid at Hartley Bay,
and Rev. George Edgar at China Hat, are kept open a greater portion of the year.

The parents take some little interest in the education of their children, and they are

making fair progress. These schools, having no government assistance, are at a dis-

advantage, but under the circiimstances are making a good start.
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Religion.—The Methodist Church Society has a nice church on each of these re-

serves and at China Hat the Eev. George Edgar, a native clergyman, resides, acting

as teacher, 'physician and pastor to this band. At Hartley Bay, Rev. George Reid, who
has been actively engaged for some years in Indian vpork, acts in the same capacity.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians on these reserves are industrious, and.

self-supporting. They are a quiet, inoffensive people and are raaking some progress.

Temperance and Morality.—Little or no trouble is caused by these people through
intemperance. Morally they are equal to any of the other Christian Indians.

KITLOPE BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this small band are situated on Gardner channel. Coast

district, and are of little or no value from an agricultural standpoint. Small quanti-

ties of timber are scattered through them, but it has no commercial value.

Vital Statistics.—No births took place during the year in this band and three

deaths occurred.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these Indians lias been fair and no epi-

demic appeared among them. The sanitary conditions do not receive the consider-

ation they should. They are a heathen band and careless in this respect.

Buildings.—Their dwellings are of an inferior class, and are not inviting in their

appearance, either from the exterior or interior view.
Religion.—ISTo missionary is stationed here. The Rev. George Raley, of Kitamaat,

pays them periodical visits, but they take little interest in religion.

Education.—They have no school.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are inclined to be of an indolent nature and
might be termed a happy-go-lucky lot, are fair hunters and are self-supporting. They
are making little or no progress.

Temperance and Morality.—These people are fond of intoxicants and have even
resorted to the manufacture of a kind of ' hootch.' During the year I seized and des-

troyed a small still of their own manufacture. Morally they are not to be found
very much fault with.

KITIMAAT BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this band are all situated in Douglas channel and are
the poorest reserves and of smaller dimensions according to the size of the band than
iiny other in the agency. They contain no farming land and no timber of any value.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good. Sanitary con-
ditions, however, might be improved. The general appearance of their homes is

satisfactory from the outside, but the interior lacks the cleanliness and attention
desired.

Buildings.—Many good modern dwellings have been built on this reserve, and the
workmanship on some of the newer ones reflects credit on the owners.

Stock.—The Indians of this reserve have no stock.

Occupations.—Although somewhat removed from the principal salmon rivers on
this coast, these Indians derive a large part of their incomes from fishing. They are
employed every season at the salmon fisheries by the Rivers Inlet canneries. Besides
this, they engage in hand-logging for the Port Essington saw-mills, and do consider-
able hunting during the winter months. They raise a few potatoes for' their own use.

Education.—One day school under the direction of the Methodist Church and the
superintendence of the Rev. George Raley, is kept open during the greater part of the
year. The parents ave no exception to other Indians in respect to the interest they take
in the education of the children. The pupils are fully equal to the other children in
the southern parts of the agency, but like all other day schools, the parents being away
so much, it is difficult for the teachers to make a good showing for the amount of
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labour spent. On this reserve is located the Kitimaat Indian girls' home, the property

of the Methodist Missionary Society, which under the direction of Miss Long, matron,
is doing good work among the Indian children of this part of the agency.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this reserve are fairly industrious,

requiring but little assistance except in the case of the old and deformed. They are
considered very good workers, and are peaceable and law-abiding. They are of an
independent nature and inclined to look upon whites with distrust as regards their

dealings with them. They are making some progress and may be counted among the
advanced Indians of the coast.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a temperate people, and morally give little

trouble.

Religion.—The Methodist Church for many years, under the direction of Rev.
George Raley, has successfully battled with the religious problem among this tribe.

On this reserve is a fine church finished throughout. Mr. Raley may be mentioned
among the men who have given a number of years of their life, for the advancement
of Indians on this coast, having suffered many privations and hardships, while he
might have enjoyed for himself and family the comforts and pleasures of civilization,

being a man of ability and advanced ideas.

BELLA BELLA BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves of this important band are situated in the Coast district

and comprise a total acreage of 3,372 acres, the principal reserve being the Bella Bella.

The land, generally speaking, is not adapted for agriculture, but the small reserves

contain many patches of suitable soil for the production of good vegetables. Some
fair-sized timber patches are scattered throughout the reserves, but to no great extent.

The small reserves are valuable as fishing stations, and many of them are used for

this purpose.

Vital Statistics.—The total population of this reserve is 322, the number of births

during the year having been 16, and deaths 21.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the Indians in this band the past year has
been good, and there was not any contagious disease of a serious nature prevalent.

Sanitary precautions are always taken by Dr. R. W. Large, and any infringements
of the bj'-laws are dealt with by the council. The premises of these Indians present
a respectable and healthy appearance. A number of them have been vaccinated during
the year.

Under this head may be mentioned the Bella Bella Rivers Inlet hospital, under
the medical direction of Dr. Large and his staff of trained nurses. This institution

is pleasantly situated in the centre of the village, facing the bay, with a southern

aspect, and is a most modern, well-equipped hospital. Indians from the southern part
of this agency, and the Kwawkewlth agency, can at any time of the year be found!

receiving treatment at this institution.

Occupations.—Fishing, hunting, logging and boat-buildiilg are the principal occu-

pations of this band. The spring and early summer is spent in fur-seal hunting,

principally at Goose islands and the surrounding waters. During the summer season
they are engaged in fishing and assisting in canning work at Rivers Inlet and Namon.
In the fall and early winter many of them are engaged logging for the Rivers Inlet

mill.*, and the remainder of the year is taken up in hunting, boat-building, &c., &c.

Buildings.—The buildings of this band, considering that they have only been
about three or four years in their new village, are most creditable and will in time
compare very favoui'ablj' with any of the dwellings owned by Indians in the agency.
They are modern in construction and appearance, and as they get the interior of them
completed, will be warm and comfortable.

Stock and Farm Implements.—They have no stock nor farm implements.
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Education.—This band has one day school under the direction of Miss Beatty.

The building is a new one, and well suited for this work. The parents take some

little interest in the education of their children, but, like all other Indians, do not

consider it absolutely necessary for them to be educated. The children are making the

average progress of day school pupils.

Eeligion.—This band are all of. the Methodist faith, Dr. Large is their pastor, and

they compare very favourably from a religious point of view with any other Christian

bands in the agency.

Characteristics and Progress.—This tribe may be classed as industrious. They
are law-abiding and fairly intelligent. They are making good progress, have a good

wharf on the reserve, at which all the steamers desiring to do so can berth, own a

steam saw-mill, for which they paid some $3,000 cash, and are deserving of praise for

their energy and perseverance in carrying out anything they undertake.

Temperance and Morality.—They are very little addicted to the use of intoxi-

cants ; morally they compare favourably with other bands.

KE-AISQUIT, TALOMEY AND BELLA COOLA BANDS.

Reserves.—The Kemsquit reserves are located at the head of Dean channel and

contain a total area of 930 acres. The Talomey and Bella Coola reserves are located

on the southern, and northern arms, respectively, of Bentic arm, and contain a total

area of 4,007 acres. The Kemsquit reserves contain some agricultural land and fair-

sized timber, but the soil is not well adapted for farming, being of a gravelly nature.

Much good soil is distributed through the Talomey reserves, and some excellent

timber. The Bella Coola reserve is beyond doubt the most valuable reserve, according

to its acreage in this agency. The finest soil, and excellent timber, with good tidal

flats, producing excellent grass, describes as nearly as possible the natural features of

this reserve.

Tribe.—These bands are all of the Talomey tribe.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the Kemsquit band is 69 ; no births and 1

death occurred during the year.

The population of Talomey is 26, 1 birth and no deaths taking place during the

year.

The population of Bella Colla is 198, with 5 births and 10 deaths taking place.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these bands has been fair, no epidemics

or serious outbreaks taking place during the year. Sanitary arrangements are far

from being astisfactory. Although Dr. Spencer, who acts as medical missionary, does

all he can to instruct and advise them with regard to the necessity of keeping their

houses and surroundings clean, still they cling to their old habits and customs and ap-

pear to have no desire to get rid of filth. Fortunately, however, the old village is

built close to the river bank, and the rise and fall of the river greatly assists to remove
garbage, &c., &c.

Occupations.—These tribes are all engaged during the summer season, fishing at
the salmon canneries and also do considerable logging for local mills. They all have
potato gardens and raise, besides what they require for their own use, a few potatoes

for sale, but hundreds of acres of the finest land remains untouched. The Bella Coola
Indians, however, in a few individual cases, are being brought to realize the vaiule oi
their reserve, and more interest in manifested. They do considerable hunting in the
winter season.

Buildings.—At Kemsquit there are individual cases of improvement in this line,

but the majority of them are content with the old Indian home.
At Talomey and Bella Coola the same remark would apply ; Bella Coola possibly

showing a little advancement.

Stock.—They have some cattle and horses at Bella Coola.
Farm Implements.—Very few farm implements are owned by them.
Religion.—At Talomey and Kemsquit they have no missionary or churches and

show no desire to accept any religion. At Bella Coola, Rev. Dr. Spencer is meeting
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with a small degree of success, but these tribes are exceedingly slow in their desire

to change or forget their old ideas and customs, and it certainly is discouraging work
to the missionary to labour with them, but if perseverance and pluck will accomplish
the object in view. Dr. Spencer will yet be successful in bringing them to realize
that it is in their interest to adopt and accept religious teaching.

Characteristics and Progress.—I can class these Indians as neither industrious
nor indolent. They are law-abiding, peaceable and friendly towards the whites, and
have some good qualities, they are generous and lack to a large extent jealousy among
themselves, which is so common to Indians elsewhere. They are making little pro-
gress, but are self-supporting.

Temperance and Morality.—They are exceedingly fond of liquor, and they give
much trouble through the manufacture and use of wines made from the native ber-

ries. Morally the standard is not high.

OWEEKANO BAKD.

Eeserves.—The reserves of this band are located at the head of Eivers' inlet and
contain a total acreage of 1,761 acres. The land, with the exception of a few patches,
may be classed as worthless, except for hunting and fishing purposes.

Tribes.—This band belongs to the Oweekano tribe.

Health and Sanitation.—They are a fairly healthy people. Sanitary conditions
prevailing among them are not as they should be, and no matter what pressm-e is

brought to bear on them, they take little or no interest in this matter.

Occupations.—Fishing, hunting, and occasionally a little logging are their prin-
cipal employments.

Buildings.—Their buildings are mostly all of the old Indian style, which may be
considered a good thing for them, as this tribe has shown no improvement in other
directions, and the old style house is roomy and admits of pure air in all directions.

Stock and Farm Implements.—They have no stock nor fai-m implements.
Education.—They have had no school, but at the present time the Methodist

Missionary Society contemplates again trying to do something for them.
Eeligion.—Eev. Mr. Bromwick, formerly of Skidegate, has within the last two

months started religious Work among them.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are indolent and, I am informed, are poor
workers, and yet are self-supporting and make a good living. They make no attempt
at advancement, being apparently contented to remain Indians in every sense of the
word.

Temperance and Morality.—They are fond of liquor and at every possible chance
obtain it. They have given some trouble through the manufacture of a kind of
^ hootch ' which intoxicates them.

GENERAL REMARKS.

During the year we had the pleasure of an official visit from Mr. A. W. Vowell,

India i Superintendent for the province, and Mr. Ashdown H. Green, Surveyor, who
in C( mpany with myself attended to survey work on the Nass and Skeena rivers.

Dr. T. A. Wilson, of Port Essington, is kept busy with medical work among the

Skeena river Indians, and during the fishing season with Indians from other parts
of the coast coming to him for treatment.

The year just closed has not been an exceedingly prosperous one for the Indians

generally. Salmon fishing on the northern rivers has on the whole been below the
average. The decline in the price of furs this year has also been a serious drawback

to them. Nevertheless, I am pleased to report that comparatively little relief was
required throughout the agency.

I have, &c.,

GEO. W. MOEEOW,
Indian Agent.
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British Columbia, >

West Coast Agency,
Alberni, July 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the affairs of this agency,,

for the year ended June 30, 1904, as follows :

—

Location of the Agency.—This agency extends from Otter point to Cape Cook, a

distance of two hundred miles along the west coast of Vancouver island.

Tribe or Nation.—The Indians of this agency belong to the Aht nation, and con-

sist of eighteen tribes.

Reserves.—The eighteen tribes have one hundred and fifty reserves and fishing

stations, aggregating 12,390 acres, or about five acres per head of population. There
are two large reserves in Barclay sound ; one at Alberni, belonging to the Tsesaht tribe,

containing 1,030 acres ; and the other at Numukamis Sarita vaUey, belonging to the

Ohiat tribe, containing 1,Y00 acres. The acreage of the other reserves ranges from two

acres to 250 acres each ; the majority of these reserves are rocky, timbered, or tidal

lands given for village sites and fishing stations, with only patches of land suitable for

cultivation.

^

tsesaht band.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Tsahaheh (No. 1) and is situated on the west bank of the Somas river at Al-

berni, and comprises an area of 1,030 acres. The total ai'ea of all their resei-ves is-

1,458 acres.

OPITCHESAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, i&

named Ahahswinnis (No. 1), and is situated, on the east bank of the Somas river, at

Alberni, and comprises an area of 96 acres. The total area of all their resei-ves is 422

acres.

HOWCHUKLISAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, i&

named Elhlateese (No. 3) and is situated at the head of Howchuklisaht harbour, Al-

berni canal, and comprises an area of 400 acres. The total area of all their reserves is

575 acres.

OHIAT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserves of this band, and where the Indians reside, are

Ahadzooas (No. 7) and Haines island (No. 8) and are situated at the eastern entrance

of Barclay sound, and comprise an area of 145 acres. The total area of all their re-

serves is 2,671 acres.
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TOQUAHT BAND.

Reserve.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Mahcoah (No. 1) and is situated at Village passage, Barclay sound, and com-

prises an ai-ea of 124 acres. The total area of all their reserves is 421 acres.

EWLHUILHLAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Ittatso (Xo. 1) situated on Ucluelet ami, Barclay sound, and comprises an area

of 180 acres. The total area of all their reserves is 649 acres.

CLAYOQUOT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Opitsat (iSTo. 1) is situated on Clayoquot sound and comprises an area of 180

acres. The total area of all their reserves is 540 acres.

KELSEMAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Yahksis (Ko. 11) and is situated on Flores island, Clayoquot sound, and com-
prises an area of 180 acres. The total area of all their reserves is 223 acres.

AHOUSAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal resei-ve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Mahktosis (No. 15) and is situated at Matilda creek, Clayoquot sound, and com-
prises 250 acres. The total area of all their reserves is 826 acres.

HESHQUIAT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Heshque (No. 1) and is situated at Heshquiaht harbour about twenty miles

north of Clayoquot sound, and comprises an area of 222 acres. The total area of all

their reserves is 577 acres.

MOACHAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal resei-ve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Yuquot (No. 1) and is situated at Friendly cove, Nootka sound, and comprises
an area of 210 acres. The, total area of all their reserves is 527 acres.

MATCIIITLAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal resei-ve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Cheshish (Xo. 15) and is situated in the rear of Bligh island, Nootka sound,
and comprises an area of 29 acres. The total area of all their reserves is 127 acres,

NOOCHAHTLAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal i-eserve of this band, and where the Indians reside,
is named iSroochatl, (No. 1), and is situated on Esperanza inlet, and comprises an area
of sixteen acres. The total area of all their reserves is 188 acres

27—i—18
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EHATTISAHT BAMD.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Oke, (No. 10), and is situated on Esperanza inlet and comprises an area of 32

acres. The total area of all their reserves is 123 acres.

KYUKAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserves of this band, and where the Indians reside, are

named, Aktese (No. 1), Village island, and Kukamukamees (No. 2), Mission island,

comprising an area of 193 acres. These islands are part of the Barrier Island group.

The total area of all their reserves is 611 acres.

CHAICCLESAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Aeous, (No. l), and is situated in Battle bay, Ououkinsh inlet, and comprises

an area of 100 acres. The total area of all their reserves is 258 acres.

NITINAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserves of this band, and where the Indians reside, are

named Tsooquanah (No. 2), Wyah (No. 3) Clo-oose (No. 4), and Carmanah (No. 6),

all of which are situated at the entrance of the straits of Juan de Fuca and comurise

an area of 773 acres. The total area of all their reserves is 1,790 acres.

PACHEENAHT BAND.

Reserves.—The principal reserve of this band, and where the Indians reside, is

named Pacheena (No. 1), and is situated at the mouth of the San Juan river, at Port

Renfrew, and comprises an area of 153 acres. The total area of all their reserves is 404

acres.

REMARKS APPLYING TO FOREGOING BANDS.

Vital Statistics.—The population of the various bands hereinbefore enumerated

is as follows : Tseshaht, 130 ; Opitchesaht, 59 ; Howchuklisaht, 38 ; Oiaht, 149
;

Toquaht, 26 ; Ewlhuilhlaht, 150 ; Clayoquot, 241 ; Kelsemaht, 76 ; Ahoussaht,

262 ; Heshquiaht, 150 ; Mooachaht, 172 ; Matchitlaht, 66 ; Noochahtlaht, 62 ;

Ehattisaht, 95 ; Kyukaht, 281 ; Chaicclesaht, 86 ; Nitinaht, 202 ; Pacheenaht,

58 ; being a total of 2,303, made up as follows : 770 men, and 823 women, over the

age of fifteen years, and 366 boys, and 344 girls, under the age of fifteen years.

Health and Sanitation.—During the past year, while there has been no outbreak

of any infectious or contagious disease, yet there have been a large number of deaths

and the vital statistics show a decrease in the total population of eighty-four. There

were a few accidental deaths; two were drowned near shore, two men were lost from

a sealing schooner, and one man got lost in the woods and perished from cold and ex-

posure. A number of the deaths were those of old people, but the majority of the

deaths must be ascribed to the ravages of consumption and scrofula, two diseases to

which these Indians are very susceptible. Considerable attention has been paid

during th3 year to the water-supply of the different villages, with, I am pleased to state,

satisfactory results.

At Clayoquot on the Opitsat resei-ve the department supplied a quantity of gal-

vanized iron piping, which was used to tap a small stream behind the village and

bring into the centre of the village a constant supply of pure water.

At first the idea was regarded with apathy, and in a few cases with hostility, by

the Indians, but once the system was installed they soon recognized the benefit and
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are now glad to avail themselves of it. A practical demonstration of this kind, ac-

companied with some help to carry it out, is of much value in instillinsr into their

minds a better idea of sanitary principles. Assistance along the same line has also

been furnished to two other bands with good results.

Resources and Occupations.—The principal means by which these Indians derive

a livelihood are sealing, salmon-fishing for the canneries, and, on a small scale, hunting

small wild animals, such as black bear, land otter, and mink, for their fur. A few get

a little work as packers or guides for prospectors, sportsmen and timber cruisers. Still

fewer add to their living by doing a little farming, but in most instances the rough

and barren, or heavily timbered character of their reserves forbids much being done in

that way. The women work in the canneries, cleaning the salmon, and preparing them
for canning. They also earn a little money by making mats and baskets out of the

inner bark of the cedar-tree, which they sell, as curios, to tourists and others.

The sealing industry, from which so large a part of the total revenue of these"

Indians is derived, is not in a very prosperous condition. Formerly it afforded very

lucrative employment to the Indians who engaged in it. For example, in 1900 the

revenue from this source alone, over the whole agency, was, in round figures, $150,000,

while now, it is only about one-third of that sum. This decline is due principally to

the scarcity of seals, resvdtiug in small catches, and to a fall in the price of seal-skins

which prevents the owers of the schooners offering as much per skin to the Indian

hunters as formerly.

The cannery started last year at Uchucklisaht has been of much benefit to the
Indians of Barclay sound, affording them good remunerative employment in the
vicinity of their homes, instead of having to travel to the mainland or elsewhere in

search of work. Those who went to the Fraser river fishing last summer did very
badly, the price per fish not being large and the run smaller than was anticipated.

Buildings.—Although the buying power of these Indians has decreased of late

years, yet rather more new buildings have been erected during the past year than
usual. This is due, in a large measure, to the fact that during last winter several ships

laden with lumber were wrecked on this coast, and, as it seldom pays the owners br

underwriters to endeavour to recover the cargo, the Indians were enabled to pick up
considerable quantities of lumber, which was, or will be, used in the erection of new
dwelling-houses. In building, nowadays, the Indians have, I may say, almost entirely

adopted the white man's style of a frame building, and generally prefer it to be of rea-

sonably small dimensions, eschewing the old-fashioned edifice, capable of accommodat-
ing an entire band.

Stock and Farm Implements.—The two bands resident at Alberni possess a few
horses and own two or three buggies. They also have a plough and a set- of harrows,
but do very little farming. Only one other band possesses any stock to speak of, and
they do not have any farm implements, but sometimes cut a few tons of natural hay for

their cattle in case of severe storm, letting them run in the bush for the rest of the
year, which tends to make them wild. For the most part the reserves are not suitable

for encouraging the Indians to essay farming, being more or less heavily timbered
and not first-class land when expensively cleared.

Education.—There are, in this agency, one industrial, two boarding, and four day
schools, receiving aid from the department.

Indiistrial School.—This is situated at Clayoquot, on Meares island, and is con-

ducted under Eoman Catholic auspices by the Rev. Father Maurus, O.S.B., ably as-

sisted by Sister Placide and a competent staff. This school has only been conducted for

one year as an industrial school and for three years previously as a boarding school,

and the success achieved in that time is highly creditable to all concerned. The man-
agement, discipline, and the behaviour of the pupils leave but little to be desired. The
pupils have made great progress in their studies, in which they take much interest,

ai-d seem to be happy and contented. The girls, under the direction of a seamstress,

liave learned to cut out, make and mend all the clothes required by either themselves

27—i—18^
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cr the boys. This practical instruction must be of the greatest possible benefit when
these children return to their own homes. This summer the management has added
two wings, now nearly completed, to the building; each wing measuring, according to

the plans, which the principal kindly placed at my disposal, 32 x 46 feet, with a base-
ment with concrete walls and floor. When completed the whole will form a most im-
posing edifice, the largest of its class on the west coast. The grant from the depart-
ment provides for fifty pupils, but more are kept in the school, there having been fifty-

eight actually present on the occasion of my last visit.

Boarding Schools.—These are situated at Alberni and at Ahoussaht. That at Al-

berni is under the charge of Mr. J. E. Motion, principal; Mrs. Motion, matron, and
Mrs. Cameron, teacher. During the year an addition of some size has been added to

the building, giving increased accommodation. Much of the work on the new building
and about the garden and orchard was performed by the older boys. The teaching
is carried on along the lines laid down by the department, and, in addition, the pupils

receive careful instruction in religious knowledge. Both this school and that of Ahous-
saht, are under the control of the Presbyterian Church.

The boarding school at Ahoussalit has only been recognized by the department as

such for the last year, but had been conducted, in an informal manner, as a boarding
school for some months previously by the management.

The staff consists of : Mr. J. C. Butchart, B.A., principal ; Mrs. Butchart, matron,
and Miss J. McNeill, assistant teacher. The present principal and matron took charge

in October last, and since then, I am glad to be able to state, I have observed a marked
improvement in the pupils both in the knowledge displayed in school and in the dis-

cipline both in school and boarding-house.

During the year the Church, aided by a errant from the department, has erected a

large building to serve as school and boarding-house. The plans, which were sub-

mitted to the department for approval, provide for a commodious and handsome build-

ing, and the work has been faithfully carried out. It is situated on a fine site facing

the water, close to, but not on, the Marktosis reserve, on one hundred and sixty acres

purchased for the purpose.

The grant from the department to these two boarding schools provides for thirty

at the Alberni, and for twenty-five at the Ahoussaht school, but more pupils are kept

than are paid for by the department, there being thirty-six present on my last visit

to the Alberni school.

Day Schools.—The four day schools are located as follows :—One at Cla-oose,

conducted by the Eev. W. J. Stone of the Methodist Church, one at Ucluelet taught by

Miss E. McKay, a Presbyterian; one at Clayoquot under the charge of Rev. Father

Moser, and one at Ivyuquot conducted by Eev. Pather Sobry, the two latter being

Eoman Catholics. All are doing their best in their respective spheres, but all are

somewhat handicapped by the nomadic habits of the Indians, which cause an irre-

gular attendance at times. In this respect the school at Ucluelet shows up well, the

average attendance being generally a high percentage of the number of pupils on the

roll. In my last visit to this school I was well pleased with the progress made by the

pupils since my previous visit, and consider that the teacher, who has not been a year

there yet, is doing good work.

As regards the interest taken by the Indian parents in the education of their

children, it varies very much. Except a few of the older people, most of the Indians

would like to see their children obtain the advantage of an education, but many feel-

ings operate to prevent this. Many of them object to the separation involved by send-

ing them to a boarding school, others would send them for a certain period, say five

years, but think it too long to part with them until they are eighteen years of age ;

others again would send them to a day school willingly enough, but strongly object to

a boarding school.
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Religion.—Those Indians that can be classed as adhering to any particular form
of religious belief are divided among the Methodists, Presbyterians and Roman Catho-
lics, the last named predominating. Among the many remaining, classed as pagan, are

probably some who might be more properly described under the heading of ' no religion,'

having from the instruction of the priests and missionaries lost faith in their own
old superstitions, but yet hardly sufficiently advanced to embrace any other creed in its

entirety.

Rev. Mr. Stone at jSTitinat, Mr. Swartout in Barclay sound, Father Moser at Clay-
oquot. Father Brabant at Hesquiat, and Father Sobry at Kyuquot, are all, each ac-

cording to his own creed, faithful and earnest labourers in the work of imparting
Christianity to the Indians of this coast. And here I may be permitted to express

my hearty appreciation of the kindness and courtesv shown me by the teachers and
missionaries during the past year, the first of my occupancy of the position of agent

:

almost without exception they have shown a i-eadiness to make their own dignity and
importance subordinate to the furtherance of the cause they have at heart and a cheer-

ful alacrity to co-operate with me in any work for the benefit of our common charares.

Characteristics and Progress.—The Indians of this agency are of a quiet and
peaceable character and crime is unfrequent among them. In a scattered community
of the same number of white people there is no doubt there would be far more crime
in the course of a year. Really serious crime has not occurred during the past year.

Their greatest temptations are towards drinking and gambling, and, when under the

influence of the former, they are very apt to become violent. Many of them, who
would not voluntarily seek to obtain whisky, seem unable to resist the temptation

of drinking it when brought within their reach. The cases of drunkenness during

the past year show, however, a decrease from previous years and it is to be hoped that

this improvement may be permanent.

The Indians of this agency are all practically wage-earners in some way or other

and their prosperity from year to year is to a great extent governed by causes over

which they have no control. A poor run of fish on the Fraser, a surplus of labour in

the hop-fields, or a small catch of seals in the Behring sea, will all operate to produce

distress among some portion of the various bands.

As to their morality, considering their traditions and habits, most of the bands .

can be called fairly moral and would compare favourably with their white neighbours;

in one or two bands where they are more exposed to temptation, there is a certain

amount of immorality.

On the whole these Indians are making px'ogress towards civilization ; contact

with white men and observation of their methods induces a desire to imitate them
and emulation among themselves also helps. It is quite common to see good sewing-

machines in the more advanced women's houses; bicycles also can be seen, and one

enterprising Indian is the possessor of a typewriting-machine, which he can use.

General Remarks.—At the close of the first year of my occupancy of the position

of agent and after becoming acquainted with all parts and peoples of this extensive

agency, it afforde me pleasure to record my experience of the work of the late agent,

Mr. H. Guillod. Throughout the agency I everywhere found evidences of his faithful

work, and his good judgment and tactful kindness, and all classes,^both of the white

people with whom he came in contact, and of the Indians, united in expressing the

respect and esteem in which they held him.

It is my sad story to record the death, under most melancholy circumstances, of

the Rev. M. Swartout, which took place on July 11. On that date he left Howchukli-
sat, intending to proceed to his home at Ucluelet, and was never seen again. Pieces
of his boat were aftei*wards picked up by some of the search party which went out to

look for him. At the time, he was alone in his sailing boat, in which he had great

confidence and in the management of which hfe was an expert. It is supposed that

be encountered one of the sudden and unexpected squalls for which this coast is notor-

ious, and was either killed outright or swam until exhausted ; what actually happen-
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ed will never be known, but it is only too certain that he is another victim to the

treacherous waters of this coast. It was only a few months ago that a Roman Catholic

bishop and friend were capsized in the canal, not very far from where this last acci-

dent occurred, and were only rescued from certain death by the chance arrival of an-

other boat. It is indeed true that they take their lives into their hands who travel

by small boats or canoes on the west coast of this island, which is known even among
shipping men as ' the graveyard of the Pacific'

The Rev. Mr. Swartout had charge of the whole of Barklev sound and acted as

preacher, counsellor and friend to the Ucluelet, Ohiat and Howchuklisaht bands. After

spending ten years in such work, he had acquired a good knowledge of the Aht tongue
and could converse or preach to them in their own language. An untiring worker,,

no labour was too arduous, no sacrifice too great in the carrying on of his Master's

work. He will be greatly missed by the Indians, whose entire confidence he possessed^

Had he been willing to accept it, he could have obtained preferment in the Presby-

terian Church, of vvhich body he was an ordained minister, but he elected to remain
among the people he knew and loved, and he died as he had lived, a true servant of

his God and in the service of the poor people to whose cause he had devoted his life.

I have, &c.,

ALAN W. ^^EIL,

Indian Agent.

British Columbia,

^ Williams Lake Agency,
Clinton, September 5, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.

Ottawa.

Sm,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30^

1904, together with a tabulated statement of statistics and a list of government pro-

I)erty in my charge.

Location.—The Williams Lake agency is situated north and partly west of the
Kamloops Okanagan agency, south of the Babine agency, having the Rocky mountains
as a portion of its eastern boundary, and the Fraser agency for its western boundary.

This agency contains an aggregate of 90,080 acres.

Tribe.—These Indians belong to the Salish and Tinneh peoples. The younger
portion of the population speak the English language fairly well.

Vital Statistics.—The population consists of 542 men, 507 women and 909 young
people under twenty-one years of age, making a total of 1,958, a decrease during the
year of 45, there being 71 births and 116 deaths to record.

ALEXANDRIA BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on both sides of the Eraser river

about four hundred miles from its mouth. It contains an area of 1,858^ acres. Its

natural features are good grazing bench-lands, all requiring irrigation when culti-

vated. There are also excellent hay meadows on the reserve.

Vital Statistics.—^This band has a population of 54, being a decrease of 9 during-

tlie year, there having been 2 births and 11 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—With the exception of an epidemic of whooping-cough
araong'st this band, the health of the Indians was good. They have very comfortable

houses, which are kept in good condition.
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Eesources and Occupations.—The chief occupations of these Indians are farming,
hunting fur-bearing animals, and working as farm-hands with white settlers. The
women also earn considerable from the sale of gloves, moccasins and other articles,

which they make up from the tanned deer-skins.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have very good dwellings and horse
stables. They have good horses, some cattle, and are well supplied with farm im-
plements.

Education.—A few of the children of this band have attended the Williams Lake
industrial school, the rest have received no education.

Eeligion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church on the re-

serve, and they take a great interest in religion.

Characteristics and Progress.—These Indians are law-abiding and industrious and
jire steadily improving.

Temperance and Morality.—With the exception of one or two who are given to the
xise of intoxicants, they are moral and temperate.

ALKALI LAKE BA^D.

Eesei-ve.—The reserve of this band is situated on a bench a few miles east of the
Fraser river, and about three hundred and twenty miles from its mouth. It contains
8,34Yi acres. There is excellent land for farming on this reserve, but unfortunately
the water-supply for irrigation is not available, and only a small portion is cultivated.

A good portion is under fence and is used for pasture. There are also good hay mea-
dows on this reserve, from which large quantities of hay are cut yearly. The natural
features are bench-lands, excellent hay meadows and fair timber.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 162, an increase of 3 during the
year, there having been 9 births and 6 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—Most of the deaths at this reserve were from whooping-
cough; otherwise the health of this band was good. Their dwellings and surrovmdings
are kept in good order.

Occupations.—A number of the men find employment with white settlers as farm-
hands and cattle-drovers, and the women are kept busy making gloves, moccasins and
other articles from deer-skins, and during fruit season they gather and sell large quan-
tities of wild beiTies, besides putting up some for their own consumption.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings and good
horse-stables. They have good horses, cattle and pigs, and are well supplied with farm
implements of all kinds.

Education.—Quite a number of children from this band are being educated at the

Williams Lake industrial school.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a good church on the re-

serve and take a great deal of interest in relieion.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are excellent workei-s, industrious and law-

abiding, and are steadily improving.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

AXAHAM BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated in a valley near the Chilcoten river

and about fiftj- miles from its mouth. It has an area of 9,922 acres. The natural fea-

tures are open bench-lands, excellent hay meadows, and fair timber.

Vital Statistics.—The population of this band is 223, there having been 10 births

and 10 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Most of the deaths at- this reserve resulted from whoop-

ing-cough ; otherwise the health of this band was good.
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Occupations.—These Indians farm a good deal, have good teams and wagons, and

do a great deal of freighting for merchants from the nearest railway station, a dis-

tance of two hundred miles. They also earn considerable as cowboys in the employ

of cattle-drovers, being expert riders.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings and horse-

stables, good horses, cattle and pigs. They are well supplied with farm implements of

all kinds.

Education.^—None of the children of this band have received any education.

Religion.—They are all Eoman Catholics. Tlijey have a small church on the re-

serve, where a missionary holds ocoasional services.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are good workers and are steadily improving

their reserve.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

ANDERSON LAKE BAND.

I

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the upper end of Anderson lake, being the

most southerly portion of this agency. It has an area of 504 acres. The natural fea-

tures are good bottom-lands, good hay meadows, excellent timber and good grazing

lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 66, there having been 1 death and 1 birth

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good. Dwellings and
surroundings are kept in a good sanitary condition.

Occupations.—They farm a little; have good vegetable gardens, raise quite a

quantity of apples and small fruit, do some gold-mining, and during the salmon-run

quite a number go to the coast and engage in catching these fish. Quite a revenue is

obtained from cutting saw-logs on Crown lands, a ready market for which is obtained

at the saw-mills. The women contribute also from the sale of baskets, which are

sought after by tourists.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—These Indians have good dwellings and
horse-stables, quite a number of horses, cattle and pigs, and are well supplied with

farm implements.

Education.—None of the children of this band have ever received anv education.
' Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church

on the reserve and a missionary pays them regular visits.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding and most

of them make a good living.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

BRIDGE RI\'ER BAND.

Reserves.—The reserves laid out for this band are along the left banks of the

Eraser and Bridge rivers. The lands fit for cultivation are in small patches,

but the Indians raise good crops of grain and vegetables. There are 9,761 acres re-

served for this band. The natural features are bench-lands following the rivers and

when cultivated all require irrigation. There is good grazing land on the mountain

slopes.

Vital Statistics.—This band has a population of 105, a decrease of 4, there having

been 4 deaths and no births.

Health and Sanitation.—The deaths occurring at this reserve were mostly amongst

young children from whooping-cough; otherwise the general health was good. Their

dwellings are kept clean and their suroundings in a good sanitary condition.

Occupations.—The occupations of these. Indians are farming, working with white

settlers and freighters and as guides and packers to tourists, hunters and gold-miners.
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Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—^^They have very comfortable dwellings,

good horse-stable-, some good horses, a few cattle and pigs, and are well supplied with

farm implements.

Religion.—They are all Eoman Catholics and have a small church on the reserve.

Education.—None of the children of this band have received any education.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are very industrious and law-abiding and
making good progress.

Temperance and Morality.-—They are temperate and moral.

CANOE CREEK BAND.

Eeserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on a small stream which empties
into the Eraser river three hundred miles from its mouth. They have good agricul-

tural lands ; but, owing to the scarcity of water for irrigation, only a small portion
is cultivated. They have an area of 16,129 acres. Portions of this are hay meadows,
from which they cut considerable hay for their stock. The natural features are open
bench-lands, good grazing lands and fair timber.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 158, a decrease of 3 during the year ; there

having been 2 births and 5 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—There was no serious sickness amongst these Indians,
most of the deaths being among old people. Their houses are kept clean, and sanitaiy

regulations are observed.

Occupations.-—^Farming, and working as farm-hands and cowboys with settlers,

and hunting and fishing- are their chief occupations. •

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have fairly good -dwellings and
horse-stables, a large number of horses, a few cattle and pigs, and a good supply of

farm implements.

Education.—A number of children from this band are being educated at the

Williams Lake industrial school.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. These Indians are verv religious.

They have a fine church on the reserve.

Temperance and Morality.—They are moral, but a few during the past year got

intoxicated, the persons furnishing the intoxicant receiving the full penalty for this

offence.

CAYOOSH CREEK BAND NO. 1.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the mouth of Cayoosh creek, where it joins

the Eraser river, two hundred and twenty miles from its mouth. It contains 367 acres.

The natural features are bench-lands following the river and good grazing lands along

the mountain sides.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 33. There were no births and 1 death dur-

ing the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Particular attention is given to keeping their houses and
surroundings in a sarfitary condition. There was no sickness amonsrst them.

Occupations.—Farming, fishing, hunting, gold-mining and freighting with their

own teams are the principal occupations.

Building's, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good comfortable dwellings

and good horse-stables. They have a few horses and cattle, wagons, sleighs, and a fair

supply of farm implements.

Education.—A few of the children belonging to this band have attended the public

school.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—They ai'e industrious and law-abiding and are

making good progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are moral and temperate.
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CAYOOSH CREEK BAND KO. 2.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated about four miles from Cayoosh Creek No. 1

reserve on a bench above the Fraser river. It contains 785 acres. The natural fea-

tures are open bench-lands and good grazing lands along the mountain sides.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 13, there having been 2 deaths and no births

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians has been good. They
have comfortable dwellings, which they keep clean.

Occupations.—Fanning, hunting, fishing and gold-mining are the principal occu-

pations. The women earn considerable from sale of srloves, moccasins and berries.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings, good horse-

stables, a few horses, cattle and pigs, and a fair supply of farm implements.

Education.—A few children from this band attend the public school.

Religion.—They all belong to the Anglican Church. They have no church on

the reserve. A missionary of the church pays them occasional visits.

Temperance and Morality.—They are moral and temperate.

CLINTON BAND.

E.eserve.—This resei-ve is situated in the Clinton valley and contains 1,073 acres.

The natural features are small flats and meadow-lands along the banks of a small

stream running through the reserve, and timbered mountain slopes afford good grazing.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 45, a decrease of 1 during the year, there

having been 1 birth and 2 deaths.

Health and Sanitation.—These Indians have enjoyed good health. There was no

sickness amongst them. Their houses and surroundings are kept clean.

Occupations.—These Indians engage in farming, working as labourers with white

settlers, hunting, fishing; and in winter supply the village of Clinton with fire-wood.

The women make and sell moccasins and gloves, and in season sell berries of all kinds,

which are plentiful in the vicinity.

Buildings, Stock and Fai-m Implements.—They have good dwellings and horse-

stables, good horses, a few head of cattle and a good supply of farm implements.

Education.—K^one of the children of this band have received any education.

Religion.—They all belong to the Roman Catholic Church. They have a small

church on the reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and make
a comfortable living. -

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

DOG CREEK BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on a stream of that name which flows into the

Fraser river three miles from the village; it contains 1,371^ acses. The natural fea-

tures are open bench-lands requiring irrigation and good grazing lands on the hiUs
and mountain slopes.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 14, a decrease of 3 during the year, there hav-
ing been 3 deaths and no births.

Health and Sanitation.—One of the deaths at this reserve was from accident,

the two others from whooping-cough. Their dwellings are kept clean and are com-
fortable.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings and horse-

stables, a few horses, cattle and pigs, and a fair supply of farm implements.

Occupations.—Farming, fishing and hunting are their chief occupations.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics.
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Education.—A few children belonging to this band attended the Williams Lake in-
dustrial school.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, making fair

progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

FOUNTAIN BAND.

E.eserve.—This reserve is situated on the east bank of the Eraser river 250 miles

from its mouth. It contains an area of 1,864 acres. The natural features are open
bench-lands and good grazing lands on the surrounding hills and mountain slopes.

Vital Statistics,—The population is 205, an increase of 5, there having been 7
births and 2 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good. Their houses
and surroundings are kept in good order.

Occupations.—They are employed by white settlers during haying and harvesting
seasons, and in spring and fall when the streams are low, take out considerable gold;

they also hunt and fish.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have a good class of dwellings,

good horse-stables, a few good horses, cattle and pigs, and are well supplied with all

kinds of farm implements.

Education.—None of the children of this band have received any education.
Kelipion.-—They are all Roman Catholics. They have one of the best churches

in the agency on the reserve, and a well trained brass band.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are law-abiding and industrious, and mak-
ing fair progress.

Temperance and Morality.—There is a decided improvement in this respect, as

no case of intemperance has been reported during the year.

HIGH BAR BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the east and west sides of the Eraser river,

and contains 2,924 acres. The natural features are open bench-lands and good grazing

lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 54, an increase of 2, there having been 3

births and 1 death during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good. Dwellings and
surroundings are kept in good order.

Buildings, Stock and Earm Implements.—They have a fair class of dwellings,^

good horse-stables, horses, cattle, and enough farm implements for their wants.

Occupations.—These Indians engage in farming, gardening, fishing and hunting,

while quite a number find employment with white settlers as farm-hands. They also

do some gold-mining in spring and fall.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church on the

reserve. .

Characteristics and Progress.—They are fairly prosperous and very industrious

and law-abiding.

Education.—None of the children of this band have ever received any education.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

KANIM LAKE.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated in the Bridge Creek valley, twenty miles to the
east of the Cariboo wagon road, and contains 4,560 acres. The natural features are

bench and meadow-lands along the river bottom, good grazing and also good hay-lands.
The rest of the reserve is covered with good timber.
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Vital Statistics.—The population is 69, a decrease of 14 during the year, there

having been 20 deaths and 6 births.

Health and Sanitation.—The greater number of deaths occurring at this reserve

were from whooping-cough ; the rest were mostly from pulmonary troubles. Most of

their dwellings are of a good class and the sanitary conditions good.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.— They hgj'e good dwellings and horse-

stables, a good class of horses, cattle, pigs, and a few sheep ; and are well supplied

with all kinds of farm implements.

Occupations.—Farming, stock-raising, working as farm-hands with white settlers,

trapping, fishing and hunting are the chief occupations of this band.

Eeligion.—They are all Eoman Catholics. They have a very neat church on the

reserve and are very religious.

Education.—Most of the children of this band have attended the Williams Lake

industrial school.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are very industrious and law-abiding and

making fair progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

LILLOOET BAND NO. 1.

Reserve.—A portion of this reserve is situated on the west bank of the Fraser

river and the remainder six miles below on the east side, and contains 1,418| acres.

The natural features are good bench-lands, suitable for cultivation, but all requir-

ing irrigation, water for which cannot be got without great expense.

There is good grazing and fair timber land.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 57, a decrease of 5, there having been 2 births

and 7 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Most of the deaths at this reserve were from whooping-

cough. The Indians have very comfortable dwellings, which are always in a good

sanitary condition.

Occupations.—The occupations of these Indians are : farming, gold-mining, hunt-

ing, fishing, working as labourers, freighting, cutting fire-wood and acting as guides

and packers to miners, tourists and hunters in search of big game, such as bears,

mountain sheep and goats. The women contribute from the sale of berries and the

manufacture of gloves, moccasins and baskets.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have a good class of dwellings

good horse-stables, horses, cattle and pigs, and a good supply of farm implements.

Education.—A few of the children have attended the public school at Lillooet.

Eeligion.—They are all Eoman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and most

of them earn a good living.

Temperance and Morality.—As a rule they are temperate and moral.

LILLOOET BAND NO. 2.

This band consists of only six persons. Their reserve is situated on the west

bank of the Fraser river about twelve miles from the village of Lillooet, and contains

544 acres. The natural features are open bench-lands suitable for cultivation, and

some fair timber^ands.

These people make a living by farming and gardening ; and in spring and fall

they do some gold-mining.

They have good dwellings and horse-stables, a few horses, and a sufiicient supply

of farm implements.
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PAVILION BAND.

Keserve.—This reserve is situated both on the east and west sides of Fraser river,

and contains 4,136 acres. Its natural features are good bench-lands, good grazing and

fair tiihber lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 67, there having been 1 birth and 2 deaths

during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good. Sanitary regu-

lations are well observed.

Occupations.—Farming, hunting, fishing, gold-mining and working as farm-

hands with white settlers are their principal occupations.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have some good horses, cattle

and pigs, and a good supply of farm implements. They have good dwellings and

horse-stables.

Education.—Xone of the children of this band have received any education.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church on the re-

serve on the east side of the Fraser river, and one being built on the west side.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are excellent workers, law-abiding, and pro-

gressing favourably.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a moral people and strictly temperate.

QUESXEL BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the east and west sides of the Fraser river

and 450 miles from its mouth and 3 miles from the village of Quesnel. It contains

1,687^ acres. Its natural features are flats along the Fraser river, the upper benches

being covered with heavy timber.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 64, a decrease of 7, there having been 5 bii-ths

and 12 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Several of the deaths were owing to whooping-cough. The
Indians were well attended to by a medical man. Sanitation is not very well observed

either about their buildings or persons.

Resources and Occupations.—Their chief occupations are hunting, fishing, boat-

ing, trapping, and a few as farm-hands with white settlers. They have fairly good

gardens.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have a good class of dwellings

and horse-stables, a few horses and a fair supply of farm implements.

Education.—ISTone of the children of this band received any education.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are law-abiding, but too lazy to do much to-

wards cultivating their lands, relying mostly on hunting and fishing.

Temperance and Morality.—As a rule there are no complaints in this respect.

SETON LAKE OR MISSION BAND NO. 1.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on the west side of Seton lake, and contains

2,085 acres. Its natural features are open bench-lands, timbered mountain slopes, and

poor grazing lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 76, an increase of 4 during the year, there

having been 5 births and 1 death.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of these people has been good. Dwellings

and surroundings are kept in good order.

Occupations.—Farming, gardening, packing, hunting, fishing and gold-mining are

their chief occupations.
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Bmldings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have fair dwellings and horse-

stables, a few horses and cattle, and farm implements sufficient for their wants.

Education.—None of the children of this band have received any education.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church on the re-

serve.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding. Unfortun-

ately the scarcity of water for irrigation purposes prevents them from putting in more
crops ; consequently they are not making much progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

SETON LAKE OR EXIAS BAXD NO. 2.

This reserve is situated on the east and west sides of Seton lake, and contains 188

acres. Its natural features are bench-lands and fair timber on the mountain sides.

There is only one man on this reserve and he makes his living by gardening, hunt-

ing and fishing.

SETON LAKE OR SLOSH BAND NO. 5.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the head of Seton lake, and contains eighty

acres. Its natural features are bench-lands, surrounded by high mountains, heavily

timbered.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 35, there having been 1 death and 1 birth dur-

ing the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of this band has been good. The dwellings

and surroundings are kept in good order.

Occupations.—These Indians engage in farming, gardening, boating, hunting, fish-

ing and packing, with horses to the Bridge river gold mines. Their women are expert

basket-makers and receive quite a revenue from their sale.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have fair dwellings and horse-

stables, good horses, a few cattle and pigs, and a good supply of farm implements.

Education.—ISTone of the children of this band ever received any education.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church on the re-

serve, and they are very religious.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are good workers and law-abiding.

Temperance and Morality.—They are a temperate and moral people.

SETON LAKE OR NECAIT BAND NO. 6.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated at the foot of Anderson lake, and contains 84

acres. Its natural features are bench-lands, surrounded by high mountains heavily

timbered.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 49, a decrease of 4, there having been 5

deaths and 1 birth during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Most of the deaths at this reserve were of children with

whooping-cough. There is a decided improvement in their habits of cleanliness about

their dwellings and surroundings.

Occupations.—Farming, gardening, freighting in boats and canoes, hunting, fish-

ing, trapping, and as labourers with white settlers, are the chief occupations of these

Indians.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have a good class of dwellings and

hcrse-stables, a few horses, and a good supply of farm implements.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and law-abiding, and making
fair progress.
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Education.—None of the children of this band have ever received any education.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. During the year they have been build-

ing a very nice church on the reserve, all the work being done by Indians.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

SODA CREEK BAND.

Reserve.—A portion of this reserve is situated on the east side of the Fraser river,

and the remainder along the Cariboo wagon road, about fourteen miles from the former.
Tt contains 5,210 acres. Its natural features in the portion along the Fraser river are
bench-lands, while the portion along the Cariboo wagon road is meadow land. There is

good grazing at both places and good timber.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 81, no increase or decrease, there having been
4 births and 4 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—With the exception of a few cases of whooping-cough, the
health of this band has been good. Their dwellings are kept in good condition and
surroundings carefully looked after.

Occupations.—Farming, teaming, working as farm-hands with white settlers, hunt-
ing, fishing and trapping are the principal occupations of the men; while the women
earn considerable from the sale of gloves, moccasins and berries.

Building-s, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings and. horse-
stables, good horses, cattle and pigs, and are weU supplied with all kinds of farm im-
plements.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are industrious and hard-working and are
making good progress on their reserve.

Education.—Some of the children of the band have been educated at the Williams
Lake industrial school.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small but comfortable
church on the reserve.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

STONE BAND.

Reserve.—The reserve of this band is situated on the west bank of the Chilcoten
river, and has an area of 4,225 acres. Its natural features are bench-lands, good graz-
ing lands and hay meadows.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 104. a decrease of 4, there having been 6
deaths and 2 births during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The deaths occurring at this reserve were from whooping-
<»ough and old age. Their dwellings and surroundings are in a fair sanitary condition.

Occupations.—Farming, hunting, fishing, trapping and working as farm-hands
and cowboys with white settlers, are the chief occupations of these Indians.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings and horse-
stables, good horses, a few cattle, and a fair supply of fann implements.

Education.—None of the children of this band have ever received any education.
Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church on the reserve.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

TOOSEY BAND.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated on Riskie creek, a small straem that flows into

the Chilcoten river. It contains 6,352i acres. Its natural features are bench-lands,

good grazing lands and hay meadows.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 62, a decrease of 1, there having been 2 births

and 3 deaths during the year.
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Health and Sanitation.—The general health of these Indians was good. Their

dwellings and surroundings are kept in good order.

Occupations.—FaiTning, trapping, hunting, fishing, working as farm-hands and

cowboys with white settlers are their principal occupations.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings and horse-

stables, good horses, cattle and pigs, and are well supplied with all kinds of farm
implements.

Education.—Xone of the Indians of this band have ever received any education.

Religion.—They are all Roman Catholics. They have a small church on the

reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are very industrious and law-abiding, and

steadily improving their reserve.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

WILLIAMS LAKE BAKD.

Reserve.—This reserve is situated in the Williams Lake valley. It contains

4,613^ acres. Its natural features are good bottom-lands and excellent hay meadows
surrounded by good grazing lands.

Vital Statistics.—The population is 155, an increase of 2, there having been 8

births and 6 deaths during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—There was no sickness at this reserve except whooping-

cough, which in many cases proved fatal. Their dwellings are kept clean and their

premises in a good sanitary condition.

Occupations.—They raise large quantities of grain and vegetables ; they team,

hunt and fish, and some find employment as labourers with white settlers at various

occupations.

Buildings, Stock and Farm Implements.—They have good dwellings and horse-

stables, horses, cattle and pigs, and are well supplied with all kinds of farm imple-

ments.

Education.—Most of the children of this band have from time to time been re-

ceiving education at the Williams Lake industrial school.

Religion.—These Indians are all Roman Catholics. They have a very nice church

on the reserve.

Characteristics and Progress.—They are very industrious and law-abiding and

are making steady progress.

Temperance and Morality.—They are temperate and moral.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The Indians throughout this agency are steadily progressing in farming and are

gettings rid of their bands of wild horses and replacing them with cattle, as a market

for the latter can always be got at fair prices.

The industrial school at Williams lake, under the careful management of the Rev.

H. Boerirg, principal, and the various teachers under him, continues to do excellent

work, and it would be difficult to find a school of this kind kept in better order than

this has been.

I have, &c.,

E. BELL,
Indian Agent.
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British Columbia,

Indian Supkrintexdext's Office,

Victoria, October 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to forward my annual report upon Indian affairs in the

province of British Columbia for the year ended June 30, 1904.

The annual reports and statistical statements received respectively from the

different Indian agents (9) throughout this important superintendency have been
without delay forwarded to Ottawa, and it affords me pleasure to be able to state

that these returns were, in accordance with the instructions of the department gov-

erning such matters, received at an early date and as nearly as possible in the pres-

cribed form.

Following the different headings as arranged by the department for our guidance,

will be found a brief summary furnishing such particulars in reference to the pro-

gress and advancement of the natives of this country, as, I trust, will be of pleasing

interest.

Population.—From the returns under this head, received from the different

agencies, it will be seen that there has been an increase in the population throughout

five of the agencies, whilst there has been a decrease noticeable in the other four. The
mortalitj' in the latter resulted chiefly from an epidemic of whooping-cough ; from

the natural passing away of old people, and from the ravages of consumption and here-

ditary scrofulous affections.

Health and Sanitation.—With the exception of the epidemic and diseases men-
tioned, the general health during the year of the native people throughout British

Columbia was never better, in fact has been unusually good. This satisfactory condi-

tion may in part be accounted for by the excellent weather prevailing during the

period reported upon and also, in a great measure, to the advance being made amongst
the majority of the Indians in improved sanitary measures, which is mostly the result

of the continued and effective persuasion and supervision of the agents and mission-

aries and in a degree to the example set by white families who are each year settling

in their neighbourhood. The Indians are also improving in intelligence and realizing

how necessary it is for the welfare of themselves and families to profit by the lessons

taught them in connection with a matter of such vital importance.

Most satisfactory results are as usual reported from the hospitals assisted by the

department ; these charitable and much required institutions being regarded by'^he

whites and Indians alike as a blessed refuge to those who may be afflicted with ill

health and, especially so, to such as may be in indigent circumstances. Every praise

is due to those under whose kindly management the charitable and healing aid

afforded is administered in these establishments.

Vaccination, where necessary, has been generally attended to in the different

agencies and, happily, the opposition met with in earlier years, when attempting the

operation, is gradually dying out, the Indians, having experienced the beneficial

effects, now bear the very often painftil results, owing to the impurity of their blood

in many instances, with fortitude.

Resources and Occupations.—The following embraces the different occupations

and pursuits followed by the British Columbia Indianc in their struggles for existence

and advancement ; canning clams and salmon, en a small scale ; as fishermen and at

27—i—19
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other employments around the canneries during the fishing season ; fur-sealing ort
their own account, and as hunters on schooners owned by white men ; curing salmon^
halibut and other fish products, for sale and for home consumption ; catching fish
and hunting game in season, which they sell profitably at different cities and towns ;

building fishing-boats and other craft as well as canoes for their own use and for sale;
manufacturing dog-fish and oulachon oil ; farming, gardening and working as farm-
hands on the ranches of their white neighbours ; stock-raising and employment as
cowboys on many of the cattle ranges ; logging on their own account and working in
saw-mills

; employment as trimmers on ships loading coal, for which they are paid
from $3 to $5 a day; loading lumber on ships for export, at whch they earn equally
high wages

; as sectionmen on railways and labourers on provincial roads ; as guides
to hunters, miners and others; mining on their own account and for hire; hop-pick-
ing ; dairying on their own reserves ; fruit-culture

;
poultry-raising ; making curios

(mostly during the winter season), copied from ancient native models, for which they
find a ready sale to tourists ; working as carpenters, and in various capacities, chiefly

in new towns springing up all over the province ; cutting cord-wood for sale to can-
neries and to steamboat-owners on Crown lands ; acting as interpreters ; as lighthouse
keepers, and engaging from time to time in all such desultory occupations wherefrom
they expect to derive sufficient remuneration to recompense them for their labour.

The Indian women, it may be remarked, are also money-earners to no inconsiderable

extent; during the canning season and at the hop-fields they find profitable employ-
ment; they engage extensively in the manufacture of baskets, which they dispose of
profitably to tourists and others ; Ihey cure and dress deer and cariboo skins, out of

which are made gloves and moccasins ; and they frequently find a market for dressed
skins intact, they being useful for many purposes ; mats from the inner bark of the

cedar and of rags are also made, some of which are of an attractive and superior

quality ; they make their own and their children's clothing, being much assisted in

the latter by sewing and knitting machines ; they also gather large quantities of

berries, which in some cases they sell among the white people, a major portion is,

however, dried for winter use ; in doing chores and laundry work for their white

neighbours they also find considerable employment.

Buildings.—Throughout, the majority of the agencies each year shows a great im-

provement in the class of residences as well as farm-buildings, outhouses, &c., being

constructed. Quite a number of their dwelling-houses are large and commodious two-

stroy edifices, while in addition to these are to be seen many cottages substantially

eonstinicted and of more or less ornate design. In some instances these residences

are nicely painted and comfortably furnished, very frequently flower gardens taste-

fully fenced are attached and where there are no gardens, potted flowers in the windows
or on the verandas are often seen. The Indians are each year, to an encouraging

extent, becoming less childish in their estimate of money and instead of throwing it

away in useless and unprofitable purchases, they now, in many instances exercise care

in selecting what may add to the comfort of themselves and families.

Stock.—Where the land within the reserves is suitable, stock-raising is success-

fully carried on. The breed of cattle and horses is being each year improved, and,

ov-'ing to a demand in the Northwest for such animals, the cayuse or native pony,

which is very serviceable for packing purposes, is gradually being got rid of, hundreds

Laving been disposed of and a better class of animal obtained instead. As the Indians

become more settled in their habits, they acquire sheep and pigs, which on account of

their being easily kept, prove profitable and are being kindly taken to by the Indians.

Poultry are also extensively reared, &c.

Farm Implements.—The Indians meeting so many competitors in the labour mar-

ket, owing to the influx of whites and others into the coimtry during late years, find

that they can no longer make money easily when disposed to work and consequently

give more attention to the resources within their reach, such as farming and stock-

raising. They in very many instances prove most industrious and as they realize*
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the benefits derived therefrom endeavour, when within their means, to obtain farm
implements of the best and most improved kind; their efforts in this direction have to

a pleasing extent been realized, as now, on many of the resei^ves where the land is

favourable to profitable agricultural pursuits, may be seen improved farm implements
of every description, including reapers and binders, mowers and threshing-machines,
worked, some by steam, but mostly by horse-power. In addition to saving and harvest-

ing their own crops, their enterprise, the fruits of their own labour, enables them to do
considerable work at a fair profit for their white neighbours.

Education.—The industrial and boarding schools, of which interesting and full

reports have been duly foi"warded to the department, are doing good work and afford

encouraging and satisfactory evidence of results most favourable to the efficiency of such
establishments as a means of leading the Indians, young and old, to a more advanced
civilization which, in addition to the advancement at present enjoyed, points to a more
improved condition each year and to a consequent fallng off, especially among the young
and middle-aged natives, in their barbarous and superstitious beliefs and customs,

which so retard the work of their well-wishers in all efforts towards the amelioration

of their condition generally. It may be of interest to state that the suspicion -'andi

dread which filled the hearts of many of the parents, when these schools were not so

well established, is dying out and is being replaced by a wholesome realization of the

benefits conferred by a course of careful education and training upon the young peo-

ple; this feeling is fully shown by the number of applications for admission into

these comfortable homes where the pupils are treated with the greatest kindness and
every care is taken of them physically, mentally and morally; the older Indians now
take much pride in their offspring when they see them growing up under such pro-

mising auspices and being thus raised to a position not only enabling them to improve
their own individual position, but also help their fellow tribesmen and women, to

whom they are a sort of providence and a-monsrst whom they find profitable employ-

ment. The number of native stores conducted on the reserves by Indians, educated
at these schools, is increasing and not only that, but in some cases the confidence and
ambition created by such enlightenment has induced a few to go into higher mercan-
tile pursuits, on a small scale, with a fair chance of success. The female ex-pupils

find employment in respectable families as nurse arirls and general maid servants,

&c., and give very gjood satisfaction. While upon thisj^ubject, I cannot very well

close my remarks without according to the members of the different denominations,
under whose care and guidance these seats of learning are conducted, every praise

for their devotion to the work in hand. It is also satisfactory to know that the pupils,

as a general thing, prove intelligent and become amenable to the discipline necessary
to proper order and good management, thereby showing a desire to profit by the in-

struction afforded them and an appreciation of the great care bestowed upon them,
with a view to their ultimate welfare, by their teachers and by the department.

Religion.—Religious services and observances are practised by the christianized
natives throughout the superintendency with commendable zeal and piety. Many of
the pagan Indians from time to time join one or another of the Christian denomina-
tions, and although some stiU firmly adliere to the superstitious beliefs and customs
prevailing in the olden times, there is every reason to believe that in a few years, as

the older Indians pass away, all -will be gathered into the ranks of Christianity. The
number of churches and chapels is increasing, many of these places of worship being
beautifully fitted up at a great expense, to the delight and pride of the worshippers.

Characteristics and Progress.—The British Columbia Indians, being self-support-
ing, are naturally to a great extent energetic and industrious, keeping their families
in comfort and in some cases accumulating valuable property in stock and expensive
farm machinery, &c. In many places they turn out voluntarily with teams and wagons,
pick and shovel, and do extensive and valuable work on the public roads in the vicinity
of their reserves. They are nearly all good handicraftsmen and have in places con-
structed substantial often and extensive bridges, in a manner creditable to skilled
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workiocn. Of late, incited by the growing knowledge of the value of the land on their

resef-^:^, as a matter of future support, they have erected miles of good fencing, and

hiive a^evoted more attention to the working of the ground at their disposal. Some
hundreds of tons of wheat are raised annually and delivered at the flour-mills. There

are also striking instances of the capabilities of the natives as farmers and stock-

raisers.. In some instances individual Indians have large herds of as fine cattle and

horses as can be seen on the majority of ranches owned by white men; others, though

net so well off, are heading in that direction, and the cry for more land is not of infre-

quent occurrence. Efforts have been made on behalf of some of these to obtain leases

of grazing mountain-land from the provincial government, but all such applications

have been invariably refused. There are instances of individual Indians of a more
independent turn than others, having branched out for themselves, leaving their re-

serves and, with the permission of the Liemenant Governor in Council, pre-empting

homesteads under the British Columbia Land Act; as a rule they do very well and

afford a wholesome object lesson to their less energetic and ambitious tribesmen. They

are in many settlements rapidly getting into the ways of the white man, taking a

hearty interest in all such matters as tend to the welfare of the community generally.

Of course there are yet numbers whose situation and environments are less favour-

able to progress, and who, consequently, seem slow in their advance towards civiliza-

tion and steady prosperity. It is, however, but a matter of time when these people, as

a whole, will have settled down and adopted one or other of the many industrial occu-

pations followed by their more enlightened white neighbours in their general battle

for the means of maintaining a comfortable existence. At the present time they are,

to a highly commendable degree, law-abiding and friendly, not only towards their own
people, but to all others coming in contact with them. Crime is very rare in their com-

munities and notwithstanding the many temptations that beset them through the

machinations of worthless and evilly-disposed white men, &c., they pass through the

ordeal creditably, much more so, it is generally thought, than would their tempters,

with their boasted civilization and superior enlightenment, were they similarly ex-

posed.

Temperance and Morality.—The majority of the Indians in these respects are

v.'orthy of admiration, the manner of their lives exhibiting a higher standard of sobri-

ety and morals than is to be observed in the conduct of many of the white people mov-
ing amongst them, whose bad example cannot but be deplored by every right-thinking

person, acting as it must as a serious impediment to the efforts of the missionaries and
others who are striving for the betterment of the mostly unsophisticated native. Un-
fortunately, as are to be found in all communities, there are some whose lives are far

from being exemplary, such as those who have been freely exposed to temptation in

earlier days and have acquired habits of dissipation and idleness difiicult to over-

come; while others, owing to unfavourable environments, cannot resist the temptation

aiforded to indulge their appetites.

Much good has resulted from the efforts of the detective constables employed by
the department in prosecuting and bringing to punishment unscrupulous persons

caught selling or supplying intoxicants to the Indians, and there is a notable falling

off in that nefarious traffic observable in the localities in which these officers have been

acting.

General Remarks.—The desire of the department regarding the inspection of tht

Indians committed to their care by the Indian agents is constantly kept in view, the

L-.tter being urged to visit their charges as frequently as possible and to impart on such

occasions that counsel and advice which their circumstances most require. As may be

erpected, the increasing spread of the white settlements produces at times a certain

amount of friction between the settlers and the Indians. Where it is possible, these

differences are promptly attended to by the agents in the interests of all concerned.

'J'he trouble arising from the indulgence in intoxicants by the natives is becoming less
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frequent, although unfortunately owing to the increasing demand for sensational re-

ports, such happenings come more prominently, and in an exaggerated form, before

the public, than was formerly the case.

The appointment of salaried medical officers throughout the superintendency,

wherever practicable, has given very general satisfaction, and while affording more
regular and effective treatment to the indigent sick Indians is, I consider, less ex-

pensive than has been the practice under the old sysem of fees, 6cc.

At remote places where there are no resident physicians such medicine as maj- be

absolutely necessary continues to be supplied for dispensation by the agents and the

missionaries amongst the Indians who are too poor to help themselves. To those of

the natives who through sickness, old age, or from other causes, are in need of such

assistance food and clothing is at times given, care being taken to see that none but

the needy be so relieved.

Seed and Implements.—Those requiring assistance under this head are, owing to

improved conditions, decreasing in number; there will, however, always be some ap-

plicants entitled to such aid.

The benefits arising from the assistance given by the department in the construc-

tion of dykes and irrigation ditches on some of the reserves have proved substantially

satisfactorj^ To a considerable extent the bands thus aided are able to obtain fair

crops from land that previously was quite unfit for cultivation and consequently un-

productive. Such consideration towards the natives creates a healthy stimulus in the

direction of increased labour upon and attention to their farms and is thus beneficial

not only to those directly profiting by the expenditure, but to others who from example
are induced to make more active efforts on their own behalf.

In conclusion I am happy in being able to add that during my visitations thi'ough-

out the superintendency a steady advance was generally noticeable, the Indians as

each year advances falling more and more into the ways of their white neighbours,

•whom it is their ambition, in many encouraging instances, to imitate ; no cases of

destitution were apparent, while many evidences of advancement were to be seen in the

direction of improved dwellings and more comfortable homes. Men, women and

children were observed who were better clad and better fed than many whites of tho

poorer class ; substantial fences were seen on some reserves for miles in extent ; in some
places productive kitchen gardens had been laid out, fruit and flowers being also suc-

cessfully cultivated. Sheep, pigs and poultry, give an air of comfort and prosperity

to many of the native settlements, and, to a pleasing extent, children were to be seen

clean, well cared for, healthy and happy. In nearly every village church bells are to be

heard at fitting intei-vals during each day, evidencing a peaceful, contented and de-

votional spirit amongst these simple and pnmitive people.

I have, &c.,

A. W. VOWELL,
Indian Superintendent.

Province of British Columbia,
Report of Indian Reser\te Commissioner,

Victoria, January 4, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to embody herein for the information of the denartment
the following report in connection with the work undertaken by the Indian Reserve
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Commissioner and by the respective surveyors whose services have been engaged for

the purpose of surveying Indian reserves, &c., in the province of British Columbia,

during the past year, ended December 31, 1903.

On May 11, last. Surveyor Skinner, under instructions, proceeded to Douglas, situ-

ated at the head of Harrison lake, in the Eraser agency, where he surveyed the fol-

lowing small reserves, viz.:—No. 2A, Sachteen; No. 5A, Sklah-hesten ; No. 9, Morteen;

No. 10, Franks, and No. 11, Perrets; the above work was done satisfactorily and his

return to Victoria reported on June 11.

These reserves, it may be mentioned, were defined by the late Indian Reserve

Commissioner in 1897, since which date a favourable opportunity for their survey did

not occur till the time mentioned.

Subsequently, on June 14, Mr. Skinner was dispatched to the west coast of

Vancouver island for the purpose of surveying reserve No. 4, a fishing station, for the

Pecheena Indians (defined by the late Indian Reserve Commissioner on October 30,

1894) ; Mr. Skinner having completed this work reported at Victoria on June 22,

when he and his party were paid off.

In accordance with the desire of the department, Surveyor WiUiams, of Quesnel,

was instructed on May 2 to survey the reserves allotted by me in 1901 for the Indians

of IJlkatcho and Kluskus lake, respectively. In the prosecution of this work he left

Quesnel on May 19, and, having finished the surveys, returned to Quesnel on July 19,

where he was engaged until August 15, copying his field-notes and making plans, &c.

For some time past it has been considered desirable to have a resurvey made of

reserves No. 4, 4 A, 10, 11, 11 A, 12. 13, 14 and 15, Cook's Ferry, and reserve No. 1 A,

Bonaparte, all of which are situated within the Railway Belt; owing, however, to the

difficulty experienced in the way of obtaining the services of a Dominion land sur-

veyor, the work has, unavoidably, remained in abeyance.

After much inquiry last spring, I was, through the kindness of Mr. McKenzie,
Dominion Land Agent, New Westminster, enabled to secure the services of Mr. Peter
Burnet, D.L.S., who was instructed on May 16 to complete the work referred to. In
consequence of previous engagements, Mr. Burnet was prevented from commencing
the surveys till June 18, from which time till August 10, he was so occupied ; he then

proceeded to Lytton and, in accordance with instructions contained in the depart-

ment's letter of June 9, 1903, No. 100,340, surveyed the small addition to the Klick-

kum-cheen reserve at that place, returning to Vancouver on August 12.

Inclosed herewith will be found Messrs. Skinner's, Williams' and Burnet's reports,

which give evidence of due diligence having been observed while in the field.

On September 10, accompanied by Surveyor Green, I left Victoria on the steamer

Tees for Port Essington, en route to the Nass and Skeena rivers, where we arrived on
the 16th of the same month. Indian Agent Mojrow was there to meet us, having pro-

vided a canoe and crew of Indians for our trip up the Lakelse river. The next day we
started on the steamer Hazelton for the mouth of the Lakelse, some forty-five miles up
the Skeena, where we arrived at 8 a.ra. the following raorning; very heavy rain was
falling, but, having canoe and Indians engaged, no time was lost in pushing up stream.

The Lakelse river is very rapid and in many places shallow, which renders it im-

possible to take up a heavy-laden canoe, on account of which we had to engage the

services of two extra Indians with another canoe to take part of the load up stream;

this we were able to do with but little delay, there being an Indian reserve close by
where we procured the needed help. Poles had to be used nearly the whole time and
occasionally tow-lines, which made our progress slow and particularly unpleasant, the

downpour of rain never ceasing. Early on the 19th, we arrived near the head of the

river, when the Indians pointed out the fishing camp they required. We immediately

camped and subsequently, after a careful examination of the ground,.which was most
difficult on account of fallen timber, dense growth of underbrush, prickly plants, &c.,

&e., I allotted as a camping-ground and fishing-station for the Indians twenty-one
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acres, part of which, having been used for generations as a camping ground, was rich,

open, fern-land, upon which the rude houses they had constructed for temporary use
were placed.

The reserve contains sufficient timber for the Indians' requirements, the latter

expressing themselves as highly pleased with the allotment. While on the ground the

si.rvey of the reserve was completed by Mr. Green, assisted by the Indian crew.

On the morning of the 23rd we broke camp and returned down stream to the

Skeena river, where we camped the same day close to the mouth of the Lakelse for the
purpose of having the Killutsal reserve, No. 1, surveyed by Mr, Green. This reserve was
laid off by the late Indian Reserve Commissioner in 1892, and upon examination it

was found that it did not include the burial-ground, to cover which, at the special re-

quest of the Indians and to avoid future trouble, I thought it most advisable to take

in an additional five acres contiguous to the northwest corner, which not only included

the grave-yard, but an Indian house as well.

Before arriving at the mouth of the Lakelse, I was met by Mr. Morrow, who,
having returned from an Indian village near Kitselas canyon, to whcih place he had
proceeded on the steamer to attend to some important Indian matters, joined our party
and accompanied Mr. Green part of the time while engaged in the survey of the Killut-

."sal reserve.

On the 26th, Mr. Morrow and I returned to Port Essington on the steamer Hazel-

ton, which was going down river on her return from the Forks of Skeena.
Mr. Green completed the survey and returned to Essington on the afternoon of

October 2, when the Indians were paid off, and we held ourselves in readiness to pro-

ceed to the Nass at the first opportunity.

On October 3, we were able to secure a passage on the steamer Chieftain to

Port Simpson. We left at 7.30 p.m., and the steamer having to touch at Kitkahtla,

we did not arrive at Port Simpson till next forenoon, having picked up Agent Morrow
en route at Metlakatla. I may mention that, there being no accommodation for pas-

sengers on the Chieftain, Mr. Green and I had to sit up all night and suffer other

inconveniences incidental thereto,

Erom Port Simpson we secured a passage to Port Nelson, at the mouth of Nass

river, on a little steamer (equally uncomfortable) leaving for that place on the day

following ; having secured a canoe and Indian crew, we started up the river, camp-

ing out two nights and arriving at Aiyansh village on the Kitlacdamax reserve. No, 1,

As reported on July 11 last, No, 256-7, the Indians resident on this reserve petitioned

that it should be divided between the people living in the village of Aiyansh, who

have embraced Christianity, and those dwelling in the old village of Kitlacdamax, who

stiU adhere to the old belief and customs, as there was considerable friction between

them arising from disputes in connection with the land, &c. After several meetings

with the Indians, who were not unreasonable in their demands, I was able to make a

division that I consider equitable and whcih I am pleased to say was apparently satis-

factory to both parties. While there, Mr, Green, in addition to running the dividing

(line, was able to retrace part of the boundaries of the original reserve and to reset

some of the posts which had disappeared through decay or from other causes,

On October 14, we left Aiyansh, proceeding down river about eight miles to the

new Indian village of Kwinaha; the old village situated near the head of the canyon

on Kitwilluckilt reserve No, 7. was destroyed by fire about two years ago and the site

abandoned on account of the bad water in its immediate vicinity, where, the Indiana^

report, many women and children had been drowned in the past. The site selected

for the new village is about a mile below that of the old one and closely approaches

the northern boundary of the Zaulzap reserve, No. 29. There they have erected some

eleven substantial and, mostly, modem houses. The point upon which they stand,

although of small dimensions, and bavins: natural boundaries, was not included in the

reserve last named ; at the earnest request of the Irdians the point above mentioned,

consisting of about seven acres, was added to Zaulzap reserve and surveyed before
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leaving. The natives were very grateful to the department for securing this piece of

land to them and their children, &c.
Continuing down the river, I arrived at Lackaltsap reserve No. 9, on October 15,

where the Indians complained of the tinsanitary condition of the water-supply of the

village owing to the proximity of their old btirial-groiind, which they asserted drained

into the spring. On that account they said they had been obliged to abandon the old

grave-yard and establish a new one. On examination it was found that the latter was
not on the reserve, that it contained several graves upon which were erected expensive

headstones. Under the circumstances narrated, I considered it advisable to reserve

five acres for the purpose named, subject to the approval of the department and pro-)

vincial government. This piece of land was also surveyed while on the ground. I may
say that the Indians, when asked why they started a new grave-yard on land not in-

cluded in their reserve without first having gained permission to do so, stated as their

excuse that they had no one to apply to, the late agent not having visited them for

years. This I do not believe to be altogether correct, and so informed them with a

caution not under any circumstances to go outside their reserve in future.

Having completed the above described work and held a large meeting at Kincolith,

I arrived at Port Essington on October 21, having called at Port Simpson and Metla-

katla en route. During nearly every day from the time we first landed at Essing-

ton till our return, the rain was incessant and unprecedented even in that notoriously

damp country, making the work very disagreeable and at times most difficult to ac-

complish.

The minutes of decision and plans of the several allotments referred to are being
prepared and will be forwarded to the department as soon as Mr. Green can complete
that work and the approval of the provinical government is obtained.

The survey of all such Indian reserves as have been laid off up to the present

date has now been completed with the exception of those in Nemiah valley and a

small one at Sechelt. The survey of the former, owing to the nomadic habits of the

Indians for whose use they were allotted, it is considered advisable to leave in

abeyance for the present, while the latter can be attended to by Surveyor Green in

the near future.

I have, &c.,

A. W. VOWELL,
Indian Reserve Commissioner, B.C.

Province of Bbitish Colusibia,

Survey Eeport of E. M. SKI^rNER,

Victoria, June 23, 1903.

A. W. VoweU, Esq.,

Indian Reserve Commissioner,

Victoria, B.C.

Sir,—I have the honour to present the following report upon the survey of re-

serves Nos. 10, 11, 9, 5A and 2A for the Douglas tribe of Indians, and the survey of

reserve No. 4 for the Pacheena tribe on the west coast.

Acting under your instructions, I left Victoria on Hay 11 by the steamer

Charmer and arrived at Agassiz station on the 12th. After a delay of one day at

Agassiz to secure provisions and labour, I left on the 14th and arrived at Douglas
at the head of Harrison lake the same day.

Having secured pack animals, I moved to the reserve on the 11th and commenced
work the next day. Having completed reserves ISTos. 10 and 11 with the connection on
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the 20th, I moved the camp to reserve Xo. 5A on the 2l3t and commenctd work ttie

next day, completing the survey with the connections to reserves Nos. 10 and 9 on the

28th.

Having made the survey of reserve 'No. 9, I moved to reserve Xo. 2A on June 3

and commenced work the next day, finishing it the day after, thus completing all the

work entrusted to me.

Moving down the road on the 6th, I arrived at Douglas on the 7th, where I was

delayed for two days before being able to secure a passage down the lake. Leaving

Douglas in the evening of the 9th. I arrived at Agassiz on the 10th, where I paid oS

the men hired there. Leaving Agassiz on the 10th, I arrived at Victoria the same day,

and paid off the men the following day.

Receiving instructions to proceed to San Juan on the West Coast to survey one

reserve for the Pacheena tribe, I left Victoria in the evening of June 14 by the

steamer Queen City arriving at San Juan in the morning of the next day. Securing
a canoe and two men, I proceeded up the river the same day. Commencing the sur-

vey of the reserve on the 16th, I completed it and moved down to Port Renfrew on

the 17th, unfortunately too late to catch the steamer.

I was delayed at Port Renfrew until the 21st, when taking passage by canoe in

the morning, I arrived in Victoria in the evening of the same day, and paid off the

men taken from Victoria on the day following.

I inclose a schedule of the reserves surveyed and distance run, which will, 1

trust, prove satisfactory.

I have, &c.,

E. M. SKINXER.

Schedule of Reserves surveyed by E. M. Skinner, 1903.

1

Date. ' Reserve.

1
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I first commenced operations on the Bonaparte reserve No. lA, where I had some
difficulty in ascertaining starting points, &c., as many mounds were obliterated and
others were so evidently out of place as to be valueless.

The land of this reserve is of very little value either for agricultural or pastural

purposes, portions of it are much broken by steep ravines and deep gulches. The tim-

ber on sections 2 and 3, township 22, is very scattered and inferior in quality; but on
sections 33 and 34, fairly good timber is to be found.

From Bonaparte, I transported camp equipage as far as Ashcroft by wagon. From
there to Highland Valley pack horses can only be used, there being only a trail. As-
certaining that no pack horses could be obtained after leaving Ashcroft, and knowing
it would be necessary to move our camp frequently, I thought it best to take the
horses through to Spence's Bridge. Those known as the Highland Valley reserves

are No. 12 (Chilthnux), No. 13 (Quillonton), No. 14 (Enquotco), No. 15 (Squetankil-

hats). No one is residing within miles of any of these reserves. I had difficulty in

finding the different starting points, but those being ascertained, the survey was com-
paratively easy. The lines as defined, I presume by D.L.S. Fletcher, I found approxi-

mately correct, and in most cases well defined.

Each of these reserves contains a large percentage of meadow-lands and is

evidently used only as hay-lands and occupied only for a few days during the haying
season. Were the meadows properly cared for, I believe them capable of giving large

returns. Outside of the meadows the land is of little value, and what timber there

is is of a very poor quality. I made traverse connecting the different reserves and
also from eastern boundary of reserve No. 15 to the nearest available recognized Do-
minion survey (N.E. corner section No. 5, tp. 18, range 21, west of the 6th meridian).

From Highland Valley I proceeded to Spatsum and made correction survey of

boundaries of reserves No. 11 and llA ; the land of these resei-ves is of little or no value

for agricultural purposes. From Spatsum, I moved camp to No. 10 (Pokheitsk) and
made correction survey. From there I proceeded to Spence's Bridge and made survey

of reserves 4 and 4A. • As will be seen from plan accompanying field notes of survey

a large portion of No. 4 (as shown on original plan thereof) has been washed away by
the Thompson river, thereby very materially lessening its acreage, as also the area in-

tended to be given in No. 4A.
From Spence's Bridge, I proceeded by train to Lytton, and made survey of addi-

tion to reserve No. 18 (Klickkumcheen). This latter survey was made on August 11,

and on August 12 myself and chainbearers returned to Vancouver.

I sincerely regret the long delay in completing returns, but it has in a great de-

gree been unavoidable, as owing to two attacks of illness, I have virtually been incapa-

citated from work for many weeks, and am now only able to do a little office work
occasionally.

I have, &c.,

PETER BUENET, D.L.S.

Province op British Columbu,
Survey Report of Sidney Williams,

QuESNEL, August 15, 1903.

A. W. Vowell, Esq.,

Indian Reserve Commissioner,
Victoria, B.C.

Sir,—I have the honour to report that in accordance with the instructions con-
tained in your letteu of May 2 last, I left Quesnel on May 19, travelling with Telegraph
trail and Blackwater river, and reached Kluskus reserve No. 4 on Euohiniko lake on
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the 26th. This journey was very trying on horses, as feed was very poor, practically no

new grass having commenced to grow for this season; the distance travelled each day

was consequently very irregular, and the horses wandered considerably, although very

little actual delay was caused on this account.

In order to save time and give the horses as much rest between long journeys as

possible, I made the surveys in the following order :

—

First, Klviskus resei-ve No. 4.

Second, Kluskus reserve No. 1.

Third, Uhlcatcho reserve.

Fourth, Kluskus reserve No. 2.

Fifth, Kluskus reserve No. 3.

By reference to the map, you will notice that by this method it was unnecessary

to travel over the same ground twice, excepting the journey to and from Uhlcatcho.

Upon completing Kluskus reserve No. 3, I came direct to Quesnel, via the Nasko

river, which journey was accomplished in four and a half days, as against seven days

via Blackwater river.

Upon arriving at each of the four different locations, the weather was wet and

sky overcast, and I was unable to take observations the first day. Fortunately in each

case at Kluskus, I was able to commence traverses with a presumed meridian, so that

no time was lost ; at Uhlcatcho I employed the spare time in laying out a long base for

tn' angulation of the lake.

I found everywhere a great deal of local magnetic attraction, the needle continu-

ally changing between N 23° 30 W and N 30° W. For this reason it was difficult to

determine the precise magnetic variation.

A good deal of rain fell during the trip, especially at Uhlcatcho, although only

two days were lost on this account ; it was, however, often difficult to keep the tran-

sit in working order on account of heavy rain.

KLUSKUS RESERVE NO. 1.

The south boundary from the lake to the southwest corner did not include a small

grassy fiat adjoining the lake and south of the creek. The Indians were anxious to

have this fiat included in the reserve, but as your plan clearly shows the boundary

being near the creek, I did not feel that*I was justified in making any change.

CHANGE IN UHLCATCHO RESERVE.

I found it necessary to extend this reserve forty chains further north in order to

take in cabins at the north side of Avalka lake ; this increased the area by six hun-

dred and forty acres in this direction. In order to retain the original area as nearly

a? possible, I extended the northern part of the west boxindary south eighty chains

and by so doing discarded six hundred and forty acres, this latter was mostly composed

of small rocky peaks and was even more worthless than the rest of the reserve. These

changes were only made after much deliberation, and will, I hope, meet with your

approval. In other respects I foiind the sketch plans remarkably accurate.

As you wiU see by my diary, the party was engaged at Quesnel on May 18, and

returned there on July 18 ; this period included sixty-two days, or deducting eight

Sundays and two statutory holidays, fifty-two working days. As we made two short

drives on Sunday and Monday, May 24 and 25, on account of horse feed, adding an-

other day, this will bring up the total working days to fifty-three.

These days were employed as follows :

—

Days.

Preparing for trip 1

Travelling 19

Surveying 31

Lost through rain 2

53
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The total distance travelled as nearly as could be estimated was 379 miles as

follows :

—

Miles.

Quesnel to Kluskus reserve ISTo. 4 118

Reserve No. 4 to reserve No. 1 9

Kluskus to Uhlcatclio and return 140

Moving camp at Uhlcatcho 10

Kluskus to resei-ves ISTos. 2 and 3 6

Reserve 'No. 2 to Quesnel '. 96

3Y9

This makes an average of twenty miles per day. I may say that the trails on our

outward journey were in much better condition than on our return ; on the other

hand, horses were in better order, and packs lighter returning. We were most fortu-

nate in being able to ford the Blackwater at the crossing two days out from Kluskus

to Uhlcatcho both going and returning, as during our stay at Uhlcatcho, this river

rose several feet owing to the heavy rains and there was plenty of evidence to show

that all the low country adjacent to the river had been inundated. Had this occurred

while we were en route, we should probably have been delayed for several days. The

time surveying was taken up as follows :

—

Days. Chains.

Kluskus reserve No. 4 2i 170*00

Kluskus resei-ve No. 1 8 467'17

Uhlcatcho reserve 14 1,200'00

Kluskus resei-ve No. 2 4 322'23

Kluskus reserve No. 3 1* 120'00

Connection of two latter 1 90"70

31 2.370*10

Making an average of 76.46 chains per day. This does not include extra lines run

to tie in villages and 30 chains run at Uhlcatcho and abandoned.

From July 18 till to-day, my time was occupied in making up my accounts, paying

off men, copying my field books and drawing the necessary plans.

I have, &c.,

SIDNEY WILLIAMS.
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Province of Ontario,

St. Joseph's Indian Home,
Fort William, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—We have the honour to submit our annual report of the St. Joseph's Homei

for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The St. Joseph's Home on the Fort William reserve, is situated on the

couth bank of the Kaministiquia river, midway between East and West Fort William

and about four miles from the picturesque Mount McKay.
Land.—In connection with the Home there is only one acre of land. It is divided

into playgrounds, one for boys and the other for the girls, vegetable garden and

flower garden. The land, when attended to properly, produces very good vegetables.

During the season, though short, every thing in the garden has grown very rapidly.

Buildings.—The Home is frame on a foundation of stone. There has been dur-

ing the past year, an addition built on the rear, making the Home 95 x 45 feet instead

of 70 X 45 feet, as formerly. The attic in the main building has been opened up and

riade into a very nice room and is now used as a dormitory for the girls. The basement

includes the kitchen, three furnace-rooms, play-room, refectories and laundry. On
the first floor is the reception-room, boys' dormitory, lavatory, boys' infirmary, bathr

rooms and chapel. The second floor comprises the girls' play-room, lavatory, bath-rooms,

infirmary, work-room, clothes closets and private rooms, while on the third floor are

the dormitories and a water-tank.

Accommodation.—There is ample accommodation for about seventy-five pupils.

Attendance.—The attendance at this institution during the year was 68 pupils ;

43 girls and 25 boys. .

Class-room Work.—The pupils attend school twice each day, with the exception of

some of the larger girls who assist in the laundry once a (week. They also have their

regular time for study. The progress of the pupils has been very satisfactory. The
inspector's report last week was favourable.

Farm and Garden.—Our garden, though small, is well filled with the diflferent

kinds of vegetables. The boys are busily employed keeping down the weeds. The
soil though sandy, with a little care, produces excellent vegetables.

Industries Taught.—Cooking, sewing, darning, knitting, laundry and general

housekeeping are taught the girls. The boys are taught to be neat and clean in theiiH

cwn apartments, and to work in the vegetable garden and also attend to the flowers and

lawn.

Moral and Religious Training.—Careful attention is paid to the morals and the

religious training of the pupils; evei-y effort being made to instil into their minds

their duty towards God and man. The conduct of the pupils on the whole has been

very good.

Health and Sanitation.—In March an epidemic of fever and pneumonia broke out

among the children not only in the Home but in most of the families on the reserve,

from which a great may deaths resulted ; it lasted for about a month. We lost two of

our staff from its effects combined with the overwork and anxiety with the children.

Two girls and two boys were victims also. A great many of the other children were

very sick, but have recovered through the aid of the best medical assistance. AU
are now well again and the Home has been thoroughly disinfected.
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Water Supply.—We have an abundant supply of water distributed to the difierent

apartments by means of pipes attached to a windmill.

Fire Protection.—Tliere is kept in readiness seventy feet of hose, two fireman's

axes and three Star glass-lined fire-extinguishers.

Heating and Lighting.—The institution is heated by means of three large hot-

air furnaces, wood being the fuel used. The only means at present of lighting the

Home are coal oil lamps.

Recreation.—When the weather permits, the children enjoy outdoor games in their

respective playgrounds. The games enjoyed most are, baseball, football, hide and
seek, croquet, fishing and boating in season.

General Remarks.—The department has very kindly granted $1,000, for which we
are indeed most grateful, as we found it a great help towards lightening our heavy*

debt on the new addition. We have suffered a double loss to our little staff, by those

two deaths. The Superior, Mother Francis, was the right one in the right place here,

so kind and self-sacrificing under the greatest difficulties. The other sister too, we

thought indispensable, but God's holy will be done. Many thanks are due the pastor

of the mission for the great generosity in supplying the Home with all the milk and
vegetables used and many other things, free of charge, which is no small item.

I have, (tc,

SISTERS OF ST. JOSEPH,

Provikce of Ontario,

Mohawk Institute,

Brantford, August 11, 1904.

Tlie Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith a report oh the Mohawk Institute

for the year ended June 30, 1904.

This institute was established by ' The Corporation for Popagating the Gospel in

New England,' briefly ' The iSTew England Company,' in the year 1831.

Land.—The land comprises three hundred and ninety acres, as follows : Lot No.

r> Eagles Nest, township of Brantford, ten acres; Crown grant (on this are the build-

irgs) and one hundred and ninety-four acres by license of occupation; Mohawk
Glebe lot, city, one hundred and eighty-six acres, rented.

Buildings.—The main building, 152 x 60 feet, is nearing completion. The boys^

play-house, 74 x 20 feet, laundry, 30 x 20 -3 feet, dairy, 18 x 13 feet, have been rebuilty

the former is a two and a half story building, basement of brick, at present occupied

by the boys as a temporary home. The Mohawk parsonage, some distance from the

institution proper, has temporary additions' made to it for the accommodation of the

girls.

New Buildings.—Barn, 97 x 35, but with brick basement containing stabling for

thirty-five cows ; root-house and milk separating room ; cement silo, 30 x 16 feet; hog-
pen, 72x30 feet; cement walls, metal roof and an ice-house, 18x14 feet.

Accommodation.—Accommodation has been provided in the new gymnasium for

forty boys and in temporary buildings attached to the Mohawk parsonage for forty-

three girls.

Attendance.—The returns for the quarter ended June 30, 1904, show an at-

tendance of thirty-nine boys and forty girls, classified as follows :

—
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Pupils.

Standard II 5

III 22

IV 13
" V 23

VI 16

Total 79

The average attendance for the year was eighty-one. No new pupils have been
admitted since April 19, 1903, when the institution was destroyed by fire.

Class-room "Work.—The class-room work covers the full course of the public

schools of Ontario. The progress has been satisfactory under the circumstances. One
pupil passed the ' entrance ' examination last month, another has been attending the

business college in the city for eight months, taking a stenographer's course. She has

not yet tried for her diploma.

The school hours are from 8.30 to 12 a.m., and from 1.30 to 4 p.m. in summer, and
in winter from 8.45 to 12 a.m., and from 1.30 to 4 p.m., and from 7 to 8 p.m.

All pupils in standards IV, V and VI have private study from 8.30 to 9.30 p.m.

Pupils form two divisions ' A ' and ' B.' One week ' A ' division attends school

in the morning, and ' B ' division in the afternoon ; the next week the order is

reversed.

The pupils in standards I and II are in school full time throughout the year.

Farm and Garden.—This department though suffering a great loss in produce,

live stock and implements, shows a favourable balance of $583.82 besides doing work

of clearing up the ruins and re-building to the extent of $1,000 or more. Products

supplied to the Mohawk Institution, $1,270.23 ; _
cash sales, $3,271.18.

Industries Taught.

—

Carpentry and Painting.—Under instructions the boys do

all the work for the institution and farm. The carpenter and his boys were employed

in the erection of temporary and permanent buildings. The farm supplied gravel

and sand and the boys mixed all the cement in the construction of the new barn, silo,

and pig-pen, besides assisting in all the carpentry work.

Farming, &c.—Farming, gardening and the care of greenhouses form the prin-

cipal occupation of the boys and include the management »of a dairy of over thirty

cows and the raising of pigs, also the cultivation of plants and flowers for market.

Girls' \York.—The girls are trained for domestic work, including sewing, knit-

ting, dressmaking, cooking, baking, laundrying and butter-making. They make all

their own clothing, also that of the boys with the exception of the best tweed uniform,

an issue of which is purchased every other year.

Moral and Religious Training.—Morning and evening prayers are conducted

for the whole school daily and divine service at the Mohawk church at 11 a.m. on
Siindays. Religious instruction is given daily in the schools and on Sunday from
9 to 10 a.m., 2.30 to 3.30 p.m. and 7 to 8 p.m.

The boys are organized as a company of cadets, divided into four sections under

senior boys who are responsible for the cleanliness and order of their respective sec-

tions. Four section monitresses exercise similar sui>ervision over the girls.

Health and Sanitation.—The sanitary condition of the boys' department is excel-

lent ; that at the girls' home is the best that can be arranged in temporary quarters.

The health of the pupils throughout the year has been very good, no serious ill-

ness or death has occurred.

Water Supply.—For the boys' department, water is ptunped by means of a wind-

mill from a well into tanks.

The girls in their temporary quarters, pump the water required from a well.

Fire Protection.—Both departments are furnished with fire-extinguishers.

27—i—20
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Heating and Lighting.—The boys have a coal furnace in their play-house. The
Mohawk parsonage was heated by coal-stoves and both departments are lighted with
electricity.

Recreation.—The recreation hours are one hour at noon, two hours in the even-

ing in summer and one hour in the winter, and for school divisions throughout the

year from 4 to 5 p.m. ; also one half holiday each week.
There is no school from July 16 to August 21. During this time the teachers take

their vacation, each pupil has half a day holiday, and the industrial work of the in-

stitution goes on as usual.

The boys are furnished in their playground with swings and horizontal bars,

they also have a field where they play cricket, baseball and football. The girls are

]jrovided with swings, croquet, balls, skipping ropes, &c. Those who prefer to read

are furnished with magazines and books from the school library and the boys have the
daily newspapers sent to their reading-room.

I have, &c.,

E. ASHTON,
Superintendent.

Province of Ontario,

Mount Elgin Industrial Institute,

MuNCEY, August 26, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to transmit herewith a report on the Mount Elgin in-

dustrial institute for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The Mount Elgin industrial institute is very picturesquely situated

on the west bank of the Thames river in the township of Caradoc and county of Middle-

sex, Ontario. The farm connected therewith consists of two hundred and twenty-fiv^

acres. Falling gently to the river it is therefore easily drained. The soil is rich and

well adapted for agricultural purposes. Originally designed for forty pupils, it is

found to be quite inadequate for the one hundred pupils now in attendance. To cor-

rect this, lands are leased from the Chippewa and Oneida bands.

Buildings.—The buildings are as follows :—Main building four stories, erected in

1895, the old building erected in 1847, refitted in 1897, and known at present as the

annex, boys' recreation hall, laundry, barns, stables, carpenter and shoe-shops. The
work of repairs to pig-pens, stock and straw barns referred to in our last report has

been of great advantage during the year.

Grounds.—Extensive playgrounds lie to the south, north and west of the main

building and overlook the winding Thames northward, presenting one of the most

beautiful pastoral scenes in the province.

Accommodation.—Ample accommodation is provided for from one hundred and

fifteen to one hundred and twenty pupils, together with a staff of twelve officers.

Attendance.—The number of pupils authorized by the department for this insti-

tute is one hundred. The attendance last year averaged one hundred and three.

Class-room Work.—Each pupil receives four days' instruction in the class-room

and two days' in the industrial departments each week. Care is had to give the pupils

the advantage of a graded school. Three pupils successfully passed the high school

entrance and one the public school leaving at the examinations held in June and
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July last. School-rooms, lavatories, dormitories, playgrounds, &c., are under the

continued oversight and inspection of the teachers and matron.

Farm and Garden.—The farm is composed as stated above of two hundred and
twenty-five acres. The soil is rich, well drained, and furnishes from year to year,

except in special cases, supplies of flour, meats, vegetables and dairy products for use
of pupils and stall. Being limited to two hiindred and twenty-five acres, it fails to

afford but a meagre quantity of pasturage. Dependence upon rental of adjoining lands

alone meets this serious defect.

Industrial Work.—The boys are taught all branches of agricultural work, such as

ploughing, harrowing, tile draining, planting and management of roots and com, har-

vesting, &c., the rearing, training, &c., of horses and the management of stock in gen-

eral. The girls are trained in domestic work, including baking, cooking, sewing,

knitting, darning, dressmaking and laundry work.

Moral and Religious Training.—The moral and religious training of the pupils is

kept constantly before the classes by the teachers in charge. Daily study of the Bible
at morning and evening prayers is conducted by the principal. In charge of an officer

rJl pupils attend public service each Sabbath morning. Sabbath school is held in the
chapel each Sabbath afternoon, and a Bible study and a song service in the same place
at 7.30 each Sabbath evening.

Health of Pupils.—The general health of the pupils during the year has been good.
One pupil was dismissed suffering from that dread disease consumption. One boy
died of spinal menengitis after a sickness of eight days.

Water Supply.—The water-supply, while abundant, is not of good quality, and is

one of the problems demanding serious attention.

Fire Protection.—Chemical extinguishers and buckets filled with water are kept
in the corridors of the main building. Though two small tanks are situated in the
garret of the main building, they are not infrequently empty, depending, as they are,

upon the continued workings of the windmill furnishing the pumping power. An
effort is being made to remedy this by way of installing an hydraulic ram. The annex,
laundry and extensive bams are entirely without protection.

Heating.—The heating of the main building and the annex is furnished by three

coal-bui-ning furnaces. In the annex recourse is had to wood stoves in extremely cold
weather, the furnace not having sufficient power.

General Remarks.—Ready employment is found by pupils (both boys and girls)

going out from this institute, the eagerness with which they are sought for bearing
testimony to the efficiency of their training.

I have, &c.,

T. T. GEORGE,
Principal.

Provixce of Ontario,

The Shingwauk and Wawaxosh Homes,
Sault Ste. Marie, July 22, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report of the Shingwauk and Wa-
wanosh Homes for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The Shingwauk and Wawanosh Homes are situated on the bank of the
St. Mary's river, one and one-half miles east of, and within, the town limits of Sault
Ste. Marie, in the province of Ontario.

27—i—20J
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Laii6.— jlie area of land in connection therewith is ninety-three acres, comprising-
park lots 1 and 2, in the Tarentorus township, which was acquired by purchase, and is
held in trust by His Lordship the Bishop of Algoma. Originally forest, the 'land is-

row, with the exception of a few acres, cleared.

The soil is extremely light and rocky, and is best adapted for grazing purposes.
A large portion of it is quite useless for farming purposes.

Buildings.—The buildings are admirably situated, fronting the river, and con-
sist of:

—

1. The Shingwauk and Wawanosh Homes, main block, 160 x 37 feet, with various
\^ings and principal's residence adjoining, in which are the offices of the institution,
main dining-hall, kitchens, visitors' entrance, staff-rooms, furnace-rooms, lavatories
and donnitories.

2. A litle to the east, and almost in line with the main block, stands a large two-
story frame building, 60 x 30 feet, the ground floor of which is used as a drill-hall and
play-room for the boys. On the upper floor the senior school is held.

3. Some sixty yards from this building, standing due east and west, is the Bishop-
Fauquier memorial chapel, erected in 1883, with funds subscribed anonymously in
England and Canada, as a tangible, enduring and useful memorial to Algoma's first

revered bishop.

4. Hospital, with attendant's cottage adjoining.

6. Farmer's cottage and laundry, 20 x 40 feet.

6. Carpenter's cottage.

7. Factory.

8. Shoe-shop, barns, stables and various minor buildings.

Since my last report the following repairs and improvements have been effected,

namely : repairs to roof of main building ; new floor in laundry; painting part of
the interior of the main building ; connecting girls' lavatories with hot water ; making
bob-sleighs for farm; six fire ladders; wagon box; setting up new pump and engine

in factory; laying new roof and floors and stalls in horse-stable and same in cow-

stables; fencing girls' yard; glazing and general minor repairs.

Accommodation.—There is accommodation for one hundred pupils—sixty boys

and forty girls—and twelve members of staff.

Attendance.—The number of pupils enrolled at the beginning of the year was
fifty-seven—forty-one boys and sixteen girls. Seven girls and two boys were admitted,

five boys and two girls were discharged, and two boys died of comsumption, thus leaving

in residence at this date thirty-six boys and twenty-one girls, of whom nineteen are

motherless, nine fatherless and seventeen have neither father nor mother. The average

attendance for the year was fifty-six.

Class-room Work.—The school is divided into senior and junior divisions under

the tuition of two teachers in separate buildings.

The curriculum followed is similar to that of the public schools of Ontario.

Both schools are equipped with automatic desks, large wall maps, globes and neces-

sary school materia], including kindergarten material for the juniors.

The hours of attendance are from 8.30 to 12 a.m. and from 1.30 to 5 p.m, Wednes-

days and Saturdays excepted. Getting through the junior school is always a tedious

and lengthy process, due largely to the pupils' lack of English. Once through, however,

progress is much more rapid, and compares favourably with the public schools. Writ-

ing and drawing especially are natural talents with our boys and girls, and are always

much commended by our inspectors.

Good progress has been made during the year. Twenty boys and six girls quali-

fied for promotion into higher classes.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught carpentry and farming. The girls sew-

ing, laundry and general domestic work.
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The carpenter-shop, or factory, is a detached building, 24 x 40 feet, situated some
two hundred yards from the main building. Eveiy branch of carpentry work is taught

by an experienced foreman in charge. Our boys take readily to the work and soon

become adept. Five boys were apprenticed during the year, to whom, and their in-

structor much credit is due for the efficient manner in which the repairs and improve-

ments previously referred to in this report were carried out.

In connection with this branch of the work I desire to place on record my grati-

tude to the department for a much needed supply of carpenter's tools, together with a
12 horse-power gasoline engine, which latter, recently installed, supplies an economical

and satisfactory motive power for the operation of our machinery and for pumping.

The farm, consisting of 40 acres, is worked by a practical farmer in charge,

assisted by a number of boys.

The stock consists of three horses, one bull, four cows, four yearlings, four calves

and four pigs.

The principal crops raised are hay, roots and vegetables. The soil is light and
rocky and rarely yields sufficient produce for institution requirements.

An additional fifty acres of good first-class farming land adjacent to the schools

would be an invaluable boon.

In the winter, the farmer and his boys are fully occupied in teaming, chopping

^nd.sawing wood and the care and feeding of the stock.

A great drawback is the lack of wood for fuel on the Shingwauk property, a want
increasingly felt each year in view of the difficulty experienced in buying permits to

cut on other lands at a reasonable figure and in the vicinity of the institution.

Moral and Religious Training.—The religious training is that of the Church of

England. Pupils and staff attend the Shing-wauk memorial chapel or St. Luke's pro-

cathedral in town, morning and. evening prayers are held in the school-room every

day, and Sunday school on Sunday afternoons.

Methods of punishment are fines, impositions and keeping the pupil in to work on
half holidays. Corporal punishment is administered in cases of gross disobedience

only, and as a last resort.

Health and Sanitation.—While I have to report the death of two boys at Shing-

wauk from tuberculosis, the health of the pupils generally was satisfactory. We have

been freer from minor sicknesses than for many years past, especially was this the

<jase during the past winter notwithstanding its severity.

Drains are kept clean, lime and other disinfectants are used and all large refuse

is placed in barrels and carted to the farm daily.

Water Supply.—An inexhaustible supply is obtained from the St. Mary's river by
pumping into large tanks placed in the roofs of the main buildings and laundry.

Fire Protection.—Hydrants are placed at convenient distances outside of the main
buildings and on each flat of the interior, to which one hundred feet of hose kept

ready for use in case of fire, can be readily attached.

The main buildings are also supplied with chemical fire-engines and fireman's

axes.

Heat and Lighting.—The main building is heated throughout by a hot-water sys-

tem. The system works well and is satisfactory. Wood stoves are used for heating

all detached buildings, including the chapel.

Coal oil lamps are used throughout the buildings for lighting.

Recreation.—Both schools have playgrounds ; suitable games and gymnastic
appliances are provided.

Indoor games, books and magazines are provided for the winter.

General Remarks.—The fifty-seven children at present enrolled are representatives

of the Ojibway and Delaware tribes. They range from six to nineteen years in age ;

some are but beginning their career in the homes, while others well on in the 4th book
are rapidly nearing the termination of their training, and will soon be qualified to earn

their own living.
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They are bright, teachable children, painstaking and plodding in their work, and
speaking generally, have of late years shown an increasing appreciation of the advan-
tages offered them, especially is this noticeable on the part of those who rely on the
homes to eventually place them out in the world.

I have, &c.,

G. LEY KING,
Principal.

Province of Ontario,

wlkwemikong industrial school,

WiKWEMiKONG, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report of the Wikwemikong indus-
trial school for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—This iastitution is situated on the unceded portion of Manitoulin

island, ten miles north of the Manitowaning agency, in the village of Wikwemikong,.
on the west shore of Smith bay. This location is quite undesirable, our grounds
being surrounded and cut up by streets and Indians houses, we have no privacy, and
are unable to enlarge our too narrow playgrounds.

Land.—About two hundred acres of land were granted by the Indians for the

use of the missionaries, and are held in trust by them, for the combined purposes of

the mission and the school. It is stony but otherwise fertile land, half of which la-

under cultivation ; the other half being used as pasture.

Buildings.—The boys and girls are accommodated in two separate institutions

about two hundred yards apart, which are managed by two separate staffs, under the

supervision of the principal.

The boys have their study and class-rooms, dining-room, wardrobe and play-hall

in a two-story frame building, 50 x 100 feet. The rooms for the sick, the kitchen,,

and the dormitory are in the missionaries' residence, a three-story stone building,
110 X 60 feet, where also the staff have their quarters. The dormitoiy is particularly

healthy, being 108 x 40 feet, with a ceiling 17 feet high, and is well lighted and venti-

lated. There are in connection with it, baths and water-closets fitted up according

to the most approved method.

The girls and their staff are housed in two, three-story frame buildings connected
by a passage-way, which are 108 x 50 feet, and 50 x 35 feet, respectively, and situated
further up the hill. Their class-rooms, recreation-hall, and dormitories are now
spacious and airy, since the completion of the addition mentioned in my last report.

A few yards to the south stand a two-story frame structure, 40 x 50 feet, used for a
wash-room and its various appurtenances, also for a store-room, bakery, &c.

Towards the shore of the bay is located the blacksmith, paint and carpenter-

shops, combined in one building. The latter is provided with a gasoline engine, and
the most necessary wood-working machinery. Closer to the shore is a little saw and
planing mill. The shoemaker-shop and the bakery for the boys' school are located in
an old mission stone building, where also is a music-room, set apart especially for the

use of the brass band, composed of former pupils of the school.

There are yet to be mentioned in connection with the farm, three barns, each with
a spacious stable in its basement, piggeries, henneries, sheds for agricultural imple-

ments and various carriages, wood-sheds, and ice-house.
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Accommodation.—There is ample room to accommodate eighty boys, and as many

girls with their respective staffs. However, with some remodelling of the boys' school,

accommodation could be provided for one hundred boys.

Attendance.—The number of pupils enrolled during the year has been one hun-

dred and thirty-six, of which seventy-seven were boys and fifty-nine girls, and the

average attendance has been one hundred and twenty-six, the difference between the

figures being accounted for by arrivals and departures during the year. The atten'

dance of day pupils from the village has much improved with regard to the girls, but

the boys have not been so regular.

Class-room Work.—This is governed by the official programme of studies for

Indian schools. The time appointed for it, is from 9 to 11.45 a.m. and 1.30 p.m. to 4,

with a short recess in the middle of each session. There is also another half hour

of study at 7.30 p.m. for private reading, letter-writing, vocal music, &c. All the

pupils were present in class the full time, except some of the older girls who spent a

part of the time allotted to class-work in sewing. The pupils are about equally

divided into four sections, two for the boys and two for the girls, and are under the

tuition of four different teachers ; pupils of the lower grades being taught in the

same room in connection with the day pupils.

The pupils are graded as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 25

II 41

III • 23
" IV 23
" V 12

The pupils generally, especially the more advanced boys, have made veiy good
progress in the English language, and in arithmetic, and many would do credit to

any public school in the country.

Farm and Garden.—The farm described above, is managed with a view of sup-

plying the institution with meat, milk and butter. It is well stocked with cattle,

sheep, horses, hogs, and chickens. The work is done partly by the boys, with the help

of Indian workmen, under the guidance of an experienced farmer. About one acre is

laid out as a- kitchen garden. This department is quite profitable, and enables us

partly to supplement the annual grant, which hardly covers two-thirds of our expenses.

Industries Taught.—The main industry taught to the boys is farming, because

it is the best and almost the only means they will have of earning their living when out

of school; but attention is also given to woodworking, blacksmithing, and shoemaking.
Twelve of the older boys were especially applied to farming, four to woodworking,

and two to shoemaking. Besides this special training, all the pupils are employed

about two hours daily each, according to sex and ability, at various kinds of labour,

such as sweeping, scrubbing, sawing and splitting fire-wood, dairying, gardening, feed-

ing stock, helping in the kitchen, and on the farm. The laundrying is done at tibe girls'

school, with the help of Indian women. The more advanced girls receive special

training in sewing, knitting and dressmaking. The pupils generally take well to

these kinds of labour.

Moral and Religious Training.—Particular care is given to this most important

part of education. Special religious instruction is given the pupils almost daily, and

whenever there is an opportunity they are reminded by advice, exhortation or reproof,

to manifest in their behaviour the religious and moral principles they have learned.

A weekly report on each pupil from all the officers of the institution, made public and

sanctioned by rewards or reprimands, is an effective means of maintaining good

morals and order. The pupils attend all the religious services of the parish churoh.
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Health and Sanitation.—The sanitary condition of the school is all that can be

desired. With the exception of a few occasional ailments, the general health of the

pupils has been very good throughout the year.

Water Supply.—A windmill, and a tank holding fifteen thousand gallons, supply

excelle/nt water from the Georgian bay, for all purposes ; < galvanized- iron pipes

conducting it to all parts of the institution.

Eii'e Protection.—Hydrants in connection with the tank and supplied with two

inch hose on every floor of the main buildings, constitute our principal protection

against fire, besides some fire-extinguishers and fireman's axes.

Heating and Lighting.—Both schools are heated by box stoves and are kept com-
fortable. The boys' dormitory, however, and the staff's quarters, are heated by hot

water in connection with the missionaries' residence. Light is furnished by kerosene

lamps, except in the girls' school, where an acetylene plant has been installed.

Recreation.—Two hours daily besides Saturday afternoons, are given exclusively

to recreation. The first Tuesday of each month is a free day for every pupil who
has given satisfaction throughout the month. Both schools have playgi-ounds, al-

though rather small, furnished with suitable games and gymnastic appliances, and
play-halls for bad weather and evening recreations in winter.

General Remarks.—I may say confidently that the school is contributing largely

to the elevation of the moral tone, the development of habits of thrift and industry,

the enlightenment of mind generally, and the improvement of physique among our

Indians. Our present pupils appreciate more their training and rise to a higher level

than our former ones. They take more interest in reading, both books and newspapers,

and develop to a cert^n extent an intellectual life.

I have, &c.,

J. PAQUIN, S.J.,

Principal.

Province of Ontario,

Cecilia Jeffrey Boarding School,

Rat Portage P.O., September 14, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.—The Cecilia Jeffrey school is situated on the west side of Shoal lake,

an arm of the Lake of the Woods, in Ontario, near the boundary of Manitoba^ and

just east of Shoal Lake reserve, No. 40. This school is reached by water from Rat

Portage or Keewatin, being about forty-five miles from either in a southwest direction.

Land.—A peninsula, containing two hundred and ten acres, registered as D 492,

between Rice bay and Shoal lake, was secured by the Presbyterian Foreign Mission

Committee from the Ontario government. Several rocky ridges run across the land;

but a large portion of it, though timbered, is excellent soil, and will be very suitable

for farming or gardening. About seven and one-quarter acres have been cleared.

Buildings.—There is a building, 39 x 66 feet, of which two stories frames and

the basement of stone. The latter contains two furnace-rooms, laundry, boys' and girls'

bath-rooms, four store-rooms, and boys' and girls' recreation-rooms. The main floor has

the school-room, book-room, boys' entrance and hat-room, children's dining-room,

office, hall, parlour, staff dining-room and kitchen. The second floor has two boys'

dormitories, four staff bed-rooms, staff bath-room and two girls' dormitories. Ther©
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is a clothes closet off each, staff bed-room and dormitory. The large attic is used for a

store-room and for water-supply tank. There are two stables, one 12 x 20 feet, and
the other 24 x 36 feet, in course of erection.

Accommodation.—There are four staff bed-rooms, and beds for twenty-five scholars

although room for forty.

Attendance.—There are twenty-two children on the roll, thirteen boys and nine
gir'ls. The average attendance for the year was sixteen and four-tenths. This is an
increase of five over last year. The attendance was better towards the end of the

year.

Class-room Work.—The smaller children are in the school-room full time ; the

large ones at least half of each day, but often more. The subjects taught are : read-

ing, writing, arithmetic, geography, drawing, music, calisthenics and general know-

ledge. The progress made has been fair. The conduct is good.

Tarm and Garden.—There are two acres under cultivation in four vegetable

gardens. Two small islands, formerly cleared, are utilized for potatoes. Two and a

half acres are seeded down with clover and timothy. The windmill is used with hose

to Avater the garden, which is beside the school. About seven and one-quarter acres are

cleared and one and three-quarter acres are fenced. The live stock consists of two

horses, two cows, two yearlings, two calves and some hens.

Industries Taught.—The larger boys work out half days with the principal or

farm-helper, building, clearing land, fencing, hauling wood or hay and doing other

farm woiiv. The girls are taught housework, washing, ironing, mending, cooking

and baking.

Moral and Religious Training.—The scholars are taught to be obedient, truthful,

honest and industrious. Their moral training is carefully looked after. They com-
mit to memory Scripture verses. There is daily Scripture reading, singing of hymns
and prayers ; and on Sunday, Sabbath school and church services.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils has been good. The sani-

tary arrangements are very good. The sewer empties into Rice bay, west of the build-

ing, while the intake of the water-pipes is on the east side from Shoal lake. The water

is good. All the rooms are well ventilated and have high ceilings. The plumbing con-

nections from baths, closet, basins and laimdry-tubs, have all been properly made, at

much expense.

Water Supply.—A windmill pumps the lake water into a tank in the attic, from
tvhich it gravitates in pipes to all parts of the building where needed. Hot water also

is supplied through the range boiler. A large tank in the laundry holds the rain water,

which can be drawn off in any part of the basement.

Fire Protection.—The windmill pump, the two tanks with iron pipe connections

-and one hundred and seventy feet of hose, with hydrants on each floor, give excellent

fire-protection. Ladders, axes, water in pails and other empty pails, are kept in con-

venient places in case of fire. The scholars are drilled in getting out of the dormi-

tories quickly, and in an orderly manner. They are also taught how to use the hose.

Heating and Lighting.—Two hot-air furnaces, cook stove and laundry stove, heat

every part of the building comfortably. Light is supplied by coal-oil lamps.

Eecreation.—^In summer, much time is devoted to football, baseball, boating,

swimming and other games. In winter there is coasting, skating and sliding, with
indoor games in the evenings.

General Remarks.—There have been several changes in the staff. The missionary
has been appointed principal, and the former assistant matron is now matron, in place

of the principal and matron leaving. A female teacher and assistant matron have

arrived and commenced work. A graduate of the Regina industrial school is farmer

for the summer months.

I have, &c.,

AUSTIN G. McKITRICK,
,

Principal.
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Manitoba Superintendency,

Keewatin Territory,

Norway House Boarding School,

Norway House^ via West Selkirk, Man., August 20, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the fourth annual report of the Norway
House boarding school for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated on the Norway House reserve at Rossville vil-

lage. It contains a nice view of the Little Playgreen lake. We are about twenty-five

miles down the Nelson river from the foot of Lake Winnipeg in the Territory of Kee-
watin.

Land.—The school does not own any land at present, but the Indian council pro-

posed to set apart 640 acres for school purposes. Part of this—about one acre and a

half—is being used as a garden at present. It still belongs to the Indians. There is

only a very small part of the contemplated grant that can be farmed. The rest is

rocks and muskegs.

Buildings.—There are nine buildings in connection with the school.

(a) The main building is frame, built on a stone foundation. It has sheeting,

building-paper and siding on outside of studding, and sheeting, building-paper and
ceiling on inside. It is painted inside and out. It contains the office, principaTs

rooms, two play-rooms, a dining-room, kitchen, store-room, sewing-room, two dormi-

tories and four private rooms. This building is to be enlarged this fall, the addition

to include three isolation-rooms and other rooms for the use of the school.

(b) School-house. A new building, used as school-room only. Its dimension are

32:6x22:6.
(c) One log storehouse. During the year this building has been sheeted with

ship-lap.

(d) One small log stable, not in use.

(e) One large and one gmall closet.

(f) One root-house, wjiich has been roofed during the year.

(g) A new log barn, containing stable, hay-mow, and loft, which was mentioned
as in course of erection in last year's report, has been completed. There is room for

twelve head of cattle. Its dimensions are 28 x 30 feet,

(h) A new wood-shed, 16 x 48 feet.

(i) A skating rink, 32x140 feet. This was built last winter and taken down
in the spring. It is our intention to rebuild it again this winter.

A sidewalk extends in one direction towards the barn, and in tlie other direction

pas^ the reserve day school to our new school-house. It also is built around the main
building. We have also a strong picket fence surrounding the school and the girls'

playground and a small vegetable garden, one fence inclosing all. There is a sub-
stantial wharf for the use of the steam-tug in landing supplies. A large boat-house

is in course of erection.

Accommodation.—There is ample room for sixty children and five of a staff.

Attendance.—Throughout the year the number of pupils in attendance at the

school has averaged forty-six, four below the number for which a grant is allowed by
the government. Detention of pupils by parents caused some trouble. Several pupils

were allowed out on sick leave. Truancy is on the decrease.
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Class-room Work.—The regular course prescribed by the department has been

followed and steady progress has marked the work of the year in all the branches

taken up. During the year the matron, who is a trained nurse, has given lectures to

Tlie girls on the subjects of health and cleanliness.

Farm and Garden.—By referring to the second heading of this report it will be

seen that for some time at least farming is out of the question. We have a small

garden in which the ordinary vegetables can be grown quite easily. We have this

year potatoes, pease, turnips, carrots, beets, celery, cabbages, beans, and an abundance

of fine lettuce and radishes.

Industries Taught.—Cooking, sewing, laundry, and general housekeeping are

taught the girls. The boys are, on a small scale, taught gardening, the care of cattle,

and carpentering.

Moral and Keligious Training.—This is supplied by the personal efforts of all

the staff. We also have morning and evening prayers, at which we read the Bible

and explain and enforce it as well as we can ; sing suitable hymns and engage in

prayer. Every Sunday evening we conduct a Sunday school at which the regular

International lessons are studied.

Our school is within two himdred yards of the Methodist Mission church, in

which divine service is conducted twice and occasionally three times every Sunday.
The children are taken regularly to these services.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the pupils has been a great im-
provement on that of last year. ISTo virulent epidemics have swept through the re-

serve. The Great White Plague still lays his grim hand heavily upon the people, and

we have lost five children through his untimely ravages.

As regards sanitation, everything that circumstances will admit is being done to

keep the place in a healthy condition, including a drain, force pump to remove water
from the cellars, and the securing of a supply of good water from the outer end of the

wharf.

Water Supply.—We have abundance of good water in Little Playgreen lake, about
one hundred yards from the school.

Fire Protection.—We have received one fire-extinguisher from the department.
There are no fire-escapes. We have one barrel of water in each dormitory, with a pail

and a number of pitchers on hand. Then in the kitchen are three barrels, all of which

are filled twice a day, and from eight to a dozen pails standing close at hand. Axe®
are always on hand in the school.

Heating and Lighting.—The heating is done by means of two wood furnaces and
quite a number of stoves. Some of the rooms are not connected with the furnaces and

others do not receive sufficient heat from the present arrangement of pipes, so we
supplement with stoves. The furnace pipes were not properly proportioned to the

amount of work required when they were put in.

The lighting is done entirely by lamps burning kerosene oil.

Recreation.—The children all do some manual work in the way of chores for

about one hour before school. They have the regular recess from work and one and a

half hours at noon, during which they play out of doors at football, tag, skipping,

swinging and many other games. From 4 p.m. to 5.30 p.m. they all, except the little

girls, work. Then after supper they amuse themselves for about one hour before being

called to prayers. In the winter very beneficial exercise is dervied from the skating

rink, where hockey and tag are enjoyed by all.

I have, &c.,

J. A. G. LOUSLEY,
Principal.
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Province of Manitoba,

Pine Creek Boarding School,

WiNNiPEGOsis P.O., July 2, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to forward my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.—This school is situated on the west side of Lake Winnipegosis, at the

mouth of Pine creek.

Land.—There is one hundred and sixty acres of land in connection with the school,

which belongs to the Roman Catholic mission.

Buildings.—These consist of a large stone building, which is divided into the

kitchen, refectory, store-room, dairy, cellar, class-room, sewing-room, recreation-halls,

infirmaries, dormitories and rooms for the staff. There are also stables, carpenter-shop,

ice-house and a shed for storing implements.

Attendance.—The attendance during the year has been very good.

Class-room Work.—As a general rule the children are doing well.

Farm and Garden.—About eight acres are under cultivation. The crop has been

very good.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught light housework, the care of cattle and
horses and farming. The girls are instructed in sewing, knitting, cooking, dairying

and the care of poultry.

Moral and Religious Training.—Each day one hour is devoted to moral and reli-

gious training.

Health and Sanitation.—The children are all in a good state of health.

Water Supply.—A pump run by a gasolene engine draws the water required for

school puiTDOses from the river.

Pire Protection.—The only fire-protection in the buildings is two water tanks

situated in the attic and connected by hose with the different floors, and in addition to

this there are two fire-extinguishers on hand.

Heating and Lighting.—The school is heated by steam and coal oil is used for

lighting purposes.

Recreation.—The girls indulge in various games. The boys enjoy playing football

and baseball.

I have, &c.,

W. CHAUMONT,
Prijicipal.

Province of Manitoba^

Portage la Prairie Boarding School,

Portage la Prairie, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to forward my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.
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Location.—This schcol, which is not situated on a reserve, is about a quarter of

a mile east of the town of Portage la Prairie. The post office address is Portage la

Prairie.

Land.—There are two acres of land in connection with the school. This land is

•within the corporation of the town of Portage la Prairie, and is owned by the Pres-
byterian Ciivircl-.. It if very suitable for garden purposes.

Eiiildings—The l-uilding is of frame, on a stone foundation, with a school-room

fcdjoining. The three kitchen floors were oiled twice during the year and the remaining
floors were painted. The dormitories were kalsomined and the kitchen walls were
painted.

Acconiinodation.—The school can easily accommodate forty children with a stall'

of three.

Attendance.—The attendance has been very satisfactory in every way. "We had
an avf'rai:.e cf twenty-four pupils during the year.

Class-room Work.—As nearly all the children are under twelve years of age, they
are not in tidvanced standards, but they have made good progress.

The pupils are graded as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 5

II ,

III 12
" IV 4
" V 3

The children speak English only at school, and all express themselves much better
in English than in Sioux, The older children read the daily papers and are quite as

fond of reading books as white children of the same age.

Farm and Garden.—One acre is used for garden; the other acre is divided into
two playgrounds, one for the boys and one for the girls. Each child is given some
vegetable such as carrots, beets, pease, cabbage, &c., for which he is held responsible.

They take a very keen interest in their work, and enjoy it better than any amuse-
ment, the school can afford them. Each tries to surpass the other in growing the best
vegetables. This year we have twenty different kinds of vegetables, besides potatoes.

Industries Taugiit.—In the house the girls have been carefullj' trained in habits

of neatness and industiy in the kitchen and laundry ; also in sewing and general

housework. The boys are employed in cutting wood, gardening, carpentry and any
other work which they are able to do.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—Thirty minutes in the morning and the same in

the evening is devoted to religious instruction. They attend the services and Sunday
school of Knox church. The conduct of the children has been good and corporal
punishment is not necessary.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the children, on the whole, has been good.
We were quarantined for thirty days, owing- to an outbreak of measles, but only one

case developed. One child took typhoid fever and was removed to the general hos-
pital of this town, where he received excellent treatment. The ventilation of the

school is good.

Water Supply.—There is a good -ivell, which is amply siifficient for the needs of

the school. There is also a soft-water tank in the basement, which will hold twenty
barrels. From this tank water is forced into the attic by means of a force pump.

Fire Protection.—There are a number of exits should fire occur. We have two
chemical engines, one axe and six fire-buckets. Our proximity to the town, with a

telephone in the building, strengthens our fire-protection, as we could make use of

the town fire-brigade.

Heating and Lighting.—The school is heated by hot air, except the school-room,
which is heated by a stove. The building is lighted throughout by electricity.
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Recreation.—The girls have many games in summer and skating in winter. The
boys have football, baseball, skating and other athletic sports. The larger girls and
boys spend much of their spare time, playing lawn tennis, which they enjoy greatly.

I have, &c.,

W. A. HENDRY,
Principal.

Manitoba Superintendency,

Rat Portage Boarding School,
Rat Portage, Ont., July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith a report of the Rat Portage boarding

school for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated south of the town of Rat Portage on the shores

of the Lake of the Woods
Land.—There are fifty acres of land in connection with this school, the property

of the Roman Catholic mission, much of the land is rock.

Buildings.—The school-buildings are of frame construction, with brick veneer.

The main building is 36 x 30 feet, three stories high with an extension at the south
end, 36 x 26 feet, two stories high. Besides there is a lean-to kitchen attached to the

rear of the main building, 16 x 14 feet. The other buildings are : cottage, 20 x 16 feet,

with lean-to, 14 x 12 feet, resting on stone foundation; it contains a hall and three

rooms, and is the principal's residence ; workshop, 22 x 16 feet, resting on stone foun-
dation, storehouse and laundry (under one roof) 48 x 18 feet ; stable and carriage

shed (under one roof) 46 x 18 feet; wood-shed, 20 x 12 feet; and log house, 18 x 14
feet, for the use of visiting Indians.

Accommodation.—The buildings contain accommodation for forty children.

Attendance.—The number on the roll is thirty ; during part o? the year we had
thirty-four children in attendance.

Class-room Work.—The course prescribed by the department is followed. The
children are making rapid progress.

Farm and Garden.—Five acres of land are at present under cultivation and fur-

nish ample vegetables for the supply of the whole school.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught tbe art of preparing the soil, of planting

and attending to plants ; while the girls are taught knitting, sewing, cooking, and
housework in general.

Moral and Religious Training.—To this part of their education particular atten-

tion is paid. A certain time every day is devoted to Christian doctrine, and morning
and evening prayers are said in the chapel.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the school has been good during

the year. The sanitary conditions are good.

Water Supply.—The water is supplied from the lake.

Fire Protection.—Three fire-extinguishers are kept always ready for use. Ladders
are at hand around the premises.

Heating.—The building is heated throughout by hot-air furnaces. There is a box-
stove in the boys' hall.
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Recreation.—One hour is allowed for recreation at noon, and the same in the

evening. Skating and sleighing are the winter amusements ; boating is their favourite

pastime during the summer season,

I have, &c.,

CHS. CAHILL, O.M.L,

Principal.

Province of Manitoba,

Brandon Industrial School,

Brandon, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

ll'Oi.

Location.—The Brandon industrial school is a non-reservation school, situated

three miles northwest of the city of Brandon, about the centre of a beautiful hill that

once formed the bank of the Assiniboine river. The view looking over the Experimental

farm to the city of Brandon is hard to surpass in Manitoba.

Land.—The land consists of the east half of section 28, township 10, range 19, a

total of 320 acres, which belongs to the scliool. About 220 acres lies in the beautiful

valley of the Assiniboine, most of which is suitable for agricultural purposes.

Buildings.—The main building is three-story, brick veneered, with a frontage of

102 feet. The other buildings consist of the principal's residence, farmer's residence,

gardener's residence, barn and stables, piggery, hennery, ice-house, and two root-houses.

Accommodation.—There is ample accommodation for 125 pupils and all the mem.-

bers of the staff.

Attendance.—The average attendance has been 108, and the attendance in the

school-room and on duty has been good.

Class-room Work.—The half-day system is followed with quite a few exceptions,

among the smaller pupils, who attend school all day, especially during the winter

months. During the year excellent progress has been made under the programme
jiUthorized by the department. On Saturday mornings all the pupils are at work, while

the afternoon is regarded as a half holiday, used as a preparation for the Sabbath.

The pupils are graded at present as follows :

—

Boys. Girls. Total.

Standard 1 16 19 35
" II 9 6 14
" III 8 18 26
" IV 8 4 12
" V 9 9 18

Totals 50 55 105

Farm and Garden.
—
"We give special attention to these two departments, believing

that the red man must obtain his livelihood from the soil and stock-raising. We have

a garden of 4i acres, including small fruits. We endeavour to teach in a practical

way that the fruits, for which they roam the country, can be had in better quality with

lesp labour at their own doors.

We have under cultivation 145 acres, with the following acreage : wheat, 26

acres; oats, 33 acres; barley, 6i acres; corn, 5 acres; potatoes, 8i acres; roots, 5

J
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acres; garden and small fruits, 4^ acres; summer fallow, 28 acres; m.eadow (native

grass) 15 acres; brome grass, 13 acres. Tlie remainder of 175 acres is uncultivated,

and most of it is suitable for pasture.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught farming, gardening, care of stock, car-

penter-work, and such other work as will help them in their endeavour to solve the

practical problems of after-life. The girls are taught cooking, laundry work, sewing

and general housework. Thoroughness is insisted on in every department, quality

always being worth more than quantity.

Moral and Religious Training.—Sabbath morning all the boys, and as many of

the girls as can be taken, attend divine service in the city.

Sabbath school is held every Sunday afternoon, where all the members of the staff

have each a class, and preaching service is conducted in the Institute every Sunday
evening.

All the departments are closed on Saturday afternoons, and preparation is made
for a proper observance of the Sabbath. On Sunday morning a clean child puts on

clean clothes and clean boots (an object lesson—a clean day), and such lessorfs tend

to help the children to lead clean lives.

Health and Sanitation.—Dr. Fraser, the school physician, has been faithful in

his attendance, and special attention has been given to the physical well-being of the

pupils. During the year one boy and two girls have died. Five pupils have been sent

home on account of ill health.

Water Supply.—There is an abundant supply of good spring water, pumped by a

windmill from a well on the hillside into two large tanks at the top of the building,

and from there by means of pipes it is conveyed to all parts of the main building and

to the principal's residence. The system gives good satisfaction, except in very calm

weather. Hot water is supplied from a hot-water heater in the basement.

Fire Protection.—Some small chemical extinguishers are kept on hand. Fire-

buckets are kept full of water at all important points. Hose is attached to our water

supply. Our main protection is a large McRobie engine in the cellar, with a drum on

each flat, with sufficient hose to reach to all parts of the same. There is a fire-escape

from each of the four dormitories. But while our main building is well protected, and

the principal's home has the advantage of being connected with the water system, we
have no other protection for all the other buildings.

Heating and Lighting.—The building is heated by hot air. Three large wood and

two coal furnaces are kept going during the cold weather, and they give good satis-

faction, except one wood furnace, which is not strong enough to do the work assigned

it. With care, frost seldom finds its way into any part of the building.

The main building, principal's residence and the barn are lighted by electricity

supplied from Brandon. This is very convenient and safe.

Recreation.—The favourite outdoor sports are : football, baseball, croquet, mar-

bles, skating and sleighing. We have a large play-room for the girls, where checkers,

forte, crokinole, Indian clubs, dumb-bells and reading are greatly enjoyed.

General Remarks.—During the year eighteen pupils have been discharged and
twenty-four admitted. The work in the class-rooms and throughout the industrial

departments has been satisfactory. The farm and garden have been valuable for

training and of great help to the institute.

The year has been one of advancement. The pupils have been healthy, cheerful,

contented and obedient.

Many improvements have been made to the farm, garden and buildings, and by
the aid of an excellent staff the whole institution is made as homelike as possible,

and we trust something has been done, both by precept and example, toward the great
and difficult task ' character-building.'

I have, &c.,

T. FERRIER, •

P?-incipal.
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Province of ^Manitoba,

Elkhorn Industrial School,

Elkhorn, July 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Aflfairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report for the year ended

June 30, 1904.

Location.—The new home, which we have now occupied since September 7, 1899,

is situated about one quarter of a mile from the town of Elkhorn, and stands in about

the centre of what was formerly known as the ' Gore,' a level piece of excellent turf,

some forty-two acres in extent, bounded on the north by the Canadian Pacific Kail-

way main line, on the south by a fence running along the public road allowance. West
of this and immediately adjoining it lies our farm of three hundred acres, being the

southwest quarter of section four, and southeast quarter of section five, township

twelve, range twenty-eight, which contains excellent pasturage and. wheat-land. In
addition, the department purchased twenty acres of good hay-land adjacent to the
* Gore,' all of which is owned by the Dominion government.

Buildings.—These comprise the main building, the principal's residence, the

laundiy and the gymnasium, which latter contains the carpenter, paint and shoe-shops,

having been fitted up in the month of August, 1900, horse and cow stables, root-house,

coal-shed, boys' and girls' outhouses, and implement-shed. There is also a small

frame building covering the pump and sewage tank, with which is connected a wind-
mill used in emptying the tank.

Accommodation.—There is accommodation in the school for one hundred pupils

and fifteen of a staff.

Attendance.—The full complement of pupils has not yet been reached, but I have
reason to hope that this will be accomplished during the ensuing year.

Class-room Work.—The results of the school work have been most satisfactory,

no less than five pupils attaining standard YI at the final examination ; while the
pupils in all standards have made really excellent progress. I gave a silver medal for

competition in standard V, which was won by Xo. 206, Arthur Edward Smith, while
two good conduct prizes, also presented by myself, were awarded to Nos. 191, Ambrose
Pruden, and O 110, Sarah Cook.

Farm and Garden.—The promise of the early part of the season was fulfilled in

the quantity of grains harvested, though owing to the unprecedentedly wet fall, the
grade did not reach the highest standard. The returns were : eight hundred bushels

of wheat, seven hundred bushels of oats, three hundred bushels of barley, six hundred
bushels of potatoes, fifty bushels of onions, and large quantities of turnips, mangolds,
carrots, beets and all the usual garden vegetables. This j^ear again in spite of much
delayed seeding the prospects are even better than last year, the wheat being splendid

in quantity so far, as well as quality. Eor this year there are sixty-five acres in
wheat, twenty acres in oats, five acres in barley, six acres of garden, and forty-five

acres of summer fallow.

Industries Taught.—The boys are instructed in carpentry, shoemaking, painting,

blacksmithing, harnessmaking, farming, gardening, and baking, while those not
otherwise employed attend to the necessary work about the school including the lawns,
drives, flower garden, and the smaller vegetable garden. The principal's grounds have
been laid out with paths and flower beds, and trees have been set out around the

27—i—21
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house, while some two thousand trees have been planted mostly to the north side

which are nearly all doing splendidly. Along the eastern side the grounds have been
fenced in and the principal's residence has also been inclosed with a picket fence.

The girls perform all the necessary household duties very efficiently and in addition

are instructed in sewing, knitting, cooking, washing and housework generally.

Religious and Moral Training.—Particular attention is paid to this, everything

being done with a view to elevating the moral tone of the pupils. Prayers are held

both morning and evening with occasional addresses, and on Sunday all the pupils

-attend Saint Mark's church for divine service twice, while Sunday school is held on
Sunday afternoon in the institution for the smaller children, the larger ones attend-

ing Saint Mark's Sunday school.

I am very happy to say that many of my pupils show that our efforts in thisi

direction are having due effect. I can also say with pleasure that the general conduct

of the pupils during the year has given me the greatest satisfaction, punishment hav-

ing been inflicted in but few instances.

Health and Sanitation.—One deatli only occurred doi'ing the year, 'No. 109,

Rachel Henderson, having died of tuberculosis on July 16. No. O 111, Agnes Cook,

has recovei-ed from a severe attack of typhoid fever which kept her in bed for over

two months ; while another pupil with pneumonia was taken home when nearly con-

valescent. Other than this, there has been no sickness beyond the usual minor ail-

ments, and but few of these.

The drainage system is working satisfactorily. There is a large tank at a con-

siderable distance from the main building into which the sewage is carried from the

bath-rooms, kitchen and laundry, and this is pumped by a windmill well out on the open

prairie.

The outhouses for boys and girls are erected at a safe distance from the school

building so that any danger of defective sanitation from this source is obviated.

Water Supply.—The general water-supply for the school is from a well in the

centre of the building ; while for drinking purposes, a subsidiary well has been dug, a

short distance from the school.

The water is pumped to a tank at the top of the school by means of a ' Rider-

Ericsson ' hot-air engine and each floor has its service therefrom. Ah attachment has

also been added on the basement floor whereby the main drains can be thoroughly

flushed, either from the pump or from the tank.

Fire Protection.—The school is furnished with the McRobie fire-extinguisher in

the basement, with connections and hose on all floors, also two Babcock and six Stem-

pel extinguishers, the latter conveniently placed throughout the building, while each

dormitory has a fire-axe.

Fire-drill is held at regular intervals during each month.

Heating and Lighting.—The lighting is done for the present by ordinary coal-oil

lamps, but it is hoped that at no distant date the town will adopt a lighting system

which will no doubt be extended to the school and so do away with the obvious

dangers and disadvantages of the present arrangement.

The heating is done by hot water, supplied by two furnaces, a system which has

been found inadequate, but I understand that the department is making arrangements

to have this remedied before winter.

Recreation.—Football is always the principal game. There is a good football

ground, which is also used for baseball and other games, which are all encouraged as

much as possible, so long as the general work is not interfered with.

For the boys in winter, there is a gymnasium, fitted with the usual apparatus and

warmed by a wood stove, which makes an excellent playground, while the girls have

their own play-room in the main building.

Both boys and girls avail themselves of the excellent tennis court, while the girls

have their football, swings and other amusements. During the summer evenings.
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-after the work is done, the girls are frequently taken for walks by one or other of the

lady members of the staff.

Though there is at present no regular band instructor, the band maintains its

efficiency and has on several occasions made a satisfactory appearance in public.

General Remarks.—In March the Assistant Commissioner visited the school on a

brief tour of inspection, together with Principal Sinclair of the Regina industrial

school, the Eev. Dr. McKay of Toronto and Mr. Menzies of Winnipeg.

On April 25, the Lord Bishop Coadjutor of the diocese visited the school and ad-

dressed the pupils.

On June 13, I went away to visit the Pas, Lake St. Martin and Fairford reserves,

returning in September. I brought several new pupils with me and found the pros-

pects to be very encouraging as regards the future.

On December 11, I left again for a few days visit to St. Peters and Brokenhead
reserves, securing more pupils.

On June 29, the matron. Miss Dickin, who has been connected with the school for

over eight years, severed her connection here to be married. Her departure was re-

gretted alike by pupils and staff. She was always efficient in all branches of her work
and her duties were iierformed with a zeal and thoroughness which left nothing to

be desired.

There has been no fui'ther incident during the twelve months to disturb the even

tenor of ihe work. Everything has gone smoothly forward. The pupils are all cheer-

ful and happy, performing contentedly the duties assigned to them, while my efforts for

their benefit are ably seconded by the members of the staff, and I cannot but feel deeply

thankful for all the blessings which, I feel, are attending the work here.

I have, &e.,

A. E. WILSON,
Pnncipal.

Provlxce of Maxitoba,

Rupert's Land Industrul School,

Middlechurch, August 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report on the affairs of the

Rupert's Land industrial school for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is located in the parish of St. Paul on the west bank of

the Red river, about seven miles by the main highway, north from the city of Win-
nipeg.

Land.—The farm comprises all of lot eighteen in the aforesaid parish and con-

tains about three hundred and seventy-five acres; the same was purchased from the

authorities of the Church of England. One-half the land is only fit for hay and graz-

ing purposes ; the most of the balance could be cultivated in ordinary years.

Buildings.—The buildings consist of the main building of solid brick, on stone

foundation. In this building are the dormitories, the staff's quarters, offices, dining-

room, ki^hen, wash-rooms and water-closets. A large frame building, the upper story

of which is used as class-rooms and the lower as a recreation hall ; a printing office;

a frame addition to the main building used as a laundry and sewing-room ; adjoin-
ing this is the engine-house-; in the same vard is the horse-stable, granarj^ and store-

27—i—21J
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house, carpeiiter-sliop, coal-slied, blacksmith-shop and ice-house. In the front and to

the left of the main building is the principal's residence, a two story building on a

stone foundation, having all modern conveniences. In another yard is the piggery,,

cattle stable and implement-shed, adjoining which is a new root-house built last sum-

mer, size 14 feet 6 inches by 64 feet, with solid stone wall 8 feet high and 2 feet thick,

with frame above, with a capacity of five thousand bushels of grain and roots.

Accommodation.—The school will accommodate sixty boys and fifty girls without
crowding, in all one huaidred and ten besides ten of a staff.

Attendance.—During the year sixteen pupils were admitted and twenty-one struck

off the roll, having been absent for a length of time, and one died. On June 30, there

were eighty-nine pupils enrolled, and eighty-three in attendance from the following

districts :

—

Piipils,

St. Petei^'s reserve 27

Fisher River reserve 12

Lac Seul reserve 7

The Pas reserve 9

Eainy River reserve 7

Moose Factory reserve 13

Rat Portage reserve 1

Fort Alexander reserve 1

Split Lake reserve 3

Grand Rapids reserve 3

Class-room Work.—This work is in charge of two competent teachers, a male
teacher in the senior room and a female in the junior. The prescribed programme
of studies is being followed as nearly as possible. The half-day system is being followed

and good progress is being made, in some instances most remarkable. The grading of

the pupils in attendance for the June quarter was as follows :

—

Boys. Girls.

Standard 1 18 16

Standard 2 4 10

Standard 3 5, 5

Standard 4 11 8

Standard 5 3 3

Farm and Garden.—There is about seventy acres in crop : sixty-five acres in

oats and barley and five acres in potatoes and other field and garden vegetables, also

five acres in feed, pease, oats, rape and millet, and about forty acres summer fallow.

Last year there was over one hundred acres under crop which was looking well,

when on July 15, we had a very heavy hail-storm, which destroyed everything, leaving

us about 350 bushels of poor potatoes and a few dozen cabbage, and not a bushel of

grain. This year we have broken ten acres.

Live Stock.—The live stock consists of six horses, one yoke of oxen, nineteen,

cows, one bull, two steers and fifteen young stock, from two to eighteen months, also

fifty-four pigs, all ages.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught farming, gardening and the care of
stock, special attention being given to the same, also carpentering, plastering-, kalso-

mining and bladtsmithing ; all the work around the institution in the above lines

beiiijT done by the pupils.

The girls are taught housework in all its branches, sewing, knitting and fancy-

work, samples of which were shown at the Dominion Exhibition in Winnipeg in July,

for which the school was awarded first prize and a diploma.

Moral and Iveligious Training.—The parish church being only one hunc^-ed yards

away, the services are attended morning and evening by the pupils and staff. Sabbath
school is held en Sunday afternoons, in the institution, also morning and evening

prayers, as well as a mid-week service by the pastor of the parish. The work of the

class-room during the week is also opened with Bible-reading.
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Healtli and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils duiinj^- the year, as a whole,

has been very good, there being nothing more than what is to be expected where there

ai-e so many children. During the year one child died, one was allowed to go home and

three others are to be sent home ; all consumptives. During the winter about half

the children had mumps ; in June there wei-e seven cases of diphtheria of a mild

type-

Water Supply.—The water for the use of the institution is taken from two wells.

That for' drinking and making tea, from a well in. the middle of the main yard.

That for the general use, is taken from a well near the buildings and is pumped into

tanks in the attic by a gasoline engine and is conveyed through the building by pipes.

Fire Protection.—The fire-appliances consist of a large McRobie chemical extin-

guisher placed in the basement, with connection on each flat, a number of small ex-

tinguish';rs (chemical) located throughout the buildings, besides a number of gre-

nades. In addition there are two tanks on. the third floor, holding about one thousand

gallons of water, having hose connection on each flat. These tanks cannot always be

depended upon owing to the unreliable means in use to keep them supplied, viz., a

gasoline engine.

Heating and Lighting.—The building is heated by three hot-air and one hot-

water furnace ; the school-room and other buildings, with stoves ; the principal's

residence, by hot water. The system is expensive, with a large element of risk from

fire, and can be improved upon. The buildings are lighted by electricity, the power

being derived from a ten horse-power gasoline engine, and is not to be relied upon,

and is also expensive.

Recreation.—Outdoor games of all kinds are encouraged, football being the most
popular with both boys and girls. The greater portion of their play-time is devoted

thereto, and I find it has a most beneficial effect. I find, the more play, the more work

and the harder study.

General Remarks.—The military feature of the institution has been done away

with, at least for the present, also the band practice, the latter principally owing to

the lack of instruments and a leader ; the former because there is no drill instructor,

and we think the time given to both can be devoted to those things which will be

mere beneficial to those having to make their way in the world when they leave the

institution.

In conclusion I am pleased to say that there has been considerable progress made
during the year by the pupils, and while there are many things to discourage the

principal of an Indian industrial school in the discharge of his duties, he finds many
things to brighten the way. It is not possible for those who do not take an interest

in the work and visit the institutions and see for themselves, to understand what
tJiere is to be contended wdth and the good that is being accomplished. The institu-

tion was represented at the provinical exhibition in July, 1903, by an exhibit of the

work of the pupils, for which the lirst prize was awarded. This year there was an-

other exhibit at the Dominion exhibition, for which, a first prize and a diploma has
been received. The work exhibited was all done by the pupils and was examined by

hundreds of visitors, and I can assure you it was most gratifying to listen to the com-

ments passed by many as they made a critical examination of the work, each piece

having the name and the age of the pupil who did the work written thereon. We also

sent pupils to represent the school at a field day of all the schools in the county of

Selkirk, held in the town of Selkirk. Over two hundred from the two thousand com-

peted in penmanship and one of the Indian pupils cai-ried off second prize, so that the

work is not without its encouragements. For all this, I have to thank, for earnest

efforts put forth, the members of my staff.

I have, «tc.,

J. THOMPSON,
Principal.
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Province of Manitoba,

St. Boniface Industrial School,.

St. Boniface, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.—The St. Boniface industrial school is situated on Meuron avenue with-

in the city limits of St. Boniface, one mile from the city hall and two miles from Win-
nipeg.

Land.—Forty-four acres are in connection with the school. This land is divided

into two lots, one is situated east of Meuron avenue extending to the Seine river, it is

eighteen chains long and said to contain 30 acres more or less. The other lot is west

of Meuron avenue and has an area of about of 14 acres. This land is a portion of lot

eighty, of the parish of St. Boniface, according tP the Dominion government survey

of said parish. It was selected by the late Archbishop of St. Boniface and offered ta

the department for the purpose for which it is now used, in August, 1896, and for the

purchase of which a cheque for $2,000 was issued by the department. The lot east of

Meuron avenue is to a certain extent the remains of an old brick-yard, and is of very

little use for anything but pasture, as weeds are very plentiful.

Buildings.—The main building is in a fair state of repair. No new buildings

have been erected this year.

Accommodation.—There is room in the dormitories for 110 children; 55 boys and

55 girls ; if we could recruit to that number. There is also accommodation for a staff

of 16 persons.

Attendance.—The i-ecruiting of children is becoming more and more difficult.

Still, this year fifteen pupils have been secured. Three were discharged, two died.

The last annual report showed 70 pupils, this year it shows 80. Five girls and three

boys deserted, but were brought back to the school the same day.

Class-room Work.—The programme of studies provided by the department is fol-

lowed. Progress is fair. Singing lessons are given daily. The children are very

fond of music. Visitors are always delighted with the singing, band music, fancy

drills and dumb-bell exercises.

Farm and Garden.—Last fall, 760. bushels of potatoes were harvested. From
the garden, we had onions, cabbages, carrots, turnips and other vegetables. Hay
could only be obtained at a very high price, so we had to slaughter the stock, which

consisted of fourteen animals (cows). Four horses only were wintered. Since spring,

two horses were sold and four cows bought.

Industries Taught.—Besides carpentering, which consists only of repairs, no other

trade is taught. The proximity to the city, where even skilled mechanics do not find

steady work, prevents us from keeping a blacksmith and shoeshop. Farming would

offer good prospects of profit, if we could get land for farming and stock-raising.

The bigger boys are always anxious to work on the farm whenever they have some-

thing to do. The girls have made good progress in learning all things connected with

housekeeping ; cooking, washing, cleaning, making and mending clothes.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—Great care is taken with this part of the child-

ren's education. Eeligious instruction is given daily by the principal.
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Health and Sanitation.—The health of the children has been good. The ventil-

ation, though not perfect, is satisfactory; disinfectants are freely used.

Water Supply.—Our well continues to supply excellent and abundant water, which
is pumped up by a Bulldozer Myers power pump, worked by a two and a half horse-

power gasoline engine.

The quickness in obtaining the water makes this kind of outfit a most suitable

one for the institution. The average consumption of water reaches almost two thou-

sand gallons a day, and the average cost of gasoline per day is six and a half cents

for pumping the water needed in school and stables.

Fire Protection.—We have a McEobie fire-apparatus with two hundi-ed feet of

one-inch rubber hose. Six Dominion fire-extinguishers, six fire-axes and a dozen fire

buckets distributed throughout the building.

Heating and Lighting.—Our system of hot-water heating continues to give good
satisfaction. The acetylene gas plant gives satisfaction.

Recreation.—There is a recreation-hall on each side of the house opening to

large playgrounds. The children are fond of games and enjoy the fresh air. They
are most happy when they can be outside.

Greneral Remarks.—Thanking the department i'oi' the kindness shown to us during

the past year,

I have, &c.,

-N. A. RUELLE,
Principal.

Provinx'e of Maxitoba,

birtle boardixg school,

BiRTLE, September 1, lOOi.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report of the Birtle boarding school

for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated on the north banks of the Birdtail river

within the limits of the town of Birtle and twelve miles from the nearest reserve.

Land.—There are twenty-five acres owned by the school and twenty-five acres of

rented land, all situated in the municipality of Birtle in 6, lY, 26. The greater part
of the land is taken up with hill and ravine, which makes it unfit for cultivation

though it affords a fair pasturage for the cattle. Ten acres are under cultivation.

Buildings.—The school is a two and one-half stone structure with a good base-

ment. The barn is a frame building with a stone stable and root-house beneath. Last

fall it was accidentally burned down but was replaced before winter set in. There is

also a frame hen-house and a log ice-house.

Accommodation.—The building will easily accommodate sixty pupils and a staff of
five.

Attendance.—The year opened with forty-two in attendance and closed with the

same number. Six new pupils were enrolled and six names were taken off the roll,

two of these being transferred to the Regina industrial school. The grant-earning
number is forty.

Class-room Work.—The pupils are making very good progress under Miss Mc-
Gregor's efficient teaching.
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Farm and Garden.—We broke four acres of new land last summer, which makes

ten acres in all now under cultivation. This furnishes us with abundance of veg-

iCtables, but we can grow very little grain. The boys would like to have fields af.

wheat and oats, but with our small farm of hilly land this is impossible.

Industries.—The girls are taught general housework which includes cooking,

laundrying and sewing. During the winter they did considerable bead-work, making
belts and chains. These supplied them with pocket money. They also assist with the

milking and garden work, some of them having small gardens of their own. The boys

are taught the care of stock, gardening and carpenter work ; they also have their own
gardeiis and are competing for a special prize offered by the Agricultural Society for

the best collection of vegetables from the school.

Moral and Religious Training.—The children attend church services and Sabbath

school in the Presbyterian church of the town of Birtle. Every Monday evening the

pastor of the church has a meeting for them in their own school-room. Besides this

they have daily readings and memorizing of passages.

Health and Sanitation.—We have had comparatively little sickness during the

year. During the spring a number of the more delicate ones have been sleeping out

in tents and it has improved them very much. On account of the favourable situ-

ation of the school the sanitary conditions are good.

Water Supply.—A good system of water-works has just been installed. A well,

900 feet away from the school, supplies the water through a two-inch pipe to a forty

barrel tank in the basement. A gasoline engine and pump elevates it from this tank

to IR sibilar one in the attic. This has been a dry summer, but there has always been

a fair supply on hand. The water is very good, though rather hard for washing.

Another forty-barrel tank in the basement collects rain-water from the roof.

Fire Protection.—Connected with the stand pipe on each flat is a two-inch can-

vas hose sufficient to reach any part of the building. This is kept neatly folded on a

swinging rack and ready for any emergency. With a forty-ban-el tank full of water

in the attic and an engine to keep it full, we should be able to fight any fire. ' A fire-

escape wkich may be reached from either wing, affords a means of exit if needed.

Heating and Lighting.—The building is heated by three wood furnaces. A much
more even and regular temperature could be maintained and at less expense were a

hot-water heating system installed. With the present water system this could ^more

easily be introduced. The building is lighted by acetylene gas from the Birtle gen-

erator. This gives a very safe and satisfactory light.

Eecreation.—The children enjoy the usual out-of-door sports :—coasting, skating,

football, tennis, skipping, &c.

I have, &c.,

E. H. CRAWFOPtD,
Principal.

Northwest Territories,

St. Jokk's Ho]NrES

—

Blackfoot Reserve,

Gleichen, Alta., August 31, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith a report of the St. John's Homes

(the Old Sun's and White Eagle's boarding schools) on this reserve, and to acknow-

ledge the substantial government aid received by us during the fiscal year just ended.

Location.—The homes are situated—the one at the north camp and the other at

the south—abtout ten miles apart, and within a few miles of the Bow river in each
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case. That at the north camp is known as Old Sun's school, and the other as White
Eagle's. In each case a few acres of land have been inclosed in connection with the
school, portions of which are under cultivation. At the south camp nothing is being
(lone at present, pending arrangements for permanent amalgamation of the two
schools. The post ofHce, Gleichen, is just under five miles from Old Sun's, and about
ten miles from the White Eagle boarding school.

Buildings and Accommodation.—The Old Sun's boarding school comprises the
boarding school proper, the school-house, laundry and coal and wood-shed. The White
Eagle's school is a large and attractive-looking building, erected in 1894 at the par^
ticular request of the south camp Indians, who approached the Superintendent General
of Indian Affairs in person in the matter. In the hope of effecting an amalgamation
of the two schools, and with a view to considerable financial savings, the boys from
White Eagle's were removed to Old Sun's school, and there should be as little delay as
possible in the removal of the building also, if the amalgamation is to be maintained.
The cramped condition of our present quarters and the unsanitary surroundings
make it most essential that the "\Maite Eagle's school should be removed with all con-
venient speed. It is now three years since repairs and improvements were effect-

ed, pending the removal of the buildings.

Attendance.—The number of children on the school roll at the end of the fiscal

year was twenty-four boys and sixteen girls.

Class-rooru Work.—The results hei'e have been much more encouraging owing to a
greater readiness to speak up and to practise newly acquired knowledge. We feel

the need of a reader for the older children more adapted to the needs of their future

lives than the general Canadian Reader now in use.

Industrial Work.—About three acres of farm and garden have been well looked

after by the boys, and we gathered a fairly good crop of potatoes and other vegetables,

but have suffered considerably from the gopher pest. The home flow'er garden with

its trees in luxuriant foliage and its well-kept lawn reflects great credit on those in

charge of it. Besides this, the children are engaged daily in the stable and house-

work—feeding and grooming horses, milking cows, making the butter and bread,

mending and making clothes and laundry work, besides all the general routine of

house duties.

Moral and Religious Training.—Special attention is given to this side of our

work. Apart from the regular Sunday services—one of which is conducted altogether

in their own language^—^the children receive definite religious instruction in the Sun-

day school and at morning and evening prayers each day, all of which is supplemented

by simple practical ethical instruction in and out of school. The children are very

happy, and many of them show a true desire to live good and useful lives.

Health and Sanitation.—Nothwithstanding the ample medical provision available

the general health of the children and staff has been much below- the average, and is

traced to the unsanitary surroundings and the condition of the well water.

Water Supply.—Though the supply is abundant, the condition of the subsoil

through which it passes is more or less contaminated.

Fire Protection.—A number of fire-extinguishevs and hand-grenades are conveni-

ently placed throughout the building, and buckets and tubs of water are kept where
they can be easily got at in time of need. Axes are also kept ready for use. Eire-

escapes outside the building are permanently connected with the dormitories and are

easy of access.

Heating.—The boarding school is healed by stoves only and the school-house by
a furnac3. Asbestos safes are used.

Recreation.—Every attention is given to recreation, and the children are encourag-
ed to be as much as possible in the open air. They are taught to amuse themselves
with a variety of games, and we endeavour to oversee and guide their recreation.

I have, (Src,

H. W. GIBBOX STOCKEX,
Principal.
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Northwest Territories,

Blood (St. Paul's) Boarding School,

Fort MACLEOD, Alta., July 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.
Sm,—I beg to submit my annual report.

Location.—The Blood (St. Paul's) Church of England boarding school, is situ-

ated fourteen miles south of Macleod, which is bur post office. The school is opposite

the agency headquarters on the Blood .reserve and is separated from it by the Belly

river. The porperty is owned by the Church Missionary Society, London, England.
Land.—The land, which is beautifully situated and well watered, comprises an

area of 160 acres. Its natural features are very striking. On the north and east it is

bounded by the Belly river ; on the south it is surrounded by trees with the Belly

buttes forming the background, while on the west is a large plantation. The soil is

of a sandy nature, and is well adapted for gardening.

Buildings.—The buildings, which with one exception are uniformly painted,

piesent a very pleasing appearance. They are built around a square. Beginning at

the northwest corner of the western side is the girls' home, a commodious building with

accommodation for fifty girls. Immediately south, stands the school-chapel, a very neat

structure and well-lighted. At the end of the west side is the horse-stable with harness-

room, granary and coach-house under the one roof. On the south side and at the

west corner is the coal-house and carpenter's shop. To the right is the general store

or provision house. Next in order is the boys' home with accommodation for sixty

boys. This building resembles the girls' home, but is on a less pretentious scale.

At the east side of the square and at the south end corner is the meat-house, while

some fifty yards to the north of the latter is the hospital ; this is a well-planned

building containing two large general wards, dispensary, bath-room and kitchen. On
the north side is the principal's house.

Accommodation.—There is room for eighty pupils and a staff of eight persons.

Attendance.—The pupils being in residence ensures regularity. The number on

the roll is forty.

Class-room Work.—The work done in the class-room is of a high order. Tlie

pupils are interested in their studies, and every, advantage is given whereby they

may acquire English. Miss Wells, the teacher, is a capable and thorough person.

Farm and Garden.—The instructor in this department knows his work thoroughly,

llnder his supervision all boys over fourteen years of age are taught how to handle

and care for horses and cows. They are further instructed in the use and care of farm

machinery and implements.

Industries Taught.—The boys learn farming and gardening ; the girls are in-

structed in housekeeping, cooking, butter-making and dressmaking.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—This being a Church of England school, the

pupils receive definite church teaching ; they are taught to love their Bible -^nd

prayer-book. Matins and evensong are said every day.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils has been good during the year.

An epidemic of mumps visited the school, but was of a mild form. • Our dietary table

is a good one I believe. Attention is paid to the proper cooking of meats and the

baking of bread. Vegetables and milk form a valued addition to their food.

Everything is done that is possible from a sanitary standpoint. Pits are disin-

fected and no refuse is allowed to lie above the ground.
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Water Supply.—Two wells having excellent flows provide water for use in the

buildings. The garden contains a well which a windmill governs.
Fire Protection.—In an institution like this, I was surprised to see such little

provision for coping with a fire. Four axes, a dozen fire-buckets, two chemical engines
which have outworn their use, and one hand-grenade, constitute our apparatus in an
emergency. We have one thing in our favour, for we have a water-supply at or near
each dwelling, but apart from this I should say we are very badlj^ equipped as far as

material is concerned. The exits from the several buildings are suflicient to ensure

perfect safety to life.

Heating and Lighting.—The dwellings are heated by hot-air furnaces and stoves;

the latter are considered preferable in frame buildings. We find that the consumption
of fuel is greatly lessened by having recourse to good stoves—the hot air blast stove

is the one we use—instead of furnaces. It is altogether likely that stoves will provide

all the heat in our boys' home this coming winter.

The common oil lamp is the means used in lighting our buildings ; it is carefully

Landled and as the lamps are trimmed and filled every day when in use, there is the
minimum of danger from explosion.

Recreation.—Sports are encouraged. The games chiefly participated in are foot-

ball, baseball, quoits and croquet. Swings, cross-bars, and tilting-boards afford amuse-

ment especially to the younger pupils. Bathing in summer and skating in winter are

pastimes which not only Indian children enjoy.

General Remarks.—No prettier spot could have been selected for a school site

than the one occupied by our buildings, but apart from its natural features a great

improvement has been made by tree-planting. The pupils on Arbour Day learnt more
about trees than they ever knew before, both from a physical and mental standpoint.

I hope next year to plant two thousand saplings. I feel that the prettier one makes
a place the greater is its object lesson. My advent here was too late to permit laying-

out flower-beds ; however, what we lack this year we hope to have next.

I have, &c.,

GERVASE EDWARD GALE,
Principal.

NoRTHWE.ST Territories,

Blood (R.C.) Boarding School,

Blood Reserve, Stand-off, Alta., July 8, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Afl'airs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to forward my annual reoprt on the Blood Roman Cath-
olic boarding school for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated about twenty-four miles south of Macleod, one
mile from the Upper agency, within a few yards of the Belly river, on the Blood
reserve.

Land.—yThe land connected with the school belongs to the reserve. A few acres

have been fenced off, portions of which are under cultivation.

Buildings.—The buildings actually in use are as follows : the main building 36
X 36 feet, three stories high, with two wings, each 36 x 32 feet, and two stories high,

the said building being divided at present into an office, parlour, refectory, class-

room, working-room and recreation-rooms, on the ground floor ; boys' and girls' dor-
mitories, the chapel and private apartments for the staff, on the second story.
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There is also situated behind the main building and adjacent to it, a three story

building, 20 x 20 feet, comprising kitchen and pantries, and two large rooms reserved

for the use of the sisters ; the other buildings are, a laundry, 18 x 24: feet, a storehouse

and a stable.

Accommodation.—There is accommodation for seventy pupils and a staff of ten.

Attendance.—The number on the roll is thirty-six, eleven more than the grant-

earning number.
Class-room Work.—The programme of studies given by the department is followed

as closely as possible. The progress is good and encouraging.

Farm and Garden.—About two acres of land are cultivated as a garden, and pota-

toes, turnips, cari'ots, cabbages, &c., are successfully grown. Both boys and girls take

part in the work under the supervision of a sister.

Industries Taught.—Gardening, stable-work, milking and the care of milk, mak-
ing of butter, baking, glazing, sawing and splitting wood for the kitchen, form the

principal manual occupations of the boys ; the girls are trained in all the branches of

domestic work, baking, cooking, laundrying, sewing, knitting, dressmaking, ironing,

&G. All the children's clothing is made in the school.

Moral and Religious Training.—Great care and special attention are given to this

part of education. A certain time each day is devoted to Cbristian doctrine, and
morning and evening devotions are attended in the chapel. The conduct of the pupils

throughout the year has been all that could be desired.

Health and Sanittition.—The general health has been very good. With the ex-

ception of a few mild cases of scrofula, there has been no serious illness during the

year.

The sanitary conditions are looked after carefully ; the ventilation is excellent, and
everything is kept clean around the house and the outbuildings. The children ge^ij

as much outdoor exercise as is practicable and frequent baths are resorted to.

Water Supply.—Plenty of good water is supplied from a well near by.

Fire Protection.—Five fire-extinguishers, four hand-grenades, twenty-four fire-

pails and four fireman's axes are distributed throughout the halls and the rooms.

There is a fire-escape leading down from each dormitory.

Heating and Lighting.—The school is heated with two hot-air furnaces, and light

is supplied by coal-oil lamps.

Recreation.—Recreation is taken three times a day, after each meal. Football,

swimming, fishing, shooting with bows and arrows, swinging and skating, are the

favourite pastimes of the boys. The girls too have different little games, besides swing-

ing, playing ball and skipping.

Boys and girls have each their own playground and are always under the super-

vision of an attendant.

I have, &c.,

J. L. Le VERN,
P'incipal.

Northwest Territories,

Blue Quill's Boarding School,

Saddle Lake, Alta., June SQ, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my report on the Blue Quill's boarding school,

for the year ended June 30, 1904.
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Location.—The school is situated on Blue Quill's reserve, about six miles south-

west of Saddle lake, and one mile north of the Saskatchewan river, on the Edmonton,
road.

Buildings.—The school is a frame building, 60 x 30 feet, two and a half stories

high, and to this is attached the kitchen and pantry. The outbuildings consist of a

bakery, laundry, storehouse, stables and several small buildings.

Attendance.—The pupils being all boarders, the attendance is regular.

Class-room Work.—The programme for Indian schools is faithfully followed.

Garden.—About six acres of land is cultivated successfully with all kinds of vege-

tables.

Industries Taught.—The boys have the care of cattle, preparing fuel, bakery,

and the care of their own rooms. They also work occasionally at gardening. The
girls are taiight sewing, knitting and all household duties.

Moral Training.—Careful attention is paid to moral and religious training. Pun-
ishments are rarely resorted to, and rewards are awarded for merit.

Health and Sanitation.—I regret to say that one pupil died during the year of

consumption. Five cases of small-pox occurred, but they were all of a very mild

nature ; excepting those, the health of the pupils has been very good.

Water Supply.—A sufficient sui:)ply of water is obtained from two wells situated

near the school.

Fire Protection.—Four chemical fire-extinguishers and ladders and pails are

kept in readiness. There are eave-troughs round the buildings and barrels are most

of the time kept full of water.

Heating and Lighting.—The buildings are all heated with wood stoves, and light-

ed with coal-oil lamps. «
Recreation.—Recreation is taken three times a day, after meals, during which

the pupils indulge in outdoor games. The boys are supplied with several large

swings. They also indulge in football, baseball, toboggan sliding and skating. The
girls enjoy swinging, skating and hand-ball. All the pupils frequently take long walks.

^ I have, &c.,

LEON BALTER,
Principal.

Northwest Tep-ritories,

CiJOWFOOT BOARDIXG SciIOOL,

Blackfoot Crossing, Gleiciien', Alta., August 20, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to forward herewith, together with the financial statement,
the annual report of the Crowfoot boarding school for the year ended June 30, 190-i,

Location.—This school is situated at the south camp of the reserve about ten
miles from Gleichen post ofiice. Alberta, and within a few yards of the Bow river.

Land.—There are about four acres under cultivation for the use of the school
and about six acres for pasture, all of which is government land belonging to the
reserve, fenced in by aai agreement with the Indians.

Buildings.—The main building is 36x30 feet, tjiree stories high with two wings,
each 36 x 32 feet, two .stories high ; behind the mam building and adjacent to it, a
two story building 20x20 feet. The soath wing of the building is not completed yet.
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The buildings are diAaded at present into an office, reception-room, dining-room,

kitchen, school-room and recreation-room on the ground floor, and dormitories and

chapel on the second floor. There is also a log stable, with a frame roof, 16 x 48 feet,

and a root-house. A well-kept picket fence surrounds the front of the buildings and

an ordinary wire fence surrounds the garden, pasture and field.

Accommodation.—Under present arrangements there is accommodation for

twenty-five pupils, but when the building is completed there will be accommodation

for sixty pupils or more, and a stafl of eight or ten.

Attendance.—The pupils attend school regularly, all being boarders at the insti-

tute. The present attendance is twenty-eight and of this number four are non-treaty

Indians.

Class-room Work.—The class-room work consists of reading, writing, spelling,

arithmetic, geography, grammar, drawing, vocal music, &c. Progress is noticeable ;

examinations have been satisfactory and give the teacher much credit. The pro-

gramme of the department has been followed. The pupils speak English, and seem to

take an interest in it.

Farm and Garden.—Up to the present, very little farming has been done, but the

garden provides enough work for the pupils during the summer and provides a full

supply of potatoes and other vegetables for the use of the school.

Industries Taught.—The boys have special hours for manual work. They

, lielp in the care of the cattle and horses in the winter, and in the summer they work

in the garden and make hay. The girls are taught housework, baking, cooking,

sewing, knitting, &c.

Moral and Religious Training.—Instruction in the doctrines of the Roman Cath-

olic Church is imparted to the pupils ; mori^ng and evening prayers are said and

half an hour each day is devoted to religious instruction. From their behaviour I am
glad to notice that they understand the beauty and the sublimity of their religion.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health has heen good; no deaths occurred

during the year. The sanitary conditions are looked after carefully and everything

is kept clean around the place and in the outbuildings as well. _
Water Supply.—The water required is supplied by means of a pump from a well

dug close to the buildings.

Fire Protection.—Fire-extinguishers, hand-grenades, fire-pails and fire-axes are

distributed throughout the halls and rooms ; there is a pump close by the building,

but there is no tank in the house as yet.

Heating and Lighting.—The school is heated partly by stoves and partly by
one hot-air furnace. The school-building is lighted with petroleum lamps.

Recreation.—Football, shooting with bows and arrows, riding on horseback and

fishing, form the favourite pastimes of the boys in summer. The girls amuse themselves

by playing ball, dressing dolls, &c. Recreation is allowed three times each day after

meals, and is taken outside in good weather, and indoor games are provided in bad
weather. The recreation is always under the supervision of an attendant.

Trusting this report will be satisfactory,

I have, &c.,

J.RIOU, O.M.I.,

Pi-incipaJ.
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Northwest Territories,
CROWSTAXD BOARDIXG SCHOOL,

Crowstand, Assa., August, 1904,

'Jlie Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith my annual report on the Crowstand

boarding school, for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated on the north bank of the Assiniboine river in

Northeastern Assiniboia on Cote's resei-ve, and four miles from the new town of Kam-
sack on the Canadian Northern Railway,

Land.—The land consists of three hundred and seventy-nine acres, being the frac-

tional south half of section 19, township 29, range 31, west of 2nd P.M. and part of

tlie N.E. I of 24, 29, 32,

It belongs to the Presbyterian Chvirch in Canada, The soil and location are well

adapted for mixed farming.

Buildings.—The main school buildings contain staff quarters, kitchen, children's

dining-room, school-room, dormitories, &c. During the year many of these rooms

were replastered wholly or in part. Much of the staff quarters was painted or papered
and the kitchen, children's dining-room, dormitories and halls were painted. New
maple floors were also put down in the kitchen, sewing-room and one of the halls.

Besides the main building there are, a stone milk-house and ice-house, two frame store-

rooms, log-carpenter-shop, log granary, frame stable and driving-shed, and a log stable.

A root cellar, 30 x 15 feet, with a double sod roof was erected during the year.

Accommodation.—The accommodation is suitable for forty-five or fifty children

and the staff necessary to carry on the work.

Attendance.—A grant is given for forty pupils and during the year more than that

number was always in attendance. There have been several non-treaty children also in

attendance.

Class-room Work.—The latter half of the year's work was slightly disturbed by a
cl)auge of teachers, but the whole year was a very successful one in the school-room.

Prizes for different branches of work were given by Agent Carruthers, and mem-
bers of the school staff. These were keenly contended for by the pupils.

Farm and Garden.—Last year twenty-four hundred bushels of oats and seventy-
five bushels of wheat were grown, besides a large quantity of roots and vegetables.

Eighteen acres more land was broken and this year we have nearly sixty acres of farm
and garden, showing good promise of an abundant crop.

Live Stock.—At present we have three farm horses, one colt, and one single driver.

We have nine cows milking, from which we have been making thirty-five to forty

pounds of butter per week, during the summer. In addition, we have ten beef and other
cattle, six calves, eighteen pigs and a large number of poultry.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught general farming, care of stock and
poultry, use of tools and farm implements. The girls are taught all lines of ordinary
housework including baking, cooking, dairying, washing , ironing, sewing, knitting

rnd dining-room work.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—A school, situated like this one on a reserve,

presents more diificult moral and religious problems than the school removed some
distance from reserve life. The work is harder, but the ultimate results are better,

because it is not alone the pupils who are helped, but the older people as well.
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Morning and evening worship, study of Sunday school lessons, familiar illustrated

talks and last, but not least, regular church services, are all employed to build up a

knowledge of religious truth and foiTa a basis of right character.

Health and Sanitation.—There have been no deaths during the year of pupils in

attendance. The situation is good from a health standpoint, and no serious illness

or epidemic has occurred during the year. The drainage for all waste water has been

improved by a new drain and cess pool.

Water Supply.— The Assiniboine river continues to be our source of water sup-

ply. The labour of drawing the water is very great and it is to be hoped some better

source of supply will soon be found.

Fire Protection.—The means of suppressing a fire are very limited. Water, the

best means of putting out a fire, is often scarce. The chief appliances are hand gren-

ades, and a number of chemical fire-extinguishers.

General Eemarks.—In modes of training either industrially, morally or intellect-

ually, in utensils for work and ideals placed before the pupils, we aim never to lose

sight of the kind of life to which the Indian boy and girl must go when they leave

school. All education should aim to fit them for this. That which fits them for walks

of life which they are never likely to enter is worse than useless.

I have, &c.,

W. McWHINNEY,
Princii)aL

Northwest Territories,

CowESSESS Boarding School,

Crooked Lake Agency, Broadview, Assa., June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the Cowessess boarding

school for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The Crooked Lake boarding school is situated in the Qu'Appelle val-

ley, south of Crooked lake, on Cowessess reserve.

Land.—There are forty acres of land which have been surrendered by the band of

the reserve for the use of the Roman Catholic mission.

Buildings.—The buildings at present in use are as follows:—the priest's house,

30 X 20 feet; the chm'ch, 62 x 20 feet; a house, 20 x 20, exclusively reserved for the

{Indians, an ice-house, 12 x 14 feet, a stable, 65 x 20 feet and a general work-shop, 30

X 20 feet. The main edifice with the institute proper is a three-story building ; its

dimensions are 58 x 38 feet, and the height from the ground to the top roof is 52 feet.

The basement contains a dining-room, a kitchen, pantry, a dairy-room, a lavatory

with a large boiler, a rain-water tank, and root-house.

On the first floor are the entrance, the parlours, the chapel, the girls' play-room,

24 X 12 feet, the school-room, 26 x 15 feet 3 inches, and the boys' play-room, 32 x 14
feet.

On the second floor is situated the sewing-room, a pharmacy, three rooms for the
accommodation of the staff, the nuns' quarters, and two sick-rooms, one for the boys
and one for the girls.

On the third floor are situated two large dormitories, 35 x 23 feet, their height be-

ing 12 feet 6 inches ; also a garret containing a large water tank.
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There is also a general workshop, which is a two-story building, on a stone foun-

dation, 30 X 20 feet.

The firset storj^ comprises a cai*penter's department, which is pi'ovided with all

the latest wood-working tools, viz.: a buzz-planer, a circular saw table, a wood-turn-

ing lathe, a band-saw, an emery wheel for grinding tools, and an improved wood-lathe.

On the upper floor we have organized a small shoe-shop department, for the pur-

pose of teaching our young boys all the necessary manual work. A few of the large

boys repaired their own shoes quite satisfactorily.

Accommodation.—Under present arrangements there is accommodation for sixty-

five pupils, and a staff of eight.

Attendance.—The pupils being all boarders, the attendance is very regular, and I

am happy to state that the emolument has considerably increased during the year.

We have reached the authorized number of forty pupils without any diificulty.

Class-room Work.—The programme of studies prescribed by the department is

followed as closely as possible mider the circumstances. The subjects taught are :

religious instruction, grammar, drawing, spelling and useful knowledge in arithmetic,

histoi'y and geography, but special attention is given to reading and writing. The
progress is good and encouraging. English is generally spoken and I may say it is now
quite familiar to almost all the pupils.

Earm and Garden.—There are about fifty acres this year under cultivation. We
have also a garden in which is raised a full supply of potatoes and other vegetables

for the use of the school. The garden and the farm work give the children a healthy

occupation.

Industrial Work.—Our children have special hours each da^' for manual work.

The boys are kept working according to their age; they have learned to bake their

own bread, besides they help in caring for the horses, cattle, pigs and poultry. The
girls are taught sewing, knitting and general housework, without neglecting, however,

to keep clean their recreation-room and dormitory.

Moral and Religious Training.—Particular attention is given to this important

branch of education. A short religious instruction is given daily on some practical

subject, also on order, cleanliness, politeness and obedience; after which hymns are

sung. The character of each pupil is cultivated with care.

Health and Sanitation.—The sanitary condition of the school, owing to the ex-

cellence of our fresh air, drains and the abundance of light, is very good and the gen-

eral health of the pupils is a surprise to all our visitors. Frequent baths are taken
and the premises are always kept in perfect order.

Water Supply.—Our water-supply is taken from a well in the basement. Although
we have all the water necessary for ordinary purposes, still, in order always to have
an unlimited supply at hand to fte ready for fire, the well should be deepened. The
water is of fair quality.

Fire Protection.—Fire-protection is abundantly provided for, by means of a

gasoline engine and pov/er-pump of one hundred gallons capacity per minute, con-
nected by a two inch stand-pipe with a tank in the attic, which tank can be shut off

by one pull of a lever and the water is then pumped direct into the stand-pipe, main-
taining a pressure of 100 povmds on a li inch hose, with | inch nozzle. These connect-

ions are placed in each dormitory and in each hall, also one in basement and one out-

side of building. The pump and engine are used to elevate the water required to sup-

ply the tank in the attic ; from thence it flows through a stand-pipe to the plumbing
system, which is consequently. always ready for use.

The engine is started by an electric spark, and a stream can be playing on the
fire in ten seconds. The engine is also provided with tube ignition, and should a fire

start in such a place that the engine could not be operated, we should still have all the
water pressure from the tank on the hose all the time, which is a pressure of twenty-
three pounds in the basement. The pump is provided with a safety-valve to prevent
breakage. Besides we have two Babcock extinguishers in a convenient place, and also

27—1—22-
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a dozen fire-buckets hung up throughout the diffrent rooms. I regret to say however,

that we have not been able, as yet, to provide the building with fire-escapes.

Heating and Lighting.—The building is heated entirely by two hot-air ' New Idea

'

furnaces. An abundant supply of pure air is constantly admitted, to replace the foul

air that leaves by the ventilators, which are placed in the dormitories and halls and
give great satisfaction. The school is lighted throughout by acetylene gas, the machine
being kept in a properly ventilated room by itself. No lighted lamps are allowed in-

side and matches are placed under the control of the attendants. Furthermore, a new
system of generator adapted to the acetylene machine by Rev. Brother Eugene, has

greatly improved its working.

Recreation.—During summer, football, swimming, fishing and shooting with bows

^nd arrows, and in winter skating, singing, playing cards, marbles, checkers and
playing the violin indoors, are the favourite pastimes of our boys. The girls amuse
themselves with drawing-slates, dressing dolls, playing ball, singing and skipping.

General Remarks.—Since my last report many repairs have been made through-

out the house. The walls have been primed with alabastine ; the girls' play-room

transferred from the second story to the fir^, and now occupies 24 x 12 feet ; a

water-closet has been made in this apartment and also a water basin with faucet,

which makes it very convenient for our girls, who have all the necessary accommo-

dation without leaving their play-room.

The greatest improvement appears to be in our laundry, a new style washing

machine, which turns by means of a gasoline engine, has been placed in the cellar.

This machine is a self-reverter and works like a marvel; the engine mentioned above

is also used in turning the separator and churn. I may add that all possible efforts are

made to render the school as comfortable as can be.

Furthermore, I wish to express my sentiments of deep sympathy for the loss

sustained through the death of our good and devoted inspector, Mr. L. J. A. Leveque,

and Mr. Magnus Begg, our agent, who were both always devoted to the interests of our

school.

In closing my report, I feel it my duty to state that during the past year, there

has been a marked progress among the pupils in acquiring and speaking the English

language, and their general conduct was fairly good.

I have, &c.,

S. PERRAULT, O.M.I.,

Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Duck Lake Boarding School,
Duck Lake, Sask., July 22, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the fiscal year ended June

30, 1904.

Location.—The schcol is located about half a mile from the town of Duck Lake,

and three miles from Duck Lake reserve.

^rea.—The land in connection with the school comprises one hundred acres, be-

longing to the government. Adjoining the school land, there is one quarter section,

being the northeast ^ section 33, township 43, range 2, west of the 3rd meridian, and

which belongs to the Corporation of the Oblate Fathers, but is cultivated for the
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benefit of the schuol ; \^heat, oats, barley, hay and potatoes, being the chief produc-

tions therefrom.

Buildings.—The main building consists of an entrance-hall, reception-room,
principal's bed-room, offices, and dining-room. The girls' quarters are commodious and
complete excepting a sewing-room. No new buildings have been erected, nor repairs

made, as no money was available for these pui'poses during the year.

Accommodation.—There is ample accommodation for sixty girls in our new dor-

mitory, though that number is not reached. The boys are somewhat more crowded,
but we are looking forwai'd to providing more accommodation for them in the near

future.

Attendance.—The attendance has been an average of the authorized number, one

hundred pupils, all of whom are boarders. The range is from forty-five to forty-nine

girls, and from fifty-two to fifty-five boys.

Class-room Work.—The boys' teacher being obliged to resign his position before

the close of the year, the school continued in session as usual under the direction of

the sisters, who combined the work by grading the classes, placing the more advanced
boys and girls, to the number of forty, in the same standards, IV, V and VI, under one
teacher, and sixty boys and girls of standards I, II and III in a second class-room, two
sisters being in charge of this class. The progress is quite remarkable in reading, writ-

ing and arithmetic. Semi-annual examinations and simple rewards of merit have pro-

duced a most pleasing rivalry between boys and girls. We feel confident that the mixed
system under the direction of the sisters has many advantages, both from a moral and
an economical point of view. The present arrangement is only provisionary, but we
hope to make it permanent. The half-day system is followed for the advanced class.

Lessons in singing, manual work and healthful gymnastic exercises are given regularly
outside of class hours.

Farm and Garden.—Our vast garden has this year been cultivated entirely by
the boys, under the supei-vision of the principal, and considering that no professional

gardener was employed as formerly, the staff is justly proud of the success in both

vegetable and floral productions. The farm products of 1903 were as follows : wheat,
six hundred and fifty-nine bushels ; oats, one thousand and four bushels ; barley, one
hundred and forty-six bushels; potatoes, five hundred bushels ; also a supply for the

year, of carrots, turnips, onions, beets and cabbages.

The spring sowing of 1903 consisted of eighty-four hansels wheat, sixty-tkree

barrels oats, twenty barrels barley, seventy barrels potatoes, one acre each of beets

and turnips, together with all the ordinary garden vegetables. The older boys under
the direction of a very intelligent and trusty farmer, took a fair part in this work,

and manifested unusual interest in so doing.

Industries Taught.—All farm and garden work, care of horses, cows, calves,

poultry, fence-making and the cutting and sawing of wood, have been done by the

boys during the year, while the girls have made amazing progress in fine mending, also

the cutting and making of all the garments for the household. A great competi-
tion has sprung up between the older ones in soap-making, of which over five hundred
pounds have been manufactured in connection with the laundry this year. This being

a product of refuse, bones and wood ashes, it is a very useful and economical industry

for the school. Our young Indian girls bid fair to become first-class butter-makers,

and receive lessons in this department from one of the sisters, an expert in the busi-

ness.

Plaiting wheat straw for hats is another form of manual work which, delights

our Indian girls, wbose deft fingers will soon enable them to make their own hats,

and in time perhaps provide some for the boys as well. This will prove another source

of economy for the institution, and will no doubt be gratifying to the department.

Arrangements are made to have a bakery running In connection with the school.

We hope to have some boys capable of learning the trade and taking charge of the

business a little later.

27—i—22i
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Moral and Religious Training.—^Ye can safely say that it is on the side of reli-

gion and morality that we perceive the most consoling progress. The children show
themselves very docile to the lessons they receive daily in these matters. It is true that

they are consummate tricksters, yet, through the force of persuasion, and comparison

between right and wrong, we have obtained from them fair evidences of candour and

sincerity.

Health and Sanitation.
—

"We have to report an unexceptionally healthy year for

the staff a pupils. By dressing the children warmly, giving them plenty of whole-

some food t, nd daily outdoor exercise, even on the coldest days of winter^, we were not

annoyed by a single case of any disease during the cold season. In the spring a few

cases of dy.,entery gave us a.moment's alarm, but nothing serious resulted. A skilled

infirmai an, has, with nature's remedies, so successfully combated the tendency to

scrofula, so common among the Indians, that the children present a remarkably healthy

appearance. With this state of improved health, we notice an amelioration in the

instincts and dispositions of the children. Ventilation and cleanliness are our chief

preventives against diseases.

Fire Protection.—Our appliances in case of fire are : six Stempel, four Star and
one Victor fire-extinguisher, eighteen hand-grenades, .eight axes, and a force pump. A
great need of ladders and buckets is felt, there being none on hand.

Heating and Lighting.—Three furnaces, kept in operation night and day during

cold weather, keep the house at a healthy and comfortable temperature. The light-

ing in the house, barn and stables is by acetylene gas, the machine being in an isolated

apartment, to which none except the officer in charge is admitted.

Eecreation.—Outdoor games for both boys and girls are many and varied. The
grounds are so large that all have space to follow their inclinations. iSTo games are

compulsory, therefore romping, skipping-rope and ball-playing never flag; while in

doors we enforce gymnastic exercises to a certain extent, followed by checkers, marbles,

forfeit games, and not unfrequently singing and music make up a pleasant part of the

recreations.

Admissions and Discharges.—Ten pupils were admitted during the year and ten

were discharged, most of these had an honourable discharge, and returned to their

homes well convinced of the advantages which the school gave them, by fitting them for

the civilized world. It is with a certain regret that we saw those dear children leave

us, after having spent several years in the institution, where they gave satisfaction

and lent a helping hand in the work.

General Remarks.—It was with universal and genuine regret that the staff and
children of our school were called upon during the past year to bid adieu to some very

kind friends and benefactors. Rev. Father Paquette, founder and principal of the

school, having exhausted his health in his arduous work, was obliged to take a well-

merited rest. His monumental labours during nine years in connection with the school

reduced him to a state of health which alarmed his friends, who unanimously insisted

upon his retiring for a while from active duties. A veiy touching farewell ceremony

was tendered to the devoted father on l^ovember 7, 1903. There was also present

Agent Jones, who likewise was taking leave of the school, to which he had always been

a true and interested friend. On the same occasion we had the honour to make the

acquaintance . of Agent Macarthur, whose kindness is already felt and

highly appreciated by both staff and pupils. Inspector Chisholm accidentally

dropped in for the afternoon to the great satisfaction of all present. He made a few

remarks, complimenting the children on their neat and healthy appearance, and on the

very pleasing manner in which they acqmtted themselves in their various roles in sing-

ing, declaiming, and presentation of addresses suitable to the circumstances. Mr.

Jones also expressed his sorrow on leaving the reserve, where he had made himself

loved and respected by all who knew him. T^eedless to say that Father Paquette bade

his dear Indian boys and girls a most feeling adieu, while he exhorted them through
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the affection they boi-e him to prove themselves docile and affectionate towards their

new principal. That his words sank deeply into the hearts of his interested listeners

has been amply proved. To-day the conduct of the pupils towards their new principal is

irreproachable. They act the part of good, children towards a kind father, whom they

respect, obey and love.

On Christmas the children were beside themselves with joy on receiving a very in-

teresting visit from Santa Claus himself in person. After the midnight church offioes,

the children gathered in the refectory, where a most agi-eeable surprise awaited them,

old Santa appearing in full uniform proceeded to fill rows of stockings lining the walls

and really nothing could be more amusing than the scene. The children appeared

most happy and grateful for the simple little presents which their teachers had

worked hard to prepare for them.

I have, (fee,

O. CHARLEBOIS, O.M.I.,

Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Emmanuel College,

Prinxe Albert, October 14, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my amiual report of this school for the year

ended June 30, 1904.

Location and Land.—The school is situated about two miles west of the town of

Prince Albert. The land in connection therewith is a river lot, having twelve chains

frontage, extending back two miles and containing about 200 acres.

Buildings.—There are three buildings occupied by the staff and pupils. The main
building is occupied by the female membei"s of the staff and the girls. The bed-rooms,

dormitories and lavatory, are in the upper story, and in the lower stoi-y are the

school-room, the dining-room, kitchen and pantry. There are also in this building a

ciothing-room, sewing-room, girls' dressing-room, and a room for cases of sickness.

In the second building is a large clothing-room, a room for drugs and medicines, an
office and apartments for the principal. In the third building are dormitories, lava-

tory, bath-room, reading and recreation room for the senior male pupils, a room for the

head teacher, and a room for the outside man. The outdoor buildings are : a large

house, 40 X 16 feet, and used as ia granary, storehouse, and dairy ; a coach-house, 32 x 16

feet; a stable, 44x22 feet; two pig pens, one 22x12 feet, the other 24 x 14 feet ; a

hen-houso, 20 x 14 feet, a feed-house, 16 x 16 feet; and an implement-shed. 28 x 19 feet.

Grounds.—The ground immediately attached to the buildings is laid out so as to

afford ample playgrounds for the pupils, both boys and girls.

Accommodation.—The boys' building is very old and dilapidated. The girls'

dormitory in the main building is not sufficiently spacious, but these defects with suf-

ficient outlay could be easily remedied.

Class-room Work.—The pupils attend school twice daily, with the exception of

the girls, who assist in the dining-room and kitchen by turns. The school hours are

from 9.30 a.ru., to 12 noon, and from 1.30 p.m. to 3 p.m. Besides the regular school

hours, they have study from 8 to 8.30 a.m., and from 7 lo 8 p. m. The course of study

is the same as that used in the public schools of the Xorthwest Territories. Two of



Girls.
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Attendance.—The attendance has been very regular, and during the course of

the fiscal year seven pupils were honourably discharged and eight have been admitted

to the school.

Kecreation.—The pupils have plenty of recreation. The boys have cricket, base-

ball, football, swings and physical drill. The girls take a great deal of interest in

their calisthenic corps. They enjoy dumb-bell exercise, skipping, throwing and catch-

ing the ball, swinging, reading and music. They take a walk out almost daily,

attended by a female member of the staff.

We try to make the children feel as comfortable and happy as possible.

I have, &c.,

JAMES TAYLOR,

, Principal.

Northwest Territories,
Ermineskin's Boardixg School,

HOBBEMA, July 11, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1904. ,

Location.—The school is situated on the Ermineskin reserve, a mile from Hob-
bema station, in the district of Alberta. There is no post office at Hobbema, but the

mail is delivered every day.

Land.—The twenty acres of land in connection with the school are used as fol-

lows : three acres are taken up for the garden, five for the children's playgrounds,
and the balance is used for pasturage.

Buildings.—There are three buildings occupied by the school. The main building

45 X 40 feet, three stories high, is occupied by the children. There is a school-room

and refectory on the first floor; sewing-room, infirmary and boys' dormitory on the
second floor, and girls' dormitory on the third floor. The second building adjoin-

ing the main building contains a kitchen on the first floor, and a chapel on the second.

This building is attached to the first building by the sisters' residence, in which they
have their respective rooms.

Accommodation.—There is accommodation for seventy-five children and ten

sisters.

Attendance.—The attendance was forty-seven during the year; twenty-seven boys
and twenty girls. We have fifty children in attendance at present.

Class-room Work.—The school hours, which are from 9 to 12 a.m., and from 1.30

to 4 p.m., are faithfully observed; besides this, the higher grades have one hour of

study, that is a half hour at five, and another half hour at eight o'clock. This year

has been one of application by the pupils and we are happy to state that they have

improved wonderfully in all the branches of the programme as given by the depart-

ment.

Farm and Garden.—The three acres of land under cultivation yielded last year,

three hundred and fifty bushels of potatoes, sixty of turnips, ten of beets, fifteen of

onions, a good quantity of cabbages, beans and other vegetables.

Industries Taught.—Every day some time is taket for manual work. The boys have
the care of ten horses and thirteen head of cattle during the winter; they saw wood
for the house, and do the sweeping in their own rooms. They have the care of the
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garden during summer. The older girls are kept busy in making and mending their

own clothes and that of the boys, in knitting stockings, mitts, in doing kitchen work
and in learning how to keep house properly. The smaller girls also knit and do a little

needlework.

Moral and Religious Training.—A certain time is devot-ed daily by the missionary

or the professor to implant in their young hearts a respect for all social and moral
duties, and we can say that the children have paid great attention to the instruction

given them. Their conduct has been very satisfactory during the year.

Health and Sanitation.—Three pupils died from consumption last fall. We have
had two cases of pneumonia and one of hemorrhage ; otherwise there was very little

sickness in the school.

Water Supply.—Barrels and pails filled with water are constantly kept on hand.

There is a trap in the upper story and ladders are pei-manently^, attached to the build-

ings and we have brick chimneys. These are our means of protection against fire.

Heating and Lighting.—The buildings are heated by stoves and lighted by means
of lamps.

Recreation.—The j)upils have their recreation after each meal under the super-

vision of the teachers. The amusements that we provide for them are varied, such,

as picnics, lunch on the prairie and promenades on the reserve. Football is the boys*

favourite game in summer and skating during the winter. The girls like to play

cards, croquet and have drills. These Indian children amuse themselves very much by
games peculiar to them.

I have, &c.,

G. MOULIN",
Principal.

Northwest Territories,
File Hills Boarding School,

Balcarres, August 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report on the File Hills boarding
school for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school buildings are situated on section 33, township 22, range

11, west of the 2nd meridian. They are not on the reserve, but adjoining it.

Land.—The northeast quarter of section 32, township 22, range 11, west of the

second meridian, and, also all that part of section 33 which is outside the boundaries

of the Okanees reserve, belongs to the school, subject to the control of the Superin-

tendent General of Indian Aifairs ; in all, about two hundred and fifteen acres. The
land is mostly bluffy. It is best adapted for mixed farming.

Buildings.—The buildiup-s are : the home, a three-storied stone structure, with
mansard roof, and two-storied frame addition, a frame laundry, frame school-house,

a good log stable with shingled roof, a log granary and carriage-house, and a root-

house.

Accommodation.—In the home there is good accommodation for twenty-five

children and a staff of four.

Attendance.—The attendance has been very regular. The number on the roll,

minus non-treaty children, is fifteen. A larger number could be secured.

Class-room Work.—The class-room work has been good.
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Farm and Garden.—This branch of the work has been receiving more attention

than ever before. We have in crop about eight acres of oats, and four and three-

quarter acres of garden, including turnips and potatoes. Two of the boys broke five

acres of new Lmd and were still working at it at the close of the fiscal year. Also the

boys, with the assistance of the farm instructor, put up two hundred and seventy-

five rods of two, and three strand wire fencing and thirteen rods of rail fencing.

The school now owns six milch cows, five calves, a good three-horse team, some
pigs and some hens.

Apart from the training at the school,, received in farming, each boy when he is

sixteen or seventeen years old is allowed to choose for himself a farm in the colony
that Inspector Graham has started for ex-pupils, and to put in on it, under the
supervision of the government farm inspector, one or two summers' work. In
this way by the time a boy leaves school he has made a very good start towards making
a home for himself and also has an opportunity of getting acquainted with, and
adapting himself to, the circumstances under which he will be labouring after he
receives his discharge. I find this an excellent plan. The boy is aiming at something
definite. The strongest inducement I can offer our boys to encourage them to do well
is to promise them that when they prove themselves trustworthy, they may go out and
work on their own farms.

Industries Taught.—The girls are taught to be clean, neat, economical house-
keepers and home-makers. This includes bread-making, butter-makiiig, fine baking,
sewing, washing, ironing, and dainty decorating of rooms.

The boys are taught to be good practical farmers and gardeners. They are train-

c-d to handle and properly care for stock and to do general chores both outside and in.

Moral and Religious Training.—These subjects receive special attention. The
Bible is carefully studied and memorized and the child is trained to base his ideas of
right and wrong on its teachings. There is religious instruction daily.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the children has improved wonderfully-
There have been no scrofuloiis cases worth mentioning all winter and spring. There
are several reasons for this : improved accommodation, the dormitories heated by
a furnace, less confinement in the class-room, and largely vitae ore, a medicine which
I was trying as an experiment and which helped our children wonderfully. It used
to be that almost fifty per cent of the children in this school had to go round with their
heads bandaged on account of open scrofulous sores, now there is not one. There have
been no deaths during the year.

Water Supply.—We have a good well. The water is drawn from it into the kitchen

by means of a pump.
Fire Protection.—We have ladders, two Babcock extinguishers, four fire-axes,

eleven fire-pails, and water always convenient. There are two ways of escape from
every sleeping-room.

Heating and Lighting.—One furnace and four stoves are used for heating the

buildings. Coal-oil lamps are used for lighting purposes.

Recreation.—The children enjoy the ordinary outdoor sports and games ; various

games in the home are introduced during the long winter evenings.

Ex-pupils.—^We feel greatly encouraged with the progress of our ex-pupils. As
yet only seven young people have left this school. One of these is dead. He and two
others, Fred. Dieter and Ben Assineawasis, spent eighteen months at the Regina indus-
trial school after leaving this school.

To be in a position to give the following report on the six who are living, gives

me great pleasure. Fred Dieter married ]Mary Belle Cote, a Regina school graduate,

over a year ago. Their house, their garden, and their farm are a great credit to them
both.

Ben Assineawasis and Maggie Pratt, one of our own girls, were married last

spring. Their home is a model of neatness. Both upstairs and downstairs are always
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open for inspection. Mrs. Assineawasis deserves great praise for her home-making

abilities. They, too, have a good farm.

Roy Keewatin, who was discharged last sj)ring, will harvest this fall a good crop

of wheat of about twenty-five acres. This is land which he prepared last year while

still in school. He has done considerable breaking this year too. He is showing

himself to be a steady industrious man. The other two ex-pupils are girls.

Fanny Ross is a member of the school staff. She occupies the position of cook.

She is faithful, trustworthy and capable.

Winnie Akapew is a cripple and very delicate. She has to make her home with

the older Indians ; but although unable to work, we consider Winnie as great a suc-

cess as any one who has left the school. To stand by her colours in her surroundings

means far more moral courage than any of the other pupils have been called upon to

exercise. She is always neat and clean. We have six ex-pupils and not one of them

is a failure. We do not take all the credit for this. Inspector Graham's system, in his

colony, deserves a very large share of it.

I have, &c.,

KATE GILLESPIE,
Principal.

Northwest Territories,
Gordon's Boardixg School.

KUTAWA P.O., July 2, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report of the Gordon's boarding

school for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is located on the west side of Gordon's reserve about twelve

miles from the agency headquarters.

Land.—The area of land in connection with the school is three hundred and

twenty acres, and comprises the east half of section 4, township 27, west of the second

principal meridian. This, I believe, has been allotted to the school by the government.

Its natural features are prairie, very hilly, with some sloughs, and about twenty-

five acres of tillable land, but no wood; the above is suitable for pasture.

Buildings.-—The main building is the same as last year, and is used for school

purposes. A new floor has been laid in the school-room, lavatories and class-room.

All outbuildings are the same as given in last year's report.

Accommodation.—There is ample accommodation for thirty-five pupils, and four

of a staff.

Attendance.—The attendance has been very good during the past year.

Class-room Work.—The pupils' course of work is that laid down by the depart-

ment, and a great improvemeut is noticeable, especially in the speaking of English,

which is our great aim with the pupils.

Farm and Garden.—We do not farm, but our garden consists of about three

acres. An abundance of vegetables was raised, of every description. We have also a

beautiful flower garden and this is the delight of the children.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught the care of horses and cattle, poultry,

and pigs, and mill^ing, and gardening in summer. The girls are taught all household
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duties, butter-making,and the care of same. I cannot speak too highly of their work
and proficiency.

Moral and Keligious Training.—Very careful attention is paid to the pupils in

this respect. Their moral conduct has been excellent during the past year, and in no
case had severe punishment to be administered.

Health and Sanitation.—The health on the whole has been fair. We had two or

three cases of pneumonia, and a case of scrofula, the latter is now lionio. Xo deaths

have occurred during the past year.

The sanitary condition is all that can be desired. The building is well ventilated

and kept very clean, and I may say the children take a pride in helping to keep it so.

Water Supply.—Our water-supply is obtained from a well, about three hundred
yards from the school. The new well which was put down last summer had to be

put on the same water-course as the old ones. We have a good supply of water, but a

long way to haul it. As a rule we always have an abundance of soft water.

Fire Protection.—This consists of one Babcock, two Carr chemical fire-engines,

one pump, two lengths of hose, eleven buckets, six axes, sixteen hand-grenades, two

tanks, nine fire-extinguishers, besides several barrels.

Heating and Lighting.—The building is heated with wood stoves. Lighting is

done with lamps and coal oil.

J?ecreation.—Football and swings are the favourite pastimes during the summer
months. Coasting in winter, and many games in the school-room are enjoyed by the

pupils.

I have, &c.,

M. WILLIAMS,
Principal.

Mackenzie Eher District,

Hat Rn^ER (St. Peter's Mission) Boarding School,

Care of Hudson's Bay Company,

Hay ErvER, via Edmonton, Alberta, December 10, 1903.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to report that the above-named boarding school in

connection with the Church of England, of which I am in charge, is located at the

mouth of Hay river, on its east bank, and on the southwest shore of Great Slave lake,

within the limits of Treaty No. 8.

It is not on a reserve, but in the unorganized Territoiy of Mackenzie river imder
the supervision of the Northwest Mounted Police.

Land.—We have already under cultivation about eight acres of crown lands,

adjoining the Indian village of Hay River. The soil in the immediate vicinity is flat

alluvial deposit on a bed of sand, and is adapted for agriculture. A varied growth of

timber extends all round us.

Buildings.—We have the following buildings :

—

(1.) A large dwelling-house used as a boarding school composed of three parts

successively erected, the last being three stories high, the whole constructed of logs

and boards, containing eighteen rooms.

(2.) A workshop, fitted up for carpentering and blacksmithing and containing a

complete saw pit.
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(3) aud (4.) Storehouses, in which are kept clothing, i^rovisions and supplies.

(5.) Wood-shed.

(6.) Fish-house, in which our daily supply of fish is cleaned.

(7.) Cattle byre.

A church, and new dwelling-house were begun this fall, and are in course of con-

struction; a great part of the material, consisting of hewn logs, and metallic shingles,

being already provided. We intend to push these two buildings, as they are much
needed, ?.s quickly as possible, considering all boards have to be sawn and dressed by
hand.

Accommodation.—Our institution is a mission home and school, the age of the

pupils ranging from three to eighteen, though we occasionally receive widows, and
ojthers as mission helpers under instruction. We have accommodated as many as fifty-

four souls under our roof, of whom ferty-one were pupils, eight engaged mission

helpers and five native workers. Our numbers have been very much reduced, owing

to the sad ravages of measles, which broke out in the far north, and swept south

through this whole district, in the summer of 1902, carrying away many, and leaving

the survivors constitutionally weakened so that its effects are still severely felt,

although the epidemic itself has long since passed.

The attendance of scholars was upon June 30, 1902, twenty-one boys and twenty

girls, and on June 30, 1903, fifteen boys and eighteen girls, and is at present thirteen

boys, and fifteen girls, that is a total of twenty-eight regulation boarding pupils, be-

sides one infant, and five native workers under instruction, as well as a few occasional

day scholars, who are exceedingly intermittent in tbeir attendance.

Class-room Work.—The subjects taught from time to time in our institution

have included reading, writing, arithmetic, composition, grammar, geography, dicta-

tion, literature, history, and Holy Scriptures, as well as occasional lessons in the read-

ing of their own native language, both as written in the syllabic and Roman char-

acters. It is interesting to note that the pupils are all making good progress in their

English studies, and are disposed to be more teachable, and less troublesome than the

same number of white children. The hours generally speaking are the same as in

Ontario public schools, except in the very shortest days of winter, when lack of day-

light necessitates shortening them a little for about a month.

Farm and Garden.—The farm produce consists chiefly of a large crop of pota-

toes, which yielded this year five hundred and thirty-five bushels and a little barley,

estimated at about twenty bushels not yet threshed. The garden simply represents

a small piece of land fenced separately, in which we grow cabbages, cauliflower, beets,

(iarrots, parsnips, onions, radishes, lettuce, peas, and beans, chiefly for the benefit of

the staff. Much of the work, both of the garden and farm, weeding, &c., is done by
the school children under instruction. Our hay-supply is derived entirely from
natural grass, found along the river bank. We have at present two cows, one bull,

two two-year-old heifers, and a spring bull calf. We train our cows, and utilize them
with the bull, for hauling purposes, thereby saving the unnecessary keep of oxen, and
we find them very satisfactory. We also keep on hand for winter work such as

fishing, meat hauling, and tripping, connected with our work, two or three teams of

dogs, fourteen dogs being our number at present.

While out on furlough this past year, I secured at considerable expense and

trouble and as a personal venture of my own, a litter of small pigs, half a dozen bam
yard fowls, and three cats, from which I hope to derive profitable returns, although
they are entirely new in this part, the pigs at least being the only ones north of the

Peace river.

Industries Taught.—We have no stated industries taught, but it is our aim to

teach each one under our care to be thorough, industrious, and practically useful.

Occasional lessons are given in the use of carpentering and blacksmithing tools when
the pupils are old enough for such. The general work on tlae farm, and about the
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establishment affords ample opportunity for training both boys and girls to be indus-

trious.

Moral and Religious Training.—We teach all the pupils to the best of our ability,

obedience, diligence, straightforwardness, and frankness, and endeavour generally to

develop in them the moral qualities based upon the religion of the Old and Xew
Testaments, all our training being under the superintendence and inspection of the

bishop of the diocese.

Health and Sanitation.—Prior to the epidemic of measles in 1902, spoken of

above, the health of the pupils was very good, but since then there has been con-

siderable sickness among them and eleven have died cither of that disease or of lung

trouble. We fill up our water-closets yearly, and make new ones, and we throw away

the slops and refuse far from the house at a safe distance, so as to keep the yard

clean.

Water Supply.^We derive our supply of water for household use from the river,

close in front of the house, and it is always good.

Fire Protection.—We keep four barrels of water constantlj- in the house, and have

ladders reaching to all the roofs, twelve axes and six buckets available in case of fire.

Heating and Lighting.—We heat the main building, No. 1, with seven stoves,

using- spruce wood, which is abundant and good, and light it with parafl3.n candles,

and coal-oil lamps, the latter for the use of the staff.

Recreation.—We encourage -the school children to play games in their hours of

recreation, especially football, baseball and boating, and permit the older boys to hunt

small game in the surrounding bush, and snare rabbits.

Food Supply.—We obtain the greater part of our food-supply from local sources,

setting nets in the lake nearly all the year, and are never without fish on the tables,

these whh potatoes constituting our main diet ; what little meat we eat, we get

occasionally from Indian hunters, but this year rabbits have been unusually plentiful.

The remainder of our provisions, consisting of flour, meal, tea, &c., is annually im-

ported a year or eighteen months ahead, at the expense of the Bishop's Diocesan funds.

Xone of the pupils at present pay their board.

Clothing.—The school children are clothed principally out of the mission bales

voluntarily contributed by various branches of the Woman's Aiixiliary of the Church

of England through the eastern part of Canada; and here I beg to thankfully acknow-

ledge the liberality of the department in assuming the (to us) verj^ large cost of the

Transport of these bales.

Mail Facilities.—Our mail system is not such as to enable me to send this report

by the time desired, the winter packet, which leaves here for the south by dog train, on

or about December 10, being the first I have been able to avail myself of since I re-

ceived the circiilar calling for my report. The Hudson's Bay Company carries our mail

twice a year, in summer, and again in winter, to and from the farthest northern post

office on the Athabasca river.

General Remarks.—It may be of interest to bear in mind that our children are

chiefly drawn from remote parts, and have to remain with us throughout the entire

year, so that we have to find recreation and employment for them during the holiday

seasons, which adds greatly to our own labour, and ties us incessantly to our post. Our

nearest neighbouring hamlet, or trading post, is eight miles distant. Owing to our

exposed situation, fishing is precarious and often dangerous. Game is generally

scarce, although this year rabbits abound. The nearest physician is more than 1,000

miles away by direct travel. Our only means of locomotion are by boat or canoe in

summer, and dog-sled in winter. Our climate is severe, the temperature often falling

for days at a time to forty degrees below zero Farenheit, while occasionally it drops

to fifty-five and sixty degrees below zero. Our summers are delightful excei)t for

mosquitoes. The season is very short, but incessant daylight for nearly six weeks

gives us doubly quick growth. We beautify our surroundings with flowers which grow

luxuriantly, and take us back in heart aftd thought to the realms of our home land.
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Finance.—In closing I may say that I am not in a position to present a financial

statement, as the funds of our mission all pass through the hands of our bishop, our
outside supplies being secured chiefly in Winnipeg.

I have, &c.,

THOS. J. MARSH,
Principal.

XoRTHWEST Territories,
Holy Axgels Boarding School,

Nativity Mission, Fort Chipewyan^
Athabaska Lake, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I take pleasure in sending my fourth annual report on matters concerning

the school and I greatly hope that it will reach the department at the appointed time,

this year.

Location.—The Holy Angels boarding school is located at Nativity Mission,

quite near Fort Chipewyan.

Built on the bank of Athabasca lake, our school possesses a fine view of the lake,

in front, although it has on every other side the modest prospect of rocky hills partly

covered with pine-trees.
ij

''.':

This school belongs to the Roman Catholic mission and is under the direction

of the Sisters of Charity, commonly called * Grey Nuns.' There is no post oMee here;

neither are there any reserves in this part of the north.

Land.—The soil is rocky and almost barren in some places ; however, a few acres

can be found that are susceptible of being cultivated, but as a general rule, the soil

has a very scanty vegetation. One of the pioneer missionaries, Right Reverend Bishop
Farand, wishing to cultivate a small piece of land and finding no place to suit the

purpose, set to work and drained out the lake himself. After many weeks of hard toil,

he succeeded in making a field of fifteen acres. This field admits of the cultivation

of barley and potatoes, which grow well enough, when the crop is not destroyed by the

frost and are our great resource, for thev provide us with sufficient potatoes for daily

consumption, throughout the year. Our kitchen garden yields about one hundred head

of cabbage, a few bushels of turnips, onions and carrots ; these vegetables thrive poorly

in such unfruitful soil as we have here.

Buildings.—The old building is undergoing repairs just at present, having base-

ment renewed, &c. As a few changes are also to be made as well in the two new wings,

I shall not enter into any details nor give the dimensions this year.

Accommodation.—Accommodation can be provided for sixty pupils, seven sisters

and six auxiliary or lay sisters.

Attendance.—School is kept regularly except on holidays ; the children are,

for the greatest part, good and quite manageable in and out of class. It is a very
rare case which obliges us to inflict any kind of corporal punishment. Desertions
very seldom occurs here.

Class-room Work.—The subjects taught are : reading, writing, grammar, com-
position, arithmetic, geography, history and ethics. Vocal music and calisthenics are

also on the programme they are a great means to afford variation during work and
to improve physique.
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Farm and Garden.—The children weed the garden and help in whatever little

work they can do on the farm. •

Industries Taught.—The girls are taught domestic economy, they soon become
proficient in sewing, knitting, darning and embroidery. Cooking lessons are also given,

in fine all endeavours are used to teach them how to become clean and orderly house-

keepers. The boys daily task is to saw and chop the wood required for fuel.

Moral and Keligious Training.—The pupils assist at divine service given in our
chapel every morning, and they attend the Mission church every Sunday. The
reverend father in charge instructs them in their religious duties. Great care is

taken to instil in those young hearts that knowledge and love of duty towards God and
man which makes the practical Christian.

Health and Sanitation.—I am happy to state that our children's health is thor-
oughly satisfactory ; the sanitary condition of the school premises is very good.

Water Supply.—Our supply of water is drawn from the lake.

Fire Protection.—The fire-appliances on hand are a force pump with hose,
ladders, buckets and axes.

Heating and Lighting.—Wood is used for fuel ; coal oil for lighting.

Recreation.—The children indulge in outdoor games every day, when the weather
is fine. Little trips are taken now and then, in skiffs or on board the Mission steam-
boat, when the lake is calm. One of the many islands that dot the lake is our picnic
Tesort in summer. During the cold season a long walk taken every day, proves bene-

ficial to health, and is quite invigorating. The children delight in this healthy exercise.
I should be pleased indeed to inclose herewith a few photographs. I greatly hope

that I shall' have a selection on hand next year.

I have, &c.,

SISTER M. McDOUGALL.

Northwest Territories,

Lesser Slave Lake C.E. Boarding School,
Athabasca, August 24, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,-—1 have the honour to forward my annual report on the Lesser Slave Lake
Church of England boarding school for th3 year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school faces south, being situated about a mile from Buffalo lake,

over which it looks. Buffalo lake is joined, by the Heart river, to Lesser Slave lake
proper, the latter is about six miles from the mission. The Heart river passes within

half a mile of the school, emptying into the lake.

Land.—This mission is not situated on a reserve. The land was surveyed during
the summer of 1901, and contains about ninety acres, and is the property of the

Church Missionary Society. It consists of bush and prairie ; the soil is a sandy loam,

well adapted for all kinds of agricultural purposes.

Buildings.—The girls' home, 24 x 30 feet, the ground floor of which is divided
into the children's dining-room, matron's sitting-room, and sitting-room for the teacher
and his wife ; (the latter being matron for the boys) the matron's bed-room and girls'

dormitorj' on the upper floor. There is a kitchen adjoining, 15 x 18 feet.

The boys occupy a new wing, which was added to the original building in the year
1900, its dimensions are 32x34 feet ; the ground floor is used as a school-room and
boys' day-room ; the upped floor as boys' dormitory and teacher's bed-room.
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The other buildings consist of a fish and ice-house combined, with a school store-

room above ; a root-house* and implement-shed, stables, old storehouse, with clothing

room above, and two closets.

Accommodation.—There is room for fiftj^ pupils and four of a staff.

Attendance.—For the three quarters, ending December, 1903, March, June, 1904,

we had a daily school average of thirty and a half, thirty and a half anr thirty-one

and a quarter, respectively. During the year we had sixty pupils on the roll.

Class-room Work.—English, reading, writing, arithmetic, geography, general

knowledge, ethics, recitation, vocal music, cooking and religious instruction are taught

in the class-room.

Farm and Garden.—The boys assist in the farm and garden wqrk. This year we
have under cultivation about twelve acres of oats, four acres of barley, and one and

one-half acres of roots, consisting of potatoes, turnips and mangolds. There is also a

garden of about half an acre, well stocked with vegetables of the various kinds.

Owing to the great drought this summer, the grain and root crop will be light ; the

best oats will be gathered from five acres which were broken and sown this spring.

Considering the unfavourable season the garden is exceptionally good. Milch cows,

horses, pigs and fowls are kept at the mission.

Industries Taught.—Agriculture is the only industry taught.

Moral and Religious Training.—The training imparted in this respect is carried

on along Church Missionary Society lines.

Health and Sanitation.—There are two closets, one for boys and one for the girls.

During last winter we were very free from sickness in the home.

Water Supply.—During the summer, water is brought from the river by means of

a water cart ; ice and snow are used in winter.

Fire Protection.—This consists of two ladders ; one attached to the roof of the

kitchen, and the other to the roof of the home.

Heating and Lighting.—All the buildings are heated by box stoves, wood being

the fuel used. The home is lighted with coal-oil lamps.

Recreation.—The principal recreation of the pupils consists of football, baseball

and indoor games.

General Remarks.—All the land owned by the mission is inclosed within a fence,

about half of which is of wire. The posts are twelve feet apart, with a top rail, and

four strands of wire.

I have, &c.,

C. D. WHITE.
Principal.

NoHTHWEST Territories,

Lesser Slave Lake (St. Bernard^s) R.€. Boarding Scpiool,

Lesser Slave Lake P.O., June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report of the Lesser Slave Lake

(St. Bernard's) Roman Catholic boarding school for the fiscal year ended June 30,

3904.

Location.—The situation of the school on the northeastern bank of Lesser Slave

lake is both pleasant and healthful. It stands on a slight elevation which slopes to-

wards the water and the setting sun, and commands a good view of the surrounding
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country. As this location necessitated levelling part of the forest, the site happens to

be quite bordered by woodland, which makes a pleasant resort for the children during

the warm weather.

Land.—The area of land connected with the school is about nine acres and belongs

to the mission.

Buildings and Accommodation.—The main building, 72 x 28 feet and three

stories high, is a large and commodiously apportioned dwelling, containing fourteen

compartments, six of which serve for the girls as recreation-hall, dining-room, sewing-

room and dormitories. The remaining apartments, excepting the chapel and kitchen,

are occupied by the staff.

To the right and a little in the rear is the boys' house, a two story building,

60 X 25 feet, which will accommodate forty pupils. The first floor is partitioned off

into recreation-hall, dining-room, and a class-room for smaller pupils. The sleeping

apartments are on the second floor.

The school-house, which is 30 x 24 feet, also to the right of the main building, but

extending forward, is three stories high. It comprises two cheerful well lighted class-

rooms, the upper floor being used as a store-room.

Spacious and well-kept grounds surround the three buildings, and flower-beds,

wdiich add greatly to the general appearance of the place, are laid out and carefully

attended to by the pupils under the direction of the teachers. A commodious building

was erected this spring, to serve as a laundry, and a place for the storage of fish, and
8 canal was dug for drainage purposes.

Attendance.—The average attendance was from thirty to forty pupils. Some of

these entered in September and left at the end of June ; a few remained during the

summer months.

Class-room Work.—The school hours' are from nine to eleven o'clock in the morn-
ing ; the afternoon session from one to four, being interrupted by a school recess.

Three teachers were engaged with the pupils and in order to gain attention, took

great pains to make their lessons interesting and instructive. Most of the pupils

applied their minds arduously to their studies and visible progress was made. A
marked improvement was noticed in their pronunciation last year, which was un-
doubtedly due to careful exercise in class recitations.

The children like to appear before strangers and several opportunities of display-
ing their capacity was afforded them during the term, the chief among them being
their annual entertainment, which was as usual, tendered to the public at l^ew Years.

The programme of studies laid down by the department was carefully carried out
by the teachers.

The grading of the pupils is as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 15
" 11 11
" III 8
" IV 2

Industries Taught.—When the girls have reached a proper age, they are taught
the culinary art, washing, ironing, sewing, dressmaking, in a word, all that can con-
tribute towards making them competent housekeepers.

The- larger boys are trained to work on the farm, while the younger ones are kept
busy weeding the garden, cariying wood and doing other light work about the house.

Moral Training.—The moral and religious training is based on the pure and
unsullied doctrine of the Holy Scripture. A half hour daily was given to religious

instruction, while to make certain that the moral education was carefully attended to,

the pupils were kept continually under the supervision of one of the teachers.

Health and Sanitation.—There are no deaths to be recorded this year. Although
considerable sickness prevailed in the neighbourhood last winter, no disease was con-
tracted at the school, excepting influenza.

27—i—23
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Water Supply.—Very good water is supplied by wells dug close to the house.

Fire Protection.—These wells, ladders and a hose are our only protection against

fire.

Heating.—The principal building is heated by a hot-air furnace, which gives good

satisfaction. The chief advantage of this mode of heating is the even temperature

produced throughout the entire building.

The other buildings are heated by stoves, in which we burn pine, spruce, poplar

and birch. The surrounding forests abound in trees of this kind.

Recreation.—The boys and girls have large playgrounds leading off their respec-

tive departments, where they enjoj^ed themselves during the different seasons at all

the games and sports common to their ages. The girls' playground was enlarged dur-

ing the year and inclosed by a neat picket fence.

The Roman Catholic mission has a small steamboat for the purpose of visiting

the different bands along the lakes and for conveying pupils to and from school.

The children are occasionally favoured with an excursion. By attaching two large

boats to the steamer, all the children may be taken at the same trip. The government
grants yearly, $72 per capita for each of forty pupils.

I have, &c.,

C. FALHER, O.M.I.,

Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Muscowequak's Boarding School,
Touchwood Hills, Assa., June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report on the school under my
charge for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The Muscowequan's boarding school is situated about twelve miles

from the Touchwood agency and three miles from the Touchwood post office. It is

outside of the reserve.

Land.—The land connected with the school is a homestead of 160 acres, situated

on the northwest quarter section 14, township 27, range 15, and belongs to the society

of the Oblate Fathers. In front of the school on the slope of the hill there is a

large garden surrounded with trees. This pretty site gives the best appearance possible

to the buildings. On one side of the school is a nice parterre, also surrounded with

trees. The soil is of the best quality, any kind of grain and vegetables growing well.

Forty acres are under cultivation, besides the garden. The crop of wheat, oats and

barley looks fine. Everything was put in, in due time and in good condition. I must

say that when the inspector made an inspection of the reserves lately, he was highly

pleased with the work done and the appearance of the crop. I hope to have the

pleasure in my next report to announce a good increase of land under cultivation, as

breaking has been going on for several weeks.

Buildings.—The school buildings include the old church, which now serves as a

school-room, and a new stone house erected four years ago. The basement comprises

a large cellar, part of which is used as a root-house and a dairy. On the first floor is

a kitchen, a small room for bake oven, a pantry, refectories for sisters and pupils,

two smaller rooms for visitors and a chapel where pupils assemble for morning and

evening prayers. On the second floor is the girls' dormitory, sewing-room, play-room
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and sisters' apartments. There is also a large and comfortable attic. The other part
of the building, forming an angle with the first, contains, on the first floor, the class-
room and music-room; on the upper floor is the boys' dormitory. The other buildings
consist of the principal's house, the boys' play-room, the carpenter's shop, small
granary and stables.

Accommodation.—The school has ample accommodation for at least forty pupils
and a staff of seven persons.

Attendance.—Thirty children attended school during the year.
Class-room Work.—Classes are taught in the morning and in the afternoon.

School hours are from 9 to 12 a.m. and from 2 to 4 p.m. The programme laid out by
the department is strictly enforced. Much attention is paid to correct English con-
versation, writing, reading, arithmetic, spelling, drawing, geography, grammar, vocal
music and composition. Satisfactory progress has been noticed during the past year
in all the above mentioned subjects. The children seem to have a special liking for
arithmetic and drawing.

Industries Taught.—The girls are trained in all branches of domestic work :

baking, cooking, laundrying, sewing, knitting, dressmaking, rug-making and darning.

All the children's clothing is made in the school. Gardening, farm work such aa
ploughing, harrowing, sowing, cutting hay and grain, fencing, stable work and cutting
and carrying wood, form the principal occupations of the boys.

Moral and Religious Training.—Great care and special attention is given to this

part of the education and no effort is spared to instruct our pupils thoroughly in prin-

ciples of faith and religion. The greatest possible vigilance is taken over the pupils

and I must say, it is a great satisfaction to the staff to notice such charitable feelings

towards one another. The moral conduct has been excellent.

Health and Sanitation.—Last winter, there was an outbreak of scarlet fever. All
the pupils contracted the disease and we had the misfortune to lose one. But since

then they have been better and stronger than ever,

"Water Supply.—Water is supplied to the school from three wells, two of which
are on the premises near the school and one in the cellar, from which water is drawn
by means of a force pump which conveys the water to a tank fixed near the roof of the

building, from which the water-supply is distributed by means of iron pipes to the
different parts of the main building.

Fire Protection.—The school has been provided by the department with two Bab-

cocks, twelve fire-pails, which are always" kept filled with water; fire-extinguishers and
axes. All these are put in convenient places through the buildings. There is besides

the two force pumps, a sufficient quantity of hose for proper working in case of fire.

Heating.—The building is heated by eleven stoves using fire-wood.

Recreation.—In winter the pupils are supplied with different games, music, sing-

ing and as much outdoor exercise as possible. As a rule they enjoy a good ride once
a week, occasionally they have an extra ride going for the mail. In summer montha
the boys take great interest in ball games, gymnastic exercise, swings and in all kinds

of foot races. The girls enjoy playing games of their own and music, of which
they are very fond.

General Remarks.—In conclusion, I am pleased to have this opportunity to offer

my most sincere thanks to our devoted inspector, Mr. W. M. Graham. His kind ad-

vice and great encouragement to the pupils will, I am sure, bear their fruits. Such a
visit cannot but have a good effect on the pupils and I pray it may be often repeated.
Mr. Graham will always be most welcome at the school. T am also very much indebted

to our agent, Mr. H. Martineau, for his earnest co-operation in matters connected with
the school.

I have, (fee,

.1. A. MAGNAN,
Principal.

27—i—23^ :
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NoRTHtvEST Territories,

McDouGALL Orphanage and Boarding School,
MoRLEY P.O., Alta., June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my sixth annual report on the above school for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school, with the land attached thereto, is situated on lot eight,

Belanger survey, Morleyville Settlement, near the confluence of the Bow and Ghost
rivers and about four miles east of the eastern boundary of that part of the Stony
reserve, north of Bow river.

Land.—The land owned by the school consists of the grant given by the govern-

ment, comprising one thousand one hundred and thirty-seven acres. The quality of

the land is poor, and not much adapted to cultivation, being mostly of a graveUy

nature, and is almost exclusively used for grazing purposes.

Buildings.—The main buildings are frame on stone foundations, and consist

of two wings, one of which, 38 x 44 feet, was erected in the fall of 1890 and the other

26 X 40, erected in the fall of 1900. The basements of these buildings are used as

recreation-rooms in winter-time.

The school-room is also a frame building, 25 x 35 feet, on stone foundation, and
well ventilated, situated on the hill about one hundred and twenty-five yards north of

the nriain buildings.

Accommodation.—There is good and ample accommodation for forty pupils, and
eight members of staff.

Attendance.—The attendance for the year has' been very good, and more pupils

than the rule of health would allow, have been present. We could secure a number
of additional pupils, if we had more accommodation.

Class-room Work.—The progress in this department is most satisfactory. The

children under faithful management have made great progress and too much cannot

be said in favour of their discipline in the school-room.

Farm and Garden.—Owing to our nearness to the mountains, agricultural pur-

suits cannot be made a success, but we have about forty acres under cultivation, and

succeed in raising good crops of green feed, which is used as fodder for stock.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught in the various branches of ranching,

teaming, fencing, ploughing, mowing, milldng and the care of stock in general, and

have performed their duties very faithfully and satisfactorily. The girls are taugljt

efficiently in the various branches of housekeeping : sewing knitting, mending laundry

and dairy work, and give good satisfaction in these various departments.

Moral and Religious Training.—We have tried in every way possible to teach

these children in the faith in which we believe, and have been encouraged and had
' signs cheering.' Religious exercises as follows : morning and evening prayers toge-

ther with Scripture, reading and singing ; Sunday—service at 10.30 a.m., Sunday
school, 3 p.m., Sunday evening, song service, 7.30 p.m. The morals are highly com-

mendable and cases of truancy and corporal punishment are indeed few and far

between.

Health and Sanitation,—The health of the children has been steadily improving

for the last three years. Dr. Lafferty has answered very promptly to our calls, and

prescribed in every necessary case.

The sanitary condition of the school is improving every year.
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Fire Protection.—The fire-protection consists of four Babcock fire-extinguishers

and twelve grenades.

Water Supply.—During the past year a water-supply has been brought from the

spring on lot 7, into the building, giving us one tap in the kitchen and one in the

laundry.

Heating and Lighting.—The main buildings are heated by two furnaces (one of

which is out of repair) and wood-burning box stoves. The whole school is lighted

with coal-oil lamps.
»

Recreation.—Sufficient time is allowed the boys and girls for recreation, as we find

that the rule of health demands this.

General Eemarks.—I am very pleased to say that the parents of the pupils have
been very loyal to us in our work, and helped us in every way possible, as a'lso the

government and church representatives. Agents H. E. Sibbald, and T. J, Fleet-
liam, have done all they could in every way to advance the interests of the school.

I have, &c.,

JOHX W. NIDDRIE,
Piincipal.

Northwest Territories,

OxiON Lake R.C. Boarding School,
Oxiox Lake, Sask., July 16, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report on the Onion Lake (St.

Anthony's) Eoman Catholic boarding school at Onion lake, for the year ended June
30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated on Seekaskootch reserve, about twelve miles from
Fort Pitt, on the north side of the Saskatchewan river.

L^nd.—About seven or eight acres of land are fenced in and set apart for school

purposes, buildings, gardens, playgrounds, &c. The land belongs to the Indians of the
reserve.

Buildings.—The school is a frame building, 45 x 3,5 feet, three stories high and is

used exclusively for the pupils. Another building, 25 x 20 feet, is the sisters' residence,

and to this is attached the kitchen and pantries. The other surrounding buildings are a

storehouse, laundry, bakery, ice-house, hen-house and stable.

Accommodation.—There is ample accommodation for sixty pupils and a staff of

ten, but a class-room for the junior pupils and a bo^s' recreation-room are greatly

needed.

Attendance.—The average attendance during the year has been fifty. There have
been seven admissions and seven discharges, of the latter two were transferred to Dun-
bow industrial school, two died, one was married and the other two went home to help
their parents.

Class-room Work.—Two teachers are in charge of the different standards, in separ-

ate rooms. The junior class occupies the dining-room, which is veiy inconvenienjt.

The programme of studies laid down by the department is faithfully followed. The
class work is done neatly, with application and emulation. Half an hour each day is

given to singing. The pupils form the choir of the church and are considered very
good; they sing Latin, English and Cree.
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Health and Sanitation.—There is nothing lacking in the attention paid to the

sanitary condition of the school, good ventilation, disinfectants and plenty of outdoor

life. Two pupils died at home during the year; one from grippe, the other from con-

sumption.

Water Supply.—Plenty of good water is supplied from a well a few yards from

the school.

Eire Protection.—One well, ladders, galleries, pails, axes, and barrels of water are

kept in readiness. Outside fire-escapes will be put up during the summer.

Heating and Lighting.—The buildings are heated with stoves and lighted with

coal-oil lamps, which are suspended from the ceiling, in the pupils' apartments.

Recreation.—The pupils have an hour's recreation three times each day, during

which they indulge in all kinds of amusements. The boys and girls have each a large

cradle-swing, tennis, croquet, football, &c. They are very fond of reading and prefer

it to any other amusement.

I have, &c.,

E. J. CUNNmGHAI^I. O.M.I.,

Northwest Territories,

Onion Lake C.E. Boarding School,

Onion Lake, Sask., July 16, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to submit the annual report of the school under my charge for the

year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated on the northeast corner of Makaoo's reserve

and about three hundred yards southwest of the agency headquarter buildings.

Land.—There are perhaps twenty acres of land connected with this school and

mission; this land being part of the reserve.

Buildings.—The school-house is a new building not quite finished, 30 x 40 feet,

three stories high. The lower floor of this building when finished will be divided into

two class-rooms. The second floor will be partitioned into rooms for the staff, and a

room for any of the boys who may be sick or suffering from any non-contagious, or

non-infectious disease. The third floor will be one large dormitory without parti-

tions. Great care has been taken in the ventilation and lighting of this building.

We have been using the lower floor as a school-room since April, 1903. The building

originally used for' a school is now used only as dormitories, laimdry and boys' bath-

room. Nearby is a storehouse some 15 x 20 feet, with a garret for storing clothes.

Provisions, beef, fish and game are stored on the lower floor. The buildings which

form the quarters of the staff and of all the girls of the school are some six in number,

put up at different times, but all connected ; any one of the four outer doors

gives entrance or egress to the whole building, which is about 60 feet square. On
the lower floor of this building are the principal's oftice, Indian room, pantry, kitchen,

dining-room, store-room, two bed-rooms and a dispensary. All the upper floors are

used as bed-rooms for the staff and donnitories for the girls; the dormitories for the

girls occupy one flat, 24 x_36 feet, without partitions, and another, 20 x 24 feet, like-

wise without partitions. A building, 20 x 20 feet, two stories high, has been added to

the buildings occupied by the staff ; this addition forms the quarters of the ladies com-

prising the staff,, and leaves the girls' dormitories unobstructed by any partitions, and
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places the rooms of the staff in such a position that they have at all times entire com-
mand of the dormitories. There is a cellar, 20 x 30 x 7 feet. Our stables have been,

enlarged and finished till now they are second to none in the place.

Accommodation.—Accommodation can be provided for seventy pupils and also for

a staff of eight.

Attendance.—All the children being kept in the school, the attendance has been

perfectly i-egvilar except in rare cases, when a child would be sick.

Class-room Work.—Very marked progress has been made in class-room work dur-

ing the past half year, especially is the improvement noticeable in reading, writing,

arithmetic and English-speaking,

Farm and Garden.—Our farm-land now extends a trifle over three acres. We
raise vegetables and root crops enough to supply our whole household. The work is

almost entirely done by staff and scholars.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught carpentry and house-building, chiefly.

They also have the care of horses and poultry, as well as the care of the cows, milk-

ing and the working of the cream separator is also part of their work or duties. We
also have a few hens, and the care of these forms part of their work. G iris are taught
knitting, sewing, cooking and general housework and the making of butter and cheese.

Moral and Religious Training.—To this part of their education particular care

and attention is paid. Each one of the staff fully recognizes that without careful

moral religious training all the other training is simply wasted or even worse. We
do not aim to teach them the tenets of any particular church, preferring to teach

them the simple old gospel, the old, old story—Christ first, the church afterwards.

Health and Sanitation.—On the whole, the health of the children has been very
good.

Water Supply.—Our water-supply is ample, four wells being used and each of

them containing a supply of good water.

Fire Protection.—Two small chemical fire-extinguishers and constant care and
watchfulness as to stoves and stove-pipes are all the protection we have.

Heating.—All our premises are heated with wood-stoves. In places where there is

greater danger of children playing with fire, I use top-draft stoves, so that it is almost
impossible for the children to get at the fire.

Recreation.—The principal recreations are football, baseball, swings and athletics.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

I have, &c.,

J. R. MATHESON,
Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Peigan C. E. Boardixg School,
Peigan Reserve, Pincher Creek P.O., Alta., June 30, 1904.

The Honourable

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa,

Sir,—I beg to submit my annual report on the above institution for the year

ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—This school is built on the banks of Pincher creek, and is situated on

the northeast quarter of section 12, township Y, range 29, west of 4th meridian.

Land.—The school owns forty acres of land, being legal subdivision 9, of the sec-

tion above-named.
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Buildings.—The buildings consist of a boarding school proper, a carpenter-shop,

.•stable and laundry.

The boarding school proper is 78 x 32 feet, 32 feet over all. It is built of

wood, and lathed and plastered throughout. It contains kitchen, dining, play and sleep-

ing rooms for the children, and rooms for the staff, as well as store-rooms and lava-

lories.

A new laundry has been erected during the year, 20 x 30 feet.

Accommodation.—This school has accommodation for forty pupils, boys and girls,

also for a staff of six persons.

Attendance.—The attendance has been fair, but there are still a number of child-

ren of school age on the resei-ve, if they could be induced to attend school.

Class-room Work.—The pupils have made good progress in all their studies.

Farm and Garden.—A garden of two acres is well fenced in. and produces all the

vegetables required in the school.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught general farming ; they do all the baking

for the school, their own washing, and assist with their mending. The girls are taught

housework, knitting, sewing and cooking.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—Eeligious instruction is given twice daily, and

everything is done to improve the morals of the pupils.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils has been good on the whole,

with the exception of the usual scrofula and consvunption. There was one death dur-

ing the year from consumption.

Water Supply.—A drive well in the kitchen supplies the institution with an abun-

dance of pure water.

Fire Protection.—There are four small engines kept ready for use, should occasion

require.

Heating.—The building is heated by hot air, from two large furnaces in the base-

ment.

Recreation.—The children have ample grounds to play in, and in the summer

spend their time in all kinds of games.

I have, &c.,

W. R. HAYNES,
Principal and Missionary.

IsToRTHWEST Territories,

Peigan R. C. Boarding School,

Peigan Reserve, Macleod, Alta., July 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to submit the following report on the Peigan Roman Catholic (Sacred

Heart) boarding school, on the Peigan reserve, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated on fine elevated ground on the north side of the

Old Man's river, a very healthy location, in the centre of the Peigan reserve, in close

proximity to the agency headquarters buildings.

Macleod, Alta., is the post office address of the institution.

Land.—The land on which the school is built belongs to the reserve. About half

nn acre is fenced for a vegetable garden, in which we raise a fair crop every year.
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Buildings.—The school-building consists of a large house, 84 x 26 feet, with an

addition on the north side for a kitchen, 19 x 16, and a pantry, 17 x 14.

The centre building is 30 feet square two stories high. The roof part is unfinished

and consequently unoccupied. On the first story are the refectories for the pupils

and for the staff, the parlour, and a corridor leading from the front door to the kit-

chen. On the second story are the rooms for the staff, and a chapel of a good size. On
the west side, we find on the first floor the class-room, the recreation-Tom for the

boys, 25 X 14i feet ; on the second floor the dormitory for the boys, 29 J x 25 feet. On
the west side, we find on the first floor the class-room, the recreation-room for the

girls; on the second floor the dormitory for the girls. Both wings are the same size.

We have a laundry, 30 x 20 feet. On the first story is the washing-room, 20 x 20 feet,

and the coal-room, 20 x 10 feet ; on the upper story is the drying-room.

With the department's grant, we have been able to build a fence around the

school, to paint the laundry and put on storm windows.

Accommodation.—The building affords accommodation for forty pupils and the

staff.

Attendance.—The pupils of this institution being all boarders, the attendance is

regular. Last year we lost two pupils : one, Xo. 7, was transferred to Dunbow school
;

the other. No. 11, died of consumption. We admitted seven new pupils, three boys

and four girls.

Class-room Work.—We follow the programme of the department. The progress

is generally fair and encouraging.

Farm and Garden.—Our boys are too young to be of much use on a farm. But at

special hours they assist in the garden.

Industries Taught.—Our children have special hours every day for manual work.

The boys work in the garden, keep clean their rooms and donnitory, scrub the floors,

and do a little work around the house. The girls are kept busy at general housekeep-

ing, sewing, mending and washing clothes, helping in the kitchen, &c.

Moral and Religious Training.—Special attention is given to instruct our pupils

in moral and religious truths. Catechism, Bible history and prayers are taught every

day by the priest.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils has been generally good. We
have a few cases of scrofula and one of our boys died of consumption; the health is

generally improving.

Water Supply.—The institution has two wells, containing good water, one a few
feet from the kitchen, the other close to the garden. They furnish an abundant supply

of water for the establishment.

Fire Protection.—We have a fire-extinguisher, axes, and buckets of water are

kept at convenient places through the building.

Heating.—We use common coal stoves.

Lighting.—Coal-oil lamps are used, and proper care is taken against any danger
by fire.

Recreation.—We have two recreation-rooms, large and well ventilated, one for the

boys, the other for the girls. We have a good fence around the school-buildings, and have

two good yards for the children: one for the boys, the other for the girls. Besidee,

there is behind the buildings a fine piece of prairie, where the children can play in

good weather, under the supervision of some of the staff, and where the boys take a

special delight in playing football.

I have, &c.,

L. DOUCET, O.M.L,

Principal.
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Northwest Territories,

EouxD Lake Boarding School,

Whitewood P.O., AssA., August 4, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my twentieth annual report on the Round Lake
boarding school.

Location.—The school is situated in the Qu'Appelle valley, at the east end of

Hound lake.

Land.—The land in connection with the school comprises about thirty acres of

one-quarter section 14, township 18, range 3, also south half of section 23, township

18, range 3, west of second meridian.

Buildings.—The buildings are frame on stone basements. The main building con-

tains the kitchen, laundry, dining-rooms, waiting-rooms, parlours, sleeping-rooms, store-

rooms, sewing-room, pantries, bath-rooms, &c.

The school-house contains the school-room, boys' sleeping-room, teachers' and far-

mers' rooms and class-rooms.

Accommodation.—The buildings will accommodate eighty pupils.

Sanitary Conditions.—The location of the buildings is on well drained land which
slopes towards the lake and river. The surroundings are kept clean and the rooms are

large, with good light and ventilation. An abundant supply of good food is provided

and exercise, sports, amusements and the cultivation of a cheerful disposition help to

keep us all in good health.

Fire Protection.—Chemical fire-extinguishers, a good supply of water, fire-buckets,

stove pipes and flues kept clean and in order, particular care taken with the fires, bar-

rels filled with water and kept in convenient places, constitute the means employed

for fire-protection at the school.

Farm and Garden.—We have about two acres of garden, in which is cultivated

all the various kinds of vegetables required for the use of the school. There is also

about one hundred acres under cultivation for farm purposes.

Industries Taught.—These consist of farming and gardening, the care of horses,

cattle, pigs and poultry, carpentering, painting, glazing, kalsomining and baking for

the boys, and dairy work, laundry work, making and mending clothing, knitting, fancy,

needle-work, cooking and general housework for the girls.

Water Supply.—There is an abundant supply of water, which is pumped by a wind-

mill from a well to a large tank in the attic, and thenoe to all parts of the building.

Heating and Lighting.—The buildings are heated by a furnace and lighted by

coal-oil lamps.

Eecreation.—Tobogganing and skating in winter, football and other games in

summer, together with boating and bathing, form the chief recreations of the pupils.

Attendance.—There has been an average attendance of about twenty-four pupils

during the year—about an equal number of boys and girls.

Class-room Work.—Good progress has been made, and the course of studies pre-

scribed by the department has been followed; vocal and instrumental music are also

being taught.

Religious Instruction.—Sabbath school and public services are held on the Sabbath

and also morning and evening devotions. In all our teaching we aim at building up a

Christian character.
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General Eemarks.—The following improvements have been made at the school

during the past year, viz. : digging of well, building of windmill of sufficient power to

run the pump, saw and crusher, fixing up two bath-rooms, plumbing, and furnace, the

whole cost of which was $1,000.

The Staff.—The staff consists of the principal, teacher, assistant teacher, matron,

assistant matron, cook and farmer.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

I have, &c.,

H. McKAY,
Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Sarcee Boarding School,

Calgary, Alta., September 7, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit a report of the Sarcee boarding school for the

j'ear ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated on the southeast corner of the reserve, and near

the agency buildings.

Land.—About ten acres are fenced in for school and mission purposes.

Buildings.—The school consists of boys' and girls' wings, separated by the dining

room and kitchen.

Accommodation.—There is accommodation for twenty boys and ten girls, and

for a staff of three.

Attendance.—Twenty pupils were on the roll on June 30, comprising eleven

boys and nine girls. Seven of these were admitted during the year, but one after

being allowed to remain in the school for a time was discharged again, as the medical

officer felt he could not pass him. One girl was discharged.

Class-room Work.—This has gone on as usual. The grading of the pupils is as

follows :

—

Boys. Girls. Total,

Standard V — 1 1
« IV — 4 4
« III 2 2 4

II 4 — 4
« 1 5 2 7

The explanation of the fact that the girls are ahead of the boys is that they are

older, the boys over fourteen years of age having all been drafted into the industrial

school.

Moral and Religious Training.—This has the first place in all our work, and is

always kept in view.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils has been good during the year.

Water Supply.—Two pumps provide us with excellent water. The windmill is

constantly out of order and cannot be relied upon.

Fire Protection.—Barrels of water, buckets and fire-axes are on hand and kept
in convenient places. We have also two Patton fire-extinguishers.
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Heating and Lighting.—Coal and wood stoves provide the former, and lamps, in

which coal oil is used, the latter.

Eecreation.—Swimming, riding, fishing and football are indulged in. The elder

pupils enjoy reading.

General Remarks.—The staff remains the same as last year.

I have, &c.,

J. W. TIMS, C.M.S.,

Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Smoky River (St. Augustine) R. C. Boardixg School,

Smoky Ri\"er, via Edmonton, Alta., June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs.

Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to present herewith the annual report of the Smoky River (St. Augus-
tine) Roman Catholic boarding school, for the year ended»June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated a few yards from the Peace river, whose beau-

tiful, sparkling waters reflect the image of the thick forest on the right bank. From
the top of the hills, by which our mission is surrounded, a charming view is obtained.

Land.—The mission was established eighteen years ago by the Oblate Fathers, who
are the owners of the land on which the houses are built ; the large field, about seventy

acres, situated between the hills and the buildings, is their property also. There are

no surveyors in the vicinity, so we cannot tell exactly the area of land, but it is estim-

ated to be about three hundred and fifty acres.

Buildings.—The buildings are as follows : a two-story structure, 35 x 20 feet ; the

lower portion is entirely used for school pui'poses, while the upper part is used as a

boys' dormitory. A second building, three stories high, 40 x 26 feet, has two wings,

each 25 x 15 feet, and an addition two stories in height. The lower story is suitable for

culinary work and the upper as a dining-room. The dormitory for the girls is in the

third story, which forms the sisters' residence. In one of the wings of our main build-

ing is the chapel, and the other is used as a store-room.

Accommodation.—The buildings can easily accommodate eight sisters and about

sixty children.

Attendance.—The attendance is very regular on account of the pupils being all

boarders.

Class-room Work.—The school-room is open twice daily from 8.30 to 11.30 a.m.,

and from 1 to 4 p.m. The programme of studies is followed with application, both by
teachers and scholars.

Moral and Religious Training.—Religious instruction is attended to with a perse-

vering application by one of the reverend fathers. The sisters also do all in their power

to enlighten the minds of the children confided to their care; their ceaseless attention

is amply repaid by the good conduct and general behaviour of the youthful scholars.

Farm and Garden.—The work is done on the farm by the lay brothers, helped by
the older scholars, who are always glad to lend a useful hand in planting potatoes, tur-

nips, cabbages, pease, beans, or radishes. All the wood used for fuel is sawed by them.

Health and Sanitation.—The cold season has been very severe, and notwithstand-

ing our watchful care, influenza made its appearance. Three of the pupils died during
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the winter, but towards spring the illness happily ceased, and the bloom of health was
restored to the cheeks of the sickly little ones.

Industries Taught.—Sewing, knitting, dressmaking and washing are taught to th©

girls, while the boys learn farm work.

Water Supply.—In front of our buildings flows the large river on which the mis-

sion is situated, and from which a supply of water is obtained.

Heating.—A hot-air furnace supplies a good heat through the entire building.

Recreation.—A swing has lately been erected in the yard for the use of the pupils,

aiid football and gymnastic exercises are also favourite amusements.

I have, &c.,

SISTER SOSTENE,
Pri7icipal.

Northwest Territories,

St. Albert Boarding School,

St. Albert, Alta., July 4, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated about nine miles north of the town of Edmon-
ton. It is not on a reserve, but is in the St. Albert settlement, bordering on the Stur-

geon river.

Land.—The area of the land in connection with the school an9. owned by the

corporation of the Sisters of Charity, is three hundred and thirty-five acres ; situated

in township 54, range 25. Over two hundred acres is under cultivation ; the rest is

in pastures and woodland.

Buildings.—There are two principal buildings. The main building, 180 x 35 feet>

contains the school-rooms and is occupied by the staff and the girls; it is a four

story structure.

The other building, 50 x 30 feet, is used, by the boys. The outbuildings are :

bakery, laundry, meat-house, root-house, ice-house, implement-sheds, repair shop,

granary, hennery, horse and cattle stables, besides numerous smaller buildings.

Accommodation.—The school has accommodation for two hundred persons.

Attendance.—The average attendance during the year was seventy-two.

Class-room Work.—The public school programme for the Territories is followed.

The children have shown considerable aptitude in the pursuit of their studies and

have made great progress during the year.

Farm and Garden.—Over two hundred acres of land is under cultivation. Farm-
ing being one of the most useful industries for the young men of this country, great

effort is made that every boy who leaves the school shall have a practical knowledge

of it. The farm and garden produced last year five thousand bushels of grain, eighty-

five tons of hay, two thousand bushels of potatoes, six hundred bushels of turnips,

besides what vegetables were used during the season on the tables fresh. With the

exception of five hired men, the work on the farm is done by the older boys ; the

younger boys work in the garden.

Industries Taught.—All the pupils are employed certain hours daih', each accord-

ing to sex and ability at various kinds of labour. The girls do the sewing and mend-
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ing of the clotlies, cutting and making of new clothes, baking, cooking, laundry work

and all ordinary household duties; also carding, spinning, knitting and fancy-work.

The boys attend to the farming, gardening, dairy work, and the keeping of the farm

implements, harness and shoes of the pupils in repair ; besides caring for the stock.

The live stock consists of eighteen horses, six colts, one hundred and twenty-five head

of cattle and two hundred poultry.

Moral and Religious Training.—Careful attention is paid to the moral and reli-

gious training of the pupils and every effort is made to instil into their minds, their

duty towards God and man. The pupils' conduct being generally good, punishment

is rarely resorted to.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils has been good, if we except a

slight outbreak of influenza towards spring. Every precaution has been taken to en-

sure perfect sanitary conditions.

Water Supply.—The water-supply continues to be very satisfactory. The hot-air

pumping engine pumps five hundred gallons of water per hour to the attic, where
there is a large tank, from thence the baths, wash-rooms, &c., of the various flats are

supplied. We have also two good wells on the premises for watering the cattle.

Fire Protection.—Water is distributed throughout the buildings from a large fif?

teen hundred gallon tanlc, which is situated in the attic. Two reels of hose kept

near taps furnish an ever-ready means of fighting fire. Ample means of escape in

case of fire are provided by outside stairways from the different flats to the ground;

besides six ladders on and around the buildings. Five fire-extinguishers, twenty gren-

ades and three axes are conveniently placed about the halls.

Heating and Lighting.—The buildings are heated by two hot air furnaces, besides

several stoves. Coal-oil lamps are used for lighting.

Recreation.—The pupils indulge in healthful outdoor games three times a day

after meals. Several picnics were given during the year, especially during the warm

season, which the children immensely enjoyed.

I have, &c.,

SISTER L. A. DANDURAND,
Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Thunderchild's (St. Henry's) Boarding School,

Battleford, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the fiscal year ended June

30, 1904.

Location.—The Thunderchild's (St. Henry's) boarding school is adjacent to Thun-

derchild's reserve, on the Roman Catholic mission.

Land. The land in connection with the school consists of the southeast quarter

section 6, township 46, range 18, west of 3rd meridian, patented. It is a plateau with

nice groves and is about one mile distant from the Saskatchewan river. It is adapted

to the growing of any kinds of grain.

Buildings. The main building contains the sisters' private rooms, kitchen, child-

ren's refectory, dormitories, pantries and class-room. There is also a laundry, a store-

liouse, a bakery and a stable. A new hen-house was constructed last July. These last-

mentioned buildings are not the government's property.
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Accommodation.—There is accommodation for thirty pupils and a staff of six.

Attendance.—There are twenty pupils on the roll, twelve boys and eight girls.

Four boys and two girls were admitted and one girl was discharged during the year.

Class-room Work.—The programme of studies as given by the department is fol-

lowed as closely as possible. The progress is good and encouraging.

Farm and Garden.—There are about twenty-five acres, this year, under cultivation.

We have also a garden in which is raised a full supply of potatoes and other vegetables

for the use of the school. The garden and farm work give the children healthy occupa-

tion.

Industries Taught.—All the general work required on the premises is performed
by the pupils. The girls are taught all kinds of useful housework such as sewing,

knitting, mending, darning, washing, ironing, house-cleaninijg and cooking. All the

bread that is used in the school is made by both boys and girls, and is baked in a

Hubbard portable steel oven, which has a capacity of eighty two-pound loaves.

The boys are taught the various kinds of farm work, such as attending to the

horses and cattle, milking the cows, drawing water, chopping and sawing wood,
ploughing, harrowing, hay-making, repairing fences, cobbling, scrubbing, and any
ordinary work required.

Moral and Religious Training.—This has the first place in all our work, and we
believe our efforts are attended with a great measure of success.

Health and Sanitation.—About the middle of winter, small-pox became epidemic
on the reserve, and a few weeks aftersvards extended to this school, but, although
nearly all the pupils were attacked, they all recovered and are now in good health.

The sanitary conditions are looked after carefully and everything is cleaned around
the place and outbuildings as required.

Water Supply.—Our well, having been deepened last year, now gives a sufficient

supply for fire-protection.

Fire Protection.—We have on hand two Patton ' Star ' glass-lined, chemical fire-

extinguishers, six axes and six pails conveniently placed about the house. Two lad-

ders are also attached to the roof of the house.

Heating and Lighting.—The building is heated by wood stoves and lighted by^oal-
oil lamps.

Eecreation.—During summer, football, swimming, riding, shooting with bows and
arrows, and in winter playing cards, marbles and checkers are the favourite pasjt-

times of the boys. Swinging, skipping, singing and reading are much enjoyed by the
girls.

I have, &c.,

H. DELMAS, Priest, O.M.I.
*

Principal.

District of Athabasca,
Vermilion (St. Henri) Boarding School,

Fort Vermilion, October 26, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the first annual report of the Vermilion (St.

Henri) Roman Catholic boarding school for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated on a very picturesque bend of the Peace river,

facing the Cariboo mountains on the north and the Bviffalo mountains towards the
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south. Here ends, also, the last spur of the Kockies, six hundred miles below the main

range.

Land.—The laud is owned by the Oblate Fathers. Surrounding our establishment

there is about twenty-five acres under cultivation. But a few miles inland the mis-

sion has a large field, which supplies us with grain and vegetables.

Buildings.—The sisters' convent is used partly for the school. The present build-

ing, appropriated for the use of the boarders and their teachers, has been put up tem-

porarily, but the plans have been prepared for a good, large structure, which no doubt

will be sufficient for the accommodation of the pupils.

Attendance.—Owing to some temporary sickness which caused the parents a cer-

tain reluctance to part with their children, the attendance has not been as satisfac-

tory as we should have wished, but we are confident that in the near future the num-

ber of pupils will increase and that the country around will benefit by the good train-

ing given in the school.

Class-room Work.—This is carried on by two Sisters of Providence. They fol-

low the course of studies as given by the department. One must remember that the

Beaver school has been in existence for a year only, and that the pupils never spoke

any but the Beaver Indian language before joining the school. They have given sat-

isfaction in their studies, learning very fast.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—It is always the principal object on the part of

the good sisters and the missionaries to impress the pupils with the importance of

acquiring such moral virtues as will render them agreeable in the sight of God and

respected by their fellow-men.

Health and Sanitation.—Every possible precaution is taken to ensure perfect

sanitary conditions and we have had no deaths to deplore during the year.

Fire Protection.—Our only means of protection against fire is the water which

we obtain from the Peace river.

Heating.—Wood is the only fuel we have used for heating purposes, so far, al-

though there is an abundance of coal in the vicinity.

Kecreation.—Recreation is taken, as much as possible in the open air, imder the

constant supervision of the sisters. The pupils enjoy very much the usual games suit-

able to their age and stand easily the low temperature of our northern clime.

I have, &c.,

SISTER MATTHIAS,
Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Wabiscow Lake (St. Martin's) R. C. Boardln-q School,

Lake Wabiscow, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report of the Wabiscow Lake (St.

Martin's) Roman Catholic boarding school for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The Mission is situated on a picturesque little stony point on the

north side of the lake, and the school-house stands but a short distance from this

beautiful expanse of water.

Land.—The area of land in connection with the school is about eight or nine

acres. The same is under cultivation. The Oblate Fathers are the owners of this

land, and on their premises the school has been built.
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Buildings.—There are four buildings ; the two largest of which stand in a hori-

zontal line, having the church between them, but advanced toward the lake so as to

forra an oblique line to the two buildings. The building on the east side is three

stories high, the largest room on the first floor being consigned to school use, two other

rooms are used as dining-rooms and the other as a sewing-room.

The addition on the north side is two stories high, the lower containing the kitchen

and the upper the boys' dormitory.

On the second floor of the main building are the sisters' apartments and the

chapel. The third story is entirely occupied by the girls as a dormitory.

A wing has been erected on the west of the main building. The lower part will

be used as a school-room and the upper as a dormitory for the boys. A storehouse

has been constructed a few paces from the kitchen, and in it are kept all the provis-

ions and groceries.

Attendance.—The children have attended school quite regularly during the term.
There have been a few absences out of the number of jjupils on the roll.

Class-room Work.—I am pleased to state that the pupils are progressing in their

studies according to their tender ages. Several of them are very talented. The ma-
jority of our scholars are fond of school and are diligent and studious.

Industries Taught.—The boys are kept busy carrying water for the supply of the

house, preparing fuel and, in the proper season they are taught gardening. They aid

also in taking care of the domestic animals. The girls are taught to sew and knit,

and do all kinds of mending. They manifest very good dispositions, are willing and
anxious to learn dressmaking and all that relates to household rln+ioj;.

Moral Training.—The reverand fathers and sisters attend to this part of the edu-

cation with the greatest care and viligance. They work with untiring zeal to instil

into these young minds a love of God and their duties as Christians.

Health and Sanitation.—The children enjoy very good health, notwithstanding

rluir weak constitutions. All have been exempt from any serious illness during the

year.

Fire Protection.—The waters of the lake and the supply continually kept in the
bouse are our present protection against fire. In the near future we hope to have a
pump in the house.

Heating.—The house is heated by several stoves. Wood is the only fuel used.

Eecreation.—There is a large yard in front of the house, where the children amuse
themselves in the pleasant weather playing games, swinging, &c. They also have drills

and calisthenic exercises.

General Remarks.—The government grants yearly $72 per capita for fifteen pupils.

I have, &c.,

SISTER TIBURCE,
Pi-incipal.

XoRTinvEST Territories,

Athabasca District,

Wabiscow Lake C. E. Boarddcg School,
Wabiscow, via Athabasca Laxdixg, July 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Sui)erintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I send, as requested by the department, the following report for the year
ended June 30, 1904, on the Wabiscow Lake (St. John's Mission) Church of England
boarding school.

27—i—24
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Location.—The school is situated on Lake Wabiscow, on the second lake (coming

in from Athabasca Landing) of this name. Our nearest post office, Athabasca Land-
ing, is one hundred and twenty miles south of here. The school and little settlement

are situated on the north bank of a large bay of the above lake. The bay runs east

and west, the lake itself running north and south. We are not on a reserve.

Land.—The land has never been surveyed or measured ; it is a long, narrow strip

running back about three-quarters of a mile, and is situated between the trading posts

of the Hudson's Bay Company and Johnston Bros.

There is perhaps in the claim about forty or forty-five acres, about twelve of which

is cleared. The land belongs to the Chuch Missionary Society of England, and was

bought from an Indian, who had built two little houses on it and cleared about an acre.

The land is very rich and has a nice slope towards the south. It is about thirty feet

above the lake. Almost all kinds of vegetables do well, and grain, wheat, oats, barley,

and pease, have been grown with success. We very rarely have late or early frost.

Buildings.—The mission-house mentioned in last year's report was burned to the

ground on the night of November 12 last. A curtain catching fire from a candle and
ihere being a very high wind at the time, the fire got beyond control in a few minutes.

We have already built another house for the boarding school about one hundred

and fifty yards back from the old site. We have also some logs drawn to the old site

foi the missionary's house. The new house is at present being shingled. The main
part is 33 x 24 feet, with a kitchen 22 x 16 feet, and is a story and a half high, built of

logs, with a Gothic window, thus providing a large roomy flat above.

We have also built a new storehouse, separate from the boarding school building.

There is also a church, the main part of which is 17x22 feet, with a chancel

10x12 feet, a vestry and a lean-to about 8x10 feet. This church, with the chancel

and vestry, has given accommodation to the school children and two ladies, and has

been used during the week as a school-room and for services and Sunday school ou

Sundays.

We hope when the new house is completed, about September, to restore the church

to its legitimate use. A log building, 12 x 14 feet, a story and a half high, is used by

the missionary as a study and office; the upper story is fitted up as a bed-room. In this

building the missionary, his wife and family, have lived during the winter, and all

cooking for the school children and staff has been done there.

There is also a cattle-shed, horse-stable, pig-house, dog-yard and poultry-yard, all

Ic^ buildings. •
Accommodation.—Last year we had accommodation for the missionary, his wife

and family, two ladies and a young man who assists at outside work, also for twelve

girls and ten boys. When our new buildings are completed, we shall have accom-

modation for a much larger number.

Attendance.—The majority of the scholars being boarders, their attendance

has been regular. The children of the traders who attend the day school have been

regular, but the attendance of Indian children who are day pupils is very unsatis-

factory even for the short time their parents live at the settlement. They usually go

od hunting during the winter.

Class-room Work.—The teaching ranges from the lowest standard to the fourth

reader. The writing of the pupils is very good. The more advanced, study geography

and grammar. The parents nearly all speak only the Cree, but the children are learn-

ing English very fast.

Farm and Garden.—Farming or stock-raising has not been very successful here.

During the last few years the water has been so high that hay has been scarce. There

are hundreds of acres of grass-land that in a wet season are under water and in a dry

season are very hard to cut, the surface being so rough. Horses winter out here

and get fat, as they have all this land to pasture on as soon as the water freezes.

Another reason against stock-raising is that there is each year, and more especially

during last year, a number of cattle poisoned by eating wild parsnips, which grow up
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green as soon as the snow goes away, over tlie low-lying wet land. The horses will not

eat them and the cattle only until the pasture becomes good.

During the spring of 1904, however, I did not hear of any cattle dying of this

poison. By being able to feed cattle a little later in the spring, this danger will be

avoid'cd, and this can be done when we get more land cleared and are able to raise the

necessary feed for them.

Gardening has been very successful, and a great source of profit, enabling us to

use vegetables for our large household. Potatoes grow very abundantly and are extra

large and sound ; carrots, turnips and cabbages also do very well.

We try to make the garden an object lesson to the children and also their parents,

of what the land will produce.

Industries Taught.—There are no distinct industries taught here as yet. The
girls receive instruction in housework and knitting, and the boys are taught the care

of horses, cattle and pigs and also work in the garden.

There will be hunting here for some years to come, as there are many fur-bearing

animals, and if the Indians had gardens to raise a few potatoes or other vegetables

their living would not be so precarious.

Moral and Religious Training.^—Being a mission school, this part of the work is

considered of the highest importance, our endeavour being to bring each child into

a personal knowledge of Jesus as his Saviour.

During last winter, upon opening school each day, we have carefully studied the

Gospels in English and Cree. The children have also been taught to sing some well

known hymns in English. Sunday school has been held on Sunday afternoons, when
lessons from the Old Testament are taught and the lives of the Old Testament

characters are studied.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils so far has been very good.

During the nine ytars that the school has been open, we have only lost four children

—

two girls and two boys—one boy, who was sick when he arrived at the school, died a

few months after. We try to take every legitimate precaution against disease that

we can, consumption is the worst enemy the people have. During the ten years of my
connection with this mission, I have met with no cases of fever or measles among
these people.

Sanitation is observed as far as possible. Our buildings are situated high above

the lake with a good faU for natural drainage.

Water.—The water-supply is defective, as we are dependent on the lake. A well

has been dug, but the water tasted so strong that we could not use it. The supply is

abundant, but at times the water in the lake gets vei-y muddy.
Eire Protection.—We have no regular system of fire-protection, as the loss of the

house proved. Still, we keep a supply of water always standing ready for use up-
stairs and in the kitchen.

Heating and Lighting.—The heating was done by stoves in the old house. In
the new house we shall have two zinc chimneys in the main building and a chimney
jack over the kitchen.

The lighting is done by means of lamps and candles.

Recreation.—We have swings, and during the summer the children have a game
in which they make a camp, like the teepees their parents live in. Last summer, one of

the ladies took all the children that remained with us for the holiday, across the lake,

and camped out for three weeks. They enjoyed bathing and swimming. This sum-
mer they bathed from the school with some one in charge.

The boys are very fond of football. In the winter we sometimes teach them
round games like snap, or some spelling game.

General Remarks.—There has never been so much English spoken at the school

as during this last year. The children now speak it entirely during school hours and
some of the traders' children speak it at home altogether.

27—i—24i
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There is a decided improvement in the people ; they were never so prosperous
as they have been during the last two years.

There have been no heathen feasts or signs of heathen worship such as ' praying
sticks,' ' the stripped stick and stone ' seen in the feast tents for years.

I have, &c.,

CHARLES RILEY WEAVER,
Miss'^.onary in Charge.

Northwest Territories,

Battleford Industrial School,
Battleford, Sask., July 18, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—In accordance with circular of May 18, the following report in connection
with this school for the year ended June 30, 1904, is respectfully submitted.

Location.-—The school is located on the south bank of the Battle river, about

two miles west of where this river falls into the north branch of the Saskatchewan ;

it is about two miles, due south, from the town of Battleford—which is our post

office. It is built on land specially reserved by the Dominion government for the
use of this school. The main building, with some alterations and additions, is the

same that was used as the official residence of the Hon. David Laird, Indian Commis-
sioner, when he was the first Lieutenant Governor of the jSTorthwest Territories.

Land.—In the immediate vicinity of the buildings there is a reserve of five

hundred and sixty-six acres ; and one of three hundred and seventy-six acres, three

miles to the east of the school. The former is where all our farming land is, but

the greater portion of it is sandy soil and wooded, although the wood is not yet large

enough for fuel purposes. The latter reserve is mainly a hay swamp, where we get

our supply of hay each year. The land is all in township forty-three (43), range
sixteen (16) west of the third meridian, and comprises portions of sections fifteen,

seventeen, eighteen, nineteen and twenty.

Buildings.—These consist of the main building, in which the pupils and most of
the members of the staff reside, principal's residence, two cottages, one of which is

used by married members of the staff and the other as a laundry ; then there are the

fcarpenter-shop, blacksmith-shop, store-room, stable, pig-pen, hen-house, warehouse,
root-house, granary, and the small outbuildings. We reshingled five buildings during

the year.

Accommodation.—We have accommodation for a hundred and fifty pupils, and for

a staff necessary to look after them.

Attendance.^—Admitted on department's roll, sixteen; discharged, nine; died,

three; number in school, one hundred and seven pupils.

Class-room Work.—This is carried on by two teachers—a male and a female, each

in a separate class-room. The boys are taught by the male teacher, and the girls by the

female teacher. The course of studies required by the department is adhered to, the

pupils are graded from the alphabet up to standard VI. Several of our ex-pupils are

engaged in school-teaching in connection with the Indian work in Manitoba, Saskatche-

wan and Athabasca.

Farm and Garden.—We have about fifty acres under cultivation, six being worked

as a garden. We have what is considered to be the best garden in the district—one

hfird to beat anywhere. At the time of writing everything promises a good yield.

Industries Taught.—Farming and gardening, the care of horses, cattle, pigs and

poultry; baking, dairy work, laundry work, sewing, knitting, making and mending
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clothes, cooking and general housework; blacksmithing, carpentering, kalsomining,

painting, glazing, 6zc., comprise the industries taught at this school.

Moral and Religious Training.—To this we give special care, as without this foun-

dation, this leaven, we would consider all other building but vain, it would not rise in

the true characters which go to make good citizens. We have regular morning and
evening prayers, with reading of the Holj- Scriptures each day; the regular church ser-

vices and Sunday school work on Sundays; special prajer-meeting each Wednesday
evening; a circle of the 'King's Daughters', amongst the girls; and of the 'King's Sons'

amongst the boys ; also a branch of the 'Daily Scripture Reading Union,' to which both

bc^vs and girls belong. These have been organized and carried on for several years

pr.st, with very good results. The meetings of these organizations are officered by the

pupils, and conducted by them under staff supervision. The members of the staff

leadily take their part in the moral and religious training of the pupils, and all toge-

ther we endeavour to combine 'true religion and honest industry.'

Health and Sanitation.—We have been blessed with good health during the year.

The ventilation of the building is good, and the sanitary arrangements are well at-

tended to".

Water Supply.—We have an ample supply of very good water in our wells.

Fire Protection.—We have a number of hand-grenades, Babcock fire-extinguishers,

axes and pails of water, placed in different parts of the building. There are four tanks

in. which a supply of fresh water is always kept. Iron pipes are connected with the

upper two tanks and lead down to the lower floors, where rubber hose connect with them.

A McRobie fire-apparatus is also located in the main building, having pii)es and hose

from it to the three stories. There are fire-escapes from the dormitories, and a supply

f.f ladders is always kept near at hand.

Heating.—This is done by hot-air furnaces, and ordinary stoves, wood being the

fuel used.

Lighting.—Ordinary lamps with coal oil are all we have for this purpose.

Recreation.—This consists of swings, football, and other games, with plenty of

outdoor exercise.

General Remarks.—With reference to ex-pupils, some who returned to the reserve

life do not make the progress they ought to, or that one could wish for—their •sur-

roundings are frequently against them—but these are not all, and we must not expect

too much from the first remove from savagedom. Some have their own places and
property on different reserves and are doing well. Others again who have not taken

to the reserve life are earning their own livelihood amongst the settlers; it might be
well for all, or nearly all, of the boys on leaving the school to do this for some years,

so as to get a knowledge of the settled life of the country by actual experience. The
knowledge of the English language obtained by the pupils while in the school, and
their general training and surroundings while here give them a fitness and also an in-

clination for employment amongst the white settlers. Some of our ex-pnpils are

engaged in various places as teachers or helpers in connection with the Indian schools.

One is attending college, studying with a view to taking holy orders. Another has
taken his course and is to be ordained to the sacred ministry of the church at the end
of this month. Verily the work has not been in vain and surely these are steps to-

wards the final solution of ' The Indian Problem.'

I have great pleasure in bearing testimony to the faithful work of the members
of the staff in bringing about the good results that are manifest.

I beg to thank the officers of the department for their kind, courteous treatment;
it is heartily appreciated and assists very materially in the important work of improv-
ing and elevating the Indian.

I have, &c.,

E. MATHESO]Sr,
Principal.
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Northwest Territories,

Calgary Industrial School,

Calgary, Alta., June 30, 1904.

The Honourable,

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to submit the following, my eighth annual report from the above school.

Location.—The school is not situated on any reserve, being on the south bank
of the Bow river about five miles south of the city of Calgary, and about one mil©

from where the main line of the Canadian Pacific Eailway crosses the Bow river for

the first time, going west.

Land.—The land in connection with the school is very nearly half a section.

One full quarter section, our northernmost one, officially designated as the southeast

quarter section 2, township 24, range 1, west of 5th meridian, was purchased by the

department when the school was inaugurated. This portion of our land,

being stony and hilly, is practically of value only as pasture. The remaining land

consists of the portion of the northeast quarter section 35, township 23, range 1, west

of 5th meridian, which lies south of the Bow river; the southeast corner of this

quarter section being cut off by the Bow river. On this quarter nearly all the build-

ings are situated and nearly the whole of our cultivatable land.

This quarter section was presented to the department by the Corporation of the

City of Calgary, for the erection of an industrial school—one third only of which has

been completed to date.

The total area now is in the neighbourhood of two hundred and eighty-five acres,

of which about seventy acres may be cultivated, the remainder being either a boggy
marsh, or upland hills with heavy boulder gravel near the surface, only fit for pas-

turage.

A spring, with a large supply of water, rises in the north quarter section and runs

south through the whole of the southern one. The boggy marsh spoken of above lies

on both sides of the small creek so formed.

Buildings.—No new buildings have been added this year, but I am thankful to

say that the south end of the main building on the recommendation of the late in-

spector, Major McGibbon, has been lathed and plastered with roughcast, in lieu of its

old condition of being simply boarded over with shrunken shiplap. The effect was

experienced during last winter, when- we found it possible to keep the building fairly

warm, which before had been practically impossible. The interior of the main

building has been remodelled in the basement. The old fittings in the wash and

bath-room were all taken out and a much more suitable arrangement put in. The

baths, instead of being left in this room—so that the pupils, after a hot bath had to

climb the whole height of the building past every door to the exterior, in order to

reach their dormitories—have been removed to a small room in the upper story between

the two dormitories, allowing much less danger of contracting cold, and being a great

deal more convenient. The hot-air pumping engine has been taken out of the furnace

room, where dust and ashes collected on it, and has now a small chamber partitioned

off for it in the wash-room ; and works again now very satisfactorily. The furnaces

have been completely overhauled and repaired and now work as usual. In addition

to these improvements, the room used as a hospital ward has been painted throughout

—walls, floors and fittings—to allow of washing and disinfecting conveniently. Since

this has been done, I am glad to say we have had no serious cases to send there.
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There is still no residence for the principal and everj- room in the main
building is occupied, I am therefore still in possession of the building erected for a

laundry, which is very inconvenient, and naturally in many ways uncomfortable.

Accommodation.—As the dormitories are well lighted and airy, we can accommo-
date fortj' pupils. There are rooms in the main building for four members of the

staff—the farmer living with his family in the farmhouse about three hundred yards

from the school, and as stated above I am living temporarily in the laundry.

Attendance.—We commenced the year with a total number of forty-one pupils

on the register, but that included a comparatively large number who were discharged

at the beginning of the new fiscal year. We close this year with a total registration

of twenty-seven. There was only one pupil admitted, so that the summary is as

follows :

—

Xo. of pupils on roll July 1, 1903 41

Admitted during the year 1

Total 12

Discharged during the year on account of age and other causes. 15

Total number on roll June 30, 1904 27

The difficulty in keeping this school filled up to its limits seems due to the' same
causes as previously reported. One owes its origin to the fact that those responsible

for the boarding schools do not appear to use all the influence they might to secure the

transfer of the older (and probably most promising and bright), pupils, as they

arrive at the usual age. And another cause seems to be the aversion which many of

the Indians have to education for their children.

Class-room Work.—This year the class-room work has not been so satisfactory as

in previous years, for more than one reason. In October, Mr. Mills, the teacher, who
did good work here for six jears, left us, and we were without a teacher until February.

I had secured a very promising young man, but he was offered a more lucrative post

in the Western Canada College before his appointment was confirmed and we un-

fortunately lost a good man in him. During those five months, the winter being our

chief lesson time, I personally tried to keep the school-room going as well as I could,

but necessarily, owing to other duties it was not completely satisfactory. By advertis-

ing, I secured the services of another man in February after a good deal of trouble,

but at the time. of writing he also has left us, not being quite up to our standard. In

spite of these drawbacks, many of the pupils are holding their own and some have

shown a striking advance in their knowledge of the English language.

Farm and Garden.—Our garden has again been successful. jSTo vegetables have

had to be purchased and we had many—cabbages for instance, up to the end of March
^stored away in the fall for winter use. Our grain crop was not heavy ; chiefly

oats, which were not fit for seed, but were sufficient for all our feeding purposes.

I should mention that we supplied ourselves last winter, from our own herd, with

three months' supply of beef, and this year I am counting on a six months' supply.

Industries.—Before dealing with these individually, I would like to make a few
general remarks. As the pupils whom we receive in this treaty into our schools, are

practically the first generation who have been brought into anything like close contact

with education, I made up my mind that, except in very few cases, it was altogether

impracticable and fore-doomed to failure, to expect to train these Indian pupils with

tluir recent, and therefore strong tradition of the prairie and the teepee, to become
mechanics strictly speaking, so that they could go out into the world and compete with

any chance of success with white men. Such a hope was altogether beyond the limits

of reasonable expectation. It seemed to me that our hope really lay with the children

and grandchildren of those whom we now are teaching, and that our wisest course

was to lay such a foundation with these ohildren as would enable them to value the
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teaching for themselves and lead them to ensure their children securing it when they
came into existence. Consequently, more than seven years ago when beginning here,

T arranged that every boy should take his turn at everything, so as to ensure a certain

degree of familiarity with tools of all kinds, and with all sorts of work. In this I

was particularly indebted to Mr. C. F. Pippy, who came as our first carpenter instruc-

tor, and who, I reported last year, had left us. He has returned to us again for a time
at least, and during the whole time he has been here he has not confined his instruc-

tion to carpentry by any means. Plastering and mason work, plumbing and fitting,

iron work and painting have all been done under his teaching, in fact, anything at all

which might eventually be useful to the pupils.

While the course laid out above has been our general rule, whenever a pupil showed
S)Y!j special aptitude or liking for any particular branch, his natural bent was indulged

in ; and as a record of actual results, I might mention the following cases of dis-

ci arged pupils.

1. Jim Starlight, a Sarcee, the first boy who entered the school, has for the past

three j^ears worked out and made good wages as a carpenter and painter, not on the

leserve, but among the settlers, where he has gone to seek work for himself with assist-

ance from no one. He worked for some tinae for Mr. C. W. Peterson, as a carpenter

and painter, and is now engaged by Dr. J. D, Lafierty, of Calgary, to build a house for

him at Banfi^. Both these gentlemen have personally expressed their satisfaction at the

lad's tvork, and this week I was offered for him the job of painting a large building

in the vicinity.

2. JIaughton Running Rabbit, a Blackfoot, son of the chief, who was pupil 'No. 11,

at first did not prove quite satisfactory when he returned home, the seductions and
license of camp life being more than he could stand. He has now returned to a better

mind, and for some time past has been working under the direction of Mr. W. Church,

a contractor, of Calgary, at rebviilding the mission-house on the Blackfoot reserve. Mr.

Church's estimate of this boy's capability is, that ' he is quite competent to go out and

work in competition with white men, and his finishing work is excellent, being done

with care and exactitude.'

3. Joe Mountain Horse, No. 29, left us last year and has been acting as police in-

terpreter ever since, giving every satisfaction. ^

There are others doing well, but these are three instances to which my own atten-

tion has recently been called in the manner above recorded. They show that some, at

least, even now show the result of training ; their children should show it still more if

heredity and environment count for anything in the history of peoples.

I have made no mention of any particular work executed in the carpenter-shop,

but in addition to all the repair work for which we had facility here, there has been

turned out an excellent set of church furniture, which formed our exhibit at the last

Inter-Western exhibition in Calgary, and for which the directors awarded us. a diploma-

With reference to this, I might quote the following from the Calgary Daily 'Herald,

of July 5, 1904.
' The St. Dunstan's industrial school has a beautiful exhibit of church furniture,

manufactured by the Indian boys. The furniture comprises an altar, lectern and two

reading desks. The furniture is elaborately carved and polished. The brass letters

ti^id plates on the altar were cut and polished by the boys. The exhibit is a striking il-

lustration of the good work done by such schools in training these children of the wild.

It indicates ability and skill in the boys who turned out such creditable carving.'

There is also another department which I have not yet raentioned, but which is

always of great interest to visitors. We have been loaned by the diocese of Calgary a

complete printing plant, on condition that we print a small monthly paper, the church

defraying all cost, of course, for materials. This we have done for over two years, and
now there are two at least of the pupils who are capable of entering any printing office

in the country and earning their sixty to eighty dollars a month.
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Moral and Religious Training.^Amid the stress of our daily work this side of

education is not left out. Daily prayers morning and evening, with full services on
Sundays are always held and continual consistent teaching of the 'better things' is

given.

Health and Sanitation.—I am glad to be able to report that this year we have been

practically free from all severe illness. With our typhoid experience of last year the

necessary alterations were made to place the school in a thoroughly sanitary condi-

tion. There is only the one thing yet which militates against this. The only avail-

able place for the laundry work, until the residence for a principal is built, is in the

basement of the school; and with our open passages and stairs, the steam and smell,

particularly in winter, permeates the whole building.

Water Supply.—This has been put into a safe and satisfactory condition. A new
well was dug some distance from the school, a good and pure supply of water obtained

and precautions were taken to select a spot least likely to suffer contamination.

Fire Protection.—Fire-protection is ample. We have a standpipe from the bottom
of the tank in the attic, reaching to the basement, with hose conveniently placed for

connection therewith on each floor. A second length of hose on each floor is connected

with a McRobie chemical tank. In addition there are fire-axes, small Star extinguish-

ers, and fire-pails, conveniently placed.

Heating and Lighting.—The heating is done by a combination system of hot air

and hot water. The latter part of the system works very satisfactorily, but the hot
air, as usital in this country of high winds, is not so certain in a storm. The whole

system has been repaired and put into thorough working order. The fuel used is

hard anthracite coal.

The lighting is still done by coal-oil lamps. With the advent of a gas company
in Calgary and the consequent competition between it and the Electric Light Com-
pany, we may soon be able to have the whole place lit by some other means, in a

cheaper though equally safe manner.
Recreation.—Football continues to have its strong hold over these boys as their

chief game. A reading-room has been provided in the basement and some kind friends

supply us with illustrated papers, which are read and understood. There are also

chess and draught tables, two of each, which in the winter evenings are seldom un-

occupied dtiring play hours.

General Remarks.—This report would not be complete without a reference to the
death of the late Inpector McGibbon, which occurred so suddenly in Calgary. He
ha \ endeared himself to all those here who knew him, and we were all able to testify in
some measure to our respect by attendance, staff and pupils, at the funeral service held

in Calgary.

I have, &c.,

GEO. H. HOGBIN,
Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Qu'Appelle Industrial School,
Lebrrt P.O., October 19, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,-—I have the honour to submit my report for the fiscal year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.-—This school is situated in the Qu'Appelle valley, four and one half

miles east of Fort Qu'Appelle and eighteen miles north of the Canadian Pacific Rail-
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way, though twenty-four miles from Qu'Appelle station by the trail. It is not sit-

uated on a reserve, but is in a central position for the Assiniboine, Crooked Lakes,

File Hills, Muscowpetung, Touchwood Hills, and Sioux reserves.

Site.—The site is picturesque, the buildings being on a slightly elevated flat

between two large bodies of water ; fronting to the west and south on the Qu'Appelle

lake with the village of Fort Qu'Appelle in the distance. To the north are steep hills

of irregular formation some three hundred feet high, divided by a broad wooded

valley running in a northerly direction, and containing a small creek ; while the

eastern view presents the Katepwe hills and lake in the distance and in the imme-

diate vicinity the village of Lebret.

Land.—The area of land belonging to this school and immediately surrounding it

comprises about five hundred and nine acres, all in township 21, range 13, west of

the 2nd meridian ; it was specially surveyed and reserved for the purpose by the

Department of the Interior and is made up of parts of different sections ; about

fourteen acres on the northwest corner of section 2, on which the school-buildings

11nd garden are situated, about one hundred and twenty-five acres on the west side of

section 11. This is nearly all coulee and side hills covered with scrub, but was re-

quired for a roadway to the farm on top of the hill. About two hundred and ninety

acres, or the east half of section 10, is badly cut up by hills and ravines, but has

some arable land, it affords fair pasturage in wet seasons ; eighty acres, or the west

half of the southwest quarter of section 14, is good land, but badly cut up Ly,

sloughs. Besides the above and about five miles northwest of the school we have

three quarjter sections reserved for hay purposes ; of these the northwest i, section 34,

township 21, range 13, west of the 2nd meridian, was bought by the department for

hay purposes, has some arable land but was much cut up by shallow sloughs, which

yield a fair quantity of hay in favourable seasons ; the other quarter sections are

northwest i, section 34, township 21, range 13, both west of the 2nd meridian. Off

-these we are getting as much under cultivation as possible. The land is good, but

scrubby and rolling, producing some hay and supplying valuable grazing for horses

not in use.

All the above parcels of land are fenced in with barb-wire fencing.

Buildings.—I regret very much that our main buildings were destroyed by fire

on January 4, 1904.

Accommodation.—The present number of children are provided for, considering

our circumstances since the fire.

Attendance.—The attendance for the year has been satisfactory.

Class-room Work.—There were two hundred and twenty-five pupils enrolled at the

end of June ; ninety-eight boys, and one hundred and twenty-seven girls. ' The
grading under the schedule of studies prescribed by the department was as follows :

—

Boys. Girls. Total.

Standard 1 15 19 24
« II 10 22 32
" III 46 43 89
" IV 14 15 29
" V 9 12 21

The first and second standards attend class six hours each school day, when prac-

ticable, in order to become as proficient as possible in the use of the English language,

before learning any industry. The higher standards attend class half each day and

work at the trades the other half; as a rule in busy seasons on the farm or in the

garden, all the boys and sometimes the girls, are engaged the whole day at outside

work under the supervision of their teacher's.

Farm and Garden.—The area of land under cultivation is about three hundred

and five acres. Twenty boys were regularly attached to the farm and worked as re-
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quired, the other boys and girls, as their turn came, did the milking, and all the boys

and girls assisted on the farm when necessary.

Stock.-—Our stock is in excellent condition and comprises one bull, seventeen cows,

eleven heifers, two steers, nine calves, twelve work horses, seven colts, sixty swine and
a lot of poultry.

Industries Taught.

—

Blaclsmith Shop. Four boys worked at this trade and a good
deal of custom work was also done, besides all work required for the school.

Shoe Shop.—Eight boys assisted the shoemalcer in making and repairing boots,

shoes and harness.

Bake Shop.—Four boys assisted the baker, doing all the baking for the institution,

pickling pork and beef, smoking bacon and .fish, and supplying the house with ice and
meat cut into suitable sizes for kitchen use.

Carpenter Shop.—Eight boys worked in this shop. A great variety of work was
done for the school and outsiders in carpentry, cabinet-making and repairing vehicles,

and implements. Several buildings were erected under contract. A new storehouse,

school-rooms, kitchen, ice-house and dairy were built for the school.

Paint Shop.—The night watchman instructs the boys in this department. As we
are short of big boys, and it is unlikelj^ any will follow this trade for a living, none
are permanently attached to this shop. Besides doing the painting, plastering, stone

and brick work, for the school, looking after the fire-appliance and running the gaso-

line pumping engine, the night watchman makes regular rounds of the whole build-

ing every night during the winter.

Tinsmith Shop.—We had no regular tinsmith until March, when we got an
experienced man. Since March three boys worked in this shop and helped the tin-

smith in a lot of work for the school and outsiders.

Girls' Work.—Under the direction of the reverend sisters, the girls learn all

kinds of housework, cooking, dairying, laundry work, and make their own clothes

and also the greater part worn by the boys; they assist in the garden, milk the cows
in summer and have entire charge of the poultry.

Moral and Religious Training.—All the emploj^ees are required to set a good

example and develop in every possible way a sense of responsibility in the pupils.

The assistant principal and teachers attend specially to their moral training and

general manners. On Sunday and every day during the winter months I hold a class

for the whole school, when I give religious instruction for one hour after class work.

Chapel is attended night and morning daily and the Lebi-et church morning and

afternoon on Sundays.

Con-duct.—The conduct for the past year has been very satisfactory.

Discipline.—As there is a regular system and efficient staff, there is no difficulty

in maintaining order.

Health and Sanitation.—On the whole the health of the pupils has been excel-

lent. Last spring there were a few cases of influenza, a few cases of eye and skin

diseases. The physician in charge inspects frequently, and conditions conducive to

health aic maintained by an abundant use of vegetables and wholesome food carefully

prepared; by cleanliness of person and premises, by clothing adapted to the seasons

and by plenty of outdoor exorcise, drill and calisthenics. The ventilation and sani-

taiy conditions are good considering our circumstances since the fire.

Water Supply.—We have an abundance of good water. We have four Patton

gasoline fire-extinguishers and three hand-grenades, with fire-pails filled with watet

distributed about the various buildings.

Heating and Lighting.—The various buildings are heated by stoves since th£> fire;

the various trade shops are also heated by stoves. Lamps, burning coal oil and acety-

lene gas, supply the light.

Recreation.—The boys play baseball, football, hockey, prisoner's base, hide and
seek, tops, marbles, &c. Besides their large playgrounds, they are allowed to roam
about the surrounding hills and valleys.
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Tiie girls have a large tree-shaded playground, with swings, seats, tables^ and
other means of recreation. In summer-time both boys and girls enjoy bathing in the

lake and in winter-time they skate upon it. The indoor games in vogue are thosie

usually found in white schools.

Admissions and Discharges.—Fifteen children were admitted during the year ;

eight boys and seven girls. Twenty-four pupils were discharged, nine boys and fifteen

girls.

Ex-pupils.—Favourable reports of progress of ex-pupils are received from agencies

where their interests are looked after and where they are taken hold of and urged on
in the direction of civilization and self-support. On going back to the reservation

from school they have much to contend with if they persevere in civilized habits, as

the old people and dancing set bitterly oppose all progressive ideas and methods and
endeavour by ridicule or cajolery to get the new arrivals to join their ranks.

Few people, in fact those only who are acquainted with and have studied the evil

effects of pagan dances as they affect the moral and physical welfare of the Indians,

realize the important step taken by the department' in the total suppression of suck

dances in this district. Usually the dance was the first downward step in the career of

ex-pupils, as when once they become dancers, progressive ideas and actions are aban-

doned—on account of the ridicule they provoke from the dancing set—for gambling,

debauchery and slothfulness.

With the new order of things and the close settlement of a good class of white

people near the reserves, ex-pupils will have far more chance of succeeding in the

future than they had in the past, and as the abandonment of the ration system neces-

sitates effort in order to exist, they naturally practise the occupation they have be-

come familiar with in school. The tendency of the Indians of this district towards
progressive methods and civilized manners is very marked, we have practically no
trouble with the parents of children, but changing the mode of life, and even of thought
of a whole tribe, requires two or even three generations of persistent effort and not

ten or fifteen years as some people seem to expect.

General Remarks.—A number of visitors from all parts of the world breaking
their transcontinental journey and attracted by the rich farming country, the shoot-

ing and hunting or the beautiful scenery of the Qu'Appelle district and lakes, paid

a visit to the school.

In conclusion, I would say the Indian agents on the surrounding reserves have
given me great assistance ; that when there has been any necessity for their services

the Northwest Mounted police have always been prompt and efficient and that my
present staff and employees are performing their duties in a satisfactory manner.

I have, &c.,

J. HUGONARD.
Principal.

Northwest Territories,
Red Deer Industrial School,

Red Deer, Alta., August 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.—The school is situated on the north bank of the Red Deer river, about
three miles west of the town of Red Deer, Alberta. It is not located on a reserve, the

nearest being about forty miles north of us. The natural features of the country im-

mediately surrounding the school are as pleasing as could be desired. The broad and
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rushing river about one hundred feet below forms our southern boundary; while our
eastern and western border lines are two deep-banked creeks, aifording scenery as fine

as any in this part of Alberta. Though we are only three miles from town in a direct

line, the winding trails, still almost the only roads in this part of this new country,

make the distance to be travelled in reaching it from the railroad considerably greater.

Land.—The land is as good as any to be found in Canada, and well adapted to

mixed farming. It consists of three-quarters of section 14, township 28, range 38, west

of the fourth meridian. To this was recently added, by gift of the government, some
fourteen acres of section 15, lying between the original school property and a huge
gully two or three hundred rods west. We have also a lease of an adjoining section

for grazing purposes, and another section a couple of miles away for hay-land. These
bring the acreage under control of the school at present up to about seventeen hundred
and fifty acres.

Buildings.—The buildings are as follows : the original school building of gray
stone, erected about twelve years ago ; though the whole school, including principal

and stafi^, were at first housed hei'e, it is now occupied only by the girls, the boys under
ten years of age and the female members of the staff ; it also contains the offices, store-

rooms, (lining-room, kitchen, laundry. Arc; a three-story brick building eTected several

years ago, containing the dormitories, play-room, wash-room, &c., of the larger boys;

the third story of this building Is used as school-room and chapel.

In addition to these main buildings, there is a neat and commodious residence
for the principal, two cottages occupied by married male members of staff, a black-

smith shop, a carpenter shop, ice-hovise and refrigerator combined, pig-pen, cow-stable,

horse-stable, hen-house, engine-house, dairy, implement-house, and three closets.

During the past year, an old unused well-house has been converted into a very
uryeful wood-house for the' principal's residence; and similar accommodation has been
provided for the main kitchen by taking down an unused stairway adjoining, and mak-
ing necessary changes in the room it occupied. These improvements were greatly needed
and were secured at a trifling cost. A good building, twenty-eight feet square, has
also been added for the horse-power in connection with our new water system. Many
repairs rnd re-airangements have been made, greatly adding to the comfort of the staff

and pupils, among these the following : the wash-room and bath-room have been taken
out of the basement of the boys' building, and suitably arranged on the first floor ; the

boys' play-room has been enlarged by taking down certain unnecessary partitions; a
well-lighted reading-room has been arranged, where profitable recreation will be pro-

vided for the long winter evenings; the boys' dormitory has been divided, separating

the big boys from the smaller; suitable lockers have been constructed for the boys' extra

clothes : the unsatisfactory room used as dining and sitting-room for the staff has been
devoted to other purposes, and a very comfortable dining-room and sitting-room have
been provided elsewhere.

Accommodation.—We have accommodation for ninety pupils and a staff of nine.

Attendance.—The year began with fifty-seven names on the roll, several of whom
were home-sick, and have since been discharged. The number now enrolled is

eighty-four; and, before the discharge of those who had attained the age of eighteen
-years, at the end of June, it was over ninety.

Total on register, July 1, 1903 57
Admitted during the year 41

Total 98
Discharged 11

Died 3

Total : 14

Total on register, July 1, 1904. . 84
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Class-room Work.—The progress made during the year has been very satisfactory.

In January, a second teacher was secured, as one could not properly attend to the

work. A primary room has been fitted up in the third story of the main building,

(and all the beginners are cared for there. The following were the numbers in the
several grades during the quarter just closed :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 44

II '. 15

III 15
" IV .' 13

V
,

5

Total 92

Earm and Garden.—A great effort has been made during the past year to increase

the acreage under cultivation, toward which effort the department has kindly contri-

buted by making a special grant for necessary equipment. Seventy-five acres have
been redeemed from the wilderness, and is mostly in crop at the present time. As
our land is very heavily timbered, or has been in the recent past until denuded of its

timber for fire-wood, a large amount of effort and expenditure was required to produce
this result. This gives us about one hundred and fifty acres under cultivation this

season, and the yield of grain will consequently be much greater than ever before.

An assistant farmer was necessary, and was secured a few months ago. We hope to

keep on breaking up the land until the present area under crop is at least doubled.

We have ninety acres of oats, twenty of barley, ten of wheat, ten of timothy, five of

flax, ten of garden, and about five acres occupied by buildings^and grounds. We have

•ighty-five head of cattle, twelve horses, over fifty hogs, five sheep, and about two
hundred fowl. Our live stock has increased in value during the year from $2,713 to

$4,444.

Industries Taught.—The senior boys are made familiar with every department of

farm work, and when they graduate should be quite capable of running a farm of

their own, including the care of stock and the use and care of machinery. Carpenter

work is the only other branch of industry taught the boys at present, though we hope

soon to add a shoe-shop. Six boys have been employed in the cai-penter-shop during

the past year, some of whom are quite efficient workmen.

The girls are all tanght housework, dairy work, and sewing; and some attention

is devoted to fancy-work.

A number of pupils of both sexes have been given instruction in instrumental

music during the year, and in some cases great aptness has been manifested.

Moral and Eeligious Training-.—Regular religious instruction has been imparted.

Morning and evening prayers are held. We have all the religious services of a well-

regulated church. In addition, we aim to have on our staff, only such men and women
as will, by example as well as precept, emphasize and illustrate the principles of

Christian citizenship.

Health and Sanitation.—Special attention has been given during the past year

to these important subjects. Among other efforts made have been the following,

entailing a large outlay, which the department generously authorized and met : first,

a new water system, substituting a sufficient supply of good spring water in all the

buildings for the impure water previously used; second, a new six-inch sewer, in

place of the old four-inch one, which had got into great disrepair. The sewer is not

yet connected with the buildings, but will- be in the immediate future. There has

been no discouraging amount of sickness, and but half the number of deaths occur-

ring last year.

Fire Protection.—The school has five Babcocks, seven Star fire-extinguishers,

ten fir.j-pails, and ten axes.
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Heating and Lighting.—Two Smead-Dowd and two Pease furnaces are used ia

the main buildings with satisfactory results. Coal oil is used for lighting. The cot-

tages avo heated with stoves.

Eecreation.—The girls take outdoor exercise by swinging, skipping, walking, and
sometimes at football. The most popular amusement among the boys is football,

though baseball is also indulged in. The bigger boys are sometimes allowed to hunt,

in which they are quite expert, providing wild fowl for the whole school a number of

times. There is also good fishing right at our doors, the river being full of fine fish

including magnificent mountain trout. Skating is very popular as a winter sport with

the boys and girls.

I have, &c.,

J. P. RICE,
Principal.

Northwest Territories,

Regixa Industrial School,

Regina, Assa., September 15, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.—The school is situated on the north half of section twenty-eight, range

twenty, west of the second meridian. The site lies on the high west bank of the VVas-

eana, and commands a splendid view of the busy city of Regina four miles to the east-

ward. The school is not situated on a reserve.

Land.—Our land area is ample for our present needs. The half section originally

purchased by the department was increased last year to a section and a half

3y the addition of the section adjoining it on the west. Only a third of this area is

broken as yet, the rest being used for pasture ; but more is being broken year by year,

rhe soil is a heavy clay, and though very difficult to work pays well for the labour
that is put on it. It is best suited for wheat and oat growing. In marked contrast

to the neighbouring farms our land is comparatively free from weeds—a condition

n'hich requires continued vigilance.

Buildings.—The school is a two-story white brick structure, consisting of a main
Duilding facing east and two wings at the north and south respectively. In the main
)uilding are the following rooms : on the first flat, office, dispensary, reception-room,

pupils' dining-room, kitchen and scullery, private dining-room, and sewing-room ; on

;he second flat, ten teachers' rooms and a dormitory for the smaller boys. The south
ving consists of a laTge assembly-room below and the larger boys' dormitory above,

md the north wing has the senior and junior school-rooms below and the girls' dor-
nitory above. Attached to the dormitories are bath-rooms and clothing store-rooms.

A. commodious basement underlies the whole building, containing seven furnaces

«'ith their air-rooms and coal bins, boys' and girls' winter closets, gas generator-room,

lairy and winter play-rooms. In the top of the building is an attic, having four

itory-rooms for winter clothing and three large water tanks. The other buildings
ire : a two-story brick principal's residence, one-story frame cottages for the mecha-
lical and farm instructors, a two story frame trades-building (containing carpenter
ihop, paint-shop, shoe-shop, pinting office, hardware store-room and grain-crusher

•oom), two implement-sheds, a blacksmith-shop, barn, cow and horse stables, two hog-
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pens, a granary, two pump-houses, an ice and meat house, a bake-shop with groeei-y

store-room adjoining, lumber-house, band stand, &c. The following buildings were

erected during the year; a brooder-house for the accommodation of our flock of three

hundred pure-bred chickens, a cement engine-house built entirely by our own boys and
a band stand to replace the old one, which was blown down. The engine-house, in par-

ticular, is a very substantial building and affords ample room for our traction engine

and leaves space besides for a gasolene engine which has been promised us by friends

of the school. This engine-room is connected with the carpenter-shop and from it the

power is transmitted to pulleys in the shop for turning the various lathes, drills, ciT-

cular saws, emery stones, &c.

Connected also by means of pulleys and shafting is the new crusher which was
presented to the school by Brandon friends. This is a handsome machine, capable of

chopping eighty bushels of grain per hour. It has done considerable custom chopping

as well as doing our own work. In addition to this, many repairs have been made of

v/hich the following are a few : a new floor in the senior school-room, new stairs on the

boys' side, piping and gas fijxtures in the teachers' rooms, letter-boxes and cabinet for

the ofiice, new seats for the school-room, &c., &c.

Accommodation and Attendance.—We have ample accommodation for a hundred
and fifty pupils and a staff of twelve. The average attendance for the year was about
eighty-eight pupils, fifty-six of whom were boys and thirty-two girls. Quite a number,

being under age, draw only half grant.

Class-room Work.—This part of the pupils' education has been in the hands of

two duly qualified and competent teachers. The grading of the pupils is as follows :

Standard I, part 1 14
" I, part 2 10
" II 10
" III 13
" IV 24

Y 6
" VI 11

The half-day system—half the day in class work and half in industrial work—is

employed with all but standards I and 11. In exceptionally busy seasons the larger

pupils work outside the whole day, but this is made good to them in the slack days of

winter, when they attend school all day.

Farm and Garden.—This continues to be regarded as the most important part of the

industrial work. The farm last year produced 1,610 bushels of wheat, 1,313 bushels of

oats, 653 bushels of potatoes, 50 bushels of turnips, besides considerable brome-grasis

hay and pasturage. The early frosts of last fall injured most of the wheat crop, but

through feeding to hogs, about as much money was realized out of it as out of the

previous crop. Of course this entailed much additional work, but this was counter-

balanced by the extra training the boys got in feeding.

The backward spring this year kept us late in seeding, and indications point to

possible injury from frost again before this crop is harvested.

In addition to supplying the tables of pupils and staff and leaving out of accoxmt

what was marketed green, the garden last year yielded approximately : ten bushels

of beets, ten bushels of carrots, five bushels of parsnips, thirty bushels of onions, ten

bushels of salsify, two hundred head of cabbage, and one hundred head of cauli-

flower. Both girls and boys received instruction in gardening, forty-five of them hav-

ing individual plots. The proceeds of half the produce of these plots (including what
was sold in town, green) went to the respective owners of the plots. Six prizes were
also given for the best kept plots at the end of the season.

Valuable instruction was also given in threshing to the boys who made up the

school outfit. Besides the engineers, several received instruction in the care and
operation of the separator, and prizes were given for the best work done in the quick
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and regular feeding of the machine. Several neighbours inform us that the general

opinion in the district is that our school outfit did the best threshing of the season, and
all for whom they worked have spoken enthusiastically of their good conduct. All boys,

excepting those receiving engine and separator instruction, are paid at the rate of

a dollar and a half per day, for all work done at threshing, outside of the regular half

day due the school.

The stock is in excellent condition, numbering 12 horses, 28 cattle. 111 swine, and

295 poultry.

Industries Taught.

—

Farm.— All the boys are taught agriculture and in addition

sufficient of other trades to make them intelligent and resourceful. The Socratic

method is followed, as far as possible, so as to give the maximum amount of mental
development in connection with instruction in aU departments.

Carpenter Shop.—Nine boys received instruction in the carpenter-shop, most of

whom were trained also in painting, glazing, steam and gas-fitting.

Printing Office.—Seven were employed in the printing office, a number of whom
have become expert type-setters. Not to mention the value of the trade in itself, the
printing office is a splendid means of teaching composition and spelling.

Engine-house.-—Five boys have at different times been under the instruction of

the engineer in the management of the traction engine. They have all acquired a
pretty thorough working knowledge of the engine and are getting valuable experience

in locating the common ailments of engines, making field repairs, &c., under Mr.
Tripp's able teaching.

Bahe Shop.—Seven boys had their turns in this department. We have no baking
instructor, the system followed being to have one experienced boy and one apprentice
in the shop at a time. The bread they turn out is as a rule very good. On several

uccasions visitors from Regina have taken loaves home with them, saying it was better

than they could get in the city. Perfect cleanliness in person, shop, ovens and fittings

is always insisted on.

Shoe Shop.—Three boys spent the winter months in the shoe-shop, repairing
shoes and harness.

Girls' Department.—Under the instruction of the matron and other ladies of the

staff the girls are taught all the branches of housekeeping, including baking, cooking,

sewing, laundry work and dairying. Four or five have become quite expert nurses.

The garden supplies all with plenty of outdoor work.

Moral and Religious Training.^—Two regular services are held in the school

every Sunday, and Sunday school in the afternoon. Nearly all the staff teach

in the Sunday school. Instead of a sermon, at the Sunday evening ser-

vice, chapters are read from such books as Pilgrim's Progress, Booker Washington's
' Up from Slavery ' and ' Character Building ' by the same author. These books
have made a deep and, I believe, a permanent impression, and the reading of them ha?

stimulated a new interest in books among many of the pupils. Besides these Sunday
services, morning and evening prayers are conducted daily by the principal or his

assistant, and an effort is made by every member of the staff to inculcate religion and
morals in connection with every department of work. Constant emphasis is laid on
the moral and religious' significance of the work done, showing for example the ten-

dency of careless and inaccurate manual work to produce looseness of morals, such as

untruthfulness, unreliability, unfaithfulness, &c.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of pupils and staff has been good. The out-
door tent policy for those who lose in weight is still adhered to with the same good
results. One pupil. No. 169, died in January of consumption, and another. No. 108,
died in May after an operation for cancer of the bowels.

Water Supply.—The supply of water of the best quality for the house is adequate.
It is pumped with little expense into tanks in tie attic Dy means of a Rider hot-air

engine. During the extreme cold weather of winter, the Wascana usually freezes

27—i—25
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solid, and the obtaining of sufficient water for the stock is sometimes a difficult pro-

blem.

Fire Protection.—The water tanks in the attic connected with reels of hose in

various parts of the building, together with a McRobie fire-engine, four Stempel ex-

tinguishers and numerous grenades distributed along the various halls, furnish an

ever ready means of fighting fire.

Heating and Lighting.—Our heating system is several degrees short of perfec-

tion. We burned last year very little short of three hundred tons of soft coal. Even
at that we were none too warm. The long rambling shape of the building makes it

very difficult to heat by the hot-air system, especially during the stormy days, of

which we had many last winter. Our mechanical instructor, Mr. Tripp, tried the

experiment of introducing hot-water coils in connection with the Smead-Dowd hot-air

furnaces, in two of the rooms, and with marked result.

The lighting is excellent. The acetylene gas system is a little more expensive

than coal-oil lamps, but at the same time it is irmneasurably better, safer, and more
convenient. The beneficial effect of the bright illumination on the spirits of the

pupils has been marked.

Recreation.—Football, baseball and lacrosse are the principal sports with the boys

;

with the girls basket-ball is the chief outdoor game. All kinds of indoor games
enliven the winter evenings, or such of them as are not employed in study or in-

struction.

General Remarks.—The additional equipment in the shape of machinery and the

general improvement of the buildings has produced a marked improvement
in the general spirit and interest of the pupils. Very few are now found
anxious to get their discharge, and there are many indications of an in-

creased desire to make the most of the opportunities for improvement that the school

affords. Visits and correspondence with graduates have given much encouragement,

especially in the evidences of the hold that our school has upon their affections and

iheir manifest earnestness in the effort to make records that will not disappoint the

expectations of their alma mater. Recently one of our girl graduates lost her young-

est child and her husband by death within a month. As soon as the child was dead the

relatives, according to pagan custom, seized and carried off everything of value about

her house while -she was watching at the bedside of her dying husband in a tent a

little distance away. They even opened her trunk and carried off her personal

clothing. Hearing of their distress, we sent a small relief donation from the staff and

pupils of the school. The letter of acknowledgment was most touching. After

thanking us for the assist^lnce, and urging me to come and see her husband, she

showed her concern lest we should be disappointed in their surroundings in the fol-

lowing words : 'You may not find us as you expect ; we are below the standard just

now, but don't be afraid, Mr. Sinclair, we shall try and do better if God permits. If

it is His will that I should do it alone, I will and He will help me. I think it would

do a great deal of good to have the principal of our dear Regina school come and

see him.'

In addition to the graduates mentioned in last year's report, whose good records

are continued, it was a great pleasure to see Graduate Albert Fiddler, following his

trade in the Pelly agency and building some very pretty substantial houses, one of

them being a residence for Principal McWhinney, of the Crowstand school. In neat-

ness and speed, Albert's work compares verj^ favourably with the best white carpenters

of the west. James Friday, another graduate, is the missionary's efficient interpreter

or the same reserve, and his wife, ex-Pupil Jessie Fox, keeps a house which is a model

ef neatness.

Both from employers of our graduates and visitors to the school we have had fre-

quent voluntary mention made of that intelligence and quickness of resource for which

we are especially striving in our plan of industrial education. We are aiming not
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merely to produce good grain and stock-raisers and good housekeepers, but in the pro-

cess of training for these occupations we are seeking through proficient teachers and

instructors (every instructor should know the science of teaching) and by means of

proper equipment to develop as highly as possible all their powers of hand and head

and heart.

One of the greatest weaknesses of the Indian character is its lack of resource and

readiness to give up in the face of difficulties. As much emphasis as possible, there-

fore, should be placed on the development of general intelligence, and especially along

the' line of investigation and invention in contact with .concrete things.

In closing, I wish again to bear grateful testimony to the courtesy and considera-

tion received from the officers of the department, and to the energetic, cheer-

ful and efficient sei*vices rendered by the school staff. It is often a wonder to me how
a staff can be induced to give so much more work for the money in this service than

in other occupations. Extra long hours, privation from social pleasures, the strain

of responsibility, and spontaneous planning and undertaking extra work for the good

f'f the pupils, are all assumed with a cheerfulness that is most inspiring.

I have, &c.,

J. A. SINCLAIR,
Principal.

Northwest Teeeitories,

High River Industrial School,

Dl'nbow, Alta., July 19, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I beg to submit my annual report for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is beautifully situated in a valley, on the right banli of

High river, two miles from Davisburg post office, and about twenty-five miles south-

east of Calgary. It is not on a reserve.

Land.—Sixteen hundred and twenty acres of land are used in connection with
the school. Immediately surrounding the buildings there are ten hundred and sixty-

three acres, as follows : the east half of section 22, township 21, range 28; half of the

southwest quarter of section 26, township 21, range 28; thirty acres of section 15,

township 21, range 28, on the north side of High river; and all of section 27, township
21, range 28, west of the 4th meridian. Most of this land, which comprises the home
farm, consists of good bottom and bench lands, and, notwithstanding hills and ravines,

is fairly well adapted for farming purposes. The rest of the school property, namely,
thf east half of section 26, township 20, range 27, and the north half of section 36,

l< wnship 20, range 27, west of the 4th meridian, which is held as a hay reserve, is situ-

ated twelve miles southeast of the school.

All of the above land is the property of the government.
Buildings.—There are two main buildings, one for the girls, and the other for the

boys. The boys' building, which is the larger one, contains the principal's room, recep-

tion-room, office, play-rooms, lavatories, a small store-room, two class-rooms, the dor-

nitories, the boys' infirmary and rooms for the members of the staff. In the girls'

school, of which the reverend sisters have charge, "are the kitchen, dining-room,

chapel, class-room, dormitory, sewing-room and lavatories. The workshop, lumber-

shed and bakery are west of the boys' building and in line with it. About two hun-
27—i—25*
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dred yards to the rear of the main buildings and parallel to them are the stables,

granary, implement and carriage-sheds. Behind these again, are the piggery, calf-

shed, cattle corral and slaughter-house. The hospital, engine-house, and laundry,
three separate buildings, are situated on the banks of the river some distance to the

east of the girls' house. The situation of the school is picturesque, and from a dis-

tance, the establishment has the appearance of a pretty little village.

A large stable for fattening steers was built last fall. It measures 128 x 32

feet, with a roomy hay-loft, and holds about fifty-four head of cattle. We have been
unable, with the funds at our disposal, to shingle the roof, and this has been a cause

of considerable damage and trouble during the soft spring weather. However, we
hope to be able soon to remedy this, and to completely finish the building. Since last

report, our slaughter-house has been put on a stone foundation and sheeted outside.

This has added to the cleanliness and appearance of the building. The fire-escapes of

the girls' buildings, which were falling into decay, have been completely renewed.

Accommodation.—There is accommodation for 125 pupils and a staff of twelve.

Attendance.—The attendance for the year averaged seventy-five. Admissions, six

;

discharges, five.

Class-room Work.—Regular school hours are observed, namely, from 9 a.m. to

12 o'clock, and from 1.30 to 4 p.m., with intermissions. The prescribed programme of

S''udies is adhered to. The junior pupils ' attend class for five days in the week. The
seniors follow the half-day system.

Examinations are held twice a year, and promotions are made in accordance with

the progress shown by the pupils. The children were graded as follows at the June

examinations :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 14
" II 17

III 26

IV 11
" V 7
" YI 3

Farm and Garden.—We have 240 acres under ciiltivation. There are seventy-

three acres of oats, four of wheat, thirteen of barley, twenty-two of roots, besides sixty

acres of brome, which was seeded down four years ago. Fifty acres are summer fal-

lowed and eighteen acres of new land were broken this spring. The weather, so far,

has been rather dry, still, the prospects of a fair harvest are promising.

We had from last year's crop, 1,301 bushels of oats, 190 bushels of barley, 175

bushels of wheat, 1,200 bushels of potatoes, 8,000 bushels of turnips, 300 bushels of

mangolds, and a large yield of carrots, cabbage and other vegetables ; 400 tons of hay
were put up.

Stock.—Our stock comprises thirty-one horses, two bulls, forty-five cows, thirty-

two heifers, thirty-six steers, thirty-five calves, eleven pigs and 120 poultry. The herd
supplies the school with almost all the beef required, and we were able to sell our

suitdIus beef steers at a good figure. The proceeds from live stock and farm produce
sold during the fiscal year amounted to $2,687.34. We sold five head of thorough-

bred cattle, and took third prize for our stallion, and second for a pure-bred cow
and calf at the Calgary spring show.

Industries Taught.

—

Farming.—We regard farming as a most important indus-

try, and partievilar attention is given to the care and management of stock. Through-

out the year the senior boys work at least half a day on the farm, and during hay-

ing and harvesting the whole day is devoted to work. The smaller boys help in weed-

ing the roots and gardens, feeding pigs and other light work. Every boy in the

senior division is taught how to milk.
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All our hay, eoal, lumber and other supplies are hauJed by the farm teams in

charge of the boys. The boys also handle the teams in ploughing, mowing and seed-

ing, thus gaining a pi'actical knowledge of all branches of farming.

Carpentry.—Six boys have been employed at this trade. During the year the

work done by the boys in this department included the erection of the steer-stable, the

new fire-escape, the sheeting of the slaughter-house, and other repairs and alterations

to buildings and furniture. In the busy time of haying and harvesting the carpenter

boys did their share of the work in the fields.

JYeedleworh.—Under the direction of the reverend sisters, the girls are taught sew-

ing, knitting, repairing clothes and darning. They make almost all the clothing re-

quired by themselves, as well as a large portion of the boys' clothing. When not in class

or recreation, they are continually employed at household duties. All are taught cook-

ing, baking, dairy and laundry work.

Baking.—The baker, assisted by the boys, bakes for the school, does the butchering,

attends to the ice-house and cuts up the meat for the kitchen. When not otherwise

employed, he works on the farm.

Shoemaking.—No regiilar instructor is engaged. Some of the bigger boys have a

fair knowledge of the trade, and, from time to time, make necessary repairs to harness,

Moral and Eeligious Training.—Pupils are instructed in the doctrines of Chris-

tianity, and are led to apply its teachings in their daily lives. Catechism is taught

regularly. Morning and evening prayers are said in common, and all attend divine ser-

vice on Sundays and holidays.

The conduct of the children has been very satisfactory. Discipline was efficiently

maintained without employing severe measures.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the children has been very good. No
deaths occurred during the year. Only one boy was seriotisly ill, and he was sent home

on the doctor's recommendation, as it was thought that a change of air would benefit

him.

The school is in an excellent sanitary condition.

Water Supply.—We have an abundant supply of good water, which is ptimped

from a well near the river, into tanks at the top of the main buildinss.

Fire Protection.—Three tanks, two in the boys' building, and one in the girls'

school, are kept full of water. These tanks, having a capacity of fourteen hundred

gallons apiece, are situated immediately under the roof of each building. On every

story there are one hundred feet of hose connected with pipes from the tanks. There

are fire-extinguishers and hand-grenades in the different rooms, and fire-pails filled

with water are kept in convenient places. We have eight fire-axes, eighteen fire-ex-

tinguishers, fifty-five hand-grenades and forty-seven fire-pails. Each of th" dormitories

is furnished with a fire-escape.

Heating and Lighting.—The large boys' building is heated by four hot-air fur-

naces, two of Gurney's and two of Pearce's stoves are used in the girls' building. Coal-

oil lamps supply light.

Kecreation.—Two and a half hours each day are devoted to recreation. Healthful

outdoor sports are heartily encouraged. Baseball and hockey are the principal games.

Out of eight matches, with outside clubs, last winter, our hockey team succeeded in

v.'inning seven games. The proximity of the river affords ample opportunities for fish-

ing. All the children are fond of the water, and many of them are fairly good

swimmers. The girls enjoy themselves at croquet, swinging, skipping, taking long

walks in summer and skating in winter.

I have, &c.,

A. NAESSENS,
.

Princi'pal.
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British Columbia,

Ahousaht Boarding School,

Ahousaht, July 2, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the first annual report of this school for the

year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—This school is located on Maktosis reserve, Flores island, off the west

coast of Vancouver island.

Land.—There is on land belonging to the present buildings.

Buildings.—At present this school occupies temporary quarters in the mission
house and school-house belonging to the Presbyterian Church on Maktosis reserve^

A new building, 46 x 68 feet, two stories, with basement and attic is in course of erec-

tion and, is expected to be ready for occupation in September of this year. This
building is on a tract of land of 140 acres lying immediately south of Maktosis reserve,

recently purchased by the Presbyterian Church. It fronts on a small bay and looks

across the North arm, here about a mile and a half wide. It faces east and has a fijae

view of the Catface mountains and snow-capped peaks up North arm and Herbert
arm. Some two hundred yards to the rear there is a fresh-water lake of fifteen to

twenty acres extent.

Accommodation.—The accommodation of the present temporary quarters is limit-

ed, but when the new building is completed this will be remedied.

Accommodation.—The accommodation of the present temporary quarters is limit-

year, and five boys and two girls discharged. The average attendance was twenty-

three.

Class-room Work.—The programme of studies authorized by the department is

followed, with adaptation to special needs. Good progress has been made in the school

work, especially in English and arithmetic. English is the only language spoken in

the school. The classification of the school at the close of the year is as follows :

—

Pupils.

• Standard 1 9
" II 6

III 9

" IV 2

25

Industries Taught.-—The pupils of this school are all young, only one of the boys

having reached the age of fourteen, and none of the girls being over thirteen. The
boys cut ^ood, assist in laundry work, baking bread and other housework, and take

care of their sleeping-rooms. The girls do housework, baking, sewing &c. All attend

school both forenoon and afternoon.

Moral and Religious Training.—The children attend church service, Sabbath
school and a song service evei-y Sabbath. Family worship is held morning and even-

ing. The conduct of the children has, on the whole, been very good.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils has been good. There has been

little illness of any sort and none at all of a serious nature.

Farm and Garden.—There is no land belonging to the present buildings and none
near that can be cultivated.
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Water Supply.—Most of the water used is obtained from rainfall.

Fire Protection.—The protection against fire consists of one dozen buckets, filled

and conveniently placed.

Heating and Lighting-.—The school is heated by stoves. Ordinary lamps are used

for lighting.

Recreation.—A fine beach, directly in front of the school, provides a good play-

ground on which boys and girls play various games. All are very fond of swimming,

canoeing and surf-riding. In winter evenings they play various indoor games.

General Remarks.—Agent Neill has rendered us every assistance in the organiza-

tion and conduct of the school. His kindness and consideration have been much
appreciated.

I have, &c.,

J. C. BUTCHART, B.A.,

Principal.

British Columbia,

Alberni Boarding School,

Alberni, July 28, 1904.

The Honourable

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report of this school for the year

ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—This school has a beautiful location. It is built on a plateau about

sixty feet above the level of the garden, which it overlooks ; at the back of the school

the country rises to a higher level, and is heavily timbered, giving abundant shelter

from the prevailing winds. In front of the school, and about two hundred yards away,

fiows the beautiful Somas river, and from the school-grounds we obtain a splendid

view of the river, with Alberni about two miles and a half distant. On the same
plateau across the road which divides this property from the reserve, is the Shesaht

village; about one mile down the river on the opposite side are the Opitchesahts.

Land.—There are sixteen acres of land in connection with this school. The six-

teen acres are part of lot 81, district of Alberni. The land is owned by the Presbyter-

ian Church. The land was originally heavily timbered, it is very expensive to clear;

the soil, how^ever, is very good. The soil is well adapted for all farming purposes, and

splendid crops of cereals can be grown after the land has been properly cleared.

Buildings.—The buildings consists of main building, 38 x 43 feet, three stories

high; the old school-building is used for a laundry, bake-shop, carpenter-shop and shoe-

shop. Other buildings are school-room, wood-shed, driving-shed, and root-house. All

buildings are kept in good repair. During the year extensive improvements have been

made to the school. Formerly a small portion had been excavated under the main

building for furnace, store-room, and drying-room; during the year the rest of the

earth under the main building was taken out and all foundations changed. Our base-

ment is now the size of the building and is floored with one and a half inch plank.

This improvement we use for more drying-room space and leaves a very large room

for boys to play in during the winter months. A staircase^ 10 x 20 feet, was built on

the north end of the main building, so that boys would have a separate entrance into

the school. Heretofore boys and girls made use of the same staircase to go to their

dormitories. By the addition of the staircase, this is avoided, and complete separation
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is arranged for. The staircase makes connection with the boys' room in the basement,

The dining-room and boys' dormitories.

A new building has been erected, size 32 x 46 feet, which provides accommodation
for principal, hospital, Indian room, sewing-room or dormitory; also accommodation

for staff. The ground floor has four rooms for principal, 13 x 15 feet each, comprising

dining-room, sitting-room, bed-room, kitchen, and bath-room, 5x8 feet. The hospital

consists of two rooms, 11 x 14 feet, and 10 x 14 feet respectively, the Indian room is

10 X 14 feet ; a 4-foot passage divides the principal's quarters from the rest. The second

flat consists of spare bed-room, 13 x 14 feet; girls' bed-room, 11 feet square; staff bed-

room, 11 feet 5 ins. by 13 feet 7 ins. ; boys' store-room, 10 x 12 feet, and large room
18x27 feet, suitable for sewing-room or dormitory.

This building, erected at a cost of $1,625, by the W.F.M.S. of the Presbyterian

Church, increases our accommodation for children; the dormitory formerly occupied

by the principal being now free for service.

Accommodation.—There is accommodation for sixty children and a staff of seven.

For lack of proper aceommodation no effort was made during the past year to recruit

more pupils > several applications being refused for that reason.

Attendance.—There are forty-eight children on the roll, twenty-seven boys and
twenty-one girls. Four girls and one boy were admitted during the year. One boy

was discharged and one girl died of consumption.

Class-room Work.—The programme of studies authorized by the department is

followed. Good progress has been made in the class-room, special attention being
given to reading, writing, memorizing and the use of English. The folio ving is the

standing in classes at the close of the year :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 7

II 12
" III ... 12
" IV 6

" V 11

Farm and Garden.—The stock consists of two horses and three head of cattle.

Several of the boys have learned to milk, and they all in turn take care of both cows

and horses. Some of the larger boys are good teamsters, having hauled all the lumber,

hj.nd, and lime for the new building. They do all ploughing, harrowing, and work
necessary for putting in our crop, and all teaming for the school. Our large garden

yielded abundantly last fall, and we had nearly enough potatoes to supply the needs of

our school. There are about two hundred and fifty fruit-trees in our orchard, com-

prising apples, pears, peaches, cherries and plums, besides abundance of small fruits.

Industries Taught.—In the care of stock, farming and gardening, the boys receive

a thorough training; it is good healthy work and they enjoy it. In carpentering the

boys have made splendid progress. When putting up the new building the boys did most

of the sheeting and rustic work, all the shingling and most of the lathing. They laid

nearly all the floors and put on the wainscotting. Some of them deserve special mention

for the ability they showed in their work, and for the alacrity with which they learned

tu handle the tools. Their instructor spoke highly of their ability and was much
impressed by their desire to excel.

In painting, some of the larger boys are quite proficient; they have done nearly

all the painting required during the year. The painting carried on now, is under a

careful instructor.

Shoe-repairing is also carried on, the children's shoes are repaired and half-soled,

and a little repairing has also been done for white people residing near here.

Several of our boys are good bakers; two boys are appointed each month. With
the exception of what the girls bake, they are responsible for the bread during the
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month. The girls bake small bakings in the kitchen. In laundry work, the boys assist

the girls in the washing. The girls are responsible, however, for the work in all its

detail, and they carry it out with much credit to themselves.

In the carrying on of the work of the school from day to day, the girls receive a

thorough training in all that pertains to the keeping of a home. They are taught
bread-making, the care of milk and butter, the canning of fruit; also cooking, sew-

ing and music. In all their work the pupils are faithful and attentive, and any work
allotted to them is carried out promptly and cheerfully.

Moral and Religious Training.—It is our humble endeavour in the training of

the children who come under our care, to so fit them that they may be prepared to

fight life's battles when they leave the guardianship of the school. That our eilorts

in the past have met with success is proven by the lives of the ex-pupils who have
been under tuition here.

At all times in private and in public the pupils are so taught that they may be
built up in the truth. The children attend regular Sabbath services, also Sabbath
school and every day religious instruction is imparted to them. Three pupils under
ten have memorised one hundred verses of Scripture and received cei-tificates ; five

have memorized the Shorter Catechism, eight others have memorized two hundred
verses of Scripture. The two last mentioned have received diplomas from the General

Assembly of our Church.
The hope of the race depends a great deal on the giving up of their customs, such

as the wolf-dance and potlatch, as both tend to barbarism and penury. It is therefore

apparent that as soon as the people become Christian so soon will they give up those

customs. The hardest battle fought by our ex-pupils is the persistent endeavour of

the older people to make them take part in those dances, so that the dances may be

continued in the future.

The proximity of the school to the reserve has an elevating effect on the parents

of the children as shown by the higher tone of living, and cleanliness in their homes.

The conduct of the pupils is all that could be desired.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the school has been fair throughout the

year. There were two cases of serious illness. One pupil died of consvmiption, the

other pupil was very slow in recovering ; he is now well and strong.

The sanitary condition of the school is good.

Water Supply.-—The water that is used by the school is pumped from the river by
a windmill; it has not been satisfactory at all this season and we have experienced

considerable difficulty in securing a fair supply. Our well, also, partly owing to the

dryness of the season, has not kept us properly supplied with drinking water.

Fire Protection.—Four Carr and four Star fire-extinguishers are distributed

through the building. Fourteen fire-buckets are kept full in convenient places. There
is also 150 feet of rubber hose. We have a tank holding 500 gallons outside and another

holding 400 gallons in the new building. They would be of great sei-vice if we had a

reliable water-supply.

Recreation.—The boys take great interest in football, baseball and. basketball;

their effoi-ts to excel in all kinds of manly sports are encouraged as much as possible.

In their games of football with white people they are generally successful. The
pupils are fond of outdoor games of all kinds; they are very fond of swimming and
canoeing. In the winter, indoor games are provided.

General Remarks.—Two of our ex-pupils I might mention, viz. :—Harry Thomas
and Charles Ross. Harry Thomas has been in constant employment since last

December as carpenter. He now receives $2.50 per day. C. Ross worked on our new
building as bricklayer and plasterer and he is now able to build chimneys and does

good work plastering. The great difficulty is to find constant employment for our

ex-pupils, they are willing to work, but it is necessary at times to go far afield for it,

making it hard to save any money.
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. One of our ex-pupils, Lizzie Tatooeh, has been in continuous domestic service for

nearly five years, giving entire satisfaction to her employers. Another girl has spent

over two years in domestic service; while two others have spent shorter periods at

similar work.

In closing, I would acknowledge the kindly interest of Agent Neill, in his

monthly visits to the school.

I have, &c.,

JAS. E. MOTION,
Principal.

British Columbia,

Alert Bay Girls' Home^
Alert Bay, July 23, 1904.

The Honourable,

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report of the Alert Bay Girls'

Home for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The home is situated on land belonging to the Church Mission-
ary Society. A quarter of an acre is fenced for a vegetable garden at the side of the

home, and a flower garden facing seaward gives it a pleasant and homelike appear-

ance.

Buildings.—The building is of wood, 34 x 32 feet, and comprises dining-room,

play-room, kitchen, laundry and matron's sitting-room downstairs, with suitable bed-

room upstairs.

Accommodation.—The building is capable of accommodating fifteen girls and
two officers of a staff.

Attendance.—The average attendance during the year was six girls.

Class-room Work.—The pupils were admirably taught by Mrs. Hall at the village

school. The progress in all subjects was excellent. The schedule prescribed by the

department is followed.

Moral and Religious Instruction.—Bible lessons with prayers are given daily and
the girls' morals are zealously guarded by the matron.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of all the girls was very good.
The sanitary arrangements of the home are satisfactory.

Water Supply.—There is a good supply of water obtained from a spring at the

back of the home.
Fire Protection.—Two ' Star ' fire-extinguishers, one axe, and six fire-buckets, all

supplied by the department, are always kept ready for use. A large tank is kept full

of water. The fire-brigade is close to the home.
Heating and Lighting.—The heating is done by means of box-stoves, and the

lighting by ordinary coal-oil lamps. ,

Industries Taught.—The industrial teaching consists of instruction in general

housework, cooking and bread-making, knitting and fancy-work. Very good progress

has been made by most of the pupils.'

Recreation.—Regular hours are set apart each day for recreation. When fine, the

girls take walks with the matron. Various indoor games are played. A play-room is

wtll supplied with books and toys.

General Remarks.—The Bishop of Columbia visited the home and was pleased

with all he saw.

I have, &c.,

A. W. CORKER,
Principal.
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British Columbu,
Port Simpson Boys' Boarding School,

Port Simpson, August 2, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to forward my annual report on the Port Simpson Boys'

Home for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The Port Simpson boys' boarding school is located three hundred and

fifty yards from the ocean front and situated on the Tsimpshean reserve.

Land.—The plot of ground on which the school is built, is 12 x 15 rods. It belongs

to the mission property.

A ravine running through the plot makes the land well adapted fox a kitchen

garden. Corn, pumpkins, cucumbers cannot be grown ; but beets, carrots, turnips

aud cabbages grow easily and to a great size. Beries, currants and other small fruits

grow in abundance and with little cultivation.

Buildings.—The main building is the dwelling which is. occupied by the principal,

matron, school teacher, and twenty-one boys. There is also a wood-shed, a small shed

for coal, a hen-house, and a cow and horse stable, large enough for three cows, one

horse and about two tons of hay.

Another building opens to the north and west, giving a beautiful view of the

ocean, and overlooking the village is a two-storj' building, the lower floor of which
is used as a play-room for the boys in rainy weather; the upper floor being used as a

lumber-room.

Accommodation.-^Comfortable accommodation can be provided for the principal,

matron, teacher, and twenty-five boys.

Attendance.—The attendance has been excellent ; no absentees except in case of

sickness.

Class-mom Work.—The class-room work has been faithfully attended to with good
results.

Farm and Garden.—Our garden is a success as a means of employing the boys

and as a home commodity. More land could be cultivated and would be -of much
help to the institution.

Industries Taught.—We have no regular trades instructor, but the boys are train-

ed in general housework, gardening, shoemaking, and carpentry.

Moral and Religious Training.—Moral and religious instruction is given daily

with good practical results.

Health and Sanitation.—-There is no disease at the school. 'Ro deaths have
occurred during the year and there has been but little sickness.

Water Supply.—The water is paxtly supplied by rain-water from the roof of the

building and partly from the hillside, by means of a flume which is continually run-

ning.

Fire Protection.—The only fire-appliances on hand consist of a tank, several

water-barrels, axes, buckets, ladders, &c.

Heating and Lighting.— The heating is done with coal or wood, used in the

ordinary stoves.

The only lighting system in use is coal-oil lamps.

Recreation.—Our recreation-grounds are small, but they afford a great deal of

health-prc ducing pleasure. On account of this small space, we find it necessary to allow

the boys a run on the beach or an outing in a row-boat, each of which is heartily en-

joyed.

CHAS. M. RICHARDS.
Principal.
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Britisi-i Columbia,

Port Simpson (Crosby) Girls' Home,
Port Simpson, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report of the Port Simpson

(Crosby) girls' home for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is located at Port Simpson, and is situated just outside the

limits of the Tsimpshean reserve.

Land.—The land lies in section 4, township 1, range 5, Coast district. It is owned
by the Woman's Missionary Society of the Methodist Church of Canada, and was
acquired by purchase from Mr. Gordon Lockerby, of Port Simpson. There is an area

of two acres, which is well fenced, but for the most part in a rough condition.

The land lies on the slope of a, hill, the greatest elevation being toward the south

and east. The character of this soil is swampy and requires thorough draining to fit

it for cultivation or use in any way.
Buildings.—The buildings consist of a house three stories and a basement ; a

chicken-house, drying-shed, water-closets and tank.

We have new floors in the school-room and kitchen and are painting the wood-
work of several rooms.

Accommodation.—^As we have furnished another small dormitory, we have good
acfomniodation for forty-five pupils and four teachers.

Attendance.—The average attendance is 43-22. The total enrolment is forty-

seven, and the present number in attendance is forty-five.

Class-room Work.—In the class-room good steady progress has been made. The
pupils speak English fluently and those who have been admitted -during the year are

making good progress in English.

The subjects taught are reading, writing, arithmetic, spelling, dictation, grammar,
geography, history, hygiene, music, Bible history and doctrine and the Methodist Cate-

chism.

Three were promoted to standard V; five to standard IV, and eight to standard
II. Some of the girls are now capable of acting as organist for our school .and. Sun-

day school.

Garden.—A few fiowers, berry and currant bushes are cultivated, but owing to

unfavourable conditions of soil little can be accomplished in this line.

Industries Taught.—The industrial teaching consists of instruction in general

housework, laundry work, cooking and bread-making, sewing, mending, knitting,

darning and fancy-work. Careful instruction is also given in dressmaking. Some of

the older girls have taken a special course in cooking during the year. Careful in-

struction has been given in all the industrial departments. Under the supervision of

teachers, the pupils perform satisfactorily all the work of the institution. The pupils

who were out at service gave excellent satisfaction as general servants.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—The pupils are carefully trained to be honest,

truthful, obedient, industrious, kind and obliging. A Bible lesson is taught each day

and religious instruction is carefully given.

Health and Sanitation.—The sanitary condition is good and the drainage excel-

lent. The general health has been good throughout the year.

One death occurred during the year from consvimption. With two or three excep-

tions, the rest have had good health throughout the year. All are well at present.
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Water Supply.—The water-supply is derived principally from a mountain stream

at some distance from the house and the water is conducted by a flume to a large

tank holding 4,000 gallons. The rain-water from the roof also flows into the tank.

The water passes through a filter before entering the tank and is distributed through

the house by means of pipes. We have hot and cold water on two flriis. Our water

supply is excellent and abundant.

Fire Protection.—We have fire-escapes furnishing means of exit from the two

upper flats and from all the dormitories. Besides these fire-escapes, which we have

tested and proved satisfactory, there are two stationary ladders on the roof, and two

ladders from the ground to the roof. We have also light movable ladders.

Buckets of water and of ashes are kept always in readiness on each flat and

eighteen water pails are available in case of fire. We have two chemical fire-engines

and one fireman's axe. We have also an unfailing and abundant water-supply. Mention
may also be made of the village fire-brigade within call at short notice.

Heating and Lighting.—The heating of the home is accomplished by means of six

stoves, one first-class French range, one open grate and one coal-oil stove. We use

soft coal and some wood. Coal-oil lamps are used for lighting; bracket and hanging
lamps being used exclusively in the pupils' apartments.

Recreation.—Regular hours are set apart for recreation each day. This recreation

consists of games, physical culture, such as club-swinging and drill, walking, playing
on the beach and general play. Exercise in the open air is encouraged, and enforced
if necessary.

General Remarks.—This year we have had the highest average attendance in the
history of the institution. One girl was discharged last fall to be married, and one
died in February. We have admitted five during the year and two out-pupils have re-

turned to the home. The girl who was married made herself a complete suit, dress and
underclothing very neatly. She is a good cook and breadmaker and keeps herself and
her home clean and tidy. She is a sensible, intelligent young woman and a credit to

the school.

Another pupil who was discharged two years ago was married this winter, and when
we called there, her house was very clean and neat.

The pupils have been trusted in many ways, more than ever before, and with some
exceptions have proved themselves worthy of the trust reposed in them.

Premier McBride and other members of the British Columbia cabinet visited us
in August and expressed themselves as much pleased with what they saw in the insti-
tution. Lord Dundonald and Colonel Holmes also called when they were here last
December and looked over the home. At Christmas a very good programme was pre-
pared by the girls for their entertainment. The programme consisted of drills

marches, motion songs, choruses, a quartette and a round. We had two entertainments,
one for the white residents of Port Simpson, and one for the parents and friends of
the girls. About two hTindred Indians assembled. A candle drill, with two bed-time
songs, by eight of our smallest girls, and a character song by a little girl of nine were
much appreciated. Our girls had a very happy Christmas. The gifts of some friends
and of members of the staff made it possible for us to give all the little ones dolls and
the larger pupils other gifts. Each girl received a book and nearly all have read their

books. Even the smaller ones try to read their picture-books and one little girl of nine
was able to read and understand Anderson's Fairy Tales.

Besides the usual work of the institution, which is not light by any means, the
girls have painted the woodwork of eight rooms besides the halls, and are painting the
floors of the halls. This year they raised about $iO from the sale of fancy-work and
were able to buy new spreads for thirty beds. They do their work cheerfully and
pleasantly and are trying to learn to do it well.

We are thankful for the progress we have made this year, and although we have
had some things to discourage us, and some parents have not appreciated as thev should
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wtat was being done for their daughters, still we shall keep high ideals before the

pupils and enGourage them by every means to reach up to them.

I haye, <fec..

HANNAH M. PAUL,
Principal.

British Columbu,
St. Mary's Mission Boarding School,

Mission City, June 30, 1904.

The Honourable

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual report in connection with this school

for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The St. Mary's Mission boarding school has a beautiful location. It

is situated on the north bank of the Fraser river in the vicinity of Mission Junction,

about forty-three miles east of the city of Vancouver. Our buildings standing on a

well laid out plateau, two hundred feet above the river, command a picturesque view

of a large portion of the Eraser valley, making the site an ideal one for an industrial

school

Land.—The land in connection with the school consists of about three hundred

and sixty acres ; the property of the Oblates of Mary Immaculate. It lies in the

Mission City district municipality, section 2, townships 3 and 4. The land, which is

best adapted to fruit-culture, yields also good crops of hay and vegetables of all kinds.

Buildings.—The main buildings, 75 x 33 feet, includes a chapel, class-room, library,

parlour, dormitory, bath-rooms, toilet-rooms, principal's and teachers' rooms. An ad-

dition of 50 X 35 feet, has been made to the main building ; the government being

kind enough to grant $2,300 ; the actual cost being $3,600. The deficit was made
up by the mission's funds. This new building comprises two refectories, kitchen,

pantry, teachers' private work-room, private aiid public infirmary, bath-rooms, closet,

a cellar six feet high and a large room that can be used as a dormitory. Another

building, 45 x 24 feet, attached to the main one, contains two class-rooms, parlour,

band-room, shoemaker and carpenter-shops and two bed-rooms. The girls' house con-

sists of a main building, 75 x 33 feet, with a wing, 45 x 24 feet, and includes a chapel,

class-rooms, parlour, sewing-rooms, recreation-room, dormitory, bath-rooms, toilet-

rooms, refectory and kitchen. The outer buildings comprise a play-house, laundry,

storehouse, wood-shed, stables and barns.

Accommodation.—The new addition to the building adds greatly to the accommo-

dation of the house. A teaching staff of five, including the principal, and about ninety

pupils can be provided for.

Attendance.—There has been an average attendance of eighty-four pupils: thirty-

nine boys and from forty-five to forty-eight girls.

Class-room Work.—During the past year the teaching staff has been slightly

changed. The general supervisor, at work and recreation, for the boys is the Rev.

Brother Collins. Three of the rev. sisters of St. Ann preside in the different classes.

The programme for the past year has, been carried on in a most satisfactory man-

ner to the teachers and most creditable to the pupils. The examinations were presided

over by Superintendent VoweU, Agent McDonald, and several of the rev.

fathers. The superintendent and agent both expressed their delight and pleasure at

not only the improvement made in the studies, but at the general appearance and

cleanliness of the pupils-
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Earm and Garden.—A large portion of the farm is kept under hay. There are

about twenty-three acres cultivated for the production of grain, chiefly oats ; and
from sis to seven acres for the raising of all kinds of vegetables. Gardening has been

successful. Our garden is an object lesson to the pupils and the people in the vicinity,

of what can be done in that line. It is stocked with flowers and fruit-growing shrubs.

Our extensive orchard supplies us with apples, pears, plums and cherries.

Industries Taught.—The art of farming and gardening has been very success-

fully taught by skilful instructors, and figures in on small degree in the livelihood

of the boys after they leave school.

The manual work in this line, comprises the care of cattle and live stock in gen-

eral. Dairy work is also taught. During the harvest season the pupils give assistance

to our employees. Shoemaking and carpentering are taught to those who show an
aptitude for the trades.

Tile girls are instructed by the rev. sisters in the culinary department, dressmaking,
knitting, and general housework. Hand and machine sewing, plain and fancy needle-

work, receive special attention and are greatly admired by visitors.

Moral and Religious Training.—The rev. principal is in person charged with the

religious training of the pupils. A certain time is daily allotted for this object. They
have morning and evening prayers. Prompt attention at the various religious exer-

cises is enforced. They are taught to chant hymns, &c., used in Roman Catholic wor-

ship; they also render assistance to the choir at Sunday service in the parish church.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils is excellent. There is nothing
lacking in the attention paid to the sanitary condition of our institute. The house
has a well-supplied pharmacy, and as soon as any sickness manifests itself, medical

aid is called.

Water Supply.—The water is supplied from a mountain stream which flows

through the property and is conveyed in pipes through the entire buildings.

Eire Protection.—There are eight fire-extinguishers, four fireman's axes and
forty-eight pails constantly in readiness. The larger boys are taught the use of these

appliances, whilst the younger ones are exercised in, and instructed how, in case of

fire, to seek safety.

Heating and Light.—The buildings are heated with stoves and lighted with coal

oil lamps.

Recreation.—Outdoor exercises are heartily encouraged. The boys are passion-

ately fond of the different sports, such as football, baseball, lacrosse, hand-ball, &c.

The recreation grounds are well kept. During the long winter months the pupils in

the recreation-rooms spend the time in reading, playing chess, checkers, dominoes,

&c.

General Remarks.—During the year several concerts were given to the white
population. They have also entertained their friends and parents at the Indian gather-

ings which take place St. Mary's Mission yearly.

I take great pleasure in bearing testimony to the zeal and earnestness of our
teaching staff and thank them for the good results they have achieved.

I also take great pleasure in thanking our agent for his frequent and kindly visits,

and the good advice given to the pupils ; it is heartily appreciated and results in the

good of the work.

I have, &c.,

CH. MARCIIAL,
Acting Principal.
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British Columbia,
Squamish Boarding School,

North Vancouver, July 6, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sm,—I beg to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The Squamish boarding school is pleasantly situated on the north shore

of Burrard inlet, opposite the prosperous city of Vancouver, and at a distance of about

four miles therefrom.

Land.—The area of land in connection with the school is about twenty-one acres

and is the property of the Sisters of the Holy Infant Jesus, in charge of the school;

about one-third of this land is cleared and under cultivation. It is divided into

vegetable gardens, orchards and flower-beds.

Buildings.—The completed building is commodious and comfortable. The lower

floor contains: entrance-hall, two reception-rooms, a large school-room and a work-

room; on the second floor are the chapel and rooms for the different members of the

staff; the upper story comprises a large dormitory for the girls; on each floor are bath

iind toilet rooms. The old building consists of a kitchen, small store-room, a large

school-room, two dining-rooms; all of these are on the ground floor; on the second

story are two dormitories, the principal's room, the boys' infirmary and some bed-

rooms for the teachers.

The outbuildings consist of wood-shed, laundry, storehouses, barn and hen-house.

Farming and Gardening.—The children weed the garden and help in whatever

they can do on the farm. Besides this, the boys saw and chop in the yard all the wood

required for fuel.

Girls' Industrial Work.—The girls are trained in all the branches of domestic

work; baking, cooking, laundrying, sewing, knitting, darning, dressmaking, &c. ; they

have also done a great deal of fancy-work, for which they show great skill and aptitude.

Attendance.—The attendance for the year has been good, and averaged twenty-five

boys and thirty-three girls.

Class-room Work.—The work done in the class-room has been exceedingly satis-

factory ; the pupils have, one and all, shown a disposition to learn, and have made

excellent progress. At the end of the term, the pupils were graded as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 25

" II 15

III 6

IV 3

" V "^

VI 2

58

Moral and Eeligious Training.—Religious instruction is given half an hour each

day and the strictest attention is paid to the morality of the pupils; their conduct has

been most satisfactory during the whole course of the year.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the pupils has been fairly good. How-

ever, I regret to say that several of the pupils sent home on account of ill health, died,
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mostly from tuberculosis in one form or another. The sanitary condition and drain-

age is good.

Water Supply.—Qur water-supply is obtained from a creek, a short distance from

the school.

Fire Protection.—Two Stempel fire-extinguishers, eight glass-lined chemical ex-

tinguishers, two dozen buckets, two hundred feet of hose, two axes and two ladders, are

kept in readiness for use.

Heating and Lighting.—The heating is done by means of wood-stoves; for light-

ing, we use coal-oil.

Recreation.—All sorts of outside games are heartily encouraged, the boys delight

in baseball, football, tennis, canoeing and boating; the girls are fond of reading and
drawing.

General Eemarks.—Numeroiis visitors have inspected the institution, and it has
been gratifying to note their pleasure at the bearing and behaviour of the children.

I have great pleasure in acknowledging here the faithful work done by the staff,

generally, in the school. Without their co-operation the work would suffer, and I,

therefore, feel it due to them to mention their continued willingness and cheerful
alacrity and proficiency in their own departments.

In concluding my report, I beg to tender my most sincere thanks to our good
agent, Mr. McDonald, for his unvarying kindness, and his earnest co-operation in all

matters connected with the interests of the school. I must also say that the pupik
were especially delighted with a visit from A. W. Vowel, Esq., Indian superintendent

;

and his words of counsel to them, will, I tiiist, not soon be forgotten.

I have, &c,,

SISTER MARY AMY,
Principal.

Province of British Columbia,
All Hallows Boardds-g School,

Yale, July 1, 1904.
The Honourable

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the annual rei>ort for the All Hallows
boarding school for Indian girls, under the management of the sisters belonging to the
Church of England Community of All Hallows.

Location.—The school is situated about a quarter of a mile from the Canadian
Pacific Railway station of Yale. It stands on the right bank of the Eraser river, at

the foot of one of the Cascade mountains. It is not on a reserve.

Land.—The buildings stand in well-laid-out grounds of about seven acres in ex-
tent in the township of Yale. This land was bought by friends of the school, the gov-
ernment granting $500 towards the purchase. It is held in trust for the school. The
property is bounded on one side by a deep ravine, through which rushes a rapid moun-
tain torrent ; in front, below a high bank, flows the Eraser river, only separated from
the school land by the Canadian Pacific Railway line and the government road; at the

rear of the buildings the mountains rise abruptly. Part of the land is well adapted
for fruit-growing, about half an acre of orchard bearing cherries, plums and small
fruit abundantly.

27—i—26
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Buildings.—These consist of a large school-house, containing dormitories, school-

room and living-room, besides smaller bed-rooms, work-room, &c. ; a school chapel, and
a house for teachers and visitors. During the past year part of another building was
adapted and fitted up as a small extra dormitory, allowing for an increase of four beds.

Accommodation.—The present addition enables us to accommodate thirty-eight

pupils, while the staff can be increased to any desired extent.

Attendance.—All the pupils are boarders, and only a small number of them leave

the school for holidays of three weeks' duration during the summer, with the sanction

of the department.

Class-room Work.—The school-room is under the charge of a capable and fully

qualified teacher. Miss Kelley, B.A., of Trinity University, Toronto, and an English

teacher, who have brought the children on so well that they compare very favourably

with white children of the same age ; in fact, in several examinations where they have

had the same papers given, the Indian girls have gained the higher marks of the two.

A few of the older girls were sent in for the examination in drawing of the Royal

Drawing Society of Great Britain and Ireland, lately held at All Hallows school. The
results are not yet known. A sister takes classes for recitation and other subjects ; the

matron takes the younger children every day for needlework, and the vice-principal

has charge of the religious training of the children.

Garden.—^Half an acre of fruit-trees provides fresh fruit and abundance of jam
fcr the school during the entire year. Vegetables ai-e also grown, but the soil is too

light to grow heavy root crops. Part of the grounds are laid out with lawns and flower

beds.

Industries Taught.—Though not an industrial school, yet the girls are thoroughly

instructed in all departments of domestic service, and the older ones in cooking, bread-

making and laundry work. Needlework is also systematically taught throughout the

school, the older girls have learnt to do simple dressmaking, while their ' samplers ' of

plain needlework have been much admired.

Moral and Religious Training.—Most careful attention is paid to this subject.

The girls attend service morning and evening in the school chapel, and have frequent

instruction in Holy Scripture and church doctrine. As regards moral training, every

effort is made to strengthen each individual character, and to give them such a thor-

ough and careful training while under our care that they may be good and useful

women when they leave us to take their place in the world.

Health and Sanitation.—The health of the children has been excellent during the

past year. We have had no epidemics, and not a single case of serious illness, while

the healthy, robust appearance of the children has been most favourably commented

upon by visitors to the school.

The drainage system is excellent, and the sanitary condition of the school very

good.

Water Supply.—While there is an abundance of excellent water close at hand (the

school owning fifteen inches of water from a mountain stream running beside the

house) the cistern and pipes are inadequate to supply the increased number of build-

ings in which water is used.

Fire Protection.—In case of fire, the very low water pressure might be disastrous,

though the girls are thoroughly trained to be prompt, efficient, and exceedingly re-

sourceful on all occasions of emergency, and are well accustomed to putting out fires

occasioned by passing trains during all the hot weather in summer. One axe and

thirty zinc buckets provided by the department for this purpose, are always at hand in

case of fire. Four ' Star ' fire-extinguishers were also provided, but did not prove very

eatisfactory.

Heating and Lighting.—All the buildings are fitted with stoves burning coal or

wood, the pipes passing through brick chimneys. They are lighted by means of oil

lamps attached to the walls or ceilings, hand lamps being very rarely used.
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RecreatioB.—An hour's walk with one of the staff is taken daily in suitable wea-

ther. The girls have a large playground with swing, summer-house, and a garden for

each child, where they play or work in their spare time in summer. In winter, or in

rainy weather, indoor games, fancy-work, or reading, of all of which they are very

fond, are in vogue in their spacious play-room, ov on a balcony or verandah.

I have, &c.,

AMY, SISTER SUPERIOR, C.A.H.,

Principal.

British Columbia,

Alert Bay Industrial School,

Alert Bay, July 23, 1904.

The Honourable

The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to present my report of the Alert Bay industrial school

for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—The school is healthily situated on the Alert Bay industrial school

reserve and is erected on the west end of Alert bay, and commands a pleasant view to

sea. It is sheltered from northerly winds.

Land.—There are 410 acres of land connected with the school. The soil is mostly

gravel and is thickly covered with bush. It is best adapted for pasture-land, although

potatoes do well for one or two years.

It is cleared with difficulty.

Buildings.—The school-building is of wood, 60 x 40 feet, strongly and tastefully

erected with plastered walls and light airy rooms.

Attached to the main building is a wing, 54 x 18 feet, comprising class-room and
workshop. The outer buildings comprise : trades instructor's house, laundry, cow-
shed, hen-house, root-house, cloak-room, tank-house and wood-shed.

Accommodation.—There is ample room for thirty-five boys and thi-ee officers.

Attendance.—The average attendance during the year was thirteen pupils.

Class-room Work.—The work done in the class-room during the whole year has
been satisfactory and encouraging, good progress having been made without excep-
tion by all the pupils. The subjects of study were' writing, spelling, composition, geo-
graphy, grammar, dictation, hygiene, music and Bible history.

The first part of the year the boys were taught by E. L. Tait, who resigned on
account of failing eyesight. Since his resignation the boys were taught by the prin-
cipal and the Rev. A. J. Hall, B.D.

Industries Taught.—The pupils have helped in the general housework of the in-

stitution. Ten boys have had instruction in the carpenter's shop under Mr. E. Willard,
and have made satisfactory progress. Lessons have also been given in sail-making
and splicing rope and wire. A capstan and ways were erected under the trades in-

structor for the Indian agent.

Farm and Garden.—The flower garden has been tended by the boys. The vege-
table garden has yielded enough fruit and vegetables for the school. A good crop of
potatoes were raised.

The fresh piece of land fenced in by the boys last year, has been much improved,
more stumps extracted and several good patches sown with potatoes.

Moral and Religious Training.—The pupils attend morning and evening prayers,
a Bible lesson is given daily, and the pupils are taught their duty towards God and

27—i—26i
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man, the necessity of (j*^ eanliness, purity of mind and body, and these are enforced by
continual supervision. The pupils attend divine service morning and evening on
Sundays and Sunday scliool in the afternoon.

Health and Sanitation,—The health of the boys during the year has been excel-

lent, without exception. The sanitary condition of the school is good, the drainage
system being satisfactory.

Conduct.—The conduct of all the boys has been very good.

Water Supply.—The water is supplied from a well near-by. The pupils pump up
th, water into a large tank and from thence it is supplied throughout the school.

Fire Protection.—Four chemical fire-extinguishers, two fireman's axes, and twenty-
four fire-buckets, all supplied by the department, are kept in places of convenient access.

A fire-hose, one hundred feet long, is kept ready for use, and also three ladders made
by the pupils.

Fire drill is prractised in accordance with the instructions of the department. A
fire-brigade, which is stationed on the premises of the saw-mill, is of easy access to the

school.

Flues and chimneys are regularly swept and kept in good repjiir.

Heating and Lighting.—The heating is all done by means of ordinary box-stoves.

Hanging coal-oil lamps are used.

Recreation.—Football continues to be the favourite game of the boys, occasionally

they play rounders.

They have sports—racing, jumping, boating and swimming.
Indoors they play ping-pong, in which several of them excel, chess^ draughts

halma and other such games.

Military and musical drill, dumb-bell exercises, and action songs have their place.

The band has greatly improved under the care of Percy Barton, an ex-pupil of

the Metlakatla industrial school, who was sent here by Archdeacon Collison for further

technical training. His bearing, education and manners are a great credit to

Principal Scott.

General Eemarks.—Mr. E,. Willard was appointed trades instructor; he has taken
a deep interest in his work, teaching the boys many little things which will be useful

to them in this agency.

He hopes to be able to teach them boat-building next term.

During the last two months the trades instructor has been absent from the school

rebuilding the saw-mill, with the help of seven of the ex-pupils of this institution.

The new mill now takes the place of the old one which was erected some eighteen

years ago, to which I understand the department gave a liberal grant. This enlai'ged

industry will give, I hope, regular employment to many of the ex-pupils and other

Indians wishing to benefit their condition.

The Bishop of Columbia visited the school in April ; he was much pleased with

the progress made in all subjects.

My thanks are given to Agent DeBeck for his visits to the institution and for

his interest in the general work of the school.

I also thank the Eev. A. J. Hall for his help, given in the class-room.

I have, &c.,

A. W. CORKER,
Principal.
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British Columbia,

Clayoquot (Bishop Christie) Industrial School,

Clayoquot Sound, Vancouver Island, July 6, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honoua- to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.—The Clayoquot (Bishop Christie) industrial school is situated on St.

Mary's bay, a cozy cove of Clayoquot sound, on the west coast of Vancouver island.

The location is ideal for a school, central on the coast, secluded from the nearest

Indian reserve, Opitsat, and the Clayoquot trading post, and well sheltered from the

cold winds. Mail is conveyed direct to the school from Victoria post office by pri-

vate mail bag. The weekly coasting steamer passes the school on the up and down
trip, and lies to, for delivering freight and mail.

Land.—The land attached to the school consists of 160 acres of unsurveyed

Crown land, which has been pre-empted for the Roman Catholic diocese of Van-

couver Island by the Rev. A. J. Brabant. It is covered partly with heavy timber

partly with thick brush; elevated portions of it are rocky and low places are swampy.
If cleared, thoroughly drained and sown with suitable grass, it will make good pasture.

About two acres of the whole tract have been cleared by the boys and are used for

gardens.

Buildings.—The main building, 40 x 60 feet, a substantial frame structure, well

painted, is divided into two separate departments for boys and girls respectively.

Entrance-hall, parlour, office, kitchen, pantry, sewing-room and two dining-rooms

occupy the first floor. On the second floor are the chapel, two officers' bed-rooms, and
two dormitories. In the attic are two more dormitories and two small bed-rooms. All

the rooms are high, airy and well ventilated; the class-rooins are provided with large

double windows which admit a flood of light. In the rear of the main building stands

the laundry, 14 x 32 feet, and close by is the wood-shed, 36 x 50 feet, with carpenter-

shop and shoe-shop under the same roof. At a safe distance is the storehouse, 12 x
18 feet. There is also a small barn on the premises.

At last, after years of patient and painstaking preparations, the hope of enjoying

more commodious quarters is being realized, with the assistance of kind friends of the

institution. Two additions to the main building, each 32x46 feet, with basement, are

in course of constiniction and will be ready for occupancy in less than two months.

These will provide hospital-rooms, bath-rooms, junior and senior class-rooms, cloalc

and linen-rooms, a gymnasium, a large hall and a spacious dining-room, lavatories and
toilet-rooms. *

Accommodation.—The school will have accommodation for seventy-five pupils and
a staft' of eight, after completion of the two additions.

Attendance.—Sixty-three pupils have been in attendance during the year: the

average has been over fifty-eight (58 -.04) ; seven were admitted, two discharged, one
died, and one is absent on sick leave. The present attendance is sixty; twenty-nine

boys and thirty-one girls. The pupils had no holidays this year.

Class-room Work.—This has been carried on according to the programme of the

department in the past year, with a success unequalled in former years. All pupils,

f^ach in his or her way, have made excellent progress in reading, composition, arith-

metic, geography, music, but especially in writing, which elicits the admiration of
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visitors. Violations of the rule, not to speak their native language, have been very-
rare and insignificant. Of painstaking application and lively interest in their studies,
they seem never to grow vpeary.

Music is by no means neglected in our institution. Some of the children are gifted
with extraordinary talent for music. Class-singing, a regular feature of the pro-
gramme, proves a great delight and refinement to the pupils. The male quartette and
the select quartette of mixed voices learned a number of new selections during the
year. Five boys and four girls received lessons on the organ. One boy presides with
grace at the organ in religious services. The band, which meets with rounds of ap-
plause when and wherever heard, has added not a few numbers of up-to-date music-
to its repertoire.

At the close of the year, the pupils were graded as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 8

II 8

III 13
" IV 10
" V 16
" VI 6

61

Farm and Garden.—This spring the boys cleared and spaded a new piece of ground

about 130 X 60 feet, and seeded it in carrots, turnips, onions, beans and potatoes, but

as the ground is new, the crop is not a success. Our old garden looks well. The straw-

berry patch yielded sufficient berries this year to allow the children to enjoy this

luxury at table, a few times, for the fii'st time in the history of the institution. Both

senior and junior boys are instructed in grading. At date of writing the front

lawn shines in all the glory of blushing roses, pure white lilies^ and a variety of

sweet-scented flowers, thanks to the untiring and well-directed efforts of the sister

matron and her tiny helpers.

About an acre was slashed by the boys last summer with a view to turning it into

a pasture. We have no pasture as yet, for our stock of two cows, one heifer and one

bull. Outside of the little feed the stock can find in the bush and in inlets along the

shore, they live on imported feed. By dint of effort, the boys harvested about one ton

of hay, from the inlets and bays along the shore in the neighbourhood.

Industries Taught.

—

Carpentering.—Four boys worked at the carpenters' trade
;

they built a boat-house, enlarged the barn, laid a new track of wood rails ninety yards

long from the beach to the storehouse, prepared the foundation and braces for the

tank of the new water service, put up board fences aa'ound the gardens and play-

grounds, made hose-reels, school-desks, tables, benches, stools, shelves, two lace

machines, a cupboard for the band instruments, and besides, attended to all necessary

repairs. Eight boys are working at present with the carpenters on the new buildings.

Shoemaking.—Three boys worked in the shoe-shop repairing shoes, without a

qualified instructor, one of the boys acting as instructor.

Painting.—Four of the boys painted the storehouse, and gave the canoes and
the boats new coats of paint.

Baking.—Eight boys and six girls were instructed in the making of good home-
made bread. Their bread is much admired by visitors.

Dairying.—Four boys were instructed in milking, butter-making, and in the feed-
ing and care of stock.

Net-making.—Work and instruction in this industiy during the year, was confin-

ed to repairing the nets made during the previous year.
Laundrying.—The boys are taught to wash their own clothing ; the girls, how-

ever, receive special instruction in all the details of laundrying. This work is done
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without the use of machinery, as far as practicable, in order to train the pupils in

accordance with their home conditions after leaving school.

Fishing.—Fishing being the principal source of livelihood of our great West Coast

Indians, the senior boys are encouraged to go fishing and are shown improved methods

in the use of net and line. They kept the house liberally supplied with salmon, hali-

but, cod, perch and herring ; trolling the last season over a thousand salmon.
Plumhing.—Four boys received practical instruction in this trade, when the pipes

were laid for the new water service ; they assisted the plumbers and laid half of the
pipe line alone, without assistance from the foreman, doing the work in such a credit-

able manner as to surprise him. These boys also set up a hot-water boiler

in the kitchen and did all the piping and fitting without a foreman, under the direc-

tions of the principal.

Girls^ Industrial Woi-k.—The girls are taught by efficient instructors, housekeep-
ing, hand and machine sewing, dressmaking, crocheting, knitting, mending and darn-
ing, embroidery, lace-making and tatting. They, in turn, attend to all the general
housework, cooking, baking, butter-making, care of milk, and also have entire

charge of the poultry. Eight girls have learned to do all the cooking required, without
any assistance whatever from the sisters. The senior girls are taught also to make
profitable use of, and to preserve and can, the many kinds of wild berries growing in

abundance on this coast. The aim ever kept in mind, is to prepare each girl to become
an all-ronnd, practical housekeeper.

Many of the girls have attained great proficiency with the needle ; they cut and
make all their own, and a lai'ge portion of the boys' clothing. Each girl learns to knit

socks and stockings by hand, after this she is taught to use the knitting-machine,

which turns out a pair of stockings complete in less than half an hour's time. After

learning plain sewing and cutting and fitting, the girls, as a reward of proficiency

in plain needlework, are taught to crochet lace, underskirts, vests, mits, and gloves,

and finally to embroider. A lace-machine has been placed in the school and the girla

learn lace-making with such facility that it bids fair to become a profitable industry

for their future lives. The majority of the girls have done during the past year

splendid work and a large amount of it, in crocheting, drawn-work, embroidery, and

dressmaking, as the following partial list shows.

New garments : thirty-one shirts, thirty pairs of overalls, forty-two jumpers,

twenty dresses, seventy-two aprons, fortj^ chemises, thirty-five pairs of drawers, fifteen

waists, thirty kitchen aprons. Hemmed : forty sheets, fifty pillow cases, thirty-six towels

sixty napkins, twelve table cloths. Crocheted : four doilies, six table mats, thirty

yards of lace, twenty-four underskirts, six silk neckties, two chorister surplices, two

baby jackets, one shawl, one pair of slippers. Embroidered : one tray cloth, one

dnily, one pair of pillow shams. Other work: two floor rugs pieced, six pieces of

drawn-work, twelve yards of Torchon lace, twenty-four pairs of stockings and socks,

hand-knit by the little girls, twenty-eight ribbon ties, twelve napkins, hemstitched.

In addition to this work, the girls attended to the mending and darning for all the

pupils.

Six of the girls are proficient in dressmaking, cutting and fitting ; fourteen have

learned crocheting ; three can make fine Battenberg and Torchon lace, and foiir

embroider most skilfully.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—No other feature of education receives more
conscientious attention than the moral and religious training of the pupils. The
discipline is mild but finn. The conduct of the pupils is watched most carefully.

Reposing confidence in them, yielded gratifying results. Each pupil is allowed all

the latitude best adapted to an unforced development of self-consistent reliant char-

acter. Religious principles are made the basis and the rule of their conduct. No
praise is too great for the obedience, the politeness, the amiability, the willingness,

the cheerfulness, and the conduct in general of "cur pupils in the past year.

Religious instruction is imparted daily.
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Health and Sanitation.—One pupil who had been ailing for years, died during

the year, of consumption ; another who was beginning to show symptoms of fail-

ing health was allowed out on sick leave for an indefinite time. All the other pupils

enjoyed exceptionally good health this year. Outdoor exercise is strictly insisted upon,

whenever the weather permits. The sewerage and ventilation are perfect. The sewer

was extended into the creek which empties into the salt water.

"Water Supply.—The institution is indebted to the department for the finest

water service on the west coast. The water is obtained from a small, reliable creek,

and conducted, by means of a flume, one hundred feet long, to an eight thousand gal-

lon tank, whence it is brought by two-inch galvanized iron pipe for the distance of

three thousand five hundred feet to the school. It is pure spring water.

Fire Protection.—Two Stempel and eight Star chemical extinguishers, twelve

fire-pails, and two fire-axes, all supplied by the department, are kept in readiness in

convenient places. Since the instalment of the excellent new water-works, the depart-

ment supplied one hundred feet of two-inch, rubber-lined, web hose. At either end of

the building is a stand pipe directly connected with the main. There is sufficient pres-

sure to throw a half inch stream over the roofs of all the buildings on the premises.

On each floor are taps for three-quarter inch hose. Fire-escapes run down either

end of the building. Kegular drills are held with extinguishers, fire-pails, hose and

ladders.

Heating and Lighting.—All heating is done by means of wood stoves. The boys

cut, housed and split, over forty cords of fire-wood last year. Coal-oil lamps are used

for lighting.

Recreation.—For all kinds of outdoor exercise and games the sandy beach at low

tide offers the pupils a unique playground. The boys delight in football, handball,

jumping, vaulting, foot-racing, marbles, boating, canoeing, sailing. The girls have

swings, skipping-ropes, croquet and ten-pins, and other outdoor pastimes. For the

rainy season both boys and girls are provided with a liberal selection of favourite

indoor games. Monthly entertainments were inaugurated during the year, also social

gatherings were held in order to foster and promote a spirit of sociality among the

pupils.

General Remarks.—It is highly gratifying to report that principal and teachers

look back to a most successful year in every- respect. Our pupils are a model band

of children, devoted to their teachers and attached to the school, feeling at home in

the institution as well as among themselves, and happy as children can be. They

are to their instructors a source of both pleasure and encouragement. Though no

holidays were granted this year, they are satisfied and have no complaints to make.

The influence of the school through the pupils is hecoming more and more apparent

abroad, and since the institution by the wise policy of the department has been raised

to an industrial school, it is in a better position to widen and extend its field of

labour for the advancement of the West Coast Indian.

In conclusion I tender jointly with my assistants to the department the tribute

of unbounded gratitude for the privilege of allowing this institution the grant of an

industrial school. Mr. A. W. Yowell, the superintendent, and Mr. A. W. ISTeill, our

new and efficient agent, by their kind and willing attention to the wants and interests of

the school and for many valuable services, merit my warmest thanks.

I have, &c.,

P. MAURUS, O.S.B.,

Principal.

I
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British Colttmbia,

coqualeetza, industrial school,
Chilliwack, Sardis P.O., July 6, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to present my annual report for the year ended June

30, 1904.

Location.—This institute is situated, on the south side of the Fraser river about

four miles from the Chilliwack steamboat landing. Steamers ply daily (except Sun-

day) between Chilliwack and New Westminster. The institute may also be reached

by the Canadian Pacific Kailway, via Harrison station, where a small steamer con-

nects with the south side of the Fraser, and thence by stage to Chilliwack. Coqua-

leetza institute is not situated on a reserve.

Land.—The Missionary Society of the Methodist Church holds the land (consist-

ing of ninety acres) in fee simple, for which the institute pays $390 rental each year.

The soil is exceedingly fertile. Large crops of hay and cereals, as well as roots and

small fruit, are raised. Orchards also do well and a large quantity of fruit is ex-

ported to the ISTorthwest. The land is described in the conveyances as part of lots 38

and 279, group 2, in the district of New Westminster. This is within the bounds of

the Chilliwack municipality.

Buildings.—These are (1) the main building, containing kitchen, dining-rooms,

dormitories, parlours, office, school-room, lavatories, laundry, recreation-rooms, clothes-

rooms, furnace-rooms and dairy. (2) The primary school building, where also the band
instruments are kept and band practices are held. (3) The residence of the farm in-

structor. (4) A long frame building, wi^ich includes shoe and cai*penter-shops, wood-
shed, a root-cellar, a flour-room and a drying-room. (5) Three large bams. (6) A
granary. (7) A wagon and implement shed. (8) A bake-house. (9) A hen-house and
pig-pen. (10) A water-tank. (11) A root-cellar. A small beginning has been made
on a residence for the principal. An aseptic tank has been constructed for the disposal

of sewage. Its dimensions are 10 ft. 3 in. by 6 ft. 4 in. by 5 ft.

Accommodation.—The building will accommodate one hundred pupils and a staff

of eight teachers ; there are also eight bed-rooms for the principal and his family.

Attendance.—One hundred and two pupils have been in attendance during the

year, the average has been over eighty-one ; twenty were admitted, ten were discharged.

The present attendance is ninety-two, of whom sixty-two are boys and thirty are girls.

Class-room Work.—The hours of study and recreation in the school-room are from
9 a.m. to 12 noon, and from 1 to 4 p.m. The diligence and progress of the pupils has

been highly satisfactory. Several pupils wrote on the examination for entrance to the

provincial high school. The grading is as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 22

II 12

III 17

IV 24

V 17

VI 10

102
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Eegular music lessons are given to several of the boys and girls.

Farm and Garden.—The crops for the past year were very satisfactory. There
were four tons of pease, nineteen tons of oats, fifteen tons of carrots, thirty-two tons of
potatoes, ninety-five tons of mangolds, two tons of onions, two tons of apples, and a
ton and a half of plums and other small fruit. The dairy of twelve cows yielded good
returns. There is now on hand a large number of hogs ready for the market.

Industries Taught.—We first aim to make our pupils expert in ordinary general
v.'ork, and then instruct them along special lines. Especial attention is paid to farm
work and particularly dairying, an industry which is growing to large proportions in
British Columbia. Besides this, shoemaking and repairing is carried on. Carpenter-
ing and blacksmithing have also been added during the past year and good results are
being obtained. The girls are trained in all departments of good housework.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—This most important branch of education is well
looked after. The day is begun by prayers in the dormitories on rising; family pi*ayer
in the dining-room before breakfast and in the school-room in the evening, always
associated with singing by the teachers and pupils, and either the reading of the ScrixH
tures or the recitation of psalms or other suitable portions of Scripture by the whole
school in concert; Sabbath school on the Lord's day in the forenoon; attendance at the

Indian church in the neighbourhood in the afternoon; and preaching service in the
institute in the evening. At this latter service a considerable number of the best

singers of the school, together with the teachers, are formed into a choir, who practise

iiymns and prepare anthems for use in the public congregation, which is made up of

members from the surrounding country who are pleased to worship with us in this ser-

vice. On Monday evenings the children meet in classes for special personal instruction

in the needs and nature of religious experience. On Tuesday evenings the regular

weekly prayer-meetings are held. Care is taken that these services shall not be lengthy

lest they should prove wearisome and so defeat the very purpose for which they are

held. We are able to see in many ways the happy effect of moral and religious train-

ing on the character and lives of the boys and girls.

Health and Sanitation.—There has been very good health among the pupils during

the year. There has been but one death, a case of tuberculosis. There was also a case

of appendicitis. The boy was operated on by Dr. Drew, of New Westminster, and the

operation was completely successful.

Water Supply.—The Lucucuck river flows through the farm, offering an
abundant supply of good water for the stock and an inexhaustible supply for house

use and for fire-protection.

Tire Protection.—This is afforded in the following conditions : a brick building ;

hot-air furnaces, with the main flues composed of brick; the furnaces in the basement
and the heating stove in the laundry are on floors of cement; the baking is done in a

detached bake-house. The means of extinguishing incipient fires consist of a good
supply of water in the tanks, available by taps on the different floors; water kept in

barrels and buckets in the halls ; a well, furnished with force-pump and an attachable

hose ; a supply of water buckets kept at easily accessible points ; Carr chemical engines

supplied by the department, and a fire company, organized and drilled with a view to

effectiveness in case of fire. The building is provided with fire-escapes from the dor-

mitories ; in the plan of the building exit is made easy by halls and means of transit

from one portion of the building to another; we have also in use, four Baton fire-

extinguishers, given by the department during the year. Besides these, there are fire-,

man's axes, supplied by the department, placed in the care of the teachers at points

v^'here they might be of most need. Larger pupils are appointed to the care of the

different dormitories, whose duty it is, to remove the smaller children from the build-

ing on the very first alarm of fire.

Heating and Lighting.—A plant has been installed by the Grant Acetylene Gen-
erator Company of St. Thomas, Ont., and is a very great improvement on the old style
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of kerosene lighting. The building is heated by means of the Smead-Dowd system of

hot-air furnaces ; we have two in use.

Kecreation.—The children are bettei- in evei-y respect for a large amount of ex-

eicise. It is their growing time and their natures demand plenty of healthful recre-

ation, which it is really a sin to deny. So plenty of opportunity is granted for it.

Nor is it difficult to do so. Outdoor games which involve much vigorous exercise

are greatly in favour. For the first part of the year football had first place among the

boys. But lately they have taken to baseball, which they pursue with great zest. Aa
a result of this exercise and also, no doubt, of the work they have to do, the pupils

are in good health and spirits. The band, also, is a most agreeable and popular diver-

sion. The boys are always ready for their practices and lessons and have obtained a

good degree of skill along this line. The girls, too, have their modes of recreation,

which, while not so energetic as those of the boys, are enjoyed every bit as much. The
game of croquet on the lawn, in the cool of the evening, is very popular. Of course,

they have other games as well. Indoor games are not popular with either the boys or

girls; but outdoor sports are possible in this part of the province nearly all the year.

General Eemarks.—A complication of stomach and liver illness by which

I have been prostrated, and the weather having registered for weeks a higher degree

of heat than has occurred for years, and all coming on just at the time when my re-

ports for the year are to be made out, has unfortunately made it necessary for me to

make my report an almost verbatim repetition of last year's one, with the exception

of the changes mentioned herein. I may say that the conduct and the progress of the

pupils during the past year have been highly satisfactory, and I trust there is a grow-

ing appreciation among the Indian population of the value and advantage of industrial

school education.

I have, &c.,

JOSEPH HALL,
P7-incipal.

British Columbia,
Kamloops Industrial School,

Kamloops, July 12, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa,

Sir,—I have the honour to forward my annual report for the year ended June

30, 1904.

Location.—The Kamloops industrial school is situated at the foot of St. Paul's

mountain, on the northern bank of the South Thompson river. It is in the imme-

diate vicinity of the Kamloops reserve, and about two miles from the town of Kam-
loops, which is a divisional point of the Canadian Pacific Railway. The background

of bordering hills and the fine groves lining both banks of the river, make the posi-

tion of the school very pleasant in the spring and summer.

Land.—The area of land belonging to the school, comprises 320 acres, sur-

rendered by the Indians of the Kamloops resei-ve for the purposes of the industrial

school. Of this land, about fifteen acres are under cultivation in fields, garden and

orchard, the remainder consists of sandy hills and broken land, suitable only for graz-

ing, and of low-lying land, which in the spring is transformed by the overflow of the

rivei into a beautiful sheet of water. There is no natural grass to be cut for hay,

nor is there any timber available for fuel.
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Buildings.—The main building contains on the ground floor, the parlour, office,

dining-room for the boys, kitchen and pantry, and the laundry with four bath-rooms

and bake-oven. The second story contains the girls' class-room and the chapel. To
the right, is the girls' house, containing sewing and recreation-room, dining-rooms

for the sisters and girls, and doitaitories. To the norths about one hundred feet from
the main building, is the boys' home, which contains store-rooms, recreation-room,

lavatory and dormitory. As the boys' dormitory was too small, a new class-room, 30

X 20 feet, has been built this year, and the fonner class-room is now used as a

dormitory for the little boys.

The outbuildings consist of the carpenter and shoe-shops, two stables and barn,

the cellar, hen-house, ice-house, three-room cottage for employees, girls' summer-house,

windmill and tank-tower.

Some of the buildings were re-painted in the spring and the floor of the boys

recreation-room has been renovated.

Accommodation.—The school can easily accommodate sixty pupils and seven
officers.

Attendance.—At the end of the year, twenty-five boys and twenty-six girls were
iu attendance. Two boys died at home during the year, and two girls were allowed

to go home, owing to disease. Three boys and five girls were regularly discharged ;

four boys and four girls were admitted. The average attendance was about fifty-

one.

Class-room Work.—The school hours for the boys were in the morning frora

a quarter to nine till twelve, every week-day, except Saturday; and in the afternoon,

of every week-day, from a quarter to five till a quarter past six. The examinations
conducted by Agent Irwin, showed good and steady progress in the girls' depart-

ment, but slower in the boys' department. The school hours for the girls were from
two to five in the afternoon, with half an hour's study in the evening.

At the end of the year, the pupils were graded as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 3

II 6

III 11
" IV 10
" V 12

VI 9

51

Farm and Garden.—We have about four acres of land, which is protected by a
dyke against the periodical overflows of the Thompson river. Kamloops being situated

in the dry belt of British Columbia, the work of irrigation takes up a great deal of

time; it is done by means of a windmill, and of a horse-power and pump combined ;

water is also obtained occasionally from the Indians' irrigation ditch. Our garden

yielded good crops of potatoes, cai-rots, turnips and beans. The other crops were not

as good.

Raspberries, currants and gooseberries were plentiful; the orchard yielded a good

crop of apples, as usual, and for the first time, we had a good supply of plums and

juicy pears.

There is some good land, belonging to the school, which heretofore could not be

irrigated. An irrigation outfit, consisting of a four horse-power gasoline engine and

a three-inch centrifugal pump, has been purchased this spring and it is hoped that in

the future we shall be able to raise good crops.

All the boys work in the fields and garden ; they milk the cows and attend to the

stable work in turn, outside of the regular work hours.

Our stock consists of four horses, six cows and five calves.
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Industries Taught.

—

Carpentering.—Thirteen boys received instruction in this

trade from Mr. L. Viel, who is an excellent mechanic. They were employed in build-

ing a new school-room, 30 x 20 feet, aad 12 feet high inside, nicely decorated ; in mak-
ing mouldings and carvings for furniture, in repairing furniture and renovating floors.

Shoemaking.—Six boys were employed in the shoe-shop; their work consisted in

repairing shoes and harness.

Painting.—Some of Ihe boys painted the new building, and also the outside walls

of the old buildings.

Girls' Work.—The girls do the cooking, baking, washing and learn all the

branches of housekeeping. They are taught hand and machine sewing, and the
fnaking of lace. They make all their dresses and underwear, and also shirts, draw-
ers, and jackets for the boys. The girls are clean, tidy and industrious, and great

credit is due to the' Sisters of St. Ann, who have them in charge.

Moral and Religious Training.—Eeligious instruction is given daily for half an
hour. We keep constantly before the mind of the pupils the object which the govern-
ment has in view in carrying on the industrial schools, which is to civilize the Indians,
and to make them good, useful and law-abiding members of society. A continuous
supervision is exercised over them, and no infraction of the rules of morality and good
manners is left without due correction. On the whole, the conduct of the pupils has
been good diiring the year.

Health and Sanitation.—This year has been the worst, since the re-opening of this

school, eleven years ago. Four pupils had to be sent home, owing to disease, and two
of them died soon after their discharge ; one from heart disease, and the other from
consumption. Sudden changes in the temperature were the cause of much sickness

in the spring. At the end of the year, the health of the children was excellent.

The sanitary condition is good ; the sewerage drain is working well. The dormi-
tories were too crowded, but since the building of a new class-room for the boys,

ample room is provided for that purpose, as the former class-room has been converted
into a dormitory.

Water Supply.—Good water is supplied to the house from the river. The pump
is operated by a gasoline engine, and the water is kept in a tank placed near the
kitchen. The tank is lined inside with galvanized iron and covered all around with
sawdust; thus the water is kept fresh and pure from all pollution.

Fire Protection.—The fire-appliances on hand are as follows :

—

1. Four chemical extinguishers and two fireman's axes.

2. Three strong ladders permanently attached to the principal buildings, and a

few smaller ones kept in proximity to the buildings.

3. About two dozen fire-buckets.

4. Two tanks ; one of a capacity of eighteen hundred gallons, with three taps,

and the other, of a capacity of about twelve hundred gallons, placed on a tower thirty

feet high. There are one hundred feet of rubber hose, which can be attached to any
of the three hydrants placed at convenient places, so that a stream of water may be

directed to any part of the buildings. These tanks may be filled in less thau an
hour's time by means of a bull-dozer pump, which is operated with a three-horse power
gasoline engine. A stove has been lately placed in the basement of the tower, and,

it is hoped, will be the means of preventing the water from freezing in the winter.

Heating and Lighting.—Ordinary box stoves are used for the purpose of heat-

ing, and all the fire-wood has to be purchased and brought do^vn from Shuswap,

distant thirty miles from the school. Coal oil is the only means of lighting.

Recreation.—The pupils have half an hour of recreation in the morning, half an
hour at noon, and in the evening from half past six till bed-time. On Sunday and
holidays, they enjoy a quiet walk or a drive on the wagons. They indulge in the

ordinary amusements suitable to their age and sex. Some of them are very fond of

reading story-books, but all seem never to tire of listening to the gramophone.
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General Eemarks.—We had during the year, the honour and pleasure of a visit

from the Indian superintendent and the Right Reverend Bishop Bryant, of Mac-

kenzie.

In closing this report, I wish to express again my high appreciation of the interest

taken in our school by Superintendent Vowell, and to tender my sincere thanks to

Mr. A. Irwin, our worthy agent, for his monthly visits and his kindness and prompt-

ness in attending to all matters connected with the school.

I have, &c.,

ALPH. M. CARION, O.M.I.,

Principal.

British Columbia,
KooTENAY Industrial School,

St. Eugene P.O., June 30, 1904.

T?he Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Afiairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report of the Kootenay industrial

school, for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.—This institution is favoured with a delightful location in the Indian

village of St. Eugene, which adjoins St. Mary's reserve. It is in close communication

with the railway system^ being about five miles distant from Cranbrook, the nearest

station. The extent of the premises, the beautiful gardens and spacious playgrounds,

offer favourable opportunities for healthful recreation and exercise. A splendid view

of the surrounding mountains can be had from the buildings. The air is pure and

bracing.

Land.—The area of land belonging to the school and immediately surrounding

it, consists of twenty acres surrendered to the department by the Oblate Fathers, for

school purposes. A part of this land is occupied by the buildings and playgrounds,

the remainder is laid out in gardens and orchards. We have also rented one hundred
and twenty acres, in order that the boys might receive a more thorough training in

farming, as that is the occupation to which most of them turn. The soil is not very

fertile, but with the proper amount of irrigation, excellent crops of hay, oats and

vegetables are raised each year.

Buildings.—These consist of the main building, occupied mostly by the staff, and
the boys' and the girls' homes. The boys' house has on the lower floor, school-room,

play-room, dining-room, lavatory and wardrobes. The upper floor comprises two large

dormitories and a bed-room. The bedsteads are all of iron, each is well and comfortably

furnished. The girls' home to the right of the central building is divided into sewing
and recreation-room, refectory, lavatory, wardrobes, donnitory and bed-room. Dur-

ing the past year, an addition was made to this house by building a school-room 25 x 30

feet. It is well lighted and ventilated and is found to be most comfortable in every

respect. The upper story is used as a sleeping apartment for the little girls.

The outbuildings are : bakery, laundry, supply-store, foreman's house, shoe-shop

and wood-shed, barn and stable. Since my last annual report, it has been found neces-

sary to make many repairs, such as painting, re-flooring, and improving the means
of ventilation. At present all the buildings are in good condition.

Accommodation.—The buildings afford ample accommodation for sixty children

and the staff necessary to carry on the work.
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Attendance.—The government grant is for fiftj- pupils, but this number has al-

ways been exceeded in our school. The attendance is very regular, all the children

being boarders. During the past term the average on the roll was fifty-four.

Class-room Work.—This was carried on by three teachers in separate rooms. The
school-hours for the boys were in the morning from 8 to 11.15, with an hour's study
in the evening. The girls attend school in the afternoon from 1 to 4, and study from
6 to 7 every evening. The work done in the class-rooms was both satisfactory and en-

couraging. With few exceptions, the pupils showed a great desire to learn andsplendid
progress was made. The official programme of studies is adhered to as closely as

possible and examinations are made periodically. Regular lessons were given in sing-

ing, calisthenics and band music. The boys practised each afternoon from 1 to 2

•o'clock.

At the close of the term the pupils were classified as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 1
" II 5

III 24
" IV 12
" V 6

VI 2

50

Farm and Garden.—Our farm is in a flourishing condition. The orchards, gar-

dens and fields are neatly fenced with picket, board or log fences. Most of these have
been put up by the boys under the supervision of the foreman. They evince a special

aptitude for all farm work, and as it is the most useful industry for them, each boy is

given a thorough and practical knowledge of farming in all its branches. All the boys

work at gardening, the older ones doing the heavier work. We had an abundant supply

of vegetables, comprising cabbage, turnips, carrots, parsnips, beets, onions, lettuce,

celery, pease, beans, cucumbers, tomatoes, corn, rhubarb, citrons, pumpkins, &c. The
hay, oats and potatoes did exceedingly well. Our orchard, containing about two hund-
red trees, which consist of apple, pear, plum, cherry and peach, is growing rapidly.

As yet only the apple-trees are old enough to bear, but these yield a prolific supply.

We have also an abundance of small fruits.

Industries Taught.—The boys are taught farming, gardening, care of stock, paint-

ing and the use of carpenter's tools. The building of the new school-room and the

various other improvejnents gave the larger ones a good chance to acquire a general

Icrowledge of carpentry. Those employed in the shoe-shop did the general repairing

of shoes and harness.

Girls' Industrial Work.—The girls attain great proficiency in the use 'of the needle

and sewing-machine. They are first taught plain sewing, darning and knitting, after

which they are taught to cut, fit and make their own clothing. Three hours each day
are very profitably devoted to this industry, and several dozens of dresses, aprons, skirts,

shirts and numerous other articles of clothing a:re made yearly. Besides this, the girls

mend their own and a part of the boys' clothing and knit many pairs of stockings.

Under the direction of a sister, they attend to the general housework, each taking her

turn at kitchen, laundry, bakery and dairy. Gardening is carried on by them, but on
a small scale. A portion of the garden attached to their playground has been set apart

for that purpose. They raise vegetables and small fruits and display considerable taste

in arranging flower-beds and walks.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—This has always held the flrst place on our pro-

gramme, and no pains are spared to instruct the pupils thoroughly in moral and reli-

gious subjects. This is done by the principal himself and by the teachers. Half an
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hour each day is devoted to the explanation of Christian doctrine, and the children are

continually under the supervision of one of the staff. The conduct of the pupils

during the past term was all that could be desired.

Health and Sanitation.—The general health of the pupils has been decidedly good,

however there have been some exceptions. About a year ago we were visited by an
epidemic of pneumonia, which left some complications. One boy died in early spring

of consumption, and several others suffered from minor complaints. The physician in

charge visited these frequently and was successful in restoring them to health.

Water Supply.—An abundance of excellent water is obtained from St. Joseph's

creek, a never-failing mountain stream. This is used for irrigation and is conveyed

in trenches through the fields and gardens. For domestic purposes, water is obtained

from two wells, one in the boys' and the other in the kitchen yard. Both of these failed

last winter, and it was with difficulty that water could be had. Plans were laid to have

water brought from the creek, but on account of the great expense this would entail,

we have not yet been able to undertake the work.

Fire Protection.—Each department is supplied with two chemical fire-ex-

tinguishers, a fireman's axe, several buckets, a ladder and a hose. These are stationed

at convenient places throughout the buildings and the pupils are exercised in their use.

Heating and Lighting.—All the heating is done by means of stoves. Wood is

used exclusively for fuel. Light is supplied by means of coal-oil lamps.

Pecreation.—A portion of each day is set apart for recreation. When the weather

is favourable, the children enjoy outdoor exercise in their respective yards. The boys'

principal games are football, baseball, and marbles. They are also very fond of hunt-

ins, fishing, swimming,and skating in season. Last fall the band boys had a pleasant

outing at Fernie, whei^ they were invited to give a concert. Their good performance

and gentlemanly behaviour during their absence reflected much credit on the school.

The girls amuse themselves at skipping, swinging, croquet and like games. The
winter evenings are spent with music, singing, picture and story books, the gramophone,

the magic lantern and numerous indoor games.

General Remarks.—In closing my report, I wish to express my high appreciation

of the interest taken in our school by Mr. A. W. Vowell, superintendent, and to tender

my sincere thanks to our agent, Mr. E. L. T. Galbraith, for his kindness and prompt-
ness in attending to all matters connected with the school.

I have, &c.,

N. COCCOLA,
Principal.

British Columbia,
KuPER Island Industrial School,

KuPER Island P.O., August 24, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit my annual report for the year ended June 30,

1904.

Location.—This school is situated in a beautiful bay, on the southwest side of

K-uper island, in Stuart channel, about five miles from Chemainus station on Van-
couver island. The scenery of the surrounding country is magnificent.

Land.—The land in connection with the school was surrendered by the Pen-
nelekut Indians and forms part of the Kuper Island reserve. There are about seventy

acres, of which one-half is under cultivation ; the other half is used for pasturage.
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Buildings.—The main building contains on the ground floor, parlour, office, boys'

dining-room, kitchen, pantry and girls' dining-room. On the second floor are the girls'

school-room, the music-hall, the chapel, and two guests' rooms. The girls' home com-
prises on the lower floor : sewing-room, infirmary for girls, store-room, recreation-

room and parlour for matron ; on the upper floor, girls' dormitories, linen and bath-

rooms and bed-rooms for the female members of the staff. The boys' home is divided

on the ground floor as follows : boys' infirmary, teachers' room, store-room, band-
room, lavatory and bath-rooms, boys' play-hall and school-room. On the second floor,

are linen-room, boys' dormitory and bed-rooms for the male members of the staff.

The outbuildings consist of cottage for foreman, gymnasium with root-house

underneath, laundry and dry-room, bakery, bams, hen-house, boat-houses, shops for

carpenter and shoemaker, wood-sheds, house for hydraulic ram, and elevated tank.

The buildings are all kept in good condition; a new launch-house, 30 x 20 feet,

and a shed, 30 x 14 feet, were built by the carpenter and his apprentices during the

year.

Accommodation.—The institution can convenientlj^ provide accommodation for

seventy-five pupils and a staff of eight officers.

Attendance.—During the year sixty-two pupils were inscribed on the roll and the

average attendance was over fifty-seven.

Class-room.—The work in the school-rooms was satisfactory. The boys and the

girls are taught in separate buildings and by different teachers.

At the close of the year the pupils were gTaded as follows :

—

Standard 1 2
" II 10
" III 13
" IV 15
' V 13
" VI 5

Total 58

Of this number thirty were boys and twenty-eight were girls.

Farm and Garden.—All the boys receive instruction in gardening and farming.

The junior boys attend to the flower and vegetable gardens, and the senior boys do

the heavier work on the farm. This year we have about thirty-five acres under culti-

vation and the crops look exceedingly well.

Our live stock consists of ten cows, one bull, one heifer, three calves, one span
of horses, ten pigs and about one hundred and twenty fowls.

Boys' Industrial Work.

—

Carpentry.—Mr. Henry Butsch is our instructor in

carpentry and with his four apprentices made a considerable quantity of new furniture,

built a new launch-house and an addition to the barn, besides attending to all repairs.

ShoemaJcing.—Mr. J. M. Read is in charge of this trade and with the assistance

of his six apprentices supplied all the pupils with substantial footwear.
Painting.—All the painting and whitewashing was done by three boys.

Baking.—This branch of industry is under the supervision of two boys, who are

assisted in preparing the dough by eight of the senior boys.

Dairying.—Two boys have charge of this department. They operate the cream
separator, do the churning and make very good butter. The milking is done by five

boys.

Laundrying.—This work is done, under the superintendence of the matron, by
boys and girls.

Girls' Industrial Work.—The girls made most commendable progress in all kinds
of housework, hand and machine sewing, cutting and finishing dresses. Their fancy

27—i—27
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work, of which there is quite a variety, was greatly admired by the many visitors who
called at the school.

Moral and Keligious Training.—Eeligious instruction is daily imparted for half

an hour to the pupils. Morning and evening prayers are said in common.

Health and Sanitation,—On the whole the health of the pupils was good; how-

ever, two boys were discharged upon the doctor's advice and one of them died at home
of consumption, that dreadfiil disease so prevalent amongst Indians. One girl, whilst

attending to the fire in the kitchen, ignited her clothes and got terribly scorched; she

Was for several months in the Chemainus General Hospital and is now well again.

Another girl suffered from inflammatory rheumatism. The sanitary condition of the

school is very satisfactory.

Water Supply.—An abundant supply of pure fresh water, from natural springs,

is always on hand and a large hydraulic ram forces the water into an elevated tank.

Fire Protection.—The boys are bi-monthly drilled in the use of fire-appliances,

which consist of fifteen Star chemical fire-engines, twenty fire-buckets, ninety feet of

lire-hose and two fire-axes. There are permanent fire-ladders on the roofs of the build-

ings and other ladders, to reach the roofs quickly, are always on hand. There are

also small hydrants to which a fire-hose can be readily attached near all the principal

buildings.

Heating and Lighting.—The heating of the buildings is done by ordinary wood-

stoves, whilst the lighting has so far been provided by means of coal-oil lamps; but

very likely a plant for an acetylene generator will be installed in the near future.

Recreation.—Baseball, football, fishing, boating, swimming and marble-playing

are the principal outdoor amusements of the boys during the summer; whilst coast-

ing, chess and checkers are the leading games in the winter. The girls in their own
playground amuse themselves at swinging, skipping and playing ball. The greatest

attraction and delight of every pupil is, however, our brass band, which is still under

the leadership of Foreman Butsch.

General Eemarks.—In conclusion I tender my sincere thanks to Superinten-

dent Vowell and Agent Robertson for the courtesy and assistance which I have

received during the year.

I have, &c.,

G. DONCKELE,
Princi'pal.

British Columbia,

Lytton (St. George's) Industrial School,

Lytton, July 7, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have tha honour to submit my annual report for the fiscal year ended June

30, 1904.

Location.—The school is situated two and a half miles from Lytton, which is on

the main line of the Canadian Pacific Railway, and is on the east of the Eraser river,

about a half mile from the water. The Lytton-Lillooet road passes by the building.

Land.—We have about six hundred acres of land. Lots eleven and twelve, and

forty-seven, group one, Yale district, and the rest Dominion government lands,

and we are taking in another one hundred and sixty acres of these lands.
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The soil is sand, sandy loam, and clay, well suited for mixed farming and fruit-

growing. We have much more under cultivation this year than last—between fifteen

and twenty acres—and have the place in much better condition.

There has been an abundance of water for irrigation. The properties are all

owned by the ISTew England Company.
Buildings.— The school-building is in good repair. We have lined the basement

throughout with cedar shiplap and tar paper, and have put in wire screens to all

doors and windows.

The wood-shed, cook-room, and small office mentioned in last annual report are

finished, and in addition we have built a stable for sows and team, with a loft for hay,

and space beneath for wagons and implements, and have the timbers out for a black-

smith's shop.

At the north end of the farm we are building a dairy for twenty cows, which will,

I hope, be finished in a month or so.

The barn at the school end of the land is 30 x 50 feet over all, and the one at the

north side, of which the foundation is laid, is 60 x 40 feet. The height of both is about

30 feet.

The buildings comprise the main building, which is used for school pui-poses and
contains school, sleeping and dining-rooms, laundry, kitchen, cloak-room, store-rooms,

bath-rooms, shoemaker's and carpentei''s shops ; two barns complete ; cattle-sheds ;

two pig-pens ; chicken-house ; five root-cellars ; dairy
;

granary ; farmhouse ;

implement-shed ; wood-shed, with Chinaman's room and office ; and two log houses,

for farm-hands and carpenter.

Accommodation.—There is accommodation for forty boys and a staff of four.

Attendance.—We have at present twenty-five boys in attendance and have had
twenty-seven admitted, one of whom was discharged as physically unfi^t, and one ab-

sconded and has not yet been arrested.

Class-room Work.—The hours of school are from nine a.m. to twelve and from
seven p.m. to eight. The subjects taught include reading, writing, arithmetic, dicta-

tion and singing. The first lot of boys who came at the beginning of last year are

still using the first reader, but will be promoted to a higher grade in a few weeks.

Farm and Garden.—I am able to report a great advance in these. The crops are

better, owing to the land being in improved tilth; the work being consequently lighter,

the boys are much more useful. We have cut two crops of alfalfa, and one of clover

and oat hay and have nearly ripe, about thirty acres of wheat, besides barley, oats,

beans, roots, pease and corn.

The small fruits are a heavy crop, and the trees are laden with clean-looking
fruit in both parts of the orchard land.

The kitchen garden, with sweet corn, pease, lettuce, onions, rhubarb, beans, mar-
rows, parsley, carrots and turnips will give us a good supply, but the flower garden is

lather a failure owing to the almost entire .absence of rain.

Industries Taught.—Shoemaking and carpentering, besides farming and fruit-

growing are taught.

Moral and Eeligious Training.—We have daily readings and instruction in the

Bible, besides our daily prayers, and two services on Sundays with school from two
to three o'clock in the afternoons. There has been no serious trouble with the morality

of the school and the conduct has been excellent when one considers the natural de-

formities of these Indians.

Health and Sanitation.—The health has been good and we have had no sanitary

difficulties, having plenty of fresh aii% a sufficient supply of water and good food
well cooked.

Water Supply.—This is obtained by gravity, from Botame creek, and is laid

from top to bottom of the school-building. The immediate supply is from a tank,

23 X 12 X 7 feet, connected by an inch and a half pipe.

27—1—27*
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Fire Protection.—An inch and a half pipe, perforated every six inches, runs around
the peaks of the roofs, a fire-escape with ladders is placed at the north and south
dormitories, a wire-bound rubber hose near each room, where water taps, buckets and
axes are always on hand.

Heating and Lighting.—The heating is done by hot-air furnaces, which do not
work satisfactorily in strong winds, as the heat is then driven to one or the other

side of the building.

The light is furnished by coal-oil lamps, which are all secured well in place.

Recreation.—The children do not take readily to set games, either of football

or any other game, but follow their own apparently constituted order of bows and
arrows, darts, stilts and swimming, and are very resourceful in finding amusements.
They have about three hours each day for play, apart from drill.

I have, &c.,

GEO. DITCHAM,
Principal.

British Columbia,

Metlakatla Industrial School,

Metlakatla, July 25, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Aifairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit this report for the year ended June 30, 1904.

Location.'—This school is situated in the village of Metlakatla on the reserve of

that name on the south side of the Tsimpsean peninsula. The location is generally

admired for the fine wide view which it affords, on one side of hemlock and spruce

covered hills and mountains, and on the other of sea and islands.

Land.—About fourteen years ago six acres of land were given by the Indians of

this village for the use of the school, since then they have also given the site on which

the girls' branch is built, and some small pieces of land for playground and other

purposes.

Buildings.—These are as follows : the main building in the boys' division, a

two-stoi-y frame structure, having a frontage of 90 feet by 60 feet deep ; containing on

the lower floor, a parlour, office, two dining-rooms, infirmary, sewing-room, kitchen

and store-rooms ; and on the upper floor, the principal's bed-room and eight small

dormitories.

The girls occupy a large, substantial frame building, the inside nicely finished with
plaster. It has a frontage of 64 feet by 22 feet deep, and two wings 20 feet wide ex-

tending back 40 feet. The rooms on the first floor 'are : reception, class, dining and cloak-

rocms, pantry, lavatory, kitchen and store-rooms. On the second floor are, the matron's

the assistant's and teacher's rooms, two large donnitories, a room used as a hospital

and one for clothing. Above these there is a half story with attics. In the basement
there is a large room.

The laundry is an annex, 19 feet 4 in. x 19 feet.

The other buildings are, a comfortable school-house in which the boys are taught

;

another divided into carpenter and shoemaker's shops, laundry and store-room, also

a coal-house, a stable, and a fowl-house.

Accommodation.—In the boys' division the accommodation is rather limited, but

otherwise good, there being in all the dormitories, including the room set apart for the

sick, only sufficient space for twenty-seven beds. In the new building, now occupied
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by the girls, there is ample accommodation for thirty pupils, a matron, and two assist-

ants.

Attendance.—The average attendance was about fifty-four pupils ; twenty-

seven boys, and an equal number of girls, except during the salmon-fishing season,

when most of the boys are allowed to go out to assist their parents to earn the

family living.

Class-room "Work.—A great part of the time of the elder and more advanced

pupils, both boys and girls, was necessarily taken up with their industrial occupations

;

and on that account, these pupils were only present at class instruction half the day,

but the younger children attended school all day.

The boys were taught by the principal and the girls by Miss H. Jackson. Satis-

factory progress has been made in all subjects of instruction.

All speak English, and many of them quite familiarly.

At the end of the year the pupils were graded as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard I .

II 7

III 21
" IV 10

V 16

A total of fifty-four.

Industrial Work.—Fifteen boj'S received instruction in carpentry and painting.

They were employed re-shingling and re-flooring the main building in the boys' divis-

ion, fencing, making and repairing furniture, &c. All the boys occasionally worked

at gardening, and a few at shoemaking.

The girls were taught domestic, laundry and needlework, and marked advance-

ment is noticeable in their work and manner of doing it.

Ten of the elder girls can cut out and make their dresses.

Garden.—The garden is small, but well worked, and kept in fine condition. We
got from it a good quantity of delicious fruit, and a large supply of vegetables of

excellent quality.

Moral and Religious Training.—The Bible is used as a reading text-book, and
three-quarters of an hour are given daily, except on Saturdays, to religious teaching.

The pupils join morning and evening in prayer^ and on Sundays attend the church ser-

vices, and also the village Sunday school.

The Rev. J. H. Keen gives religious instruction twice a week in the class-rooms.

Tire Protection.—Chemical fire-extinguishers, buckets, ladders, fireman's axes

and water are on hand. But the greatest protection against fire is the metal shingles,

with which the buildings occupied by both the boys and girls are now covered. The
instructor and pupils finished, about the end of last month, the covering of the main
building of the boys' division, with galvanized metal shingles, kindly supplied by the

department, and that lessens very much all danger from fire.

Heating.—The rooms on the lower floors are heated by coal stoves ; but the

dormitories have no heating appliances.

Recreation.—The boys most frequently play football and baseball. They are also

fond of archery, swimming and boating. Indoors in winter, their favourite pastimes

-are reading, singing, and playing crokinole and checkers.

The girls amuse themselves outdoors with swinging and skipping, and indoors

with lotto, dominoes, and other games. During the winter months, one evening each
week was devoted by them to singing, and musical exercises, and at the end of the

season a very pleasing entertainment was given.

General Remarks.—About the end of October last, we had the pleasure of a visit

from Superintendent Vowell of this province.

Mr. Morrow, the agent for this district, made several visits, and takes a warm
interest in the welfare of the school.
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I have again to thank Miss West and other ladies, for their kindness in continu-

ing to teach the pupils in the Sunday school.

I have much pleasure in stating that the reports received, regarding pupils dis-

charged from this school, show that the conduct of these- ex-pupils, with very few

exceptions, is satisfactory.

I should, before closing this letter, gratefully mention that Miss Davies, the lady

in charge of the girls' division, has given her services for more than two years without

any salary or other reward.

I have, &c.,

JOHI^ R. SCOTT,
Principal.

British Columbia,

Williams Lake Industrial School,

150 Mile House P.O., July 20, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report for the year ended June
30, 1904.

Location.—This school is pleasantly situated in a fertile valley along the San Jose

creek, one hundred and thirty-five miles from Ashcroft, a station on the Canadian
Pacific Railway line. It is not situated on a reserve.

Land.—All the land, for the greater part only pasture-land, belongs to the Oblate

Fathers.

Buildings.—Xo new building has been erected this year; part of an old building

that was the first school-house in Cariboo, has been altered into a carpenter-shop ; its/

dimensions are 24 x 26 feet The girls' home has on the lower floor : a school-room,

a store-room, two parlours and sewing and play-rooms ; the upper floor contains a

dormitory, a bed-room, chapel, bed-rooms for the staff, and music-room ; in the attic

it situated a second store-room and wardrobes.

The boys' home comprises on the lower floor : school-room, bed-room, parlour,

play-room and lavatory ; on the second floor : dormitory, store-room, sick-room and

bed-room for the foreman ; in the attic is located the boys' wardrobes.

Accommodation.—Accommodation can be easily provided for ninety pupils, with

necessary staff.

Attendance.—Porty-five pupils have been attending school regularly through-

out the year.

Class-room Work.—Gratifying progress in both departments was continued in the

school-room. As much as possible we adhere to the programme of studies authorized

by the department. At the close of the year the pupils graded as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 10
" II 3

" III 15

IV .' 12
" V 5

Farm and Garden.—Although spring was very late the different crops, except

wheat, look well. Fortunately we have always more than a year's supply of flour, so

we shall not be obliged to buy much flour.
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Industries Taught.—As our Indians here are mostly farmers, agriculture takes

the lirst place. All the larger boys assist in all gardening and field work, while three

other boys have been constantly employed in the carpenter-shop.

The girls receive regular instruction in everything a good housewife is exi)eeted

lo know : cooking, baking, laundry, needle and housework.

Moral and Religious Training.—Particular care is taken by all the employees in

training the children to be obedient, truthful, honest, kind and obliging. Religious

instruction is given daily by the principal ; morning and evening prayers are said

in common, and on Sundays the children take part in the singing at high mass in the

church.

Health and Sanitation.—All the pupils have enjoyed excellent health ; only one
girl took sick while at home, where shs died towards the end of ISTovember. The
drainage is good and cleanliness strictly enforced.

Water Supply.—Nothing, unfortunately, has been done to improve the water
supply and to utilize to its full capacity the 'splendid water system built by my pre-
decessor.

Fire Protection.—All fire-applianoes are always kept ready at hand. Laddei-s are

laid on all the roofs ; the chimneys are made of terra-cotta pipes and frequently
cleaned ; there are also good glass-lined fire-extinguishers and a good supply of
pails always filled with water.

Heating and Lighting.—The lighting is by coal-oil lamps and the heating, by-

ordinary box-stoves.

Recreation.—The boys indulge in every kind of sport, but in summer their

favourite games are football and baseball, while in winter they delight in skating on
the frozeir lakes and creeks.

General Remarks.—In concluding, it gives me great pleasure to mention here the

painstaking zeal of all my staff, but particularly of the good sisters, in performing the
duties they have undertaken, which at times are .very trying. I must also gratefully
acknowledge the many services and the unremitting attention paid to the school by
cur worthy agent, Mr. E. Bell, and Superintendent A. W. Vowell.

I have, &c.,

H. BOENING,

Principal.

^Manitoba Superintendexcv,

Lake Manitoba Inspectorate,

Portage la Prairie, October 1, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report of my inspection of indus-
trial, boarding and day schools of my inspectorate for the past year.

BRANDOX industrial SCHOOL (METIIODIST).

Inspected March 17 to 30, 1904. Number of pupils in attendance, one hundred ;

boys, forty-eight
;

girls, fifty-two ; classified as follows :

—
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Pupils.

Standard 1 40
" II 9
" III 26
" IV 21
" V 4

Staff.—Principal, Rev. T. Ferrier; assistant principal, James Parr ; fanner,

J, G. Milne; gardener and fireman, H. Goodland; carpenter, W. J. Williams; mat-
ron. Miss Helen Sutherland ; assistant matron. Miss Martha Burke ; senior teacher,

Mrs. Williams
; junior teacher. Miss Lucy Brett ; cook. Miss M. Shields ; seam-

stress, Miss P. Black ; laundress. Miss Orser. The class-room work is divided into

two departments ; Mrs. Williams has charge of the senior division, and Miss Brett

of the junior division.

I am pleased to report that both divisions showed an improvement over my former
inspection. The work done is highly commendable. The larger boys and girls attend

classes for half the day, the balance is devoted to practical training, the boys on the

farm and in the workshop, the girls in domestic housework in all its branches.

Mr. Ferrier has an excellent staff. All appear to work harmoniously together for

the common good.

Partictdar attention is paid to farm work, but other branches of training are not

neglected.

The farming operations showed an apparent profit of $1,282 for the past year.

The buildings are in a fair state of repair. Considerable new plumbing has been
done and the main building and principal's residence are now complete in this res-

pect. A new dwelling for the carpenter has been erected this summer.
The buildings are lighted by electricity, the ventilation is good. I found the fire

appliances in good working condition. The institution is entirely maintained by the

departmental grant.

BIRTLE BOARDING SCHOOL (pRESBYTERIAN).

Inspected October 6 to 9, 1903. Number of pupils enrolled forty-three ; boys,

fifteen
;

girls, twenty-eight.

Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 19
" II 7
" III 12
" IV 5

Staff.—Mr. E. II. Crawford, principal ; Miss A. McLaren, matron ; Miss T.

McLeod, assistant matron ; Miss McGregor, teacher.

This institution continues to do excellent work. Miss McGregor in the class-

room is one of the best teachers whom I have met engaged in this kind of work.

Miss McLaren and Miss McLeod have been long connected with the school, and need-

less to say they are very deeply interested in its welfare. Mr. Crawford is a young
man, full of energy and zeal. There is no farming in connection with the school, but

it has a large and well-kept garden, which supplies all the vegetables used in the insti-

tution.

The buildings are in fair repair. I regret to report that the stable was destroyed

by fire about a year ago ; it was immediately rebuilt.

During the past year a system of water-works has been installed. The main
building is now supplied with fresh spring water for domestic and fire purposes. Each
flat is furnished with fire-hose. These are supplied from a large tank in the attic,

led by a gasoline engine in the basement.
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In my visits to the various reserves of the Birtle agency, I have met quite a num-
ber of ex-pupils oF the school and with very few exceptions they are all doing well.

I may mention that this school is very popular with the Indians, and the effect of the

work done both inside and out is quite apparent throughout the agency.

PINE CREEK BOARDING SCHOOL (ROMAN CATHOLIC).

Inspected August 5, 1904. Enrolment, fifty-seven : boys, twenty-four
;

girls,

thirty-three. Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 6

II 3

III 17

IV 12

V 8

VI 11

A day school is also connected with this school, in which the same training is

given as in the boarding school. The enrolment is fifteen : boys, five
;

girls, ten

Classified as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 4
" II 6

" III 1

" IV 3

« V 1

This institution maintains its high standard of work. The examination of

pupils showed marked progress over last year. I have no hesitation in reporting that

the class work of this school is the best in my inspectorate.

Rev. Father Chaumont, O.M.I. , is principal, assisted by an ample staff of clericals

of both sexes. The industries taught are varied and of such a nature as to best fit the

pupils for the various walks in life. It differs from our industrial schools only in name.

The n^ain building is of solid stone, 49 x 114 ft., two stories high, besides basement
and attic. It has accommodation for one hundred pupils. The heating is by steam.

It is protected against fire by three tanks of water located in the top of the building,

and connected with each flat by fire-hose. At the time of my inspection, there were

no outside fire-escapes, but the department has made a grant for this purpose, and it

was the intention of the principal to bave them erected this season.

The water-supply is taken from Pine creek. It is pumped to the building by a

gasoline engine. I am of opinion that the water is not very pure. Wells have been

dug, but the water is too salt to use.

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE (SIOUx) BOARDING SCHOOL (PRESBYTERIAN).

The staff consists of : W. A. Hendry, principal; Mrs. Hendry, matron; Miss
Hendry, assistant matron.

This school has a departmental grant for twenty pupils, at $Y2 per annum each.

There are twenty-two pupils enrolled. Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 5

III 15
" V 2

The departmental grant pays the running expenses, except the salaries of the

staff, which are provided by the Church Missionary Society; part of the clothing is also

furnished by the society.
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I am pleased to report a small cash balance on hand with all accounts paid at the

end of the past fiscal year.

Mr. Hendry acts as teacher, and attends to the outside work of the school; Mrs.
Hendry as matron, and Miss Hendry, as assistant matron, perform their duties in a

highly satisfactory manner.

The majority of the pupils are young. The class-room work is very good. The
moral tone of the institution is excellent.

The school is located within the limits of the town, and has the town fire-protec-

tion. Electric light is used, and the heating is by hot-air furnaces.

The building is frame and is kept in good repair.

The girls axe instructed in domestic housework and needlework, and when dis-

charged from the school are competent as servants ; their services are in good demand.

The boys, owing to lack of sufficient land, have not much opportunity outside of the

class-room. As an auxiliary to the industrial school it is all right.

DAY SCHOOLS.

POETAGE LA PEAIEIE AGENCY.

SWAN LAKE (PRESBYTERIAN).

Inspected July 4, 1904. K. M. Garrioch, teacher.

Enrolment, eight. The average attendance for the past fiscal year was four.

Eive pupils were present on the day of my inspection. Little or no advancement was

shown ; the teacher appears to have lost his zeal in the work.

Frame school-building is in fairly good repair.

ROSEAU RAPIDS SCHOOL (uN-DENOMINATIONAL).

Inspected July 7, 1904. Miss Annie Eamsay, teacher. Enrolment, twenty-eight ;

with an average attendance for the past nine months of the fiscal year of twelve pupils.

This school was opened last fall, and is much appreciated by the Indians, Miss

Eamsay is an excellent teacher, and the pupils have made surprising headway for

the short time the school has been in operation. It is a new frame school-house in

good repair.

BIETLE AGENCY.

OKANASE SCHOOL (PRESBYTERIAN).

There is only one day school in this agency, situated on Keeseekoowenin's reserve.

Eev. Mr. Macalister is the teacher in charge. I regi'et that he was absent when I in-

spected the reserve. I understand that the attendance is fairly good, and that Mr,

Macalister is an excellent teacher. It is a log school-house and is in good repair.

MANITOWAPAH AGENCY.

SANDY BAY SCHOOL (ROMAN CATHOLIC).

Insi)ected July 23, 1904. Miss Kate O'Donnell, teacher. Pupils enrolled, forty-

six
; present at inspection, twenty-nine. The average attendance for the past fiscal

year was sixteen. Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 36

II 4

III 5

IV 1
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The attendance at the school is comparatively small in comparison with the

seventy-two children of school age on the reserve. The principal cause of this is the

long distance that many of them are from the school. Miss O'Donnell has done con-

scientious work while in charge of this school.

It is a frame school-building, in good repair. A large frame boarding school, on
a stone foundation, was in course of construction. I understand it will be ready for

occupation early this winter. This should prove a great acquisition to this and the

neighbouring reserves.

LAKE MAKITOBA SCHOOL (ROMAN CATHOLIC).

Inspected July 25, 1904. Mr. L. E. Martel, teacher. Enrolment, twenty-one ;

present at inspection, eleven. The average attendance for the year was ten and a half.

Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 7
" II 6

III 8

This was my seventh inspection of this school, and I am sorry to report that no
perceptible improvement has taken place since my first visit. Some years it is a

little worse than others. Parents take but little interest in education, and many of

the band are too far from the school for the children to attend. It is a log school-

house, in good repair.

EBB AND FLOW LAKE SCHOOL (BOMAX CATHOLIC).

This school was without a teacher at the time of my visit. Miss Annie Ramsay,
late of the Roseau school, has been engaged to take charge this day. The Indians of

this small band take considerable interest in the school, and the attendance is gen-

erally good, considering the small number of children.

It is a log school-building requiring some repairs, which I expect will be made
before winter sets in.

UPPER FAIRFORD SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

We passed this school on a Saturday evening. I could not wait over to inspect

it on Monday, besides I had been given to understand that the teacher, the Rev.

George Bruce, had resigned. The enrolment for the June quarter was eighteen, and

the average attendance for the past year nine and three-fourths. The school is a

comfortable frame building in good repair.

LOWER FAIRFORD SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND),

Inspected July 30, 1904. Robert Bruce, teacher. Enrolment, twenty-seven, pre-

sent at inspection, twenty-five. The average attendance for the past fiscal year was

seventeen pupils.

Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 17
" n 4
" III 6

I am pleased to report a slight improvement in this school. The teacher has

shown more energy the past year, with a consequent reflection in the pupils ; the

work is still far from perfect.
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LITTLE SASKATCHEWAN SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected July 29, 1904. John S, Favell, teacher. Enrolment eighteen
; pres-

ent at inspection, seventeen. Average attendance for year, eleven. Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 9
" II 3
" III 6

Mr. Favell has done very good work during the past year, and I am pleased to

note a decided improvement in his school. He is naturally one of the cleverest teachers

we have, but he lacks normal school training. His services are valuable on the reserve.

The school is a log building in good repair. Whooping-cough has been epidemic on
this and neighbouring reserves the last three months.

LAKE ST. MARTEN SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected July 29, 1904. Charles H, Pryer, teacher. Mr. Fryer has just com-
menced work, having succeeded Mr. Dobbs, who was removed to Shoal River school.

There is an enrolment of thirty-five
;

present at inspection, twenty-three. The
average attendance for the year was twenty-four and a half. Cla'ssification :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 27
" II 3
" III 4
" IV 1

As Mr. FryeT had just started to teach, and was new to Indian work, it woiild be

unfair to criticise his work. He has educational qualifications, and appears to be

energetic. This school made considerable progress under Mr. Dobbs, and there is no

reason why it should not continue, as the Indians are much interested in the educa-

tion of their children—more particularly the newly elected chief, who has many ad-

vanced ideas. A new building is required here.

WATERHEN RH^ER SCHOOL (ROMAN CATHOLIC).

Inspected August 3, 1904. Lucien Guillot, B.A., teacher. This school has an
enrolment of fourteen pupils

; present at inspection, eleven. There is an average

attendance of eight pupils. Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 9
" II ; 4
" III 1

Mr. Guillot has only taught here a few months. He is from Paris, France. His
English is imperfect. He appears anxious to do his best, but is badly handicapped by
his lack of English. In short he is out of his element. The school-house is in good
repair.

PINE CREEK SCHOOL (ROMAN CATHOLIC).

The report of this school is included with that of the boarding school of likei

name.

SHOAL RIVER SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

This school was closed at the time of my visit. Mr. T. H. Dobbs, late of the Lake
St. Martin school, had just arrived to take charge, but had not yet commenced his

duties.
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PAS AGENCY.

GRAXD RAPIDS SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected August 15, 1904. M. M. Simpson, teacher, who has since been succeed-

ed by Rev. M. Brown, an ordinaiy Indian missionary. The enrolment was fourteen

and the number present at inspection was nineteen. The average attendance for the

last nine months of the fiscal year was eleven pupils. Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 8
" n 3
" m 3

I was much pleased with Mr. Simpson's work. The pupils showed marked pro-

ficiency in arithmetic ; in this branch of study Indian children are generally defi-

cient. It is a log school-building in a fair state of repair.

CHEMAWAWIN SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected August 18, 1904. F. Barker, teacher. Enrolment twenty-nine
; pre-

sent at inspection, twenty-three. This school has been closed for some time. Mr.
Barker had only been teaching about three weeks. The pupils had forgotten nearly all

they had previously learned. Mr. Barker gives promise of being a good teacher.

It is a log school-house in rather poor repair. The band promised to put it in

repair before winter.

MOOSE LAKE SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected August 20, 1904. Isaiah Badger (an Indian) teacher. Enrolment was
thirty-two and the number present at inspection was twenty-nine. There was an
average attendance of fifteen pupils for the year. Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 28

n 4

Mr. Badger had only been teaching about three weeks. He found the school very
much run down. He may do very fair work if he continues as he promised at the
time of my visit.

The building used for school purposes is rented from the Church Missionary
Society and is very much out of repair.

THE PAS SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Insi>ected September 13, 1904. Mr. R. A. McDougall, teacher. Enrolment, forty-

four ; present at inspection, thirty. The average attendance for the past fiscal year
was twenty as compared with twelve for the preceding year.

Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 24
n 10

in 3

IV 3

V 5

This is decidedly the best school in the agency, end the best day school in my
inspectorate. Mr. McDougall is an excellent teacher, and has had long experience in
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this kind of work. It is a real pleasure to inspect this school. It shows what may
be accomplished when Indian children are under expert tuition.

It is a frame school-house, with two class-rooms, in good repair.

BIG EDDY SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected September 12, 1904. Albert William Smith (an Indian) teacher. En-
rolment, twenty-four ;

present at inspection, fifteen. Average attendance, ten.

Classification :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 17

II 6

" III 1

Mr. Smith has only been here a short time. I was not at all impressed with his

work. He has very little education, and his English is very imperfect. I fear this

school will make but son-y progress under his teaching.

It is a log school-house in fair repair.

SHOAL LAKE SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected August 25, 1904. Louis Cochrane (an Indian) teacher. Enrolment,

eleven; present at inspection, thirteen; average attendance for year, ten. Classifi-

cation :

—

Pupils.,

Standard 1 6

II 2

III 1

IV 2

I am glad to report that this school has maintained the favourable opinion I enter-

tained of it in my last report. Considering the limited education of the teacher, it

is wonderful the work he is doing both in and out of the school. He is a very useful

man among the Indians.

The building used for school purposes is rented from the Church Missionary

Society ; it is in fair repair.

RED EARTH SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected August 26, 1904, George Crane (an Indian) teacher. Enrolment
nineteen; present at inspection, sixteen; average yearly attendance, fifteen. Classifi-

cation :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 16

II 1
" III 2

The building used for school purposes, is rented from the Church Missionary

Society. It is in a poor state of repair.

CUMBERLAND SCHOOL (CHURCH OF ENGLAND).

Inspected August 30, 1904. Alex. Seymour, teacher. Enrolment, twenty-three ;

present at inspection, twenty-eight; average attendance, ten. Classification :

—

?aoil5.

Standard I 21
n 1

III 1
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Mr. Seymour is an Englishman and has been teaching here the last nine months.

I was much pleased with his work. He is painstaking and energetic, doing his best with

the poor material he has. He has had six years' experience in this kind of work.

The building used for school purposes is an old log chapel, belonging to the Church

Missionaiy Society.

The teacher, who is a married man with a family, occupies part of it. It is in a

state of decay, and will not stand much longer.

, GENERAL REMARKS,

In a few of the reserves where the Indians come in contact with English-speaking

people, and English is partly spoken, the conditions are somewhat better, but in a

great majority of the reserves the mother tongue is the only one used, or heard out of

the class-room. The best results I have seen of Indian education is from the boarding

schools, and I am decidedly of opinion that it is the proper system of common school

training. In the pupils and ex-pupils of these institutions, I find results I have
failed to find in connection with the day schools.

I have, &c.,

S. R. MARLATT,
Inspector of Indian Agencies.

Northwest Territories,

Battleford Inspectorate,

Prince Albert, September 30, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit the following report on the inspection of day,

boarding and industrial schools for the year ended June 30, 1904 :

—

EMMANUEL COLLEGE.

This institution is situated three miles from the town of Prince Albert. It was
inspected on January 13 to 15.

The staff was constituted as follows : Rev. James Taylor, principal; A. L. Elliott,

teacher ; W. Brewster, general assistant ; Miss F. Cockerill, matron ; Miss V. Hounsell,
assistant matron; Miss S. Sutherland, housekeeper.

There were fifty-two pupils enrolled, who were classified as follows :

—

Boys. Girls. Total.

Standard I 10

II 9

III 5

IV 4

V 2

VI 2

Total 32 20 52

2
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The ill effects of changing teachers frequently are apparent in the class work.

At present, however, all the subjects of the programme are well taught and the gen-

eral tone of the work is excellent. English is taught by a variety of methods and in

connection with almost all subjects, but in the primary classes especially by regular

language exercises, which are conducted in a thoughtful and practical manner. The

teacher is well informed in his subjects, employs improved methods, has complete and

easy control of his classes, and is full of energy and interest in his work. In con-

sequence, the pupils on their part are obedient and attentive, always cheerful and

well employed. ,

The equipment of the class-room has been improved by thirty-five patent desks

supplied by the department. The blackboards required renewing, but the material for

the purpose was on hand. In other respects the room is properly equipped. It is com-

fortable and the sanitary condition is good.

In addition to the regular hours of class work, which are from 9.30 a.m. to 12

noon, and from 1.30 to 3 p.m., there is a half-hour in the morning and an hour each

evening for silent study under the teacher's supervision. This is designed especially

for the benefit of the senior pupils who attend classes only half-time.

Two of the senior boys in July, 1903, passed the public school leaving examin-

ation held under the direction of the Department of Education for the Northwest

Territories. This year these boys have written successfully at the examination for

third-class teachers, showing a good year's work and a very creditable attainment.

All portions of the school-buildings were found in an excellent state of order and

cleanliness. The boys' residence had undergone some slight repairs, and whitening,

and was in a comfortable and sanitary condition. The boys, under the direction of the

teacher, do the sweeping, washing of floors, care of dormitories, and practically all

the work in connection with this building.

The boys are given a practical acquaintance with almost every detail of mixed

farming. The principal products of the farm for the past season were as follows : 202

bushels of wheat ; 834 bushels of oats and 460 bushels of potatoes, in addition to a

large quantity of garden stuff of great variety. The live stock on hand, consisting of

four horses, seven cattle, nine pigs and some poultry, is carefully housed and cared for.

Considerable repairs to outbuildings and fences have recently been made, and

further improvements are contemplated.

DUCK LAKE BOARDING SCHOOL.

This institution is situated one mile from the village of Duck Lake. It was in-

spected on January 26 to 28, 1904.

In September last, Kev. M. J. P. Paquette, who had been principal since the in-

auguration of the school in 1894, retired from the management and was succeeded

by Rev. O. Charlebois. Early in July, last, the six reverend sisters who had conducted

the domestic affairs of the school for nine years were withdrawn by the superioress of

their order and were replaced by twelve Sisters of the Presentation, an order which, I

am informed, is occupied more particularly with educational work. The remainder of

the staff remains unchanged.

The enrolment at the date of inspection was one hundred and one pupils, con-

tributed as follows :

—

Pupils.

From One Arrow's band 23
" Petaquakey's band 21
" Beardy's band 20
" 10 other bands more remote 19
" non-treaty 18
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Only ninety-six pupils were actually in residence at the above date, the remain-

ing five being absent on leave.

The classification of the pupils is as follows :

—

Boys, Girls. Total.

Standard 1 22 31 53

II 11 9 20

III 5 2 7
'< IV 9 5 14
" V 7 ., 7

Total 54 47 101

The boys' class-room continues in charge of Mr. McKenna, and the work is con-

ducted in the same manner as described in former reports and with similar results.

Satisfactory progress has been made . Thoroughness marks all the work. The
teacher's control over his pupils is complete, and their conduct everywhere reflects

his influence.

In the girls' division, in charge of Sister Trinity, there is a noticeable improve-

ment in the general tone and in the actual condition of the work. The discipline is

exact; the methods of instruction are correct; there is a fair degree of animation in

the exercises ; the pupils display a lively interest in their work, and in spite of some
timidity, an eagerness to do correctly all that is required of them. The examination

included, all the subjects except history, which as yet has received but slight attention.

Fair progress is revealed, more marked in the primary forms up to and through

standard III. Expression in reading is made a special aim,. English is well taught

and is being acquired rapidly. A fair instance is that of a girl of ten years, of average

brightness, who entered the school in June last from a remote band and knowing at

that time not a word of English. At the end of eight months in school, I found her

in standard II, using easy English freely and writing it legibly.

The class-rooms are large, well heated and ventilated and equipped with all essen-

tial furniture, particularly comfortable desks, large blackboards in good condition,

and convenient stationery cupboards. The school supplies were found in good order

and show evidences of careful handling.

The industrial training of the boys is limited to farming, gardening, and the

care of stock, which are taught in a practical way out of doors, while the theory of

Agriculture is taught in the class-room so far as the teacher's time will allow.

The product of the farm and garden for the season of 1903, was as follows :

—

six hundred and fifty-seven bushels of wheat, one hundred and forty-six bushels of
oats, one thousand four hundred and forty bushels of barley and five hundred bushels

of potatoes, besides a large quantity of roots and vegetables.

The live stock at the time of inspection consisted of six horses, fourteen cows and
twenty-one young cattle, including some pure-bred Jerseys, besides pigs, hens, turkeys,

geese and ducks. A good root-hovise is much needed, as the intention is to raise an
increased quantity of roots for domestic use and also to improve the feed of dairy

cows, calves and other stock.

The fire-protection consists of twelve extinguishers in good order and twenty-four

hand-grenades, which would be efficient at least in case of incipient fire. In no event

could there be serious dange/ to life from fire, as the means of escape are most com-
plete.

There is a good supply of hard water from bored wells one hundred feet deep; but
rain-water cisterns are entirely wanting and are an urgent necessity.

BATTLEFORD IXDUSTRTAL SCHPOL.

This institution is situated two miles from the town of Battleford, on the south

side of the Battle river. It was inspected on February 16, and following days.

27—i—28
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The staff comprised Eev. E. K Matheson as principal; B. UBdei-wood, general
assistant and accountant; J. E. Allen, teacher; J. H. Scott, farmer; C. Boughey, car-

penter; Mrs. M. A. Ward, matron ; Miss E. Shepphird, assistant matron and nurse
;

Miss E. A. Annett, teacher ; Miss K Hayes, seamstress ; Miss H. Chisholm, cook ; Miss
E. Schofield, laundress; Mrs. J. M. Scott, baker; and John Pritchard, nightwatchman.

During the nine months preceding this inspection eleven pupils were admitted,
while one died and nine were discharged, the enrolled attendance now numbering
eighty-six. Of these, three were absent on leave and one was out at sei-vice.

The attendance is drawn from the following sources :

—

Eed Pheasant's band .' 23
Moosomin's band 16
Sweet Grass' band 6

Poundmaker's band 7-

Thunderchild's band 6

Eive other bands 8

ISTon-treaty 20

86

The pupils present at examination were c]ai=sified as follows :

—

Boys. Girls. Total.

Standard I 4 5 9
" II 3 9 12

III 11 IS 29
" IV 9 12 21
" V 5 2 7

VI , 4 . . 4

Total 36 46 82

The examination of the senior division was less satisfactory than usual. Oral

exercises were an entire failure. Answers, which were invariably rendered in a low

and timid voice, were generally incomplete and frequently condensed to a single word.

Written work was more satisfactory and though indifferent as regards form, it revealed

a greater accuracy of knowledge.

In the junior division, I found the children well and usefully occupied, their work
carefully supervised, and a fair life and interest taken in all their exercises.

It was decided to rearrange the forms, making the division on the basis of sex

rather than seniority, Mr. Allen taking the boys and Miss Annett the girls. On visit-

ing the classes some time after, I found that a decided improvement had be-en effected

by this change.

The four boys in standard VI wrote successfully at the public school leaving ex-

amination at midsummer.
The school desks, which are home-made and have been in use since the foundation

of the institution, are now in a bad state of repair and no longer fit for use. The prin-

cipal will estimate for a new supply. The blackboards also, which are made of a poor

quality of lumber, are now full of cracks, rough, and can no longer be used to good
advantage. \

The school material is ample and is kept in good order, in secure cupboards.

, Discipline is good throughout the school, and the training of both boys and girls

in their various industries is of a most useful character.

The area of land under cultivation this season is fifty-one acres, namely, in wheat,
ten acres; in oats, thirty-four acres; in speltz, one acre; in potatoes, three acres, and
in roots and vegetables, three acres. The grain is moderately good, but the hoed crops

are in a model state of cultivation and are scarcely to be surpassed anywhere.
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The live stock shows evidences of excellent care. It consists of four horses, one
pure-bred Ayrshire bull, sixteen cows, including one Ayrshire, and twenty-two pigs,
namely, one Yorkshire boar, eight brood sows and thirteen store pigs.

A cream separator is in use in the dairy, from which nine hundred pounds of but-
ter was supplied for the use of the school during the past season, while a large quan-
tity of milk is used on the children's tables.

The poultry consists of hens only, which are cared for by ilic ^irl-. i-.iidor the direc-

tion of one of the female officers, who has shown an accurate knowledge of the work.

The industry has been very successful and has contributed towards the children's food
no less than four hundred and sixty-four dozens of eggs during the season in addition

to a considerable weight of dressed chickens.

Repairs to buildings and to implements, and the making of window sashes, doors,

cupboards, tables, &c., for the school, the agency buildings, the land office, and a few
of the nearest neighbours, have afforded fair opportunities for training in woodwork
to the senior boys under the direction of the carpenter. The chief repairs to buildings

during the past year have been re-flooring some portions of the main building, and re-

shingling the principal's residence, an employee's cottage, the storehouse, and the

stable.

In connection with repairs to buildings, a work which was urgently required and
which the department has since authorized to be carried out, is the complete renewing
of a portion of the main building consisting of a wing about 20 x 30 feet, of two
stories, containing, downstairs, a recreation-room, and, up-stairs, a lavatory and bath-

room. The repairs will involve a new foundation, sills, joists, two floors, and reshingl-

ing. In addition to this, various portions of the main building require re-flooring.

In general, however, the buildings throughout are in a good state of repair.

The business affairs of the institution continue to be conducted on principles of

strict economy, by which the principal has been able to meet all expenditure without
incurring a deficit.

thunderchild's boarddcg school.

This school is situated eighteen miles from Battleford on the western border of
Thunderchild's reserve. It was inspected on July 12.

The staff consists of Rev. H. Delmas, O.M.L, as principal ; and the following
reverend sisters of the Assumption : Sister St. Amable, superioress ; Sister Ste.

Octavie, teacher ; Sister Marie Ange, teacher of music ; Sister Ste. Prisque, seam-
stress ; Sister St. Vincent Ferrier, laundress ; and Sister Ste. Caroline, cook.

There are enrolled twenty pupils, namely : twelve boys and eight girls. There
were present at inspection nineteen, namely : twelve boys and seven girls. One girl

was absent on leave. The authorized attendance is twenty.

The pupils enrolled are classified as follows :

—

Boys. Girls. Total.

Standard 1 4 2 6
" II 4 2 6
" ni 2 2 4
" IV 2 2 4

Total 12 8 20

The class work has been successful. It has been conducted systematically, all the
subjects receiving due attention according to their importance. The pupils show fair
&kiU in the practical use of numbers ; written work is done with the greatest care ;

exercises in English are varied and well devised. The interpretation of words and
phrases is done only moderately well, but expression in reading is better than usual
and indicates a fair appreciation of the sense.
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The class-room is rather small for convenience, but with the exercise of care it is

kept properly ventilated. The furniture is well arranged and in excellent condition.

Forty-five square feet of lumber carefully dressed and matched and covered with

slated cloth affords a very suitable blackboard. The school stationery is in perfect

order and most carefully handled.

It was found necessary to suspend one pupil, a boy of sixteen, on account of in-

subordination, but apart from this instance the conduct of the children on all occa-

sions is commended by the staff and their behaviour at examination was highly credit-

able. ,

Small-pox visited the school during the winter. There were in all twelve cases

including one member of the staff, yet none of them proved fatal and the health of

the school has since steadily improved.

The clothes-presses are well furnished and in perfect order. The day of inspec-

tion was very warm and the children's clothing was not only exteremly neat, but was

well adapted to the temperature.

The building has now been in use for three years, yet it is throughout in a per-

fect state of order, repair and sanitation, as when it was first occupied. The exterior

has never been painted, but I understand provision has now been made for this.

The bakery and laundry are under separate roofs. The equipment of the former

has been improved by the addition of a steel oven of a capacity of eighty two-pound

loaves.

ONION LAKE CHURCH OF ENGLAND BOARDING SCHOOL.

This school is situated on Makaoo's reseiwe, a quarter of a mile from the agency

buildings. It was inspected on March 14 and 15.

The staff at the date of inspection was composed as follows : Eev. J. K,. Mathe-

son, principal ; Miss A. L. Meikle, teacher ; Miss A. E. Phillips, matron ; Miss S.

Haslitt, assistant matron ; Miss A. Cunningham, seamstress ; Miss M. Cassidy, M.D.,

physician and nurse.

The enrolment of pupils consisted of fifteen treaty children and twenty-two non-

treaty. Of the treaty children nine belong to Onion Lake, one to Frog Lake, and five

to Saddle Lake.

The pupils are classified as follows :

—

Treaty. Non-treaty. Total.

Boys. Girls Boys. Girls.

Standard 1 3 3 5 4 15

« n — — 6 2 8

" III 1 — 2 2 5

" lY 2 3 — 1 6

" V — 3 — — 3

Total 6 9 13 9 37

Miss Meikle, who has had charge of the class-room since January 1, is a capable

teacher. The classes are under excellent discipline and in a good state of progress.

The examination showed the following results : reading and interpretation, good ;

spelling and dictation, good ; writing and written work in general show evidences of

carelessness, which the teacher is endeavouring to check ; history and geography, pro-

perly taught and with fair results ; singing and drawing receive due attention.

The class-room 'is large, well lighted, and comfortably heated with two large

stoves. It is furnished with twenty patent desks.

The residence building is in excellent order throughout. The accommodation is

ample for the present attendance. The dormitories are now fully equipped with iron

bedsteads. The boys' residence, which was begun last season, is not as yet available
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for use, but it is the intention to have it completed during the present sum-
mer, so that it may be ready for occupation throughout, before winter.

As none of the Indian boys at present in attendance are more than thirteen

years of age, there is but small scope for industrial training among them. For this

purpose, however, two of the senior boys have been removed to the Battleford indus-

trial scliool. Three girls, who are between sixteen and seventeen years of age and
i'uve been in attendance for eight or nine years, show in connection with the various
departments of housework, as well as in their general conduct, evidences of careful
and judicious training.

ONION LAKE ROMAN CATHOLIC BOARDING SCHOOL.

This school is situated on Makaoo's reserve, about half a mile from the agency
headquarters. It was inspected on March 16 and 17.

The staff continues as at last inspection and is as follows : Rev. E. J. Cunning-
ham, principal; Sister Ste. Prudentienne, superioress; Sister St. Patrick and Mary of

Nazareth, teachers ; Sister St. Laurent supervises boys' work ; Sister St. Alexis
supervises laundry; Sister St. Valerie, girls' seamstress; Sister St. Gustave, boys' seam-
stress; Sister St. Honorine, cook; Sister St. Praxede supervises housework; Miss E.
Cunningham, assistant seamstress.

The present enrolment of treaty children numbers forty-three, of whom thirty-

eight are Cree children belonging to the bands at Onion lake and five are Chipewy-
ans from the Beaver river.

The non-treaty pupils number fourteen, two of whom are day pupils and twelve in

residence.

The treaty pupils are classified as follows:

—

Boys. Girls. Total.

Standard 1 8 5 13
" II • 5 5 10
" III 3 3
" IV 4 4 8
" V 3 1 4
" VI — 2 2

Total 23 20 43

Eive pupils were absent from classes for various causes and thirty-eight were
present at examination.

In the examination of the classses I was assisted by Agent Sibbald and as

usual certain exercises were conducted by the teachers. The work is conducted in

much the same manner as it has been for some years past, and with such exact obser-

vance of method and routine that no eff'ect is misdirected or futile. The following

facts mainly were brought out in the examination. The pupils read freely and in an
audible voice, but with certain prevailing faults of articulation and of expression
which they seem to acquire from one another by imitation. They understand and
answer intelligently plain questions arising out of the text. The command of the
English language shown throughout the school is creditable, but more attention might
with advantage be given in the fifth and sixth standards to the classification, relation

and arrangement of words, phrases and clauses.

Moise McGarty, a creditable pupil of standard VI, fifteen years of age, who con-
tinued to show a lively interest in school work, was at the end of September last,

transferred to the High River industrial school, in order to have the advantage of
industrial training.

The building and furnishings are in excellent ordei in respect to cleanliness and
sanitation generally. The children's clothing is neat and comfortable. Their food
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is wholesome, consisting of a fair proportion of vegetables. The water-supply is good,

though at a little distance from the school.

It is the policy of this school, as was the original intention regarding all boarding

schools, not to keep boys in attendance beyond fifteen years of age, since after that

age they appear to grow discontented and to have a bad iniluence over the younger

pupils, while in many instances they receive but little, if any, additional benefit from

their attendance.

BLUE quill's boarding SCHOOL.

This institution is situated on the western side of Saddle Lake reserve, about six

: dies from the agency buildings. It was inspected on May 6.

The staff comprises Eev. Leon Baiter, O.M.L, as principal, and nine reverend

sisters, namely : Sister Laveille, superioress ; Sister Laverty, head teacher ; Sister

Mayrand, assistant teacher ; Sisters Nignette, Lagoff, and Colombo, who supervise

the sewing and clothing ; Sister Breault, secretary and nurse; Sister Celina, cook ;

and Sister Eugenie, laundress.

The enrolmetit on March 31, was thirty-nine pupils and is accounted for as

follows :

—

Enrolled on July 1, 1903 43

Admitted since 2

Total 45

Discharged 5

Died 1

Deduct 6

Enrolled March 31, 1904 39

Of those enrolled, thirteen were temporarily absent from classes. Those present

were classified as follows :

—

Boys. Girls. Total.

Standard 1 5 6

" n 4 1 5

« m 5 1 6

" IV 3 5 8

« V 1 1

« VI 1 1

Total 19 7 26

Promotions throughout all the standards had been made on April 1, and the

pupils were in consequence occupied with new and more difficult work. They were,

however, examined both in their present studies and in a review of former work. Of

the regular subjects of the programme, grammar only is neglected, and yet the prac-

tical use of the language is taught with fair success. The other subjects, including

geography and history, receive careful attention. The form of written work, both

on slates and paper, is creditable. The committing of suitable passages of verse and

prose and the reciting of these with appropriate expression and gesture continues to

be used in connection with the regular class exercises with beneficial effect.

The discipline of the classes is good and the conduct of the pupil is creditable"

under every circumstance. Certain pupils wore medals and badges which had been

awarded for good conduct, proficiency, and other merits. Boys of sixteen and seven-

teen years, recently discharged and now on the reserve, display in their speech and con-

duct the benefits of their school training.
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The class-rooms are properly furnished and equipped, except for a few articles of

stationery, for which a requisition has been forwarded. They are well arranged, clean

and comfortable, and quite large enough for the present attendance.

The clothing of the children is comfortable and in every way suitable. Each of

llie girls has, in addition to others, one dress for winter wear of serge, manufactured
in school from wool purchased from the Indians and others. On the same loom on
which the cloth is woven, carpets are also made from waste pieces of material and old

garments, cut into strips and sewed together, which wear well and add to the comfort
and furnishing of the different rooms. The girls in attendance are all between seven

and thirteen years. They are clever in their industries for their age, and if they were

more numerous and a little older, much more such xiseful training as that above de-

scribed could be imparted.

A vegetable garden, as well as an attractive flower garden, is cultivated in connec-

tion with the school.

The products of the farm and garden, which are a substantial help toward sup-
plying the tables, are for the nine months preceding the inspection, as follows : two
thousand five hundred pounds of beef, one thousand and seventy-eight pounds butter,

three hundred and twenty dozen of eggs, three hundred and ten bushels potatoes, four
bushels carrots, four bushek onions, th.-ee bushels turnips, two bushels beets, one hund-
red heads of cabbage, and twenty heads of cauliflowers, besides a quantity of green
vegetables, pease, beans, cucumbers, radishes, lettuce, &c. The value of these products
is included in the financial statement furnished to the department on June 30.

The buildings, which are still comparatively new, are in a good state of repair.

The main building, however, requires painting both for appearance and for preserva-

tion.

BIG RIVER DAY SCHOOL.

This school was inspected on November 24. James Isbister was in charge as

teacher. It is on Kenemotayoo's reserve.

There were six pupils present at inspection, which is the total number enrolled,

and is the total number in the neighbourhood of the school. Unfortunately, when the

Indians settled on this resei've five years ago, they wei-e allowed to locate in two dis-

tinct groups six miles apart, so that the day school, situated in the centre of one group,

serves the needs of only half the band.

The school had at the above date been in operation for three years, yet the results

were such as might have been attained in six months or less. The pupils knew but a

few words of English, very little about numbers, and nothing else.

The school-building is of suitable dimensions, new and comfortable. There is a

comfortable teacher's residence at hand, built by the Church Missionary Society.

Both buildings are of logs, and are shingled and properly finished. The school is

wainscotted and ceiled with V-joint.

AHTAHKAKOOP'S DAY SCHOOL.

This school was closed at the time of my visit, November 23, but was reopened a

few days after.

The building is a particularly good one, well lighted, clean, and healthful.

The school material was sufficient, but in bad order and carelessly kept.

STURGEON LAKE DAY SCHOOL.

This school was inspected on December 2. The teacher is Robert Bear, a mem-
ber of John Smith's band, who had charge of a school for some years in the Pas
agency.
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There were only four children present, and the average attendance for twelve

months was only three, although there are eleven of school age within a mile and a half

of the school. Such is the indifference of the Indians of this part of the reserve to-

wards education. So irregular is the attendance that practically nothing is accom-

plished.

A new school has been built at a point six miles west, which will accommodate

another section of the band who, it is hoped, will avail themselves of its benefits. The
present school, which is outside the borders of the reserve, will be closed.

THE WAHSPATON DAY SCHOOL (SIOUx).

This school was inspected on December 23. It is conducted by Miss Baker, a

missionary-teacher of the Presbyterian Church.

There are eleven pupils enrolled, eight present at inspection, and an average at-<

tendance for twelve months of five.

The Sioux show a fair appreciation of the benefits of the school, and if the

attendance is not as regular as might be desired, it is largely been n so the Indians are

frequently obliged to leave the reserve in pursuit of a livelihood.

Discipline in school is not exact, but the methods of instruction are fairly good

and the progress satisfactory.

MISTAWASIS DAY SCHOOL.

This school was inspected on December 10. Mrs. Moore, wife of the resident

missionary, who is in charge of the school, has experience in iDublic school teaching

as well as special training for the work.

There were present at examination, nine pupils ; enrolled, fourteen ; average

for twelve months, eight.

The pupils are mostly young ; several are but slightly over six years. A few live

a distance of two miles from the school, but these are boarded during the week at the

mission gratis. It is in this way that for some years past a tolerable attendance has

been maintained. Usually from six to seven children are kept in this way and have

comfortable quarters and very favourable surroundings.

The pupils enrolled are classified as follows :

—

Pupils

Standard 1 9
« II 3
« ni 1
" IV 1

The instruction is efficient, and the pupils are making satisfactory progress.

A porch has been constructed over the school entrance, adding to the comfort of

the building, which in other respects also is in a good state of repair.

WHITEFISH LAKE DAY SCHOOL.

This school was inspected on May 18. The teacher. Miss J. S. R. Batty, has had
some special training in primary and kindergarten work.

The attendance is as follows : present at inspection, seven ; enrolled during

quarter, thirteen ; average for nine months ended March 31, including 145 school

days, nine.

Seven pupils, including two of the most advanced, have within the past few

months been removed to the industrial school at Red Deer. The parents of one of these

pupils, Adelaine Mahkokis, a girl of thirteen years, showed me a letter received from

her a short time before. It was written in a good hand and was expressed in good

English.
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The pupils enrolled for the June quarter were classified as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard I •• H
II 1

" HI 1

The teacher's methods are well adapted to the age and requirements of her pupils,

the majoritj' of whom are beginners. Practical language exercises are employed, and
kindergai'ten, singing and physical exercises are interspersed with the regular work.

The sthool-buildinii- is old and lequired some repairs, which the agent was.arrang-

ing to have made.

GOODFISII LAKE DAY SCHOOL.

This school was inspected on May 20.

Mr. Vincent Smith is the teacher and is frequently assisted by Mrs. Smith.

The following notes were made regarding the attendance : present at inspection,

fourteen; enrolled during quarter, twenty; average attendance for nine months, in-

cluding ninety-nine days of school, eleven. The school was closed for nearly three

months during the winter, on account of the prevalence of small-pox on the reserve.

All the pupils present were in standard I, except two, w'ho were in standard II.

The progress of the classes is not satisfactoiy, considering the rather regular at-

tendance that has been maintained.

RED pheasant's DAY SCHOOL.

Date of inspection, July 8, 1904.

Mrs. Jefferson, wife of Farmer Jefferson, is the teacher.

There were present five boys and five girls ; total, ten. Enrolled for current quar-

ter, nine boys and six girls; total, fifteen. Average attendance for twelve months, in-

cluding two hundred and twenty-four days of school, seven.

The pupils ai'L' gradt'd as iollows :

—

Present. Enrolled.

Standard 1 6 11

II 2 2

III 2 2

A few of the most advanced pupils have been removed to the industrial school.

The teacher employs a variety of simple but useful methods which serve to sus-

tain interest and to secure progress. The pupils are attentive and engage in the class

exercises with zeal. Two boys in standard III read with fair understanding, work
practical problems involving all the elementary processes in numbers, have some know-
ledge of local geography, recognize the time on the dial of a clock, and can count up
to $25 in paper money or coin of any denomination.

The pupils are clean, well-behaved, obedient, a little noisy, but not insubordinate,

nicely dressed with galatea, cut out by the teacher and made up by the children's

mothers.

A comfortable noon meal is regularly served for the children at the farmhouse

kitchen.

pouxd:maker's day school.

Date of inspection, June 30, 1904.

Miss Regina Arcand is the teacher.

The pupils present were three boys and one girl; total, four. Enrolled, six boys

and two girls; total, eight. Average for twelve months, one hundred and ninety-five

days, 3-4.

27—i—29
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Of the pupils present three were in standard I and one was in standard II.

There is an apparent lack of interest in the work of late on the part of the teacher^

which has resulted in indifferent progress, and partially accounts for a lack of confi-

dence in the school on the part of the Indians and a decreased attendance.

The pupils are clean, their conduct good, and punctuality fair. The school mater-

ial is ample and securely kept. The interior of the building is in good condition and
repair, the walls freshly whitened, the floors and windows clean, and the furniture in

good order.

LITTLE pine's DAY SCHOOL.

Date of inspection, June 30.

C. T. Desmarais is the teacher.

There were pi-esent three boys and two girls; total, five. Enrolled, eight boys and

six girls; total, fourteen. Average for twelve months, seven.

Of the pupils present, four were in standard I, and one was in standard II.

The indications of progress are very slight. The pupils scarcely understand the

simplest English expressions. A few months in school diligently employed should be

sufficient to accomplish all the results that are visible here.

The school-building is in good repair, comfortable and clean, except for the win-

dows, which were a little dingy.

thunderchild's day school.

Mr. G. F. Gibbs has been in charge of this school for the past year.

The school was closed at the date of my visit on account of no pupils attending.

The register of attendance showed as follows : enrolled during June quarter, seven;

average for twelve months ended June 30, one hundred and six days of school, 2 -4.

The teacher has excellent qualifications and would be very useful here if the

children would attend. The Indians, however, do not appear to recognize any authority

or influence in this matter. There is utter indifference among them as to the benefits-

to be derived from the school.

DAY SCHOOL OX THE STOXY RESERVE, BATTLEFORD.

This school was closed for the holidays at the date of my visit, July 8.

The average attendance for the June quarter was a little less than two pupils

daily. There are eight children of school age on the reserve, but in order to secure the

attendance of these it requires more than mere scholarship or ability to teach; it re-

quires great diligence and devotion to the work. The agent's influence should also be

constantly felt.

Mr. Leffler, who took charge of the school after the holidays, is likely to be a valu-

able example to day-school teachers. He has against great difficulties succeeded in

gathering in a few of the children, and with them two or threo youths quite over

school age who never before attended school. There is reason to hope that his success

will continue and increase and that he will become a very useful man among these

people.

GENERAL REMARKS.

The remainder of the day schools of this inspectorate were either closed at th&

time of my inspection of the reserves on which they are located or were not visited

by me during the year.

I have, &c,,

W. J. CHISHOLM,
Inspector of Indian Agencies.
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Northwest Territories,

Qu'Appelle Ixspectorate,

Fort Qu'Appelle, October 22, 1904.

The Honourable
The Superintendent General of Indian Affairs,

Ottawa.

Sir,—I have the honour to submit herewith the following report of rny inspection

of boarding and day schools in this inspectorate for the months of April, May and
June.

white bear's day school.

This school is situated on White Bear's reserve, Moose Mountain agency, and wns

inspected by me on April 14, 1904. There were lAvelve pupils present, six boys and six

girls. There are twenty children enrolled, being about ninety (per cent of the total

number of school children on the reserve. The classification was :

—

Pupils.

Standard I 10

" 11 10

20

Most of the children were, as will be noticed from their grading, not very far

advanced.

The punctuality was only fair, but the class organization was good.

The children for the most part were neat and clean. Soap and water are kept on

£ stand and the children wash themselves on their arrival.

The building, which is frame, 20x30 feet, was neat and tidy. It is heated by

stoves.

MUSCOWEQUAX'S BOARDING SCHOOL.

This school is situated on Muscowequan's reserve. Touchwood Hills agency. I

visited this school on June 10, last.

The stai? consists of the principal, Eev. Father Magnan, four sisters and two lay

brothers.

There were thirty pupils in the class-room at the time of my inspection, seventeen

boys and thirteen girls, and they were graded as follows :

—

Pupils.

Standard 1 11

" II 9
" III 7
" IV 3

30

Rev. Sister Valade is the teacher in charge, and she is to be congratulated on the

way in which she has brought the children on. Every boy and girl speaks out and

can be heard across the room.

The school presented a neat and well-kept appearance and the ventilation was good.

The dormitories were clean and well ventilated. The clothes of the children were

neatly packed away in cupboards in these rooms.
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In connection with the school the principal has started a farm, which was really

a model. He had under crop this year thirty-six acres of grain and three acres of

vegetables. The whole farm is surrounded by a wire fence.

The following is a list of the live stock on hand belonging to the school : fifty-

two head of cattle ; seven horses ; seven pigs ; and three hundred hens.

I found the interior of the building from cellar to garret scrupulously clean. The
surroundings were well kept and presented a neat appearance.

I visited the stables and found everything in the best of order.

Both the boys and girls at this school receive a good training and the department

is fortunate in having such an up-to-date principal and staff.

GORDON'S BOARDING SCHOOL.

I inspected this school on June 21, 1904. The school is under the auspices Oif:

the Church of England.

The staff consists of Mr. and Mrs. Williams, principal and matron, a labourer and

a general servant.

I found the interior of the building neat and clean, the dormitories well ventilated

and the children's clothing stored away in proper order. In fact everything in con-

nection with the interior management was all that could be desired. The children

were well and comfortably dressed and were neat and clean and looked healthy.

The premises surrounding the school were well kept. The stables are made of logs

and were in good order.

There were twenty-four children in the class-room at the time of my inspection and

they were graded as follows :-;-

Pupils.

Standard 1 5

'' II 3

'' III 8
" IV T

" V 1

•
24

I heard the children go through their different exercises. Many of them were

quite clever, but I found it difficult to hear them read, as they all speak in a very low

tone. )

The fire-protection of the school is good and the apparatus supplied by the depart-

ment was in proper place.

Mr. and Mrs. Williams are untiring in their efforts and they have made a success

of this school.

I have, &c.,

W. M. GRAHAM,
Inspector of Indian Agencies.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

Showing Receipts and Expenditure of the various Boarding and Industrial Schools, for

the year ended June 30, 1904.

FORT WILLIAM ORPHANAGE, ONT.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant per capita
II for buildings and repairs

.

Contributed from other sources ,

Value of clothing contributed

Total receipts.

ExPENniTURE.

Deficit, June 30, 1903.. .

Salaries

Food
Clothing
Fuel and lisrht

Buildings and repairs. . .

.

Equipment and furniture.
Miscellaneous

$ cts.

Total expenditure

.

Excess of expenditure over receipts. . .

.

3,626 81
100 (M)

1,530 21
273 30
175 60

1,331 46
250 00
570 50

7,857 88

7,857 88

cts.

550 00
1,000 00
2,478 00

60 00
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Statkment of Receipts aad Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

NORWAY HOUSE BOARDING SCHOOL, MAN.

(Methodist.)

Receipts.

Cash on hand, June 30, 1903 . .

Goods M M

Government grant, per capita
From Missionary Society
Government grant for enlargement of school

Donations of clothing .

Expenditure.

Salaries
Gr(jceries

Dry goods, boots and shoes
Hardware
Drugs and stationery
Live stock
Lumber and shingles

Freight and transportation
Equipment and furniture
Miscellaneous ...

Cash credit not paid on June 30, 1903.

$ cts.

1,565 00
1,800 22
931 50
648 07
41 41
34 SO

932 97
631 01
31 75

106 50
16 05

6,738 78

$ cts.

16 05
297 73

3,234 59
2,2(i5 41
800 00
125 00

6,738 78

PINE CREEK BOARDING SCHOOL, MAN.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant

Expenditure.

Food.
Salaries

Clothing .....

Fuel and light

Repairs
Miscellaneous

.

Excess of expenditure over receipts

$ cts.

2,400 00
500 00
854 00
190 00
300 00
200 00

4,444 00
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

PORTAGE-LA-PRAIRIE BOARDING SCHOOL, MAN.

(Presbyterian.)

Receipts.

Balance on hand, June 30, 1903 .

Government grant, per capita. ..

Contributions from other sources
Value of cl> 'thing contributed. . .

Contributions towards salaries . .

.

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Salaries
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs ....

Equipment and furniture
Stationery
Miscellaneous

Balance, June 30, 1904.

Total expenditure.

S cts.

900 00
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

BIRTLE BOAEDING SCHOOL, MAN.

(Presbyterian.)

Receipts.

Balance on hand, June 30, 1903
Government granc, per capita

M M for water supply
11 II for lighting

Value of clothing donated
Salaries

Grant from W. F. M. S. to replace barn, &c.
From other sources

Total receipts.

EXPEXDITURE.

Salaries

Food . .

.

Clothimg.
Fuel and light

Building and repairs

.

Equipment
Water supply
Miscellaneous

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

S cts.

1,745 50
1,705 20
975 65
823 19
609 10
568 35
991 11
181 25

7,599 35

7,599 35

S cts.

121 10
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1 904

—

Con.

BLOOD BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Church of England.

)

Receipts.

Government grant
Other sources (the church, &c.)

Value of clothing, &e., in bales.

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Balance, July 1, 1903
Salaries

Foo(i
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs

Furni.^hing and equipment.
Miscellaneous

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

S cts.

372 54
1,618 96
2,082 89
1,068 35
336 90
322 44
458 95
420 06

6,681 09

6,681 09

§ cts.

3,234 69
2,149 40
900 00

6,284 09

397 00

6,681 09

BLOOD BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant
M for buildings, repairs, &c.

Contributions from other sources

Value of clothing donated

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Salaries . .

Fuel and light

Clothing
Food
Equipment
Buildings and repairs

.

Total exi>enditure.

Excess of expenditure over receipts

S cts.

850 00
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Statement of Receipts aad Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

BLUE QUILL'S BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita
Contributions from other sources .

.

Value of clothinar contribuied . .

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Deficit, June 30, 1903 ...

Salaries

Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs. . .

.

Equipment and furniture.

Miscellaneous
Freight and express

Total expenditure
Excess of expenditure over receipts

$ cts.

375 11
612 33
902 43
516 59
47 73
91 83
83 99
225 69
288 56

3,144 26

3,144 26

$ cts.

2,269 80
615 36
50 00

2,935 16

209 10

3,144 26

CROWFOOT BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita
Church grant
From other sources

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Deficit, June 30, 1903.
Salaries
Food
Clothing
Fuel and lisrht

Buildings and rejjairs. ..

Equipment and furniture
Miscellaneous

,

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

$ cts.

104 00
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, lOOi

—

Co".

CROWSTAND BOARDING SCHOOL, X.W.T.

(Presbyterian.)

Receipts.

Balance on hand, June 30, 1903 .

Government grant, per capita. .

.

Foreign mission committee gi'ant.

Clothing contributed
Proceeds from sale of stock
Produce
Other sources

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Salaries

Food ...

Fuel and light

Clothing
Buildings and repairs.

Equipment
Fodder
Extra labour
Miscellaneous

Total expenditure.
Balance on hand, June 30, 1904

$ Ct8.

2,266 75
1,063 81
304 20
953 65
749 65
828 85
210 75
157 45
358 05

6,893 16
35 97

6,929 13

$ cts.

230 98
2,801 40
2,543 75
750 00
150 00
217 10
235 90

6,929 13

6,929 13

COWESSESS BOARDING SCHOOL, X.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts .

Government grant, per capita.
Received from other sources .

.

Total receipts

.

Expenditure.

Salaries
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs
Equipment and furniture

.

Miscellaneous

Total expenditure
Excess of expenditure over receipts. . .

.

cts.

940 95
776 79
515 52
114 40
232 52
834 27
817 75

4,232 20

4,232 20

S cts.

2,834 40
729 43

3,563 83

668 37

4,232 20
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

DUCK LAKE BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts .

Government grant, per capita
Nursing and boarding a boy from reserve

.

Total receipts

Expenditure.

Salaries. ...

Provisions.
Clothing.
Fuel and light

Medical account . . . .

Freight and express.
F arm
Miscellaneous
House furniture. ...

House fixtures .......

cts.

2,32 9f)

41G 78
1H4 40
213 00
1(5 JI9

11)2 M
10!) 03
741 11

58 00

7 60

Total expenditure 10,676 93
Excess of expenditure over receipts

10,676 93

9,876 58
14 00

9,880 58

796 35

10,676 93

EMMANUEL COLLEGE, N.W.T.

(Church of England.)

Receipts .

Government grant, per capita
If ir for special repairs

Proceeds of sales

Donations
From other sources
Divinity professor.ship

C. M. S. for salary . . . .

.

Value of clothing from Woman's Auxiliary.

Total receipts

.

Expenditure.

Clothing
Provisions
Salaries
Fuel and light.

q. H. help
Equipment. . .

.

Repairs
Miscellaneous.

.

Old accounts . .

.

Total expenditure

.

Excess of expenditure over receipts. . .

.

1,292 86
1,876 32
2,127 13
433 10
282 00
518 25
551 12
723 81
686 62

8,491 21

8.491 21

$ cts.

4,026 80
756 02
187 01
232 60
58 87

500 00
250 00
634 08

6,645 38

1,845 83

8,491 21
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SvAT£M^:^'T of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904^Co«.

ERMINESKIN'S BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.

)

Receipts

Balance on hand, June 30, 1903

.

Government grant, per capita. ..

From other sources

Total receipts

.

ExPENniTCRE.

Salaries

Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

.

Balance, June 30, 1904.

Total expenditure.

cts.

950 00
1,867 70
315 74
200 50
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

HOLY ANGELS BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Govemmeut grant, per capita.

Expenditure.

Salaries
Food . .

.

Clothing
Fuel
Lighting

Total expenditure.

Excess of expenditure over receipts.

$ cts.

1,000 00
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Statemext of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

LESSER SLAVE LAKE BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.

)

Receipt.s.

Government grant, per capita.

Expenditure.

Salaries
Food
Clothing
Light
Fuel
Miscellaneous

.

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

§ cts.

1,500 00
3,359 80
582 24
12 00

400 00
7 no

5,861 04

5,861 04

S ct.s

.

2,880 00

2,981 04

5,861 04

MUSCOWEQUAX'S BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita.
From the farm

Total receipts

Expenditure.

Food
Clothing
Hardware. ...

Fuel and light.

Wages
Implements. . .

.

Lumber
Repairs
Freight
Sundries ... .

Total expenditure

.

Excess of expenditure over receipts

?^ cts

1,430 70
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, lb04

—

Con.

ONION LAKE BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Cliurch of England.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita. ...

„ M for repairs

Salary of missionary, from Church Missionary Society

Salary of two of the staff, from Woman's Auxiliary of Canada.

Grant from Education Department, N.W.T .

.

Donations of clothing from the Woman's Auxiliarj^ of Canada.

From pri\'ate funds

Total receipts

.

Expenditure.

Provisions
Clothing
Salaries
Domestic service

Freight
Fuel and light . . .

.

Buildings and repairs- Material
Wages . .

.

Miscellaneous

•S cts.

Total expenditure '' 4,988 23

Excess of expenditure over receipts

S cts.

1,107 00
150 92
600 00
300 00
75 00
300 CO

2,155 33

4,688 25

4,988 23

ONION LAKE BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Amount contributed by government, per capita grant.

Pupil boarders
Farm and garden
From other sources

Gifts

Total receipts

.

E.XPENUITUEE.

Deficit, June 30, 1903

Wages
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Salaries and expenses of staff.

Sidewalks -

Miscellaneous
Deficit, June 30, 1904

$ cts.

,007 80
542 75
544 00
657 80
23 00-

4,775 35

997 45

5,772 80

S cts.

1,284 50
195 40

1,873 00
743 20
147 50
992 50
55
481 70

5,772 80
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Statement of Receipts aad Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Co7i.

PEIGAN BOARDING SCHOOL, X.W.T.

(Church of England.)

Receipts.

Government grant
Other sources (the chureh, &c) .

Value of clothing in bales

Total receipts.

EXPEXDITURE.

Balance, July 1, 1903
Salaries

Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Repairs
Furnishing and equipment.
Miscellaneous

Total e.x'penditure.

Balance on hand, June 30, 1904

$ cts.

197 09
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1094.

—

Con,

ROUND LAKE BOARDING SCHOOL.

(Presbyterian.

)

Receipts.

Government grant
Church grant for salaries '.

.

.

W. F. M. Society clothing

M H for improvements.
Other contributions

Salaries

.

Food...
Clothing .

.

Fuel and light

.

Improvements

.

Miscellaneous . .

Expenditure.

$ cts.

2,070 00
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904— Con.

SMOKY RIVER (ST. AUGUSTINE'S) BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

, (Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per cajiita.

EXI'KXDITURE.

Salaries
Equipment
Clothing
Food
Fuel and light.

Miscellaneous

.

Total e.xpenditure .

Excess of expenditure over receipts

•S cts.

050 00
50 00
600 00
480 00
180 00
150 00

2,110 00

2,110 00

S cts.

1,080 00

1,030 00

2,110 00

ST. ALBERT BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita.

Expenditure.

Wages of farmers . . .

.

M baker
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light . ,

Buildings and repairs.

Miscellaneous
Deficit, June 30, 1903.

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts. ....

S cts.

1,496 00
360 00
927 00
342 00
115 00
202 00
85 00

4,729 32

8,256 32

8,256 32

S cts.

4,818 GO

3,437 72

8,256 32

27— ii—

2
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

THUNDERCHILDS BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

GoTernment grant
From other sources

Value of clothing contributed .

Total receipts

Expenditure.

Deficit, -Tune .SO, 1903..

Salaries

Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repaii's.

Equipment

Total expenditure.

Kxcess of expenditure over receipts

S cts.

2.G87 70
500 00

1,255 42
225 00
190 00
55 00

280 00

5,193 12

5,193 12

S cts.

1,234 00
975 00
100 CO

2,309 00

2,884 12

5,193 19

WABISCOW LAKE BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

WABISCOW LAKE (ST. JOHN'S) BOARDING SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Church of England.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita
!.

,
.1 II ^September and December quaxters

.

Grant from government of K.W.T
Contributions for general exjjenses

Grant from diocese to rebuild
From other sources for building
Grant for salaries, 1903-4

Total receipts

.

Expenditure.

Grant from N. W. government for teacher.
Gift
Salary, Albert Peterss

Supplies
Miscellaneous
Owing to Hudson's Bay Co

.

Cost of new building

Total expenditure.
Balance on hand, June 30, 1904

S cts.

50 00
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

ALBERNI BOARDING SCHOOL, B.C.

(Presbyterian.)

Receipts.

Government grant
Grant from Presbyterian Church.

Clothing from
Other receipts.

for building.',

equipment. . .

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Deficit, June 30,1903.
Salaries

Food
Clothing
Light
Buildings and repairs. . .

.

Equipment and furniture.

Miscellaneous
Cash on hand (special) ...

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

$ cts.

245 83
1,557 00
1,470 88
887 45
50 87

1,000 00
399 57
764 87
39 00

7,015 47

7,015 47

S cts.

1,800 00
1,910 00
1,600 00
384 32
800 00
110 00

0,594 32

421 15

7,015 47

ALERT BAY GIRLS' HOME, B.C.

(Church of England.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita.

Church Missionary Society . .

.

From other sources

Total receipts

.

Expenditure.

Deficit, June 30, 1903 ..

Salaries
Food
Clothing
Equipment
Fuel and light

Miscellaneous

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

$ cts.

3 70
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1904.

—

Con.

PORT SIMPSON BOYS' BOARDING SCHOOL, B.C.

(Methodist).

21

Receipt.s.

Cxoverment grant 1903-4
Government grant, Sept. and Dec. tjuarters, 1903.

Legacy
Methodist Missionary Societj'' grant
Donations
Goods sold

Work of hoi-se

Boys' work

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Deficit, June 30, 1903
Matron's salary, 1902-3 .

.

Matron's saLnry 1903-4 .

.

Food '

Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and rejiairs . . .

,

Equipment and furniture.
Horse keep
Medical bill

Travelling expenses
Freight and wharfage. . .

.

Postage
Miscellaneous

Total expenditiare.

Balance on hand, June 30, 1904

Sets.

260 79
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

ST. MARY'S MISSION BOARDING SCHOOL, B.C.

(Roman Catholic.

)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita 7

II II for addition to boys' building.

Proceeds of farm and garden
(xrant from mission
From other sources

Total receipts.

ExPEXniTURE.

Deficit, June 30, 1903....
Salaries

Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings
Equipment and furniture.

Miscellaneous

Total e.xpenditure.

Excess of exp-inditure over receipts

Sets.

130 50
1,560 00
3,400 00
245 00
200 00

3,600 00
150 00
460 00

9,745 50

9,745 50

8 cts.

3,600 OO
2,300 00
1,920 00

6.')0 00
^4b 00

9,315 00

430 50

9,745 50

SQUAMISH BOARDING SCHOOL, B.C.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita
Receipts from sale of garden produce

II other sources
M church

Insurance and taxes
Buildings
Stationery and books. . .

.

Food and clothing
Garden seeds
Boots and shoes
Fuel and light

Farm instructor's salary

.

Total receipts.

E.VPEXDITLKE.

Total expenditure

Excess of ex|)enditure over receipts.

$ cts.

98 00
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con,

YALK (ALL HALLOWS) BOARDING SCHOOL, B.C.

(Church of England.)

ReckUTS.

Cash on hand, June 30, 1903
Government grant, pei capita. .

.

S. P. C. K. scholarship '.
.

.

M catechist's stipend. .

.

Donations
Sales of clothing and needlework.
Proceeds of basket industry

T^tal receipts

EXPE.NM)ITLKE.

Housekeeping
Laundry
Travelling expenses. . .

.

Medicine
Fuel and oil

Books and stationery.

.

Head niistres-;' salary..

.

Catechist's sti[)end

Garden
Boots
Freight and express. . .

.

Furniture
Basket industry
Sewing-iuachine
Alterations and repairs.

Total exijenditure.
Balance on hand, .June 30, 1904

•S cU.

1,440 00
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1904— Cow.

MOHAWK INSTITUTE, ONT.

(Undenominational.)

Receipts.

Receipts from industrial departments, sales of farm produce, &c.
Government grant, per capita

Value of new buildings erected

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Salaries
Provisions
Clothing
Washing, heating, lighting
Repairs and insurance
Furniture, bedding and house .sundries

Printing, postage and ofhce expenses
Travelling expenses
Medical expenses
Sundries, school requisites, library, telephone, prizes, &c.

Gross cost of maintenance and management
Materials and wages for industrial departments

—

Farm and garden
Workshops •

S cts. S cts.

4,.53S 81
4.!)27 0.5

5,907 03

1.5,372 89

3.707 74
('>,526 10

Gross cost of institution.

Excess of expenditure over receipts

3,129 82
3,711 38
1,054 60
740 03
291 02
289 65
24 75
1 95

156 64
194 89

9,594 73

10,233 84

19,828 57

19,828 57

4,455 68

19,828 57

Note. -This school is conducted by the 'New England Company' and the government contributes
I per capita for 91 pupils.

MOUNT ELGIN INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE, ONT.

(Methodist.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita.

II 11 for repairs.

Missionary society

Sale of live .stock

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Salaries
Food...
Clothing
Fuel and light .... ... .

.

Buildings and repairs.. .

.

Equipment and furniture
Miscellaneous

Total exjjenditure
Excess of expenditure over receipts. .

$ cts.

3,759 81
1,652 56
570 51
464 14

3,428 80
463 10

13,286 46

23,625 38

23,625 38

$ cts.

5,895 00
2, ,500 00
210 00

11,527 98

20,132 98

3,492 40

23,625 38
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

riHINGWAUK HOMf:, ONT.

(Church of England.)

Receipts.

Amount contributed by government luider per capita grant. .

.

II II II for repairs, &c .

.

M II from other sources, England and Canada

.

Total receipts.

.? cts. •S cts.

3,725 00
1,511 8G
4,315 77

9,552 ()3

EXPKNDITUIIE.

Defecit, June 30, 11)03.

Salaries

Food
Clothing, lioots, &c
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs

Equipment and furniture (paid partly by government and partly by school)

Ofiiee expenses, insurance, &c
Travelling expenses, children's amusements
Hospital expenses, doctor, &c
Pocket money
Laundry expenses, (fee

Miscellaneous

Loss on all trades. . .

Apparent gross deficit

Total expenditure

1,075 23
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Co7i.

BRANDON INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, MAN.

(Methodist.)

Receipts.

Balance on hand, June 30, 1903

Government grant, per capita, sent through Methodist Missionary Society

From Methodist Missionary Society

Interest and discount

Farm and li\ „ stock

Total receipts.

cts.

Expenditure.

Salaries .

.

Provisions

.

Clothing .

.

Fuel
House equipment . .

.

Transport of pupils

.

Light
House expenses
Farm
Farm equipment . .

.

Office

Games
Extra labour
Freight
Repairs
Travelling expenses

.

School fees

Telegrams .

.

Total expenditure.

Balance in bank, June 30, 1904

,403 50
,42.5 32
,021 66

,07.5 31
736 36

' 309 77
258 00
250 03
174 33
152 87
138 50
56 85
54 75
40 63
30 45
35 00
21 50
4 48

12,195 31
1 53

S cts.

53 23

11,388 05
611 95
17 80

125 81

12,196 84

12,196 84 12,196 84
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

*KLKHORN INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, MAN.

(Undenominational.

)

Receipts. S cts.

Government grant. .

.

Farm receipts

Sundry receipts cash

.

Total receipts.

EXPEXDITUHE.

Salaries
Buildings and fixtnre.s

Stock and equipment
Material and repairs

Travelling e\pen.ses

Fuel and light

Miscellaneous
Farm
Dry goods and clothing
Groceries and provisions

Indian Department (cash receipts).

Total expenditure.

4,440 47
1,437 00

49(> 70
488 23
41.5 20

2,.517 81
101 86
806 24

2,199 67

3,717 89
631 86

17,252 93

S cts.

15,764 27
856 80
631 86

17,252 33

17,252 93

*NoTE.— All expenses in connection with this school are paid by the government.

^RUPERTS LAND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, MAN.

(Undenominational.

)

Band
Clothing
Dispensary ...:.. . .

Fuel
Games
House expenses ...

Light
Office expenses
Provisions . .

.

Salaries

School
Travelling expenses

.

Fixtures
House equipment
Repairs ....
Blacksmith-shop.

.

Carpenter-ohop .

.

Farm

EXPENIIITLUE.

Maintenance.

Other expenses.

cts.

10 96
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Co7i.

ST. BONIFACE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, MAN.

(Ronian Catholic.

)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita.

Farm products, &c

Total receipts.

EXPENEITURE.

Deficit, June 30, 1903
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Equipment..
Salaries

Miscellaneous ,

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

cts.

328 52
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

* CALGARY INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Undenominational.)

ExPENDITinJE

Salaries ,

Food
Clothing .

Furnishing
^Management .

.

Buildings

cts,

2,636 34
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

RED DEER INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Methodist.

)

Receipts.

Cash on hand, July 1, 1903 ... .... .^.. . ..... .... • .

^^
. . -^

.

Government grant, per capita, sent through Methodist Missionary Society

Vouchers paid by department out of the per capita grant

Government grant for repairs . .

.

Received from Methodist Missionary Society

,, M sundry sales, farm produce, &c

Total receipts

.

Expenditure.

Salaries

Provisions
Clothing ; . . .

.

Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs

Water and sewer system . .

Travelling expenses
Farm, general

1, live stock
Equipment and furniture.

.

House and oflfice e.xpenses

.

Miscellaneous

Total expenditure

.

Excess of expenditure over receipts

$ cts.

4,394 69
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

ST, JOSEPH'S INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, N.W.T.

(Roman Catholic.)

Rkceipts.

Ca.shon hand, .Tune 30, 190.S

Govf-rnment grant, 1!)(.>3-11)04

ti II due school for June quarter, 1904.

H T, for repairs

Farm produce and live stock sold

Total receipts

EXPENDITIRK.

Deficit, June 30, 1903...
Salaries
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Repairs
Live stock purchased . . .

.

Farm
Equipment and sundries.

Total expenditure
E.xcess of e.xpenditure over receipts

$ cts.

745 81

4, .5(57 00
2,387 76
1,517 05
1,013 57
325 08

2,580 30
650 68
871 27

14,658 52

§ cts

.

325 31:
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the year ended June 30, 1904—Cow.

CLAYOQUOT (BISHOP CHRISTIE) INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, B.C.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipt.s.

Government grant, pei capita

„ „ special for water service

Contributions towards new buildings .•:••
,, by way of clothing and provisions

Total receipts.

EXPEXLiITURE.

Deficit, June 30, 1903

Salaries •

Food
Clothing
Fuel and light . . . _

Buildings and repairs

Equipment and furniture ....

Insurance of buildings and furniture

.

New water supply service. ..... ...

Miscellaneous

Total exi)enditure

Excess of expenditure over receipts

S cts.

52 62
2,136 7.5

l,9!t6 00
773 94
24 00

1,66.5 07
995 ,S4

19<J 00
850 79
171 37

8.856 38

8,856 38

S cts.

6,321 25
729 48
825 40
60 00

7,936 13

920 25

8,856 38

COQUALEETZA INDUSTRIAL INSTITUTE, B.C.

(Methodist.)

Receipts.

Govenmient grant, per capita

„ „ for operation performed on pupil for appendiciti.s

From private sources

Sales of farm produce, &c
Value of clothing contributed

Expenditure.

Salaries

Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs

Equipment and furniture

Medical expenses and drugs

Installing acetylene gas plant

Rent paid Methodist Missionary Society

.

Miscellaneous

S cts.

3,502 65
2.602 36
1,369 50
310 45
792 51
648 54
380 85
201 92
390 00

1,210 53

11,415 31

S cts.

9,109 72
150 00
75 00

2,030 59
50 00

11,415 31
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure'for the year ended June 30, 1904—Con.

KAMLOOPS INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, B.C.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Balance on hand, .Tune 30, 1903.
Government grant
From other sources

Total receipts

Expenditure.

Salaries
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs. . .

.

Equipment and furniture.

Miscellaneous

Total expenditure.
Balance on hand, June 30, 1904

S cts.

2,835 00
1,646 23
616 08
271 65
190 16
474 58
549 17

6,582 87
40 83

6,623 70

S cts.

96 20
6,489 15

38 35

6,623 70

6,623 70

KOOTEXAY INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, B.C.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita.

Farm produce sold

Total receipts.

EXPEXDITCBE.

Deficit, .Tune 30, 1903.

Salaries
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs.

Furniture
Miscellaneous

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

.S cts,

185 00
1,360 00
2,541 09
1,442 53

96 00
715 65
127 63
413 75

6,881 65

6,881 65

S cts.

6, .500 00
267 08

6,707 08

114 57

6,881 65

27—ii—

3
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904

—

Con.

KUPER ISLAND INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, B.C.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita . .

.

Contributions from other sources.

Total receipts

.

Expenditure.

Deficit, June 30, 1903....

Salaries

Food
Clothing
Buildings and repairs . . .

Fuel and light

Equipment and furniture

.

Miscellaneous .

Total expenditure

.

Excess of expenditure over receipts

$ cts.

254 10
2,821 25
1,713 .59

704 68
547 08
66 10
838 52
301 60

7,246 92

7,246 92

6,500 00
486 79

6,986 79

260 13

7,246 92

LYTTON INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, B.C.

(Church ot England.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita..

.

Contributed from other sources

Total receipts

.

Expenditure.

Salaries ...

Food . . .

.

Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs

Enquipment and furniture.

Miscellaneous

Balance, June 30, 1904

.

Total expenditure

.

$ cts.

2,404 82
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Statement of Receipts and Expenditure for the Year ended June 30, 1904 Con.

METLAKAHTLA INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, B.C.

(Church of England.)

Receipts.

Government grant, i)er capita
Produce sold

Board of G. W. Morrow
Work done by instructor and pupils
Po.st Office Department, for rent
Government grant for repairs

11 It finishing girls' building

.

Total receipts.

Expenditure.

Balance, June 30, 1903.
Salaries
Food
Clothing
Fuel and light

Buildings and repairs
Equipment and furniture
Labour and material for repairs, &c.
Finishing new building, girls' home.
Miscellaneous

Total expenditure.
Excess of expenditure over receipts

S cts.

702 74
1,883 36
2,512 44

.046 04
501 1.".

73 46
206 78
541 03
99 50

276 62

7,343 12

7,343 12

S cts.

5,695 55
48 75
50 00
112 40
10 00

,
541 03
99 50

6,557 23

785 89

7,343 12

WILLIAMS LAKE INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL, B.C.

(Roman Catholic.)

Receipts.

Government grant, per capita
Value of clothing contributed
Grant from corporation of O. M. I.

Total receipts

EXPENDITUKE

Deficit, June 30, 1903
Interest on S3, 000 loan . . .

.

Salaries

Food
Clothing
Light
Buildings and repairs

Equipment and furniture.
Miscellaneous

Total expenditure
Excess of expenditure over receipts

-S cts.

3,207 57
150 00

2,360 00
2,231 72

7-19 00
87 <i6

36 70
121 73
50 40

9,004 78

•":! cts.

5,185 86
10 00

700 00

5,895 86

3,108 92

9,004 78 9,004 78

27—ii—3i
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SCHOOL

Statement of Day Schools in the Dominion (from which Returns

School. Reserve. Agency.

Ontario.

Alnwick
Back Settlement.
Bear Creek

Muncey
Xaughton. . .

.

New Credit . .

JNipisbing. . .

.

Oneida No. 2
M No. 3.

Pic River. . .

.

Port Elgin . .

.

Rama
River Settlement.
Ryerson
Sagamook

Saugeen

.

Scotch Settlement
Serpent River

Alnwick
Caradoc .

Buzwah
Cape Croker
Christian Lsland
Fort William (Bovs). .

(Girls)..

French Bay
Garden River (R. C).

„ (C. E.).

Georgina Island
Gibson
Golden Lake
*Henvey Inlet
fHiawatha
Kettle Point
Lake Helen
Mattawa
Michipicoten
fMissanabie
Mississagi River
Moraviantown
Mud Lake Mud Lake

Teacher. Denomination.

Manitoulin Island.

Cape Croker
Christian Island .

.

Fort William

Saugeen
Garden River

Georgina Island . .

.

Watha
Golden Lake
Henvey Inlet

Rice Lake
Kettle Point
Red Rock ._

A t Mattawa
Michipicoten
At Missanabie. .

.

Manitoulin Island
Moravian

Alnwick

.

Caradoc

.

Manitowanini
Cape Croker

C. B. Oakley (Methodist... .....

Miss Isa Whitlock. . |LTndenominational
.1 Alma H. Nors-
worthy 1 v

J. Koechmstedt. i Roman Catholic. .

.

Miss Jean Govenlock' Undenominational
Penetanguishene . . 'Rev. W. Geo Evans.
Port Arthur iSister M. Ambrose.

Methodist.
Roman Catholic. "I

/

Caradoc.
Whitefish Lake.
New Credit. . .

.

Nippissing
Oneida

Pic River
Cape Croker. . .

.

Rama
Caradoc
Parry Lsland
Spanish River .

.

Saugeen ,

Serpent River

Saugeen jT. J. Wallace. ....... Undenominational
Sault Ste. Marie. . Rev. J. A.Drolet.S.J Roman Catholic. . .

„ „ M .. Lucius F. Hardy man Church of England
Georgina Island. . . Hugh L. Tweed Methodist
"" "

Thomas Whitebeans. m

Miss Charlotte Casey,Roman Catholic. .

.

11 Adda Mclntoishj Undenominational
II Agnes Crowley. n

„ Maude M.Erb.!
Mrs. J. H. McKay. . Roman Catholic. .

.

Sister St. Gregory. .
|

n n

Mii^s Katie O'Connor •• h . .

.

William Black Undsnominational
Anastasia Brissette . . i Roman Catholic. .

.

Miss Car. Mummery Undenominational
Alfred McCue «

John Case . . Church of England
J. A. Windsor . . Methodist
Miss Mary G. Bogle L^ndenorainational
Miss B. L. Marceau.

i

n

Levi Do.xtator '. Church of England
Mrs. C. A. Vollick. .

:
Methodist

Moses Madwayosb . .
j
Roman Catholic. .

.

Miss Ruby F. Ash-1
croft Undenominational

Rev. .John Lawrence .Methodist
Joseph Fisher. . . . JLTndenominational
J. E. Armour I

n

Miss Elizabeth A.'

Lensch Roman Catholic.

.

Miss Martha Broad
foot Undenominational

John Burr
Miss J. DeLamoran-

diere Roman Catholic.

Parry Sound
Golden Lake.. .

.

Parry Sound . . .

Rice Lake .....
Sarnia
Port Arthur ....

Sault Ste. Marie

Thessalon
Moravian
Rice Lake
Caradoc
Manitowaning ..

New Credit
Parry Sound ....

Caradoc ... ...

Port Arthur .

.

Cape Croker ....

Rama
Caradoc . .

Parry Sound ....

Thessalon

Saugeen

Thessalon.

School closed during September quarter 1903. No teacher, flndian children attend white school.

: School closed during the September and December quarters, 1903. No teacher.
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STATEMENT.

have been received) for the Year ended June 30, 1904.

From what Fund
Paid.

S cts.

300 00 Band
250 00 Band, -8200 ; Vote, S50.

2.50 00 Band, -S200 ; Vote, .$50.

300 00 Vote
300 00 „

300 00 Band

600 00 Vote
I

300 00 Band
COO 00 Band. S300 ; Vote, §300
300 00 Band...-
300 00 Band. -SISO ; Vote, .81.50

300 00 Vote
300 00
2.50 00 Band, -SI 00 ; Vote, §150
100 00 Band
2.50 00 „

250 00 Vote
100 00
300 00
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SCHOOL

Statement of Day Schools in the Dominion (from which Returns

School.

Ontario— Concluded.

Shawanaga
* Sheguiandah
Sheshegwaning
Sidney Bay
Six Nations, No. 1.

.

No. 2 .

No. 3.

.

No. 5.

.

No. 6.

.

No. 7.

.

No. 9..

No. 10.

No. 11.

Skene
South Bay
Spanish River
St. Clair
Sucker Creek r.

.

t Temogami
Tyendinaga (Eastern)..

X ti (Western).
(Central) ..

H (Mission) .

Walpole Island, No. 1 .

No. 2 .

No. 3 .

West Bay
1[ Whitefish Lake

H River. .

.

Wikwemikong (boys). .

M (girls).

Wikwemikongsing. .

.

Total, Ontario.

Shawanaga
Sheguiandah ..

.

Sheshegwaning.
Cape Croker
Six Nations . .

.

Reserve.

Parry Island
South Bay
Spanish River . .

.

Sarnia
Sucker Creek
On Bear Island..

.

Tyendinaga . . .

Walpole Island.. .

.

West Bay
Whitefish Lake.. .

.

M River. .

.

Wikwemikong (un
ceded)

Agency.

Parry Sound.

.

Manitowaning
Gore Bay ....

Cape Croker .

Six Nations. . .

Wikwemikongsing

Parry Sound ..

Manitowaning
Thessalon. . .

.

Sarnia
Manitowaning
Parry Sound.

.

Tyendinaga . .

.

Walpole Island

Gore Bay ....
Manitowaning

Teacher.

Miss Mabel E. Tutt
S. H. Feirris

Miss Adele Duhamel
Isabella Mclver

D. M. Hubbard
/ John Clark, Prin .

I John Miller, assist

Walter Davis
John Lickers
Elam D. Bearfoot.
R. J. Hawthorne .

Miss Rosa B. Russell
1 Sara Davis .

T. W. Draper. .

.

Mrs. A. E. McKelvie
Miss Zoe St. James

ti Carrie Morley .

.

„ AliceM. Matthews
H Ida H. Ferguson .

Mrs. C. Woods
Miss Jennie Harvey
Mrs. Lizzie Ger\in

.

Miss Charlotte Cronk
„ Edith M. Goode
Albert Sahguj . .

.

Joseph Sampson .

Arthur Muskokomon
MissAnna R. Peacock
Mrs. J. H. McKay.

.

J. C. Ross

Denomination.

Undenominational
Church of England
Roman Catholic . .

Undenominational

Albert A. Capps
Miss Emily Frawley.

ti Rose Eagan. . . .

J

Roman Catholic. .

.

Church of England
Methodist
Church of England
Undenominational

Church of England
Methodist ....

Undenominational
Roman Catholic. .

.

Church of England

Roman Catholic. .

.

* School closed during September quarter, 1903. No teacher. fThis school is open during^'/the

X School closed September and December quarters, 1903. No. teacher. *[ School closed during
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STATEMENT -Continued.

have been received) for the Year ended June 30, 1904.
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SCHOOL

Statement of Day Schools in the Dominion (from which Returns

School.

Quebec.

*Becancourt
Bersiinis

Caughnawaga (boys)

.

( .. ).

(girls)

.

( „ ).

(mission).

Reserve.

Becancourt.. .

.

Bersimis
Caughnawaga

Cornwall Island ,

Lorette Lorette
St. Regis

Maniwaki . .

.

Maria
Oka (countr}')

II (village)

Pointe Bleue
Restigouche

St. Francis (Prot.),

„ (R.C.).,

„ (R.C.)..

St. Regis
tTimiskaming

Total, Quebec

Nova Scotia.

Bear River

Eskasoni
JHalf-way River

.

Indian Cove

Middle River Middle River

.

Millbrook Millbrook

Maniwaki
Maria ....

Oka

Pointe Bleue

.

Restigouche .

PierreviUe. .

St. Regis . .

.

Timiskaming

Bear River

New Germany
Salmon River .

Shubenacadie..
Sydney

Whycocomagh . .

.

Total, Nova Scotia.

Lunenburg . .

Salmon River.
Indian Brook .

Sydney

Agency. Teacher.

Becancourt Miss Gracia Deshaies
Bersimis Sr. Marie du Carmel.
Caughnawaga .... PeterJ.Delisle,Princ.

Peter Williams, Asst.
Miss Lucie Street, Pr.
Mine. A. Beauvais,
Asst

Miss Christie A.
Matheson

St. Regis David A. Benedict.

.

Lorette Sister St. Stanislas,

Princ
Sister St. Augustine,

Assist
Maniwaki Miss Annie O'Connor
Maria n Mary Eva Hall

.

Oka If Edna Hodgson..
1 L.H.Carmichael

Pointe Bleue n Marie E. Girard
Restiguche Sister Mary of the

Holy Rosary
PierreviUe :Rev. H. Loiselle ....

II
!
Sister Mary Jose

phine, Princ . . .

.'

II Sister .Teanne Fran
i

coise, Asst
St. Regis

I Miss Tessie Shannon
Timiskaming James MacCarragher

Eskasoni
Franklin Manor .

Fisher's Grant

Digby County

Cape Breton Co .

.

Cumb'laud County

Pictou II

Victoria m

Colchester n

Lunenburg n

Richmond n

Hants I r

Cape Breton n

Miss Laura W. Bar-
teaux

Patrick Beaton .

.

Miss Blanche Came-

Whycocomagh Inverness

ron
Miss Cassie McDon

aid

Daniel Buckles
Miss .Jessie Scott ...

II Minnie A. Shea
Joseph L. McDonald
Robert J. Logan

.

Miss Nelly E. Con-
nolly

A. J. McLennan

Denomination.

Roman Catholic .

Methodist
Undenominational

Roman Catholic

Methodist

Roman Catholic.

Church of England

Roman Catholic. .

.

Undenominational
Roman Catholic. .

,

Roman Catholic.

Indian children attend white school. f School closed June quarter, 1904. No teacher.
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4-5 EDWARD VII., A. 1905

SCHOOL

Statement of Day Schools in the Dominion (from which Returns

School.

New Brdnswick.

Burnt Church.
Big Cove
Eel Ground..
Kingsclear .

.

St. Mary's
Tobique

Total, New Brunswick.

Prince Edward Island .

Lennox Island

Britlsh Colcmbia.

Aiyansh
Alert Bay
Bella Bella
Bella Coola . . .

.

Cape Mudge . .

.

*China Hat ....

tClayoquot
*rort Rupert . .

.

tGitwingak . .

.

tGleuVowell .

fGwayasdums .

.

*Hartley Bay .

.

Kincolith
Kita-maat
Kitkahtla
fKishfiax
Kyaquot
Massett
Metlakahtla . . .

.

Nanaimo .... .

fNitanit
Port Essington

.

Port Simpson . .

.

Quamichan . .

.

Saanich
Skidegate
Somenos
Songhees
Tsartlip
Ucluelet

Total B. C.

Reserve. Agency.

Church Point.
Big Cove
Eel Groiind .

Kingsclear . . .

St. Mary's
Tobique

Xortheastern.

Western

Lennox Island

Kitladamicks. .

.

Nimkish
Bella Bella
Bella Coola
Cape Mudge ....

China Hat
Opitsat
Fort Rupert ....

Kitwingar
Sikedach
Gwayasdums ...

Hartley Bay
Kincolith
Kita-maat
Kitkahtla
Kishfiax . .

Kyaquot
Massett
Metlakahtla
Nanaimo
Cla-oose
Skeena
At Port Simp.son.

.

Quamichan
Saanich
Queen Charlotte Is.

Somenos
Songhees
Tsartlip
Itedse .

P.E.I. Sup'c'y.

Northwest Coast

.

Kwawkewlth

Northwest Coast.
Kwawkewlth. . .

.

Northwest Coast.
West Coast
Kwawkewtlh. . .

.

Babine

Kwawkewlth. . .

.

Northwest Coast

.

Babine
West Coast
Northwest Coast

.

Cowichan
West Coast
Northwest Coast

.

Cowichan

.

Northwest Coast

.

Cowichan

West Coast.

Teacher.

Charles Bernard . .

.

Miss Mary Isaac ....

Miss Lucy B. Walsh
MissM.C Monaghan
Miss M. J. Rush...

.

Miss Helen Costigan

Denomination.

Roman Catholic

Casimir J. Poirier. .

.

Rev. J.B. McCullagh
Mrs. Elizabeth Hall.

Miss Mary A. Beatty
MissA. E. Nordschow
J. Edward Rendle.

.

Miss Hannah Edgar.
Rev. Chas. Moser . .

.

Daniel Wilson
Rev. Alfi ed E. Price
J. P. Thorkildson
Daniel Wilson . .

.

George Reed
Rev. W. H. CoUinson
MrsF. M. H. Raley.
Rev. R. W. Gurd...

II W. H. Pierce.

.

II E. Sobrey
II W. E.Collison..

Miss Helena Jackson
Mrs E. Nicholas
Rev. Wm. J. Stone..

Miss Kate Tranter .

.

Miss S. M. Stevenson
Rev. H. Durand. .

.

Wm. Thompson
Rev. E. W. Watson

.

Rev. W. Lemmens .

.

Sister M. Berchmans
Miss Virginia Hagan
Miss Ellen C. McKay

Roman Catholic.

Church of England

Methodist

Roman Catholic .

.

Church of England

Salvation Army. .

.

Church of England
Methodist
Church of England
Methodist
Church of England
Methodist
Roman Catholic .

.

Church of England

Methodisst

Roman Catholic

Methodist ...

Roman Catholic

Presbyterian

,

* New school. First return received was for December quarter, 1903.

t School closed during September quarter, 1903.

No grant paid.
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SCHOOL

Statement of Day Schools in the Dominion (from which

School.

Manitoba.

*Assabasca
*Berens River
Big Eddy
Black River
fBloodvein River
Brokenhead
iChemawawin
Couchiching
JCrane River
*Cross Lake (Prot. )

t .. (R.C.)
Cumberland
Ebb and Flow Lake,
Eairford (Upper)

M (Lower)
*Fisher River .

Eort Alexander (Upper) .

(R.C.) .,

Frenchman's Head
"*Grand Rapids
Hollowwater River . .

.

*Islington
JJackhead . .

.

JLao Seul (Canoe River).
Lake Manitoba
Lake St. Martin
Little Saskatchewan ....

Long Sault
Manitoii Rapids
Moose Lake .

Muckle's Creek ,

Pas
Pine Creek . . .

,

Poplar Ri ver
Red Earth
fRoseau Rapids
§Rossvi]le
Sandy Bay
Shoal Lake
JStangeooming
St. Peter's (North)

M (South)
.. (East)

(R-C.)
Swan Lake
*Waterhen River
Wabigoon
Wabuskang

Total, Manitoba.

Reserve. Agency.

Rainy River .

Berens River .

Pas
Black River .

Blood vein . .

.

Brokenhead.
Chemawawin.
Couchiching
Crane River
Cross Lake . .

Rat Portage
Berens River.
Pas. .. ...

Berens River.

Cumberland . .

.

Ebb& Flow Lake.
Fairfoi-d

Fisher River. . .

.

Fort Alexander.

Lac Seul
Grand Rapids
Hollowwater River
Islington
Jackhead
Lac Seul
Lake Manitoba. .

.

Lake St. Martin .

.

Little Saskatche'n.
Long Sault
Manitou Rapids .

.

Moose Lake
St. Peters
Pas
Pine Creek
Poplar River
Red Earth
Roseau Rapids . .

.

Norway House. . .

.

Sandy Bay
Pas jNIountaiii

Stangecoming . . . .

St. Peters

Swan Lake
Waterhen River
Wabigoon
Wabuskang

Teacher.

Clandeboye . . .

Pas
Fort Frances.

.

Manitowapah

.

Berens River .

Pas
Manitowapah

.

Berens River.
Clandeboye. .

.

Savanne
Pas
Berens River.

.

Rat Portage .

Berens River .

Savanne
Manitowapah

.

Manitowapah.
Fort Franbes.

Pas
Clandebove
Pas. ...^.

.

Manitowapah
Berens River
Pas ...

Portage la Prairie.

Berens River
Manitowapah ....

Pas
Fr>rt Frances
Clandeboye

Portage la Prairie.

Manitowapah
Savanne

Joseph Dargue
Miss Eliza Postill . .

.

Nathan Settee
George Slater
Jeremiah Rundle. .

.

Mrs. M. L. Coates .

.

O. C. Pritchard
Z. Charlebois
•John Moar
Arthur Santmier . .

.

Mrs. J. D'Eschamb'lt
Alex. Se3^mour
Miss M. O'Donnell.
Rev. George Bruce.

.

Robert Bruce. . .

."

Arthur M. McKersie
Albert E. Leask ....

J. A. H. Lane
C. N. Chapman
Miss M. S. Simpson.
John Sinclair

Daniel W. Wood ....

Louis LaRonde
D. W. Wood
Louis E. Martel
T. H. Dobbs
John E. Favell
Miss Janet McLeod

.

R. H. Bagshaw ....

James Settee
B. Mci\enzie
R. F. McDougall . .

.

Rev. P. Bousquet. .

.

.Tames T. Blackford

.

Charles Quinnej' ....

Miss Annie Ramsay.
Miss L. R. Lousley .

Miss KatieO'Donnell
Louis Cochrane. ...

Henry Girard ....

Lewis Leelair
Miss Sadie Lewis . .

.

Peter Harper
Miss M. FitzGerald

.

K. M. Garrioch
Lucien Guillot ....

J. S. Newton
James Fox

Denomination.

Undenominational
Methodist
Church of England

Methodist
Church of England

Roman Catholic. .

.

Church of England
Methodist
Roman Catholic. . .

Church cf England
Roman Catholic. .

.

Church of England

Methodist
Church of England
Roman Catholic. . .

Church of England

Roman Catholic. .

.

Church of England

Roman Catholic .

.

Methodist
Church of England
Undenominational
Methodist
Roman Catholic .

.

Church of England
Roman Catholic . .

Church of England

Roman Catholic .

.

Presbyterian
Roman Catholic .

.

Church of England

*No returns received for September quarter, 1903.

t Only one return received during the year.

fNew school opened during December quarter
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4-5 EDWARD VII., A. 1905

SCHOOL

Statement of Day Schools in the Dominion (from which Returns

School.

Northwest Territories.

Reserve.

Attakakoop
Bigr River
Bulls Horn
Day Star's .

*Fishing Lake
Goodfish Lake
James Smith's
John Smith's
Joseph's
Key's
Lac la Ronge
Little Pine's
Louis Bull's

tMeadow Lake ...

Mistawasis
Montreal Lake
JMorley No. 1

Okanase
Poundmaker's .

Red Pheasant
Sampson's
Shoal River
Sioux Mission
§South Fort a la Come.

.

Stony (Eagle Hills)

Sturgeon Lake

JSt. Anthonj''s ••
/

Thunderchild's (C. E.)...

White Bear
yWhite Cap Sioux
Whitefish Lake
§Whitefish Lake, (St. An-
drews Mission.

White Whale Lake

Total, N. W. T.

Attakakoop
Kenemotavoo's.

.

Blood . . .

."

Day Star's

Fishing Lake

—

Pakan
James Smith's.

.

•lohn Smith's

—

Joseph'-
Key's
Lac la Ronge . .

.

Little Pine's. . .

.

Louis Bull's. . .

.

Meadow Lake .

.

Mistawasis
Montreal Lake .

,

Bearspaw
Okanase
Poundmaker's. .

,

Ped Pheasant.

.

Sampson's ,

Key's
Near Prince Albert
James Smith's . .

,

Stony
Twatt's
Lesser Slave Lake
Peace River Dist'ct

Thunderchilds ....

White Bear ...

Moose Woods
James Seenum's. .

.

Lesser Slave Lake
District.

Paul's

Agen

Carlton.

Blood
Touchwood Hills.

Saddle Lake
Duck Lake..

Teacher.

Edmonton
Pelly
Carlton. .

.

Battleford
Hobbema.
Carlton. . .

MissIdaTSutherland
J. Isbi-ster, sr

C. H. Collinson.. ..

Miss Sophia Smythe.
AndrewW.Anderson
Vincent Smith
D. McDonald
Miss Ethel Shipman.

II Const. DeCazes
Owen Owens
Samuel Abrahams.
C. T. Desmavais .

.

A. A. Goodhand..
Peter Villebrun . .

.

MissJ ennieW.Moore
Jno. R. Settee.
Andrew Sibbald
James M. Macalister
Miss Regina Arcand
Mrs. M. Jefferson. .

.

Miss Sue Klippert .

.

Rev. A. T. Norquay.
Miss Lucy M. Baker

Duck Lake Mrs. Ada A. Godfrey
Battleford James Brown
Carlton ' Robert Bear .

Rev. Father Desraa-
rais, O.M.I

G. F. Gibbs
Elizabeth C. Scott...

Mrs. W. R. Tucker..
Miss J. S. R. Batty.

„ L. S. Millen . .

.

Stony
Birtle
Battleford

Hobbema

.

Pelly

- In Treaty No. 8.
1

J

Battleford
Moose Mountain .

.

Saddle Lake ....

In Treaty No. 8.

Edmonton
j

C. F. Hopkins

.

Denomination.

Church of England

Methodist
Church of England

Roman Catholic. .

.

Church of England

Methodist
Roman Catholic. .

.

Presbyterian
Church of England
Methodist
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic . .

Church of England
Methodist
Church of England
Presbyterian
Undenomination al

Church of England

Roman Catholic. . .

Church of England
Presbyterian
Methodist

Church of England

Methodist

* New school. Opened during March quarter, 1904. t No return received for December quart

quarter, 1903, 1! No return received for March quarter, 1904.

;er,
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Statement of Day Schools in the Dominion (from which

School. District. Teacher.

Outside Treaty Limits.

Albany Mission (C.E) . . . . jMoosonee diocese, James Bay.
M M (R.C). . . . IFort Albanjr, James Bay

Fort George Moosonee diocese, James Bay
Herschel Island McKenzie River district

Mistassini .Diocese of Moosonee, James Bay
Moose Fort

I

.. .i «

Nelson House
I

Keewatin district

Providence Mission Fort Providence, McKenzie River dis-

(Sacred Heart) ' trict

Rupert's House Great Whale River, Moosonee diocese

St. D avid's Mission. . . . Fort Simpson, McKenzie Riv. district.

York Factory Moosonee diocese, Hudson Bay

Rev. R. J. Renison .

.

Sr. St. FelixofValois
Rev. W. G. Walton

.

C. E. Whittaker ...

Denomination.

T. Bird Holland.
S. D. Gaudin

Total, Outside Treaty.

Sister St. Elzear...
J. E. Woodall ....

Rev. Jas. R. Lucas.
Rev. R. Faries

Church of England
Roman Catholic. .

.

Church of England

Methodist

.

Roman ^atholic. .

.

Church of England
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50 DEPARTMENT OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

4-5 EDWARD VII., A. 1905

SCHOOL

Statement of Boarding Schools in

School.

Ontario.

Fort William Orphanage.

British Columbia.

Ahousaht ! At Ahousaht, West Coast agency .

Alberni
i

At Alberni, Tresaht reserve, West
Coast agency v

Alert Bay Girls' Home jAt Alert Bay, Nimkish reserve,

I

Kwawkewlth agency..
1 At Port Simpson, N.-west Coast ag.

At Port Simpson, N.-west Coast ag.

At Sciuamish, Fraser river agency.

St. Mary's At St. Mary's Mission, on the Fra-
ser river

Yale (All Hallows) At Yale, on the Fraser river

Port Simpson Boys' Home

.

Port Simpson Girls' Home.

.

Squamish

.

Total, British Columbia.

Manitoba.

Cecilia Jeffrey Shoal Lake reserve. Rat Portag. ag.

Norway House At Norway House, in Norway
' House agency ....

Pine Creek At mouth of Pine Creek, Lake Win-
nipegosis Manitowapah agency .

.

Portage la Prairie At Portage la Prairie, Man
Rat Portage At Rat Portage, Ont

Total, Manitoba

Rev. J. C. Butchart. . Presbyterian.

James R. Motion. .

.

m

A. W. Corker Church of England
Chs. M. Richards. . . Methodist
Miss Han.M. Paul... .. ........

Sister Mary Amy . . . . Roman Catholic. .

.

Rev. C. Marchal (ao)

.

u

Amy, Sister Superior Church of England

Austin (J.McKitrick.

Rev. J. A. Lousley. .

.

Presbyterian

.

Methodist . .

.

Rev. P. Bousquet . . Roman Catholic.

W. A. Hendry i Presbyterian. .

.

Rev.C.Cahill,O.M.L Roman Catholic.

Northwest Territories.

Birtle
Blood (C.E).
Blood (R.C)
Blue Quill's .

Crowfoot. . .

.

Crowstand .

.

Cowessess' . .

.

Duck Lake.

.

Emmanuel College.

Ermineskin's

File Hills

Fort Resolution

At Birtle, Man E. H. Crawford Presbyterian

On Blood reserve, Blood agency. . . !G. E. Gale ^Church of England

On Blood reserve. Blood agency. . IRevZ.L.LeVern,OMijRoman Catholic. .

.

Blue Quill's reserve. Saddle lake ag. i
Leon Baiter

|

On Blackfoot reserve, Blackfoot ag. Rev. J. Riou,O.M.I,
i

Near Cote's reserve, Pelly agency . W. McWhinuey Presbyterian

On Cowessess' reserve. Crooked La-'

kes agency
On Duck Lake reserve. Duck Lake
agency

At Prince Albert, Sask

On Ermineskin's reserve, Hobbema
agency

On File Hills leserve, Qu'Appelle

Rev. S. Perreault,
O. M. I |Roman Catholic.

.

Rev. O Charlebois,
O. M. I

Rev. Jas. Taylor. Church of England

Rev. L. Dauphin,
O. M. I . . . Roman Catholic. .

.

Miss K.J.Gillespie. . Presbyterianagency •

At Fort Resolution, Great Slave
Lake Treaty No. 8 'Rev.C. Sr. McQuillan Roman Catholic
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the Dominion for the Year ended June 30, 1904.

Grant.

.?500.

2o pupils

30 M

10 M

10 „

20 „

50 „

60 „

35 „

.?00 p. cap,

.?(iO , .

•SfiO

.*;(>o

.?()0

.?60

.Sf)0

iS60

30 pupils, .$72 p. cap.

50

55
20
30

.?72

S72
S72
872

Vote.

40 pupils, .S72 p. cap,

50 „ §72 M

25 >, .S72 M

45 „ .S72 M

25 ,. S72 „

40 „ §72 „

40 .§72

100 M §100 „ .

('20boTS, .§100 p. c\
I 32 b. & g. §72 M j

.50 pupils, §72 p. cap.
15 II §72 II

25 „ §72 It .

Number on
Roll.

Vote.. 16 22

117

91

Vote..
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SCHOOL

Statement of Boardine: Schools

School.

N. W. Terkitoeies—Con.

Ft. Chipewyan (Holy Angels)

Gordon's

Isle a la Crosse

Lesser Slave Lake (C.E.). . .

.

„ „ *(R.C.)...,

Muscowequan's

McDougall Orphanage
Old Sun's

Onion Lake (R.C.

(C.E.),

Peigan (C.E.).

„ (R.C.).

Round Lake
Sarcee
Smoky River (St. Augustine).

St. Albert

Thunderchild's

.

Vermilion (St. Henri).

Wabiscow Lake (C.E.

„ (R.C.).

Total, N.W.T..

Situation

At Nativity Mission, Fort Chipe-
wyan, Treaty No. 8

On Geo. Gordon's reserve, Touch-
wood Hills agency

At Isle a la Crosse, Carlton agency.

At Lesser Slave Lake, Peace River
di.strict, Treaty No. 8

At Lesser Slave Lake, Peace River
district, Treaty No. 8

On Muscowequan's reserve, Touch-
wood Hills agency

On Morley reserve. Stony agency.

.

On the Biackfoot reserve

On Seekaskootch reserve, Onion
Lake agency

On Seekaskootch reserve, Onion
Lake agency . . .

On Peigan reserve, Peigan agency

.

In Crooked Lakes agency
On Sarcee reserve, Sarcee agency .

.

Near Peace Ri ver crossing, at mouth
of Smoky River, Treaty No. 8.

.

At St. Albert settlement, Alta. . .

.

On Thunderchild's reserve, Battle-

ford agency

At Fort Vermilion, Peace River
district, Treaty No. 8

At St. John's Mission, Wabiscow
Lake, Treaty No. 8

At St. Martins Mission, Wabiscow
Lake, Treaty No. 8 ...

Principal.

Rev. Sr. McDougall.

Rev. M. Williams. .

.

Rev. X. Simonin,
O.M.I

C. D. White

Rev. C.Falher,O.M.I

Rev. J. A. Magnan..
John W. Niddrie
Rev. H. W. Gibbon
Stocken

Rev. E. .J. Cunning-
ham

Rev. J. R. Matheson
Kev. W. R. Haynes.
Rev. L. Douce t,

O.M.I
Rev. H. McKay ....

Percy Stocken

Rev. Sister Sostene
Rev. Sister L. A
Dandurand

Rev. H. Delmas,
O.M.I

Rev. Sister Matthias

Mrs. Agnes L. Par-
rott

Rev. Sister Tiburce..

Denomination.

Roman Catholic. .

.

Church of England

Roman Catholic. .

(Church of England

Roman Catholic. .

.

Methodist

Church of England

Roman Catholic. . .

Church of England

Roman Catholic.
Presbyterian. . .

Church of England

Roman Catholic.

.

Church of England

Roman Catholic. .
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Grant.

40 pupils, •S72 per cap,

30

20

15

40

.30

40

50

50

16
30

20
40
15

15

80

20

15

15

15

S72

S72

$72

$72

$72
$72

.S72

$72

$72
$72

$72
$72
$72

$72

$72

$72

$72

$72

$72

Number on
Roll.

Vote.

15

22

17
26

25

25

10
11

12
13
9

10

34

12

2

7

11

593

39

14

519

36

25

20

34

40

30
48

43

45

21
25

26
27
17

18

73

20

3

15

25

1112

131

25

992

18; 6

2 3

12

461

Standard.

I
I
II

12

10

219

III

16

237

IV

140

VI

38

School.

17

N. W. Territories— Co7i.

Ft. Chipewyan (Holy Angels)

Gordon's

.

Isle a la Crosse.

Lesser Slave Lake (C.E.)

(R.C.)

Muscowequan's.
McDougall Orphanage.

Old Sun's.

Onion Lake (R.C.)

„ (C.E.)
Peigan (C.E.).

„ (R.C).
Round Lake.
Sarcee.

Smoky River (St. Augustine).

St. Albert.

Thunderchild's.

Vermilion (St. Henri).

Wabiscow Lake (C.E.)

„ (R.C.)

Total, N.W.T.
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SCHOOL

Statement of Industrial Schools

School.

Ontario.

Mohawk Institute
Mount Elgin Institute.

Shingwauk Home
Wikwemikong (boys).

.

(girls) .

.

Total, Ontario.

British Columbia.

Alert Bay

Clayoquot

Coqualeetza Home.

Kamloops . . .

.

Kootenay . .

.

Kuper Island.

Lytton

Metlakatla

Williams Lake

.

Total, B. C

.

Manitoba.

Brandon
*Elkhorn
*Rupert's Land.
St. Boniface

Total, Manitoba

N. W. Teeritortek.

Battleford .

.

*Calgary. . . .

Qu'Appelle
Red Deer. .

Regina
St. Joseph's.

Total, N.W.T.

Situation.

At Brantford ...

At Muncey
At Sault Ste. Marie .

At Wikwemikong. .

.

At Alert Bay, on
Nimkish reserve. .

.

Adjoining Opitsat,

No. 1 reserve. West
Coast agency .

At Chilliwack, Eraser
River agency

At Kamloops
At Kootenay
At Kuper Island,

Cowichan agency.

.

At Lytton,Kamloops-
Okanagan agency .

.

At Metlakatla, West
coast agency

At Williams Lake

At Brandon
At Elkhorn
At Middlechurch

.

At St. Boniface. .

.

Principal.

Rev. R. Ashton . .

.

Rev. T. T. George.
Geo. Ley King. . . .

Rev. J. Paquin,S. J.

A. W. Corker.

Rev. P. Maurus. .

.

Rev. Joseph Hall..

Rev. A. M. Carion
Rev. N. Coccola. .

.

Rev. G. Donkele .

.

R«v. Geo. Ditcham

Denomination.

Undenominational
Methodist
Church of England
Roman Catholic

Grant.

91 pupils, .S60 per cap.
100 M .S60

100 „ S60
60 M .%0
60 .. S60

Church of England

Roman Catholic.

.

Methodist
Roman Catholic.

John R. Scott

Rev. H. Boening.

,

Rev. T. Ferrier . .

.

A. E. Wilson
Joseph Thompson.
Rev. N. A. Ruelle

At Battleford, Sask.

.

At Calgarj', Alta . . .

.

At Qu'Appelle, Assa

.

At Red Deer, Alta.

.

At Regina, Assa
At High River, Alta.

Church of England

Roman Catholic.

.

Metholist
Undenominational

Roman Catholic. .

.

Rev. E. Matheson
Rev. G. H. Hogbin
Rev. J. Hugonard.
Rev. J. P. Rice...
Rev. J. A. Sinclair

Rev. A. Naessens.

Church of England
Undenominational
Roman Catholic. .

.

Methodist
Presbyterian
Roman Catholic. .

.

35pupils, $130 per cap

50

80
50
50

50

40

r 25 boys,

1, 25 girls,

50 pupils.

S130

.S130

Sl.SO

S130

S130

.§130

S140
.?100

.S130

115pup's,S120 per cap

100 pup's, SllO per cap

120pup's,S145 per cap

per cap225 pup's,

80 „

125 n

120 M

.S130

.S130

!ftl30

Note.—All boys at industrial schools are taught farming, and all girls sewing, knitting and general
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STATEMENT—C oncluded.

in the Dominion for the Year ended June 30, 1904.
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INDIAX LAND STATEMENT

Showing the number of acres of Indian Lands sold during the year ended June 30,

1904, the total amount of purchase money and the approximate quantity of land

remaining unsold at that date.

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO.

Town or TowTiship.

Albemarle
Amabel. .

Eastnor
Lindsay
St. Edmund
Bury (T. plot)

Hardwicke (T. plot)

Cape Croker Res
01iphant(T. plot)

Sontham]jton (T. plot) . .

.

Wiarton (Town)
Saugeen Fishing Islands

.

Keppel
Brooke (T. plot)

White Cloud Island
Thessalon

(T. plot)

Aweres
Archibald
Dennis
Fisher
Herrick
Havilland
Kars
Apaquosh (T. plot)

Laird
Macdonald
Meredith
Duncan.
Kehoe
Thompson
Cobden
Pennefather . .

.

Ley
Fisher (T. plot)

Tilley
Tupper
Fenwick
Vankoughnet . . . . . .

.

Shingcouicouse (T. plot).

Bidwell
Howland
Sheguiandah

(T. plot).

Billings
Assiginack
Campbell
Manitowaning (T. plot).

Carnarvon
Tehkummah
Sandfield
Shaftesbury (T. plot) ...

Tolmasville

County
or

District.

j

Number
of acres of

Land
sold.

Bruce

Grey.

Algoma

Amount
of

Sales.

Manitoulin..

Acres.

5000
100 00
199 00

77 00

3 15
31-75

56-38
175-20

9 '82

2,836 00

1,765-50

9, 687 00
320 00

13,014 00

320 00
1,172-50
131 00

2,940 00
1,639-50
297-92

995 00

5,322-50
73 00

541-50
1,430 00

410 00
200 00
7600

598 -00
53307
448 00
1804

1,851 -00

93600

0-50
128-47

$ cts.

60 00
30 00
60 00

77 00

86 00
270 00

119 00
275 20
154 50

1,418 00

883 00
3,174 70
160 00

4,260 05

198 40
686 25
65 50

1,911 00
1,065 68
321 41

547 00

2,231 00
36 00

806 25
715 00

82 00
50 00
15 20

280 50
137 00
143 65
401 90
872 50
442 60

25 00
291 50

Approxi-
mate 1

Quantity
j

remaining!
unsold.

Remarks.

Acres.

159 00

2,540

3,075
3,806

176
1,111

40
21
12

1,414

2,210
4

16
1,817

31
5,053
3,264
1,496
829

6,5.53

641
9,363
312

4,300
448

4,564
10,700
10,935

318
186

2,726

6,750
496
281

3,353
8,471

7,006
269

5,572
4,356
8,178
314

4,672
4,751
7,036

28
9,099
6,429
7,322
252

1.031

Some of these lands
were resumed by the
department, the con-
ditions of sale not
having been complied
with, so that in cer-

tain cases there ap-
pears to have been
more land remaining
unsold at the close of

the past fiscal year
than remained unsold
according to the pre-

vious year's report.

I
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Indian Land fe'TAXEMENT showing the number of acres sold during the year ended
June 30, 1904, he— Continued

PROVINCE OF ONTARIO -Con(mM«?.

Town or Township. Countj- or District.

Number
of acres of

Land
sold.

Amount
of

Sales.

Allan 'Manitoulin
Burpee
Barrie Island
Gordon
Gore Bay (Town)
Mills
Cockburn Island
Dawson
Robinson
Neebiner Thunder Bay.
Sarnia (Town) Lambton
Cayuga Haldimand .

.

(T. plot)

Dunn...
Caledonia «

Seneca m

Oneida m

Brantford Brant
Bronte (T. Plot) Halton
Port Credit (T. Plot) Peel ... .

Deseronto (T. Plot) Hastings , . .

.

Shannon ville (T. Plot) „

Islands in the River St.

Lawrence
Islands in the Bay of Quiute.
Islands in the River Otonabee
and Lakes

Islands in the Georgian Bay..
South Baymouth (T. Plot) . .

.

Meldrum{T. Plot) .,

Nipissing ... Xipi-ssing

.

Prov. Ontario.

Peterborough

.

Parry Sound .

,

Manitoulin..

.

298-00
10000
100 00

2-90|

433 00
2,622 00
723 00!

984 OOi

1,772 00
2 10

139-42
89 01

•20

40

58-43
34-80
1 50

15-34
6,405-82

Approxi-
mate

Quantity
remaining
unsold.

579' 00, 267 45; 3,065 00
n 50
20 00
20 00
15 00

170 70
1,279 00
190 00
343 40

7,677 50
870 00

557 68
2,287 16

337 50

62,753-60

715 00
20 OOj

720 00
265 00
82 20
535 32

10,205 30

9,515
2,117
2,910

4

6,240
26,358
8,964

30,886
2,006

297
122

1,571
53

135.85
85
25

601
2-27

50 18

1,939-29

140 49
80 88

49,004 50' 260,266-95

Remarks.

Railway right of way.

Area undetermined.

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC.

Ouiatchouan
Dundee
Maniwaki (T. Plot)
Maniwaki
Temiscamingue . . .

.

Chicoutimi
Huntingdon . .

,

Wright

Pontiac

1,050
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Indian Land Statement showing the number of acres sold during the year ended
June 30, 1904, &c.

—

Concluded.

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES.

Town or Township.
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INDIAN WOMEN WHO HAVE COMMUTED THEIR ANNUITY BY A TEN
YEARS' PURCHASE ($50) UNDER SECTION 11 OF

THE INDIAN ACT.

Commutations, 1903-4.

Treaty/ No. 1.

St. Peter's Band— Mrs. Isabella Hogaboam, No. 571.
" Mary Asham demons, No. 790.
" Mrs. Josiah Sanderson, No. 539.
" Sarah Ann Cochrane Sutherland, No. 781.

Isabella Slater Clode, No. 374.

Treaty Xo. 2.

Little Saskatchewan—Christie Hourie, No. 34.

Waterhen River—Mrs. Win. Fagnan, No 53,

Lake Manitoba—Mrs. J. B. Sinclair, No. 68.

Treaty No. 3.

Islington Band—Mary Jourdain. No. 56.

Treaty N'o. Jf.

Keeseekoowenin's—Mary Ann Hoyer, No. 20.

Peepeekesis—Matilda Listner, No. 52.

Black Bear's—Emerance Bellegarde. No. 57.

Treaty No. 5.

Norway House—Eveline Beechan Folster, No, 330.

Berens River—Mrs. Jacob Berens, jr., No. 178
The Pas—Mrs. Zaccheus Buck, No. 297.

Treaty No. 6.

Michel's Band—Emilie Gaucher Belcourt, No. 38.
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RETURN A (1)

OF

OFFICERS AND EMPLOYEES OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
INDIAN AFFAIRS

INSIDE AND OUTSIDE SERVICE

Ox July 1, 1904
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Return A (1)—Of Officers and Employees of the Department of Indian Affairs on
July 1, 1904.

HEADQUARTERS—INSIDE SERVICE.
'

Name.

Hon. Clifford Sifton...

Francis Pedley
John D. McLean ... .

Samuel Stewart ...'...

Dmican C Scott
Fred'k H. Paget . . . . ,

James B. Harkin ....

William A. Orr

John McGirr
Robert G. Dalton ....

Samuel Bray, D.L.S.
Alfred E. Kemp
Henry C. Ross ....

Edv/in Rochester ....

James J. Campbell .

.

Hiram McKay
Martin Benson ....

Henry J. Brook
John D. Sutherland.

.

John W. Shore
Geo. M. Matheson .

.

Robert B. E. Moffat

.

Joseph Delisle

Fannie Yeilding . ..

Caroline Reiffenstein.
Edith H. Lyon
Helen G. Ogilvy
Mary D. Maxwell . .

.

Floretta K. Maracle..
Frederick R. Byshe. .

Louisa E. Dale
James Guthrie
Thos. P. Moffatt
Alice M. S. Graham.,
Emma S. Martin ....

Chas. A. Cooke
Sarah M. O'Grady . .

.

Peter Jos. O'Connor..
Herbert N. Awrey. .

Alex. F. MacKenzie

.

Geo. A. Conley
Selw\'n E. Sangster .

.

Wm.. Edwin Allan .

.

Helen M. O'Donohoo
David Morin
Margaret H. Brennan
Gertrude A. Gorrell .

Audrey S. Jones
Sarah E. Whitehead

.

Effie K. McLatchie ..

Benjamin Hayter. . ,

.

William Seale.. . . .

.

John Ackland

Rank.

Superintendent General.

Deputy Superintendent General ....

Chief Clerk and Secretary
11 Assistant Secretary

Chief Clerk and Accountant ,

.

Private Secretary to Supt. General .

Fii-st Class Clerk, in charge of Land and
Timber Branch

First Class Clerk ..

Second Class Clerk

•Junior Second Class Clerk

Writer

Packer ....

Messenger

Annual
Salary.

4,000
2,450
2,050
2,250

1,900

1,550

1,700
1,850
1,700
1.650
1,500
1,450
1,4.50

1,450
1,400
1,400

1,300

1,300
1,300
1,250

1,250

1,050
1,0.50

1,0.50

1,000

1,000
1,000

1,000
1,000

1,000
9.50

950
950
850
850
850
850
850
8.50

850
850
800
800
800
G25
570
565
550
550
(;50

620
550

Date of

Present Rank.

Date of First
Appoint-

ment to Civil

Service.

Holds this o ffi e e combined
with that of Minister of the
Interior.

Nov.
July
Dec.
July

Aug.
Oct.
Nov.
July
Aug.
July
•June

Aug.
Sept.
Dec.
July
Jan.
July
Jan.

July

Jan.
Nov.
Jan.
April
July

Nov.
May
Jan.
May
July

Mar.
July

1902 [Sept.
1897 lOct.

1898;Ju]y
1893
1904
1902

1894
1891
1893
1899
1902

Oct.
June
Dec.

Nov.
Aug.
Sept.

June
Feb.

1886 Jan.
1890 Jan.
1894
1894
1884
1898
1899
1899
1903
1903
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

Dec.
July
April
Jan.
Dec.
Mar.
•June
Feb.
June
April
Nov.
May
June

1900 1 May
1900

1 Jan.
1900
1900
1900
1900
1900

Mar.
July

Oct.
Nov.

1900 Sept.
1901 April
1901 Oct.
1901 Feb.
1902 Jan.
1902 Nov.
1903 Jan.
1903 [April
1901 July
1904ljan.
1904 July
1S96 Nov.
1899 May
igoOiJan.
1900
1901
18r2
1893
1899

May
July
Oct.
Mar.
July

1, 1897
1, 1876
1, 1879
8, 1880
5, 1885

2, 1901

24, 1883
1, 1877

12, 1871
14, 1884
1, 1884

10, 1883
— , 1882
30, 1886
9, 1880
1, 1876
1, 1871

29, 1896
24. 1884
2i; 1888
7, 1891

23, 1880
3, 1882

24, 1883
31, 1890
30, 1890
31, 1890

31, 1891
26, 1891
21, 1891
21, 1891
14. 1891
28, 1893
11, 1894
1, 1893

12, 1896
15, 1898
21, 1902
13, 1902
30, 1903

1, 1903
15, 1901

2, 1901
1, 1901

19, 1S96

26, 1899
22, 1900
14, 1900
1, 1901

18, 1887
18, 1893
28, 1899
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Return A (1)—Of Officers and Employees of the Department of Indian Affairs on
July 1, 1904.

OFFICERS OF OUTSIDE SERVICE AT HEADQUARTERS.

Name. Rank.

Jas. Ansdell Macrae. Insi)ector of Indian Agencies and Reserves.
Geo. Ij. Chitty ilnspector of Timber
P. H. Bryce, M.D . . . Medical Inspector

Annual
Salary.

Date of

Present Rank.

Date of First
Appoint-

ment CO Civil

Service,

1,800 Oct. 1, 1892 June 14, 1881
1,200 .Tune 21, 1893, „ 21, 18!)3

1,000 Feb. 1, 1904iFeb. 1, 1904
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RETURN B.—APPROPRIATION ACCOUNTS.

1903-04.

Indians.

Ontario and Quebix'.

Relief, seed and medical attendance, (Quebec
M H T, Ontario

Blankets and clothing, Ontario and (^>uebec

Schools, Ontario, Quebec and Maritime Provinces
Salaries of Chiefs, Cape Croker and (iihson and Agent

St. Regis
Payment of Robinson Treaty Annuities
Survey of Indian Reserves
Indian Land Management Fund
Grant for Agricultural Society, Munsees of the Thames
To assist in suppression of liquor traffic among Indians

belonging to bands in older provinces which have n(>

fund of their own
Erection of lock-up at St. Regis
General legal expenses
He) )air of roads
S(iu;ittiTs" improvements, Doncaster Reserve
I )ntinage, Caughnawaga Reserve
Contril)ution on behalf of the Rama Indians towards
expenses on roads and bridges in the township of

Rama

Nova Scotia.

Salaries

Relief and seed grain
Medical attendance and medicines
Miscellaneous and unforeseen
To improve sanitary condition of Indian Reserve near
Sydney

Repair of roads
Purchase of lands for Reserves

New Brunswick.

Salaries
Relief and seed grain
Medical attendance and medicines. * '.

Miscellaneous and unforeseen
Damage by fire on the Indian Reserve. Ednumdston.

Prince Edward Isf.ani

Salaries and travelling expenses
Relief and seed grain
Medical attendance and medicines. . .

.

Office and miscellaneous expenses . . .

.

Grant.

S cts.

5,600 00
2,300 00

.500 00
48,690 00

150 00
16,806 00
1,000 00

14,001) 00
!I0 0(>

500 00
500 00

3,500 00
2,100 00

11.325 00
600 00

,000 00

Expenditure
Grant

not used.

•s cts.

4,153 17
2,274 7U
4% 13

47,481 .59

1.50 00
16,642 03

727 .39

14,000 00
90 00

610 55

1,198 '34"

592 94
11,118 Or

.567 41

2,000 00

109,661 00 102,104 34

1,225 00
2,700 00
3,700 00
300 00

1,000 00
250 00
800 00

!l,'975 00

1,308 00
2,400 00
3,800 00
600 00
100 00

S cts.

i,446 83
25 21
1 87

1,208 41

Grant
exceeded.

163 97
272 61

500 00
2,301 66
1,.507 06
207 00
32 59

1,200 00 25 00
2,807 02 !

3,694 07 5 93
223 70 76 30

1,000 00
250 00
800 00

9,974 79 ; 107 23

8,208 00

1,237 00
2.381 54

3,787 75
.503 77
98 00

8,008 06

300 00
925 00
650 00
75 00

300 00
750 72
745 58
31 22

71 00
18 46
12 25
96 23
2 0(J

199 94

174 28

"4378'

1,950 00 I 1,827 52 218 06

110 55

7,667 21 110 55

107 02

107 02

95 58

95 58
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APPROPRIATION AQCOJJ^T^—Concluded.

• 1903-04.

Indians.

British Columbia.

>Salaries •*

Relief
Seed and implements
Medical attendance and medicines

Day schools

Industrial and bjarding schools

Travelling expenses
Office and miscellaneous • •

Surveys and reserve commission
For launch Kwawkewlth Agency and furnishings . .

.

To assist hospital at Hazelton . .

General.

Salaries of Inspectors
Travelling expenses and clerical assistance for these

officers

Printing and stationery, outside service generally (in-

cluding schools)

Miscellaneous.

Compensation for price of islands and improven.ents to

be made on islands in the St. Lawrence river

Manitoba and Northwest Territories.

Annuities and commutations
Implements, tools and hardware ...

Field and garden seeds

Live stock ;

Supplies for working and destitute Indians

Triennial clothing

Day, boarding and industrial schools

Surveys
Sioux
(Jrist and saw-mills

General expenses ....

Yukon District.

Supplies for destitute Indians
Day and boarding schools

Grant.

% cts.

21,040 00
4,500 00
1,000 00

20,000 00
9,700 00

81,650 00
5,600 00

10,620 00
.5,000 00
2, .500 00
1,000 00

162,610 00

3,000 00

1,200 00

6,000 00

10,200 00

12,000 00

144,685 00
!),449 00
1,217 00

21,350 00
193,472 00

5,289 00
304,292 00

7,000 00
5,355 00
2,262 00

1.59,291 00

853,662 00

5,000 00
5,000 00

10,000 00

Expenditure

$ cts.

20,735 82
7,182 47

41(; 77
15,543 44
7,439 66

68,338 40
5,695 43
6,833 16
2,257 51
2,153 36

1,000 00

Grant
not used.

$ cts.

.304 18

137,596 C2

3,000 00

991 45

4,700 12

8,691 57

11,000 00

140,780 00
9,510 58
1,216 84

21,269 55
186,342 69

4,022 84
268,876 71

7,007 03
4,117 51
2,300 22

158,654 58

804,098*55

4,651 11

2,829 35

7,480 46

583 23
4,456 56
2,260 34
13,311 60

'3,786 '84

2,742 49
346 64

27,791 88

208 55

1,299 88

1,508 43

1,000 00

3,905 00

016
80 45

7,129 31

1,266 16
35,415 29

1,237 49

636 '42

49,670 28

348 89
2,170 65

2,519 .54

Grant
exceeded.

$ cts.

2,682 47

95 43

2,777 90

(il .58

7 03

38 22

106 83
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INDIAN TRUST FUND.

Return C showing transactions in connection with the Fund during the year ended
June 30, 1904.

Service.

Balance, June 30, 1903.

Collection.s on land sales ; timber and stone dues ; rents, fines and fees.

Interest for j'ear ended June 30, 1904, on above balance
Legislative grants to supplement the funds
Outstanding cheques for 1901-02

Expenditure during the year 1903-04 . , ,

Balance, June 30, 1904

Debit. Credit.

S cts.

322,227 61
4,47(3,907 81

$ cts.

,408,912 57
182,580 83
176,926 89
30,706 06

9 07

4,799,135 42 4,799,135 42

For further details of the above expenditure from the Indian Trust Fund and the Consoliuated Fund,
see Part J of the Auditor General's Report.
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